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BED-TO-BED RADIO WEB FOR VETS
CBS Draw Severe Censure
SPECIAL HOOKUPS War Dept.

Sdznick Plan to Musicalize 'Wind'
For Pictures Distresses Many Negroes
Announcement that David O. Solaslok plans to remake as a musical
bis "6one With th* Wind," as detailed exclusively in last week'6
'•"Variety," is reported to have caused
some oonsternatibn among leaders of
the Negro race, who often speak of
this film as secorfd only to "The
Birth of a Nation" in its adverse
•Iteots upon the prestige of the
Negro.
L. W. Reddick, Negro official of
the New York Public Library, reoeutly compiled information on the
•treatment of Negroes In films, it being the point of his recent booklet
on the subject that the persistent
portrayal of Negroes as slave-servants", menials and illiterates catered
to white snobbishness and did great
damage to the aspirations of the

•

•

.

Catholics on Religious Issue

By GEORGE BOSEN

Mercer's Positive Accent

A bed-to-bed network designed to
Clare Luce Chills Airer
bring maximum entertainment on. a
That Clara Booths Luc* air show
At with Moss Hart, who made round-the-clock basis to hospitalized deal for Textron, at an approximate
psychoanalysis pay off with his war vets is currently In the process $2,000 a week, now appears cold.
"Lady in the Dark" play, Johnny of formation.
Program was skedded to bow in on
The Armed Forces Radio ServMercer's "Aocentuate the Positive"
Hollywood, Feb.

6.

tune was born of a similar situation
when the songsmith went to a
psycho for professional purposes.
He was given the spiel that "you
must accent positive thoughts, eliminate negative Ideas," etc., and from
this Mercer hatched the now rhythmic song hit.

Pitt

contribution

the

via

shortwaving and recording of the
nation's top commercial air shows
to the global battle fronts has been
one of the major hypoes to GI
morale in World War II, is thus
initiating the newest phase of its
radio activities, which will extend
Into the postwar era of veteran re•

»

AFRS set up its
"mosquito network," which ha6 penetrated into the most remote jungle
areas in order to reach all of the

Amus. Fear

'36

whose

ices,

habilitation,
Just as the

race.

Incidentally, the Oscar Hammerstein, 2d, satire on use of racial
stereotypes by writers, as contained
In his special lyrics, "Ol' Man Au-

From
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Flood Repeat

fighting

forces,

so,

too,

is

it

.

400

WiH Tour
With Met Opera

'

Via Coal

Seen Spreading

-

•

Washington, Feb.

Government,

cause of the critical fuel situation
seems likely to spread because of
closings of theatres and
niteries throughout the 16 states affected by the coal shortage.
Coupled also with tangled transit
problem, Solid Fuel Administration's
order curbing use of coal has been
augmented by one from the War
Production Board banning use of
natural gas for cooking and heating
purposes in amusement operations
In Pennsylvania, Ohio, West Vir-

possible
6.

believe that the German theatre playing time will be about evenly divided between American, British and
Russian films, understood that the
Office of War Information has cued
U. S. film producers to rush films
with German titles in view of the
officials

According to Miss Logan. Miss
McCarthy came to see her last week
regarding • feature story about GIs
the "forgotten" Italian' front.
Miss Logan returned to New York
Plan is to have
recently after a four-month tour of Russian sweep.
Italy
with a USO-Camp Shows product ready to go into Germany
variety unit.
Interview had hardly along with Russian or other Alms.
Recalled that when the truce with
gotten under way, said Miss Logan,
when Miss McCarthy asked her Hungary was signed in Moscow, the
opinion of the News. Figuring the Russians retained control over all
query was off the record, says Miss means of communication, press and
Logan, she answered that the "pro- radio— particularly pictures.
months
several
Understanding,
fascist" air of the publication, especially the editorials, frightened her. ago, as reported in "Variety," was
They frightened our troops at the that a specific schedule would be
worked out among the Allied powers
front too, she added,
When, according to. Miss Logan, for the allocation ol playing time
Miss McCarthy remonstrated, slating in Germany on an equitable basis
that her. publisher Oapt. Patterson This understanding was sUilcrl to
.was merely ant 1- Administration, and cover French films also.
defending him with' remark that he
was a big hero in the last World Earl Carroll Plans
War, Miss Logan replied "that this
was a different war." Whereupon,
'Largest* Filmery
iooording to Miss Logan, Miss McHollywood, Feb. 6,
Carthy got up, saying; "If we're a
Karl Carroll plans to build the
bunch of fascists, I can't do an in- "largest" cinema in the world in
terview with you," and walked out. Hollywood.
Miss McCarthy, when queried,
It would be on the site next door
conjlrmcsd incident, giving a some- to his cabaret-theatre, -now- utilized
what different version of it. Stated as parking space for the nitery's
she was Invited by Miss Logan's patrons. Building can't happen un(Continued on page 23)
til after the war, of course.

on

.

Rushed by OWI for Reich
While

Kentucky, District of Columbia and parts of Maryland. Edict
doesn't apply to towns using artificial gas only. In addition, a fourday freight embargo on all' items,
except coal and war goods, went

east of the Rockies for the first time.
For a number of years Saturday
matinees of Met opera have been
broadcast (ourrentfy on the Blue
Network), sponsored by the Texas
Co. (Texaco).

into effect

Saturday

(3).

Chez Ami and Town Barn, immediately paid off the show and announced intention of slaying closed
tor the duration of the emergenoy.
Erno Rapee, on a concert tour with
a

symphony orch

had

of 75 musicians,

to cancel dates in Hartford,

De-

Dayton and CleveLoss to Rapee comes to approximately $15,000. The orch gave
a concert Saturday in Buffalo to a
small, house In an unheated audiOutfit was given speoial
torium.
permission to play the date as It
was already there. Last week, fuel
(Continued on page 29)
troit,

land.

Cincinnati,

Dept."

published in Brooklyn, stated (Jan.
I'll is difficult to And any oxcos*
Columbia Broadcasting
System for permitting its facilities
(Continued on page 47 >

to justify the

TOMMY DORSEY TO SOLO
WITH STOKI'S SYMPH
Tommy

Dorsey will join the ranks
who ha v* gone temBenny Goodman, when Dorsey appears as soloist with Leopold Stokowski and his
of jazz maestri,

porarily longhair, like

New York

City

Symphony

Feb. II

at City Center, N. Y.
Dorsey will play the Concerto for

Trombone and Orchestra
Nathaniel
will

mark

Shllkret.
concerto's

written by

Performance
premiere as

well as Dorsey's longhair debut.
Likely that Dorsey's band will sit in
wilh the Center symphony, under
Stoki's direction, for the performance. Concerto, in three movements,
It's
understood that Hurok will Is mainly a serious work with jazz
have backing from fne radio spon- rhythms. First two movements ai*
sor but It's anticipated the tour will in classical vein with
little touch
be financially secure beoause, while of jazz. Last movement goes straight
(Continued on page 20)
boogie-woogie.

ginia,

First wave of talent cancellations
came in Buffalo whon a local conservation order clamped an 11 p.m.
curfew on all amusements. Three of
the largest boiles in town, McVann's,

War

Under the heading "Inexcusable
The Tablet, Catholic weekly

Cancelled Talent

LOGAN

Logan's name out of sheet until further notice, as result of remarks reportedly made In a brief interview
between the singer and Julia McCarthy, feature writer on the Patterson sheet.

lations division of the
Insult."

now

'

NEWS BARS

periodicals as th* result of the Jan.
21 broadcast of "Radio Reader's Digest."
Incident involved was th*
relating of • story concerning a
Catholic soldier who, in the absence
of a priest, made his "confession" to

Mutual late this month.
Reported that the Gongresswoman- a rabbi with the letter's consent.
playwright did a burn when the
Script
for the
broadcast
was
network sent out a release which
cleared by the War Dept., whichhit the coast-to-coast wire services
provoked the following comment
before the paet was signatured.
from
the Catholic Review, published
Agency on the deal, J. Walter
Thompson, was also reported miffed in Baltimore:
"It should be said that judging
over the premature handling.
from the action of the War Dept. in
clearing- the story, there is need for
more intelligence in the Public Re-

blueprinting a plan to assume its
part, side by side with the medicos,
Pittsburgh, Feb. 8.
in helping the wounded _along the
Downtown theatres and niteries, road to recovery.
which was introduced at the
Largest touring stage attraction
^
recent Writers' War Board meeting with ooslly memories of the 1936
Thus the bed-to-bed network being will be that of the Metropolitan
flood, are taking no chances on a
Opera Co., which goes to. the road
(Continued on page 25)
(Continued on page 23)
possible 1845 recurrence. They have
early in April. Troupe will be 400
already started to haul out of the
strong, including barbers and hairbasements and cellars everything
dressers, and will require 20 baggage
CALLED FASCIST, N. Y.
cars. Part of the tour will be under
that's removable or can be spared
the direction of Sol Hurok. It's been
at the moment.
ELLA
his big hope for years to be impresFlood warnings have been prevaElla Logan's name has been re- lent here for last six weeks, and
ario of the Met.
ported banned from further mention forecasters look for. big overflows if
The Met has played out-Uf-town
Crisis annually
in columns of the New York Daily heavy rains accompany the eventual
in the spring but this seaNews following singer's reference to meltings of heaviest snows around
son the tour will be more extended,
the tabloid and Its publisher. Capt.
it being the idea of Edward Johnson,
(Continued on page 20)
J. M. Patterson, as "Fascist."
the outfit's general manager, to popWord went around from headularize the Met in the hinterland
quarters to all branches of the paper, German-Titled U.S. Fix
Parade of talent cancellations be- For that purpose the company will
according to the report, to keep Miss
be seen at at least four more stands

thor,"

The Columbia Broadcasting System and the War Dept. have com*
in for sever* censure from Catholia

I
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Pic Biz Outgallops All Other Amus.
"

War

*

hmm

By Frank

Scully

»

Boot Camp,
Washington, Feb. 6.
Number ol persons employed in
the motion picture biz and their
total earnings have climbed steadily
during the war years, according to
a survey just completed by the DeSurvey
partment of Commerce.

shows that

pic biz; including the ex-

hibition end, has outdistanced nil
other recreations and amusements
combined in recent years;
One prediction in the report is
that the combined employees in recreation and amusement will probably jump by 20.000 by the year

»

SCULLY'S

!

In Jobs, Earnings Since the

1915

7,

Mum

i »

Feb.

Cal.,

2.

Jack Pulaski,
c/o "Variety,"

2,000 for Foxhole

Jacques,

mon

New York

City.

frere:

Having punched my nose through a paper bag, only to have -Annie
boy Joe step on it, I'm not making a move in the .future

Circuit This Year,

Laurie's, little

first asking my way around.
What I want to know is, do you know this guy Ibee? I mean do you
know him well enough to pull his long ears and call him by his first name?

without

Phillips Tells
.

USO

Chicago, Feb.

6.

entertainIncreased demands
ment by our armed forces overseas
for

will find around 2,000 performers
hitting the "Foxhole circuits" this
year against 1,990 entertainers taking part in 1944, Lawrence Phillips,

148th

1948.

WEEK

He's been writing reviews in the paper for so long a legend is jjoing the
fermented rounds that "Variety" got him on a trade-in from the Kcjlh-Ibce
circuit when the pure feud law was shelved.
I just heard a layoff, who hadn't worked since "Variety" said "Green
Pastures" would flop, sounding off about: this guy Ibee. He yanked out
a review of "On the Town" (hidden on Page 162 of the Anniversary
Number) and was peddling it for two passes to Breakfast at Breneman's.
"Look at this," he said, reading from the review, "this one should get
over but the impression is that 'On the Town' does not qualify for Broadway." Why, the guy writes riddles while hinting that Metro and RKO,
in backing two Yale boys on this show, were not quite bright. The paper
once had a cold-pah guy named Joe (Whadyerknow?) Bigelow who hosed
'Green Pastures" and himself into eminence and made a bum out of me.
But this guy Ibee is crazy if he thinks his bloomer will do as much for him.
'Variety' keeps a boxscore of critics. Writers of 'No Opinion' reviews
are not shot but hung in the public square. Well, The Great Ibee kicked
this one, so if he chalks up a 'Wrong' he should be sentenced to catch
westerns till vaudeville comes back. If this review aint a blank what is it?"
Well, Jack, this groaner went on and on. He pulled out a clipping of a
full-page ad of the show with its first week's £ross, pinned Ibee's notice
to the ad, wrote "Nuts— Gen. McAuliffe" across the review, added a clip
from the Jan. 24 issue, which admitted "the hew, musical la doing cleanup
biz, with takings close to $36,500 again last week," and said he was
going to palpi the whole business . in ibee's hat. And then he threw a
curve that broke every, window in the men's room.
"You want to know some Inside Stuff Legit that Drew Pearson don't even
.

!

exec v.p. of USO Camp Shows/told
Figures show that in 1929, 141,000
those attending the fourth anniverall
in
were employed
persons
sary of the United Service Organiza"BLACKOUTS OF 1944"
branches of pictures, including thetions at the Hotel Sherman yester- El Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, Cat.
atres. This dipped to a low. of 118,day <5).
"U'h teri-HIc! It's colossal! It's gi*
000 in 1933, but. has been climbing
Phillips said that units of the gantic! Hoy, what a show!"
steadily since. In 1940, it reached
have
organization
camp shows
JIMMY "8chnonle" DURANTE.
172.000; in 1941 it mounted to 183,000.
played to more than 104,000,000
It jumped to 193,000 in 1942 and hit
servicemen
both
here
and
American
the all-time peak of 206,000 in 1943.
abroad since its inception. He deFigures for 1944 are not yet availLEGIT DEPT.
scribed USO Camp Shows as "the
able.
largest amusement. business that the
employed in all other
Total
living stage has ever known,"
amusement and recreation services
Around
performances
have
177,500
Legit department of USO-Camp
tood at 238.000 full-time people in been given
overseas, he stated, and Shows is now pointing its production
1929. It bumped the bottom in 1933
more than 100,000 men stationed in schedule towards four shows a
with 127.000. By 1943, it had come
this area have had volunteer enter- month, two musicals and two dramas,
back only to 197,000, or 9,000 less
tainment
brought
to
them
in
hosexecs feeling they can thus conform
than pictures. This is significant bepitals and camps by the Chicago to Army demand for shows while
cause other amusement and recreacommittee.
not overtaxing reduced legit staff.
tion services employed almost 100,000
Starting now are second companies know?"
more than pictures in 1929. Picture
USO'*
N.
Y.
Luncheon
of three shows, "Girl Crazy," "Night
"Doesn't," I said.
employment is now well ahead of
Continuance of USO for at least of January 16" arid "Ten Little In"What?" he said.
1929 while other recreations and
amusements have fewer workers two years after the war was sug- dians," while Coast office is readying
"Doesn't," I said, "not don't. Even Pearson's 'verbs have. to agree with
gested by USO head Chester I. production of 'Flying High."
his 'person and number'."
than at that lime.
Barnard at anniversary luncheon in
"Well, do you want to know somethig or don't you?"
|3»4,W0,m In IS
New York, Monday (5).. Tribute
"Sure," I said.
In 1929, pictures paid out $304,MEETINGS
BED
CROSS
was made to USO-Camp Shows,
"Well, that Ibee is supposed to be the Burns Mantle of 46th street. The
000,000 in wages and salaries. The
USO's theatrical branch, as a GI
N. Peter Rathvon, national chair- Great Pulaski. Sees all; Knows all. But after this review he's a Merkle."
low was $222,000,000 in 1933. In
morale builder, with Abe Lastfogel. man' of the fllmindustry's Red Cross
But don't worry/ Jack. As with the producer of "Llghtnin'," "The First
1942 the figure mounted to $408,000,Camp Shows head, given chief War Fund Week for .1945, last- week Year," "Three Wise Fools," and you and me, silence Is Golden.
000 and in 1943 it broke all records
s
credit for job Camp Shows has done. set a series of industry meetings in
Your devoted public,
with $455,000,000.
Fra?ik Scully.
Other amusements and recreations Lastfogel, who also heads the Wil- key cities of nine exchange areas to
liam Morris Agency, has devoted be held later this month.
(The Left Wing Coolidge.)
paid out $300,000,000 to full-time empractically all his time to the USO
Opening meeting in New York is
ployees in 1929 and only $277,000,000
gutfit since its inception.
scheduled Feb. 19.
in 1943.
Poets Corner, Cal., Feb. 2.
The overall average earnings for
California, finally has a talent problem that's a pip. The state legisall branches of pictures was. $2,180
lature can't find a poet laureate to succeed the late John Steven McGroarly.
in 1929. It climbed only slightly to
McGroarty was. a poet who ran a Mission Play into 3,000 performances.
$2,210 in 1943. Other amusements
Every legislator has a favorite poet, but no poet has a full paid-up lobhad average earnings of $1,259 in
byist and you can't get anywhere these days without a press agent for your
1929 and reached a peak of $1,404 in
cause and a "suppress" agent for your lobbyist.
By
S.
1943.
The state is lousy with poets. Some of them, like Robinson Jeffers and
The Commerce Department makes
The reigning talent of Hollywood crook like McGinty couldn't remain Hildegarde Flanner, work at practically nothing else. Others like Mike
a detailed breakdown for 1942. It today is Preston Sturges, creator of in office, could he?
Shore write singing commercials. Some like Curjey Fletcher, author of
hows that the' 193,000 full-time hilariously off-center stories, who
A Blonde
"Strawberry
Roan," sell horse feathers at rodeos on the side. But the
people in the industry that year has given the screen its healthiest
His Trudy Kockenlocker of Mor
smartest of them are around the studios and come out every Thursday
were divided as follows: 142,000 in shaking up since the. talkies. Gifted gan's Creek was a soldier-struck for their checks.
theatres, 45,000 in production and with
a sense of fantasy that Has been blonde who went to a canteen dance,
The
late Don Marquis when asked what he was doing at a studio said,
distribution; and 6,000 in motion pic
compared favorably to Disney's, the hit her head on the chandelier while "Writing poetry for $1,000 a week." Since then the pay has move than
ture service industries.
only time Sturges comes anywhere jitterbugging and awoke next morn
doubled for sonneteers who can break it up into dialog. Morrie Ryskind
The average earnings in prpduc- near the beaten track is when he ing with a fuzz.y recollection of hav wrote
a slender volume of verse titled "Unaccustomed As I Am" and
tion and distribution were $4,393 in
remains unaccustomed 16 a sale, but he's a $2,500-a-week man around
jumps,
across it. There's probably a ing married a Private Ratzky-some
1942, so high that these 45,000 perthis and thing the night before. As Ratzky
the; studios. Gene Fowler, whose Rabelaisian rondelays must be printed
close
connection
between
sons earned $197,000,000 of the indus
asbestos,,
something
on
and at his own expense, Is also rated a $2,500-a-week man
year.
had
been
shipped
his
income,
a
out
$250,000
try's total payroll of $408,000,000. In
Sturges is the man who found meanwhile, Trudy was left not only around the studios. Ogden. Nash, whose verse shows a pash for Ogden
-other words, the studios and ex
Nash, is also, way up there with the four little so-and-so's he wrote about
changes pay out. close to 50% of all Hollywood's .old slapstick gathering in the lurch but in— as it gradually
bankers. Dorothy Parker has a $2,500 studio rating too, and
who
became
developed—
dust
in
the
closet,
polished
it
a
most
embarrassing
up,
the salaries and wages, although
has made a lot of dough out of her verses.
they number less than 25% of all added some wild refinements all his condition for a girl without a ring, actually
It seems that among* these and the hundreds of poets who are worth
own and in five, years has whacked a license or even the correct spellthe employees in the industry.
out a series of eight zany comedies ing of her husband's name. The from $150 to $1,500 a week on the hoof, that someone could be dispatched
from "The Great McGinly" through typically Sturges solution was to to Sacramento to get one of them named poet laureate. What seems, to
"The Lady Eve" and "Miracle of have Trudy produce .sextuplets, a hold the poets back Is not so much that the job does not pay but that it
art Defends Political
Morgan's Creek" down to his most maternal gesture so
magnificent does not even guarantee publication. One guy buttonholed Actor-Assemrelease on
Satevepost
Views
in
recent outburst "Hail the Conquer- that no one would dream of asking blyman Albert Dekker with a proposition. "I can get a
|
"
paper," the poet told Dekker, "if you can get my poems through the slate
'.
defends
ing Hero."
its heroine whether she- was prop4Bogart
Actor Humphrey
printing office." Dekker threw me out. Besides, he already had a' candilast
during
the
The
one-man
assembly
erly
activities
unit
who
licensed.
his political
date
named
Albert
Dekker.
piece
In
a
campaign
directed
(in
Presidential
wrote,
and
all
but
The Hays office was suspicious but

KEN MURRAY'S

PLANS
FOUR SHOWS A MONTH

USO

'

.

.

1

'

-

GENIUS WITH A SLAPSTICK
FRANK

NUGENT

'

(

'

Bog

—

WPB

:

Stuck My Neck Out" in the name) produced' these assaults
Feb. 10 issue of the Satevepost. „
upon national sanity is «a solidlyBogart says he doesn't understand built six-footer who rides around in
should
be either praised or an Austin somewhat shorter than his
why he
condemned fo. behaving like the three-year-old son's express wagon.
average voter and opposes the theory When he wants to call his secretary,
that mixing in politics would hurt he disregards the interoffice comhis pictures at the b.o.
munication gadget and punches the
rubber bulb, of an ancient automohorn. His golden Academybile
award Oscar stands on a table beGigli Cleared
hind him, while the place of honor
Rome, Feb. •.
on his desk is held by a foot-high
Beniamino Gigli,- the operatic
statuette of a horse's hindquarters.
tenor, was cleared of collaboration
Sturges has probably caused the
with Nazis and Fascists by newly
Musicians Hays office more gray hairs than
of
Council
appointed
Former New any other man in Hollywood, but
over the weekend.
York Metropolitan Opera star had has won battle after' battle by the
been accused several times of sing- device of obeying the letter while
ing at receptions and parties for violating the spirit of almost every
Axis officials, and finally asked ex- tenet in the code. Sin must not be
amination of his- case by Council, made attractive, says' the Hays ofstaling his "enemies were maneuver- fice; evil-doers must be punished
and the good must triumph.
ing to blackmail me."
In "The Great McGinty," Sturges'
Council cleared Gigli co"mplet el yprinicipal character began a political career by managing to vote 37
times
in one. election. Ultimately he
Nurses
Pic to Recruit
became .governor of the state and,
Hollywood, Feb, 6.:
tinder the influence of love and
Campaign to recruit Army nurses
office,
high
attempted to put through
will be emphasized in "Flight Nurse,"
Considine to bis In- the first honest deal of his life. For
titled "I

.

.

.

.

•

GI

'

added by John
was pilloried, discredited,
dependent production program to this he
follow "Seven Letters to Boys broken. The moral, or immoral, of
r. this fable was all too clear, but when
Grlpsholm."
Town", and
on a atory by the Hays lad» protested, Sturges
Win /will
nisi Bob Con* cited the-eode, remind!** jhtnvttyat
be punished,! A
evil-doers- must
,

I

.

-

stymied.
ried.

After

all,

Trudy was mar-

And —Sturges

asked

— wasn'

this
essentially a sermon
against
hasty, ill-advised wartime romances?
"But the happy ending!" protested
.

the
censors.
"Happy?" chided
Sturges. "Can you believe the aver-

age American

girl

30 Seconds Over Tracy
In Garbo's absence it seems Spencer Tracy has taken over the Brooding
Alone concession at Metro. An old Broadway Pal buttonholed Spence.
"Just wanted to say hello," said the O.B.P.
-

was thinking."

"Sorry," said Spence, "I

The O.B.P. released

his grip.

"In that case," he said, "go right ahead."

wants to have

sextuplets?" The censors shuddered
Dialer
Radio Writer: Ever Consider writing for radioT
and let the picture pass.
Playwright: Ever consider not writing fyr It?
Sturges is probably the only man
in Hollywood who was raised to be
..Sign Here
a genius. His mother, was Mary
There seems to be a lot of swooning around Columbus Circle over- the
Desti, close friend and biographer
of Isadora Duncan, the dancer whose singing of Maureen Cannon in "Central Park." Three years ago I saw her
barefoot performances and barefaced as an unquestioned hit in "Best Foot Forward." One year later I saw
on
flouting
of conventions— including her as an unquestioned flop, the ingenue nobody knew, sipping • soda
the matrimonial had made her the Hollywood blvd. And in the hope of cheering her up I sent one of my
kids over to ask If she'd like to have my autograph: She said she'd prefer
sensation of two continents.
Taken abroad before he was old Mike Todd's. She got what she wanted.
'

—

enough

to
toddle, young Preston
Awards
(born Edmund. Preston Biden) was
Scrapbook of the Month awards:
exposed, to culture almost to the
To the Los Angeles jurist who ruled that a burley beaut who still had
point of indecency. At five he was
shoes on was not, within the meaning of the. law, nude.
studying- piano and violin, painting
To Eugenia Baird for the courage to bill herself In a local department
and sculpture. During -the opera
store as "the singing star on the Bing Crosby show."
season he was put to bed in the afternoon so that he would be wideawake for the evening performances.
DO PLAT
COBTEZ
Kathryn Grayson
He was made to wear a short
Hollywood, Feb. 6.
Hit-Run Driver
Grecian tunic with red velvet knee
Ricardo Coriez heads east next
breeches, a round skull cap and month to discuss role in Broadway
Hollywood, Feb. 6.
pumps.
Actress Kathryn Grayson was Inplay offered actor by Oscar Serlin.
It was in this outfit that he rode Play is Theodore Reeves' "Out of jured and hospitalized following cola bicycle through Chicago's streets Time.**
lision with hit-run driver..
for «' memorable first day at Dr,
Actress was not .seriously hurt,
SerUnwjl*. produce as. solo effort,
Conifer's' school"*^ 'HhVmother's fer:.-I^:.4aHc schedule, w.ith,<re- however} .and .-la expected tfack at
.

MAT
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CRACK WHIP ON RAW FILM

INDIES
Chi Court

PICTURES

194S

Washes Out Anti-Trust

Liability of

IN POSITION

Washington Rejects
Pickford on Stock
Hollywood, Feb. 6.
Raftery has apprised Mary
Pickford that she can get raw film
only for "One Touch of Venus," and

Ed

that

Washington rejected her. film

had complicated the case unnecessarily by dragging every exchange
in town into it.
He also said that
Murray's case was hurt by charging
with conspiracy to keep
distribs
first-run pix from him when he wa3
being supplied with them all the
time.
Holly hod already dismissed
United Artists, Warners, RKO, Paramount, Universal. Columbia, Monogram and others, in a prior decision.
However, four defendants were,
left in the case although date for
hearing for a new trial for them will
be set by Holly later this week.
They are Milo Theatres Corp. and
its president, John L. Manta; Van
A. Nomikos, operator of 14 Chi theof

PRC

and

In reviewing the case, according
to Holly, there was no evidence to
justify jury's findings that distribs
were guilty of the same type of con
spiracy charged against remaining
defendants. "I have given thought
to this case," Judge Holly said.
"Plaintiff has received a judgment in
the amount of $105,000 and he should
not be deprived of that, nor should
he be put to the expense of fighting
the appeal unless arguments warranted. However, I have gone over
the evidence carefully and find Fox
sold regularly to Thalia right up to
*39-'40 season, when Murray closed
down, and quit selling only after
some of Murray's checks came back
marked insufficient funds. As for

Discrimination

charging
a

studio

SPU members

against

discrimination
continues. In

wire to Gene Green,

WPB

dis-

putes chief, Mike Jeff era, SPU business representative, claimed that last
Friday's strike was called off with
the understanding that discrimination would end with removal of
picket lines from studios.
Jeffers disclosed that unemploy
ment insurance of extras who failed
to report for work was being held
up, and calls for $5.30 extra players
are being filled by V. S. Employ-

ment

office.

to its

.

New move

is.

between

likely

compromise between

SPU

with

to

effect

a

SPU and SAG

groups
being
queried on the deal. It's hinted that
SPU may be offered an extras union
up to $25 a day with automatic
waivers on $35, adjustments. .etc
...
If agreement is made, SAG would
probably assist SPU in getting immediate closed shop and turn over
certain finances to aid union getting

setup,

For Indie Producers

both

WCPO

and WCKY. In case of WCKY, UA
wanted to buy time on the one program but found that airer sold- out
An interview with Lester Cowan
(scripted by Starr) was used on the
show, however, with the film re
ceiving a plug on the 15-minute
Program without cost.
Most of the major film companies
_
have choice spots tied up the year
round, with independent producers
mainly affected by the time squeeze.

Sheehan

Critically

111

eomplekd.for ZOth-Fox releas*.

Picture

Censors.

cording to Mrs. Edna Carroll, chair-r

Here We Come."
Bryan Foy has

motion pictures.

$1,500,000

budget

jecn handed a
produce the
to

man
tors

State investiga-

of the board,

have uncovered flagrant violagoverning

tions of the Slate's code

The

she

violators,

were

said,

New York

smalltime

mainly

dis-

based on the repatriation of tributors dealing in single pictures
Major Carl R. Ring, former Holly- who sought to bypass the Peni
f
wood cameraman who won an Acad- censors and sell direct to exlubs in
emy Award seven years ago for this State.

film,

•

.

photographing

"Lives

of

a

Bengal.

Mrs. Carroll sent a letter to the
exhibitors
in
Pennsylvania
1,200
.

Lancer."

warning

anyone showing

that

pic-

tures without the State seal would
be fined heavily. First exhib to be

Stress

Need For

New

which produced no pic-

in East Mauch
Chunk, said Mrs. Carroll. He Was
fined and warned that another violation might be dealt with mora
stringently.

was

caught

Writers

one

'

Mrs. Carroll said that the exhib

said he made the deal with the N. Y.
Hollywood, Feb. 6.
While here, Jacob Wilk, eastern distrib because "it was cheaper",
buying
the
same picturt
RKO
production exec for Warners, is than
any other production unit releases huddling with Jack Warner on a through Pennsylvania distributors.
through RKO, the latter, of course, method to encourage new film
would suffer no loss of raw stock. writers. Wilk points to other inBut if the producer is empowered to dustries, such as chemistry, engi- Ruggles Would Train
take the film allocation elsewhere neering, law, etc., which cull from
the distrib would be seriously af- the nation's schools annually the
English Technicians,
fected. If the 19*1 base year is. used best potential candidates for practo determine allotments, then a pro- tical work after graduation.
Wilk
Answers Brit Beef:
ducer such as Samuel Goldwyn points out that Hollywood does litmight be allotted around 5,000,000 tle or nothing of the sort, but whenResponding to outbursts in the
feet of film in his own quota, and he ever the problem arises of "we need
would be permitted to take the film writers" and/or "whom can we British press on bringing American
with him if he changed distribs. If get?" the studios turn to either the film technicians overseas, Wesley
.

1941-44 base

the

might be allotted

Mexico

RKO

City, Feb.

6.

joining with the Aguila
and Fama producing firms to finance
and produce John Steinbeck's "The
Mexican comPearl of La Paz."
panies will furnish production facilities, crews, technicians and equipwill handle world-disment.
tribution of the film, which will be
made in both Spanish and English.
For the latter version Hollywood
actors may be brought south to top
is

RKO

the cast.

WB

is

used Goldwyn

8,000,000 or 10,000,-

000 feet of film.

According

execs in N. Y.,
the question of determining who is
to be recognized as an independent
producer considered eligible for raw
film allocations has yet to be decided.
New producers may not
be granted allocation rights.
In
some quarters it is stated that the
question of the use of a base year or
years to determine allocations is not
yet fully defined, although it haB
been assumed that the 1941-44 period
would be employed by WPB officials for this purpose.
Distrib execs are uncertain about
the exact position to be accorded
indies, and further representations to
to film

.

Sights on Nips Again

flctioners, radio, the

Broadway play- Ruggles.

wrights or newspapermen.
Wilk's proposal is to cull from
schools and journalistic cou;\ ; a
selected few every year, bring them

Hollywood under six-month

to

trial

contracts, and thus build up a constantly refreshed source of writing
material.
exec points out that the
The
only personal equation that still obtains so far ; as the writing phase

WB

concerned is when he negotiates
with this or that Broadway playOtherwise, the Hollywood
wright.
method is thoroughly impersonal so
is

far as writers are concerned.

stated

New York

in

last

Friday (2) that he had planned to
take two or three technicians along
to London chiefly to train and develop English personnel; to- create
more jobs rather than take 'em
away.
Ruggles, who is scheduled to leave
N. Y. for England in about a week,
plans starting "London Town," first
under his deal with J. Arthur Rank,
Earlier shooting date is
in July.
ngt feasible because of lack of studio
spacer He may make a deal to use
either the Pinewood or Denham
studios if the Government, now using space for storage and other pur-

-

WPB

WPB

are likely.
officials
have intimated they plan to provide
against inequitable trading advantages for producers in deals with
distribs to avoid use of film allocations for that purpose.
Latest
decisions do not, of
course, increase raw film allocations
for the industry although United
the

WPB

poses, permits.

DE HAVILLAND DECISION
Hollywood, Feb.
Olivia de Havllland

6.

was sustained

by the State Supreme Court

In

her

5%;

Drop

Hollywood, Feb. 6.
Fred Kohlmar, currently produc"The Well Groomed Bride" at
Paramount, obtained p. release frdm
his contract and will check off the
ing

.

The allotment for 11 majors Is
255,997,440 feet, as against the .271,689,797 feet during October, November and December. Other highlights

lot

a month after finishing the pie-

-

of the

and

meeting held here by industry

WPB

officials:

Features will be limited to 285
prints, but this is informal and is
not a WPB rule. Fewer prints will
mean that pix will reach the neighborhood houses more slowly and it
will take longer for a studio to earn
its nut on each pic.

Hollywood, Feb. 6.
In cases where prints are worn
aim another dra- out; while the pic is still making
matic raid at Tokyo in its forthcom- ''money, WPB will probably not stand
ing picture, "Target Japan," to be in the way of additional prints.
produced by Jerry Wala and direcQuestion of reissues came up.
ted by Bryan Foy.
Stanley Adams, head of the WPB
Script calls for the same male cast
Consumers Durable Goods Division,
that appeared in "Objective Burma,"
(Continued on page 17)
headed by Errol Flynn.
will

-

Sid Silverman, Prteldent
1(4 Weat «f th 8t., New Tork It, N. T.
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Kohhnar Leaves Par

Not

of the year last Thursday
quite as bad as originally expected,
the slash is roughly 5%. or an overall drop of. about 16:000,000 feet from
the quotas for the final quarter of
1944.

Trad* Hark R»ft*ter*d

FOUNDED BT SIMB BILVBRMAN
PublUtwd Weekly by VAHETY, be.

6.

Studios got the bad news on their
film allotments for the first quarter
(1).

Ruggles explained that he It headup his own independent production unit with Rank financing.
ing

UPHELD BY HIGH COURT

contract battle with Warners. California's highest tribunal approved
the lower court's decision that the
Artists is being granted 1,000,000 actress had Served out her' term of
feet quarterly over the base estab- employment and was under no furlished and Monogram Is also being ther obligation to the studio.
a.Uoti*A.e:riM ...footage,
Warners cqntended Miss De Havlliand owed The company 29 weefcg'Of
her time beyond the expiration of
Slash Reaches
her pact as a result of various susof 16,000,000 Ft. pensions.

Washington, Feb.

RKO JOINS MEX COS.
TO DO STEINBECK PIC

Warners

Hollywood, Feb. 8.
Winfled Sheehan is critically ill in
• local hospital,
Hl» "Wdcenbacker'MIlm U about

under

Motion

of

Hollywood. Feb. 6.
Story of the rescue of American
war prisoners on the Isl-nd of Luzon
will be rushed to the screen by 20thFbx under the title. "California,

12,000,000 or 15,000.000 feet from -the
allocation. As long as this or

started.

:

event programs over stations

plans,

Board
Ac-

vania, according to the State

To Be Filmed by 20th

6.

black market in uncensored
is being set up in Pennsyl-

films

•

Hollywood, Feb. 6.
complaint was filed Monday (5) by the Screen Players
Union with the War Labor Board,

A new

and SAG.

Unable to buy choice spots, which
are virtually, sewed up by local and
national sponsors, independent film
producers are turning more fre
quently to special-event radio programs in exploiting product. Pro
gram directors on many stations, it
is reported, are prepared to open
up sustaining time for film companies if suitable ideas are presented
With spot buying for "Tomorrow
the World" opening in Cincinnati
sharply limited, Martin Starr, United
Artists' radio director, set special

WPB

of

1941 to 1944, some distribs. might
lose millions of feet in the event
producers change releasing outlets.
The allocation problem, according
to some major execs, is still clouded
with disturbing uncertainties.
company such as International, for

example,

jurisdiction of actors

Ease Radio Squeeze

terpretation

Philadelphia. Feb.

A

Yank Rescue on Luzon

tures until last year, might be given

Unabated-SPU

.

Shows

Uncovered by Pennsy Censors

A

Screen Actors Guild sent bulletin
members urging them to report
any employment of non-Guilders for
acting
work.
SAG declared it
would take prompt action to enforce its contract.
Meanwhile, decision is expected soon by National
Labor Relations Board on appeal of
producers from SPU certification
and inter venor filed by SAG stating decision is confused as SAG
claims exclusive jurisdiction over
all acting work.
Unless certification
tioew's,
they became angry with is confirmed, NLRB will probably
him when he kept the picture 'The order hearings in Washington to
Huddle' on the shelf in the summer determine whether certification will
time and they rented it to the Milb be clarified to eliminate overlapping
(Thalia's rival) instead."

Recognition of the right of independent producers to secure allotments of raw film in the same way
as distributors through War Production. Board quotas is reported
creating uneasiness among major
distribs who release a large number of indie films. According to in-

quota for three pictures she intends the proposed new regulations, indedoing this year. Mary'' Martin is due pendent producers would be placed
here in March to recreate her "Ve- in a powerful trading, position since
nus" role, to be co-produced with they would be able to take their
film allotments to other distribs if
Sam Coslow.
Miss Pickford complains she pio- unable to come to terms.
Much, Of course, will depend on
neered the picture industry but
Washington is adamant. Understand the base year to be used in deFred MacMurray, Preston Sturges termining allocations. If future aland kindred new independent pro- locations are based on the volume
ducing units are in similarly embar- of footage used by a producer from

distribs was insufficient to justify
jury's findings of. $105,000 damages
Thomas A. Murray, former
for
owner of the Thalia.
Judge Holly, who sprang the surprise judgment, when defendants'
counsel appeared to make motions
for a new trial, following a tedious
two-week hearing, said he had been rassing position tor raw stock, espereviewing the record of the case all cially since distributing companies
week, and that although he disliked are likewise curtailed.
setting aside the jury.'s findings, felt
Harold W. Norman, Murray counsel,

Special Event

Black Market in Uncensored Pix

'BEST' DISTRIB

6.

referee in Federal cases, entered a
judgment on Monday (5) of not
guilty for 20th-Fox and Loew's, Inc.,
thus disregarding the jury's verdict
of guilty last week, on the grounds
that evidence of conspiracy brought
by plaintiff counsel against the two

and Henry Elman
Capitol Exchange.

I

AH Majors in Thalia Suit

Chicago, Feb.

In a sweeping decision washing
out all liability of all major distributors in $3,000,000 Thalia theatre
anti-trust suit, Judge William H.
Holly, exercising unusual powers' of

atres,

FOR

His future connections will be
announced later.
At- Paramount for five years; Kohlmar made numerous features, including "Take a Letter, Darling/'
"Lucky Jordan,". "The Glass Key,"
"Let's Face ,11," "And Now Tomorrow" and "Bring On the Girls."
ture.

Dorothy McGuire's Hiatus
Hollywood, Feb. 6.
Dorothy McGuire took a voluntary
suspension from David O. Selznick's
payrbll when she went east to join
her husband, John Swope.
Temporary parting, mutually arranged, was due to a lack of suitable
roles on Selznick's immediate schedule.
Actress will return in autumn
tor "Wings of the Dove."
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SEATTLE RACKET*

Prelim Setup for French Pix Biz

Femme Usher

Bllki

Two

A

Damage

first

.

make

intending to

DGCF

for approval their

Action

technical

staff,

creenplay,
cast, the proposed budget and financing details. This step is one of
of

week when court learned

at the.

that Ruffin

Green Parrot,

$100.

reportedly taken to eliminate
themes or Nazi-

many

"collaborationist"

Fascist

sympathizers

from

the

French film industry.
taking
are
authorities
French
special precautions on pictures about
the resistance movement. A special
permit will be required for such
A commission will examine
films.
all details and decide if the financial
backers are reliable.

The "she"

'

who were members

those

'

of

.

'

the

the film industry will vote' shortly
to select winners, who will receive
the awards on the stage of Grauman's Chinese theatre March 15.
Those named for top performance
by an actor are: Bing Crosby, In

A"meeting of N. Y. film salesmen
be held next Monday night (12),
it's planned to set up a per-

will

when

organization,' choose a name
elect a standing slate of officers
to moving ahead on

manent
and

preparatory

A

same

.

.

A

House

2d

'

My Way"; Barry Fitzgerald,
picture; Cary Grant, for his
role in "None But the Lonely Heart,"
and Alexander Knox, in "Wilson."
Actress: Ingrid Bergman, fpr "Gaslight"; Claudette Colbert, "Since You
We/it Away"; Bette Davis, "Mr.
Skeffington"; Greer Garson, "Mrs.

"Going

•

unionization. Date was decided, upon
at a meeting of the temporary r execof the DGCF, and which is empow- utive committee last Saturday (3),
ered to decide all industry questions.: attended by the attorney :for! the
A professional group (similar to sellers, Jacob Left.
guilds in the U. S. film business) has
It is probable that Motion. Picture
been established among the French Salesmen's Guild will be the name
producers called the Syndicat Fran- for the organization. Pending recogcaise des Producteurs de Films. It nition arid negotiation, it will be
will handle all professional prob
necessary to- hold elections to delems connected with production and termine if a majority exists' for coldistribution. Another group called lective bargaining purposes.
Prothe Syndicat des Techniciens de la cedure would be an election In each
Production Cinematographique, in exchange among the salesmen em
existence before the war, is now ployed, following by presentation of
taking on increased importance. The demands if the union gets the nod..
board of this group is confronted
Intention Is to set up an executive
with two major problems, selection board of one member each from the
of those to whom professional cards 12 N. Y. exchanges employing salesare to be granted and a collective men so that all would have reprecontract with the producers.
sentation.
writers guild, called the Syndicate
of Screen Writers, also has been or
ganized.
Bntterfield
new distrib organization will
handle distribution problems while
a special department has been esOther Theatre Fires
tablished to handle export and im
Detroit, Feb. 6.
portation of films.
For the second time in two weeks,
Pictures now barred from France
the Butterfleld Circuit has lost a
origin;
are: (a) Those of enemy
(b) house through fire.
Last week the
pictures and documentaries with any
circuit's 800-seat Center theatre in
anti-French nationalistic point of
South Haven was burned to the
view, and Nazi, Fascist, and Vichy
ground. Blaze started in the baseite propaganda pictures; (c) pictures
ment early in the morning.
released through the Alliance CineThe circuit owns the only other
matographique Europeenne. Tobis, house In town, the 300-seat Model.

Bums;

•

H
K
^

about four times as high as pie
war, as previously reported in "Va
riety") is likely to continue for.

only 122 houses.

long period as a result of raw Aim
lack of studio facilities,
etc., needed for French production
Another reason, of course, is the
"hunger" for U. S. product.
Total footage of screen programs
cannot exceed 11.500 feet, and must
Include only one feature.

Film Groups Seek To
Make Coast Tele Center

-shortages,

PK WORKERS

TO SPLIT

RETRO

$6,000,000 IN

Hollywood, Feb. 6,
.
Jeckpot of $6,000,000 in retroactive
wages will be divided among 20,000
studio workers, as soon as the War
'

.

Labor Board signs the okay. Some
technicians and artists will draw as
high as $1,500 apiece.

Wage tilts were arranged
April at a labor meeting in

New

York and

WLB

.

recently,

approved at

last

regional
hearings in' Hollywood.
Many of the raises are retroactive
;
to Jan. 1, 1943.
'

.

'

But

down

In an effort to overcome ad
vantages New York is currently
enjoying because of availability Of
equipment, an affiliated committee of
television,
representing
film
11
guilds and unions, plans immediate
establishment of a" lobby for tele
vision in Hollywood.
In that way, it is hoped to make
the. Coast the center of television
activities.

•

that

.

.

ington."

Best director of the year: Billy
Wilder, "Double Indemnity"; Leo
McCarey, "Going My Way"; Otto
Preminger, "Laura"; Alfred Hitchcock, "Lifeboat,' and Henry King,
Wilson."

TELEVISION

.

ON AGENDA

OF NAT'L THEATRES
National

Hollywood, Feb.
Theatres launched

Joel's!

6.

its

annual three-day conference of divihomeoffice
and
presidents
execs here yes'tcrday <5), devoting
the day to reviewing the past year's

sion

**s1ated for'tod^'i?f!s^ »Tu
of product deals, film playoffs, etc.
while tomorrow will be given over
discussions of television as it applies to future theatre
operation, and the status of a Nainto
tional Theatres investigation
the possibility of establishing a cir'

Mexico.
is
the
meetings
at
Presiding
Charles P. Skouras, NT president;
Guest speakers tomorrow (7) will
be Spyros Skouras, head of 20th-Fox
and George Skouras; Otto
films,
Koegel, 20th-Fox attorney, who will
discuss the consent decree' and recent anti-trust court decisions, and

.cuit in

-

Ben Kalmenson, Warners

sales chief.

Among National Theatres presidents attending are: F. H. (Rick)
Hollywood, Feb. 6.
Ricketson. Jr., Elmer Rhoden, HarSftm Bischoff, Columbia producer old Fitzgerald and Frank L. Newsince 1942, has checked: off the lot man.
Others include: Dan Michaand is negotiating for a new align
love, NT y.p. in N. Y.; George Bowment with a major studio.
ser, Fox- West Coast general manThis makes the second ^producer ager; Andy Krappman, Southern
lost by Columbia in recent weeks.
California division supervisor; B. V.
Victor SavUle, ^who recently com
Sturdivant, from northern Califorpleted "Tonight and Every Night,'
nia, and homeoffice execs and deis now in New York preparing to, partment heads.
return to England.

,

Paves

Way

for Others

Republic's deal for a separate pro-

duction unit on the lot by directorproducer Frank Borzage is one of a
-

Kill

:

-u

Montana Tax

V

Helena, Mont., Feb. 6.
Adopting an adverse committee re
port, the Montana House of Representatives

last

Wednesday

(31)

now In the process of negotia- killed a bill which would have imaccording to Herbert J. Yates, posed a chain tax on theatres, tax
ing them on. the basis of the num
Republic's chieftain.
Anjdo tin cement -of other similar ber of operating sites rather than on
gross income as at present.
skate vill be inad* shortly.
series
tion,

.

*

JESSEL'S SIXTH 'DATE'
Bill

|

before my time and before the time when Joel pulled
platform that graced the middle of the place and cut off

all

the profession.. While on the road I will care for money sent me." And
many a little chorus girl sent along a deuce or maybe a fin a week so
when summer came she would have enough to carry her over until
she got another job. If the money would run out she'd end up entertaining in the place, until she Anally got a job.
Night after night an impromptu cabaret was presented, and it was far
You would be
better than the average show in the nightclubs today.
entertaining "the family." You would try to make the great "Tad" laugh,
or Tom McNamara, the creator of "Skinny Shaner " or Harry Hershfleld,
try to get a
or
Desmond";
"Desperate
the great humorist and creator of
smile from Hey wood Broun, Frank O'Malley, Eddie Pidgedn, Smatter-Pop
Payne, Eddie Corbett, Tom Hanley and dozens of Others who just don't
Ren Shields,
Breen,
Whiting,
Harry
come to mind. Jimmy Hussey, George
Junie McCree, were just a few of the great entertainers who would get
up anc? do ad lib stuff that made it air worthwhile. Us young fellow*
told by the
adventures
newspaper
great
would listen with open ears to the
Practical jokes, laughs, never a dull moment at
tops of their racket.

Lonely Heart"; Jennifer Jones, in
Since You Went Away": Angela
Lansbury, in "Gaslight"'; Aline Mac
Mahon, in "Dragon Seed," and
Agnes Moorehead, for "Mrs. Park-

Bischoff Adieus CoL

—

was
little

.

.

Rep/s BorzageDeal

this

the

backroom from the front. Then, if you didn't have a girl with you
Hume Cronyn, "Seventh
actor:
you were not permitted to pass beyond the bandstand, for Joel didn't want
Cross"-; Barry Fitzgerald, "Going My
the boys to try any copping. The walls of Joel's were lined with original
Way"; Claude Rains, "Mr. Skeffing
cartoons from the pens of the greatest cartoonists and newspaper artists
ton"; Clifton Webb, "Laura"; Monty
of that day. It was the first meeting place of the famous "Cheese Club,"
Woolley, "Since You Went Away."
Best actress in a supporting role: and a picture on the wall showed where Dave Warfleld was made a memreading, "To
Ethel Barrymore, in "None But the ber. On the wall, as you came up the steps, Joel had a sign
the

'to circuit guests,
:

6.

No Copping

|

,,

Hollywood, Feb.

'

1

Parkington," and Barbara Stanwyck,
"Double Indemnity."
Top Alms: "Going My Way" and
"Double Indemnity," both Paramount; "Gaslight,". Metro; "Since
You Went Away," Selznick Interna
tiorial, and "Wilson," 20th-Fox.
Best performance by supporting

.

Comptoir General du Format Reduit
Two weeks ago the chain lost' its
and pictures of Continental Europe Westtown theatre in Bay City. There
produced by the Nazis.
will be no rebuilding at this time,
Strong market for American films it was said, because of the wartime
in
France
(rentals
are
running restrictions.
The circuit now has

can't I?

swinging for another buck's worth, By that time the gals started drifting
from the piano and helped you knock off a couple of more. Marie Connors
tickled the Ivories from about 7 p.m. until she and the piano were tired.:
Clara La Belle, who was a singer, got married and quit. She came back
later— a swell gal. Remember Babe? She left, and* when she came back
a parade of Lesbians followed her, but Joel soon put the flit gun on them!
Joel wrote a book, became very literary and. brought up some of the
Greenwich Village highbrows, and for awhife they ran the place. It was
during those days, they tell me, that O. Henry could be found sitting in
a dark corner over near the. window, always quiet, always, observing— and
always drinking. In another corner would, be Carlos de Far/iaro, one of
the great cartoonists, whom Ben mentions but whom I didn't know. Carlos
would hold court in Joel's with a dozen or more swarthy-corhplexioned
Mexicans who were seeking the overthrow of Diaz as president of Mexico.
It was De Farnaro who started a wave of cartooning in the New York
newspapers. He also wrote a book which brought about his arrest and
his imprisonment for libel, and so Joel's got the name of being the home of
the Mexican revolution in America! Joel immediately put in as his "special"
dish hot tamales and chili, it helped carry out the idea of it being the
Mexican headquarters tor the out-of-towners and sightseers.

.

Maquis. In order to work, everyone
connected in any way with the film
industry in France must have a
special card called the "Professional
These cards
Identification Card."
are issued by the Committee of-ProV
fcssional Organization, now a branch

I I S «

Coolacres, Cal.

'

,

SALESMEN MEET
MONDAY ON UNIONIZING

MM

Joel's was as wellknown as Jack's.
It was a poor man's Rector's.-' It
was' opened about 1900 by Joel Rinaldo, who was a New Yorker, but who
worked oh the old Chicago Dispatch as a general reporter. He came back
^o New York about 1900 and opened Joel's, a rendezvous' for cartoonists,
newspapermen, press agents/actors, etc. The Bluebloods of the Fourth
Estate gathered there and stayed until the bluoblood ran red!
Beer was a nickel a glass at the bar and a dime at the table. If you
didn't have the price you could tab Joel, for it. Nobody ever thought of
highballs in those days. Either you drank beer or "neat" whiskey at 20c
shot.' You.: could, knock' off Ave for a buck and that would start you

Race for Oscars

N

why

Joel's,

Pix Toppers In

Cast of "un-

I I

,

is believed, from descriptions, to be
had recently died.
RufTin, producer of an English the same gal.
charged
film, "Governor Bradford,
that Columbia improperly acquired
his dim and violated the British
quota laws by registering the film
with the British Board of Trade,
stating .that Associated Independent
Producers of Great Britain, Ltd.,
had
Ruflin
was the producer.
charged that Columbia misrepresented and tricked the British Board
Hollywood, Feb. 6.
of Trade as to ownership of the film.
Nominations for Oscars by the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences were maae here last
Saturday (3),. and 9,000 members of
Y.

derground" films must include only

m

1

-

list

Laurie, Jr.

Dear Joe:
I see where the noted and able columnist for King Features, Benjamin
de Casseres, devoted one of his entire Grade A columns to the memories
of Joel's Bohemia, which was a cafe on 41st street, near Seventh avenue.
He told, how our mutual friend, "Bugs" Baer, had also written a column
about Joel's, which put Ben in a reminiscing mood and so he recalled
the time he and Sinclair Lewis saw "Bugs" throw two Scotch highballs
into his chili-con-carnc, consumed the whole delectable mess and pronounced it "good." Knowing "Bugs" pretty well, I doubt if he could even
say "good" when he is at the stage where he mixes Scotch and chilicon-carne! Now if lie used chili as a chaser for Scotch, then he might
have been able to say "good," or a facsimile, because my pal "Bugs" is a
virile man!
Well, what I was gonna say is that "Bugs" Baer and Ben de
Casseres also put me in a reminiscing mood. If they got a, column out of

.

roust

a -picture

obtain a license from the

and the nsubmit

gal got a job as an usher. In a
few. days she was known to the

other employees. Then she stepped
on British Pix up to the b.o. and said the manager
The $CO0.00O damage action brought wanted, say, $100. It's given her.
She starts walking, and keeps walkby John N. Ruff in, film producer,
ing.
against Columbia Pictures, for al*
The game worked twice in a row
leged conspiracy to evade the Brithere the past few: days.
At the
ish quota laws, was marked off the
Tclenews theatre she got $70, and
N. Y. supreme court calendar, last

under a licensing
system controlled by the Direction
Generate de la Cinematographic
recently
set up. Producers
Francnise,
production

tive

By Joe

Seattle, Feb. 6.
Here's a new racket that's gypped
two local theatres.

Forecasts Central Govt. Control

1945

lefty Writes a Letter'

Theatres

As Employe*

Preliminary steps toward rogula-*tion of the French film industry,
600G
under latest measures adopted by
Dropped
French government, place all na-

7*

Knight*,"

.

with his harp,
The last time I saw Joel was when I went to see him about seven years
ago.
I had the saloon bug then and figured the old Joel's spot would be
just the place. Tom McNamara and I saw him sitting in the empty store,
reading. It kinda broke your heart to see the bare walls, the rmpty store,
with a small light burning. Looking at it one would never believe that
this dingy place was the gathering spot for the greats and near-greats of
the newspaper and theatrical worlds! But. Joel was there, neat and prosperous-looking as ever. We sat down and warmed over our memories.
We tried to recapture some of the smart repartee that was shot out. like
cannons at you in the old days— but the. same words that got wows just
-

'

didn't seem to fit in this empty store.
Instead, I' went into radio, putting heads on
1 didn't open the saloon.
old jokes' instead of on beer. Yes, sir, when they pulled the switch in 1925
—putting out the light on the sign of the green snake skooting around the
name of Joel's— it marked the passing of a landmark of the old Broadway
night life, and of song and laughter that came from the throats of men
Sez,.
and gals who knew how to sing and laugh!
Lefty.

Short-Term Prods. Hit

Studio Contracts
Hollywood, Feb. 8.
Barbara Britton, actress, Par.
Margaret Belie, actress, 20th-Fox.
"
Don Barry, actor, Rep.
Marilyne Hansen, actress, Metro.
Jane Ball, actress, 20th.
Vivian Blaine, actress, 20th.
Dick' Shaw, actor, 20th-Fox.
Enters, writer, renewed, M.
Julie London, actress, Universal.
Abby Berlin, director, Columbia.
Richard Dix, renewed, Columbia.
Julie Gibson, actress, Paramount.
Michel Kraike, prod., ren'd, Col.
Rickl Van Dusen, actress, 20th.
Ellen Hall, actress, 20th-Fox.
Harry Keiner, writer, 20th-Fox.
Martha Stewart, singer, '20th-Fox.
.

Hollywood, Feb.
Sixth pictui;e. on George Jessel's
production slate at 20th-Fox is "Late
Date," scripted by Robert Ellis and
Helen Logan.
Others assigned to Jessel are "The
Dolly Sisters," now shooting, and
"Doll Face," "Kitten On the Keys,"
"O. Henry" and. "Two Arabian
.

6.

In the sub-cellar the linotypers and type stickers would hold weekly
They would get toparties of sauerkraut, spareribs and beer spreads.
gelher about 2 a.m., when the paper was put to bed, under sidewalk, level,
with a piano playing and not a sound reaching the street.. One of the
Soata, who later
Walter
De
stretch
was
entertainers at Joel's for. a long
became harpist for Paul Whiteman. He was a feature at Joel's for years
"Miwaya- talked about the. .stock market, quoting prices, telling what
ended up just
believe
he
down.
I
what'
would
go
k would go up and

.

Angna

By

Cal. Jobless

Tax

Sacramento, Feb. 6.
One-shot film producers are hit
by amendment to unemployment insurance act passed by legislature
here.

^

Any employer is immediately subif he has four or more
employes on any one day during calendar quarter, and if his payroll
exceeds $3,000 during that quarter.
Producers previously could com-

ject to act

their operations in .less than
20 weeks in any. year. They could
thus avoid unemployment insurance
tax, leaving their employes without
plete

protection, even though they

working.

,

were

WcJaetday, February
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MILTON BERLE

ABBOTT & COSTELLO
•

"spectacular"

^tbrillingly different''

JAMES MONTGOMERY
"glorious"

FIAGG

BRADSHAW CRANOELL
"a

world in itself"

JESSICA DRA60NETTE
"memorable"

BENNY GOODMAN

OSCAR HAMMERSTEIN, 2nd

MOSS HART

"glorious"

"music skilfully
interwoven with story"

"memorable picture"

7,

1945

IRENE DONNE
'thrilling entertainment"

RITA

HAYWORTH

"tbrillingly different"

A.

GUY iOMBARDO

HELEN MENKEN

"different"

"dtamatie achievement?'

ARTHUR MURRAY
"truly mtmotiUe"

RUSSELL PATTERSON
"excitinf

BW

RIPLEY

"*wm jtomdatd"

Wednesday, February Tj 194g

EDWARD G ROBINSON

GINGER HOGERS

"glorious entertainment"

"tbrillingly different'

SOUND

SPAETH

"memorable picture"

LEE SHUBERT
"glamorous"

JOHANNES STEEL

LEOPOLD STOKOWSKI

"exciting, alive"

"glorious music"

FRANK SINATRA

KATE SMITH

"glorious"

"thrilling"

DEEMS TAYLOR
'truly

memorable"

VERA ZORINA
"a great joy"

PICTURE GROSSES

Wednesday, February

7,

1948

•Night'-Fields-Kelly,

LA. Okay Despite Rain; 'Belle' Nifty

Wood Hot

SSy^G, *Bride' Nice 34€, Both 3 Spots,
,

<

the

its

biggest

session

Key

—"Her Lucky Night" (U) and Shep
with Patsy Kelly and
Barry Wood on stage. Wham $19,000.
Last week, "Something for Boys"
l20th) and "Faces in Fog". (Rep),
mild $9,000, at 55c. top.
Indiana (Katz-Dolle) (3,300; 32-55)
—"Keys of Kingdom" (20th ). Swell
notices,
but moderate $10,000 or
near. Last week, "Have, Have Not"
Fields

.

.

.

Tonight' Robust 34G, Del; Canteen'

orch,

OK 22G

Grand 25G, Thought of You'

in

the straight turners due to moderate
interest in "Keys of the Kingdom,"
new entry at the Indiana.
Estimates for This Week
Circle (Katz-Dolle) (2,800; 55-75)

Los Angeles, Feb. 6. -f
Weekend rainstorms dampened
City Grosses
grosses somewhat in -first-runs here
but the overall picture remains
Estimated Total Gross
somewhat good despite downpour.
.$2.747,8H
This Week..
New bills are proving good if not
Based on 20 cities, 171 theasock draws, "Belle of Yukon," heading dual combos at three houses,
tres, chiefly first runs, including
should collect a nifty $93,500. "Bride
n. y.)
By Mistake," also in three theatres,
Total Gross Same Week
is coming through with a nice $34,000
.$t,9€8,900
Last Year.
as an initial attraction in new day(Bnsed on 25 cities, 197 theatres)
date setup here.
Holdovers are still paced by "Meet
grand
Me in St. Louis," which did
(5)
Monday
spots
three
$41,000 in
in fifth week plus two extra days.
"To Have and Have Not," playing
third session in three houses, is going for hefty $37,000 or better. Third
stanza of "Woman in Window" is
collecting a steady $29,500 in two
.

Circle

months, "Meet Me In St. Louis," a
hold-over at Loew's, still is leading

SLLoDB Wow41G,in5tfaWk.for3

.

19G, Indpls.

Indianapolis, Feb. 6.
Biz is on the top side this week,
with most deluxers showing healthy
"Her Lucky Night," paced
figures.
by the Shep Fields-Patsy KellyBarry Wood stage combo, is giving

Detroit. Feb.

Four fresh

upi the O0'>
put With general strength shown
b?. * e .J? e w 10ms, leadership prob*
ably will go to J^onlght and Every

J

Broadway Grosses
Estimate* Total Greta
This Week....
$«U,t
(Based on 16 theatres)
Total dress Saaa Week
Last Tear.....
..$SU,t
(Based on 14 mcarres}

6.

have brightened
here de»Plte thetrown.
bills

Night" at the Fox. Comparatively
stronger are "Meet Me in St. Louis*
at United Artists and "Hollywood
Canteen," at Palms-State.
Estimates fer This Week
«^AdMn^ (BalajMn) (1.700; 60-86)-,

"Keys of Kingdom" (20th) (3d wk)
and "She's a Sweetheart" (Col)
Former from Fox, brisk $12,0M
likely. Last week, "House of Frarikr
enstein" (U) and "Mummy's Curse"
(U) (2d wk). repeated after a week's

MS' GREAT

between-booking, ditto.
(WB), sock $14,200.
35-65)—
Broadway-Capitol
Keith's
(Indie)
(1,200;
(United
Detroit )
"Allergic to Love" lU) and vaude.
(2.800;
60-85 )— "Casanova
Brown" (RKO) and "Nevada" (RKO)
Oke $5,000 in four days. Last week,
(2d wk).
"End of Road" (Rep) and vaude,
From Michigan. Fina
San Francisco, Feb. 6.
$14,000;
Last week. "Here Come
$4,000, same time.
Despite many rainy days, biz is- Waves" (Par) (5th wk) and
Loew's (Loew's) 12,450; 35-55)—
"Bride
"Meet Me St. Louis'* M-G) (2d wk). holding up well. Fox, with "Meet Me By ^ Mistake" (RKO)
(4th
wk)"
Dandy $12,500 after sizzling $19,100 in St. Louis," will get top coin, but Michigan moveover, $12,000.
Downtown
opener new house, record at regular Duke Ellington will push "Falcon in
(Howard
Hughes)
Hollywood" to rousing session at the (2,800; 60-85>—"Princess and Pirate*
prices.
Golden
Gate for week's standout. (RKO) plus Martha Tilton, others
Lyric (Katz-Dolle) (l.COO; 32-55)—
Cleveland. Feb. 6.
"Have. Have Not" (WB). Nifty$5.- "Keys of Kingdom" also is great at on stage (3d wk). Looking for stout
"To Have and Have Not" at Hipp 500 on m.o. Last week, "Jlunimy's the^Paramount.
$27,000 after great $32,000 second
and State's holdover of "Meet Me Curse" iU) and "House of Frankenweek.
Estimates for This Week
I
in St. Louis" are going strong, al- stein" (U), great $9,000 first-run.
Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5,000; 60-85)
Fox
(F-WC)
(4,661; 55-85)— "Meet
though record-long zero spell and
—"Tonight and Every Night" (Col)
Me
St. Louis" (M-G). Fancy $42,000.
some,
dewalloped
brownput have
Last week, "St. Louis," one day, and and "Dancing Manhattan" (Col ),
luxers.
"Have. Have IJpt" (WB), satisfactory Robust $34,000. Last week. "Keys of
Brownout Slows
Estimates for This Week
Kingdom" (20th) (2d wk), "great
$25,000.
(RKO). (3,000; 44-65)—
Allen
Paramount (F-WC) (2,646; 55-85)— $26,000.
"Winged Victory" (20th) (m.o.).
Madison (United Detroit) (l,80O|
L'ville; Keys' Tal!17G,
"Keys of Kingdom" (20th). Fat $28,- 60-85)—
Routine $5,200 after great $10,000
"Tender Comrade" (RKO)
000. Last week, "Keys," two days,
initial stanza.
and "Snow White" (RKO) (reissue).
and "Hearts Young, Gay" (Par), five Repeating
'Enemy^Hmes Fair
Hipp (Warners) (3,700; 44-65)-rIn loop for choice $6,000.
days,
$23,000.
Torrid
(WB).
"Have, Have Not"
Last week, "Laura" (20th) and "Step
Louisville, Feb.' 6.
Warfleld (F-WC)' (2,656; 60-85)— Lively," nice
Last week, "Something for
$24,000.
$67)00.
"Keys of Kingdom," at the Rialto, "Big Bonanza" (Rep) and stage show.
Boys" (20th), thin $9,000.
Michigan (United Detroit)
is grabbing the lion's share of biz
Modest $22,000. Last week, "Sunday 60-85)— "Thought of You" (4,000:
Lake (Warners) (800; 44-65)
(WB)
currently.
"Hearts Are Young and
"Something for Boys" (20th) (m.o.). Gay" is catching attention at the Dinner" (20th) and stage show, and "Lights Go On Again" (PRC).
$25,000.
Sad $1,500. Last week, "Can't Help Strand.
Okay $22,000. Last week, "Casanova
moderated over
Weather
St. Francis (F-WC) (1,400; 55-85)—
Singing" (U), better at $2,300.
(RKO) and "Nevada*
the weekend, but the "brownout" in "Have, Have Not" (WB). Third week Brown"
44-65)—
Ohio (Loew's) (1,200;
(RKO), $24,000.
the downtown sector appears to
"Thin Marf Goes Home" (M^G). have kept some patrons home. New on Market St. Excellent $19,000. Last
Palms-State
(United
Detroit)
Last week,
week, "Now Tomorrow" (Par) (five (3,000; 60-85)—"Hollywood Canteen*
Nice $4,000 on m.o.
regulation has cut the number of
"Three Is Family" (UA), $3,500.
window shoppers and strollers. days, and "Have, Have Not" (WB), (WB). Off to a sturdy start with
(RKO) (3,700; 55-95)— While the purpose is to conserve two days, $11,000.
Palace
$25,000 in sight. Last week, "Since
State
(F-WC) (2,133; 35-85)— Went Away
"Bowery to Broadway". (U) plus fuel, reaction here is that some
(Selznick-UA) (5th
Ann Corio, Pat Henning and "Gay patrons dont feel safe on the streets. "Fighting Lady" (20th) and "Sunday wk), wound up strong run at $14.*
Dinner" (20th). So-so $9,000. Last 000.
Nineties" unit. Moderate $20,000 or
Estimates tor Ibis Week
and "Dinner," two
near. Last week, "Eadie Was Lady"
United Artists (.United Detroit)
Brown (Fourth' Avenue-Loew's) week; "Lady"
witft Shep Fields orch, Patsy Kelly,
days, and "30 Seconds Over Tokyo"
42,000; 60-85)—"Meet Me St Louis*
(1,000; 40-60)—"Princess and Pirate"
Barry Wood, $23,000.
(M-G) and "Main St. After Dark"
(M-G), five days, $11,000.
44-65)— (RKO). From Rialto, okay $4,000.
(3,450;
(Loew's)
State
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,844; 60-95) (M-G). Wham $24,000. Last week,
Last week, ''Thin Man Goes Home"
"Meet Me St. Louis" (M-G) (2d wk). (M-G) and "Sergeant Mike". (Con, —"Falcon Hollywood" (RKO) plus "Lonely Heart" (RKO) and "BowStrong $18,500 after smash $28,500 $4,500 on m.o.
Duke Ellington orch on stage: Big ery Champs" (Mono), disappointing
"
last week. Hit by coal brownout last
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 30-40) $32,000. Last week, "Woman in Win- $16,000.
%
session which likely kept It from
"Parklngton" (M-G) and "Goin' dow" (RKO) plus Ted Lewis orch
r
house record.
<
r
to T6wn'
Looks modest (3d wk), great $28,000.
(RKO).
(2,700; 44-65)—

FRISCO

28G,

CLEVL IN DIVE

spots. "Frenchman's Creek" finishes
off fourth week plus" three extra
days in two spots tomorrow (Wed.)
with nice $26,500 likely for final 10

days.

Estimates for Thli

Carthay

(F-WC)

Circle

50-$D— "Keys Kingdom"
wk). Grand

Week
(1,518;

(20th) (2d

Last week, neat

$6,200.

$7,200.

(Grauman-WC) (2,048;
Chinese
50-$l)— Belle of Yukon" (RKO)
and "What a Blonde" (RKO). Stout
$13,500. Last week, "Lost in Harem"
"Blonde Fever" (M-G),
and
(M-G)
fair $11,000.

Downtowa (WB) (1,800; 50-$l>—
"Have, Have Not" (WB) (3d wk).
Good

$16,000 after steady $23,500 last

week.
Egyptian (F-WC)

(1-538; 50-$l)—
"National Velvet" (M-G). Started
today (Tues.) Last week, "Meet St.
Louis" (M-G), nice $10,500 for fifth
week with two days added.
Four Star (UA-WC) (900; 50-$l)—
"Waterloo Bridge" (M-G). Great
$5,500 for reissue. Last week, "Shall

Have Faith" (Mon) and "3 is Family"
(UA) (2d wk-4 days), only
$1,200.

Hawaii (G&S) (1.100; 50-$D—
"See My Lawyer" (U) and "Night
Club Girl" (U). Good .$7,500. Last
week, "House Frankenstein" (U)
and "Mummy's Curse" (U) (6th
week), okay $3,100 for final of long
run.

BUT HAVE'

(

24G

.

.

Down

9G

-

1

'

—

Stlllman (Loew's)
Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 50-$l)—
-Have, Have Not" (WB) (3d wk). "Till Meet Again" (Par). SatisfacFine $11,000 after strong $16,500 last tory $8,500. Last week, "Thin Man
Goes Home" (M-G), $7,500 on m; o.
week.
Los Angeles (D'town-WC) (2-097;
50-$D—National Velvet" (M-G).
Started today (Tues:). Last week,

"Meet

St. Louis"
Strong $21,000.

(5th

Orpheum (D'town)
—"Meet Miss Bobby

wk-9 days).
65-85)
Socks'' (Col)
(2,200;

'WAVES'-IADY'SOCKO
$20,000,

LEADS MPLS.

Minneapolis, Feb.

6.

with Charlie Barhet orch on stage.
With such strong attractions as
Nice $23,000. Last week, "Strangers "Here Come the Waves" and the
in Nifht" (Rep) plus Duke Elling- boffo "Meet Me in St. Louis," latter
ton orch on stage, boff $39,500.
in its second week, the brownedout
Fanlages (Pan) (2,812; 50-$D— loop still is getting its share of biz.
"Woman in Window" (RKO) (3d Teamed with "The Fighting Lady."
wk), and "Let's Go Steady" (Col). the "Waves" will give the Radio
Trim $13,500. Last week, with "Hi, City a colossal week. Other holdBeautiful"
(U)
(1st
wk), hefty overs in addition to "Meet Me in St
$16,700.
Louis" are "I'll Be Seeing You,"
Paramount (F&M) (3,389; 50-$l)— "Experiment Perilous" and "Sign of
"Frenchman's Creek" (Par) (4th wk- the Cross."
10 days). Fine $17,000 after nearly
Estimate* for This Week
the same for third frame.
Aster (Par-Singer) (900; 15-25)—
Paramount
Hellywoed
(F&M) "Tahiti Nights" (Col) and "Jade
(1,451; 50-$D— "Frenchman's Creek" Mask" (Mono).
In for four days,
1 (Par) (4th wk-10 days). Firm $9,500 oke $1,800. Last week, "Falcon
for finale after good $B,000 on third Holly wood". ...(RKO)
and "When
V sesh.
Strangers Marry" (Mono)" spin wi(U"
RKO Hlllstreet (RKO) (2,890; 50- "End of Road" (Rep) and "Brother
$1)— "Woman in Window" (3d wk) Rat" (WB) (reissue), $2,300 In eight
and "Let's Go Steady" (Col). Hand- days.
some $16,000 after great $20,700 last
44-60)—
Century (P-S)
(1,600;
week .with "Hi Beautiful" (U).
"Sign of Cross" (Par) (reissue) (2d
Rite (F-WC) (1,370; 50-$D— "Na- wk).
Okay $5,500 after bang-up
tional Velvet" (M-G). Opened to- $7,500 first week.
day (Tues.). Last week,. "St. Louis"
Gopher (P-S) (1,000; 40)— "Main
(M-G) (5th wk-9 days), good $9,500. St. After Dark" (M-G). Trim $3,500.
State (Loew's-WC). (X404;5£biU^-i
"Girl Rush"
leek.
(RKO),
"Belle of Yukon" (RKO) and "What
a Blonde" (RKO). Sock $30,000. Last
Lyrlo (P-S) (1,100; 44-60)—'Til
week, "Lost in Harem" (M-G) and Be Seeing You" (UA) (3d wk).
"Blonde Fever" (M-G). good $26,000. Moved here after hefty fortnight at
United Artiste (UA-WC) (2.100; 50- Radio City. So-so $5,000. Last week,
$1)— "Bride By Mistake". (RKO) and "30 Seconds Over Tokyo" (M-G)
"Falcon Hollywood" (RKO). Stout (4th wk), finished at okay $5,000.
Orpheum (P-S) (2,800; 44-60)—
$14,000.
Last week, "ShaU Have
Faith" (Mono) and "3 Is Family' "Guest in House" (UA). Moderate
$7,500 or near. Last week, "Sunday
(2d wk-4 days), only $3,000.
Dinner" (20th) .and Spike Jones
Uptown (F-WC) (1.790; 50-$l)
"Belle Yukon" (RKO) and "What a orch, others, on stage, at 44-70c, huge
Blonde" (RKO). Solid $10,000. Last $25,000.
Radio City (P-S) (4,000; 44-60)—
week. "Lost in Harem" (M-G) and
"Here Come Waves" (Par) and
"Blonde Fever" (M-G). fair $7,300
"Fighting
Wllahlre (F-WC) (2,296: 50-$D— "Fighting Lady" (20th).
"Bride By Mistake" (RKO) and Lady" given almost equal promi"Falcon Hollywood" (RKO). Strong nence In bally and helping to bring
$11,000.
Last week, "ShaU .Have in terrific $20,000. Last week, "Be
Faith" (Mono) and "3 Is Family" Seeing You" (UA) (2d wk), big
drop to $8,500 after huge $21,000
(UA) (2d wk-4 days), thin $1,200.
Wllter* (WB) (2JSO0; 50-$l) - first week.
State (B-S) (2,300; 44-60)— "Meet
"Have. Have Not" (WB) (3d wk)
Meat $10,000 after .hefty $15,000 last Me St Louis" (M-G) (2d wk). Holding
to speedy pace at hefty $12,000
Week.
.

.

.

—

.

after terrific $18,500 initial take.

HEX

.

,

-

f$e -^^OoT.flrit weft.

'-

.

.;.

'

.

Orpheum (Blumenfeld) (2,448; 40Last week, "Laura" (20th)
85)— "Song Remember" (Col) (3d
and "Doughgirls" (WB), $1,900.
Loew's State (Loew's) (3,300;- 40- wk). Strong $20,000. Last week,
'
60)—"St. Louis" (M-G) (2d wk). grand $24,000.
United Artists (Blumenfeld) U,Still going big at $12,000. after last
week's sock $20,000, way over ex- 207; 40-85)—"Guest In House" (UA)
pectations.
(5th wk). Okay $8,000. Last week,
Mary Andersen (People's) (1,000; neat $9,200.
40-60)—"Have. Have Not" (WB) (2d
wk).
Standing up firmly despite
single-bulbed marquee, fine $5,000. 'Tonight' Bright 16G,
Last week, snappy $7,000.
National (Standard) (2,400; 50-75)
Fat
Cmcy;
—"Enemy of Women" (Rep) and
Earl Hfnes orch and Harlem Revue
Cincinnati. Feb. 6.
on stage. Fairish $9,000. Last week,
Unaffected by the regional gas"Kitty O'Day" (Mono) plus Ina Ray fuel conservation order, and likewise
Hutton orch, others, on stage, modest the five-day-week decreed by Gov.
$11,000.
Frank J.Lausche for other sections
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,400; 40Ohio., downtown houseB generally
60)—"Keys of Kingdom" (20th). Out of
are having an above-par session. Of
in front with grand $17,0ut> likely^ new entries "Tonight and Every
Last week, "Princess and Pirate" Night" is fronting "Tomorrow World"
(RKO). sturdy $15,000.
by a small margin. Both are big.
Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1,400; Twinned "She Gets Her Man" and
40-60)— ('Hearts Young, Gay" (Par) "Eadie Was Lady" combo also rackand "Man Half Moon St." (Par). ing up a tall count.
Punching for strong $6,000. Last
Estimates for This Week
week, "Fighting Lady* (20th) and
Albee (RKO) (3400; 44-70)—"To«Suntl&jr -Di:Bi«»—(SOtti)— C-2d- wk), night, Every
Nifcht" vCol ^- Spark.stout $4,000.
ling $16,000. Last -week, "Keys of
Kingdom" (20th), day-date with
Grand, all right $12,500.
$1,700.

Wyow

Prov.; 'Singing' Lusty

-

Wortf

16G/SL Louis' 18G, 2d
Providence, Feb. 6.
"Meet Me in St. Louis" is topping
the town, though in its second week
at Loew's State.
a new record

First session

made

at present - scale.
Strongest among the new Bills is
Albee's "Woman in the Window." Majestic'fl "Can't Help Singing" also is strong. Little effect noted
in current biz despite main stemmers'
self-adopted policy of opening two
hours later each day.
Estimates fee This Week

15G RKO

.

'

W

Hefty$17,000f

Albee (RKO)

"Woman

in

(2,100;

44-60)—

Window" (RKO) and

"Gal Loves Music" (RKO). Strong
Last week, "Belle of Yukon*
(RKO) and "Johnny Doesn't Live
Here" (RKO) nice $15,000.
Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 44-55)

$17,000.

—"Winged

Victory" (20th) (3d downFrom Majestic, nice $6,r
Last week, ^Together Again*

town wk).
500.

(Col) and "She's Sweetheart" (Col)
(2d run), $5,000.
Fay's (Fay) (2,000; 44-55)— "Goin'

Weather Bops St Louis;

Capital
(RKO) (2,000; 44-70)— to Town" (RKO) and vaude on stage.
"Song to Remember" (Col) (2d wk). Fat $7,000. Last week, "She Gets Her
Robust $10,000 after sock $14,500 Man* (U) and vaude, $8,500.
Majestlo
(Fay) (2^00; 44-60)—
teeoff
Family (RKO) (1,000; 30-40)— "Can't Help Singing" (U). Nifty for
St. Louis, Eeb. 6.
(Par)
and family house, strong $16,000. Last
"Here Come the Waves," b.o. leader "Dangerous Passage"
Nights" (Col) split with week, "Winged Victory" (20th) (2d
last week, will repeat as a holdover Tahiti
wk),
solid $14,000.
SfWSiS^trtaf. .t -Pte: "A- Song to Re- "Lady Scarf ace" (RKO). and "Jungle
Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100: 44member," at Loew's, also h.o., will be Cavalcade!' (RKO). Reverting to 80)—
"Sons of Desert" (M-G) (reissplit-week dualers following several
only a step behind.
months of full- week 'doubles. Nice sue) and vaude on stage for; threeEstimates for This Week
Loew's (Loew) (3,172; 30-55)— $2,400. Last week, "Love Mystery" day weekend run. Fairly good $5,000.
Thief
"Song to Remember" (Col). Will add (Col) and "Mile. Fifl" (RKO), $2,300. Last week, "When Thief Meets
Grand (RKO) (1.430; 44-70)— (U) (reissue) and Lionel Hampton
neat $16,000 to big $19,000 for first
"Keys of Kingdom" (20th) (2d wk). orch on stage for three-day weekender, nice $6,500.
Orpfaeam (Loew) (2100; 30-55)— Hefty $7,000. Last weeki_ also at
)—
State
50-60
"Meet
(Loew)
(3,200;
"Blonde Fever* '(M-G) and "Dancing Albee, okay $8,000.
Keith's (United) (1,500; 44-70)— Me St. Louis" (M-G) (id wk). Strong
Manhattan" (Col). Fair $5,500. Last
First sesh set new record at
week, "30 Seconds Over. Tokyo" (M- "Here Come Waves" (Par). Move- $18,000..
present scale with huge $26,500.
over
for
third
downtown
week.
G) (2d wk), good $5,000:
Strand (Silverman) (2,000: 44-60)
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 50-60) Wham $8,000. Last week^Thin Man —"Man from Half-Moon St." (Par)
Home" (M-G), third main-'line
—"Woman in Window" (RKO) and Goes
'Par).
and "Ministry of Fear"
sesh, stout $5,000.
"Gal Loves Music" (U). Neat $14,500.
Last week,
Lyrie (RKO) (1,400; 44-70)— "She Opened Monday (5).
Last week, 'Together Again" (Col)
Gets Her Man" (U) and "Eadie Was "Now Tomorrow" (Par) and "Let's
and "Hi, Beautiful" (U), $17,000.
(Col). Big $7,500. Last week, Go Steady" (Col) (3d wk), solid
Fox (F&M) (5.000; 50-60)— "Here Lady"
"Hollywood Canteen" CWB). fourth $9,500.
Come the Waves" (Par) and "Dan- week downtown, great $6,000.
gerous Passage" (Par) (2d wk). Fat
Palace (RKO) (2.600; 44-70)—"To$17,000 to add to wham $26,500 for morrow the
World" (UA) t Surpris- 'Bowery' (^.Ibrk'iai
first session.
ingly strong $15,000. Hypoed by visit
Hollywond, Feb. 6.
Missouri (F&M) (9,500; 50-60>— of Lester Cowan, film
producer and
"Together Again" (Col) (1st wk) and big radio campaign
Darryl Zanuck's old production,
handled by
"Now Tomorrow" (Par) (2d wk-). Martin Starr. Last week,
"Here 'The Bowery," will be remade as a
Fine $10,000. Last week, "Can't Help Come Waves"
Technicolor
musical
(Par)
at 20th-Fox un->
(2d
wk),
Singing" (U) and "Now Tomorrow5 smash $14,500.
der the title, "Broadway After
(Par), $8,600.
Shnbert (RKO) (2,100; 44-70)— Dark," with Walter Morosco producSt. Loots (F&M) (4,000; 40-50)— "Barbary Coast" (FC) and "Pack
ing.
"Accuse My -Parents" (PRC) and Up Troubles" (FC) (reissues). Fair
James Monaco and Mack Gordon
"Bluebeard' '(PRC). Good $4,000. $4,200.
Last
week, "Experiment
P^kms.'* (RKO) (2d run), dull are writing new song 'numbers for

$16,000, Standout

'

.

rot

'

Uptown

(Par)
40-50)—
(1,100;
DICKERS
COIN
"Princess and. Pirate" (Par). First
nabe showing. Boffo $4,600. Last
Hollywood, Feb. 6.
'Bert Allenberg, representing Sam week, "Since .Went Away" (SelzWood.; jjlaned for Mexico City to nick-UA), $5,000.
World (Par-Stefies)
44-80)—
IjwbUe with native capitalists about "Experiment Perilous" (390;
(HKO) (3d
eBinf a Wood production wk), Good enough $2,000 after flrat-

WOOD
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Wednesday, February

BROWNOUTS TO UP NABE
Chi Okay; 'Boys'

Smash

14G, 'Bowery'

Sturdy 23G, 'Sweetheart'-Jones 33G
Chicago, Feb.

-t-

9.

—J
.

PICTURE GROSSES

1945

7,

.

B. 0. S?

NY. Solid; 'Caballeros' Record 40G,

SEE HARKBACK TO

'Suspect' Strong

DEPRESSION ERA

M, Rochester lips

Marquees are dimmed, but grossa* Still husky at $26,000. Last week,
Detroit, Feb. 6.
"Something for great $31,000. Remains over:
ontinue steady.
While there is no marked evidence
Paramount (M-P) (1,700; 40-74)— of it yet, downtown theatre operfcoys" is the standout of openings,
Several additional shows arrived
"Sunday Dinner* (20th) and "Fight- ators here figure that one of the
heading into bofl $14,000 at smalling Lady" (20th). Staunch first-run
on Broadway during the -past week
and "Bowery to draw at near-capacity $17,000. Last reactions of the brownouts is going
•eater Garrick,
to be a resumption of nabe theatre- and these, together with all but one
Broadway"-"Girl Rush," dualer at week, "Hollywood Canteen" (WB)
going.
holdover, range from good to senPalace, looks highly satisfactory $23,- (3d wk), great $15,800.
"Amusement going is just a. mat- sational/ The brownout, which went
State (Loew) (3,200; 35-75)— "Song
"Shes' a Sweetheart," paired
000.
to Remember" (Col) (2d wk). Wow ter of habit," one exhibitor here into effect Thursday (1), did not ap•with strong stage bill headed by $13,000.
Last week, huge $18,000. predicted. "If the loop isn't attrac- pear to cause any damage nor has
Spike Jones'. band at Oriental, should Splits bill with Orphuem next week tive or crowded, the public likely
the prospect of chilly theatres due
Holdover parade but could have held.
get stout $33,000.
to the heating crisis seemed to disTranslux (Translux) (900; 30-74)
continues Ijef ty, with grand $53,000
courage attendance.
Other detaili on fuel confor "Hearts Young and Gay'-' at Chi- 'Mummy's Curse" (U) and "Dead
on
secEyes"
Nice
$5,000
Man's
(U).
Kingof
Among new ones, "Three Cabal
cago and $27,000 for "Keys
servation, et al., on Page One.
following $7,000 last.
week
ond
second
on
both
State-Lake,
at
dom"
leros" Is terrific at the Globe, where

'Music Big 38G, 'Speaking' Fair 26G

Weeks. _
Estimates for This Week
Apollo (B&K) (1,200: 55-95)— "Toether Again" (Col) (3d wk). Very
J ood $11,000. Last week, rousing

To

Have'-Vaude

14.000.
.

'•
great $60,000.
Downtown (Barger) (1,600; 44-95)
with
run)
(2d
(U)
..-"Climax"
Fletcher Henderson orch, Moke &
Poke, others, heading stage show.
Average $14,000. Last week. "Under
Western Skies" (U). with Ann Corio,
Stepin Fetchit on stage, trim $14,500.
55-95)—
(900:
Garrick- (B&K)
"Something lor Boys" (20th). Opened
Saturday (3). Looks near smash $14.Last week. "Conquering Hero"
000.
(Par> and "Dark Mountain" (Par)
(3d wk ). big $7,000 in eight days.

Boffo 28G, D. C.

•

Grand (RKO)

(1,150;

55-95)— "Tall

(RKO) and "Falcon Hollywood" (RKO). Oke $8,200. Last
week, "Can't Help Singing" (U). and
"Enter Arsene Lupin" (U) (3d wk).
6 days. and. "Saddle" (RKO) and
•"Falcon" (RKO), 1 day. good $10,000.
Oriental (Iroquois) (3,200; 44-95)—
"She's Sweetheart" (Col) with Spike
Jones orch oh stage. Potent $33,000.
Last week, "Eadie Was Lady" (Col)
with Clyde Lucas, orch, Phil Regan
on stage, nitty $27,000.
(RKO) (2.500: 55-95)—
Palace
"Bowerv to Broadway" (U) and "Girl
Rush" (RKO). Steady $23,000. Last
week. VTall in Saddle" (RKO) and
:"Falcon Hollywood" ("RKO) (2d wk)
(U) and
6 days, and "Bowery"
"Rush" (RKO). 1 day, neat $22,000
Koosevell (B&K) (1.500:- 55-95)—
"Hollywood Canteen" (WB) (3d wk)
Smart $14,000. JLast week, solid
In Saddle"

Washington, Feb.

6.

'To Have and Have Not," only
picture in town, is boffo at the

new

Earle.

"Between

Women"

Two

pulled so well it won a holdover at
Capitol, .as did Deeuina Durbin.in
"Can't Help Singing" at the small
Keith's.
Estimates for This Week
Capitol
(Loew) (3.434; 44-72)"—
"Between Two Women" (M-G) with,
vaude (2d wk). Big $19,000. Last

week

$65,000,

Music

City

Hall (Rocke80-$1.10)— "Song to.

(5.945;

Remember"

(Col ) and stageshow (2*
wk). Hitting on all sixes, with this
week (2d) looking smash $122,000,
beating first's $120,000. unusual without a holiday. Holds a third!

Republic (Brandt)

(1,064; 50-$l.lfl)

—"On AtWval"

(Rep) (2d-flnal wk).
Very poor at only about $3,300. while
initial round was the same at $4,100.
"Chicago Kid" (Rep) comes in Saturday
(10).
it should hit $40,000 or over to estabRialto (Mayer) (594; 40-85)— "Deswill drop a few months back on lish a new house record. Contribtiny" (U). Big at $10,000 or over, and.
their picture-going and figure they uting to the attainment of this figure
holds. Last week. "Man in Half Moon
are up-to-date by catching their are increased prices. Former range St." (Par) (2d
wk), fell off sharply
films «lose to home."
of 60c to $1.20 has been increased for to a light $6,000.
What the owners of the dimly-lit this picture, at least at beginning of
Blvoli (UA-Par) (1.092; 76-$1.25)—
downtown houses here have in mind run, to from 80c opening and $1.50 "Keys of Kingdom" (20th) (6th wk).
Is
was the- depression. During those at night. Another strong entry
Continues, a steady -pace, this week
years the public stayed close to home "The Suspect," which finished its looking probable

(B&K)

Stale-Lake

"Keys of Kingdom"
$27,000.

(2.700:

(20th)

Last

$34,000.

Metropolitan

(WB)

(1,800:

30-55)
(2d

—"Hollywood Canteen" (WB)

wk).
Will get $5,000.
Last week,
good $6,200.
Palace
(Loew) (2.778: 44-72)—
"Meet Me St. Louis" (M-G) (2d wk).
Strong $1.9,000 and may hold for
third week. Last week, $26,500.

$17 9000,

To

Have'

'Lady' 12G,
Buffalo, Feb.

&

$17,5000.

OK
6.

For the first time since the first
World War all Buffalo theatres were
ordered closed by city authorities from 11 o'clock Sunday (4) night
noon today (Tues.) because of
emergency. All houses are operating on curtailed schedules for the
remainder of week. Result is that
every theatre will be way off compared to recent takes.

until
fuel

'Singing'

Loud $29,000,

Hub; 'Vanities' Boosts

Estimates for This Week
40-70)—
Buffalo
(Shea)
(3.500;
"Thin Man Goes Home" (M ; G),
Boston, Feb. 6.
"Blonde
Fever" (M-G). Fair $12,000
"Can't Help Singing," iop new bill or under. Last week, "Hearts Young,
In town, is powerful biz getter here
(Par) plus Charlie Spivak orch
Gay"
this week.- yet "Waves' 'and "Song to
on stage, immense $30,000.
Remember" both remain potent oh
Great Lake* (Shea) (3,000; 40-70)—
holdovers.
"Sunday Dinner" and "To Have, Have Not" (WB). Robust
"Fighting Lady" are terrif at Para
$17,000 or .near, great 'considering
mount and Fenway. Earl Carroll's curtailed operations.
Last week,

%die' 28< 'Lidy' 25G
.

big-wiek at the Boston
iO. "Dark Waters," at Majestic, is
fe&y"
to a

•olid:

Estimate* far This

BosUa (RKO)
Was

"Eadie

Carroll's

(3,200;

Week
5O-S1.10)—

a Lady" (RKO) plus Ear]
"Vanities" on stage. Girl

how is boosting biz to strong $2*000,
treat for non-band show. Last week.
•"House Frankenstein" (U) with Louis
Prima orch, others on stage, wow
$30,000.

Fenway

-

figure

-

FANCY

a
smash take for a second week
Strand

I51/2G

n/togWv 'v«roryv <(20th)

(2d

1NK.C.

Kansas City, Feb. 6;
Continued bad weather is holding
biz down at deluxers. "Keys of the
Kingdom," day-and-date at the Esquire, Uptown and Fairway, is the
top-coiner. "Meet Me in St. Louis" is
steady in a five-day h.o. at the Midland after a rousing initial stanza.
Others are not so strong.
Estimates for This Week
Esquire,
Uptown and Falrwav

Houses Shut

One Day, But

Last week, brisk

(Essaness) (1,200: 55-95)—
Pirate" (RKO) (12th
Sturdy $15,000. Last week, big

Woods

exhibitors

wk),

satisfactory $12,500.

Hipp (Shea) (2.100; 40-70)— "FightLady" (20th) and "Sunday Din-

ing

BMW,

.

of

"Objective

"Objective Burma" (WB) and Artie
is the
Shaw ofch (2d wk). Continues socko;
Burma" with
high $65,000 expected, close to
$85,initial week's pace when $69,800 was

000 or thereabouts seen, as against
$69,800 for first stanza. Also holds,

clocked. Holds a third.
Victoria (Maurer) (720; 70-$1.20>—
"Woman in Window," which
Week, its second at the Palace, '"Fighting Lady" (20th) (4th wk)..
pushing toward a very strong Finished third canto last night
(Tues.) at very strong $24,000, wnila$38,000.
The State is wowing 'em with second was a big $25,000.
"Music For Millions" on second run
1

as does
this.

-

is

.

and,

for terrific stage support, the
personal appearance of Rochester
(Eddie Anderson). Al Trace and
Silly Symphonists also are on the
rostrum. Week's take should run to
$38,000 or over, exceptionally big

.
(Fox-Midwest) (820. 2,043- and 700; here.
Estimates for This Week
40-60)— "Keys of Kingdom" (20th).
Hefty $15,500. Last week, "Sunday.
Asfor (City Investing) (1.140; 60Dinner" (20th0, $15,200.
$150)—"Princess and Pirate" (RKO)
Midland (Loew's) (3,500; 40-60)— opens a run here on Friday (9). "Mu"Meet Me St. Louis" (M-G) (2d wk). sic for Millions'* (M-G), forced out
Fancy $11,500 for five-day h.o. after Sunday night (4) through inability
torrid $18,000 first round. Holdover of Loew's, to renew its lease, hit a
cut short to give Thursday opening to stout $30,300 on its final (10th) week,
"National Velvet" (M-G).
near to the $31,500 garnered the prior
Newman (Paramount) (1.900; 45- stanza..
65)— "Have. Have Not" (WB) (3d
Capitol (Loew's) (4,820; 60-$1.20)—
wk). Nifty $9,500 to add to solid "Thin Man Goes Home" (M-G),
Frankie Carle orch, Marilyn Maxwell
$29,000 total for first two sessions.
Orpheum (RKO) (1,500: 46-65)— and Johnny Morgan (2d wk). Hold"Consoirators" (WB) and "Nevada" ing up amazingly well at $71,000,
(RKO). Healthy $12,000. Last week. right behind the $71400 registered
"Woman in, Window" (RKO) with for the first. Remains on.
"Johnny Doesn't Live Here"- (Mono)
Criterion (Loew's) (1,700; 60-$1.25)
(2d wk). trim $9,500 to follow excelThe Suspect" (U) (2d wk). Very
lent $13,000 initial seven days.
big at near to $35,000 on initial seven
Tower (Fox-Joffee) (2,100; 39-60) .days through last" night (Tues.)..
—"Accuse Mv Parents" - (PRC) and "Gan't Help Singing" (U), in ahead,
"Babes on .Swing St." (U) with went two days -behind a fifth week,
vaude. Modest $10,000. Last week. on the nine days getting a satisfac"I'm From Arkansas" (PRC) and tory $22,000.
"Gambler's Choice" (Par) with stage
Globe (Brandt) (1,416; 80-$1.50)—
revue, good $11,000.
"Three Caballeros" (RKO). A sensational draw here, with $40,000 or
after rousing getaway at $23,200. best over. sighted on first week, new high
for house, and holds. Prices have
in months.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2.240: been raised from 60-$1.20 to 80-$1.50.
20-74)— "Tonight, Every Night" (Col) The Anal (6th) week for "Tomorrow
plus vaude. Mopping up at smash the World" (UA) was a good $14,900.
Gotham (Brandt) (900; 60-$ 1.20)—
$20,000 or near. Last week, "Falcon
Hollywood" (RKO) plus "Gay Nine- "Mr. Emmanuel" (UA) (5th wk). He r
tics Revue" and Joe E. Howard, solid mains steady, looking $12,000 or over

'Mam

St'-Prima

.

—

-

Last
Bright $12,000.
ner" (20th).
week, "Hollywood Canteen" (WB),
strong $8,500 for third week downtown.
Lafayette (Basil) (3,300; 40-70)—
and
(U)
Frankenstein"
"House
Exciting $16,400.
"Mummy's Curse" (U).
Kerb's (Schanberger) (2,460: 20Last week; "Suspect" (U) 60)— "Now Tomorrow" (Par) (3d
$12,500.
and "Night Club Girl" (Rep), mild wk). Maintaining pace at $9,000 after
$8,500.
very
steady second- round at $13,300.
20lh Century (Ind.) (3.000; 40-70)—
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 25-55)— "Big
"Belle of Yukon" (RKO) and "Falcon Bonanza'' (Indie). Average $4,000.
Hollywood" (RKO) (2d wk). Mod- Last week, "Alaska" (Mono), in simest $8,000. Last week, snappy $13,000.
groove al $3,600.

(M-P). (1.373: 4n-74)—
'Sunday Dinner" (20th) and "Fighting Lady" (20th). Sock first-run pair
at $8,000.
Last week, "Hollywood
Canteen" (WB), $7,300.
Majestic (Shubert) (1,500: 40-74)—
'Dark- Waters" (UA). Neat $10,000 on
'Tonight'-Vaude 20G In
first-run bill. Last week. "Naughty
"*
Mariett
arietta',- (M-G) (reissue). .fioTdbo. ''J
22G
"Ralto' 'Have'
oucrv^va
nave Sock
Memorial (RKO) (2,900: 40-75)—
Can
Baltimore. Feb. 6.
3antt Help Sineine"
Singing" (U) and "Enter
Lupine" (U). Heading for smash $29.The big news here this week is "To
Stanley,
the
Not"
at
Last
Have
Have
and
week,
Victory"
"Winged
V™.
(20th) (2d wk). Okay $20,000.
reaching out for a top figure. Also
Metropolitan (M-P) (4,367; 40-74) potent is "Tonight and Every Night'
—•Here Come Waves" (Par) and at the combo Hipp. Hest of town is
n erous Passage" (Par) (2d wk). in nice groove.
o«?, 5

bill

and the Artie Shaw, band, with

$16,000.

$18,000.

"Princess

The

that

KEYS'

United Artists (B&K) (1.700: 55-95)
—"30 Seconds Tokyo" (M-G) (7th

wk). .Fair $16,000.

first-runs.

Keith's
(RKO) (1,800: 34-66)—
"Can't Help Singing" (U) (2d wk).
Solid at $12,000.
Last week, fine

wk)

boff

$31,000, near to the
first week at the Criterion last night stout
$33,000 scored for theflfth. Re(Tues.) at near to $35,000,' immense. mains
here until early in March.
Rialto has' a strong biz-getter, in
Hoxy (20th) (5,886; 60-$1.20)^"Destiny." It will get $10,000 or
"Roughly "Hangover Square" (20th) and Milbetter, and holds over.
Speaking" is short of good at the ton Berle open today „(Wed). The
Hollywood but shows an okay profit, second, week for "Sunday Dinner"
as house is geared, at a. little better (20th) and. Cafe Zanzibar nitery rethan $26,000 on initial seven days vue hit a sturdy $77,000; the first
was $87,000.
through last night (Tues.).
Music Hall, currently on second
Stale (Loew's) (3.450; 43-85)—"Muweek with "Song to Remember,' is sic for Millions" (M-G) (2d run) and,
still piling 'em in and should hit a in person, Rochester (Eddie Andersocko $122,000. better by $2,000 than son), plus Al Trace's Silly Symphofirst
"Thin
Man
for
week and holds!
nists. With Rochester a terrific draw
Goes Home" and an in-person show on his personal here, $38,000 or over,
including the Frankie Carle orch, very big. is seen. Last -week, second,
Marilyn Maxwell and Johnny Mor for "30 Seconds Over Tokyo" (M-G)
gan. continues at a fast gait at the (2d run), with Jean Parker and Joey
Capitol. Second week looks to get Adams on stage, was stout $30,000.
than $1,000 behind
less
$71,000.
Strand (WB) (2,756; 60-$1.20)
initial frame. Goes
third. Another

and saved coin by catching their
films as they came into the neighborhoods. It took several years to
rebuild the public interest in catching their pixs sooner—I.e., -in the

000.

55-95)— All Buff.
(2d

week,

,

with the loops ho longer attractive,
with a diminishing of
"crowds which, beget the crowds,"
the public will start drifting away'
from its hurry-up habit on pixweek, surprised with $28,000.
going, and once it takes its films a
Columbia (Loew) (1,234; 44-72)—
'Guesl in House" (UA). Looks pert few' months behind the openings,
will be satisfied to continue such
$6,500.
Last week. "Winged Vic
film buying.
lory" (20th). high $7,800; .
Earle (WB) (2,240; 30-90)— "TO
Have, Have Not" (WB) with vaude.
Only new picture In town, boffp
$28:000.
Last
week, "Hollywood
Canteen" (WB) (3rd wk), trim $19

$18,000.

Terrif

wk).

Radio
fellers)

.

Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 55-95)—
"Hearts Young, Gay" (Par) with Carmen. Cavallaro orch on stage (2d
wk). Staunch $53,000. Last week,

•

Concluding frame was a strong $84,000. the fifth

ilar

New

(Mechanic)

"Keys

of

Kingdom"

(1,680:

20-60)—

(20th).

plenty bic for house.

$12,000.

G'aVit

Last

week. "Sunday Dinner" (20th) and
"Fighting Lady" (20th), solid S9.600.
di'c mostlv to strength of the latter.
25-G6)—
(3.280;
Stanley' (WB)
"Have. Have Not" (WB). Clicking
wham $22,000. Last week. "Frenchman's Creek" (Par) (3d wk). $9,200.

this week (5th). close to the $12,700
scored the fourth, and continues on.
BMIywaod (WB) (L498: 50-$1.20)

—"Rouehly

Philadelphia, Feb. *.
It's holdover time in Philly, wit*
only two minor, opening's; but bit; If <
still
boffo.
Surprise is continue*
tprrid pace set by "Meet Me itlStv
Louis" and "Have. Have Not." Only"!
openings are "Ministry of Fear" »noV
"Main Street After Dark.". Latter
teamed with Louis Prima band.
Estimates for This Week

J

Aldlne'(WB)

Me

St.

Plenty

(1,303:

40-85)— "Meet

wkX
aeaV

Louis" (M-G) (7th
zingy $17,500.
Sixth

bullish $18,000.

Arcadia (Sablosky) (000; 40-85)—
"Hollywood Canteen" (WB) (2d run).
Neat $7,500. Last week^ daughter
Marietta" (M-G) (reissue) okay tC000 on five days of second week.

Boyd <WB)

(2,580;

40-85)—

of Kingdom" (20th) (2d wk)i Okay
$17,500 after nice $22,300 opener.
"National
Velvet" - (M-G)
opeoe

Thurs;

(8T.

Eatle
St.

'

(WB>

Here"

-^rT-

S6-B5)—"MaW
(M-G) with Loufci

(2.760;

After' Dark''

Prima orch.
Last

Husky

$29,000 or over.
"Jphnny Doesn't Live-

week,
(Mono),

with

Tony Pastor

orch, nice $21,500.

re* (WB)

(2,245.-

40-85)—"Winged

Victory" (20th) (2diwk). Fine $Si500.
Last week, solid $29,500 plus
great $4400 for one-day showing at
Earle.

Speaking" (WB) (2d
KarlUn (Goldman) (1,000: 40-85)—
wk). Under hopes here at a little "Princess and Pirate" (RKO) (3d
over $2C.000 .oii first week ended last run). Bangup $10,500. Last week,
night (Tu.es.). but good profit. The "Lonely Heart" (RKO), good $7400
16th frame for "Have, Have Not" for second*. run.
(WB). big money-maker on engageKeith's (Goldman) (2.200: 40-85)—
ment, was $18,100.
"Frenchman's Creek" (Par) (2d run>
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 60-$1.10)— (2d wk). Nice $5,700. Last week,
.

"Woman in Window" (RKO) (2d
wk). On initial holdover session

$7,500.

Mastbaum

(WB).

(4.692;

should hit very strong $38,000. First
week went to nearly $44,000, socko.

"Have. Have Not" (WB)

Holds further.

solid$31.500.

Still

punchy at

$25,500.

40-89V-

(3d wk).
Last week,

Paramount (Par) (3.664; 60-$1.20)
Stanley (WB) (2,760: 40-85)— "Now
—"Ministry of Fear" (Par). Johnny Tomorrow" (Par) (3d wk). Oke liftLong orch. Louis Jordan's TymDany 500. Second canto, bright $24400.
Stanton (WB) (1,475; 40-85)—
(Loew's-UA) (1.840: 20- Five. Lorraine Rognan and Jan Mur""Minsix
after
istry
(Wed.)
of Fear" (Par).
Neat
here
today
ray
open
Fairish
Fever"
(M-G).
60)— "Blonde
Estimates tor Thin Week
S26 000 after wow $32,500.
week. ^"Gucst In House highly nrofltabie weeks with "Here Plus fairish $3,000 fsr
first
Century <LoeWs-UA) (3,000: 20-60) $4,000. Last
(Par) and the Woody EarleWaves"
Come
downstairs
ffdrri
movcQver'
(UA)!
(2d
h ' um (Loew) (2500: 35-75)- -"Meet Me St. Louis" (M-G)
t °I?
Herman orch plus -J|«dqp> -I»e81*i>
^i^afemeinber" (Col) t2d wk). wk). -HoWing up to great $17,000 Century, $3460.

,
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Wednesday, February

7,

1945

Outstanding box-office! Greater impact
than the novel !"
—M. p. Daily

Sure of big grosses! Imposing box-

—

office Stature!"

Film Daily
%

Most popular novel since /Gone With The
Wind -absorbing all the way!"— M. Herald
p.

One

of the fine film

dramas

of the year!
—Variety

A

superlative job! Heart-stirring! Sure-

—The Independent

fire!

Top-grade drawing power!"

— Showmen's Trade Review

Certain to return tremendous grosses!"

— Hollywood Reporter

DIRECTED BY

llU KAZAN

PRODUCED BY
•

I

III

IN

II.

LIGHTM

SCIEE1 FLAY BY TCSS SLESINCEI AMI flMK Iftflf

'

ton*

$le werften

sehr baft

von innen

Wie 3ettgem&ss sinb tod)

0elm Warner!
Official translatiom

YOU ARB VtflY SOON TO SEP THf INSIDE
tJCTttll?^ THtS HAS NOT FOR AMERICANS
BEIN POSSIBLE ACH THO« f IMKLY WARNER PROS.!

ATTENTION

JACK L

WARNER
/Wwr*

OF

™

f

BffORI

!

"

.
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PICTURES

1945

Loews,

Valentino

WB

180G

Still

Boffo

For All Distaffers
Los Angeles, Feb.

Judgments on Take' B.O. Reports
Actions were started by 20th-Fbx,-f
Loew's (Metro) and

Paramount,

Wu< ner Bros.j In N. Y. State Supreme Court against Irving Renner,
Louis Nelson and others operating
the Endlcott circuit, and William
Namcnson, circuit accountant, last
week, on charges of having made
fraudulent boxoffice reports on percentage of pictures. The four major
distributors ask $180,000 total judgments, representing amounts due

them as result of alleged juggling.
The suit is the first of this sort
to be filed ^in the Greater New York
area, but others mlay follow. Learned
that other probes of books and records of additional theatre owners
and exhibitors have been conducted

Ida Lopino on Loanout

Exhibitors expected the picture to

with

Warners.

Affairs,

Postwar Jobs,

in 1

New Pix

Seven films requested by th«
Army. Navy and other Government
(Jarland agencies, covering a wide range of

M-G De-Tunes Judy

'

just returned to a Persian base af-

'FROM

THEATRES

U.S.
ter eight days among the Soviets,
Following the close of the March tor a praiseworthy job of bettering
Dimes drive for 1945 in the na- understanding between Yanks and
tion's theatres over the past weekthe Russ,
Troupe, a USO-Camp
end, reports-, reaching N. Y. head-

of

Central Casting Prez

Holly wood Tops Last Year
Hollywood, Feb. 6.
Motion picture industry's con-

Hollywood, Feb. 6.
Producers will call early meeting

new president and possibly
executive v.p. and directing
of Central-Casting Corp. Fred
W. Beetson, current exec v.p., has
been ill for more than year and
friends urge him to retire comUnderstood he is reluctant
pletely.

of Rights, Int'nl

.

$5,000,000 IN DIMES

ever recent months.
The fraudulent reports which the
defendants are charged with hay- quarters indicate that collections
ing made cover percentage films ex- will exceed the record-breaking total
hibited during 1940-44. Not only are of $5,000,000, which was the goal of
the defendants charged with having the campaign this year.
fraudulently altered the books, but
Incomplete reports from Loew's
they are alleged to have bribed theatres show approximately $530,checkers of the distributor com- 000 collected this year against $444,panies in order to make the reports. 000 in 1944. RKO-theatres collected
$232J|0il_as_compared to $199,500 in
1944; Warner houses in northern
N. J., $54,000 as compared to $47,200
Producers Meet to Pick
a year ago; Century circuit theatres,
$26,118 as against $18,000 a year ago.

•

Bill

subjects
from international relaHollywood. Feb. 6,
tions to the GI Bill of Rights, will
Metro is lining up three songless be produced in Hollywood for disdramas for Judy Garland, to follow tribution this, year under the superher current musical chore in "The vision of the War Activities Committee.'
Harvey Girls."
•Scripts, being prepared by memDecision was made after studio
of
the
Hollywood Writers
execs ogled the young star in "The bers
Clock," her first straight dramatic Mobilization, are the result of meetrole.
Her future career will be on ings in Hollywood arid N. Y. bePromotes U.S.-Soviet Tie the serious sidi, with an occasional tween WAC execs. Elmer Davis, Ted
R. Gamble, and Taylor M. Mills,
First and only American enter- musical tossed in.
chief of the Domestic Motion Pictainment unit to go into Russia has
ture Bureau of the Office of War In-

draw eiaeTTy "re'mmes loV'-KIDStuigte'
Hollywood, Feb. 8.
reasons, but the kids outnumber the
Stromberg borrowed Ida matrons.
Lupino from Warners to star in the
Indie production,. "Young Widow,"
USO Unit Performs At
starting in two weeks..
Actress is permitted to make one
Shuttle Base in Russia,
outside picture annually under her

Hunt

contract

Guide to GI

6.

Bobbysockers are flocking, even
as their mothers did, to a reissue of
"Son of the Sheik," a Rudolph Valentino starrer, filmed in 1926 and
currently circulating in Southern
California.

-

.

to select,

to the March of Dimes
campaign for 1945 was $71,680. topping the quota, by 19%'ahd exceeding last year's total by 46%.
Fred S. Meyer, industry campaign
chairman announced that 19,852 conto step put until successor is located. tributors went over the top by $11,Inclination is to move up Howard 680 In the two-week drive against,
Philbrick from his spot, as general infantile paralysis.
manager to take over Beetson chores,
which he has been handling in 'let-

formation.

4 COMEDIES LINED UP

Edward
Shotwell

Eliscu, with Dr. James. T.

consultant,

as

is

•

.

Major Gordon Jones, Special Services

officer

charge at this

in

city,

negotiated with Moscow for permission to send unit to Russia- to entertain GIs at an unnamed shuttle base.
Jones is a former film actor, best

known for role of "The Wreck" in
After two
"My Sister Eileen."

After that Abbott-Costello are
scheduled to star in "You Hypnotize

how

to treat the returning soldier.
"Facts About Lend-Lease" will be
for release on the anniversary
the lend-lease program.
Oscar
Saul is preparing script for "Skyways of Tomorrow," indicating how
the Air
Transport Command is
opening pathways for future commercial and private aviation.

made

Me."

.

of

Exhib-Distrib Group
Vote Insurance Plan

new

tribution

head

of negotiations, permission
A' majority have voted in favor of
was. granted:
a group insurance plan for -those In
Unit entertained Russ officials and good standing in the Motion Picture
fraternal
organization
mechanics at shuttle base as well as Associates,
Sets
Scripters
Americans. One day unit also drove consisting of distribution and exin ambulance to Russ hospital to hibition people in N. Y.
on
Films
put on show for Soviet and AmeriPlan calls for insurance of $1,000
Hollywood,
Feb. 6.
can convalescents, and when finished, per member at a very low rate.
RKO has a battery of 53 scripters
were entertained in turn with a per- Wives of members may.- also be Inworking
on
screenplays,
35
with eight
formance by hospital personnel, in- sured under the plan.
slated for production by. Robert Felcluding Russ doctors, wounded and
Par Puts Nine Pactees
lows, eight by Sid Rogell. seven by
guards, many of whom formerly
Jack Gross and others scattered.
were actors.
Fellows' slate consists of. "That
Loanout Chores
American unit consisted of Judy
Blanks Out
Man Malone," "Lady's Choice," "Por-Lane, dancer; Bonnie Holland, singHollywood, Feb. 6
Hollywood, Feb, 6.
trait of a Lady,". "Bar of Music,"
Charles
er; Judy Roberts singer;
Lend-lease system is getting
Shortage of ammunition is re- "Palace Hotel," "I
Thinking of
heavy play at Paramount, with nine Garvey. magician and Ella Perry, ported on the San Fernando Valley
My Darling," "Deadlier Than the
contract players on loanout to other accordionist.
front where Republic maintains the Male" and "Tomorrow Is Here." On
companies in important pictures.
biggest studio arsenal in the world. the "Rogell program are "Fabulous
In circulation are Virginia Welles,
Film cowboys have been ordered to Alibi," "Happy Birthday to You,"
"Kiss and Tell"; Robert Benchley
hold their fire until they see the "The Magnificent Tramp," "For Love
Seattle Clearance Beef
and Bob Graham, "Weekend at the
whites of the redskins' eyes.
Only," "Sweet Georgia Brown," "Call
Seattle, Feb. 6.
Waldorf"; Barbara Brition, "Till We
Two two-gun pictures, "Bells of Me Benny," "Radio Stars on Parade"
Meet Again"; Johnny Coy, "That's
Opening of Lake City theatre in Rosarita" and "Desperados of
Da- and a Zane Grey western. Gross has
the Spirit"; Audrey Young, "George suburban Seattle last Thursday night kota," have burned
up most of. the "Utah," "Legend .of Sleepy Hollow,"
White's Scandals of 1845"; Byron
studio's
supply
of
cartridges,
nest
on
and
in
(1)' has stirred up a hornet's
"The Gibson Girl," "The Fabulous
Barr, "Follow That Woman," and
the offing is "Federal Operator 99,"
Invalid," "A Very Remarkable Felclearances which has landed in the
Ann Doran, "This Love of Ours."
a cliff hanger calling for much gunlow," "Riverboat Rhythm" and a
lap of Joe Monahan, local rep of play.
western musical to Be made by Eddie
Pete
American Arbitration Assn.
Cantor.
C.
Higgins, the owner, has other houses
Adrian Scott is readying "Corin Burien City and Kirkland, not
Theatre
Three winners of Metro's Miss nered;" "Who Is My Love," "Faithquite so close to the nabe and first- Anniversary Bathing Beauty contest fully Yours" .and 'The Counsellor."
Raleigh, N. C, Feb. 6.

ter's absence.
Y. Frank Freeman has been serving as president of producers group,
continuing in post when others who
were offered job claimed pressure of
duties was such they could not ac
Will Hays will appear at anccpt.
nual meeting this month and is expected to explain about proposals
made to Eric Johnston, president of
the U. S. Chamber of Commerc, to
join industry.

.

writing

"Adventure in Prosperity." dealing
with the dependence ot nil countries
With assignment of "Hired Hus- on one another's goods and manShows variety unit titled "Jingle band" to producer John Grant to power. Allen Rivkin is writing a
Abbott-Costello script on postwar jobs, based
for
an
Jangle," got special permission to prepare
on
starrer,
Universal now has four President Roosevelt's objective of
spend a week at an American flyer
comedy productions lined up for 60,000,000 Jobs. Film titled "What.
shuttle base in January, while work- this team on the Coast.
A. L C. Every Veteran Should
Know" will
currently are at work on "Naughty explain the GI Bill of Rights.
ing out of Teheran.
Walt
Unit had played for GIs in Brazil Nineties," and then will go into pro- Disney is completing "Something
Cairo, Iraq (where they entertained duction on' "Meet a Genius," which You Didn't Eat," on nutrition. David
British troops as well as U. S.) and Arthur T. Horman -wrote and will O. Selznick will do
"When He
Conies Home," advising the public
Iran (Persia)
Whife at Teheran, produce for U."

FOR ABB0TT-C0STELL0

weeks

RKO

53

To Work

35

-

•

On

Rep Amnro

Am

.

'

-

'

Indie Theatre Service

Name

of Jersey

Group
Inc..

.

New

'

.

.

Independent Theatre Service.

will be the name of the booking association, being organized by several
leading independent exhibitors of

Jersey.

Leaders met at the. Astor hotel,
Nl Y.. yesterday (Tuesday) to discuss organizational plans.

N.

Turns

Down

3%

Tax

Finance Committee of the
C. general assembly by a deton, it was agreed that Lee New
cisive majority, rejected the recombury, who has a circuit of 11 theatres mendations of the Advisory Budget
in New Jersey, will act as official Commission for restoration of the
spokesman for the new booking com 3%_gross receipts tax levied upon
bine, which Will tee oft' with aT "theatres'" at tne time~*6r trig-' enactleast 70 theatres.
ment of the 3% general sales tax in
1933. which was removed in 1943.

At

a session

Thursday

(1) in

Tren

William Bennett, business representative of the Washington, D:'C..
stagohands union, Local 22, who ran
Richard F. Walsh a close race for
the presidency of the IATSE at the

The action involves an* annual
saving in revenue to the theatres of
between $300,000 and $500,000 a year
The tax produced $541,000, the last
year it was levied (of which $80,000
accrued in prior years). Theatre attendance since that year (1942-43)
has increased materially.

bi-annual convention in St. Louis
last June, has been re-elected biz
agent in Washington for the 10th
consecutive term.

Rodgers Skeds Coast Trip

Re-Name Bennett

in

Wash.

-

Other Washington

Anne

Gillie

Comes Back

Hollywood, Feb.

6.

Injured in a motor crash last August and presumably through with
acting, Anne Glllls returns to pictures in "The Amazing Mr. M" at
Republic.

Joseph Schildkraut, Billie Burke
and Eugene Pallette head the cast.

ANOTHER DUMAS FOR

COL.

Hollywood, Feb. 6.
Columbia taps the prolific Alex
ander Dumas for another swashbuckler to follow the recently com-

run houses of Seattle, those points were selected last week In N. Y. by
Russell Patterson, Arthur William
being separate corporate cities or
Brown, Earl Wilson, George Frazier
towns.
and Vincent Trotta.
Higgins wants 14-day clearance on
Betty Falk, San Antonio, was
first-runs and shorter than prevalent,
awarded $500 War Bond, first prize;
Now the Betty Lou Bandlnw
periods on subscquents.
..vsao—second
rule is 42 days after first 14-day run. prize,
$300 War Bond, while Jean-,
Higgins

charges 55c

theatre,

against

at.

80c for

Lake City
downtown

William F. Rogers,
eral sales

manager

vacationing
scheduled to leave
rently

around March
companied by
western

v.p.

and gen-

for Metro, curin

Miami,

for

the

.

is

Coast

He will be acJack Flynri, M-G
manager.
Rodgers

15.

sales

will'return tb'N. y'. before leaving
for Hollywood, being expected back
at the home office shortly.
J.
Robert Rubin, Loew's, Inc.,
legal topper, currently in Phoenix,
is
"a

expected in Hollywood in about
week.

HORMAN'S

NO. 2

FOR U

Hollywood, Feb.

6.

Arthur T. Horman, recently ele
yated from writer to producerwriter at Universal, draws "The
Runaround" as his second chore.
Picture will be based on his own
story and screenplay.
.

Fresno,

Cal.,

Front-office pictures; with no producers assigned to date, are "Trav- J
ellers Three," "Married at Leisure," 1
"The Greatest Gift" and three still I
1
.untitled.
;

won Clearance Verdict Vs.

third prize, $200 War Bond.
He has filed action against
Warners. Metro and Evergreen TheB.
Left
atres, claiming such service is reEstate left by the late William
fused him, and he asks the arbitraBarnes Morgan of New York, who
tion board for the service.
had been a foreign representative of
20th-Fox for several years, appraised
L. A. to N. Y.
by the New York State Transfer
Edward Alperson.
Tax Deparlment at
'gross,

W.

Major Robert Benjamin.
Maurice Bergman.
Wally Boag.

John -By ram.
Frances Dee.
Steve Edwards,.
Ken Englund.
Leonard Feather.
Sol Halperin.

Morgan

San Angelo, Texas, Feb. 6.
Upholding the local decision which
ruled that the Roxy theatre will get.
pictures on fifth run, or 120 days behind first run, the arbitration appeal
board in New York declined to act
further in the case of W. V. Adwell,
$41,174,
and $39,692, net. His mother, Mrs. of the Roxy, against five major disJohn Lavender, will receive an an- tributors.
nuity of $1,200, the *es( going to his
Case was filed about two years ago,
wife, the former Louise Sureth.
with Adwell alleging that he had
Morgan died July 23, 1944, in New been getting sixth run, and in some
York at the age of 39.
cases had to wait longer. Later he
asked for an earlier run, and case
was dismissed by the arbitrator.
LIGHTON'S
TICKET

NEW

Hollywood, Feb. 6.
producer contract was inked
'

New

by Louis B. Lighten

at

20th-Fox,

calling for three years without op-

Tommy

tion's.

Meta

Next production will be "Anna
and the King of Siam," screenplayed
by Talb/>t Jennings. Lighton recently
completed
"A Bell for
Adano."

Lawless.
James K. McGuinness.
Shcrle North.
Rcis.

Joseph Schrank.
William A. Scully.
Joe Seidclman.

M. J. Siegel.
Herbert Sllverberg.
Frank Sinatra.

N. Y. to L. A.
Effie Afton.

Ben Bloom.
Robert Milford.
Warren H. Pearl,
Will Hays.

^^^^^^^^^^

Texas Exhib Upheld

41G

Russell Holman.

.

pleted "Fighting Guardsman."
Filming starts when he finishes
Next will be "The Gallant Blade," his first producer assignment, "Meet
produced by Michel Kraike, from a a Genius," starring Abbott and
meet) -»d^^j«L.bjr Ted Thomas.
Costello.

Jurgens,

nette

Frank Ross is producing "The .Robe"
and Val Lewton "None So Blind."

first-runs.

Eileen Barton.

officers elected

are Daniel V. Peck, president; John
Hiirlyj first v.p.; Walter Peter, second v.p.;. John J. Ryan, third v.p.
T. Clarence Trundle, recording secretary; John Lewis, financial secretary and George Becker, treasurer.

i

Joint

N.

•,

M-G'. Beaut Winner*

the

mother

"Junior

role

in

this

week with

Miss" at 20th-Fox.

Shooting

starts

RKO

in 'Parade'

Hollywood, Feb. 6.
Wally Brown 'and
to. carry the comic

assigned

Alan Carney
burden in. the novelty musical,
"Radio Stars On Parade," with
Frances Langford as femme star.
Filming starts early in March,
with Ben Stoloff producing under
supervision of Sid Rogell.

Sylvia Field Belarus

Hollywood, Feb. 6.
After a year's absence from Hollywood, Sylvia Field comes back to
play

Brown; Carney

MONO'S FEB. STABTEBS
Hollywood, Feb. 6,
-Four features get the gun during
February at Monogram, starting
with "Flaming Frontier," a pioneer
yarn,

Others on

George Seaton as director and Wil- "Prison

tht starting line ara
Babies,"
"Divorce" tad

'

14

Wednesday, February

I

7,

1

0-l!>

THINK YOU'RE

WONDERFUL,
MR. VAN JOHNSON!
(and so do millions of other
gals from eight to eighty

who

are packing theatres to see

M-G-M's Van Johnson
"THIRTY

and who watch

"BETWEEN

for

him

in

TWO WOMEN."

honors pour
Ladies

in

SECONDS OVER TOKYO'

Home

in

The

from everywhere:

Journal, Photoplay,

Screen Guide, Variety, Film
Daily,

Modern Screen, Look

Magazine and

countless others

proclaim Van, the Idol of the millions./

Sutn That Pledge Card 1
Red Cross Drive—March 15-21
.

it

!

Wednesday, February

7, ,1945

**

P^Rlt/TY

YOU'RE AMERICA'S
NEW SWEETHEART,
MARGARET O'BRIEN
what the fans are

(that's

saying

all

over the nation

as they watch M-G-M's

Margaret
ST.

in

little

"MEET ME IN

LOUIS/' She repeats her

triumph

in

"MUSIC FOR MILLIONS

as America showers her with
acclaim. Cited three times
in

Screen Guide's Vote, cited

twice

in Film Daily's

Fives, leader in

Trade Review

Famous

Showmen's

New

Stars, hailed

by press and public as the new

PRESS-TIMi
FLASH!
Another Big

M-G-M
is

off to

Hit

a

flying start

Nationwide!
darling of the screen.)

"NATIONAL
VELVET"

is

terrific in
its

3-theatre

Miami engagement.

Watch

for more!

STAR BUILDER!

Wednesday, February

16

WARNER

mm-.

BROS.'

7,

TRADE SHOWINGS OF

ROSALIND RUSSELL
and

JACK CARSON
in

"ROUGHLY SPEAKING"
with

ROBERT HUTTON • JEAN SULLIVAN . ALAN HALE • DONALD WOODS • ANDREA KING

MONDAY, FEBRUARY

19th,

AfM /%B
LI A %
Kl ft
OP CSnUV^INO
PLACI
HI

CITY

Annnccc
ADDRESS

1

Warner Screening Room

79 N. Pearl

St.

191 Walton

St.

Boston

RKO Screening Room
RKO Screening Room

Buffalo

Paramount

Albany
Atlanta

Sc.

Room

1945

122 Arlington

464 Franklin

TIME
12:30 P.M.

N.W.

2:00 P.M.
2:30 P.M.

St.

2:00 P.M.

St.

Denver

Rm.
Warner Screening Room
RKO Screening Room
Warner Screening Room
Paramount Sc. Room
Paramount Sc. Room

2100 Stout

St.

2:00 P.M.

Des Moines

20th Century-Fox Sc. Rm.

1300 High

St.

12:45 P.M.

Detroit

Film Exchange Bldg.

2310 Cass Ave.

Indianapolis

Paramount Sc. Room

116

Kansas City

Paramount Sc.

Room
Warner Screening Room
Paramount Sc. Room

1802 Wyandotte

20th Century-Fox Sc.

Charlotte

Chicago
Cincinnati

Cleveland
Dallas

Los Angeles

Memphis

Warner Th.

Milwaukee
Minneapolis

.

Sc.

Rm.

20th Century-Fox Sc. Rm.

Room

308 S. Church

10:00 A.M.

St.

307 So. Wabash Ave.

1:30 P.M.

Palace Th. Bldg. E. 6th

8:00 P.M.

1

2300 Payne Ave.
412

Harwood

S.

W.

2025

S.

8:00 P.M.

2:30 P.M.

St.

2:00 P.M.
1:00 P.M.

Michigan

1:30 P.M.

St.

Vermont Ave.

362

S.

212

W. Wisconsin Ave.

Second

2:00 P.M.
11:00 A.M.

St.

2:00 P.M.

1015 Currie Ave.

2:00 P.M.

70 College

2:00 P.M.

New Haven
New Orleans
New York

20th Century-Fox Sc. Rm.

200

S. Liberty St.

Home

321

W.

Oklahoma

20th Century-Fox Sc. Rm.

10 North Lee Ave.

1:30 P.M.

Omaha

20th Century-Fox Sc. Rm.

1502 Davenport

1:00 P.M.

Philadelphia

Vine

Pittsburgh

20th Century-Fox Sc. Rm.

Portland
Salt

Lake

Warner Th.

Proj.

Office

St. Sc.

Room

Jewel Box Sc.

Room

20th Century-Fox Sc. Rm.

Room

San Francisco

Republic Sc.

Seattle

Jewel Box Sc.

St. Louis

S'renco Sc.

Washington

Earle Th. Bldg.

Rm.

Room

St.

44th

1220 Vine

10:00 A.M.

2:30 P.M.

St.

St.

11:00

St.

1715 Blvd. of

AM.

Allies

2:30 P.M.

1947 N.W. Kearney

2:00 P.M.

216 East

2:00 P.M.

1st

South

221 Golden Gate Ave.

2318 Second Ave.
3143 Olive
13th

&E

MION THAT PLEDGE CARD] RED CROSS DRIVE —MARCH

2:00 P.M.
1:00 P.M.

St.

Sts.

1:30 P.M.
-

N.W.

15-il

10:30 A.M.

1915

.

.

'

INTERNATIONAL

tt^kaHb'*

1

35.000,000 Ft.

.

Raw Stock

of

Hyhon Has Six on Road

to Soviet

London, 'Jan. 18.
Jaok Hylton, concentrating all his
on the provinces, by next
will h^va more shows on road
man any other producing management.
These six are "Peter Pan, 'The

Argentine Prod, to

IT

New Low in

1944

activities

Out of U.

Foreign Dole

S. 59,900,000

Washington, Feb. fl.
Foreign countries will receive J9.900.000 feet ot Amarioan raw Sim
during the llrst quarter of 1946. While this Is a big drop .from the
123,514,000 requested, it is more than the 43,815,000 delivered durlna
the last quarter of 1944. All allooations are on a tentative basis and
subject to change. Several countries may receive a slight increase.
Big reason for the jump is Russia which is earmarked to get 35,000,000 feet, and this is under a deal which was not completed last,

month

oated:

,

•

.

.

Continued from pane

own

footage.

.act to forbid
Instead, the studios will be
them.
allowed to decide how to use their

would not

The new allotments

are,

roughly.

70%

of those during the base period
ot 1941. It was indicated that, in the
future, allocations will be based on
the llrst quarter of 1945 rather than

3

On Upbeat

B.O.

Crack Whip On Raw Film
WPB

forcing them to use oldtime fare and
native talent exclusively, showed net
profit of $125,024 in its recently completed year; E. J. Tait, W-T topper,
plans to bring players and plays from
Broadway and London as soon as
government here gives the okay.
In the meantime, W-T continues
now having "Rio Rita"
revivals,
While native film production in here, and Gilbert-Sullivan in MelMexioo is bit the upbeat, aocording bourne, .with "Desert Song" to be
to Walt Disney reps, with plans for done soon.

Mex. Pix Costs,

Chile, asked 1,000,000 feet, gets 240,00.0; Cuba, asked
600,000 feet, gets 404,000; Mexico, asked 13,750,000, gels 3,380,000; Latin
American contingency, fund, asked 1,500,000 feet, gets .50,000; United
Kingdom, asked 1,500,000 feet, gets 750,000; Australia and New Guinea,
asked 15.985,000 feet, gel 9,895,000; New Zealand, asked 562,000 feet,
gels nothing: South Africa, asked 1,000,000 feet, gets 87,000.
Also, India, asked 15,000,000 feet, gets 5,800,000; Switzerland, asked
.687,000 feet, gets 485,000; Portugal, asked 700,000 feet, gets nothing;
Spain, asked 6,287,000 feet, gets 18,000; Sweden, asked 3,500,000 feet,
gets 985,000; China, asked 550,000 feet r gets 500,000: France and French
Africa, asked 3,218,000 feet, get nothing: Netherlands and Netherland
East Indies, asked 3,000,000 feet: get none; Middle East Supply Co.,
asked 750,000 feet, gets 200;000; Iceland, asked 3.000 feet, gels nothing:
Belgian Congo, asked 7,000 feet, gets' nothing.

Said

;

that these adjustments were to cor
rcct prior inequities.
Attending the session for, the industry were the following: William
Kelly, Metro; John J. O'Connor,
Universal: N. Peter Ratlivon, RKO;
Jack Colin, Columbia; Thomas L.

some 90 Alms for
around 50

1945,

compared with

last year, the

proposed in-

crease will be limited by the avail-

raw film supplies from the
Only 60 features may be' pos-

ability of.

U. S.

Co-op Legit For

sible this year.

Improved market for Spanishlanguage films in Latin-America has
resulted in higher production budgets, top features having cost as much
as $150,000 (U.S.), though moit of
such "A" product usually represents
a negative investment of about $60,000 while lesser features are turned
out for around. $25,000:
Rentals in Mexico and in other
Latin- American countries for Spanish-language product are justifying
the higher negative investments.
Based on. .current' returns, Disney's
"The Three Caballeros" is heading
for rentals of around $120,000 in

Aussie, Britain

•

WPB

Hoarding Denied
Reports thai some majors are
hoarding stock and prints were denied by -Adams al a press conference after the trade meeting. He
said a survey, disclosed that there
are only 16 features in the can slated
for release later than 1945,. and that
there arc only 529 prints of them.
He. added that the studios had only
about 10,000,000 feet of raw stock
on hand as Of Dec. 31.
The day before the meeting WPB
cancelled all film authorizations outstanding which were dated prior to
Dec. 29. This caused 'a loss of several
million feet to the studios.
Adams promised at the meeting
there will. .be no more cancellations
of this sort.

There will be anotner meeting in
about six weeks to work on allocations for the second quarter of the
year.
In order to bring Monogram in

York

to send Australian plays and players
there and, in turn, bring London

line. 2,322,000. was added to its base
quota. Same action was taken last
year for PRC. and 1,000,000 has been
added to the United Artists' base.
New allocations to the majors contrasted with what they had for the
fourth quarter of 1944 (in the case
of Monogram; 4th quarter adjusted):
Columbia: 28.505.800, as against
30,253,290; Metro: 39,713.260. against

Monogram;

42.147.476;
:

aban. Paramount; L. E. Goldhammcr,
Film Classics: Neil Agnew, Vanguard: Gradwell L. Sears, Un.itea
Artists. Robert M. Savini, Astor Piclures; and Roy O. Disney, Walter
Disney Productions.
In addition to Adams. Lincoln V.
motion
Burrows, head of the
picture section, attended for the

WPB

.

1

who's head of the Film Committee
of the organization, to seek an im-

Madrid, Feb. 6.
Paramount-Mercurio
Films
has
been organized to distribute Paramount product in Spain.
Par had not regularly distributed
in Spain for about six years.

against 11,627.566; Pathe: 8,590,400,
against 7,865.750; Universal: 6.333,600,
against 7.0C5.524; March of. Time:
1.992.37A, against 2,104,195.

Pathe

and

ceived an
quarter of

Movietone

each rethe last
It was explained

increase
1944.

over

a

speech

against

statesman
a back-

citizens of liberated countries. Shots
of women or children killed by Nazis,
those showing hospitals or cburch.es
destroyed by Nazi forces and work
of saboteurs in Denmark and other
occupied countries arc strictly taboo.

Censoring even extends to Donald
Duck in Walt Disney shorts, any uncomplimentary' reference by. that bird
to Der Fuehrer or his cohorts getting

6.

at the Minerva is
Soldier for Christmas." Robin-

Current show

"A

:

tled, it's slated here.

High Mex. Court Bars

"Blithe Spirit," Duchess.
"Happy & Glorious," Palladium

in

Sweden

Anti-Nazi films are chawing larg-

t

"See

How They

'"Strike

II

Run," Comedy.

Again,"' Wales.
•vbassadors

"Sweeter Lower,"
Tlir Magistrate,'

"Three's a Family.

Martins
Javille.

"Tomorrow World." Aldwych.
"Uncle Harry."

GarncE

'

"What Y ou Mean," Cambridge
"While Sun Shines." Globe
"Years Between," Wyndhams

.

.

methods made great strides in ;lhe
last 10 years, and hence an increase
.both in quality and quantity could
have been expected. Though there'
have been some standout pictures in
1944, the general results are rated,
mild.
This despite the release of
"His Best Pupil." classed as Argentine's all-lime best picture, during

.

the year.

or that screen talent, or to play up

troubles and reported deterioration
of studio equipment also are cited.
Besides "His Best Pupil," ("Su

Mejor Ahimno"), the historical opus
based on the life of Statesman Sarmiento, "La Pequena Seiiora da
Perez" (Luminlon) looked to be the
best comedy;
"Apasibnadamente,"
made by Argentina Sono Film,
shaped as the top straight drama.

One mistake made

in the past year
that, producers relied too much

was

on foreign story material and imitations of foreign lands instead of picturing their own country and way
of life.
Plans for 1945 production now are
being set despite the uncertain raw

stock

.

.

.

Ministry

'

Education

Public

of

to

okay their production; ."In Shadow
of the Eagle," based upon a. phase
of ancient Mexican history.
Court held that the Ministry was
right in nixing the registration on
the ground that the film spoofs Mexican history!

Mex. Censors Get Fussy,
Ban Another Native Pix
.

Mexico

City, Feb.

6.

Mexican film censorship office ordered suspension of "I Could Go for
That Girl" until certain objectionable scenes are cut out.. One of most
objectional scenes, according to the
censor, showed a priest playing dom-

tant picture including ."Ghost
and "Circus Cavalcade."

Lady"

'MEET NAVY' OPENS IN

LONDON; 'HATHE' BACK
London, Feb. 0.
"Meet the Navy," which replaced
"Jenny ,Jones" at the Hippodrome,
Feb. 1, was warmly, received. Cast
is
composed entirely of Canadian
naval personnel but including seven
with

previous

ence.

professional

experi-

'

"Panama Hattie." which was pre?
maturely shuttered because of robot
blitz, has been revived al the Adelphi.

inos.

Recently the film censors banned
"Las "Abandonades," Dolores del Rio
starrer. Objection to it was that it
showed the shooting of a Mexican
general in the. revolution of 20 years
.

ago.

Film Censor

Mexico

City. Jan. 30.

Aussie Film Execs Due
ForH. O. Trips to U.S.
Sydney, Feb. 6.
Bernie Freeman. Metro's managing
director in Australia, is scheduled to
visit the U. S. shortly for huddles at
homeoffice.
Otto Bolle. 20th-Fox topper her«,
also

Antonio Ramos Pedrueza is new
head motion picture censor, succeeding Felipe Gregorio Castillo,
held job the live voprs th:- -defunctioned.
He's
now
counsellor of the .government's. 'committee of three that's seeking to aid
the industry.
For the last three years Pedrueza
was chief of the Mexican govern-

is

set for trip to

bureau

in

New York

America.

Triple-Feature for 10c

who

"

Mex

Mexico

.

This is a bit ot a paradox because
Argentine studios and production

.

ment's" tourist
Ciiyv

Taballeros'

"Sadler's Opera," Prince's.-

in the past year!

partment

est 'attendance "in Stockholm.

"No Medals'," Vaudeville.
"Panama llatlie," Adelphi.
"Peek-A-Boo," Whitehall.
"Private Lives,'' Apollo.

Biggest total wa6 in
1942 when 57 features were released.
There were 48 pictures. .'.distributed
est since 1936.

situation.'
Sono Film has
scheduled seven to be directed by
Luis Cesar Amadori, salary being
reputed
to .be $16,000 per picture.
Mexico City, Jan. 30.
Pampa
Films
has
several
films rollPictures that in any way ridicule
ing, chief of .whiclv is "The Great
or distort Mexican history are no
Divide," "Awakening to Life" and
good for exhibition in this country.
"Lauracha,"
latter
to
be
directed
by
court
refused
supreme
Federal
San Miguel
Huinberto Hivas and associates a Ernesto Arancibia.
Studios hai readied several imporwrit to set aside the refusal by the

.

Socko Biz

'

features, low-

Pihn Kidding History

New Mexico

treatment'..

Anti-Nazi' Pix Doing

"Watch On the Rhine" and "Pass"Honeymoon," York's.
"Meet Navy First,'.' Hippodrome. age to Marseille'' arc currently reported among the top grosser* in
"Merrlf England," Winter Gar.
Sweden.
"Night Venice." Cambridge.

'

11,566,100,

London, Feb.

"Another Love Story." Phoenix.
"Arsenic* Old Lace," Si rand.

.

Paramount:

Latin-American

thumbs down

to

685,076:

a

making only 24

year,

It's

Empire for the same

the British
purpose.

Current London Shows

'..

are
the
allocations
the newsreels: Movietone:
12,430,600. agpinst 12.121,701; News
of the Day: 10,801,700, against 11,-

to Distrib

Co. Films in Spain

.

Following

ing

making

ground of 'the American flag. Committee also objected to views of the
swastika being trampled by delighted

mediate hearing in Washington.

against 8J.70.000; Paramount: 28,948..480, against 30,722,843; PRC: 5,181,440, against 5,500,000; RKO: 25,850,680,
against
27,435.119;
Republic:
17,318,400. against 18,380,440; 20thFox: 29.907,360. against 31,803,298:
United Artists: 15.157.760. against
16,086,803:
Universal:
25,863,680,
against .27,448,441:
Warner Bros.:

made

,

WPB

7,697,920.

31,792^040. against 33,742,077.

Hitler in Argentina
Montevideo, Jan. 30.
Although members of Argentina's
military regime continue to mock

foreign stories that there are Nazis at
almost every press confub. censorship of British and U. S. newsreels
does, not bear out this idea. Because
the Corresponding Committee apGovernment.
pears to loan over backwards in efAppeal
lTOA s
forts to prevent Argentine picture
theatre patrons from seeing the war
rawstock
readded
over
Alarmed
as it's, being fought, aver even most
of
prints
to
limiting
strictions and
tolerant
observers.
Independent
the
per.
picture,
285
Assn.
of
N.
Y.,
.Owners
Theatre
Pointed out that newsreels are subBrandt,
Harry
has
apheaded by
jected to delays, sometimes three
Production
Board
the
War
weeks
from
pealed lo
date of arrival in ArgenTor an immediate hearing to discuss tina. Committee claims it hasn't the
the fads since, in its opinion, "irrep- time. Committee also never yet has
arable injustice will be heaped upon outlined a definite policy on what is
rated
objectionable
fare. Rejection
independent
subsequent-run
exthe
or approval of clips leans on the
hibitors, of this country,"
whim of Committee
Following notice of the new re- momentary
members,
it's
with
said,
their scissorITOA
board
direcstrictions, the
of
tors held a special meeting Friday ing smacking suspiciously of Berlin
(2
and instructed Max A. Cohen, suggestions.
president of the Cinema circuit,
Recently, it cut out a scene show-

.

of

point

some special angle. The widc-o^en
planned fight between exhibitors and producers also was another big factor
to secure other theatres throughout
that hampered production.
Union
shows and players here.

'

Par Subsid

artistic

6.

1

750 to 700 feet per edition 'on the.
average.
All distributor-producers now arc
"A" class. In "C" class will be all
those whose consumption runs below
1.000,000 feci and who turn out only
shorts and. special subjects.
They
had not previously taken any cuts.
Now they will- get a drop of about
25%.
said there were about
110 firms in this catcgny.

and

production

released late last month, wound up
Argentina's production sked for tha

Decline in production is blamed
on the raw stock shortage. Other
Kathleen Robinson and Richard factors, however, actually have figured
in disrupting studio plans. One
legit
Walton, lessees of the Minerva,
these is reported to have been
house here, are reported to have of
interference from military politico.*
obtained a lease on the Duke of
anxious
to further interests of this
Plan is
theatre in London.
Sydney,. Feb,

Mexico alone; likely a high for that son-Walton duo originally came here
Walker. Edward Small Productions; country for either native or U.S. from London and leased the Minerva
from Dave Martin.
A. W. Schwalberg, International Pic- product.
tures; James A. Mulvey, Samuel
on 1941 consumption.
Goldwyn Productions; Steve Brody,
London Denial
.Newsreels. as was expected, took
;
Monogram; W. C. Michel, 20th-Fox;
London, Feb. 6.
They'
Even 'Donald Duck'
relatively
small
slash.
a
Barney Briskin.. Sol Lesser Producdropped from 52,549,712 in the last
Duke of York takeover has been
tions; W«Uev L. Titus, Jr., Republic;
quarter of 1944 to 51,714,778 feel.
denied here. There have been nego.
Can't Quack Against
Schneider. Warner Brothers;
Sam
This means the reels will fall from
tiationg but nothing has been setLeo J. McCarthy. PRC; Barney Bal-

in

was the worst yoar from

it

erators,

.

2,126,000;

that

Preem of 'The Corps*
Williamson-Tail, leading legit op^ view.
with wartime restrictions Breaks a Date." Three A production

House, Manchester.

allo-

Argentina, asked 4,000,000 feet, gets nothing; Brazil, asked 3,000,000 feet,
gels

Iff.

^^^V^Z^^

,'.

.

46,000,000 feet.
However,
only 10,000,000 was delivered because of the tight situation. Thus, the
35,000,000 the Soviet will get this quarter is the balance due her.
Film assigned to Russia and Great Britain by the Foreign Economic
Administration will not be used for commercial purposes, but for oomUnder' the arrangement with the United Kingdom, the
bal services.
United States must get prints of ail combat stuff shot

Following are the other raw stock requests and what has been

Buenos Aires, Jan.

.

was promised

Russia, at that time,

year.

New Year

But Many Fix Planned for

-1

Widow," "Lilac Domin,0,"
"Mm! Love Racket," new play starr Williantson-Tait Circuit
'
ring John Mills and Barbara MulShows $125,024 Net in 44
len, and revival of "Irene," curSydney, Jan. 10.
rently in for- eight weeks at Opera
Merr-y

Hipodromo.
has

hit a

Now

Mexico City, Feb. 6.
neighborhood house,

new

high in bargain

bills.

showing three, feature-length

pictures for 50 cciilavos (10c
First
triple-feature bill has two U. S. pictures and one Mexican film.
>..

Click

Feb.
currently

City.

6;

arc
Three U. S. films
enjoying long runs in Mexico City.
"Tres Caballeros"
Disney's
Wall
stays for a fiflh week al the Alameda, and still strong.
"Gaslight," first dubbed U. S. fll™
To" come. here, also is in its fifth week
"Song of Bcrat the Metropolitan.
nadctle." at Palacio China, looks to
stay for a fifth, too.

'..''

Blanchar to France
Pjerrc Blanchar. official with the
film division of the French Ministry
of Information, who has been in the

U. S. for. several months, left N. Y.
this week to return to France.
Simon Shiffrin. heading up the film
division of the French MOI in New
York is scheduled .to leave for. France
later this

month.

.

FAR SHOOTS IN MEXICO
Mexico City. Jan. 30.
Kenneth Leland. Paramount direcis. he.re
to do location shots for
in Mexico." Arturo df
Cordova. Mexico's leading man, and

tor,

"Masquerade

Dorothy Lamour are set

for.

leads

iit

the picture'.

Several episodes will be at Cu«r»
navoca and Xochimilco, re6ort town*
near here.

Wednesday, February

18

7,

4
^^^^^^^^^
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SINESS

~f

HISTORY OF
WAY'S PALACE
despite blizzard, snow, slush
First

week so sensational that the figures sound

Second week

Set your

week now

"Am

of

looks like BIGGEST on record!

own campaign on

key that startled

hr

ifl
Ifto

FANTASTIC!

house's
MILES ahead of any other holdover In

historyl Third

sr...*

coldest spell to years!

and

"WARNING

the sensational

New York-

and watch the

ceicemeer-lrene

Mffoipfecef of

money roll In!

Timer. H. Y. Post

ffs

Mod"—

J. T.

M.,

PN

1915

Wednesday. February

T,

1941

19

Mf&lBTY

>.>ktlT.V

II

INTERNATIONAL

,

'

HOUSE

to

Wednesday, February

i

Hawkins 'Orch il8) u'itlt wah-wah stuff.;
Carol Tucker, Ace Harris, Jiminie
Tops among the vocalists is Essex
Mid-hell;' 4 Earlex,' Solicit/ it Kelsey,
Scott, warbling colorfully - "Danny
Sin tli Sis. <3), Smooth & Mello;
Boy" and "Walk '.Alone." -He clicks
"L/nu'riiteii Code" iC'oU.

'

is

tli'e

Added

Stale,

are

acts

Johnny

s>,.„ui, ,„ ij.

to obey his
ling this audience.

commands,

gymnastics,

tt.*_

•

comedy

Jack

Between

bond;

"

IM-G).

Knti/iii«n's

Two

lioii.se

Wonieii"
'

.'

Hawkins' crew

.

:

;
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House is back to an all-sepia stage
band show after a week of vaude-.
ville. With its current policy house
is building up as a strong contender
for the city's Negro trade'. There
have been belter bills here than the
present one headed by Sister Rosetta
Tharpe and Fletcher Henderson's

tainment values.
House orch starts proceedings as
it segues from opening theme into
the pop, "There Goes That Song

KcilhV,

Itidplft.

Iiidiniiopoiis, Feb. 3.
Souii]/ Moore's Dogs & Ponies, 4
Again/' with Norma Werner taking
Sidneys. Bo;o Harrell & Co.. The
the vocal to win a good hand.
Rollos. Red Carter. 4 Creedoiis; Pat
Valerie Vincent, tall brunette, is on
Willa
LeVolo;
"Alleroic to Loue"
*
with a tap routine which
first
pleases the stubholders.
band. It's up. to the acts' this week
Ray Riggs. in deuce spot, conlribs
Keith's has a clicker this week in a
for whatever entertainment is dished nifty, harmonica session.
Opening
Somehow Henderson's outfit with "It's You." he follows through fast-moving combo of comedy, acroout.
doesn't seem to be clicking with au- with imitations of orchestral instru- batic and novelty acts recruited from
diences here. Band is just so-so. al- ments, and winds up with "Mama the big top. The circus angle gets a
though Henderson is considered one Don't Allow Jt." plenty in the groove. play from the family trade, and results please all comers. Heavy laughs
of the country's leading arrangers.
Texas Tommy is a standout with"
He. announces each number and act his trained pony. Baby Doll, in a are furnished by Bozo Harrell. who
In a matter-of-fact manner, with smooth turn which clicks with adults shows in .an old fur coat and stovenary a smile and is much too stiff.
and j uves alike, particularly since pipe hat and does a satirical stripBand contributes brassy versions the animal goes through his routine tease along with his balancing feats.
The guy gets a high hand at the
of "That's Plenty," "King Porter almost without prompting.
Stomp." "One O'Clock Jump" and a
Following Donald Stumph, weekly finish when he juggles three chairs
supposedly sweet arrangement, of "Discovery
who and a large table on chin.
Night" winner
Red Carter, in a comic cop get-up,
"I'll Walk Alone," whiclr-TsTtPXTdcdiy-j-warbles "You ATways Hurl the One
on the sour side. Latter vocal is You Love," Wagner and Hamilton acts as emcee, and registers nicely in
handled by George Floyd, who also close with a blend of gabbing and his vocals. "Pennsylvania Polka" and
conlribs "Into .Each Life Some Rain hoofing.
Hamilton doubles as m.c. "Dance With the Dolly.'' The Four
•

.

.

Fall" to fair resillts.
Sister Rosetta Tharpe. in closing
niche, is the hit of the bill. Opening
with "Tall Skinny Papa" she swings
Into "Rock Me" accompanying herself on the guitar, and follows with
"Good Deal" and "That's- All" for
lock palmpounriiwg.

.

i

;

>

Red Ingles follows to. sing "Clink,
Clink, Another- Drink", in an inebriated manner to garner a big hand.
Ingles, who has developed into a
cracker jack comedian since he was
a member of the old Ted Wecms
band: is an integral part of the Jones
outfit and is iti and out of most ninhbcrs on the program with singing.
clowning and bits of business, besides
h
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Reason ls that
the houses played arc much larger
.
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applause.

reach the Coast in future seasons.

Supporting acts sandwiched between the musical numbers are Mavis- Mims. who contributes a couple

Current road bookings extend as
far as Minneapolis and include onenight stands in Milwaukee arid Des
Moines. House capacities in some

of neat tapping stanzas featuring fast
turns to register: Black Brothers,

who prove themselves

lopnotch comedy acrobats and tumblers to garner
healthy applause, and Judy Manners,
whose singing ot ^"Trolley Song,"
Patriotic jitterbug" and impressions
of Judy Garland and Beatrice Kay,
topped off by comedy version of
"Glow WOrm," with Ingles sends her
off a hit.
Morg.

Earle, Phllly
Philadelphia, Feb. 2.
15) with Lily
Carol. Buddy Colinori; Sandra
Barrett, Steve Evans; "Main Slrc-et
After Dark" (Af-G).

Louis Prima Orch

1

Ann

Groovey- is the w ord for Louis
Prima. One of the finest showmen
of his type, Prima and his gang have
the downfronlers eating out of their
mitts with their hour-long jam:

Adams, Newark

'

.

New York

its

profitable

-'
holiday here) to whistling
i.
give the show a lively close.
The and stomping are little items like
Little showmanship has gone into
Rollos show some nifty muscular con- "Angelina." "Robin Hddd," "Dreams
the fabrication of this offering. The trol in
their stuff on a board Are Getting Better" and "While
show has no sense of continuity, balanceddoing
on the cylinder. Biz okay Cliffs of Dover."
Ripley's oddities being exhibited bewhen caught.
Corb.
Lily Ann Carol, comely brunette,
fore circus tent drops, the radio. folk
adds to the hep beat with her warblolling around a' cozy sitting roomling of "I Want to Get Married,"
studio between shots at the mike.
Xniio'nal, l/vllle
"Rum and Coca-Cola." and a couple
Fronting for Ripley, Cyril Smith
Louisniile, Feb. 3.
of
duets with Prima on "Craziest
emcees In a breezy mariner beEarl Hines' Orcli (16) with Essex Dream" and
"Let's Take the Long
shrill laughter. Moke and Poke click sides having his own spot for a re- Scott, Scoots Carey, Kennit Scott,
Way Home."
with an assortment of gags, singing doing of his recorded "The Old Sow Fats Davis, Arthur Walker, the
"Only two outside acts are on the
Song."
Few
of
the
he
stepping.
Morg.
acts
barks
and
i4>:
Mellotones
Salt
& Pepper; bill. One is Steve Evans, making a
for get more than a polite brush-off "Enemy of Women" (Rep).
return
appearance after: only a
from the audience. Too many gimcouple months .but still grabbing off
Orphttiiitt, 1" 'Am
micks litter the stage as LadSie
Earl "Falha" Hines, is making the. the belly-laughs
with his very adroit
Los Angeles, Jan. 31.
Lamont
does
balancing
tricks. house jump this week, arid calls on
Charlie Bnniet's Orch (16). fea- Tommy King makes tunes with his bandsmen to practically put on mimicry.
Sandra
Barrett,
an
eye-filling
turing Kay Slarr, P/iil Barton, "Pea- pneumatic devices, the Murphy Sis- the whole show:
Hines gives the
nuts" Holland; Johnny Cahill, Olj/m- ters <3) dance in mock ballets half boys a workout, and they, enjoy it. brunette with a pair of gams which
both
talented
and shapely,
pici Girls i2); "Afedt Miss -Bobby a ton strong. Jack Morrison dons Instrumentation of five trombones, are.
does some topflight terping. Initial
Socks" tCol).
trick
makeups for Karloff and one doubling on guitar, five reeds, show
tFri. afternoon) had standees.
Chaney
impersonations.
Speeay four trumpets and three rhythm, inShot.
A groovy show, replete' with Howell taps and (joes strong jaw cluding. Hines at the piano, makes
;-rhythm. is being dished out this week anlics and Ken Whitmer plays hot a solid combination; Hines Is plenty
dextrous on the keyboard, but is
'by Charlie -Barnet and his musical on a variety c' instruments.
Karle. tVawh.
Whitmer gets several recalls by generous in giving his sidemen
crew. Band is strong on jive rhythm,
giving
the kids what they want, plenty of opportunity to show their
Wns/iiiiylon. Feb. 3.
and snappy arrangements, has better
West tt Lexiiig, Paul Duke, Wayne
vocalists than usually spotted with, ;whicn seems to be trumpet imita- bag of tricks:.
Three of the boys are given the & Marriii, Roxyeltes; Jo Lorn burcti's
•u'ch outfits, and generally is sending tions of Harry James, Henry Busse
and Clyde McCoy, all well done. spotlight, and go to town. Scoots house orch; "To Have and Have Not"
•olidly with -pleasing results.
Orch gets off with unidentified Not a good-looking femme appears Carey is a -marvel on the clarinet. tWB).
Laughs are prac- He's given a couple chances to
jivey number that sells and then in the routine.
demonstrate his technique. Kermit
Jo Lombardi's house, orch opens
brings on Kay Starr, a gal with tically absent.
WAAT, local radio station, has Scott's saxophoning is plenty okay, show with a medley of pop tunes.
strong personality and pipes. Miss
Starr is buxom and easy to look at one knockout turn. "The Broadway- too. Arthur Walker, trumpet player Roxyeltes follow in a lively numites'^Justlne
Du
Val,
a good looker, and vocalist, has a flexible soft sing- ber, "Everybody Strut," introducing
-and wraps' up "Accentuate the Posiand
Fred
Sayles.
Miss
Du
Val.puts
ing
style,
Paul
Duke, for some feats of magic.
which
he
projects
to
swell
tive" and "The Very Thought oit
up a snappy front in a black velvet effect with a pair of pops.
His The deft hocus-pocus man does some
You." She's brought back for "Run*
bodice and bouffant
Her songs, trumpet playing is good,, too, reach- amazing feats with cigarets, cigars,
and Coca .Cola." using some lyrics "it Had to Be You" skirt.
and "Accentuate ing the upper tessitura with appar- and a pipe.
not heard on the air. and, then has the. Positive."
get more response ent ease and giving a rousing finish
West & Lcx'ing are a couple of
encore again with. -additional .than .all of Ripley's whoopla.
to
Sayles.- to his instrumental efforts, with « knockabout comedians of the old
verses.
.
a well-schooled baritone, gels in real hoi tune "Inferno BJucs." Band School, whose comedy is noisy but
Barnet's crew gives listenable work some clever licks with "I
Di-eam of boys also improvise a quartet, sing- well appreciated by the audience.
to "Pompton Turnpike." then turns You" and "Old Man River."
Paul ing and playing "Hallelujah," with Th.cy do "Donkey Sercliadc" in good
niike over to "Peanuts" Holland. Ne- Brenner,
well-liked
disc
jockey musical background of guitar, sax, harmony.
gro trumpeter with band, for some hereabouts. fails to make comedy bass and trumpet.
Bass player,
Roxyeftcs ar£ on again for "Trolsmart lipping and yocalling on "I routine kidding radio funny but his Clifton Small, conlribs some slap ley Song" with scenic effects.- and
the
Like to Riff." Phil Barton, male vo- glib introcs helps matters. Lester gymnastics, and then demonstrates conductor and motorman are Wayne
calist with orch, has excellent bari- and. Chester Buchanan yodel cow- his talent further by going to the Si Martin,, well-muscled athletes,
who
tone and uses it effectively on boy .ditties and plunk guitar and piano and getting in some not licks do .some amazing feats of strength.
"Di-eam of You," "Home for a Lit- mandolin,
while
Harry. Gibson on his' tunc of his own composition,
A short and a snappy 25 minutes,
tle While," ..and "Stardust." Holland knocks out some boogie-woogie, on
Mellotones harmonize on "Satchel niftily lighted and produced by Harry
*> then
back for vocal on "Things piano.
Mouth Babe" and' "Sugar, That's Anger.
Bran.
Arke.

Joe Byrd, Charley Ray & ~Cottp~
pany. appear twice in the show, with
iketches built along burley lines. Material isn't so hot but gets over. Girl
of the team is quite amateurish,
Snowball, a tapster with some new
tricks, is one of the bright spots ot
the layout: Outstanding are. his toe
steps. Docs a song or two also, the
one. "He's a Nice Boy," drawing

.f roiii

Dhi.ved out of town.

:

<

ancing and tumbling. Pat and Willa
LeVolo are well received in a screwy

Earl.

Tour

Will

Conlinurcl

the ;Mct generally, goes in'o the red

i

1 "" -he opera House in the metropoS given Ihe Jones!"
zany touch are "Holcha Cornia." lis. Chicago, Boston and Cleveland
"Sheik of Araby." "It Never Rains in
be under the -McV-i own riirccSunny California
with vocals by
Up n H uidk taking over for first
Ingles and Carl. Grayson. "Licbesshowings in St. Louis. Dcs Moines!'
Iraum."'
"Chloc."
..
"Holiday
....
fori...
.,
LatStrings." with Julia Louise, local Minneapolis and Milwaukee.
harpist, and
"Dor Fuehrer's Face:" lcl phase is regarded as expcrimcnwhich closed the show to resounding tal. and. if successful, tour may

offer a smart line of bal- session featuring the best of the
juke-box faves.
With. Prima setting the torrid pace
turn on the slack wire. At the finish with his hot trumpet and even hotPat balances a basket of flowers on ter set of pipes, the: band hits a solid
Newark,' Feb. 1.
head and juggles three dumbbells beam from the first downbeat and
Robert Ripley's "Believe It or and a hoop. Sonny Moore's Dogs and holds it for the entire show.
Not" Revue: WAAT's "Radio Stars Ponies., well-trained animals with
Setting the kids (it's mid-semester
'tSh Parade"; "Mile. Fi/U" iRKO).
plenty of. cute tricks in their bag, school

Biz good al opening.

-

'

|

.

Creedons

nicely:

all

Nicely

I

.

Must

playing.

in

;

'

to usual stand-

Then" and "Don't Cry Baby." with.
Trace's outfit, made up of two
Hawkins also vocaling a few bars
trumpets, one trombone, four sax.
of the latter.
three 'rhythm, opens the show With
Carol Tucker,- new femme vocalist,
its own comedy routines and accom-/
while well liked here in"Could Hapganies the remainder of the layout,
pen to Mc." "After You're Gone" and
land's laugh material is fair, excit- tuous finale.
.Show 6pens with Sam- Jack Kauf- I'm.' Confessin'" paces her songs a
ing no unusual response froriva. full
house when caught. It does a nice man's orchestra in a jam session bit too leisurely for average audiences.
Arke.
job behind the acts. Gloria Arden is called "Swinging High."
Three Sm^th Sisters, peppy tapvocalist/ She does '"My Heart
its
sters, have the makings of a first-rate
Sings" and "There Goes That Song
C.
dance; combo. Just now, they seem,
Again'' in a voice that's fair. Shels
Kansas City, Feb. 2.
a bit routine and loo much like
Wood.
cute, however.
Waoner. 4c Hamilton, Texas Tom- countless other acts. Hard workers,
my, Ray Riggt, Valerie Vincent, and appear to have possibilities with
l><»w
Donald Stumph, Tower Orch (9) a few fresher routines. Smith
with Norma Werner;- "I Accuse My Mello, boy and girl, look like LindyChicago, Feb. 2.
Parents"
(PRC) and "Babes on hoppcrs turned lap dancers. They're
Henderson and Band*
Fletcher
uiil/i
Sisler Rosetta Tharpe, Swing Street" <U).
(16)
new, and, unfortunately, plainly- show
Moke & Poke, Snowball, Joe Bj/rd,
it.
Current bill is one of the best
Charley Ray & Co. (3). George
Biz strong at show caught.
seen at the house in recent weeks,
Floyd; "The Climax" it/).
Wear.
judged solely on the basis of enter-

ni«mn, Chi

enough

paced by a renime- emcee
the pcrHouse was comfortably filled at .-Dii o( Jean Carroll. wh'.i inalso
holdsshow caught. .-.-.:'
'fold.
down, a 'niche of her own, standard
acts;build to good climax.
Peggy Taylor and. two male ,iv.
Oriental, Ohl
sislants open show with a Ihree-wav
Chicago, Feb.- 2
adagio that registers for lop return^
Spike Jones'J C\\y Stickers U3> Tommy. Hanlun and Jean folll.ow
willi
ii-il/i'
fin li
tiers.
Judy MA
Mavis Minis, a comic magic layoul built around
Bloc*.- .Bros.
(2). Red Ingles. Carl an audience participation bit
in
"See's
Gwj/soik
Swcethcau riggcd-up guillotine act that giirjii as
a
,Co "plenty of laughs.
Jean Carroll follows with a win
Pandemonium holds- sway this routine ot comedy palter pointed
up
week with Spike Jones and. his gang by a brace of vocals and an imitaon Ihe rostrum and corn's a poppi.n' tion of Harry James that carni a
beg-orr
iii
all directions.
Brings on. Wen Uai Troupe
Playing'
... first
.„ his
.
date here in about a year a
and a. half »> close. Evenly divided <iuarlel of
Chinese ring the bell with hi rty acroJones is packing .'cm in and sendin
"em out with broader smiles than batic, juggling unci extra-punchy
havf been seen on Randolph street in Stuff on a hori/.onalal bar which go
oyer big.
a long time. ......
Biz very good.
Opening with "Black Mag-iii" done
Burn
to the accompaniment of Jones' washboard contraption equipped with auto
horns, bells, whistles and what nots.
.

1

upi

'

dian dance. Adams is an unctuous
master of ceremonies, with a breezy
line of talk. -He introduces. Mark
Plant. who solos with songs from
"JPorgy and Bess" in a resonant baritone^ Adams comes back for an assist on "Sonny Boy" for comedy efThen the Ballamaniacs for a
fects.
satire. on the polka in ballet costumes.
Tony Canzoneri teams Witht Adams
for some foolery and satirical impersonations, which ring the bell for
laughs.
The Appletons. with their
rough-and-turhble Apache act, transplanted from Paris to Casablanca,
bring the stage interval to a tempes-

Rather abbreviated setup, but
right
]

I

ard, clicking nicely with Apollo mob.
"Swing Out." ."After Hours." "Till
Then." "Remember." "Tuxedo June-.'
ti'on" and "Tippin In" are among his
tunes. .Ace; Harris! who docs "Remember" as a vocal, also goes over
with a bang on (he Stei'nway with his
interpretation of "After Hours.'"
Trumpeting of Hawkins is usual
smash albeit a bit loud. However,
okay for crowd here. Jimmy Mitchell, also from band, registers fairly,
well with his vocalizing of "Till

Joey Adams takes over as emcee
after the Ballamaniacs conlrib an In-

tick-,

Up

is

a hit

is

1

Night" iCol).

to

.

j

This white act

skaters.
here.

:

1

.

Wasta.

Sam

Wen

j

has smartened up on

relief,

material. Result is their act is
standout. Earles are doing their usual
Capital,
fast twirling stunts ,.on the rollers,
Washitiotori, Feb. 2.'
with the fat femme stooge climaxing
Adams, Tony Canzoneri, appearance of two others picked
-Joey
Mark Plant, the Ballamaniacs, Ap- from audience for a whirl by llic
pletoiis,

Hmiloii

.

written- off. This Burns-Kelsey combo, giving the lineup much needed

Brog.--'.

4.

Peouu Taylor & Co. <3), Tommy
Jr
4 Jean. Jjun Carroll
Hm Troupe 4 Felice
Ji',i ft
Oreji
.121;
."Tonif/lif and' Ervry

;

rived in time for this catching Friday i.2 1, nor Ford. Harris and Jones,
who were, billed but did not show.

new

.show plays so
smoothly. Surrounding acts are routine, once the Four Earles and Sandy
Burns-Lew Kelsey comedy duo are
.

its

.

pooches

„ l;.

chief reason the

'

adagio routines to please.

Bafitiiiore, Feb.

with his falsetto vocal
garner a swell hand.

particularly

Cahlll.

'

He's getting $6,500 plus $500 for a
femme dancer.
Rochester has a good act. He starts
out with gags and a song, titled
"Short. Fat and 4F." that between
them gel good, but not unusiial reaction, then .goes' into a dance, solo
and with a girl. After, a .long and
solid solo lerp routine. comic ...an?
nounccs lie's conducting a dance contest, looking for a partner for a forthcoming picture. On comes, supposedly as a contcslanl.- a comical looking gal. She does a solo and then
works with Rochester; and the routine lies the whole thing up in a
knot.
Rochester has.' only, two acts with,
him, the standard Al Gordon dog act
and Al Trace's baud. Gordon also
.goes over big. his chatter and the
cleverly
trained
his
refusals
of

.

i

lot
Coupled to Metro's barrel-onstted oomlc, who lias a
b.o. this week.
Treasury
"Music foi' Millions, which closed of fun and amuses with his
Star Parade In which he offers ima run al the Lnew flagship, the Cappersonations of top entertainment
itol,
only a week ago, the rustynames,
radio shows, etc., and thevoiced comic can easily be credited
Olympic. Orris l2), a team of strongCor the major slice of standee hip..
arm g'ajs who whip, through fast

194$

7,

Hipp, Hallo

All."

Erskitie

.

pulling plenty of zip into

Boys have nice arrangements,
and the voices blend well on the

4pollo„ X. V.

Ain't Wba* th«y V»«d to Be." with
IV. Y.
Rochester) Anderson, Al the baftd ttflctTV 6ft ihf solid itde
Ed (I if
Trace Orch ill), wll/i Gloria Ardfli, with I dJ'lvTng, rhythm arrangement.
Al Gordon's Dogs; "'Music jor Final* ipv ii%w it a iwlngy, jolid
beat piece to bring down the curtain.
Mil/ions". iM-GK
Throujn It all Barnet does -fancy
noodlmft on hjs alto sax for favor.
.Tuck
Benny's foil,. Rochester,

Stale,

.

.

cities

10,000

will
accommodate between
and 11.000 persons, as comthe' Met Opera House in
which has approximately 3.500
many of which are so ar.

pared with

N

I

.

Y.,

seals,

ranged that only part of the stage
can be seen. Presentations will require 67 stagehands- but only around
a dozen key men heading the departments will travel, balance being locally hired.. Seyeq stage unions will
be represented in the hUge caravan
of singers and aides.
Johnson, who is generally credited
with boosting the Met stock, as its
managing director, was formerly a
Met artist; Hurok is described as
.the "surviydr of three bankruptcies"
but is now believed to be wealthy.
Under his management are such
powerful draws as the Monte Carlo
ballet, Marian Anderson and Kath.

-

erine

Revue"

Dunham's "Tropical

dance troupe.
Opinion in musical circles

is that
vocal level is not up to
that of 10 years ago, the main reason
being the exhaustion of European
talent sources because of the war.

the

Mefs

Lily Pons

is

credited with" being

the top. b.o. star of the Met. French
soprano receiving an estimated $3,500_a_pe rform ance on tour as against

an estimatea~"$l:!S0e at the Met.
Pointed out that the operas on the
Met's schedule are royally-free, being
public domain, exception
in
being the works of Puccini, whose
estate gets a percentage.
Touring dates: Baltimore, April
2-3; Boston, 5-15; Cleveland, 16-21;
Des Moines, 26; Minneapolis, 27-28;
Milwaukee, 29; Chicago, 30 to May
Latter date is
5; Rochester, N. Y.. 7,
under the auspices of the Eastman
Foundation, and is seasonal.
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more than 30. years. Since
when Pittsburgh had a 16-

inch fall, one of the heaviest in
town's history, Golden Triangle has
had a total fall of nearly 50 inches.
That mark hasn't been approached
since winter of 1913-14.
St..

Patrick's

Day

flood

of

1936,'

worst disaster in history here, coft
houses and cafes within the
Golden Triangle untold millions, nnd
a repetition would be' even more
pic

now because materials and
equipment couldn't be replaced, as
they could then, on account of war-

serious

-

.

.

'

.

lime shortages.
Besides, biz has been terribly affected
by heavy' snows, grosses

everywhere this winter going to new
lows which haven't been matched
since the
early '30s.
rulnou*,

depression

A

flood

days

of

the

would be almost

Wednesday, February
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What

Star

our

TODAY there

an Increasing heed for

Is

think clearly and

of us to

all

Innumerable post-war plans are in the making by business

And we

and government.

new world

We

much

hear

of a brave

all

the worthwhile gains which will be

made, the post-war days

will

problems ... problems which

of the nation depends

We
job,

will affect the lives of

.

.

..

good

jobs.

.

.

.

for 12,000,000

new war

some

plants in

fundamental in the moral

.

.

.

all

must be

...

.

.

a stag-

And

will not solve themselves.

A

few

them

to

are personal problems

. . .

and

as

such they

Out

of the courage and good sense and fundamental decency
of

1 JO

million Americans, the all-important answers

With

specifically

individual

the

we

is

to

be

America

built,

life.

lie

all

the inspiration

.

.

.

of dangers

and overcome.

and

we
Is

We

ablest

letter

there she must look for the answers today. It

which

her course.

and

and

spirit,

thus helping

to set an. example of stability for the entire world.

F O R D

M O

together

and hearts of her people.

representatives.

We can obey the law in

ban give them.

always found the answers to her problems In the minds

most conscientious public servants

and

abetter

a history of united

difficulties faced

can exercise our franchise in-

and vote for the

If

To this great

In her hour of need, America has

solve these problems?

telligently

it.

must bring strength and courage and deter-

history of our country

struggle

our hopes.

they must build

there she will find the star

Americans, do to help

can take

home that character is bred

mination and

It is

then can we, as

we hold

while

ideals.

least,

the- youth of

task they

must be forged.

What
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and nourished. Our home should be the fountainhead

The

For these

of the

life

of honor and decency.

disappear:

are the personal responsibility of every one of us.

lasting prosperity.

and pride in our family

America

laws, formulas or theories will not cause

but not

last

It is in

the upward pressure on prices
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These problems

new
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our American

interest

which so much

Continuing high taxes

Its

can be tolerant of other races,

other ideas and

keep

and public money is invested.

private

gering public debt

to

at least of the vast

financial health of

can support our religious institutions, which are

fast to

Means must be provided
in operation

carefully

financial health

can deliver honest value in our business or at our
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servicemen.

upon the

and thereby contribute to

We

bring formidable
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every one of us.
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Film Reviews
Sergeant Mike
Columbia relMtx» of Jark 1'mt hvodui
l.iirr>

FcftiuleB

man) and returns to the party, and
drinks himself into oblivion. Next
morning the crime scums nightmarish, so he abandons his bride
(Nelida Bilboa) at the altar steps:
Magana goes to the cops and the
search for the supposed "corpse"
proving futile, .the. Incident, is dismissed as due to his alcohol-bemused
brain. Driving back Magana gives _a
Sebastian
lift to a curious Wayfarer
Chiola) who appeared at the scene
of the search. This man advises him
to seek the abandoned bride's .forgiveness. "The' lovers are reconciled,
but their honeymoon is rudely interrupted by the arrival of ah uninvited

lliin.

Ji-unno Buu-t*. Mike
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This actionful -war. yarn, pointing
up contributions 61 the dons on the
Sold of battle, will got plenty of the
Juva trade for which il's seemingly
geared. Adults, top. will bo inter"ested. but it's the kiddies who will
keep the wickets turning in most of
the dual situations.
Screenplay has evidently been spun
to display histrionic ability ot the
featured brace of. canines. Mike and
Pearl, which have the more meatier
roles than their, supporting players..
Larry Parks is none too nappy oyer
his transfer, from a hard-boiled' maohinegun '-outfit to the .K-9 (canine)
Corps, where he is assigned to train

Road"

"Waterloo
British-made

London
U.

lias

story

Genius With a Slapstick

Ac-

(Cob-

(GFD

>.

Continued' from pace 2

Stuifics.

of

blitzed
possibilities in

b.o.

S.

Kl Muerfo Falla.a La tila"
(AAA
Strong Argentine-made
romantic comedy, but absence of
names makes usual extremely
I.

.

.

1

there is a showdown with the "bereaved." really the man Magana hit

with his

mild

180p's;

advice had reunited them. The intruder finally starts to blackmail him.
-'Unable. to raise the sums demanded,

-

de

los

Gatos"

(Clasa) ^(Mexican-made). Thin
melodrama about ^Mexico in

vagabond whose

guest, this eccentric

C'amlno

"El

for

Spanish

lan-

through the enemy lines,
ipessages
'earl is k illed by Japs in one of the
ungle fights but Mike carries on to
iring 'reinforcements that whip the
lippons.
There's the inevitable romance between the soldier arid Jean Bates, as
the Jlttle boy's mother. Parks gives
food account as the heroic GI, Miss
tatSB doe's likewise as the youthful
.

Remainder of

•war-widow.

cast also

Direction by Harry Levin, is
adequate. L. W. O'Connell's camera
work is okay., loo.
Edba.

okay.'

.
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Skillful direction and admirable
.casting give this film satisfactory
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(.'nnoilio

..SulVHflpr 1 tiir.mio
Cli^l l,oiirs

English- Titles).

concerns the
military campaigns of Mexico's Benito Juarez against the French from
1862 to 1867. Despite an unusual title,
picture becomes tangled up with
countless counter-plots, including an
odd and uninteresting romantic triangle. It's lesser fare for Spanish
of

Cats"

.

;

languagers.
Whole thing centers about Emilio
Tucro's effects to make amends for
his father's traitorous action in opening the "Highway of the Cats" to the
invading French, troops. He does this
by leading the armed forces of Mexico. Main theme hardly gets past a
couple of mild bailie sequences before Tuero becomes involved in two
romantic affairs and a fight with,
rust, his old. pal. and then; the natives

he blames for killing his father.

It's all

a bit confusing, especially to

those not understanding Spanish too
most of plat hinges on
realized both here and in U.S. Played Well because
spoken passages, and this film has no
against the drab, bomb-shattered
background of a! London slum; story English titles.
Tuero is not seen to advantage due
is the familiar triangle theme with
and story. Carmen MonUse of the flashback technique not to direction
make something
adding to its originality. But- it's act- tcjo does her best to
the downtrodden childhood
ed -with such sincerity and is so true- out of
sweetheart. Esther Luquin is the
to-life in its characterization that the
Wear..
girl in the story.
other
picture grips throughout. There is
two
terrldc
in
which
.the
a
climax
Itafg of
jnen fight for one woman as the
bombs thunder down. This brutal se(AUSTRALIAN-MADE)
quence likely will produce word-ofSydney. Jan. .9.
TIKO rMmx(> of CliMrli's' MimnM'llurlea
mouth' publicity.
prudui-tlvn. Kentlirefi Grant Taylor.
A soldier deserts when he learns, Cliauvvl
<1iil»« ItarTeiiy. Prttcr Flnrli. Pauline Oarhis wife is receiving attentions from rlt-k.' Mury Guy. ('.eiirjce Wullare. DlrW-teil
another man. Story depicts his day- by i'hnrlfH CIimovpI. Srreenplay by AlrM.
spent in pursuit of the pair, Anally ('linn. CluiiiveU <-.'untr». U^orae H^eiti. Al
.Wiiyralr.
Hunning
Sydney. -Del-. 7, '44.
confronting them in a sports arcade. tllii".
S.V .M INS.
Entire cast is adequate, but particular praise goes to Alastair Sim as
Financed by RKO, Hoyls. and
the neighborhood doctor and George Charles Munro. "Rats of Tobruk" has
Carney s role of pigeon fancier.
been two -years in making. Chauvel.
Picture is a striking example of
who had the cooperation of local
how sound, an English production can military
authorities, has failed to
be if It keeps to the medium it in- give "Rats", a screen treatment
terprets best, that of the middle class
worthy of so great a war epic in
character.
which Australian khaki-clads played
such a magnificent part. Instead, he"
'
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turns out a disjointed piece that fails
to hit the target. Fact that this phase
of the war is overshadowed by new-

campaigns also
world market.

("Corps* Breaks a Dale")

1

pressagent to do a feature on Miss
Logan's trip to Italy.'. When she

arrived, the opening conversation
..Ion,' Morcllto.
began with, talk of war's progress
Virlup V^lnznufx.
and Russia's., recent drive.
When
.Aiixf 'IV SalH
.l.iiu'i-ii Honhez
Miss McCarthy agreed that the Rus^
ARiisfln Ken

'.'.

.

J^iicnlpii

.KhiIiit

AirrediV.
.

Dim

Continued from pace
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Pull Allifrhi.

is

a

handicap

for

.
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the prospect al the boxoffice fpr this
one. Chances in U. S. look extremely
slim.

Mins,
Chauvcl's direction fails to bring
out any. light and shade. Too much
This picture is unique in many 'time- is devoted to war sequences,
ways; It- aroused, praise both from with scant attention paid to story
critics And public! Story is refresh
continuity'.. Chauvel also has rung
ijigly original. And Pierre Chenal's
in several newsreel clips for good
direction is bright. The French dir measure, but riot effectively.
rector manages to obtain naturalness
Film opens, in prewar days. It
from all players. But only mild for Shows, an English author out in AusU. S. market.
tralia to secure copy (or a book he's
Suspenseful story concerns the writing on local ranch life, .He travtrials of a
bridegroorn (Magana) els around fie countryside in the
whose bachelor friends' host him- too company of a sheep-herder and a
well on the wedding eve. Tearing trapper-T-and recites quite a lot of
himself away from this paVty. his poetry. Counlrv girl gels a yen- for
roadster runs- down a cyclist on a the Englishman, even though the
deserted, roadway. Befuddled and sheep-herder is in love with her.
horrified he drags the body into the
Arrival of the war finds all three
bushes (he thinks he has killed the men in Tobruk., Shot-and'-shell se.

Europe
went to Europe:
to open her cosmetics
the Maison Dcsli. and to lour
to

they

:

ing the ropes ol movicvvi iting. Preston SlinniV >a\\ every successful
picture lh;.t c;im'e alnhi;. an-' tried
to discover what made il click With
the public. He set cluwi: li i.s observations of tlio.laws that gesvern
boxoflicc ;is Tollows:
girl is bettor than a'
I. A prclly
plain one.
2: A leg is better than an aim.
il:
A bedroom is better than a
.

.

.

.

living room.
is better than a- de; A. An' arrival
parture.
birth is better than a death.
5.
belter than a chat.
6. A chasi;
dog 'is belter- than a land7...

A

tiiloi-s in Germany. At 15 his French
A
was. more fluent than his English, his
.
hatred of Art in all its forms w;as scape.
8^ A kitten is better than a dog.
intense and his ambition was. to be9. A baby is better ihiin a kitten.
come a business-man like his step-,
10. A kiss is better than a baby.
father.
II. A pi al fall is better than any-,
The outbreak of the first World
i.-;

.

.

;

forced his return to the United thing
Sturges owes all his success, or
where he became, in rapid
succession, a Wall. Street runner, a nearly all, to his strict obedience of
grinder of face powder in the back Law 11.
Mushmouth
room of a smaller Maison Desti. a
It is obvious that Preston Sturges,
flying cadet in the Army Air Force,
inventor of a kissproof lipstick, a at 46, is not the complete screwball
pretends to be. Many
frequently
he
husband, a songwriter, a songpublishei, an ex-husband and— in 1927— of his celebrated: idiosyncracies were
hatched in the minds of- press agents.
a penniless, failure.
like
the
midget roadster, arid
Some,
A ruptured appendix at last liberated
the
Sturges
imagination the auto horn, have their practical
What happened was that on Christ- side. He bought the car for his wife
because she was
ago
three
years
mas eve the nurses went through
the hospital corridors with lighted afraid to learn to drive a regularcandles
in
their
hands,
singing one. She loured it through .'a line

War

States.-

.

.

-

...

advance was wonderful, Miss
Logan, she says, expressed surprise
that the reporter had such opinions,
working for the News. Miss Logan
then referred to "the fascist publisher you're working for,"' aiid Miss
McCarthy replied, 'I can't agree with

sian-

you, and can't listen to that talk.

According

to Miss' McCarthy, she
didn't -feel it worthwhile to sit and
argue with Miss Logan, and got up

Sturges,' not fully out of the
anesthesia,
thought he had seeh
nothing lovelier" than that double
line of nurses. Wouldn't if be wonderful if they all started doing high
kicks, like a chorus line in a musical

carols.

of hedges and gave up. Now, with
S as rationing :; ..but why explain?
He uses the horn because his secre..

.

'

lary (who treats him with profound
him he
disrespect)
once,
told
sounded like a mouthful: ot. mush
over the loudspeaker.
comedy?
Most of his reputation for eccenHe spent his convalescence plotworking
ting a hosptial extravaganza full of tricity springs from his
dancing nurses and singing internes, methods, which are odd even fof
and Wasted the next several months Hollywood.. He habitually arrives at
trying to -interest New York's show- the studio at noon and heads immen in it. He got nowhere, but he mediately for the commissary, gath- ^
began to think of himself as a play- ering an entourage en route. He
wright. His "Strictly Dishonorable," rarely sits down to lunch with fewer
1

.

.

'

.

than twelve at his table, never
dawdles a minute less than three
hours, always picks up the check.:
but they Back in his office, he may dictate a
to News editors who presumably niadc more of a dent than an im- batch of letters, generally tears up
sent through edict banning further pression. In 1932 he decided to aban- half of them after reading them over.
mention of Miss Logan's name in don Broadway to its fate and give He has tea at six— "tea" being cofsheet.
Hollywood a trial. Universal started fee, crackers and cheese. Work may
News' Managing Editor Richard him at an' encouraging $1,000 a week. begin, at eight, nine or 10 but is
Clark: when queried regarding the His fti-st assignment was an adapta- apt to continue well past dawn.. (His
reported ban, stated: "Miss Logan tion of H. G. Wells' "The Invisible explanation is that his mind heats
preferred not to have anything to do Man." Nine previous writers had up slowly; it takes' him a whole day
with the News, i think she ought tackled it and failed. Sturges made to get it ready for a night's work.)
to be obliged."
He dictates his stories; rarely has
it 10.
At the end of three months
Fred Finklehoffe; Miss Logan's he was fired.
more than a tough idea of the plot
husband and Metro writer, when
Instead of sulking, he took to his when he begins. Inevitably this adasked about the' ban. replied: "I typewriter and wrote
lib composing leads him down blind
a complete
think it's, the nicest thing to. have
screen play "The Power and the alleys or into situations whose soluhappened to my wife since we were Glory." Jesse
Lasky bought it for tion may baffle him for days. He
married."
this as an advantage on the
$17,500, and filmed it virtually with- regards
out changes. Sturges gleefully sat theory that audiences will be just
down and batted out another "The as puzzled as he was— and won't be
beat
able
to
him to the punch.
Mantle, of Dignity." It was about a
A case in point is the poker game
man Avho voted 37 times in a single
Continued from page I
election,
ultimately
became gov- in "The Lady Eve" where" Henry i
held
three queens, Charles I
ernor of a state and
sounds Fonda
"
set up will operate in such a man
Cobuin had four crooked aces and
ner that it will reach the bedside of familiar, doesn't it? Every studio in
Fonda had to win. After brooding
every wounded GI that wants it— town turned it down.
over that one for 10 days, Sturges
Up to $z,5M Weekly
and in every hospital devoted to the
Hpwever. "The Power and the solved it by having the dealer (Barcare of our fighting men. By means
Glory" had established his name as bara Stanwyck) expose a card from
of individual ear phones at each bed
deck; an ace. Coburn didn't dare
each patient will be able to "tune a screen writer. He shifted from the
to. RI<6:
from Fox to show his hand.
in and tune out" as though in the Goldwyn
In spite of his method— or maybe
his
salary
was
privacy of his own room without Paramount until
pegged at $2,500 a week. But he because of it— Sturges turns out his
having to consider the tastes or in
wasn't satisfied. When he saw his .scripts with remarkable speed. He
capacities of his GI roommates.
While the whole setup still re stories on the screen he was an- wrote "Miracle of Morgan's Creek"
mains in the q.t. stage, steps have noyed that actors did not speak his in three and a half weeks, "Hail thelines as he had meant them to be Conquering Hero"' in six and that
already been taken to put the: am
spoken, that scenes were not played included three rewritings.
bitious program into operation. It'i
Basically, in spite of appearances
as; he. had meant them to be played.
teaftftfid Jfaaf. ^fiaf.U, ^hflsoital.
rl
hi
^^t
operate as a network emruy *f7TTt?
?4mania: (w to the contrary. Sturges is', a cruself.
Special shows enlisting top seven years he pestered every ex- sader: What he is trying to overtalent will be plattered— following ecutive in Hollywood for a chance throw using a slapstick instead of
a lance— Ls the old Hollywood theory
the same procedure as currently pre- to make his own pictures.
is a. collective
vails for the. entertainment of;GIs
In 1939 William Le Baron.
then that picture-making
or.tV f-*t,4tj>,..»ach- cf the head of Paramount, succumbed arH business, that a dozen minds all
'{iunw^flS. Jo?ethcL_j»re ^necessarily
hospitals. These in turn will "broad- (oid him "he""could''aifect'The .
cast''- the shows to all their "affili- .script he wrote.
Sturges promptly better than one good one woncufgr
ates" (in this case the individual dug out his dog-eared copy of "The alone
The chances are that he won't win
beds). The beauty of the' setup is Mantle
or Dignity." The
picture
a lasting victory, but the chances
that the individual "stations" can emerged as "The Great McGinty
take it or leave it. at the discretion and won the AcademyTward'7or 'the »'^> are lhal »»« will continue getting
of the patient.
most original screen play of the m enol '8 h licks w j lh his siapstick to
After a|l.
year, ft also made monev. So did s [' r U P some fhinkmg.
in the
his next one, "Christmas' in July." lhcres nothing like a swat
At that point the studio .insisted he [pan^t? stimulate the mental procWorld preems for three Metro

and

left.

Miss McCarthy reported incident

produced' almost two years later,
confirmed his opinion by running 64

'

weeks on Broadway.
Three plays followed,

'
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Listless 'pitr-i- ofsiTftii a .i'rir.gmajor, drawback. Continuity is almost zero, and so-so acting, especially
by the femnies. make tough sledding
a

time. 00

and clilctliiiil'e movie prouueer.
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Back

And back
Mary Desti

the continent with the temperamei'ilal Isadora;' Prcslon to go to school
France and .Switzerland. and to

Knlillti Tiifrit. Oiniioi] .Mimlojii. Direi-lfil by
l'li:nio- ri ui'l-'t.
Atlu]ilPil by Cliiluo Vrueln
At
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Slurgei put his
divorce followed.

Mi'.

A

down.

salon,

'amino

Both do
out niawork its',
chinegun nests of. the Japs and carry
ferreting

;

'..

Of the

is

Mike's vis-a-vis.

France.

"Rats
Tobruk"
(RKO)
of
(Australian-made). Long-anticipated Charles Chauvel film looks
like b,o., dud except Eio.wn Under.

players. Sebastian Chiola
outstanding, as. the humbugging
brother, proving okay in an unsymkilled. This leaves only'
pathetic part. He-overshadows Angel trapper is
Magana, rated among best local film the sheep-herder to return home to
material. Nelida Bilboa is appealing the girl he loves:
Pauline Garrick as the country girl
as the bride.
weak. Same is true or
Locations have been well chosen to is extremely
who is the nurse. George
show something of the local country- Mary Gay from
vaude-revue. does
Wallace,
side.. Photography and: cutting are
okay with a burlesque comedy role.
about the best so far seen here.
wouldn't unaudiences
American
pooches for war work. When he finds
Nid.
derstand the lingo, much less the
put that Mike, one of the dogs he's
story.
Same goes lor the British.
to train, is the gift of eight-year-old
I«n C«aio« Only chance for "Rats" is in Austarry Joe Olsen. whose father died, Kl i
tralia and New Zealand. It's a poor
in battle, he makes Mike one of the
".'.("Highway of Cats")
Kick.
piece of celluloid.;
best four-fooled scouts of the corps.
(MEXICAN-MADE)
is

I

'

street-fighter,' to his stepfather's, delight a/id his mother's horror. When
to
return,
she insisted on thei

guagers.

quehces then' consume most of the
running time! Englishman gets ki.lled
near the'-lflnish.. Film then switches
suddenly to New Guinea where the

car.

:

Pearl
heroic

—

marriage
to
Solo mon
Chicago slock broker, wh-.j
legally adopted the boy in 1902. ''At
the Little Lord
term's end.
tlie
Fauniicroy had become a proficient

second

i

llirliiinl Power*
I.jivry .lui> OlKt*n
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..Mm }t:iii'n(>ri
Mullen WMIuinlH
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Hun

"Sergeant Mike"

tionful war yarn pointing up
canines' contribution to armed
services: okay for duals.

:

—

,

-

.

I

I
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M-G Preems

es s
sign a contract.
,.'
,
l?,
^ LJ
As signed, it was for a straight l,"'? 1 * Subdivision A. of -Presto
stl "'ffes boxoff.ee Law; 11.
three, years at 53.250 a week, with a'!
Chattanooga. Term.. Feb. 21: "This $30,000 bonus for; each picture and
13
At few(Wallace
Navy"
Beery) $10,000 for each script.
Man's
Columbia Pictures wound up with
preems at Loew's theatre. Akron, months ago the contract expired and
Every a total of 13 coast-to-coast radio
Feb. 8. "Picture of Dorian Gray" is Sturges refused to renewscheduled to precm at the Capitol other studio began courting him. He .programs with plugs for "Tonight
theatre, N. Y.. afler "Guest In the Snubbed them all by entering a part- and Every Night."
Airers were lined up from Jan. •
House." Tentative date for "Gray" nership, with Howard Hughes, mil:
lionaiie oil man, aviation
enthu- to Jan. 31.
is March 8.
'

were pencilled' in last week.
"Keep Your Powder Dry" (Lana
Turner), opens at the Tivoli -theatre.

'

'

pictures

'

.

'

.

;

Tonight' Plugs

.

'

.

-

.

•4
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Rapee't

With all Erno Rapee's troubles
because of his disastrous concert
he had a pair of kidnapped
to worry about
after Saturday's concert in Buffalo. Taxis being unobtainable,
most members of the orch got
lifts to the hotel in passing cars.
All were accounted for except
the two femmes, who were

Cancelled Talent Via Coal Crisis
Continued from nag*

L A Gets 20th First

situation forced cancellation of his ger their one-day closings through
engagement in Syracuse.
the week. Department stores had
Downtown Cleveland theatres for formerly stayed open until 0 p.m.
the second week in a row closed for Mondays as an accommodation for
one day, Monday (5), while riabes war workers, but sales took such a
and suburban theatres shuttered .for terrific slump Jan. 29, when all
two days, Monday and Tuesday. "downtown pic houses closed, that
Theatre ops there will continue to they also decided to pull down their
consult with city officials for the curtains on Mondays.
duration of the crisis.

outs of all but essential enterprises
such as hospitals, drug stores, hotels,
food stores and war plants.

Dayton and Columbus; O., theand other amusement spots
were closed Monday (5) to conserve
In
atres

/

fuel.

Now

York's

Mayor

LaGuardia
theatres and niteries

warned that all
will be denied additional fuel until
supplies reach a degree of normalcy,
but lessened the effects of this by
declaring that the Department of
Health
regulation
stating
public
houses must be heated to 65 degrees

Clncy Nabes Close

Through the

•

and if the inside temperature
was uncomfortable they would be
given refunds. Result: very few recoats,

funds.

downtown Royal and

health, safety and war activities.
tion by city and county officials

Acwas

working overtime these
prodded by yelps for new
ideas from the brasshats.

caused by dwindling fuel supplies
resulting from storm-blocked rail-

In spite of big loss to .Edison, utilcompany has figured, out the

The Auditorium, only legit house,
had been closed previously by lack

are

nights,

ities

brownout in the Chi area alone will
save 130,000 tons of coal and 190,000,000 kilowatt hours of electricity annually. All theatre and. hotel operators, business associations, etc., have
promised to cooperate in this, area,
according to John Nuveen, Jr., reg?
ional

WPB

director.
Grosses in early stages, meanwhile,
didn't show much of a change, with
natives flooding the Loop (and, incidentally, theatres) to get a good
look at the town in its first real dimbut.

Cleve.'s

downtown and nabe

8.

theatres,

in addition
to niteries
stubes, will continue to go

and beer
dark each
in Cleveland until April 1,
support the governor's coal-saving
campaign. Only exception is George
Young's Roxy.
burlesque
house,
which will be allowed to close Thursdays to give its troupes a better
break on transportation- jumps. •
Although Cleveland Play House
is always shuttered on Mondays, its
night off for actors, the civic repertory theatre will voluntarily remain
shut Tuesdays, too. Hanna, downtown legit stand, readjusted its book-

Monday
to

ings

so

that

new

attractions

will

open Tuesdays and play through
Sundays when and if possible.

Monday shutdown
to

also

will,

to

the girls walked in. They scared
the pleasure-bent lothario by

him that
manager took the

telling

bers of all
musicers.

the.

company

license numcars conveying the

ready operating under reduced suptheatremen were told to expect the worst if sub-normal temFor the time
peratures continue.
being, voluntary conservation measures are to be encouraged.
plies,

Downtown N; Y. legit and pic
theatres getting heat piped to them
by the New York Steam Corp. are
in no immediate danger since this
company has a 30-day supply of
coal on hand, but elsewhere in the
Greater N.. Y. the situation is so
critical
that
some film theatres,

Metropolitan Theatres Corp., partnership composed of Sherrill Corwin, Mike Rosenberg and Fox-West
Coast, signed a 50-year lease .on a
downtown business building for post-war development as a theatre property.
Architect's plans call for a

.

,

extended

department stores, public buildand amusement places,

ings, schools

while restaurateurs agreed to stag-

WALT DISNEY

—PRODUCTIONS_

>*<LAILMotloii ~*"Studios

Vm

this 3x6 VISUAL record
of song lilts of ovor 100 publishers, plus old favorites. In-

cludes lead sheets and lyrics
of chorus. SAMPLES FREE.
1«1»

Broadway
New York 1»

Parr, of Lancaster, S. C. prcxy. presided at one-day session. Main address was given by Charles W. Lewis,
state fire inspector, in the absence
of Ed Kuykendall, president of- na-

TUHE-DEX

MPTOA.

tional

WB

Moves

Exploitation

George Fishman, formerly eastern

press representative for Gene Autry,
Fox -West Coast bought the Mis- new Warner Bros, exploitation rep
sion theatre, San Jose, for $200,000, in Philadelphia. Another addition to
and the California. BakersAeld, for WB exploitcers is Edward A. John$100,000.
Mission
formerly
was son, who takes over Minneapolis.
owned by Jefferson Realty Co,, and Richard Stephens, formerly on Coast
California by Scribner Estate Co.

in
at

" Harry. Huffman Named by Colo.

heads

Denver, Feb.

Harry Huffman,

city

8.

manager Fox

company's radio department,
h.o. under Bill Brumberg.

now
who

field staff.

Troops 'Move, Theatre Shutters

Irilermbuntain Thetares, named executive vice-chairman of states' post-

Palacios, Texas,' Jan. 30.

Hollywood, one of three houses
Appoint- operated here by J. G. Long, closed
C. Vivian, because of shifting of troops out of
this area. Town is situated near several training camps.

war planning commission.
mostly smaller independents, may be ment made bly Gov.. John
chairman.

Designer of N. Y. Par Cops Frlie
Texas Theatre Openings
Chicago, Feb. 6.
San Antonio. Feb. 8.
Arthur Frederick Adams, who was
George Mitchley operating Iris in
of the C. W. and George L.
turned down by Mayor LaGuardia.
Rapp firm, which several years ago Austin, Texas.
H. S. Usury opened Ritz in DecaMany theatres are using wood, designed the Oriental and Southtown
namely Loew circuit and Brandt theatres here, and Paramount, N. Y., tur. Also has Majestic here.
was named first prize winner in the
Frost theatre at Frost reopened by
theatres. Loew's started doing this
$10,000 WGN studio theatre design Charles Frost. Had been closed by
two weeks ago. This circuit and contest. He worked on the winning Are.
others are using, coal to start fires, design with William F. Clark, and
then keap them going with wood. they split the prize coin.
New Variety Club Fund Idea
Contest started .last July. Adams
Loew's obtained 10 cords of wood
Dallas, Feb. 6.
for several of its theatres in the and Clark submitted four elaborate
New plan adopted here by Dallas
Metropolitan N. Y. area. RKO,. op- drawings showing the main floor Variety Club to raise funds for Vaplan,
balconies,
proscenium
arch
and
riety Club's Boys' Ranch at Copperas
erating the other large Grealer N. Y.
stage "of the theatre, which is to be Cove. Idea, submitted by Phil Isley,
circuit, is sufficiently well stocked
the chief feature of WGN's television
on fuel not to worry, immediately. .studios. Studios are to be built as is for Texas exhibitors to run on*
trailer weekly on their screen. VaAlso pointed out that there arc soon as conditions permit. Studio's riety club would sell screen time to
very few houses which are not a theatre auditorium would seat 2,000. advertising, club would collect, and
part of office buildings, or are part
the boys' ranch would benefit.
Irving Jacobs Out of Army
of "taxpayers," which include stores,
and thus may be able to get sufPittsburgh. Feb. 6.
Mpls. Variety Club's Hospital
ficient heat to keep going.
Irving Jacobs, former head booker
Minneapolis, Feb. 6.
Instead of buying one of city's
Half of Broadway's legiters are at Metro, received medical discharge
heat-serviced by the steam corpora- from Army and will resume his old abandoned hospitals for the chilpost
on
Row.
Film
dren's
heart hospital which it plans
tion and are not likely to be affected
Gregory
Kricuchka,
formerly
to
sponsor,
Northwest
Variety club
on
situation,
but
managers
by the coal
staff of Ritz theatre. Export, who was may build its new structure.
Club
of those which do have their, own
wounded at Bougainville, honorably would contribute $200,000 towards
heating plants are on tenterhooks, discharged from service. His brother, building.
having been denied fuel priority
from the local solid fuels adminis-

night. As 'of yesterday (Tuesday) 24
film theatres in the greater N. Y.
area had applied for coal and been

a

member

.

.

Theatres

.

SHAW

.

^

Selznick Plan
1

—

N. Y.. wiil be distributed soon by
the Board. This is the satire which
sums up:
"They don't plant laters,
Thev dpn'i plant cotton.
The]/ just keep writing
And writing rotten."
Feeling that "Anna Lucasta" has
set the Negro on stage in a new
irr tire— form
<vt_a_.tfilegram _t<L_thc_ light, as "regular". people instead of
company, also asked that public in- servants- or-<le-.vr.::,—Harry Wagstaff
stitutions curtail the use of gas, Gribble states he wants to continue
groundwork;' depicting Negroes with
vitally needed for war production.

st

a.

J.

cnoxiva

Kilivnrd

"THE KEYS OF THE

"WOMAN

RIVOLI

* 4Mh

.

titled.

Play,

however,

will

Proctor helped director Gribble
and author Philip Yordan with suggestions in preparing "Anna" for its

V,;

An

.

WAY

47th

8.

A 30 percent reduction in coal
usage here threatened to curtail
amusements, hotels and niteries. Al-

Wood on Negro segregation. Rudolph
Allen, who presented Gloria Swanson's "Goose for the Gander" on trf
road (but not in New York), will
produce.

<t

St.

Robinson—Joan Hennetl

Itaymond

KINGDOM"
ll'H-ny

<;.

B

Maswy

IN THE

Iiiltroslluul

.

WINDOW"

Picture— ItlvO hetease

St.

'

.ParsSMSBt rVfWItl

In

Pat»n

M>N'
HAY MILLAND .IOHNNV
•ntf Hll Orthedra
la

"MINISTRY
of PEAR"

I.OI'IM JORDAN
ssa Hl»

FAMOUS TYMPANY

REMEMBER"
The FIGHTING

FIVE

LADY

Also for next fall's schedule is "On
Whitman Avenue," play by Maxinc

the heat.

Newark's 50% Cut
Newark, Feb.

way

PALACE

presents

Bpectacular Stage Productions

Broadway smash.

off.

a

nsnaaa:

SOIh t'enturjr-Fox

not be

downtown

though turning

AaaVaa Klag

HOLLYWOOD

I

a sequel to "Anna." but. 'a. comedy
with racial implications. Production
planned for next season..

improved social status. Thus be and
John Proctor, "Lucasta" actor, are
writing a Negro play, as yet un-

al-

lilt

\

MUSIC HALL
"A SONG TO

Some 150 amusement places,: bars,
bowling alleys, theatres, and night
clubs are heated by gas in. this area.
Conflicting orders and announcements, some made over radio stations, and others in the newspapers,
had exhibitors in a confused state.
Some nabes complied with the
order, and closed their houses immediately, while others, some in the
remained open

llrus.

With
Rekort Hattoa • Joan Sullivan
Ala* Hal* • Donald Wood.

in

-

area,

Warner

GAHGAN
'SHE GETS "VANITIES
HER MAN" OF 1145"

H'n>.

>

-

And

JACK CARSON
In

"ROUGHLY SPEAKING"

j

I

Continued from page
Louisville Crisis
Louisville, Feb. 6.
Owing to a critical situation existing in war' plants, the
at
Washington issued a directive to the
company supplying gas to this area
to notify all amusement places it
serves that they could not use gas
from Friday (2 until Monday (5)
at 6 p.m.
The directive, which was

ROSALIND RUSSELL

|

—

business firms in addition to theatres.
Water power, instead of coal, is used
for lighting in this territory.

WPB

Picture

Carolina MPTOA Meet
Raleigh, N. C. Feb. 6.
Approximately 300 delegates of
North Carolina and South Carolina
Theatre
Owners Assn. attended
Charlotte annual meeting. George W.

Lease
1,500-seater of latest design,
costs are estimated
at more than $1,000,000.

of fuel, cancelling a three-day run
of "Rosalinda" this week and three
days of rehearsals for the company,
stopping off on way to Chicago.
Business
and amusement places
likewise were closed in Geneva and
Bath because of the fuel shortage.
Smith It Howell, trucking firm
which distributes film from Buffalo
exchanges to more than 50 cities and
villages in the Rochester area, declared an embargo for six days in
order to repair trucks put out of
Showmen consulted with
commission by the difficult highway trator.
Mayor La Guardia on Tuesday (6).
conditions after the storms of the
he, having been reported on the verge
last two months.
This was expected
of closing all amusements. Tuesday
to make operation difficult in many
the emergency appeared to.have conspots.
siderably lightened and the mayor
Rochester houses were packed
ERROL FLYNN
denied he would force closings, nor
over the weekend following anIn Warner Bros, lilt
order the cessation of service from
nouncement of the amusement holi"OBJECTIVE, BURMA"
the steam company.
day, and main stem theatres planned
with
However, only five theatres which
to open next Friday with new shows.
William Prlacc • Jom«i trown
may. be affected have coal enough for
JVhethcr the closing would be re- this \veek only. Included is the Cort.
Hoary Hall
Oaorq* Tobias •
peated next week was yet to be de- which houses the smash hit. "A Bell
Warner Aaaartoa
In Person
cided with action hinging on move- for Adano." Among the quintet are
ARTIE
ment of fuel in the meantime.
the National, which' is dark, and the
and Ills Orchestra
Broadway (''Carmen Jones"), which
wltli
No 'Brownout* for So. Cal.
closes this week. The other hits arc
• Jaa* Moan
Roil Wyat. Jr.
quartered in theatres which apparLos Angeles. Feb. 6.
Sa.ay Rica
With the exceptions of San Diego ently have some surplus fuel.
Broadway and 47rk St., STRAND
and Catalina Island. Southern CaliThe Philadelphia Record on Monfornia has been declared cxcmpl day (5) editorially urged that Mayor
from government "brownout" regu- Samuels of that cily order all IS5S&
in runsoN
ON 8CRKKS
niteries closed after the dinner hour.
lations.
Thurs.. Fell. 8
EAR!.
In the Los Angeles area the ex- No action has been taken yet.
Juan DAVIS
emption will benefit around 100,000
s—
CARROLL'S
.

Army.

and construction

1

forced to close down. Some are said
to be considering operation only at

George, also on Rltz staff, on wounded list with General Patton's Third

New York

Monday Closing
Cleveland, Feb:

Ail

roads.

their

Falls.

Los Angeles, Feb. 6.
Opening of the Guild theatre here
gives Los Angeles a total of 20 firstrun houses, more than any other city
in the U.S.A.,* with three more to be
added before the end of the year.
New York is second in first-run
Chicago has 11,
theatres with 16.
Philadelphia and Seattle 10 apiece.
Boston, Detroit and Cincinnati 8
each and Pittsburgh 7.
.

.

Evanston.
Five gas-fueled houses continued
operation sans heating. Signs on
ticket cages informed patrons that
they would have to wear their over-

against

U.S.; Other Theatre-Xchange Briefs

.

.

Rapee was about to report the
incident to police at 5 a.m., when

WPB

.

here

Niagara

Cincinnati, Feb. 6.
regional stop-

—

to us" move. Nothing hew has been
added so far, but exploitation boys

squired,

page of gas fuel to bars and places
of amusement over the weekend,
only four nabe film houses closed:
the Forest, Madison, Elmwood and

These theatres included the
the suburban
Century, Ohio and *Eden in Cincy,
and the State in Newport, Ky;,
will be suspended temporarily and
across the Ohio river.
urged operators to keep going, even
The lone nightclub to go dark for
without heat.
the three-day period was Lookout
House, Covington, Ky„ which has a
Chl'a Gimmick's
floor show.
Chicago, Feb. 6..
Several nabes that were affected
Although the brownout will result by the gas turnoff converted
their
in loss to Commonwealth Edison here
furnaces to coal or wood "fueling or
of
estimated
annually, put in coal stoves
$3,800,000
for the emergency.
operators of theatres, niteries and
other amusements in the Chi area,
Rochester Theatres Closed i Daya
while still in the groping stage litRochester, N. Y., Feb. 8.
erally and figuratively are planning
Rochester theatres were closed for
to adopt all the gimmicks used by
four days beginning yesterday (5)
operators in early dimout days along
along with all other business arid
east and west, coasts, in a "what's
happening to Edison should't happen amusement places not essential to

—

Run. Tops For

tour,

1

femme musicians

Canton, O., houses are being closed
Mondays, Tuesdays and Wednesdays:
The emergency decree in effect in
that town calls for three-day black-

2f

VICTORIA

.

VSSTETf

^

V'- <

WcdiMMfcy, Tebmary

-y?
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^
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|^%1^$f a triumphant

boxoffice

career! Selznick International's

heart-touching romance sets the

m^Pmw^C-r; stacess pattern
boxoffices in

for -the nation's

its

record-breaking

openings in San Diego,

Los Angeles (three theatres,

simultaneously) and Minneapolis!
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GINGER ROGERS

JOSEPH GOTTEN
J

SHIRLEY TEMPLE

Directed by WILLIAM DIETERLI*

ProduMd by DORl ICHARY

Soraan play by Mirion Paraennat

from •

•

itory by Otaitat Martin
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St Louis Post-Dispatch Renews Mast
At Tlug-Ugfies; Paul Whites Reply
The

St.

St. Louis, Feb. 6.
Louis Post-Dispatch (Pulit-

Louder and Funnier

owner of KSD, NBC outlet
last week turned loose an-

ren,
here,

editorial

other

blast

Washington, Feb.
Nips

networks for selling objectlonal
commercials that are sandwiched in
with newcasls. The editorial, cap-

that the radio programs
are hot amusing. When people
hear of nothing but increased
airplane production at the factory, it is only natural that they
should wish to find laughter."
with
predicted
that
Sheet
other types of Jap amusements
being whittled down to nothing by the war, radio will soon
be. the only form of entertainment in that country.

Federal Communications Commissioner Ray C. Wakefield and a pronv

more

sensitive

to

taste.

their

Credit

due to the foresighted networks
and stations even lor' limited attempts to lift their industry by its
advertising bootstraps. But the debate over what should be the rule
and who should impose it shows that
great business of broadcasting,
lacks a general commercial standard.
Radio is free with advice about human ailments, but doubtful about
this

It's

own.

"If radio is to put first things first,
certainly broadcasters might agree
that delivery of the sublime or tragic
news of wartime is a prime public
service. Americans, do not stand by
their radios to. learn of kidneys,
clogged nostrils and body odors. In
a news broadcast, an objectional plug
is particularly obnoxious.
"For this reason, the Post-Dispatch
has suggested a simple policy: (1)
to stop the distasteful interruption of
newscasts with' -middle commercials
and (2) to stop objectionable 'sponsorship of news.
.

broadcasters

have

Blue, Hires Hall
Ed Wynn

agency are splitting the rent on. the
Longacre theatre for the remainder
of Wynn's contract with the Borden
Co. House is under lease to Mutual,
with Wynn and his agents paying
$425 for the use of it on Mon. nights.
He did his first show from there this
week (5) with four more Borden
shows to go.
Meanwhile, Wynn is burning at
the Blue for what is claimed as poor
handling of the ticket distribution
end ..of his shows.
Situation was
aggravated when he was assigned to
Studio 8G in Radio City.
Small
capacity of the studio has been tough
from the audience reaction standpoint, Wynn and his managers deciding that a larger gathering is a
must for his performances. He subsequently asked the Blue to share
the Longacre rent, but the web refused.
.

popular network programs because
.

Young Show

Elton Off

taken

of their advertising content. The networks themselves, which originate
the programs, have a primary responsibility in the matter.
"How much longer will the nettContinucd on page 36)

At

mous
Detroit,

WWJ

'Hall of

Carroll's

Fame' Broadcast

few

pill-pluggers'.'"

FCC

in

Middle Of

Ticklish Situash

WINS

cast.

Considering the polyglot attendance, this is an acid test that nothing
untoward can occur if the occasion
is properly handled, as evidenced
here. The customers thereafter are
invited on the stage, gratis, to
maestro Murry Strand's house, band,

and occasionally even Paul White-

man shakes the baton to give the
occasion eclat

Loses

Petrillo

On

WJJD Disc Case

Top-Price Sale

Washington, Feb., 6.
Chicago, Feb. 6.
Radio industry and a good, chunk
American Federation of Musicians'
of official Washington will watch
Wartime has seen a heavy increase
demands that a Special staff of disc
interest what the FCC does
with
in drinking, and in major war arsejockeys be employed under their
nals such as~ this, industry has fre- about the proposed sale of the New
direction at WJJD, recently purquently
complained
lhat
elbow- York Hearst station WINS to the
bending has cut into armament pro- Crosley Corp. for approximately chased Jjy Marshall Field, were deduction.
Post holiday periods and
nied last week by Regional War
$1,700,000.
the days after week-ends are brutal,
Labor Board. Grounds were that
This is the highest price ever nepersonnel heads report, and attribute
six additional men insisted on by
plenty of their (rouble of keeping gotiated for the transfer for a staup schedules to prolonged sprees tion, and FCC will be on the spot union would be falling all over
among the heavy-lettuce war workpresent staff of platter-turners, who,
whether it does or does not okay WJJD execs claim, don't have
ers.
has been enough work to keep them busy,
WWJ will dramatize persona) the price. Commissionletting
them without adding more fealherbcdders.
stories of AA members who have following the policy of
made a comeback on the l'5-minute go for whatever the traffic will bear, Besides, WLB muttered, there's a
broadcasts scheduled for 11:30 p.m. despite bitter criticism, even inside labor shortage. However, inevitable
It is apparappeal to national WLB office for
Saturdays. Alcoholics Anonymous, its own membership.
who have hit close to the 90% mark ently-still waiting for instructions reversal of regional office's decision
on cures among mates, although not from Congress on whether it can will undoubtedly be forthcoming
from James C. Petrillo,
batting, as high in the femme divi- declare that a price is too high and shortly
sion, has plenty of stories to air. that part of the bill is for the fre- union boss.
Union has contended in year-long
Among those locally are the cases of quency which is unsalable under the
an industrialist who washed himself Communications Act. FCC asked for dispute, begun before Field bought
out but came back and today owns direction on this matter in a letter in and now inherited by him, that
required
trained
one of the large war plants, where to Congress last summer, but has record • turning
musicians, arguing that only other
he has employed, nearly 100 of other gotten no answer -to date;
comparable station to WJJD here—
AA's who "cut it out." Another story
Principal battler against the high
being readied is about one of the top sales prices is Commissioner Clifford WCFL has five musicians who flip
physicians of the town who also hit J. Durr. who is expected to file an- platters exclusively, so why shouldn't
WJJD? But, as pointed out by
the skids, was suspended by the

Dave Elton
ducer

of

the

is

checking

.

'

:

.

.

medical society,
pro- his former place.

off as

but' has

other dissenting blast
regained deal is approved.

Bristolas pro-

ducer of the Ozzie Nelson-Harriet
Hilliard show for Young tt Rubicam. He replaces Al Scalpone, who
returns to his former duties as
supervisor of commercial copy for
Y & R Coast shows. v
Elton planes out for the Coast on
Feb. 14.
Taking over as producer
of the Alan Young show will be Ray
Knight.

Allen Plugs CBS-ers

it

the

WINS WJJD

reps,

WCFL

is

the "Voice of

Labor" here-^so why should WJJD?
Half-dozen new men would -increase
jockey staff'70%, WLB officials were
told "although our present staff is
putting in only half the time they
prices.
Senator Wallace H. White, are paid for."
•
Jr. (R.. Me.), ranking Republican
Board also extended union pact
on the Senate Interstate Commerce with station for a year, although
Committee, is another member of union had asked for a new contract
Congress who has watched high when Field took over.
Only dissales prices with some concern.
senting voice in this decision was
Rep.

Tuesday night Alan

Young show orTlhc Blue for
Myers and goes to the Coast

—

1

For Nelson-Hard

Richard

J.

Wiggleswbrth

(R., Mass.), a member of the House
Interstate Commerce Committee, is
also dead set against inflated sales

—

Although he's strictly in the "ex"columns so far as CBS network
shows are concerned (he checked
Oft the net's "Texaco Star Theatre"
last summer), Fred Allen has just
plattered a new series of promotion
There is a possibility that FCC that of WLB's labor member who
discs for the web.
Records are shipped to affiliates to may hold up the entire transaction claimed union should have the oppending some action by Congress. portunity to negotiate with new
plug network shows.
management with no attention be.

ing paid to the existing agreement.
Majority,
however,
recommended
extension.

ATTENTION RADIO
STATION MANAGERS
Deadline For

'Variety's' 12th

Annual

Bill

Gets Senate Approval
Washington, Feb. 6.
last Thursday (1) passed
of Arthur H. Vandenberg
Mich.), aimed to prevent James
C. Petrillo and the
from interfering with broadcasts of noncommercial cultural and educational
Senate

AFM

programs.

At the request oi many radio stations who. because of
personnel shortages and mailing delay, find it necessary to
have additional time in which to file their reports, 'VARIETY'
has extended the entry datev, to Feb. 20.
Many stations have already been heard from. But
'VARIETY' would like this survey to be as complete as
possible, hence its decision to cooperate with the stations on
the deadline extension. Don't be conspicuous by your absence.
Don't bother with fancy trimnungs--<i letter will do.

Send Reports

to

bill

(R.,

SHOWMANAGEMENT SURVEY
EXTENDED TO FEB. 20

_

Vs. PetriUo-AFM

On Non-Com'l Programs

the

future.

fee for the origination point of the
broadcast is as nothing compared to
the. rushing business done by his bar
before, during and after the broad-

Colic Cures

Cartoon by Daniel R. Fit/.palrick, "The Sublime and the Ridiculous."
pictures a radio station labeled "Radio Networks" sending out flashes:
"World crisis new.s, try our colic cure, Americans enter Manila, buy
our pills." On the front page of the Pulitzer paper is a box calling
attention to the editorial and cartoon.

For

Maitre d'hotel
Marcel
Lamaze
handles the mixed mob of 1,500
The
every
S u n d a y afternoon.
made more difficult by
task
is
the fact that the many servicemen
can only indulge in beer "or cokes,
but the laymen do a rushing business at the long bar of the cabarettheatre or at the tables. Result is
that Carroll's nominal $250 rental

and

'

of a

Hour Atmosphere

Earl

Hollywood, Feb. 6.
A closcup of the Philco "Radio
Hall of Fame" broadcast from Earl
Carroll's theatre here may cue the
future of similar audience shows,
including cocktails, sandwiches, etc.
Carroll is committed to the idea that
the Metropolitan Opera alone should
not have the franchise on vintages
with grand opera, and that serving
drinks informally between broadcasts may weir be the thing of the

•

Co-op With

Crisis

1915

.

steps in this direction, but it is not
enough. Again, if radio is to put
first things first, the major cleanup
job belongs to the networks. The
networks broadcast the programs demanded by the largest audience:, individual stations will not eliminate

Cocktail

WWJ

Feb. (J.
Because of the wartime increase
in boozing,
here is launching a
39-week series of programs in conjunction with Alcoholics Anonymous.
The latter organization is one
which' sprang up nationally about
seven years ago among topers and
has
had remarkable success in
straightening up alcoholics. The organization keeps the identity of its
members hidden, working through a
Past Office address, but has worked
out a mutual regeneration scheme
which has swelled membership in
and the William Morris the cities to the thousands.

-

"Some

the show

if

World

7,

St. Louis, Feb. 6.
Nearly the whole Post-Dispatch editorial page yesterday (5) was
devoted to the question of good taste in newscast advertising, with an
editorial entitled "The Revolt Against Radio Plug-uglies," tracing the
paper's 18-day-oId suggestion that networks should lend in eliminating
middle news plugs and objectionable sponsorship.
The letters column contains an endorsement from Association of
Radio News Analysis, signed by Cesar Saerchinger, ARNA secretary.
He says, "Wc wish to thank you for voicing our own sentiments and
taking so courageous a stand on a matter which must be of deep concern to the listening public." ARNA President John W; Vandcrcoolc
wired his approval, and Raymond Gram Swing, ARNA member, reports his own revolt against middle plugs, in 1940.
William A. Hari, Du Pout's advertising director, writes in the let-,
ters column, "The problem of good taste Is not only related to the
broadcasting of hews, but is a much broader one, .and I am sure that
something must be done by the industry oi it will be done for it." A
similar warning is in the' editorial which notes that the White-Wheeler
The editorial ,asks,"Can
bill would have banned news sponsorship.'
radio chains afford, to provoke rebellion by. their public for the benefit

Wynn, Irked At

.

becoming

will appear each week,
goes through.

.

plaint.';

Since suggesting improveuglies.
ments of newscast commercials, the
Posi-Dispatch has published letters
of endorsement from radio listeners,

is

one
commented
"we hear .com-,

''Lalely."
Tokyo daily,

tioned "Radio's Plug-Uglies" reads in

own commercial bad

C.

more

for

Cliff "Ukelele Ike" Edwards, who
recently dropped his cross-the-board
lS-minute program Tm the Blue, has
an idea for a new show that's being
worked on by his agency, William
Morris, for submission to sponsors.
Gimmick is the goings-on in the
Radio City, r N. Y.,' barber shop,
where a gang of entertainers and
execs gather; throughout the week.
Edwards will m.c, and name guests

troubles.

part: "For a medium with a power-,
ful voice, radio is almost inaudible
in defense of its advertising plug-

inenl advertising executive, William
C. D'Arcy. Yet the men most responsible for what radio says are
generally silent.
"Silence is strange coming from
an industry where silence is not
golden. Listeners seeking entertainment and information get a liberal
dosage of pill-talk. From skin to
viscera, from teeth to kidneys, no
part of the body is ignored by radio's
loud-speakers.
"Hit-and-miss .• ;. radio men are

calling

are

"amusing" radio programs and
less propaganda on liie air, to
take thc.ii- minds off their war

against Tadio

How're They Gonna
Muzzle the Barbers?

Radio Editor of

Bill was originally introduced in
the last Congress and passed the.
Senate, but too late for the House
to act.
A companion /measure has 7
already been
the
introduced
in
.

House this session.
Vandehberg got

his

dander

Music School, a summer affiliate of
the University of Michigan, which
has a large student symphony orchestra.
Petrillo has kept Interlochen off the air for the past couple
of years..

BROOKS EM0BT TIPPED
Brooks Emory has been upped

154

West 46th

Street

f^RIETY

New

York

up

because Petrillo forced the halting
broadcasts by the Interlochen

of

19,

N. Y.

to

vice president and account supervisor at Young and Rubicam. N. Y.

He was formerly account exec on
Bristol-Myers
Silver accounts.

and

International

Wednesday, February
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1940
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'NO SANTA! SAY BANKROLLERS
WANTGISTO GET NAB

Warners Nixes Lauren Bacall Airers,
Sez Young Star Isn't Ripe for Guesters
New York last weekLauren Bacall, who has been

Sub-Committee at Chi Meet

Votes to Scrap Code Nixing Sale

Arrival in

end

of

whom

with

she

co-starred

in

the

pit, "To Have Or Have Not,"
oued a deluge of top-coin offers for
her guest-shot appearances on air

Warner

the

that

ing

WB

But

shows.

says "no dice," feeldespite

gal,

the

fact

regarded as one of the hottest
boxofnce products at the. moment
on the Coast, isn't ready yet in
view of fact that pic has only played
key spots and that anything but
she's

We

Aren't

her
nationally
via
"romance" with Humphrey Bogart,

front-paged

All?

Hollywood, Feb.

6.

You'd think the last place a
federal communications comm'is-

ioner would want

to

go would

That's how it
struck Don Triornburgh, CBS
headman here, but as a chance
suggestion he asked how about
it?
Chairman
Paul
Porter,
spokesman
for
the
group,
snapped at the offer and off they
went to see "Fibber and' Molly.

be

to a broadcast.

Like most visiting firemen they
then

repaired

to

Brown

the

may

Derby for their evening repast
and in' the hope of seeing some

Almost from the moment she
stepped off the train in N. V., MIib
Bacall was deluged wltfi. bids,. She
was wanted for the Earl Wilson-,
Sunday night show on Mutual, tlje
Kate Smith Hour and the Hildegarde

film stars. Then, believe it or no,
they marched across the street to
see another broadcast.

returns from 4he air stanzas
snag her future chances.
!

program.
Bogart'g

He didn't say it, but if you
oould read Thornburgh's mind he
was probably thinking there's a
little bit of yokel in aU of us.

$5,000 for the single shot, the pic
star's been getting offers a* a feet
clip sinoe his arrival in N. T. but is
going easy;

airer
Bogart
nighttime
That
walked out on iast week, reDortSdiy
because he didn't like tj>4 sojlpt, was
"Stage Door Qantean," with w)jloh
h.iB ex-wife, Helen Menken, li iden-

Foote Warns Of

Multiplicity of
Ohioago, Feb.

%
6.

Necessity of reduoing "exorbitant"

Huddles

radio advertising In

&

& Losh have been conducting
surveys ahd laying the groundwork
for mobilization of the entire Industry in blueprinting the ambitious
Lee

AH AS

setup.

NAB

reps,

writers, directors,

agency execs and others who will
be. identified with the project to enable radio to emerge in the postwar
era as a more vital social, cultural
lorce and to insure its commercial
stability.
Discussions will also be
held anent the annual presentation
of radio "Oscars" similar to the

AMPAS

awards.

Repertory
Idea

for

Theatre

Mutual In

Feb. 21 Sustainer

Bow

WOR (N. Y.) is packaging a show
which will be used as a full network
sustainer by Mutual. Called "Brownstone Theatre," wi th Clayton Hamilton as production major domo, it'll
inaugurate

a

"repertory

Feb. 21 as a Wednesday night feature, replacing "Cisco Kid."

"Brownstone Theatre" will

set. a

nostalgic tempo, with revivals of
outstanding legit successes spanning
the period from the 1860 s to 1914.
Oi'ohestral
background will be

conducted by Sylvan Levin..

McGARRET REPLACES
Mcknight on

miv

"Hall of Fame"
east on March 4, George
•McGarret will be the new producer.
the. Philco

show moves

He
will

reaction to the top programs shortwaved and recorded by the OWI and
Armed Forces Radio. Services that
have been stripped of all. commercials for the foxhole circuits. And
with the boys having had plenty of
time to forget what those commercial interruptions do to a program,
there'll be plenty of grousing over
the tlme-out-for-plugs routine when
they get back into civvies.

beginning

a sizeable

returned vets— potential postwar radio 'customers— deciding to shun the
boughl-and-pald-for radio fare that's
nicely wrapped up in commercials.
in

When

in laying plans for his own
postwar "downfall." And feeling
that it's unfair to ask the bankrollers
to contribute toward the spreading
delusion "that there's a. Santa Claus
who'll bring you Jack Benny, Bob

plice

they

who

Anson,

discovered
conducts

for

cases

we have

do our work.

have

In

Stand. Oil Deal

just

other

let them
cases, we

succeeds Tom McKnight, who
remain on the Coast.

Chicago, Feb.

6.

them get payment for work
Biggest local. time sale of the year
they did not do. The talent agencies
was consummated here last week
have gotten around to charging when John Ackerman, WBBM salesoverall
commissions on so-called man, sold a blook of 16 new shows
package shows, and we come along a week to the Standard Oil Co. of
and put a commission on top of that. Indiana at a cost of around $170,000.
Sometime, when advertising money Contract, went through the McCannis
no longer easy, advertisers are Ericksen agency and Is for 52 weeks
going to get tired of paying two sets starting Feb. 12.
of people for doing trie same work.
Involved In the deal is the 10:30'This is something to watch," 10:46 p.m. slot, five-limes-weekly,
Foote concluded, "and somelhihg to occupied by Harlan Eugene Reed;
correct."
"News of the World," six-timesweekly at 7:00-7:15 a:m. and the
6:05-6:13

WMAL

in

New

Middle Of

'Cissie/

Pearson

Feud, Listings Barred
Further proof of the old' saw that
ferrvr.lt- is mo'» deadly than the

live

WMAL,

niale can be obtained from
the Blue web's -Washington outlet.

WMAL
listings

"Cissie"

has
had
barred
in
Patterson's

program
M.
"Washington

Eleanor

several

To Get Preview

Seems

'MAN CALLED EXIT'
AFTER MARCH 3 ON BLUE

Hollywood. Feb. 6.
drop sponsorship
of "Man Called X" on the Blue after
March 3. Decision is understood to
have nothing lo do with Ihe. latest
rating on the show, which gave it a
6.0. down 2.5 from the last report.

Drew

on the
Pearson,
couple of "Sundays
back, commented that there was no
connection between Cissies managing editor. George DeWiU, quilting
shortly after the first of the year
and -a certain "unprintable line"

Serulan show

a

Lockheed

will

the company to conPlan is
centrate on preparation; for peacelime production, und g< in, for visual
advertising via color plates in magazines. Assumption is thut Ihc reconversion period is hot in ihe loo far
for

was prompted by

innumerable
surveys by Quaker Oats and R&R
showed audiences In' small
that
towns and rural communities gave
"That Brewster Boy" a rating double

slot

more to that of,, the national
Hooper rating, which never hit more
or

than

proving the appeal this type
to women apd children

17.

show has

'.

a

Action of the committee favoring
the sale of lime for controversial
one of the major bones of
industry contention in recent years,
reportedly stems chiefly from agitation by one of the major nclvyork's
top execs anxious to abandon ihe
present code/ Indications, however,
are that the committee was at least
partially influenced
by the concerted drive In the past year of labor
organizations, and particularly the
Political Action Committee of tha
CIO, toward opening the airlanes to
the sale of such time.

With the exception of WMCA and
in. New York, and perhaps
one or two other stations land even

WLIB

these instances certain restrictions are attached), sale of lime for
controversial issues or for memberships has been strictly verbblen.

Lux Emcee Spot
Still

Wide Open

Hollywood, Feb. 6.
anybody's guess who'd
take C. B. DeMllle's place on Lux
Radio Theatre.' Lionel Barrymore
did an encore last Monday night but
his studio, Metro, has vetoed' other
than an occasional appearance. Her-

was

It

still

bert Marshal', who rated the best
chance, removed himself from any
serious consideration by staling he
preferred acting to hosting. Others
in the running are David O. Selznick
and Mary Pickford.
Plan being studied at j. Walter
Thompson, is to have the omceeing
done by the producer or director of
the film being dramatized. If neilhei
from the viewpoint
is satisfactory
1

of mike technique an executive of
the studio would be called in to of-

The suggestion ha.s been
passed along to Lever Bros.' execs
ficiate.

at

Cambridge.

listeners.

Arnold, Bej-ger on Rebuttal

Guild

Hollywood. Feb. 6.
Edward Arnold ahd Capt. Hal
Berger have been picked to present
the American Federation of Radio

Forum Scrap Qn

Scrapping 'No Strikes'

Cues

Call for

John

Law

30)
will be called

Gumshoe
calm down ram-

broadcast.

1

a

oTflftiu.

'

I*.

radio forum

Row

last

AFRA

Time" program Thursday <8) night,
in answer lo deMille's speech on
"Time" airer last Thursday. Speak'

ers will

same

have three minutes

in

all,

deMille.
Both
Arnold and Berger are members of

as

granted

AFRA's Los Angeles

local.

ufcftbly '-the- SfiM I'rnft.

DeMille had defended himself on
"Time" program on suspension he
lonk from AFRA rather than pay a

to

a

uni-

$1

in

Con-

opportunity

formed "umpire."
.

Artists' side in the Cecil B. dcMillecontroversy oh "March of

has required

c*i

bunctious hecklers should they get
'oft I,

week took place

_

nection with a discussion of whether
labor
should
no-strike
scrap
its
pledge, during war.
A member of
the telephone workers' union, favoring such a step, gave Dr. Frank
Ki'ngdon, the show's modei'ntor, a
more than healthy shove. Others inthe Mudio interceded' immediately.As p result of the near-fisticuffs,
Ihe Guild is asking the city to as-

which appeared in the paper..
who had been feuding
Cissie,
sign a cop to the show, starting .with
with her whilom son-in-law anyIf a mulast night's >.S) broadcast.
way, so disliked the crack that she
when
peacetime nicipal flatfoot isn't made available,
future,
programs out distant
ordered the
products must be peddled.
a private shoefly will be called jn.
of her paper., ...

WMAL

or-,

a stage

in

(lve-times-a-

IT'S

.

issues,

Quakers New One

week's-

-

Times-Herald."

spot,

for

is still in

complete hush-hush surrounding' the
action of the code sub-committee at
its recent meeting in Chicago, but.
it's known that there was a virtual
unanimity of expression at the powwow in favor of tossing the present
code out of the window, with only
one member voting in favor of its
retention.

week, now being cleared for a comA cop will be stationed in Ihe
mentator yet to be named. Starting date on latter show will be set WMCA, N. Y.. studio audience of
as soon as present, commitments for Newspaper Guild forum broadcasts
Tiies. nights as the result of an althe time are completed.
tercation which took place at last

its

.

p.m.

or

issues

and there's been

of lentativencss

$170,000

let

controversial

The whole thing

Before Airthne

'

some

Code Comthe abandonment of the

ganizalion memberships.

potato.

It

WBBM's

by

laid

National

the

NAB's. code preventing sale of time

was

it

of

Broadcasters',

of

mittee for

shows over local stations, they
dropped their interest like a hot

instance, one of the top spendradio, whose multiple pro-:

grams are recorded and shipped
overseas for GIs and liberated civilians, without benefit of plugs, has
suddenly awakened to the realization
that, in effect, he's been an accom-

.

French accent and ribbers along
radio
row are asking what
Charles Boyer has that Anson
didn't
couldn't use if Boyer
want it.
Thing came about when an
agency expressed Itself as being in the market for a "mystery singer."
As a gag, Anson,
who is known for his impersonations, cut an audition record
using the phony accent in songs
and chatter with the result that
program directors, agents and
prospective sponsors were all
agog over the new discovery.

a result, some sponsors are now
to realize the possibility of
segment of the 11,000,000

As

6.

Pierre la Touche Anson is
what they're calling him since
he- made an audition singing
record on which he used a deep

it.

radio

medium

theatre"

Jackson Beck and
Gertrude Warner will head the regular "tock conjpany. Show, bows in

When

likes

For some lime now the word has
come back from overseas of the boff

sub-committee

Assn.

Chicago; Feb.

'

Idea for radio:

-.

The groundwork has been
a

Letdown

Terrific

commercials, will decide

.

Harris, coming east with endorsements from Coast industry representation, plans to huddle with network
execs,

keep

to

prottable

of a series of intra-industry conferences .on the establishment of an
Academy of Radio Arts and SciKnowlton and
ences.
Both Hill

how he

Of Time for Controversial Issues

Hope, Kale Smith and all .the others
the low-coBt
without the commercials," the sponhas been, was sor plans to request a "release" and
stressed here by Bmerson Foote, ask that no more of its shows be
Cbieago, Feb. 6.
prez of Foote, Cone and B elding, in sent to oivilian populations overseas.
For the first time in the history of
Attitude Is taken by the sponsor that
Chicago radio, gimmick of previewtalk Thursday (1) at annual meeting
it's not an unpatriotic gesture, but
of oentral regional; council of Amer- merely a move "for the protection ing a show several days before it
actually hits the air will be folican
Association
of
Advertising of radio at its best" and to counter- lowed with
"Those Websters" which
act the resistance against commerAgenoies.
replaces "That Brewster 6oy" for
cials.
Quaker. Oats over CBS on March 9.
Decrying the "easy money" spent
While it's all very well to be pa- Show will be produced here under
in radio these war-days despite Intriotic, and go all-out for the boys the direction of
Les Weinrott with
herent hardheadedness on part of doing the dirty work, the bankroller
episodes playe.d before a studio
many advertisers, Foote blamed the feels that, In view of the mounting audience on Thursday nights and
ballooning of talent costs on fact GI attitude, it's asking top much to aired eight days later on Friday
that neither advertiser nor agency expect spo.ntors. to out their own nights.
have been vigilant enough to keep throats ih the process.
Al Miller and Prisciila Kent were
excessive costs from creeping into
placed under term contract to write
talent expenditure. Part of trouble,
the show last week by Ross Metzger.
said Foote, has been multiplying of
radio director of. the RuthraufT .&
commissions, because ad agencies
Ryan agency. Authors plan to keep
have left part of their work to the
scripts, which
sl»t weeks ahead on
talent agencies.
De.will be written ih New York.
cision to keep a family type show
"Now I don't blame the talent
on the 9:30-10:00 p.m. Friday CBS
agencies at all," said Foote.
"In
order

Set

that's

For

High Talent Cost,

talent oottf in

E. T. "Buck" Harris, of the Lee it
Loth researoh aeenoy on the Coast,
arrives In New York this Friday (?)
to confer with Hill 8c Knowlton
execs preparatory to the jetting up

satis

ers

tified.

Radio Academy

ment

•

SO Guest Shot

Humphrey Bogart, ourrently east,
goes on the Milton Berle stanza, tonight (.Wednesday) at a reported

There appears to be a befgted realization' by tome top banki'ollers.of
the repercussions that will ensue
when GI Joe, home from the wars
and conditioned to radio entertain-?,

assessment for political purposes,
and VTime" is now granting AFRA
to.

reply.

Hackett to Coast for

MCA

Mai Hacked, head of Music Corp.
of America's radio division, including all offices,' transfers his headquarters to Hollywood. He leaves
for the Coast this Friday <9) and
thereafter will direct the depart-

ment from MCA's. Beverly

Hills of-

fices.

Bart

remain

McHugh and Herb
in N. Y.

Rosenthal

Wedneeday, February

7,
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Wednesday, February 7*1945
been appointed to head the new sales offtoe of the Blue's oo-operatlve programs division skedded to be opened up shortly. .. .Bob Temple ot the
Raymond Morgan office, Hollywood, In town for few days. .Dave Rodgers
has joined the NBC central division announcing staff, replacing Ray Olson,
who resigned -to join WOW," Omaha, announcing staff ... .Johnny Neblett
readying two more open-end transcription series, which makes his production company one of largest in town.
.George Bay, formerly with Gay
Claridge's orch. has joined the Blue network central division musical staff.
University of Chicago Round Table celebrated its 15lh year on the air
Sunday <4>. .Dorothy Claire, swing-singer, has been signed by Blue network. .. .Sidney Mason, and Belle Harou have joined the cast of "Backstag? Wife." NBC soaper. .. .Coronet Story Teller program has been
extended to- full Blue net .... Waller Preston WBBM-CBS program manager on extended trip '.through- west on search for new talent and shows
.WMAQ announced new card rate effective March 1.
WBBM's Victory Matinee bond selling show received special com-,
mendation from the treasury department here for selling $14,187,495 worth
of war bonds in 1944. .. .Mac Schoenfeld and Don McNeil of the Breakfast
club trying to line up guest singers to replace Marion Mann, who will take
a- month's leave of absence to visit her serviceman hubby stationed on
west coast.
^Oth'floor offices of NBC in Merchandise Mart completely redecorated. ... Hugh Hole of Benton & Bowles, New York, in town for
.Emerson Fpotc, of Foote, Cone ''St
confabs on some daytime- serials.
Belding. in town (o address the Advertising club dnd lo huddle, with Fax

WMAL Aiks NLRB To

. .

.

IN

NEW YORK

CITY

.

.

.

Frank Stanton, CBS vccpec. back at his desk after month's vacation
has resumed' its intra-oITice paper. StulT; dropped, as a wartime expediency, with Lola Wourxcl!, station's femme (lack, masterminding the
operation. .. .Staats Colsworth has become a permanent member of the
cast of Mr. and Mrs. North. NBC, directed by John Lovelon of the Lennen
& Mitchell agency: .. .Barbara Fuller, who was a member of the Chicago
company of "Road of. Life," NBC live-a-weekcr. has been added to the
New York cast ... .Kent-Johnson, jingles writers, signed to do singing!
commercials. oh' "Stage Door Canteen'' program, and pacted for a year by
American Chicle Co. to do series lj-second musical spots. .. .Bill Davis
and Karl Jampel now writing "Glamour. Manor" for PitC. .-. .Walter Lurie,
at Biow agency, reporis "Pays to Be -Ignorant" will continue indefinitely,
until sponsor decides on another show -for. spot: .. .-Paul Phillips, producer
of Kay Kyser airshow, and hjs assistant. Harry Sax. and Frances Young,- in
N.Y. over the, weekend from the Coast, before joining the bandleader, who
is doing camp shows in the Carolina*. .. .Jean Hersholt taking the "Dr.
Christian" stanza back to the Coast after next Wednesday's U4> airer.

WOV

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

Cone.

George Boiling, manager of the New York office of John Blair & Co,, has
.Glenn Snyder, general
been elected to company's board of directors.
manager of WLS, and Chick Freeman,, treasurer, to New York and Wash."Hall of Fame" program skedded to broadcast a show
ington on biz.
from Chi iii about six '-weeks, using all-Chi talent.
.

CHICAGO

.
IIS
Jack Burnett, local publicity director of Fobte, Cone 4e Be Id rig to New
to set up nationwide exploitation campaign for Majestic Radio. ...Mike
Huber, Blue central division sales promotion and research chief, skedded
i

York

New York

near future.

Successor not

named

as yet
Anne Marie Gayer in the "America in the Ah" cast for past year,
to New York, where she will make her home.... Bill Joyce,, member of
10"
dept.
for'
the
past
years
central
division
program
joined
the
the NBC
.Three different Chi
Blue network here this week as producer-director:
agencies looking around for radio directors with no candidates in sight.
Roberts,
$18.000.
.Harlow
P.
...
v.p. of GoodJobs all worth from $10,000 to
kind, Joice & Morgan, is chairman of the radio division ol the Red Cross
drive.
Fran.k O'Connell of the Chicago National Spot and local sales staff has
for transfer to

in the

.

.

.

Reconsider Decish On

Com'l Announcer Fees

.

.

.

Washington, Feb. 6.
.
has filed a petitiSn with
National Labor Relations Board
requesting reconsideration of
recent
decision handed down by
NLRB

WMAL

which upheld an arbitrator's
award
case of American Federation
of

in

.

Radio Artists

WMAL.

vs.

WMAL's

plea for reconsideration
alleges that NLRB had
completely
disregarded fact that there is
a distinction between an arbitrator
and
a hearing officer.
claimmg 4 arbitrator in its case was only
a hearing officer. AFRA has

WMAL

-

main-

tained arbitrator in case was
referred to in previous proceedings
as
"hearing officer" by mistake
of
board clerk, NLRB siding with
AFRA. WMAL. now claims this
couldn't have been a typo.

WXYZ-AFRA
HUSTON OFF 'CAVALCADE'

Cornish to Mutual
William

as narrator of "Cavalcade of Aniev-

Mutual as

is

A War

.

bowing out soon

Walter. Huston

A.

Cornish

has

joined in

commercial proairer,
DuPont sponsors of gram sales manager.
ica"
show, Instead putting money into
He formerly was asstant radio director of the J. M. Matties agency,
array of guest stars.
Program is heard Mondays over and was also in the radio department of the William Morris office.
NBC. BBD&O is the agency.
assistant

Award

granted special fees to announcers
on commercial broadcasts.

tion

considering

WXVZ

tween

of

Dispute

Detroit, Feb.

8.

Labor Board panel, is now

session

dispute

be-

and American Federa-

Radio

Artists'

local.

Dis-

pute arose on matter of commercial
program pay to. announcers, panel
now sitting following hearings here
last Nov. 1 when briefs were filed

and case stated by Raymond Meurer
for
King - Trendle Broadcasting
Corp.,
owner, and by Jaffe
Jaffe^ AFRA's national counsel, for

WXYZ

V

local.

;

AFRA

asking

is

on "Lone
commensurate

fees

Ranger"
program
with commercial fees elsewhere.

ATLASS CONTINUES HIS

WIND HYPO CAMPAIGN
Chicago. Feb. 6.
In line with live talent expansion
plans of WIND, Ardeane Hieskcll
has been added to the staff in -a sales
promotion capacity to work under
John Carey, commercial mgr. of the
outlet. She comes from the StachenMcKim agency, Cincinnati, where
she was radio director.
Sinoe selling WJJD to' Marshall
Field several months ago, Ralph Atlass has concentrated on Improving
his WIND by the addition of several

shows and CBS pickups. Station
had previously been confined mostly
live

recorded entertainment.
Other
changes have, included the moving of
personnel from its Gary studio to
Chicago and the establishment, of
new' studios here. Several more
additions to the staff will be announced shortly, according to At-

to

'

lass.

P^^^ix

'-

'Y"\'\'

Mutual Deal Cooking

With Amateur Chefs
"Sooiety of Amateur Chefs," halfstanza of menu suggestions,
at al, done in a comical vein, looms
as possible air fodder for Mutual, if
current negotiations between Ben
Irving
Butler,
the,
president
of
group, and the network are con-

hour

summated.
Program, with guesters. recently
was televised on DuMont's WABD
in N. V., Otto Soglow and Rube
Goldberg, cartoonists, guesting, and
John Reed King, serving as m.c.

Station
affiliate

KEX

(5,000 watts), Blue Network

from

in Portland, Oregon, is now owned and

this

merger of KEX, Portland, with the

Westinghouse

stations in Ft.

Wayne,

of

Pitts-

Cincinnati.—Jack Wilson, scripler
shows since 1937, took leave
the Crosley station Monday

WLw

from

operated by Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc.

To

programs out of the "Blue"

will

be

added the well-known Westlnghouse^kill

for

burgh^. Boston, Philadelphia,

These

for

more than just

listening.

.

.

and sponsor alike stand

into the

Program

pro-

request,

grams that stay "in tune" with the people.
Listener

KEX, and wish

welcomed

but rather to

appeal to the likes of the community.

sister stations salute the

station,

producing local programs. Programs designed

and

by

It

Springfield.

.

.

success as

it

WHO

is

Westinghouse family.

or,

you may

.NBC

call

CARRIES

50 TELEPHONE

your

BOOKS AROUND
IN HIS MIND?

r

on Paul

H. Raymer Co., National Representatives,

to gain

for

any required information.

YOUNG!
.

management and

•

KDKA

•

W

WOWO

•

WBI

•

WBZA

MPMMNTIO NATtONAUY BY HK SPOT SAUS-|XCtn
I
IIID NATWNAUY BY PAUL N. BAVMBB

OK

KM
CO.

•

MAN

Vei, three years B'way theatrical pubr
world pr
liclljuntl
Diunaneinenl,
knowledge inuSIc publishing, rndlo.
theatre, strong dramatic Writer, desires spot In show business re<tul>'"K

WESTIHBHOUSE BADIO STATIONS hi
KYW

writing staff in

N.Y.

West Coast

availabilities furnished, at

KEX

'

(5) to join the

KIX

proinotlonal

Initia-

tive or assisting top ejtec.
Now with
a major news servlcj In inlitwcalPrefers New York but will travel.

Nothing under

Box

I7C.

1M West
New York It, N.

18, Varictj,

46th Street
T.

,

Wednesday, February

T,
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They

Inside Stuff-Radio

senting popular dance bapds. It features music of a distinctly western
flavor, such as "Grand Canyon Suite" and "Yellowstone Suite" by. Foster
Cope\s orchestra, with a judicious blending of time-proven song favorites
by Contralto. Annette Din woodey. The program is carried by. 59 CBS
stations, including outlets In Canada and the Bahamas, and is rebroadcast

by shortwave to South America.

reached

1

.fourth just purchased.
Publication has revived interest in the properly,
both for films and radio. Harold pber and John Gibbs handling it in
.

those respective fields.
reman is now stationed at the Vichy

N

.

Aimy

.

Air Field, Missouri.

Harriet Van Home resumed her radio column in the N.Y. Wbrld-Tclogram last week after a month's leave, during which there was considerable
speculation as to whelhc'ror not she'd return to. the paper: Reported, that
the radio editor couldn't see eye to eye with the W-T's new amusement ed.
with presumably the differences eventually ironed out. Miss Van Home's
skedded for a Coast trip, next month for a series of W-T pieces on Coast
radio personalities and programs originating from Hollywood.
Mutual's use of Greek symbols as insignia for its current ad campaign
in the trade press drew a swarm of letters during the past week claiming
that the letters, do not inean. "Make Haste Slowly."'
So MBS execs turned lo the Greek Information Service in Washington
for official endorsement.
Greek bureau slated the belilllers were barking
up the .wrong columns.
"

week by

last

results of a recent 10-day
listener reaction poll taken on
one of its local shows garnered
34.000 letters from 34 states and

Canada.
Deluge was brought
about when the Chicago and
North Western Railway, sponsor
of the recorded program, asked
mail

to

their

in

Army Groups Are Publicity Hounds
The

was

8:496

.

that,

letters

when a sample of
was taken, repre-

senting about 20';
it

teners

the

of

mail

was found that 8.492 liswere satislied with the

Ziff-Davis

$10,000 national peace treaty contest, anwill be run; March 17 on local radio stations
Z-F- will underwrite costs' (estimated at $50,000), to

Publishing Co..

money and ad budget for stations that use it.' Joseph W.
chairman of board of Graham-Paige Motors Corp: and originator

include the prize
Fra/ci-,

of the jeep, will be chairman of judges' committee.

But the blackout lasted much longer,
according

from

stood.

it

plan

criticized Army censorship
on the ground that these
policies kept facts especially casur
from the public s:nd
ally figures
also prevented those facts from being collected by newsmen.
When
the Battle of the Bulge stalled, correspondents felt thai an opportunity
to let the public know what a war
meant in terms of lost American
lives was being passed by. .Mueller
says.
It was the. straw that broke
the camel's back, and they blew
their lops at the now famous "riol."'

.

Men assigned to SHAEF attribute
the censorship situaiion there to the
i

j

i

tractions vicing for publicity.

.

Democratic
said
every
will be asked to obradio time for political talks
during the 1946 congressional elections.
OfT-year election usually call
for less air time than Presidential
campaigns, but the. indication, is
that there will 'be.': ho-. let-down in
O'Neal

Congressman

:

1946.

And with the Democrats already
getting set, there is no. doubt that
the Republicans will follow suit:

Texarkana^KCMC.

Inc..

has

filed

FM

application with the FCC for an
station to operate here, in conjunction with

KCMC.

.

.

that Gen. Eisenhower's deputy
chiefs of staff. LI.. Gens. •Walter B.

fact

Smith and Frederick G. Morgan are
unsympathe ic to the press, 'Mueller
said.'
They now hope that Brig.
Gen. Frank Allen, .recently named
to head SHAEF's .PRD "Public Re.

To understand the situation, ii is
first necessary to know how the ETO
setup operates for correspondents:SHAEF. because it is the supieme
Army office in Europe, is likewise
supposed to be the focal source for
all news for correspondents doing
stories on the overall European war.
But Mueller says, SHAEF has
handled the situation "very poorly."
The SHAEF "riot"', followed some
time after Gen. Dwighl D. Eisenhower imposed the news blackout

when

the

Germans

started

their

Dept.) will be able (o improve the situation.. They also reel
lations

that the suggestions drawn by the.
correspondents' committee Mueller,
Ed Kennedy, AP: Kingsbury Smith,
-

Boston.— Virginia Dwyer. veteran
newspaperwoman, starts Friday '9)

German

WCOP.

since

the

JAY JOHNSON'S

daily

V—r

.

'

.

everything

guy with the warmth of sunlight and a

>'--<-,

saying things that

;|

S,/

and

grin.

make people

Launched recently

ment carrier (he

totes

as

up

sit

a

gift for

straight

an announce-

them with rare

finesse!)

he landed his own sponsored show within
a few weeks.

"/

''

We

think he looks like another

°' those headed-for-the-top performers dis-

covered and developed by

on

S^"'

^

OH ca " p ro ^'

... at a ground-floor price
call

PE 6-8600

n
.

.

'8

WOR. For facts

,a ' ent

.

today.

n °w

j

JAY JOHNSON
Weekdays: 4:15 P.M.
Sundays: (sponsored)
10:45 P.M.

THAT POWER-FULL STATION

WOR

1440 BROADWAY

interview

program,

You Should Know"

an ingenious patter-man, a song-putter-over,
K

Man-

ters;

with a
"People

necessary,

1

INS and George Anderson,

chester Guardian), will clarify mat-

bulge attack. SHAEF correspondents all agreed that the., blackout

was

'

—

—

to

Dems

mittee.

the'

policies,

story, according to Mueller, who was
chairman of the committee of correspondents; appointed to draw up a

ameliorate conditions, has
The
not been, reported heretofore.
he
recent correspondents! "riot."
says, was the most widely publicized
of a number of such clashes.
Resolve That
Principal reason for the series of
Mueller assquawks.
Radio's Here to Stay newsmens'
serts, has been SHAEF's failure to
Washington. Feb. C.
retail full authority on clearing of
Indication that radio is slated for news' from the European theatre of
an even bigger part in political operations iETOi.- with the result
campaigns came last week in an' that, the various Army groups there
announcement by' Sam O'Neal, re- now compete for the best press and
cently appointed publicity director the top names in correspondents,
of the Democratic National Com- much in the fashion of theatrical at-

program's format as

than-

viously

Complete

overseas.

Mueller,

to

broken communications and the U. 5.
public was deprived of the facts.
Correspondents at SHAEF had pre-

i.SHAEF.) was revealed this
"Red") Mueller;
week by Merrill
NBC's top European man, just re-

turned

SHAEF was out
touch with front line operations.

communication and
,of

<

the

nounced couple weeks ago,
throughout country.

offensive had broken Allied lines of

recent

the

Expeditionary

Allied

quarters.

criti-

about

tain

Suggestion .by Dick Gilbert that discharged vets in government hospitals
be ^ivensame free-mail privileges as servicemen, is bearing fruit. After
an 18-month. one-man campaign over WHN, N.Y., Gilbert has drawn up
resolution on the idea, and is polling congressmen in Washington for their
.sentiments.
Several already expressed favor for bill. Military Order of
Purple HeaVt, at recent annual convention, unanimously endorsed proposal.
Gilbert reporting results of Washington poll as received to his listeners.

of

gtory

Forces

gimmick

Unusual
poll,

inside

dashes between radio
and newspaper correspondents and
Army authorities at Supreme Headcensorship

cisms.

Hood,

Clash With SHAEF; Claim

WMAQ,

when

listeners

Reverse twist, whereby radio characters have become basis for magazine
short stories, instead of the customary vice versa, has taken place with
•'Joe and Mabel." .'erstwhile NBC series.
Show went off the air when Sgt.
•Irvine G. Neiman was included into the'Air Force in 1042. Since then he's
sold three short stories to Colliers, based on. the same characters, with a

Newsmen

Chicago, Feb, 8.
mail response .was

Record

Recent CBS renewal. of "Music From the West" from KSL, Salt Lake
City, for a second 13 weeks, indicates tlie success of. a definite formula. The
program is broadcast at 12:05 a.m. at an hour when all other -nets are pre-

as

Write In

Still

n
5

ov'er

H

Vtfa—d«f>

to the recurrent

THE FIVE CBS WINNERS WERE:

Favorite Cliililreu'* Sliow
Lit's Pretend

CBS winners

Tthruurj T, 191%

in

Radio

Wednesday,,. February 7, 1945

IS

program

Daily's national

America's leading radio editors and

CBS network programs
They awarded second

during 19

its poll.

all

AND

program in 1939,

IN ADDITION

Certified Poll.

CBS network

place for the eighth consecutive

-a first

programs.

year— ever since Radio Daily

for the third straight year. So does

of 1942 and 1943 and 65% of 1944.

children's

place in 5 classifications to regular

first

The New York Philharmonic-Symphony Orchestra has won every year

except 1938. Harry James wins

CBS

awarded

Radio Daily's Eighth Annual

place in 11 classifications to regular

Thus Lux Radio Theatre wins fi rst
inaugurated

critics

14, in

poll

Let's Pretend

tied for first place in 1943,

-warn

Dinah Shore — oh

elected America's favorite

and won again in 1944.

TO THOSE CBS "FIRSTS":

Frank Sinatra

Ted Husing

(so far, J "i econds")

"firsts? 5

(so far,

S

"seconds")

or.Leave It

Grade Allen

Talf.f Tt

(so far, 1 "second")

(sotf>r,4"seconds")

Sammy Kaye

Kate Smith

(to far, 3 "seconds")

(so far, 1

4"seconds")

The Aldrich Family

Burns and Allen
(so far, I manii'^

-

-C&fcJJ.' first','
S "seconds")

For

their discerning recognition of these superior programs

radio critics and editors

its

CBS

offers

Gladys S war thou t

(so far, 2 "firsts?

5 "seconds")

America's

sincere appreciation. To the artists, our heartiest congratulations.

This is CBS... the Columbia Broadcasting System

"first','

Shostakovich
8th

Symphony
i

(so far, t' itc6ni')

~

,

(

g
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Oriental Tip

Villain*

Represented As Disfigured

l?«trolt,

Feb.

6.

George W. Gushing, WJR'i
news editor, struck On a new on*

Average Pay of Web, Key Station Exec

.

Impressing newscasters with
the need for clearness and brevfor

ity

A

new

slant

tion toward

in '-ad'o's

week.

postwar
was injected

helping solve

rehabilitation problems,
last

contribu-

WOR. V:

Y., in

{Charles Lewis to
Lillian

an am-

step aimed at "oducatinc"
kid listeners to respect wounded
veterans, issued an edict to all
scriptcrs and producers on mystery,

bitious

WOL;

Ruppert Upped

Washington. Feb. C.
Charles I.cwi>. former production
manager of WBEN. Buffalo, has been
added to the production -.staff of

I-

WOL.

and adventure shows (station carries 11 such programs aimed
• juve appeal), making strictly vei>
horror

tion

the Cowlosrowncd Mutual staLewis will handle anhere.

nouncing assignments and will work
t
bolen the portrayal of criminals and on sliidio productions under George
guys in the pale as misshapen, Sutherland. WOL production manager.
scarred or disfigured characters.
Lillian Hupperi. formerly- traffic
Action stemmed from a .criticism
received from a WOJV listener in manager of the station, has been
Lancaster, Pa., who said he was try- upped lo 'assistant sales manager.
ing to teach his four kids to have a The -traffic slot will be tilled- by. Mae
respect for the veterans' wounds as Griffin, who has beoii continuity
marks of valor, bill 'that radio was editor. Jo An Arnold, assistant con.

'

making it a doubly tough job since tinuity editor, moves up to the vawas constantly representing vil- cancy as continuity editor.
it
lains as

guys

v ith

disfigurements.

WHN

New
.

Herb Gordon Leaves

New
ports''

new

Morris for Fred Ziv
Herb Gordon' has resigned from
the radio department of the William
Morris oflice lo. become a package
producer in the Frederic W. Ziv office. Working out. of N. Y. headquar-

service

link

Navy Show

show "The Navy Re-

WHN,

on

N.

Y.,

introduces

between ramilics and em-

battled tars, beginning Feb. 11.

Families of Navy

men are

invited

He succeeds Jack Berch. who reiigned last week to open his own

chance to appear on program. Their personal message will
be recorded and sent to their blueThus
jacket, wherever he may, be.
sailors on the seven seas will be able
lo hear a. family report via "The

producing

Navy Reports."

ters.

office.

lo write for

,

-

in .itories.

Oh the bulletin board in the
wire room is posted the picture
of an elderly Chinese, and below
is written;
"Old Chinese'^ newscaster say
use small words to tell big story."

Washington, Feb. 8
broadcasting are apparently moving up slightly oh the
basis of a survey by FCC.
Study
covers full-time employees of eight
networks and 844 commercial stations 'fur -the Week beginning Oct.

better
than the $49 88
general
station
announcers. Writers for nets and the
10 key stations average $64.48 weekly, and for the other stations
only

14. 1944.

It Is interesting lo note
that the
writers don't fare nearly as well
as
the flacks, Publicity people for the
nets and 10 key stations averaged
$146.48 weekly, while in the other
834 stations the average was $72.42

Salaries

in

;

.

NEWSBEAT ON
THAT WALLACE DEBATE

BLUE'S

The webs and

'

had

stations-

a total

persons on the payroll for
a weekly lake of $1,1)15,126. or an
average of $00.52 person! Average
for the national and regional webs
of

2li,(i8H

,

.

Washington, Feb:

6.

-

Blue network scored Itself a -smart
newsbeat lasl week when the Senate
debated Henry Wallace's confirmation for Secretary of Commerce and

George bill lo divest the RFC
from Commerce, issues that have
been national in interest.
Blue put a mike in the Senate
radio gallery
and assigned Earl
Godwin. Martin Agronsky, R a y
Henle. Bill Hillman. Dave Wills and
Al Leech to cover the sizzling prothe

Move Up

Personnel $208; All Salaries

and 10 key net stations was

$71.47. as
against S57.18 for the other 834 sta-

slderably

earned

$40,14.

by

Production people did

a

lit tic

better.

weekly.

tions.

Webs and key

stations paid their
executive personnel an average of
$208.57 a week, while the other stations paid ah average of $104.04

NAB Shelves

Conveosh

ODT

In

Compliance

weekly.
General 'managerial perWashington. Feb", fi. :
sonnel grabbed the biggest bite.
It
NAB has formally cancelled its anaverage $415.18 for the webs and nual convention
in line with the OUT
key stations: and $I45,5« for the order to curtail
traveling and shelve
other stations.
large conventions. Statement bv ,1.
Outside .the executive group, staff Harold Ryan,
NAB -prosy, said In
ceedings. Spot broadcasts went out musicians rated -the. top
pay in the pari:
at 12:80, 1:15 and 3:15 p;m., licking, webs and key stations, .averaging
"In compliance with the expressed
all newspaper and radio competition.
$129.24 weekly, with outside sales- wishes of the government
to limit
Total of 45 minutes air time Was de- men close behind with $128.12,
the amount of travel, and to avoid
voted to the stor-y which was carFor the ..other, stations, outside any conventions or meetings which
ried over the entire network.
salesmen led by a wide margin .would bring together from outside
with an average of $95.92 weekly. the city in which the meeting is
Staff musicians were in third.. place, scheduled more than 50 persons, the
averaging $58.75 a
week, being National Association of Broadcasters
'Pliig-Uglies*
topped by research and develop- has cancelled its annual convention
ment workers who averaged $62.83.- which would normally be held in. the
Continued from page 28
Vfeb announcers averaged only late spring.
works scramble the news with plug- $72.0:i
"In the matter of district meetings;
a week, but this was con*.
uglies?"
on which the NAB is currently enPaul While's Reply
gaged, only those will be held which
Paul White. Director of News 35 File for
conform in all respects to the Gov-Broadcasts for CBS wrote^ the folernment's requirements."
Allocations
lowing letter to the Post-Dispatch
after the first, blast was made: "This
Washington, Feb.- 8.
Thirty -five organizations have now
letter is in reply to your editorial
The editorial men- filed to make oral arguments before
of. Jan. 18
tioning the Columbia network as FCC oil the proposed new frequency
INTERPRETS
Hearings will comwell as other networks by name,- be- allocations.
trays a genuine lack of knowledge mence Feb. HO.
DESIGN
Among the new applicants during
concerning Columbia's network polithe past week have been CfeS, NAfe
cies. For almost 10 years we have
BY TELEPATHY V
not permitted news broadcasts—or Subscription Radio, Inc., American
•stinghouae
any other broadcasts, for that matter Radio Relay Lea
9fu?/ Y«
—"to be sponsored by objectionable Electric Internattqial (So,., and the
Association
Taxlcab
of
Examination of pur National
advertisers."
See P»9« 31
records will disclose that Columbia Owners.

Argument

On Mew

.

.

.

WHO

FASHION

for years has led. other networks in
not to accept certain
its decision
types of advertising, and has- enforced its policies rigidly.
"In regard to middle commercials,
within the body of news programs,
we do not agree with you that these
are, per se, objectionable. We have
taken steps to prevent the occurrence of what IS objectionable;
namely, the introduction of a middle

commercial on any program before
the important news itself has been
given in detail, or the insertion of a
middle commercial in any unfortunnle juxtaposition to the news.
"Is the Posf-Dlspatch radio station

KSD

entirely' consistent? Does it accept and broadcast a network news
program sponsored by a company

whose product seems designed to
cure
indigestion
and hangovers?
Does KSD broadcast any network
news programs with middle commercials, including the one above
.

described? If KSD has certain policies with regard to local news programs and yet permits network produced programs to deviate from its
stundard. then it seems to be arguable that a chain is sometimes as
weak as its strongest link."
Ray C. Wakefield, FCC Commissioner also took notice of the situation to pen the the following letter:
"I read your editorial, 'A suggestion
to Radio'
and I approve very
heartily of the position taken in the.
editorial. I think it and the accompanying, cartoon present the question
of the' handling of news broacasts
'

.

.

,

.'.'
in a very effective way
I hope
you are effective in bringing about
a change as indicated along the lines

SoHfd.

Mood ^ JSom

.

of the editorial."

WTMJ, WMFM Go Along
On News Commercials
Chicago,

WTMJ

WMFM,

and

joined the increasing

Feb.

of sta-

policy to flve-minute
for several years.

news programs
Action

is

being taken in line, with

the growing sentiment among mid
west station owners that advertising messages should not be imposed
upon the listener in the midst of

news

of such

THE NEWLY RELEASED

•

SONORA

Milwaukee,

number

limiting commercials on 15mlnute news broadcasts to the opening and closing slots, effective' Feb
18. Management of the stations have

the

"AmTico'% New Big Voice"

NOW MATURED ON

6.

tions

applied

VERA BARTON

momentous happenings

as are occuring dally, according to
Walter J. Damnv g.m. of the statloas.

MARK WARNOW
ALBUM
NIGHT CLUBS ... GLASS

"HIT PARADE"

RADIO ... CBS

Sus laining,

CoasMo-Coail
Paul Win- HAT,
Belmont Plaza
chell Show on 'Mutual ... "It's New York
and then
.

.

.

.

Maritime" Via Mutual,

.

.

MARTINIQUE, New

Presently Recording for

SONORA

Management: DELL PETERS

Hole!,
at

York.

LA

Wednesday, February
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Promosh Budgets

VIA
WOR,

on Upgrade

Still

5

HOME, SWEET HOME,

usual

WOR RECORDINGS

N. Y.,

twist

in

to Its itaffers
forces, making

is

providing an un-

communications

its

.

now

in

the

armed

a special recording
once monthly of chats with various
Recordings are being called
"Let's Visit," based on a
sustainer of some years back, idea this
time being to visit among staff
various sources of unusually large people instead of New Yorkers,
budget appropriatioas for promotion which is what the original program

That this radio; season is one in
which sponsors and ad agencies are
placing heavy emphasis on program
promotion, and publicity emphasis,
Is borne out anew by reports from

staffers.

WOR

Primary factor in the did.
activities.
hypo campaigns Is the large number
Station is using this, gimmick as a
of program changes and premieres, more individualistic touch than the
coupled with increasingly stiffening letters it had been mailing oiit herecompetition as represented by the tofore. Step is much more expen-

Veto Back In
Boston Radio Picture

Boston, Feb. 6.
Five medically discharged veterans returned to their radio jobs
the past week, three to WCOP and
•

House Group Recommends

FCC Budget

two to WBZ.
Fred Archer,

a radioman second
class with 2Y2 years service record
in the South Pacific; Tom Bean, who

•

Next

for

Washington. Feb.

mn. (he

6.
;

handled 283 standard

first

I

!

|

|

i

of station licenses,
j

i

|.

j

i

|

"As to FM stations, more than :)0Q
applications are pending.-- The Commission anticipates 1.200 applications
will be filed during the first year
after materials and manpower become available.. In addition, 450 noncommercial
broadcast applicalion's are anticipated during the first

FM

i

;

after
equipment and
power become available,

•year
|

>

I

.

"As

j

to

television,

applications

for

than' 70
stations are

pending before the Commission. The
Commission anticipates that about
150 applications will be filed during
the Mist year after manpower and
materials become available, which
w ill require extensive study.
.

1

'

:

.

I

spent

heavily

gram,

One of those Quiz things, Gracie!

rationing.

Recent change

in

singers

oil

the

Luck Strike "Hit Parade" also has
produced a chunk of bally. This la
credited to Lawrence Tibbett's personal publicity efforts
Agency on
the account, Foote, Cone & Belding,
states

.

its

customary merchandising

appropriation has not been advanced.
Some dailies, space buyers report,
have invoked a new regulation insofar as tune-in ads are concerned,
These sheets are' "now rejecting
straight tune-in ad6, insisting the
space be used to plug the product,
with a tune-in reminder, in small
type, permitted as the only refer«ncc to radio. Reason is the newspaper-radio competition angle.
Proof that the heavy promosh
dough pays off is seen in the 12.9
rating
first

nabbed by Danny Kaye

Hooperating.

tidy figure for- a
cially so in

It's

not

new show

view of

in his

only

a

,but espep.m. air

its Sat.

lime. Program was preceded by an
exceptionally active ad campaign.

Clnolnuatl.—Bradley Kincaid, singing guitarist and claimant to title of
of
American
hillbillies,"
initiated a series of weekday a.m.

"King,

Monday (S)
Rainbow Baking Co.

quarter-hour programs

on

WKRC

for

RADIO TIME, properly
uMd, k*ep«

AmuiMn

butincM tlcklnft . Radio
tlma, properly aold,
kaapa Amarlcan broadcatting tha batt la tba
world. Sailing tlma U
tha full-rlm* bualnaaa
of

Waad

ft

Company.

YES

:

I"

P

WPB

. . .

and what's cookin' wilh that
is something you know

a lot about, Gracie. The only way to get this
War over with quick is to give the guys on the
firing line the stuff that they need. And what
they need right now calls for metals and ma.
terials

W

. ...

big organization

we have

to give up.

So your show and our show is leaving the
We don't feel happy about that, because

air.

we

think you've done a great Job . . .with even

better prospects in the future.

No

use trying to describe what a radio

to do with bullets. WPB can do
we can. So let's just say it's
one of those things, Gracie
Our thanks to
you and all who worked with you ... and

show has got

that better than

:

.

cheerio!
We'll be seein'

man-

more

new

on NBC.

for the Danny kaye probuying space in dailies, as
well as using 24 sheets. Latter is
unusual for radio, with one of the
reasons credited being the difficulties confronting account* seeking to
buy daily space, due to newsprint

1.200

broadcast applications during the
year after materials and miinpower become available. As of Jan.
1945.
there were 250 standard1.
broadcast applications pending, not
including applications for renewal

|

'

Pab.it Plugs Kaye
Pabst's Beer, likewise, has

fiscal

j

has seen service in World War I and a 55,005.400. budget tor the Federal
II, and was a warrant officer at his
Communications Commission for the
discharge; Robert Downie. from the fiscal year beginning July 1 next.
Navy; the three have again taken up This is $201,600 less than FCC retheir announcing duties at WCOP.
quested and $405,000 less than the
At WBZ. Seott Parrot, from the current appropriations, without figMarine Corps after 2 14 -years has re- uring in overtime.
joined the sales staff, while S Sgt.
FCC made a net reduction of $1.Carlton C, Ide,' after two years in
225.914 in its requests for the next
Army, is announcing again.
fiscal
However, the Comm is-

—

.

Year

fiscal

FCC

j

WCKY

CBS and one

$5,005,400

The House Appropriations Com- broadcast applications in the
1944
and
anticipates
mittee yesterday <5) recommended year

four networks' schedules.
sive than, the letter routine.
Interyear.
Newest example is the hefty bally views are being done by Dave Drissio'n asked an
increase or $928,142
appropriation approved by General coll, who was on the air with the
FLEMING LEAVES
for its regular non-war activities.
Electric for its new "House Party"- original "Visit" show, while one of
Cincinnati. Feb. (I.
The Appropriations -Committee in its
CBS series. For its publicity drive the recipients of, the platter is Lt.
the House
Bob Fleming,
who has been recommendations Id
alone. GE has, from accounts, ear- Jerry Danzig (Navy), who was Dris- WCKY's program director for the sheared this figure down to $72l>.marked $25,000 for the next year. coll's air partner in the series.
past 18 months, departs Feb. 15. to. 542.
This does not include appropriations
re-enter the ad agency field. He's
Reason for the jump in regular
for tune-in ads, dealer and merchanjoining Stokes. Palmer, Dinerman, appropriations is that FCC is netting
dising drives, etc., which Increase
Washington.
Redemption of the Inc., new local firm, to head its ready to handle hundreds of applithe total appropriation considerably. fl.rsl U. S. baby bonds, sold in March, radio department. He teaches acl- cations for FM, video, facsimile' and
Also reported setting aside $25,000 1935, will be heralded Feb. 18 in 'vertising at the U. of Cincinnati.
other services, and expects to be at
for publicity is Chesterfield, with the Philadelphia, with Secretary of the
Rex Davis, the station's chief an- work on them in tiic. next fiscal year.
toewell-Emmetl publicity dept. be- Treasury Henry L. Morgenthau .fea- nouncer, is being upped by Kenneth
In his testimony before the comexpanded to handle the drive. tured on the We the People" pro- Church, mgr., to double in charge mittee. Commissioner E. K.Jctl exChes.tjes have two new shows, one gram originating there on that dale. of production.
plained: "As to standard broadcast-

on

87

War

you I

BRISTOL-MYERS COMPANY

. '..
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"THE EDDIE BBACKEN SHOW"
With Aon Butherford, William Demarest, Janet Waldo, John Wald, announcer, others
Producer: Mann Hollner
Writer: Robert Blley Cruteher

3* Mlns.;

Sun,

Wednesday, February
"ONE FOOT IN HEAVEN"
LET'S GO TO TOWN
With Commander Edward N. Schel- With Philip Merlvale, Muriel Kirkberluif-, Lanl Mclntyre's orch, Rip
land, Evelyn Varden, Doris Dalton,
Collins, Forrest Willis, Others
Petty Allenby, Ford Lewis, Edwin
39 Mlns.
Cooper, John McGovern, Raymond
WABY, Albany
Ives, Bobby Readlck, Feter Fer-

regular air show, has all the naturalness and sureness of a vet. Similarly,
Demarest takes up where he left off

Par

characterizations,
benefiting by the fact that his blustering cusscdness is parcelled out
more judiciously in the radio scripting.
Ann Rutherford fits into the
femme lead smoothly. Mann Holincr
turned in a crack job on the overall
production.
Commercials, treated by John
Wald, are devoted 4o_FJejsphman's
Yeast (recommending its use for a"
In

8:30 p.m.

STANDARD BRANDS
WEAF-NBC,

N. T.
(.Kenyou li Eckhardt)
Standard Brands shelled out plenty
of coin for. this new Eddie Bracken

his

film

WABY,

at the request of National
Association of Broadcasters and suggestion of General Dwight D. Eisen-

hower, made a 30-minute hometown recording for 'the Armed
Forces Radio Service, with Edward
N. Schoiberling,' Albanian-national
show (the $17,500 price 'tag puts it
eommander
of the American Legion,
among the top-bracketed packages
Rip Collins, manager of the Albany
on the air), but on the basis of last vitamin cocktail) and Fleischmann's Eastern,
league club; Forrest Willis,
Sunday's (4) getaway it shapes up as Blue Bonnet Margarine, using a "F- Charles F: Young,
Knickerbocker
a wise investment indeed. Slotted N-E" (flavor, nutrition, economy)' News sports editor,
and Lani Mcinto the half-hour Sunday night seg- technique suggestive of L-S/M-F-T. lntyre's
Hotel Kenmore orchestra
ment of NBC following the Charlie As usual, that middle commercial among the participants.. One thouMcCarthy stanza. ("One Man's Fam- makes for an awkward break, more sand pressings of each program pronoticeable on a script show of this
ily" was moved to the Blue to clear
duced by a station— some 200 are coRose.
the time), it gives SB an enviable type.
operating in the effort are taken
60-minute stretch that should pay off
off in Las Angeles and forwarded to
in sustained audience pull. That Ber- "WINGS FOR TOMORROW"
every, theatre of war.
Idea is to
gen hitch-hike didn't hurt any in in- With AAF Orchestra (63) conducted give the boys far away a picture of
viting listeners to stay glued for the
bv Sit. Harry Bluestone, Lucille their home .towns as the latter are
Manners, Mary Hunter, Sgt. Vern today— dressed up with entertainprecm. and if Bracken Si Co. and
Wilson, Cpls. Lou Montgomery ment. WABY broadcast "Town" at
particularly scripter "Robert Riley
and John Ulln, Pvts. Larry Dop- 1 p.m. Saturday, to acquaint dialers
Cruteher maintain the same jaunty
kln, Don Meyer, Dick Story
pace, it's a cinch that the audience
with it and have them write notificaProducer: Capt. Robert' G. Jennings tion letters to men overseas.
is gonna stick. It looks like NBC has
Director-writer: Millard Lampell
another winner.
WABY took the GI's on a radio
Actually this is nothing more than Announcer: Sgt. Tom Hudson
tour of the city, via medium of a
capitalizing on the boff reaction to 30 Mlns.; Sat., 11:3* p.m.
letter supposedly written by Willis
the Bracken-William Demarest-Pres- Sustaining
to an Albany boy and girl in uniton Sturges pattern that clicked in WOR-Mutual, N.. Y.
form. This cast him in the role of
"Wings for Tomorrow" new re- narrator-reporter, which he handled
pix with "Miracle of Morgan's Creek"
and "Hail the Conquering Hero," in corded series that preemed on
with outstanding skill.
Part of an
this case Cruteher taking over the Saturday (3), is a welcome addition ad lib recording at local Blood Bank
Program com- (one of his many home-front activiicripting end and falling right into to service airers.
entertainment with a message, ties) was included.
bined
the groove. It's a situation comedy
Joe Nolan's
program that's broad enough in char- in an intelligent appraisal of an sports show brought on Collins, foracterization and story to allow for immediate issue, the rehabilitation mer member of St. Louis Gas House
successive installments. But essen- of returned Air Force vets to civil- Gang and veteran radio man, and
ian life. Message wasn't stressed to Young in a discussion of baseball.
tially it's a good show because' in
Bracken of radio, as in pix, the char- detriment of entertainment angles; Commander Scheiberling talked of
acter is vested with a warmth and in. fact, it was set up in dramatic the GI bill of rights and impresr
set. in
sivcly pledged Legion's support to
reality
that strikes a responsive form in a 15-minute. drama
Program returning armed forces. Organist
chord in each listener. For this sad between music numbers.
sack is never so far-fetched that he's was smartly laid out and expertly Dick Hartigan, Empire Sinfonietts
not understandable, and the idiosyn- presented for a fine tribute to Army (led by Carl Miller, ex-conductor
it offiin local theatres) and Mclntyre's
cracies that type him lend themselves Air Forces, which pTCgram
orch (how at Rainbo Room of New
to hilarious situations, yet never cially is.
An official presentation of the Kenmore hotel) furnished music.
make him a buffoon.
Command, airer in- Carl Mattison produced and Mike
Bracken, though this is his first AAF Training
cluded dramatic skit enacted by Danlya wrote the program, an ammembers of: the AAF, plus few- bitious affair for a small station, de.

—

.

.

WOR

femme

civilians.

Surrounding music

program enlisted a popular singer as
guest artist, guest on opener being
Lucille Manners. Opener's dramatic
skit, "Study in Bitterness," was an
effective if somewhat overdramatized yarn about a returned flyer
and his bitterness against civilian
attitude,
against its ignorance of

war and what

go

flyers

through,

those that survive as well as those
that die. Skit though serious was not

some

spite

technical flaws.

Follow-up

Jaco.

Comment

16 p.m..
Mil.:

smash,

cal

"Follow

the Girls," is
getting top bill-

back in radio, now
ing in the Anacin "Friday on Broadday" CBS snow. In its own quiet
and interesting inserts, it went over. way the program for the past year
Performances by AAF personnel is or so has been hitting its earlyevening stride. (7:30-8) and Parkuniformly fine.
Expert handling of entire pro- er's bow in should definitely upgrade
gram was also evidenced in arrange- interest in the show. On last week's
ment of songs and in musical pres- (2) prcem, with- "Fence Me." "More
entations.
A finished. 65-piece or- and More," ."Sweet Dreams" and
chestra under Sgt. Harry Bluestone "Irish Lullaby," Parker left a defiplayed music in neat, novel arrange- nite imprint, but the announcer
ments, Miss Manners used her cool, ought to let the voice speak for itcreamy soorano on "Romance" and self. It all adds up to good listening,
"Too - Ra' - Loo - Ra - La." and orch aided and abetted by the Mary Anne
played "Who" and "When Johnny Mabee-Will Gephart duo, the BroadComes Marching Home." last named wayettes and Herald Square Sextet.
for a clever, corking finale. Producer
Capt. Robert G. Jennings, directorBarry Gray has returned as WOR's
writer Millard Lampell. Sgt. Lother all-night boy. It's
a happy selection.
Pearl, who did original music for He previously
filled in when Steve
skit, and cast members deserve in- Ellis vacationed,
the latter not being
Bron.
dividual bows.
a Manhattan free-lance. Gray has a

EWT

LOU CLAYTON

HICkEY

7/ie

COWBOY CARUSO
Will Sin?
National Antfatm
Writ. HICKEY, 251

FREE

.

W.f Srh.H.Y.C.

nice air personality, doesn't take
himself seriously, keeps his session
light, amusing, and figures to graduate from the round tables 'most any
time. Incidentally, he's the lad who
first tagged Jo Stafford's "Happen
to You' as the best of the crop.

But someone
"Dancing

nandas
Producer: Stanley Wolf
Dlreotor: Don Martin
Musical Dlreotor: Josef Stopak
3* Mlns.; Sun., 10:30 p.m.
Sustalnlnt
WJZ-Blue, N. Y.
New Blue sustainer, spotted in the
saleable 10:30 to 11 p.m. spot Sundays, has been given top drawer production and casting and the Maj.
Hartzell Spence script promises to
provide acceptable action and con-

"One Foot

tinuity.

in

Heaven" has

definite possibilities, judging from
the first chapter (4).
Philip Merivale, as the Rev. Spence,
delivered a .worthy characterization
serving to implant the idea of a sincere, generous, liberal and broadminded man of the cloth who possesses a strong conviction that services to the community as a whole are
just as much a part of his duties
as his secular obligations.
Series opener set the stage for
future chapters by outlining community problems in a small town,
(typical of many such in these hectic
war days) wherein many of the
younger element have achieved a

Television Review

BALABAN * KATZ TELEVISION
WIU.

Stella White. Maurice
JeMette, Mary Dean Moss, Roddy
H l"om
"
" *hI ' ° ,0rU V »

Jimmy

«^Frl.
WBKB,

in

tell

him who wrote
'

the Dark."

Durante's

WBBM

Bright Star Shining,", a half-hm,r
dramatic sketch written and
duced by Fran Harris. Based progood idea, which could have on a
been
projected more completely if
elaborated upon, play lost its effectiveness

hUS*/*
ft-""
limited

life

CAMPOS TO XEB-XEBT
Mexico

City, Feb.

Armando de Maria y Campos,

their Interest; Start savin'

|

Gonzales Calzada,

Aimed

Had

"The

who

Marriage

Clinic."

it's

been

written and produced by Les Weinin cooperation with Superior

court cases.

Mon«t»ffMnt

LAWRENCE GOLDEN

CLINE STAYS FOR 7TH

745

Washington. Feb. 6.
R. Clinei station editor
the g.m. of WLS, Chicago, has been lent to the radio section of the Treasury War Finance
Division for the coming 7th War
asst. to

'

*

1

1

1

New

Y*ra 11, N.T.
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DUNNINGER
SOLD 91,000
COPIES OF
HIS BOOK!

LILLIAN LEIGH

FtlDAY, CIS. 7
J

•

OUTSTANDING

The Jack Kirktvood Show
'

Avanu*

TODAY'S MOST

local magazines, publicity and government publicity' offices for several

MONDAY THROUGH

Flllh

William

and

has returned

JACK KIRKWOOD

PHIL COSCIA

Dir.:

were

new

rott.

years.

.

the studi °^

Judge John A. Sbarbaro and Br.
Louis L. Mann.
Format follows a combination
open forum and dramatic skit style
with Judge Sbaibaio acting as moderator, and a panel headed by Dr.
Mann. Scripts arc based on actual

Campos has been connected with

your Wheaties today?

"" ""

flt

FRED LIGHTNER

at Divorces

Chicago. Feb. 6.
hold here last
half-hour program
designed to combat Chicago's soaring divorce rate, with possibility
that show will find a late evening or
Sunday spot -on WBBM. Known as
a

to advertising work..

flavor. (Incidentally, there's also
practical whole wheat nourishment
to encourage the chassis to Greater
Tilings.)

6.

for-

mer newspaperman, has signed to
manage XEB-XEBT, owned by El
Bueno Tono, S. A., manufacturers
of cigaretes. He succeeds Manuel

somethin' about Wheatles!"
eople with Wheaties dispositions,
the all-is-bliss feeling
by crunchy flake and nutty

10

1

Preps Stanza

Auditions

week on

road back through a successful radio
show, and proper roles at Metro. It
was all there, even down to the "Variety" tag, and all very listenable.

Meaning,
E

»>.,:„

WAKR

&

inspired

(Jan.

Chicago

facilities.
At that Mic.
Harris Is to be commended for
playing marked craftsmanship in
unfolding, her story, a simple
plot concerning temptations that beset
wives
of soldiers overseas. She
kept her
cameras moving fairly smoothly.
With no waits, but more thought
could have been made on scenic effects and lighting for a better video
picture. Camerawork was very light
premature
responsibility
through and hazy; As the wife who thought
reasons of employment arid an inde- she was falling in love with another
pendent income. Youthful escapades, while her husband was overseas,
termed vandalism, by some irate' in- Mary Dean Moss was adequate. Fair
habitants are accorded their proper performances were turned in by
Importance by the minister, who de- other members of the cast. In a cafe
cides on a plan to divert the boys' scene, Gloria Van showed definite
energies into more profitable chan- television possibilities, both from a
pictorial
nels.
standpoint
and
vocal
He. forms a gymnasium class and ability.
Morg.
endeavors to teach the boys how to
box with a humorous interlude inAkron—Bill Shipley, for three
troed in which the ringleader of the
years~wlth WDAF, Kansas City, has
carefree element proves a little too
handy with his dukes for the clergy- joined the announcing staff of
here.
man to handle. However, the stanza
wound up with definite signs of
pVogress as the youngsters decide
that Rev. Spence isn't such a bad
Overseas
for USO Since Jan
guy and decide to go along with
'43—Now In Germany"
him.
As noted, Merivale's performance
paced the episode convincingly and
other roles likewise lent strength.
Musical portions, composed expressly for the show by Oscar Charles
Caswell, were handled capably by
Dotni.
Josef Stopak's. crew.

livelihood, meager at first, but prospering as time went on. His rise as
a member of the team of Clayton,
Jackson
Durante; his acclaimed
success on Broadway, and then his
trip to Hollywood and his disastrous
initial venture into pictures, which
nearly ended his career. Then the

I

Zaeh">'

fiSti*"™

was drama
on Mutual's "Freedom of Op Loan.
Cline, now on indefinite leave of
portunity" stanza last week, a well
deserved bow to the Schnozzola. Ses- absence from WLS, also worked
sion pulled out all the-stops, illustrat- with th*..d«tpt. in the 6*h campaign.
ing how Durante started as a barber
in his pop's shop on N. Y.'s lower
eastside, but turned to showbiz for a

"tint ya gotta arouse

*

F.'nrt

Directors: Helen Carson, Fran
Harrl.
Cameras: Rachel Stewart, EMtt
ru

tlzed

Blueprint for a better world: more

1945

'

Frank
Parker,
who recently
checked out of the Broadway musi-

solemn.
Presented in good detail,
with flashbacks, music background

M-G-M't Marie for Millie*!"
New CAMKI. PROGRAM Frldnj

7,

'

M. 1AST,:I

UII'H

I

f.

M. WIST

—~m^—mi

.

.

Wednesday, February

RADIO
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7,

99
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'Good News Today Means
Studio and

Tall

Shows Have

To Hang Out SRO Signs
Pel-formers who.. have watched the

ebb and flow of studio audiences to
their shows during the past year,
ond have kept tabs of their Hooper
and Crowley ratings during that time

convinced that the war

as well, are

news

is

definitely reflected in their

glinwiiv-'s.

.

Des Moines, Feb. 6.
Gene Emerald, singing emcee and
former theatre and supper club
entertainer, has been added to the
staff of
for
a 90-minute
afternoon song and patter show. It
will be a disc jockeytype program
with Emerald singing songs with
guitar and organ.
Program is one of the first steps
by Phil Hoffman, ' station mgr.,
toward more intimate radio programming on KRNT, and is a step
toward attracting women listeners
whom he feels are tiring of daytime

KRNT

Tri-City

Church Series

ToRun78Wks.onWGY
Schenectady, Feb.

WJR

Newscaster

in the

for

the Allies, as during the past couple
of weeks, has resulted in larger and

"Victorious Living," new series of
five-minute religious broadcasts
made by the radio dept. of the International
Council
of
Religious
Education, Is being presented over
by three Protestant church
councils.
For the first time, the
Federation of Churches in Albany

Nazi Morale Phoney Phone Campaign
Detroit, Feb.

.

WGY

and vicinity, the Schenectady County
Council of Churches, and
the
Churche:-

of ..Troy

Suspected

Stalls

U.

are cooperating

WJR

Denman,

John

6.

work on the

.

war.

newscaster,

.

serials.

USO

rottencst device of the

,

Because the calls advising parents
broke the story of how anonymous of deaths were too low for
any practelephone calls were going to the tical joker, and because the caller
parents of servicemen overseas and seemed well-informed on the famihas saved many a; Michigan family lies, the FBI began showing interest in the likelihood of a Nazi sabofrom heartaches.
The young newscaster, formerly a teur at work. The fact that Denman
Navy lieutenant, who was given a and the press advised those who remedical discharge, started his bat- ceived such telephone messages to
promptly to trace
tling on the homcfront against what call the authorities
may be a Nazi morale trick after a them seems to have ended the trick-

in a radjo promotion. The series,
which will run 78 weeks, is spotted
Emerald recently returned from a
in mid-morning Tuesday, Thursday
tour through the China-Burmamore responsive studio audiences, India area, Persian Gulf Command, and Saturday:
Each broadcast dramatically pre- mother who received one of the bruwhich .result, especially In comedy Italy and North Africa and has been
sents a life-situation true story in tal messages called him.
shows, in better all-around jobs by recommended for the, Bronze Star,
which the ministry has achieved a
performers.
Denman is on the 11 p.m. newsdefinite influence. An invitation' to cast on the station and received. Uie
Nighttime shows, such as "Dr.
attend the church of one's choice is call from her a few minutes after
Christian," "Death Valley Sheriff,"
BEDSIDE 'TIMEKEEPER'
extended to listeners:
Forty-two she got the telephone message that
"Texaco Star Theatre,", tind many
Washington. Feb. 6.
Protestant denominations are coop- her 6on had been killed In action.
others, which, at their best, have
The early morning "Timekeeper"
some trouble filling playhouses from program of WRC, the NBC outlet erating with the International Scenting something fishy, since the
War Dept. advises, families of casualwhence they originate, are playing here, has been originating for the Council of Religious Education.
ties only by telegraph and never by
to standing room only now.
past few days from a bed in Doctors
telephone, Denman opened his- air
CAPT. MORRISON SHIFTED
Bod studio audiences are also be- Hospital here where Bill Herson,
crusade.
in^ garnered by clay timers, which who handles the show, is recuperatSchenectady, Feb. C.
It disclosed that scores of other
depend upon housewives, visitors ing from an appendectomy.
Capt.
Wilbur Morrison, former Detroit families had received the
and kids to flU the studios during the
news broadcaster at WGY, who has anonymous telephone calls— all had
past few weeks, an unheard of thing,
Detroit. Earl Ninderman, infor- been acting as lead and squadron the son or husband's name and rank
except in cases of audience-partici- mation director for the FCC,' cur bombardier on B-29 missions over down pat—and
a check-up with the
pation programs, or stanzas which rently Is making a goodwill tour to Japan, sent word to friends at the War Dept. disclosed that they were
give away prizes to studio audiences. better acquaint himself with the na- station that he was being transferred phoney.
By this means the public
Most recent case in point is the tion's stations. He was in Detroit to an Instructor's post.
was advised that any messages which
hold-put appeal of ni.e. Don McNeill, last week, leaving for Cleveland,
Morrison broke into radio at' came via the telephone were to be
whose 'program on the Blue, '.'Break- with the east next on hi.; itinerary WFFM, Plattsburg, and later disregarded and that someone — a
fast Club," airs at 9 to 10 weekday
worked for WOKO, Albany.
before returning to Washington.
woman called the message was at

Good news

.

war theatres

Corn Preem

ery in Detroit.
However, confirming the idea that
it
is
engineered, an epidemic of
similar heart-breaking calls to families in Saginaw has broken out and
authorities throughout the country
have been advised to watch for them.

INLAND MILLS ON KRNT

.

Dos

—

.

'

Feb.

6.

flour.

During the broadcast days name*
women receiving gifts and their
grocers are mentioned.
of

—

mornings.

:\Ioiin..s

Inland Mills has signed a contract
with KRNT for a three-a-week
series with "Certainty Sue," visiting
housewives and giving cash awards
to those with Certainty products on
their shelves.
Those not having
Certainty products in their homes
will receive orders for free pancake

'

.

McNeill, in N. Y. to negotiate a new contract with the network, packed the studio each morning to Ihc point where it was necessary lo turn people away. Besides,
remainder of "Breakfast Club" cast
aired from Chicago, where stanza
ori.'

i

nates.

On oilier hand, when war news
a. turn for the. worse, as occurred during late November-December, radio-program goers" stayed
away from the studios in drovos, and
tickets lo shows went begging.
takes

"THE VOICE OF ST. LOUIS" speaks -in the

-Washington, Feb. (i.
Federal Trade Commission has
filed a complaint against the Warwick Mfg. Corp. of Chicago, manufacturer and assembler of radio receivers,, on grounds of
"misrepresentation concerning ihe lube capac-

Last

do

not

It

is

have

the

number

cooperation with the St. Louis Globefor Infantile

KM OX again entered the nationwide. MHe O

drive for the fifth consecutive year to raise funds

for the fight against poliomyelitis.

of

tubes

The 15-day

claimed, but that some of the tubes
are actually '-ballast, non-functioning or tuning beacon tubes or rectifying tubes which do not perform
any recognized, customary function
in the detection, amplification and
reception of radio signals."

succession of broadcasts

by

KMOX drew

almost three tons of small silver coins from a responsive
public. Clubs, religious groups, fraternal organizations

and almost every branch

of the

armed

services helped.

Public rallies were broadcast, celebrities

SDN SHIP ADDS ANOTHER

made

appeals,

Philadelphia, Feb. 6.
of Ches-:
ter, Pa., one of the largest industrial
users of radio has added another

scarce goods were auctioned to highest contributors.

"program 16 "its "heavy "schredufc."
New show is "This Week in Phila-

Foundation's

The Sun Shipbuilding Co.

WFIL

delphia,"

digest

of

Result: $86,094.48 already turned over to the

scripted,

by Ruth Foxx. Contract

helped to raise in

Louis chapter, and more

in

St.

Louis'

first

1941. Year by year, the

KMOX

Mile O' Dimes drive back

total

has mounted steadily

is

of the National

Foundation— "the Mile

paign developed by
Washington.—D. C. local of AFRA
has slated a "Radio Fund-Fest" for
Feb. 17.
Affair will be a dance at
Statler with profits to go to veterans'

that

other radio personalities
vide the show.

will

we have adopted

ity,

lei Yom Books
All-Time Favorite

oil

behalf of suffering

human-

vital

community

services

are things that have helped win

THE VOICE OF ST. LOUIS
> '.v

yi

x-,

broadcasting ,"-unqualified recognition for
1

KMOX as "The Voice of St. Louis".

.

BOBBINS

for the rest of our

and maintain, throughout our 19 years of
COLUMBIA OWNED
50,000 watts

Published by

model

urging public action, leading in the

— these

LOST

Music by

as a

performance of

Top Tones

JIMMY MctiUCH

it

Speaking

pro-

A FOG

V Dimes cam-

KMOX has been so highly success fid

chapters throughout the nation"

Emergency Fund. Ward Wilson and

IN

coming iii.

until— in the recent words, of Basil O'Connor, president

seventh on Sun's schedule, which is used
for recruiting labor for the Chester yard.

An

still

is

for 26 weeks.

Show

St.

This year's tally exceeds by 498% the $14,400

hews

roundup. Part of. show is recorded
speeches of notables who visit here
during preceding
week. Rest is
dramatized hews events.. Show is

.

this

limbs and

1

Dimes

form."
claimed that the
in visual

fully - functioning"

month—in

Paralysis—

"would not receive and repror

In addition,

to rebuild twisted

Democrat and the National Foundation

television equipment, and prices
certain sets." FTC alleges that
the sets are not equipped for video

"active,

kind in medical history. But the fight against

bodies goes on.

of

sets

its

grim disease and the struggle

ity,

duce picture signals

1944, recorded the second worst epidemic

•ictims in

of

CO. FALSE, SEZ FTC

arid

triking. savagely, poliomyelitis claimed over 19,000

service of humanity

CLAIMS OF RADIO MFG.
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BMI

Up As

Sets Self

Wednesday, February
Artie

Shaw Tangles

Bands

'Protective'
With Stagehands Union
Artie

Agency for Hotels; Ends Cuffo Music
ferent from BMI's. There are varied
by radio owners during the charges levied by the Society, acthe various types of muradio-American Soolety of Authors, cording to
combinations a hotel might
sical
Composers and Publishers battle of employ and the rooms in which
'41, as a buffer between itself and they're situated.

Broadcast Music

up

Inc., set

orig-

stagehands
thciitre,
N. Y., last week.
The
leader has a habit of allowing his
band boy to bring his clarinet down

inally

to the stage

A3CAP

pit before each show.
When
sought to do the same thing at
Strand, the stagehands stopped
and refused permission for the
to go into the pit.
A stagehand

coin .demands,

figures

its

tection

operation

against

is

apparently

BMI
to

of

licensees

its

own

brought

Somerville,

Cuban Fed.

reper-

of

in

to

On US.

Harry
head

.

.

we want

to render

Peer's deal is, he says, indefinite
with the provision that it be in effect

which
.

minimum

It
of five years.
active as of Feb. 1. Peer's

arrangement was made with Ernesto

who is credited with being
responsible for gathering the various
Cuban music outfits under the CFA.
Peer previously had an individual
Lecuona,

they

broadcasters, therefore, decided to bring
competition into the. music Held."
.

a

became

Somerville' s letter also traces the

ASCAP,

Performing

It's
of that organization.
claimed that the Federation represents 99% of Cuban music.

reason for the formation of BMI,
pointing out that "in 1939 radio
broadcasters also were faced by deof

.

agreement with Institution of Cuban
Authors, which Is now part of the

The missive also served notice on CFA.
hotel users of music that, as of April
American Society of Composers,
the free use of BMI music in Authors and Publishers attended
1,
hotels would end.
Attached is the the convention,- which began Jan.
rates.
Somerville has devised a 16.
John G. Paine, general manmethod to license the use of the out- ager, and attorney Herman Fitiklefit's material calling for 1% of the
stein represented the Society.
It's
total annual payroll dispensed by a assumed they were angling for the
hotel for music, up to the initial same sort of arrangement.
$40,000.
On the next $20,000 BMI
Peer's APRS now has representaasks an additional one-half of one tion agreements with Cuba. Mexico,
percent. Everything above the first and another in Brazil.
Broadcast
two figures (or $60,000) an addi- Music Inc. *has a deal with the Artional one-quarter of one percent is gentine Society, and ASCAP a Brarequired. No advance payments are zilian connection along with Peer.
to be made. Hotel men are on their
honor to compute, every three
months beginning after the initial
TO COAST
quarter, the amount spent for music
Ben Bloom, professional manager
and the cut due BMI.
.of
Advanced Music, one of the

ASCAP's approach
problem

is

Two

Warner Bros, firms, leaves N.
Sunday (11) for. California.

to the hotel lialtogether dif-

No.

IN

boy
had

MPPA

,

•

t

Asterisks indicate a supporting floor show.
shows. Lexington, Hawaiian floor show.

New

900

2475

••

si'm

'975

2550
1100

tl,100

Yorker, Biltmore havt

2 days.

Chicago
Buddy Franklin. (Walnut Room, Bismarck hotel; 465; $1.50-$2.50 min )
Payees braved rough
strong for Franklin, Talia and Art

Salary

Boost Bid Held

Up

War Labor Board last week rejected the first application by N. Y.
local 802 of the American Federation of Musicians and the Music
Publishers Protective Assn., on behalf of arrangers, copyists, proofreaders and pianists connected with
the music publishing industry.
rejected a plan, worked out by the
and 802, calling for a 3%
increase for the current year over
(he salary of 1944, and a second 5%
increase for next year 046). This
was the basis of a new two-year
pact between the
and 802.
In rejecting the bid,
asserting that a total raise of 5% above

'

Bob Grant (Empi
month in ad

House; 700; $3-$3.50 min.). Booked

solid a

the rafters this stanza for Hlldegarde and Grant.
Hal Mclntyre (Panl
oherman hotel; 950; $1.50-$2.50 min.).
Mclntyre, who opened Saturday (3), responsible for a goodly share of the'
5,000 on tap for himself and Cab Calloway, who closed.
Bill Snyder (Mayfair Room, Blackstone hotel; 465; $1.50-$2.50 min.).
Snyder, plus Carol Bruce, who moved out Thursday (1), followed by Phil
Regan, got 2,800 again.
Ted Weems (Boulevard Room, Stevens hotel; 650; $3-$3.50 min.). Weemi
and standard vaude acts, including Lalage, Jack Powell,' and Low, Hitc &
Stanley broke all records here with 7,000.
I

.

WLB

MPPA

MPPA
WLB

what

the

employees

were

WLB

WLB

meeting to discuss terms and clear
up current snags'ls due.

Dave Brondy, long-time Pittsburgh
and recently vi-

theatre conductor,
olinist

at

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels
(Chicago)
Clarldge (Chez Paree; 850; $3-$3.50 m.in.). Some 5,600 tabs split by
Zero Mostel and Dolores Grey, who opened Tuesday (30), replacing Joe
E. Lewis and Rose Marie.
Chuck Foster (Blackhawk; 500; $l-$2.50 min.). Despite weather convensh
brushoff and dimmed marquee, Foster and show got usual 3,500.
Frankle Masters (Latin Quarter; 700: $3-$3.50 min.). Masters and Ritt
Bros, still packing 'em with 7,500.

Gay

draw-

ing in 1941 was all that was permissable.
However, this condition
has the officials of both 802 and
MPPA perplexed, since the
had already, in 1943, granted a 10%
boost over the salary of 1941. They
are currently contacting the
to get a clearer ruling.
Another

with Stanley theatre pit band,
Y. joined Bernie Armstrong radio band

Standards

1

1

.

ice

Vn
15023
^'rii
26125
1102?

2 700
2^475

.

•

M'Farland Twins Resume

Sonny Dunham Into

McFarland Twins, who have been
out

of

the

business

for

the

New Yorker

past

month or two, are resuming work.
They will use the band they formerly maestroed at the Grumman
airplane plant, Bethpage, L. I„ on
commercial dates. Members of the
outfit are workers at the plant; many
are former members of name outfits.
Twins beg'" work Saturday (10)
on a commercial date at an Army
camp at Holyoke, Mass. Next day
they play Arena, Holyoke.

Sonny
the
with the
into

in May
Dunham's orchestra goes

New Yorker

reconstructed, with,

New

York City

said, all

Wald

in

mid-March. Raeburn

for six weeks.

1945

(LUtenlm) Volume)

THE MOOD FOR LOVE-First Week 1945
AND

Radio's Ail-Time Standard Song Favorite—Week Jan. 18,
OFPICI OP RISIARCHi RADIO DIVISION,

1-

Dr.

Jain •. Paatmaa, Director.

New

York «lty

{Listening

1945

Volute)

ON

2- l'LL SEE YOU

IN

MY DREAMS

3- EMBRACEABLE YOU

4- MELANCH0LY BABY
5- BLUE

SKIES

6-ALL THE THINGS YOU ARE
7- NI6HT AND DAY

8- BRAZIL

9- BEOIN THE BE8UINI
10-STARDUST

Mft.t

M.t.A.—UimV Contra*! 10th Cantory-Pei

Wrtfc

new
*

.

the Month of January,
Peatman. Director.

N. Y.

Dunham follows Boyd Raeburn,
who succeeds the current Jerry

in

John

it's

faces.

Pitt.

Dr.

hotel,

new ice show being prepared to debut- around the first week
in May. Ice layout will be entirely

KDKA,

OFFlCI OP RISIAROH: RADIO DIVISION.

m

.

qV

800

1950

Nelson's puppets.

BEN BL00H

censing

he
the

him

hand rep that he assertedly threatened to pull his band out of the theatre, which the stagehands told him
Rights to go ahead and do. He didn't.

members

.

viewed as unreasonable

in the

Total

Jft"»
1

of Authors

Ralph Peer, attending the recent
meeting in Havana, signed
a deal with the Cuban Federation
of Authors, by which his American
Performing Rights Society will represent in this country the music of

the same valuable services to the
hotel industry that we render to
broadcasters.
We want, by the
maintenance of honest competition,
to be a permanent protection against
Injustices in the music field not only
for hotels, but for all users of
music."

mands

it

FESAC

the hotel division, the letter states,
in part, ".

installing

Coin-.

.

Y.ff'a

Hal Aloma*
.Lexington (300; 75c-$1.50)
.16
Jerry Wald .... New Yorker (400; $1-$1.50).
7
Pennsylvania (500; $1-$1.50)
Les Brown...
8
Leo Reisman"... Waldorf (550; $2)
10
Count Basic.
Lincoln (275: S1-$1.50).
6
Roosevelt (400; $i-$1.50). ........... 19
Guy Lombardo
Eddie Rogers. ... Biltmore (400; $1-$1.50) ........... .. 3
Charlie Spivak .. .Commodore (400; $1-$1.50).
0

Shaw got so steamed over the situation after a dispute with a stage-

Peer Signs Deal With

week

last

prospective

Over the signature

toire..

P.

letter

and

1945

B.O.V
...

Uotel

H....d

to tote the clarinet that far.

for

Society

the

other music buyers.
a

pro-

also a

dispatched
hotel

-

trouble with the
union at the Strand,

Hotel

at

Shaw had

7,

HAROLD ADAMSON

is

in

1

Wednesday* February

MCA Said to

T,

Be
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Duke's Chi Concert

Financially Involved

Ellington has been signed for
goncert at the Civic Opera House,

Chicago, March
to

Music Corp. of America
figure

importantly'

week by Eddie

made last
Jimmy McHugh

$1,500,000

Cantor and
Mil's

said to +
offer of

is

the

In

Both

Music catalog.

McHugh
MCA,

Hollywood, Feb. 6.
Federal grand jury indicted Mrs.
Ruth P. Gibbons, owner of music
publishing firm in Hollywood, on
mail fraud charges. Bail was set at

and Cantor are represented by

and when the possibility
for Mills' holdings came
Stein, president of MCA,
asserted to have chimed in finan-

'as artists,

0f a

deal

up, Jules
is

Defendant

According

advices

to

from

the

tion either

He does

way.

lhat his

ever,

work

in

say,

is

ing large

sums

more

than

of

charged with collectmoney over period
year by promising

how-

Decca Co. Charged With

the negotia-

but was post-

Y.,

is

-

N

j

entire

Fuel Lack Clips

union.

Band

1-Niters

One-day theatres and soine onenighters throughout the eastern part
of the country have been affected
by fuel shortage. Theatres in upper
New York, at Troy. Schenectady,
Albany, and some of this. T D. Keinp
houses in the West Virginia area
have been forced lo drop band dates.
These dates have been important to
bands on Ihe lower levels, and to
more powerful b.o. combos as- jumpbreakers.

Promotion one-nighlers affected so

He was

lias

j

I

city

in

con-

comment.
According

i

lo

the

info.

Majestic

paid Oberstein a subslantialsum for
quit the Council before) all the properties held by his firm,
the recent holidays. His resignation Including, beside the recording comoccurred after a dispute over test i- pany
itself,
Transcriptions.
Inc.,
mony on a caic brought before the Hit's studios in N. Y.) and New
body.
Jersey Plastic Co., which will be
the site of the new firm's eastern
manufacturing plant. It's said that
this plant, already in operation, will,

Goldman

j

|

i

BG's Plans to Re-Form

have a considerable production capacity.
Obcrslein's position as the result
of the deal, while unconfirmed, will
Jittery;
be lhat of general manager.* He will
As usual when a topnotch maestro .have full control over the operation
reorganizes a band, leaders currently of (he firm, which will market discs
soon

j

Band Leaves Leaders

Portends Raids
(ar are in Allenlown, where Andy
Perry, has been denied use of the
Armory, the largest building there,
and at Scranton, .where Max Kier- in N. Y. are getting .jittery over the
son has been forced to shift from movements
of
Benny Goodman,
the Mosque to the smaller Madrid who's due lo re-form in about six
Ballroom. Perry had Sonny Dun- weeks or so. Goodman has been apham scheduled for this Saturday pearing, it's claimed, in various name
(10) and was forced to cancel.
band rooms, bending an attentive ear
Rules covering ballroom promoters to performances. Some macstros who
operating only one day a week or can't afford salaries he might pay
aren't happy about it all.
so, ousts them from their haunts. In
Ihe event the business they run is
They have only 'one consolation.

making of a deal. There are; were demanded, Ihe manufacturer on a nightly schedule, they can conmany writers whose material is as-; continued issuing the records. Song tinue in operation.
signed lo Mills who are openly dis-j was penned by the late Fred WeathComparatively few dales have
grunlled with the handling of. their erly and copyrighted in 1913; renewal been cancelled or missed the past
works. Whether they will reassign copyright was obtained by the late couple of weeks due to ice and snow
the rights to Mills is a moot point.facilities.
transportation
composer's widow. Miriam Wealh- blocking
MCA has long been known lo erly. and reassigned to the plaintiff There were occasional', mishaps, but
(Continued on page 43)
in 1941.
none of an important nature.

this

nection -with 'the deal over the past
weekend, but is said to have since
returned to N. Y. No one in lh«
Majestic setup could be reached lor

elected to the body

during a meeting last week. Kent
was sergeant-al-arms in the union.
He's connected
with
the Morris
music firms.

interests of
Eli
Oberstein
Hit Record Co., according to
contacted
hera,

reliable
sources
Oberstein was in

replaced Mack
Council of the
the
Music Publishers Contact Employees

Dave Kent
Goldman on.

his

in

Pubs' Contact Council

lo the

with

the

title

on the

combined
label.

It's

Majestic-Hit
also said that

nationally known figure will become president of the new organization.
Completed deal is to become
effective March 1.
a

Reports of a deal- between Eli
Oberstein
and
Majestic
re
the
former's Hit Record Co.. have been
rumored around N. Y. for weeks.
Oberstein could not be reached in

Goodman

apparently hasn't yet made
up his mind oh whether he will -continue in operation beyond his forth-

.

N.

Y.

for

comment

at

presslinie

coming Paramount. N. Y., theatre yesterday (Tuesday ).
date, due to start late in March. They
Xavier Cugat Publishing Co. has
figure if B. G. is organizing only for
the run at the Par. musicians will bought rights to "Hasta Manana,"
Mexican pop song.
be hesitant about joining him.
I

I

i

;

,

HITS THAT CAN'T MISS!

[(<0*f

&1

HIT
<*

Chicago, Feb. 6.
Majestic Radio has bought out th»

Kent Vice Goldman On

of

aspiring songwriters to "arrange and
publish" their songs for $34.85 each.

completed. Since Jack Mills
left N. Y. for California only last
Illegally Discing Crosby's
Friday (2), leaving Chicago cither
yesterday (Tues.) or today there is
'Danny Boy' in
Y. Suit
an indication that a deal has been
Decca Records :s charged with ilarranged and it remains for Jack
Mills to reach the coast for it to-be legally plaltering "Danny Boy," in a
finally signed in conjunction with
filed
suit
^by
publisher
BooseyJack Mills and
his brother Irving.
Hawkes-Belwin. Inc., last week (31)
apparently
conferred
in
Buzzell
in N. Y. federal court. Action seeks
Chicago enroule in opposite direcan injunction, damages and nil actions.
There has been considerable spec- counting of profits.
According to the complaint, Decca,
ulation in music circles the past
without the knowledge or consent of
week, since the negotiations for the
the plaintiff, infringed on "Danny
Mills (Irm were revealed. It is .said
Boy," causing an arrangement to be
that a considerable number of the
made and recorded by Bing Crosby.
firm's copyrights are due for reAlthough
Decca,
the
plaintiff
ncwal within the next couple of] charges, was notified in 1943 of the
years that this may be contributing! alleged infringement
and royalties
tions

Bought Eli Oberstein s Hit Record Co.

Concert was originally scheduled
follow his recent appearance at

poned.

$2,500.

cially-

Coast, the sale of Mills is far from
closed. Sam Buzzell, M'lls' attorney-,
returned to N. Y. late last week. He
will make no comment on the situa-

25.

Carnegie Hall, N.

Pub. Indicted On
Alleged 'Shark' Charges

Calif.

for the

Majestic Radio Reported to Have

Duke

In Negotiations for Mills Music Sale

41
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SULLAVAN
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PAUL BARON
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fa**

MACK DAVID

opd Musk bi

tie

JOAN WHITNEY

ALtX KRAMER
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Hit

#3

PLEASE DON', SAl
Lyric

by

RALPH FREED

Music by

SAMMY

FAIN

M

HAIRY LINK, O.n. Prof. MS r.
OIOROI DAMN* Prof. M«r.
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New

in

PAAIETr

Qeu MOler

Baid Whick

Bid

Broadcast Music. Inc.. which has
never stopped offering enticing deals

men connected with

publishing
with the American
Saciety of Authors. Composers and
Publishers, is said to be again making substantial offers..' According to
reliable sources,
the radio-owned
performance society has deals in the
to
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Al Trace orchestra op>ns at AquaY., next Mon-

I

in existence: in Jact, was specially written as a tribute to the bpys
frotn
Iowa when it was discovered there was no w.k. tune honoring that state
By coincidence, maestro Major Willson. while longtime domiciled in Hollywood as conductor of the Maxwell House radio program, before going
into the service, is from Masoi) City. la.
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discs weekly, which leaves little
for the heavy list of "plug
performance ,o
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In ciling "Donlt Fence Me In" as one of two. songs to sell more than
1.000.000 copies of sheet, music since 1929. "Variety" last week overlooked
lB43-'44. According to E. B. Marks, which published
the tune. "Doll" sold just under 1.300.000 copies, which ranks il with' amor the modern best sellers.

"Paper Doll." smash of

Lyricist

Leo Robin gelling $20,000

with music by Arthur Schwartz.

for his '-Time. Place. Girl" at WB,
a special deal at the studio

Latter has

as a producer, plus one film score a year.

room

Victor Pacts

Roy Roger* AFM Orders Paxton

\

Contract Changes

Lincoln Hotel, N.Y., Date

I
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rium restaurant. N.
day <12i.

Variety Music (Arthur Freed's company) has "Iowa," by, Major Meredith
Willson, on the shelf awaiting release of Blng Crosby's Decca waxing
of
the tune, He madt.it some six months ago but has yet. to be
marketed
and the Metro producer, who also has a music pub bi/. on the side, wants
both to ride coincidentally. Meantime, the tune has been setting's consistent plug with the GI radio shows which Willson maestros. out
of
Hollywood, for overseas consumption. It's one of the few Iowa state songs

waf ubc id ^Vhe other hand, it's pointed out.there is
Hollywood, Feb. 8.
have been handed Decca and Victor. Beet on the forRCA-Victor inked Roy Rogers to
Harry mer is that most of its production is
i.
e..
sjmilal
col! „omei».
being centered on Bing Crosby and exclusive recording contract.
James— "The Horn.' 'etc.
In the ads. Spivak is labeled— "The llie Andrews Sisters and Crosby, of
singer-actor leaves the
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portion of

undetermined.
being led by Sgl. Ray

course,

the Modernaires quartet, will) Miller's band pre-war. has rejoined the
outfit in uniform. He's now a member or the Crew Chiefs, as the vocal
group with the band is called. ~H«had previously been in action in Bel-

if

to the

to the freed

Increasing agitation and impatience is popping seams among the
major music publishers over the recording situation. It's claimed by
those pubs who are yelping loudest,
and they're in the majority, that
they are as bad off today as far as
the recording of new songs is concerned as they were during the rev
cording ban. They still cannojl gel
new tunes made.
To a certain extent, it's admitted
by the more level-headed pubs, that
recording companies are not
the
completely at fault for their in-

McKinley.

that,

closed, will entail a substantial
amount of money for the purpose of
backing new publishing houses.
In the past two years. BMI has

To Secure New Discs

soon after completing a aeries of appearances in France. How soon the

7,

Inside Stuff-Orchestras-Music

Strongly on Inability

Piloted Going to Italy
Air Force band formerly led by
Major Glenn Miller moves into Italy
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Decca label after a three-year
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Cowboy

Continued on page 441

American Federation

pact.

ordered

has

of Musicians

changes

three

in

the

between George Paxlon's
and the Lincoln hotel,
N. Y.. before okaying the leader's
agreement there. Paxlon's operating
costs and (he salary he is getting
from Mrs. Maria Kramer, operator
contract

orchestra

THANK YOU, CRITICS.
for voting "HOLIDAY FOR STRINGS
the musical composition of 1944
.

.

of the hotel, apparently didn't jibe,

the union ordered that Paxton
an affidavit that' he would
have no new arrangements made
during his run at the hotel unless
they were paid for by Mrs. Kramer.
Paxton was also advised to change
'his band from a traveling outfit to
so

sign

1

[

I

'

an all-802 organization, thereby savwhich must be
ing the tax (10%
paid by traveling bands on engage)

own local's
their
In 'addition, the leader
two musicians from his
is cutting
payroll, to further bring the latter
ments

outside

jurisdiction.
l

I

I

!

|

j

into line.

Due to play the Paramount theatre,
N. Yr, Paxlon's orchestra may shift
another Broadway house, it's
claimed. Spot he was supposed to
fill has been taken by Benny Good
man. who is re-forming his orto

Par wants Paxton for

I

;

|
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vnu *****
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chestra.

late

but at that time it will
in May
interfere with a run al the Penn
sylvania hotel, N. Y.

George Wells orch inlo Don Melz'
Club Casino, Pittsburgh, 'replacing
Whiley Scharbo outttt. which disScharbo. trumpet player,
banded.
rejoined Villa Madrid band under

Mark Lane.

CHARLIE TOBIAS and

CARMEN LOMBARDO'S
Smaih Novelty Wain

And here's our candidate for the
musical composition of 1945
.

,

David Rose's
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AFTER AWHILE

YOU WILL TAKE THIS LOVE SONG INTO YOVR HEART

TAKE ME
Lyric*
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10 Best Sheet Sellers

NBC, CBS, Blue, Mutual Plugs

(Week Ending, Feb. 3)
Don't Fence Me In..
Harms
Accentuate Positive ..... Morris
Rum and Coca-Cola..
Feist
breams Getting Better, .Santly

Following is list of the moat played popular tunes on the networks for the
week beginning Monday and through Sunday, Jan. 29-Feb. 4, from B p.m.
to 1 a.m. List

represents the

approximately 25 leaders in alphabetical

first

of

You

Come

—
—

the Waves".

On

Lonely Side.'.
Always— t"Christmas Holiday"
.'

Confessin*.

.'."...-.

.

.

Change

Don't Ever
Don't.

Me In— t"Hollywood

Fence

Should Care— -f'Thrill of a Romance",
.'
k
I'm Beginning to See the Light
More and More-rt"Can't Help Singing"
My Dreams Are Getting Better
My Heart Sings—t"Anchors Aweigh''
Saturday Night Is the Loneliest Night .......

Little

.

On Lonely

...

.

Sleighride In

July— f'Belle

of the

.

.

.Morris

.Harms
Chappell

Drake
.Robbins

.

T. B. Harms
...Santly
.Leeds

Barton

Yukon"

.....Burke

Remick
Sweet Dreams Sweetheart— t"Hollywood Canteen'-',....
There Goes That Song Again— ^'Carolina Blues".... ......Shapiro
This Heart of

Mine— r'Ziegfeld

Too Ra Loo Ra Lob

Time

Follies". .......

Ra— f'Going My

.

Triangle

.

Burke

Way".

................

.

'.C-P_

.

Filmuslcai.

•

located

at

righted songs, in

in

Summer,

N

alleged
their

injunction^ and

than $250 each
without li-

of

Legit musical.

"Linger Awhile," a

Feist

"Deep Purple," owned

by Robbins.
Defendants, it is alleged, permitted
the songs to be rendered on Decem-

St.

Louis, Feb.

6.

Hizzoner Aloys P. Kaufmann will
ask the Board of Estimate of which
he is one of the three members, to
•armark $10,000 for cuffo park conduring the coming summer.
Last year the Mayor obtained $7,000
for the same purpose and 23 concerts attracted an estimated 70,000
music lovers.
Until Kaufmann' sponsored cuffo
music the city had been without
such entertainment for about 10
years. The present plans call for 33
AFM, Local No. 1 Is agiconcerts.
tating for a continuation of them
certs

.

this year, of course.

—

ALL

Milton Pickman, former personal

MCA-Mills
Continued from pace

41

-55

favor a music publishing connection.
In the past there has' been occasional mention of possible music
deals involving that agency. None
has materialized, at least as far as
How much coin Stein
is known.
might have committed himself for to
help 'bind the sale of the catalog,
.

ing of

new

contracts, indicates

.

some

SHIPMENTS

.

Army's Legion of Merit

for Park Concerts

10G

Hollywood, Feb. 6.
Recent powwows between top
bandleaders and
level
recording;
company executives, over the writ-

fancy battles between the two fac-;
lions when additional current pacts
Try to Clear Mclntyre ber 8 last and various other times expire. Educated by the exigencies
at the club, without permission or of- wartime operation, leaders are
Count Basic's orchestra is- being
being smartened up.
license by the copyright owners.
set
by USO-Camp Shows, Inc.,
Pre-war contracts made provision
for an overseas trip, it's claimed.
for a. minimum number of sides reBasie would like to go in any direccorded per year, which at 'that lime
tion from N. Y. sometime in the
was okay. However, the war's effect
summer following his scheduled date
on production has proved that a guarat the Roxy theatre, N. Y.
It's now
DISC
anteed amount of recordings, without
being discussed with USO officials.
Major recording companies,-: al equal contractual provision for numHal Mclntyre orchestra is due for
an overseas trip, if the difficulties ready stymied in the marketing of bers of releases annually or circulation, means nothing.
Decca artists
that have prevented' all other fullrecordings' by the lack of manpower,
have had it proven to them, for exsize bands from going can-be ironed
out in his case. He will go sometime have found it impossible during the ample, that cutting sides doesn't
in the spring. If the trip materialpast week or so to ship discs due to mean they'll see the li?ht of retail
izes, his will be the first big band to
the lightening of the freight situa- counters and oin machines.
make such a trip.
tion.
During the past few days.of
In the recent cases cited above,
course, with the ban on the handling the leaders involved made unusual

C.W.O. Milt Pickman Given

L City Pops Ask For

Maestro-Co. Tiffs

.Y. federal court.

an
less

public performance

no platters

Even prior to the complete blackout of civilian material, only a comparative trickle of new platters have
managed to get through to dealers.

demands, few of which the companies involved could grant.' Such
things as a minimum amount of releases and guarantees of production
into the millions of discs for one
artist just cannot be granted by any
company at the moment. Too many
things can happen to interfere. Pro-

Louis Prima'* Repeat

(mostly
manduction
problems
power) are too much in evidence
and what can be secured must be

have gone

at all

out.

-

St

Due to Cue Many

51
in-

Publishers seek

copyright, and

Disc Pacts

copy-

damages of not
for

Basie Mulls Overseas

for

two of

of civilian freight,
t

New

against

FREIGHT BAN SNAFUS

.Dorsey

Grand

.

il)

.

...Embassy
.

week

Inc.,

street,

of

I'm Making Believe....
BVC
Into Each Life Some Rain.. Sun

Trek for US0

.Bourne

......

'.'

.

Advanced
.

.Berlin

Club,

fringement

Side. .Advanced

cense

.-Morris
.Starlight

...

Arts".

I

.

:

„.'....

Canteen"

Time We Say Goodbye-^*"Seven Lively
Fuzzy Wuzzy
I Didn't Know About You
I Dream of You
Ev'ry

Twilight

Sweet Dreams

PUBLISHES

TITLE

51

West 52nd

There Goes That Song. .Shapiro

A

New

!

and Robbins Music

.Remick

sented by WEAf. WABC. WJZ and WOR, N. Y.. and are based on dale
provided by Accurate Reporting Service, regular checking source of the
music publishing industry.

Accentuate the Positive— t"Here

Feist, Inc.,

Embassy

I

-'Alter .Awhile.
the
Little

N.Y. Club by Big Three
Leo

Corp., filed suit last

.

Dream

The
order (in some cases there are ties, accounting /or a longer list).
compilations embrace the NBC, CBS, Blue and Mutual Networks, as repre-

4B

Infringement Suits Hit

manager of Larry Clinton and Ted
Lewis, was awarded the Legion of
Merit by the War Dept. last week.
Citation,. the highest non-combatants
receive,
was for Pickman's.
preparation and writing of a technical book standardizing Army regulations and orders.
He has not yet

.

can

received the medal that goes with
the award.
Pickman has been in service two.
is unknown.
and a half years. He went in as a
Subsequent to the Cantor-McHugh private, and is now a Chief Wartalks with Mills, there was a report rant Officer, stationed at Hampton
last week that George Weiner, head Roads, Newport News, Va., where
of Grand and Wemar Music, who is he's assistant to Chief of Staff.
backed by an individual with a high
stack of chips, had made an offer, of
$1,200,000 for the property. A certi
Jack Perrin is opening Hollywood
fled check for $50,000 was prof erred offices soon for Lincoln and Starlight Music companies.
to bind deal, it's said.

At Terrace Room. Nwk.
Louis Prima, who only two weeks
ago completed a long run at Frank

Terrace Room, Newark,
N. J., goes back there Feb. 20 for another four weeks. New date wasn't
decided on until last week. MeanDailey's

while,

Prima

'

is

playing theatres.

used to satisfy

all

artists.

On.ce the war is over and everything returns to normal, say disc
execs, they might possibly accede
to leader demands on releases and
production. But, then, it won't be
needed since any company in normal
times produces as much of any individual disc as sales demand.

Prima's quick return to the TerJaney Knight, singer, formerly
Room is based on business his
there.
He topped every with Joey Sims' band, is with newlymaestro at the Terrace b.o. organized Del Lucas band out of
since its opening two years ago, with Pittsburgh. Lucas used to be with
the 'exception of Tommy Dorsey.
Ted Fio Rito.

race

band did
other

.

>
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British Best Sheet SeDers
(Week Ending Jan. 18, '45)

Upbeat—Music Notes

Waring-Grombach

Kitty Kelly Introduced her own
Lait
Began
''Life
composition,
Night" at the Hollywood Canteen.
'

Decish Effect

Pubs

On

London, Jan. 18.
Clnephonic
.Gay
Year.
Til Walk Alone. ...... .Chappell
Chocolate Soldier U.S.A. .Dash
.Connelly
Dance With Dolly
.Sun
Trolley Song.
Time Waits No One, .FeldmBn
Chappell
Swinging on Star.
Latln-Amer.
Tico Tico
That's Irish Lullaby ... .Feldman
If

Go

to Ireland.

ftappiest

Bobby Worth'a new

tune,

"Pal-

ladium," wai introduced at the Hollywood dancery of that name by Don
Swann's orchestra.

Clarified

New

..

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

and respective publishers.)

,

.

Donahue and musicrew rethe Aragcn Ballroom,
last week dispatched to its member- newed
at
ship letters of explanation designed Ocean Park, Gel.
Al

1,

Rum

2.

Don't Fence

.

Paul Martin and band remain at
the Trianon, San Diego, filling spot
previously announced for Hal Gray-

by Army
Again; 4 Days on Gov. Is.

Savitt Rejected

Jan Savitt was handed a second
4-F rating by selective service examiners yesterday (Tues.). Maestro was
Gabriel Suit, Mexican composer,
four days at Governors Island,
held
arrived in Hollywood, to write backN. Y., during which he was given a
ground music for "Mexicana" at Rethorough examination, culminating
son.

.

public.

in his rejection.

Ike Robinson and Four Chocolate
Drops, .opened an indefinite engage-

ment

at

Hollywood Show Bar,

Pitts.

Spade Cooley and musicrew signed
for a musical short at Warners.

hotel, Frisco-,

opening March

8.

5.

Dream

of

Emile Petti and band renewed for

AULD PREPS NEW ORCH

four weeks at the Town House Garden Room, Los Angeles.

Georgia Auld began rehearsals
with a new band Monday (S). He
Pee Wee King and the Golden goes through practice paces for a
West Cowboys lined up for musical week or so, then picks up onechores in "Flaming Frontier" at nighter and theatre dates in Canada
and this country. He's booked about
Monogram.
''

Me

You

Andrews

(4) (Feist)..

In (12) (Harms)
(4

)

..,{

I'm Making Beti»ve

(7)

(BVC).

I'm Beginning to See Light (2) (Grand).
Into Each Life

9.

Saturday Night Is Loneliest (1) (Barton),
.'.
Sleighride In July (1) (Burke).;..

{

C

(8)

^

...Victor
. .

* * *

(Sun)

.Decca

. .

.Dacca

..

.Victor

.Decca

K2n?5?on

V.

Inkspots—Fitzgerald ..Decca
Frank Sinatra ... .Columbia
Tommy Dorsey .... .Victor

.

:

.

.

Sft. Harry Ma»ulr«, AAF, sold
two songs, "Dear, Dear Captain" and

Pubs' Disc Beef
a

Continued from pa/t 41

from

his

own

"We Bathe on

Saturday Night, We
Do," to John Oonsidine for use in

unmet "Seven

Letters to Boys Town."

pictures,

which are all published by Morris
Music through his tieup there.

^Jf

Hll

Andrews trio, too, doesn't allow
much room for plug songs and as a
Jesuit the situation at that outfit
difficult as to quantity production.

-w

.SsK

OF TESTt.DAY

is

Victor, at which most pubs are
burned due to Its policy of refusing
this week, the information
on songs disced, by
Ralph Blane writing a new vocal
arrangement
an
old
of
song, orchestra, as new as it will be will whom, release dates, etc., also comes
"Honey." for "Her Highness and the make recordings for the new Guild in for scathing comment. In that
/l"
Record Co.
Bellboy" at Metro.
company's case, the talk ia mostly

against the songs recorded. One major pub is said to be considerably incensed over Victor's, refusal to cut
a song that has been on the best
seller lists for a month. He denies
the situation, however, saying the
song will be recorded by that firm.
It hasn't so far, however.

And The Deep Blue Sem

Dear Old Southland

THE MILLS MUSIC

Me And My Vol
How Come You Do Me

For

^Pubs' squawks are in many of the
above cases justified. There are numerous songs that have shown strong
public reaction that have not been
put on wax. But the recording com
panies can hardly be censured from
one end to the other of the situation.
There is a limit to what they can
use, disc execs say, and under the

Do

Like Yarn

I'm Celling Sentimental Over You

*

Digm Digfl Doo

2:^

Stormy Weather

reseat* ... Mill*

When

Hit*, Tried aatl Trae,

Stare

Ltet

f

ICt Sleeffy Time Down South
FeM On Alahamm

circumstances some likely looking
tunes must be passed up. In answer
to this, the beefing pubs point to
songs owned by bandleader-owned
music firms, some of which have
been recorded from manuscript with
hardly any assurance of strong sales.

Star Duel

.

Fred Waring will broadcast the
performance of "Lincoln Song,"

MUSICIANS—SINGERS
Dellaht Toarwlf aad your

written by Mrs. Meyer Davis, wife
of theatrical produoer, and Robert

"SOLDIER GIRL"
3S Ceett Per Copy

»

Abrahama, Phllly attorney-poet, on

wiUnm

with

first

m

-Decca

month ahead.
Sometime during

a

Bel ween The Devil

w» nwmi, tmw mii it

..Decca

Ink Spots

7.

8.

.Decca

.

.Capitol

Dorsey
Dorsey ......

J.

(8) (Shapiro)....

Some Rain

• i

• •

,

J^rosb/..

{Tommy

{
6.

Sisters

Crosby -Apdrews

"(Morris), . ...

(Embassy).

(8)

There doe* That Song

forts to songs

Ain't Mi§behat>in*

at* Sweet aatl
(Mi el Ala* Blae,

4. I

10.

Savitt's musicians have been standing by awaiting the outcome of his
test. Due to the latter,, no immediate bookings had been arranged for
the band.
Its next scheduled date
tentatively set for the Palace
is

and Coca-Cola

Accentuate Positive

to clarify the significance of the re-

cent Fred Waring-Grombach Productions case decision, in so. far as it
Decision
affects music publishers.
In that case concluded that anyone
advancing an idea of any kind must
be protected by contract to collect
In
the event someone else later
profits from a project based on a
similar theme. N. Y. Circuit Court
of Appeals, which reversed an original decision in Grombach's favor,
in effect, decided that "a contract
cannot be implied in law in connection with an idea."
In addition to the significance in
so far as plagiarism charges by amateur songwriters is concerned, there
cited
by the
another, point
is
MPPA's letters. It's implied in the
letter that songwriters who demonstrate a new song for a publisher,
anci it's not accepted for publication,
cannot hope to start and win civil
•action later, in the event the pubUsher to whom the song was demonstrated subsequently markets a
tune similarly constructed in theme.
That is, of course, if the writers cannot produce definite ""proof of contractual obligations by the pub, or
conclusive proof their idea was appropriated.

on Coin-Machines

10 Best Sellers

(Records below are crabbing most nickels thit week (n jukeboxes
throughout the country at reported by operators to "Variety." IVames
of
more than one band or vocalist after the title Indicates, in order 0/ pom.
Figures and names (n parent
larlty, whose recordings are being played.
thesis indicate the number of weeks each long has been fn (he llsttna*

.

,

Music Publishers Protective Assn.

1945

7,

AddreM:

his broadcast Thuxt. (8).

1I«tt> B4lb»H S h. Bux 31
lintanlowa, Penna,

They 're Making Records of the Song That 's

WHEN YOUR

ColMbiiRmrris
HARRY JAMES

nasesit&mTmT

BUY LOMDARDO
nil HU
Royal Canadian

LOVER HAS GONE

FRANK SINATRA

Weras end Mutt* by

EDDIE CONDON

L A. SWAN

A Revival to Remember
Published by

_

REMICK MUSIC CORP.

MORE TO COME!

\_

MUSIC PUBLISHERS HOLDING CORP., RCA

"A TORCH AFFAIR WITH

Billdiig, Rockefeller

TWO

Cuter, New Yerk 20, N. Y.

RUTTS TIPPING OFF

A TWO-TIMING LOVI

MOSE gnmile,

AFFAIR"

eirtcttr tf Eiiwftititn

'Variety'

A STORY OF TWO CIGARETTES
ALL ktATCUAL AVAILABLE

MARTIN

BUCK

MUSIC,

Itc.,

Larry Tiyftr, lee. Mgr.,

Ml

Mttfio.

New Yerk 22,

1. Y.

PLazi

34112

a
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Atlantic City Steel Million $ Piers Get

Yavder Wins

in Plea

Of Goto.

WPB

Repair OK, Ready for Easter

War Production Board haB

faster.

released material to repair the

Duffy's Tayern

Pittsburgh, Feb. 6.
a
Downtown
Pittsburgh
has
Both spots will open for weekends
on Palm Sunday and .will start seven- Duffy's Tavern, tod, and. not a HiberMemorial
Day.
Names
operation
ty
nian connected with It either. New
will
policies
prevail
In
top-band
and
week on Diamond
age.
'

spot opened last

both spots.
Decision on the Million-Dollar
pier was not made until; Saturday
<3), when George Hamid, operator of

street

The Pittsburgh "Duffy" is Sammy
Grodstein, newcomer to the cafe

Eileen

L

law and ordered a

Hattie Althoff Patches

Differences With

Up

CRA

.

changes are contemplat-

entertainments.
Bamett Wolfe,

owner of Cafe de
sometime ago granted
Cafe de Paris to Stocco,
remains director of newly formed
company, of which Mecca' cafes are

Paris, who
new lease of

also .directors.

Suspension

American Guild of Variety Artists
suspension of Bobby (like)
Henshaw last week after the come-

'lifted

dian signed a promisory note to
liquidate outstanding salary claims
on a unit which he produced some
months ago.
At time of folding and failure to
pay off, Henshaw claimed, his backera had run out on him but'
held hjm responsible for the money
due. After his inability to get together
with his flnancers to lift outstanding
claims, he had been suspended by
the talent union and had not been
able to work. Lifting of suspension''
-

.

QDT

Snags Fail

To Deter Circuses,
Fairs;

The talent union now feels that
Contributing to. the settlement was more drastic measures are necessary.
discovery by Miss Althoff's attor- To this end it is mulling a plan
neys that her CRA pact is airtight whereby second offenders on the
and could not be broken without a "here are your pictures, back, you're
considerable payoff. The violations through" after first performances
she charged to Green were ad- will be subjected to a 30 to 60-day
justed.
suspension from AGVA instead of
Current contract was signed last the current pay off policy.
June for a' five-year term.
AGVA also will turn a deaf ear
to any beefs' from nitery operators
on misrepresentation as an excuse
Detroit Nitery
for talent tossouts.
It
has taken
the stance that since nitery tops
have gone into show business they,
Into Fire, Oil Woes;
like vaude theatre operators, should
know what it's all about and espeSez He's Been
cially know what they are booking
Detroit, Feb. 6.
into their niteries.
Once a conLowell Bernhardt,- owner of Club tract is signed the talent union
introuCasanova, is having plenty of
tends to invoke the play or pay

office.

Set Plans

Despite scarcity of equipment, materials and uncertainty of transportation, circuses and fairs are preparing

,

Owner

Damage

WALKER, HORNE,

AGVA

weekly

CUGATJORB'WAYCAP

.

to resume work
hla -sater-y-cn—

AGVA ruled that the nitery would
have been within rights by refusing to play act or even in cancella-

Y.,
.

Show

to

Roxy

~"

act callecTTSr Iour."~'~

basis.

Doubling Zanzibar, N.

tion after first show, but since

man-

Lena

tfoTiTC,~Xu rter -E-agat-stf id-F&sl-

Doubling of the Zanzibar, N. Y.,
show into the around-theRoxy theatre hasn't hurt
business at the night club, according

Marvin

Schenck lined
talent while on the Coast.

up

RKO

jor clubs.

At New Rio Cabana,
By Happy Benway
Saranac Lake, N. Y., Feb. B.
Harry Martin, vaude comedian,
here doing a little Ice-fishing in
Also visited and
Saranac Lake.
gifted the gang.
Arthur Slaltery, Stella Pebbler
and Kay Laus, celebrate birthdays
this week.
Whitey Mathews, who cured here,
now with stagehand crew for "Song
.

Trade was especially eager to hear
of results of the doubling because of
the Zanzibar's huge investment in
current Sill. Tales* layout with
Bill Robinson, Louis Jordan's orch,
Maurice Rocco, Peters Sisters,
Nicholas
Bros.,
and other -runs
around $15,000 weekly, and was
consequently regarded as a precarious proposition, since the cafe usually catches some of the Roxy's afterjts-

the-show business.

of Norway."
Johnny Jones, who graduated from
here, doing okay in business in
Philadelphia.
Hazel Smith is going to California
to continue the curing routine.

Howard Levy

will get his

go-home

;

a

member

of

the

colony's

Cleveland, Columbus, Chicago and Samaritan Club.
•an Francisco.
Writ* to those wha are

>

•

CW

Benny Fields, who usually plays
the Chez Paree, Chicago nitery, has
been lured away from that spot by
the new Rio Cabana.
He opens there Friday (9) for four
weeks, at ah undisclosed salary.

Howard Set For
March Date at Chi Club

Willie

Willie Howard is set to inaugurate
a name policy at the 5100 Club, ChiBooking is expericago, March 16.
mental in nature, spot awaiting results of the Howard engagement to
determine if more top names will be
used.
Deal- set by Frederick Bros.

papers next month.

Helen Lassman leaves here next
month. She'll shove off to Texas,
where her hubby Is stationed in U.S.
Alan Jones on. Tear
camp.
Alan Jones has signed to a vaude Army
Dorothea Nolan pepped up by surtour starting February 22 at the
prise visit from her sister last week.
Margo Meredith has been elected
SKO, Boston and continuing with

Good
.',

11L

''.

Try Out

Boston, will use a

two weeks

starting
March 8. House will forego a name
band for that bill. Talent so far
booked includes the Gae Foster line,
Martha Tilton and Dave Apollon.
Reason for the two-week layout is
the local preem of "Here Come .the
Co-Eds," with Abbott and Costello.
'

Benny fields' 4-Wk. Date

SaranacLake

theatre,
for

16-girl. line

eorner

to the spot's management Full remits haven't been determined because of the boite biz slack all over
town, but seasonal drop, according
to spokesman for the club, hasn't
been any sharper than, usual nor any
less than that suffered by other ma-

to

Line Instead of Band

the

held them for two days it
was responsible for an entire week's

salary.

RKO, Boston,

Regan.

Didn't Hurt agement

nitery

cropping up in soma
smaller niteries and has
the American Guild of
Variety Artists to take measures. to
checkmate it from becoming a habit
with the smaller operators.
the

prompted
.

.

Of Bobby (like) Henshaw

now permits him
—vniryAj
uii f.ou.

—

day— is

first

of

clause.

Agents, too, are becoming weary,
of the toss-out spots. They claim the
spots involved have lower than low
budgets for entertainment. When
submitting lists the operators select
low-salaried acts and when th*y
don't kill them with their act ther
toss

them out

:

Cuban

orchestra, now a
featiire at Ciro's, will be retained,
with Giho Arbib, director of AngloAmerican Artists, to be in charge of

-

of Smaller Niteries
That old dodge harking back to
the era of vaude's coffee-and-cake
circuit days canceling acts after the.

for
act
the

Up

OPA

On

Hattie Althoff and Consolidated
Radio Artists have ironed out their
differences and Miss Althoff will reAGVA up to now has merely
main with the organization as head
Miss penalized such spots by, listing them
of the vaude department;
Althoff, two- weeks ago, announced as unfair and not permitting any
she her intention of quitting CRA after performer-member 'to play, them or
Green, allow any AGVA-franchised agent
Charles
with
flareup
a
that to book them until the matter has
charging
president,
agency
Green reneged on bonuses due her been adjusted and the unfair action
for new attractions brought into the lifted.

retrial.

Mrs. Perez is asking damages
injuries she suffered during her
given before a convention at
Statler.
She fell 20 feet, due,
claims, to the hotel's negligence.

and sub combo, Dave

out

Damage

ed, with policy to be similar to the
One operated by Stocco at Cafe de
Paris.
But understood Don Marino

Lifts

>

umnists and newspapermen together for the forthcoming summer season
on a lower-end wall tagged 'The ,es though improbabilities never
Runs
Press Row."
existed.
.
The Ringling Bros, and Barnum &
Rohhed
Bailey circus is now rehearsing for
the seasdn at Sarasota, Fla., and has
Softs Pile
set the headliners for the season.
Outfit was hard hit last summer by
For Chi Latin Quarter,
the catastrophe in Hartford and dis- bles.
Not only was his nitery scorched
banded earlier than usual. Because
oil.
Actions of impossibility of replacing .de- last week by fire^iut he struck
and
Striking oil normally wouldn't
stroyed and damaged equipment, layChicago, Feb. 6.
out will proceed with what it has sound like tough luck but in Bern
Latin Quarter/target of $9,000,000
to.
have
been able to salvage and what it had hardt's case the city boy seems
treble damage suit filed by OPA for
fallen afoul of some country slickers.
in stock.
overcharges, newspaper campaigns
Biggest headache will be the prob- At least, that's what he contends In
against niteries that let payees stand
Arenac
lem of traveling and transportation having filed tf suit in the
on stairs in violation of Are or- of animals and equipment,
which County Court in Michigan, charging
dinances, and minor other woes Ringling
execs hope will be solved fraud.
(such as worrying, about manpower by short jumps.
Bernhardt hit a gusher in his first
Ringling's aren't
shortages and meeting that $10,000- likely to get
special cars unless fling as an oil man but charges he
a-week outlay for Ritz Bros.), took transportation problem eases consid- is being bilked because, although he
another rap last week when a Chi- erably.
has totaled nitery checks, he is poor
cago woman filed suit in circuit
Outdoor business,, in general, looks at mathematics.
court for $35,000, charging damages forward to one of its biggest
What Bernhardt says he is weak
years.
suffered when one of the LQ's wait- Fairs that operated last
season will on is fractions but in the case of his
ers motioned her to a chair that most likely continue.
5.000-barrel gusher the fractions will
wasn't there.
This type business has always amount to $100,000 in losses.
He
Expensive fall allegedly took place, lured great numbers of sight acts as filed his suit against Fred Craft, -Rlast May 20.
Waiter indicated a salaries are generally higher in com- L. Barr and Otis Much,- of the small
chair,
according to
complainant, parison to vaude houses.
that
they
Standish,
claiming
town of
Mrs. John Green, but instead of
Hattie Althoff. of Consolidated Ra- got as much of his well as he did
finding support she felt a wall strike dio Artists vaude department, is without putting up a thin dime.
her back, with injury permanently booking seven and a half weeks for
He said that they acted as the
preventing her from earning a liv- the Western Canadian Fairs with middle men in getting his oil lease
ing as piano accompanist.
playing time in Hamilton, Saskatoon to the wealthy oil property and he
and other Canuck provinces.
agreed to give one-eighth royalties
Indoor circuses have already start- to them. Later they convinced him,
ed the season. The Hamid-Morton Bernhardt charges, that in "oil mens'
Ohio Spot Settles Claim
circus last week started a 12-week language" a one-eighth royalty was
tour in Memphis. George Hamid, the same thing as a "one-half workIn Dance Act Cancellation operator of the outfit, in conjunction ing interest.
Club Riviera, Columbus, O., has with Bob Morton, anticipates no unSince then, he charged, he has.
usual difficulty.
found out that oil men fractions are
settled claim leveled against it at
no different than those he was supAmerican Guild of Variety Artists
posed to learn in school an/l wants
by Al Norton, franchisee! agent.
ROBT.
the court to let him have fiveControversy was over cancellation
eighths of the oil from his gusher.
of a dance act some weeks ago, NorOtherwise, he hints, he won't get
ton, had booked in a quartet of
enough
to patch up his downtown
steppers. One of the gals became ill
Robert Walker 'is set to make his
enroute and rather than disappoint first person appearance in a picture Detroit nitery and go back to a
business
he understands. There are
the nitery Norton sent in the trio, house when
"Picture of Dorian
with intention of adjusting contract Gray" opens at the Capitol theatre, no fractions on a night club check.
Gals played two shows and N. Y., around March 8.
later.
Others
were c ancell ed upon premise" that l ined up for the stage show are

London, Jan. 18.
After
protracted
negotiations;
Fausto Stocco, director of AngloAmerican Artists and partner of Abe
Ardhsohn, has finally closed, deal
with Rubin Bros, to take over Clro's
Club, with Stocco put In full charge
as condition of contract.
Contract also gives Stocco right to
acquire any other West End spots he

AGVA

.

were
Strings,
Singing
Gilford's
hastily contacted and came on the
run at a minute's notice. Feature of
Duffy's are /large mural caricatures
of well-knowns in show biz and
caricatures of a group of local col

Stocco Takes Over

Barreto

almost

opening

Band headed by
didn't come off.
Eileen, gal accordionist, was slated
as stellar attraction and an hour before preem musicians union pulled

been estimated at $300,000.

,

Scheduled

biz.

with
Three repair contracts
week.
Alterations on the Steel Pier have
already started. Storm damage has
alterations.
Were let this

may wish.
Many staff

in

entertainment

the $76,000 necessary to proceed

Gro's in

on spot of old Harry's Bar and

against the local Hotel. Statler.
When the case was first heard in
November, 1943, it was decided in
favor of the hotel by Judge Frank J.
Merrick. Appellate Court of Ohio
last week ruled that the judge erred

features food, music and hut-house

the pier, met with Clarence Crossan,
8resident of the realty firm owning
ie property, and decided to spend

loss Out' Policy

round in her appeal for a hew
a $50,000 damage suit filed

trial of

Preems Despite AFM Snag

dam-

to Protect Talent

Statler Slit

Cleveland, Feb. 0.
Mrs. Naida Perez, vaude and circus performer, last week won her
first

Atlantic City's Steel Pier and Mil-*
lion-Dollar Pier, both heavily damaged, by the hurricane of last sum- Pitt's
mer, will be ready lor operation by

AGVA Moves

4ft

Herth Sign*

Romm

Milt Herth, whose trio is current
at the Copacabana, N. Y., has signckl
a
personal management contract
with Irving Romm;
Herth, however, will continue to
be-booliedlbiyrMusic Corp. of Amer.

Joey Adams in Line For
Paramount Pic Contract

Chi Clubs

Form

AGVA

Org Vs.

Chicago, Feb.

6.

American Guild of Variety Artists
was accused of using the War Manpower Commission order, reducing,
help in niteries and other non-essential industrial by 10%, as an excuse
heighten union- authority over
night spots, at a stormy session of 50
cafe owners in the Shelman hotel,
to

Monday

(5).

Groundwork was

laid

to form an organization to combat
further union encroachments, 'and a
temporary committee was appointed
to report back to group's next meeting Friday (9).
Group, aims to

organize along the lines of the Chicago Restaurant Assn.
Committee

draw up constitution and bylaws and a report of the "AGVA
10%" .situation. Probable name of
be Chicago Night Clou
Owners Assn. Milton T. Raynor,
Chi attorney, outlined its probable
will

org. will

aims.

Owners took the view that AGVA'f
drive for a six-day week would
boost performers' salaries, which
they said were already swollen by
18%.
Claimed that 'skyrocketing
cunii- will -force many spots to shutter, and declared that
should
back up action of owners instead of
fighting, them.
Group also discussed Office of
Price Administration's investigation
of tabs at niteries and asked cooperation in order to prevent recurrence
of OPA suit against Latin Quarter
for overcharges. Group will also
seek permission, to get more help.
Most of them said they are operating

AGVA

.

under minimum staffs.
Committee will confer with Jack

Irving, AGVA executive -secretary,
before Friday's meet, and advise him
of their ultimatum that they, are to
Contingent upon screen test to be
be consulted before promulgation of
taken week of March 6, a Contract
such orders as the six-day week.
is being readied between comedian
.Committee members are Ray F,
Joey Adams and Paramount PicHayes, Frank's Casino, chairman;
tures.
,
Ralph Berger and Art Goldie, Latin
Leo Colin, of
Artists Bureau
Quarter; J W. Comise, Club De Lisa:
a Loew subsidiary, is handling nego
Ben Rodkin, Ye Olde Cellar; Jimmy
tiations for Adams.
Pappas, Vine Gardens; Joe Miller,
885 Club; Harry Weiss, 5100 Club,
and
Mrs. Margaretta Marais, Brown
Jersey Spot Adds Floor Show
Derby.
Club D' Jais, Secaucas, N. J„
which previously operated with band
Woody Herman's Theatre Tout
policy, is now adding floor shows,
Woody Herman starts a theatre
the first going in this week.
tour, after completing tils assignment
Spot has parted under class & at the Cdllege Inn, Chicago, April 13.
basic
minimum agreement with Lined up so far are Orpbeum, Minneapolis; Circle, Indianapolis; RKO,
American Guild of Variety Artists Columbus and the Oriental,
Chicago.
on a six-day week basis for both
General Amusement Corp. set the
dates.
principals and. .choristers.

WHN

;

VAUDEVILLE

Wednesday, February

Chinita Marin (New Acta)
completes the line-up with song and
cooch. The Jeanette Haekett girls (6)
impress with two niity routines, but
costuming seems to be off key.
fe'wl.h Village Inn, Uf. Y. love the Milwaukee chanloosey'6
Machito's rhumba artisans cut a
work and those who have a deep an- nice show.
Jose.
Jackie Gleaton, Hannah Williams,
tipathy for her, but 5.0 minutes later
Peggy Marlowe, Ann Paige (Line), the
crowd had unconditionally surLou Afartiii Orch; minimum, $2,50.
rendered to her master showman-

7, 1945;

tines.

New

Night Club Reviews

This Village spot, managed by Lou
Taylor, has had the rubber band off
ths budget for some time, and is
probably the only club in that sector

Jack Lyneh's,

ship.

Plilllv

(HOTEL WALTON)

DUANOS
Ballroom Dancing

Acts
strangely abseiit; so, he's being given
the o.o. for the records.
The hefty comic has come a lonii
way since he played lesser niteries'
Hcs become a name, with frequent
guest appearances on the air?
and
he s comic lead in Dave Wolpera
"Fo low the Girls," from which he
i!
doubling. However, his nitery
mate-

w

.

12 Ming.

Havana-Madrid, N. Y.

Singer's entrance Is preceded by
Here's a ballroom pair whose chief
Philadelphia, Feb. 21.
the 12 Abbott dancers dressed in
W/itley reliance is on dancing and not on
SiTnkins,
Arthur
Lee
street-length royal velvet costumes
Roberts, Mickey Alport, Gerardos acrobatics, although there's a little of
that can attract upper strata names, with slit skirts which show plenty
(2). Fi/tli Avenue Models (8), Ed- the latter, expertly spotted to provide
"the show has its entertaining mo- of leg, Girls each carry a walkievariety
and applauseT Routines are
Luca Orch (ffi, Vincent
tulkic set which when finally tuned die -De
Jienls. with Hannah Williams and
nicely designed, each number having
in proclaim that Hildegarde has ar- Rizzo Orch (4); no cover or miniackie Gleason in the top spots.
change, of pace and color. They got
mum, dinners $2.60 up.
Jackie Gleason (discussed for the rived. Simultaneously the band bemaximum
applause at the- end of
gins
as
the
star's
pianist,
a
crescendo
records under New Acts) hasn't been
Jack Lyiich's Walton Roof, scene their paso doblc, which was preceded
In a nitery for a while, time being Salvaloic Gioe, moves to the, cenTheir enof many a debut to bigtime stardom, by a foxtrot and waltz.
taken up with legit and radio. He's ter of Ihe floor with his piano on a is witnessing one in the current cores didn't hit the mark as hard.
*
here for the midnight and late show, raised lighted platform. House lights show.
The gal looker is niftily dressed
earlier part of the evening being oc- are dimmed just as a' huge backdrop
Star is Arthur Lee Simkins. a In a suit. Male is garbed in aftercupied wilh the lead comic role in behind the band parts to show a sky Negro singer, whose voice is stop- noon wear.
of twinkling stars surrounding a
"Follow the Girls."
ping the snow every night, and par
Appear to be ready for class spots.
Hannah Williams, backed by an in- huge phonograph record of a Hilde- for his chore is from eight to 10
Jose.
strumcnlal trio consisting of piano, garde number which starts revolv- numbers.
bass and guitar, sells a song splendid- ing. Then letter by letter the name
Caught at a dinner show, Simkins SONNY KING
ly: personality and pipes are fine. of the stqr is spelled out in electric got a tremendous ovation from the
She winds up with "Cheerful Little lights. Baby spots pick up Hilde- diners as lie gives out with a wide Songs
Earful." which she helped catapult garde at the entrance to the room variety of tunes ranging from opera 11 Mins.
Song catalog is with Fritz the head waiter escorting to jive. Possessor of -a swell tenor Havanna-Madrld, N. Y.
into the hit class.
Sonny King has been coming along
varied and reception and exit are big. her to the piano.
voice, he enunciates difficult forSurrounding talent is by Ann Paige
Dressed in an extremely" low-cut eign words, like a finished Met per- nicely with a versatile song style and
and Peggy Marlowe, both New Acts, silver gown with her blonde hair former. Among tunes are "Begin pleasantly pitched tenor pipes. His
lacking upswept in a mass of curls, the the Beguine," "Ave Maria," "Eli schmaltzy delivery shows flexible
line,
Randall
while Carl
many attributes; in looks, routines singer greets the crowd from the Eli," "Lord's Prayer," "Irish Lulla- use of his voice. King easily changes
and costumes, completes the lineup. raised piano stand. Songs include bye,"
"Dark Eyes,'* "Vesti La from full voice, to falsetto, which
makes for colorful presentation. DeLou Martin cuts a fine show. Jose.
"Strange Music," "Let's Get To- Guibba" and others,
gether for a While." "In Paree It's
Whitey Roberts Is plenty clicko livery of "Sorrento" is by now a
.

.

rial is below
off color. His

par and much of it ]|
impressions and stories
while getting good hands, aren't
oi
the calibre expected from one drawing Gleason's four-figure salary.

Jose.

CHINITA MARIN
Songs
8 Mins.

La Conga, N. Y.
Chinita
Marin

Chicago. Feb.

Together for a While," "In Paree

1.

Tommy Wonder; Bob

Hildepnrde.

Bob Grant's Orcli, and tlie
Abbott Dancers- (12): tnitiimmii S3Diipont,
$3.50.

Hildcgarde is bowling over town's
with one of the most brilliant
exhibitions ever presented in a Chi
critics

nitery.
II

off

was pretty apparent at the teethat the crowd was sharply ditwo camps, those

vided into

who

with his comedy juggling routine
Love." "All the Sun in My Heart during which he enlists the aid of
Sings." "Hold It," "You and the the customers.
Waltz and I" and her finale which
The Gerardos' terping is topconsists of a city-to-city novelty drawer material, the team having
polished up their routine to a point
travel song.
Tommy Wonder, who was featured where they're ready for any class
in *Ziegfeld Follies," does a whirl- boite.
Mickey Alpert handles the show
wind dance routine that gets a big
hand from the customers, closing his adroitly, keeping things moving at a
turn with a ballroom, dancing .num- rapid pace, while he livens up prober done with a wax dummy that is ceedings with a comic "bathing
beauty" routine in which members
amazingly, lifelike.
Wonder has of
the audience parade around a la
plenty on the ball.*
.'
Bob Dupont. juggler, turns in a "Miss America."
.Gals in the line (6th ave. models)
bettcr-than-average stint. With the
colorfully costumed, contrlb nifty
crowd giving vigorous approval to routines.
It's

'

.

&V Ada?>is.

Machito
night'

Chinita Afarin, 'Line

Rhumba- Orch;

minimum

(6);

opening

$4.

Vokuo Koom'8 new

have tlie apureclntlve clients siioutinK
for more. Their Apache dance In reverne KiiKltah Is delicious horseplay.
tv-linckinK your funuyhoue' an violently
ah I.riuiette manhandles her obslreperou* pnrlner."
.

1>I>.

l^Stli.-

MOl'ST ROY A I. HOTKI
Montrrril

Jack Harris has constructed a playable

show which

is

generally pleas-

ing nitery fodder, but affair .still
needs some tightening before it can
be placed in the hit class.
Notable event of the .current bill
is the return of Lenny Kent, recently
discharged from the Army. Like
most returned GI's. thcre's'much adjustment to be made; He's' still to
hit his former stride as a comic. 'A
couple* of weeks in this spot and he
should be mowing the roisterers
down. He does nicely by his old material, but the new bits he threw in
opening night, especially the Lena
.

PENNY SALE!
•

lc

A

Gog!!

Angel Lopez has assembled a
pleasing bit of divertissement that
stacks up as one- of the best shows

and lifts.
Can handle nitery and vaude as
signments neatly.

he's had in some fime.
There isn't
a dull moment in the display, acts

JACK SOO

follow in natural and showmanly
sequence and every moment is entertainingly provided for.
It's hard to tell who's the. topper
here as each act nets maximum applause.
However, the Hermanos
Williams Trio, score showstop honors
with an acrobatic tango. This group
has been spotted In the ace vauders
and niteries, and their huge click,
by now seems to be a customary
proceedure. Pablo Williams, senior

8 Mins.

Jose.

Fan-Master Gag-Hla* Net. 1 -2-3-4-5

$1.00
Plui

Putige

—

EACH
St

Euh

Script

M«k« Check* Payable
.

PAULA SMITH

to

Mnll to "Fun-Muster"
St., Suite 18-11, X. Y. C. 18

W. Mth

v

fit

appearance.
Conception and execution of tricks
arc above par. He's made the grade
in niteries and can do similarly in
vauders.
Jose.

world'* foremost
'rwilaiirnnl,
presents world's foremost attractloos:

DE MARCOS, TITO Gl'IZAR, CONNIE
HAIKE8, DANNY KAYE, JOE X.

La Conga, N. Y.

ORCHESTRAS:

Chinese baritone, making his. first
New York appearance, comes with a
rep established in San Francisco and
He impresses as a
Akron niteries.
celestial Sinatra with his robust voice
and appealing delivery. Vocaling and
deportment are grade A. He concentrates on ballads, although he
could, without lnirting the mood he
an occasional
creates,, throw
in

Carmen CaTnllaro, JKnill Coleman,
Xnrler Curat, Henry King, iTan Scott

impression, didn't hit too well.
he's solid on the0 ad-libs,

ANN

okay. Carlos Varela provides good
sho whacking.
Jose.

Chez Paree, Chi
Chicago, Feb. 1
Zero Mostel, Dolores Grey, Fanchon. Pierre D'Angelo ScVanya, Jack
Milton, Gay Clariflge Orch
(13),
Chez.
Paree Rhumba Band
(6)
with
Lticio
Garcia,
Chez Paree

Adorables

(12):

minimum

$3-$3.50.

Lacking hefty convensh biz as of
yore. Chez Paree continues its bigtime policy by introducing Zero Mostel,

Dolores Grey and Fanchbn to
them with a well'

Chi. surrounding
paced layout.

'

.

Mostel, when caught, wasn't exerting himself too much, although the
hulking impressionist left them beg
i'^i-'itr-mov-s.- Bsycv Sasaitc-IIit
ler-Mr. Agony stints and his" -biz

about

"Mr.

Faulkner"

explaining
facts of life to the kids at P. S. 39 arc
well received, but impresh of electric
percolator blowing its top is topper.
Miss Grey also goes over. Highvoltage blonde s.a., plus husky piping
of "Accentuate," "How Deep Is the
Ocean." jive "Maids of Cadiz," coonshoutin' "Amen," and deadpan takeoff of Virginia O'Brien doing "Little
Spanish Town," stir plenty of enthusiasm.
There's a plethora of stepping on
tap: Fanchon adds interest to standard twirls with high kicks between
spins to "Very Thought of You" and
Gershwin medley, While D'Angelo
and Vanya, held over from last show,
garner big returns with, ballroom'
terpinq to. "Oklahoma!'/, medley,
"Holiday for Strings" and samba io
.

Casarlro

Orchestra,
.

R.

I>.

HOVMR,

MS!)

Blvd.

Sunftet

Hollywood 46

,

AL TRACE
AmI His

However,

.

SURE-FIRE MATERIAL

Jose.

-

LEWIS. CARLOS RAMIREZ. VRI.OZ
AND YOI,ANDA.

Songs

of the troupe, after their turn, has rhythm tune.
A little more time in this spot to
to give a beg-off speech.
Amanda,
femme member' of act, Is spotted give him a more assured stage preseaTlier in the show as singer, and ence, and he'd be a safe bet for ace
vauders.
Jose.
can handle an audience nicely, and does well in that spot.
once he f ets going, should be clicko.
Rest of the acts, although not newHe'd also do better if he eliminated comers to nitery habitues, are furPAIGE
the blue. gags. With the wealth of ther discussed under New Acts 'to Songs
material he has, he doesn't need complete, the records.
Cantu, the 8 Mins.
magi, gives an expert exhibition of Greenwich Village Inn, N. Y.
them.
On the surrounding bill, Jack Soo palming pigeons to register a hit;
While Run Paige possesses a fair,
(New Acts), an Oriental bary, sup- the Duanos (2) are a captivating ish voice, presentation is not all it
pair
and Sonny King could be. Diction is not up to snuff
plies the high spot, while Llscheron ballroom
and Adams, also New Acts, click sqoies in the warbling spot.
and manner of throwing away the
Production by Pablo Williams and punchline in the "Rum and Coke"
Jgn^il^^itJh^ome^p^ctacuja^^c^
costumes designed by Lou Lisle are stanza's doesn't help produce best re-

Home

100 Gags for $1.00

on volume recommended.

CANTU
Magic

.

.

siill

tration

,

Havana-Madrid,

una

come

.

some time, make a nice appearance,
Music is handled expertly by produce a spectacular brand of ball
Eddie DeLuca's band, with Vincent roomology with a series of sensaRizzo's quartet doing a good job tional lifts and spins. Especially productive of mass audience approval is
during the lulls.
Shah
Abbott dancers turn in their usual
the male's trick of a one-handed,
excellent performance, which holds
overhead spin at a fast clip; it pro
for the Bob Grant orch as well.
vides an excellent topper for their
IS'.- Y.
Hunt.
Hermofios Williams Trio, A. J. act. Their straight ballroom stuff, as
Canhi. Duanos (25. Sonny King, exhibited in their waltz and paso
Line -(6) Carlos VaTela Rhumba doble, is fairly standard; but they can
l>a Tonga, N. Y.
Orch, Jose Curbelo Orch; minimum*, turn on the applause at any given
Lenny Kent, Jack Soo, Lisclieron $2 and S3.
time when they go into their spins

revue

fire,

trademark with him, and it's still one 8 Mini.
of his strongest numbers.
He does Havana-Madrid, N. Y.
nearly as well with "Besame Mucho"
With pleasing, personality and a
and "Donkey Serenade," and should minimum amount of gab, Cantu
be content to let the matter rest causes more than the standard
there, but encores with numbers that amount of amazement with a "wellaren't as strong.
Jose.
designed and nicely executed assortment of magic, each trick winding
MSCHERON & ADAMS
up with appearance of a pigeon.
Ballroom Dancers
Starts out with run-of-the-mill de10 Mins.
ceptions, but once he pulls the bird
La Conga. N. Y.
out of wherever he keeps 'em, he
Well-groomed tcrp twain provides gets a top round of applause. Aida fine blend of ballrooming and aero
ing him is an unbilled femme who
batics to. produce some hefty' rounds does nothing more than look after
Llscheron and the props.
of palm-whacking.
Being dressed like a
Adams, who have been around .for Mex magnified gives him a pleasing

air.

ever, could (lance twlco ns long In the

for

Voice is rough and, at
is uneven.
Her rapiddoublctalking Latin songs fail to
off.
Winds up her act with a
series of oooches. which mean even
less than her warbling.
Better selections and less concen-

times, delivery

his closing routine of eating an apple while keeping a couple of plates,
a napkin and some silverware in the

By (ilrim C, rullcn, January 2H, 184
"I.M'ltKTTK and CIA'MAS, lion'

ready

isn't

Broadway.

.

Empire Itoom, Chi

.

SYMfHONim

SILLY

CURRENTLY APPEARING
WITH JACK NNNY't

ROOHISTM

AT LOEW'S STATI
NIW YORK
IWtMrk F«b. 1st)
Dir.: STAN ZUt'KKK

sults.

She'd also do better if she didn't
strain too much for volume, and gal
could try to throw in a ballad as a
change of pace from the steady
stream of rhythm tunes.
Jose.

PEGGY MARLOWE

'

Dancing
7

Mins.

Greenwich Village Inn, N. Y.
Peggy Marlowe is an energetic tapstress with ability to sell.
of numbers she shows

In a pair

some

fast

spins which bring hefty hands. However, both her numbers seem similar;
change of pace and a more assured
stage presence would aid her Im-

Anything Can Happen
With

HANLON
CLARK
"TWO
Anil

CRAZY PEOPLE"
VSO

Overseas for

measurably.

Okay

for niteries and vaude.
Jose.

DICK RICHARDS

-r^

CuTtreSy
14 Mins.

Greenwich Village Inn, N. Y.
Jackie Gleason has been around
but his card in the

New

Acts

file is

"Tico Tico," encoring with few seconds to something by Chopin.
Adorables' "Lill Marlene" number,
vocaled amiably by Jack Milton,
starts out cleverly with one of them
"underneath the lamppost by the
barracks gale." but gets nowhere because rest of the routine—a Viennese waltz— just doesn't go with It.
Girls also, kick up In routine "Trolley
.

Song" and "Mexican Toreador" num*
bers, to mild applause.
Gay Clarldge and orch provide
smooth dansapatton, and Luclo Garwrigglera.

HAHRY ORF.UKN

Frtft»:

——

JACKIE GLEASON

cia- sextet

I>lr.;

are okay- for rhumbaMike.
v
•

•

,

•

BOOKING AGENCIES
and personal agents having datai
available for Littla Rock territory
HARRY
or 'phone
write,,,
wire

WEINBERG,

Hotel

Marion,

Little

Rock, Ark,

WW JO MPRODUCflOh
FliplMs, ilmy srlnli It all slnt.
.
Miss frsm ysur swn sbsts sr
flwlOf
Mlttln. la Israi eutatltln si
_
Itw it 5l tttb; asitcar^ His it. rfi
11
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OF FCBBVABY

*

Jlrtimy O'Brlttt
Billy. *ivimtfa
Will War*!

Variety
Bills
WMK

Stan Keller Ore

Teay l*aat*>r'a
Uptown

MantuUa nivtra
llorniMii Jk Or
IrM RMumaMfaM

MnSH |.cnn:ird
TliMmti Nevlna
Mclty Un>nii

Smile Panl<n

eonneetton with

bills

art-ether

full

below Indicate openlna day of thaw,
or apllt week.

r,fn«

A-

itHl'orli Dii
Rftsfra Cn-rnrr
l.ffcniiri Or*

lrit>
.

(Two

-TapHol (II)
Vallt

.

les
KWV VOKK (»)t'lTV K I'-m-nll*
WASHINGTON
<'«pll«l
A'.-t ii

Curie Ore

VnMikl'!
•jsrvllil

Al.iik-n

.State

1"

Joe De f'urln Ore

it

lii-Hfli:

<«)

I'ROVIOKMK
I'hhIch'

&

nn

i

Ore

r«<iulH

Sylvht

D

Sl^f |i WiniaiiiH Sl

Ki-niuuly
ii
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-
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XKa
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I'ln

M HrrK^re Ore

I'.iihlNt'-ln

.It'iinlo

Ayn-a

x-

lioh
I'.nh

AIh

'

Festival on the college campus, died
after. a heart attack in Ellis hospital,
Schenectady, N. Y., Jan. 3d.
Dr. Fox was well known in radio,
too. because of his three years as
moderator of the iunduy Empire
State Town Meeting program over
from the Union chapel:
Soon after becoming president of
Union in 1934, Dr. Fox launched an
active expansion program. The Mo-

WGY

.

(he late Mrs. Phoebe Hearst, mother
N
of William Randolph Hearst, had
Ala'urlrp IliH't'o
preemcd the play on the west coast hawk Drama Festival, founded in
Nli-lwilns HroH '
1935, was the vehicle of national and
Pclin filiylhm Boy> with Oliver Morosco 'producing. LatIVii*i> S|a
attention - calling
(o
ter also produced it in N. Y., starring international
Until the
Laurettc Taylor, and aftsr her with- Union and Schenectaoy.
drawal during the N. Y. run, Lenorc Avar forced its suspension, .(he Festival was considered one* of the most
Ulric.
Florence Bell to Chuck Utler. in
Tully and Morosco cleaned' notable contributions 'o the drama
_
Both
Pitlsbuigh,. Jan. 2§. Bothvaie nilery'| up ^"jfecabte fortune with the play which a college had made in recent
performers
and sale ol picture rights, but also years.

H'-rnxm
R VVnlion |>:uir»ra
II J:j t-ohvnn Oio
SlnrU null
'.Moi'hTmi Ore
Krnie llulst Oro

Mtlla

MHii|Ct>Hn

(HI) Cut &

Metriipollliin

Tony

*'«i|'i»'y

Kohbl^ra
Orr

S'-linl-/.

llfiiry

AluiTfly

Siev#i

SUm

.Men

Mlinit'

IJnt-r)c

-

Vlvlnn

-ft

& Wllilit
WOONWM'KKT
New Park (9-11)

.

V<oii

K«inmnlu»^Vlllua'«

'I'oua

.

I

'1'i'ln

ICtirti

Sic

Richard Walton Tully, 67, playwright and legit producer, died Jan.
31 in New York. His play, "Bird of
Paradise," which had an Hawaiian
locale, produced in N. Y. in 1912,
was partly credited with subsequent
vogue of Hawaiian music in U. S.
Tully. who had been a protege of

Vrranlllee
I'nrl. lirl^son

lawa liana
uittn

KrrKhmen
.Mni'!i

.Moure

V:i<*kiili<it

i

Doil Dovury
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Nick Long
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Paramount
Cabaret BiDs

.

VOHK TITY
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Paramount

Mhi vIh

(«)

Murray
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,

ItiiHffll
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'
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Burnet Ore
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Con R»aie
Wilson Orcb
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Jane

ay Mm

(R)

Dcrriitic

* Cora

Jfiarco

RKlrd
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Or.
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_:MmtWm (R-ll)
Tfank Marlowe

*

Jaan Soulli
(Three i» nil)

Dobaa Him

Jean

(R)

Jne Arena A FrI
Hyrnes sis DlrM Klnic
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Naihana

Itfon

State

Ben,,

(l)-i«^

Calvert

ft

JIKe White
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J
Urry

Glen Gray Ore
The Merry Mava
3

M
'

DeBatea
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(1I-14)

w,

J-lHle

Hophlstloaled
Artie ilann
(Snynor St llosa

to ail)

Carroll

,«'«»r'«lB«'
s5S"
1

Co
ReHale* ** Clair*
J™"/

Oro

^Hudson

AtLsaaa (•)

Wooily Herniaii Ore
Marlon Daniels
Dirk Buckley
Baby r.awrenee
Caator

(»)

H*tel

theatre,

and

later

their

l

in-

associated with the Shuberts, Florenz
Freedley, and
Ziegfeld, Aarons

&

ThTl(ip"GtK«i.-irs*, -for

whoir.-he di-

Letter of protest sent to
rected productions.
N. Y.) contained* the following
Among his better-known producquotation:
tions were "Scandal," "Whispering
"The portrayal of a Catholic con T Wires," "Rio Rita," 'Teggy Ann,"
fessing to a rabbi (or to anyone -not "The Girl Friend." "The Ramblers."
a Catholic priest) is ridiculous to "The Five O'clock Girl" and "O
anyone with the slightest knowledge Kay! '. Since the start of the war, he
of the Catholic religion. Certainly had been in London, staging shows
your author cannot plead such ig- for the troops with ENS A.
norance <*s an excuse, else, he .would
Surviving are his widow, two sons
not have known how to begin a Con- and three daughters.
fession. Further, it is inconceivable
that a rabbi, or anyone with, selfJACOB SELTZEB
respect, would cheapen himself oh
Jacob (Jack) Seltzer, 54, who had
his vocation by hearing such Con- been connected with theatre busifession."
ness, for more than 30 years, died at
The editorial continues:
Pittsburgh-' recently
In
his home
"An additional reason Has been of- after a short illness. At the time of
fered by some of those who protest-, his death, he was managing the
ed to make one. .suspect that the in- Rialto
for
the. Meryis.
theatre
cident was not entirely due to care- Brothers circuit
Irfsuess or— unwitting - frxftr^.-JEbft
A. brother of the late. Charles Selt-

Wallace
Leon * Eddie
Eddie Davis
Cedrlo

Ceasaaodere

Phyllis

Hatel Edison

Ray Herbsclt
Kaejcx- Metia*

Harold Stern Oro
'

Bunty Pendleton

Elttlne -Barrett

'

Haul Lailastea

3 StowawBys
Mouil KaJ
Alan Aniea
Tapu Kaua
PalTy— the Jlyp Cat Tallinn

Uall*
.Uoklhnna
At J Kutlon
Harold Aloma Ore
Bennett
K Oonvllle Ala
Betel Unealn
Stevens Bros aV Boy Count Baal* Oro
<1»-I4>

•

9

»

Bob Wayne

Don Baker Oro

rATBRMON

MaJeatle (R-ll)
Teane aV "Hrle Coo

Imogen* Coca
Monica Boyar

Betel Dial*

Jean Boyilrll
Jaek Durant

.

•

WoiiUera
.

Hal Mclntyr*
Ruth Gaylor

Ifloevltrh Rascals

ft

Ben Ooy'a

Ann AVnrren
Handy Stewart
Eddy Roters Ore

-

Lola

Wlnl Walsh
Buddy Clarke Oi</
Jose l'erea Ore
I.* Kuban Blen
Tlielnia Carpenter

Hotel Blltmeto

Joan ltyldott

*

Waala'

Harold

.

NKWABK

Jnne
1

Kroner ft Dearborn
Bob Doufflsa

faxlon
Fayson Re Oro
Nino Morales Bd

t.'s

Chape.lle. it llannon

NORFOLK

_ CAMDEN

*

Bros.

D

Mnxzone- Abbott
Gloria Gilbert
Ellle Ardclty

Marty Dlak*

a StiiVelW" -*jjJnl ft.Ciflna!!*!*

.1

.

(IS-ll)

f>Wera * V^a(U.

;<*"our
.

B Miller

Haymarket
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:

Jnlinsoii

Billy Vina

iMIxnon
Dule Belmont

.

'

-Victor

Tonl Kelly
Gil

Hotel Belmont
Plaso

MIAMI

Om iilBrhlll)

-

dignation with the radio station- and

Sscases
Carl ttavazza Ore
latla ttanrtee

Ron Perry Ore
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.sla

*nmk

-

1-alln tluartrr {»)

Connie Bosircll

rjiwi«,n

"•raid

(«)

Dli'k resile
Ji'aii

ing's production of "Macbeth."
Following a long tour with Irving,
he returned to England, where he
subsequently became director, first

1

the sponsors."

iBallRlNel lBt

Leon

Socasaes Ore
Hotel Ambaaaadoe
r.ouls Botancourt O
Jules Lands* Ore
Hotel Aster
Jose Morand Or*

-

IM1IANAPOI.I8

.

their careers.

MILTON

LIPPMAN

J.

ANAS

-.

by Campbell's
of the Playhouse in London.
Soups. The large number of proHe returned to America In 1913
tests received by The. Tablet indiwith Cyril Maude's production of
cates that Catholics* who heard the "Grumpy." From 1915^ on he was
program have registered

I« MartlaBiM
".ro-SUffJ! £

1501 Bro««Jw«y
New Yotk

.

Ore

Parker
iKour lo nil)

(.'arroll

<•>

;

•

'

HawsliiH Orr.

:

J Hsekett GIs
Machlio BA

EDDIE SMITH

Valley Arena (II)
Cliff NAi'/.uro
MiiFarlanit 2

KNX program, "Bill Sharpies and
His Gang," which introduced Mickey
Rooney, Judy Garland. Eddie Peabody, Clarence Muse and others to
the air. waves, in the 'early days of

Mann

Leo Diamond Trio
Wllaon Ala
Sherry Brliton
Toto ft Martha
Art Wnner Oro

'

master of ceremonies was announced
as Quentin Reynolds. Mr. Reynolds,
it is recalled, a few years 'ago bore
witness to his Catholicism at a public event and, a few days later, was
'married' to -a divorced woman In a
civil ceremony, and this, we believe,
on Good Friday! However, he once
knew th» meaning of the Sacrament
of Penance and it is not altogether
convincing to say that he has for-

Co., distributors of organs .for theatres, and as manager of theatres
for the bid Western Pennsylvania

gotten

widow and

zer,
film

owner

of sevei'<n~fbrme'r Sei'izeTr

he waa

visiting

one of

hi* sons in the serv-

ice.

He

retired

from

work -folsome months ago,
turning the management of his theatres in Hollidays Cove. W. Va., over
lowing

active'

illness

LOUIS H. BJDDICK
Louis H. Rlddick, 23, former manager of the Carolina -theatre, Burllir.gtoi/, N'. C, v^^v^-is-^etfea
with the Army in the Belgium area
Jan. 11, according to Information
received by family.
Riddick was a native of Greensboro and la survived by his widow
and two children,
.

>..

-

WILLIAH A. DeMOTT
William Austin DeMott, 78. former
bareback rider- died' In BalUmore,Feb. 2,
DeMott was with the old tit-mum
* Bailey circus and appeared in
vaudeville also with his wife, th«
former Eunice Storke, who survives.
LOV1AB. LATZ
Louis R. LaU, 54, violinist and
former musical director of the Lafayette and of the Academy theatres,
Buffalo, N. Y., died last week of a

.cerebralJienTOiThaee.^

'

._

Latz bad been a theatre conductor
exchange buildings in Pittsand musician for more than 25 years.
burgh, Selizer wrs best remembered
as a partner in their Seltzcv Music.
.

HABBr KNIGBT

Harry Knight, 49, film unit manager, died after a heart attack Jan.
driving his car near the

30, while
Amusement Co.
He was a brother-in-law. 'of Hy- Republic
'

inan
e;:hib.

it:"

GpHberg, Ber.ycr F."lls,
Ako' surviving are

Pa.,

his

a daughter.

nn

.Susanna f-a Fel
Alfredo Oro
Oesjea'e
(ItaMhlynlr
I.orndn* ft D*mwl<>
.

The Huna
Joan Hellly

.

•illy Eelcctlne orchestra held over
at Plantation, Los Angles nitery,
for four v/ecirs, making e^ght in all:
Option was 'picked up oft openhlfi
1

day.'

DR.

n:XON RYAN FOX

Dr. Di-cn Ryrn Fo", 57. p;*C!*idenf
Ur'^ii Un.'v.-.*,'. .'.y and co-f .under
vill) Chfc.lrs C'':.:- n
the late
"I:> Co
ii
or
D!"
j

nd

'

to a daughter, Blllie Anfis.

studio, Hollywood, where
he had Worked since 1936.
He had been in the motion picture

Indus try for 18 years.

Waate Carlo
Died Gaaparra

*

to this country in the early
N. O.
opening at^-the Knickerbocker
N. G. fNick) Anas, Pittsburgh distheatre, N. Y., then known as Ab- trict exhibitor for 33- years,
died last
bey's theatre, with Sir Henry IrMaj week In California, where

Dept.

program, sponsored

Jack. Moo
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..lean

r*tty Taylor i
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T^nny Kent
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WILLIAM F. S U.Mif'LES
William F. S'iarplcs, 38. pioneer
radio director, died Jrn. 29 in LoS
Angeles after a 'two-yesr illness.'
Starting as an entertainer more. than
20 years ago at station WMIC, Inglewood, Cal'., Sharpies later was connetted wiih most of the stations in

.

WABC

HAavn-ORD

-The Ninth

MilfonJ. Llppman, 36, former dlThe same year he married
iii 1914.
known professionally as Gladys C. Hanna. Both she and a rector of Chicago office of Music
Corp. of America and at oiie time
Davida Jackson.
daughter survive him.
assistant
conductor and business
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Kalcheim, son,
manager
of Ted FioRito's orch, died
New York, Jan-. 24. Father is in
JOHN GOMAB HARWOOD
in Des Moines, la., Jan. 23, jvhei?e he
vaude department of Frederick Bros.
John Gonar Harwood, 68. who was professor of music at Drake
> Mr. arid. Mrs. Glenn Ford, son,
in university.
productions
in
legit
had
appeared
Hollywood,
Feb. .5.
Mother ' is this country and abroad died -reSurvived Dy widow, two sons, parEleanor Powell, film actress; father cently ;in London.
ents, brother and sister,
;
is screen actor.
Born in London, Harwood first

Centlnued from page
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f'lrele

Tully had married twice. His first
wife was Eleanor Gates, novelist and
author of the play, "Poor Little Rich
Girl," from whom he was divorced

to be used to distort and falsify a
doctrine of the Catholic Church as it
did on the 'Radio Reader's Digest'
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asst. manager and treasurer of
Alexandra theatre, Toronto.
Mr. and Mrs. Sid Solow, son, Feb.
Hollywood.
Father is general
manager west coast division of Consolidated Film Industries; mother- is

radio scripts.
Goodrich's' stage e-.ivoi* began in
1892, and his lust «.«• e. appearance
was in 1935. Duvitv. the interim he
had appeared in manv plays in London and the proviruc-;. including

.

Royal.

2,

Rostra

f^Roy
Banks
Quentmeyer

Michael Edward's
H Borrett Ore
Vincent Travere Ore
llavaaa-Mudrld
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Bit
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pnmied en Feb. Rth.

Cll

Earl,'" "Last of Mr?. Ohency." "The
Rat" and "Clive of lnr'i;i." Among
the principal pictures in which he'
played are "Fair. E;:ch.rnf;e." "The
Captain's Table" and "Grc'a Bridge."
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LOUIS GOOI»E

Louis Goodrich, 80,. Bvil'sh actorplitywriuht, died in Lon-'on. ,I:*n. 31.
After retiring from the s'k.h.o in 1936
he -appeared in f'rlms -and 'more rece. illy had been wri-'.i.-in .playlets aiid

"Man Who .Ccmc

Father and far*lne)r

JOHN

Mr. and Mrs. Martin Block, son.
New York, Feb. 1. Father is radio
disc-jockey and m.c.

Memorf
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at Stamford.- Conn., Feb. 1. Bride is
film critic of the Philadelphia Evening Bulletin.
Lois Dc Fee to Lt. Hugh M. Roper.
Atlantic City, Jan. 14. Bride is 'bur-

violinist
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Elmer

had many attendant headaches: due
to a plagiarism suit brought against
Ihem by Mrs. Grace Fendler, a
former Hawaiian schotil teacher.
Mrs. Fendler claimed plot o^ "Paradise" had been lifted from her play,
"In Hawaii." which she said she
had submitted to Morosco prior to
his production of Tully's play. She
asked damages of $781,990 against
both. Suit, though filed in 1912, did

.

NEW YORK

PARAMOUNT IUILDINS

rep of

Lc«
Jap'.'

Mr. and 'Mrs. Val Campbell, a son,
Jan. 28. Detroit. Father is a booking not reach the courts until 1924, when
agent there.
the court decided in favor of Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs, Jim Kclehan, son, Fendler. Six years later the Court
Des Moines, Jan. 17. Father is an- of Appeals reversed* the decision and
nouncer on KRNT.
dismissed the complaint.
Mr. and Mrs. Don Burrichler,
"The Rose of the Rancho," prodaughteB,
Des Moines. Jan.
17. duced in 1906, was the first Tully
Father is chief engineer at' KRNT. * play to receive wide acclaim? Other
Mr. ai1d Mrs.-jrs eli M ntopfdmmMm.
Boston. Father is WCOP program
manager.
"The Flame," 1916; and "The MasMr, and Mrs. Edwin De Rocher. querade*:" in the same year. The
daughter, Toronto, last week; Father latter trio Tully produced on his
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Dr. Herbert L. Clarke, 77, former
c.rnet soloist with fie John Philip
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'WIDOW'(SHUBERTS) 31G

New

Slides; 'Central Park'

IN

WEEK AT WASH
Washington, Feb.

Chi Steady; Widow' (New)

7, 194g

Up to 29a

'

6,

"The Merry Widow" (Shuberts) in
$15,400,
10 performances collected some $31,$15,900
000 at the National theatre last week.
Opened Monday night and stayed
* r
Chicago, Feb, g.
. t
through Sunday (4).
01 big partles occasioned
b»
rkv**ciirbs
"Dark of the Moon" oomes in
ODT
on convenshes hasn't
'Blossom' 20G, Detroit
under American Theatre Society
no Uceab y affected grosses
as
S .7.
«t
e l|
With natives
no U 0 BmA»A4k
H„
auspices, which assures It of a good
with
more than
Detroit, Feb. 9.
compensatina
"One Man Show," Barrymorc two weeks. Then Mae West in
P
Business slipped last week along
m
first stanza of the ban.
three
With
houses
here
operall
in
$:i.C0
Presented
Jed
"
stand1.
by
(C-1.096:
Dimou't
,,nout
Broadway, except for the sock
"Catherine Was Great." for which ation, business continued good last didn't mean.much either.
outs, of which the list is generously Harris: written by Ruth Goodman there is a brisk demand. Fallowed by week.
'New Opera's "Merry WidowReasons for the decline and E. A. Goelz: rather well liked Tallulah Bankhead- in "Foolish Nosupplied.
Bettering its first week, "Blossom kicked al over the lot in
were not clear. Continued severe out of town: opens Thursday (8).
tion." "Winged Victory" is booked in
Time" rang up $20,000 in Its second and originally skedded to noUies
"On Hie Town." Adelphi (6lh for two weeks March 26.
cold was one probable reason, and
week at the Cass. First week's grosses Saturday (10), built to $29,000 >dost
f ew
the start of what may be an ex- week) iM-1.536; $5.40). Eased off
for the perennial were $17,000.
It Us remaining over indefinitely
All
tended brownout was doubtlessly like most other musicals, but with
was
followed by Kaiherine Dunham's others doing well.
the count around $41,000, musical is
contributory.
"Tropical Revue" Monday, returning
among the leaders.
Estimates for Last Week
Up in Central Park" has. become,
for a week, with "Oklahoma!" set for
the
on
Barrymore.
Stopped
show
"Rebecca,"
grossing
biggestthe
"Chicken Every Sunday," Blackthe following four.
takings being $48,000. And the abruptly last Saturday after very
list
stone (2nd week) (1,200;
$3). StudeHenry Duffy's "Merry-Go-Rouhd- baker s not
count will' be higher this week Even mild two weeks: slated for road later.
getting those big parties
ers," after, setting a brisk pace in its as
"School for Brides," Ambassador
though parked half a dozen blocks
of yore, due to limited con
vensh
first week at the Lafayette, fell off to
north of Hie theatre zone, the new (27th' week) fC-1.117: $3.60) Went
but $15 400 v asn 1 'chicken
$8,700 in the second. It continues for \Zl
musical can't miss. Only one show off about $1,000. but approximately
•
in
bowed
profit.
a third stanza.
$9,500 meant operating
arrived Inst week ("Park"
"Glass
Menajerle,"
Civic
Ziegfeld (9th
Seven Lively Arts,"
Starting off slowly in the wake of
(6th
..
Philadelphia. Feb. 6.
the previous Saturday. Jan. 27). it
(900; ?3 80)
Vi tl «il capacity;
.Last week was. the scantiest of the the two weeks' capacity business on
being "Alice in Arms," which drew week) (R-1.626; $6). Parties, which
1
thumbs down in the press and was sen t business to capacity first two season as. far as legit entertainment "Winged Victory,' "Tons of Fun"
rr
Ell i»eer
nionths; now averaging three per was. concerned, but there is a big built up at the Wilson steadily to
taken ofl' pronto. _, ''The Tempest"
(3rd
week
...j
l"snn
ti^
$3.60).
A grand less than
weie |{. q U olcd around $45,000; vir- backlog of bookings, which indicates gross $12,800 in the first six days, (1.500
had strong start. Three plays sud
sellout at $23,000, with two weeks
tuall.v SRO
plenty of activity for the rest of the seven, performances.
denly closed and two folding.
to
go.
"Stiifr Out. Sweet Land," Interna- winter weeks.
As a matter of fact,
Estimates for Last Week
"Merry Widow" Civic Opera House
Keys; C (Comedy), D. (Dramn), tional (6th week) (M-1.350; $4.80). last Monday (29) evening found only
money
but
not
very
good
Holds
to
one
(3rd
week)
legit
offering
on
tap,
(Rei'ue),
reason
for
(3,600; $3.60). Originally
Current Road Shows
CD (Coiii'dl'-Dmma), R
last
rated
around
$25,000
selling
out;
skedded
that
being
cancellation
to
of
this
perclose
Saturday
(OpereUn).
U0),
ivj
M (Miixicnl.). O Adano," Corl (9th week.
"Blithe Spirit"
Geary, Frisco being held over, despite crix heckformance by "The Overtoils" because
"A Bell for
"Snafu;" Biltmore
(15th week) of the radio commitment ("Blind (5-17).
lmgs, with $29,009, in the kick.
week) (D-1.084;- $4.20). No variance
again (C-926; $3.60). Production paid off Date"), of Arlene Francis, who had
"Blossom Time" Mem. Hall, Day"Ten Little Indians," Harris (13th
In nsures for smash, which
weeks ago and show profiting with leading TOle. Similarly, Monday night ton (5); Coliseum. Evansville (6); week) (1,000; $3). Escapists' darling
went'a round $22,000.
"
moderate grosses; $9,500.
shows were cancelled In Boston and Robinson Aud., Little Rock
got $16,000 again.
(8); City
"A Goose for a Gander," Play"Soldier's
Wife,"
John Golden first week here.
"Tropical Revue," Studebaker (2nd
house, Yanked Saturday (3): played (17th week) (CD-789; $3.60). AnThat left "Dark of the Moon" as Aud., Shreveport (9); Aud.-, Beau- week) (1,400; $3). Bumped to $22,-.
two weeks: house relights next week other moderate-money show operat- only show to start off- the week. This mont (10); Mus. H.. Houston (12); 500.
%
(15) with "The Stranger."
Para..
(13):
ing to some profit; around $7,000!
"legend with music" had a very good Texas, San Antonio
"Voice of the Turtle," Selwyn
"Alice In Arms," National. Opened
"Song of Norway," Imperial (24th week at the Forrest (it had opened Austin 114);. Majestic. Ft. Worth (18th week) (1,000; $3.60). Illness of
(31): panned and week) (O-l. 427: $6). Stays up with there previous Thursday), although (15) Melba. Dallas (16-17).
lest Wednesday
K. T. Stevens cancelled two perperform- the leading musicals and the takings some of theatre's regular patrons, exSaturday; five
stopped
"Calico .Wedding"
Playhouse, formances but remaining six did
due
Love"
My
"—And
Be
ances:
are huge: $42,000.
pecting a musical, were floored by Wilmington (16-17).
sellout $15,900.
here Feb. 19.
"Ten Little Indians," Plymouth the fantasy. Crix gave "Dark" great
"Catherine Wan Great"— Shubert.
''Anna Lucasta," Mansfield (23d (31st week)- (D-1.075; $3.60). Picked notices and fine follow-ups, and attendance at the end of the week Was Boston (5-10); Metro., Providence
week) (D-1.041; $3.60). One of the up and went-to $12,500.
"the llastv Heart." Hudson (5th bigger than some straight musicals (12-13); Shubert. New Haven (15-17).
tandouts; getting $21,000 weekly.
''Chicken Every Sunday" Black(18th week) (D-1.094: $3.60). Off a bit but this house has had. with .most audi"Bloome:- Girl," Shubert
week) (M-1,382; $5.40). Despite the takings of around $13,500 indicate ences waxing enthusiastic: $18,500 stone. Chi (5-17).
week was terrific even for $3.72 scale.
"Clover Ring"
Plymouth, Bost.
newer click musical arrivals.- this this one will make the grade.
"The Overtoils." which had decid- (5-17).
"The Overlons," Booth (CD-712;
one still capacity, and takings are
notices
to
j>lay.
but
Czinner;
mixed
as
Paul
edly,
Presented
$3.60).
by
33,500.
"Come Be My Love''— Locust St.,
by Vincent .Lawrence; fair high praise as to cast, completed an
"Carmen Jones," Broadway (M- written
weeks' stay (gave extra Phila. (8-17).
two
okay
last night (6).
out
of'town;
opened
Boston. Feb. 6.
„•
Final and 63rd week;
1,900: $3).
"Dark of the Moon"—Nat'l, Wash.
"The Voice of the Turtle/' Morosco matinees to make up for cancelled
Signature!"
opening here last
colored-cast operetta has been a
Illness Monday nights) with $13,000. last few (5-17).
(52d week) (C-986; $4.20).
week, drew fairly lukewarm notices
cleanup but off for some time; fair again hampered performances, both performances being near-sellouts.
"Doll's House" Amer, St. Louis and.
although
hypoed by First
•t $19,000; tour announced to start shows on Saturday (3) being canLast night saw the Erlanger. relight (5-10); Cox, Cinn. (12-17).
Nighter Club. nev<r quite managed
next summer in Los Angeles.
of
Mask
and
Wig
Club's
(U.
celled; $16,500; missed shows nicked with the
"Foolish Notion''—Colonial, Bost. to catch on for suitable first week
"Dear Ruth," Miller (8th weeTO gross around $5,000.
Pa.) 57th annual musical production, (5-17).
lake. All others in town, however,
(C-940; $4.20). One of the best laugh
(6th
week) "Hep to the Beat." Wiggers have
"Trio,"
Belasco
"Fun Time" Curran, Frisco (5-17). remained at previous week's okay
letters of the season is aimed Into (D-1,977; $3.60). ' Getting
around this indie house for week on usual
Orpheum, level. "Hope for the Best" making a
Gilbert & Sullivan
text summer and probably longer; $10,000, about an even break; unless rental basis. Last year the Mask and
nice gain through its strong star draw.
over $18,500 quoted
Wig. show was given for three days Davenport (5): Iowa, Cedar. Rapids
picking up soon may drop out.
The
Boston Grand Opera Co., back in
"Dp In. Central Park," Century only on the college campus. Top this (6); Omaha, Omaha (7); Mus. H.. town for its
"Follow the CUrb,* 44th Street
second repertory this
The (1st week) (0-1,713; $6). Sensational year is $4.50. with plenty of advance Kansas City (8-10); Arcadia, Wichita season,
(43d week) (M-1,402; $4.80).
did nicely at the Opera House
all
out
Papers
have
gone
registered.
week;
musical
grossed
nearly
socked,
last
new
success;
run musical* were
(12); Aud.. Pueblo (13); Aud., Den- despite shellacking on opener when
this stayer not so much oft and quite $48,000 In first full week and will to help club because of difficulties ver (14-16).
Met .stars failed to appear.
profitable at $29,500.
probably top that figure; newest that were encountered in putting on
Openings this week include "Fool"Good Night Ladles" (2nd Co.)
show with so many of the boys in
"Good Night, Ladle*," Royale (3d money leader.
Cox, Cinh. (5-10); Davidson, Mil- ish Notion," Theatre Guild-Ameri•
V-12. R.O.T.C. and other units.
REVIVALS
reek) (F-1,084; $3.60). One of those
can Theatre Society sponsored here,
Dramatic opening last night was waukee" (12-17).
"The Tempest," Alviu, (2d week)
shows that were great out of town
at the Colonial last night (5) with
Forrest
"Harriet"— Erlanger, Chi (5-17).
but not here; around $9,000 but mod- (D-1,331; $3.60). Business excellent "Searching Wind," in at the
pjenty of advance through star, and
This
top.
for
two
weeks
with
a
$3.^2
first full week with the claimed tak"Kiss and Tell" (2d Co.)— English,
erate coin may mean slight profit.
writer draw, and "The Clover Ring."
is first established New York hit to
"Hope for the Bett," Fulton (C- ings quoted over $24,500, virtual ca- reach here in some time, most recent Ind'polis (5-10); American, St. Louis which opens tonight at the Plymouth,
pacity.
•48; $3.60): Presented by Jean Dalalso with an okay advance.
On (12-17).
"La Vie Parlslenne," N. Y. Center non-musicals being tryouts.
"Kiss and Tell" (3d Co.)— Empire.
"The Merry Widow" returns on
Symple and Marc Connelly; written (0-3,693: .$2.40). Final and fourth Thursday,
Philly
gets
another
well
in
William
McCleery;
fared
Calgary Sunday (11) at the Opera House for
y
week; date was limited but road "preem" in the Arthur Beckhard- Edmonton (5-10); Grande
tryout dates; opens, tonight (7).
a three-week session. On the 19th
date' to follow has been- called off; VictorrHugo Vidal comedy produc- (12-14); Drake H Regina (15-17).
"Harvey," 48th Street (13th week) $16,000, rather mild.
will
It
tion, ."Come Be My Love."
"Life With Father" (2d Co.)—City "Dark of the Moon," also Theatre
Guild-American
(C-923: $4.20). Wind" and snow-make^'
Theatre
Society,
with
the
"Locust,
play
nine
days
at
ADDED
Lanier. Aud.',
Aud., Jackson
(5);
comes into the Shubert. Then "The
no difference here and the house
Hedgerow Players, Cherry Lane. Walter Hampden starred.
Montgomery (7); Erlanger, Atlanta Deep Mrs. Sykes"
plays to capacity all times; $19,000.
to the Wilbur, Feb.
Next week's only opening is "One
Rep troupe- from *loylan, Pa, ends
Temple,
Birm'ham (12); 26, and "Much Ado About Love," to
"Hats Off to lee," Center (33d its visit Sunday (IDTouch of Venus,", at the Shubert, (8-10);
week) <R-2.994; $1.88). Improved
which is- dark this week. "Venus" Aud., Memphis (13-14); Ryman Aud., the Colonial Feb. 26.
further against Sonja Henie showing
Estimates for Last Week
comes in (with John Boles and Mary Nashville (15); Bijou, Knoxville
at Madison Square Garden; $27,000
"Catherine Was Great," Shubert
Martin) for three, weeks' stand. On (16) Mem. Aud.. Louisville (17).
Suoted; started this week with $4,500
(1.500: $3). Grossed estimated $22.the 19th, tryout. "Calico Wedding," is
Shubert
"Merry Go Round"
NICE
unday (4) matinee.
000 second week, weather hurt biz;
set for the Locust, while on the 26th, Lafayette, Det. (5-10).
"I Remember Mama," Music Box
remains
"Winged Victory" starts a four
a third now current.
Opera)—
"Merry Widow" (New
(16th week) (CD-B79; $4.20).
An$16,000 IN
weeks' stay at the Forrest, with an"Hope for the Best," Plymouth (1,«
Chi. Opera House,' Chi. (5-10).
other fine- success that is never afother tryout. "Happy Ever After,"
300:
Gained nicely on second
Baltimore, Feb. 6.
"Merry Wldew."—Boston Opera H„ week $3).
fected by weather or other condithrough word-of-mouth and
Ruth Gordon in "Over 21" came to still listed for the Walnut, which has Bost. (12-17).
tion^ and counts up to $21,500 every
star draw to touch a very okay $16,Ford's last week and built briskly been inexplicably dark since closing
"Merry Widow" (2d Co.)— Metro, 000, estimated. "The Clover Ring?
there of "Over 21" Jan. 24.
"Jacobowsky and the Celenel," to a nice $16,000.
Seattle
(5-10);
Temple,
Tacoma
(12);
opens here tonight.
House' is currently dark, with TalBeck (47th week) (C-1,214; $3.60),
"The Searching Wind," Colonial
Capitol, Yakima (13); Fox, Spokane
Around $15,000, which should be lulah Bankhead in Theatre Guild 'FOOLISH NOTION'
Second week found
(14-15); Wilma. Missoula (16); Fox. (1,590; $3.60).
profitable both- ways for straight production of "Foolish Notion," by
slight dropoff to estimated $18,000,
Butte (17).
play; "The Foolish Notion" will fol- Philip Barry, set for Feb. 19, as
not bad considering lukewarm nofourth of Ave plays promised under
low late next month.
IN
"Oklahoma!"
Davidson,
Co.)—
(2d
$10,400
tices:
"Kiss and Tell," Bijou (87th .week) Guild-American Theatre Society subMilwaukee
Cass,
(12-17).
(5-10);
Det.
New Haven, Feb. 6.
"Signature!" Wilbur (1,200: $3).
(C-614: $3.60);
Under,- estimated; scription/.
"One Touch ef Venus" Shubert. Thriller opened on Wed, (31) with
SRO was the order for all three
takings around $0,000, okay, both
performances of "Foolish Notion" at Phila. (12-17).
kind but unenthusiastic notices all
ways for one of last season's standthe Shubert last Frl.-Sat. (2-3). At
"OMiello"—Biltmore, L. A., (5-10);' around, and figured at an estimated
outs.
meant
top,
this
a
handsome
$3.60
on five performances. Final
'Spirit'
Ross
$4,000
Aud.,
Diego
Muni.
San
(12-13);
$19,500,
"Lafflnt
BMm Only,'' Winter
estimated $10,400.
Aud., Long Beach (14); Civic Aud., week current.
garden (6th week) (R-1,523; $6).
Current is three-day stand Of
ased off from 'the high of previous
Time' 21G, S. F. "Men-y Widow" (8-10). Next week Pasadena (15); Civic Aud., Fresno

Chicken

Leader at 48G, 'Arts 45G, 'Ladies

SRO

Turtle'

,

9G,

lady Yes' 19a Tempesf $24,500

1

;
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•

Philly Scanty;
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$18,500
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Ton

week, but gross still big; approxibrings "Catherine Was Great" (13San Francisco, Feb. G.
mately $41,000.
"Lady Says Yes," Broadhurst (4th
"Blithe Spirit." with Gladys George 17). Following weekend gets preem
week) (M-1,160; $4.80). Way off replacing Violet Heming as of Jan. of "Myth Ado About Love" (22-24).

days of last week but 20. did satisfactory $19,500 for its
goodly money Friday and Saturday, third week at Curran.
Comedy
Sock Biz Despite
when top is $6; brokers sell most of moved to Geary for' its fourth week
'
the. tickets, "by request; dropped to in town.
$19,000.
Martha Raye and Paul Small's
Damp; 'Othello'
"Late George^ Apley," Lyceum "Fun TimeV' opening at Curran theaLos Angeles, Feb. 6.
(11th week) (C-993; $4.20). One of tre Jan. 29, packed 'em in from the
Despite plenty of rain, business
the very good things on the list. first night on, getting $21,000 for 11
Last week, "Merry along the Rialto is solid this week,
folng along at capacity: around performances.
18,000.
Widow." much'snanked Geary offer- with "Othello" doing smash biz at
the 'Biltmore. Second week of the
"Life With Father," Empire (270th ing, got M4.000 despite crix slaps.
Shakespeare opus is good for another.
week) (C-1,082; $3.90). Run leader
said to be making money both ways,
$30,000 and show could have stayed
for solid six'. weeks of SRO. instead
with gross quoted arpund $10,400 last 'Doll's House' 8'/2
of three-week booking It has now.
week.
In 4 Shows, Indpls. Ken Murray's "Blackouts of 1945"
"Mexican Hayrlde," Majestic (53d
holds up to its usual capacity at El
Indianapolis. Feb. 6.
week) (M-1,695; $8). Slipped considerably in the going that affected
The critics teed off on .James B. Capitan with SH.80O for the 136th
stanza.
run musicals: takings around $25,000. Cassid.v's ornduction of "A Doll's
"Maid in the.Ozarks" built back to
"Oklahoma!."
St.
James (96th House," hi't it still was good for a
week) (M-1.529; $4.80). -Still no vari- healthy $8,500 in four performances $9,500 in the 17th period at the Belance In business for wonder musical; at the English (1,500) Feb. 1-3 at a asco. despite the dew. "Honey, in the
sa top.
Hay" could have gone for better than
$31,000.
There's olenty or- interest In "Kiss the $4,000 registered on the sixth
'One Tou<!h of Vow," 40th Street
(M-'.^lft:
*4.80).
Final and 71st atid» "re"." -opening a return engage- week at the Musort, if inclement
week: slloned to. around M1.000; ment Mondav (5) fo«- the first six-day. •weather hadrtt tiel8h,tick*t buyers at
"»•»'';
goes to
n'OTiew showbopkod in, stand of the season here.
home.
first

(17)

'VICTORY' SETS ONCY

—

four

RECORD, $39,400

Cincinnati, Feb.
Setting an all-time Cincy high for
by grossing $39,400 on eight per(12-17).
formances last week in. the 2.500-seat
San Carlo Op. Co.— Aud.. Oakland, Taft
theatre at $3.60 top, "Whig**
(5); Aud, Portland (7-11); Moore, Victory" seems to have been helped
Seattle (12-17);
rather tharrhurt by recent release of
"Searching Wind"— Forrest, Phila. the Army Air Forces play's screen
(5-17).
version (20th).
This was the first spot for the stage
"Signature"— Wilbur, Bost. (5-10).
"Student Prince"— Hanna, Cleve. show to follow the picture, the gap
bagged
(5-10);
Shea's Erie (12); Shea's. being only three days. The pic
on -a four-week run divided
$45,500
Jamestown (13); Palace. Cantonbetween the
Palace, and RKO
(14); Colonial, Akron
(15); Park, Lyric. That kind of biz is not pea-

LA.

"Rosalinda"

30G

G

—

•

8.

>

Erlanger.

Buffalo

legit

•

RKO

•

:

.

"Over 21"—Studebaker, Chi (5-17).
"Ramshackle Inn"
Playhouse,
Winnipeg (5rl0); Lyceum. Minn.
(12-14); Aud, St. Paul (15); Parkway, Madison (17).

Youngstown (18-17).
"Ten Little Indians" (2d Co.)

Harris, Chi.
.

(5-17).

—

—

nuts here.
local record legit grosser
was $39,000 for George White's "Scandals" back in 1928 at the 2,100-seat

Former

"Tropical Revue"
Cass., Det.
<5-10);Shubert-LaFayette, Det. (12- Shubert. It was for nine performances at $4.40 top.
.j,
"Victory's" take last week was
"Voice of Turtle" (2d Co.)^Seloc5.00 tinder capacity, the shrinkage
wyn, Chi. (5-17).
curring the first night and Wednes"Winged VleUirj"
NUon, Pitts. day matinee, Other performances be(6-17),
ing sellouts,
_,
17).

—

.

i

'

,
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Torgy

Transportation Too Tough,

And

'Sons' Quit, Others Delay

are*'
difficulties
Transportation
claimed to be the reason for two

shows coming back to New
York and three withdrawals from

Royalty Demands Nip
Revised 'Jessie James'

Tours

Leventhal Kidded

touring

Since he was allegedly tricked
Into giving $3,000 advance guarantee to Max J, Jelin for the
"A Goose for a Gander" book-_
ing into the Playhouse, N. Y.,
which Jelin is said to 'have
failed to lease despite claims to
the contrary, J. J. Leventhal,
one of the shrewdest managers
In
show business, has been
kidded'
plenty.
Friends
are
thus, jokingly, seeking touches.
A company manager, for instance, went to Leventhal and
asked for 3 G's, saying that if
the latter gave that much to a
stranger (Jelin), he might as
well lend the same to a friend.

Brondway list not going to the
toad at this time. The road shows
Bess" and "Sons o'
are "Porogy and
fun." ."Porgy" lost money during
the last 10 weeks <>f its tour, mostly
.because of missed performances, and
the same is believed to have applied
(o "Fun:" Colored-cast "Porgy" may
relight again at the N. Y. City Cen-

-the

Century, N. Yi, being that long.
Mike Todd, the
.show's producer, had to engage 'a
couple of Pinkerton men to conFirst time for
trol the crowd.
any showman to use private
dicks for that purpose.
office at the

.

Rose

in Switch,

Frank
"Goose"

McCoy,
(which

Woos Brokers

partner
in
Satur-

closed

day), ribbed: "You can't give
him that much; he hasn't got a
theatre."

Rose

Billy

in

conversing with a

ticketbroker several months ago,
about the time he was taking extra
space in the 'dailies urging playgoers to buy tickets at the boxoffice
for his "Seven Lively Arts," at the
Ziegfeld, N. Y-. was told by the
agency man then to "keep his feet
on the ground."
(The broker had
reference
to
Rose denying the
agencies full quotas of tickets.)
When the broker repeated that a
couple of times, Rose said: "What
dp you mean telling that, to a man
who has $2,000,000." Rose, of course,

Vagaries of B.O.

On B way, Road
Boxoffice vagaries of the road and
Broadway have been sharply emphasized by three shows which en-

mandatory for road shows

.

to

have

meant himself.Which leads-lip to the fact
Rose knew from the start that

ago).

The bantam showman was aware

attained Broadway reputations before commanding profitable business
on tour, but that didn't apply to

that the agencies

"Rebecca"

clays

would eventually

be necessary even before the show

1

Yokel's MisquoteslJn""
'Glass Menagerie'
6.

custom of

misquoting
ads got a
walloping back-df-the-hand Sunday
(4) from Ashton Stevens when he
.devoted his whole "Excursions in
Stageland" column in the HeraldAmerican to ranting at Alex Yokel,
"Glass Menagerie" flack and co-producer, for putting certain words in
his mouth to wit, "'Menagerie' is
the greatest play in 50 years;"
Stevens, who usually doesn't let
such things bother him, also took up
the cudgels for Claudia Cassidy,

—

.

Tribune drama critic, who earlier
hid boxed Yokel's ears because of
an alleged quote from her that it
was "the greatest play ever, to come
to. Chicago."
Miss Cassidy pointed
.out that she used a quote from a- -fanletter the Sunday previous so describing the play, but' that it in rid
way reflected her own views.

"The above quotations are forgStevens wrote.
"Miss Casdid not write that she considered 'Menagerie' the greatest play
ever to come to Chicago. She hasn't
eries,"

sidy

—

.been, in Chicago
or' "on eaitii, for
that matter long enough to make

—

•o sweeping

statement.
And I
"to eat the many encouraging words I have written
..about \ Ibsen's 'Peer Gynt;' to say
nothing of O'Neill's 'Strange Interin 0l der t0 declare Tennessee
Williams' 'Menagerie' the greatest
Play in 50 years."
"Cheater" who made up the "forg.

a

would have

'

•

eries,"

(Barrymore),

and to a
lesser extent, "A Goose For a Gander" (Playhouse).
Both the latter
shows stopped Saturday (3) after

two weeks each.
"Rebecca" was on the road for 22.
weeks last spring and the past au
tumn, coming to New York more
than $70,000 to the good. That profit
was not materially dented during
the short Broadway date. "Goose,"
originally done by Rudolph Allen,
was' taken over, by J. J. Leventhal
and Frank McCoy earlier, this win
ter.
Under their management the
show averaged $11,500 during three
weeks in Detroit, and grossed a sur
.

prising

$20,000 in Washington, so
under the new management it was
Had "Goose" remained on

profitable.

letter is to assure

that

I will operate this theatre for
to come and you can rest
assured that my policy as far as
reputable brokers is concerned will
be of live and let live."
Paul Mass, the license commissioner, who has been irking the
brokers this season, issued a new

some years

'

the owners of the theatre, it was disclosed last week in N. Y. supreme
court, when Justice Aaron J. Levy
reserved decision on the producers'
motion for dismissal of the suit.
Action was brought by the Playhouse Properties, Inc., against Richard W. Krakeur and Roger Clark,
general partners in the "Sleep" company. Under the contract producers
were required to pay a minimum of

the last dozen years, Allan Robbins

now plans to try his hand at Broadway play producing. His first will
be "This Was a Woman," psychological

performances.
Robbins reports he
will sponsor in association with Lee
Shubert and with the backing of
some, real estate: interests.

Haydon and

"My purpose in writing, this
you that I have
no quarrel with you gentlemen, and
when you realize the; great gamble
I have taken I don't think you have
any quarrel with me. It's likely
cluded:

Robbing' . London Metier
A lessee of various theatres for

i 'i

didn't

Julie

could have regulars
(allotments) for performances not
sold out in party deals. Relevant to
his outlay of more than $1,000,000
for the theatre and show, he coneffect that thy

rule to the effect all employees in
agencies must be licensed. Schoolboys are used as runners, usually
working from four in the afternoon
until 8:30. earning from $18 to $18
weekly.
But the N. Y. state law
prohibits licensing persons not 18
years of age or more.

w

drama by Joan Morgan, which
London after .400

closed recently 'in

Suit on

%

Deal
For Playhouse, N. Y.

Producers of "Sleep,

uiV«;^iartlp«MMi

My

the

$11,375,
paid.

of

which

Pretty

only $6,500

was

Anthony

Ross.
of 'adula-

of

the

more

Belasco

Max

of

theatre,

J-.

as

are

he

bizarre.

is

involved

it

was

stated.

Jelin.

gave a rubber check for
Hardeen, who headed a
magic show at the Belasco on a recent S.unday, but It's also claimed he
allegedly,

$1,800

to

tendered bouncers to others, including the Government for Withholding and social security taxes.
Jelin lost two court actions last
week, one ousting him from the Be-

Krellberg and John
S.
S.
Wjldberg, of the ownership group,

lasco,

the lease had been brea'ched. •Jelindid pay $1,500 for "use and occupation" of the theatre, but in ruling
that the theatre revert to the owners, the court stipulated that Jelin
must post $30,000 as surety if an appeal is to be made. Owners are due
to place a marshal in the house today (7) to prevent any "irregularities."
Basis for the ouster was
Jelin's refusal to give Krellberg, et

under usual and customary,
terms, a booking contract for a show
they intended placing in the house,
as. permitted in. the peculiar leasing
arrangement.
The other proceeding was an injunction against Jelin from interfering with the engagement of "Trio"
at the Belasco. The stay had been
temporary, but Justice Aaron Levy
in Supreme Court granted an order
upholding the restraint. Dispute was
between Lee Sabinson, producer of
"Trio," and Jelin over the settlement of a week's receipts, after Mrs.
Jelin got 40 tickets and wanted to
return them, Sabinson refusing because the curtain was up by that
al.,

time.

Again In Night Court
,

^H

Jelin again landed 'n night court
,
j
ek . v
e

$500

l

from

possible for the gross to ap-

is

Attendance was

capacity [or the 'first week, a party
sold al a concession and press courtesies accounting for the difference.
Show is $6 top and the normal nightly capacity is around $6,700, while
on Saturdays, when the scale goes to
$7.20. the take is $1,000 more.
Same
ticket prices pertain to "Seven Lively Arts." which led Broadway up to
the time "Park" arrived. That's just

what Todd prayed
Billy Rose,

who

for.

^
- MSBM
^'"^^^
claimed
he extracted

is

the

Belasco

boxoffice,

Sabinson objecting.

Fists then flew.
Jelin made counter-assault charges
and the case was. put over until today (7).- Previous altercation was
between Jelin and Paul Groll, the
company manager, who has a piece
of "Trio," the latter claiming that
Jelin kicked him, but Groll withdrew the charge.
Manipulations of the Jerseyite
started when he claimed to have
leased the Playhouse and booked in
two shows, getting advance money
amounting to $10,000 from Jules J.

Fact that he planted a smash isn't
the only reason that qualities the
spectacular showman for a larger
hat,

he'll

if_

wear

He

it

craftily

booked" "Park" into the Century on
a

rental

much

and no matter how
grosses, the Shu-

basis,

the'

show

.

berts can only get $9,000 per week,,

and they must pay fo:- the stagehands and their share of the musicians;'

The

show's

profit, is

rental dcil

means that

between $21,000 and

weekly, the operating, mit
being modest, as there are' no names
requiring particularly big salaries in
the show.
Nor is there- a name

$25,000

stager getting royalty.
And that»iso<t*Uv,Ua3jd(__
Mon is mostly drops; cleverly devl
by Howard Bay from color pictures
in a book of Currier and Ives prints.
So the production outlay is estimat.

lie

only gilds the

lily

.

Hosp

tion.

less

show

rate the

Latter attraction

is

a straight

show

which

still isn't out of the production
red but is faring exceptionally well
on the road and will soon be on the
right- side of the ledger.
Proving
that the "Park" production isn't as
heavy as it looks, there are but 21

men

crew, exceptionally low

HI the

for a musical (straight play- productions require neanly as many deck-

hands, backstage).
2 Adverse Notices
There were two adverse notices
on "Park," in the Times and PM.
Both Lewis Nichols (Times) and
Louis Krbnenberger (PM) have "been
-

'

at the top of the "Variety" critics

,

"resBi—e'*!

—to—

lto^.p.-.ntiflB)

-jartj££_

given by the late Diamond Jim
Brady. Todd wouldn't say what the
check was, and Jim Colligan, his
general manager, merely remarked

(Continued on page al)

'KISS'

SETS AUSSIE

RECORD, 52 WEEKS
Melbourne, Jan.
"Kiss

comedy

and
still

Tell," F.

running

Hugh
in

21.

Herbert'a

New

York,

closed at J. C. Williamson's Comedy
-theatre here recently after a run
of 52 weeks, to set an all-time record
for a legit production in Australia.
"The Amazing Dr. Clltterhouse,"
with Edwin Styles, has succeeded
"Kiss," 'and seems set until midMarch, when "Blithe Spirit" will replace.
"Voice of the. Turtle" will
then follow.
All arc N. Y.-orlginated shows,

New Road

.

'

•

Hi

•

boxscore.
Todd's party at the Tavern on the
Green in Central Park after the
debut show is still the talk of the
town. The fabulous event has; been

.

^we

.

than $115,000, and at the
is going that will be
paid off within a month. Production
nut is less than half the cost, of
Todd's "Mexican Hayride" (Majestic)
and about 30% less than his
"Catherine Was Great" (Mae West).
ed at

Leventhal
and Shepard Traube.
Latter claimed he got most of his
PASADENA'S WINTER SEED
Harry Green in
money back. Same goes for LevenPasadena, Cal., Feb. 6.
Actor Harry Green operated on at thal,
but both managers were reLate winter schedule at the Pasa- French hospital Monday (5) for inquired to post fresh guarantees with
dena Community Playhouse opens ternal .-disorder. He's expected to be
Gold 'Contempt'
Harry Fromkes, owner of the Playthis week with "Uncle Harry" slated discharged within 10 days.
houseT Latter swore he never gave
The Theatre Guild and David to run two weeks.
Green and Jack Pearl plan to pro- Jelin any agreement
indicating the
..broke even Monday
are
program
the
(5)
in
on
Other plays
duce and appear in a play titled "mythical" rental, but
«• Y. supreme court on two motions
Leventhal
Feb.21-March
Is
Green,"
"The Corn
"Queen of the South," by Edward and Traube say Jelin showed them
argued before Justice Aaron J. Levy
4; 'The Great Big Doorstep," March Childs Carpenter.
"Voice" being a current hit, too.
a paper signed by Fromkes and they
in Lowe's
suit for
21March
$180,500 for 7-18, and "King Lear,"
believed the deal was consummated.
services he allegedly rendered
in April 1.
Involved were "A Goose for a Gan'Spirit'
financing "Oklahoma!"
Court reShows in Rehearsal
der," which stopped Saturday (3),
J*rved decision on both motions, one
• Bob Chi B.O.
A Coast production - of "Blithe
"Bill Comes Back"—John Golden. and The Stranger," which opens at Spirit," with Gladys George, ReginPS Lowe to cite the Guild for conChicago, Feb. 8.
tempt in failing to. permit examina"The
Deep
Mrs. Sykei"— Stanley the Playhouse next week.
Harvey, origDenny
and
Lillian
ald
persons
While more than 1,000
Herbert Levien was attorney for inally set for' Los Angeles' and San
tion of its books and records as or- were watching the performance of "10 Gilkey, Barbara Payne.
dered by the court, the other by the
"Much Ado About Love"— Max the Krellberg coterie, Jelin's counsel Francisco, will now go on road.
Little Indians" at the Harris theatre
including Louis Nizer and GreenCulld to stop Lowe from flllngj
Gordon.
Tour set for 12 weeks, opening
filing last night (5). Have Kfhd, boxofficer,
"Happily Ever .After"
proof of his claims for failure to was reliever'
Barney baum, Wolf It Ernst.
Feb. 12 in Salt Lake City, with
'200 by gunman who
Incidentally, suit by Jelin to oust bookings as far east as Detroit and
produce a further bill of particulars. drew a rev
and demanded the Klawans, Vic Payne-Jennings.
"Cellee WeMiag" -Lester Meyer, "Trio" from the theatre has been set Buffalo. Producer is Harold Young,
Lowe charges that the Guild, un- receipts.
mr an oral agreement agreed to Kind pushed the $200 toward him Richard Meyers.
for trial Feb. 19 by N. Y. Supreme formerly general manager for Homer
give him a percentage of the profits. and latter strode «way.
Curran In Frisco.
Straager"— Sbepard Traube, Court justice Bernard L. Shientag.

The

.

and he and

did "Arts," continue

walk on different sides of any

to

street.

Last week. In court, during one of
several legal proceedings in which

sL
FiayrKusr4?
days.

Nov. 2 and closed after several
performances, owe a balance of $4,875 on their percentage contract with
last

antics

who debuted on Broadway

lessee

jSte^St^'hat

rhe'TsremTei

tour it probably would have made
plenty, and only because Conrad
Nagel's contract called for a Broadway showing by the end of January
•wgytt-j a wahiiiai Aviacbo commit
ment was his reason. Nagel was costarred with Gloria Swanson.
"Ladies" originated on the Coast,
landing in Chicago, where it established a run record of 100 weeks.
During the height of that engage
ment the management was skeptical
over its chances on Broadway, yet
'4' YiSW productic/iv
w*a buill. -'(•mw?
make the grade, but business during
the first three weeks was only mild.

Stevens continued, "didn't
nave the common wit to realize he

have to cheat. ... Nobody
has to lie about this truly wonderful
Play that is so wonderfully acted
by
tautette Taylor, Eddie Dowling,

before

Jelin,

financial

getting
that
sell-

ing all tickets for "Arts" directly at
the boxoffice was impossible.
He
made allotments to the agencies last
week, engaging Harry Blpomfleld for
that purpose, latter having been on
Mike Todd's staff for the same purpose last season. (Todd and Rose
seem to be exchanging staffers,
James Colligan, formerly with Rose,
having joined Todd about a year

II

proximate $52,000.

Court Actions
The

;

"Park" was in. Its first week saw
the show bounce to the top of the
list, with takings of almost $48,000.

Jelin Loses 2

.

By JACK PULASKI
Todd, who has climbed

Mike

steadily as a legit producer during
the past several years, has delivered
the New York, season's musical b.o.
topper, "Up in Central Park." Show
opened on Saturday, Jan. 2'/; aii'd on.
the following Monday (29), day of
the second performance, a big lino
formed at the Century (originally
Jolson's). adjacent to Central Park.
Though the show didn't get a 100%
press, it was quickly evident that

Three house ticket sellers were
on the job, but Todd hired a
fourth, for whom he'li have to
pay the salary.

.

Third closing not figured to tour
tered the metropolitan list recently.
Immediately is "Rebecca," which
Two that fared well, if not excelfaded out at the Barrymore last Sat
lently, out of town were batted down
urday. But it, too, is slated for the
and have already closed, the third
west early next season, although the
being in doubt.'
drama may appear on the Coast dur
In other times It was virtually
ing spring,

Chicago, Feb.

'Last week patrons stood outdoors, despite the bitter cold, to
get tickets for "Up in Central
Park," the line from the box-

_so n musical.

.

.

B O.

Dicks Control 'Park'

•

tickets.

press' agent
crix in the

Do 52G. Tops B way; Payoff in 4 Wks.

-

and a tour was pencilled in more
than once. Plans, now call for the
operetta (also colored) not to relight
until next June, with Los Angeles
the. starting stand, and by then there
will be a number of cast changes.
"La Vie Parisienne" stops this week,
too, at the City Center, dateof four
Reweeks then being completed.
vival of the Offenbach light opera
fared mildly, but New Opera Co.,
which principally produced it for
the road, decided that touring is too
difficult at this time.
Cast changes
are to be made, so the show won't
hit the road until next fall'. "Parisienne" didn't benefit as it might have
the
because
city-owned
theatre
doesn't' allow
agencies to handle

That old

Central Park' 48G in 1st Wk., Will

>

It was booked o it of town until
ter.
March 15.
"Carmen. Jones," which closes Saturday (10) at the Broadway, N. Y.,
announced "last weeks" for months

Ashton StevensJU|s

Hollywood, Feb. 6.
Thirteen percent royalty demands
for revised "Little Jessie James," with
new songs by Jule Styne-Saul Chaplin, caused Eddie Cantor to call off
Frisco show.
Instead he's concentrating on "Nellie Bly," with Nat
Karson, for Broadway production.
Karson and Cantor were to have
done Ralph Spence's modernization,
of old Harry Archer-Harlan Thomp-
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Town

Plays Out of
Foolish Notion
New Haven, Feb.

2.

TlieAlir fSuHil in-oilurituii of cotnoilv In
HfiH by rliJHp Hurry. Stara TulluUili
Bankln-iid; rV;iimv.* Henry Hull. 1>i»n:i)d
Cook, Aubrey Mother. DtrvotfKl by John C.
thi-aH

Tylltiiin:

bcUIuk mul
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.MK'l/.luri.
hi'
nuimtyImIiii)
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reported miss-

eve of her aHno\lncdj*ri
Roarke, Hapgood indicates by way
of a mysterious message that he is
till alive and. will show up within
the hour.
It is here that the play takes on its
decidedly unorthodox presentation
by submitting musings on the part of
Roarke. Sophie, her father, and her
adopted daughter as to what will
.

transpire when Hapgood arrives. The
fact that the actual appearance of
Hapgood does not coincide with the
four figments adds interest to the
play's finale.
Cast is given excellent dialog, com-

bining humor, drama and whimsy,
which is delivered on an equally excellent plane. Tallulah Bankhead's
Sophie depicts a character of innate
talent who can never quite get away,
from the fact that she is an actress.
The latitude of her role, is capably
expressed in scenes' ranging from
tender maternal outpourings 4b biting verbal duels. It's a good part for
her. Henry Hull, Donald Cook and

Aubrey Mather

all measure up to
their featured billing, playing, respectively. Hapgood, Roarke and Sophie's father. Twelve-year-old Joan
Shepard sparkles as the daughter,
giving adult intelligence to her intcrpretation.
Marion Manton has

the

talents
her mother, Marlene
of
Dietrich, but she contributes convi ction to a minor role.
Barbara

Kent ancTMildred Dunnock DOth play
dual parts satisfactorily to complete
•rj efficient cast.

Staging of "Notion" has not been a
simple, matter. It represents a gen
erally good directional effort but still
has major obstacles to overcome.
Setting of a library Is outstanding.
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"Never write nuthin'," croaks Aunt
Sophie in Elizabeth McFadden's new
play, "it makes fer troubles." Aunt
is referring to wills and things
like that, but she might well have
been referring to dramatists who devote the first act of their plays telling
the audience whodunit, the second
act telling the cast whodunit, and the
third telling everybody that it wasn't,
nice for anybody to havedunit.
Few thrillers in recent seasons have
created the atmosphere, the tension
and the suspense that ''Signature!"
does in its opening five minutes and
few have thereafter dissolved into a
more depressing morass of Civic Bet-

Sophie

—

terment speeches and

thriller cliches.
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"Hope For the

McCleery comedy, opening at Fulton N Y
tonight i7>, had complicated going on its out-of-town
tiyout. Show
New Haven three days, Washington, Baltimore and Pittsburgh oneplayed
week
"Alice" seems to have just- missed. each, and Boston two weeks. Marc Connelly, co-producer, also listed as
Three authors worked on the play director, is reported to have quit after Baltimore run, play being
directed
and managed to work in a fair vol- last three weeks in Pittsburgh and Boston by co-prodiicer
Jean
Dalrymple
of
ume
giggles but the story is some- who is a press agent. Connelly believed
to have been in New York all
what incoherent with the result that that time. Two
cast members, both of whom received excellent notices
out
a corking setting depicting two floors
of town, were replaced in surprise moves, Mercedes
McCambridge by
of a Pa. home goes to waste. Frederick Fox did alright with, that de- Jane Wyatt, Edmon Ryan by Jack Hartley. Wyatt move obviously made
for. "name" draw.
Ryan last minute change (he withdrew Saturday Or in
sign.
Cast is headed by Peggy Conklln. Boston) reported because he refused to play part as director wished, alShe plays Alice, a WAC just returned though performance well received everywhere.
home and about to leave the service,
intending to settle down as the wife
Dennie Moore is leaving "Seven Lively Arts," Ziegfeld, N.Y.. believing
of Walter, a nice enough fellow but
her assignments in the Billy Rose revue are not important enough. Miss
rather a stuffed shirt. But along
comes Steve, a GI she had met in Moore handed In her notice for same reason when "Arts" played PhiladelParis, and since he has no place to phia, but agreed to continue until the show was set.
Wolfe Kaufman has resigned as press agent for ''Arts," being the second
stay, Alice's ma puts him up. Of
course, it works out that Steve is the Rose staffer to walk recently, Bob Milford .having withdrawn Saturday
boy who has a lease on her heart, (3). Knuf, ex-"Variety," also shaved off his mustache. There were comand there's no lending it to anyone plaints.
else.
Milford is en route to Hollywood to become production assistant to his
Miss Conklin is a likeable actress cousin, George Jessel, on the 20th-Fox lot. It's an assignment he has sought
but this time doesn't get the best of for some time. Mrs. Milford, who is Effie Afton professionally,
accomthe story. She looks rather smart
panies him.
in her uniform. Kirk Douglas is the
smiling soldier who wins the girl,
turning in a fair performance gen"The Two Mrs; Carrolls," which closed a long run at the Booth, N.Y,
erally.
Florence Shirley, who has Saturday (10) is laying off this week and next before going to the road.
been in Hollywood for some time, is Cast will receive salary for the two-week layoff, Equity not having been
very good as the mother; G. Albert asked to make a concession
in that respect. Drama made excellent profit
Smith makes a small part stand out.
throughout a stay that was punctuated last summer by a vacation, Robert
In a season so fecund with sucReud and Paul Czinner produced, but it's understood I 'J, Leventhal owns
cesses, plays must be considerably
Out. of town this play was called
"Star in the Window but under any
title
it's
aii
unfinished
product;

Best," William

.

.

.

I'jtejspBj'hcw the story can be
pVo^efcy* i e^frfeated here to achieve better than average to get across.
consideration, beyond its merits as a "Average" Is the rating of "Alice."
/bee.
production.
(Wihdrotun Saturday i3i after
After establishing a sinister atmosphere in the public rooms of a four days.)
Tidewater Virginia courthouse in the
1850s when' "the night comes alive"
to torment a judge who has obviously
Varsity
committed murder, the story sets
forth the waiting of a young couple
to the
indicted for the crime, while a stal(MASK AND WIG, U. OF PA.)
wart young lawyer tries, at the risk
truth
of
to
the
career,
get
at
his
of
Philadelphia, Feb. 5.
Mask and Wife Club (liiilvi'i'.ilty of l'a.)
the killing.
As in "No Way Out" of recent re- prodm-ilmi oMtit .17lh annual imitflcul show
In.prolok and two aclH (nine hcoPoh): muslu.
grettable memory, the main problem ort-licHt
rations and vocal iirranKi'montH by
is how to trap the criminal in view
Clay A. Hnlund; book by Darrell Smith,,
of the fact that he is in a position with tiMthnlcnl a.lHlatam:c from Darrell
to block every effort. In this case he Snlltli. Jr., U.9.N.R.; lyrli'n by Bolnnd and
KmlllK ilnnclnjf cboviiH directed by Pete
is made to preside over a hearing
Con low: cant under direction or Jack Gorattended by representative citizenry don; ftlnglnc; chorus coached by. Francke
and, in an avalanche of feverish ora- Mmlcy; costumen by Angelo I'httu; nrchp»tory dedicated to the propositioruthat tra conducted by Joseph F. Kollniunn. Jr.
entire production undor mitiorvlHlon of J.
it 'is the American prerogative to
I'Vrgunon Mohr. Oponed at Krlanjter Itiebreak its public servants if they be- ntre. Philadelphia. Feb. n. 'J.Y: .SI. BO.
tray their trusts, the judge is indicted
for murder.
It's tough that this particular proBefore he is, however, there Is duction of the famous Wiggers won't
much barking of hound dogs, chir- be allowed more, of a career. Show
ruping of katydids, scraping of trees is generally conceded to be up with
against the courthouse, flashing of the club's very best, which is all the
lightning, bugs, clanking of barred more amazing Inasmuch as 35 out of
doors, creaking of doors and floors, the 55 programmed in either cast or
and shouting of people offstage, for chorus of "Hep to the Beat" are listwhich latter purpose the large cast ed as either V-12 students, Navy
is best designed. All this may be In- R.O.T.C. or veterans and as such were
teresting as an isolated phenomenon, limited in rehearsal times. Veteran
but unfortunately it has no relation show men wh o saw the invitation
whatever to the events "vofiiJ^ciI" "Si Ss^fflleaTJSt^WnTETTTfSi'
upon the stage.
Sunday afternoon (1st time In WigThe production, which is to say the gers' history) expressed wonderment
set and costumes, are effective pic- and complete admiration. Number
torially but the acting, except .in and choral rehearsals went on all
minor character sketches, is never Sunday night and Monday with first
quite suitable aside from the fact public show as smooth as any in long
that nobody speaks with a suggestion more-than-half-cenfury history.
of a Southern accent. There is, in
Although transportation difficulties
short, little enough Illusion or susas well as inability of the boys to
pense in the narrative Itself, but even
get long enough leave for usual Mask
Elie.
less in the realization of it.
and Wig travels will cut out the tour,
there is one feature: of "Hep" which
Simon Wolf Bankrupt
will get plenty of attention, via radio
Listing $14,059 as liabilities, Simon and discs and sheet music, and that's
the score by Dr. Clay A. Boland, now
Wolf, yiddish legit actor, filed a vola lieutenant-commander in the Navy
untary petition in bankruptcy Mon- stationed
Boland s
at Annapolis.
day (5) in N. Y. federal court.
score here is superlative.
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memory of her husband, Jim Hapgood, who had entered war service

pare haw. wcaad-hand electrical
Solpmrnt lnclodusg Mmmt* board*,
to 10a I^ko ll(hu, sther tUmt IlchtIng «4Dlpmenl.
Writ*, firtut Pimm,
to Box M58. Twrlotr, 1H WTMih St.,
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raveling of a story laid in the home
of celebrated actress, Sophie Wing,
torn between love for her acting
partner. Gordon Roarke, and the

to
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tween the two elements is a present
•tumbling-block that will require
clarification before the play can And
proper appeal.
Play starts off as the orthodox un-
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Plot, actually of one-act proportions, has been expanded into a fulllength script by the insertion of a
series of meditative sequences concerning four of the play's major
characters.
distinct cleavage be-
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manner; Barry hrs gone
off the deep end in expressing himself via fact and fancy.
That the
plunge has taken him into hot water
was evidenced by the mixed reception accorded the play's premiere.
With proper revision, he can extri-

.
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'lor.'iii'i*.
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issue of the

titled "Silence Is Not Golden," sub-head being "Exuberant
Is a national institution.
He's made millions as a playwright
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Philip Barry lias come forth with
a combination' of reality and reverie
that offers considerable promise as
one of the season's substantial productions. 'In once again attempting
to present a relatively simple theme

cate himself to the extent of delivering a worthwhile boxofficc and litcontribution.
"Notion" has
many absorbing features that can be

Skinner mill Mr,. Illy WlUnr.l iiri'i.
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American magazine has a story by Jeromo
John GoiZ
and nrnH.,^
and will sing his 'Poor Butterfly- for you at the drop of a
hat "
describes him as "one of the most remarkable men in
America
in
year-old, gay, garrulous
his close friendships extend to artists
VritPrY
Joliiuile Venn
publishers, presidents of corporations, admirals, generals,
ItllNMi'll N. Sliil'I'lHOIl
advertisino ei^'
utives and from Mayor La Guardla and Bernard
l-'loroncc Shirley
Baruch to
...1'fKKy Conklln
and back again to President Roosevelt and the Hoovers,
Herbert and t
linlUli Abbott
Edgar ... .he calls his wife May .-. not darling because her
.Daiiliy Itlnkley
name is Mar'
..'.... UoKor Clark
garet ... he s the life of every conference and party
the only folk,
..Turn Mi'Mllinny
he loathes are those who outshout him
one thing he wants on his tomh
Vlncenl
..Uli'Muril CooffHii
stone is 'He was the first man to give free tickets to
'servicemen that
.... Klik DuimlaH
starting
in the last war.
As
to
his
many charities, Golden is quoted sav.
....Ci'orKC Ives
..M-irlcey Stiswart
lng he s a sucker to give money away." But he does.
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Inside Stuff-Legit

Play on Broadway

Complicated lighting has not .vet
readied ultimate polish in the overall important part it plays. This is
due more to clarification than tech-

7, 1945

Show

Hep

Boat

'

50% interest.
FemmeTead Vi'""T ' ~\ r"T
'I T
f "tU1Y 'ITU rfn-r iiifsHJl .
staged "The Overtons," which opened at the Booth last night (6). Because
of the dual assignment Miss Bergner desired a respite before touring, and
that went for others in the cast, too.
a

ni

TT"

The battle between Fortune Gallo and Peter Mazza, wealthy Cleveland
coal man, over $10,000 supposed to have been deposited with Equity to
guarantee salaries of a proDosed .operetta company, has shifted to Cleveland, where the revivals were to have been played.
Each put up coin,
a certified check being sent to Equity by Mazza.
Then the would-be
partners had differences, and after they slapped writs on each other, pay.

ment on the check was

stopped.

Gallo filed suit in Cleveland for $6,000 against the coal dealer, saying he
posted that amount of the guarantee coin. Mazza counter-sued for $25,000
alleging breach of contract.

.

.

John Wildberg, associated with Cheryl Crawford

////

Outstanders are undoubtedly "Out
of Sight," "G.I. Joe from Kokomo,"
"Escape Mt Never," and "I'll Teach
You How to Play the BoogleWoogle" with "Good Night" and
"All the World Will Smile Again" as
runners-up. Then there's a typical

Mask and Wig

topical

comedy num-

ber ("It Ain't Hildegarde"), "which
spoofs Mrs. Roosevelt's traveling proclivities in numerous and not-toovenomous verses. In addition, there
are several other possible dark horses
(including "Hep to the Beat" itself)
and a couple of march fragments.

However, "Escape Me Never" (ballad) and "Boogie Woogle" (just what
cleverly,

The War Dept. has been apprised that when "Winged Victory" plays
Washington in March, the service show will have to pay the National theatre musicians, who will be laid off for a service band, When "This Is'
the Army" played here, Musicians union, Local 181, dipped into Its treasury and paid the musicians $880 rather than' have any fuss. Under its
contract with the National theatre, musicians musi be paid whenever •
theatrical performance is engaged on the stage.
9mTT &vir •iihipV ffwvp tn>» 'Wrnmanrl performance" on
Sunday, Jan. 28, at the National theatre, Washington, will probably earn
more than "Voice of the Turtle." Last year's show got almost $3,000 profit,
and this year the receipts are expected to reach o$3,500. "Dear Ruth" com*
pany contributed $500 towards the running expenses. It was an inexpensive show to handle, only 10 in the company, traveling with two stage.

,

.

hands.

Richard Basehart, lead in "Hasty Heart" (Hudson," N.Y.), explains masScotch brogue he uses in play. Ohio-born actor states he picked it
up at semi-pro Hedgerow theatre, Rose Valley, Pa., when he rehearsed
for a Scottish play for four months. Show was never produced.
tery, of

A

very visible
to be noted this year
of the singing chorus.

PLAY PUIUSHERS

This group was coached this year by
Francke Morley, well-known local
teacher and another who Is not a
Wigger.

•nVtr 4t»l!»g<rith»4 playi

not himself a Wlgger.

improvement
is

the

work

The settings are not as elaborate
some years which Is quite understandable—but very decorative
and easy on the eye, and the costumes are ditto. Story by Darrell
Smith (with assist from his navy
son) is above Club's recent average,
with scenes Tunning from New York,
via plane to India. Quite a lot of the
action takes place In a native temple in Swoboda. All this allows for
use of G.I.'s, sailors, airmen, natives,

USO

entertainers among the players.
student principals, Alfred

Among

1

<

SONO Of IERNADETTE
TOMORROW IHI WORLD
LOST HORIZON • HIGHLAND
niNO EVB OF ST. MARK BEST
FOOT FORWARD FEATHERS IN
A GALE 'MRS. MINIVER GREAT
•

—

as in

-

Pete Cotllow. local darttetfifeotb* twrf

enterprises,
Todd), threat-

made a statement in Philadelphia recently (as did Mike
ening never to bring another tryout to the Quaker city. Wildberg was
angry at reception given Crawford's Tempest" when it tried out there
recently, all four dally critics giving play unfavorable notices. Todd had
burned at two morning crlx for treatment to "Central Park." "Tempest"
well received in New York.

figure It, but very
Price
G. Robert Stallfort as
worked up and presented) seem to heroineand
and hero, respectively, are
get the most -nods. They're both In
outstanding, with bows deserved for
Act II. Most commercial producers G. Wayne
Gallagher (who sings the
could grab such.a score as Dr. Boland
"It Ain't Hildegarde" ditty for plenty
has mitten without batting an eyeof encores), John F. Mulcahey, as a
lash,
"middle-aged comedienne," and EdOtherwise, show is typical Mask ward Hoffman, who clicks potently
and WiC. with the famed dancing in the "Boogie-Woogle" number. A
chorus, both men and "gals," wowing trio of crooners, Andrews Sisters'
the house repeatedly with some pattern, and several- remarkablt adatricky •*vdu^bwrtcW'fou«iWri by gio dancers feature the spMalkts*

you'd

many
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PttiRtETr
recting Catholic Theatre Guild players In a musical.
Moe Sadwick has quit Henry
Busse band and is home to go to

CHATTER

work

in

war

plant.

Harry Thomas, Schenley manager,
recouping in Atlantic City after
lone hospital siege.
Mural caricatures by Vernon Lind,
of Pittsburgh Press staff, decorate
dies.
Broadway
Jake Wilk, eastern story exec for new Duffy's Tavern.
Canteen celebrates WB,
Duke Hickey. field rep for Will
Stage Door
to Ojai to huddle with John van
March
2.
Hays
office, will stay here for a
•
third aiini
Druten.
month or so on business.
Jane Wyman, Warner star* has reVictor Samaan, general Near East
Johnny Harris hosted group of Los'
turned to the Coast.
rep for PRC, in town for studio
Angeles sports editors at a Variety
Raoul Walsh, Warner director, in huddles.
Club luncheon over the weekend.
New York from Coast.
Carol House, legit actress, diNatalie Core, announcer on Blue,
Lewis Harmon agenting "Deep Mrs. vorced Anthony A. Pabian^ cartoon
network's "Listen to Women" proSykes." now rehearsing.'
animator.
gram, a graduate of Carnegie Tech
Joyce Allen has joined southern
James M. Cain returned to his drama school.
•
"Junior
Miss."
company of
writing after visiting his mother in
Vincent Lawrence, Metro writer, Baltimore.
.

town

talent exec, in

tor studio hud-;

.

leaves N. Y. for the Coast, Feb. 12.
Gagsters are calling the N.Y.A.C.
the "New York Alcoholic Club."
Edith Favevsham recovering from
recent major operation at Lenox Hill

Dora
checked

Liu,

Mexican

in for

screen and stage ap-

film,

star,

Chicago

structive book, "Song Writing SimN. Y. Post Editor Flays Mowrer
Edgar Ansel Mowrer's column in plified," for publication.
week on "The VatiDavid Smart, publisher of Corocan and Democracy", was occasion net and Esquire, due in Hollywood
for unsual reply by Post Editor Ted this week to ogle studios.
O: Thackrey in adjoining column.
W. Thornton Mr.rtin on Roy
Bitterly attacking Mowrer for his Rogers' Snn Fernando ranch, writaccusation that the Vatican sup- ing a piece about his host.
ported fascism vs. democracy, ThackEditor and Publisher f'-ozc Its 1945
discussion
rey
called
Mowrer's

N. Y. Post last

.

"stupid" and "rhetorical" and said
Mr. Mowrer concludes his remarks
about Vatican policy with an intolerant' series of paragraphs designed
to insult his. fellow Americans of the

Roman

pearances;

Catholic faith.

We

refuse to

Phil Spitalny opens at the Oriental suppress, but we answer."
George Palomeque, Mexican bulloperator, gandering show biz theatre Friday (9).
Thackrey pointed out Post's policy
Camellia House has inked Skip
hospital.
in Hollywood.
oh columnists. "We have fundaFarrell for added two weeks:
Cass Adams columning in the MirPolice commission closed three
Carmen Cavallaro inked in for mental responsibility of selecting our
Considine
is
while
again,
Bob
ror
Hollywood penny arcades frequented
third
at the Chicago theatre.
week
Thereafter on occasion,
associates."
in Hollywood.
by ^servicemen.
Bill Green, M-G p.a. in New York he
Will Morrissey around with aid of
says,
"we provide space for
Robert North, ill for three months,
cane after being horizontal with gout is reported giving up his producer on a "get-acquainted" tour ot home presentation of .views which are reoffice.
and ticker trouble;
post at Republic.
pugnant
to
us, or even intolerant.
Eddie Benkert, secretary of the
Bill Castle in from Coast to stage
George Glass aiding Charlie DagUnion, vacationing in If the matter seems vital, we must
"Star Spangled Widow,'.' going into gett in lining up exploitation for Musician's
"
either suppress or answer. We preFlorida.
rehearsal next week.
Cagney productions.
"Glass Menagerie," doing bang-up fer to. answer, suppression being the
Irving Pincus succeeded Bob MilDale Evans and Adele Mara to
ford as company manager of "Seven Mexico City for the National Mo- biz at Civic Theatre here, skedded greater evil." Thackrey pointed out
to open at the Playhouse, N. Y.,
Lively Arts," Ziegfeld.
that Dorothy Thompson's plea in retion Picture Festival.
John Steinberg, of the Hillcrest
Nate Spingold, continuing studio March 8.
Len Gun, magician; Clark Dennis, cent weeks for a soft peace for Gercountry club, returning to Coast huddles with Harry Cohn on Coformer WBBM singer; and Johnny many was repugnant to the Post, but
after looking over the shows.
lumbia's future program.
they let her shed "her verbal tears
Sanna,
dancer,
are
back
after
a
year's
Larry Wiener Heads the Pioneer
Carlton Aisop, the radio producer,
of compassion" even though Miss
Advertising Corp., legit advertising .was held up two weeks trying to get run on the Fox-hole circuit.
"Big Sid" Catlett, Esquire poll's Thompson/had been wrong before,
gubsldiary-of Kayton-Spiero agency, accommodations back east.
choice for the world's greatest drum- as
when she claimed Germans
Leo J. McCarthy, PRC sales chief,
Poodles Hanneford, veteran circus mer, joins
jive crew at Joe Sher- wouldn't accept Hitlerism. The Post
off for Coast over weekend for hud- clown, bought' a ranch in San Ferman's Garrick Lounge February 15.
dles with Leon Fromkess, company nando
has permitted Mowrer to plead
and
abandon
ring

•

•

;

.

present

at

circulation

leve.1

last

week, due to. paper restrictions.
Niven Busch writing a novel of
the. postwar era between film scripting chores for David O Sclznick.
Ozzic Nelson is making a'bool; out
of "Adventures of Ozzie and Har-

summer

for early

riet"

publication.

Jud Baker checked out of Warner
flackery to finish. his novel, "A Green
Fire Is Burning," for April printing,

Frank Gruber's "Johnny Fletcher"
mystery stories to be put on the film
market by publishers Farrar 4: Rinehart.

•

.

',

'

.

may

Valley
big top.

prexy.

the

Joseph V. Connolly, head of King
Mervyn Freeman, released from
Features, enters a hospital today overseas Office of War Information
(7), his 50th birthday, for a general duties,
is
returning to newsreel
check-up.
camera work.
H. M. (Doc) Doherty, head of WarPat O'Day. maitre d' of the Beachner, exchange auditing operations, hit comber,. is the son of Anne Caldwell,
25 years of service with Warners last librettist of some of Jerome Kern's
Thursday (1).
earlier shows.
Hotel Somerset bar, closed for a
Anrie Sterling, screen starlet, obyear because of prostitution and tained an annulment of her Mexican
bookmaking charge, reopening under marriage to Thomas W. Warner,. Jr.,
'

new management.

^vKax .Kenny's story, "7 Men On a
S3,witie-L*tigh," about breaking into
radio in Journal-American's mag section, attracted attention.
Harold
Leonard,
former
orch
leader, who underwent operation for
thyroid trouble by Dr. Isaac Goesch
last week, recuping at home.
Joseph H. Moskowitz, 20th-Fox v.p.
and eastern studio rep, back In N. Y.
after, three- week huddle on the Coast
with Joe Schchck and Darryl F. Zanuck.
Harold Stehli is treasurer of the
Century ("Up in Central Park"), his
record number of assistants being
_

Harry Bedell, Bob McCall and Fred
Gasnia.

war plant exec.
Robert Pirosh, former screen

Sgt.

reported missing in action
last week, turned up safe in a U.S.A.
writer

camp in Luxembourg.
The 1,500-capacity Earl

rest

Carroll
continues to gross $35,000
weekly average, nets between 10-12G,
and last year made a $400,000 profit.
Irving Mills stages fabulous jam
nitery

sessions at his soundproof home in
Beverly Hills. It's the old J. J. Murdock manse, one of the local show*
places.
Bob (House of) Murphy, ex-vauder
whose eatery Is one of the better
chophouses here, recuping from illness. Brought on by too much diet.

Got 40

lbs. off.

.
Harold Rodner, Warner Bros, exec
Capt. Harlan Thompson here for
in N. Y., has-been appointed trustee
a quickie week's visit with his wife,
of the Association of Jewish Children,
Marian Spitzer, who is working
.

on

organization formed to take care of
the Marilynn Miller story at WB.
underprivileged children.
east this week:
Leon & Eddie's released Johnny Back
Ted Saucier plans a fancy on-stage
Thontpson, Blue network singer,
when Thompson, who has four cocktailery to celebrate completion
broadcasts a week, found it difficult of "Weekend at the Waldorf" (Arthur
Horhblow, Jr.-Metro producto keep up heavy schedule.
asHugh Rennie, Grace Camay, Jona- tion). Saucier, p a. for Waldorf,
sisted in the scripting.
than Harris,

Louise

Marie Kenney
"Personal

Larrabee

now playing

Appearance"

Camp Shows

and

legiter

in New Guinea.
Ceil.
Frederick L. Herron, formerly foreign manager for the Motion Picture Producers
Distributors Assn., is back with the' associa-

,

By Lea Bees
Horowitz concert a sell-out.

&

tion,

handling foreign details.
(Mrs. Hubbell Robin-

Terry Le wis

'

Dolores Lundquist,

RKO

Murtah

Sisters into Hotel
.

'

Twin

Cities

getting,

two big

ice

shows, "Ice Capades" and "Ice Follies," within month of each other.
Bakery sponsor presented Cedrlc
Hollywood
Adams, Star Journal columnist', with
'Rick Vallin became an American birthday cake and $100 war bond to
citizen.
celebrate hi6 sixth anniversary as
Vera Hruba Ralston laid up with its radio newscaster.
bronchitis, i
V
Leo Murray has' four attractions
Constance. Moore on her feet after spotted into Lyceum for this month
pneumonia.
>— Veloz St Yolanda, "Ramshackle
Cary Grant to Florida for tour of ImV'Shuberts' "Merry Widow" and
Army hospitals.
return engagement of "Kiss; and
Vicki Baum relapsed after partial Tell."
recovery from flu.
,

The Arthur
east in

S.

Lyonses heading

two weeks.

Trem Carr, film producer, hospitalized for a checkup.
.

Eileen 'Percy (Mrs. Harry Ruby)
out and about again.
Joe Frisco and Charley Foy soakfup sun at Palm Springs.
E. S. Mannix to Phoenix for a rest
cure under doctor's order*.
Jimmy Wakely to Oklahoma to entertain the State Legislature.
ChMle* Grapewin'* hotel room
fobbed of $542 and cigarette*:
Edgar Bergen and Charlie McCarthy returned from New York.
Joan Bennett returned to 20th-Fox
1
r two weeks' absence with flu.
Wallace Beery to Akron, O., for
he premiere of. "This Man's- Navy,"
... Marvin
Schenck, Metro's eastern

m

'

.

~

.

Potomac River line is already
booking excursions for next summer:
Washington Community theatre
has begun a drive to raise a $100,000
sustaining fund.

Variety Club will sponsor one
matinee of the "Ice-Capades" for. the
National
Symphony
Orchestra
journeyed to Quantico last week to
give a concert for the U. S. Marines.
Mitzi Hajos, now production man.
ager for the Shuberts, was here

Monday

to see.
get a send-off.

Matt
Gayety,

him.

Gives Pegler Works

Westbrook Pegler, profiled in current (Feb.) issue of American Mer-

John McCarten, comes
"The Merry Widow" cury by

Mannix, orch leader at
and Mrs. Anna Mannix

(Capitol box office), observed their
27th wedding anni Feb. 5.

Mexico City

in

for sharp criticism, overall impression however being that of gentle
chiding of a bad boy. "His ideas today are uniformly reactionary and
motheaten, but they are still potent,"
Refers to Pegler's
says McCarten.
mind as "long on prejudice, short on
logic, and as elusive in operation as
the shell game." Increasingly in his
column, states McCarten, Pegler. has
adopted the carefree .tactics of the
Communists. "The notion that his
•

Obituaries
47

lowing an Operation. For the

last 20
years he had been director of the

Long. Beach Municipal Band.
Mra. Bernlee Jaeebsen,

32,

wife

of Bert Jacobson, co-owner of Rio
nitery, Chicago, died in Los

Cabana

Angeles, Jan; 29, where she had' gone
because of ill health. Survived by
husband, parents, one sister 'and
three brothers.

.

Army

physical last Saturday.

Bob Prince s jaw three times normal size because of surgical tooth
extraction.
Mary Martin's "One Touch of
Venus" booked into Nixon for week
of March 3. .
Jules Beck has gone to the' Coast
to manage an amusement arcade at
Redondo Beach;
Ruth Nirella will
role. in

act Flora

Robson

•

ferry Eakcr,

78, former,

musician

and band leader, died Feb. 2, in
Uilca, N. Y. For many years he was
a band director in Little Falls.
Barle Leatay, 55, radio engineer
and inventor of slow motion nun
process, died Feb. 1 at

Bur bank, CaL

Playhouse production ot "The,

Damask. Cheek.-"
Scott Keck,

'<
.

v>'

WCAE

•

sl>

oi_

,

announoetertB-

Upton Close readying takeoff for
Philippines to cover Gen. MacArthur's entry into Manila for National Newspaper Service, Chicago.

">

.

V

D

Mady tfctul, w»»tfj*^fijM^s^aad.wife of a Pittsburgh physician "now
serving overseas with the Navy as
lieutenant commander, rates the
cover and a feature interview this
week .in Bulletin-Index, Pittsburgh's

'

'

'

a

class

newsmag weekly.

that

the

'Central Park
Continued from page

guy from Chicago didn't

much about coin. But after
lamping the champagne and pinchcare

and Haig all around the
one columnist estimated that
the party cost lOGs.

bottle Haig
joint,

that he

Todd avers
entirety.

he

owns "Park" In

It is reliably

bought

reported that

whatever

out

interest

20th-Fox: had previously by paying
that film outfit $240,000 last week.
Part of that sum was supposed to
represent a 50% share of the show,
the balance concerning other advances and picture deals. Todd Is
one of several legit managers backed

by

20th.

Todd Calls Off "Bella"
Incidentally, before he ducked to
-iha-Cnasl_F_riday (2)^7v>dd called off
Arthur Kobe'r's "Bella's Gpt a reira,"
comedy which Elmer Rice directed.
'

.

flopperod).

for Omnlbook'.

Edwin S. Lauer in Hollywood on
business' for Ideal Publications.
Sara Coition made music editor of
This Month. She'll also do record re-

Kober*s play was

pear

Bella."

.

first

called

"My

Author came on from

the Coast last year and- 'has been
working on the script ever since. He
was: given quarters' in the offices of
viewing column.
John
Golden, who announced its
Helen 'Colton has been appointed
Golden finally relinHollywood editor of Film and Radio production.
quished
the play, because none of
Discussion Guide.
the
script
revision* was satisfactory
..Pete
Martin,
Satevepost
staff
him.
to
writer, in Hollywood for a yarr*
about Lucille BalL
Todd'* minim to Hollywood was
Colin
Simpson,
of
Associated to angle a deal for the nlmizatlon of
Newspapers of Australia, gandering Edna Ferber'* "Great {Son," a new
Hollwood film atudtas.
novel, film righto for which. he l»
Hicks Coney left the Los Angeles reputed to have paid over $100,000.
Examiner to handle publicity for He will also seek player* for "And
Pan American airlines.
.Nevar; Yield/*, which Is being dramaRoberto Cantu Robert, editor of tized by
Smith, who authored
Mexican -Cinema Reporter, gander- "A Tree Grow* In Brooklyn." It will
be Miss* Smith's first rbfgtime fling
Ktudio*.
Jimmy Franklin readying his in- Jit stage fare.
'

•

.

BeW

^A»^wpoU
iW^difid JtatM'fe Hollywood'.

John Paulus has resigned his ediberth, on Pittsburgh Press,
Scripps-Howard daily. 'to become assistant publisher of Brooklyn Eagle.
Gladys Schmitt, Pittsburgh author,
working on a second novel. Her
first, "Gates of Atreus," was widely
praised but had only a limited sale.
torial

He saw a run-through' and felt
"Bella" audience reaction would be
Union head, was sent to 150 large such that the customers would laugh
dailies and wire services by Wallace at; rather than with, the characters.
Thorsen organization; but story was
Todd has developed a propensity
for quick decisions, and it's the secgenerally spiked.
Josephs claims U. S. editors' sole ond play lie's talked enthusiastically
interest in Latin American news Is about then suddenly gated, the other
sensational stuff while American being "According to Plan," locale
Internment camp.
a Nazi
public really wants more back- being
ground news, this neglect making Manager .shrugged off: the cost of
for- bad relations between, hemi- putting shows into production, then
giving 'era the pitch, naming such
spheres.
flops on which he declared himself
out as "Get Away, Old Man" and
CHATTEB
"Highland Fling", fa Saroyan deuce
Bennett Cerf doing new column
-

John Tonne, 60, former advertising agency head, died' Feb. 2 in Hollywood, after an illness that v.used'
him to retire several years ago. Surffy Hal Cohen
Conrad (Doc) Cook, of the M-G viving is his widow, Norma Young,
home economist for the Don Lee
office staff, headed for the Navy.
Bill Green,' nitery operator, took network."

hit

.

Whittlesey. House.

.

By Douglas L. Grahame
Casablanca is newest niterery here.
Carmen Amaya and troupe big hit
at the Teatro Iris at $10 (Mex) top.
Pedro Vargas. Mexican radio tenor, position as a national commentator
boffo on his Havana and Central
carries with it a certain responsibilAmerican tour.
Mercedes Simone, Argentinian tan- ity has apparently never occurred to
go songrtress, featured on semi- him," author states, adding that Pegweekly program on station XEW.
ler is "compelled by straight jacket
"The Daughter of the Regiment," of his belligerent style to maintain a
Mexican pic starring Mapy Cortes, carping attitude that is wearisome to
grossed $8,000 (Cuban) during its first observe day in, day out."
week in Havana.
Story, lead article of the issue, is
Miguel' Contreras Torres, specialist
in producing historical pix such as titled "Westbrook Pegler; Tough"Simon Bolivar," feted by the indus- Guy Columnist."
try on 25th anni as a producer.
Local 2 (studio workers) of the
Distorted Latin-Am. News
National Cinematographic Industry
Guild Reporter Feb. 1 takes U. S.
Workers Union is building a hospital
here for its members.
It adjoins newspapers to task for ignoring mag
Clasa and Azteza, Mexico's two larg- article in December Inter-American
.est_sludiQs......:_
by Ray Josephs, ex-"Variety" mugg
Samuel Rossoff. New~~YorTr~{FOnT in" Xrgentift'a,'~5fr" exislirig— "r.iattetractor who is doing much public
work in Mexico, a backer of the re- quate, distorted" coverage of news
cent Great American Circus here, between U. S. and Latin America.
dickering to bring the Great Ameri- Josephs' article, plus endorsement
can Ballet to Mexico.
by Dr. Leo S. Rowe, Pan-American

Continued from pace

M. M. Musselman required only
two months to write and sell his
novel, "Wheels in His Head," to

Intolerance

.

two months to comand start aiiother

-

Sophie Tuckers autobiug, "Some
of These Days," slated for public
sale March 29 under the Doublcday,
Doran banner.

tarlan in

.

benefit of its Welfare Fund.

.

essentially totali
is
character, said Thackrey,
hence they refuse to suppress columnists' views.they find repugnant.
But fascism is where you find it, even
in an idea from the pen of a foe of
attack
on
Hence the
fascism.
Mowrer; rather than suppressing

for

novel

a

serial.

repressive.

.

booker,

ailing.

Radisioj, Ji.),. M:.-iewi-HoSv-cll, Mw,«HaJ. -S.arj_F.lame Roorn_ with .Melody or""*"",'
"
.-——
Home* Larry Adler, Lily Emmet chestra.
among investors in John Moses-Mark
Archie' Zacherl, veteran Universal
Hanna-Herman
Shumlln's
play, booker, in University hospital after
"Uncle Sugar."
heart attack.
Radie Harris' Blue network proAlec Templeton playing, return
gram of interviews witht guest celebs Sunday afternoon engagement at
is now emanating from the Cotillion Auditorium.
Harry Hirsch, burlesque operator,
Room of the Hotel Pierre, where
each week a "Cinderella" who has in Chicago in quest of talent for his
never met a celeb is invited to lunch stock season at Alvin.
Greater Minneapolis attractions
with the guest of honor. Lawrence
Tibbett is set for Saturday (10), bringing in Jose Iturbi for Sunday
concert at Auditorium.
Franchot Tone Feb. 17.

'

0D
Sam Stratton is in town ahead of
Mae West in "Catherine Was Great."

RKO

plete

cause of Polish Government in Exile
wh>n Post believed said government

.

USO-

for

'

Steve Fisher on leave of absence

from

•

It

Wednesday, February

7,

1945

smnnm most sensational
(fanectcf,

Hen**!
V

To Bob

Burns, Lever Bros., Ruthrauff

&

Ryan, and

and a new
contract on NBC's "Bob Burns" Show.

Sam

Pierce for 8 great weeks

I*****^^^

13

week

u, a, your

FLORENTINE GARDENS
Hollywood, beginning February

&

4, in

"ECSTACIES OF '45"
(Produced by Frank

To

Philco's

"Hall of

To Universal

for

R. Bruni)

Fame" for a coveted
a

fine

break

in

invitation.

"Bowery

'I

to

Broadway/'
To

To Rudy Vallee and Mann Holiner
us on their "Drone Program."

-ID

ft

MGM for a sensational part In "Harvoy Girls."

WARD

for introducing

1SHMAN
ft!
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HOLLYWOOD'S PLAN FOR
Nazi Defeat Only 'Next to Owing,'

Radio Wfll Warn; Nips
Theme

of radio's

V-E Day

will

Wings

Still in

serious business ahead, according
to plans already formulated by the
four major networks and hundreds

tiie

independent stations throughout

the country.

Following the bulletin that the
the webs
plan nine hours of broadcast inn
dealing directly with that occasion,
but underlying the entire day will be
the pointing up of the Pacific conflict: to make listeners realize that
the war is not yet won.
Circuits have been set up by all
the networks, through Press Wireless, American Telephone & Telegraph, Mackay, and RCA in the European and other theatres of war, so
that commentators may get through
to N. Y* headquarters whenever they

Germans have surrendered,
.

have something worthwhile to relay.
Reaction of the news throughout
the world wllbbe ploked up, not only
from capitals of Allied and liberated
nations, but from small towns all
over the globe,

Several of the net-

break in on audienceparticipation shows In their studios

works plan

to

(ContinAtad.«n^Mgt>.,lU v

As Blue Net Gabber
Blue network is negotiating with
Orson Welles to do a once-weekly
15-minute chatter session on national
events a la his current "Almanac"
columning chore for the N. Y. Post
'

syndicate.
Welles attained considerable political stature during the recent Presidential election in his stumping for
Mr. Roosevelt.

Wirtz Sees Henie

of 29

Negro

spiritual singers

comprising the "Wings Over Jordan"

program heard on

CBS Sundays

at

10:30 a.m., for the past seven years,
will tour overseas starting in

'Father'

For Another Decade

Of Life With Gertrnde

being formed

men

returning from
service to the studios. Among the
prime movers are John Ford, Frank
Capra, Frank Lloyd, Laurence Stallings and Robert Montgomery.
Simultaneously.
Hollywood film
production toppers are mobilizing for
action on what promises to become
the most difficult undertaking of the
decade for the industry— the speedy
readjustment to studio life of mo-

services.

Attack on "war nerves." which
(Continued on page 14)

of.

any single

star-

since skating

shows

Show Biz Fuel Snag
Crisis

the

With
weathei\

of au
That, he feels, should be accomplished by reducing the„admis-

sion scale and extending the engagement*.
When Miss Henie' s show, closed at

Madison Square Garden, N.
Thursday (8), incidentally

Y., last

flnaling

her eighth touring season, the gross
was around $75,000 more than last
year here, but there were three more
this

season.

For

a

(Continued on page 2)

Seen at End
advent

show

bir

of
warmer
believes that

Jackson, Miss., Feb.

.13,

wave radio somehow Intermittently
gpt tangled up In the theatre's p a.
'

''

"

system.\
For instance, there was the scene
ft which actor Carl Benton Reid, the
'.father, announced to his Yale-bound
son. that he was going to tell him the
facts of life, particularly about women. Then cams the voice of a
woman over the police department
radio: "Calling car 10.
Calling car
10.
Go to Gertrade's house in Fin"ntgan's Alley."
The audience never did find out
What .happened at Gertrude's house.
.,

'

'

EX-GI'S
By ABEL GREEN

Do Errand

Hollywood, Feb. 13.
Postwar film theatre, business is
problem curre/itly being
bin
masterminded in all Hollywood

To

Gertie Lawrence

USO

for

the

Gertrude Lawrence will go over- studios. The latter, aware, of possiUSO-Camp Shows, ble receding grosses when peace
own variety unit.. Ac- comes, ri.iiht now are in the midst of
tress recently closed on road in Gil- powwows in an attempt to counterbert Miller's production, "Errand for act such a possibility.
Bernice."
Executives
are
conceding
not
seas shortly for

heading her

A British citizen, Miss Lawrence
has entertained troops in Europe before

USO's

for

equivalent,

British

ENSA.-.

necessarily

that
evitable, but if
it's

.

a recession is incomes, they feel,
to be pre-

it

sound economic policy

piired.

Joe Sche'nck figures it this way:
c;in save millions by imagina-

''We
tion

Tempest' (Shakespeare)
Ruled

Musical

By AFM,
802,

has

Salaries

New York

Federation

7 .nerican

Comedy

classified

of.

Upped
local

of

Musicians,

Shakespeare's

"The

ingenuity.

unci

The

.

public

never
sees
losi-dx
the,
countless
which wind up on the cutting room
Hour.
The average producer can
see values in any script, but can't
possibly visualize what to leave out.
Wc can save at least $300,000 on any
big picture if we eliminate from
the start. It's always simple to luck
oh scenes, and it's less costly, too.

Tempest," Alvin, N. Y., 'as musical
comedy though the Bard certainly
Present
it as such.

"The boy-girl themes are no
longer marketable, We must have
strong values. We must pay fancy

revival is accompanied by incidental
music, the union saying there's as
.much as in the average song-and-

know

—

-never intended

and looks forward to re- tuner, so the rules for the latter
sumption of normal status within must apply, although, of course,
a short time. Improvement has been there's no vocalizing by the actors.
considerable in most of the 16 states
That means 16 men must be in the
affected by the recent Solid Fuels pit, the musical comedy scale of $92
Administration order curbing ship- per musician to apply rather than
ments of coai in order to relieve a $65 weekly for straight plays. Music
jam of vital war freight.
was scored for 12 men. Norman
For the first lime in two weeks, Plncus, who operates the Alvin,
no cancellations attributed to short- protested to James C. Petrillo, head
age of coal have been reported and of the AFM, but says two communi-

prices for basic stories,
that
everything

and we

all

else

has

'

(Continued on page 22/

crisis

with

the continuation of warmer
(Continued on page 14t

were evidently ignored.
Manager contends that the union's
means the hiring of un-

cations sent
insistence

Deems Taylor Writing

.

necessary people, a practice called
"feather-bedding." which is decried
When the revival
by Washington.
played out of town, the Philadelphia
musicians' local classed "Tempest" as
drama, but the Boston local called it
•

Mosic for This Year's
Ringling Bros. 'Spectacle'
Deems

Taylor,

American Society

president
of

of the
Composers, Au-

thors and. Publishers, has been contracted to write -and produce the
main "spectacle" for this year's
Ringling Bros.? Barnum
Bailey
Chicago, Feb. 13.
circus, which will debut its season
Making with the quiz-kid business as usual in Madison Square Garden,
when you're under fire is no joke, N. Y., in April.' Taylor will compose
according
to
Bill
Strand,
Chi march and ballet music for a pageant
Tribune correspondent home on that will run about 15 minutes, in
leave from
the European front. several different sections.
It's his
Strand- told last week of how easyj
initial attempt at writing for a circus
it was to become rattled and fororchestra, or any brass band of that
get the right answers.
type.
Strand and Wcs Gallagher of the
Taylor will go south" to. Sarasota,
Associated Press found themselves
Fla., the big lop's winter quarters,
racing across a Belgian plain during
in 10. days or so. with preliminary
the
German
breakthrough
last sketches.
He will return to N. Y.
Christmas, after Nazis had para- later to polish ofl the music, after

Almost Proves
Wrong Answer to Sentry

'Sinatra'

chuted into Belgium and were irrflltrating behind the. American lines,
with sentry system thereby becoming
considerably
more involved.
Countersigns had been set beforehand, Strand said, but it was' decided later to make the going for
spies tougher by having sentries ask
a series of questions, each dealing
(Continued on page 22)

CENTS

As Offset to Possible Postwar Setback

musical.

French Radio Back
In Business Again
French
back

.

"Life With Father," playing at the
Municipal aud here last week, got
more laughs than usual when the
Jackson police department short-

25

Hollywood Looks to Retrenchment

Local

time her management wondered

on Short End

is

to protect the position
of-

By JACK PULASKI
Chicago showman Arthur M. Wirtz,
who presents Sonja Henie in the
"Hollywood Ice Revue" and is her
partner in "Hats Off to Ice," Center,
N. Y., is confident she is good for
another 10 years as a boxofi ice magnet. Referring to the .strongest draw

mid- performances

continue with vocal groups from
churches all over the country taking over for six months when unit
goes overseas.

Hollywood
and interests
in

armed

Maintaining Ice B.O.

why
USO auspices. Marks there weren't more capacity houses,
the initial all-Negro choral unit to arriving
at the answer .that a goodly
entertain troops In fighting areas.
percentage of potential patrons were
Singers, led by Glynn T. Settle, of stopped by the $6 top. Last
season
Cleveland, are well-known through- the top was $4.20, and because
the
out this country, having made sev- Federal admissions levy was
doubled,
eral concert tours during the past the. scale would have been
$4.80 had
sevejal years. CBS program will the same rates been used. ^Increase
March under

second World Wars

and technicians returning from the

blonde.

OVER JORDAN
TO TOUR OVERSEAS

KRUSHEN

Influential group of motion picture
industry yets of both the first and

tion picture slurs, directors.- writers

Jtftaff?,

Hm
Group

REHABILITATION
By MORI

-Orson Welles Eyed

.

of

CROUP SPEEDS

festivi-

be based on the fact that
the war, on that day, is but. half
over, and the Japanese conflict is
tics'

I

.

Z„ by Varlaly, Inc. Annutl subscription, »1Q. Slnglf oanlM If MOtf.
P6it OltlCi ftt N*w TforU. N. U„ undo* lh» »Sl JI MITata I, liTI.
•
INC. ALL MIGHTS RKSBBVE1*

BY 'VABIRIK,

COPTOldfifr, 1MI,

.

which

it

will

be sent. south for re-

hearsal.

Sonja's Mistaken Identity
Metropolitan Opera Assn.,
N. Y., got an unusual phone call
last week.
"What time," a voice asked, "does
Sonja Henie go on for the ice show?"

The

again,

in

Washington, Feb. 13.
hav* their radio setup
good working operation

according

to

Paris

reports.

The national network, now almost
been improved by creating two webs. Broadcasting to' French colonies and to
entirely reconstituted, has

other countries is already almost in
full swing.
French radio started broadcasting
to South America Oct, 22 and, on
Dec. 9, Radio Paris began regular
scheduled
broadcasts
to
North
America. Since Dec. 30, there has
been a daily broadcast from. Paris
to French Equatorial Africa.
Paris
Radio began beaming to the Danubian countries, in the middle of January. It is estimated, however, that
several months will be needed before the French xadlo U up to the
standard being aimed at.

i

DREAM CAST TO WAX
DICK TRACY' FOR CI S
Hollywood, Feb.

13.

Theme song, if one is needed, for
the Armed Forces Radio Service
production of "Dick Tracy," to be
waxed tomorrow night (Thurs.> at
for overseas GIs, ought to be
"I Dream of You" and show should
be' dedicated to unhappy radio producers .trying to hit a 38 Hooper with
a $1,500 budget.
Here's the lineup: Bing Crosby as
Dick Tracy; Bob Hope as Flat Top;
Prank Sinatra, Shakey; Dinah Shove,
Tess
Xrueheart;
Frank* Morgan,
Vitamin Flintheart; .Judy Garland,
Snowfloke; Jimmy Durante, Mole;
Andrew Sisters as the Summer Sis-,
lers; Cass Daley, Gravel Gertie, and
Jerry Colonna as chief of police. ~~

KNX

WMC

Refutes Report

USO-CS Unessential
A report last week that all USOCamp Shows employees, clerical as
well
as
entertainers,
had been
washed out of the "essential activity"
list by a supposed new War Manpower Commission directive, raised
hob for a while at USO-CS headquarters.

Matter was

Monday

(12;

vices from
lips.

finally straightened out
:

only by written

WMC

to

ad-

Lawrence Phi l-

USO-CS exec veepee,
that Camp Shows Is

ing
as an essential activity.

confirmclassified
'

Error came about when a U. S.
Employment Service official confused USO with USO-Camp Show*
and omitted latter from his "essential" list* causing demand for official clarification from WMC.
..'

.
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Cornell Troupe Returns to N. Y.
;j.

SCULLY'S SCRAPBOOK
'm

»

After 6-Month Tour of the Front

i

By Frank

Scully

mmm

Chumps

A

We

night in the Italian hills with
the Argyle Highlanders, while artilVotes 10-Year
lery fire blazed overhead, and the
actors did skits In return for which
Aliens
Btf
the Scots sang songs, was one of
London, Feb. 13.
American Theatre
highlights
of
Variety Artists Federation has
Wing "Barretts of Wimpole Street"
Unit, voted lo place a 10-year ban on entour.
European
troupe's
headed by Katharine Cornell and emy alien artists in Great Britain
Brian Aherne, returned to New by refusing to appear on the same'
York. Sunday (11) night after .six programs with them.
Second resolution instructed the
months abroad instead of originally
federation's executive committee to
planned two months.
Troupe visited Italy, France, Bel- urge the British government to bar
gium, Germany and England per- enemy-alien vaudeville playci'S postIn 80 days in war.
forming for GIs.

We

n on Enemy

.

FOR COMM'L PATRONS
USO Camp
APO 413

troupe

Sets were

WEEK

!

the fun siiot of Los Angeles.

Really a permanent laugh InHtltullon."

RANDOLPH SCOTT.

Shows, Unit 351

A

sergeant sent

kindly

copies

ALLEN SANG THE SONG,

'•Variety":

me two

of "Variety" the other

AND BENNY GETS GIFT

day,

which was Nov. 25, and
In the first "Little Show," presented at the Music Box, N. Y., in
I cannot resist telling you how exlief.
traordinary was the experience of 1929, Fred Allen sang a lyric called
Returning performers were Miss being in the midst of the war and "Hammacher, Schlemmer,' i Love
Cornell, Margalo Glllmore,. Aherne, reading of boffs! It set me, to think- You." Recently, the hardware Arm
Robert Ross, Brenda Forbes, Nancy ing about other, things too—com- sent him and Jack Benny a gadget
Emily
William Noon,
Hamilton,
mercial theatre audiences as against which elicited the following replies:
Lawrence, Betty Brewer, Kermit GI audiences.
(From Allen)
Wolf, Elaine Perry, Gertrude Macy,
don't know, but those ticketI
t want to thank you for my "bagMcKay Morris, Rogers Stearns,
buyers are going to seem awful bag" or "bogs-bags" which arrived
Chester Stratton, Eric Martin.
has
lame after this! I know there
today.
been a great howl for actors to
bill murray is out of town which
come over here but I'd like, to sug- was perhaps fortunate for me.
TEES OFF
gest some audiences come for a
as you no doubt know the morris
little lesson, too.
agency takes 10% of anything that
CROSS DRIVE These men are mighty quick to is paid, Or given to, actors under
catch on. even if they've never seen contract to the office, had mr. murHollywood, Feb. 13.
a play in their lives, and their re- ray been in town he, no doubt,
Film industry's Red Cross drive
warding response to your efforts is would have opened your package
opens Feb. 26 with 19 studio colonels
something no actor can afford to and torn, off 10% of my gift as his
working under supervision of Walter
commission.
miss. So, more full-length plays!
Wanger, chairman. Campaign will
i dm sure that jack benny can use
Peggy Wood.
to
broadcast
lunch-hour
with
a
start
one of these 'contraptions, mr. benny
(Ed. Note: Miss Wood is playing
mass meetings on all the major lots.
is
assembled each morning
b\)
Committee decided to set no arbi- in' "Blithe Spirit" for overseas serv- rochester. with his toupee, false
trary quota this year but to aim at icemen)
eyelids, shoulder-pads, rubber stocka substantial increase over the $658.ings, plastic teeth, girdle and builtthe latest of

.

.

:

•.

BROADCAST
COAST RED

.

OOO^aised

in 1944.

and Harry Mandel.
The list, arranged according

Continued from page

1

of $1.20, of course, includes the tax.^

to ex-

seats.

Wirtz started to ponder the matadmissions scales after noting
that the advance sale in Chicago before Miss Henie opened at the Stanearly $500,000 but the adwas
dium
ter of

Charles Taylor; Charlotte,
Roy Smart; Chicago, W. K. Hollander; Cincinnati, Nate Wise; CleveBuffalo,

J. Fisher; Dallas, Ray Beall;
vance for N. Y.'s Garden, with a poDenver, Harold' Rice; Des Moines, tential draw of nearly 10,000,000 peoDale McFarland; Detroit, Alice Gor- ple, was $300,000. There is another
ham; Indianapolis, Ken , Collins: answer to the local engagement's
ltatsss G-ityr-vWfy- Zlgrncnd; LofJ-Ujnitslians. and that deals, with the

land, E.

Angeles, Seymour Peiser; Memphis,
Cecil Vogel; Milwaukee, Miss H
Brunner; Minneapolis, Charles Win-

New

New

Dowden; Oklahoma

indicated

curtailed

distribution

of

Garden made allotments to
dozen agencies, whereas there

tickets.

half a
are 46 brokers on the regular list, 38
being in the midtown and eight in
outlying districts.
Another point being mulled is the
consigning of tickets for the Henie
show next season. To date the Garden has been selling outright to the
agencies, a practice -dispensed with
in legit.
In ticket circles it was
claimed that the Garden held back'
too many good locations, and when

New

Haven, Lou Brown;

Orleans, Maurice Barr;
C.

York,
City,

Robert Busch; Omaha, Ted Emerson;
Philadelphia, James Ashcraft; Pittsburgh, James Totman; Portland,
Ore., Jack Matlack; St. Louis, Les
Kaufman; Salt .Lake City, Helen
Garrity; San Francisco, Fay Reeder;
Seattle, Vic Gauntlett; Washington,
Frank LaFalce.

orders were telephoned the Garden,
as most brokers did, they found that
the tickets were on sale in the booth

Ameche, Walsh Ask LA.

in the entrance lobby, which has
service.
Expected that
next season "regulars," o? consigned
allotments, will be made to the agen-

out

no phone,

Cofisefm for Pro Grid
'.

Los Angeles, Feb.

13.

cies.

Don Ameche and.Christy Walsh, coowners of the Los Angeles franchise
In the new All-Amerlcan Football
Conference, applied for permission to
put on professional games in the
Coliseum as soon as war conditions

-

Miss Henie was on the ice seven
limes during the "Hollywood" performances.
Hereafter, Tier skating
assignments will be conserved, Wirtz
planning to have the star appear in
three or four numbers at the most
ease. up.
Conference Includes New York, Also planned is to build up the supChicago,. San
Francisco,
Buffalo, porting cast, especially on the comCleveland and Miami, in addition to edy end. Freddie Trenkler-will be
standard In the Henie show as long
Los Angeles!
as he wishes, and when the war Is
over the Four Bruises will also be in
the Henie outfit.

Miss Liberty to Stay

Believing that no man of avarice can withstand a temptation which
presents bigger possibilities, I wondered if we couldn't bring a third member into the deal and get all of us out of it.
gleam came in Keevan'i

A

me to develop my scenario.
"Well, my idea is this," I said. VWe will take Kieson here, go down to
these guys right now and. tell them that he wants to get in on the deal.
"We will make out Kieson's check for double the size of the check they
have now. They will give us the check they have and we will give them
Kieson's."
"What good, will that do?" asked Kieson. "You guys are stuck and you
want them to take me for double."
'Listen, stupe," I said, "what they've got is a oashier's check and that
can't be stopped.
What we'll give -them Is your personal check and that
can be slopped."
The promoters fell for the plan and at 7 a.m. we were sitting on the
curb waiting for that bank to open.
eye as he sized up Kieson and urged

'

"Hollywood" played four stands, as

—

War Loan

1

schlemmer has survived

.

the story— all to exploit a western.
Within two weeks Keevan came home with a humorless Cherokee Indian
in tow. The Jndian wanted to know if I had sent "expert mining engiI said I
neers"
to the Catalinas to look for the mine with the iron door.
[Editor's note: "Variety" follows
ain't there. It ain't 40 miles from there."
Alien's typewritten, lower-case style. had. He said, "The mine
Since I knew it wasn't .anywhere I was polite enough to ask, "How do
He once traveled the Gus Sun time
with the Singer Midgets, and never you know?"
Said the Indian, "Because I got the mine!"
got over it.]
Well, I won't labor the point. The three of us took whatever we had
put aside for a rainy day, at a time when it was pouring, and invested it
-nrErwtt-Bentty)-:
inlfie'.mythjcsl-M««j-JWilh -the. Iron Door.
Please pardon the delay in thank
All I reI don't know. how much money that Indian got out of us.
ing you for the gift you sent me, but member, is he kept getting it. In the end he told us he wasn't going to
I have been up to my girdle in work open the mine because the claim was oh property which he Government
and have hardly hod time to even had confiscated from Geronimo, and he wasn't going to let the Government
read my mail.
in on all that gold. So my job was to' get him an interview with Coolidge.
sure Fred Allen must hove Not being able to finance a trip to Washington ourselves by now, we
answered you much sooner, but then hooked a picture company, which by then was making an epic around the
he has nothing to do right now but Wright novel, to finance the trip for whatever collateral publicity they
sit around and look lousy.
could get out of it. The Indian went through with his act flawlessly,
Again, many thanks and with best even giving Coolidge a cactus cane in return for
a handshake.
wishes always—
Whatever finally came out of the mine, I never did find out. Keevan
Jack flertny
was graduated from the School of Mines and shipped to the Philippines.
He got into fights with the Japs, even got clinked in 1940 for disturbing
a very dubious peace. Seeing which way the malodorous wind was blowing, he brttfhed up on his old military salutes and won himself a major's,
Metro Lines
commission in either the American or Filipino forces, I' never did find out
Return which.
For Gable
Now, whenever the itch comes upbn me to make a lot. of money easily,
Metro has' lined up two story I can never quite go through with it, lacking such an adventurous partner.
issue.
properties for Clark^Gable, either of Specialists in the psychology of gypnotism will have to face the
gone, and no Kieson to retreat to, they will simply have to
which the star is now reported ready With Keevan'
—
One of the pieces is strike Scully off their sucker lists.
to work on.
Adventure,"
the
"Strange
titled
other "Lucky Baldwin," -story of the
Actor
founder of Santa Anita-race track.
far better shape than

.

.

.

/red alien.

I

.

.

.

V

.

.

Up 2

VPic

There's a third suitable original
also on hand but considered most
likely that Gable will choose one of
the two

titles

mentioned.

For 15 Pix

at

John Howard
NEGRO USO UNIT DOES
Awarded Navy Cross

John Howard, featured Paramount
pMlyer before going into the Navy
under his real name, John R. Cox,
Jr., his received the Navy Cross.
Citation Was for heroism
the Normandy invasion,

Schildkraut Dicker
.

,

'

Am

during

Repub

Hollywood, Feb.

13.

.

.

.

1

last
season
For 7th
Indianapolis, Detroit,
Prosers Pic Plans
Joseph Schildkraut Is dickering
Statue of Liberty replica in Times Chicago and New Yorkr-giving a toHollywood, Feb. 13.
Square, erected for the. Sixth War tal of 68 performances, four more with Herbert J. Yates, Republic
Monte Proser, operator of CopacaLoan, will remain for the Seventh than in 1944. Total takings estab- chief, to make three pictures annubana, N, Y., and Walter Batchelor,
War Loan drive. Use of the statue lished a new record of approxi- ally for next Ave years.
Actor will sign if allowed first to agent, are In from the east and talkwlU be limited to non-commercial mately $1,750,000, not counting admissions taxes of $360,000. At the play role of Mark Anthony in forth- ing of making motion pictures.
undertaking.'
Red Croat War Fund drive during Garden there were 274,043 paid ad- coming Margaret Webster producThey have several story properMarch will also center activities missions,- the takings being $602,212, tion of "Julius Caesar." Rehearsals ties, chief of which is believed to
J grossed in 18 performance*.
for latter start in April,
be one about the Copa.
>

.

.

fiVe

Wirtz observed that $6 top may be
okay for theatres seating' between
1.500 to 2,000 but too much for the
Garden, which- regularly has 15,000

change areas, is as follows: Albany,
Smakwitz; Atlanta, Bill
Charles
Brady; Boston, Harry Browning;

chell;

Future Fortune

On one occasion, Keevan had run into several mining promoters who
said they had an, asbestos mine of fabulous possibilities. In theatre curtains
alone they represented a fortune, he told us. Keevan brought the three
promoters into our humble bungalow, and before the afternoon was over
we had taken about every cent we had and made it Into one cashier's
check which we turned over to the promoters. Al Kieson, our Other partner, wasn't home, so that saved him from being. chumped too.
Invited to
dinner at the home of a local' theatre owner and a banker, we began telling him of our marvelous investment! He nearly choked. He .knew the
promoters to be phonies. So he made it quite clear to us that it looked
to him as if we would have to eat around his place for some time lo come.

.

P. A.s
publicity chairmen
for the film industry's Red Cross
drive, from March 15 to 21, were announced last week by national publicity directors S. Barret McCormick

Edward

1

Another One
muscles i know he will be able to
The next time Keevan walked us into something more grandiose, There
away his assorted parts now that
had been a book published called, "The Mine With the Iron Door," by
he has your handy device,
Wright,
and
I had- been asked to do some exploitation on It.
Bell
Harold
"liammacher, schlemmer, i
the
I ha'd cooked up the idea of three cardboard millionaires reading the novel,
love you" number in the first "little
becoming convinced of its authenticity and incorporating a compapy to
iShow" was the pioneer burlesque of
hunt for the mythical mine. Incorporation papers In those days cost about
all radio theme songs and, if i re
and if you didn't sell any stock nobody cared how much you~claimed
$25
member rightly, it was well-reyour corporation was worth. After this I sent three mining students,
ceived in those less-chaotic days.
to set up
i
am sure that ha7>imacher. headed by Keevan, into the Catalina Mountains beyond Tucson
camp
against the coming of the cardboard Guggenhelms. Then I broke
the times in
in

Wirtz

'

Name Bed Crow

Exchange area

I

:

.

c-o Postmaster, N. Y.
Editor,

The shape of the rolls were so like photographs I had-seen of Corregidor
that the parallel stuck in my throat.
I just couldn't eat.
I
remember
reaching for some tiny American flags (probably made in Japan) to stick
in the last roll— a bread we would not break again until the stronghold
in the Philippines was back in our hands. That roll, now hard and dry,
but
otherwise miraculously preserved, stands like a small rock on a ledge
above my head in our Hollywood house. And now the time has come for
us to finish that breakfast so abruptly cut off.
Corregidor meant a great personal, loss to me. For, surely,, destined for
a concentration camp, would be Major. Jack Keevan. The greatest mimic
I ever saw, I knew he couldn't imitate flatulence on an empty stomach.
I met him first in Phoenix.
A kid of 19 then, discharged from the army,
he had bummed his way from Chicago. He was also the biggest 'bluffer i
had ever run into. Our budget was meager and Keevan wiis constantly
running us into ways of making it non-existent. Posing as a country club
collegian, he had more rich-quick schemes thrust on him than the victims
of Wallihgford, ahd it seemed to be my job to think our way out of them.
The best you. could say for these adventures was that at least they sharpened our wits. Some were very small, some were big-time.
•

1945"

El Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, Cat.
"It's

was without scenery.
on an ammunition boat
which grounded on a sandbar, and
unusual care had to be taken Iq
free boat because of cargo. In Rome
troupe had audience with Pope
Also gave public perPius XII.
formance in memory- of Eleanora
Duse, with proceeds for refugee revisit,

149th

KEN MURRAY'S
"BLACKQUT3 OF

AUDIENCE A LESSON

GI

8.

living In the old Paderewski suite of the Buckingham where
the sound of pianos from Stelnway Hall gnve the hotel's radios an awful
beating.
were breaking the morning fast with a continental pew
dejeuner of coffee ahd small square rolls. I remember. I had just finished
one of the rolls and was reaohing for another when the news come over
the air that Corregidor had fallen. Our troops were now Jap prisoners
and many never would see home again.

VAF

Italy they gave 80 performances of
"Barretts," also doing skits in hospitals and rest areas, for average of
two - shows - a - day. In 62 days
in France, gave "Barretts" 60 times.
First 17 days in France, after Italy

Elysees, Feb.

were

REAL JOB

IN CBI

AREA

Somewhere in Assam, Jan'. 20.
"Rhythm and the Blues," first and
only Negro USO-Cam'p Shows unit
to play the China-Burma-India thewar, is; racking up plenty
kudos here among GIs, Troupe has
dodged air raids, run afoul of tigers*
and wildcats, etc., to reach spot6.
where no other unit has played.
"Rhythm," a variety show, is
headed by Alberta Hunter, singer,
who acts as manager, and includes
Mae Gaddy, singer; Taps Miller,
dancer (also writer of "Flat Foot
Fioogie") and Three Rhythm Ras-

atre of

cals,

Instrumental-song

trio.

on six-months*' tour of CBI.

Unit
.

>

Is

.

.
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CURB REFUGEE PRODUCING COIN
Cowan

Dissatisfied

With Returns

On

jor Distributors

Tomorrow/ May Hold Up Release
Lester

Cowan may withdraw

Study Revamping

Of Clearances to Keep Prints Moving

"To-*-

Refugee money, which has been
morrow the World" from general
Stanwyck, Bogart Co-Star pouring into Independent film prorelease because he la hot satisfied
duction during the past two seasons,
Hollywood, Feb. 13.
with the rental returns on the picearning
as much as from 40 to 100%
Warners assigned Barbara Stanture so far and believes It will be
wyck and Humphrey Bogart as co- return via profit participation deals
fully as timely after y-E;day, when stars in the "The Two Mrs, Car- ai a result of favorable b.o. condithere may be possibility of getting rolls,"
screen adaptation of the tions, is likely to be diverted into
other channels as a result of more
Broadway play.
better .playing time and terms.
Picture goes into work March 1, careful selection gf indie films for
While the final step to withdraw
producing and distribution by major distribs,
"Tomorrow" has not yet been taken, with Mark Helllnger
tighter control of raw film by the
Peter Godfrey directing.
Cowan has meantime rejected some
War Production Board and difficul400 contracts submitted by United
ties which have already beset sevArtists, his releasing outlet, and has
eral independent producers and may
been holding up approval of other
involve others If there should be
deals.
any b. o. dip in the near future.
been
has
Cowan, it is understood,
Producers are scanning financing
counting on a domestic gross of
arrangements more carefully; are
which
$2,000,000 or better, a figure
reported less eager to grab the first
through
he feels cannot be attained
bankroll offered in view of unfavorthe exhibition outlets, terms and
able experience of others.
San Francisco. Feb. 13.
playing time currently being offered)
Simultaneously, it's reported that
Charges of unfair competition and indie producers are offering to sell
At the same time he feels that quick
deals are unnecessary for a theme violation of Sherman anti-trust act pieces of current releases which they
and production such as 'Tomorrow." may be brought against David O. own, basing asking prices on estiUnderstood that Cowan plans to hold Selznick in federal court here iff mated national grosses predicated on
out for more favorable selling ar- producer insists upon selling "I'll Be returns from first 2,000 or 3.000 bookSeeing You" to Fox theatre. United ings.
rangements on "GI Joe."
Meantime. George J. Schaefer, Artists theatre has contract calling
Indie producers placing their deals'
product, and Joe Blumenwhile not officially reported Inked as for all UA
on the market currently are, from
house, has inexecutive head of the Cowan pro- feld, operator of UA
accounts, calculating on possible dip
attorney,. Nat Schlumoduction unit, is reported handling structed his
in returns' before distribution is comstart legal action to have
wltz,
to
many of the administrative details
pleted and also figure that they can
delivered to UA and not Foxtor the producer. If consummated, film
Use finances to produce new product
West Coast' house.
Schaefer':; entry, into the production
of similar quality next season on a
Film Is advertised to open at Fox
setup is planned along lines similar
somewhat lower budget. In one case
tomorrow
(14), and unless settlement
to the Billy Goetz-Leo Spitz combo,
producer, has been asking around
is made court action is likely to be
with an extension of activity indiSchlumowitz didn't state $100,000 for his 25% interest in a
started.
cated in due course. Bernard Kreifilm which may gross around $1,250,when
lie would go into court but he
sler, rumored leaving post as gen000.
Production cost was around
let it be known that facts in case
eral manager for Cowan, has a deal
transmitted to Attorney $550,000 with distribution charges
Tunning until June. Extension of would be
estimated at around $300,000.
General of U. S.
Krelsler's pact will likely be con
Independent producers, in scramBlumenfeld learned about
When
tlngent on Cowan's future producSelznick's sudden switch in theatres, ble for coin last year to get in on
tion plans.'
he contacted Ed Raftery. UA prexy, the lush market, have been paying
Schaefor's deal 'with Cowan from in New York, and demanded the de- off with participation deals which
accounts, would be on a partnership livery of "Seeing You.". Raftery de- have in some cases left them with as
basis. Schaefer would handle flnan
clared the deal had not been nego- little as 10% of the profits. In one
clal and distribution matters.
tiated by UA, that he would hot rec- case a producer undertook to pay
ognize it, and that he would not turn 40% of the profits on a picture to his.
over the picture to the Fox. Later; backers, 40% to the director engaged
when
Blumenfeld found that the Fox to pilot the film and 10% for the
CANTOR'S
advertising campaign was continu- screen rights to the literary proping, he ordered- his lawyer to take erty.

In Abiding by

••"•'

UA

WPB Conserving Order
*

Goldwyn's Special Junket
Sam Goldwyn
a

lour

,

of

is

scheduled for

liberated

areas

in

France and Belgium.
Understood that Goldwyn, who
conferred with State Dept. officials in Washington last week,
special Government misis on
sion. He'll also visit England.

Beef on Over

•

U. S. Films

As

Major distributors are studying
plans to revamp clearances in various exchange areas in order to keep
prints in circulation as' effectively as
possible in line with the new War
Production Board maximum of 283
prints for features. This may mean
a reduction or possible elimination
of
clearance altogether in some
cases, with one of the major, com-

panies currently considering changing the clearance setup in the Chicago area. If adopted the plan would
be extended lo o'licr situations and
might be followed by other distributors.

Selznick Pic Sale

Int'nl 'Envoy

.

.

.

.

2D FOR RKO

TO BE HOSS MUSICAL

Hollywood, Feb. 13.
Eddie Cantor is producing his sec
end for RKO. a musical western with
songs by Jimmy McHugh and Harold
Adamson. Joan Davis and Cantor
as they did in
Business." his first for RKO.
will

co-star,

Picture goes in

work

in

"Show

May and

opens in August, which means that
Cantor will move his radio program

legal action.

San Francisco problem may
internal dissension in
ranks.
Understood Mary
in

result

the

UA

Pickford

and Charles Chaplin, partners in the
company; will, insist, that Selznick
obtain approval on distribution deals
and that he live up to territorial releasing
deals
between exhibitors
and UA.

Samuel Goldwyn

in an exclusive

interview told "Variety" last week

and emphasized that one of the most
radical changes in American film
production in the near future will
be in the international-minded type
of stor ies -to be- used, .particularly in

pictures intended for export to foreign countries.

>

—

BRITISH PIC INTERESTS

lations.

"We've got to show the rest of the
world what America is really like,"

Goldwyn.

He

declared there's
no room for a distorted viewpoint,
which comes from giving special emEstablished independents, of phasis to narrow, unsavory segments
course, have been getting the bulk of our national life.
of their finances
through regular
Goldwyn said, also, that producers
banking channels. Condition of the should not attempt to make more
independent production field gener- than the customary number of pically during the coming year will
tures at this time when there is a
depend as much on how great a slice shortage of raw film. He said that
of earnings is paid for loans by inthe War Production Board's recogdividual producers as on b.o. connition of the rights of independent
said

.

production company

Signal Productions.

around $175,000 a year.
Lesser, who returns to Hollywood
Wallace Commerce Aide
tomorrow
(Thursday),
also
anWashington, Feb. 13.
nounced the purchase of a new book
titled "Show Me a Land.'.'
Producer
Reports here
are
that Joseph
stated he plans production of nine Borkin.
economist for the anti-trust
of Sundstrom were
features, within next two years' pro-

film chore.

Extensive tests
made almost four

years

'

Gander
Quinine Wheel Sites
to

Hollywood, Feb.

known

ais

.

Tinturin,- composer .with more than
70 musical scores to his credit, will
announce affiliation with major studla titer articles are cleared.

value in England. He authored the.
original "Rain" story from which the

ditions.

by April 15. Sundstrom, who is 33,
has also appeared in Swedish films
and will be cast in "Notorious" with
Ingrid Bergman as his first American

Tintarin's: Pic Co.

hew

W. Somerset Maugham's marquee

stage adaptation was made.
Paramount, with a 50% interest In
producers to receive raw film al- the musical, is also understood conWPB Assures Indies
You Went Away"
locations in their own name should tinuing to dicker for the film rights.
shown in Blumenfeld's UA
Last week in Washington inde- not be regarded as a. signal for
house and paid a rental of $93,000 on pendent theatre representatives were everyone to rush in with exorbitant
a sliding scale running up to 50% of assured by the WPB they would be demands for film.
the gross.
protected against discrimination in
Goldwyn stated that he believed

v

Articles of Incorporation were filed
by Peter Tinturin in Sacramento*for

have entered,

S. majors for the
film rights to the musical version of
"Sadie Thompson." Negotiations are
also under way for a London production of the legitcr in a West End
theatre.
Interest Is predicated on

Selznick's "Since

Kazan Off

13.

EYE "SADIE THOMPSON'
British film interests

bidding against U.

was

ago in
Sweden by Selznick. It Avas produmore pictures.
cer's plan to use him as Father
His previous experience In celluChisholm in "Keys of the Kingdom."
loid consisted of two director chores
Prospective contract for Sundstrom
several" years ago.
feir through when Selznick sold
Incidentally, Herbert Is writing a
story property to 20th-Fox.
sequel to. "Kiss" titled "Meet Corliss
Archer," for the Broadway stage,
opening in Autumn.

Hollywood, Feb.

.

•

Goldwyn, in emphasizing somePlan is in line with the theory
thing that's become increasingly apparent in the last couple of years, Which has been discussed previously
said that- one of the most important of staggering prints by territories so
that pictures would not break at
functions of the motion picture in
dustry will be to present the U. S. about the same time in, say, New
in a proper light to the other nations York, Chicago and Los Angeles terof the world.
He flayed the gang' ritories. Instead, a picture might be
ster 111m as an example of the worst released first; in Los Angeles, for
kind of propaganda ever released example, and all available 'prints
and emphasized that the U. S. Gov- used to plav that entire sector beernment would look to motion pic(Continued on page 47)
tures as a powerful instrument in
the promotion of international re-

east in September to originate lor 13'
weeks out of New York.
Incidentally, Cantor's deal to do a
distribution arising from "the limitathe WPB would carefully scrutinize
column for King Features didn't jell.
tion of raw stock for features.
all producer applicants for film. As
Joe Connolly, head of the syndicate,
Selznick Importing
WPB has set a maximum of 285 previously indicated In "Variety,"
says he has enough Show biz personprints for features.
alities in
the WPB Intends to draw up reguBob Hope and Frances
Swede for Bergman Pic
lations defining independent produLangford, but Cantor will probably
align with another syndicate.
cers with a view to denying film to
This
Hollywood, Feb. 13,
Lesser in 20-Year
is not a new venture for him.
"half-baked" or "phoney" entrepreSome
David O. Selznick has signed
years ago he did a series of columns
Deal With Burroughs neurs. This proposed action has the
Swedish actor Frank Sundstrom of
for Hearst.
support of all established companies
Sol Lesser revealed in N. Y. last
Royal Dramatic Theatre of Stockin the industry.
holm.
Efforts are being made by week that he had closed a 20-year
Selznick to get clearance from State deal with Edgar Rice Burroughs for
Geo. Abbott Planning
Dept.. in Washington to enable Sund- a minimum of one Tarzau film annually
which
will
net
the
author
strom
to arrive here' from Stockholm
Report Borkin Dne As
More Film Chores

Hollywood, Feb. 13.
George Abbott, Broadway legit
producer currently associated with
Sol Slegel and F. Hugh Herbert in
the aiming of "Kiss and Tell" at Columbia
which he produced on
Broadway— is arranging to produce

[Department: of Justice, in
brief recently served on major
distributors, asks for a
court
order to restrain the companies
from granting clearance to competitive theatres* charging the
same admission or to slightly
competitive theatres.
Whetherthe clearance proposals now under, discussion in N. Y. for the
Chicago area are: related primarily to the print problem or
are also intended as a compromise on the Department of
Justice' action has not been revealed, however.]

13.

Elia Kazan checked out of 20thFox on a special mission to the

South Pacific battle area for the
War Department.
Director will make a survey of
island bases in the war zone for the
purposes of establishing permanent
.

theatres to

accommodate

entertainment unit*.

travelling

raw stock is available. He
make "Paris Canteen" "as soon

viding

will
as visas to
The script

France can be arranged.
for "Canteen" is being

prepared by

Elliot; Paul.

Among, the players tentatively set
for the film are Charles Boyer, EdG. Robinson and Beatrice
Shooting is scheduled in
Paris, London and Hollywood, with

ward

Lillie.

the world preem in Paris. Laurence
Olivier and Vivien Leigh will appear in the London scenes.

Sears'

Checkup

Grad Sears, United Artists v. p. in
charge of distribution has been
hospitalized in N. Y. for a checkup
which will extend over a period of
several weeks.
Plana for his South American trip
are postponed indefinitely.

division of the Dept. of Justice, Is
slated, to become Assistant Secretary of Commerce if and" when
Henry L. Wallace- is confirmed as
Secretary.
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Borkin is well known to the picture industry. He has played an .active part in various .actions by the
Justice Dept. in connection' with the
theatres and studios, including the
big five consent decree case.
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Pictures

Hollywood, Feb. 13.
Deal whereby Leslie Fenton and
Fred Mac Murray were to produce
their own film for 20th -Fox distribution has gone cold,
Reason; no raw stock.
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PICTURES
Tree' Probably to Be Sold in Block

at high percentage terms. 20lh-Fox
will probably not follow thus policy
another" hiuh-budseter, .'Tree
Grows it Brooklyn," but instead
in

It

Same packblock
u'cluue .-Thunder*

a

age n-av also
head." >«M-.-?! to

PatrickVOscar Group

St.

Holly wood. Feb.

on

13.

Catholic Film and Radio Guild, ap-

pointed William N- Thorpe chairman
of it* sixth annual St. Patrick's Day
Awards, committee, consisting of Jo-

-'Dtiis "F' cka." one
sleepof the i:>eus.i>'s oatswudi!'!!
iseph Scott, Frank
ers ,:i icce'i; >t\us.

J.

Barry, Rosemary

Both "Kevs* a-id •.•/Victory" ..arc- McAllister and Mary Cavanaugh.
being sold a' 40'V to a *pi t but. not
Committee will name the year's
advanced admissions: as was outstanding actor and actress of Irish
st
done with "Wilson" and "Song of ineage. Awards are statuettes of St.
Bornadctte."

Columbia, which
market "Song

.-ells
t<>

will

full-line,

Patrick and St. Brigid.

JAN LETSCH MANAGED
'NON-ARYAN' PIX COS.
Jan

J.

manager

Letsch,

1

of .Vedis

.

Films and Films Orange of France,
who arrived in N. Y. from Paris

:

(via Lisbon) recently, is dickering
general release dale for ''Song
with several major U: S. distribs for
to be set.
Letsch. who from
Metro's new. block of seven pier a post, in France.
ures, recently set up by William F. accounts piloted the two non-Aryan
Rodgers, v.p. over swles, has been film companies through the era of
increased to eight with addition of
the German occupation, though still
"Keep Your Powder Dry." This
operating head is planning a new afpicture will be. tradeshown in At

fourth.

.

.

A

remains

,

:

.

lanta today i Wednesday '.in Omaha
Feb. 19 and in all d'her exchanges
on Feb. 21.
Tentative release date for VPow
>,

is March 30.
Seven other pictures now being
offered for sale are "Thin Man Goes
Home," "Main Street After Dark,"
"Blonde
Millions."
For
"Music
Fever," 'This Man's Navy."' "Be
tween Two Women." and "Nothing
But Trouble."- with release dales extending from Jan. 12 last to March

der"

II.

(

•'.Remember".

Oberon) indi(Paul Muni-Merle
vidually and at top percentage terms
addir
to be determined following
It
tional pre-release encasements.
has opened in less Dun; 12 such
including the Music Hall,
dates,
the
N. Y., w'here it's currently in
third week and scheduled to go a

1945

The Will Sogers, Col* PorUr, Marilyn Miller and Sime Silverman
biographical subjects at Warner Bros, has given the studio the thought
that maybe a character in one pic could serve as a trailer for the other.
Warren Wilson,- prod., mwd, V.
Particularly, would it focus around Sime, where Humphrey Bogart— who
Norman Panama, writer, Par.
Is slated to play the founder-publisher of "Variety"— could make a spot
Marc Piatt, actor, Columbia.
appearance in. the Will Rogers and/or Cole Porter and/or Marilyn Miller
Rita Corday, actress, RKO.
films, because he would be a natural character in these pix and thus
Beinie Wayne, songwriter, Par.
Ted Richmond, prod., rnwd., Col. further build up the advent of "Mister Broadway," which jvill be the
saga of Sime.
Milburn Stone, actor, Universal,
The only thing against this thought are the normal production hazards
Melvin Frank, writer, Paramount.
Katfaerine A. Porter, actress, Metro. and delays, with frequently shuffled release dates. Meantime, even the
writers are interlocking; Charles Hoffman and Leo Towhsend just finished
Ben Raleigh,, songwriter, Par.
"Night and Day" (Cole Porter yarn, played by Cary Grant) and Townserid
Lois Collier., actress, renewed, U.
Peggy Knudson,. actress, Warners. has shifted to work with Marian Spitzer, oh the. Marilyn Miller story
('/Look for the Silver Lining"). Jack Moffltt worked with Sam Uellman
Robert Scott, actor, Columbia.
on Will Rogers, and. now Hellman is screenplaying "Mister Broadway/
Martha O'Drjscbll, actress, U.
working with Abel Green", editor of "Variety," who is out there to' assist
Bert Horswcll, writer, Republic.
ion polishing the script;
Elick Moll, writer, 20th-Fox.
Jeanne Cr'aiii; actress, 20th-Fox.
Obtaining a visa to return to; France to look info 'reclamation of the
Michael Kanin, writer, 20th Fox,
Louis B. Lighton, prod., ren'd, 20th; circuit of 75 picture theatres he founded, LeohSiritsky, refinrcc from that
country following-. the' early, wartime- invasion by the Nazis, has cancelled
Michael Francis, actor, 20th-Fox.
plans to go. by boat via Spain and instead will fly to England early in
Reiiec Carson, actress, 20th-Fox.
March ov as soon as- good flying weather permits. He was warned not 'to
John Fantc, writer. Paramount.
W. MacDonald, producer, ren., Col. go through Spain.
It has been reported in trie U. S.' that Sli'ltsky and his sons escaped,
.1.
B. Daniels, dialog dir., Warners.
Rbt. Steven, dialog, dir., Warners. from France with a wad of money. This Is denied, the sons claiming that
However, they had
Julie Gibson, singer, renewed, Par. only 1,000 francs were taken out of that country.
W. K. Howard, prod-dir., Rep.
banked considerable money in England, where, also they had engaged in
Sam. Sax, producer, PRC.
film dealings, and this cache enabled them, on arriving in America, to
S. Carson, actor, renewed, Rep.
acquire the Squire. N.Y., grind house, and the Majestic, Brooklyn, old
B. Cohen, assb. producer, Rep!
legit ho.use which they converted to a Aim policy.- They also sought to
Frank McDonald, dir.. Republic.
obtain a lease on the Bijou, N.Y. legit, for film purposes and were willing
Chas. Simpson, comptroller, Stone. to put up $50,000 In advance for a year's rent, but were turned (Town.
Henry, Kesler, assoc. prod., Stone.
Malcolm's. Boylan, st'y ch'f, Stone.
The International. Alliance of Theatrical' Stage Employees is apparently
Phil Karlsteih, dir., Mono..
ignoring a letter and resolution' sent al) its locals by the International
Sound Technicians of the Motion Picture, Broadcast
Amusement liiduntries. Local 695, of Hollywood.
Officials of the IA state they have no
Hollywood, Feb.

By 20th; Song' Solo at Top %; M-G's 8

11.

,

&

'

Fire

filiation.

Letsch relates that the Germans
on more than one occasion tried to
prove that Vedis and Orange were

Damage Mounts

comment to make.
The Technicians, powerful

Studio union, Of whlch.Harold W. Smith 1»
business representative and leader, sent the letter and resolutions following
release from prison of. George. E. Browne and Willie Bioff. Letter, in effect,
further asked about the 2% assessments pair is alleged to have collected*
'

In Theatres; Blaze

capital
non-Aryan
financed ' by
maintained that he was
Letsch
operating with capital of '.'unknown

In Harrisbnrg, Etc.

,

from

I

A members.

Harrisburg, Feb. 13.
damage resulted
Producer-director Curtis Bernhardt has three Warner pictures in the
Wilmer and Vincent's
can but still unreleased. And this week he's started "Stolen Life' with
Colonial, here last week. Blaze apBette Davis and Glenn Ford and plans "Ethan Frome," remake of the old
parently started in an adjoining
stage success.' to follow. Of the three pix already completed,- the third will
building and spread to' theatre.
be released first, My Reputation'' (Barbara Stanwyck-George Brent) and
Capacity audience of 1,200, watch"Conflict" (Humphrey Bogart-Alexis Smith) will probably follow.
The
the
feat u r e, was guided first of the trio, "Devotion," saga df the Bronte sisters (Ida Lupino, Olivia
ing
18.
to safety by Manager Jack O'Rear
deHaviland, Paul Henried and Sydney Greenstreet), has been widely
and city firemen. Plans for repair- shown to our GIs abroad, but will probably be stalled on release domesing damage caused by blaze, which
tically for 'some time.
nominal head- for the- non-Aryan in- was confined to the theatre lobby,
and manager's office, are under way.
terests to offset Nazi confiscation.
Study of public's altitude toward conscientious objectors by Dr. Leo P.
Expect to resume operations in' two
Grad Sears, v.p. in charge of disCrcspi.ot Princeton University's psychology .department, included sampling
weeks.
hrs
for United Artists,
tribution
of opinions toward Lew Ayres. Question asked was: Would Lew AyreB
Total
signed Barry Buchanan as advertisbeing a conscientious objector make you less willing to sec his pictures,
Findlay, O., Blaze
ing-publicity head for United Artor wouldn't it make any difference? Almost two-thirds of the public felt
Findlay, O Feb. 13.
ists. Buchanan has for the past two
that Ayres' action wouldn't make any difference to them.
Only 30.5%
$1,200 Against Y. Exhib Fire caused estimated damage of said
years been special coordinator for
they would be less willing to see his pictures. Survey also indicated
Damages of $1,200 awarded Uni- $5,000- to Lyceum here early this that fewer women than men are less willing to see Ayres' pictures. Comthe U. S. Treasury Department with
Blaze .«larled -in a projeotion
month.
Loew
s
and
Inc..
Pictures
Co,
versal
the motion picture industry. in conplete details, of the survey will .be carried in forthcoming i.ssues of the
room.
of
three
of
infringement
alleged
for
nection with War Bond drives.
Journal of Psychology.
films, by Federal
with their copyrighted
formerly
Buchanan
was
Texas House Destroyed'
Samuel Maridelbaum yesterRingliug Bros., the Shiiberls and the Judge.
Mervyn LeRoy, who Is on the Warner lot doing "The Fountainhe'ad'*
Ingleside, Texas, Feb.* 18.
,
day (Tuesday) in N. „Y. Suit, was
N. Y.- World's Fair. He assumes his
Ingleside theatre, operated here pending preparation of script for "The Robe" at RKO, discovered a new
Theatres
Sanfrebob
the
against
UA post Feb. 15.
He was
writer, Herb Meadows, in New York, quit* by accident.
Corp, and Nathan Steinberg, owner by J. G. Long circuit, destroyed by radio
testing legit actor George Frazce, who. was utilizing a passage from "The
and manager of the Grande theatre fire. War Production Board okay to'
house will be Robe" for. the test. LeRoy was so impressed with the script that he asked
in N. Y., for use of Universalis repair and reopen the
Coast Indie Theatremen
who did it. Frazee mentioned "some radio writer friend of mine." LeRoy
'You're a Sweetheart," and Loew.'s sought
told Frazee; "Go out and get him for me." Frazee wanted to know "What
State Annual Meeting Tortilla Flat" and "San Francisco"
House In West Vs. Barns Down- about me?" LeRoy said. "You get him and you got a job also." This is
more limes that license allowed.
Los Angeles. Feb. 13.
Meadows' first Hollywood chore.
Fairmont, W. Va.,' Feb. 13.
Uniyersal wins $400, for alleged
Pacific Coast Conference "of IndeFairmont theatre opened in 1923
infringement of "Sweetheart" and
pendent Theatre Owners will hold
burned
Three professors of theology and Archbishop Francis Spellman last week
$500 counsel fees; Loew's $400 for by "Helen of Troy, N. Y."
its annual board meeting at the Ameach of its copyrights and same down last Saturday morning. One approved Metro's proposed screen treatment of passages from irie scripbassador Hotel, March 13-14-15, with
fireman, overcome by smoke, died tures for "The Risen. Soldier." James K. McGuinness, Metro production
counsel fees.
Martin Smith, prexy, in the chair.
iFire
is
believed to have exec, came to N.Y. from the Coast for the huddle, returning to the studio
later.
started in the furnace room. Don early this week.
Board members are Hugh Bruen.
Shultz has just replaced Frank AusGeorge Diamos, William Graeper. L. I. Exhibs
While "Soldier" is not a religious picture there will be several Biblical
Jr., Rotus Harvey. Leroy V. Johncharacters portrayed on which M-G wished to secure the okay of promiIn Stockholder Action tin as house manager.
District Manager Sidney Jacobs; of
son, Ben Levin, L. O. Lukan and
Jack J. Alterman, Lewis B. Alter- Warner Bros., who came here after nent theologians before going into production.
M. W. Mattecheck.
Picture
ir.an and Long Island Motion
the blaze announced plans for a
Recent rush of motion picture stars and others into independent producCo., operators of the Savoy theatre, new theatre.
tion has slowed down in the last month, with major releasing companies
Jamaica, Long Island, N. Y.. won out
Fairmont played legit shows and applying the brakes. Sudden slow-dpwri was brought about by "(he raw slock
in the stockholder action against
Par Providing for Vets
then iater switched to vaudeville. situation, which has
the major studios guessing about their quotas for the
them last week in supreme court, Warners bought the theatre in 1930
Employees of Paramount, who be
year. Big companies figure they may need all their raw film to print their
Queens county. Justice Steinbrink's
cause of war service have become
own productions, and are growing conservative about releasing pictures
25-page opinion favoring the defendAkron, O., Blase
disabled,' are being included in spe<
matte
outside
by
producers.
ants, represented by Louis Nizer,
Akron, O., Feb. 13.
cific plans by the company when
ends a five-year contest involving
Fire, apparently caused by spon
they return to civilian life. These
%'
Suave execs on a major lot are using a bit of diplomacy lo spur their
the rights of the Savoy.
taneou* combustion under the stage,
would be among oilier Par employAction had been brought by Wil- did $3,000 damage to the Spicer, hugely budgeted entry in the Oscar Derby.
Voting members of the
ees discharged from the services, of
liam Isensee, a company stockholder. nabe house here last week. Blaze Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences are invited, casually but
course.
He claimed the Altermans. while in was discovered while the theatre cordially, to a special screening of the masterpiece In' the studio projection
This was revealed last week by control of the Long Island Motion
was closed. Will keep house dark room, personal and easy-like. Diplomatic idea is that the flattered voter
Claude Lee, director of public rela- Picture Co., made a lease to 'them-' for a week.
will retain an intimate remembrance of the picture when he casts his vote.
.

BARRY BUCHANAN TO
HEAD UA AD-PUBLICITY

.

Inside Stuff-Pictures

Studio Contracts

Though sell ing "Keys of King-4
dom" ;<n<f "Winged Victory" s>infily

Include

'

More than

origin,"

When

the Nazis in 1943 finally demanded rights to control the export
of his^ product Letsch reports
units stopped, making films.
Letsch stated last week that the
impression that he was the owner
of the two companies, resulting from
"misquotation," was erroneous, and
that he had merely served as* the

from

fire

$10,000

in

1

.

'

.

U,LoewY Awarded
N

,

.

:

.

WB

.

'

Win Out

.

;

tions for

Piilf-ai

-the

district -wiles

stlvt'sin fr.<-* smo ci-M>v V-Gp.O?Kix.?

meeting in Kansas City,' presided ating Co.,' thus deriving improper,
over by Charles M. Reagan, v.p. over benefits for themselves in violation
distribution, who is- holding special of their trust as directors of both
'

sessions

at all district points.

He's

being accompanied by Lee. Robert
M. Gillham, advertising-publicity director, and division sales managers.

Plenty of 16

corporations.

$2,000,000 for 'Venus'
Hollywood, Feb. 13.
Mary Pickford announced a $2,000,000 budget for the filming of "One

mm. Film

Washington, Feb.

13.

Touch of Venus"- in Technicolor, with

will not be necessary to alSam Coslow as. producer.
locate 16 mm. raw film stock during
Broadway play cost the picture
the first half of 1945, according to a outfit $150,000 arid 10% of the. profits.
War Production Board ruling here,
today. ,
It

Decision

was made following

N.

a

meeting Qf the newly-formed 16 mm.
Industry advisory committee and officials of the WPB, which agreed
that there will be enough 16 mm.raw stock without setting up quotes,
after the Army' and Navy get what
they need.

:

Y

to L. A.

Earl Carroll.

Dave Dreyer.
Marge Kerr.

Ken

Later. •
Sinatra.

Frank

Sammy

Timbers.

BfllTuttle.

l. a. to n; y.
Robert Bcnchley.
Joe Bigelow.
Jan Clayton.
William Eylhe.
Abel Green.

projwmg story "f_four men,_oj!.,the i clpth for Warners,
the Methodist, Episcopalian, Catholic and Jewish 'mTn1sTci-s"wHo" wetit

-£o-ir- Edeli. ,«>-is
i.e.,

down with their ship.
The scripter who may work on
he's an atheist, which nonetheless
not utilizing hjm:

.

WB

John Carradine when, he paid $350 for setting and
props for the '-Hamlet" show once owned by John Barrymore. Now he Is
renting out the. property for $400 a week under a lO-wctk deal at' ParaHollywood laughed

E. T. Harris.

Lena Home.
Miles Ingalls.

Nunnally Johnson.
Sir Alexander Korda.

W. B. Lewis.

'

it frankly told Producer Edelman that
producer from
won't influence the

'

mount.

at

In addition,' Carradine has used the set in periodical stage apr
drew $21,000 for a week in San Francisco.

pearances, one of which

H. L. McClinton.
Allan Meltzer.
Victor Samann.
Marvin Schenck.
Spyros. Skouras.
Roberto D. Socas.

Scarcity of writers familiar with the Intricacies of foreign language tt
a new problem in studios where films are being dubbed for overseas trade.
With the fall of Germany in the offing, dubbing in that language, will
soon be added to Spanish, French. Portuguese and Italian, with a shortage
of capable translators in practically every tongue.

'Anthony Stanford..

Metro casting director Billy Grady wired Rags Bagland lo grow a beard
for a "desert rat" role. The comedian nurtured the beard all the way across
the country. Then Grady told Ragland he'd changed his mind; he mii»t
now be a clean-shaven player, .and that the realistic beaver was no longer
necessary.

Andrew Stone.
Wayne Tiss.
'

1

Spencer Tracy.
Herbert T. Yatea.

-
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Common

Natl Theatres Names McCuDough

To Head Tele Setup; Stone, WB Plans
Holly wood, Feb.

13.

Permanent

television department
to be headed by R. H. McCullough Is
being organized by National theatres,
according
to
announcement
by
Charles P. Skouras, circuit president.
During five-day annual business
conference here of
division presidents and home office and department executives. McCullough for
years has been in charge of Fox-

NT

Failing

Govt Steps

Philadelphia, Feb. 13.
'Former Judge Joseph N. Proskautr, representing Warners In
the William Ooldman appeal
oase, was tolling about the Mastbaum theatre, WB's deluxer,
which la one of the bones of

Bow

Chertok Set to

With Barrymore Biog
Hollywood, Feb.

13.

Chertok, ex-Warner producer, has his indie setup all ready

Jack

gineer, .McCullough has been con- at his disposal, but' that depends on
sulting with, television engineers and Hays office OK.
Johnny Hyde, of the local William
researchers for past two years and
has ''participated in numerous types Morris agency, is aiding Chertok in
Release may
of. experimental' work. Recently, NT setting up his outfit.
circuit officials met at Schenectady, be via UA or Columbia.
Another vet studio producer, Sol
N. Y., for week of meetings andj discussions with RCA on present tele Wurtzel, longtime with Fox Film,
equipment arid facilities. Circuit, is set to go with his own indie unit.
with eye to postwar development of Wurtzel was given a full year's saltheatre business, is also investigating ary when severing connections with
.

On $U50,000

.

expansion

of

in

Latin

the studio last year. He was
ing around ,$3,500 a w eek.

draw-

construction.

Andrew Stone's Plans
Setting precedent for coming productions. Andrew Stone,
producer, announced he will televise
scenes from all future films. Starting
with next picture, Stone will have
only closeups taken by telecine camera, as long and. medium shots are
found impractical for transmission
onto small television screens.
Patrick Michael Cunning, video
•xpert, will be associated with Stone
in hew venture, film rolling in May.
Telecine camera records sight and
Sound simultaneously on one track
of 16 mm. film instead of double
track employed by regular motion
picture camera: Plan calls for issue

U

UA

:

of. television Alms In serial
19-minute telecasts.

form for

WB

One

Fools Video
of the most television-minded

Sales

Up $5,082,977

an

knowledge

Increased Prod. Cost
Universal Pictures Co., Inc., net
profit for the company's fiscal year
ending last Oct. 28 totaled $3,412,701,
or equavilent to $5.15 per common
share. This compares with net profit
of $3,759,968, or $6.57 per share, in
the fiscal year ending in 1943. U's
profit before Federal income and excess profits taxes amounted to^$ll,260,601, as against $12,353,188 a year

Philadelphia, Feb.

ago.

Report reveals

and
year showed an

that

synonym

for

rentals

sales of past fiscal
increase,
totaling
$51,561,504,
or
largest in company's history.
This
compares with $46,478,527 reported
for previous fiscal year. J. Cheever
Cpwdin, chairman of board, pointed

via budgetary control.
U's report also reveals that the
company is distributing pictures
on a commercial basis in the liberated countries of France. Belgium,
'

MASTERS QUITS ODEON
POSTS IN CANADA
Toronto, Feb. 13.
With resignation expected, within
recent weeks, Haskell Masters has
dropped out as vice-president and
managing director of Odeon Theatres
of Canada and the presidency of Empire-Universal Films, another Nathanson enterprise. Neither Masters
nor Odeon would give any reason
for the resignation and claim that the
parting was mutually amicable, but
general talk is that there was a lack
of harmony between Masters and the

.

.

Holland, Roumania and Greece, and
that returns are running above the
most optimistic hopes.

AUTRY DENIED REP.
PACT CANCELLATION

Hollywood, Feb. 13.
Memorandum opinion denying
.right to terminate his
Republic contract because of present service in the armed forces has
been given by Superior Court Judge
Charles E. Haas. Judgment is exArthur Rank interests after he had pected to be signed and filed in
spent three years to build up Odeon court this week, and actor's attorneys, Gang, Kopp & Tyre, will
in Canada.
Boston-born Masters came into the immediately appeal decision.
Autry, now warrant officer in Air
film industry via Select Pictures. He
later joined United Artists, was with Transport Command, sued Republic
this company 22 years, resigned as for termination of pact, charging
western sales manager In 1941 to join since he is unable to perform its
Empire-Universal and Odeon. He terms, it is no longer valid. Judge
says he has no immediate future Haas' opinion, after having matter
under submission for some time, deplans.

Gene Autry

'

:

.

.

Standard Time Favored
By Minn. Exhibitors
Minneapolis, Feb.

Minnesota exhibitors
stand" to benefit

ft

figure

.13.

they

'the s'tate'legisfa"

ture passes a bill now before It to
return the state to standard time, as
expected.

clared since Army would give actor
permission to make a picture if Occasion arose, contract' is still in
force with Republic.

RKO May

Remake

•Ua- Carnet

Du

Bal'

Hollywood, Feb.

out the

state

favor the legislation

it's figured the daylight saving time hurts the boxoffice in the

13.

try, I

have fallen into

mon

failing— gross

com-

its

exaggera-

.

would throw railroad, bus and airplane schedules into mass.confusions,
inasmuch as the state would be completely out of tune with the rest of
the country. And what it would do
to
radio
program schedules Is
nothing short of mayhem, Cedric
Adams. Star Journal columnist, commented.

tion."

Duvivier, no*y in Hollywood, and
agent Paul Kohner- control entire
package.,

Dietrich Joins

Through'

For 20th-Fox Release;

Navy

draws John

Pays 325G for Rights Wayne

as co-star in "Expendable."
Jack Holt, after more than two

Ed Peskay has set distribution of years in the Army, returns to pic"10 Little Indians" through 20th-Fox.
tures, in "Expendable," playing the
Peskay and his associates in the ven- role of a general.
ture paid a total of some $325,000 t'o
clear all rights to the film version of
the Agatha Christie chiller.
Rights
Peskay plans a budget of approximately $1,250,000 for the film. "Indians" was first scheduled as a Sam'Vanities/ Other
uel Bronston production for United
Artists release. When producer rah

To

financial

indie
Stanley-

against

exhibitor,

unless the .decision of the Federal
court (which dismissed the suit) is
reversed the entire structure of antitrust legislation Is "endangered."
"Such -en Interpretation of the

Sherman

act would cause all our
prosecution of monopoly in motion
picture industry to collapse and
would cripple our prosecution of all

monopoly
Earlier,

..'•>.

WOULD MODIFY CLAIM
BY FP-CAN. ON SUIT
Toronto. Feb.

13.

Hollywood, Feb.

13.

Earl Carroll's, produced works, including 13 editions of the Vanities plus
19 pieces in musical and dramatic
form ready for production and- other
pieces not yet in production form,
plus "Sketchbook" have been contracted for by Republic for next five

The delayed suit between Famous yeaTs. "Sketchbook" is likely to be.
Players-Canadian and the Nathanson next on the production slate. Carinterests, based on a writ issued by roll's services as technical adviser
former on -it. L. Nathanson and as- are also tied up for similar period.
Studio has right to sell any one of
sociates for breach of contract late
in 142, has come up again,: with the properties but may reserve Carroll's
Nathanson legal battery submitting services instead' of peddling as a
a motion before Justice Chevier, su- package deal. Setup is understood
preme court here, to have certain to be non-profit sharing. Producer
statements struck from FP'-Canadi- received overall coin for pact plus
an's statement of claim.- Judgment certain consideration for each propwas reserved.
Since the action was instituted,
various complications have arisen.
Of the important defendants who
would have appeared, N. L. Nathanson and Clarence Robson have died.
The original FP-Can. writ charges
N. L. Nathanson with "breach of
trust and wrongs committed"- while
he was president and general manager of FP-Can; While Nathanson

erty as used.

was

eral

3 GRANTED

NEW

CHI

of
said

alienation of. certain theatre properties"; that there was fraud to the
benefit of
ada: that

Odeon Theatres
Nathanson

.

Can-

of

"wrongfully

furnished

to /the other defendants
confidential information relating to
FP-Can's business for the benefit of
himself and Odeon Theatres of Canada, Ltd."
Similar charges against Robson include "breach of duty and breach of
trust" in the acquisition of certain
theatre properties by Odeon. The
writ states Robson was a "trusted
executive" of FP-Can. while acting
for Nathanson and Odeon.
Paul
Nathanson, son of N. L. Nathanson,
is also named as "wrongfully depriving the plaintiff (FP-Can.) Of
certain theatre properties formerly

by

plaintiff;

and

Chicago, Feb-

13.

.

week entered order granting new
Milo Theatre Corp. and its

trial for

prez, John L. Manta; Van A. Nomikos, theatre circuit operator; and
Henri Elman of PRC and , Capitol
Exchange. No date was set for new

fendants a

SAG

new

Ballot

trial.

Goes Out

For Juniors' Hiking
Hollywood, Feb. 13.
Screen Actors, Guild sent out ballots to -all Class

A members

for a

of six
members to the board of
directors, increasing that body from
to 39 and raising the quorum

Class A- J

Hollywood, Feb.

13.

33

from

11 to 15.

'

Burma

Battles to

Be

Newsreeled by 6 Britons
Two impending

decisive battles in

Jungmeyer succeeds Jack Grant, the Burma theatre of wiar will be
who has been upped to associate scientifically filmed by a team of
six British newsreel cameramen for
producer status under Leon Fromquick release to newsreels in Engkess, company chief.
land apd the U. S.
A documentary newsreel explainArmy Fix Hps Bund ,
ing the strategy of the campaign is
:

Federal Judge William H. Kirkhad dismissed

not restrain trade in interstate comthus did not come .under
the province of the Sherman act.

"Trade Secrets"
The arguments before the courtconsisting of Judge John J. Parker,
Charlotte, N. C, substituting here;
Judge John Biggs, Jr., and Judge
Paul C. Leahy, of the District Court,
Wilmington,
substituting
also
brought out many "trade secrets,"
and a few amusing sidelights on
the business.
Dechert carried the ball for Goldman, while his star counsel, William
A. Gray, took a comparatively minor
rote because of his recent illness.
his
argument
•Dechert
based
mainly on the fact that the present
Warner Bros, "monopoly" in firstrun pictures gave the circuit powers
enterprise."
which "endangered free
He cited the case of "Citizen Kane,"
which Warners refused to play here.
(It was later roadshown by RKO,
which leased the Aldine theatre from

Warners).
"Because Warners refused to show
'Kane' no One saw it in this territory until months after the rest of
country had seen it," said
the
Dechert. "It wasn't until Mr. Goldasking
man sent a telegram, to
that he be allowed to show the pic-'
ture first run at the Erlanger, that
the picture was released."
Because no one could see a picture until it had a first run in a
(Continued on page 22)

RKO

.

NEW EXHIB ACTIONS ON
MIDWEST CLEARANCES
Chicago, Feb.

Because attorney who

13.

filed clear-

29, this one won't be acted on either.
Defendants are Big 5 and John.
Scmedalas, owner of Wallace, Milda
and Ramova theatres here.
Other actions in Motion Picture Tribunal office here last week Included
filing of appeal with national tribunal by Colony theatre management

McHenry, 111., asking reversal of
Arbitrator William A. McSwalnV
dismissal of complaint against five
Katz, Publixmajors, Balaban
Great State Theatres, El Tovar Thearc
Corp.',
Crystal Lake, 111., and

of

&

Woodstock Am us. Co., Woodstock, I1L
Hearing of a new complaint by
Marches! Bros., owners of- Geneseo
theatre,

Geneseo,

111.,

against

Tri-

Cities Theatre Corp, of Moline and
Rock Island, 111., and Davenport, la.,
was conducted by Leo T. Norville,

with Indications that it will probably be settled this week. New case
follows

over

of Mar.chesi Bros,
theatre, Kewanee, 111;,

victory

Kewanee

whom they claimed held clearance
over them. Arbitrator's dismissal of
their
complaint was reversed by
appeal board, with Marchesis now
playing free of any clearance exer-

Ralph Dietrich, former 20th-Fox
.producer, joins
today (13) in
".
Sid Rogell's.unit.
cised by Kewanee theatre.
Dietrich left 20th-Fox for Army
Arbitrator Leo T. Norville has exand recently got his discharge. His
ecuted "a ward in which seven days it
Fred Bund, Jr., former deputy planned. Decision to film the pro- maximum clearance which .may be
last picture there was "My Friend
Flicka."
His first film under new chief, has been appointed chief of ceedings on this scale was made fol- granted by Loew's, Paramount and
pact will be "FaTcon'In Reno," tak- the Army Motion Picture Service.
lowing huddles between the British
to Leclalre and, Illinois theaing over, that series from Maurice'
He succeeds Raymond B.' Murray, Newsreel Assn. and the British Min- tres, both In Moline, 111, over GeneGetaghty, who resigned poBt at RKO, who died Jan. 3.
istry of Information,
seo.

RKO
.

.

-

W. Norman, did not indicate whether arice case of Nick De Luca's Northey would appeal Judge Holly's walk theatre has filed five others In
joint order—notwithstanding Jury's 'past, none of which has ever been
verdict of guilty—dismissing the two heard, indications are that, although
exhibs and granting remaining de- postponed again last weffk to March.

FP-Can. claims general damages, vote On the proposed
change in the
an accounting, a mandatory injunc- by-laws, giving
recognition to Class
tion for the return to the plaintiff
A-Junior members, who will fill the
of the properties which FP-Can. spot
vacated by the Class B memclaims it._h.as. been. .."wrongfully de- bership,
dropped Feb. 1.
prived," and "other relief as the
Change calls for the election

Jack Jungmeyer, "Daily Variety"

counsel

patrick, in April, 1944,

Plaintiff's, counsel,
including his
son, Lester T. Murray, and Harold

acts to procure such properties to
be leased Oo Odeon Theatres of Can-

fit."

said.

Dechert,

Goldman's case on the grounds that
even had a monopoly existed, it did

trial..

wrongful

ada. Ltd.-

he

Robert

.

TRIAL IN THALIA SUIT

Following dismissal of 20th-Fox
and Loew's, IncT, last 'two major exhibs exonerated by findings of FedJudge William H. Holly in
Canada— and occupying the
$3,000,000 conspiracy suit filed by
positions, according
to FP-Can.— Thomas A. Murray, former owner of
latter charges "wrongful acts in the Thalia theatre here, Judge Holly last

up Odeon Theatres

lining

cases,"

for. Goldman, had declared that the
Sherman and Clayton acts might be
"tossed but the window" unless the
lower court's decision was reversed.

Earl Carroll Prods. merce and

property

difficulties,

was taken over by Peskay.

.',.

13.

Relief.

Robert Montgomery

'

*

Hollywood, -Feb.

agreement, between

an

the studio and the Navy Department,
air the money paid for the director's
services will.be turned over to the

-Indians'

scribe and former screen playwright,
shifts" to the PRC studio this week
to become story editor.

RKO

Goldman,

William

$200 ,000 Director Fee Warner circuit and the major distributors in -arguments before the
Hollywood, Feb. 13.;
Metro is. paying -aroiind $200,000 U. S. circuit court of appeals here
last Thursday (8).
to Commander. John Ford, currently
Robert L. Wright, special assistant
on leave from the Navy, to direct
"They Were Expendable." buc none to the U. S, Attorney General, told
the three-man appellate court that,
stick
to Ford's
of the coin will
hands.

Peskay Sets

leased

by

Philly

Mugg Goes Respectable

summer, when

it remains light so
long that many prospective patrons
prefer to remain outdoors.
Press points out. that the hew law

into the picture in the $1,350,000 suit
filed

•>

,

"Forgive me, your Honor," he
said. "Since I've been connected
with the motion picture indus-

Court deems
Charles. Koerner is mulling RKO
remake of French film, "Un Carnet
du Bal," Julian Divivier prewar pro-

Theatre owners here and through- duction.
because

Relief Gets Ford's

.

.

court.

into

13.

The Federal Government stepped

Navy

-

the popular Hollywood choice, both company was striving to remedy this
In pix and radio, as a
television.

Trust Suit Against

Repub Buys

But Net Off $347,267;

is Warner Bros., which,' with
eye to the future, and with
of the value of film shorts
for video purposes, bought out Leon
Schlesinger,
its
longtime cartoon out that it marked the eighth conproducer. Jack Warner thinks that secutive year that the corporation
He
these animated reels, Along with had showed such an increase,
other short subjects, will be tbe bul- also cited that the basic cost of prowark of future short subject pro- duction and distribution has steadily Increased, as with other business,
duction.
Incidentally, "video" seems to be over the past year. He said that the

studios

Goldman

Stanley-Warner, Distribs in Phflly

"It's one of the greatest things
in show business, your Honor,"
said Proskau'er to the court. "But
during the depression it was
closed for more than 15 years;"
Reminded that the Aimer had
only been ..closed eight years,
Proskauer apologized to the

'

America and pre-fabrlcated theatre

Sides With

contention.

The John Barrymore biogto go.
raphy, "Good Night, Sweet Prince,"
West Coast maintenance and pur- by Gene Fowler,- will be his first.
chasing departments.
Chertok
also has "Anna Lucasta"
By profession an electrical en-

possibilities

In,

.

.

.

.

RKO

'

Vtoriiimlay, Fd»rnary
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Variety

reports as record run on

overs than any 20th big one

Broadway continues

months and months!
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PICTURE GROSSES

10

G, Tanks'
2 G, Aces in St. Louis

'Keys' Big 15

L A. Forte Despite H.0.s; "Waves

Feb.

St. Louis,

58G

Velvet Smooth With

in 2 Spots,

in 3, 'Suspect* Nice
Los Angeles, Feb.

37G for 2

Broadway Grosses
Esliinateo Total Gross
..$701,000
This Week
Based on 16 tJientres)
Tola! Gross Same Week
Last Year.;..... .-.....$555,000
;.
Based on 14 tneattes)
i

"The Suspect," paired with "She
Gels Her Man," looks nice $37,000
in two houses. Holdovers are paced
bv "Belle of Yukon" in three spots
wilh likely $35,000 on second frame.
"To Have and Have Not," in fourth
end final week, will do okay $29,000
or over in three houses. Second session for "Bride by Mistake" appears
.

i

17&

Key

Based on 23

cities,

186 thea-

tres, chie/ly first runs, including.

N. Y.)
Total Gross Same Week
,$2,778,100
Last Year.
(Based on 25 cities, 195 theatres)
'

(Col). $7,500.

Ambassador (F&M)
Kingdom"

<

.

—"Keys

50-60)
Solid

3,000;

(20th);

week,
(I1KO) and

Last

"Woman

'Velvet'

in

Smash $35,00Q,

Likes

"Gal

Music" (U>. S15.500.

Tilt 'Falcon'

City Grosses

Estimated Total Groat
This -Week. ......... .$2,880,900

"Abroad Two Yanks" (UA) and "3 Is
Family" (UA). Neat $16,500. Last
week, "Song to Remember" (Col) (2d
wk), $16,000.
Orpheum (Loew) (2,000; 30-55)—
"Song to Remember" (Col). Good
Last week, "Blonde Fever"
$8,000.
(M-G) and "Dancing Manhattan"

Window"

Gray-Macs

Tear'-Jones Fat 35G, "St Loo' 21G, 2d

Estimates for This Week
Loew's (Loew) (3,172; 30-55)—

$15,500.

satisfactory $23,000 in three spots.
Estimates for This Week

$29M New Det. Ace;

13.

Although top coin goes to "To Have
and to Have Not," Fox, comparatively better showings are being made by
"Abroad With Two Yanks," at
Loew's, and "Keys of the Kingdom,"
at Ambassador, both smaller houses.

13.

Balmy weather Is aiding the local
boxoffice, and trade is steady currently despite holdovers in 12 situations.
"Here Come Waves"- is
strong at a possible $58,000 in two
theatres while "National Velvet," in
three spots, is solid $64,500 or better.

Suspect Boff

High W/

9

PhiOy; 'Lupin'-Carter Hot

Fov (F&M) i5.000: 50-60>— "Have,
Have Not" WB). Stout $17,000. Last
week. •'Here. Come Waves" (Par) and
(

Indpls.; 'Velvet'

29G, 'Have' 22G, 4th

"Dangerous Passage" (Par) (2d wk),

Philadelphia, Feb. 13.
Return of springlike weather over
Missouri (F&M) (3.500; 50-60)—
hypoed biz along
lias
"Woman in Window" (RKO) and weekend
Philly's Film Row this week. All deno holdovers and weather "Gal Likes Music'' (U). Strong $11,luxers have big grosses. Pace-setter
Last: week, "Together Again"
Chinese (Grauman-WC) (2,048; 50- moderating over weekend, biz here is 000.
"National Velvet," at the Boyd,
$1)— "Belle Yukon" (RKO) and generally belter this stanza than last. (Col) and "Now Tomorrow" (Par), is
besides "Arsene Lunew
entry
lone
"What a Blonde" (RKO) (2d wk).
$10,000.
pin" at vaudefilmer Earle.
Good $8,500. Last week, sock $13,300. "Falcon in Hollywood," paced by
St. Louis (F&M) (4.000; 40-50)—
Estimates for This Week
Downtown (WB) (1.800; 50-$D— Glen Gray and the- Merry Macs on "She Gets Her Man" (U) and "GrissAldlne (WB) (1,303; 40-85)— "Meet
•"Have, Have Not" (WB) (4th wk). the stage, is getting top coin at the ly's Millions" (Rep).
Solid $7,000.
Steady $12,500. Last week, good Circle.
Last week, "Accuse My Parents" Me St. Louis" (MjG) (8th wk). Hefty
even topping nice $15,800 last
$16,000.
$16,500,
"Bowery
Broadway"
(WB) and
to
Estimates for This Week
Egyptian (F-WC) (1,538; 50-$D—
week'.
(U), $5,000.
Circle (Katz-Dolle) (2,800; 55-75)—
"National Velvet" (M-G) (2d wk).
Arcadia (Sablosky) (600: 40-85)—
Started second week Tuesday (13) "Falcon Hollywood" (RKO) and Glen
30 Seconds Over Tokyo" (M-G) (id
Gray orch plus Merry Macs on stage.
after great $16,000 first week.
Solid
$7,500.
Last week,
run).
Four Star (UA-WC) (900; 50-$D— Sturdy $17,500. Last week, "Her
Hollywood Canteen" (WB), also
"Waterloo Bridge" (M-G) (reissue) Lucky Night" lU), and Shep Fields 'St.
second run, ditto:
Nice $3,500. Last week, orch .with Patsy Kelly, Barry Wood,
(2d wk):
Boyd (WB) (2,560; 40-85)— "Naon stage, wham $19,200.
handsome $5,000.
tional Velvet" (M-G). Smash $30,000
)—"Bride
Indiana (Katz-Dolle) (3.300; 32-55)
Guild (F-WC) (968; 50-$l
plus husky $5,000 for extra showing
(RKO).
by Mistake" (RKO) and "Falcon in —•Princess and Pirate"
at Earle, Sunday. Last week, "Keys
Hollywood" (RKO) (2d wk). Okay Sluggish $12,000. Last, week, "Keys
Kingdom" (20th) (2d wk), okay
$6,000. Last week, neat $8,000 for first of Kingdom" (20th), thin $10,000.
$18,000.
35-65)—
'
(Indie)
Keith's
(1,200;
week as film house.
Cincinnati, Feb. 13.
Earle (WB) (2,760; 50-95)— "Enter
Singing Sheriff" (U) plus vaude..
Hawaii (G&S) (1,100; 50-$l)-^'See
"Meet Me in St. Louis," which is Arsene Lupin" (U) with Benny CarMy Lawyer'? (U) and "Night Club Okc $4,800 in four-day run. Last high
ter orch and all-sepia show. Bangup
and
handsome,
at
the
Palace,
Last
and
(U)
"Allergic
to
Love"
Only
$3,500.
week.
Gill" (U) (2d wk).
$29,000. Last week. "Main St. After
fine $5,000, same time.
audc.
and
"Have,
Have
Not,"
sugary
for
week, low $4,700.
Dark" (M-G) and. Louis Prima orch,
^
v
Loew's (Loew's) (2,450; 35-55)— the Albee, are the only new entries. $28,500.
Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 50-$D—
"Have, Have Not" (WB) (4th wk). "National Velvet" (M-G). Building Both are big.
Fox (WB) (2,245; 40-85)— "Winged
A good weather break
Finals at $9,000. Last week, big fast after slow start for sock $16;500.
Victory" (20th) (3d wk).Nice $17,Holds. Last week, "Meet Me St over the weekend and generally fa- 500. Last week, bright $237)00.
$11,000.
Los Aneeles (D'town-WC) (2.097; Louis". (M-G) (2d wk), terrific $13,- vorable returns on holdovers put
Karlton (Goldman) (1,000; 40-85)
60-$D—"National Velvet" (M-G) 3
—'Together Again" (Col) (2d run).
major houses above par,
°Lyrlc (Kalz-Dorle) (1.600; .32-55)-^
"(2d wk). Second week opened TuesGood $7,500. Last week, "Princess
Estimates for This Week
day (13) after solid $36,000 first 'Trail Lonesome Pine" (Par) and
and Pirate" (RKO). big $10,000, secAlbee (RKO) (3,100; 44-70)— "Have, ond run.
Port of 40 Thieves" (Par) (reisweek
Orphenm (D'town) (2,200; 65-85) sues). Dandy $7,300 on first-run. Have Not" (WB). Fine $16,000. Last
Keith's (Goldman) (2,200; 40-85)—
with Harry Last week, "Have, Have Not" (WB), week, 'Tonight, Every Night" (Col),
(Mono)
—"Alaska"
"Merry Monahans" (U) H2d run).
sweet $15,000.
Savoy, Billie Holiday on stage. Fair fine $6,200 on moveover.
Fair $5,000 on 6 days second run.
Last week, "Meet Miss
$19,500.
Capitol
(RKO) (2,000; .44-70)— Last week, "Frenchman's Creek"
Charhe
with
Bobby Socks" (Col)
Song to Remember" (Col) (3d wk). (Par)" (2d wk), oke $5,700 second
Barnet orch on stage, good $24,000,
Hefty $7,500 after terrific $11,000 sec- run.
'30 SECONDS'
*
Pantages (Pan) (2,812; 50-$l)
ond round.
Mastbanm (WB) (4.692; 40-85)—
"Suspect" (U) and "She Gets- Her
Family (RKO) (1,000; 30-40)— "Have, Have Not" (WB) (4th wk).
man" (U). Good $17,000. Last week,
Youth
on Trial" (Col) and "Girl Nice $22,000 or near. Last week,
$20,000
"Woman in Window" (RKO,) (3d
Rush" (RKO), split with "Gunga $26,000.
wk) and "Let's Go Steady" (
Denver, Feb. 13.
Din" (RKO). and "Fighting Gringa"
Stanley (WB) (2,760; 40-85)— "Now
$13,500.
30 Seconds Over Tokyo." at Or- (RKO) (reissues). Pleasing
Tomorrow" (Par) (4th wk) (3 days).
Paramount (F&M) (3,389; 50-$D— pheum, is way out ahead this week, Same last week on "Dangerous$2,500.
Pas"Here Come Waves" (Par) and with sock session on tap. Holds sage" (Par) and "Tahiti Nights" (Col) Okay $10,000. Being yanked for
pr'eem of. "Here Come Waves" (Par)
"Dangerous Passage" (Par). Great over. "Here Come the Waves" is divided wilh
"Lady Scarfare" (RKO) tomorrow (Wed.). Last week, "Toweek, "Frenchman's strong enough
$41 000. Last
at Denham to stay and "Jungle Cavalcade" (RKO) (remorrow," big $19,800.
Creek" (Par) (5th wk-3 days), okay oyer for another session, its third.
issues).
Stanton
(WB) (1.475: 40-85)—
$3,200.
Grand (RKO) (1.430: 44jqWTa,
Estimates for This Week
(F&M)
Hollywood
Paramount
night, Every NighT
\C3r7 ""rmSr?.
35"-74)—
Waves'
Come
"Here
"Be
Aladdin (Fox) (1.400:
(1.451; 50-$D—
Last week, Seeing You" (UA) and "Missing Mild $5,000.. Last week, "Keys of opener plus extra $3,000 for one-day
(Par).
Hefty $17,000.
"Frenchman's Creek" (Par) (4th Juror" (Col); after week at Denver, Kingdom" (20th) (2d. wk), good showing at Earle.
wk-3 days), okay $1,800.
Esquire.
Big $8,500.
Last week, $7,000.
Keith's (United) (1,500; 44-70)—
RKO Hlllstreet (RKO) (2,890; 50- Have. Have Not" (WB) and "Tahiti
Here Come Waves" (Par). Fourth80)— "Suspect" (U) and "She Gets Niphls" (Col), moveover, $8,000.
sesh. All right $5,000 after Busse-'Dinner' $18,000,
Her Man'' (U). Good $20,000. Last
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 35-70) downtown
Window"
(RKO)
week. "Woman in
"Here Come Waves" (2d wk). great $8,000 last week. ...
Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 44-70)—"To(3d wk) and 'Lei's Go Steady'' Sock $15,000 and holds. Last week,
Omaha; 'Singing' Big

faith* v Circle (F-WC)

tl

i— "Keys
Nice

wk).

Kingdom"

$5,000.

(1,518; 50-

16JG,

(3d

(20th)

Thin 12G

'Pirate'

$14,000.

.

'.

Indianapolis, Feb.

Last week, neat

13.

Detroit, Feb. 13.
Only two fresh bills move into the
loop this week aa general films show
strength to hold. Top spot probably
will go to the Michigan with "Ministry of Fear",

Moved over from Fox, nice $11,000
Last week, "Keys of Kingdom" (20th)
(3d wk) and "She's a Sweetheart"

(Col); former from Fox, brisk $12,000
Broadway-Capitol (United Detroit)
60-85)— "Very Thought of
(2,800;
You" (WB) and "Lights Go On
Again" (PRC) (2d wk). Moved from
Michigan for okay $13,000, Last
week, "Casanova Brown" (RKO) and
"Nevada" (RKO) (2d wk), fine $14,000.

-

•

•

'

Louis' Terrif

(RKO) plus Martha

11

others,

(U). Fancy $29,000 or over. Last
week, "Tonight, Every Night" (Col)
and "Dancing. Manhattan" (Col), ro-

bust $33,000.
Madison (United

—

Detroit)

(1,800;

(M-G) and "ConBack for nice $5,-

60-85) "Kismet"
spirators" (WB).

Last week, 'Tender Comrade"

900.

(RKO) and "Snow White" (RKO)
(reissue), choice $6,100.

Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
60-85)— "Ministry of Fear" (Par)
plus Spike Jones orch and Modern-

on stage. Brisk $35,000. Last
week, "Thought of You" (WB) and
"Lights Go On" (PRC), okay $22,000.
Palms-Slate (United Detroit) (3,60-85)— "Hollywood Canteen"
000;
(WB) (2d wk). Strong $19,000 to follow last week's sturdy $25,000.
United Artists (United Detroit)
(2,000; 80-85)— "Meet Me St. Louis"

aires

.

TOPS DENVER

(2.-

Pirate"

Tiltoii.

on stage (4th wk). Figuring on a
good $20,000 in final week after stout
$26,000 last week.
Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5,000; 60-85)
—"Suspect" (U) and "Gets Her Man"

-

-

and

60-85 )^"Princess

800;

in Cincy

GIANT

;

Downtown (Howard Hughes)

Willi

$6,000.

and Spike Jones orch
on stage. Fox is

and. Modernalres

sturdy with "Suspect" ahd "Gets Her'
Man" to lead new straight filmers.
Estimates for This Week
Adams (Balaban) (1.700; 60-85)
"Tonight, Every Night" (Col) and
"Dancing Manhattan'' (Col) (2d wk).

.

(M-G) and "Main St. After Dark"
(M-G) (2d wk). Great- $21,000 after

wham

week's

first

$26,000.

'Waves' Rolling Up Fat

$19,500 to Lead

K.C

in

Kansas City. Feb. 13.
With three of firstruns here showing new product, and the other two
holdover, biz currently Is spotty.
'Here Come the Waves," at tha
Secis grabbing top coin.

Newman,

ond-week spurt by "Meet

Me

in St.

Louis," at the Midland, give it a lastminute holdover. "Keys of the Kingdom", continues steady day-and-date
at the Esquire; Uptown and Fairway.

^^EsUmatesfor^Thls

Week_^

'

—

11G
World" (UA) (m.o.).
smash $17,000.
Tall $7,000. Last week, "She Gets
Rllz (F-WC) (1.370; 50-$D— "NaOmaha, Feb. 13.
Denver (Fox) ,.(2,525; 35-74)— "ToHer Man" (V) and "Eadie Was Lady"
tional Velvet" (M-G) (2d wk). Sec
Better weather is helping all over
Every Night" (Col) ahd "Ser- (Col),
socko $7,000.
ond week opened Tuesday (13) after night.
geant
Mike"
(Col), day-date with
"Can't
Help
Singthis
week.
town
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 44-70)— "Meet
auperb $12,500 last week.
Esquire.
Last week, Me St. Louis"
Big $15,000.
Slate (Loew's-WC) (2,404: 50-$l)
(M-G). Wham $22,000. ing," at the Paramount, is top straight
"Missing
"Belle Yukon" (RKO) and "What "Be Seeing You" (UA) and
Last week, "Tomorrow World" .(UA), Aimer. Henry Busse is pushing "SunSI—
i Blonde" (RKO) (2d wk). Okay Juror" <Col), also Esquire, great solid $13,500.
$22,000.
$20,000. Last week, stout $27,700
Sbubert (RKO) (2,100; 44-70)— day Dinqer" to a strong session at
Esquire (Fox) (742; 35-74)— "To- "Keys
United Artists (UA-WC) (2,100
of Kingdom" (20th). Third the Orpheum.
M-$l )— "Bride bv Mistake" (RKO) night. Every Night" (Col) and "Ser- downtown frame. Poor $3,500. Ditto
Estimates for This Week
and "Falcon iii Hollywood" (RKO) geant- Mike" (Col), also Denver. Hot last week on "Barbary Coast" (FC)
Paramount (Tristates) (3,000; I8$3,000.
Last
week,.
"Be
Seeing
You"
week
Last
'2d wk). Steady $10,000.
and "Pack Up Troubles" (FC) (re- 60)— "Can't Help Singing"
(U). Big
(UA) and "Missing Juror" (Col), issues).
great $14,800.
$11,000. Last week, "Keys of KingUptown (F-WC) (1.790; 50-$l)— also Denver, big $4,000.
dom" (20th), $10,500.
Orpheum IRKO) (2,600; 35-74)—
"Belle Yukon" (RKO) and "What
Brandels (RKO) (1,500; 16-60)—
Good "30 Seconds Tokyo" (M-G) *and
(2d wk).
m.
Wfl»<le". (RKO)
"Tonight, Every Night"' (Col) and
"Main St. After Dark" (M-G). Smash 'SONG'
Last week, hefty $9,100
$6,500.
"Missing Juror" (Col). Trim $7,500.
Wilshlre (F-WC) (2,296;' 50-$D— $20,000.
Last week. "Woman in
Last week, "Woman in Window"
"Bride by Mistake" (RKO) and Window" (RKO) and "Blonde Fever"
BUFF.; 'KEYS' FINE 15G (R"KO) and "Tahiti Nights" (Col),
"Falcon in. Hollywood" (RKO) (2d (M-G). fine $14,800.
$5,500 on second week.
wk ). Nifty $7,000. Last week, strong
Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 35-74)—
Buffalo, Feb. 13.
Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000: 20-70)
$11,000.
"Three Is Family" (UA) and "Big
Biz is booming this week. Top coin
Wlltern
(WB) (2,500; 50-$l)— Bonanza" (Rep). Solid $7,000. Last goes
—"Sunday Dinner for a Soldier"
lo "Song to Remember."
wk) week. "Barbary Coast" (FC) and
"Have, Have Not" (WB) (4th
(20th) plus Henry Busse orch on
,
T
Estimates
morrow

(Col). $15,700.

^
m

the

-

f
^

LOUD 19GIN

.

•

C*u>shig vrit-I?—$7.50?,
'
$10,000.

-J-rsj.

good

we «4iT-&;»P-s*^-i£C

•

(Col),
quire.

'Sunday Dinner'-Vaude

22G, Best D.C.

New Entry

Washington, Feb. 13,
Holdovers are the big ne'ws this
week. "To Have and Have Not" is
best of these, still sock at Earle on
second session.
Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 44 - 72)—
•Sunday Dinner" (20th) with Gracie
Barrie on stage. Good $22,000. Last
week, "Between Two Women" (M-G)
<2d*wk), average $19,500.
Columbia (Loew) (1,234; 44-72)—
"Between Two Women" (M-G). Neat
$9,000. Last week, "Guest in House"
(UA), okay $5,500 in five days.
Earle (WB) (2.240; 30-90)— "Have.
Have Not" (WB) with vaude (2d
:

.

)

(Fox)

Rlalto

-

Have Not

'

.Lr.eissue.O

Aue.

for This

$8.01)0.

-

35-74)— "Have,

(878;

Aladdin.

Nice

$15,000.

week. "Keys of Kingdom"
moveover, big $4,000.

of

(Sl.^a)-

:

Week

3,500;

Kingdom"
Last

"Thin

Man

(M-G). brisk $13,500.
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 40-70 )—
"Have, Have Not" (WB) (2d wk).
Grand $18,000. Last week, great

(20th),

$19,000.

wk>.
Looks solid
week, boffo $30,000.
Keith's

"House

(RKO)

.

Last

$24,000.

(1,800;

34

-

—

$22,000.

Hipp (Shea) (2.100; 40-70)— "Fighting Lady". (20th) and "Sunday Din(20th). (2d wk); Powerful $10,-

66)— ner"

Frankenstein" (U ). Sturdy
$12,000.
Last week, "Can't Help
Singing" (U) (2d wk). big $11,000.
Metropolitan (WB) (1,800; 30-55)'
"Wuthering Heights" (UA) (reissue).
Way above average at $9,000.
Last week, "Hollywood Canteen"
(WB) (2d wk), fine $5,000.
Palace (Loew) (2,778; 44-72)—
"Meet Me St. Louis" (M-G) (3d wk).
So good at $18,000 that it may stay
a fourth frame. Last week, boffo
of

Last week, smash $11,500.
Lafayette (Basil) (3.300; 40-70)—
' to
Remember" iCol) and

000.
•

,

"Song

"Mysterious Night" (Col). Tall $19,-.
000.
Last week, "House Frankenstein" (U) and "Mummy's Curse"
(U),. surprisingly strong $13,000.
20th Century (Ind.) (3,000:40-70)—
"Torrid Zone" (WB) . (reissue) -and
"Faces; in Fog" (Rep). Neat $12,000.
Last week, "Belle of Yukon" iRKO)
and "Falcon Hollywood" (RKO) (2d
wk), fairish $7,000,
'

Strong $18,000. Last- wecli,
"Fighting Lady" <20th) and "Bowery to Broadway" (U), $9,800 at 16-

stage.

40-70)—
Rosy

(20th).

week,

Home" (M-G) and "Blonde Fever"

Last

$3,200.

Baflsrfcr

".Keys

(WB) and "Tahiti Nights"
week at Denver, Es-

iifler

60c scale.

Omaha

Tfo*!?m^!JS
40-60)—"Keys of Kingdom"
wk).
Brisk $10,500.

(2d

splendid $15,750..
Midland (Loew's)

(20th)
First was

,(3,500;

40-60)—

Me St. Louis" (M-G) (3d wk).
Nice $10,500 ^fter total of $34,000 for

"Meet
first

two

stanzas.

Newman (Paramount) (1,900; 45Come Waves" (Par).

65)— "Here
Socko

$19,500.

Have

Not"

Last

(WB)

week, "Have,
wk), neat

(3d

$9,500.

Orpheum (RKO) (1,500: 46-65)—
Yukon" (RKO) with"Crim«

"Belle of

by Night" (WB). Looks fancy $11,Last week, "Conspirators" (WB)
and "Navada" (RKO), $10,000.
Tower (Fox-Joffee) (2,100; 39-60)—
"Hi, Beautiful" (U) and "Murder In
Blue ROom" (U) with vaude. Okay
$10,000. Last week, "Accuse My Parents"
(PRC) and "Babes Swing
Street" (U) plus stage revue, $11,000.
500.

'Tomorrow'

UG,

Mont'l

Montreal, Feb. 13.
Is top new-

"And Now Tomorrow"
comer with big week

in sight at Pal-

ace.

Estimates for This Week
Palace (CT) (2,700; 35-62)— "Now

Tomorrow"

(Par).

Smart

$11,000.

16-60)— Last week, "The Climax" (U), ditto.
"Keys of Kingdom" (20th) and
35-62)—
Capitol
(CT)
(2,700:
"Fighting Lady" (20th). Both move- "American Romance" (M-G ) and
overs. Okay $8,500. Last week, "Here "Let's Go Steady"
(Col). Handsome
Come Waves" (Par) (moveover), $9,500, Last week, "Very Thought of
good $7,000 oh six days.
You" (WB) and "Girl Rush" (RKO),
State (Goldberg) (865; 35-50)— $9,000.
"Made Me Criminal" (FC) and "ManLoew's (CT) (2,800; 35-67)— "Parkr
power" (FC) (reissues). Fine $3,000. ington" (M-G) (2d wk). Rousing
Last week, "Was Faithful" (FC) (re- $11,000 after sock $13,000 initialer.
issue) and "Show T Off" (Rep), ditto.
30-52)—
Princess
(CT)
(2,300;
"Enter Arsene Lupin" (U) and VGal
Loves Music" (U). Strong $6,500.
FBANKLIN HEADS 'BESS'
Last week, "Man in Half Moon St."
(Par) and "National Barn Dance"
Hollywood, Feb. 13.
Sidney Franklin draws producer (Par), $5,500.
Strand (United Amusements. Ltd.)
chores on "Young Bess," British
35-46)— "Unwritten Code" (Col)
novel by Margaret Irwin, recently (715;
and "Saddle Leather Law" <Col).
purchased by Metro.
Average $2,800. Last week, "DelinStory deals with teen-age love af- quent Daughters" (PRC) and "Minfairs of Queen Elizabeth of England. strel Man" (PRC), $2,500.
(Tristates)

(2,000;

.

.

.

——

—

.

PICTURE GROSSES

Wednesday, February \fa l»4f

Ups Tlacid/

Spitalny

Wow 42G, Chi;

To

'Burma' Sock 25G, Tark'ton' Huge 30G
Chicago, Feb. 13.
inveterate theatre patrons'
dlller. Still strong at $14,000 after
here are stvmied by slushy streets huge $22,000 first week.
and brownout. But Ave helty openState (P-S) (2,800; 44-601—"Meet
ings brought a ray of sunshine. Me St. Louis" (M-G) (3d wk). Big
"Parkingtbn" looks especially big $12,000. same aa for second week.
with huge $30,000 at United Artists.
40-60)—
Uptown
(Par)
(1.100:
"Objective Burma." at the smaller "Frenchman's Creek" (Par).
First
Roosevelt: also is terrific at $25,000. nabc showing:
Good $3,500. Last
"Lake Placid Serenade" is being week, "Princess and Pirate" (RKO)
boosted to great $42,000 by Phil Spi- (Par), big $4,200.
the Oriental.
.

band

Which

:it

World

(Par.-SleffesV (330;

44-80)—

enables Spitalny to take out about "Guest in House" (UA) (2d wk).
$21 000 Tor his own end. being in on Moved from Orpheum. Neat $3,000.
50c - from - .the - first-dollar arrange- Last week, "Experiment Perilous"
:
ment.
(HKOV (3d wkt, okay $2,000.
Interest in Marva Xouis Chi stage
debut points to big $16,000 for "Mile.
Fill" at Downtown, aided by Noble
darkest
at
Palace,
band.
Sissle's
edge of Loot), looks trim $22,000 for
'Suspect"-"Sho Gets Her Man," despite this handicap.
Estimates for This Week
'

.

TALL-BARNET

Apollo (B&K). (1.200; 55-95)— "Together Again". tCo1).(4th wk). Oke
"$9 000. "Last week, fine $11,000.
Chicago <-BS:K) (3,900; 55-95)
"Hearts Yoiini-. Gay" (Par) with
Carmen Cavallaro orch on stage
(3d wk ). .Niftv $44,000. Last week,

—

potent $48,000.
„ ;
Downtown (Burner) (1,600; 44-95)

BIG 30G, FRISCO
.

Estimates for This Week
—'Mile; Fili". (RKO) with Marva
Fox (F-WC) (4,651; 55-85)— "Meet
Louis and Noble Sifsle orch heading,
Last Me St. Louis" (M-G) (2d wk); Stout
Siurdv $16,000.
slasc bill.
week. "Climax" (U> (2d run) with $27,000. Last week.' great $41,643.
Paramount (K-WC) (2.646: 55-85)—
Fletcher Henderson orch. Moke &
"Keys Kingdom" (20th). (2d wk).
Poke, others, on stage, only $13,000.
Strong $21,000.
Last
week, fat
Garriok
(B&K) (900; 55-95)
"Something for the Boys" (20th) (2d $27,800.
Warfleld (F-WC) (2,656; 60-85)—
wk). Peri $8,500. Last week, stout
"Blues in Night". (WB) (reissue) and
$10,000.
show.
Okay $23,500. Last
Grand (RKO) (1.150; 55-95)-^- stage
"Bowery to Broadway" (U) and week. "Big Bonanza" (Rep), plus
Stase show, so-so $23,400.
"Girl Rush" (RKO). Average $8,500.
St. Francis (F-WC) (1,400; 55-85)—
Last week, "Tall in Saddle" (RKO)
Have. Have Not" (WB).
Fourth
.and "Falcon Hollywood" (RKO), six
days, and "Bowery" (U) and "Rush" week on Market St. Excellent $15,000.
Last week, terrific $20,000 and
(RKO), one day, fair $8,200.
hear
house record;
Oriental (.Iroquois) (3,200; 44-95)
State
(F-WC)
(2.133:
55-85)—
Serenade"
(Rep)
Placid
"Lake
with Phil Su'tr-'nv all-girl orch on "Naughty Marietta" (M-G) and '.'I
Great $42,000 in prospect, Was Faithful" (FC) (reissues). Trim
stage.
with band a terrific help. Last week, $10,000. Last week, "Fighting Lady"
"She's Sweetheart" (Col) and Spike (20th) and "Sunday Dinner" (20th),
fancy $10,500.
Jones orch on stage, sock $35,000.
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,844- 60-95)
Palace (RKO) (2,500; 55 -95)
"Tnll in Saddle" (RKO), plus Char"Suspect" (U) and "She Gets Her
Man" (U). Trim $22,000. Last week, lie Barnet orch, others, on stage.
Great $30,000. Last week. "Falcon
"Girl
and
"Bowery Broadway" (U)
Rush" (RKO). six days, and "Sus- Hollywood" (RKO). plus Duke Ell8ect" (U) and "Gets Man" (U), one ington orch, sock $34,000.
Orpheum (Blumenfeld) (2,448: 40ay, mildish S21.000.
85)— "Song, to Remember" (Col).
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 55-93^
"Objective Bijrma" (WB). Colossal Fourth week downtown. Solid $10,week, "Hollywood 000. Last week, big $19,600.
Last
$25,000.
United Artists (BJumenfcld) (1,207;
Canteen" (WB) (3d wk), Ave days,
"Tomorrow
the
World"
?nd "Burma" '(WB), two days, solid 40-85)
(UAi.
Sensational $18,000.
19.000.
Last
State-Lake (B&K) (2.700; 55-95)— week. "Guest in the House" (UA)
"Keys 6C Kingdom" (20th) (3d wk). (5th wk). $8,300.
Smash $24,000.
Last week, boffo

—

— —

.

—

$28,000.

United Artists

(B&K)

(1,700;

95)— "Parkingtori" (M-G).
.

55-

Opened

N.Y. Hot; Tirate* Record 45G, 'Square/

Have' Boff 17G, 2d

Baltimore, Feb. 13.
Holdovers dominate local front
here this week, with lone newcomer,
"The Suspect" at Keith's, doing fairly well. Of repeaters, "To Have and
Have Not" at the Stanley is tops.
Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew's-UA) (3,000 20-

Berle Sockeroo 103G, Tear
"Vanities'

Ups

St. Louis'*

Lincoln's birthday, not ordinarily

(M-G) (3d

meaning so much

wk).

Holding nicely at $12,000 after,
fine second round to $17,200.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240:
20-74)
"Tonight, Every
Night"
(Col) plus vaude (2d wk).
Nice
$16,000 after fancy $19,800 opener.

PROV HIT BY BUZ, BUT

Saturday (10). Looks terrif $30,000.
Last week. "30 Seconds Tokyo" (MG) (7th wk). brisk $17,000 in eight

TO

HAVE' SOLID 18G
Providence. Feb.

at the boxo.fflce,

wk).

Neat

413,500.

(RKO)

(13th

Last

week,

15,000.

Mpls. Sturdy; Calloway

35G

days through last night (Tues.). Concluding (6th) week for "Here Conies

Waves" (Par) and Woody Herman
broke propitiously, on Monday (12) orch, others, was excellent $64,000.
to provide a three-day weekend and,
Radio City Music Hall (Rockefelwith good weather prevailing over lers) (5.S45; 60-$1.10>.— "Song to Rethe three days, extremely good busi- member" (Col) and stageshow (3d
Remains In smash division,
Keith's .(Schanberger) (2,460; 20- ness was enjoyed not only in the wk),
60)—"The Suspect" (U). Doing fair- downtown N. Y, area but also the with huge $123,000 indicated, beating
second's terrific $120,000.
Goes a
ly well at $10,000 or over.
Last neighborhoods:
yesterday fourth.
Snow
week, "Now Tomorrow" (Par) (3d
somewhat,
interfering
(Tues.)
was
wk), $8,700.
Republic (Brandt) (1,064: 50-$1.10)
Mayfalr (Hicks) (980; 25-55)— "En- however, with gains made, over' the —"Chicago Kid" (Hep). Better than
ter Arsene Lupin" (U), House aver- holiday weekend, while last Thurs- predecessor here, but at $7,000, or
age of $3,600. Last week, "Big Bo- day, (8). included in current week- over, still on weak side. Holds, however. Concluding (2d) frame for "On
nanza" (Indie), $3,800.
New (Mechanic) (1,680; 20-60)— for several shows, the snow and rain Arrival" (Rep) was only $3,500, poor.
"Keys of Kingdom" (20th) (2d wk). hurt a., lot. However, business on
Rlalto (Mayer) (594; 40-85)— "DesMaintaining good pace at $8,000 after the whole is very strong.
tiny" (U) (2d-finai-Wk).
Dropping
nice initial week at $11,300.
Another record for Broadway is sharply to mildish $6,000. but with
Stanley (WB)
25 - 66)—
(3,280;
hung up at the Astor, run strong $10,300 scored initial week
'Have, Have Not" (WB) (2d wk). being
adds to nice profit. "Frisco Sal" (U)
Strong at $17,000 after smash starter house, which reopened Friday (9) replaces oh Friday (16).
with Sam Goldwyn's "Princess and
at $21,400.
Blvoll (UA-Par) (1.092: 76-$1.25)-rValencia (Loew's-UA) (1,840; 20- Pirate" which has been looking long
60)
"Crime Doctor's Courage" for somewhere to light. It started "Keys of Kingdom" (20th) (7th wk).
(RKO). Getting some trade at $3,- out in smash fashion and on the first Holiday take pushing this one to fine
500.
Last week, "Blonde Fever" week should hit a giant $45,000 or $36,000. better than garnered for
Previous
over,
new
high
for
house.
sixth, when $32,000 was. registered.
(M-G), $3,700.
top figure was $39,700 made over Continues into March, under plans.
New Year's week on fifth frame of
Boxy (20th) (5,886: 80-$1.20>—
"Meet Me in St. Louis." Astor has '.'Hangover. Square" (20th) and Milbeen redecorated but some work, ton Berle in* person (2d wk). Very
including addition of extra seats to
steady since opening, combination of
bring capacity up to about 1,400, is
picture and Berle ran first week,
unfinished. Flashy house front cost
"
ended -last night (Tues.)
to socko
"
$16,000.
Four other new pictures came In $103,000. Second, week for "Sunday
during the past week. Roxy, with Dinner" (20th) and Cafe Zanzibar
"Hangover
Square"
and Milton nitery revue, was sturdy $77,000.
Berle on stage, Is hitting a very fast
State (Loew's) (3,450; 43-85)— "She
Pittsburgh, Feb. 13.
pace, with socko $103,000 on the first Gets Her Man" (U). (1st run) and
Biz tapering off again,, with brown- week ended last night (Tues.). At
Earl Carroll's "Vanities of '45" on
out and food threat hurting. Big the Paramount the going is not comstage. With terrific support frpm rosnoise continues to be" "To Have and paratively as strong but
at $73,000 on trum, very strong $35,000 or better Is
Have Not;" still strong in holdover first week ended last night (Tues.),
in view.
Last week was "Music for
at Penn. 'Tonight and Every Night" "Ministry of Fear" and stage comMillions" (M-G) (2d run) and Rochis doing well but not exceptional at
plement are scoring a virile take. ester (Eddie Anderson), plus AI
Harris.
The Johnny Long orch, Louis Jor- Trace's Silly Symphonists in person.
dan's
Tympany
Five, Lorraine Rog- Jack Bnny's Rochester, as he was
Estimates for This Week
Fulton
(Shea)
40-65)— nan and Jan Murray are on stage. billed here, combined with picture
(1,700;
'Keys of Kingdom" (20th) (2d wk). Second-run State, this week having for immense $38,000.
crack at "She Gets Her Man,"
Looks nice $8,000 after last week's first
Strand (WB) (2,756; 60-$1.20)—
is again going to town with strong
fancy $13,000.
rostrum support from Earl Carroll's "Objective Burma" (WB) and Artie
Harris (Harris) (2,200: 40-65)—
Holding up
"Vanities of '45." Indications point Shaw orch (3d wk).
"Tonight, Every Nighf" (Col). Came
to a big $35,000 or over. Only other stoutly, with excellent $58,000 or
out second best with crix and not arrival of
past week, "Chicago Kid" over-sighted this week. Second went
doing nearly what was expected, at the Republic,
to big $63,200. Remains on.
is. on weak side at
Around $13,000 in sight but enough $7,000 or bit better
but will remain
70-$1.20)—
Viotorta
(Maurer)
(720;
to rate h.o. Last week. "Fighting over.
"Fighting Lady" (20th) (5th wk.).
Lady" (20th) and "Sunday Dinner
Holdover attractions are generally They're still fighting to see this o.o.
Soldier" (20th) (2d wk), trim $5,600 potent. Among these is Music
Hall's
Lincoln's birthday, pushin 4 days.
"Song to Remember" which on third lady, with
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3.300; 40-65)— week looks a terrific $123iO00 com- ing gross to big $21,000, for. fourth
"Have, Have Not" (WB) (2d wk). pared to $120,000 for second and week ended last night (Tues.), while
Hottest thing to come along in holds. "Three Caballeros." at Globe, ?>reyious stanza was $24,300. Coninues Indefinitely.
months. Sock $18,000. Last week, looks very fancy $35,000, and also
sensational $28,000.
holds.
Another pulling 'ern heavily
Bltz (WB) (800: 40-65)— "French- is Palace's "Woman in Window."
(Par).
Moveover. Currently in its third week, it will
man's Creek"
Albeit
Modest $2,800. Last week. "30 Sec- get a big $38,000 to match the fig- Bliz Bops
onds Tokyo" (M-G) (5th wk). $2,500. ure scored oh the second. Stays a
Senator (Harris) (1,750: 40-65)— fourth.
Tfeys'Losty at $30,000,
'^Fighting Lady" (20th) and "Sunday
Estimates tor This Week
Dinner" (20th). Moveover. "Lady
Astor (City Investing) (1,140: 60Dnrbin lively 22G, 2d
Solid
still drawing chief attention.
$1.25)— "Princess and Pirate" (RKO).
$4,000«Iast week, "Can't Help SingBoston, Feb. 13,
Peened^ere Friday (9) an d awa

—

'

'.

13.

.

—

,

TONIGHT

13G

'

started Thursday (8) to cut into the
normally big weekend biz, played

some odd tricks with the main stemmers. The holdovers, Loew's State's
week of "Meet Me in St. Louis,"

third

and

RKO

Albee's second sesh with

'

.

IN MILD PUT.

.

.

.

Hob

y

"Princess and Pirate"

Long 736.

'Gets Man,' Strong

;

60)—"Meet Me

-

-

Sap Francisco, Feb. 13.
Plenty of holdovers this week. Top
new entries are "Tall in the Saddle"
(RKO). with Charlie Barnet band at
the Golden Gate, and "Tomorrow the
World." at the United Artists.

.

.

11

'Suspect' $10,000, Bal to;

Kven

tnlny's

four days.
Stanley

•

(WB) (3,800; 40-65)—
"Guest In House" (UA). Subject
matter and absence of cast names
hurts this one despite general crix
Moderate $10,000. Last
approval.
week, "Abroad 2. Yanks" (UA), $8,500

at

,

.

.

lays pjf.
high for house, seen. Previous rec^ 'cOT/fiefR*
ord of $39,700 was over New Year's- wise tall takes. "Keys of the Kingon fifth week of "Meet Me in St. dom," new at the Met, Is hot in face
plus
Yukon"
of
"Belle
storm.
Louis" (M-G), which closed a 10- of
week run on Feb. 4, finale being big stage show at the RKO looks nice.
Estimates for This Week
$30,300.
Astor was closed several
Boston (RKO) (3,200; S0-$1.10)
days for redecoratlon and building of
"Belle Yukon" (RKO) plus Ina Ray
house front.
Capitol (Loew's) (4.820; 60-*«..?QV_. Hutton band, others, on stage. Great
d
u P„b * bliz
"Thin Man Goes Home" (M-G), ™ eek s' 0
r;J ni5T is fig-- - orch, Marilyn Max
opening days. Hence, $28,000
Frankie
Carle
well, Johnny Morgan (3d-flnal wk). ured okay. Last week. "Eadle Was
On blowoff looks fine $64,000, while Lady" (RKO) plus Earl Carroll's
on
stage,
$28,500.
"Vanities"
second week went to stout $69,200.
Fenway (M-P) (1.373: 40-74)—
"Guest in the House" (UA), Ralph
Edward's Truth or Consequences ra- "Here Come Waves" (Par) and
Trim
dio show, SOnny. Dunham orch and "Dangerous Passage" (Par).
Gloria Jean open tomorrow (Thurs.). $6,000 despite bliz and two previous
Criterion (Loew's) (1,700; C0-$1.25) weeks at Met. Last week. "Sunday
—"The Suspect" (U) '(3d-ftnal wk). Dinner" (20th) and "Fighting Lady"
Finished second canto last night (20th), $7,800.
Majestic (Shubert) (1,500: 40-74)
(Tues.) at okay $21,000, and goes
(2d wk).
three additional days. Initial week —"Dark Waters" (UA)
was very strong $30,000. "Here Come Good $5,000; $8,000 first.

in 5 days.
in the Window." failed to
Warner (WB) (2,000: 40-65)—
measure up. .But Majestic with the
"Great Moment" (Pari and "Nanew "To Have and Have Not," has tional
Barn Dance" (Par).. First twin
solid. The main-stemmers usuWaves' Stout 14G, 2d been
bill of first-runs In some time. N.s.h.
ally rely on outlying trade for their
$4,000. Last week, second of "FrenchMinneapolis, Feb. 13.
holdover biz, and with traffic pracWith holdovers at most houses, the tically at a standstill, the close-to- man's Creek" (Par) (2d wk). $7,000
Orpheum' and Century are sitting on city trade which usually catches the oh m.o.
top of boxoff ice world currently. first week, is piling into the Majestic..
Going is easier for the former,
Estimates for This Week
thanks to Cab Ca'loway on the stage
Albee
(RKO) (2.100: 44-60)— Tomorrow' Brisk 14G,
plus "Three Is a Family." However,
The Suspect" is socko at Century, "Woman in Window" (RKO) and
Music" (RKO) (2d wk).
"Gal
Loves
with session "way over, normal. Of
Port; 'St Louis' 13G, 2d
Only
fairly good $11,000. First was
holdovers, "Here Come the Waves"
Portland. Ore.. Feb. 13.
4nd "Fighting Lady" is^out in front wow $17,000.
Biz continues on upbeat despite
Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1.400: 44-55)
t Radio City oh its second week —"Can't
"And Now
Help Singing" (U) (2d wk). numerous holdovers.
after a tremendous initial session.
Memorial (RKO) (2.900; 40-75)—
Good $4,000. Last week, "Winged Tomorrow," at Orpheum. is sole Co-Eds" (U) opens Saturday (17).
and strong.
Globe (Brandt) (1,418; 60-$1.20)— ''Can't Help Singing" (U) and "EnEstimates for This Week
newcomer,
Victory" (20th) (3d downtown wk),
Durbin
Aster (Par-Singer) (900; 15-25)
Estimates for This Week
"Three Caballeros" (RKO) (2d wk). ter Arsene Lupin" (U).
strong $5,500.
"Dancing in Manhattan" (Col) and
Broadway (J; J. Parker) (1,900; Continues exceptionally big at $35,000 starrer still lively at $22,000 on secFay's (Fay) (2.000; 44-55)— "Ne'Strange Affair" (Col). Good $2,200 vada" ,(RKO) and vaude on stage. 40-80)— "Have, Have Not" (WB) (2d or better.- Opening week went to ond week after smash $29,000 first.
Metropolitan (M-P) (4,307; 40-74)
jn Ave days., "40 Thieves" (U) and Healthy $6,000. Last week, "Gofn" to wk). Big $14,000. Last week, great $38,000. establishing- new record for
—"Keys Kingdom" (20th). Would
"Face in Fog" (Rep) open tomorrow Town". iRKO) and vaude. strong $18,500.
theatre.
United Artists (Parker) (900; 40(14).
Gotham (Brandt) (900; 60-S1.20)— have' been wow but for storm: strong
Last week. "Tahiti Nights" $7,000.
80)— "Meet Me St. Louis" (M-G) "Mr. Emmanuel" (UA) (6th. wk). at $30,000 or near. Last week, "Here
(Col) and "Jade Mask" (Mono), $2,(Fay) (2.200;. 44-60)—
Majestic
(2d wk). Smash $13,000. Last week, Holding steady at near $12,000 for Come Waves" (Par) and "Dangerous
400 in six days.
"Have, Have Not" (WB). Present
Passage" (Par) (2d wk). big $26,000.
Century (P-S) (1.600; 44-60)— "The pace should set new record at this record $14,200.
week
(0th).
right
behind
$12,700
this
Orpheum (Hamrick - Evergreen) registered on fifth, both excellent for
Orpheum (Loew) (2.900; 35-75)—
Suspect" (U), Only fair at $d.500. scale with solid $18,000. Last week,
"Now Tomorrow" this small-seater. Continues lndef,
"Song to Remember" (Col) (3d wk).
Last week, "Sign of Cross" (Par) "Can't Help Singing" (U). swell S15,- (1,800; 40-80)
(Par) and "National Barn Dance"
(reissue) (2d wk), satisfactory $5,500. 000.
Hollywood (WB) (1.499: 50-$1.20)— Plenty potent at near $23,000. Last
Strong $14,000. Last week.
(Par).
Gopher (P-S) (1,000; 40)
"One
Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100; 44- "Princess and Pirate" (RKO) and "Roughly Speaking" (WB) (3d wk). week, $26,800.
Paramount (M-P) (1,700: 40-74)—
Body Too Many" (Par). Neat $3,000. 60)— "Big Bonanza" (Rep) and Tony
Close to $24,000. suitable profit, was
Suspicion" (Mono) (3d
Come Waves" (Par) and
Last week. "Main St. After Dark" Pastor orch on stage for three-day "Shadow of
hit on second week ended last night "Here
wk), $7,500.
Solid
(M-G), $4,000.
First was $20,500. not big. "Dangerous Passage" (Par).
weekend run. Fair $6,000. Last week,
Paramount (H-E0 (3.000; 40-80)— (Tues).
despite two weeks at Met at $15,000.
Lyric (P-S) (1,100; 44-60)— "Be "Sons of Desert" (M-G) (reissue)
oke.
"Winged Victory" (20th (2d wk). bdtPalace
week. "Sunday Dinner" (20th)
Seeing You" (Solznick-UA). Fourth and vaude on stage, so-so $5,000.
Last
60-$1.10)—
(RKO) (1.700:
,
Modest $8,000 in 6 days. Last week,
* ej* downtown, second here. Mild
"Fighting
Lady" (20th). $16,000.
and
"Woman
in
Window"
(3d
(RKO)
Stale (Loew) (3,200; 50-60)— "Meet socko. $16,000.
State (Loew) (3.200; 35-75)—"Wa$4,500. Last week, okay $5,700. Had Me St. Louis" (M-G) (3d wk). Mild
wk).
Holiday
helping
to
weekend
40-80)—
(H-E) (2.040:
Oriental
two. fine weeks at Radio City.
Second .sesh was snappy "Now Tomorrow'' (Par) and "Na- push this one to, sock $38,000 this terloo Bridge" (M-G) (reissue) and
$9,000.
(M-G). Split
O'Pheum (P-S) (2,800; 44-70)— $17,500.
Okay week (3d), same as struck on second "Main St. After Dark" bill
tional Barn Dance"' (Par).
but could
With Orpheum on' this
Three Is Familyl (UA) and Cab
Strand (Silverman) (2,000; 50-60)— $7,500. -Last week, "Winged Victory" stanza. Holds a. fourth.
Calloway orch on stage. Smash $20,
Paramount (Par) (3,664; 60-$1.20) have held "Song to Remember*
"Here Come Waves" (Par) and "Dan- (20th), $7,000 in 6 days.
000.
Last week, "Guest In House" gerous Passage" (Par). Opened MonMusic Bex (H-E) (1,000; 40-80)— —"Ministry of Fear" (Par), Johnny (Col): Third week of "Song" was
(UA). mild $7,000.
day (12). Last week, "Man Half "Princess and Pirate" (RKO) and Long Orch, Louis Jordan's Tympany sweet at $14,000.
30-74)
(Translux)
(900;
Trannlux
MurRadio City (P-S) (4,000; 44-60)— Moon St." (Par) and "Ministry of "The Climax" (U).
Nice $4,500. Five, 'Lorraine Rognan and Jan
'Here Come Waves"
Last week, "Till Meet Again" (Par) ray (2d wk). Not up to socko stat- —"Mummy's Curse" (U). and "Dead
(Par) and Fear" (Par), good at $10,000 but be
Fftt |3,"f'ghting Lady" (20th) (2d wk) low hopes because of poor last .five and "San Diego Love" (U), $4,000 ure of other recent shows here, but Man's Eyes" (U) (3d wk).
Last week, $5,000.
Tliu double bill has been a killer days.
still virile at $73,000 on initial seven 500.
on • days.

Boosts 'Family' $20,000;
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Miniature Reviews

"The

Enchanted

(RKO).-

Fine,

Cottage"

Fuel

drama

sensitive

The Eneliaulrd Cottage
Hollywood, Feb.
I1KO

release;

of.

Parsons

Harriet

expertly but this vehicle does not
provide the proper formula for the
full and effective, use of the comic's

13.

proline-,

Jack Skirbnll has. perhaps wisely,
p'oured everything into talent. The
result is something like a series of
vaudeville skits, mostly Kood, but inadequate as a screenplay. ..
Robert Bcnchley rates a nod as a
swanky insect exterminator as doe's
Dickie Tyler, who plays a bc-specr
tacled young genius with all -the answers.
Yarn is about a Ilea circus operator
(Allen) who suddenly finds he's inherited $12,000,000 from a grandunclc
and then discovers that the; money
has disappeared. Allen learns that
/bine of the coin has been hidden in.
a chair, and most of action revolves
about the hunt for the missing
money.
Mori.

Herman

Whif

Vernon

Walker: mush-

I..

nillMk'al director. .i\
ulioiyn In I,. A. l-"cli.

r>nuni
Ollcei
IhllKriiMWc*. Miuiirlt.
Vinlol I'rlce

Danny.

..11. .boil

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

r.ioliat .l '.tallies
KllUlMII.il-.'

.

..'...

Mis: Sianlon.
') Manager.
.

.

Mary « mill

....

..
.

wiihi.-li

''

iJ-ijii'i'lti' 1

...It.ilierr

sfciilnc
.

:

.

.

.

.

I'l.iiko

.I-Men Nl.-llnlii"

'..

Modernized version of play by Sir
Arthur Wing Pine'ro. a silent picture

4 'irt'UiiiNl

William Glrai-d inoihii'llon.
Sunn Mlihaol D Slion. r.lojil .\'oft-alnros Trinly Marshall. Hilly Vnniliin:
niiilX-i. Ulllli I'ovil, Hood ll.u ]!,.). P.oy Uohrelease o(

Soolly

orl.s.

Ucokclt.' l)irorl.od. liy .lolln
Sorconiilny. Uoiiorc .Mot*/.lor: nilapl-

l.arkln.

by

I'd'

Samuol OrnlU

.

\. V.. Fob.
.loo

Sam

;

•«.

0.

.

Kililor,

Jackson.

nimnlnK

—

fat
.Shnnm:
IVoHOimlor.
.

I.loyd Xolnn
'I'nuly.Marslinll

.

Hnnhon.

.Marry

..

Iloliroi's

.

.liiith

. .

.

HobovtH

.....Iloy

"

Scully Hool.'Cll
'.

h'onlKOr

. Ityrnll
Diii ntliy

.

\\ ito.

.White

.

.......

.

John

XHkc

Waulon

... .

Solmcr .I»cI(.huii
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Story has a hotheaded parent arrested after, a fight with a storein'latter's death.

eye-witnesses saw parent

lift

Three
axe to

strike the other; th( man claims the
other fell, cracking skull on a nearby
stove. Why medical testimony wasn't
introduced to decide which was right
isn't explained. Instead man is sentenced to chair, goes to the pen.
breaks out, is persuaded to return
his son and a friend, and intricately worms his way back into the
jailhouse again while the friend uncovers evidence to set him free.
The trouble and suspense in breaking back into the deathhouse are in-

by

The

session between judge,
governor-and. the. three original' witnesses, while the man's son and his
boy pals seemingly take, over the
cross-examination to show the witnesses they may have erred, is fancredible.

Bron.

script.

William

Sal

Frlfttto

Lyons

Collette

stands out as the comedienne of the

New York nilei.y and theatre operators believe they will weather
the crisis.
Although Mayor LaGuardia has not lifted the ban on
coal deliveries to amusement spots

while Curtis, Andy Devlne,
Thomas Gomez, Samuel S. Hinds,

show;

and Fuzzy Knight are prominent

in

support.
Producer-director George Waggiier
provides plenty of pace to the unfolding, taking full advantage of the
colorful background for lusty drama
and two wild and comedic saloon
brawls. Original script by Curt Siodrhak and Gerald Geraghty is com-

without eprmission from- his office,
are managing to slay open by
borrowing coal from houses that .can
spare some and by use of cordwood.

all

Wall

pact.

o>otl I-'IihikIo.
IfiniKoir

Kid

C'hieago

Tli«>

r.-loaso or Eddy Whlto producSiai-M- Donald. Unrry; fealurcs Olio
KiUKrr. I.ynno llolHirln, Chick Chandler.
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...Tom Powers.
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Barry plays a warehouse worker

auditor whose testimony
sent his dad up the river, in particular. How Barry Ingratiates himself

.
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The San Francisco Barbary Coast
at the turn of the century provides

|

which; despite 'rather-, formularized
unfolding, emerges- as good escapist
b.p. entertainment for. regular runs.

Don Susanna
ate

in for a brief Ivit hilarious siriffin?-

waiter bit. other name players hold
considerable footage. Among tlic outstanding sequences is 'one with Jack

Benny and Fred

.

:

j

|

;

•

Turhan

Bey

and

Miss, Foster arrives

brother,
j

Foster.

Alan Curtis arc starred.

from the east

who

iii
the district
to search for her older
had mysteriously dis-

(Me\ican-Made)
'lasa

hi. .v.. v.. week ot
uliiK lllno. I ID MINS.

"el

Jose Ani.ini...
"Nairn" 1 roue

iliiiHi

.

i.i

i/u

This

...

j

.

Run-
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Lorenzo fiorzn

Mnrla Villaioal.
Anrtros.

Feb.

,

.

v ili.noaT.

.

.

.

comedy grooved

for

Span-

ish-speaking audiences.
Deals with a worker on a bullbreeding. ranch who becomes a matador'to win the hand of a wealthy gal.
In the unwinding the supposedly
funny antics of' the matador fail to
'

register.

Performances by the entire cast
are stilted, and direction lacks oace.
Seen.

Ray Moon Suggested
As Jersey Booking Head
Raymond

E.

in

1929

,

^ Whether or not Moon will accept
the post is questionable. He's currently N. Y. branch manager of 20lh'

-

i

1

I

'

Moon, who

appeared in San Francisco, with only organized Cooperative Theatres of
clue an old letter describing a spe- Michigan, pioneer' booking combine,
cial dish at a Barbary Coast cafe;
with around 100 theatres, is reported
Latter, happens to be dancchall-sa- the choice as buying
head for Indelooh operated by Bey on fairly legit- pendent
Theatres Service, Inc., New
imate basis to catch the sightseers^
Jersey indie org recently formed
Girl gets a job and clicks with a singing number, being headlined quickly. with Lee Newburry as president.

Fox.

Difficulties

Reported

'

.Sara Gni cla
.Jhuln Pnim
.Carlos Moctpzumx
.
Jorge Royc<t

Spanish; No English Titles)
is an ovcrlong, unfunny rags-

to-riches

.

Difficulties have already been resuch places should not be favored ported, with most of the men reover theatres. The' mayor instructed turned, from the war a.s a result of
the feeling that film production isn't
his secretary to add such buildings
wholly devoted to luxuries to the very Important after what, they've
seen on the battle fronts. It's. apparlist which will not get fuel priorities
ently a special problem with perin case' the situation becomes light
sonnel which is Dredominantly highagain, adding, "Just to please Pemstrung even in normal times.
berton."
One star, for months after he re-'
"Heavy blockage of freight from turned from service would not discold and snow, together with em- cuss picture plans. Indicative of his
bargo on non-war transportation in attitude was his handling of a film lie
eastern areas, have raised hob with made for the Army. In editing the
recent concert bookings. Bad weath- footage he kept on culling more and
er caused loss of a date in Ulica for •more of himself out of the picture.
the
Minneapolis
Symphony last •Every, -tane- hp y i t-j>wr.;.UH».
week. Cleveland Symphony also re- he recalled one or another of the
ported losing a dale for same reason. boys with whom he had served. He
Ballet Russc del Monte Carlo, how- wouldn't think of anything but Ihe
ever, reports most trouble in its war. Understood, howcveiv hat he is
current tour because of weather and now about ready to start production.
While the problem of handling
rail trouble. Ballet has had -two cancellations of bookings already this stars looms importantly, lesser permonth, with a .third prevented oil jy sonnel will likely prove inure difficult.
»
The new organization being
by special circilmslanccs.
planned will likely be most active In
this phase of readjustment, particRochester*!. ^nshutUrlnr
ularly in matters of studio status. ReRochesler, N. Y.. Feb. 13.
turning first cameramen might find
Theatres and. other business places themselves second cameramen on
reopened Friday, after, the four-day their return,, as an instance, and.
chilloul, first such compjete busi- careless handling of slich cases might
ness, cessation in history. Stores did destroy initiative. Similar situations,
a rushing business, but there was are anticipated in connection with
no similar rush to the theatres, writers, directors and featured playsome thought because three of flyc ers, some of whom- may feel enlilled
main stem houses were playing to even higher rating than "prewar!
holdover product.
Hasty, ill-considered .decisions in
VWilh 12 days supply of coal on handling returning personnel may
hand, and railroad and coal yards well reduce the industry potential at
shoveled out by Stale Guaid.smen, a time when increased produi-ljbn
volunteers and. German pi-i.-oiterj of and stronger values will be required,
war, business leaders were hoping in the opinion of studio toppers.
there "would not be need for' further
chillouts. Coal savings were termed,
WB'S FEB. RECORD
comparatively negligible. The Gas &
Hollywood. Feb: )3.
Electric Corp. which supplies heal to
Total 'of- seven features and. .one
the five RtfO-Paramqunl-ebhrer.ford short in production at the same iime'
houses as well as many other down- sets a new February record on the
town buildings, reported saving 85 Warner lot.
Ions of coal a day, about 6'i of
Features are "Stolen Life,''- "DbiI'
usual consumption. Individual heat- ger Signal," "This .Love of Ours.
ing planis were not far different as "Three Strangers." "Mildred Pierce."
a 'minimum of heat had to be main- "Too Young to Know" and "Shadow
tained.
of a Woman." Short is "Star in the
The Auditorium, -legit stand, re- Night"
I

|. a>ie of
Kaul de Alula production.
l.y do Andii.
Stars Lorenzo Qarzii
Sura Uaroia and Maria Pons: Ai

r.

Direi-u-d
ie-iiu-cM

.

Allen, in which the
former's stinginess is expertly lampooned. William Bendix is also in
for a lenpthy bit as a namby-pamby,
boss racketeer who! inherited the
"gang" from his mother and can't
stand the sound of pistol shots, Jerry
Colonna scores readily in a, run- Curtis operates a mission as a blind
ning pug sequence as a wacky psy- for thugs and pickpockets of the
area, and clashes with Bey for conchiatrist..
Allen handles his film assignment trol of the coast operations. Bey and
.

(SONGS)

I'urti.s

.'...Andy. Mcvlnn
Tliniuns Homo-/,

Ex- a colorful background for this drama

ploitation potential, of firstline importance in a production of this type;

Amcche and Rudy

,

Doe......
tlliMcluliib
Hilly.

.

use.

. .

.

.MolCiiuvey

of individual sock comedy sentiences,
offsetting .uneven, loosely .-woven continuity and doubtful story values.
Additionally, it's jammed with as
many topnolch games «s any theatre

marquee can conveniently

Alan

.'

Mickey.

ik-11

"Its. in the Bii."" should prove moderately profitable... Film packs plenty

..Susanna li-onlor
.Tut ban Hov

.
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Love and Glory")

.

mer

'

Gloria

•

re-

,

.

Weacr-

Amor Y

showmen,

I

.

deft.

("Bulls,

the

Guardia that- there were many specialty and jewelry business on Fifth
and Madison avenues and contended

.the

Toros.

for

Continued from pace

returned actor vets indicates shattered initiative and lillre desire for
picture making, will likely proceed
along two lines. First, there will be
carefully studied' psychological handling by studio execs, lo combat the
general indifference to civilian pursuits;
Secondly, and along strictly
practical lines, a new American
Legion Post is planned by industry
vets aimed primarily to correct any
possible abuses, adjust .-grievance's,
head off foreseeable injustices; involving men returning to their for-

Hollywood, according to mslline
ported that La. Guai'dia distinctly
favored the Broadwayites and did studio execs, is suffering from a "pronot bear down, as he well could duction slowdown," due to the shorthave done, according' to the direc- ages of topflight talent and technical
tive he received from Washington personnel, as distinct from the "diswhen the coal shortage, was acute. tribution slowdown" due to the unGeneral plan would have been to usually' long runs in key situations,
shut down on luxury establishments thus bottling up product.
Figuring importantly in all produc(amusements being so classed) if.it
was Jiecessa.ry lo scrape the coal tion planning is not only liow soon
the studios will gel manpower back
bins. ...:'
but how soon the men can. snap back
Pemberton pointed out lo La- into their work.

trying; to save enough. for his father
to have a country home when he's
released from the big house. When
latter dies before being freed, Barry
sours on society in general and Otto

pro.

auction.
Slary Sll.-'iinna Fouler. Tnrlnii
Dcy, Akin Cinlls: r"Mui"H Andy Dc-vhio.
'I'liom.'iH i;omc/.. Collcllo Lyons. Sainuol s.

liobert iloiv liloy
....lorry r,,loni>"
:.Jol)n i'i:i:railini>
.

Porry

,M]1I1:-X'.I

WilXtlMT

summer and fall to avert a current fuel, shortage'. -Consequently,
no theatre in the state will have to
close down or curtail operations be-,
cause of an insufficient supply of
coal or oil for heating purposes, according to a survey just made.

last

Plan for Ex-GI's

spokesman

This well-made, modern-day gangster meller furthers the development
of Donald Barry ("Red" Barry of
westerns) as a screen mobster.
Transition of Barry from outdoor
epics to solid gangster roles has been
under way for more than a year, and
the intense little actor appears to
have "arrived" with "The Chicago
Kid." Picture should, provide strong
support on duals.

Kruger,

luclr

from preliminary experience with

should not cross' the bridge until
reaching
it.
Brock
Pcnibcrton,

.Paul-Hnrvov
Addison Richards
.Kenne- Duncan

('iirlor

The WhiiIoii.

in

As for legit theatres, the siltialion
was exaggerated. Check-up proved

were okayed without delay.
When -the managers visited- Mayor
La Guardra last week, he said the
showmen were unduly alarmed and

.Lynne Roberts
.Henry Daniels
...Chick Chandler
.Joseph Crohan
Jay Novclln

Mltclioll

Mluhcll....
Squeak.
Bill

Chief

Run-

10,

.Donald Bavry

l'-orrlll ...

Minneapolis, ''Feb. 13.-

Northwest exhibitors are

that out of 39. houses 25 are heated
by. the public. service steam corporation,
12 have their own heating
plants, while two are supplied by

adjoining buildings, one a hotel. It
was necessary however for the
dozen spots requiring coal to make
application to the solid fuels administrator before delivery could be
made. Understood the applications

.

DlrevHid by Friink .McDonald. Screoiiplny,
Jack Townloy. from atory by Kurt Brown;
amora, William Bradford; editor. Ralph
Oi.son: .iddlilonnl dialog, Albert Dclctl. At

over.

Hollywood. Feb.

A lion

l-'idl

lack

illmwlf

Kve r'loirjlo
f'.irk«r.
I* :y.-li*ai ri-l

Northwest Exhibs Fortunate
.

because the Mississippi river flows
to the Tiyin Cities and is
navigable
that dlstahce.
Sufficient coal and
fuel oil were brought here on barges

.

lon.

(SONGS)
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and Edward Ward.

until the fuel situation eases.

:

'

.

-

:

Kruger. Miss Roberts, Daniels, Tom
Powers and Chick Chandler also go

i

is

'

with Kruger, his daughter (Lynne
Roberts) and his son (Henry- Daniels)
lays the framework for his plans to
work with mobsters.
Frank McDonald has done a good
directorial job. Jack Townley's script
friend. Billy Cummings is accept- helps maintain
suspense, William
ably precocious as the son. But cast, Bradford's camera -work is uniformon the whole, bogs down like the ly good, and Ralph Dixon's editing is

Screen, it'oalinenl.
Vi-lo.* .Monro.
*.-ic"iinlay.
n. r'i>.«:or. l-'ro.l \ ll-ii
Drrilrr. Alma I :<>v.iilc; yl.n>." Morel*
Kiis*->lt- .MellV;
i-ililnr.
llyskind; .-.-itiicij.
William M. 'M..-Kan. fi vi.-w-l al ),\'w *
Sheridan Son: l-o V. V.. rVh. 7, I.1;. KunitiiiK
1mr. K7 MI\S.

llOtol

•

.

.ley

Mr.i.

.

Michael O'Shea plays the parent
with ah engaging bluff quality. Lloyd
Nolan docs his best as a postman

.

Vallce.

\

tastic:

Hag

Jlilily

scheduled for tonight (13) with Ufa

I

-

keeper results

;

mains closed because of the fuel
shortage, as do the Sports Arena
and
Convention Hall. The Police Ball

Louis Prima Band, had to be postponed to April becnu.se of mobilizaUpper New York State, u'nti laic tion of the State Guard whin, use a*
the State Armory for living quarlast week the number one critical
ters. Another band will 'have to
area, has improved to the point
be
where Buffalo officials have dropped engaged for the new dale as 1'i irna
the.
11
permitting has previous commitment.
p.m.
curfew
Practically all theatre stalls wore
niteries to reopen.
All resumed
shows Monday
the paid full wages .during the ho!icliiy$'
<12)
while
smaller bojtcs in that region were and were used as mueh as possible
able to reopen Saturday with local in making repairs lo buildings and
equipment, cleaning, psiniing. and
talent.
.-However, the. 6hio region con- other odd jobs not handled in routinued to be In comparatively bad tine operation owing to lack of help.

Miss Fosii'r fall in love, but girl gets
evidence thai former was responsible
for brolhci 's disappearance. Pair get shape. Downtown Cleveland houses
together. .*l the finish, with Curtis, were closed for the third successive
disclosed as the lost brother.
Monday, while closings were reBey capably handles his role, with ported in' Canton. Alliance arid
Miss Foster teaming nicely:
She Galion. Galion. officials put a llirceclicks with delivery of two lowday-a-wcek
closing order on theatres
register torchy songs, best of which
is
"Beloved," by George Waggiier and shuttered dance spots entirely

20th-Fox had. a commendable Chris

If

-

Atneelic.

in

being curb on outdoor lighting.

strong supporter for duals.

John Milclicll
Mlko Th'nrhor

a supporting ditaler.

it's

idea ili pointing out how dangerous
circumstantial evidence
testimony
can be, the obvious way the script
went about it destroys all the. effect
There's no subtlety or imagination
in the telling.

llrilled ArtiHlH release of Jack H.' Skir.
Ilirei-lcd |,y |tl<-llar.l Walball |icndllclinu.
ilno.T Mai'..: .lack
Sl.ir* l-Yi-il Alli.n.

Don

'

Nominally profitable biz.
"TBe Chicago Kid"- (Rep).
Fast-moving, modern' gangster
meller
with
Donald. Barry;

Mnrr

A tedious', trite melodrama about
man sentenced to the chair on circumstantial evidence, this 20th-Fox
film hasn't more than good inten-

Miss McGuire turns In an outstanding performance,, with Young also
Marshall is
sharing the limelight.
excellent, while Mildred Natwick
scores as the housekeeper. Spring
Byington, Hillary Brooke, Richard
Gaines and Alec Englander, provide
strong support.
Cromwell's direction deftly motivates the drama in top style. Picture is first for Harriet Parsons as a
producer at RKO, and— under wing
of executive producer Jack Grossshe has turned in a most able job.
Production mounting is fine, accentuated by the excellent photography
Wnlt.
by Ted Tetzlaff.

.

satis-

Adauin.

a

pie.

r*ivh

Fred

'

.

,

Married, couple has shocked awakening when Young's parents shatter
their dreams and they realize that
the physical defects are pointedly
apparent to the outside world. But
the philosophies of Marshall, as the
composer and
blind
counselling
Mend, prevail to have the lovers
gradually lose their self-conscious
ness to mingle again with other pco

Mertn:
tlcndix.

some

of the previously
critical states, it's expected that theatres, niteries and other places of
amusement will see restrictions upon
use of coal lifted,, possible exception

tildrcdjce
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of 20 years ago with Richard Barthclnicss and May McAvoy, is an artisticproduction which will catch both
critical praise and plenty of. audience attention. With Dorothy Mc-

Guire, Robert Young and Herbert
Marshall topliniiig -iii lop performances, "Enchanted Cottage'! will play
a merry tune at the boxoffice.
Sensitive love story of a returned
•war veteran with ugly facial' disfigurements, and the homely slavey—
both self-conscious of their handicaps— is sincerely told both in the.
script and outstanding direction of
John Cromwell. It's a timely drama
which should impress on relatives
and friends of the returning crippled
or disfigured a necessity for-tolerancc
of such scars. to make -rehabilitation
of the boys easier through eliminating personal self-consciousness.'' of
their injuries.
Brief prolog! establishes Young as
the flyer who leases a. cottage fox- his
honeymoon, but is called to service
on eve of his. wedding. Two years
later he returns to hide his war disfigurements from his family' at the
cottage, where Miss McGuire is hiding 'from people because of her ugliness. But the girl's tender attention
to the flyer results in idyllic love,
with each appearing beautiful to the
other and pair- sincerely believing
that the cottage is enchanted and responsible lor the transformations.

.

•

Hillary llronke

. .

•

.

Ynuii;;

lii'i'lii-rl
Mai>hall
....Mlldlid Nalwlok
.Spring II.- Inyli.n

.-.

k

('siiiN

S.ddloi

lullo.

Marshall.

'Circumstantial Evidence"
Mild crime meller; Bgrade dualcr.
"Frisco
Sal'!
(Songs)
(U):
Drama and romance, on Frisco's
Barbary Coast in the old days.
i20th).

,

Ti-nde-

HuimlnK

"I-''.

'...Dummy M.finhv

Hem rice
tVr.l.'i-r:

Roy .Wotdi:

liy

IJukiilcirilkou*.
1.1.

Herbert

•

.

J5crci>npkiy. liy DeAVilt Rodcon mid
J. Mnnklpwioz, uiiged' on piny Py rtlr .\i-J
c.inicrn. Tod Trulair;
l lnom:
linneditor. .Inrfeiill .Vurleuri: special olTecl-i liy

and

Profitable biz.
It's In the Bag" (UA).
Allen starrer geared for
factory b.o.

ability.

lion l.lnck llrosjv exoriillve producer). Slurs
Dorolliv Medulre, Houert Tounif. and l.lerDirected by.lolin I'romwell.
lierl Marslinll:

• 1 MINS.

Young

Snag

Continued from pate 1

with Dorothy McGuire, Robert

1

.
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INTERNATIONAL
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Argent. Seeks Better

Shows Set for Early London Preems

Tieup With Mex. Pix Biz

With Mgrs. Expecting Biz Upbeat

tine plans to exclude Mexican films,
don't appear to have substance, for
Buenos Aires 'picture interests have
sent' Ernesto Zegarra by plane as a
good-will ambassador. He will set

11

Mexico

Khow business the

niun.lh

first

I

.

.

3 car.

Firth Shephard has four now productions scheduled: "The Assassin."
u topical drama by a' young Hying
officer follows "The Last of Mrs.
Chcyney" at the Savoy shortly. The
others must await the lading; siiccess of his other shows. •Tomorrow'
the World" and "Arsenic and Old
Luce."
Henry Sherok's plans include]
"Desert Rats." also by a serviceman

:

"Happy * Glorious,'' Palladium. Mexico.
"Honeymoon," York's.
"Meet Navy First," Hippodrome.

.

'

"Merrle England," Winter Gar.
"Night Venice." Cambridge.

.

Greene and

"No Medals," Vaudeville.
"Panama llaltie," Adelphi.

Demand 30% Pay

"PeekrA-Boo," Whitehall.

Nine U.

-"Private. Lives," Apollo.
"QUaker Girl," Sloll.
"Sadler's Opera," Prince's.

is

written around the exploits of ihe
Eighth Army. It comes to the West
End at the end of February after a
brief provincial tour. His next venture will be "The three Walc.cs" at
Princes March 1, starring Evelyn
Laye. which already has opened out
of town.

"Strike

It

Asa in." Wales.

dians. Alfred Drayton and Robertson Hare, co-starring; and theii' new

Mexico

play "Lady from Edinburgh" unique

was produced

raw slook supply

troops over the Channel before having an English preem. ..'.':
Williams' hew opus,
"The Wind of Heaven"

Emlyn

for

will

tures

.

be

City, Feb. 13.
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tached to Ealing Studios, who has
been out here for several months
i::-HH!;j!! .g production setup for. "The
Overlanders," local yarn covering
the threatened Jap invasion of Australia, has been joined by Jack Rix,

Mexico

will act as asso-

which Fisk goes
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va) instrument -manufacturers.
In 1943, Sir Louis, the 'chairman-

in

Aussie

Sydney. Jan.

js

Held just as soon as. .per
uianled.

\

developing Of inters in .the
Now- color productions can

be turned out here.

own

his

television

13.

•J

1.

Sir Louis Stirling, lending light in
the gramophone and wireless manufacturing industries here, is suing
A. C. Cossar, Ltd., radio and ciccfri-

.

company. Common
wealth Broadcasters, would enter the

tures for a number of years, expects
to have a lab' for color prints set lip
here before the end of this year. He
recently returned from Hollywood,
where he obtained $60,000 worth of
equipment to handle color prints in
Mexico City.

I

al-

would

.

I

London,

in

ways has been active in the television field of England. Radio Corp.
of America at one lime held a stake
in the company.
On the other hand Stuart Doyle

film

American sound engineer who has
been identified with Mexican pic-

ruary.

London. Feb.

to

formerly Greater Union Theatres
chief, and now in radio, warned the

head

Mexico's. film industry shortly will
get additional color films, according
to
latest
data.
Howard- Randall,
I

1

Sues Cossar, Ltd.

would hot seriously compete
motion pictures and that each

would remain separate entertain
ment mediums. EMI. the company

For Mexico This Year

Coming to aid in this production
are H. Borrodaile. chief cameraman
of such pix as "The. Drum" *nd
"Four Feathers," and W. Hunter,
who will act as editor and culler.
Cast will be local, and Watt anticipates gelling under way by Feb-

Stirling

tele
with-

See More Color Films

.

who

to setup their own tele
stations.
Fisk indicated that

said

,

«lso of Ealing,
ciate producer.

London

talent, agency,
resigning to join Rank here.
Will head casting department.'

Sydney. Jan. 12.
Harry Watt, British director at-

12.

Nazi Defeat

:

I

[lorn

i«;ict

to broadcast the emotions (if people
All the webs plan biu musithere,
cal stanzas., dramatic shows goiiig
back over the events that led up to
War Depl.'s
the ^victory in Europe.

major endeavor., a oiic-hour show
written, produced and directed; by
Norman Corwin saluliug the victori.

ous

Allied

servicemen,

four- web pt'oposish.
But withal, the .lap

will

war

be

a

will play

an -important role. Plans call for
waiplanls showing
pickups from
warworkers continuing on Iheir jobs.
Voices of wounded" soldiers in the
Pacific battle 'area to drive home the
-importance of

liie

fight in that terri-

i

city'

many

days.

WB Names fl'Sou/a
Mex. City Cinema Collapses;
Eustace V. D'Souza .has been apMexico Citv. Feb. 1:5.
Opening of city's ninth fli>l-iuii r"»nted manager for Warners in

Htw

'

,

China..
He succeeds James A. David.

cinema, set for the late sprins'. has
been delayed because ihe building,
under construction on Paseo de la
'

Reforma, collapsed.,
Sii workmen were injured,
acrionsly.

•.Three.; C'ubulleros"

two

in eighth
-

Mexico
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Fle,lch government on films

l

^

Frank Gruber is doing a novel
based on the career of Mrs. Louise

Peete, Lbs Angeles woman
who
served a prison term lor murder and
Supports Ksquire
is now accused -of another..
Newspapei: publishers
Bruce Ewing, courthouse reporter
Association has intervened before for Pittsburgh- Post-Gazette,, has rethe U. S. Court of Appeals in the. Es- signed, from city staff of Paul' Block
quire mag vs. Postmaster General daily to join public relations depart-

ANPA

V

American

Frank Walker

case, in

which the

lat-

lift the magazine's
mailing privilege for alindecent material.
ANPA
filed a brief in which it declared itself vitally interested in the fundamental issue of the case.
"By this arbitrary action." said
the brief in part, "the Postmaster
General, has constituted himself the
censor of all publications which go
through the mails at the second class
mailing rate. Esquire was excluded
from a class within the second class
mailing classification which was established by the Postmaster General
and the qual ideations for which are
known only to him. To hold that the
Postmaster General may establish
such a 'classification' is in actuality
to constitute him a censor of all pub-

ter

is

trying to

class

ment

Ford Motor

of,

Co., Detroit.

"Cluny Brown," novel by Margery Sharp which. 20th-Fpx purchased for screen, is now being syndicated by King Features. Yarn reported to run in about 100 newspapers.
Columbia U's course in professional writing, starting with Hatcher
Hughes. teaching playwrlghting, Louis
Paul short .stories, and radio writing
'

:

by Wade' Arnold and Morton Wish-

:

engrad.
Mrs, John Dos Passos .'will have
an historical novel out under' pen
name, or rather maiden name, of
Katherine Smith. Book is called
•

"Across The

Western. Ocean." and
is in collab with Edith Shay.
Modern Children's Stories. Inc.,
has been chartered to print and publications which meet the statutory
lish children's books, with offices in
the second class
requirements f<.
N.Y. Directors are: Reeves Levenmailing privilege."
tha), Eugene Frederick and Vivian
Lubitsch. Bennett & Roth were tilPageant -On Prowl

ing atomoys.
Eugene Lyons, editor of Pageant,
LauroUe Taylor; costarring in Chi
circularizing city "editors for ma- with Eddie Dowling in "Glass Menfrom reporters and rewrite agerie." is putting finishing touches
men. Especially interested in local, on a book of reminiscences skedded
regional stuff of feature interest, for Spring publishers': lists.
Two.
claiming newshawks best located to chapters have appeared in Town and
find same. Also interested In gen- Country and Vogue.
eral
stulT,
fillers
to
full-parade
Lt. William H. Filzpalrick, m.e. of
articles, and short fiction.
the New Orleans Slates and- at rpresent on leave with the U. S. Nnvy<
New Phllly Dally
has been appointed editor, succeedA new daily, "A.M.." is scheduled ing Maj. James E. Crown, who died
Frank C. Allen, acting
to make its bow in Phllly beginning recently.
next month. Publisher is J. A. Lazar, m.e,, becomes m.e. and ed pro tern.*
Yeoman 1/c Alex Gard in N. V.
who now. puts put a trade magazine.
Tap and Tavern, for the liquor from' Norfolk last week consulting
industry.
"A.M." will be a news- with Scribncr's on picture-book,'
magazine, according to Lazar. fea- "Sick Bay." due out shortly, rt's ihe
bird book- on Navy Gard has done
turing general and trade news.. Will
since in service. Free-lance artist is
have UP as- wire service.
well known on Broadway. Did cari-catures of stagefolk on walls of
Melting Fot Presn
There are 94 foreign language Sai'di's eatery.
papers in New York, 27 of which
is

tory also will.be picked tip. Serv-'
managing director of Cossar saw
Terrific
heat
and heavy dust
announcement that
he
had storms 'made .'Xmas season this year icclneu celebrating the victory, jn
canteens throughout l.he' U. S. will
Nied to be a director or the comone of -most severe.- in many years.
air their views during V-E
Day
suing on the ground of
driven
Red
dust
from
inland
covalleged

ered the

-
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Paris and was Instrumental In saving Miss Leytoii's life.

legedly

was with the

.liecently

Henley,
SeUnick,

:

Lloyd C. Douglas, author ol' "The
Robe," recovered from illness and
working, on another historical reUgious novel.
Feldkamp, foriher Fawcett
;. Fred
ed Hnd now a Marine sergeant,,
^yriting a book about his experiences
in the South Pacific.
Pat Murphy, Movie Stars Panids
editor, in
HollyAvood for huddles
with Llewellyn: Miller, West Coast
editor for Ideal Pubs.

:

Valentine

2nd

Europe.

!

Crack British Crew Set
ni |
i
n
fOr WOrK On AUSSie

fjlhi cowboys.
appointed '.editor-

The .Screen

Writer. rie\v
monthly organ of the Screen Writers
Guild.

|

Among the believe-il-or-nots was
the fact that a Jewish doctor who,
too somehow escaned Nazi caDture

vision

EUROPE

IN

Trumbo

Dulton

in-chief of

.

would have

London. Feb. 13.
Alan Byre, former head of Metro
sales In Fiance and Belgium, has
been appbiiited general manager
for J. Arthur Rank In Continental

productions,

S.

lywood interviewing
i

'

'

Most

knives were U.

•

-

Mrs. Jean Hijlbiird, associate editor of Country Gentleman, in Hol-

.

Sweden

sors'

.

associate editor, in charge'. of
the editorial page and rotogravure
sections, retaining his status ns theatre critic. He plans to continue
Greta. Palmer pi Reader's Digest in
being a part of the dramatic picture, Hollywood on. a periodic trip to surafter his departure from the News, vey the film situation.
Ditto. Nnras Chicago correspondent of the .man Siege! of the Cleveland Plain
New York Times and Christian Sci-, Dealer.
enCe Monitor. ,
W.. Thornton Martin, associate edi-.
tor of Satevepost, worked two days
as bus boy iti Schwab's Hollywood
Drue Ley ton on Tour
Drue Leyton, former Fox film drugstore: to learn the foibles of
player, is now touring the U. S. film folk.
Raymond C. Brecht, Time iiia.u'.s
that some raise will under official
auspices
because
,
other work- in the French under- Washington labor ed, tipped to con-,
ground.
She lived in and around tributiitg ed and "trahsfcrred to N.Y.
write on Washington polity
Paris throughout the entire occu- office to
ical scene.
pation and is writing a book oh a
"Tlie' 4th Andrews Sister" is a Sal-.
Yankee woman's reaction to what
eveppst piece being plotted, wilh
she saw among the French resistAnance leaders. Her husband, of the Lou Levy, married to Maxine
Sydney. Feb. 13,
drews,* and manager of the act. acFrench stage and screen, worked
Fisk. former head of
counting for the title.
with her but was a victim of the
Wireless here
op-

.-

French in that order.
There was a 40% decrease in the
films prohibited or cut by the censors, in comparison with 1943. Most
of the picture's which felt, the cen-

H, Snow,
from,
Doran,
now training
Southwest China.
.

.

.

Trim

in

TAKEOFF FOR LONDON

government established

the

It

';

studios.

Norman

.

FETE FISK PRIOR TO

So

is

will co-star, him with
Wynyard. Piece will make

rehearsal.

Capt.

Doubleday

made

three that
to conThis
trol the raw stock shortage.
Diana
commission will apportion stock
Sir- Ernest
Jts bow in Glasgow before coming to
Filmex, Amalgamated
and
West End In March after short tour. as follows: Clasa Films and
six pictures each; Films Mundiales erator of a chain of local, commercial
and Produeoiones Grovas, five each; radio stations, was dined by Ameri
Producciones Rodriguez Hermanos; can film distributors in Sydney
four, and RjiuV do Anda, three; one prior to shoving off' for .London
Less Censorship Cuts
each lor Film Workers Union and where he will take a top position
Banco Cinematogiafico, the business' with Electrical ft Musical Industries
But Still
In
owii bank: and one and two each Ltd.
for lesser producers.
Fisk stated that by' rising relay.sla
U. S. Films
Industry and government circles tions there was no reason why tele
Washington, Feb. 13.
expect that dickers for more raw vision could not make world cover
The Swedish State Film Board re- stock this, year will be fruitful, in age possible with the possible excep
Torts that half ol all film .footage
e ^'co^mish wiU "change tion of Australia and New Zealand
censored in 1944 was 'Swedish. the setup
He explained because of the distance
' •'
American pictures were second, fol_
of Australasia from key world cen
lowed by German, British and,
lefs. Australia
and New. Zealand
titled

Hollywood

Chinese

,

Year

Unless there's a big break in the

the

for

PrnrllirPl*C
I lUUUtCI

Would Make Bulk Of

60 Pix Set

,.

companies, with
in
such
setups
Mexico, with .the addition of Monogram.
Plea for higher wages is based on
the union contention- that
living
costs have soared and that theatre
admissions are way. up. The American distributors have until April 3
to give an answer.
Besides Mono, Universal. Warners.
20th-Fox. Paramount, RICO. Colum-.
bla, United Artists, and "Republic
are hit by the demand. Present in-

•

it

;

made sports editor hi. addition to
supervising the amusement section
aud, in 1943, was appointed nv.e.
When 'editorial realignments were
made following the purchase of the
paper by John S. Knight, Lewis was

pay hike, seeking
a ; 30'
it via
a revision. 'or their.; current
contract with V. S. film company
exchanfjes here. There are now nine

manding

'

C Mavtf an
V lUCAIUIIl

S. Distribs Hit

try'

"Sweeter Lower," Ambassadors.
"The Magistrate," St. Martins.
"Three's a. Family." Savillc.
"Tomorrow World," Aldwych.
"What You Mean," Cambridge.
"While Sun Shines," Globe:
"Years Between," Wyndhams,

;

Tilt;

Mexico City. Feb. 13.
National Cinematographic 'indus-Workers Union, local 46... is de-

"See How. They Run," Comedy.

Jack de Leon plans, a sliige Version of the Vera Caspaiy novel
"Laura'' -.(already filmed r at St.:
Martin's, Feb. 14, with Sonia Dresdel
Linnit & Dun foe have
Jn title role.
a new play by Patrick Hamilton.
"Ethel Fry" for Flora Robsoii: a new
farce by Vernon Sylvaine- called
"Madame Louise'l with the come-

in "that

CHATTER
Sholem Asch at work on a novel
about contemporary N, Y. life.
Stuart Cloete is on a non-fictioner
about Ceccl Rhodes and Paul Kruger.
Howard Barnes, N. Y. Herald
Tribune
film
-reviewer,
o.n.'jng

'

I

stars Richard

Mex. Exchange Workers

;

|

which

Lewis, Chi News, Retiring
Lloyd Lewis., associate ed and
drama critic of the* Chicago Daily
News, retires from the paper this
spring to write several books with
a Civil War background. He wrote
Myths After Lincoln," in 1928;
Sherman,- the Fighting Prophet." in
1932, and the play, "The Jayhawker"
lit
1935 In" collaboration wilh Sinclair''.Lewis, -and has long been conidci-ed an authority on the Lincoln
period. Most pf.his spare time in the
past nine years lias been, devoted to
csearch covering the era and first
of the scries probably will he "The
Life of General Grant."
Lewis resigned, from the Balab;m
& Kalz publicity department in 1930
to succeed Amy Leslie as 'drama
ritic of the News.
In 1936 he was

London, Feb. 6:
Zegarra is accompanied by his
"Another I.ove Story," Phoenix. wife. Maria. Aiv.UVe.sLde. Burgos, ac"Arsenic 4 Old Lace," Strand.
tress, daughter or the famed -Spanish
She
"Blithe Spirit," Duchess^
novelist. Carmen de Burgos.
"Emma," St. Jnmos.
may do stage and .screen work in

j

lliis

.

L iter at

City, Feb. 13.

greater interchange of Mexican and
Argentinian production:

Current London Shows

riaA, TMtelaar B«

Reports current, here that Argen-

.

London. Jan. 30.
A bunch of. new plays Is headed
for Ihe West End and managers are
hoping there won't be a repetition
cf arctic conditions which alVoclcd

irtU'a

M.

.broadcasting, also.

Theatres' plan to continue operations

on V-E Day. in most cities.
be Hashed on the screen

Trailei's wijl

when

the news,

i.s

announced calling

prayers from the audience for
the departed fighting men, and tor
for

the saTcly of servicemen in the Jap
area. The National Anthem will also
be played, and .concerted, efforts will
be made to keep audiences from being loo riotous in their celebration.

terial

I

.

.

are dailies^rtwo Arabic, five Chinese,
two Czech, one Finnish, one German,
Neagle-'Emma'
two Greek,, two Hungarian, one)
Italian, one Lithuanian, one Polish.
Falters in
two Russian, one Spanish, one'
London, Feb. 13.
Ukrainian, four Yiddish and one
''ivnina," legilcr which opened at.
Yugoslavian,
Balance include weeklies, etc., in ihe St. James Feb. 7, looks like a
Armenian, failure. Stars Anna Neagle.
Scandinavian,
French,
It '.Is a dramatizalion of the June
Estonian, Danish and other lanAusten noveL
guages.

Anna

London Bow

'

Wednesday, February 14,

IT

CHANGE

IN DATE:

WARNER BROS.' TRADE SHOWINGS OF THIS PICTURE
ORIGINALLY ANNOUNCED FOR FEBRUARY 19th WILL NOW

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY

BE

28 th

ROSALIND RUSSELL
and

JACK CARSON
in

"ROUGHLY SPEAKING"
with

ROBERT HUTTON . JEAN SULLIVAN • ALAN HALE • DONALD WOODS • ANDREA KING
SHOWING

PLACE OF

CITY

ADDRESS

Warner Screening Room

79 N. Pearl

St.

191 Walton

bt.

Boston

KMJ
RKO

Buffalo

Paramount Sc.

Charlotte

20th Century-Fox Sc. Rm.

Albany
Atlanta

bcreemng Koom
Screening

Room
Room

TIME

n TL.M
12:30 P.M.
T 1 rt

1

.

IN.W.

2:\)\)

-

308

S.

Church

P.M.

2:30 P.M.

122 Arlington St.
FT
1-1 !^ C*
AHA rrankhn
464
ot.

2:00 P.M.
10:00 A.M.

St.

Chicago

Warner Screening Room

1307 So. Wabash Ave.

Cincinnati

KKU

Palace In. oldg.

1

:30

P.M.

1 .Art P.M.
D KM
Z'MV

Denver

Koom
warner screening Koom
Paramount Sc. Room
Paramount Sc. Room

2100 Stout

St.

2:00 P.M.

Des Moines

20th <Century-Fox Sc. Rm.

1300 High

St.

12:45 P.M.

Detroit

Film Exchange Bldg.

2310 Cass Ave.

Indianapolis

Paramount Sc. Room

116

Kansas City

Paramount Sc.

Room
Warner Screening Room
Paramount Sc. Room

1802 Wyandotte

Cleveland
Dallas

Los Angeles

Memphis

Warner Th.

Milwaukee
Minneapolis

Screening

-

Sc.

z?uu rayne
412

Rm

S.

362

S.

212

W.

otn

ft

/\ve.

Harwood

W.

2025

Rm.

.2 O.t.h_Centur y-Fqx Sc.

S.

fc.

St.

D

KJI

2:00 P.M.

Michigan
St.

Vermont Ave.
Second

.on

2:30 P.M.

St.

Wisconsin Ave.

1

:00

P.M.

1:30 P.M.

2:00 P.M.
11:00 A.M.

2:00 P.M.

1013 Currie Ave.

2:00 P.M.
2:00 P.M.

New Haven
New Orleans
New York

Warner Th. Pro j. Room

70 College

20th Century-Fox Sc. Rm.

200

S. Liberty St.

2:30 P.M.

Home

321

W.

2:30 P.M.

Oklahoma

20th Century-Fox Sc. Rm.

10 North Lee Ave.

1:30 P.M.

Omaha

20th Century-Fox Sc. Rm.

1502 Davenport

1:00 P.M.

Philadelphia

Vine

Pittsburgh

20th Century-Fox Sc. Rm.

Portland
Salt

Lake

Jewel

Office

St. Sc.

Box

Room

Sc.

Room

San Francisco

Republic Sc.

Seattle

Jewel Box Sc.

St.

Louis

Washington

S'renco Sc.

Rm.

Room

Earle Th. Bldg.

44th

1220 Vine

St.

i

St.

St.

1715 Blvd. of

Room

20th Century-Fox Sc. Rm.

St.

1 1

:00

A.M.

Allies

2:30 P.M.

1947 N.W. Kearney

2:00 P.M.

216 East

2:00 P.M.

1st

South

221 Golden Gate Ave.

1:30 P.M.

23 18» Second Ave.

2:00 P.M.

3143 Olive
13th

&

E

1:00 P.M.

St.

Sts.

N.W.

10:30A.M.

•

\

.

Paramount, N. V.
Johnny Long Orch .(19) with
Morgan, Frances Lane; ArJon Murray, Lorraine

Miie Russell,

Jordan
ttognan,
Louis
Five, "Ministry of Fear,"
tnewed in '•Variety," Oct.

turing quick changes of

Rosy,

Tommy

Tympany
(Par) rer
18, '44.

taken up by the pcwholders as they
N. Y.
put the fancy touches on "Hit That
Milton Berle, Connie Russell, Ben
How," Yost's Vikilios 16), .'Slayman Ali
Realize
Jack,"
"I
Jive,
Straighten Up and Fly Right," "Gee, Troupe (6), 3 Rockets, Roxyettes;
Also
Baby, Ain't I Good to You."
re(20th)
Square"
"Hrmeouer
ringing the bell is a novel bass- viewed in. "Variety," Jan.' 17, '49.
thumping solo by one of the trio.
The Businessmen of Rhythm polish
With Milton Berle allowed the run
off .their. slot with a dazzling bit of of the place, the Roxy hasn't had as
tap-teTping.
Sunny a show, or as many laughs in
Standees in lobby when show was the house, for a 3on£, long time. The
Shirt.
reviewed (Fri. afternoon ).
usual Boxy decorum is totally abandoned with Berle working like a
.

stage show at the Paramount theatre can make a. low bow
in the direction of Louis Jordan's
Tympany Five. If it weren't for the
jive quintet, the hour's proceedings
could come close to failing flat on its
kisser.
On last, they send the patrons home or into the intrigue of
"Ministry of Fear" in. a good., humor,
quite an achievement considering
what goes before.

anything could prove

If

to

1

4*1
Oiicaoo, Feb.

.

ing-down

Louis,

and- corny, chant titled "Green
Grass Grows All Around." It goes
on and on, coupled to a fine beat, and
the audience even .is .spontaneously
prompted to accompany oh the lyric.
And for the first time there's some
solid audience reaction to the show.
Then "Rum and Coca-Cola," another
novelty, and a blues item titled "Caledonia" put Jordan and his group at
the top of the heap ot acts and band.
These guys are good and, what's more,
provide good entertainment.
Johnny Long's band docs' a nice
Job on its own and with the acts.. But
old

.(3);

;

.

Orpheum is offering a. straight
vao.de bill this week and acts are all
delivering variety stuff that pleases.
,

.

.'•

'and

Three Bluejackets were

but

billed

AtfaniN,

Newark
fea-

turing

'

'

.

Jan Murray, comic, on midway
does nothing to: alleviate the con
He
stant shortage of laugh acts.
could use material to add to the few
good gags he's using here. Perhaps
the wheeze, "Something old, some'
thing new, something borrowed,'
could fit his act. He doesn't get blue

.

l

'

rate, it's not strong enough
the featured spot at this house
Lorraine Rognah is on just before
Jordan. Before the' tragic loss of her
husband and partner in the Lisbon
plane crash she. was part of one of
the best acts' of its type in show
business.
Doing a single here for
the first time, Miss Rognan accumulates okay appreciation from audi
ences, but, unfortunately, it's on the
basis of her pert effervescence. She
has no act. Dancer comes on with
Her live-dog lur piece, then goes into
a routine, with Long as a. foil, that's
as unfunny and in bad taste as often
All the
as it tickles the payees.
while she's on there's feeling that
the aud ienc e is waiting for her to Laska Sisters and some clever* pup- sketch, however.
~£BahyV lawipnce..; ront.rjbufes a
-go find' lifcr*"aLr wiTictiVfrctt^-jricie- -p *,try b y- •Fi'<M'.'*--Famft- s;vi-his- puprializes.
The fact that Long is no pets. Show stacks up okay, and is xltck stretch of tapping, just going
her situation, doing biz although blizzard in open- along with straight, clear rhythm
actor doesn't help
She has done well with the ing days hurt somewhat.
either.
and not trying to knock himself out.
Elie.
turn, such as it is, in other situations,
Big hand for this. Marion Daniels
so it's probable that its failure here
does acrobatic dancing which is
Capitol,
Wood.
is due mostly to Long:
mostly a matter of poise to a slow
Washington, Feb 9.

At any
to

'

fill

'

.

.

i.,

Earle, Phllly
Philadelphia, Feb.

Cracie
Bdrrie,
Johnny Burke,
Sam Jack Kaufman's House Band with Bob Nicholson;. "Sunday Dinner for a Soldier"
Adriirs (2), Herzoys,

9.

Rogers; "Enter Arsene Lupin" (U).

(20th).

Sam Jack Kaufman's band opens

(18)

with.
Jertn,

&
"3

Is

:

.

_

.

—

.

-

.
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Mafi'Mie, Saa Antonio

ing patter lb stop the srib'w'for on*'
of its biggest hits. Calloway's origina] style of vocalizing is al its best

San Antonio, Feb. 8.
in a tricky arrangement of "Don't
Dante's "Cockeyed Inferno" toith Pence
Me In."
Moi-Yo Miller, Victoria Lopei; MaMore Calloway vocalizing is in
jestic House Orcli
(12) u>ilh Pete order
beat.
when he pilots the band
Especially favorable reaction was Brotun; "The Climax" (U).
thromgh a medley or old hits, inelicited by Herman's use of vibracluding "Minnie the Moodier," "St.
Interstate Theatres is offering the
James Infirmary" and "Jumpin'
harp and electric guitar for hot ormagical
aggregation
headed
by Jive*.' which have .helped to win
chestral, effects.
Dave Tough's hide- Dante iri a fast moving
50-miniite him farne and fortune. The entire
beating still just about tops., in the
magic show which is mystifying the company participates in "A Hot
trade. ,
Bran.
customws..
Time in the Tow.n of Berlin" for a
Dante is proving himself a -master" rousing finisher.
House well-filled,
Keith's, Inripls.
magician but should stick to his at rioon show Saturday.. v
Rees.
.

.

-

.

-.

:

.

,

show

A

;

.

,

Benny Carter Orch (15) toith
Savannah Churchill; King Cole Trio,
Businessmen of Rhythm. Ttmmie

Family"- (V Ah

'

•

Wash.

Orch
Holmes

(6), Bill fluiky;

As is always true of a Calloway
show, -the -current "Jnmpiri' Jive
Jubilee" provides a wealth of enterOriental, Chi
tainment embellished by Calloway's
Cnioooo, Feb. 9.
dynamic personality,, herculean enPhil Spitaliiy All-Girl Orch <25). cry and .artistry.
No one coming
.with Evelyn, Katherine, Framine, this way is more generous in dishViola.
Mack
Triplets-,
Beatrice ing up quality talent in quantity
Howie, All-Ainerican Glee. Club (8)
arid, as a consequence' of this fact,
"Lake Placid Serenade" <Jlep)
as well as because ot his own personal pull and band's platter popuPhil Spitalriy's All-Girl Orch is larity, the Calloway
trademark spells
'
providing plenty .of charm and box-office here.
melodic, arrangements on current
Calloway's vocalizing, emceeing,
stanza' here.
And, if hefty biz on dancing and own original brand of
hand .at opener, is any sign, those hl-de-ho are in their usual evidence,.
over-classicized
arrangements
of to the customers' delight, and his
"Besame Muono," "Amor" and "Say band with its eight brass, five saxes
a Prayer for the Boys Over There" and four rhythms, measuring well
are the answer to b.o. blues.
up to the usual high Calloway standSandwiched by two elaborate pa ard, not only gives out hot jive, but
triotic numbers by whole company—, also occasional servings of really
abovementioned "Prayer" and "Stars tuneful, extremely listehable meland Stripes Forever" is a 60-minute ody.
The -lively show is swiftly
layout that, despite sameness of girls' paced throughout.
fcouffant get-ups, never cloys.
Band begins tonridly with "CruisPhil
Spitalny .is
on-stage throughout, ing 'With Cab," spiced by much Inemcecing mostly but occasionally dividual soloing. Dotty Saulters is
picking out a few piano chords him
not only a very effective, vibrant
self, to big returns. Evelyn, in mid
vocalist, but also a first-rate dancer
die spot, lives up to "First Lady of who jitterbugs with Cab and scores
the Band" hilling, fiddling her own with her two .number's, "I Didn't
arrangements
"Beguine" and Kriow About You'' and "That's
of
"Holiday for Strings," besides tak- Tabby the Cat." Holmes and Jean
ing a bow for arrangement of Schu
lop off eccentric, acrobatic and other
bert's "Ave Maria." Latter and "Ori- dancing of a high caliber with some
wasd, Christian Sotdiers" is warmly remarkable tricks of lighted cigarcontraltoed by Francine, with boff ette mouthirig by 'the team's' male
choral accompaniment.
mernber.
Jeari
sopranoes "Amor." Anne
The musical highlight is a semiplucks the harp and sings "Besarrie classical arrangement of "Kashmiri
Mucho," Viola beats. out "Mary Had Love Song," featured by individual
a Little Lamb" on the skins, with solo interludes' arid a bit of hot
Anita and Ruth joining in for some drumming. This number is strictly
neat trumpeting, Katherine sings socko. Calloway vocalizes while his
"Merry Widow" medley, and whole six "Cabalette" girls and Miss Saulcompany joins in "Prize Number" ters dance to the strains of "I Dream
gimmick—all for heavy palm-pouncl- of You" for a smash ensemble coning.
Adding variety are the cute tribution, with the band doing a
Mack Triplets who sing "Down a' brief glee club stint.
Jonah Jones from the band takes
the Canteen" with olio of tunes
from World Wars I and IL and Bea
the spotlight to' nil. on all cylinders
trice Howie's Hollywood impreshes, with a vocal and trumpet rendition
of which Barbara Stanwyck is the of "I Can't Give You Anything But
topper.
Love."- Bill Bailey supplies perfecMike.
tion
tap dancing and some amus-

.

;

Miu'ncnpolis,. Feb. 10.

CabuteVLes

.

•

attractive humorous style of playing
Boston, Feb. 9.
Ina Ray Hut ton Orch <1'4), Lasfca old pop. times and popularity based
Sisters, Frank Paris Puppets, Joe on sbcko past performances. ; Hep
Besser,
Danny Riccardo, others; audience at opening fell heavily.
Best liked was a medley ("To"Belle of the Yukon" (RKO).
gether." "Don't Blame Me," "WhisThe Hutton show -remains essen- pering" and "I'm Confessing"), with
tially the same from season to sea- Herman doing vocals and sax. .and
son, but this isn't to say it;, doesn't clarinet bits for special applause.
work. It consists, of plenty of jive Barrel-house, is centered mostly in
from the band while Miss Hutton Herman's bit. with frantic slap bass
performs various lerpsichorean ter- by Chubby Jackson, complete with
giversations, known hereabouts as beard,- while Herman sings. Spook
modified grinds,' while leading the curtain and antiphoriy. from band
help band leader's' familiar rendition
ensemble.
Band' does "9:20 Special;" "Ac- of "Who Dat."
Frances Wayne, 'orch
warbler',
centuate the .Positive," "Hedge Hoppin'" and "Dark Eyes," all of them looks nifty in black silk blouse .and
featuring Miss Hutton in either the long candy-striped skirt. Her "Rum
vocal or the calisthenic department and Coca-Cola" has two' weak' verses
and more frequently both. It sounds and audience seemed let down.
good to the customers and looks Birch tree scrim backgrounded nicegood, loo.
Danny Riccardo sings ly for her "Saturday Night."
Dick Buckley makes smacko im"Embraceable You" and "I Dream of
You" with pleasant vocal quality and pact, putting up a funny effect of
effrontery and bragging about havclicks with the pew-holders.
Joe Besser does his standard com- ing a cigaret to light.
He' wades
edy routine to wow all around, and around ihe audience too long pickthere is some smart dancing by the ing participants for a pantomimic

:

Orpheiini, Mpls.
Cob. Caltoivay
Doltu Sautters,

.

RKO,

her.

nifty slepology.

Fiesta number and' "FIhrs ot. All
Nations" finale are tops among the
Several, production numbers.
The
gals are all lookers and are helped
by nifty costumes.
Ertbn.

'

8.

tl8)

Wayne, Chubby
Frances
didn't show because of transportaJackson, the Woodchoppers, Afartion
difficulties,
with Joe Byrd,
Hyams, Dave Tough, Joe "Flip*
Charley Ray & Co., held over from jorie
Marion Daniels, "Baby'
Phillips;
appearing
twice
on
the
last week,
Lawrence, Dick Buckley; "Nevada'
bill.
Burley material, especially a.k.
(RKO).
Mechanical .Doll and. Baby-in-theSui tease turns, are too blue for any
Bright music and plenty of laughs
house.
Mike.
in the "Blues on Parade" revue; led
by Herman's casual, smart personality.
This band has power, an oddly
Boston

.

which

.

Newark, Feb,

Woody Herman's Orch

ballrooivrology

satirical

-

Sissle talking the. latter.

few
Be True

their

.

.

"I'll

•

-

underplayed delivery makes her
four numbers (op listening. Tunes
are "I Cover the Waterfront," "Miss
Brown to You," "Don't Blamed Me"
and "Got to Treat Me Right, Baby."
Al Lyons has moved augmented
pit erew to stage to share in show;
and he also, m.c.'s. Paul Gordon,
cyclist, opens with his standard turn
on high and low bicycles. Dick and
Dinah, comedy acrobatic dancers,
put plenty -of pep into act, using
large rubber' ball for novelty close:
The Stapletons (2). are slick dahoers
with clever routines and ingratiating
personalities would click.
Brog.

'

vocalist, stirs a

'

1

1

ripples with 'one song,
to You."

and

.

-

Now," with

numbers

•

..

Norma Oldman,

Production

weelC

sceiuc backgrounds provide a colorful frame for the score of Carroll
sunkist beauts, who matriculated at
the Earl's Hollywood restauranttheatre, before taking lo the road
with his units.
'sandwiched between, production
numbers the three Wiore' Brothers
eontrib plenty of nifty-.."buffoonery,
teeing off With their familiar violia
{Qowaanlics arid later Rilling 'them, in
their dame bit with the line in' the
Spanish .Fiesta number, .Dave, and
June Hacker arc., also socko with

Harry Savoy, stammering comic, p rovokes plen ty of - pa m whacking.
and Billie Holliday, sepia songstress, Park and Clillord, male duo. score
head the bill and each scores. Savoy's with top-drawer gymnastics
and
rapid-lire delivery of old and new
hand-to-hand balancing.
fiags, prefaced by his stutter work,
Al Norman, subbing for Eddie Rio,
all sold big and for encore he does
out because of. illness, paces' things,
a dramatic bit that verged close to
nicely and scores with his own spegenuine histrionics.
cially.
Eddie Shine coiiliibs some
Billie Holiday's blues' voice and

.

,

_

'SiapLctons

'

—

.

.

Los Angeles, Feb. 9.
HoUiday,
Barry' Savoy, Billie
(2*, Dick <t Dinah. Paul
Gorddn. Al Lyons' Orpheum Orch
(14) ••Alaska" (Mono).

iSKO).

"Mile. Fifi"

A.

TL.

This latest stanza of the Earl CarKin- scries Of abbreviated revues
oonlribs a 70-nllnute pleasing "diveras stage fare- here this

lisserncnt

,

Corn.

'

.

it means little, because none of its
arrangements are outstanding enough,
to rate unusual attention. Since Long
slanted his style more in the swing
band direction, he has lost all track
of the kind of things: like "ShantyTown," "Blue Skies/' that earned him
his early reputation. It was an unwise move. Now, his band dishes
out good performance, but doesn't
rate iri" competition, with the top
bands employing the same style.
Long opens with a' fast, nondescript
arrangement that's a: perfect throw-,
away, and at odd times between acts
contributes "Peanut Vendor,""Sweet
and Lovely," "Don't Be That Way,"
and makes little impression.
Tommy Morgan and Frances Lane
Morgan's on
sing with the band.
first with "There Goes That Song"
and "Don't Want to Love You," doing
them in a harsh, unappealing voice
Miss Lake is lively on "Accentuate,'
but should give more attention. to her
appearance.
Of the acts, Arline Russell, pert
tapster, goes over nicely with two
fast routines spotlighted by a good
trick of spinning on one heel and
dropping into a split. Audience liked

fine

a.

sharp timing iri a trampoline routine
Judy
with some unusual twists.

other acts.
It may be unfair to
showcase other talent on a. layout of
this. type. but neither the audience
nor the other performers seem to
mind. He gets laughs with the Slayroan Ali Troupe. Arab .tumblers and
pyramid workers; .totally breaks up
Connie Riissell's song act, permitting
look, as they let her oft at opener
her only one number, and accounts
enafter a trio of songs, with usual
for some jive with the Thnee Rockets
thusiasm painfully missing. Rest of (New
Acts). Ali outfit displays fairly
Blues
Wynonie
excepting
the layout,
orthodox formations but its fast
Harris' blues singing iri closing spot, tumbling
at the close provides a
s dismal.
hearty exit.
Mrs. Louis' studied posings, plus
Highspot is. naturaBy. his act with
torching of such sophisticated numthe Ben Yost Vikings, which is probbers as 'Embraccablc You." '.Take
rnost hilarious bits of
ably
one
of
Me Back to Manhattan*' and "I Get business on the
the vaude circuit today.
a Kick' Out of You." with segue to
In addition, several stooges running
'I've Got You. Under My Skin," sugthrough the. audience make for adclr
singing
of
a
walked
out
gest she just
ed laughs, and again he runs into
school. There is a voice, however
tbe audience lb dance with a.Iroritnot a strong one. but sweet— and row femme.
when. she learns to turn' it loose and
Miss Russell is perhaps the most
bypass the exaggerated posturings grievous sufferer
Berle
the
by
she'll do for intimate boites.
bufoonery. She is allowed one numHarris, who's not billed, has boff
ber, "Treat -Em Rough.'* and during
personality 'and the right pair, of
Fence
the
"Don't
subsequent
song.
pipes for such novelties as "Big Fat
Me In," Belle's antics break up the
Mamma," ''.'Hurry. Hurry" and "I house
with his direction of the band.
Love My Baby More Than She Loves In
her single effort; she displays exMe.*'
In windup, he seems to snap
cellent, selling ability, strong pipes
Noble. Sissie's boys out of the torpor
appearance in
brought on by prior proceedings, in- and makes a pleasant
a tight-fitting bodice
asmuch as they back him up terrif- a gown with
Orch, and flared skirt.
ically in the race rtumbers.
Atmosphere and a single dance
composed 'of five reeds, six brasses
routine, are. contribbed by the Gae
and three., rhythm, do ear-splrtr
Foster line.
ting "Hallelujah" to open,: "Stomp,
Biz good.
Jose.
"They Got Me Jumpin'
Stomp"

Named Moe" ^and "Can't
Get That No More," the group makes
a fair impression. Then comes the

gets

.

'

headed band leaders that the audiDowntown management isn't miss-;;
ences they are getting today want ing any bets oh' Marva Louis' Chi
entertainment more than they want vaude debut, advertising her. all over
their ears pinned back, the routine the lot as "Chicago's Own—Mrs. Joe
of Jordan's group is an example. Louis!" From indications, however,
Starting off with two things called. curious mobs will -settle for a quick
"Five Guys

act.

toith

& Co.

hard-

tactics

comedy

Kelly, a good-looking contortionist,
ties herself in all kinds of weird
knots and turns cartwheels in synchronization with flie house orchesBiz okay
tra for much applause.

Noble Stesle Orch wickets.
accounts, for
Berle personally
Nornui Otdman. Wynorae
aj-ound 80 minutes of enterta>rih\»'.nt
Blues Harris, Joe Byrd, Chartey Ray
aside fnom his fol-<de-nol with the

Mania

(15)

Earl Carroll's "Vanities of 1945,"

Wiere Bros. (3), Dave & June
their, fall- with
Hacker, Park A ClifTord, Al Norman,
In an acrobatic
Carroll Beauts
The Montes De Oca duo Eddie Shine, Earl
Her Man" <U).
hand for its risks and (20), "She Gels

some hearty guffaws with

beaver lor excelient Jesuits inside when caught
•the
bouse and at "the cashiers*

*.

IV IMS

State, N. V.

mood and

tempo. Barton and Bardy, cast as
two drunks In formal attire, strike up

.

now

This

Fdmury

Wcfeeafey,

HOUSE REVIEWS

IS

.

with a Valentine overture;
sepia time bringing in heart songs, with Bob
usual, the Nicholson as soloist; singing "Maillusions instead of giving out with
Indianapolis, Feb. 10.
Trailers part with the
cushla."'
Nan Roe A Mrs. Waterfall, Barton the patter which doesn't go over
Benny Carter, longtime fave of the Adah's, most graceful of tap dancers
Brady; Judy Kelly, Lester Jfard- wrth the Vocalites. Show gets under
colored jive devotees, makes his bow working iieatly
to
"Embraceable infl, Jimmy Vcy, Montes De Oca; way with regular materialization of
Cabot
Francis
at the Earle, and his reception as You.." They go into another routine, .'•The
pigeons and geese out of nowhere
Singing Sheriff" (U).
well as that of his mate's on the bill timing their steps to "My Heart
and is followed with a bit by VicHollywood, Feb. 13. ,
is excellent.
Stood. Still." All to good returns.
Bruce Cabot was inked for the.
Keith's lias put- together a lively toria Lopez, billed as a Mexican
The band is strictly in the HarlemGracib Barrie, who was for years set of six nicely varied acts for the escape artist.
Miss /Lopez escapes male lead iri the Kay Francis starrer,
ese groove,, with plenty of zing in its at the Earle- theatre' as mistress
of current stanza.
The bill is topped in a few seconds from a huge: trunk
arrangements of "Ole Man River, cercmon'es, returns to a warm wel- by Nan Rae and Mrs. Waterfall, who which .is locked arid then covered "Divorce," to be produced by Jeffrey
Bernerd at Monogram; stalling on
"Back Bay Boogie," "Poincianna," come.
She opens with "Smiles," click for plenty of laughs in their with a canvas.
among others:
Best of the illusions is the Sim Feb. 1*3.'
bringing in a number of topical screwy interview between t|^e anPicture will be Miss Francis' debut
Savannah. Churchill, Carter's war verses about our enemv war lords. nouncer and a character who comes Sala Bim which lets tbe audience
in on the rehearsal of a Irick in as a cp-produoer, jn addition lo her
bier, knows her way around the Then a ballad, "My Heart Sings," up from
the audience. Mrs. Watermike and gives out 'Baby's Prayer, followed by the familiar "Rum and fall's double talk version of "A Tis- which his aides appear and disap- acting chore.
"Hurry, Hurry" and "Jelly, Jelly,*' in Coca-Cola." She really puts this one ket, a Taskct" makes for a strong pear from two cabinets. Suspended
girj who' disappears in midair also
."proper style.
over, coming back for scries of en- finish.
Lester Harding runs the
-Timniie Rogers, mimic .and hoofer, cores, With extra verses. A solid hit show smoothly and scores himself Rocs over big. Another good stunt
'Swamp' iveissmuller
is the magic beer-keg. trick.'
wraps up his end of the bill with and could have stayed longer.
with his vocal offerings of "OklaHollywood, Feb. 13.
finale is the sawing of a girl
some uninhibited clowning in which
Johnny Burke comes out in his homa!," "Don't Fence Me In" and a in Sock
half.
Many versions have been
First starrer for Johnny Weisshe dashes up and down the aisle for 1917 soldier togs and tells about' the medley of service songs.
seen here but Dante's version is muller under his three-picture cona sock finale.
trials of a doughboy in World War I.
Jimmy Vcy shows; his versatility
tract with
Pine-Thomas will be
The King Cole Trio are presold to Liiigo and deadpan delivery rocks to advantage in a snappy dancing tops..
Eye appeal is lent to the proceed- "Swamp Fire," a tale of Louisiana.
their audience, judging by the shouts them with laughter.' The Herzogs and xylophone act. His tap routines
ings -by Moi-Yo Miller and her
of approval which greet their every have a nifty act on the flying trapeze. get him off to a good start, then. he
Film is based. on a yarn by GeofMaids- of Magic.
Miss Miller parnumber, thanks to recent popularity They, go through their acrobatic goes to town on the xylophone, with ticipates in several of the illusions. frey Homes and is slated for an
o£ their recordings.
Their beat is I work with speed and agility Arke,
a swell version of "Whispering," feaApril start.
Andy.

The Earle is back .on
again this week and, as
place

is

rockin'.

;

.

1

With Kay

.

.

;

.

;

.
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'WE DON'T HAVE TO

OUR WORDS!"

EAT

We said "MEET ME

IN

ST.

LOUIS" and

"NATIONAL VELVET are COLOSSAL! GREAT!
Yes, indeed

I

"Meet

Me

In St.

Louis/' the

Gold-mine of 1945,

holds over 2 'weeks, 3 weeks and morel

"National Velvet"
Hall)

is

a true

(all-time

Champ

in

Champ
its

of the Music

first

nationwide

dates: Miami, Indianapolis, Salt Lake City,

Des Moines-all of them COLOSSALI GREAT!

BEAT THE
BROWN-OUT!
LIGHT UP
WITH LEO!
Sign That Pledge CarJ/
Red Cross Drive— March lj-m

.j

.

.
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named

exploitation rep for 20th-Fox
here, replacing Sid Zins. who reLatter
signed to go lo New York.
had. been with 20th and also. Colum-

Kass-WB Set New House in Cheverly,

bia here.

MA;

Other Theatre-Xchange Briefs

Washington, Feb. 13.
Kass.
who announced
»ome time ago locations for a bout 15
now theatres in the Washington
area, starts one with Warned Bros,
financing. The new theatre at Cheverly. Md., has Manager John .K Payette of Warners office here, and A.
Julian Brylawski of its directorate,
Garfield

:.

'

'

of Sam
nick.

Goldwyn and David

O.

The Rivoli, N; Y., turned, over, to
20th-Fox in December Cor "Keys of

Studios of Unfairness;

Producers to Argue Certification

Qtittn Seattle Mens
Seattle, Feb. 13.

Ralph Abbelt, manager Moiiogram
resigned, effective Feb.
here,
15.
Successor not named yet.
Lewis Ross here from Clear Lake,
to become, manager of One of
la.,
John Dan/.'s Sterling circuit suburban houses.

Scl-/.-.

SPU Accuses

.

Ralph Abbett

the Kingdom." cuneni there, will
revert to .Paramount, which controls
a 50%
Interest in the house, in
March for a pre-release 'engagement
Harold Kyrslone lo Nabe for Fox
of -The Affairs, of Susan." Hist Hal
Wallis production for the company.
•Mipervising.
Kansas City; -.Feb. 13.
Fox-Midwest sends Harold EyeKass. who runs the Chevy- Chase Exact opening dale not. as yet set.
Picture will go on general release. stone- )6 outlying Apollo from the
Ice Palace, was supposed to he opHe May 25. backed by .an unusually downtown Esquire as manager. 11. D.
erating with Canadian money.
announced locations in well-popur large advertising budget.
Carroll in from Coffeyville, Kans.,
laled neighborhoods several months,
to take over Esquire.
McCarthy's Sales Confabs
ago. The areas for the new houses,
Charles Morvill granted a leave of
Leo J. McCarthy, sales chief for absence from Gladstone,, where sucwhich will become available when
the War Production Board releases, PRC pictures, is due on the Coast ceeded by Gus Rose.
material, cover most of the territory this -week for. series'- of confabs with
where theatres are in demand. .Kass Leon Fromkcss. company pi'exv.
Texas Theatres Opened
McCarthy left N. Y. early this!
owns the property where the Lotus
Houston. Feb. 13.
re.-tMurant on Fourteenth street is month but '-slopped over- for talks
Joe Samples opened the Peoples
now located. He plans an office with exchange chiefs in Detroit. St.
buil iir; on the site and it may in- Louis and Kansas City before head- theatre at Pincland. Had been closed
Tor
lime as result of' damage
some
house.
ng for Coast.
chx'e a first-run
caused by lire.
Announcement that he is allied
W. D. Clemmons and R. A. Brown
Warner Bros, clears up the
villi
8 More Metro Men to X. Y.
of Lohgview bought the Harlem the•nystcry of his financing.
Continuing N. Y. homeofricc visits
atre in Marshall from Mrs. Frank
for field exploitation reps and branch
Rule. Mrs. Rule had been operating
I.arry Cowen lo troy Theatre
managers, eight additional Metro
Troy, N. Y Feb. 13.
men arrived east Monday. (12). Ex- house since last year when Jier husCommander Larry Cowen. on leave ploiteers are E. B. Coloman. Dallas: band was called into service.
Mrs. C. W. Matson soon plans to
from Navy, is hew manager of Proc- Irving Watersfrcet. St. Louis: Bernie
Succeeds Milton Evens. Kansas Cilv; Ed Gardiner, rebuild her Majestic theatre in Som•.or's theatre here.
erville. which was destroyed
fire.
to
become
leaving
who
is
Schtt-bcrg,
Oklahoma Ciiy. Office managers are Priorities given for rebuilding.byK. M.
assistant general' manager Fabian John Coyne. Cleveland: Walter BenMcDaniel has opened Lyons as optlnrtres on Staten Island.
.

'

.

:

Hollywood, Feb. 13.
Screen
Players
Union
fiird
charges with the National Labor Relations
Board,
accusing all
ih e

Joan Harrison's 'Diamonds'
Hollywood, Feb.

13.

major
film',
studios
and
lwu'
independent companies, Vanguard
and 'Principal, wilh unfair labor
practices. Meanwhile, NLRB granted
a request by the producers; tut
oral
arguments on the certification of

Joan - Harri.son, Universal's. only
producer, draws another mystery yarn, "Knave of Diamonds,'.' as
hcr.lhird production chore. Coinedy-

femme

murder

film, is based on a novel by
SPU as bargaining agent for- film
other mysteries on (he Har-- extras who appear in bits,
stunls or
singing roles.
Arguments will be
presented Feb. 22 in Washington
SPU charges follow:

Percy Marks.

Two

program are "The Third Eye"
and "Uncle' Harry ."
rison

,

:

.

'

•The company and

:

|

From

NW Variety Club

.

:

I

.

Milwaukee:

nin.

Comniander.Cowen has been in the Philadelphia:
Navy four years this time and is on

.

Joseph

Farrow,

Gil Becker. Delroit.

•.here.

leave.

He served

Army

in the

durr

World War I and later joined
Navy Reserve, being called to
ing

the
ac-

on material to build a film house.
Plan a 1,000-seatcr and a. parking lot.

Jve duty in 1940.
Loew's In Ohio Reshuffles
The Lansing, North Troy nabe
Columbus, O.. Feb. 13.
opera' ed by Charles F. Wilson, has
Several' Loew managers in Ohio
Lack of were reshuffled'
winter.
for- the
closed
last/ week.
Carl
equipment parts is given as the rea- Rogers, manager. Esquire. Toledo,
son for shuttering.
named manager Broad theatre here,
Joseph Stowell. formerly Pittssucceeding Harry Klotz, now manafield. Mass.. circuit manager; now in
ger of Loew's- in Canton, O. Steve
charge of Warners* Lincoln.
Toth. assistant at Valentine. Toledo,
Sid Sommer. who had been dividupped to manager of Esquire there.
ing his time between two local
Walter Kessler, former manager of
io\ises. is boss at the Troy, ace spot.
.

;

WB

.

Loew's in Canton, becomes manager
Succeeded Harry Goldberg, who reof Loew's, Akron, replacing Frank
signed because of ill health. Vic
Henson. Latter goes lo New York to
Bnnze. who was assistant manager at
be re-assigned.
Strand. Albany, is new manager of

WB

American:

The

Griswold,

Warner

WB

theatre

Exploitation Changes

Mort Blumenstock. Warners' eastsummer, because of
an adjoining store, reopens ern advertising-publicity head, added
Jack Swartout. manages two more to field exploitation forces
which function under Bill Brumberg, George Wood, who was with
St, Louis Amusement Co, and. served
Joe Hartman to Coast
as district manager Tor circuit during
Pittsburgh. Feb. 13.
operation by Warner Bros., returns
Joe Hartman, who came here from to
have charge of SI. Louis territory,
St. Louis to go with Bert Steam's
Daniel Karsch. former radio and adCooperative Theatre Service, is quitvertising, man'.- recently honorably
ting to go to the Coast. Being redischarged from Army, joins field
placed by Col. Harry Long, former
exploitation force but will work at
district manager Loew's.
Western Pennsylvania homeoffice for present.
closed since last
i

fire in

his week.
house.
i

AMPTO

Walker, William
Finel and Fred Hcrringtbn as members of legislative committee.
•

Pfc.

J.

John McDonald,

.'with

.

Gray

Spangler, Pa.;' for three
killed in action in France
in December. McDonald,
who entered the service in 1941. was
an infantryman' and. a nephew of
Grace McKivigan, booker for Joseph
Gray, veteran thfiatre owner and attorney. McDonald's brother. Francis,
was killed in action in Italy only a
year before.
Martin Way, son of Mr. and Mrs.
A. P. Way. DuBois exhibitors, now
managing AveuUe and Ccrllcr. theatres there for his parents.
in

years, was
some lime

Gladys Silverberg, formerly with
and sister of Maurice (Red) Silverberg. U salesman, joined Waves.

WB

Earl Rooser,

manager

for

Warner

John Roger*

to Norfolk's Center
Havrisburg, Pa.. Feb. 13.
Rogers,
resigned

John F.
who
as
manager Wilmer. & Vincent's Stale
here In December, named manager
of Center in Norfolk. Va.
Rogers
also will handle ad-publicily for two

other Norfolk houses, the Collcy and

Newport.

Bishop, Texas, House Opened
Bishop. Texas. Feb. 13.
The Rio theatre opened here this
Sonth, with L. C. Dennis operating
ermis also owns (he. Rio in Gains-'

Parks Builds Texas Chain
Brownfield. Texas. Feb. 13.
Parks,
former Warners'
west Texas salesman, leased the
three houses here owned by' -Mrs.
Earl Jones. Parks now has a circuit

.

Bill HehM (a Cleve. Palace,
Redecorate Alter, N. Y.
Cleveland, Feb. 13.
The Astor. N. Y., vacated by
William Heiss upped rroni manaLoew's recently after many, years of
tenancy, is being completely redeco- ger RKO-Keiths J05th. nabe housi*
rated and modernized by the City to manager of downtown RKO' PalInvesting Co., which. owns the prop- lace, Succeeds Normim Wroblc. who
eriy pud will, operate it henceforth. was moved to Paramount in. Cincin.

'!

onally,

theatre's

capacity

of

nati

in.

same

capacity.

Clem Pope. RKO division manager
be enlarged to .-bout 1.400.
Unc'vr operation of City Invcs ing, in Ohio,, to Florida for health. Einil
air iv.ements have bieen '-n-r'e to Groth,
Boston division manager,
•»>-':"
the Astor available i:s the pinch-hit for him here 'for 10 days.
v
y run showcase
natures
Harry Weiss, from Boston office,
1.1*0

"•'ill

-

.

•

would be

the Modern.

Purnell to fitcensboro
Greensboro. N. C. Feb. 13.
Malcolm. L. Purnell. who came
here from managership of Carolina
theatre at Goldsboio. N. C, is new
manager ot the National here, sucr
ceeding Harvey Smith.

Urban*.

6., House Changes Hands
Urbana. O., Feb. 13.
Mayor. Warren Grimes. Urbana.

NLRB

clarification of. the
order and
cerlillcation is imperative, and hope

the Gloria theatre in
thai city, bought Ihe Lyric there,
owned by the late .Grant Woolcy.
lo Dei
Detroit, Feb. 13.

Rubin

Miller, former owner, of
Odeon theatre here, returned to' Detroit and took over his former house
buying out the interest o( Sol Feld-

man.

of.

'

Leon

and Buyer

i

rhilly 'Varirlv
Philadelphia. Feb. 13.
Clint Weyer was installed as chief
barker of Tent 13, Variety. Club, at
a dinner recently '.in Rilz Carlion
.

hotel.

sworn

Other

were

-officers'

Taurog Steers Final

also

Shots of 'Zie^feld'

in.

Vandenbcrg

Hollywood, Feb. 13.
Norman Taurog is taking over the
diicclor chore on Ihe final sequence

at l)e(. Vaiirlv
Delroit, Feb. 13.

What was to have been the induction of the Variety Clubs new officers here turned into an international
affair.
Senator Arthur H. Vanderberg of: Michigan was main speaker,
outlining his views on foreign affairs.
Result was that the showmen's partylast night burgeoned into a huge afrah- with. 130 stations of (he Blue
Network
carrying
the
Senator's
speech,
broadcast also
going
to
Armed Forces broad.

in

-

pinch-

'

who

is

busy on "Yolandb and the Thief."
Sequence calls for William Powell,
playing the role of Florenz ZicgTeld, looking down' from
Heaven
aiVd wishing he could stage another
edition of the Follies.

RKO's

Full

House

Hollywood, Feb. 13..
Tolal of nine productions are filling RKO's 15 stages, this week, with
ihe return of "The Falcon in San
Francisco" from locations, in that

Inks 5- Year Pact
As Star With Republic

_ Hollywood, Feb. 13.
John Wayne "has inked a.flve-year
pact wilh Republic which puts' him

Metro's "Ziegfeld Follies,

hilling for Vincent Mi'nnelli,

Wayne

Back

squelched it.
I'm not condemning or commendin* the indies or the majors for past
and present attitudes; but I am
wondering why, jn the near future,
an after-dinner speaker from within Hie pix field will chirp up on
"how wunnerfiil it is lo have united
in pur industry ror this (or that)
charitable drive." Why not a little
riiot'c actual solidarity and a
little

hearing."

'>

.01 .stai".. basis...
""" "
.„.__...
Editor, "Variety":"
After "They Were" Expendable"
One of the chief beefs of the infor
Metro he will probably do
dependent- Ihcalreinan against the
"Glory Road." story of Ihe Ponymajor producer-exhibitor.' is that the
Express,, for Republic.
latter takes the dual role of seller
and buyer of molion pictures. Now.
according -to a statement by the
Siegel
to
head of the Independent Theatre
Hollywood. Feb. 13.
Owners of America, a group of inSol C. Siegel is disbanding his indies plans to do the very thing so

objected to, in the past, by the same,
and other groups. Thin brings up a
pair of points worth pondering.
<1)
It
is
unethical only if the
other fellow does .it.
(2) The small compaivies producing and exhibiling-rand the Department of Justice talks much about
the monopolistic practices ot the
five major companies.
Possibly the
reason the Big 5 has lacked much
competition is that none has been
offered rather than that they have

.

i

'.

Weyer Heads

-

Gowthorpe Back to H.O.
D. Netter. v. p. of Paramount
Theatres Service Corp.. in charge of
operations in the south. a.nd M. F.
Gowthorpe. comptroller over theatres, have returned to the homeoffice
(Continued on page 22)
N'elter.

.

1945.

Kane

.

.

Rubin Miller Back

thai after all the facts arc presented,
the
controjurisdictional

versy generated by the -.'certification
can be satisfactorily worked out." :
Following, is the producers' statement;
"NLRB action in ordering a reParamount, who was appointed lo
hearing on its certification of SPU
board of trustees.
Others elected:
John Deivin. first assistant Chief is gratifying evidence that the proBarker: Arthur Lockwood, second ducers have been acting in good
assistant: Abraham Yarchin, dough- faith and in accordance with tln.-ir
is earguy, ahd Murray M. Weiss, prop conlractual obligations.
It
master-,
nestly hoped that all difficulties can
new
be amicably solved at -the

England, as. Chief Barker for
Fleisher succeeds Albert M.

who owns

O..

agent;

its

-

.

Max Nayor of Olympia in as managing director of the
4.367 -seat Met., Harry Goldberg, of
Modern, into the Olympia, and
Henry Kalis, of Franklin' Park, to

company and

said act."
Jack Dales, executive secretary of
SAG, declared: ."
"The screen Actors Guild is graleful for the opportunity to present its
side of the case in an orderly fashion to NLRB.
As we recited in our
pctition of intervention, we feel that

.

motion brought

the

liVents.

Central Casting Corp., restrained
and coerced its .employes in the exercise of the right guaranteed in

,

$400.-

-

.

Seller

Hiram

paid.

-.

majority voted on Dec. 17. 1944. in
an election conducted by the NLRB.
By these and other acts arid slaie-

federal funds through one of two
procedures, the Lanham act, providing 60'.i, of the cost of erecting hospitals, or a pending bill under which
total cost

oilii-i-

the Screen A<-iur.s
in the studios involving bits, stunls, singing or oilier
acting work commonly done prior ip
Dec. 17, 1944, by extra players;
which refusals are caused solely' by
the fact that extra players in the

Minneapolis. Feb. 13.
University of Minnesota board of
regents has accepted t|ie offer of Ihe
Northwest Variety club to contribute
$165,000 toward construction of a
heart hospital for children on the
university campus. It was announced
the offer is predicated on obtaining

40% would be

employ any person

to

members of
Guild .for work

•

ville.

and Harris circuits here, leaves this
month for Pearl Harbor as a civilian
of six theatres— the Rialto, Ritz and
• mployee of Navy.
Rio here; the Falls in Grand Falls;'
the Llanos in Lubbock, and the MaSamuelson Head* Penb. Allied
rine, Fort Worth.
Philadelphia. Feb. 13.
Sidney E. Samuelson re-elected for
Carolina Theatre Change
seventh term as general manager of
Haleigh, N. C. Feb. ll
Allied Independent Theatre Owners
T
J. D. Deal, former -manager
ParaEastern Pennsylvania a*, recent meetFollowing elected to di- mount, High Point, N. C. goes lo
ing here.
Burlington to manage Carolina therectorate are Ben Fertel,. Milton RoHouse is. operated by
gasner. Morris Wax, Joseph Conway, atre there.
Deal succeeds
Jack H. Greenberg. Martin B. Ellis. Carolina Theatres.
George E. Ickes, Thomas Lazarick, Richmond Gage, now in Navy;
George Reisman, Lester Slallman.
New officers of the Film Exchange Dallas Cracks Down en Smokers
Dallas.
Fob. 13.
_.
Employees Union,. Local B-7. IATSE,
Fire-department here is enforciii"
elected include: Tom Loftus. president: James Keating, vice-president; np-smokjng rules in all theatres!
Margaret Biickley, secretary: Vic- Finei up to $200 will be imposed for
tor Van Story, treasurer: Joe Perry, repeated violations. Firemen are insergcant-at-arms. and. John Wag- specting both downtown and nabe
houses daily.
nian, business agent.

Af>-'.

Latest house 16 open in Longview
Texas Hical re; operated by Lester

For Children's Hospital

Hospital's
000 or $300,000. depending on the
amount of federal funds. Variety
club, as part of this principal charily
Brerkenridge House Reopened
project, also has offered to contribBrcckenridge. Texas. Feb. 13.
Buckavoo theatre opened here by ute $35,000 annually to the hospital's
John Ed Douglas, local rancher. support. Offer was included in a letHouse is Ihe bid Plaza, which was ter from Arthur W. Anderson, Wardropped by the Texas Consolidated ner Bros, branch manager and club's
Chief Barker. It followed breakcircuit some lime ago.
down ot the club's negotiations to
Rosenberg Upped to- M. A P.'s H. O. buy a closed public school.
Boston. Feb. 13.
Ted Fleishcr Heads Hub Variety
Ben Rosenberg, long managing diBoston. Feb. 13.
rector of the big M. and P. MetroAnnual Variety Club meeting here
politan, appointed homeoffice representative of the M. and P. theatres elected Theodore Fleisher, general
with headquarters in Boston. Pro- manager Interstate, Circuit or New
is

Dollisou.

of

named William

theatre

posilion.
.

He: has had long
L, A. Post-war Planning
experience in N. Y. and is well
Los Angeles. Feb. 13.
known locally. For years he was- at
Majestic Theatre-. Corp.. owned by
:he Fox in Brooklyn, and in 1936 Reeves Espey and Saul Silverman,
was sent to Albany- to supervise the bought business frontage in Pacific
Hall and Leland theatres Palisades and applied for -priorities
CJrr.nd.
terminal

fused
than

\

i

Cen-

;

|

.

agents.

tral Casting Corp., have discriminated
against
members or the
Screen Players Union, and at ,ll
limes since Feb. 1, 1945, have n--

165G

U. of Minn. Gets

its

cily.

Others in work are "Man Alive. *
•"The— M«sf — -Dangersvis- ~Gnr»e".
1

.

"George While's. Scandals of 11)45,'*
"Mama Loves Papa," "First Man Into
Tokyo," "Those Endearing Young
Charms," 'Spanish Main" and "The

Army."

Invisible

Par

WB

Adds

Exploiteers

Mort Blumemlock, Warner

Bros,

dependent company and returning to eastern advertising-publicity head,
Paramount April .30 as an executive has added five exploiteers to his field
under Henry Ginsberg,
staff!
',

.

F.

Currently Siegel is associated with
Hugh Herbert and George Abbott
production of "Kiss and Tell

in the

for

-'

Columbia

George Fishmari, formerly with
United Chain Theatres, has been as-

.

signed

to

Philadelphia,

Edward

:

A.

Johnson takes over the Minneapolis
exchange territory; Richard Stephens, formerly with WB radio departr
ment on the Coast, will work out

release:'

-

GI POOCH PIC

;

Hollywood, Feb:

-..

13.

Dogs of war will have their day
"The Jungle Marines." a tale of
the K-9 Corpse to be made by 20thin

Fox.

-

William Glrard wi(l produce, ctarting late in. March.
~

home office: Stanton Kramer
Chicago; and Allan Kohan in (he

ot the
in

Pacific Northwest.

WB

UPS 'BEBLIN' AIB COIN

Warner Bros, has boosted its radio
advertising budget 40% above normal for "Hotel Berlin," which goes
into general release March 17. Ap-"
Col Re-Pacts Fier
propriation will be cpnceniraled on
Holly-wood; Feb. 13.
spot announcements.
Columbia handed Jack Fier, a new
"Berlin," rushed into release lo.
seven-year pact as production mancoincide with the bijt .gains being
ager on all the studio's product.
made -by ihe Red Army, goes into
less intra-induslry bickering? There
In addition; Fier will function as (he Strand,
N. Y„ March 2 and beis plenty ot room
in this business supervisor
on eight saddlers and tween that dale and March 17 into
without shoving.
four western musicals to be produced a number of
key city pre-release
Joyce Rilleuberg.
annually 'by Colbert Clark.
engagements.
,

.
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houses under pooling arrangements,
This downtrodden littlo man made

between $100,000 and $200,000

Gov't Sides With Goldwyn
Continued from paie

last

H'wood Retrenchment

year.

"Goldman gambled on a

1

He

lawsuit.

Continued from page

rented the Erlanger, a $2,500,000

Warner theatre, Dechert olaimed, the ners, and former U. $. Senator theatre, at $1,000 a month, hoping to mounted in cost— the crafts end the
company was in a position to "itifle" George Wharton Pepper, -for the dis- cash in. This suit is only an effort creative values. What does it mean
of Bill Goldman to get into the inner
tribs.
a picturc v "It could lead the coun
If we do chop off $7,000 worth of
Segal claimed that Warners was circle himself— the American way Is
try into war by failing to show pic
manpower a week, let us say, as
lures preaching peace," he said, "leery" of showing "Kane'' because not being threatened."
Proskauer said no real monopoly compared to the hundreds of thoupointing out that motion' pictures of suit threatened by William Ranwere great factors molding public dolph Hearst, on whom the story was existed, pointing out that the dis- sand we can save hot shooting
tribs quarreled among themselves scenes which wind up on the cutting
allegedly based.
opinion.
Declaring that the first-run was and with Warners for "preferential room floor?"
"Predatory" Action
.

No

the "life-blood" of the succc, of a
Dechert admitted that Warners did picture, because of publicity, exploinot act in "predatory fashion" in tation, newspaper reviews, etc.. Segal
gaining its control of the first run declared that the distribs could not
situation, but declared that the "mo- afford to ''gamble", with the Erlanger,:
nopoly" could not exist without the which he claimed was a "failure,"
agreement of the. defendant distribu- after having profitable association,
.

tors.

Dechert read a telegram from
to the late Sidney
Kent, then head of 20th-Fox, as
"proof" of collusion between distribs.
The purported telegram read:
"Dear Sid: Happened to be in Philly,
saw 'Cavalcade' being played at the
Locust (independent legiter). If that's
the kind of cooperation we're getting,
This
I shudder for the' business."
"cooperation" Dechert claimed, was
the -'collusion" which constituted the
conspiracy under which the anti-

Harry Warner

were violated.
To the defendants' claim that
scarcity of product made it impostrust acts

another

support

to

sible

first-run

house, Dechert pointed to the reopening of the Mastbaum one block from
Goldman's Erlanger— as "proof" that
there was plenty of product around.
"The Mastbaum has made a million
reopening," said
profit since the
Dechert.
Dechert's
arguments were answered by Bernard G. Segal, reprethe
distribs; former
senting some of
Judge Joseph N. Proskauer, for War-

—

New

with Warners.
Warners' Operation

He pointed out that Goldman had
attained a chain of theatres in the
same fashion as Warners: that Warners had kept first-run theatres open
during the depression at a "loss" to
the benefit of the distribs;. that the
Erlanger had never stayed open during the summer months: that it had
only shown 14 pictures in 14 years.
Segal's main argument was that
no real monopoly existed because
"every distributor still retain-; the
right to show its own picture if they
cannot make a deal with Warners."
As examples of that he pointed to
road-showing of "Kane" and similar
ventures by Metro and other distribs.
Judge Proskauer wound up the
argument
Goldman's

a sarcastic recital of
career.
"This is not a case of a: little man.

Warner

.:

Orcheetra
with

Rete Wy*e,

•

Jr.

Jane

And

JACK CARSON

Andrea

HOLLYWOOD

tures.

Goldman operates three theatres
downtown and a chain of nabes and
,

out-of-town houses.

Script,

b

way

PALACE

ON SCREEN
r'Thuix..

Feb.-

IN PEBSON

cure

1!

M-G-M'a

"National

V«lv«r

NAZARRO
MOLLY

O. Robinson

B

51

WAY &

Hollywood, Feb.

'

In

PrrtM

LOC19 JORDAN
M* Hh>
FAMOUS TYMPANY

"MINISTRY
of FEAR"

FIVE

MARIO *

CRONIN'8

The FIGHTING

LADY

T£(WA//COlOR

"THI KEYS OF THE

VICTORIA
doom arm *a

ftlVOLI

*

49th St.

*.

,

music hall

MtpHtoit

mow mtr mtm

s

at

REMEMBER"
RKO
DISNEY'S

THREE CABALLEROS'
la

Released

TECHNICOLOR
by RKO Radio Pictures

NOW— Brandt .

and "Capt

Ups Femme

ton to a publicity post in
partment,
,

She

Glob*

P. A.

Harry Mandel, director of adverand publicity for RKO Theatres, has upped Blanche F. Livings:
tising

his

de-

will handle promotion and exploitation for
out-of-town theatres out of the homeofflce.

RKO

'

Exchanges

However, Schenck

costs afe via sets.

Continued from page 20
cautions against over-economy as
regards Technicolor, since color pays following conferences with
partners
off at the boxoffice.
As witness the. on general operating matters.
They huddled with executives of
2Pth-Fox musicals, which have been
Malco in Memphis; Interstate and
immeasurably aided by tinting.
Robb & Rowley in Dallas; Jefferson
•Nate Blumberg and Cliff Work, for.
Amus. in Beaumont, Texas, and ParUniversal, have the same cost prob- amount-Richards,
New Orleans all
lems despite the fact their opera- of whom are. partnered
with Par
tions are best geared for general, Meantime, A. A. Higginbotham,
exec
overall economies.
of the Par-Richards circuit, Is in
N.
Y.
on
h.o.
matters.
He is a partGinsberg on Added Costs
ner with E. V. Richards in that chain.

Paramount's

Henry

Ginsberg

points up that every picture today
automatic $65,000 in added

Connors, O'Donnell to Memphli Meet
Memphis, Feb. 13,
due to mounting craft wages,
Exhibs In this area will hold a teras compared to a couple of years ritory-wide Red Cross luncheon hers
ago.
Ginsberg, like Schenck and Feb. 23, with Tom J. Connors, 20thJack Warner, is committed to the Fox sales chief and R. J. O'Donnell,
idea that the creative artisans in Interstate Circuit's general manager,
as speakers.
film production go about giving new
Tom Young, Film Row chairman
faces and new talent
has an
costs,

greater oppor-

Ginsberg

is

another advo-

for Red Cross drive ih'district, is setting up affair.

mount-

Deny Felder Joining Bank
Reports in sales circles that Joe
"Anybody can say. 'let's borrow
Bergman or Bing Crosby or Felder, who has resigned as N. Y.
branch manager
for
Monogram,
Russell,'"
says Warner. would join
J. Arthur Rank's Eagle-

Ingrid

Rosalind
We can

femme

make our own crooners and Lion organization in an executive
if we
present them distribution capacity are denied by

stars

properly."

On

union

costs,

Schenck adds

that,

naturally, with the war, the efficiency has minimized while costs
have gone up.
"Let's say of 100
electricians, only 10 are topnotch
today, but when an increased pool
of manpower is made possible, the
efficiency is bound to rise and, with'
it,
these costs may come down."

Schenck emphasizes.
Unlike the
lot and Charlie
Koerner, head of production at RKO,
which is extending its number of
pictures as a means to bring down
the studio overhead by a wider
spread and amortization of fixed
charges, the 20th-Fox lot doesn't be-

Felder.
He leaves Mono Feb. 15, and first
will take a vacation
in
Florida.
Felder, veteran in sales, has been
with Monogram for seven years except for an interval of 15 months

when he was

assistant 'branch manager for Universal in N. Y.
Nathan Furst, special sales representative for Mono, formerly in the
New England territory but now In
N. Y., succeeds to Felder's post.

WB

lieve

in

making

B's

just

for

the

sake of making low-cost pix.
Koerner, incidentally, has been
trying to build a backlog of top pictures but in the year he's been at
the helm of production it's been a
constant battle to meet the deadline.

Mania and Rose Oct Another
Chicago, Feb.

13.

Ritz
theatre,
of
Berwyn, now
under management of Manta and
new buying and booking circuit here.
Formerly operated by
Ben Lasker, this is the fourth house

Rose,

has disposed

latter

of

the past

in

year.

Leasing out of Ridge, Bertha and
theatres leaves only
Box,

Villas-Cicero

one house here, the Music
under the Lasker banner.

Don Geddes' New Berth
Don Geddes.

Seattle. Feb. 13.
years identified

30

Zanuck Explains
with local theatre operators, switched
'We have Alfred New..ian on the to- city manager at .Wcnu'tches for
lot," says Darryl Zanuck, "and ju-t Evergreen Theatres, where he -will
Sucto put his talent's to work scoring manage Liberty and Rialto.
low-cost pictures doesn't bring down,
maestro Newman's cost, docs it?
"The^big thing is the minimization' of. our frankly profligate spending while the wartime boxoffice returns are there. Last month u c hud

ceeds Morrie Nimmer, whos' Joined

Navy.

Jack Rosenberg, former state booker for Evergreen circuit, discharged
from Coast Guard, where a lieutensucceeding Geddes at Hamrick-

ant,

Evergreen, as manager

a bill of $3,000,000 for retakes, which
is more than I okayed for an entire
year? It's a cinch to say, all right,

Film Classics Set oh

Raw

St. Louis,

Stock
Feb. 13.

.

1

—

adds.
stars

with some purely American manifestation

that

presumably
American would know.

A

Spectacular Stage Production*

'Tli*

"

$2,750,000 groove

for instance)."

HEX BRASS RING

Sinatra

^iS^CAP!TOL
mi mr

"A SONG TO

WALT

("Go From Here

tions

Eddy" are in the

on

"Money means nothing today, un- publicist to handle national publicity
Hollywood, Feb. 13.
the tax structure.
Don't forget in connection, with the motion picRKO bought Vicki Baum's "Mexi- der
many stars today now have a sayso ture industry's participation* in the
can Merry-Gp-Round," dealing in a
in their pictures, either on artistic
United Nations clothing collection
friendly way with conditions south
values -or on a capital-gains unit drive.
He has asked Barney Balaban,
of the border. *
setup; so they say shoot the bankParamount prexy, for the services
Story has been placed on Robert
roll.
At least we'll get a good pic- of Tom Waller during the campaign.
Fellows' production program
for lure out of it, one of Which
we can
early filming.
Clothing organization is composed
all be proud.
of 50 of the most important relief
"But we've got to think of the groups In the world.
future boxoffice, when,' perhaps, the
grosses won't be as lush," Zanuck
Continued from pate

cVtT

"

Here

.

KINGDOM"
B'woj

observation

We Go From

Film Classics will have its proper
spend another 100G or another S50,- quota of raw stock, Al E. "Nicky"
000 if that's going to lick the stock Goldhammer, general manager of
ready an unidentified stage play
or hypo extra values.
Whether company, -stated at two-day meeting
which he personally may take to
here.
More than 80% of exchangi
that's the differential between that
New York.
extra half million or $1,000X100 gross heads of company attended session.
Le Bore came out of. the Signal
we oil t;ilk about you really ain't
Corps in 1643 and directed nine feaprove,— especially now, when busitures for Universal up to time
of ness is terrific, and perhaps
Kaiser Wants Pic P.A.
it would
contract dissolving.
be as tcrrif with or without that exHenry J. Kaiser is contacting matra expenditure.
But we do it.
jor film companies for loan of a

RKO'S

HOIIA

toth Ceatary-Fox pteeenU
A.' J.

ParuNnt muito

13.

After settling his director's contract with Universal amicably, Reginald Le Borg announced plans to
freelance.
However, he will first

Picture— BKO Rtlnst

In

IE BORG FREELANCING

—Joan Bennett

THI WINDOW"

IN

Interoitloatl

and will be pushed into the
Strand, N. Y„ in advance of general
release March 17.
lin

4 7th St.

I.ONt;
RAY MILLAND •OXXNV
tn< HU DrihMtra

PICON

•

Mickey

HOONEY
Ellnbeth
TAYLOm

Hugh Her-

pre-release at the Hollywood
N. Y., and "Hotel Berlin," which Is
being rushed to marketing to coincide with the Russian drive on Ber-

.Raymond Mauecy
An

,F.

on

IROXY, AVI • JpA

"WOMAN

bought from

They are "Roughly Speaking," now

*20»OWI -M PW

"msr

re-

Warners will have only, two releases for availability during
March.

OUWYNimnd

Edward

KRO, and Paramount^

2 WB'. for March

UMU MINEU

SQUARE

his

1

'Where Do

"Bell for Adano," "Capt. Eddy"
"State Fair" and "Dragonwyck" are
listed as to what they cost to date,
and also you'll see how much
they've exceeded budget expecta-

bringing down the number of sets
per picture, Schenck avers- "Us
axiomatic that 10% of any -picture's

tunities.

bert a year ago, will be filmed on
a
deluxe budget.

»,.. it.

with

line

In

cating new faces as offsets to
ing star costs.

first task.

Ktitej

HMK0VER

y

will

Film Exchanges, and United Artists.
Goldman is asking triple damages
on the claim that the distribs and
Warners conspired to prevent him
from getting first-run product at the
Erlanger, a former legiter used occasionally in the past for motion pic-

UIHt entGM

IPRlNCESSaRiAePjRATI^

argument and

Hollywood, Feb. 13.
Republic signed William K. Howard as producer-director, with "A
Quy Could Change" selected as his

lOUNME *WD£BS|

^ BOB HOPE

their

in

Rep Inks Howard As Prod

Warner Brem Bit

In

"ROUGHLY SPEAKING"

Mam

Broadway olSTJlrt'st., STRAND

briefs

hand down their decisions later.
Defendants in the case are Warner
Bros. Picture Corp., Vitagraph, Stanley Co., Warner Bros. Circuit management; Loew's, Paramount, RKO,
20th-Fox. Columbia Corp., Universal

cent release, "And the Angels .Sing."
Also out of this world are "Heavon
on a Picket Fence" and "Face of
Heaven" at Metro, and "Leave Her
to Heaven" at 20th-Fox.

With
Robert Mutton
Jeoa SalHvoa
Aim Hal* - DomM Waotft

SHAW
AMI
Me

•ad

refused to allow its pictures to be
played at the massive deluxer "because they had no confidence in that
house."
The court asked counsel to present

Angel" at

ROSALIND RUSSELL

Bros. Hit

with
Prince

In P«reon

Mastbaum. he ..claimed, that It was
only wartime prosperity which allowed the house to stay open. He
said that Paramount and Metro still

.

York Theatres

• Jamei Brown
Henry Hall
George ToMat •
Warner Anderson

the

of

H'wood

"OBJECTIVE, BURMA"
William

And speaking

being squeezed," said Proskauer. "Mr.
Angelic
Goldman left a $74.000-a-year job as
Hollywood, Feb. 13.
general manager of Warners to start,
Angelic and celestial titles are geta circuit -of his own, taking many
ting a heavy play on current productheatres away from Warners.
He
tion schedules, although most of the
even is partners with us in certain
subjects are strictly down to earth.
List includes "Guardian Angel"
and "10th Avenue Angel" at Metro;
"Fallen Angel" at 20th-Fox; "Johnny

ERROL FLYNN
Id

in

treatment."

dal,"

:

sentry stopped him at the edge
of a field, challenging him with;
"Who's a good American singer, a
man?" Looking back on it, according to Strand, he realizes the answer
expected was Crosby.
But he
couldn't think of Der Bingle.
Finally, he blurted out, "Oh, you
know. The Voice, the Voice, what's
his name? Sinatra!"
Sentry, tired and dirty and tense,
stared at him, then yelled disdainfully:
"Sinatra!
This guy thinks
Sinatra is a good singer!"
Strand got through, however.'
.

"Speaking of indie units and
and directors having their own
capital-gains setups, that's one rea-

any son

we must develop new

Joan Barry's Mono Pie
Hollywood,. Feb.

Joan Barry, involved

13.

in paternity

stars.

You can't depend on the proved suit with Charles Chaplin, revealed
she inked contract to make film at
names any more.
Sure, they're
Monogram studios.
great,
but you know that none'
Actress reported as being featured
wants to niake more than one or
in an as yet untitled murder mystery
two pictures because thereafter the
which goes before lenses shortly.
90% surtax doesn't make it worthwhile at

all.

"On the other hand, here's a list
of nine, properties none of which
will cost us under $2,000,000, some
nearer $3.000,00,0. We bought them
last- year and are making them
now,"
and while these cost sheets arc tabu
for publication you can see for yourself that VDolly Sisters," "Nob Hill,"
Diamond Horseshoe," "Royal Scan-

COL INKS COLBERT CLARK
Hollywood, Feb. 13.
After working one year on a weekto-week basis, Colbert Clark inked
a term contract as producer with Co-

1

lumbia.

During the year he produced seven
Charles Starrelt saddlers and two
western musicals.

.
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PAOE 27 fa a highlight from the February issue of one
of the most influential magazines in America.
It is part of a series appearing each month. Last
month,
Fannie Hurst pictured her America for the almost two

million

women who buy

this

magazine regularly

at news-

stands. In March, Maurice Maeterlinck is going
to.tell

what

his

America means.

.•>':«..-/J5v?«i-

•» eh.

^

Read Mrs. Roosevelt's message. Like the whole series,
says proud things that should spur Americans on today.

it

We reprint it all

here, so

might not ... because
features a

it is

you will

see

it.

Otherwise you

an example of the bigness that

most surprising and famous magazine, oae you

probably do not read regularly ...

The magazine

is

TRUE CONFESSIONS.

i

RADIO
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Long Time Look-Se«

Death Recalls Spectacular

Siegel's

Radio Attacks on Insurance Firms
By (1EORGE

'

ROSEN

item from Dallas last week
reported the death there at the age
Before the
of 44 of Moll is Siegcl.
.himself
Avar and before he finally got
up, Si.qgc-l had a spectacular

A news

Jammed
career

New York

in

City radio,

Fitzgeralds Set For

mula has not yet been found.
Latest audition held last week
found
McLeod learned 'with
comic Jackie Gleason in a halfhour stanza.

April

feet

'for the network, but right for-

30

when

30.

April

|

:'

i

insurance i-onv..aand
nies with being.-' tricky, obscure
double-lalking. but hi.s own services
trail*,
1o policv-holders had those

Acquisition of

charged

engineered

llie

hr tree

Stan

by.

Joselbff

Keeps Hammering

he

fees and procedures.
Siegcl was a product of his times-7-.
the lail-end of a long depression. He
took advantage of much unfavorable,
publicity and- word-of-mouth against

the insurance companies in recent
His Policyholders Advisory
Council began as a "crusade", and.
•nded as a petition for Siegel's personal bankruptcy. Then he. vanished
from radio as swiftly as he had appeared.
The fable about him at his brief
peak mentioned $300,000 as his annual income. Most of his customers
years.

were ignorant.
Some afterwards
claimed they paid substantial fees
for routine answers.
Meanwhile,
radio, itself, had its fingers crossed
fearing Siegel's temporary prestige
was too much of a reflection of- the
medium over which the simple citi-

zenry came to

know about him.

Daytime Sked to Bally
Boff Post-Sundowners
listening ratings.

WNEW,

Others

to

WNEW

US GOTTLIEB MEMBER

m

plicity of requests ior air tiine on
behalf, of charitable, quasi-charitable

and

strictly Governmental organizations.
Feeling is that the whole

thing

getting out of hand, creating

is

considerable embarrassment for the
stations that fee) they can't slough
off ..legitimate requests yet at the
same time realize that there's- such
a thing as commercial radio and only
limited time is available for the free

PLANS BOARD

—

.

:

'

Jm

OWI-Hayes MeetVbg
Some semblance of order

coming out of the OWI-channelled announcements on behalf of various
war efforts. To expediate a proper
quotes
priority list, Arthur Hull Hayes,
is

its
stand and also
Swing, Vandercook, and the Assn.
WABC IN. Y.) mgr., who is OWI s
of Radio News Analyists as siding
regional radio consultant for New
with them in the apparent all-out
York state and the upper part of
effort to radically change llie now
New
Jersey, has called a meeting of
accepted method of broadcasting
station managers from his region.
news.
Session is skedded for. March 7 in
Post-Dispatch ajso has been re- N. Y., to coincide with the NAB district meeting on March 8-9 to insure

casts.

NO KFI SOAPBOX FOR
LOCAL
'

be

of

the Earle C.

Anthony-NBC

station,

has decreed that, after that date the
"in my opinion" guys will have to

do their sounding oif at home or
the corner beer stube.

in'

Ryan said (he new policy, -reached
"after a long and careful analysis
of news programming," meanl thai
regularly heard

NBC

reporting.

Those affected by the order are
Sid

Peler
Alvin

Sutherland.

Jose

Rodriguez,

De Lima. Fleetwood Lawton,

Wilder and L. B. Blackston,
who'll be retained, if they'll settle
just reading the news without

for

kicking

in:

On

Chi Tribune Decish

WGN

400G

WGN

uuUditUMiJ

l

WINS

To

.

•

with personal comments.

SCHNOZ, TREACHER ON

'

••:

publicity

"Mirror,

for

five difTerent

daily.

J-A

.

instance,;

broadcasts

news stanzas on

WINS

after Crosley lakes over the station.
However, this end of the deal will
see no money change hands, -according to reports. Papers will.be permitted, to use up approximately the
added $400,000. at regular commercial rales, without, paying for the
lime.
.

in

Chicago.

using several formats

is

would supply KFI

straight

13.

.

Los Angeles,, Feb. 13;
no more local "colthe airlanes" on KFI
after March 1.
W. B. Ryan, g.m. of
There'll

umnists

Chicago,. Feb.

Wayne King has been set as summer replacement for Jack Benny

NAB News

THINK' GUYS

'I

AFRA Wins Retro Pay
WAYNE KING SIGNED
FOR SUMMER LS-MFT Up to $7,000 From WGN

Chicago, Feb. II.
with shows to originate from here"
In settlement of the four-year confollowing contracts signed last week troversy between WON, Ino., and
through Ruthrauff & Ryan. First Ihe American Federation of Radio
broadcast has been tentatively sched- Artists over what constitutes a comuled for June 3 and brings King mercial radio program, insofar ai
back to the webs after an absence of the Chicago Tribune is concerned,.
will pay between $5,000 and
three years during which he served
in the Army before disband- $7,000 in retroactive pay to about 20
a full turnout, at wTiich the whole a hitch
announcer!.
singers
and
organization in .1941 to join actors,
thing will be thrashed out and a con- ing his
Agreement reached last week elimcerted effort made to -centralize the the armed forces.
King will follow the same waltz inates the "Chicago Theatre of The
undertaking— at least as it relates to
style that made him famous and will Air". show which hasn't mentioned
the N. Y.-N. J. setup.
in
over two
baton a 21-piece- group with Skip the Chicago Tribune
Farrell and Dolores Gray as fea- years.
It was decided in the final meeti/if
tured vocalists and Franklyn MacAFRA
Chicago
Hearst Seen Getting
Cormack, dramatic reader.
Fred between Ray JoneX
r.
Frank
secretary:
Essex will produce. Jimmy Blade, executive
station mgr.. and
E.ddje_^hee sby and Clyde JWosley Schreiber,
JCuffo Time
attorney,,
3H'T—
retained as arrangers, have been as- ;Hrficw—JIr.!W)if>«TT-AV
prodozen
that
seven
of
more
than
a
sociated with King in former years.
$1,700,000 for
grams, under discussion were comLawyers, handling details of the
mercial in essence. These are "Symdeal whereby Crosley. Inc., of Cinphony Hall," "Citizens of Tomorcinnati, is purchasing station WINS. Bruce Starkey Heads
row,"
"Garden Gossip.". "Capitol
N. Y„ from Hearst Radio, Inc.. are
Comment," "-Words and Rhythm,'
in The
ironing out final details of the deal,
Bureau "Chicagoland Service Men Chicago
News"
which will' include continued use of
and "Reading of The
Washington. Feb. 13.
Sunday Tribune." In addition, "War
air lime on the outlet by Hearst's
Harlan "Bruce'' Starkey was apheard
program,
Worker's,
Award"
N. Y. newspapers, Daily Mirror and
pointed last week to head the NAB
once 'a month, has been designated as
Journal-American, with the papers
news .bureau, filling a, vacancy a commercial.
AH but the last
paying, no money for the time.
which has existed since Wait Dennis named
to
pay
will
retroactive
draw
Station officially was sold, subject
resigned in Oct., 1943.
the date the copy in question was
to FCC approval, to the Crosley inStarkey,
one-time Florida
and first broadcast, going back as far
terests for $1,700,000. Reports state
West Virginia newspaperman, has three years.
that an approximate additional $400.also been in the advertising busi000 worth of cuffo airlime will be
ness, and got his first taste Of radio
used by the pair of Hearst papers in
1932
with WCHS, Charleston.
in N. Y. for programs' they curFor Ihe past decade he has been a
rently sponsor on the outlet.
freelance writer and

.

"publicity thinking" into air shows.
Young * Rubicam has appointed
Lester Gottlieb, radio flack chief of
the agency, as a member of the
Y&R Radio Plans. Board.
Board is comprised of toppers in
the creative end of the agency's
radio division.

Home Problems

:

commentators to exploit its various features, runlisteners with the ning
from one-minute announceAimed at a closer coordination of "I" discourses but station gabbers, ments to 15-minute programs. Unfrom now on full-fledged staff, mempublicity activities with the pro
der the deal being.worked.out, these
bers,
must
confine
themselves to stanzas will continue on WINS, even
gramming department and to inject
news,

OF

Public Education on

its beginning, the Rocky Mountain Council has considered its job
be local and regional, and program emphasis constantly has been placed
on regional subjects, on national and international events as they affect this,
region, and on the region's resources human and material. For example,
within the past year the organization, with a dozen cooperating radio stations and educational institutions, has" inaugurated a bold project (bold for
radio) of public education on the economic facts of life in ihe Mountain
States.
The project aims to acquaint the people, who live here with the
foundation stones, oh which rests the economy of Ihe west and tp give
them a factual basis for intelligent planning in both private business and
industry, and in public management (Uncle Sam owns one-third the land
area of the eight Mountain States). Already this project has resulted in
the creation of a Rocky Mountain Development Council which will formu-

announcement

daily's pitch, it's pointed out,
is being made in behalf of the nation's listening audience.
The paper
has been listing names of orgs sup-

include

Hooper

multi-

From

to

-

The

7

December-January

those

stand."

works reacted.

.

The

the

1

'

station listening index, recently released,
incidentally,
shows
that
leads one or more of the network competitors in N. Y! in seven
out of the 10 hours between 8 a:m.
and 6 p.m.

'

courir
in

.

'

follow

hands over

their

those

area are throwing

•

:

"Combat Correspondent' and the
all-night stanza, "Milkman's Mat
inee."
Plugs, fore and aft, will go
to other nightly features, as well.

state

•

N. Y., this

director, Ted Cott, that many of the
programs have network stature.
First program was a rebroadcast
a
recent "Meet the Russians'

up

r

a series of half-

of

particularly

New York

—

programs at 2 p.m. on Sunday
'ID called "Showcase" which preview best parts of the week's even-

program

managers around the

and

.

hotrr

.

Station Mgrs.
Station
try;

,

W

i

prez of the D'Arcy ad agency, who
support them, in 'what looks like an
attempt to put the networks on the
defensive.
Paul' While, CBS chief
of news broadcasts, has already outing schedule. Recalled that CBS did lined
his web's feelings on the matthe same tiling in reverse recently
ter as being very much in line with
using their highraling nighttime auwhat the Pulitzer pub is expound
dience to get listeners for their daying.
!-;H*-:h«.';v~
Stanza was started after several ••—Bu I Tip. itf-iToWrw-o-.J^'TrewoiV
has risen to the bait or attempted to
months of concerted development of
outline its policy as regards sponnighttime programs on the outlet,
sorship and plug handling on newsBelief is held by WNEW's

week inaugurated

1

.

late an, economic development policy for the Mountain Slates, make resources studies, and spread a general knowledge of. basic facts about the
routine.
area— its people, its means of livelihood, and the resources which await
Similarly, lack of a central agency
development—so.lhat public policy may take due account of them. The
through- which all such requests,
Radio Council will continue to play a major role in this enterprise.
should clear has resulted in many
'Children's Classes to Taxes'
instances in duplication of effort on
The' Rocky Mountain Council also concerns itself with the cultural,
by support from tqpnotch commen- behalf of the same organization. Station managers feel, it's time the onus human and political resources of Ihe region and its programs draw from
tators
including
Raymond Gram was; taken off of
them and directed many faucets of human' experience from the Cliff Dwellers who on.ee
Swihg,_ Joh v
Vande rcook
^oo^Cesar JJijoueb. *lj{yii"»per channels. They inhabited the Rocky Mountains to analyses of public opinion; from fcvlaSaerchinger and the Assn
sn^f^Raoro' •?^MWy
viey'dJikA/h^ flfci^*-.'-, tjo^. toihe music of the Americas, and from children's classics to taxes.
So closely does the Council work with both educators and radio people
News Analyists, owners of the NBC to do an honest job put; under the"
outlet are giving evidence that; they "present deluge from all sides," And that even after five years the question is frequently asked: "Is the Rocky
it an Impossibility.
Mountain Radio Council an educational agency or a radio trade associaintend to keep harping on the subTipoff
on
the
manner
in
which
tion?"
ject, until the webs break out of
they're all climbing aboard for the
The answer is that it is both! While its official membership comprises
their silence one way or the .other.In its third editorial on the ques- "free ride" lies in those "radio direc- 30 educational and civic' groups, it serves also as a meeting place for broadtion, last week entitled, "The Revolt torships" all the organizations— irre- casting interests in Denver and the region. '"'Genuine tribute'. must be paid:
gardless
of
the
pitch—
have
been
to
the 18 radio stations in Colorado and Wyoming, and to several In aq»
Against -Radio
Plug-Uglies."
the
Post-Dispatch look notice of the setting up in recent months. Station joining stales, for the support and' loyalty they have given to this Council
public -service
fact that the trade press, including managers are frankly, bewildered. and to/the. experimental pooling of regional resources for
They
'say,
"give
us
priority
a
listwhich it represents.
broadcasting
'Variety," has been devoting space
to their crusade and askedvin_erIec_t*L put top things first and last things
how long it would be before the net- "tastr^then we'll know where we

porting

WNEW VShowcase' Uses

Broadcast Conference. Similarly it won, with KOA in Denver, the only
station citation made by Ihe Conference in 1943..
number of awards
the Institute, for Education by (Radio likewise, attest to the' program
standards bf the Rocky Mountain Council: It "arrived" as a'n accredited
broadcasting institution' on its second anniversary when ''Variety" gave it
oiie of the coveted Showmanagemenl Awards for. '.'Regional Service.'
During its five-year lire, the Council has produced 1,850 programs for
educational and civic agencies in the region.
The .average number of
broadcasts for each of these programs is five, bringing llie 'grand total to
9,200 broadcasts "...

A

Swamping

Bids

and

Pulitzer Daily

stanza.

Time

i

too.

m

Denver," Feb. 13
The term "radio council" as it is used by organizations in several parts
of the United. States is ambiguous. Its meaning, as applied to the Rocky
Mountain Radio Council, is concrete and specific: a "cooperative; programplanning, program-producing" organization.
It is a region-wide
educa"
tional radio operation geared to the American system of broadcasting, in
other words, the Rocky Mountain Radio Council gives professional production to local public service features enabling them to hold (according
to Hooper). Ihe very .significant audiences which the several commercial
stations deliver to the programs.
The Council celebrated its fifth birthday just, a few weeks'-- ago by winning, with two. -'Denver' stations— KL'Z and KFELr—on Council-produced
programs, the ohiy two radio station citations made by the National School

by

Fitzgeralds was

other Blue network, execs giving
rise to the belief the duo\s WJZ -stint
His attacks were sensational at will be in the nature of a buildup
network-' commercial
ihe lime, both because of the- charges, for possible
and the powerful' companies again'sl commitments.
WOFF is retaining format on the
whom he made them and because he
the
by
utilized radio. in a new way for so- show .•-formerly, handled
the
Frilzes aiid is auditioning for a reHe exploited to
•cial criticism.
iiiplacement.
hilt the every-day suspicion that
ranee is ovev-priced and pvergimmieked. Lots of peopie cheered
the ideas but suspected ibe man..
The services, which Sicgel advertised over various New York stations
were vague "analyses" of clauses
with a hazy promise of obtaining refunds or adjustments for policyholders. He reputedly handled" hundreds of cases per week, employing
St. Louis. Feb. 13,
Sicgel
a staff of- assistant, experts.
Pulitzer's St. Louis Post-Dispatch,
also retained freelance radio pre.ss
agents and studiously cultivated re- which owns KSD, .continue* to hamlations with the New York radio edi- mer at the major .networks on Ihe
tors and trade press.. He never in- subject
of commercial sponsors and
spired complete confidence because
was always secretive: about his plugs on news broadcasts. Bolstered,

HUDSON

B.

Rocky Mt. Radio Council)

,

niche.

insurance.

Br ROBERT
iDirtctor of th*

.

.

.-'

Siegcl'

.

inau-

they'll

upon "the big in- gurate a new morning show which
particularly probably')!" be known as "The. Fitzsurance companies and
.of
geralds'."
Pribram will go. six-daysuDon the weekly -pay'ment iyp«
r.ie a-week- for 25 minutes -with possi-indusii il policy" which has
bility it will occupy the
50 to 8:15
higheM lapsing rate of ail forms of.
cializing in attacks,

Radio Serves a Region

wno draws

and PeRocn .Fitzgerald's switch
WOR. N. Y.. to WJZ lakes'. of

WJZTeeoff

Ed
spe- from

McLeoa,

Ronnie

the pint-sized Army sergeant
cartoons in Collier's; li getting
one of those "perpetual" audition treatments from NBC, as
iietwork continues its search for
suitable comedy format for him.
Has auditioned one program
idea a month for pasl 11 months

.

•:'

Dean Resigns Morris

man

REXALL PLATTER SHOW
Jimmy
and, Arthur
Durante
Treacher are being set on the Coast
for

a

serjes: of

15-minute,

platter

Louis Dean has resigned from the
shows for Rexall Drug in connecWilliam Morris-agency radio rdepai ttion with
company's forthcoming
merit with future plans as. yet not
salei;
Shows will be spotted locally
disclosed.
on about 250 stations! Approximate
One of radio's. topflight announcers $20,000 talent
budget has been set
in the days of Graham McNamee,
for a quartet of programs.
Norman BrOkenshire, et. ai., Dean
Comedy series will be similar to
shifted lo agency activities and, at
the recent Charles: Butlerworthone time, headed Campbell-Ewald's
Robert
Daley-Ray
Benchley-Cass
radio dept. He also was with the
Eberle (BBD&O) transcribed shows
Arthur Kudner agency;
for Rexall. N.
Ayer is.the agency.
:

.

W.

.

.

'

SI
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TURNTABLE NETWORKS ON WAY?
Aatafi

TREi
.

Blue network are active

Both the attitude and agitation

this.

interest
plained.

Negotiations

1

the major netwouks, CBS, NBC and
the Bhift. and the Radio) Directors
Guild seeking recognition as: a neion
and a union contract is- the definition
of "what fs a directorT*
The Guild argues that a director
should be subject t© few- c* no>
restraints- once handed the scrfpt.
Networks are corttending the Guiftf s
definition is too rnchisive and wouif;
name of helping' directors,
iir the
handicap program executives.
Complicating- factor is the widephilosophy as betweenvariance
the respective webs. Columbia's di-

m

rector set-up is closest to what the
Guild favors and by. contrast with
others is a model. NBC's habit of
nsmg directors oa straight schedule,
alternately in charge of programs
and then stopwatch holder- on the
next show is particularly objectionable ta the Guild. Argument is. that
a director's prestige is., collapsed
whenever he doubles in brass as. a
production! man.
[

The Blue

a

has.

Poor Man's 'Oklahoma!'
Theatre Guild, producers of
"Oklahoma!", at the St James

CBS* more
NBC has been

.

West 44th

its.

owe

vevsibn of super-

vested.

lefUC«Gfab200C
On New Bke Pact Thai
Gnarantces 6 a Week
Chicago, Feb. 13.
Don McNeil, conductor of the
"Breakfast Club." ever since it hit
the ah- aftnost 12 years ago-, has been
signed to* a five-year contract by the
Blue network, beginning Jan. 1, 1946.
Pact calls for a basic guarantee of
91,000 a week with sliding scale that
enables McNeil to cash m on around
$308\30'9 a year IF VomlpIefeTiour" of
show is sponsored. Name of show
remains property of the network.
Contract stipulates that Blue will
collect 50>-5tt on- sales of McNeil's
book, "Don's Other Life," which
already has sold around 100t000
copies, through air plugs at $i a copy,
and returns from his- personal appearances as well as participation
any
future film' commitments. Blue also

m

controls
'

vision,

McNeil for

and

gets

ices for a night
'

FM

and

first call on-

-

versa.

Strip

Yen

sponsors

of

in the 7-T.

IS p.m. CTOSS-the-board slot

on CBS,

has a

7:15-7:30-

first

option

on the

1.6

Ort-of-Towners

being; predicted, is ad*

PabUa Setn. Wining
Reasons for the expected postwar
emergence of. e.t's into "high sonumerous,, according, to
the predicting.
The

ciety"

are

those

doing,

it's

lions, of

fighting,

the only

beamed

platters.

It's

to

satisfactory

radio,
off

GIs have come

hardly

likely

that

pro- musica-l—oeasion -via plattsrs. vwing
Ciggie
(Continued on page 38
>

NEWS

Tommy Taylor's Pake Job

fclaneseTaglf

U'sOX

War
If tlie War Dept. gives its okay on
the sale of "Assignment Home," the
CBS sustainer dealing with veteran
rehabilitation that's put on in cooperation with the Army -Service

Benjamin Moore Paint

Co.,

sea-

sonal advertiser, returns, to the Blue
Saturday, March 3, with a 15-minute
musical stanza once weekly, for
eight weeks.

birthday. Series is now beProgram will feature tenor Tommy
ing heard by approximately
l.OOQvMft Taylor backed by a small musical

combo.

Forces, indications are that the Cel-

anese Corp. will bankroll the show.
It's currently heard Saturday after-

noons (4:30-5).
Ceianese acquisition of the program (it's an all-Army setup with
the exception of its AFRA cast and
Bob Heller, producer, hence the
need for a War Dept. nod), would
in turn cue the departure of the
client's "Great Moments in Music"
show heard Wed. nights via CBS in

the 10-10:30 slot, with "Assignment
taking over the nighttime
niche.
War Dept. go-ahead on the.

Home"

as

the

new

loss

McKesson

Brown show)

;

&

Bris-

investment

As such, the Blue toppers make, no
apologies; they know the succession
cancellations looks
of
bad,
but
they're equally convinced that- for
There appears to be a feeling by every dollar lost now, there'll be a
multiplicity of coin intake through a
at least two of the major network
homeoflices In N. Y. that an oppor- general acceptance of the fact that
tunity is being muffed in such key the net is strengthening the position
spots as. Washington, Chicago and on of its current advertisers and is thus
the Coast in complementing the paving the way for new solicitations.
network execs justify that
h.0, activities on the servicing of The
news to papers, mags, etc. One of whole chess-board pattern of mathe networks- is particularly dis- neuvering and wholesale reshuffling
turbed aver the situation, a check of the nighttime sked over the past
three
months (they went to work on
revealing that they're only getting
minor league performances by their 14 requests for changes in time, inflackery setups because men who cluding those top' spenders who were
should be devoting full time to pub- taken out of "fringe" time and
into more
valuable seglicity are doubling into promotion moved
and other activities or are taking ments), under the policy of "let's
take care of the people we got by
the job too lightly.
En fact the situation is such that strengthening their position, and
'this particular network is mulling let's do a creative job by trying
an overhauling of its setup in key to understand their merchandising
out-of-town spots aimed at obtain- problems and translate them into
ing maximum coverage.
study of terms of radio."
That's why the web execs mainthe Washington, situation, in partictoo,
that they're proceeding
ular,, has revealed that in the face tain,
of a series of war-politico crises af- cautiously on filling new orders,
fecting the entire world, a great op- risking the loss, of new biz until the
whole
new structure pattern has
portunity is currently being muffed,
been
evolved.
with radio coming in a poor secThey're convinced
ond because of the failure to "sell" they've got something there.

A

Negre Weekly Awards To

Jerry

Wayne Graduates

To Top
Airer

Billing

on

New

From 1-Tnne Spot

Jerry Wayne gets top billing on
the replacement show for Borden'*
on the Blue when the Ed Wynn pro-

gram scrams next month. New show
bows in March 5. Wayne's been on

Wynn airer since its inception,
starting off as a one-tune guy and
the

WCAU Ferame Newscaster,
PteSy Retard

PsbSskr

Philadelphia. Feb. 13.
Katharine Clark.
news
commentator, and J. David Stern,
publisher of the Philadelphia Record, have received the award of
merit
from
the, Afro- American,
Negro news weekly,, for their "constant crusading for equal rights for
minority groups."
Miss Clark, daughter ot the present military governor of Saipan, was
singled, out for this honor because of
her "unbiasedi liberal and enlightening interpretation of the factors behind the recent transit strike" in
which employes of the Philadelphia
Transit Co. walked put in protest
against the hiring of Negroes as conductors and motormen.
Stern was honored because' of his
newspaper's handling of racial ques-

WCAU

'Assignment' Headed For

•

PROFILING RADIO

E.

tol-Myers (Gracie Fields); Lockheed
("Man Called X"); The Coca-ColaMorton Downey stanza and Ivoryne
Gum ("Hello Sweetheart"), there's
an inner sanctum feeling at the network that the Chet LaRoche policy
currently being pursued is predi-v
cated on a long-range vision aimed
at solidifying the structure of the
web and improving the value of the/

.

These servicemen, of course,, have
had to depend on transcribed radio,
most part, and because of the
fine cooperation between govern^
merit, the industry and talent, prac-

currently divides the Kirkwood show for Ivory Soap and
Oxodyl, but is anxious to setup two
separate strip shows for each account.

Standard

'

added, when the milmen return from

ticeable,

P&G

its fifth

such- accounts

Bobbins (Joe

clients'

.

7:15-7:30:

the

.

it's,

eventual retreat by the major networks, as far as. their stand banning
recorded shows, is concerned.

:"TTiai57" "Maoit'- Tlia!,— Satisfies"

gram now heard

of

.

i

sponsor would like to have a halfhour program but, if the time doesn't
clear, chances are it'll cling to the
quarter-hour format.

inheritance

Mull News Job

Hopper broadcast.
Coca-Cofe Did It
Whole thing, of course, fs conClaimed as a straw in the wind is
tingent
on whether Chesterfield the recent decision by Coca-CoIa
continues
with
the Tues.-Wed.- to air its Morton Downey daytime'

1

Texas school children.

1.8

Parade'*. ........ .1.6

.

Dixton Wecter in X. T. for Atlantic
from the show, although final deciMonthly Piece
sion will rest with Blue execs.
Blue sales dept. plans to. offer
Dixon Wecter, professor and author
"Breakfast CTub-~ time in segments of various hooks of social history, is
with- Swift * Co. show's remaining in New. York interviewing radio persponsor, to have first call on quarter- sonages on a piece about news comhour period regardless of whether mentators soon to appear in the Atchain has prospects of selling two lantic Monthly mag.
half -hour periods or not.
He lives in California.
Walter
Emerson,
attorney,
and
Merritt
SehoenfeW, asst. g.m. Blue, and

—

:

.

On

AM

tele-

Sam. AnUnl*.
The Texas School
the Air broadcast each, weekdayover member stations of the Texas
Quality Network this, week observes

On Parade"

"School of the Air"
'W/aes

in the recently settled recording
dispute with CBS and RCA- Viator
likewise is laid to the same reason.
Only a future gain, of the utmost
importance, if s argued; could have
motivated Petoillo. in his refusal to
abide by President Roosevelt's request to. settle- the dTse stalemate.

tically

$3,000,000

theless, in the face of

of
2.2

concede even a fraction of an inch

shows-

hit

Brands' "One Man's Family" show
from NBC and the Tangee-Sammy
Kaye program from Mutual. Neverr

tlie

consult with McNeil on any
additions or 'Withdrawals of talent

of.

.2:1

.

time will be subject to low for video operations by the sim- there's insufficient coordination of
recapture after a year, similar to ple expedient of using platters for activity from the points of origination.
the deal made with Armour, which
campaigns instead of the more
currently
occupies
the Monday expensive live shows now being
night 7:15-7:30 slot for the Hedda. used.
basis,

will

Harold Feigelholtz. acting for McNeir, handled all negotiations.

.

"Wilderness. Road"

.

segment when and if the time opens they're going to insist on live shows
up on a strip basis. That's one of after they get back home.
Another reason advanced in the
the reasons CBS isn'.t particularly
e± argument is the lessening of exanxious, to sell the 15-minute Fri- pense involved, especially where reto newspapers, mags, etc., the story
day night slot formerly occupied by peat shows have been the order of
ot what radio is doing.
This expense item, it's
Englander Bed for the "We Who things.
Similarly, with so many shows
pointed out, is going to loom large
Dreain" show.
originating from Chicago and the
with many a major advertiser; espeCoast, feeling is that too much reIf the Friday spot is sold before
cially those who plan an intensive
P&G succeeds in acquiring the half- experimental campaign in television. liance is being placed on N. Y. covhour period on a cross- the-boand Radio budgets can be slashed to al- erage for these programs and that

his serv-

show. Program dept.

"Philadelphia Symphony...

"Youth

Cor the

Gamble,

13

.

13

mo6t important, they say, Is an almost complete public acceptance of
recorded programs right now. This
acceptance will be even more no-

Keeps Fri Open
&

2.6

.

.

2.2

overseas.

Procter

.

"Terry Allen-Ross Sisters".

2.2

electrical
transcriptions.
PettriHo,
they say, is well aware of this possible development and that's why
he's waging, a vigorous fight to get
the pancake flippers lined op as
dues-paving, members, of his organization. His. nrfftt^ani- refusals to

That gain,

seems that when those lines,
start forming: for "Oklahoma!"
seats, and for the free adsush. to>
the hillbilly session; the crowds
get intertwined, with Guild patrons ftndtrig- themselves at the
Times Hall boxof flee and vice
It

trade-rumored for seme time- as con- the Jack Kirkwood show
templating,

visors. All of wh ich swings the emphasis, of the webs toward the program executive,, by whatever name
called and with whatever status in-

,
*

house.

P&G

"This Life Is .Mine".

.

street.

N. Y.. is. squawking, aver the Saturday night mixups occasioned
by the WOV (N. T..), spotting of
its "Bsoadway Bam Dance" at
Times HalL next door to- the legit

new "supervise"

system,, not exactly like
elaborate; plansv and

on

theatre

cellations

the

passing
ex-

it's

—

Main- Hurdles to progress in eur-*
rent negotiation a betw een three of

of

<

mark before the first of the year has
now spiraled beyond the $5,000,000
(ROOrEIt KATINGS)
mark, although partially offset by
Bating
Program

participants.

simple—once

is

Long Term Planning Will Recoup
• That stream
Blue network can—
which
the

CBS Top Sustainer*

There's a growing segment of the
industry that feels— and feels strongly that radio's postwar operations
are going, td lean: more and more on

T¥bat Is a Director? Main Snag

Wcb-RDG Pact

:

American

more than

Reason: for this

are exaggerated.

h

C. Petrillo's

Federation, of Musicians and. National Assn. of Broadcast Engineers and
Technicians, in which NBC and the

sponsors.

Radio deserves better then

Mark Bat Web High Command Feels

SPOTTER

Behind-the-scenes trend spotters
have their eyes glued on the Jurisdictional dispute now raging, be-

tween James

MOOO

Blue Billing Losses Hit

PETRiLLB SEEN

Much, conversation and formulation of opinion- gnm,i»rf last week in
radio and some military circles of New York and Washington following, the allegations of various. Catholic publications that the Church
had been "insulted' on a recent broadcast of "Radio Reader's. Digest"
program sponsored by Campbell's -» Soup over CBS. The script in
question had been cleared by the War Dept. and was based on a realThe alleged "offense"; was a Catholic soldier who,
life incident
wishing to confess, and there being, no priest at hand!, insisted upon
confessing to a definitely reluctant rabbi.
An error of judgment, perhaps, but obviously no insult was intended. Meanwhile, an Incident is being blown up by agitation,, and
loose talk is bandied about concerning the possible boycotting of the

tions.

Citation for

WMCA,

N.

Y.,

WMCA
received

(N. Y.)

an "honor

roll of racial relations" citation

yes-

with subsequent audience surveying
revealing he's the guy that's been
getting top votes.
Orch not yet set, with Mark Warnow checking off the program in
view of an exclusive he's signed with
American Tobacco. There'll be two
guest spots filled weekly, with Carole Landis and Ink Spots being lined
up for opener.

JIM

AMECHE IN FOR
T1SFIES'

announcer and mx. on
CBS "Music that
Satisfies" program, checked oft the
show last night (13), preparatory to
revealing a seasonal baseball playby-play announcing chore for which
he is currently negotiating. Jim
Bill Slater,

the

Chesterfield

Ameche

succeeds Slater.

Sponsor has inked comic Jerry
Mann, with Betty Linde, to a onceweekly chore on its NBC "Supper
Club" stanza for 13 weeks beginning
Friday (16).

(13) for its "New World-aComitt' " program. Awards are given

terday

Show

Corwin's Canada
each year by the Shomburg Collecsale is anticipated.
tion of the N. Y. Public Library to
Norman Corwin. is going to Canada
Another indication of the boffi re= six white and 12. Negro organiza- to produce a half -hour show for
action to- the CBS sustainer is the tions, or individuals who- distinguish CBC in connection with the Canaseven-page text-pictorial spread in themselves in the field of inter-racial dian Government's Bed Cross camthe current This Week mag supple- unity.
paign.
ment, devoted'- to the initial stanza
Outlet was only station, in country
Show will originate from Toronto
in the series, "No Confetti."
cited for its work during 1044.
on Feb. 23.
•

>

,

tfrftfty, F«bni»ry
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RADIO

«t

From

nrf
N. Y. state radio station ops
askance at polity of Gov

looking

Dewey who

E.

Rt.ilio

ii
Execs are wondering whether
good policy for a governor of a
tale lo send but official busines?
pronouncements to station -operators;)
is.j
through such channels. >inre it

Seems

I

judg-

lo slay, if

mi preference

.

;

.

|

for

1

J

wilh remaining man' and

in

.

j

casting

mmv\n
wf
Ac -XAlr 'Alt llnKx
ila'klCll '"II Ifl lJ
*

woman
Fern me

the iiix. .vote.
pro's
remark: "Despite those
commercials,
horrible
singing,
my radio is .-first- 'thing.' on in
morning, lasl thing oft at night."

might
j

and

storm emergency,
up a crisis on
throughout N. Y. Slate.

peal

in

,

In Toronto,

At

j

|

storm emergency be .'read' over
New
eir on every radio station in

the

Least (or

as often as possible. It
necessary to' condense this message,
kindly accent fact that the slate will
wagcs ^al. persons

York Stale

try.

Now

Toronto, Feb.

Canadian'

N: Y. Journal-American
does
belweehcolumnist,
sport
rounds commentary during Garden
main bouts and also puts in more

Corum,

13.

church

interests
and
.have won; a
P»ouuci 5 .,
y pay*
v,cl0
,n 1 h c
atc S'".' 1 ')[™»° r
!?
:
Since Gillette, started
controversy in this, country in. that «dpiYt they'.')
televising the fights, Corum lias been
her. Sunday hour 'will not be broadinlroing plugs along lines of "if you
cast by any Toronto station. The de
were walclmig this bout on telecision
tonowed'-'meeUn^'
about now you would
Lord's Day Alliance and the Na- vision, right
piclui'e of '» package of
lional
Religious Advisory Council be shown a
Gillette shave cream.' Well, yOu all
with
the

women's organizations

paTp^n^

fort

VV
*
employed. Governor's message fol,
lows: "Transportation or essential
York
fuel and food supplies in New
Stale is threatened. Units of the
oP**"
have been mobilized
slate guard
To avert an even more -serious emergency, public health and safely reCanadian
Broadcasting
what it looks like, but here's
quire the services of every qualified Corp. Howard Chase,
chairman. CBC know
something else. etc.. etc, etc/'
man not engaged in war producl ion.
Mechanics, machniiMs. opera
Idea, of course is calculated tp in«;V
r<|ocittecl
not lo disturb the
J«}
yen to own a
Sandy men and snow
television set lo see as :wtfl as^ hear
should apply to the nearest railroad
tl« con csls and. it also serves notice
station or +»cal oQicc of ine S late L,. ani was
present."
jusl t01 , hc P
that Gillette is keeping pace of all
Dept. or Public Works. Prevailing'
0 C OVC ''..the m'?,p °-.
l
y
modern developments not only in
rates of wages will be paid.
P"J !?™!? CBS
^o o ^
sal of CFRB
Canadian oullctf
blil jn its factory lo'-' improve
t ,
"Employers not engaged in war
lo switch the. St. Stephen's Anglican
m 0 (i lK t e t c
production or essential businesses
Church broadcast to a later Sunday. Fatt \ hitt lne sponsol is j. 0 iiig. all
are urged lo cooperate. Every man
this by transcription,
slot,
which
t jn sl|Ch „ m;im el »i so is seen
not required for services lo public
engineers would record in the
CBRB
tipolf that the
m lhe lracie
heallh and safely should. re|>orl. lot church, for
broadcast at 8:30 p.m,S
i20th
Jacobs
" :(|BC . Gillette-Mike
me repeal, lo Ihe nearest railroad Sunday instead of the previous
Century'club boxing promoter) pact
station or local office of the Slate
p.m. lime. .Further, wilh acceptance
Department <>r Public works." signed of this 'offer.- CFRB' promised, free for televising postwar championship
Henry R. Turnbull. for Duane. time for ihe period Tor which the bouts looms large, in Gillette's ad
tcobs
Jac<
Jones Co., representing Governor church now pays. The SI. Stephen s vel1i iflg p|ans: Hookup with
,;imp
chf
„
|, cnv yweight
who
Dewey.
Hour has. been aired for 13 years,
y cons
de c d one of the
J(jp Lou s
Not First Time
"
.Wenies Editorial Charge
m0 st valuable alliances possible, wilh
cmerThis is nut ihe first time an
With membc.s of lhe National Ro- boxing admittedly Ihe strongest b.o
proclamagency message, or official
ligipus
Advisory Council present. magnet for video special events.
-tion by Dewey was issued over the Howard Chase branded as misleadsignature of Turnbull. Similar in- ing
an editorial in the United
stance occurred prior to last year's; Church Observer which stilled, "the]
Presidential campaign, When stations most recent. and most alarming move
were asked to broadcast Dewey's of this bureaucracy (the CBC) is an
endeavor lo eliminate all religiousmessage on the soldier vote.
radto
execs .'declare, services oyer the air after 12 o'clock
Turnbull,
handled Dewey's radio campaign noon on Sunday or at least after 5
when he ran Tor governor in 1!)4'2, o'clock." He said. "This is not lri;«!"
Cha>e asked ir the editorial re-!
and was also radio director for the
Blue web directors meeting Mon.
fleeted
lhe views of the United
Republican National Committee dining his recent bid for the presidency. Churches of Canada: was told lh»t,^PP«(
'uyTt'o
0
Turnbul, resigned the latter
approved formation of a
-'
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Rynd Blue
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V.P.S
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I

after

election

lhe

return
whe'ie

lo
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Mayor LaGuardia
handle

ivii-hes'"Nl.'itiuus

_

one gets more (han a«hot, at a lime on Lux Lever Bros, sponsor—'
hopeful lhal C. B. DeMille will pay his buck to AFRA. has ordered
we.ek-lo-wcelc comniilmcnts.
Otto Krug'ir presided last Monday
night, chosen by lhe soap crowd because of his performance the previous
week in "Laura". .'..lack Proctor, legit p.a., and Jack Latham joined up
for new', gossip program, "Hollywood Fan Mag of the Air."
It goes on
KFI live-limcs-a-weck, with -Bullock's dept. store picking up the lab.
Warners bought 17 acres in the lulls hard by. Hollywood, for its television
and FM transmitters and' will spend $1,500,000 for 'improvements,- equipment and studio. Site is 10 minutes' drive from Hollywood and Vine....
Harry Ackcrman in' town for a month to talk over summer -replacements
tor Young & Rubicam shows with Glenhall Taylor. .. Eddie Dunstedter's
radio production mil of Army Air Forces at Santa Ana moving crew of
120 to Culver City base of First Motion Picture Unit of- AAF.
Space is
4)eing- sought -'-at' Warnoi-' Bros.' .Hollywood' '-studio as originatioii point of
the four net work shows aired each week.
The Korn Kobbiers replaced Andy and. Virginia for Lyon Storage On the
Don Lee strip... Mickey Gillette saxtette on the Al Pearce show: is the
first such combo around since the Brown Bros.
-.Every player on the
Eddie Bracken show, dowii to the smallest bit player, gels credit nieitlion.
And to make sure
isn't crowded but, producer and part-owner, Maim
Holincr, ciishions it with a thematic: bumper. .. Al Scalpohe; unburdened
of production on the "Ozzic and Harriet" program, now concentrating on
only

.

.

v. p. directing promotion, publicity 'and advertising.
.Taeucr will cohiinuo as general
Rynd. is
sales mgr. for the Blue;
being. .replaced as treasurer- of the
web by C. Nicholas Priaulx. v.p. in
and
cha'rgQ
of .'financial-, affairs,

a

FR0MWJZT0W0R(19)
'

All-nighl. all-music "Say It Willi
Music" program which leaves WJZ.
N. Y... Saturday .18). when lira oul-

licnecforlh

'

.

.

who may be
,

™!

inclined, -they say.
,

.

,

.

njuhily".

;,

to
.

^^J-T^^J'l^^.
from
Gov

air announcements
ernnr's office

nif-h'i

the

shifts
!>•.'

Procrani

•
:

i

the air at 2 a.in

'.laris xoiiig off

lel

:

.

:ie

ws and

.'uirrr.,

or

o\ er" lo

will
S|iecial

WOR s

In-

WOR

1

devote his time co-

i

management,

recording

his oid job' 6i- sitTJBrvi.si.iig pTVdticciwii'Hn^catfi'ine'rC!«1sr'rur .Y&R'-*inAv»-.
Bill Penhell named to
hoard of directors to fill out- Tom. Breneman's
.Sybil Chisnl giving up the organ on "Lum and Abncr for a wellterm.

pur-

AFRA

.

1

:

Maestros' Self-Intros
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Sandy" O'Crotty

.
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.

earned rest.
.Nadine Amps., for years secretary lo Don Oilman at' NBC
and the Blue.; now taking dictation from. Lewis Allen Weiss at Don Lee. ..:.
Phillips -Carlin 'and Willel Brown working out' an ambitious 'production
.

A

.

;

I

—

soste.

and

chasing.

rc-brdad'east fca-ci^rehl all-nighl

.
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program. "Moonlight Saving Time."
•«
«.
•
n
.i
and will, be supervised by originaRed Cross Gimmick
tors of "Say. Ii." Allen Kent and
Benny Goodman, Tommy Dorsey,
Austin; Crpom-Johnstoti. Only talk
Jacques Fray tin
oh new program will be the news Guy Lombardo. Xavier Cugat and'
"Jacques Fray's Musical Ciif?." shots and ihe' re-broadcasts of ini- several other topflight band leaders
featuring half of lhe prewar piann port an t happenings heard on the sla-. will record special chatter to intro
.team of Fray and Braggiolli. will tion during lhe day or evening. Rcst 'ditcc their transcriptions on' WNEW,
ieeoflf on WNEW. N. Y.. in coiiplc of of show; which will continue to be!N. Y., lo hypo the station's' effort on
weeks in. the 9-9:15 p.m. slot once heard from 2. to 5:45 a.m., will be behalf of the Red Cross drive durIng March.
all-music,
weekly.

WNEW

•

will

,
:-jaint"'*.'w>. ltt.':snni»< vi«e«jsUe«.

next

combined wijh'

'

•

'

.

oidinaling the network's inlra-rdeparlmenial opeialion:-.
Rynd will

'

I

«

'

•

.

ALL-NIGHT 'MUSIC HOPS

;
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i

under Smith as

to

similar situation, lie calb
together a cnmmitloe.n'f radio execs,
who decide on policy and follow ihe
thing through. until comple^on. T.he'y.
slate that it Dewey docs not wish lo
have his press secretary '.handle his
radio relations, he could easily gel
their cooperation on slale-sl-ilion relations. Eut they believe it i.'-ivot ih;
best way to handle
the situation
through an exec of an ad agency

—
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Lee -Weinrott busy easting several new parts in "Those Websters." new.
Quaker Oats show ihat replaces "Brewster Boy," March ?....'Iferb Futrah
'nominated number one parly thrower for 1044 with an average of three
a week. .. .MCA. General Amusement, and the William Morris Office, beginning ah' ajl-oiit campaign to sell more name talent to midwest sponsors
.Town club (old Medinah.elub) is starting a membership drive for radio
execs which, if successful, will give Chicago its first real radio club; ... .Erna
Phillips plans a long vacation, her fi'tst in several years.
.Lou Harrington
taking tests for his anialcur pilot's license this week.
.Owen Vinson- and
his wife,' Pauliiie Hopkins, may make their home in California after tt)eir
show, "Brewster Boy." goes off the air. .Lt. Norman Barry, former NBC.
news announcer, and Capt. Ed Webber, former central division news editor,
feted by members of the NBC central division news and special events
departments lasl week ...Bea Tuile, waitress at the Wrigley restaurant,
looks like a general with lier four stars, one' each for five .years' service
Policy of stars was inaguvatcd by P. K. Wrigley
in the radio hangout.
Grace Mate is. runuor up with three stars.
last week for all employees.
Stu Dawson, radio director of Chi office Of Foole Cone & Belding, to
the Coast tp double on ihe Charlotte Greenwood show. .. Joe Spades, new
CBS Detroit salesman, took off for there last week. .. .Pvt. Bob Eberly,
stationed -at 'Gardner hospital. :lias' been tipped to sergeant .. .Herbie Mints
Celebrated his 23rd year on the air last. week. .. .Madelaine. Woods, vet
film flack, takes over Johnny NebletCs press chores this week
.Ulrrier
Turner; who boasts tl)p oldest newscast in Chi, ended a 10-year association
with Hearst last week (o freelance
I. J. Wagner. O.lian act agency y.p.,
.Bill Coblenzcr, of MCA'f
has checked into Grant hospital for a long rest.
NY. office, in town for a couple weeks.'. .Charley Irving toying around
with the idea of ireking to- Hollywood after receiving several radio offers
during the past few weeks. .. .Clele Roberts, Blue netvvork correspondent,
proudly displaying his new purple heart decoration in town on his Way
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.
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gration off icial. also participating.
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network oepl. tp be kjiown frs
submitted
to
.lunch.' -u-w
high
iie forDuane. .lom-.VTi'Btnn.'V.
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merly was head of radio, as an ac- ai.lhori.ics. before publication. MeanJ^"Km,n
l
P
.«
while, the National Religious Advi-i '» * h ?''* e of ^!-|. ? r l ",
count executive. He currently
«•••" con»»i""''»"* will
-Johnny Johnstone
Wi ••Johnny"'
q W.
w>iy
Council
a.-ked
lhe
CBC
at
al
11
dies (for Ihe agencyi business comclii-eclor of these- activities
(
roinmercial
progWins
eliminated
be
ing fronvthe Mcnucn Co;, makers of
assignee.
,o
d 10
also is ocin
011 Sunday evenings between 7 and g-rKininei
mn,i
«
n.iiei
-ovri
shive
moivn
atimw
mens toilet and >have piepaiations.
Washington office
llT(
the Lord's Day Allimee llCiltl ,lle Blues
the Republican National Committee
l>e 'for a revamping
i'lted
a
.esolution' that
hey which s i»;
and ihe N. Y. Slate Republican Com
ilWC1!Si '^
millce accounts.
^KiS'^''' relinquishing superdemand
tor eoniniercial
programs
N. Y. City radio sliilion execs doover Ik- air on Sundays" and ''urged vision rif the publicily departlnent,
clare that the emergency announceh C BC to increase Ihe facilities lor managed by Earl Mullin. and hencemeiit requests in the city are hancome
activities
will
these
roilh
'

;

.

i

\

.

.

researcher with Daily News; joining J. Walter Thompson, to write copy on :
Pan American Airways cainpafRn. .Friends of Larry Hammoiid, encommercial scripter "We: lhe People," etc.) before joining the Econonile
Developments staff, sympathizing after accidental death of his wife, 'Margaret, Sunday
II ) in their n3rd street apartment.
Emile C. Tepperman. freelance scripter, has three hi a row. coming up.
He's scripted the "Suspense" show for this Thursday night, next Monday s
"Bulldog Drummond" session, and next Tuesday's "Inner Sanctum''. ,'.Mother .of Irwin Rosee, 20th Century Sporting Club's radio p.n.,. died in |
Brooklyn, hospital Mon. 112) following a heart attack.
."We, lhe People '
to Philly for Sun! (18) broadcast featuring Treasury Sec. Henry Mprgenthau, who'll gue.st-cnicoc with -Milo Boulton. Sponsor is erasing ali plugs
in favor of a Treasury pilch explaining redemption of "baby'' war bpndl
effective March 1.
Bea Liilie and Dr. Henry B;. Hazard, latter aii liwmV

'

;

"

last season.

|

,

WQXR

1

Art Franklin, who's been handling Moo Gale's bally and ad assignments
for six years, is branching out on his own and 'Will -handle lhe Gale 'account
as -well as oilier -bunds, and performer s.
.Jay ("M r. D, A.") Joslyn linlnri
up series of vaude p.a.'s.
Joe Hevesi, scnpter on Maj. Bowes' new
"Shower of Slais,'' father of baby girl, Garla.
Bob Pollock, television

,

i
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;
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which 'sponsors
from New York's
boxing bouts
Square Garden Friday
Madison
nights: with Don Dunphy and Bill
Corum handling the chatter assignment over the Mutual network '.'.and
Steve Ellis announcing the teleNBC), Is
vision portion on WNBT
typing together commercials on the
Gimmick is
competing medium'.
viewed by tele enthusiasts iSs one of
ihe most potent pronto! ional stiinls
yet used for the war-stymied indus-

J

read:
requests the following apwith serious
connection
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razor,

Gillette'

No Kate Smith

"

."Governor

message

The

Dewey

M

'

help

railroads

As Well

Tele

kuI interviewed
ihe pro-radio division.'

were

I

cent

Plugs

Gillette

Two nWn and

\
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clear
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.ventinn. .'...'.

Case in point is a telegram signed >
by Henry R. Turnbull. of ihe Duane.
the
Jones, ad agency. N. Y. asking
j
slaliohs to use frequent announcements on the air requesting men to 1
volunteer for work during the re-

.

Martin Goodman, of the William Morris radio depart men t, commissioned
a captain in the New York Slate Guard. He will assist Maj. Paul C. Raborg
head of the radio division of the press department ... .Seeking new giri
lead- for serial "The High Places,'.' CBS supervisor Robert J. Landry,
dlrector John Dictz rind author. Carl Buss last week auditioned Dorothy
-Emery— Helen Gillette. Julie SteveiiSi Betty Worth, Betty Caini Marguerite
Morrison, Leila Ernst, Elaine Kent, Dorothy Grundy^ Barbara Terrell
Mahoney,
Nedda
Adele Lohgmire, Lynn Gordon, Vivian Smollcns. ,;
Louise Brooks, whilom film and radio actress, now working as a press
agent.'. .Joseph Ruscoll out of Army on medical' discharge with technical
sergeant rating. He's resting some weeks before resuming as radio writer
..Herb Gordon 'remaining at William Morris office, not going wilh Ziv
agency.
.Virginia Vass doing femme lend on P&G's "Glamor Manor 6
succeeding Jan Miner':
.Portrait, of Jo Hanson, WNEW- flack, painted by
his wife,' Nancy, on eNhibilioh at "Brooklyn Society Of Ai llsls' 20lh annual
-show i" the Brooklyn Museum.' His daughter, Justine, also is represented
with a P' ece of sculpture:
.Fletcher Wiley in town from lhe Coast.
Al,l0,d Michaelis, director.' has left CBS to freelance. His, first piloting
assignment is "Amanda" rot- Air Features. -.Marcus' DulTicId, day news
editor of the Herald .Tribune is new quizmaster on WNEW's "Iutci iialional
Quiz Conference."
Lynn- Gardner dropping out of "Thanks lo Yanks" show next 'month to
take on musical.
Wauliillau. Lahay, radio flack chief at N. W. Ayer, to
Boston on United Drug account biz.
.Norman Corwin,
alumnus,
back at his old stand Monday 12) for a Lincoln Day guest. shot as he did
the intro for a half-hour transcribed "Lonesome Train" show; the Earl
Robinson-Millard Lainpell cantata originally done on CBS' Corwin series
.

three out of five of.
Iliii.-e
quizzed would give up
liieir telephone sooner than': do
Rignor, Marconi's .in?
wiihoin

.

facilities

here

one type gadget over another by
live pedestrians interviewed by
Chi Times' Inquiring' Reporter
week arc any indication,
lasl

1*

interlead lo •'pressure" by private
purposes,
esls for political and other

is

ineuis passed

executive

of a private advertising agency.

use of such private

Iff

;
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Chicago, Feb. Xi.
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anstale emergency messnge
nouncement requests to liie outlets

.

YORK CITY

NElt

I

i

ficial

usuallv ihe policy ot a stale execuseetive hi 'have a press and radio
Pointed
relarv handle such relations.
has not
out thai, while the situation
reached the status. ft> possible thai

3 to 2

It's

is issuing, of-

over the signature of an

the Production Centres

i

j

In Chi

j

Thomas

Three-year-old daughter of Jerry
Devine. producer-writer on. "Mr,
District Attorney" for Bristol-Myers,
died Inst week in N. Y. Devine is
'going south for. a several weeks'
Sgl. Arthur Laurcnls, who has
rest.
been authoring the CBS -"Assigninonl Home" series, taking over on
"D. A."- dining his absence.
Devine was also' put in 1-A hyJiis
draft board last week.

14. 194>
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Head Scratching Follows Gov.
Emergency Message Through Tumbull

-

.

'

j

the newest ot the femme commentators on KNX-..Capt. Walter Johnson,' former -Coast- radio head for MCA, won a bronze
star medal for outstanding duly iii the South Pacific .with the. Marines.
..
Bill Ray and Craig Reynolds, first film actor to get into the big fuss. Wr'
corded "Veterans Canleeni" winch will be restricted to returned v'els from
show biz. Overseas entertainers, 'including, the -big names,' arc solidly behind the project and have promised to make guest appearances.
.Ool.
Tom Lewis has appropriated "Victory Through Air Power" as a slogan for
his Armed' Forces Radio Service operation.
is

.

.

•

.

.
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NBC PARADE OF STARS
f

s

Program Promotion Campaign

FOR THE FIRST TIME: —

Of the 40 most popular programs otf
all

Every

NBC commercial program participates

in the campaign— 111 day-

grams in

and night-time pro-

all.

four networks, 25 are heard on

NBC-^AmericaV No. L Network,
This

is

no coincidence;

it is

due to a

combination of good programs, plus
unexcelled

facilities,

supported by

Individualized promotion kits tailored for each

radio's
program, at no

cost to clients

most effective audience*

of agencies.
building effort, the

Every

NBC

station supports the

This FIRST REPORT records that cam*
paign in terms of listener imprest

best results in its coverage area.

sions, created

NBC

Parade of Stars becomes a year-

£<>Mn<f effort consistently building

•nee for

all

Parade of

campaign

with local promotions adapted to produce the

The

NBC

Stars.

NBC programs.

more audi-

NBC and

its

by the teamwork of

independent, affiliated

statiojnai^

and December, 1944.

>0
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Car Cords

Window and

Sillboards

NBC

supported

week movie

18,465

other Displays

its

trailer

408

'

45$

affiliates' local activities

campaign

(a

fore used on a national scale fay

Featuring

726

NBC

with an eighi-

new medium — never

night-time stars, the trailers were seen

theatres by over 28,000,000 people in

cities

be-

any radio network).

having a population of 22,OOO OOO.
r

1

11

in

station-

VIA
defy

to

K-".':-(»>:-:*i>-

among V*ha«:
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PLUS INGENUITY
with

o

star*

and an on-lhe-spot broadcast.

officially

publicity.

window
signs

band, high school

proclaimed by the

* News

city's

blow-ups

* "Parade

of Stars

personal appearances of

F'oviide of Ste?s

'

fo»-t?e

rate.

NBC

Month"

promotional^ decorated

a

Fairs,

of

Mayor and given widespread

broadcasts from a

down-town department store. +
on important street corners. * Others were
of

ond County
?c-3i:s,

students carrying

Electric

moving

exhibits at State

stars,

luncheon club

n

>
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Year-'round Parade
Week

after week,

NBC programs.

NBC

For the

stations are bringing larger audiences to

NBC PARADE OF STARS

ing program -promotion campaign
effort that

New

pays

ideas,

new campaigns, new
on

their

way

work, ready to do a job of

On- 1 he-air programs

.

NBC
.

.

recordings,

a continu-

and potential

NBC

programs— ready

to build

advertisers.

the newspaper ads and publicity

window

schedules and other mailing pieces

.

.

.

displays

tinue throughout the year to bring

.

.

.

»

•

•

the program

the ideas that NBC-station

promotion men place behind the campaign

work Most People Listen

new promotional

telling their listeners

the billboards and car cards and

more

*

% * all

these will con-

listeners to

"The Net-

to Most.**

over these
This FIRST

is

a year-'round promotional

.

to stations affiliated with the net-

about the superiority of

ever larger audiences for

,

.

DIVIDENDS.

kits are constantly

listeners

.

RIPORT summarizes

NBC

Stations

merely the three-month period opening the cam-

paign. Supplementary reports throughout the year will be

-- ar^-Qgmcy, mcktding-scrapbmks^

made

to

each

evidence.

NBC client
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The

results

shown here would

WMBG
not
'Mi

II!

have been possible without the splendid

and whole-hearted co-operation

NBC

affiliated stations.

expresses

its

To them,

of

NBC

sincere thanks for the

voluntary, continuing promotion of the

programs

heard

over

their

stations
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News Colony

New operations staed for WCBW,
C. Petrillo has netinea all'
-CBS television outlet in N. Y„ goes
locals ol the American Fedtratkm of'
into effect "Feb. 28 when the station
Musicians, who in turn have notified, will
be on the air "Wed. and Thurs..
Washington, Feb. 13.
Alan Young *ow on the Blue' their members, that they ere banned
nights from B to 10 o'clock. Since
Tuesdays from 9 1m &S6 p:m. shifts
The Washington "correspondent":
from -appearing on television pro- resumption ot telecasts in May, 19*4,'
agencies beginning with the next
idea tor radio is moving ahead byhas been airing Thurs. and
grams
until
lurther
iwtioe,
Reason
at
the
show
on
April
1 3- week- cycle
leaps and bounds, promisins in-,
Fri.
nights.
BmfltoO-MyeES
the
airer:
'not given, and Local 4102 execs in:
3 billing •an.
-creasing opportunities for air-newsAlso in view is a programming men and a highly marketable new
going from Young at Stabdcam to N. Y., when queried, revealed they!
hypo, according lo Gilbert # Seldes,, service for broadcast stations.
Doherty, Clifford & Shenfleld.
were in the dark as to reason for; program director. First of new
ideas
Ray Knight, who took over direcMany here oelieve that before a
the
edict.
Elton
show
Anam
Dave
to
be
introed
.series
the
is
-a
of
amateur
tion of
decade Tias passed the number- ot
Understood in tht trade, however, boxing bouts under supervision of
last night (13) for r Jfc R, will probradio correspondents will equal that:
ably be replaced -when toe stanza: that Petrillo has not set up -a wage Arthur T. Gore, ex -college football;
of the daily press representatives.:
Show
new
agency.
to
the
over
for
scale
musicians on television', and player recently discharged from the
shifts
Stations from coast to coast are exrecently took on several .new writers.' refuses to okay appearances iby his Army after 25 months service overpressing mounting interest in burDave Shwartz, Norman Paul and union rnembers until he probes the seas. Bouts will be exhibition affairs
eaus of their own at the nation's
Jessie -Goldstein, with Jay -Sommers, situation thoroughly.
staged in the
studio, between
capital to furnish them with news
writer
on
the
show,,
bead
former
Newest instance oj ban look place youths from metropolitan athletic and commentary especially slanted'
checking out. Latter left for the late last week when Local BD2 of- clubs.
for their locales.
Coast last Saturday '<W to become ficials notified Me rle Pitt, -staff orch
What is happening is that radio,
head writer on the Danny Kaye leader at WNEW, N. -Y., that Frank
having duplicated the national servCBS airer.
Froeba and a small musical combo, Hitchcock Thrills Seen
ices furnished to newspapers by A1V
Prank Cooper, Young's manager, known as "The Boys in the Back
for Loudspeakers UP and TNS, is now moving ahead
who returned from the :Coast i-e- Room" would not be permitted to
cently, reports that the comic will appear on a television show the staMystery program produced and di- on the newspaper idea of specialized
sign shortly lor flints with .20th-Fox. tion planned for DuMonfs 'WABD rected
by Alfred Hitchcock, and bureaus, correspondents, and instarring name film players, is being dependent organizations selling fealast Sunday night (ID.
Prior to that, CBS, about three whipped together on the Coast tor tures to one client in an area. An
weeks- ago was forced 1o cancel a Blue network airing. Stanza may important angle is that virtually
every one of the special programs
scheduled program, using staff mu- tee -Off within a month.
going out of Washington is
edited; sicians, on its video outlet. WCBW, Web has been talking with Hitch- now
because of the ban by Petrillo. As cock about doing the show for sev- locally sponsored, proving there is a
result
is
using recorded eral months, but he began piloting real market which should continue;
grow
to
during the post-war years.
a film recently -and, at that time,
music on its video stanzas.
Katharine Seymour, prominent
Web Staffs Growing
subbed a news [Program, .said !he. would not be available until
commercial radio writer and one ol featuring Dick Bradley, last Sunday June 1. However, this week he notiRadio news and features out of
the pioneers in the field, died Sun- when okay for use of musicians: fied Blue toppers he would like lo Washington are handled in several
day (ID at her borne in New York failed to come through.
;go ahead:
ways. Besfknown, of courseware the
City. Writer was operated, on about
• year ago and had never com-

Young From Y£R

Jama

WCBW

!

1

Bound

-

:

•

WCBW

WHEW

network staffs that handle everything on a national basis. These
staffs, a well established feature of
the D. C. landscape, are still growing. Also in a. national bracket are
the services offered by wire to local

WCBW

;

rWfcrd'Ligk.fWwU'

C Grows As

Lean to tin Spot' Coverage

Stations

i

in D,

'

.

stations

AP

from Transradio, the

VP radio crrcuits, and the reguINS service to stations.
Then oome the growing newer

and
lar

These breafc-down as folbureaus to serve regional
webs; fulltime -correspondents who
serve a single station; radio oor-.
respondents who represent a string
of "broadcast stations in various parts
of the country; and newsmen or
radio men who, on a part-time basis,
represent one or more stations to
pick up extra coin.
services.

lows:

In addition, there is something
along the line of the Merlin Stonehouse set-up which sells a specialized feature to one station in each
area, and also does other chores tor
Stonehouse, whose big
its clients.
specialty .as "Ask Washington,", a
question and answer program' angled
to different localities, explains that
his bureau offers a complete service,
the client having the option of buying as much or little as he wants.
While the organization has never
gone into the business of making
(Continued on page 36)

She was 48.
Mks Seymour was best iknown for
"The Light of the World," which she
pletely neoBvered.

cb^authored with her sister, Adele,
heard over -CBS, "Mondays •through
Writer, in
Fridays, at 10:15 a.m.
addition to many other programs,
was author of two books on radio,
as well as being active in various
:

writers' organizations. She was v.p.
of the Radio Writers Guild, of which

she was a founder; national secreLeague of
of the Authors
America, and a member of the
Writers War Board.
Born in Hampton, Va., Miss Seymour graduated tfram Barnard College in M2J and two yens later entered radio field. From 192S to 193S
she was assistant .continuity editor
at WEAP (N. Y.), Is early part «t
her career writing "Ehe serial The

ABE LINCOLN MIGHT HAVE BEEN THERE
***************************** ****************** ***** ************

tary

Family Goes Abroad" aid 'Tanwus
Loves," latter being one -of flrrft
series of historical sketches on the
air.
Miss Seymour also authored a

number oT adaptations

of

Mary Rob-

A

erts Rinehart's "Xish" stories.
freelance -writer since *W5S, «he
helped prepare scripts ior "Cava!
cade of America" anagrams enr
NBC from 1938 to 1940, and aubsequentlx worked with Major Bowes
for six months In an exec capacity
on his airsbow.

In March, 1940, with her sister,
Miss Seymour started ".Light of
World,"
Biblical
dramatizations,
which won the two a number of
citations from religions organize
lions.
Miss Seymour was paoted
for show,
sponsored hy -General

Mills

and packaged by Trenaamerl-

can Radio, on an exclusive 'deal for
her services.
Writer ao-authored "How to Write
for Radio," one of first textbooks on
radio writing, in ISSL, and "PracTladio Wrting," in 1OT8. Both
books,
published
«y Longmans

tical

Green,

were written

in collaboration

Five men sat in grave discussion Around a table microphone

in the

VVBT studios one evening last Decem-

There was the Governor of North Carolina,

ber.

managing

editor of the Asneville (N.

the"

and

leaders.

Lyman Bryson, CBS director of education, presided.

People's Platform, pioneer radio forum of the Colum-

bia Network, was on the air, ooastto coast, with a broadcast

from the Caroh'nas.

And

for the

Platform

who

first

time in

People**

its brilliant history,

was presenting a mixed panel

discussed openly

and

of

American

frankly, before a nation of

radio listeners, this fundamental question:

m

h the South soloing its race problem?"

Southern reaction was not only instantaneous bat
also gratifying.

Charlotte newspapers lauded the meeting
precious newsprint to review tbe broadcast
their

,

vorced jive years later.

note of hopefmi progress."

.

-

time

represeidetwes of

Variety, concluding

"AmJ that WBT story

.

.

.

.

added

editori-

both races strmck

a two-ooJamn
in

nsed

.

own thoughts. The Charlotte Sews said,

aUy:

sister are closest

Citizen,

two of North GaroBnas most promineat negro
Dr.

with her one-time husband, John T.
W. Martin, advertfciz* man. The
two married in 1930 and were di-

Her mother and
survhms.

C)

m

review, declared:

pioneering could well stand

a

on ammpk for maW a* geaerat to foUow."
Twelve monthsof workbyWBT,

devoted toward bringing tbe
Souths xadal problem into sharper
Cocas, lay

behind that broadcast.

Bat with 3t comes the warm

satis-

faction and pride of knowing
another step, has been taken huaavi

assuring tbe progressive fotaso

dutbes ahead for tbe great region

*

.
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whether radio stations, newspapers and similar communications
tion of

AFM Cites

Rule

industries arc necessary to the

Prep for Seven-Up

cies,

WJ JD Dispute

vided

25

and

lasting

days.

.

'10

Show

is

heard five limes weekly at 5 p.m.
over the Blue.
Prizes w ill be divided into 1,000 $5
war-stamp books for those submit-

with

Waller
J.
personnel han-

Plans for the new course were discussed at a luncheon last week attended by Dr. Robert L. Johnson,
proxy, representatives of
every radio station in Phillv and
Becker Directing
other interested people: They were
addressed, by Kenneth Bartlet'l. head
'This Life Is Mine'
of the Radio School of Syracuse U.
John Becker has taken over the and adviser to the Flack
advertising
direction of the CBS serial. "This agency of Syracuse.
Life Is Mine." He handled the show-

John

CBS'

TO BALLY 'TERRY' SHOW

Since Jan

music,

agency

Temple

JINGLE PRIZES

USO

the

Thompson

dling production and scripting.

j

'43— Now in Germany

U.

"Seven-Up Show," comedy halfPhiladelphia, Feb. l.j.
hour featuring comedian Barney
Temple University is planning t 0
Grant, who recently returned from start a new School of Radio
in
coan overseas tour; Phil Kramer, and operation with the broadcasting
inseveral other stooges, was auditioned dustry here, within the.
near future
by the bottler last week. Sponsor
The course is expected to be the
currently searching for suitable net- most extensive tried
by any college
work lime.
with a degree of Bachelor of Science
Jay Blackton's orch, featured on in Radio awarded to
students who
CBS' "Johnny Morgan Show." pro- merit it.

On Monty Ward

Overseas for

19.15

PLANS
TO GIVE RADIO DEGREE

war

Several government agenLooping the Loop, It's
including the WLB, previously
have held those industries essential,
Only Video Vo-de-o-do
not only for the dissemination of
Chicago, Feb. 13,
of
recruiting
war news but fur the
Ever-increasing interest in techniwar worker's <md the selling of war
cal angles of television on part of
bond*.
denied
week
last
WI.B
Regional
the public evident dally, is cued in
the AFAl* reciuesi that a special staff just one of many instances by coldiscussions of involved
of pancake turners be employed and umn-long
Chicago. Feb. 13.
to
emcontinue
to
parties
postwar video problems in Chi TribCiting Federal Judge Philip L. directed
ploy a minimum of 10 staff musicians une during past few weeks by Lorry
Sullivan's ruling in the Montgomery
agreeprevious
With
accordance
in
Woltcrs, sheet's radio cel. Terms such
Ward & Co. case, the American ment, fixing termination date of new as ''megacycle channels," "frequenFederation of Musicians last week agreement at a year from the expi- cy allocations." "spectrum.'' "parnlquestioned the authority of the War ration or previous pact.
lcl lines." etc.. are rapidly becoming
Labor Board's jurisdiction in their
part of the normal argot here.
<jispute w ith WJJD, on the ground
Condition, as far as dailies are conthat the station "is not engaged in a
cerned, has caused favorable comwar industry", or "a war effort." $5,000
ment in the trade here, especially
Judge Sullivan held that the govinsofar
as
explaining Whys and
ernment had no right to seize Ward
wherefores of CBS' "look before you
properties because the company was
Chicago, Feb. 13.
leap" warnings to segments of the
lot engaged in war production.
Aimed toward selling the radio public considered overroptimlstic
QuakIn their petition for review of the show rather than the product,
about tele becoming commonplace
Segional WLB's ruling in the case, er Oats is sponsoring a $5,000 jingle immediately after the war, as against
lie union challenges the whole quescontest in connection with 'Terry NBC's "get oil the bandwagon quick"
and the Pirates." commencing Feb.
effort.

In

TEMPLE

Comic Phis Stoogers

That's Not Double Talk

.

on two previous, occasions.

Marx Loeb will' direct "Young Dr.
Maldne" onTJBS commercially.
"This Life" continues under supervision of Robert J. Landry, CBS
attitude.
director of program writings It's
That nets arc anxious to wedge authored by Lynn Stone and Addy

technical discussions out of trade pa- Richton.
pers into the limelight is apparent,
releases mailed by them by the
sackful to hundreds of midwest
ting the best last line to a four-line
Sponsors
dailies.
Releases contain such inincomplete jingle. In addition to the
volved verbiage as the following
San Antonio, Feb. 13.
air plugs, exploitation campaign laid
(culled from a CBS handout here
The Houston Symphony Orchestra
Marquette Inout by Sherman
last
week), indicating the trend: is being launched as a Texas
Quality
cludes the expenditure of around
"FCC
last January -reduced from Network
radio feature, with broad$30,000 for space in Sunday comic
18 to 12 the number of 6-mcgacycle casts to be aired each
Saturday for. a
sections throughout the country.
channels which television now oc- half-hpur sponsored by the
Texas
cupies, while setting aside 440 mega- Gulf
Sulphur Co.
Albany. New Jersey Broadcast- cycles of ultra-high frequencies for
Airings originate, through KPRC,
ing. Corp.. chartered in N. J., has the new. high-definition television."
changed its name to Atlantic Broad- Diminishing newsprint supply or no, Houston and arc aired bv WOAI,
here; WFAA, Dallas and WBAP. Fort
casting Co.. Inc.
such-like
chatter,
it's
figured,
is
Worth. Ernst Hoffman conducts.
something editors will go tSv because of heightened interest in the
in

Houston Symph

&

FRED LIGHTNER
Dir.:

u

PHIL COSCIA

Worcester horn* owners, 51%. will
paint, reroof, bay oil burners, hitehn
Half of the rent-

or bathroom Mitt,
•rs wont to buy or

subject.

'STOP

OR

GO' DECIDES

w

TO STOP-SHORTAGES
Serious merchandising problems
caused by shortage of tin for packaging and peppermint oils is responsible for cancellation of the Joe E.
Brown "Stop or Go" show on the
Blue, after the March 18 program.

.McKesson & Robbins, sponsors on
behalf of Calox Tooth Powder, together with J. D. Tarcher agency,
arc -reported satisfied with the layout which snagged a 7.2 Crossley in
face of opposition from "One Man's
Family." Gabriel Heatter and Philip
Morris' "Crime Doctor."
Layout is being submitted to other
prospects at around $5,000 weekly.

THEY u*te*

Vi
Each

Christr

listeners tocont

of equipment

Radio News Colony

fo

institutions. In

Continued from pace 3*

ers.

that
transcriptions
for
stations,
matter is also being studied at pres
ent.

wired.

is

NEWS KMOWHOW!
if «.7 HaS
"
ma broadcast
-±

^

.

* train** "P^i^TLwTpap"
atrial bael*ro«f
h l,

e«iie«^oH4

,

KU
t#rvle . „«

p

mMt r•" ab '••

knowhow.

w «• JJJJJ
F*J«« rt0BBa

*"**f *:KvS?rA^
"• w »
eompl»»*
thorouqti and

i

to supply

individual

spondent
typified

WLW,

for,

by

a

Cincinnati.

five-minute

other needed

fulltime
corresingle station is

Gordon

Graham,

1

bought 777 wl

time crew of five people, with the
prospects of the staff being enlarged.
Graham for Crosley

The

have thus

halators for 3;

now mailed or
Stonehouse now has a full

Material

of

Graham does

show Monday through

Friday which originates in WRC
here and is piped to WLW. News
show, which is sponsored, is slanted
to underscore anything out of Wash'
ington which would be of interest to
the region around Cincinnati. There
also a 15-minute interview show
on Saturday evenings. In addition
Graham checks queries from the
home office and obtains transcrip

G

brought in $27

We

are prou

•ence that re-a<

plea so vigoroui

can be used

foi

is

.

tlons

from Washington

figures,

we are

extrei

listener-confid

as

ordered.
Jack Reed's Yankee News Bureau
services the Yankee Network in
New England. Ray Henle. Blue network commentator, also serves
program to the West Virginia net
work. Live shows go out also from
Thomas Morgan to WOV, N. Y.; and
from Richard Eaton, of WWDC,
Washington, to WMCA. N. Y., which
is his own client. Ian Ross MacFarlane delivers a- sponsored regular
show to WITH, Baltimore.
In another bracket are correspondents like Jean Ferris* who sends,
copy and transcriptions to

WAOU

t

WBOW, Terre Haute; and
WGBF-WEOA,
Evansville;
and
Rudolph Block who. services three
stations in Washington and Oregon
There are a number of other such
Vihcennes;

correspondents.
Still in the discussion stage is said
to be a consideration by AP and
other national wire services to ex>
pand their radio correspondence by
offering Individual client stations
specialized local coverage.

bdM.

W
T A G
WORCESTER

—

mS-Prairie
i Neighbors Clut

Mind
of

lis

of

this

Blue spent many a year

We

new

medium. So, armed with a radio system that's earned a brand new
pedigree' and with new jobs to do, we, at the Blue, are setting out to
match our ideas against the old timers, and benefit by their experience.
But just because business is good, we have no high hat— not even in
the closet— for we, know that lush days don't last forever and we must
be ready for the real eTa of competition that's coming.

to

network business.

exactly Johnny-Come-Lately's, though.

or' radio.

Salute a Couple

Great Pioneers ?

here at the Blue, while old hands at radio, are

certain phases

Not

'

We

if

of
Some

17
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The New Blood

in th« trenches, so to speak, at the

played a part in helping advertisers build

present top-rating shows.

at the

agency end

some of the

,

But now we're in the saddle of a network trying to make it more
more people and, at the same time, trying .to build in values
make it possible for advertisers and agencies to sell more goods

Signs of

useful to

Progress

that will
•t

less

We

cost.

And

the deeper

we

dig

in,

the

more w«

realize

how

fortunate

we

are

as the ablest

that our predecessors had level heads.

We have added 8
We

Broad Vision
Avoided Traps
Ever think

how

sour radio might have gone, with the wrong handling?

We figured out the other day,
in a single

for example, that the

week ro-Blue Network shows

is

„

weekday mornings
— a record that has been maintained every month for over a year.
People listen and respond: 100,000- people apply when Don McNeill
invites folks to join a National Breakfast Club; to an offer involving a
box top and a dime, another advertiser garners a flood of dimes that
literally would stack higher than the Empire State Building.

sum

total

if anybody wants to figure it
and a half or two billion. That is a

of the three major networks,

A

of opportunities through the years to make very bad
wistakes from which no end of criticism would have arisen and about which
the Government might have had to take violent action.
lot

of

listening.

All this progress helps build confidence and reputation and, in turn,

lot

two ingredients help our advertisers sell more goods. We can say:
when used properly, is one of the
mosc promising ways of reaching a large percentage of the listening
audience at low cost— and getting them to do something about it!"
these

"Here's a powerful network which,

But the vision of the Paleys and Kestens and SarnofTs and Trammel Is
kept radio from falling into that. trap. Kept people from saying: "The
trouble with radio is that it is far bigger than any of the people running
an accusation that might have been easy to make in view of the
it"
colossus of radio, regardless of who was running it.
'

.

Now There Are
Three Great Networks

....

The
Gotting Ready for
the Job Ahead

..'33VS

has become a
friend to

THIS
If

I

M

l

C

A

many

feel that

there are three.

and many now -consider it sound post-war
Blue— to' have a good time period

tucked away.

Yep— we're
God

pioneers.

building

on

the

sound and firm foundation

bless 'em.

THE

IS
N

now

planning to have a franchise. on the

John Q. Public

than ever before. Radio in politics has proved' that it has vast potency
still to be fully explored. And the job of serving an economy on-themend after the war is going to force radio into being a still better selling

A

per cent— for

increasingly aware of this

vital instru-

changing— perhaps by as much as
where once there were only two great
Shrewd Time Buyers are becoming

fact is that the radio "picture" is

networks,

Now' comes a new era. During the war radio
ment of communication, a greater personal

powerful, well-managed stations.

We can point to the biggest ratings of any network on

And that's only one week on one network. Ours. Our predecessors,
who lvave been in the business longer, have even larger audiences, so
out, will probably run into a billion

new

have permitted broad freedom of expression to our news commentators, believing that in this way the Blue can make "freedom of
the air" a reality and we have not been afraid to use our facilities so
that the American public might have a variety of viewpoints
because
we are riot afraid of the American public.

—

amount of listening

the equivalent of 475 million

people.

the

we are making progress — a lot of progress. In comfewmonths we have put together what is generally regarded
program department in the network business.

feel that

paratively

•

1

0

A

ft

C

A

S

T

I

N

Q

COMPANY.

I

N

C

laid

by the

WtdaMdoy, February
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this premise, the station

and paper

are making their postwar plans.
Book, an attractive 90-page Job.

WLS-Mag Tieup

bound

spiral

in

Mutual Grabs Ivoryne

Show by Lining Up Web

heavy covers, was

Two discharged vets, both wearers
of the Purple Heart, were added to
last week.
the Staff of
They are Pvt. Walter H. Huckins,
wounded in Sicily, who's been added
to sales staff, and Pvt. Paul R.
Dougherty, Air Corps, named to enEx-servicemen at
gineering staff.

compiled by C. C. Chapelle and cost
Cities
$15,000 to put out 5,000 copies. Part
Linking
one contains general market data for
Chicago, Feb. 13.
making sales quotas and determinExample of Mutual's new selling
Chicago, Feb. 13.
ing sales performances; part two is
policy, that of selling quality rather
sales managers oh wholeUnique combination of selling a guide for
than quantity of outlets, is evidenced
sale and retail distribution, and part
space in a magazine and time on the three is devoted to the great agri- in the switching of the Ivoryne show,
"Hello Sweetheart," to MBS from the
air, launched two years ago by WLS, cultural market of the states cov18. Show, which is bein Blue, March
has proven to be one of the most ered by WLS, all broken down
ing aired on Saturdays, 5:45-6 p.m.
of counties. One of the intersuccessful selling, combinations ever terms
(EWT) over 123 Blue outlets, will beesting facts mentioned is that there
come a hahMiour show on Mutual
developed, according to Glen Snyder,
are 3,575,635 radio homes out of a and be heard Sundays, 1:30-2 p.m.
g.m. WLS, operating in conjunction national total of 28,048,219 radio
stations, including
with the Prairie Farmer magazine, homes in America, in the area serv- (EWT) over 64
the entire Don Lee chain, WGN,
Issued an intensive marketing book iced by WLS.
WOR. and all important key cities.
pointing out that their

64 Key

Pays Dividends

KYW

KYW

now number

eight.

Farmer

Earl Wilson's Reverse

subscribers.

Guest Policy for

arrangement

has reS.R.O, of time
and space almost since its Inception.
Primary format of the- Prairie
property, owned and
Farmeroperated by Burridge Butler, is
based on belief that, to sell a section of the country, you must know
and cultivate the people there. On

Packaging

sulted

In

a

Owl, plans .doing a series of guest

WLS

.

Tome

Earl Wilson, who has his own Sunday night show on Mutual for White

virtual

shots at the behest of the publishers
of his forthcoming book, "I Gaze Into
Eight Ball,"' idea being aimed at
a buildup for the tome.
Bid to spot Wilson on the Shirley

My

Edith Saturday afternoon commentary show on WOR, N- Y., however,
reportedly drew a quick nix from
the program's sponsor, High Grade
Meat Products.

producer,

left

for

'CHILLER'

COMPLAINTS
13.

—

harm being done

little can be done
present Canadian controversy
on "horror-thriller" broadcasts; and
most of the criticism levelled is so
general in character as to be of little
assistance. This was the statement of
Howard B. Chase, chairman of the
board, Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
He said this decision followed
lengthy talks between the CBC and
the Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters,
latter representing Independent sta-

In the

Hollywood

CHARLES COBURN FOR

for

Polly

Malone's

weekly over WCAE under sponsorship of Frank and Seder's department store. When he quit to go with

York,
And Earl Bothwell agency,
which handles Frank and Seder account, prevailed on Kroen to return
again to his old berth. He continues

managing

WKPA.

tion operators.

Chase declared that the Federaloperated CBC Is opposed to anything
in the nature of censorship of station
programs brr Its two trans-Canada
networks or of the Independentlyoperated stations. Officials of both
groups have discussed the issue
fully, he said, and were agreed that
no children's programs should be
broadcast if they "unduly excite the
young or, by example or suggestion,
cause or
promote juvenile delinquency."

BLUE LAUGH SERIES

Half-hour situation-comedy stanza
starring Charles Coburn, written by
Norton comes Leonard Levinson, looms as a possiBaker, announcers.
bility for airing as a regular oncehere from KRLD, Dallas.
weekly feature on the Blue.

Houston—Additions to the staff of
K.THT are Al Norton and Bob

Stanza, built around Coburn in the
role of aiVold. Mr.-Fix-It who lives
in a mid-Victorian house on Gotham's upper Fifth avenue, probably
will tee off sustaining, although it is

have shown

m.c.

Is

Toronto, Feb.

Saturday (10) and broadcasts of Feb.
17 and 24 will originate from there.

reported several

favor to his one-time sponsor

and agency. It was Kroen, before he
became a- station exec, who was the

WKPA, Bob Donley; chief announcer
Until so-called welfare organizafor WCAE, fell heir to the spot.
tions and individual complainants
Last week Donley quit the local
specify the programs to which they
object— and give specific instances of Hearst station to go with WINS, New

Switch to Mutual will add around
10% to time costs, and talent costs
will be upped about one-third, running production expense to $900 or
more. Show costs $600 at present.
Marion Mann, singer, and Angel Casey, known as Faith Truman on the
program, will be retained on the
show, for .which a new name will be
sought through a contest. Hal Makelim,

cial

"School of Charm" program, which
aired for 15-minutes three tjines

CBC ASKS SPECIFIC

week

three-state coverage. Illinols.Jndiana
and Wisconsin, reached over 3,500,000
radio homes in addition to Prairie

Pittsburgh, Feb. 13

Ed Kroen, former Pittsburgh announcer who Is now mgr. of WKPA
in nearby New Kensington, Pa!,
is
going back on the air again, but only
for three shows a week and as a spe-

original

.

last

14, 1945

Add 2 Wounded Veto
KROEN RETURNING TO
To KYW, Phtlly, Staff
REPLACE WCAE'S DONLEY
Philadelphia, Feb. 18.

could-be sponsors

—

interest.

Henderson, N. C.
Henderson
Radio Corp. has been authorized by
the FCC to construct a 250-watt
standard station for d,aytime operation here.

Public Gets Break In

.

New FCC Amendment
Washington, Feb.

FCC
to
all

last

week amended

13.

rules

its

'

throw open to public inspection
communications protesting or en-

dorsing

applications

to

the

Com-

mission.

Heretofore, applications and
amendments, as well as authorizations or certifications based on them,
reports, testimony and briefs were
public records. However, communications from other parties were kept
confidential.

Turntable Nets
Continued from pace 25

Mutual network plus as many
indie stations as can be lined up in
areas not covered by Mutual. Until
this month, Downey was aired live
on the Blue, and even under that
setup his shows were e.t. productions on several occasions when

'the

fh«n you play

Hmt

week

court*

week

*he>

after

the course must

.be good!

When

am*

station to tall their

merchandise year after year,
as Moras of WIP advertisers

card"

•ales "score

II

A very few
loft

. . .

availabilities

bettor too off

now I

MARKIT
,

Downey

toured or vacationed.
Also adding ammunition to the
is the established place In
the entertainment field now held by
records in juke boxes.
If,
It's
argued, millions of persons will set-

argument

advertisers use the

IOOO WATT

MUTUAL AFFIMATI

tle—for—canned musical entertainment, and pay five cents every time
they want \o hear a tune, what
sense is there in the theory that on
the radio, for curio, they'll settle for

nothing but live shows'.

It's

known,

of course, that postwar transcriptions through new recording tech-

niques

and improved surface ma-

terials,

will

make

e.t.'a

Jr'NUliiiliir.iiiHiiillllili;'-:;!-.

"I Just

tit here,

eat

WheaHes-and

they

mile at me!"

Mohammed should have tried wav- languid breakfaaters viewing the meal
ing Wheaties at that mountain. There's in a new and voracious light. No kid'
potent lure in these crunchy nut-sweet ding. Whole wheat
be beautiful.
flakes.
come-hither that's apt to get Try Wheaties and see for yourself.

CAN

A

practically

"exact replicas" of the actual per-

formances waxed.

Everywhere
Clincher from a sponsor's point

In the

SALT LAKE MARKET

7 p.m.

of

view, according to the trend spotters, is that widespread use of platters on network shows would allow
an economical solution of radio's big
problem
time
zone
difteiences
across the country. Platter acceptance, of course, would make Jack
Benny's traditional 7 p.m. Sunday
show (EWT) exactly that, riot only

—

New

in
York but in Lbs Angeles
also, as well as in every intervening

TODAY—
most

Ifi

win b.
TOMORROW—
KDYL
Television
it

for

hamlet.

No one, of course, expects turntables
to
move in 100%— news
broadcasts, symphonies, special

KDYL for radios
popular shows

This static*

panted a

h tbo ftrtf between

license

by the

FCC

the Mississippi

and the West Coast to be

for eiperlnwetal television broadcasting.

events and other type shows always
will ' be
on-the-spot propositions.
But, many are arguing, there's, no.
reason why most of today's com'
mereial stanzas couldn't make, the

NaHenaHy by OIO.

P.

HOLLfNOIERY CO.

shift to wax
and sell as

and sound just as good

much

breakfast food,

shave cream or cigareto.

And
tell

that's

you,

why, some people will
Petrlllo wants those

Jimmy

platter turners safely esconced in
his American Federation of Musicians.

National

JOHN

Representative!

ILAHt

ft

CO.

:|
}

'
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SEC CHARGES OIL WELL

Inside Stuff-Radio

Petrillo

19

~-

Thrown by Congress,

'COME ON' VIA RADIO

Alexander Granach, currently appearing as a fisherman In the BroadSt. Louis, Feb. 13.
way hit, "Bell For Adano," can thank a friendship formed in European thein
Charles A. Crowder, gabber at
atrical circles for his chance to break into radio acting roles. Radio actress
radio station WDZ, Tuscola, 111.,
Rozanne. who knew Granach during happier days on the continent, met
Washington, Feb. 13.
near here, and two others have been
him on the street.in New York not long ago, and arranged for him to meet
James C. Petrillo ran into trouble
named
in on injunction suit filed last
Cyril ^Armbristcr. producer of "Terry and the Pirates," Blue web script
in Washington last week nn both
week in the U. S. District Court at
the Congressional and NLRB fronts.
Granach read for a new part in the serial
in which she has a lead part.
Danville, by the local office of the
NLRB cracked down on him in
and landed the job immediately.' His book, "There Goes An Actor," is
Securities and Exchange Commis- thi -NABET case, while a growing
skedded to hit the stalls iVJay S.
sion to restrain, them from making segment of Congress is bitter over
his latest stunt of placing the Nafalse statements in connection with
"Audition Hall of the Air"' bows in over WOV. N.Y., Friday UC) as a
tional Music Camp at Interlochen,
oil stock
Francis A. Mich., on the "unfair" list.
investments.
gauge to new pop discs! Run by Alan Courtney, WOV disc jockey and
Hcllrung, attorney for the SEC, said
Howard Myers. NLRB trial exconductor of "1230 Club," program will use up Courtney's full 2 H-h'our
Crowder
had acted as an invest- aminer, recommended last Friday
Is skedded twice monthly.
Four listeners,
time from 7:30 to 10 p.m.
ment counselor without registering <!)') that NBC and Blue be forced to
changed for each program, serve as an audition board voting on records. with SEC. This is the first suit of accept NABET as bargaining agent
Program was heard as weekly aircr on Courtney's "1280 Club" until its kind filed since passage of the for pancake' turners outside of Ch(p
record ban two years ago, and is being revived in different format with Investment Adviser Act in 1040.
cago. This backed up the result- of

NLRB

NABET, Interlochen Cases
cordance With Myers' recommenda-

Meanwhile the House Comon Interstate ahd Foreign
Commerce will conduct ah early
hearing on the so-called "anti-Petrillo" bill which has already passed
the Senate. The bill introduced by
Senator Arthur H. Vnhdenberg 'R,

tion.

"mittee

I

|

Mich.), makes it illegal to interfere
with brOadeasting by noncommercial
educational groups. Vandcnberg introduced it because Petrillo forced
the Interlochen school, a summer
adjunct of the U. of Michigan for
high school age youngsters, off the
air a couple of years ago.
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lifting of ban.

The

I

demon rum

!

back at a film star celebrating completion
of a picture and smacked' him off one of the lop radio shows on which he
was to guest. Talking thiekly. lie showed up for the dress but was led
outside by studio attaches in (h'e hope that the air would sober him. He
failed to respond an hour bcrorc air time so the script' was hurriedly revised
and the announcer red his lines. It marked the first time he's been out of
line, so the incident has been forgotten.
Dat

pi'

•

GANG HUDDLES
WITH DET. BXAST MOB

the

NLRB

couple of

elections of a

SEC, Crowder months back. At that lime, Petrillo
in
weekly half-hour programs in reCu-ed to accept the election- rewhich he solicited $100 each from sults on the ground- that the two
listeners for inevstment in oil. stocks webs had entered into a contract
in Southern
Illinois.' made untrue
with him to give the work to AFM
statements.
Hcllrung said $17,000 members. Hearings were conducted,
had been obtained from listeners in by NLRB at. his request.'
Illinois and Indiana.
NLRU is expected to rule in ac-

;ing to register with

jniapncri

3 R'S

suit charges that, besides fail-

;

|

[

!

|

-

Comm.

Presses for Action

Shortly after the Senate passed
bill unanimously, Petrillo put the
institution oh the "unfair" list which
could force it but of business. This
act of retaliation got the House so
hot that the Interstate Committee,
which normally would not have conContinued on page 41)
the
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ADVERTISING MUST PACE PROGRESS

Detroit, Feb. 13."
to the growing role
playing in the education of
fry and plans for an expanded future were discussed last
week at a meeting of 300 "rac'"o
teachers" at a forum in the audihere.
All six statorium of
:

High tribute

radio
small

is

-

,

WWJ

iii this area were represented
the meeting in which ihey but-,
lined for the educators what has
been done and discussed expane'ed
programing aimed at capturing the
next generation of radio fails renting
ahd "learning 'em."

tions
at*

The meeting

itself

In 1916, the California Fruit Growers Exchange began advocating what fince ha*
become a

.

of Ihe consumption b

—

In juice

drinking

form and

a seasonal market has been extended

room work while going to grownIn the regular audience as entertainment.
Bow,

national health habit

the fresh juke of ripe oranges. Today, over

75%

-

throughout the year.

ups

E.

National

Health Habit!

-

Warren

A

Started

demonstrated

the growing links between the stations and the schools since all of
the 300 teachers are those designated
to work in the. various schools utilizing radio in education.
Detroit
hag made it high use of its stations
In various educational fields, ranging from rrnislc and art to history.
Stations here, have devised means of
contriving double-jointed programs,
those serving kids with direct class-

Mora

supr. of schools,

significantly, the

which began

paid a high tribute to radio,, point-ing but it was of vital interest to
educators since it has become one of
.the nation's most potent means of
thaping future citizens.
With Mark Haas. WJR's educational director, as chairman, speakers
included Donajd
De Groot,

in

1

Sunk'at

907 showed

campaign

that national

a farm 'product could greatly

advertising of

benefit thousands of farmers.

Oranges

in

cepted" as a

those

days were not "ac-

nutritious

food.

acceptance developed by

this

Out of

the

advertising

.

WWJ; Lambert
Eric

Betty

the citrus Industry.

WXYZ;

Beeitckes,

WJLB:

Hay,

WJBK, and

grew mass distribution, and

Roberts.

Myrtle Labbit.

CKLW.

Pearl Rosser to Head

Church Council Radio
Chicago, Feb. 13.
A radio fellowship in Christian
education was set up by the International Council of Religious Education at their Morrison Hotel confabs
here last week with Pearl Rosser, of
Philadelphia, voted full time radio
director of the council.
Commenting on the appointment.
Dr. Roy G. Foss, executive director,
said. the department of radio education was formed to develop programs
for the 40 denominations of the council, as well as for the 183 state, pro-

i
in the

DISTRIBUTION DECADE
start many new habits

ADVERTISING must
ThE

big job after Victory

is

going to be distribution

—

I

That's a large order, even for the Advertising that has

New

and city councils of religious
education in North America.

moving the products of industry into the hands of the
consumer quickly, efficiently, economically.. And that is a

worked such

Cincinnati.—Cecil W. Goyder, chief
broadcasting engineer for the government of India, inspected WLW's
setup and also visited the Crosleyoperated OWI shortwave transmitters while here for a brief slay lfist
week.

job for Advertising!

for established merchandise;

no problems. The manpower,
money, manufacturing facilities and materials will be on
hand in profusion. But to put these to work in adequate
quantities, we, as a nation, Mill have to consume 40% more

Agency men with an eye Jo the future are already per*
fectiiig their plans for the Distribution Decade. So are

vincial,

SCRIPT WRITER-EDITOR
Nnr frM-knelni,
work,

ilm

mki

Intluds

lUlt eonimtlan.

irlilnalt,

•ntlnuHy, ind •deptttrMi.

•mliNtlM tiptrltM*.

and

'miracles' in the past.

desires will

•

For producing

rlian in

will present

new products

facts that will Interest
is

Net-

tfccHmuttrlu.
and

Tutitrltil

1

1M Wort 46th Stmt
New York 19, X, V.

WLW

owni6n

THE NATION'S

of

mc

many

you about the peat 4-State Market

WLW-land!

Wrllt:

VAHiETV. BOX

devised.
/

*

we. Here at the Nation's Station, we're uncovering

that

pre-war years!

national habits

have to be instituted; new uses invented

cfostfr ccmmmutiom

MOST MERCHANDIII-ABLI STATION

STABS"
Begins

Oould oroh,
Bcsnik, Larry Elliott
Producer; Bobert Reed
Writer: Joseph Ilevesl

With
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"MAJOR BOWES' SHOWEB OF
Morion

30 Mins.; Thurs., 9 p.m.

WABC-CBS,

N. Y.
(Ruthrauff & Ryan)

The ingredients for a soothing and
pleasant half-hour musical session
are here and undoubtedly will be
blended to that end before the new
series replacing the ailing Maj. Edis

many weeks

But on the opener

.

(8)

older.

there were
be im-

just too many messages to
paired so that each selection,
by the always impressive

Distinctive

spot.

the

is

word

for

George Ward, othen
Producer: Joseph Mansfield
Writer: Prlscllla Kent

The Mctopcra's Miss Resnik,

like-

proved her right to eminence,
sopranoing Verdi's "Ernani, invowise,

whether lanii." "My Message." and the Strauss
Morton waltz. "With All My Heart," in a
Gould aggregation or the sparkling manner which must have provided
Regina Besnik, failed to get the inspiration to amateurs and struggling
showcasing deserved.
young singers in the nationwide auWhat with personal greetings. from dience who. without a doubt, were
the Maje, assurances that he was listening and dreaming at the same
okay, an assurance that he
would "be back with us soon," an announcement that amateurs still' are
being auditioned, a resume of Miss
Resnik's career, including the fact
that she sang on tha Bowes' show
eight years ago; a reminder that
Could subbed for the Maje four years

doing

NEWS

Narrator:
::o

Don Goddard

Mins.; Sat., 9 a.m.

Sustaining

WEAK-NBC,
.

Radio

N. Y.

what you make

is

time.

•

This "lightning might strike' angle
is bound to be an audience magnet
for the new Chrysler series and
might even prove to be so strong that
something of the sort will remain
even after the venerable Major reIt's not likely, though, that
turns.
enough successful "Amateur Hour"
grads will be available for a long
run. but the same idea could be utilized even without such a connection.
And when those GIs come trooping
home there should be a wealth of talent ready and willing to be "Showered."

Which would be
concerned

a

fine'

—providing

thing for all
not
they're

talked

numbers.

The

was han-

to death between
talking, by the way,

dled admirably by Larry Elliott but
it's a shame he had to do so much
Donn.
of it.

Dutton Gets Tame'
Myron Dutton has been set as producer on Philco's "Hall of Fame,"
Blue network Sunday nighteiv to
take over when show returns to
N, Y. from Coast early next month.
He'll replace Tom McKnight, who's
giving up the airer in favor of a Uni-

it.

The

point was proven again last Saturday
(10) when NBC's "University of the
Aii" presented its 13th stanza in the

new "Home

Could.

MAKE

WHAT

IT"
TOO
IS
("NBC Unlveralty of the Air")
With John Griggs, Grace Keddy, VinVolkman,
Loll
Ilayworth,
ton

"HOME

;

CHRYSLER

ward Bowes

ago when the latter had a physical
checkup, a government-inspired announcement asking for WAC enlistments, and the usual war-slanted
"Shower"
institutional,
Chrysler
sounded somewhat like a forum. It's
to be hoped the chatter will be cut
down on future stanzas.
Musical strength was there, despite
Gould's scoring of "Tico
all lliis.
Tico," a Walt Disney medley, "Be•guinc." and "Dream of You" (latter
by strings) demonstrated why the
youthful maestro occupies his top.

scries.

made
home

Is
this

What You Make

BsroUr,
Jerry Walter, Carl Kroanka, William Everett, B1U Ascot, Xauratt*
Flllbrandt, Arnold Robertson, lea
Bennett, John Mallow, Tom Cafferty, chorua and oreh
Producer-Writer: Jack LaFrandre
30 Mini.; Monday, 9 p.m.
WGN,-ChlcafOPresented by the Chicago Tribune
and WGN, in cooperation with the
Army, Navy, war agencies and leading priority war plants In the Chicago area, this scries is aimed, not
only to acquaint workers with the
importance of their war jobs, but to
recruit new help for the cooperating
companies sponsoring the broadcasts.
Arrangement 'on cost is that
nd the Chicago Tribune defray stuio production expenses and air time,
while participating plants stand all
talent and musical costs.
While, the opening show is no criterion of the stanza's format, it is evident that presentations will be done
with lavish production, utilizing a
large cast of actors, musicians and

It"

instance, radio was
In
a .vehicle for bringing into the
an intelligent and easily-un-

derstood but adult dramatization on
the vital subject of racial and religious tolerance.

Protagonist here was a typical,
"while, native-born" American family lhat lives, on the right side of the
tracks and carries the Anglo-Saxon
name of Alden. They're well-meaning people, but mentally short-sighted
and sluggish when it comes to civic
consciousness. Wrongs annoy them,
but they never do anything about
Fpr years they
those irritations.
laugh at their crusading friend who
trios to get them to take a greater
interest in local politics,

who

WGN

style.

Final entry on this stanza really
fiasco. Gimmick started
out
as a deal to get comic Morey Amsterdam into the Gagwriters' Pro.
tectlve Assn., formed recently by
p.a, George Lewis. But Amsterdam,
apparently, threw away the script
and had Jay Burton, member of the
GPA, fluffing all over the lot. It
made for poor listening, to say the

was a

least.

Al Godwin proved to be a capable
He kept the show moving alongpace, until Amsterdam ap-

m.c.
at

good
peared on the scene, But apparently
the

doesn't

latter

care

much

too

what happens as far as his work as a
Initidl stint was a panoram- comedian Is concerned, since he j»unfoldment of America's growth co-composer with CBS' Paul Baron
through conflict and adversity con- and Jerl Sullivan of the current poi
veyed through Jack LaFrandre's hit, "Rum and Coca-Cola." Sten.
story, done mostly in verse, and narration, and embellished by a topnotch inspirational musical score
written by Robert Trendler. Toward
the end announcer stressed tfee importance
of
Americans . working
shoulder to shoulder, even though It
means a sacrifice on the part of
many, with pitch made for more
workers before the sighoff. On the
preem airing, Capt, Maurice L. Britt,

tries to

first American to win all top military decorations, spoke briefly of the
needs of our me.n overseas.

the

Subsequent broadcasts will deal
with particular war plants in and
around Chicago and" their, specific
Second one will be sponsored
by the Republic Steel Corp., with the
story of steel dramatized in relation
to its importance to the war. Other
cooperating
companies
are
the
Pressed Steel Car company, Borg-

needs.

—

street.

and

story,

Sn

Walter

Gross (pre-wai CBS
orch leader) and sung by Rick Alexander titled "I Always Remember,"
should make a strong bid for too
honors. Gross aiso played a duo of
songs, solo, in his unusual listenable
Sgt.

ic

—

was an important

ia conduct,
ing • 13-week contest on this angle
best iong in tha opinion of judeei

/arlsh
Bob Less,
Gould and Walter Gross, to be published by the firm. Tuno played bv
foitch

singers.

convince them that slum clearance at
the other end of town would keep
disease out of their own home. When
the local war plant refuses to hire
Jews and Negroes, they don't think
it's right but are not sure they want
to attend a meeting to protest against
such practices. And Anally, when the
toughs from the slum area start beating up other kids whose names are
foreign or whose skins are black, the
Aldens still don't see cause for excitement until the thugs start extending their activities and beat up
the Aldens' 13-year-old hopeful, even
though he is white and his name is
neither Solomon nor. Colucci. Then
the Aldens are ready to do the
obvious join in a large movement,
to fight against intolerance; the Aldens arc quite ready to enlist other
"nice" families, and to include their
Negro laundress, the Jews around
the corner, the Italians across the
It

man Murray Kaufman,

AMERICA UNLIMITED"
CUB Soubler, Jthn

With

Warner

Corp.; the Buda company,
Series will be alternate-

and others.

written and produced by LaFranAforgV
dre and Sherman Dryer.

ly

versal pic contract.

done very well. True, there was
WISHBONE PABTY"
Dutton has been producing the some wcaseling, but perhaps it would
With AI Godwin, Morey Amsterdam,
Gracie Fields program and also han- have been- too much to expect per
Jay Burton, Murray Kaufman, Sgt.
dled the Coast end of the Blue's spe- lection. And at the end of the pro
Walter Gross, Rick Alexander)
gram, a speech was given (from
cial two-hour Xmas show.
others
Washington) by Charles P. Taft, the
Producer: Lester Wolfe
State Dept.'s director of wartime eco
San Antonio.— Rex Pries, account nomic affairs. But in no time at all, Writer: Janet Sohoenfeld
30 Mins.; Sat., 1 p.m.
executive of KTSA, as well as direc- Mr. Taft led into the world security Sustaining
tor of his own local orchestra, has organization and Dumbarton Oaks. WHN, N. Y.
been elected prez of the San An- His talk could have been very sig
This stanza is based on a clever
nificant, in another context; here, it idea, i.e., having persons come to
tonia Ad Club for the coming year.
only extended the show's central the mike who wish to achieve some
message upward into a* rarefied at purpose, a°nd if possible, to grant
mosphere, instead of furnishing the their desire. But it didn't play too
homely clincher that was heeded. A well, partly because of an obvious
plain man or the mayor of a small lack of rehearsal by those taking
tpwn could have done better if they part, and partly because of too much
were allowed to speak plain, simple ad libbing by several participants.
words. As a whole, however, the show
On show caught last Saturday (10),
set a high standard.
More of the there was a young lady from Brook*
same would be a credit to radio and lyn who wanted to be a model, and
its audience
especially if shows of desired to learn to paint, also. She
this kind could be aired later in the will be given her chance, after being
.

—

$0
1

C«

RADIO TIME, properly
used, keeps American
business ticking. Radio

time, properly sol<J,
keeps American broadcasting the best la the
world. Selling tirns is
the full-time bustasss
Company.
of Weed

&

W

I

I'

I)

—

viewed by several

day.
Scries of which this

show was

part is under the supervision of Jane
Tiffany Wagner, and is aired by NBC
in cooperation with the American

Home Economics

Assn., General FedWomen's Clubs, and NaCongress of Parents and Teach

topflight artists at

a club they frequent. Another woman expressed a desire to have a Song
published, which she had composed
and dedicated to her late husband
Mills Music Corp., through contact-

eration of
tional
ers.

•

Follow-up

Comment

"Information Please" branched out

new

sponsor, Socdny-Vacuum,
night (12). still on NBC and In

for its

Mon.
the same time Blot It occupied during
the Heinz run just completed. 'The
ever-dependable Fred Allen was

We're behind the

along as guest qulzee, but changed
places with Interlocutor Kip Fadlman for last half of the stanza with

thought we, whan *

good comedy

effect.

Although the

.novelty has worn off "Info," it continues one of the bright "adult" spots

on the network program parade.

New

sponsor hasn't disturbed the funda^
mental format.
Cresta Blmnca'i "'This

Is

My

Best'

CBS

once more demonstrated the
high-quality production underlying
the program when, last Tuesday (6)
it featured a radio dramatization o:

on

the

current

Broadway

hit,

,r

Th<

Hasty Heart." It was a well-con
ceived performance throughout, de

By

the Creator
I. Q.

of Dr.

270 Park Avenne, New Yt>rk
WI. 2-90OO

Hooper haymaker laid low
our recipe program with

a lowly

1.7 rating.

WOE 1 ... NO, for every
day BOO Cincinnati chicks,
Obviously not knowing a
Hooper from a stupor,
are streaming into the

.

.sponsor's store, in person,

spite the fact that the condensation
into a half-hour stripped it of some
of the legit version's emotional im
pact.
Fred MacMurray turned in i
sock performance as the Scot soldier,
Even that burr sounded like the

to ask for reprints of the
recipes heard on WSAI.

"MacCoy."

soeoializedfem appeal,
WSAI eoohs wttk shs-kum.

"Theatre of Romance"
has been developing into one of the
better dramatic airers as evidenced,
for instance, by last week's (8) entry,
"Lost Horizon," which starred Paul
Lukas, Show hasn't always been one
of the toppers, but continually good
casting, strong scripts and topflight
direction of Marx Loeb has resulted
in a steady building of listener inColgate'!

LEE SEGALL

proverbial 8-ball,

terest.

Akron—WADC

is

now

monitoring

foreign broadcasts and picking up
items for local newcfl6t».

Moral t whon H tomes to

-

RADIO
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h War Bond Campaigns
Washington, Feb.
Devlne, president of

Detroit, Feb. 13.
they're

NEW, OLD ARGUMENTS

Directors, Writers' Aid

Jerry

Sarong Trouble?

FCC WILL LISTEN TO

Guild Prexies Pledge

13.

the

Radio Directors' Guild, and Peter
Lyon, Radio Writers' Guild prexy,
last week pledged the assistance of
their organizations to Treasury war
bond promotion, Thomas' H. Lane, director of advertising, press and radio
of Treasury War Finance Division,
has announced.
The guilds will be asked to cooperate with Lt. Me..) David Levy,
USNR, newly appointed head of radio production for the Treasury, on
special programs and other activities.
"For the first time." said Lane,
'

"the creative manpower of the radio
industry will be harnessed to directly service war bond promotion.
-In this _way_the writers and directors
will have an opportunity to render
an important service to their country." Treasury people will huddle
with Deviiie, Lyon and others early
in March to make plans for the 7th

Washington, Feb.

Nobody know* what

but a soldier out in the
South Pacific has got what he
wanted.
Charlie Park, emcee of WJR's

Federal Communications Commis-

FDR

Femme Branch
Mrs.

Franklin

of

NAB

Roosevelt and
the Netherlands, will headline the guest speakers Sat. (17) at an all-day conference

Women

As a result, three-dozen fourinch safety pins are eh route to
the soldier but nobody knows
what for unless Rudo encountered a tribe of native women
who have trouble keeping .their
sarongs up.

people' expect to stress

D.

Queen Wilhelmina,

under

provide for the amateurs between
Washington, Feb. 13.
and 76-78 mc; would give
FM Broadcasters, Inc. is preparing 44-46
television one channel between 70a heavy attack on the proposed hew 76 mc, earmarked for future
frequency assignments when FCC when television moves upstairs; .five
opens its oral arguments on the al- more channels between 70-108 mcf
and six more between 180-216 mc."
locations Feb. 28. One angle the FM

.

Address

Assn.

NAB

at

FM

FM
fit

Why

in

of

has

FOR EMPIRE CONFABS

the

Ottawa, Feb.

Queen Wilhelmina will be piped
In from London via a BBC inter-

13.

have

not leave

FM

that
to

where

It is

und

last

Ernst * Ernst, of

New

own

it

making a survey among broadcasters cert featuring Lawrence Tibbett,
and receiver manufacturers to de- Morton Gould, guest conducting a
termine what the public 'investment Mitchel Field military, band, Olin

FM

FM

—

25

.

FM

.

Downes,

commentator

and

others.

Festival will continue until Feb. 22.
Other highlights skedded include
the N. Y. Philharmonic Symphony
tonight (Wednesday at 6:40
under Artur Rodzinskl's
o'clock
baton; the. City symph Thursday af-

orch

ternoon with Tommy Dorsey, soloist
and Leopold Stokowski conducting;
a swing session Saturday (17) with
Louis Armstrong; Music of the
Armed Forces that night and a "pop"
concert at Times Hall, N. Y., Feb. 22.

set.

Opening broadcast; from 6:40 p.m.
be marked by an

to 8:30 p.m., will

inaugural program at the Goodyear
auditorium, with guest entertainers
from N.Y., Chi and Cleveland scheduled. A small reception in the studios will be held afterwards!

Petrillo
;

Loses

Continued tram page 39

sidered the

j

for several months,
is now pushing for immediate action.
In addition, efforts will
be
made to amend it so as to take care
of the "unfair list" situation.
bill

Myers said in his report on the
NABET-notwork-Pctrillo matter that
the webs testified they feared to
bargain with NABET because of a
threat of reprisals from Petrillo.
"The Board and the courts," said

Myers, "have on many occasions
denied the validity of similarly
urged defenses to charges of unfair
labor practices. The paramount and
Plain
duty of the respondents
(webs) in this situation Was to obey
the mandate of the Congress as expressed in the National Labor Relations
Act and lo bargain with

iiu»»

is

Another bill aimed at curbing Pehas been introduced into the
House.
Rep! -Monroncy. Okla., is
sponsoring o measure which would
outlaw standby tecs and force unions
to recognize decisions by the NLRB.
Simultaneously, Rep. Clare Hoffman introduced a measure designed
to lift Petiillo's ban oh the Inter
lochen broadcasts.

ONE NETWORK TO REACH
ONE FARM AUDIENCE
NCBS

is

now ready

to offer

you a farm network

exclusive of anything that has previously been available in the way of a rural audience. Thru the com-

NABET."

bination of Mississippi Valley Network, which is
operated by North Central Broadcasting System,

trillo

/

sta-

WNYC,

teed off its six annual
Music Festival on Lincoln's birthday
York, from Town Hall, N. Y., with a con-

weekend

.

TEES OFF ON

WINDING UP FEB. 22
Father Knickerbocker's
tion,

instead?

at the present frequencies.
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. offi- is in
Backing up the FMBI presentation,
national hookup. Affair will start a cials head for London this week for
three-months information campaign British Empire radio conference. will- be briefs filed by numerous
war loan.
CBC delegation will Include Howard broadcasters.
by the femme branch of NAB.
"Several alternate allocations pro-'
Chase, board of governors chairman:
Charlotte A certificate of incor Ernest Bushnell, director-general of posals are now existent," said the
poration has been filed for the programs, and chief engineer Gor- FMBI news letter. "All of these
would
either match or increase the
don
Ogilvie.
Charlotte Broadcasting Co. to oper
FEB.
ate a broadcasting station; author
Delegates also are due from Aus- number of channels proposed for the
Akron,. Feb.. 13.
ized
capital
stock $110,000, sub- tralia, New Zealand, South Africa three services involved between 44
Plans for the initial broadcast over scribed
and
108
mc.
stock $1,600 by 3. M. Atkins, and India, some traveling by way of
WHKK, Akron's third station, have Hugh A.. Cathepr
and H. A. Dead- Canada. Postwar plans and program
"One. of these would give
90
been announced for Feb. 25 by wyler, all of Charlotte.
exchange ideas will feature huddles. channels between 48-70 mc; would
Richmond, general mgr.
Russell
WHKK, which has been operating as
WCLE, Cleveland, will have 1,000
watts and operate on 640 kc. as a
basic Mutual outlet, sunrise to sun-

AKRON'S NEW STATION

WNYC'S 6TH FESTIVAL

go

anyway?

the spectrum

FMBI announced

CBC BIGWIGS DEPART

Hotel Roosevelt, N. Y.

when FCC admits

television will eventually

higher

you have an p^ricultural coverage of 1,598,radios. Potential customers for all farm
Programs presented will be created exclusively for the farm population eager for your

lu.f-,

762 farm
products.

advertising message.

THE

.

why move

is

up in the spectrum for the bene-

of video,

move video

01

auspices of the
Directors of

With FCC to Hold Spectrum Slot

early
morning "Fun Frolic,"
couldn't believe his ears when
Mrs. Bertha Rudo called up and
said her son, Joseph, wanted
some horse-blanket safety pins.
He passed the request along to
the listeners.

—

to

FM Broadcasters Gird for Battle

for

13.

sion today agreed to throw open to
new, as well as old arguments at the
oral hearings on frequency allocations which begin here on Feb. 28.
Ruling was made following inquiries by stations interested, as to
whether they will be permitted to
add further information to records
on frequencies which they have already submitted to the FCC.

Mrs.

41

Mississippi Valley Network will give blanket
coverage of the principal sections in the United
States which produce more than three-fourths of the
agricultural products, grain and livestock each year.
North Central Broadcasting System presents a maximum rural coverage over this exclusive agricultural
network.

.
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Musk Racks Take On

Wednesday, February 14, 1943

Casde Changes Mind

Increasing

Bands

Lee Castle did not break up bis
he was contemplating
He's been booked into the

at Hotel

B. O.'s

orchestra, as

Importance as Sheet Sales
Musis racks are constantly growin importance to music pubas the sales made through

Boom

constantly increase. By
this week, the initial order for sheet
music dispensed via the 15.000 racks
now in existence will have reached
Combined with rack cir110.000.
cuits smaller in number than the
15.000 now spotted and serviced by
International Circulation Co., including Chesbrough (Idaho Falls, Mon.),
Willi 7.500 copies; Carl Fischer, 4.000
copies, publisher whose song \?.. set
for rack distribution (Based on sales
calls i. gathers in coin to the tune of
that

Stan Kenton Orch Into

medium

approximately $25,000. This, in many
cases, assures a profit on the song
since even if large reorders are not
forthcoming, there is only a small
Average
percentage of returns.
sales in INT racks were over 90%
last

year.

In the event the current boom in
music sales continues postwar, and
most publishers believe it will be-

cause the public is increasingly buying pianos (there's said to be a
black market on them currently),
tli* racks will assume greater imInitial orders
for this
portance.
type ot sales, channel, which, it's
emphasized, does not interfere with
normal retailing of sheet music since

Dailey's

INT is careful to install them in
situations that won't interfere with
established dealers, are constantly
because new racks are
constantly being spotted. Due to the
war, of course, the production of additional ones is a mere dribble. But,
post-war, INT has many more outready to install
lets set up and
them. With from four to eight copies
of Meh of the top 20 songs Cto
whlok each rack is confined) in each
dispenser, it can easily be understood that the initial sales order to
publishers can reach 250,000 or more.

growing

week

Castle,
,

Meadowbrook

Stan Kenton's orchestra has been
signed for a three-week date at

(21).

Jerry Wald
Les Brown.

Tommy

Eddie Rogers.
Charlie Spivak

Douey's

..

.

..
..

.

.

^„ „

Vlnyi
17

New Yorker

.

banding for the duration to accept
an offer to join
trumpet section.

.

(100. $1 -$1.50)
Pennsylvania (500:
50)
Waldorf (550: $21

.8

9
ll

Lincoln' (275: SI-SI -50) ...
Roosevelt (400: $i-$1 50)
Biltmoro (400; Sl-$1.50>. ..

.-Commodore

7

.

.

.20
.

4

..

(400; $1-51.50). ...

Asterisks mdicnte a supporting floor show,

•

1

ticir

Covrn

Total

PhsI

Coven

1,750
1,850
2,550
2.600
1,825
2,325
1,000
1:975

31,900
16,875
24,225
28,725
12,900
53,500
3,550
3,075

Wwk Oo bnt*

Yorker, Siltmore. hove

Lexington. Hawaiian floor show.

ice shou's

Frank Dailey's Meadowbrook, startMarch .'11. in New Jersey. It's
first dance date of any kind

.. i.

Leo Rcisman*.
by today's high Count Basie
had intended dis- Guy Lombardo

costs,

Wnki

,

.

Mo,
^
.Lexington (300; 75c-$1.50)
t

....

buffeted

op6ratlng

ing

Kenton's

in the N. Y. area in a couple years.
His is a Coast band, lately achieving
wide attention in the west with a
Capitol recording of "And Her Tears

Flowed Like Wine."
Dailey's

purpose

in

booking him

into the Meadowbrook is a desire
to help build new faces. Lack of the
latter in the past two years, since

the war put a clamp on recording
companies use of new names, hasn't
helped the band business as a whole,
admitted.
it's generally

RICH

WANTS OUT FOR

.

the

Roosevelt hotel, Washington, replacing the current Johnny Richards,

next

ing

lishers,

„

uB f "S,
.
Aloma*.
Ha)

doing.

MAESTRO HEAD START
Buddy

Tommy
leave

drummer

with
Rich,
Dorsey's orchestra, wants to

and form an

outfit of his

own

right after Dorsey closes at the 400
Club, N. Y., around .the third week

He has been discussing
in March.
of
Dorsey the possibility
with
getting out of a year's contract before its expiration in May, so as to
get' an earlier start as a maestro.
Rich Is under contract to Music
Corp, of America.
.

Jan Savht, 4F, Heads
For Palace Hotel,

S.F.

Jan Savitl, who caught a second
And the country- will not, even by 4-F service classification after four
then, be half covered with racks.
days on Governor's Island, N. Y.,
checked out late last week with eight
key men from his old band and his
Arnold Shaw, formerly in Rob girl vocalist. He will reorganize in
bias Music publicity department, California adding local men.
now managing editor of Swank magSavitt is set to begin a run at the
azine.
Palace hotel, San Francisco, March 6.

S K

Mull

Meet Of

Chicago
Ruddy Franklin (Walnut Room. Bismarck, hotel: 405: $1.50-82.50 roth.).
Franklin building in popularity. Combined will) Tarlia's following room
chalked u;j another very good 3.500:
'

BMl-Hotel Deals

Bob

(Empire Room, Palmer House: 700: S3-S3.50 min.). Room
booked weeks in advance with Hildcgardc and Grant packin' 'envin every

Executives of the music business
are bending a lot of discussion lately
in the direction of the. forthcoming

show.

campaign by Broadcast Music

good

'

Buffo 9,500.

Hal Mclntyre (Panther Room. Sherman hotel: QjO: $1.50-$2.50 min ). Spot
a couple of slow nights otherwise 'Mclntyre would have hit better than

had

Inc.

.

'Grant'

of its music.
Subject being chewed is the effect on
BMI's many current deals with
bandleaders for music publishing
firms, in the event hotel operators
get stubborn and refuse to sign and
instead eliminate all BMI music. It's
agreed the possibility of that occurring is remote, however, due to
to license hotel users

-

S.200.

Bill Snyder (Mayfair Room, Blackslone. hotel: 463: $1.50-52.50 min.).
Business rolls along at an even keel here with Snyder and Phil Regan
responsible for around 2,700 tabs.

of

Ted Weemn (Boulevard Room, Stevens hotel;
Ted Wceins and big floor show keeping room

650; $3-53.50 min.).

Return

capacity 7,000.

Tilled to

Los Angeles

...

rates, winch call for l'>
of the first $40,000 spent for music,
and one-half of 1% on next $20,000
and one-quarter of 1% on every-

BMI's low

thing over
annaully.

thai.

Minimum

Freddie Martin (Ambassador; 900: S1-S1.50

stay

is

indicated.

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels
(Lbs Angeles

Vaughn Monroe (Palladium.
this spot, Monroe pulled it out

a minimum of 250 plugs yearly of
.tunes on which the deals are based,
it follows that many of these plugs
must emanate from hotel locations:
In the event hotels don't take out
BMI licenses, however, the latter
will have no alternative but to forbid the performance of BMI copyrights on their premises. This would
mean that bandleaders earning performance royalties for themselves
by airing melodies contained in their
BMI-affiliatcd catalogs, would be
forced to discontinue such plugging.
In that case they couldn't earn the
royalties .and the publishing deals
Would blow up.

S

ufarity

-

Lelghton Noble (Slapsy Maxie's, N, Los Angeles. 10th week). Plenty of
turnover crowds and out-of-towners bring it to 4,500.
Xavlef Cufat (Trocadero, N, Hollywood, third week). Still selling out
-

-

(Chtcaoo)

Gay CUrldie (Chez Paree; 650; $3-$3.50 min.). New show headed by
Zero Mostel arid Dolores Gray upped total to 9,500.
Chock Foster (Blackhawk; 500; $l-$2.50 min.). Slight increase despite
brownout with Foster playing to 3,800.
Frankle Masters (Latin Quarter; 700; $3-$3.50 mini). One of the town's
hot spots with Ritz Brothers and Masters keeping gate around 7,000.

O\

ITS!

i

turn* mim^bfct

Jte*s*

,

ox's forthcoming film ''Nob

WHO KNOWS
dhd» A*
y"

'

'-.hit'

jfMirir
'

f

<

Everybody's singing \\—o steady fav

AND HER TE
LIKE
to

First time in

Rose up with the

to register 4,000 payolas at the tables.

on Hie airwaves

^

)

B, Hollywood, first week).
of the doldrums with 32,000.

Horace Ueldt (Trianon B, Southgate. third week).
sunshine and weekend payday for 10,500 enlrunts.

'

I.

slight dip but noth-

Building so well that indefinite
Four nciy_ilddle.s added to the band; 5.000 tabs.

$40

is

.

\ SATiO \ A

Took a

Joe Reichman (Biltmore; 900: $1-51.501.

BMI's publishing-flrm arrangements with the majority of
leaders connected With them call for
Since

>.

ing to worry over at 4,100 covers.

W

nm mmmt «*#

V
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Wednesday, Febniwy 14, 1941
Flock of N.Y. Band 0p«kfs

Woody Herman Moves From Decca
To Columbia Discs Due

String of band openings this week
in the N. Y. area will keep music
publishers and others interested in
suoh affairs on the jump. Starting
with Jimmy Dorsey's debut at the
Pennsylvania hotel, Monday (12), the
debuts Include George Paxton, at
the Tincoln tonight (Wednesday),
Woody Herman at Frank Dailey's

to Pique

handled

way Decca hai

releases and production.
signed several weeks ago

Disc Deal With Oberstein

Friday

ASCAFs

.

Bob Murray Dead

Bob

Astor, former band-leader,
has been in the Veterans HosAspinwall here for the last
year convalescing irom a collapsed
lung, suffered while he was in the
service, has Just turned out a brace
of new tunes, "In the Cool of the
Evening" and "C'mon, Baby, Don't

Spivak,KayePub

BM1

Deals at

with the

made

Do Me Like

had

Walker, currently presides of the
Assn. of Performing
a referee in disputes in the
Workers Union, and a

Artists,

Garment

member

That."

May Be

against
performance
royalties.
Charlie Spivak's contract with BMI,
fire
for
weeks while plans were expanded,
calls, for example, for the leader
himself to invest in the venture. Exactly the amount he will pour into
the new firm,, to be called Stevens
Music, is undisclosed; ditto BMI's
part. At any rate,, the deal between
them was finally signed yesterday
(Tuesday).

is

Co. s Biggest

Academy Award in 1935. He
many pther outstanding

It would be impossible to
them all.. Among them were,
"Dancing With Tears in My Eyes,"

"Shuffle Off to Buffalo," the lyric to
"Indian Summer," "Just a Girl That
Men Forget," "A Cup of Coffee,

Sandwich and You." He was under
Warner Bros, film conv
pany and during his association
there collaborated on the scores of

contract to

Ban

Seller Despite Net
Republic Music, firm partly owned virtually all that company's musiAndrews Sisters' recording of by Sammy Kaye, which has been a cals for a good many years. Music
"Rum and Coca-Cola,", currently BMI affiliate since its inception a publishers say of him that "he
leading all other songs in coin ma- few years ago, also is said to have never wrote a bad lyric."
Dubin
chine popularity, will, it's said, be renewed with the radio-backed perwas born in Zurich,
one of the biggest Decca discs, from formance outfit on a basis similar to Switzerland, but came to this coun
Spivak's deal. Republic's contract try when very young. His father,
a sales point of view, that the com
pany ever had. So far, In the five or with BMI was rewritten a couple a physician, set up practice in Philaweeks ago, calling for an investment delphia and Dubin finished off his
six weeks since the record was re
leased, a total of 800,000 have been by the leader. Firm Is now in the education
at
Perkiomen School,
of being expanded and Pennsburg, Pa. At 16
shipped, with 850,000 of that amount process
he wrote his
grooved for full-scale operation. Hal first lyric. In later years he spent
sold.
Sheet sales could hot be accurately Fein has been added to the N. Y. Jhe majority of his limn on the Coast.
checked, but they are not far from staff, headed by Frank Ambramson, He is survived by a brother, Joe
the 500,000 mark. And there has and a Chicago and Coast man will Dubin, now living in Hollywood.
been only one or two xadio plugs on be added. Heretofore, Republic's op- Services were held at Riverside.
the song, one the Andrews trio did eration has been on a small-scale.*
Murray, a former
.

.

.

several weeks ago on their own com
mercial, which substituted the word
"Lime" for "Rum." Now, there will
be no radio plugs of any kind. Last

Until the Spivak-Kaye deals

newspaperman
from Minneapolis, was 55 years old.
widow left for Montreal immediately, where she will have the
body cremated and returned here,

were

all of BMI's arrangements to
establish music firms through bandleaders were strictly founded on
originals in the books of leaders in-

made,

His

•

week the networks got together and
for deposit in a crypt here; or in
.agreed to ban any wordage arrange
volved, which they played on trie air Minneapolis, his home town.
ment of the song. Instrumental are a minimum number of times to earn
Murray joined ASCAP in Novemoccasionally- being allowed.
advanced each quarter. ber, 1941, direct from an association
royalties
New deal s, by which leaders also in- with Auto-B ridge, bridge sheet, and

NEW BAND SET
FOR COL. DISC SERIES

B.G/S

Benny Goodman's reorganized or
chestra will make big-band record
ings for Columbia Records sometime
early in March, prior to its sched-

uled opening at the

"vesT coin.' eliminate me" n^u'iltflltiw
that a minimum number of plugs be

-'

given songs published by them.

Before that he had been connected
with various newspapers in MinneDuluth, Winnipeg, Hearst

HENRY KING'S ORCH

sheets, including the Boston Herald
and New York. American, amd later
as managing editor of the Newark

apolis,

INTO COPA, N.Y., SEPT. 2

Paramount the
Henry King's orch is set for the
Record dates will be the
work of the new band. Goodr Copacabana, N. Y., starting September 2 when Joe E. Lewis will be the
signed a new contract with Co
headliner.
flo.orshow
lumbia last week.
His old agreement, expired recently, but he since
King, now in California, will start
has Been cutting small-band discs a tour of the Statler hotels during
for the company.
the summer and work his way eastPrior to the Par theatre engage- ward to the Copa.
ment, which opens March 28, B.G.
will play other theatres, to break-in
the new band.
Dates haven't been
Skies
Brings
definitely arranged as yet. Whether
he. win keep - the new big band in
operation subsequent to the Par
0
booking isn't known. Goodman hasn't
Sonny Dunham, whose orchestra
made up his mind.
had been set by General Amiis.
Corp. to follow Boyd Raeburn at
the New Yorker hotel, N. Y., has
D'Arcy Divorced
He's
cancelled the date himself.
breaking up the band he's been
St. Louis, Feb. 13.
_
_Don D'Arcy, 27, singer, with Boyd leading for the past few years and
Haeburn's band, was divorced last will" trek to California to form a
week by his wif», Mrs. Carolyn combination of L.A. Local 47 men'
Eraser D'Arcy, In the Circuit Court and remain in that area.
Decision
CUyton, St. Louis County. Mrs. took GAC by surprise.
D Arcy, whose maiden name Fraser
Dunham, figures that by remaining
was restored by the court, charged exclusively in the Hollywood area
general indignities, jealousy and in- with local men, his operating costs
compatibility. She testified she was will be, reduced considerably— likemarried to D'Arcy on Sent. 25, 1943, wise his headaches.
the time he was mailing a p.a.
Dunham's cancellation of the New
with Sonny Dunham's
orch at Tune Yorker .leaves a void in that hos»wn, a mldtown ballroom.
•
telry's schedule .that so far hasn't
traveled with Wr,husband un- been filled.'' Jerry Wald is current,
«u their separation on
April 31, 1844. Boyd Raeburn to follow.
N. Y.

atre,

Ledger.
In addition to his widow, he leaves
two sons, both in the service.

first

man

Dunham

Grey

To GAC and New Yorker

Don

«

"

•

'

.

;

American Society of

tion to it, as a songwriter, is the
tune, "Will You Love Me In DecemIt's exber As You Do In May?"
pected his assumption of the presi-

Sam

Buzzell, Attorney

For

Mills,

Claims Sale

T.D.s Potential

when

the

new

firm officially goes

NAPA

8GaWk.in400

.

Club, N.Y., Deal

Tommy

.

walk out each week with
between $7,500 and $8,000. For a,
cafe job, that's an unheard-of saleasily,

ary.

'Father' Hines Puts U.

Following the 400 job, Dorsey will
set out on a theatre tour, in which
will be sandwiched a string of concert dates similar to bookings he
played last year in the southwest.

Louisville Kids

Of

To

Hep

Jive With Lecture

Louisville, Feb. 13.
EarLHines, Negro band leader, put
students of the School of Music, U. of
Louisville, hep to the jive Monday
(15) when he lectured on the psychological aspects of modern jazz.
Hines illustrated his remarks on the
history of jazz, prepared in advance, with some practical demonstrations, .with sdlo numbers on the
March 29.
piano', backgrounded by various inBefore leaving N. Y. on the thea- strumental specialists from his band.
tre and concert bookings, Dorsey
Tracing the birth of boogie-woogie,
will record for RCA-Victor, for Red Hines explained that only the bass
Seal
release,
the
"Concerto for notes would "give out with a tune"
Trombone" that he will play with on the old jalopy pianos in use in'
Leopold Stokowski's N. Y. City New Orleans joints, and so the modSymphony tomorrow (Thursday).
ern boogie style came into beting. He
pointed out that Hitler had banned
jazz from Germany, saying it was'
degenerate and
an outgrowth of
weak, democracies.

He's being sold on the same heavy
guarantee, against 80%.
On 12
dates last summer, he earned $60,000
in this 'way.
Dates' will be inaugurated in New England, where'
he's playing the
Boston theatre week of April 5 for the first
time in five or six years. He's also
due at the Palace theatre, Albany,
'

RKO
1

.

.

.

ASCAP NOMINATING

COMMITTEE HUDDLES

Incidentally, ''Father" Hines and
his orch (16) did bumper biz at the

,

Publishers' nominating committee
of the American Society of Composers, Authocs^ arid Publishers gets

National theatre last week.

ujgeuier 'ity&rvutt^Trtsrsttzyj-xrsc-lect candidates for places on the
Board>6f Directors now held by
men -whose terms expire this year.
Current members of the board who.
end their reign then are Max Dreyfus, Donald Grey, Johnny O'Connor,
and Jack Mills. Under ASCAP's bylaws they, automatically are candidates for reinstatement. Commitiee
must select opponents for them.
On the nominating committee are
Leo Talent, Eli Oberstein and Max
Winkler.
Elections take place by

0«0!i'SBEJarW5TH-LONG, MOONEY ORCHS

mail.

We want to put at rest the rumors
reported in your last two issues regarding the alleged sale of Mills

-

dency of Majestic-Hit, due March
1

Talks Ended Jan. 30
Editor, "Variety":

:

into operation, will bring about his
and the
resignation from

can

the

wrote so

Adams which has been hanging

of the

Composers, Authors and Publishers,
has for years been close to show
business. His outstanding contribu-

Steadily improving, Astor, whose
was despaired of some time ago,
expected to leave the hospital in
another couple of months, after
which he intends to organize a. new
orch.
life

list

.

.

.

National

hits that

New Bask Pattern

& Coke' Disc

M.

"nationally

needle trade post.
In addition to Walker, the executives of the company will consist of
Eli Oberstein, executive v.p.; Parker
Erickson, v.p.'; C. E. Underwood,
treasurer, and Curtis Franklin, secretary.
Majestic's entry into the recording
field via the purchase of the Classic
Dorsey's deal at the 400 and subsidiary holdings, unquestionClub, N. Y., where he opens Friday ably places another major disc
(Mt),,ls one that few bands in the manufacturer in the field at a time
business could secure. He's in for when .artists are desperately in need
four weeks on a $3,500 weekly guar
of additional platter outlets. Plans
antee, plus the first $3,000 in covers for the "Majestic-Hit" label, the title
(at $1.50 per), plus 50% of all cov
of the disc to be marketed by the
ers over that figure.
If business new company (the "Hit" part to .be
(.Continued on page 44)
comes up to expectations, Dorsey

Set

•

Decca 'Rum

G.

City, is the

of the new firm.
association
his
new disc project was finally
earlier this week, although it
been scheduled for later.

.

who

pital at

.

Newark, opening tomorrow
night at Frank Dailey's
Meadowbrook in Jersey.

As

Walker, former mayor of

to become president
Announcement of

Pittsburgh, Feb. 13.

(18).

Al Dubin,

over a year to go.
Herman is currently at the

J.

New York

'

Twentieth Century film Corp.,
through 1U attorney, Idwih P. Kilroe, was ordered, to submit to examination before trial in connection
with the' suit brought by Edward B.
Marks Muslo Corp,, and Margaret
Doyle, for alleged infringement of
the song "Ta Ra Ra Boom Dere E,"

At least, the openings are singles.
Herman
the news
In many cases in the past there, have
with Columbia Records,
to
been two and three in one night in
leaking out prematurely. It was
a series such as those above.
have been kept under cover until he
made his first date for Columbia,
another Feb. 26.
Feb. 19. He'll do
Herman's move from Decca to Columbia is the flrst shift of a major in 20th's Alms, "Heaven Can Walt,"
band property from one label to an- and "Cabin In the Sky."
other since Benny Goodman severed
Federal Judge Edward A. Conger
connections with Victor and joined today (18) in New York granted the
Columbia several years ago. Switch, motion by the plaintiffs. Exam. Is
contemplated for several months be- scheduled to take place Feb. SO, In
growing resentment N. Y.
a
of
cause
Al Dfffin, one of the .most prolific
against Decca's concentration of prosongwriters in the business who,
duction on albums such as Dorothy
with various collaborators, composed
Lamour's recent release, was culsome
of the industry's best song hits,
minated by an agreement on terms
died in New York Sunday (11). On
with Columbia during Herman's rethe day before (10), Bob Murray,
cent run at Ihe Paramount theatre,
head
of
the publlo relations departN, Y. Contract, terms of which are
ment of the American Society of
undisclosed, wasn't formally signed
Composers, Authors and Publishers,
until Monday (12). His Decca agreedied of a heart attack In Montreal,
ment expired Jan. 1.
where he had gone on ASCAP busi'
Columbia has already laid plans
ness.
for a nationwide publicity campaign
Dubin, who was 54, was popular in
coincident With the initial release of
the
muslo business/Death came after
a Herman disc, exact date of which
a comparatively brief Illness.
He
has not yet been determined.
Broadcast
Music,
Inc.'s
newer was the author of a great num
That Decca's top flight maestros deals with- bandleaders for the esber
of song hits of yesteryear, now
would begin cutting away from that tablishment of music publishing
classed
as
"standards,"
and
also
organization as their contracts ex- firms, call for different arrangements
composed, with Harry Warren, one
pired was predicted in "Variety" as. than preceding and less ambitious
Since then ventures wherein BMI is the com- of the few modern tunes to be
far back as last fall
Jimmy Dorsey has made attempts to plete financier via coin advances classed as a "standard." That was
"Lullaby of Broadway," which won
cut loose but his contract still has

theatre,
(Thurs.)

James

4-

Exam Before Trial
Maestro Bob Astor Turns known figure," mentioned in last
week's "Variety" break on the
In Ta-Ra-Ra-Boom' Suit Meadowbrook tomorrow (Thursday)
Songwriter in Hospital Majestic-Classic Records story as set
and Tommy Dorsey at the 400 Club,

flrst

aKreement over the

Jimmy Walker Heads Up Majestic

1

Woody Herman's orchestra U. the+of the topBight band names on
to ahlft to another 20th'g
the Decca label
became of • disdisc manufacturer

4t

AFM

Expels Santaella

Johnny O'Connor, personal manager of Fred Waring, enlarged his
activities last week.
He concluded
negotiations by which he will direct
the affairs of the Johnny Long and
Art Mooney orchestras. Long is at

the Paramount theatre, N. Y., currently and Mooney is due to open
next month in the new Carnival
Room of the Capitol hotel, N. Y.
CfConnor's
deal
to. personally
manage Long comes several months
after the leader's settlement of disputes with attorney-financier A. Ed-

ward

Dummy Band Charge

Masters

and

manager Jack

Philbin.

•
Los Angeles, Feb. 13.
Negotiations with Eddie Cantor
Severest penalty imposed on a
London Has a Genres
and Jimmy McHugh were terminmember of L. A. Local 47 of the
ated on Jan. 30, 1945, while I was
London,
Feb.
1.
,
American Federation of Musicians
Practically the whole of Tin Pan
still
in
Hollywood and the offer
in many years was slapped on SalvaAlley is talking^ about Joe Lubin,
made by them and their associates
tore Santaella on a multiplicity of
comparative newcomer, who crashed
was withdrawn with our consent at
charges.
He was ordered expelled the music field less than two years
that time. Since then, we have had
and fined $3,500 by board, of diago, and already
no further negotiations
Musicv' Inc.

'

'

with them
and you may be assured that we will
have none in the future.

week's issue of Feb. 7lh,
it was stated' that George Weiner,
head of Grand and Wemaf" Music,
made an offer' for Mills Music, Inc.
That claim is without warrant in
fact, as no offer was made or even
discussed with that source.
''
Sani J. Buzzell.
(Ed. Note: Reference to George
Weiner in last week's "Variety"
story stated that an offer by him for
Mills was only a rumor.
In. last

-

'

,

.

'

-

'

has four song- hits

rectors.

to

Most serious of the charges against
Santaella was that as music director

KMTR

his credit.

That

I

They

Love,"

Blessings,"

"Till

"Am

are,

"It's

You

Sending
Forget

Stars

My
to

and KRKD he maintained Shine" and "'Till All Our Prayers
"dummy" house bands and diverted Are Answered."
salaries to musicians working in a
Youngster was in the wood manusteak hcAise he operates. KMTR was facturing racket, when he quit to
to have been staffed with five men enter this more hazardous calling.
and KRKD with three. He is also
Noel Gay has him under five years*
alleged to have bought time on the contract, with three- more years to
stations to advertise his eatery, con- go. His last song was done in coltrary to AFM regulations. Tomaso, laboration with Hugh Charles, for*
"strolling
gypsy"
took
over
at mer general manager to Irwin Dash,,
at

'

.

KMTR.

.and

now

director In the

Gay

outfit

ORCHESTRAS— MUSIC
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10 Best Sheet

on Coin-Machines

10 Best Sellers

(Week
,

1.

Rum

2.

Don't Fence

3.

Accentuate Positive

and Coca-Cola

Me

<5i

In '(13

(

Feist

Andrews Sister*
Crosby-Andrews
Bing Crutby
Johnny Mercer

i

(Harms >...,..

•

i.Vi

i

\

Morris

i

(

4.

I

Dream

of

Vou

(6i

I

Tommy

\

F.mbassy

•

.

.

,1.

(

J.

Tliere Goes. That Son;; «»• tShapiro"

«.

I'm Beginning to See Light

7.

Into

8.

Tin

i;3

Duke

|

9.

10.

Making Believe

Saturday Night

Is

<8i

{BVO.

Capitol

.

Victor

.

...

.

.

........

.

.

.

.

Tommy

Eiidiiifl,

.Harms

TITLE

Morris
.

Dream of You..
Embassy
Little On Lonely Side. .Advanced

.

.

.

'.-.

Dorscy

.

.

.

.

j

Hollywood. Feb. 13,
Horace Heidt, already owner ofi
the Trianon Ballroom near here, is
He
going inle the hotel business.
has bought the Lone Palm Hotel.
Palm Springs, "from. King .Chantey
for a reported $150,000. Heidi takes
possession today (Wed.i.
This is the second purchase Heidt
Several
has made from Charney.
years ago he bought the latter's
home in San Fernando Valley.

Py|)S

fear

Out

In Sales

|

Music business fell oft. sharply
week, the blame again being put
on the difficulty of moving oivilian
freight due to railroad tieups by bad

You .......
Care— f'Tlirill

Should

.Embassy
of a

.

.

x:m this 5x6 vist'Ai. loconl
of song liltH of over 10l> ]»uh*
Imliflliers, plus old- favorlii-a.
rludca lend shcelH nml Jyrlra
of chorui). SAMl'LUiS FlU-IIC.

'

time, consisted of Shribman's Tlaim
that Dorsey owed him money oh a
financial deal between them, made
when Dorsey's band was cjuite.new.
Shribman loaned the leader money,

This Heart of

which he was to get .a
percentage of Ihe band.'s. earnings
over a period of time. He claimed
he wasn't completely reimbursed.
Suit was settled by arrangements
year, had finally arrived.
including the lender's promise to
Jobbers, however, assert that the piny a total or seven dates per year
slump is only momentary, that as soon for the next three year's for Shribas freight now clogging shipping man. who operates or controls a
points clears away arid is absorbed number of one-nighter and other,'
into .respective retail channels, that type jobs in New England.
Dates
the biz will bounce right back into will be played at S2.500 guarantee'
.bullish stride.
against CO', of take! Recently Dorscy petitioned the AFM's executive board to resume 'jurisdiction on
the case, after having asked for and
Revised Band Sked For
gotten permission to lake, the thing
into civil 'courts.Executive board

Is

.

Mine— f'Ziegfeld

1610
it

roadway

New York

19

TUNE-DEX

TOP PEOPLE ARC DOING
*7A,r

TOP TUNE

AFTER AWHILE

Pennsylvania hotel, N. Y., band
summer and fall has
Instead of Woody
been revised.
Herman's orchestra opening the first
week in October, he has been moved
lineup for the

INTO HOTEL CONTRACTS

Paxton. who opens in June.
In the fall spot Frankie Carle's
band has been inserted. He will be

American Federation of Musicians
has not let up in its investigations
of salaries and operating costs and

Les

possible- financial losses of bands
Every new
playing hotel dates.
booking of a band into a N. Y. spot
execs.
is being scrutinized by
Last week at least one, and pos-

followed,

in

December,

by

Brown.

A

SeasatloMl Novelty Song Sweeping the Country

DON'T SHOOT THE BARTENDER

NOW

HE'S HALF SHOT
A

Hmiiie* Tune

THERE'S A LADY DOWN SOUTH
]>anc«

OrctieHtrulloriH

Both Written

JOHNNY TTCKKR, JOE SOHUSTKK

.

Heady

by-

anil

MANN*

(Smllty)

.SMITHS

Wire or Write

SMITH & SCHUSTER
18.1«

Broadway,

New York—VO. 5-M»7

AFM PROBES DEEPER

up, at his own request, to the July
19 spot immediately following George

Prof.

Mf r.,

Irwin Behuter

Wailing
t

.

Melodylanu
,T. B.

.

.

My.

•

'Fif-imisicdl..

Lepit

-tit

Santly

Barton
.Burke

Shapiro

"....

......Burke

BMI
iijsical.

Continued trnm puce 45 ;

eventually discarded! call for production to be reached within the
next CO. days that will come close to
equalling the current -output of al
least one of the three major .firms
.

now

Remick
.Mills

.Triimglu

Way

Jimmy Walker
;

RCA-

Columbia.

in -existence.

in the operation of the new firm.
Fooio. Cone & Bclding is the. advertising agency on the new combination. That outfit last week sent
out
announcements of Majestic's
purchase of Oberstein's interests.

^op

hjt

Victor and Decca.
the machinery already installed in the New Jersey Plastics
Co. plant at Newark, plus nc\v
presses coming in. a minimum annual output bt 15,000,000 pressings is*
In addition. Oberstein,
expected.
who will be,g.m. of the new limn,

With

and Majestic

officials

Harms

Leeds

.

.

g

llfiiliitwt

Riif

rixirutAR

STApAR>tp1ttiY

have acquired

a site for another factory in the Chicago area, which will be put into
operation before the end of the year.
Another plant will be set up on the
Coast.
-

With the kind of production n's
claimed the Newark plant alone will
AFM
give the new company, it's pointed
out by agency men here that Oberwere
other
personal
managers,
sibly
stein will have comparatively Utile
on the carpel atPetrillo's offices, an- trouble correcting the one fault in
swering queries relative to current his projected setup— artists.
As it
hotel bookings.
stands now. Oberstein's best sales
the
Several weeks ago,
AFM or- names are Louis Prima's orchestra
dered that all new Contracts being and the Three Sups.
But.
it's
written for band dates in N. Y: ho- pointed out, the manner, in which
tels must be submitted for union
the initial announcement of his alapproval, together with the appear- liance with Majestic, in last' week's
ance at the AFM of the- leader in- "Variety," stirred up artists, agenvolved,
plus his
men. However, cies, music publishers, etc.. the conthere are a handful of contracts that dition won't be difficult to correct.
had already been written and signed
Chance to Grab. "Names"
prior to' that order, hence the- continuing investigation as fullfllments
All these components of the enoccur.
tertainment industry see in the new
setup a* clear outlet to the nation's
coin machines and home record fans,
For several years now, artists with
the major Arms mentioned above
have

alo4-o4t-4«AMi.-*.\j/Mti

manpower and materials
no longer a problem) 'and
few national reputations

the lack of
(latter is

as a result

~

BVC
../..Shapiro

— —
:.

Follies"

Ra— *"Going

Too Ra Loo Ra Loo

in return for

Publishers lor the past
week have been worried, however,
that a break in the sales boom, which
has been consistent for more than a

refused to take it back. Lee Eastman was Dorsey's attorney.

.

Sweet Dreams Sweetheart— ^"Hollywood Canteen".
Take Me In Your Arms
Tliere Goes That Song Again— t'/Carolinn Blues"

weather.

Pennsylvania Hotel, N.Y.

.

..

.

the Loneliest Night
Slcighride In July— f'Belle of the Yukon"

Saturday Night

!

ADVERTISING AGENCIES

..Dorscy

.

t

j

B. I. D. & O.
AND MANY OTHER

.Robbins

;

of

; .

out recourse to the- courts or the
executive board of the American
Federation
of
Musician?.
Case,
which has been hanging fire foyiome

.Famous

.

Romance".
I'm Making Believe— f'Sweet and Lowdown".
Just a Prayer Away.,
Magic. Is the Moonlight— r'Bathing Beauty"
More, and More— f'Can't Help Singing'' .......
My Heart Sings— f'Anchovs Aweigh"
My Dreams Are Getting Belter

Tommy -.Dorscy and Sy Shribman
have settled their differences with-

last

.Harms
V.Chappell
...Drake

Wtwzy

Dream

I
I

Boom

j

Williamson
......Bourne
Morris

He's Home For Little While
I Didn't Know About You

.Victor

Break

Feist

Fuzzy.'

Of Court, Dates Promised

Horace Heidt Buys Hotel

Berlin

;..

Park"

....7

.

O. and Sy Shribman
Settle Old Dispute

.-Starlight

Advanced

Don't Ever Change
Don't Fence Me In— ("Hollywood Canteen"....
Ev'ry Time We Say Goodbye— ' "Seven Lively Arts"

.Barton

Victor

.

;

the Waves".. ......Morris
;

Book— '"Central

Close As Pages In a
.Confcssin'

Witmark
.

Come

Candy

Sweet Dreams
.Remick
There Goes That' Song. .Shapiro
Lullaby
Saturday Night

]4)1,R

PUBIAS'IIKK

Accentuate the Positive— t"Here
After Awhile...
A Little On the Lonely Side.
Always— f'Chrislmas Holiday"

Feist
.Santly

I

'Irish

.Victor

.

M,

NBC, CBS, Blue, Mutual Plugs

Feb. 10

Don't Fence Me In. ....
Accentuate Positive
Rum and Coco-Cola
Dreams Gelling Better.

,

.

i

Sleighride In July (2> iBulkc!...

'

Sellers

Columbia

.

F.Uinglon

Decca

.Decca

.

.

.

lnkspols— Fit/.gci' aid ..Decca
Decca
Ink Spots
.Columbia
Frank Sinatra

Rain <9i (Stun,...

Loneliest (2i iBailon

.

Dccco
Decca

....

Harry .lame*

\

iGiandi.

i

:

.

.

.

.

..

Sammy Kayc.

|

Some

Each Life

JJnrsey

Decca

....

Dorscy

Russ Morgan.

I

Wednesday. February

VSiRttTt

have been made since the. start of
the war, at least as far as the band
field is concerned.
Another thing in
Oberstein's favor, and which could

The Shiek Ql Araby

acquire for him top-flight
names now with competitors, in the
fact that the latter even now cannot
properly satisfy the circulation reeasily

quirements of their

many

cases

unhappy

Woody

artists.

And

rongem'
Exploitatroti

Btg3 f 1»Hll

Top Tones for You looks
An All-Time Favorite

-mm
LADY

Music by

.

JIMMY MeUUGB
Publiihed by

BOBBINS

in

those artists are 'very
the situation
(see

oyer

Herman - Decca - Columbia

story in this issue:)
.

Majestic is said to -have paid Oberstein .and two partners well over
$500,000 for the firms ha built up

from a standing start, during the
past few years.- Along with Classic
and New Jersey Plastics, which
Obersteiiyhad already begun setting
up as his main factory when the
Majestic deal was broached, went
Transcriptions, Inc., which he acquired last year ai Classic's main
recording

.

studio.

Oberstein

as-

sertedly will draw a salary and percentage of the profits for his part

AS

TORY

MARTIN BLOCK MUSIC,

Of Two

he.. Lirry Tayler,

Gm. Mp., SOI

C
IMUm

OH! MOYTLE
TOBIAS and LEWIS
Publisher$
1250 Sixth Avenutt

New York

IGARETTES

Am., Iwi

Vwt

22, N. V.

20, N. Y.

VAUDEVILLE

W^lueeday, February 14, 1944

Promoter

Vaude Units Cope

Q%U

VautU's Tobacco Road'

L'vUl*

Armory

With Travel Snags;

with

Jefferion

seating

oapaotty

Formulate Policies
Transportation problem this winhas been most acute aince the
«tart of the war. Instances of acta
missing first and second shows .in

ter

15-year

'

oontraot

-Chicago

Seltzer,

to

Leo

County

promoter.

sports

and

offioials,

oelli for rental
.

of $17,600 a year or

from

oeipts

by now become a common opening day occurrence: How-

SelUer,

10%

sports

.

who has been

of gross re-

which

events

affiliated

with

the ChioHRo Coliseum, Intends
can be done
promote, whiohever amount
by bookers, except eliminat-

ever, there's little, that

about it
ing long jumps and trying to leave
at least one-day open to allow acts
.

major

every

circuit has
now issued instructions to house
designed
facilitate
to
managers
movement of acta and units. Among,
rules now in effeot is setting up of
scenery so that it oah be easily dismantled and shipped. It's now the
rule that last day of a run is usually

Nearly

devoted

stripping of

to

must be carried

that

.

equipment

to

Chi Holdup of Nitery

next
show,

the

By the time of the last
changes of sce.nery'now play with one curtain, and
In a few minutes after trie fadeoul.
trucks are carting the equipment to
stop.

.

the station. "/

"

'Brownout' Crime

.

First

gage, so that if forwarded finery arrives late, at least the.femmcs won't
be working in street clothes.
These rules 'were systematized
last week when Earl Carroll's "Van-

jumped from Boston to New
System worked, well enough
its permanent adoption

ities''

warrant

for. duration
.

the transportation

of

assist

in

the

fund raising campaign for Boy Scout
Week, under auspices of the Cafe
Owners Guild. Quota set by the
COG Is $15,000. -Drive got under
way Friday (9) with a luncheon at

ment
a

Wave

who

will
Lt.

do the

two

In

what's feared will be

pacling until March

Protests 6-Day

( hi,

1.

Week

Chicago, Feb.

directive limited these spots to
they would not
feel that these spots, too,
a patriotic, vol-

and

.

collecting,

Charles

COA.

six-day schedule

fold

were
former
scout and winner of the Congressional Medal of Honor, was guest of
ice,

guests.

oil

bistros

should go along on
untary basis.

|

that 10 of the (i7 night spots who've
been advised of ruling have already
signed up. Such big-time spots as
Chez Paree. Latin -.Quarter,' Empire
Room and Ihc like yet to be heard

I

|

honor.

j

COG

j

.

:

difficulties.

'

Open At
HVood, March 28

Jerry Lester to
Ciro's,

two men. who apparently had lain
wail for him.
Flo and Wall's
in
hcisted an hour and a half
earlier by masked bandit and confederate, who for two hours had

Jerry Lester, upon completion of
N. Y..

his date at the Copacabana,
moves to Ciro's; Hollywood,
BO. for an indefinite stand.
Deal .set by Miles Ingalls
recent trip to the Coast.

was

March
on his

..

PERFORMERS NOW
ARMED FORCES

posed as

IN

IC >"ii lin In Siwi'lal Horvlrrn iir not
for Inimfrijnta
or iHMl-ivnr return
to Mliou-lxialnrw

uh

Here

a Service

It

Always

Yoe'll

Waat

GAG

FUN-MASTER

FILES

Miill

W. Mill

way

At

'

to

St.,

W hS

Now
I

"Fiin-Mntittr"
City

Nnv York

9

In.

Third.

PIERMONT

ARMY RELEASE

Sidney Piermont. talent
booker for Loew's until he went into
the Army, was honorably discharged

HIM

3 PLACES AT ONCE

MOM TURNS
AS BURGLAR!

IN

St. Louis, Feb. 13.
Mrs. Clarence J. Krueger, Belle111.,
14 miles from here, last!

ONYX CLUB

j

ville,

week turned her 18-year-old

son.

Clarence, Jr., over to cops and said
he had confessed to her that he and
two companions had copped $234
from the till in a burglary of a
Belleville
Mrs.
Krueger
nitery.
found some of the money in the
family automobile, accused her son
of the theft and he made the ad-

Nightly

,

•

W

Philo.

N

E

W

6:45-7:00 p.m.

mission.

Mrs. Verna South worth, owner of
the night, spot told cops $310 was
stolen but Krueger insisted the loot
totaled only $234.
One of the two'
youths named
by
Krueger was
nailed by the gendarmes but denied
the charge.

APOLLO
THEATRE,

from, the Army -'Saturday <10). He Ex-Ink Spot Fades Into
served 28 months in Special Services,
Dot!
Apollo as
being stationed for the most part at
Casablanca, debarkation point for
Deke Watson, former member of
UBO*C.tt!?J4>. stm ws in
the African J,hc J.'ik Spots, will make his New!
and European theatres of war. ITe" York prcem wilh his new quailet at
entered the Army as a captain.
the Apollo theatre, March 2. Outfit,
Future, plans are not set.
currently breaking in at a mid^wesll
club, has been christened the^ Brown

Week

Brown

W>*k

MORRIS

SID

GETS

bistros.

Major.

ROBERTS

N.

Y.

Feb. 16

|

14

Lea Walter'! Latin- Onarter, Der
\\M.

MAJOR

l», N. V.

Jock Loach's Walton Roof.
.Starting Vt wlTuf ManlY
Dir.:

patrol.

downtown

outside

ChiIhIm Muitarn Conirdy MulrrJul for
All Tyvr r«rronnri«
Knell Ncrlpt Contains Over 1110
Sure-tire tins*—* 1.0(1 Eh<iIi
Not. 1 .2-3-4-5 Now Ready
Miike riirokH ruyable In
I'AUJ.A .SMITH
-MM)

a

Norma Jean Ross, Jerry Walter
and Other Chi radio stars, looked
on as bandits relieved owners of
jewelry and cash, also taking $500
worth of jewelry and $85 cash from
another patron and waiter.
meanwhile reported an
Police
alarmingly large number of disorderly conduct cases in darkened
Loop, with more than the standard
quota of brawls on tap inside and

JUNIOR'S

:

I

i

UNA MAE

I

I

!

Dots.

j

New

group grew out of Watson's
litigation with Billy Kenny, current
leader of .the Ink Spots, which was
recently settled out of court.

fa

Ttlwicus

LOEW
BOOKING

AG EN C Y
eiNfMi ixtcuiivt ornctt
IOIW IUILDINO ANNEX
; IM W. 44* *., N. V. e M r «n f -TMO

"It,,

LU *IN

I

Brown

Dots are also handled by the Moe
Gale office.

Mike Sachs Stricken Blind
Mike

veteran

Sachs,
,

and

home

subsequently

CBS TELEVISION

week in St. Louis
removed to his

Boston. He had suffered a
hemorrhage the night previously and
his medico claims it affected the
in

Optic neive.--.

,

Sachs and his partner were playvaude date at the Grand theaand were breakfasting
with friends when stricken.
Sachs headed his own shows' on
the
new defunct Columbia and
Mutual burlesque circuits for many
years. After both wheels folded he
and Miss Kennedy appeared in stock
burlesque, but for the past five years
alternated between burlesque and

"I

SEE

.

Johnny Grecnhut has been put in
charge of artist recordings nl Music
Corp. of America. New assignment,
addition to cafe agenting.

.Tack

Whittcmorc

diacings.

Mi»

Hat Competed and Recorded Otter Hit Timet

Carlisle

"
.

Victer-llMcbird and

is

handling banc!

leecon Records*

Most Recent Recording

*"THE REST OF
EXCLUSIVE

vaudeville.

is in

A MILLION FACES"
VICTOR-IIUMIRD RECORD

ing a

tre, St. Louis,

GEEENHUT'S ADDED CHORE
«*0

CARLISLE

burlesque

comic who had been learned in
vaude act with Alice Kennedy, Was
stricken blind last

•

13.

Shelvey, however, said the lalehli from.
union is willing to discuss the highCOA members, meanwhile, followpriced-act angle with the operators ing closed confab Friday. i9) at tRe
and, in instances where it's proven Sherman hotel, reported they had
spots adopted constitution and by-laws.
high-budgeted
talent
that
would suffer, the union might enter- Fifty members present also set initain a proposition of four and five- tiation fees at $100 with $25 agreed
ligure salaried acts being permitted on as monthly dues.
Hotel nitery
to ^ork seven days, providing ^the reps,
although served notice by
act applied for such permission to AGVA and advised of COA meet,
AGVA.
were not present; which was taken
Shelvey scouted charges . by the to. mean they won't be lining up
Cabaret Owners Assn. of Chicago, with COA but will handle ail deals
that AGVA was invoking the six- through the Chicago Hotel. Assn., its
day week to kite salaries of per- own group.

Shea,

—

one costume with their personal lug-

to

will

committee on the Boy Scout
campaign consists of Nick Prd"unis,
series of holdups bxought on by
Versailles, chairman; Carl Erbe, Zanbrownout cost- two nitery owners zibar, co-chairman; Leon Enken,
here $10,000 over weekend, with pa- Leon 8c Eddie's; Dick Flanagan,
trons and employees of spots also Monte Carlo; Jimmy Kelly. Jimmy
shaken down for $585 in cash and Kelly's; Mike Larsen, Iceland; Monte
jewelry. Those robbed were Ralph Proser, Copacabana; Billy Rose, DiaBerger, Latin Quarter boss, who sur- mond Horseshoe; Lou Wallet's, Latin
rendered $400 in cash and diamond Quarter; Dario, La Martinique; Jack
and Noah L.
ring valued at $fl00, and Flo and Harris, La Conga
Walt Ross, operators of Flo and Braunstcin, COG counsel.
This is the third consecutive camWalt's 'hangout for entertainers, who
gave up $500 cash' and two diamond paign for the niteries. They've just
completed a $20,000 drive for the.
rings worth $8,500.
Berger was held up at 5:30 Sunday March of Dimes and a hefty amount
morning in lobby of his hotel by to the Now York War Fund..

also been found necessary to
order chorus' girls to- carry at least
ri's

Vork.

niteries

where 100 members of the
American Women's Volunteer. Serv-

Chicago, Feb. 13,

•

Y.

larger

Following announcement by newly
Cabaret Owners Assn.
perfectly willing to give it to the organized
Their plaint has been that- they will contest American
choristers.
of
Variety Artists six-day
that the high salaries' paid make a Guild
performers ultimatum.
for
seven-day week imperative." AGVA week
takes the stance that if a Govern- Jack. Irving, AGVA rep here, said

Sherry's,

Ops Feared Prelude To

units with several

to Assist

Boy Scout Week Drive
N.

the

of

throughout the country, especially
those playing top salary acts, have
thus far hedged on acquiescing to the
six-day week for principals but are

is

booked. Town has been bypassed in
recent years by extravaganeai Armory last week housed the Pollack
Bros. Circus under Shrine auspices.

deadline

Some

Owners Pledge

15C Campaign

Florida Agents Assn.

1

AGVA

Is

negotiating for the installation
of
refrigeration
equipment, expected to cost 176,000, so
that ice skating shows .may be

formers.

Siii'lvey stated that sine*
the six-day. week campaign is geared
to give nitery performers a day off
weekly so they may double in war
plant work in spare time and does
Shelvey, /national administrator of not -permit the act to work overtime,
the talent union. Shelvey unsnarled the salary basis would be the same.
Although 75';. of the niteries have
the tangles in several doubtful territories
last
week and planed to already signed or signified intention
Florida Mon. (12) to meet with the of doing so,
has extended the

The vaude show has run two
years and eight months exactly
and was born by accident at the
fights one Friday night three
seasons ago when Grauman and
Murray set the deal with a
handshake.

N.Y. Cafe

American Guild of •Variety Artists
have pacted more than lo f of the
niteries' throughout the country to
go along with .them on the six-day
week campaign, according to Malt
'„

to

greater.

Seltzer

Extends Deadline Until March

and $2 lFri.-Sat.-Sim.)
top which
has been grossing
$14,000 weekly and netting S3,200 for almost three-years.
$1.50

A.'

Contract wai aigned laat week by

theatre* have

to ftel set.

of vaudeville

of 10,000,
been leased un-

largest in town, has

der •

AGVA, With 75% Nod to 6 Day Week,

Hollywood, Feb. 13.
P«rhap$ the "Tobacco Road"
is the Ken Murray-.
Sid Grauman operation at El
Capitan, the 1,200-seat house at

Shows

for

Tab. It.
County Armory,

Loulnvllle,

Loeal

45

MY

LIFE"

MANAGEMENT

JOE G LASER
745 FIFTH

NEW YORK

AVENUE
20. K. Y.

far

-

.

Wednesday, February 14,

YAUDIYILLI
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Puita

Brooklyn Tree'

Wierc Bro$. Vs. Hacker "Vanities'

Berle Out After

3

Wkt

Current Roxy, N. Y., show headlined by Milton Berle will stay only
three weeks, to make way for "A
billing
Tree Grows in Brooklyn," opening
Billing dispute led to fisticuffs last stand the expense' on the
Saturday CIO) between Herble Wlere changes, amount to be deducted from Feb 26, when Victor Borge and Joan
and Dave Hacker, both featured unit's payoff. Hacker Intends taking Edwards will head stage show,
matter with Carroll for final

Billing Dispute

members ot

the stage unit, Earl
Carroll's "Vanities ot 1945."
Rumpus is said to have been pre-

through Wiere and his
oipltated
brothers, who. get top billing with
the unit, refusing to permit names of
Dave and June Hacker, whose contract calls for second billing to go up
on the marquee at Loew's State,
N. Y., when unit opened there on
Thursday (8). At that time It was
stated, according to Hacker, that
there wasn't room enough on the
marquee. Later when Hacker took
It up with Jesse Kaye, Loew booker,
latter agreed -to adjust the matter.
During the interim Earl Carroll,
Srodueer of the unit, who was In
Y. on the weekend, also okayed
the billing. Hacker name went up
On
on, the marquee Friday night.
Saturday the Wiere Brothers notified house management' they would
not go on until Hacker name was
removed. This was done and Hacker
retaliated by refusing to straight for
the Wieres in their comedy sequence in the revue. According to
Hacker, Herbie threw a few insulting remarks at him during the
.

Ends

have

will

to

Into

Move was made while Later was
He left for the Coast
visiting here.
(fO to wind up his affairs and
will return in about three weeks to
start at the Morris agency.

Friday

Club,

Chi,

on Charges

Of Indecent Performance
Chicago, Feb.

policemen
Because
four
Commissioner Allman's office
.

13.

from
failed

show as much
as the capacity crowd of good-timeCharlies early Sunday (II) morning at the 600 club, several performers were arrested and charged with
to appreciate the floor

&

Fanchon

Marco Plans

Comeback Via Packaging

Indecent performances!

small problem, as F&M has its production staff intact since it does the

was too transparent arid material of
the others too blue. No attempt was
to padlock the establishment.

and made

Y.,

Marvels of Magical

JUST MISSES RESCUE

Vaude; 10G Too High
Increasing signs of

stiff

resistance

were submitted for personal appearances at around $10,000 weekly. So
far there have been ho takers, bookers feeling the price to be' beyond
There

reason.

is still

ago when Corregidor fejl, he had a few weeks of personals while in
been imprisoned in the Philippines the area.
until just a short time ago in the
concentration camp at which American Rangers pulled the famed ComBenefit Earnings
mando raid. Only a matter of days

NVA

Jtouriring

months
oa the

from ovsneot after '/JHm U.S.O., 5 moathi

wM

foriole

droit

la

Frcmce,

GerLaiemfceaco, oat)
many. Starting, ear hotel appearaacat by epaatag Feb. 1 Via at the
Belcjlam,

NORMANDIE

ROOF.

MOUNT

IOYAL HOTIL, MONTREAL
M.CA.,

NIW YORK

INVISIBLE CLASSES
CONTACT I.EXSK8
OF S.lFK. I NHRKAKABI.E PLASTIC
II)'

L.

AlMiulntiiH'iit— KN.

2-S980

LEWISON, O.D.
Show World
New York 24. X.

W.

86tli St.,

before the liberation Of the several

Tops 1944's Coin Return

hundred prisoners. S^t.
removed to a prison

Annual

National

the

of

benefit

Variety Artists, Inc., at the Imperial,
proper.
Miss Carroll received the word theatre, N. Y., Sunday night (11)
here last week at Nixon Cafe, where was a sellout before curtain time
she's working as a single while her
and while the figures are yet to be
husband, Corp. Henry Slate, of
vaude's Slate Brothers, is upstairs, computed, It's figured the proceeds
al\ the Nixon theatre. In "Winged will top last year's, despite fact this
year's expense was heavier.
Victory."
The show rah close to midnight
and was c \\y curtailed at that hour
Co~SBVe"iomc '4>if8& in tfvirrim'e ha5Saraaae
it run past that hour.
By Happy Benway
"Senator" Ed Ford, Joe Laurie,
Saranac Lake, N. Y.. Feb. 13.
Victor Gamb'a, who had his ups JT. and Harry Hershfleld, triumvirate
and downs, but now doing okay, of jesters from "Can You Top This?"
plenty cheered by visit from Esther
radio show, chairmanned the affair
Morrissette.
Virginia
Browne, Earl Carroll and served as alternate emcees.
dancer, who did the trick here, has
resumed her stage work.
Margie Regan doing nicely and
MCA'S DUGAN TO COAST
flashing good reports.
Johnny Dugan, head of Music Corp.
Eleanor Dawri elated over being
of America's theatre booking dept.,
upped f6r meals.
goes to the coast next month. It's
Slg Mealy (Welsh, Mealy & Mon
trose)
mastered Fecent operation his first trip out.
Junket is on business.
and doing nicely.
Joe Kelleher, musician, who ls-.doing a .nifty comeback at the Rogers,
Sammy Walsh's Date
enjoyed surprise visit from family
Sammy Walsh, recently returned
last week.
Howard Levy gets his all clear from a USO overseas tour, started a
run at the Bellerive hotel. Kansas
go-home papers March' 1.
City, Feb. 9
Write to those wbo are ill

~-

.

Specialist to the

SIS

Y.

"Thv UeilUz

north," according to Massel.

airer will

be here for eight or

10

weeks.

Chi Nitery

Op Accused

Of Negligence
Blaze;

in

100G

80 Horses Perish
Chicago, Feb.

Gene

owner

Harris,

of the

13.

Club

Alabam, was accused of negligence
last week after flames swept his
Fashion. Club stables destroying 80
BILL (CASINO)
horses, many of them blooded stock.
Blaze caused an estimated loss of
$100,000, with owners of some of the
SERVICE boarded
horses
claiming
their
Pittsburgh', Feb. 13.
mounts valued at up to $10,000 each,
Bill Green, one of Pittsburgh'sAnthony J. Mullaney, chief fire
best-known nitery men and owner
marshall, said that Harris had left
of the Casino which bears his name,
passed his Army physical last week the stables in charge of a 20-year
and will go uito the service some old. youth, handicapped as a result
time next month. Green, married of infantile paralysis, and incapable
of turning in an alarm.
and the father of three

GREEN
HEADS FOR

,

be 38 in May.
His wife will operate the big
dance place he started as' a barbecue stand 13 years ago. Couple
of Green's brothers and brothersin-law, associated with him in the

came late last week, management
in uniform.
when vaudeville bookers turned
down two Hollywood names because

the possibility
Pittsburgh, Feb. 13.
they may be picked up again for perToughest kind of break recently sonals if a price adjustment is made.
fell to Sgt. Harold Pohl, brother of
In the case of Bendix, his air show
Fay Carroll, vaude and nitery singer. is scheduled to come east shortly,
Captured* by the Japs three years and it was thought he could pick up

Pohl was
in
Japan

new show, produced by Dick Bradley of National
Recording Studios.
Current "Fun For Your Money"
unit, headlined by Reis Bros, and
Gloria Van, singer, is skedded to
open at Beck's Supper Club, Newport, Ky„ on Monday
(19), after
seven weeks at the 5100, which has
been renamed "51 Hundred" in ads
—"so people won't think it's so far
are held over for

of the Casino, also are

to high salaries

W. C. Fields and William Bendix

HILAfUQ'l*

first

will

Nix Fields, Bendix For

of price.

revue units produced by fhem.

PITT CHIRPER'S BRO.

SUAVi
MYSTIFYING

is taking his
job In years when

children,

.

F&M

Perception

Rm

For 6 Weeks
Edgar Bergen
nitery

-

go

.

DR. JESTER

Loop—5100

.

the William Morris
agency legit sector in New York.
will

other vaude houses.
Units, it's also figured, will take
care of the amortization of the
costumes now being used at the
Roxy.
Some production numbers'
for the house cal) for about $10,000
worth of femme finery.
There's
little use for them afterward, except for occasional repeats.
feels it can get back its cash by
farming them out., to package tab

AND

Although located in the dimmest
of the dimout. belt— almost

sector

eight miles north of the

MCA

sells lines to

LADY ETHEL

Bergen to Waldorf

IS.

Wm.

producing for the Roxy, N.

THE AMAZING

Chicago, Feb.

1941}

he goes
Club inaugurates "big name policy"
into the Wedgwood Room of
the
March 16 under new management Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y.,
up the
around
Due to length of film (120 mins), which took over last week, with April 2 for six weeks.
showdown.
stage show will play only 36 minutes. Willie Howard, inked through FredBooking results from the ventrflo.
Only one other act, possibly Al Gor- erick Bros., to follow Ralph Cook. quist's" Chase & Sanborn air show
Ken Later Quits
coming east around that time, and
Latter starts month's stint this FriMorris Agcy. don, will be used.
Bergen Is taking opportunity to
For
day (16) with Ruloffs, comedy trio; clear up an old option to the
Ken Later last week resigned from
hosRuth Day, tapslress; and Viola telry. Salary undisclosed, is to be
the cafe department of Music Corporation of America Coast office and Nab Performers at 606
Layne, singer. Mark Fisher and orch based on the old pact. Bergen's

Of Tab Revue Units They were taken into custody as
Fanchon & Marco, a decade ago they bowed out of the spotlight.
Arrested, but later released on
one of the largest vaude unit producers in the country, is again blue- bonds totaling-$C00, were Paul Mall,
printing its return into the field. emcee; Carrie. Finnell and Dolly
Charles Toeffler, F&M's eastern rep, Stirling; singers, Val de Val, exotic
dancer, and Martin Weiss, assistant
is currently planning two units.
rumpus and he retaliated with fistifigured that production and manager.
It's
cuffs but fracas was stopped before
Police charge the dancers' apparelcostuming shows will present but a
>

5100 CLUB IN CHI

in Fist Fight

'

anybody got hurt.
However, Carroll

NAME POLICY FOR

BIG

ot the Harmonica''

AMA Mulling Another
Ice-Capades' for July
Arena Managers Assn.. has started
work on the fifth edition of "IccCapades" to open early in July in
Seattle. Chester Hale will again do
the production
with sketches by
Marco Montedoro. Production costs
are expected to be especially heavy
this
year as costumes will run
around $225,000.
AMA will meet in Cleveland early

March with representatives of
Shipstnd and Johnson's "Ice Follies"
to work out a schedule of dates suitable to both.
confah will continue in Pittsburgh, March 14, when
in

AMA

final

decision

show

will

produce a water

to

be formulated.

LAURETTE and CLYMAS
Pantomime Satirists of the Dance
TIIIBD RETURN KM1AGKM KNT

MOUNT ROYAL HOTEL
MONTRKAl.

PATTER!

WISE-CRAX!

STORIES!

For viudo'-nlto clubs, radio M.c.'e.
doublet, aflnewuers, producer*, dlso
ipookeri.

dlrnton,

bond

iHdert,

toogee.
moglellno, ventrlloi.
wrlterc, cartoonlcti, etc.

ringlet,
Jockeye.

cemlti.

commentator),

Fna-Maiter Gog Flies Nog. 1 Thru S
$1.00 Each Plug Pograg* 5c Per
Script

'Skating Vanities' Record

36G

in 6

E«tn

File

Denver, Feb.

Contain!

Over 100 Sock Oogi!

Make Chock*

Denver Shows

!

Pttyulilr la

PAII.A SMITH
to "Jr'ati-MuMr-r"
Mtll St.. X«nv York Oily IS. N.Y.
Stall

13.

"Skating Vanities of 1945" broke
records at the auditorium, doing
$36,000 for six shows—five nights
and a matinee.

SOO

W.

all

A. ~M.

ui^fieiaer.TIocal

imp'res-"

gave it the biggest advertising
campaign any auditorium attraction
has had in years and it paid off.

sario,

AL TRACE
And
SILLY

2 on AGVA's Unfair List
Weiner's

and
L.

I.,

by

Brooklyn, N. Y.,
Johnny's Inn. Valley Stream,
were declared unfair last week

American

Guild

of

STATE THEATRE

Variety

HARTFORD. CONN.

Artists.

Both spots had cancelled acts despite play or pay contracts.

Mr.l

SHIRLEY RUBIN TO ARA

STAN ZUCKER

CASH

Shirley Rubin has been appointed

Representatives

Association, N. Y.
succeeding Tcss Diamond, who resigned to go with the Sol Tepper

His

SYMPHONISTS

CURRENTLY

Club.

(

office.

Miss, Rubin

Genera l

Am us.

was previously with
Corp.

For your eld costumes or
anything else with rhintstonos, regardless of condition.
Single Itoms to comHigh
plot* wardrobes.
price* paid.

Currently

William Ftanklln, who sang Porev
on recent road tbur of
George
Gershwin's "Porgy and Bess," set to.
open at Cafe Society Uptown, Feb.
12.
Replaces Elwood Smith.

Write DouripUon Hnd Price Wuntril'

EN

JACOBSON.
NEW YORK

SS W. 42nd
18,

Si.

Y.

CAPITOL THEATRE.

WASHINGTON,
(Week
At

*f>o

Piano

UAR9ERY WELLES

D. C.

Feb. 15)

JOHN

SINftlR.

HARRT BLOOM,

EN

JANE

BOCHELLE
andWEEKBEEBE
MOW
PLAYING THIRD

Management

New

York
Hollywood

•

CHICAGO THEATRE, CHICAGO
M«l.:

EDDIE SMITH, Paramount

Bids.,

Now York

St.

dn

'

,

.

.

4T

Wednesday* February 14, 1945
Man
ofh

Variety Bills
WEEK OF FEBRUARY

Betty Green

Kobblert

Florett* Gilbert

Mara Kim

Slf Bohata Ore
Romanian Village

Joe De Carlo .Ore
Venalllee
Carl Brleeon
Vera Holly

Jennie Goldateln

Vera Nlva
Henry Bermah
R Walton Dancers

.'"

16

Trio

Oopaev ft Ayere
nob Hopbine

H

Jacobeon Oro
Nlorb Club
Morales Ore
Ernie Holm Oro
Stan Keller Ore

Numerals la eonneetlow villi bill* below Indicate opening day of show,
whether full or split neck.
.
Karris

(111)

NPBINOF1ELD
8q (15-li)

l.'oart

Steve Murray

CITY
NEW YORK(IS)

Molly Ficon
Murio ft" Florla

Capitol

or Consnuoce
Gloria Jean

Capitol

Dunham Ore

flonnv

Stale (IB)
The lltrXOKB
jerry Lewis

(Id)

W
J Brown
Eddie ManKon

.

Nazarro

Gay M'a

Bill'*

Ethel Gilbert
Mornle Orauer
tar old Wlllard

I

.

Ryan

tacit

Paramount

Charles Strickland

Jimmy Burna
B1U Kelscy

Gay

jlHW YORK CITY

Faranoant <H)
Johnny Long Bd
lan Murray

Eleanor Teenian
Otymplav (14)
t Welles
Dodson's Monka
Wlnl flhaw '
Don Zelaya
.

Lorraine Bognan

..

Arllne Russell
Louis Jordan

.

10.

It's been some years now since the
showbiz hepjiters have become in•

from page

transferred

UO's Quartette

N.

tel

;

Y— gives

.

.

BOOKING THE NATION'S LEADING INDEPENDENT
'
VAUDEVILLE THEATRES

EDWARD SHERMAN AGENCY
BEVERLY HILLS. CAL

netic business, plus-his clowning
time. Southern districts have usually
the piano, this audience could hi've
been behind, according to distribs, had more. And that finale of his act.
so that no great problem is fore- wherein he pianos "Rhapsody in
seen in handling those areas.
Blue," is a demonstration of expert
Complicating the print situation showmanship. After 35 minutes of
somewhat arc the Army bookings. clowning,, iL's difficult. for a performFrom. 120 to 13!) of the 285 prints er to have an- audience accept a seri-'
being allotted for features go to ous effort. but accept it they did
when Borge gave a straight rendition
Army theatres in the U. S. These of
"Rhapsody" that, was right but of
bookings average about .30 days the top drawer.
ahead of general release, but not all
Otherwise, Leo Reisman's brch acof the 140 prints are used at the companiment, for the show is someGenerally,
same time.
however, dis- thing performers must surely swear
Mischa BOrr's Latin music combo
tribs must figure' mainly on the 150 by.
to 165 prints- remaining, which are alternates with. Reisman on the sup*
playing for
to be kept working at top speed iier- dancing, latter also
dinner.
Borge; like the Barrys. apuntil the Anny prints are returned.
Kulin.
pears only at supper.
Distribs have been trying to main-'
tain clearances until now, but in
'

NEW YORK

PARAMOUNT BUILDIN8

-

CALIFORNIA BANK BLOB

.

'

CHICAGO

Harrison

Heart!
Heaal (14)

Cab Calloway Ore

TOLRIIO

Florida (lt-iti

Bd

Tucker
Dare

Barry Wood

Hotel

T

Victor'

Fred.

VlllrfA

BOSTON
Boston

«:OLirMBi s
Palace {16-tt)
Dante Co

.

(It),

•

lUM'UKttTBK
Temple.

'

Corlo

(Id-Ill)

J Lunceford On:
Leon Collins
Tina Dixon

Buck ft Bubbles
Gay tO's

CLEVELAND

Moke ft l'oke
SAN»VBANCKit'H

Palace (IB)

OoJrira Gate (14)
Jan Garbfr Ore

2 ft Claire

Jlmery
rank Paris
oe Besser
Imniy utile
Jane Withers
Mlnevltch Boys

Nadlne Jnhseii
•Rex Welter

:

4

O

HorafaJhn*

NEW YORK
Strand

CITY

4

Washington

Karle
Roxycties
Paul Duke

tunny Rice
Rose Wyss Jr

PHILADELPHIA

West *

Karle (16)

-

(Ifl)

Clob

nuddy Rloh

Sonfs

Ma>]illo Mil
fji Mrjrdnlniie

JohiiHnn

Independent

belter on her choree of gowns, makcup and personality salesmanship, but
these are factors she'll undoubtedly
acqu ire as s he goes along. Right now
.' I.'. ff, 'rriiSjriL-^i
"^iiC
. -,
ns l ia r; .
but ihrrc! isn't any personality void
that can't be counteracted by proper
audience appreciation. A few more
enthusiastic responses, like the one
she got opening night, should do the

EDDIE SMITH

Ann Brewster
Duo

Mnrny
Kill on
Juno &• Man In
HAH'J'FOKIk

.

j

i

Thu

(14)

All

Tr

&.

&

IIuiIhoii
J*o\vIh

J Hulton

Stearns

.

N

UieeJonu
ft Rogers
Josephine Boyor
'our

(IB)
Carroll's Vanities
Royal (15)

The Ink Spots
Sister Tharpe

Lane

Bd

'liapello & }\tt nuon
Oonnlo Pmhu'cII
,

(10-17)

I'djih

BOUND BROOK

.1

l£lf*ahoi

a

Capitol (18) t
t'lynh

EL1ZABKTH

&

r.utilH

T»«*pln

rinrAiiKU'iiiA
Curoian (15)
Jann Sr Liiwlor
.

.

IldUM

TCnl

Tupu Kaua

.

:

THlima
Malle

»l

\Jvc

LMiii*n|n.

Hn.sio

Orr

Ward

'

T«ynn * r>no
Shirley I'.urron
of L.tptirio

Bd

i

HoKftn CoriMt
Ui'Tcoiiri

llai r*

1

i*>

»f

•

i

n

i

Fawn Dane

ClrQCn
^rcrilnnen
fin

(10)..

&

Chicago, f'eb. 2.
Spotty. 3 Glenns,
Dorothy Hild

Rciiee.

Adela. C'tuseu, Emil

u«ii/i
Trudy
Orclt
(15)
Mitrsh. George Devron and Mnrslicill
Gill; S3-S3.50 miiiimmn.

I

r

-

1

Results of Marine Room's policy of
not laying Out big moola for heavyaren't too discouraging,
if payees' reactions to this one\ are
,

any barometer. Organ music by Adela
Clausen for dinner with emphasis
on schmaltzy dansapation. and welldraped chorus routines (and lots of
thorn) by Dorothy Hild Dancers cue
the type layout they like and get at

trio

in

.

to jitterbug.
In a different mood is the present
of the Rumberos, a trio of

(at ion

Cubans featuring an eye-filling brunet with plenty of wiggle to her
rliumbas, sambas, congas, etc.
Eddie Schafler, comic, has a style
Starting

all his own.
slowly, he
builds up to a sock finish with material that is fresh and plenty laughgetting.
Songs include a screwball
Indian, ballad and "Sarrl, You Made
the Parits Too Long.". Schaffer also
docs a neat job of cmceeing the rest
of the bill.
.

The house line, tagged the Coronet
C.n-cr Girls, are lookers who 'know
how lo dance— a novelty in local
niter'ics.
Costumes and routines are

colorful, designed

Guy

•

and produced by
'

Martin.
Earl Denny's band provides musi'

cal accompaniment ant' darjee interh'des.
siiaL

-

.-"»*** M'l'litn tTi f_
N. Y. Nitery Followup

|

'* 4~*

»

I

«

*

f-t

Leon Victor

4

.»

»»

::

4

nee Leo Fuchs of the
Yiddish stage) has shown some improvement in his debut Englishspeaking engagement at La Martinique, N. Y., but generally the comedian's shortcoming.? are _still predicated oh his material. Tliere's some
new stuff he'-s doing, and some, of' the
more inferior numbers have been cut,but it still remains a long haul'before
Victor can justify the original faith
hao> in him by Dario, La Martinique
boniface.
Victor continues to im»
prove in personal assurance, but still
paces his turn badly.
Otherwise this is a bright bill,
mostly holdover, with the spotlight
being focused on the nitery bow- of
Jo Stafford (New Acts), former vocalist with Tommy' Dorscy.
.Carl
Ravaaza continues to boff 'em. with
his novelty tunes and sock personality, Gil Johnson remains an expert on
taps and the girls are excellent lookers.
One production number, in
which the linegals take turns at special lyrics kidding the columnists, has
its amusing moments. The Songbards,
mixed vocal quartet, accomp for
i

Dick and Gene Wesson, back in the
States after a long tour overseas, are
amusing with their vuried mimithe Cotillion Room of the
Hotel Pierre, N. Y. Their best still
soeins_ to be the takeoffs on the
Rooscvelts, but it's in good taste by
nature of their apology preluding the
impression.
Nancy Donovan, soprano, has a
thin voice, but she goes over well
with a routine that's notable for the'

still

cries at

more

classical type of numbers. Her
may be questionable for a
singer doing such tunes as
lionkey Serenade," which has been
done to'death; "Swanee River," an
Irish folk song, "Ave Maria' and "The
Trolley Song." MLss Donovan's winsomejrish personality (and gorgeous
red hair) are conducive to big. applause, regardless. Jean Hunter' and
Luis Arnold (New Acts) are the
show's only other act, Stanley Melba's orch plays for the show and
Kahn.
dancing.

choices
nitery,

this spot.

pastel-shaded suits (not

HUNTER

AVoylora

SaiJlo JiunJtB

,

I

Hilly (IrlftiUi

Olark'i*

&

Dancers

draw shows

Dressed

SlnK^r MldK<»lH
MoiihIo- Powell Hd
>!»{«,'

;

full face.

TliO SUlIM
.llinmy O'Briek

»

llist-class floor show.
Miss Vernon, a new personality to
Phllly, has plenty of class in her
bearing and lots of oomph in her.
voice as she sells her vocal wares
like "I'm in a Jam With Baby," "Begin the Beguine'-' and the like.
Adrian Parker's tianre routines are.
novel with entire stint done oh her
toes.
Her chore takes in all phases
of terpsichorc, from a. Spanish fan-

George Tapps is making a return
Chorum, cleverly spotted by Miss
Hild over the big floor to make it to New York, at the Persian Room of
.•com like there's more than. 10 of the Plaza' hotel, after a long absence
them,
kickoff in evening garb, ci'vry- Trom Gotham, and for the 25. minutes
hem a. class appear- ing
y.ootcd ) gives
huge mufls which turn into life he's on, the dark-haired hoofer is
ance which blends with their style of
size tophalted. beaux as Trudy Marsh, giving "em plenty of class stepping..
laps.
Jose.
Tapps remains versatile in his asband's ctitey. vocals "Is You I
Number, which rates big, could be sortment of selections, from the
and LUIS
JEAN
classical
to
the modern hoofing,
vi-c-vorsacd with line's closer?

.

Octjen'e

(Brooklyn)

Will

Sudell

Russell

Vnudas

impresses witli precise executions of well-designed routines. Group employs a minimum of
acrobatics to put themselves across,
relying,
instead., on
tap patterns.
High spot i<' iheir unison terps. in
close formation, in which they appear as one dancer when working

.
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Roxy, X. Y.

Trio
WIlHon Sis
shoriy UrlUon
Toio & iMarthH
Art WanVr Ore
.Monte rnrio
Albori»r Orr.

Kflitex

Doan missed .opening show because

7 Mlns.

PltylllN Mnnn
l.oo Olnmond

KilfKun
lor beck

to.-sed
get
chatter and

of transportation difficulties.

Dance

Hob Waynu
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Sil'/.auno Th

I

3

&

l.«?on
rddle *
I'M.lle DnvlH

Hotel

who
with

Com

.\(onloa Boynr
Oeilrlo y\'nll:u*o I

Don Halter Ore

Hotel New Ynri.fi
Mary J:tno l;awso«
Jerry Manr»
Hilly Peterson
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Metrupollt'n (Ifi-lfl) .\Miry Juno Yco
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more

Harold Slern Ore
Uunty Pendleton
Hotel l.eilngton

pautickkt

CHICAGO

'

«.*«

Off
lA Kuhoii HlfU
Oarpenier

JOflo I'orcK

enhance

mediocre material.
.,
The ballroom dub of -Blair and

portance on a floor. However, it
would be best if she were to wear
extremely conservative gowns. The
ones she wore at the premiere were
not in proper taste.
Kahn.

Hudson Wonders
Hen Dova
Wliil Walsh
Muddy Clurko Ore

Ittnh Gftylor
Hotel, Dlite.

'

Don Dorsey

Sw'thearte Rhythm
Annabelle Hill
S nussell ft Julia
Jdckle Mabley

.

,1.

.losle Thorpe.
3 Unit1 Sih
(lO-'JI)

.

It

RoKcra Ore

lintel
Lfal

Ray

fm Piinmnn

I

llyldoft

.lutxi)

IJtldy

'.l<-an

rATBRSOV

CAMDBN

.

Tuxton
Paytton Re Ore
Nino Moraloa Bd

MaJeHtln (15-tH)

Towers (16-18)

.

Dnlo LVhnont

R

l.nlii

.t

imotfene

Million

Hotel

Dougliift

llob

Harold

a statuesque blonde
flair 'for selling torch songs,
is the star of the current bill at the
Coronet, which' again clicks with a

Maxine. songstress of the airlanes.
has appearance, class and nice pipes
that she employs to advantage on
special arrangements of "Holiday for
Strings," "Rum and Coca-Cola" and
"Begin the Bcguine." Nets plenty of
pr'm pounding.
Rajah Raboid keeps the packed the ensemble numbers in okay fashroom guessing with a mind-reading ion. Ravazza's band, with the maestro wanding, plays the show neatly,
act that lias plenty on the ball.
Stanlev Burns and his dummy and Sacasas is terrif on the Latin
Kahn.
Burns dance music.
rimijifc Jgji.U«t.,^jy. just. sp:.so.
tries hard, but is handicapped Oy"

'L'liclma

Ann AViuTon
Handy Stewart

»*«

2 Olympli-fl

fill)

_ Uberty (1B-1R)
trunk MarloW
»«
.
^
. .

*

-Jr-

IMKK>V 1'nylur
Jack Pepper

Don Doreey
Kteanor Bnwera
Senna ft Dean
Al Gordon's Dog*
Tost's Mimic Men

.

•

Iiov'Ih

llahlon

Brook (17-18)
Dobas Duo
The Duvanta
Bobby Herman
Kathryn Hoyt

e>

&

NOItKOlK
Ontrr (ID)
Stan Krnnier

Many Drake
Ai-Lhil «t Con.sueto

.ln<t;Hn
l.mjlc

Shorts

(IH-21)

Downtown'

LdicH

Pntter.son

Kavole Singer

.

rfrnH

Ii

NKWAItli

Slim Stewart
Palermo's Dogs

•

Hotel Aetor ;
-M.orand Oro
Kou Porry Ore.
Hotel Belmont
IMntn
In so

AdnniN (lf()
Couhl Urtsu; *»>«

Jim Kussdn

'One to

Julr.s

<

tiaudHiuli

LHlidO Org

Mii'm

Dearborn

K.roMev

'

A pretty youngster, she has a rich
blues quality marked by excellent
phrasing. Hit. forte seems to be ballads, but she can lilt, a rhythm tunc
as well. She's somewhat plumpish,
but that doesn't diminish her im-

D

(llorla (Tllbfit
Ulllu Anloliy

Bd

SncasBCH Ore
Hotel Aml>«Hwidoi
T.nuis Uctnncourt O

Pci»ln

Sophlniirnlfd

•

Love Birds
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FiiIUt'm siylljiiH

Ralph Cooper
Ralph Brown
State

&
&

MIAMI
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(Jay nor '& Kokn

BALTIMORE

Hippodrome

Cootie Wllliums

Klyiiii

Amanda Wllllame
Thn Duanon
r. Varolla

(IA-i;)

l .

rtet

MHii On

it

'

i

trick.

Billy Vine
Alavoiif- Abbott

'

"A

Oro

'/z:i

A. .i7-t'antu

Tap Room

Anthony

l:nv*0

Sonny King

4»ix to mi)

(lft-JM)

Curl

PitcluiK-ii
Al.re

Iliid

Tud

LONG ISLAND

Ifttiana-Mndrld
Williams (3)

1IOIYOLHK

Slarry Stclfcn
ft

It

Vnlley Aremi (in)

Rockets
Paul Ash Ore
3

Jamaica

I'arltf ()n-

Lathrop

Milton Borle

Connie Ruxxcll

Slayman

York

Stut« (IW-IM)
Kr;inklo

.

Boiy

N«w

(ioiiKulr.s

warmth and

lyrical qualities are topnotch.
Miss Stafford needs to be groomed

'

CITY

.solo

Do'r-

band. Miss Stafford is making
her nitcry: debut at La Martinique,

i

I

Hash) Hall (ID)
Jane Deerlng
Carolina ScKrera
Bll ft Cora Hnlrd
Zarco ft Beryl
Los Andrlnls

Tommy

.scy's

ItMltpendMt

Lt«dlii9

Agent

KKW VOHK

Formerly jWlth

revealing a voice whose

AmtHco*!

about

tricks for solid laughs.

Jo StafTord should go far as a
vocalist.

Krns

members

lighter

16 Mlns.

La Martinique, N. Y.

Jo Stnfrrird
Loon "Vlftor
Tonf KMly
CI1

about for some nifty acrobatics. Act
is expertly presented, and the two

JO STAFFORD

.luok Soo
1 llackctt Gin
'

Tommjc Dornoy Oro

the Positive." Welk contribute* some
ni-nble lingering of the accordion.
Top turn for response is the Jansleys, a quartet who toss each other

Adts

,

Ad em a

<Vr

Ohlnltu Murln

Moijnle Jiow Wiiih

'

fNinjKn

Kent

F«enny

liexliiK

BdtvnrrtH

.1

New

Joe rnpeli" (m.c
J^lHi'lieron

Mitchell- Brother
MIohoAl Kdwarde
Mort Reld Ore
Vincent Trovrr* Orr
40t>

Rnrli wrtud
Daiuiy IllCKins

l.tt

Lewln

mil Qutfntmeyer

Ina Ttay Hull >• Oi

(Ifl)

Slmw Oro

Artie

sible.
appearance here, handles the music
Some distribs. of course, arc not end expertly. Leader's "Champagne
convinced of the value of staggering Music" has a gypsy-like quality that
releases by territories as a means of registers well with customers both
during the show and at dancing time,
easing the print shortage.
when' the floor is plenty crowded.
The outfit opens with "Accentuate

Roberto & A idn
JOlllI

.

1

;

Kay Vernon?

.

The

ii

Col Iyer

Alouia

llosltn

'>lorIa LeRuy
Hilly BauliH
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Murlol Krotlow Gl«

Dixie Roberta
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1

Iceland
Blrrh
Whlrlwlhdft

-

Paray firewater
Itolnnd 'CwlnH

Vvn

Andrews
Condon llro*
J/ols

'

Sammy

ClllTAl*

Com cabana
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Aun

I

& B

Harry
ftoo Reiaman Ore
illacha Hon* Oro

ay •> Dixon
Jerry Borgen.
flora Vent off
Gordon. Andrew*
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Gang

ft Ills

Chorda

1

recent weeks have been obliged to
Hliu» llooiH. .V. O.
HOTEL BOOSEVELT)
revise outlook on future plans.
If clearances are reduced, it is anWeu> Orleans. Ke.b:. 9.
14)
Maxticipated that opposition will be enLfiirrence Welk Orc/i
countered from both independent im: Jiuisleyx (4). Blnir * Deftti,
Burns & Willie.- finjali
.Sfmileii
and chain theatre operators in some
$1.50 .S'nl itnlnys
niiiiiniutit
Rrtfjoid;
areas.
In such instances the distrib
and Swfdays.
may be obliged to pass up or cancel
contracts.
Objective, however, in
Current layout in this' swank spot
the event that new clearances have
is soeko.
There isn't a dull moment
to be set up, will be to avoid hurtifl (iO-minute show.
ing theatre operators as far. as posr'
Welk crew, making its first

Ore

Lopfi*/

WiiMnrr-A
Borge

Hotrl

AUIa Kuznelzoff

(5

Max

Uroolta OrKfln

Vlnctiiil

SlyiooD Karzueff

Aun Denis

IE***!*.

Paul Sparr Ore
Uia/.lo Ore
Hotel Tun

Codolbau Ore
Club 18
Joy Sedley

RKO

St.

Dorothy Shay
Marine Enolle
Krcd Miller Old

Baulanova

Olffa

-

Fontaines

3

ft

.

Rurm

Cuelan

Patsy Kelly

(*IH»i

AilVll.T

Phil Burton
Gooreluna Bonnlatei

eiirtV.TacHoon
PUI1 Moore Oro

Paratnoant (14)
Shep fields Bd

JACKSONVILLE
Wllkey

Wm

8T PAUL
Orpheum (14)

Jean Parke Oro
(Jou * Bonny
Johnny Taylor

llol«|

Kay Klmlier
Roy Fox II

Scott

.rimmy Kavo
Franklin

Gen© Field (8)
Bd Hall Oro
rnr« ftovlerv
(Downtown)
Mary Lou Wins
.loan White

Vivian Newell

Bed Cape

Jimmy

(Uptown)
[Ia-/,el

Orpliean (14)

Henry Busse Bd
Gene Baylos
Carr Bros

filpk Leslie
I

Flshor

ft

HINNEAI'OLIS

Chicago (14)
Oleo Gray Co
Berry Mace

Parker.

adopted, prints would be called in repeat date for him at the Wedgwood
from most other areas for the key. Room, and even after 40 minutes of.
his unique funstering with that pho- dango'
sections being serviced at any given
at

Hotel Roosevelt

Guy Lombardb Ore

Cato Bocieu

FitttudvlpUSa, Feb.

Eddie Schafler, Coronet

<3),

the

-

H

'

1

3

to

,

Pearl Bailey
Chlttleon (t)

Coronet, Phllly
Ko« Vernon, Adrian
beros

Todd musical hit, "Up in Central Cover Girls (6), Sari Denny Orch
Park," and as supper-only dpublers
6) no couer,. $2.50 hitnimtiiii.
into the Wedgwood Room of the Ho-

Waldorf-Astoria,
Barrys the distinction of having acanother tually arrived.
Contention of some- disThey don't fake a thing, having an^
Hotel Pennsylvania key «tea
Jimmy Dorsey Oro tribution execs is that it wouldn't assortment of acrobatics that would
Teddy Walters
make a -great deal of difference if be given the -nix by more veteran
Pattl Palmer
performers. And added to this is their
Hotel Pierre
New York follows other sectors.
"Weapon Bros
Main difficulties., of course, are in youthful charni and zest for whatHunter ft Arnold
ever they do. They had plenty of
Nancy Donovan
such exchange centers .as N. Y., troub'e getting away when caught,
Stanley Melbu Ore
L. A. and Chicago, because of* -the so enthusiastic was the reception.
Hotel Plato
large number, of prints required .to
CeleHte Holm
One other act on the bill, Victor
Ooorge Tapps
sei"vice account's there. If the idea Borge,
and the Danish comedian
Ray UetiBon Ore
This is a
print staggering is seemingly grows better.
of territorial
Mark Monte Oro

being

fore

intermissions,

—

A

two-ply date
topflight dancing.
as featured performers in the Mike

Clearances

CITY

& Rene*,
the show.
Miss Marsh and Marshall Gill conduring dance)
and Emil Vandas' orch
does some fancy fence-straddling
with waltzes and swlngeroos.
Mik«.
t
tribute, cleancut vocals

creasingly aware of a youthful ballpair— the Bavrys— and liieir

Rhythm Bovf room

Potcr/i Sis

.

Blue Ancel
Evelyn Knight
Mme. Alpaand
Bernards

MIAMI

-

.

Delta

Coiuloiird

Marilyn Miiin'Oll

?

Ansa LeonardThclnia Kevins

Bills

NEW YOBK

Durant

.Tack

Mauvloe Rocco
N'lvholaa Bros

.

ft

.

Cliff

Cabaret

WASHINGTON

'

Tl-lllb

ba Band; ?2 convert after

Zanzibar
Bill Robinson
l.ouls Armstrong;

Steve Murrny

Johnny ft George
Jerry Baker

T/ablance & Garcia
Klalna Barrett
Ben Boil

(HOTEL WALDORF-ASTORIA)

The Barfys, Victor Borge, Leo
Relsman Orch, Alischa Borr's flhuiit-

Marian Nlles
M Bergere Ore
Monchlto Bd

Tony 1'nNtor'e
Uptown

Clyde Jordan Gta
Burton ft Jauet

3

Six to

i

Bob Kennedy

Night Club Reviews
for a bow), and Russell
Wedgwood Room, X. V. trampolinists—
round out

*

q
.1

ARNOLD

Ballroom Dancing
4 Mlns.
Hotel Pie: re, X. Y.
Jean Hunter end Luis Arnold have
grace and looks, but their routines
at this catching weren't sufficiently
varied.
Did mostly slow numbers
Lifts are undistinutjv;c,
.Kahn, m

'

gypsy turn complete with caihpflre, with some comedy stuff thrown in
tambourines and "Gypsy Airs" from for good measure. Boff all the way.
G,?o:-gc Dcvron's fiddle, for better He's on only for djnner.
.

Otherwise, Celeste Holm is 'still
IT IlltS.'
Three standard vaude acts— Three socking over her special-material
G'pins' intricate balancing. Paul Sy- numbers for the supper show only,
doubling from "Bloomer Girl."
dell & Spotty (plus thihible-sizc ca
nine, addition .to the fict, brought, qn.
....,.'
...... Kahn,
.

:

,'

.

—
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Return $15,000
For Solid Indpli. Bis

4

,

?ark RecordHigh, Show'7 /2 G
'Hope' $11,800 in
'Jones'

Up

I

lst4,

'Overtons 8G In

6,

Wfi

to

in

Windup

orders alone.
Rosalinda," added this week for

March

18th attraction booked
for the English this season, giving it
the longest string in 15 years. Most
offerings have been well supported.
8-10,

.

'

more

than

'Notion Great 24G,

Hub

(R-2,994; $1.98).
Improved
lately and likely to run well into
spring: up to $28,500 last week.
"I Remember Mama," Music Box
(17th week) (CD-979; $4.20).
Comedy drama of distinction and one of
prize -play candidates; $21,500, all it
.

get.

"Jacobowsky and the Colonel,"
Beck (48th week) (C-1,214; $3$0).

When this hit reaches the year mark
It will take to the road; still doing
.well enough; around $15,000.
"Kiss and Tell," Bijou (88th week)
(C-614; $3.60). Bit off but still making some money arid now slated into

"A

Place

5.

and

Our Own;"' Wilbur,

of

March. 12.
Estimates for Last Week
"Catherine Was Great," Shubert
ff.500: $3).

Strong $19,000 on third

week estimated

in spite of blizzard.

Ring," Plymouth
1,300;
Opened Tuesday (6) to luke-

"Clover
S3).

1

warm

greeting in the press and did
what biz it got on Merivali's name
draw. Blizzard also hurt with esti-

mated

$4,500 in seven performances.

Closed Feb. "10.
"Foolish Notion," Colonial
Tallulah Bankhead

$3.60).

(1.590;

.show

caught great notices; and with GuildTheatre Society support was SRO
all week, a blizzard notwithstanding;
$24,000 estimated.

Final

week cur-

rent.

"Signature!", Wilbur (1,200: $3).
Hurl by weather and cool notices'

was "The Con-

with blizzard counting. out the three
final days for a slight $4,000, eight
performances.

Tallulah Bankhead will have a
"society" opening when she arrives
here with the new Philip Barry play,
warm weather; $9,000.
"Lading Room On\y," Winter Gar- "Foolish Notion." Parties are- being
organized
in the Senate and House,
den (7th week) (R-1,522; $6).- Started as one of the best grossers on the where the Bankheads are well remembered. Her uncle is now the
list hut has plenty of competition:
U. S: Senator from Alabama.
slipped

HERBERrS 'KEEPS'
BOOKED FOR BRAZII
i

'Widow' Hit by Storm
But Big 11G in N. H.

timated at better than $19,000:
Late °« 0lr Ke Apley," Lyceum
, !!
(12th week) (C-993; $4.20).
Varies
only on the upper shelf and the
boxes; otherwise, capacity and not

New Haven, Feb. 13.
"Merry Widow" battled blizzard
here that cost boxofflce an estimated
Despite
storm,
three-day

$1,000.

from $18,000.
stand at Shubert (8-10) snared an
"Life With Father," Empire (271st estimated $11,000 plus, at $3.60 tops:week) (C-1,082; $3.60).
Holds to vcry big.
fairly good money despite the load
Current weekend gets Mae West
of newer hits; quoted over $10,000:
in "Catherine Was Great" (15-17).
"Mexican Hayride," Majestic (54th
Break-in of "Much Ado About
week) (M-1,695; $6).
Not much Love," previously set for Feb. 22-24.
change in pace here, which has been has been cancelled. Only other show
offish; rated bit under $25,000, which booked is "Bill Comes Back" (March
may. be even break:
8-10).
"Oklahoma,"
StJ
James
(97th
week) (M-1,529; $4.80). Next season people will still be hearing
40G, Pitt
"People Will Say We're in Love," in
Pittsburgh. Feb. 13.
the same theatre; same probably will
Fact that screen version had a
be true for longer time; $31,000
month's run here only a short time
every week.
"One Man Show," Barrymore (1st ago didn't hurt "Winged Victory"
week)
(C-1,086;
Drew sUt'^e production more than slightly.
$3.60).
far

%lory'

•

:

Army Air Force show played to
sharply; divided r
press but a majority
^
of notice* were "enthusiastic; " ap'-. virtual capacity in the first week of
fortnight's
engagement at the
proximated $7,500 in first four per
Nixon, running up a gross of around
formances.
$40,000.
Top was $4.20 but a big
"On the Town," Adelphi (7th
week) (M-1,536; $5.40). Among the block of orchestra seats on opening
top grossers arid' should clean tip: night went for $12 under sponsorship of a civilian committee which
rated around $39,000 last week.
"School for Brides," Ambassador practically took oyer the precm.
(28th week) (C-1,117; $3.60). Faring
well enough for stayer, rated around
'Ladies'
-."'>
$9,000 last week,
Cincinnati, Feb. 13."
"Seven Lively Arts," Ziegfeld
"Good Night, Ladies," limped to a
(10th week) (R-1,626; $6). Led the
list until "Central Park" arrived but sorry $8,000 last week in the 1,300Is in the "place" position with well seat Cox at $3 top. Notices were also
sorry. Same show, but with a cast
over $45,000 quoted.
"Sing Out Sweet Land," Interna- of names, tugged a hefty $16,000 here
tional (7th week) (M-1,350; $4.80). last season during Holy Week.
Cox has "A Doll's House" this
Around $23,000 last week, fairly
strone for this musical: parties and week at $3 too.
,

-

.

I

8G, Cincy

'

,

.

-

last week to around $37,000.
"Lady Says Yes," Broadhurst (5lh
week) (M-l, 160; $4.80). Bit better
than previous week, gross being es-

.

.

formances, under sponsorship of the
American Theatre Society, grossed
estimated $24,000 at the National
theatre last week.. Play" was slugged
by two critics; chiefly because of. the
"rape" of a woman, and the Washington Times-Herald slugged it as
the most daring thing ever put upon
a stage. This scene was eliminated
in the rewriting.
Mae West will come in with
Catherine Was Great" to a mountain of mail orders, and a brisk window sale, is anticipated. Last time
Miss West played here her play was
stopped after one performance at
the Belasco. Drama
•
stant Sinner."

.

.

%

IX

35G,

Chicago. Feb.

13.

What

losses there were at the boxoffices last week were blamed on a
couple of days of' bad weather.
Brownout hasn't affected the grosses
as yet, company managers say. Customers flocked to the Civic Opera on

House' Neat

'Doll's

$16,000 in St. Louis
St.

.

Louis, Feb, 13.

"A Doll's House, with Francis
Dale Melbourne, H. B. the fourth and last week. of the New
Warner, Jane Darwell and Lyle Tal- Opera's "Merry Widow," bringing

Lederer,

-

:

bot in the top roles, closed a suc- closing receipts to $35,000. Cancellacessful
one-week stand at the tion of "La Vie Parisiennc" leaves
American theatre Saturday (10). the house dark until Feb. 26, when
Nine performances wete presented "Blossom Time" comes in for three
and the approximate gross was $16,- weeks.
000. The 1,700-seat -house was scaled
"Over 21," scheduled to open Monto $3.85.
day (5), did hot open until the folGeorge Abbott's "Kiss and Tell" lowing night, due to scenery not arstarted an .eight-night stand at the riving ori time. Ruth. Gordon, star of
American. Sunday (11).
House is the show, is announcing her retirescaled to £3.05 and a. hefty advance
ment from the stage at the end of
has been made.
this

|

Hollywood. Feb. 13.
F. Hugh Herbert's comedy, "For
Keeps." will be first of series of
plays going to Brazil, following success of John van Druten's "Voice of
the. Turtle" there.
Play is now being translated Into
Portuguese for production in Rio de
Janeiro.
Herbert's "Kiss and Tell"
will follow it.

Estimates for Last:

"Glass

week)

PHILLY
Philadelphia, Feb. 13.

Paucity of local legit offerings,
which came about suddenly after
'nearly- five months when the four
regular local playhouses were almost

Place
Golden. —

'..

;

Menagerie,"
Civic
(7th
Advertising last

(900:. $3.60).

weeks despite near-capacity receipts
of $16,200.
,
"Harriet," Erlanger (4th week)' (1,500: $3.60). Next to last week drew
very good $21,000. "Searching Wind"

.

follows, opening on Feb. 20.
Widow,"
"Merry
Civic
Opera
House (4th week) (3,600;. $3.60). Rush
and lighted, to boxoffice on last week.
Show
seems likely to abate during rest of closed Sal. (10), pulled big $35,000.
this, .month
and March although
"Over 21," Studebaker (1st week)
there are still some blank dates.
Lost one performance
(1,400; $3).
With the Shubert relighting last due to accident. First seven per^
night U2th) after a week's darkness
formances. garnered $9,000.
with "One Touch of Venus," Philly
"Ten Little Indians." Harris (14th
has three legiters again this week,
other pair being "Searching Wind" week) (1,000: $3). Off a little, but
at the 'Forrest and "Come Be My not much. Got $15,500:
"Voice of the Turtle," Selwyn (19lh
Love" at the Locust, both in their
final weeks: Last-named didn't open weclO (1.000; $3).
Sellout $20,600.

continuously

booked

.

until Thursday, thus getting only a
nine-day stay.

Next week- finds a new one at the
in "Calico Wedding," which,
is not a local preem;- having a previous break-in in Wilming*
ton,
On the 26lh, the Walnut re-

Locust

'OKLAJ' 141G ADVANCE,

however,

80G RETURNED,

DEL

...-': Detroit, Feb. 13.
after a solid month of darkFour days before "Oklahoma!" was
with "Happily Ever After" a
to open here at the Cass,
new comedy with the Gene Lock- scheduled checks
were bouncing back
in
harts, listed for two weeks, and on $80,000
theatregoers. It also
that date, loo, the Forrest (after to disappointed
being dark a week) gets "Winged docs not count in the would-be fans
Victory," big Moss Hart army show who got into the long boxoffice
which reaches here way after film, queues to discover that the four
but is definitely set for a four, weeks' weeks had been sold out far in adOnly other vance of the opening.
stay with a $4.34 top.
The advance sale put $141,000 in
staled booking is a return of "The
Merry Widow" (Shuberts' revival), the coffers a week in advance of the
this time to the Shubert on March. 5. "Oklahoma!" appearance here. Mail
It was a noar-scllout at the Forrest orders were so heavy that 8,000. of
last fall.
them had to be returned with the
The Mask and Wig Club's show checks, averaging $10 apiece.
(U. of P. outfit's annual musical) got
Receipts would have been higher
wonderful breaks, both advance, for the four weeks except that the
critical and second-thought, but is first two weeks were reserved for
reported as having the worst open- Theatre Guild subscribers, which
ing night a Wiggers' show. has had meant upward of 5,000 seats going
here in some time. This is no rewith a 20?; markdown from the $4.20
flection on show ("Hep to the Beat")
top.
but undoubtedly due to fact ihat
Dipping back inlo town, Katherine
last year club gave only three perthe
college Dunham's "Tropical Revue" garnered
on
formances—out
campus and that advance advertis- estimated $16,000 at the Cass lasting campaign was also curtailed this week. It was taken o.ver by the Latime. Biz built steadily at the indie. fayette. With the entire four weeka
however, and, figuring sold out, "Oklahoma!" moved into tha
Erlanger.
high scale ($4.50 top), "Hep" prob- Cass Monday.
Henry Duffy's "Merry-Go-Roundr
ably netted club some profit. There
ers" sagged to $7,100 in its third
is no tour this year.
"The Searching Wind" won su- week at the Lafayette, and was
perior notices, a couple of them closed.
"Tons of Fun" followed up
raves, in: its opening last Monday at its first week's $12,800 with $12,000
the Fovrost and did a steady and at the Wilson. It continues for anhighly satisfactory $22,000 on the other two.
week. "Come Be My Love," after
Thursday opening,, reaped a
its
doubtful crop of notices, with at Landi-'Candida'
least two slams, one half-way and
only one (the local tab) really fa$7,800, Toronto
vorable. However, number of marToronto, Feb. 13.
quee names helped "Come Be My
Elissa Landi in Shaw's "Candida"
Love" get $5,000 in its four per- grossed a very satisfactory $7,800 at
formances at the Locust with a sur- the Royal Alexandra with 1,525lights,

ness,

.

'

—

.

OK

...

—

"A

Week

Every Sundav, Blackstone (3d week) (1,200: $3).
Bud
weather hurt take; slipped to $14,000.

WIND' SOCKO

prisingly

Shows

.

engagement.

"Chicken

.

'Dark' of the Moon'

week)

W

personal draw of Philip Merivale.
"Catherine Was Great" wound, up
its third week in the big money and
"Signature!" wound up its second
week limping_but_game™All shows,
were hit by the blizzard, which all
but paralyzed the city for three days
beginning Thursday (8), but as the
two' money shows had large ad
vances and a quick biz at the win
dows. the storm didn't affect their
grosses too severely.
'Foolish Notion" drew rave notices:
"The Clover Ring" got hit
pretty! hard and folded in Boston on
Saturday night (lO) aftbr only seven
performances. Haila Stoddard, producer, gagged that she was calling
thd.show "The Teething Ring," and
plans further producing ventures.
This week's opener was "The
Merry Widow,"' a return engage
mcnt. following the big success, it
had at the Shubert. Comes into the
-Opera House. for three weeks.- Next
is' "Dark
of the Moon," Theatre
Guild bill at the Shubert Feb.- 19;
then "Much Ado About Love." at
the Colonial Feb. 23; "The Deep
Mrs. Sykes," Wilbur, Feb. 27; "Calico

Washington, Feb. 13.
T in eight per-

"Harvey," 48th Street (14th week)
One of the 10 big hits
of 'em cleaning up;
around $19,000.
"Hats Off to lee," Center (34yi
(C-923; $4.20).
of 'Season, all

k
M

the rormer under Guild Auspices at
the Colonial and a complete sellout
from the kickoff, the latter at the
Pl.vmouth and pretty much of a
washout as a biz getter despite the

Wedding," Plymouth, March

tryout takings; first six times quoted'

oan

.

MOON' $24,000
IN WEEK AT WASH

at $11,800.

.

Boston. Feb, 13.
Foolish Notion" and "The Clover
Rinu"*opcned. last week in the Hub,

$10,000.

"Hope for the Best," Fulton (1st
week) (C-946; $3.60). Press not so
good; business not comparable to

21C Widow

Harriet'

.

.

which was promising improvement.

Weatber Dents Chi; Indians' $15^00,

Is

:

got

February 14, 1945

Indianapolis, Feb. 18.

"Kiss and Tell," playing a rattan
engagement at the English (1,900)
Feb. 5-10, took, a solid $14,000 at a
S3 top. Season here now lapses until
"Harriet," Feb; 22-24, with house already practically a sellout on mall

week and
this
out
Broadway was quite spotty last subscriptions jump.
,,
week, some shows Improving while count should-Biltmore (16th week)
"Snafu."
others dropped at the boxoffice.
Very good on lower
$3.60).
Reasons included publicity given (C-926;but curiously light upstairs;
floor
coal shortage, most frigid weather
ways.
both
okay
$9,000,
paced around
In more than 20 years (later moderJohn Golden
"Soldier's Wife,"
ated ), and the growing shortage of (18th week) (CD-789; $3.60). Perked
in
taxis. The most spectacular jump
up and the count was around $9,500:
business was for '"Carmen Jones,
quite okay in limited capacity house,
final
its
in
$6;000
which went up
"Sour of Norway," Imperial (25lh
week at the Broadway, takings being week) (0-1.427; $6).
Has been
"Central Park" established standing 'em up most performances
$24,500.
new record normal gross— nearly since opening six months ago and
matinees
extra
Several
$50,000.
will be on the- summer card; $41,000.
Monday (12). Lincoln's Birthday,
"ten Little Indians," Plymouth
mav increase sonic grosses, but it (32d week) (D-1,075; $3.60). Ansnowed again on Tuesday.
other show that should be here in
Three arrivals last week: Chances warm weather; meller getting over
of "One Man Show" were indicated $12,500:
"The Hastv Heart/' Hudson (6th
to be variable by a divided press,
Best.!
the
for
week) (D-1,094; $3.60). Doing very
for
.'.'Hope
same going
which got fairly good money, but well though not up to expected ca"The Ovcrtons" appears to be dis- pacity; rated well at aro.und $13,500.
''The Overtons," Booth (1st week)
tinctly doubtful.
(CD-712; $3.60). After adverse noEstimates for Las'. Week
tices business weak; rated around
Kevs: C (.Comedy), D (Drama),
in first seven times.
CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Rcuiie), $8,000
"The Stranger,"- Playhouse (D-865:
M (Musical), O {Operetta).
Shepard
by
Presented
$3.60).
"A Bell for Adano," Cort (10th Traube; written by Leslie Reade;
week) (D-1.064; $4.20). Great bell melodrama opened Monday (12).
that rocks the. house at finale will
Turtle,"
the
Voice
of
"The
ring for long while; $22,000, all it can Morosco (53d week) (C-986; $4.20).
get.
Missed both Saturday performances
"Anna Lucasla," Mansfield (24th again: Florence Rice, who subbed
Cleaning for Betty Field, being Indisposed;
week) (D-1.041; $160).
up, too; gross close to $20,500. stand- latter back in cast; $19,000.
ees for colored cast drama.
"Trio," Belasco (7th week) (D"Bloomer Girl," Shubert (19th 1.977; $3.60). With theatre problems
week) (M-l ,382; $5.40). One of the settled drama took some extra-space
best grosser.? and doing plenty well ads and is expected to make the
with count of $33,500.
grade: around $10,000.
"Dear Ruth," Miller (9th week)
"Up In Central PaTk," Century
Newest
(C-940; $4.20). Readying a company 2d
week) (0-1,713; $6).
for Chicago, after selling picture clicker
aimed for cleanup: aprights for enormous money.
proached $50,000, new legit high in
"Follow the Girls," 44th Street eight times.
(44th week) (M-1,462; $4.80). Sturdy
REVIVAL
musical traveling at excellent clip,
"The Tempest," Alvih (3d week)
and aimed through the summer; $31,- (D-1.331: $3.60). Doing so well that
it will probably move when "Much
000 estimated.
"Good Night, Ladles," Royale (4th Ado About Love" is ready; Shake
week) (F-1.084; $3.60). May catch spcar'e backgrounded with music
on. but to date not comparable with over $24,500.
Chicago;

.

'Kiss'

1

7,

.

good advance sale

listed

seater

scaled

at

a

-

light

$2.40

top.

for this its final— week.
Work of Weather, was bad all week.
players, led by Walter Hampden;
Supporting Miss Landl were Bram
was given much greater praise than Nossen. Richard Hy Hon, and A. P.
in Rehearsal
play itself.
.
Kaye. Directed by Alexander KlrkOnr
Own"
of
John
"One Touch of Venus," which is land.

—

.

'in

"lincle Sugar"—John
Mark Hanna.

H.

for three

weeks

at

the Shubert

Moses,

following its last night's debut, reG-S $9,600, K. C.
ported one of the biggest advances
of the year outside of Rose's "Seven
Kansas •Citx, Feb. 13.
The Gilbert & Sullivan Opera Co.
Back"—John Golden. Lively Arts." "Venus" is first musical show to come here this season drew okay notices
from the crix here
Sykes"
"The Ueep. Mrs.
Stanley with established
Broadway rep. All and- grossed an estimated $9,600 for
Gilkey,. Barbara Payiie.
the rest have been tryouts and four four, performances in
the 2,572-seat
"Much Ado About Love"— Max of- them started making their reps Music Hall of the Municipal
Audihere.
Gordon.
torium last weekend (8-10).
"Happily Ever After"
Barney
Top for the bills, which included
Klawalis, Vic Payne-Jennings.
'The Mikado," "Trial By Jury," "H.
'Othello' Finals
M. S. Pinafore" and "Pirates of
for L.A. Stand Penzance," was $3 for nights and
$2.50 for a matinee.
Los Angeles, Feb. 13.
Engagements
Boxoffice coin
registered
little
Veloz-Yolanda 10G, MpU.
Happy Felton, Helen Twclvetrees; change last week from the lush mool'a.
Minneapolis, Feb. 13.
pulled in during the preceding seven
"Night-shift."
Veloz & Yolanda drew virtually
Michael Strong, Marjoiie Peter r days. "Othello" did another sellout
at the Biltmore on the third and final capacity, $10,000. in two nights and a
son; "It's a Gift."
stanza with $30,000. Show pulled matinee at the 2,100-seat Lyceum.
Richard Widmark, Jayne Cotter,$90,000 oh the three weeks and; it Top was $3.
.
Judy Holliday, Robert Allen, Vir- was estimated, over 40,000 would-be
"Ramshackle Inn" is current, with.
ginia Kaye; "Uncle Sugar."
ticket buyers were turned away. Ken "Merry Widow" and "Kiss and Tell"
Jean
Dixon,
N e i 1 Hamilton, Murray '^"Blackouts of 1945" kept up to follow.
Richard Martin; "Deep Mrs. Sykes." its pace of $14,800 on the 137th week
'Widow' 27G, Seattle
Victor Jory, Judith Evelyn, John at El Capitan.
"Maid in the Ozdrks" hit another
Seattle, Feb. IS.,
Clubly, Sara Floyd, Florida Friebus,
for the 18th session at the Bel"Merry Widow" at the MetropoliEdwin Redding, Patsy O'Shea, WiV $9,500
asco, and "Honey in the Hay"' at the tan
in
nine days grossed swell
liam J. Kelly, Paul Porter, Jr., Musart dropped slightly to
$3,800 for $27,000. The 1,500-seater was scaled
Phoebe Foster; "Bill Comes Back."
its seventh stanza.
from $3.25.
"It's

.

a Gift"— Goval.

"Bill Conies

—
—

,
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G&S

'Pinafores'

Loom

Takes Over 'James*
From Cantor-Karson Difficult to

B way/

(or

-

Loi Angeles, Feb.

49

Get Tickets for 10

13.

Stage, screen and. radio rights to

In Spring; Davis Drops Swing Version
'

the idea of shifting

Goes

he

-

till

then

of Davis' proposed production, had
written a "Pinafore'* version .which
Max Gordon was to produce, in May
with Victor Moore and'. William
Gaxton in lead roles. Whereupon

Bay has signed
"Anything
shows,

plus

to

it

later to

Eddie Cantor and Nat Karson- had
planned to produce the show as "The
Girl From Texas," but dropped it.
Morrie
Ryskind
may libretto
"Nellie Bly," forthcoming musical
which Eddie Cantor and Nat Karson
plan producing on Broadway but
without Cantor in cast

ON

do scenery for

Above three
"Man Who Came To

SABINSON RAP

brokers Give 18G

sprung his surprise on them instead.
Authors advise they already have
another producer interested in staging their swing version in the spring.

Code

One feature of
that the brokers rtiust
pay for policing their agencies. Any
balance in the fund is icbatable
the

code

Aug.

is

31.

Some

brokers

and were advised

were

delinquent

late last'

week

Moss Nixes Agcy.

.

Tix Sale for Met

possible to dispose of allotments for

Acting on complaint of the MetroOpera, License Commis-

weak shows because of so; many
It's evident, too, that,
agencies find it a problem to. sell
tickets for shows which they are
asked to get behind and push, a
method of forcing the sales. Legit
code stipulates that agencies are not
lo favor any attraction in sales talks,
yet at least one current attraction is
being plugged at the insistence of
the producer.
That's fairly well
known but no complaint is reported
to have been filed with the code enforcement board.

politan:

sioner Paul

no

that

Moss has

agencies

was;

idea

to

handle

can

subscription tickets.

good things.

issued a rule

•

Met

Opera people's

eliminate a couple

of

small brokers,, which was the result, but it rrfty prove to be a boomerang on the Met, prediction being
that a goodly percentage of subscribers will be lost next season and
thereafter.

-

.

Met has several thousand

No

mcnts from some theatres are delivered two weeks or loss in' advance
of performance but the brokers have
so many advance orders that nearly
all tickets are sold weeks and, not
infrequently, months in advance.

in, otherwise
they will be
called on "the carpet." Enforcement
board has the power to Withhold
regular, ticket allotments to' those
in arrears. Intimated
that
a few

arguments

started.

ported to have made the complaint
lo Moss but upon learning of the reaction is said to have regretted the
'Venus' Won't Cut B.O.
move. One of the small brokers
went to court over the Moss rule: but
agencies have been delected in code
Scale for Det. Booking the commissioner was upheld, as a
violations but the board is non-committal.
Spotting of "One Touch of Venus" regulation stipulates that agencies
can get tickets only from the boxIn recent
weeks agencies have into the Lafayette,- Detroit, for two. office or other brokers. That eviweeks
starting March 12, rather than
been receiving allotments for "Seven
dently prohibits subscribers from
Lively Arts," at the Ziegleld, and. the Cass, has attracted attention in
selling the allotments to the agencies.
Billy Rose has a ticket, specialist on booking circles.
Lafayette since going legit has had New rule socks McBride's particuthe iob to see that the brokers, are.
larly, latter' having had a special
a
policy
of
$1,65
top,,
straight
plays
supplied. At least one agency is remostly booked there, but Opera department. Their customers
fusing' to sell "Arts" tickets,, feeling being
"Venus," which opened on tour in have been formally advised that
that its craft was insulted by the
opera tickets would no longer be
Philadelphia
.Monday
(12)
wilh
a
manager before and after the revue
the""swing' version.
>
$4.40 top, will probably use the same available.
Kaufman also slates his "Pinafore" opened, as indicated by ads urging' scale for the Detroit engagement.
Number of people going to the
version is a complete independent playgoers to buy "Arts" tickets at
Shuberts are interested in both road for the Met spring season now
idea of his own, which he got about the boxoff ice.
the Cass and Lafayette, both being approximates 275, instead of 400,
Recently Rose again look 'extra
two months ago. and will be comsupplied by the United Booking Of- while the number of baggage cars
pleted by this weekend. Kaufman's' space saying that the many parties
fice.
Possible that "Venus" will land required totals 12, rather than a
VP"yirv\ 1\t\rd "HnUywoort Pinafore." sold lo charity organizations have
in the Cass after all.
score as first reported.
utilizes the "Pinafore'' music' in loto, (apL-ic'd oil'. On}y luuf
B )A.-> t!ur;i:j;
F.Hoh car will carry the production
straight, with story locale and period, February
have parlies, -showman
of one opera, the Met ihcietij '"e£ri;«g
and lyrics, changed, "It's broadly announcing orchestra seats available Chi Theatre Fined $100
enabled to present any one of a
comparable to what Hammcrstcin for all other dales.
In
Fire
Violation
operas. Baltimore, which 'is
dozen
did with 'Carmen Jones'." said Kaufwill require only six
the first date,
U
Chicago, Feb. 13.
man. The Walkcr-Warnick-Barker
The date VhVre" Vlimited.
version, tilled "Send Me A Sailor,"
Overseas Addresses
Coincidental with amendment by cars's'ince
additional
half dozen cars being
an
is a musical built around "Pinafore,"
Actors in legiters recently arrived Chi City Council of building code added thereafter:. S. Huiolc's particiwherein 'first, act of "Pinafore" ap- overseas can be
reached through permitting commissioners of fire, pation in the Met lour is staled to be
pears as one of "Sailor's" scenes, but following
addresses:
limited to the short stands, the impolice.' building and. health to padthat's all. Version has four original
USO-G'amp Shows No. 400, "Parwilh National1
songs in it.
lock any building, including thua-, presario being teamed
don Me": Roy
Melville.
Milton
Concerts and Artisls Corp.' in bookFrome, Helen Namur. William Al- Ires and nileries, where conditions' ing tour, of cities not ordinarily on
are found to imperil life or health..
fred Halloran. Grace Collins. Helen
schedule.
Mel's
the
'Bats' for Pittsburgh
Municipal Judge Edwin J. Hasten
Vassar.- Ann
Ferguson,

Davis said he had vague recollection of asking Franklin P. Adams
months ago to 'write a book for a
swing "Pinafore" but doesn't recall
asking Kaufman. Kaufman denies
being asked by Davis, slating lie
didn't
know about Davis' swing
plans till reading thcin in last week's
"Variety." Being friend of Davis,
he thought he ought to advise him of
the Gordon plans. Kaufman saw no
reason why both versions couldn't be
produced, so long as not in the same
week, but says Davis stated under
the circumstances' he'd better drop

tickets on hand at agencies i9
actual, because tillot-

not always

i

to

two kick

If this falls through, they have'
film offers on their work.

:

subscribers who annually buy tickets for the
season but many attend comparasale.
Previously,
the. boxofflce tively few performances, selling the
couldn't sell tickets more than a few unused
through agencies,
tickets
days prior to performance. Sabin- principally McBride's. If forced to
son claims that Jelin owes the show take a loss through/the new rule, it
around $9,000, part of which is ad- is figured that a flock of subscribers
vance guarantee coin, the balance will not renew next winter, nor in
being due because "Trio" didn't get subsequent seasons.
its share of receipts when One of the
Earle R. Lewis of the Met is re-

premium.

sold at a

three or four hits listed on the attraction board, in that way Indicat-

'

,

they say, were prepared by attorney
Howard Reinheimcr and were to be
signed next day by Davis, when he

Cancel 'Ladies' in Pitt
For Extra 'Ruth' Wk.

COURT TODAY

Goes."

Police Tix

List

Last season several leading agen-

cies specializing in Brpadway show*
had a "No" in capitals alongside

•
Pittsburgh, Feb. 13.
ing there were no tickets available.
Return engagement of road "Good Idea was to reduce the number of
Night, Ladies" at Nixon, March 12, inquiries by. patrons who entered
has been cancelled in order to give the agencies with the idea of buying
No. 2 company of "Dear Ruth" an tickets for those high-demand shows.
extra break-in week before its Chi- Currently the big "No" is attached:
cago preem. "Ladies" played local to no" less than 10 clickers, proving,
legit playhouse last April with Skeets the wealth of the season's successes
JELIN IN
Gallagher now in N. Y. company? and' the increased theatre surge..
John Hubbard arid Wynne. Gibson
"Up in Central Park/' Century,
head the troupe skedded to bring it was added to the elite group imLEE
mediately after, opening, the. earlier
Max J. Jelin, a new and definitely back again.
being: ''I Remember Mama,"
smashes
date"Ruth"
booking
nils
Nixon
harried manager, is due to appear in
court today (14) charged with at- book solid through end of April. Music Box: "Harvey" 48th Street; "A
tacking Lee Sabinson, producer of Following current engagement of Bell for Adano," Cort; "Song of Nor"Rosaway,"
Imperial;
"The Late George
"Winged
Victory,"
house
gets
"Trio." At the same time the matter of a bouncing Jelin check is to linda," "Catherine Was Great," "One Apley," Lyceum; "On the Town,"
Touch of Venus," "Ruth," "Kiss and Adelphi; "Dear Ruth," Miller; ''Oklabe considered.
Tell,"
"Oklahoma!,"
"Searching
Wind"
and
St.
James,
and "Bloomer
Hardeen, magico brother of the late
Girl," Shubert.
Missing from the
Harry Houdini, has been holding Hie homa!" for three weeks.
group is last season's sockeroo, "The
bouncer for several weeks, it repreVoice
of
the
Turtle,"
Morosco,
but it's
senting part of the share due on a
still
selling out, barring the canmagic show given at the Belasco
celled
performances
that
have
the last mon.th. Jelin at the time
marred
the
run
recently
because of
held a lease on the Belasco.
east illnesses. Well up in the running
Appellate Division of the supreme
is
"Oklahoma!."
All
others
the
are
court awarded possession of the
products' of the 1944-45 period.
Belasco to the S. S. Krellberg and
John Wildberg group, who own the
Brokers find it difficult if not im-

Dinner" with Moss Hart, are only
legiters now. in rehearsal stage for
Camp Shows.
Davis dropped the swing version
Dorothy McGuire has been signed
plans and went in with Gordon on for an overseas company of "Dear
the Kaufman version.
Ruth," now being cast by Frank
According to Davis, who confirmed Heller, Camp Shows legit dept:
"Oklahoma!,"
after
eight
his long-time interest in a swing head.
"Pinafore," when. Kaufman, notified months' preparation, casting and rehim last week about the Gordon hearsing, is now ready, and will go
production, Davis felt two "Pina-. overseas shortly after a few playlores" coming into Broadway about dates, in camps in New York area.
the same time, even though dissimihouse.
Latter's
contention
that
lar,
would be inadvisable. Davis
Jelin breached his lease oh the theaconfirmed Kaufman's' visit,' made to
tre was upheld and he was ordered
him in friendly spirit, as well as his
dispossessed.
A city marshal was
Intentions to drop the swing version
installed in the boxofflce and Jelin
to go in with Gordon.
is i -.bidden to enter the properly.
Authors of the swing version
He con appeal the decision but must
claim another angle to story. Walker
first post a considerable sum as an
states that Davis saw them last week
indication of good, faith and assured
after the Kaufman visit to announce
New York ticket brokers have rent.
dropping his long standing plans on
Sabinson entered into a new dqal
contributed $18,000 to the League of
their version, and admitted then that
with the theatre's owners whereby,
he had approached Kaufman about New York Theatres, that being the
he can continue "Trio" at the
four months ago to do a book to the amount budgeted early in the seaBelasco.
It was alleged that Jelin
Walker-Warnick music. When Kauf- son for possible expenditure in enman refused, Walker got Barker in forcement of the legit code. Coin refused, to order tickets more than a
week or so at one time, so there was
to do a book. Authors claim they're was remitted monthly, each agency
no chance to build up an advance
victims of a run-around. Contracts, paying a percentage on each ticket

To

'

New

York.

USO

.

(Kaufman), unaware

Broadway Standouts; the "No"

"Little Jesse James" were acquired
by Arthur Grossman, who will produce it as a legit musical here, with

Possibility of two versions of GII--4bert and Sullivan's "H. M. S. Pina16*
fore" competing on Broadway this 'Night of Jan.
Spring looms as result of series of
Into Rehearsal for
strange circumstances last- week,
Erin O'Brien Moore, Alexander
Producer Meyer Davis, reported in
Clark and Frances Tannehill, sighed
press for months as working on a
originally for a USO-Cainp Shows
swing version of "Pinafore" with
overseas production of "Over 21,"
music and lyrics by Don Walker and
are doing "Night of January 16" inClay Warnick and book by Albert stead, drama, going into
rehearsal
Barker, was suddenly announced as Monday
(12) under
direction
of
associate producer with Max Gordon
Robert H. Gordon. Also in USO rein a straight-music version to new hearsal are "Anything
Goes" and
book by George S. Kaufman, with "Girl Crazy," both being produced
the swing version dropped from his by Harry Krivlt, with Harry
Howell
schedule.
in staging.
assisting
Howell was
Kaufman is reported to have seen stage manager of original Broadway
Davis last Week to inform him that companies of both musicals. Howard

'MOON' RAPE SCENE

CENSORED

IN

WASH.

Washington, Feb.

13.

Edward M. Curran last week moved in on the
Shuberts* "Dark of the Moon" and
'District attorney

ordered changes in IJje script, with
the
rape scene eliminated.
He.
threatened to close the show unless

was made^"
Scene was subjected to much con-

the deletion

troversy, and though the women
.spread their skirts, the inference was
plain that the woman was attacked

,

.

by a mountaineer.

Scene brought

many

protests to District officials.
It was the first time this year that
the censors had moved in on the

.

National theatre.
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|

Law

2

«'« Playhouse, N.

•
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nouncement

of touring' attraction
cut in heavily on advance sale for
Opera Society.
Mary Martha Briney, Pittsburgh
radio star who has been featured in
Penn Hotel's Terrace Room for the
last several months, will sing the
lead for Opera Society.

S0G Guarantee

Y, Monday

at

.12)

by Shcpard Traube. but the house is
due to get "The Glass Menagerie,"
which is attracting much attention
in Chicago. Leads in latter arc Laureltc Taylor and Eddie Dowling.
Booking calls for "Menagerie" to
bow onto Broadway March 5, but
the show management has requested
the date be set back one month because of the strong Chi grosses.

Neville, Billy

last week fined Abe Kalish, owner
Barbara
French,
Salina
McCall,
Frances Mason. Donna Mason. Mil- of the Douglas Park 'theatre. $100
dred Walton,' Milton Sherman: .APO 'and costs and recommended the the-

'Menagerie' Gets In

"The Stranger" was presented

USO

Pittsburgh. Feb. 13.
Coincidental
booking will give
Pittsburgh two productions .of. the
Johann Strauss operetta, "Die Flcdermaus." within just a few clays of
each other. 'Although New Opei-a
Co. production (called "Rosalinda")
had been announced earlier in year
for Nixon this season, it wasnlt 'definite and no dale had been set when
Pittsburgh
Opera Society picked
"The Bat" for one of its -.two. 'annual
productions.
Local
organization
was already in rehearsal, Wilh cast
set, for a performance Fob. 15
this
Thursday night) when New Opera*
people got the week of Feb. 19 at
the Nixon.
Understood that an-

May Move

'Stranger'

for Mpls.

:

No. 512,

c/'o-

bert,-

Ellen

Humphrey.

Ordinance,

New

.

•

i

•

:

j

42«,

"Mex-.

lean Hayride": '.Audrey Cotter, Max
Furman,
Murray
Briscoe,
Bea
Mathews, Sid Casscl. Joric .Livingston,
Bob Travis,- Alma Maibcn,
Madeleine Portenier. Rose Hyland,
Joyce. Hayes, Ysobcl Rolfc, Patricia
.

Welles Betsy Berkeley, Belly FranBetty Baushcr, Ann' Collins,
Joan
Arnold, " Samuel
Spachner,
John Trado: APO No. 501, c,o Postmaster, San Francisco.
cyss,

13.

formerly

:.

i

York..

USO-Carop Shows No.

which

closing only, when specific
violations of building code were discovered, also provides buildings be
kept closed till violations arc corrected.

mitted

Jimmy

Dunne,
Marjorie
Gateson.
Dick
Dyson, Ladd Haynes, Violet Woodall,
Earle Mayo. Claire Stuart, Douglas
Keaton, Edward Blaine. John Marslon: APO No. 512, '.c o Postmaster;

Minneapolis, Feb.

Present Play on Race Hatred
Bringing the Metropolitan Opera
"And No Wheels Soil," playlet on
per- Co. here for three performances.April 27 and 28, wi|l be conditional race hatred by Paul Peters. who
on raising a $50,000 guarantee. Re- wrote "Stevedore," will be presented
gents of the University of Minnesota, by Stage For Action; legit-political
which will be one of the engage- group, at Broadway Tabernacle little
tomorrow 13 i at .4
ment's sponsors, voted permission ihcatre. N. Y
Douglas
Park,
where Maurice for the School to accept contributions pm
Presentation lo be followed by
Schwartz and Yiddish Art Theatre to the fund on a slate-wide basis.
group completed' month's repertory The season, the first .here in many ,'iscussion led by Edward. Chodorov,
engagement- two weeks ago. is one ycrii?, has been scheduled tor the U. group's chairman, with Louis Calof a number 'of theatres and nijiht- of Minn! Memorial Auditorium, home \ hern, Blanche Yurka, Frances Hefclubs "exposed" for colcl-shouldcr- of the Minneapolis Symphony or- lin. Kenneth Spencer, Hilda Simms
Everett
and
Sloan
participating.
ing fire prevention ordinances by chestra, which also is sponsoring it,
Daily Times and other sheets here With no difficulty in raising the $50.-, Performance will be open to anyone,
a few weeks- ago (as described in 000 anticipated, the Metropolitan is' in entertainment fields.
~~ ~
1
"Vai'icty.'Man. 24) following lire in announcing
"Lucia,'
with
James.
Dallas' Operetta- Bow Jun'e 18
small Loop hotel that took 1 4 lives. Melton and Patricia Muhscl, for the
''
opening night; "Don Giovanni," .with'
Dallas, Feb. 13.
Ballet Russe reports advance of Salvntore Baccaloni and Ezib Pinza,
The summer' operetta season will
$54,000 for five-week .season at City for Saturday matinee, and either open here at Fair Park Casino on
Center. N. Y„ Feb. 20 to March 25, -Carmen" or. "Faust" for Saturday June 18. "Great Waltz" will open,
with $Z.40 top.
night.
Dorolhy Kirsteh featured.

atre be closed.

New York.
No. 415, "Kiss

Postmaster..

USO-Camp Shows

and Tell": Waller Munroe. Ruth
Amos, Cnrm.clila Pope. Fred Schur
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Plays on Broadway

Inside Stuff-Legit

One Man Show

phrases and slogans that would do
credit to a high school class in eco.ln'l
Hurrl* production of drama In three
a<-im
(uni* srcnei l>y
Ruth Goodniaii x " nomics.. Unfortunately, the acting of
AiikiihIuh Goetz. Features Conatnncft Cinn- the principals doesn't help smooth
ruing:*, Fi-ant; Conroy ajul James Ronnie.
it
over. Tone never gives the imCl>nfltewait
VtnireA by producer; eettlnic,
pression of being fully at ease iii the
q^y: up*nuoVBiirryi»ore,' N. T-. Feu. B. '-IIS;
role and generally gives a stilled
in ml inn.
.'Frank C'unroy performance. Miss' Wyatt seems 1111r.urhm Cardner.
.iillr.;i!.rtl-.
«r">
A Wamjin
......
-usuallv nwkward in. handling both
....... MlKliell llurriN herself and her lines. Joan Wotnioiv
Tumi
HllKli Franklin
Jtwiira DiK'kercl.
as the femme politico is adequate in
.Cunfllullfp CummlnK,.
rt.i'-lii* Oiinlner.
..liuiiea Hrniiiia cold and unsympathetic characterQixtiry .li-llifle. .
K.tHin OrZHr.ewM.
Bhincho
Connelly,
who directed,
ization.
..Mm AivlW'l brought out whatever there was in.
Krjmt'H Kearny..
1
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.

.

.

.

.

.

I

.

Pla.v
with odd.
title was earmarked

the uninspired: play. Motley's silicic
setting of a sophisticated living room

misreprescntine
as really some-

strictly according to Hoylc.

is

thing out of town. But that was
wishiul thinking. "One Man Show"
doesn't impress as haying much

SI ran^'r

Tli«»

chance on Broadway.
slit'jKinl

quiet evening in the
is no humor and the
characters are only mildly interesting. Basic idea of the authors is. a
switch of the silver cord theme: in
this case there's a fathCT-daiightcr
It's a
theatre,

Rose.

"

',

long,

III

There

l

Truiilie

(lour

:-<-l„

In'.-,'

Siiiki'-1
II. U'li

production or nirluilriuiui
nyrtllPH> by l.t\sll«* Jlyuth'.
-Set
ami llchilitu by

Tnuibe.

by

Amnion:

coMluincn. Hoie Jlinribinuu".
0|,.>nc.l rbiyliotiM.'N. V.. Feb, 11'. Mr.: «:.(<(l
in|i (5I:So iip^niiiK nitrliii.
N"iip»l-'''i'in

Jo::

.Micl.alieir.

I'l-unii'i'.

ii

.

.

.

...

.

Uu^'mic

SiK:iliiff

..Alfrcil

.

IIiwbi*

complex.
luniplircy:..
Hill
Kim Spiib'InK
Lucian Gardner has an art gallery Pu Iii-. Cvniiliibtc IflltMl
.Slanlcv' Cell
..Povry. WiImiii
in his home. 26-year-old daughter I'lirlHt ln:i Thomson
1.1/.
......
...
.....Sl.-llj Ti.itd
Racine being his partner. Several Mi tlcejrii'ry
ft
itiyi):I ,"(inii ril
affianced
but
was
previous
she
years
,M»iii;i.*' Mm-AiHlrowa.
.Wendy Ail-In
-KtlitMi-il Fr.-niz
dad managed to break it up. Yet ho n.ivbl Mon.lcl-nbii
.Morton 1.. Htcvcni.
doesn't seem to mind the direr, of A CciHlcumii.
Emory JellifTe, a wealthy patron, for
Shcpard Traube, who last figured
her hand, that fellow to bankroll
their plan to give exhibitions of un- on Broadway as director-producer of
known but clever artists. Racine Angel Street'' in 1941, appears to
another
winner
in
"The
promises to marry Emory, which is have
Stranger.":
Play by Leslie Rcadc.
in.
comes
where Francis Kearny
Statement of Francis being a lush which opened cold on Broadway
doesn't seem: convincing. Nor docs without previous road tryout, is a
his yen for Racine but after being smooth, suspcnse'ful melodrama, well
a bit rough in talking it over, with written, cast and directed. It seems
.'
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a succession of lovers. Two of them
are spending th» weekend with her
at th« Overtons. And one of them,
for a variety of motives, makes •
play for the wife. For a tlm* susBurns Mantle, N. Y, Daily News emeritus critic, has article, "Grandpa
picions arise that separate the devoted couple, but the clouds even- Remembers," in March issue of Pageant on the poster art of the old thetually clear to bring the final curtain atre, with samples, of gaudy, vivid 24-shect posters describing various musicals, melodramas, minstrel shows and circuses.
down.
"Something went out of
Some good acting talent is wasted the theatre and the joy of anticipating it when its exploiters took their
on this froth, although the calibre of ads off the billboards," says Mantle. Illustrations include
posters of such
the script does affect their perform- old-time
entertainment as "The Black Crook;" "Blue Jeans," "The Gay
ances. Arlene Francis is unusually
Morning
Glories,"
"Miaco's
City Club Co.." "Florodora." "An American
attractive and competent as the wife.
Jack Whiting is breezy and bustling Gentleman," "Hotel ToiAy -Turvy," "The Cherry Pickers," the ZiegfeldAnna
Held
"Papa's
Wife" and Thatcher's Minstrels.
as the husband, the vitality, however, sometimes wearing.
Glenda
Furrell disengages herself smartly as
When 'Winged Victory" moves into the National theatre, Washington,
often as she can from a tired role as
a predatory friend. Walter N. Greaza on March 26 for two weeks, the military orchestra will replace the regular
acts a stuffcd-shlrt banker with some, seven nien in the pit. Local 161, Musicians union, via Paul Schwarz, presiskill and
not much more relish. dent, has contacted the War Dept. about this unemployment.
When "This
Charles Lang has to do the caricature Is the Army" placed here,
the union reimbursed the seven musicians to
of a Yale grad who can't forget he
the tune of $880. They do not regard this as a precedent. Under a conwas an All-American, and, somehowj
tract with the Rapley Theatre Co. the National theatre must pay all seven
he makes the role likeable.
Elisabeth Bergner. making her musicians while any theatrical performance is played' on the stage. Union
American directorial dcbiit with her expects to hold the E street playhouse to' this condition in the contract.
lmsband Paul Czinncr's production,
has only done a humdrum job.. EdInsiders describe the battle between Fortune Gallo and Peter Mazza,
ward Gilbert's sets and Hattie Carnegie's costumes, however, arc the wealthy Cleveland coal man, over $10,000, which was to have guaranteed
salaries for a planned operetta season in that city, as "having reached tho
Bron.
mccoy.
fourth round, both men resting In their corners with lawyers swlhglng^the
towels."' Equity had the check but Mazza stopped payment. The protest fee of
$1.64 was charged against Equity, that outfit wanting to know which side is
Plays Out of
to refund the item. The check is said to repose in the desk of a city marshal, wh.o doesn't' know what to do about it.
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.

.

Town

C

:

to hit its peak with a third-act first
scene., and drop a little with final
scene, but not sufficiently to mar
play's effect.
It should
do for a

usual clinch. Next
tells the rich man that It's
but Lucian tries to make
Francis believe that she had been
fooling him, the shoddy trick of the
fattier being easily nailed. In and out
of action is Dockerel, a sloppy artist
who thought he had a chance to win
the girl.
Whether any other actress other
than Constance Cummings could do
better as Racine doesn't make much
her, there's the

day she
all

off

/

Broadway

run.

ome Be My

I<«ve

Philadelphia. Feb. 8.
Arthur .T. Jlorkhiutl piotluriiun tin association will. -Victor. Tlutfo-VUInlf of comedy
Hlors
hi tluoc aola by Kriwnnl CjiuIUiMiI.
Waller Hampden: jVhIh.ow Vii.td Ileirilnp.
H.sihcr Dale Mn\ .le»l 'lMviuy". Dlrocleil by
Mi-.
IJockhfird; MOtthipv, K:iyniond >ovey.
OptmtMl ul IriKUHt fctiv<M tlu'uirc. Hillndel.

lihlft.

Feb.

'45;

8.

.Lotus Robb

Surhh Fenton

\\"tilt<T

. .

.Mia,
-Mr.

Kponcc.
Sponco.
.

. . . .
.

ICiUnonlu

.

...

.

.

.

.Sydney Grant

'hylHH
Koih lloinoii'l
Built on a Jack the Ripper scries Allen.
.I'harlfH t'olby
Jed lVou^y
murders in the London of 1888. Mr. Fillmore.....
.Vlolot.Henitnft
the play is set in a worker's Dolitical >\<*a Bnniiett
...... Vlulu l>0hit
Lizzie
club in shabby Whitechapel. The club No. 2T.2T-.
.Urahiiin Volscy
is peopled by radicals* who are more
pathetic than potent revolutionaries.
Arthur Beckhard, who has had
Russian tailor, French. vcfp'jee. some sturdy footlight productions, indifference. She is attractive and ca- cockney junkman and a foundling cluding "Another Language" seems
pable but the matter appears to be seamstress are principal members. to have been -napping when, on seewith the' script. Direction, isn't a fac- The neighborhood has been terror- ing
Edward Caulftcld's comedy,
ized 'lately by fiendish murders of "Come Be My. Love," in the Camtor either.
James Rennie has the best part as- several of its ladies.. And when a bridge (Mass.) summer stock last'
signed hint in some time but his Russian shoemaker who seeks to join year, he decided it had chances as a
Emory is not sympathetic, nor is the club behaves ijueerly. -suspicion regular pro '.'offering. Certainly it
Frank Conroy's father part. There falls on him as the murderer. Melo- seems too' attenuated and gossamer
are two other femme characters, both drama centers about clearing up the (and also preposterous in basic idea)
bits.
Ibee.
mystery and detection of the crim- to make any kind of progress in
inal, with, a not-too-novel closing to
these strenuous and nerve-ridden
wind it up.
war times. It's hard to see how. this
for the Beef
Play,, however, carries good mood one stands a chance even though
Jean Dalrymple and Marc Connelly production of Ihreo-act comedy by Wllllatn and suspense throughout, with an possessing
a couple of marquee
McC'Irery. Blnre Franchot Tone and -Jane undercurrent of rich humor that has
names. Latter, by the way, would
Wy.Mt. RiaKcri by Connelly: eottlng by.Motr good effect because it
is
under- probably mean more on the road
Wy. .Opened at Fullbn theatre, N. Y..
Where Traube's dirccr than in Gotham.
ViVOneailny. Feb. 7. '4r>; $4.20 top ($6 open- emphasized.
tion accounts for much in the drama,
ing night).
Caulfleld's yarn cqneerns a midHoward Hilton...
......Jack Hartley acting is uniformly good to aid it the
(who
Mr*. Branch
Doro Meraude more. And several performances arc dle-aged actor, John Hogarth
has more than a little of the quality
Margaret' Hleka Mnrwood.
.Joan Wetmore outstanding.'.
Professor Wechnlcr. ..
Leo Bulgakov
Eduard Franz give6 a virtuoso per- of pure ham in his make-up), and his
3(1. Joe Jordan
.Paul Potter
yen to retire to the sticks and lead
I.uidllft Daly
....Jane Wyalt formance as the central figure, the
middleMeeting
a
Slli liael Jordan
.Franctiot 'Tone shabby foreign shoemaker who is a the simple life..
Club
stranger iri the land but whose su- aged widow at a Lonely Hearts
It's
doubtful whether the b.o. preme egotism makes him. at home matrimonial bureau, he sees a chance
power of either Franchot Tone or everywhere. With confidence, he to realize his drenm. She has a
Jar.e Wyatt will be sufficient to off- tells you, a stranger In a strange land nice home in a small New England
set the. inadequacy of William Mc- is never alone. Shoemaker, however, town and the two repair there for
Cleery'splay. which drew ah almost- is pathetic in his depressed moments a period of trial marriage. Since they
unanimous nix from the daily critics. and, because of his strangeness, also soon find out they're really very
"Hope for the Best" marks the bow a suspicious character. Franz plays fond of one another, an actual wedinto production (in association with all these facets with brilliant effect. ding ceremony would be assured if it
Marc Connelly) of press agent Jean
No less fine are several other por- were not for the inevitable outside
Dalrymple. The author Is one of the trayals, particularly that of Eugene interference. Latter is supplied, first,
editors of Marshall. Field's PM, N.Y. Sigaloff, as a Marxian tailor-philos- by the widow's prying and suspicious
afternoon tab.
opher, and Perry Wilson, as the and easily-shocked sister,' then by,
In figuratively reducing the size of seamstress, - Eva Leonard-Boyne has the young daughter who arrives
the world, McCleery oversimplified' an excellent bit as the evil-eye- with her GI fiancee, and finally by
an idea that held forth possibilities. haunted housekeeper. Stanley Bell, an actress with whom Hogarth had
In fact, in expounding on the mul- as a policeman: Alfred Hesse, as the been professionally associated who
jvrrvWc-TTis of tVic
w»to. the FveTicb.rri».rf. Kim Spalding, as the tries to coax him back to the stage
Ml^-.t
equations practically washed out its cockney: Wendy Atkin and Stella (a::cl, ..lajbi;, to her o%vn sWe- that
theatre potentialities. The wordy im- Todd, as two ladies of lighter love, point Is left, in doubt!). An agent
maturity of the play, which unfor- and Morton- L. Stevens, as a medical from the matrimonial bureau also Intunately fails to stick to the realm gentleman, round out a smartly trudes on their ruslic eden. Hogarth
departs for New York, and apparof comedy, is neither inspirational chosen cast.
nor entertaining.
London of 1888 locale is well sug- ently the widow is to be left in the
Tone portrays the role of a col- gested by Boris Aronson's fine set lurch on her wedding day (which is
umnist with 11,000,000 readers who and lighting, and Rose BogdanofT's also that' of .her daughter's and the
soldier) but the actor, true to his
turns out one of those warm, earthy costumes.
Brow.
type, makes a dramatic last -minute
daily stints for the common man
arrival and everything's jake.
filled with innocuous words.
He's
suddenly smitten with a social conDuring the first part of tHe play
Puul
Cxlnner production of lliivc-aci comsciousness and wants to try political edy
the author makes much of the mysby V nccn
I^awrence.
Sump.) bv
columning, much to the distress of lillHftbrdh Berjtnpr. Scto by 13d ward Gilbert; tery surrounding the two leading
his syndicate boss and his fiancee, ro-HtuiiiM, IIbIIIc Carnegk. Oponfd Kuolh. characters. Hogarth drops plenty of
herself a political columnist .of the N. Y.. lVb; 8. '41; $3.00 top (il.80 openlnc hints as to his real profession, but
night).
super-intellectual-snobbish-reactionposes as Henry Smith, a naturalist;
Ovonon
Arlono KrancLs
ary school. With the entrance of JCorH
u V*i
Mary Lnwronce at the same time, Sarah Fenton hides
Tone's GI brother and a gal. friend Judith Bam roH
from him the fact that she is a
... .Olenda Fnrrell
for a weekend, a bout ensues be- Jack Overton.......
.Tuck WblthiK
well-known woman scientist. All this
T*»»»y
Pmiiild Kohlcr business is very impossibly corhy and
tween the gal, who knows the score, Arlnoi..
.Chnrlo*
I,anp
and the superior dame, with the final Jaiilcs T.Hwwon.-, .:
XWaltor N.'fir^T.'i strictly phony.
clinch never much in doubt.
Play has compensations, however.
The play's ideas and ideals crys"Tlie Overtons" is too skimpy on Some of the dialog is bright and
tallize
after
endless words into all counts to
make a satisfactory amusing,' and several of the characplay, Another of those scotch-and- ters have been humanly and neatly
soda comedies about Long Island so- limned. There is occasional nice
ciety eyeing infidelity above its high- irony, too, as when Hogarth reveals
ball glasses, the Vincent Lawrence his real identity only to find that
For Summer Theatre
opus isias watery as a refilled pinch- nobody in the household has, ever
bottle. It can't make the Broadway heard of him except, the little colN«u> England Tryout
grade.
ored serving maid called in for the
•
«<!i
Sunt.
I'lar
The play is the story of a happy- wedding day festivities.
Cant
6W Until
4M
go-lucky, happily-wedded couple and
Hampden achieves the right touch
ELWHI.L, Univ. of Oklu.
Kormvii, Oklalioma
the attempts of. a predatory, pair to of hamminess and gives a generally
break Up the marriage. The meth- able if at times rather too cute imods used consist of airles.i banter, personation of Hogarth-Smith. He
aimless drinking, and little else. knew his part the first night (which
Nothing whatever happens. A play is more, than could be said of some
can't be made out of a slim idea that of the others)' and got a majority
is neither novel iior cute, if no situof the laughs, allotted to him in the
NINCK 1 830
ations or witty, dialog accompany, dialog,
Lotus Robb, back on the
Play Brokers and
and this play is no 'exception.
stage after 15 years, is delightful as
The Overtons have been married Sarah, the trial-marriage "wife."
Authors' Representative*
nine, happy, hectic years. An actress Hard to see why Violet Heming took
eft West 4Mh Strwit. New York
role
of
mooning
the actress, who only apfriend
over
all
the
the husband
811 West 7»h Straat. Uf AncelM
(Contlnued on page 51)
this time has dulled her longing with
;-.
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$20,000.

Be P. after the concert violinist read the script.
Neither Green nor Pearl will be lii the cast. Latter, however, will return
to the stage but hasn't made up his mind whether in legit or vaude. Ai
for radio could be, he says.

sent H.

—

Hampden

Kslher D.ile
Nollcy

Muvlhn Wobale'r.

Harry Green, who has gotten out of the hospital after a minor operation,
teamed with Jack Pearl in producing "Queen of the South," which, will
have the backing of a number of wellknowns. Efrem Zimbalist invested
Of that amount he first piit in $12,500, additional amount being

is

First evaluation oh the late Harry Kaufman's estate was known, to have
been conservative. It's expected to be at least. $75,066. Bulk of that will
come from 'Lading Room Only," Winter Garden, N. Y., last production the
late showman supervised for Lee Shubcrt, his activities being conducted!
from a hospital cot.
Estate is receiving royalties and has an interest in "Laffing." Still to
be. determined is how much the estate will receive for Kaufman's Interest
.
in Tyson & Co., major ticket agency.

Report that Joseph P. Kennedy has been investing in legit theatre propName of ex-diplomat was probably mentioned because
of a John Kennedy who, with Robert Dowling,' is interested in the City
Investing Co. Subsidiary of that corporation is City Theatres, Inc., of
which, Louis Lotlto is prez. He operates the Morosco, Fulton and Bijou
for the owners. Last year Kennedy backed Lotito in "Another Language,"
which ended in the red. He's likely to try his luck further.
erties is incorrect.

.

Reason for Cheryl Crawford announcement that. Margaret Webster's
production of Shakespeare's "Tempest" would play only eight weeks was
due to fact Alviri theatre could only be gotten for that length of time/..
"Mucji Ado About Love," the musical version of "Firebrand" bejng Inked
in next. "Tempest" will probably move to another house upon completion
of Alvln run.
.

;

.

•

.

.
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Current Road Shows

,

*

'

:

The Overtone
t

I

.

.

.'.

:

.

WANTED
—— — —_

SAMUEL FRENCH

'

(Period Covering Feb. 12-24)
(12); Aud., Memphis (13-14); Ryman Aud., Nashville
"Blithe Spirit"—Geary, Frisco (12- (15); Bijou, Knoxville (16); Mem.
Capitol, Salt Lake City (19); And., Louisville (17);' Robinson Aud.,
Wyoming Little Rock (19); Shrine, Okla. C.
(21-22);
Denver
Aud.,
Laramie (25); City Aud., (20-21): Aud., Shawnee (22); City
Aud..
Aud., Ponca C. (23).
Pueblo (24).
"Make Way for Love"—Colonial,
"Blossom Time"—Mus. H.. Houston (12); Texas, San Antonio (13); Bos. (23-24).
"Merry Widow"— Boston Opera H.,
Austin (14); Majestic, Ft.
Para.,
Worth (15); Melba, Dallas (16-17); Bost. (12-24).
"Merry Widow" (2d Co.)—Temple.
New Aud., Ardmore (16); Aud., Mus-

"Bill

Comes Back"—Aud., Trenton Temple, Birm'ham

(24).

17);

kogee

Convention

(26);

H.,

Tuls.a

Tacoma

(12); Capitol,

Yakima

(13);

Bartlesville
(22); Fox, Spokane <14-15); Wilma, MisCenter,
(21);
soula (16); Fox, Butte (17); Rainbow,
Shrine, Okla. C. (23-24).
Wedding"
Playhouse, Grca: Falls (19); Babcock, Billings
"Calico
Wilmington (16-17); Locust, Phila. (20); Aud,, Bismarck (21); Fargo,

—

(19-24).
'.'Catherine

Was Great" — Metro,

New

Providence

Haven

(12-13); Shubert,
(15-17); Nat'l, Wash. (19-24).

Fargo (23); Lyceum, Minn. (24).
"Oklahoma!" (2d Co.)— Cass, Det.
(12-24).

"One Touch
.

of Venus"

— Shubert,

"Chicken Every Sunday"— Black- Phila. (12-24).

—

Ross Aud, San Diego
Muni. Aud., Long Beach
(12-17).
U5)»
(14); -Civic Aud., Pasadena
"Come Be My Love"—Locust St., Civic Aud., Fresno (17); Aud.,
Phila. (12-17).
Stockton (18); Geary, Fresno (19-24).
"Dark of the Moon"— Nat'l, Wash.
"Over Zl"
Studebaker, Chi (12stone, Chi. (12-24).

"Othello"

—

"Clover Blng"

Plymouth,

Bost.'

(12-13):

—

(12-17); Shubert, Bost. (19-24).
24).
"Doll's House"—Cox, Cinn. (12-17);
"Ramshackle Inn" Lyceum, Minn.
Davidson, Milwaukee (19-24).
(12rl4); Aud., St. Paul (15); Park."Foolish Notion"
Colonial, Bost. way, Madison (17)
State, Kalama(12-17); Ford's, Balto. (19-24).
zoo (19); Palace, Flint (20-21); Mich.,
"Fun Time"
Curran, Frisco (12- Lansing (22); Keith's, Grand Rapids

—

—

;

'

—

'

24).

—

(23-24).

—

Gilbert
Sullivan
tc
Arcadia,
"Rosalinda"
Buffalo
Erlanger,
Wichita (12); Aud., Pueblo (13); (12-17); Nixon, Pitts. (19-24).
Aud., Denver (14-16); Biltmore, L.
San Carlo Op. Co. Moore, Seattle
A. (19-24).
(12-18); Strand, Vancouver (19-22);
"Good Nleht Ladles" (2nd Co.)— Royal Victoria, Victoria (23-24).
Davidson, Milwaukee (12-17); Ameri"Seafohlnf Wind"—Forrest, Phila.
can, Cleveland (19-24).
(12-17); Erlanger, ChL (20-24)..
"Happily Ever After"—Playhouse,
"Student Prince"
Shea's, Erie

—

.

—

Wilmington

(22-24);

—

"Harriet:'
Erlanger, Ohi (12-17);
Hartman, Columbus (19r2l); EnglisTi,
Indpls. (22-24).
"Kiss and Teil" (2d Co.)—American, St. Lonis
(12-17); Coliseum,
Evarisvllle (20) ; Mem. . Aud,, Louisville (21-22); Mem. H., Dayton (23.

,

24).

(12); Shea's, Jamestown (13); Palace,
Canton (14); Colonial, Akron (15);
Park. Youngstown (16-17);. Drake.
Oil City (19); Shea's. Bradford (20);
Strand, Elmlra (21); Strand, Ithoca
(22); Aud., Rochester (23-24).
"Ten Little 'Indians" (2d Co.)—
Harris; Chi. (12-24).
"Tropical Bevue"— Shubert-Lafay-

"Kiss and Tell" (3d Co.)—Grand, ette, Det.: (12-24).
Calgary (12-14); Drake H., Regina
"Voice of Turtle" (2d Co,)— Scl(15-17); Playhouse, Winnipeg (16- wyn, Chi. (12-24).
24).
"Wlnred Victory"
Nixon, Pitts.
"Llfo With Father" (2d Co.)— (12-17); Mus. H, Ctevo, (19-24>.

—

.

.

.'
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niture In their new house, availability conditions being what they are

CHATTER
purchased the Jeff theatre here from
the estate of the late Samuel Halper.
Broadway
New owners of the Congress hotel
John and Marion Byram back from leasing nitery space to outside conHollywood,
cessionaire with plans calling for
Bill Farnsworth not so good at St. one of the most elaborate supper
clubs in town,
Clare's hospital.
- Jack- Kitsch, Allied prez.: and John
Gus Eyssellbcing kidded about" hisBalaban, of B&K, met with' comcollegiate sweater.
mittee at Variety Club Wednesday
Sam Friedman out ahead of Coast (7) to map out the coming Red Cross
Spirit."

Col. C. A. Snoop, who commanded
Seventh Photo Reconnaissance
Group of Gen. tTimmy Doolittle's
Eighth Air Force on D-Day in
France, has been signed by Hal
Wallis,. who releases through Par^
amount, to act as technical director
on "You Came Along."
:

company

of ''Blithe

widow robbed

Morris Gest's
.

of

$30,000.

Royce' Landis

Jessie

two

back

"Kiss and Tell" (Bijou), after attack
of grippe.
One of Tim Kelly's sons is missing
He's stage doorman at
in action.
the Lyceum.
Some sports will lay eight to five
that race tracks will open during
early spring.

William F. Rodgers, Metro v.p. and
general sales manager, back in N. Y.
from Miami.
Dick Hyman's "Celestials," new
'

at "Waldorf-Astoria,

club

campaign for the

theatrical division.

"Cavalcade of Stars" will be staged
Chi Stadium Feb. 22- under
the auspices of the Disabled Ameriinto can Veterans. Proceeds will be used

valued at around

necklaces,

luncheon
Tuesday (13).
Viola Essen replaced Irina Baronova in "Follow the Girls" (44th St;)

at the

to aid disabled returning vets to find
jobs.

Dubin,

from Station

leader, has switchedto WJAS.

KQV

L.

Kenneth Clark,

Col.

for-

Italy..

for "Hotel Berlin."
Lt. (JG) Josh Meyer, USCG, fornierly with Jack Davies, agent, has
been assigned to Special Services division in New York.
Sgt. Nick Mamula, formerly of. the
publicity department of Paramount,
Is now in the Burma theatre of war,
.

attached to the air corps.
Hudson
Willie
Harris
of
the
("Hasty Heart") box office was
brother-in-law of Hype Igoe, sports
writer, who died Sunday (11).
Lt. James O'Shea, son of Ted
O'Shea. Metro's eastern sales manager, in Miami redistribution center
after a 28-day furlough in N. Y.
Armand Tokatyan, Met Opera ten-

'

makes USO-Camp Shows, appearances at Fort Monmouth,. N! J., Feb.
19, and Camp Kilmer, N. Y., Feb. 22.

or,

In

Jack Mandelblatt, widely known
the French motion picture indusprewar days, has arrived
as a refugee from Nazi

try from
in N. Y.

France.

Details in Music section.

George McCafferty. musician, makstage debut in "They Walk
Alone" at Playhouse.
Anton Scibilia's "Hawaiian Paradise" unit has gone into the Vogue
Terrace for two weeks.
Dale Harkness, band leader, out
of hospital* after two months and

FRANK GABY
Frank

Gaby,

49,

has featured role.
Mrs. W, R. Hearst's

Fund

Free

Milk

for Babies to sponsor "Aida"
March 11 for annual benefit.

at Met,

Milanov.

Baum, Warren

Castagna,

and Cordon

in cast,

with Sodero con-

Mia

Slavcnska ballet troupe in
guest appearances on hospital circuit,
dancing at U. S. Naval hospital
Corpus. Christi, Tex., Feb. 26. and La
Garde Gen. hosp., New Orleans,-

March 4.
Marvin Kohn and Tibel Nard will
leave the Ivan Black office to start
a publicity firm on their own. Parting is amicable.
Phoebe Murray
and Sally Ondeck are filling the
vacated spots.
Motion Picture Producers & Distributors Assn. International Dept.
hosted Francis Colt de Wolf, of U. S.
State

Department's Telecommunica-

tions Division, last

the

Wednesday

TO

at

Harvard Club.
Arthur Cohen, veteran member of

N.-

.

Y. stagehands, Theatrical Protec-

tive.

Union, No.

1,

last

veek rounded

out 25 years with same organization.
Started at Keith's Harlem Opera
House and; for last 23 years at the
RKO 81st St.

Chicago
_ Chi newsmen are forming a new
Press Club. Previous one was disbanded 20 years ago.
"Mocambo" (former Colony Club),
reopened last week after being taken
over by.

-

and

TAMBURRI

Maclom

Pfaelzer, local

meat

dealer,

„ Stevens hotel purchased by the
Hilton Hotel chain of Texas last
week. New owners plan extensive
renovation.

John J. Mack, owner of the Hotel
•Lontlnenlal
(old
Medinah -Club),
Plans converting first floor of the
Building into a nitery,
Chris
Christos,
former theatre
manager for Van.Nomikos circuit,

.

.Private Dominick Tamburri, formerly of WB's managerial staff in

ventriloquist, committed suicide in
St. Louis, Feb. 12.- His body- was
found hanging from a clothes rack
in a hotel.
Identification was made

the Pittsburgh zone, was killed in
action in Luxembourg in January,
the War Department informed his
family last week. Young Tamburri
'

through papers found on him, which
goes back to work next. week.
Singer Pay Carrol) goes from included a contract with USO-Camp
John Steinbeck to Mexico City for
Nixon Cafe here to Hotel Walton Shows. He was to have joined the
material.
show in Oklahoma City the followRoof
in Philly for four weeks.
Fred Kelsey celebrating his 35th
Red Cross' Jane Ellen' Ball, who ing day.
year in' films.
used to head an acting school here,
Gaby had been a standard act in
Orson. Welles and Rita Hayworth home
from England on 30-day leave. vaude for many years, first as a
to Mexico City.
First Sergeant Chet O'Brien on a
Joan Blondell sprained "her wrist 10-day furlough from "Winged Vic- comedian and later with ventrilo-

was assistant manager of Warner's
Belmar theatre in Pitt at the time he
went into the service..

'

in a traffic accident.
E. Alan Williford

York on business

.

New

from

in

tory" to see his ailing mother in the

quism added

to

his act.

With

HYMAN ALTMAN
Altman, 63, radio commendied at Harper Hospital, DeFeb. 10: For IS years he con-

Hyman
tator,

this

troit,

East.

for Ansco.

Stephen Sekely, Republic director,

AL DUBIN

became an American

citizen.
returned to his

A GREAT TALENT
MAY

HIS SOUL REST IN PEACE

JIMMY McHUGH

been featured in ducted the Jewish radio -program
and also had ap- over station WJLB there/ Survived
peared in several musicals for the by widow and a son.
ness.
Littl.ejohns .holding over with Olga Shuberts and others,
Leon Schlesinger returned from
six weeks of business huddles in New Anton at Andy's nitery.
v Show business friends of Gaby in
Harry C. Alber, 52, engineer and
Local RKO exchange led entire
York.
N. Y. were- at a loss to know what designer of the National BroadcastSpyros Skouras troubled by gout nation first week of Ned Depinet caused the suicide. Those who had
ing Company's studios in Hollywood
while here. Back to New York this drive!
Arch Zacherl, veteran Universal seen him recently say he appeared and Sah Francisco, died Feb. 8 in
week.
in hospital following heart cheerful.
salesman,
Hollywood, following a heart atThe Irving Brechers' (he's the
Metro writer) have adopted a sec- attack.
tack,
Reel Fellows' club to hold second
ond child.
CLAIR HAGUE
NicolJean Negulesco returned to work annual dinner dance at Hotel
Clair Hague, 59, general manager
Joseph P. Kramer, 55,. motion pic,let next month.
at Warners after a week out with
Orpheum has Henry Busse orches- of Universal Films in Canada for 29 ture operator at Norshore theatre,
bronchitis.
in following Cab Cal- years, died Feb. 9 in Toronto, after a Chicago, died in that city Feb. 4.
Freddie Fox, Mrs. Darryl Zanuck's tra coming
current stage attraction.
few weeks' illness. He had been in Survived by widow, daughter and
brother, tipped from captain to major loway,
and
Eddie
Ruben
Ben
Friedman,
in England.
the film business for the last 40 brother.
Blbtcky comprising committee
Rosalind Russell got black eye in Ben
years and was one of the most acto assist John J. Friedl in forthcoman auto accident driving back -from
Mother of Frances Abrams, secing industry Red. Cross drive in ter- tive charter members of the CanPalm Springs.
ritory.
adian Motion Picture Pioneers' Club. retary to
Milt
Schuster,
talent
Perry Charles and Rags Ragland
Vi & Vilma, dancers, into Hotel
At 16, he toured the Empire vaude- agent, died in Chicago Feb. 5. Suramong the yearnersof oh-to-be-back- Nicollet Minnesota .Terrace with
ville circuit as a boy hypnotist and
vived by husband, six daughters and
in-Toots Sbor's.
holdovers HaVry Carroll & Polly
Roy Mack, West Coast director of Baker, Selma Marlowe Dancers and mind reader early in the century; two sons.
later did a magic act with the BrantUSO-Camp Shows, hospitalized with Perry Martin orchestra.
stomach trouble.
ford Minstrels; was film operator
^Mother 70, of Ben Griefer, managPaul Muni, Mischa Auer and Wild
with Dr. Lee's Medicine Show. After ing director of
the Adams and ParaBill Elliott running for honorary
this latter venture, he went into inmount theatres, Newark, died Feb. 8,
mayor of Encino.
dependent film exhibiting.
of
at her home in Brooklyn, N. Y.
Albert J. Cohen banqueted by his
He joined Universal in' 1913 as
Continued from pace 40
Republic pals when he left the studio
general, manger, in Canada; then
to join Columbia.
Slater of William Joyce, of the
switched over to the similar title in
Tyrone Power assigned to overseas
William Morris agency radio departduty with the Marine Corps Aerial pears in one scene of Act II; she's 1937 when Canadian distribution was ment, died
in New York, Feb. 9.
taken over by. Empire-Universal.
Transport Service.
okay,, but she rates more chance. Jed
Andre De Toth hospitalized in Prouty, back from films, is a loqua- Surviving are his widow, three
Katharine
Seymour, 43, 'radio
Phoenix with recurrence of a World cious and not-too*amusing agent of daughters, two sons.
writer, died in New York Feb-.. 11.
War I eye ailment.
the matrimonial bureau. Esther Dale
Mary Elizabeth White succeeded scores as the prying and prudish sisFurther details in radio section.
Jane Gottlieb as head of Berg-Allen- ter, and a gem of a small characterjack McCarthy
berg's literary staff.
ization is that of Viola Dean, as the
Jack McCarthy, 50, until recently
Dr. Corydon M. Wasseli. Navy colored maid. Charles Colby and one of the owners Of Pittsburgh's
medical officer, advanced from Com- Ruth Homond are satisfactory as the "21" Restaurant on Delray street,
Dr. Jessie Marmo.ston to Lawyoung lovers.
Wafers.
mander to Captain.
rendezvous for theatrical crowd in rence Weingarten, Riverside, Cal.,
Jennifer Holt heading for Jaurez
Smoky City, erided his life by Feb. 2. Bride is assistant professor of
for a Mexican divorce from Maj.
Clover Ring
drinking poison last week in his medicine at University of So. Cal.;
William M. Ritchey.
*
Boston, Feb. 6.
William
Penn
Hotel.
room
at
the
Joe E. Brown to San Francisco for
groom is picture producer.
Wuilii Sioiltlfu-il imnHii-1 Itm or piny In. three
a war message to the Commonwealth i»<-ih by Justin Sturm. 'i':er;ihi Suvory dlrecMcCarthy had been in ill health
Ann Shirley to Adrian Scott, Feb.
llim. net m bv Aline -l!ern>lrin. At the PlymClub of California.
for
several years,
ever since a 9, Las_Vegas. Bride is film actress;
s:) i„|i.
Bob Hope and Jerry Colonna re- outh, Ken.
broken leg he suffered failed to heal groom motion picture producer.
Philip Merivale
turned from nationwide tour of Neil Abboii
properly.
was
widely
known
He
Judy Mixby
I-'kiiw-pm Held
Frances Miranda to Cp). William
camps and hospitals.
Dm-lni- ThnmxH
|{:,\iui>nd tireenlenf
among
stage, radio and cafe people, Donovan, New York, Feb. 11. Bride
Arthur J. Aronson resigned after Ilex Ahlinu
juiKilil Gibson
having been with the old Yacht Club is daughter of Tony iVillanova)
five years as Coast manager for Na- Mr. Milliard.-..
ItUKHell tiul'ffe
Mr. nixhy.....
l-'r.-mk Twcldell
before going into business for him- Miranda, theatrical restaurateur.
tional Screen Service.
self.
Gertrude Astor, star of silent films,
When Rex Abbott, an army flier
working as an extra in "Too Young
who can paint in water color, comes
to Know" at Warners.
LAURA CLA1RON
Wolfe Cohen, sales chief for War- home to Connecticut on a' 30-day
Laura Clairon, 80, veteran legit
Mr. and Mrs. Cal'Shrum, son, Los
ners in the Far East, left for Austra- leave from, the Pacific and discovers
that his. father, a widower who can and vaude actress, died in New York Angeles, Feb. 0. Mother is Alta Lee,
lia after studio huddles.
Virginia Weidler and Mercedes paint in oils, is going to marry a Feb. 6.
singer; father is western orch leader.
Marlowe promoting tennis tourna- nurse who appreciates both oils arid
Born in Germany, she came to this
Mr. and Mrs. Sid Blake, son, .Chiwater colors, he. the flier, gets so country in 1880 and made her stage cago, Feb.
ment to entertain war wounded.
Father is nitery and
5.
Robert M. Weitman, managing di- mad he falls in love with the girl, debut In support of William J. Flor- vaude performer;-mother is a dancer,
rector of New York Paramount thea- wrests her away from his father, and
"The Mighty Dollar." She known as Mona Lsese.
departs for the nearest justice of the ence in
tre, in town to ogle studio product.
latter appeared in other productions
Mr, and Mrs. Joe Miller, son, St:
Charlotte Thompson, screen play- peace.
How this story (and it's all there and for a number of years had been Louis, Feb. 2. Father is otor of
er, attacked by a chimpanzee on a
but the broken leg which brought in dramatic slock. Also appeared the 885 Club, Chicago.
Mother/,
studio set. awarded $1,562 damages.
John G. Flinn returned from the father and the nurse together- with Joe Cook, in the musical, "Fine known as Chautse Shea in niteryWashington after two weeks of busi- plus the episode a which the boy's and Dandy" and with Pat Rooney field, is Lavcrnc. former ice skater.
water
colors
are
deemed
better
than
ness huddles for independent film
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Cafferty, son,
and Marion Bent, in several of their
the father's oils by an art dealer in
producers.
Chicago, Jan. 31: Father, is staff anvaude production acts.
Eddie Cantor, Georgie Jessel .and a beard) can consume two hours is
nouncer at Station WGN.
Harry Ruby in a reminiscent jam one of the singularities of the conMr. and Mrs. John Farrow, daughsession, harking back to the yester- temporary theatre. It does, however,
LESLIE BINGHAM
and while some of it is pretty good,
year vaude days.
Leslie Bingham, 61, legit actress, ter, Hollywood, ' Feb. 9. Father is
June Vincent, bedded for two the general level of inspiration is who in private life was the wife of writer-director; mother is Maureen
weeks, was carried to the- Universal hardly sufficient to obscure the fact
O'Sullivan, screen player.
Joseph
Byron
Totten,
playwrightstudio in an ambulance for her final "The Clover Ring" contains 'just
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Kraeft,
about enough material for a brown- producer, died Feb. 8 at her home in daughter, Chicago, Feb. 7. Father
scene in "That's the Spirit."
is
Adamston, N. J.
...
Mrs. Jack L. Warner's daughter, out.
Blue Network staff announcer.
professionally Joy Page, house huntIt is capably set forth by Philip
Mrs. Totten had been on the stage
Mr. and Mrs.
Charles
Morin,
ing.
She marries Lieut. Bill On- in Merivale. who manages to achieve for a number of years, appearing in
April.
Orr was film player before some poignancy as the father who several of her husband's productions daughter, Hollywood, Feb. 4. Father
is CBS Coast sales manager.
Armying.
gets a gigantic grip on the wrong end
and also.in such Broadway plays as
Lorina (Mrs. Danny ) Danker, with of the stick from the outset and
Sgt.
and' Mrs. John LastfogeU
"Johnny Belinda," "Of thee I Sing"
J. Walter Thompson, flabbergasts lb-' hangs on like a bulldog; by Frances
daughter, Joplin, Mo., Feb. 7. Father
and- "The Patriots." The latter was
cal Tadio trade by dining with other Reid as the nurse; by. Donald Gibson
was with Wiin. Morris Agency- beagency bdys and girls, which inspired as the flier, and by the others in the her last Broadway engagement.
fore induction.
f
local crack that '"maybe she's inoc- cast. The only thinjj that could save
Survived by husband.
Mr. and Mrs. Jo.e Page, son, Sydney,
ulated against anything happening." it is incredibly brilliant dialog; lackAustralia, Dec. 25. Parents known
The Meredith Willsons maestro is ing that, there seems no hope for it.
JOHN A. LEXEY
professionally as Page & Nona, have
now a- Major, conducting the.Armpd
Elie.
John Anthony Lexey, 55. district been playing the Tivoli- circuit there
Forces Radio Programs) like many
(Ploy closed Snturdny,. Feb. 10,
another Bcvhills. couple are sans fur- after seven performances.)
manager for the Stanley-Warner cir- for past four years.

combo

he

vaude and

had

niteries,

-

.

-

.

E

Town

Plays Out

s

Come Be My Love

.

MARRIAGES

,

.

The

'

tl.

ducting.

.

PVT. DOMINICK

comedian

Ha

aot.

later started with the old Stanley
circuit as a theatre manager. He was
in charge of Warner theatres in
Reading before being transferred to
Philly about five years ago. Survived by widow and two children.

.

James Dunn due east to appear at
Roxy, N. Y. Actor will be there in
conjunction with showing of "A Tree
Grows in Brooklyn," in which he

-.

died at bli Irani*

Upper Darby, Pa., Feb. 8,
Long identified with thow busiLexey and his sister, Paulina,

.

June Greenwall, p. a. for "Hope- for
Best" (Fulton) hobbling around with
torn ligament in leg from backstage
fall last week.
Jack Diamond of the Warner Coast
department has arrived
publicity
east to assist on the special- campaign

"

MURRAY

.

ing

.

Army

in

ness,

Robert L. Murray, 55, head of
press relations at American Society
of Composers-, -Authors and Publishers, died in Montreal, Feb. 10.

•

ham

song-

Hollywood

(12).

merly public relations head for the
•Hays office, In N.- Y. on furlough

suit, Philadelphia,

prominent

54,

formerly did a vaudeville

Vocalists with Maurice Spitalny's
new radio band will be Elaine Beverly, Martha Heirize, John Kirby
Steve BroidyMon- and Ted Perry.
Caley Sisters back in "Hats Off to ogram desk after eastern confabs.
Jimmy Thompson, of KQV, has
Ice" (Center). Freddie Trenkler also
Byron_S, Harvey in town to gan- landed the local commercial anreturning when cured of grippe.
der "The Harvey Girls" at Metro.
nouncing- berth on Raymond Gram
Irving Rubine, formerly' with Les- Swing's nightly newscasts.
Eleanor Lawson, who- closed with
the Sonja Henie show,' has joined ter Cowan, opened his own flackery.
Jose Iturbi paid $69,500 for a home
the New Yorker hotel ice revue.
Leonard Levinson to Coast, but due and swimming pool in Beverly Hills;
Ellsworth Alvord, attorney for
Minneapolis
back soon to work on book of new
Loew's, Inc., in Hollywood on busimusical, "Mr. Straus Goes to Boston."
By Les Rees

Monday

AL DUB1N
Al

writer, died in New York Feb. 11.
Details in Music section.

ROBERT

Pittsburgh
By Hal Cohen
Announcer Pete Stanton, ex-band

•
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human

...more than any other
THE voice of Bing Crosby probably has been heard by mora
people than the voice of any other

human being who

Why? What magic
millions

We
Crosby

buy

his

think
is

It

faith

is

there in

because th« big,

feel

good

inside

.

and hope

. .

A voice

.

.

dm things to you,

.

.

.

.

ring out

You thrill to its vibrant power
You chuckle when it asks, "Is
You drift into
Baby?".
.

a pleasant kind of day dream

warm,

.

.

when you

soft voicd.

hear

it

sings

"White Christmas".

"I'll

Be

.

.

and

eyes.

you to Hawaii, the cowboy country,

tion/

never pretended to be a great voice in the operatic tradi-

Yet

it

sings every song as if that song were the best

one

ever written.

You

never heard

it

go high-hat or

formal.

You've always been able to understand every word

whisper our love songs.-

this voice.
.

in that

that can laugh

exult In America's triumphs

"God Blest America".
You Is Or Is You Ain't Ma*
You"

voice of Bing

when

.takes

.

]<>m

the old South ... to a dozen foreign lands!
It

full, friendly

so unmistakably American.

In

Seeing

one man's song to make

phonograph records?

it's

at America's jokes

our

You

4,

being!

"Don't Fence .Me In" puts a faraway look in your
It does things to you.

ever lived.

J

We're proud that Bing,

like

it

many another of your

sings.

favorite

entertainers, records exclusively for Decca.

Because,

you

see,

we've

set ourselves to the task

bringing you the kind of music you like best
and- sung the

way you

DECCA RECORDS

like to hear

of

— played

it.
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Only 35% of GI's Saw a Play Before
By JACK PULASKI
what kind of
is, a Kill show or a play

show

it

T. Dorsey's Insurance

Policy

Tommy
gimmick
group

for

Musicians

Dorscy started'an unusual

He

recently.

life

took out a

insurance policy on his

musicians which protects each to
the extent of $2,000. When a musician leaves the outfit for another
job he can convert his individual
policy to regular lite insurance without physical examination,' if the
swiloh is made within 30 days.
Dorsey's organization consists of
30 musicians, six singers, a band
boy, several arrangers, etc., in addi-;
tion to

managers.

tional

Worthwhile?

curtain.

gain, yes."

that

were dubious

ers

Oh, yea.

Was
And

WOLF CALL TO BACALL
TOO HOT FOR PHILLY
Philadelphia, Feb. 20.
Philly radio stations nixed a Warner Bros, commercial advertising
transcription
for
"To Have and
Not,''

currently playing at the
it was "too

S-W Mastbaum, because

suggestive."
The transcription, sent out

by

the

Lawrence

Autobiog for Pix
"A Star Danced," the autobiography of actress Gertrude Lawrence,
reported being actively sought
is
for pictures. Book, soon to be published, has been sent in galley-proof
form to the major film companies and
it is claimed that oilers of as high as
$250,000 for the picture rights have
been received'. Interested arc Paramount, David O. Selznlck, Samuel

Goldwyn and RKO.
British star has been working on
the book for months, since her return from overseas for the Red
Cross. Final revisions of the script

are

I listen, and agreed with the oulle!
bosses.

Chaplin Produces; Stars

And

expected

by

mid-March, Miss

day, Doran.

Hollywood, Feb. 20.
Charles Chaplin will star in, as
«l«ur

and

Bluebeard,"

direct, "Monnow set as the

title

for the comedian's forthcoming
united Artists film.

Alfred Reeve, for years Chaplin's
f«neral manager, reported the picture
11

}

DEMILLE WANTS AFRA

would go before the cameras
Script has been corn-

April.

wed for some time, having been
K» Preparation for
several years.

25

CENTS

HEADACHE

oui
between James
American Federation

thrashed

Directly at Nation's Niteries
War Mobilization Director James
Byrnes' "request" of a national
midnight curfew for the umusement
industry seems to be aimed diF.

musicians being
C.
of
of

Wildberg Would Do

rectly
among
at
the nightclubs,
czar,
and operators
Legiter 1st other quencheries, since that segLolly
television stations, is just a prelude
John Wildberg has been buzzing ment of the amusement industry is
to an all-out convergence of all
unions upon Die video medium, in 20th-Fox and Louella O. Parsons for hardest hit by the order. Which
the near future.
a possible stage version of the col- brings to mind— again— the oft-asThis is the opinion of topflight umnist's autobiography. "The Gay Il- serted argument that the Prohibitionexecs of the networks and indie literate," for which 20lh paid $75,000 ists arc oh the move again.
television outlets, who realize now for filming.- Legiter would precede
Bonifaces are still stunneAby tha
they should have settled salary and pic. The book has sold over 100,000 ban. announced on Mo/, "Jj (19),
working condition matters with the copies and Doubleday, Doran wants and haven't yet r;-i"e"
their
unions involved (wo years ago when the vet Hollywood columnist to do
ttRW'-"
video was very much in the experi- a sequel.
mental stage. But now they feel the
Meantime, 20lh-Fox is planning
S
situation is such, as in the case of the picturization, which may have
Petrillo, with musicians demanding Anita Loos scripting, George Cukor
a tele scale of $18 per man whether directing
and
Claudette
Colbert composure sufficiently to talk of
the program is 13 minutes or 60 playing Lolly.
procedure. Curfew goes into elfect
minutes long, and $6 per hour for
next Monday (26). The general conrehearsals, they are going to have
sensus is that they won't squawk.
to make the best bargain they can
Legit theatres and arenas, though,
under the conditions.
included In the order', won't be afThree reps, of video stations have
fected at all. Legit and arena perbeen appointed to meet with the
formances don't extend beyond 11:30.
chief later this week in N. Y.

Musicians

'

as

X

H wood May

American Activities (the permanent
Dies Committee)
investigate the

_

Set

Feelers from cabaret people were

Besides an undesignated DuMont
(Continued on page 29)

Pattern for GI's
Hollywood, Feb.

Maestro Sues Gossipy
Gal

Members

of

Band

For 'Ruining Good Name'
Chicago. Feb.

20:

The air wasn't filled with music
only rumors according to suit for
$10,500 filed in Superior Court here
last week by Bohumir Kryl against
seven women members of his orches-

—

tra.

Rumors, started

b.v

the gals, "dam-

that at Dothan. Ala., they broke a
run of the tour contract and hurt
his good name by "spreading certain

rumors among other pleyers" in the
Kryl orchestra.
Defendants named are Martha
Jochem, harpist; Betty Smith and
Dorothy Pundy, 'cellists; Joanne
Weed and Dorothy Parmely, clarinetists; Gwendolyn Campbell, violinist; and Ada Marie Cover, trum-

Music Biz Bounces

Back

Into

20.

The big postwar job of the film
studios will be reemployment of
6,000 workers, fne 10 big lots

some

peter.

Washington, Feb. 20.
Cecil B. DeMille has suggested
that the House Committee on Un-

\/<

—SEE PAGE

NO SQUAWKS

PROBED AS UN AMERICAN
Boom

Stride

As expected. Ihe music business
Federation of Radio Art- jumped right back into stride last
ists which has barred him from the
week after a week and a half of
air for failure to pay $1 assessment. sales dips that had many publishers
Rep. Karl E. Mundt (R., S. D.), convinced the break in the recent
member of the committee, disclosed sales boom was at hand. Top tunes
Sunday night (181 that he had re- were oft 20% and more, which is a
ceived such a letter in connection considerable amount, for the period
with his request to leading citizens beginning two weeks ago and endfor h definition of "iinAmerican ac- ing late last week.
tivities" and for suggestions on who
Pubs are now generally convinced
and what should be probed. DeMille it was the freight embargo and jams
described the union action as "un- caused by bad weather that posed
American and unendurable."
their bogey-man.

Directs "Bluebeard' American

**ll as produce

PRICE

21, 1945

Aimed

PETH1LL0

for

Lawrence then going back to the aged his reputation," Kryl charged,
war fronts for USO-Camp Shows. and they also blocked a tour of
Book is to be published by Double- Army and Navy camps. He charged

Warner home office, featured a "wolf
Book covers the period of the two
Whistle" and some schmaltzy de- world wars, from 1917, when she
scriptions of Lauren Bacall, which was a 13-year-oid chorus girl, and
Philly outlets thought was too near includes commentaries on British
th» indigo border for their listeners. and American social and theatrical
Local Warner execs said they personalities.
didn't hear the platter before It was
•ent to PJ)iIly stations.
When the
stations notified the Philly office that
they Would not put the disc on the
•lr, the local Warner officials gave it

«Sjn»ffl».

AFM

Army commandaa to the new

going for a romantic play like "Barretts," but a story about two of the
boys seems to settle, everything. On
an eight-hour pass from the front
they argued what they should do—
but they went to the play first.
Said Miss Cornell: "Our play won
(Continued on page 2)

Have

Gertie

'

known

It Is

BY:

battle

Pelrillo.

.

the trip worthwhile?

LED
Wage

a

they like everything that's good.
An actor who doesn't go over there
Will miss, perhaps, the greatest ex
ferieni'e of his professional career,
consider the trip the climax of
mine and I intend to go again."
That's how Katharine Cornell feels
about it.
She went over for two
months, stayed six, Vp and down
the Mediterranean and western war
theatres, with and without hot water
bottles (on and off), always playing
"The Barretts of Wimpole Street."
Nothing else. Just "Wimpole Street."
Kind of a quiet play for a bunch
of GI's, eh?
Well, Miss Cornell,
who is hack irwNew York now, has
tills to say about it:
"Let me tell you that whenever
those boys cheered at the end of our
show it was for us, the east, an emo-

I.

PAY PACT PARADE Byrnes' Midnight Curfew Seems

Going Across Again;

doesn't matter

"It

V

RKSKRVED

TELEVISION'S UNION
Kit Cornell

March 15-21

By Collections After Every Performance ^>

have an average of 800 men each
in the service and already 840 of
the G.000 have been reinstated.
Hollywood's plan for GI reemployment may well set a pattern
for all American Industry. The piclure studios' labor heads, along with
the studio toppers, feel that 75% of
all servicemen will have no jobs to
which they can return. The picture
business wants to reduce to the minimum what must be the Government's toughest postwar Job, i.e., establishing the GI in civilian life.
Here is the plan:
For the war-shattered serviceman

(Continued on page 47)

I

sent to the legit managers suggesting the evening ourtalns rise at 7:30,
approximately one hour earlier than
usual, to give patrons a chance to
visit cafes afterwards, before the curfew. Broadway showmen apparently
aren't Interested in changing the
starting lime of performances and
most of them seem to feel that floor
shows, usually starting around 8,
are in direct competition to legit.
Immediate prospect for the clubs
is
a one-third to one-half loss of
revenue. Many doubt that they can

survive this drop without some adjustment of operating procedure.
Immediate prospect is the pruning
of
shows, elimination of names
and. in some cases, operation as
straight eateries.
Confusion is also evident in talent
agencies.
Noah L. Braunatein, Cafe Owners

(Continued on page 29)

OH TELEVISION

The Hour
Of Charm
All -Girl Orchestra

and Choir
Conducted by

Phil Spltalny

Wednesday, February 21, 1915
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System of Academy Awards Raises
Plenty To-Do;

'GONE'

SCRAPBOOK

M» By Frank

>

Scully

Hollywood,. Feb.

#
17.

.

WOULD FIRST

140th

WEEK

.

how it could be anything but a smash.
What seems to be wrong Is that the boys have said, "Let's take any idea
just to. prove we can make anything sparkle." So they got hold of Alma
Reville, who worked on the Alfred Hitchcock thrillers. When Allen, Lew

!

KEN MURRAY'S

BE LEGIT MUSICAL

way

!

For Fred Allen's picture, "It's In the Bag," the bags go double. They
sag more under each eye after he reads the reviews on his latest
screen venture. If so, it's because credit-titles, queues, doormen and
ushers simply will not support 90 minutes of satire. He has an opening
for "It's In the Bag" that is a pip and' a finish that equals it. But in
between he has a lot of friends. When you put your friends oil the screen,
and have as many as Allen has, you have cut yourself out of at least one
long queue. A picture with Allen, Benny, BUI Bendix, Bob Benehley, Jeriy
Colonnai Victor Moore, Don- Ameche, Binnie Barnes, Minei va Pious, Rudy
VaHee and John Carradine should do-all right, but it makes you wonder

supporting-, etc.

according to certain opin-

l

may

,

felt,

********************

-.'

Hollywood, Feb. 20. -f
foere'a considerable to-do among
Mi-tain'fllm studios over the system
Ford's Col. Pact Adjusted
winners. A
of voting the Academy
Hollywood, Feb. 20.
new thought is that if the accolades
Glenn Ford- readjusted his Colum•re to be on behalf of-the Academy bia contract, which had been in
of Motion Picture Arts Sc Sciences, abeyance since he enlisted in the
and not for "the most popular box- Marines about two years ago.
order
offce pictures," it might be in
His return to pictures is a loanout
That
for each group to vote its best.
job as male lead opposite Betle Davl»
original,
b, the best direction,' best
in "Stolen Life" at Warners.
best
best player (male and female),
Ifs

*

SCULLY'S
mi

Mass Vote Unfair

the
ion, that the .mass vole, whereby
numbers,
extras,' because of their
the balance, is not fair in this

**

.

Foster and Jay Dratler got through with what she had to offer they called
"BLACKOUTS OF 1944"
Instance. The reasons are several,
Hollywood, Feb. 20.
El Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, Cal. in Morrie Ryskind for his particular brand of flowing humor. Bui it.slill
most important being that certain
any didn't come off. So they resorted to burlesque, vuudeville and' radioIf "Gone With the Wind" is ever
enjoying a. popular vogue
-You"- won't And ft better show
if
first be ns a
Murray. mid "FtlKokouU" are blackouts to keep the picture running for its hour and a half or running
place.
among the extras, are bound to get musicalized, it will
Broadway, says David O. the last words In entertainment.
time. But there are still those bags under Fred's eyes, and the face that
the edge. This works in reverse on legit for
would come
JOE E. BROWN often looks as if it will stop a clock actually does.
other players who, perhaps, are Selznick. A filmization
he knows the
more concerned over their cine- later. He adds that
There are ways, to patch it but it may be too late now. If, instead of
and the song
maturgy than in their mixing pro- music cues so well,
flashing. One Long Pan to explain the credit titles, the producers could
titles are so vividly part of the diaollvities with the extras on the set.
either have let Allen's voice do the job for him or have used closeups of
BILL
score would almost
That's why, say certain executives, log that the
him as that. Gay Nineties waiter, the delightful dialog would have been
the Irving Thalberg Award— by se- write itself.
CHAPLIN spared the face that launched a thousand quips. But no camerahisin the
The big hurdle, however, is not
cret ballot— is the most sincere of all.'
world can make Allen a Gable, and the full length profiles of
body
That's
Washington, Feb. 20.
It's felt also that the Academy has any Negro press opposition.
beautiful oh brother! How anybody can say that Allen is underweight
long been deficient In recognizing a sensitivity- he thinks still persists
Bill to have the Justice Depart- with those pots back and front is a mystery to this column.
the b'ist Almusicals. That's a cate- from the Margaret Mitchell book ment conduct an investigation to
The kidding of techniques of getting; people into picture theatres (jamoriginal and. naturally .found', no determine whether Charlie Chaplin
fory all by itself, they argue.
ming, pushing and shoving them around until, in Allen's case, he is pushed
Also, there should be an award place in his film version, nor would should be deported was introduced
out the. side door) didn't quite go oyer at the preview as well as when
for the "best boxoffice film," but too it in legit: Miss Mitchell is balking last Thursday U 5) by Senator Wilhe did it on the air. Trapped himself into a theatre by a doorman who is
often that does not coincide with at the Idea of chancing a stage liam Langer (R., N. D;).
barking "Immediate seating inside," only to discover there isn't even
the "arts and sciences" connotation version, and DOS must first win her
Langer's move followed the restanding room, Allen finishes the picture on a similar remark by himself.
over on that point.
ef the basic Acad idea.
cent Chaplin stories out of HollyIt is daring of the number one humorist of the country to kid the
\ Otherwise. Selznick is all set to wood.
meohanics of picture exhibition so completely, and Allen has certainly
go. He sees only Oscar Hammertold the world in this picture how he gets fed up now and then with
stein 2d-Jerome Kern or Hammer'LAURA'
radio.
But be definitely is cast for radio and he'd better- make all he
stein-Richard Rodgers as the most
Jerome Robbins Set
can before television comes in. Otherwise, he will be forced to spend his
likely tunesmiths for the libretto.
CLICKO
time as an author which, incidentally, would be the best thing that has
LIKE
For Pic by Goldwyn happened to American letters since Mark Twain gave up piloting MissisLondon, Feb. 20.
signed sippi steamboats.
has
Goldwyn
Samuel
"Laura," stage version of the Vera Leatherneck History
Jerome Robbins, composer of the
Caspary novel, which opened at St
ballet "Fancy Free" and choreogMartin's on Feb. 14, was warmly reSlated for Filming rapher of the Broadway hit, "On the
ceived.
Hollywood, Feb. 20.
Town," to do the choreography on
Though the film adaptation already
History of Uncle Sam's Leather- the next Goldwyn production.
kas been released here, shows look* necks will be filmed as "Once a
Continued from pace 1
Robbins, who formerly worked
Oke a success.
Marine—" under general supervision with Danny Kaye, Goldwyn star, in
the response from the boys because people with us, too, you see. Mr.
of Ralph Day Is, National Vice-Com- "Strawhat Revue." will probably be
Aherne and myself didn't have much
for. over two hours it took them out
mandant of the Marine Corps on the next Kaye picture.
And then in essence to do among the casualties, Nancy
of the war.
League.
Getting
a
Cinderella story. Hamilton explaining why we were
'Barretts'
is
0.
Screenplay, authored by Peter
There's ah ogre, a lover and his there in a special lyric. I merely
O'Crptty, ex-Marine, will be pro- Joe E. Brown for B'way
adored. That's me. They seemed' to walked through the wards and talked
fflm&c Rewrite Job duced by Oliver Drake, with only
take Brian Aherne and me in stride to the. boys. In nearly every inIn Geo. Abbott
Davis is
ex-Marines in the cast.
Hollywood, Feb. 20.
on the romantic end, but they hated stance I was acquainted with their
Hollywood, Feb. 20.
release outlocalities because I have trouped a
After Ave years of expensive re- negotiating for a major
screen and radio McKay .Morris, the villain, until at
Brown,
E.
let.
Joe
Henry
O.
biography
of
bit in our country.
writing, the
York next Fall the finish he came downstage, giving
New
to
shifts
comic,
Arthur
with
Im up again at 20th-Fox,
"I do think our play reminded the
'em that smile. How those boys
in a stage production by
star
to
enda
new
script
signed
to
Caesar
I
shall never boys of home in ah indirect but posigrinned in return.
Mille Brawl Echoes
Abbott.
George
_
office
with
Hays
conform
ing to
tive
way.
Unconsciously
they
Comedy will be authored by F.. forget," Cornell
rules. To date, around $500,000 has
In Cal. Legislature
Miss
lost 20 pounds in the
thought of their own. That's why
currently co-producHerbert,
Hugh
writing
on
unsuccessful
(pent
been
But no one they sat there spellbound, sometimes
Sacramento, Feb. 20.
six months overseas.
ing "Kiss and Tell" 'at Columbia.
efforts to pass the. Hays barrier,
complained of hardships. Some in- leaning on their rifles."
Cecil B. deMille's battle with the
haplive
criminals
to
forbids
Which
conveniences were all she would
American Federation of Radio Art
Miss Cornell has a "fabulous en-'
Sidney Porter, be- Ists will be taken up in another bat
It was very cold someconcede.
Jily ever after.
Equity Raps Cong. Bennett times and on stage she did' recline thusiasm and exhilaration" concern>re his Action career as O. Henry, tie on the floor of the California
ing her six months overseas. And
did a stretch in the stronghouse.
State Legislature, March 5..
Council of Actors Equity, at meet- upon the divan with a canteen of she's going over again. To the South
behalf
will
Picture
be produced by
New bill, introduced by Assembly ing late yesterday iTues.), on
hot water at her back. She's only Pacific next time. Maybe with anOeorge Jessel, starting in -mid- April, man Harrison W. Call, provides, In of all performers in USO-Camp off 15 minutes during the perform- other play. It will be channeled and
it the new rewrite job passes In- part:
"That it Is unlawful for a Shows, passed resolution condemning ance.
uniformed by USO, as in the Eurospection.
labor union to levy an assessment "in strongest terms" recent statement
After the show the boys would pean Theatre of War.
Bennett
upon any of its members for the of Congressman Marion T.
come backstage, but didn't single out
Don't worry. It'll be okay. Miss
purpose of raising funds to partici- belittling services of actors, especially any player for individual praise.
Cornell will be in it.
pate in a political campaign; to pre- those of Jane Froman.
In
Uphold
They'd .say, "The show's swell," and
Boy, what a thoroughbred.
scribe any penalty for the nonpayResolution pointed out that not one then talk with >the cast seldom less
Right to
decoration
official
ment of such assessments, or to bus actor received an
than an hour and often more. They'd
Katherine Dunham's right to buy pend, expel or discriminate against as Bennett Implied; that several have offer the players chocolate, cigaHusband
sufFlagstad's
others
had
and
their
lives
member
in
any
manner
given
for
a home in an exclusive residential any such
rets, souvenirs.
None was acceptrefusing to. pay such assessment."
fered injuries, in entertaining troops. ed. Some of the boys would be on
section of N. Y. was upheld by Su>
Arrested by Nazis
preme Court Justice Bernard L.
leave, bathed, shaved and ready to
husband -of forHenry
Johansen,
week,
In
denying
ap
hlentag last
go.
But they would stay on and
mer Mel soprano Kirsten Flagstad,
plloation by Dr. I. Daniel] Shorell for
gab with the troupe. Not more than
was reported arrested by the Gerstay of sale.
35% of the men had ever seen a
mans
in Norway Thursday ilS). acColored dancer had announced
stage play before.. and in Italy Lieut.
cording to Swedish radio report's.'
purchase of six-story
General Mark Clark cited the "Barlast month
johansen, member of the Nonveretts" for the inestimable contribuhouse to open a school of dance. Ap
gian Quisling party, was regarded as
plication for stay was based on plea
tion to morale.
instrumental in having his wife, the
the
.mistaken
im
carried,
under
be
Washington,
Feb.
20.
"Frankly, I was doubtful when
dance studio would violate zoning
Met's leading Wagnerian sopi ano and
Congresswoman's
the
pression
that
beginning
to
Washington
is
just
laws.
Argument on this point was
the American Theatre Wing, via
home in
its greatest draw, return
cool off after the. furore, kicked up talk was also to be broadcast.
Bert Lytell, asked me to go overset ahead for Feb. 26, court mean
1941.
Singer was reported' at vaMrs. Lewis wrote back explaining seas," continued the brunette
time holding that "the acquisition of over the "commoner" broadcast ban
from
that the Queen and Mrs. FDR only Buffalo. "I didn't think they would rious times singing in Nazi-conin New York Sat. (17).
this property is the defendant's con
trolled countries, but reports were
and
then
added,
would
on
the
air
go
have
Rep.
Emily
Taft
Stories
had
titutional right."
like a straight play.
Like many
Douglas (D., 111.) in an uncomfort- by way of explanation, "Even I will others I thought, that specialty per- never authenticated She was never
able spot as the gal who was not not be. on the air as a matter of formers and versatile entertainers considered active in politics.
allowed to go on the CBS program protocol, as I am a commoner."
what was wanted. I didn't
Roy Rogers Rodeo-Bound with Queen Wilhelmlna, of the Then on Sat. night (17), follow were
want to stick my. chin out. In fact
Netherlands, because she was a ing the meeting, Mrs. Douglas' office if I hadn't been sincerely urged' to
Hollywood, Feb. 20.
Pauline Lord Recupes
issued what was supposed to be a go I wouldn't have thought
of acRoy Rogers and his horse gallop "commoner."
Actress Pauline Lord was. criticHere, in chronological order and funny statement and which said in cepting.
eastward April 12 for a six-week
ally ill last week but is reported out
part:
time,
are all the faots
First Tryoul
rodeo tour, with stops in Pittsburgh, for the first
of danger at the New' York hospital.
"Because
is
in the yarn:
she
a
'commoner,
"When we first tried out at MitCleveland, Washington, Boston and
She had been in much discomfort
Mrs. Douglas as a member of the Emily Taft Douglas, Congresswo
chel Field, I still wasn't sure.
Not
Toronto.
with an attack of shingles, then
House Foreign Affairs Comm. was man-at-large from Illinois, was for
Before leaving, the Republic star invited by Dorothy Lewis, NAB co- bidden by protocol from 'going on even when General Marshall wrote contracted pneumonia.
me to say that the play was what the
will ride in "The Man From Okla- ordinator of listener activity, to ad- the air' with the Queen of the Neth
Star was removed to the hospital
homa," to be produced by Lou Gray. dress a meeting of the Assoc. of erlands, when she delivered' the boys would want. And when we with a high fever and -placed -in an
went aboard a transport there still
Women Radio Directors, an affiliate main address Saturday at a meeting were tortured thoughts. We had 18 oxygen tent.
NAB, At the same time, it was of the National Assn. of Broad in our company and 5,000 pounds of
lAMBEAU'S AUTO CBACKUP of
arranged to have Mrs. F. D. Roose- casters."
production plus luggage. I said to
Hollywood, Feb. 20.
Johnson 4F
velt and. Queen Wilhelmina go on That statement is what turned on myself, can we lake the space of
Rambeau hospitalized the air for 15 minutes over CBS, the heat. Nobody realized it was men and ammunition? I know now
MarjOrie
Hollywood. Feb. 20.
(18).
the Queen speaking from Britain supposed to be funny. It had CBS, that the answer is 'yes' if the spTce
here' following accident Sunday
Following physical at Fort Macwhen her car crashed Into a parked and Mrs. Roosevelt from the meet- the NAB and Mrs. Douglas all run can possibly be spared and I'm posi- Arthur, Van Johnson was 4-Fed.
ning for cover, 'and it had several tive the boys abroad think "the same
auto. Skidded SO feet and hit a tree. ing.
Metro star had serious accident
Mrs. Douglas' office wrote a letter members of Congress frothing- at way
.about two- years ago, and surgeons
, about it.
Actress reported suffering a pos'Parts of three days weekly we were forced to patch up a fractured
sible skull fracture, broken leg and to Mrs. Lewis asking over what the mouth over an indignity to one
stations Mrs. Douglas' talk would of their number.
hospitals. We had specialty skull with silver plates.
| went to
other injuries.
tars,

-

'
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FRANCE BARS AMERICAN PDOTES
No Squawks

START

The edict, effective Feb. 26, for a midnight curfew on all postnildnlght entertainments— with the exception of radio by War
Mobilization Director James F. Byrnes should brook no squawks
from the amusement industry.

.OF

Selznick Stresses Film Production

1(1

—

.

Must Inevitably Turn Independent
I.

a national wartime emergency measure to
The "request"
conserve 'fuel for heating and light, and cpincidentally aid easement of transportation, manpower and kindred factors. There
the
is considerable merit to the fear, perhaps, of the. return of
speakeasy", disruption of nltery business' methods; abrogation or
modification of contracts for entertainers, .musicians, waiters;
''..'
Impairment of civilian morale, etc.
is

Opening skirmishes in what U. S.
Aim industry toppers predicted will
likely develop into a 10-year war
for foreign film markets ("Variety/'
Oct.
19-14)
apparently
25.
have
started with the refusal of French
government officials to grant visas
to heads of American motion picture
foreign departments to go to France.
U. S. companies have an estimated

There Is no gainsaying that the Government must lose sizable
revenue from nltery taxes, which have been no small item under
the recent.20% levy. Oh the other hand, post-midnight spending has been dropping considerably these winter months with
the acute shortage of taxis and kindred means of transportation,
so that there has been a more concentrated per-dollar expenditure in the cabaret-restaurants before the witching hour.

in
rental
$8,000,000 to $10,000,000
coin in France and had been planning to go abroad to speed up reorganization of distribution there.
Reported, also that no further
action has been taken by the French
authorities to okay release of some
98. U. S. films which were dubbed
in
French in America. Some' of
these pictures, released through the
Office of Wor Information before
was turned back to
distribution
American dislrib offices in France,
have been in exhibition. No official

Readjustment of schedules fpr the cinemas obviously is more
. Dropping a midnight picture show here and there, on
is also no great problem.

"If

For

WPB

Hollywood, Feb. 20.
motion picture pro-

requests for
raw film stock with the War Production Board, instead of through
their distributors, under a new system of allotment starling April 1.
Revised policy, announced previously in Washington, was detailed to in-

ducers will

That the cafes will have to start their dinner and supper shows
early enough to get under the midnight curfew is also obvious,
though what general effect it will have on business is still problematical. For most spots that 2-2:30 a.m. (third) show— which
Is out now, of course— is extra gravy. But that gravy ofttimes is
doubtful, since the breakfast froHes-by-no -means approach the
peak midnight trade. Certainly It must also mean a readjustment of setup for certain-type niterles Into straight restaurants,

will

Paramount

.

They [re

the

wartime

opportunists

and must fall by the wayside as soon
as conditions and grosses normalize.
That goes whether or not they're
embarrassed by. raw-film restrictions.
"But. above all, I foresee more and

|

j

more top producers, unless

they're

advantaged/sly situated at their
studios, going into indie units.
But even those land Selznick mentioned some names], it strikes mm
are knocking themselves out— and
for what'.' As matters are right now,
the prime concern of any producer
is a good picture, in view of the tax

so

own

.

structure, etc/'
Selznick points up that while. he
gels those fancy. $100,000 to $150,000

(Continued on page 29

authorities. British subjects. representing British film interests, have
been getting visas permitting them
to visit France on business. On the
other hand. reported that British

requires the listing of titles of pictures. Including shorts; the estimated
date of completion and release: the
total number of prints needed for
domestic, foreign and Navy distribusubjects representing U. S. film in- tion: the amount of linear feet conhave been unable to get sumed prior to Jan. 1, 1945, and. variterests
.

which is not difficult, because a new trend among all cafes has
been an emphasis on their cuisine. The bar appurtenances, of.
course, will .be padlocked post-midnight, should the straighteating policy catch on.

Consideration of the Byrnes order suggests that the wildspending American public more or less brought this situation
upon itself., That show biz must take the rap is beside the point.
It's even conjectural how show biz could have
self-regulated
matters. So long as the free-spending dollar is there, there will
always be a market, whether it's $40-a-day hotel rooms in Florida (despite ODT_tabus), $100-window bullishness at racetracks
(which were the first to feel the blow), $25-$35 per pair at the
calpers for the legit hits, and the like. Now the. niteries!

$1 750,000

ous

Form B requires producers to list
their raw stock usage from 1941 to
1945; titles of pictures; total number

the. film business, plan to reinforce
their position before permitting U. S.
competition to take hold.

TELE BID FOR STUDIO
Holly wood. Feb.

U. S. film execs believe that the
barring of admittance to France indicates a desire to postpone the reorganization of American film business there. Possibility is that French
government officials now heading
up the film industry in France, and
formerly of no great consequence in

"

ROACH GETS

.

visas.

details.

Show business, which has been more than generous in giving
of itself in the past, pre-and post-Pearl Harbor, whether
for
peacetime or wartime effort, is none the less ever suspect. Let's
not risk any untoward incident.
Abel.

20.

Latest bid for the Hal Roach
studio and one he is considering Is
from an eastern television syndicate
reported offering $1,750,000. Should
the deal go through, buyer will take
over studio at time the Army Air
Force vacates the .lot.
Roach stated he had not received
any bid from William Fox,

(Continued on page 46)

mVET' SOLD SPECIAL
AFTER 10 TEST DATES

Following 10 tost engagements of Korda,. Goetz in N. Y.
With film production and distriin' France virtually crippled "National Velvet," Metro set policy
Prior to London
sell the picture as a special, acto wartime conditions. U. S. I
Ben
Sir Alexander Korda and
execs would likely be able to effect cording to an announcement by Wilin N. Y. from the
a speedy rehabilitation of. the in- liam F. Rodgers, v.p. and general Goetz arrived
sales iffanagers.
dustry once In the country.
Coast last Friday (17).
Other two films b»ing sold as speSome French objection, that U. S.
They are scheduled to shove off
companies are interested mainly in cials by M-G since the beginning of, for London shortly. Goetz. however,
getting frozen coin out of France, the year are "30 Seconds Over To- makes a quick return trip to- the
since such' a kyo" and '"Meet Me in St. Louis."
is largely discounted
Coasi this week..
development Is obviously not in the
bution

Hop

due

No squawks.

I

'

McCarcy, Hunt Strombcrg. Howard
Hawks, Hal Wallis, Buddy deSylva,
and others.
"By independents I don't mean the
Isl-ind
Ellis
group of producers.

their

file

says
find

ago."

"you

left

first

.

Raw Stock

Independent

I

on record thai motion
picture production must inevitably
turn into the independent setups.
It's coming true now.
''By independents, I mean the Sam
Goldwyn type, myself and otheri
who arc inevitably bound to grow.
As for instance. Frank Capra, now
partnered with Sam Briskin: Leo

>

.

to

years

13.

Selznick.

that when
put myself

pected back at his Office AP ril 2
He entered New York hospital
Feb. 7 for a seven- week checkup on
Medicos report
a 'henrl ailment.
Sears' condition as very satisfactory.

Go

will
files

David O.

Crad Sears, v. p. in charge of distribution for United Artists, is ex-

Indies

Hollywood. Feb, 20.
look back in your

you

'Variety'

by April 2

word, has been received in connection with the others. (Under an old
decree films dubbed in French outside of France are not permitted to die producers here by Warren Doan,
be shown in France. Exemptions Unit Chief. Hollywood Film Diviwere 16 be made under a more re- sion. WPB.
cent ruling).:
Requirements of the new policy
Meantime, no valid explanation of are explained in two printed forms,
the repeated refusals of visas t° A and B, which all Indies must sign.
American film toppers has yet been Form A. an application for company
reported received from the French requirements during 1B45 and 1946.

feasible.

Saturdays chiefly,

Victory.

UA

At

Back

.

In a city like New York, where the class nightclubs depend to a
large degree on their post-theatre trade, the situation can't be
brushed off lightly. Certainly the legits are not going to adjust
their 8:30-8:50 p.m. curtains to a 7:30 p.m. start, in order to
benefit any of the would-be goer-outers after-theatre. As Is,
they have enough headaches getting audiences In on time for
the first curtain.

It is a temporary order. It's, likely it will be
eased as the
fortunes of war point more emphatically towards the ultimate

By ABEI. dltKKN

Sears Expected

was still in force, Roo- cards at this time.
was given salary increase to
$2,000 a week last Nov. 4.
This
Rooney could not and did Jiol ac- Geraldine Fitzgerald
tro insisted

Rooney Can Net
800G From

ney

cept.

M-G

other

road

Under New Pact
••

ment with Metro whereby Mickey
Rooney. on his discharge from the
Army,

will begin straight

oontiact

with

Terms

call

weeks

a year.

Besides

Culver

is

Metro, serving

at

giving $150,000

to

exercise

its

first

option

is

him, studio can relb discontinue the
next year, he may
air if his option is
.

.

gives Rooney concession no other
is getting for signing the contract,
Metro star possesses. It is figured
$75,000 has b^en paid, remainder is
these rights will net Rooney, Inc..
due In two years.
from $650,000 to $800,000 the first
.

On Aug.

is
7,

out of the
1944,

Army.

Rooney,

Inc.,

stockholders are Sam H.
former Philadelphia exhibitor; Morton .Briskin, attorney,
and
Rooney served notice on Metro that
due to. Rooncy's induction into, the
Army his contract had been terminated.
Immediately thereafter negotiations for a new deal were started.
Final terms were initialed last

'Before'

Stiefel,

Friday.

Under

his old contract,

which Me-

On Again

at

Hollywood, Feb'

•

20.

contract and will

lifted.

whose

Ex-Cls Mulled by

Freelances

Rooney's contract is on yearly
options over the seven-year period,

bonus to Rooney, Inc., $75,000 of
In the matter of personal appearwhich already has been paid. Under
ances, Metro has first call 6n his
contract, Rooney, Inc., controls all
services,, provided it matches coin
radio, television and personal apoffered by other bidders.
Of the
pearance rights for Rooney.
This $150,000 bonus, which Rooney, Inc.,

year Rooney

WB,

Hollywood. Feb.

his entire film career there.

injuring
, the
slar
show. But the
go back on the

40

Nixes

Loan Plan for H'wood

Geraldine Fitzgerald, six years at
Warners, refused to sign another

radio
quest

studio.

weekly for

for $5,000

Metro

seven-year

City

stardom

within 15 days after he is discharged
from the Army.
Actor, under the deal, is entitled
to 39 weeks of radio during the year,
plus four guest shots. If, at the end
of 2C weeks on the air, Metro feels

has reached an agree-

Inc.,

to

Metro

Hollywood, Feb. 20.
After eight months, of negotiations,
Rooney,

Rooney, different from most
Metro stars, started on the

U
20.

After a year of on-again ofT-again
reports, "As It Was Before" .will go
into production at Universal, with

Merle Oberon and Charles Korvin
inked to play the leads.
Film, adapted from Pirandello's
play, will be initial chore for Frank
Ryan under his producer-director
pact with, the studio.

become

a frccjancc

MPRF
Trade Mark ncfflel*»ic»l
l-ol-NDMl) BY SIMK SIIVKISM AN
Wrekl.r bv VAIIIKTV. lac.

Hollywood, Feb. 20.
Motion Picture Relief Fund is formulating a. policy of extending financial aid to film Industry employees
service.
returning
from' military
First move i.s a tentative commitment by which the Screen Writers
Guild will approve loans up to $250
each to scripters who might need
money to tide them over from mili-

l-ill.lLliril

SmI
IjI

SilvcriiKUi.

Win Hlh

1'ri'H'Kleill

New

Si..

VorU

IS.

N. T

23.

Cent*

scnscrtii'TiON

on completion of her current picture,
"Three Strangers."
First job on her own will be at
Universal, cp-slarrlng with George
Sanders In "Uncle Harry," starling tary to civilian life.
April 1.
Meanwhile, a similar plan of rehabilitation is being worked out by
the Radio Writers Guild.

Anhu.il
Sln^li:

.

Foreign

.... .110

.Il

CnpleM

No.

Vol. 157

l

11

-

INDEX

Technicolor Would Up
Porter Pic to $2,500,000

"Night and Day,'.' the Coie Porter
fUmusical at Warners, may go in
color under director Michael Curtiz
if sufficient Technicolor cameras are

Bills

'

Clai-k

Common

ReleaM

.

:

.

47
51

Inside Legit
;
Inside Music.
.....
:.
Inside Orchestras
Inside Pictures. ......
Inside Radio
International ..............

50
42
42

Legitimate

48

.

Hollywood, Feb. 20.
Gable returns to Metro after
absence of nearly three years,
available.
star
in "This Strange Adventure,"
to
This would
mean upping the
slated to start March 15, with Sam
budget Iq over $2,300,000.
Zimbalist producing.
His last picture, before joining the
Army Air Force was "Somewhere
Divvy I'll Find You," which was completed
Fox 50c
in mid-April, 1942.
Twentieth-Fox directors declared
50c. on the common stock last week,
designating it as a regular quar'Outlaw'
Set
terly
dividend.
Directorate
cash
"The Outlaw," Howard Hughes
also declared the usual ZT.ic. quarterly divvy on the Convertible Pre- production, will be released during
ferred..- .This and the common are the late summer or early fall of 1945,
payable on March 30. to stockhold- according to an announcement by
Grad Sears. v:p. in charge of distriers of record Feb. 28.
Company also declared the usual bution for UA.
Film is. part of the deal recently
quarterly cash dividend of $1.-12.'.*
on the Prior Preferred, being' pay- announced whereby Preston Sturges
able March 15. to stockholders of and Hughes linked up tor a releasing
deal via TJA.
record Feb. 28.
"
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Par Backlog to Carry

Kuykendall Warns Exbibs to Plan

Writers Fancy Ideas

Thru '45-46 Season;

ft

.

For Postwar, Sez B.O. Can't Hold

Considering the large backlog of
product which Paramount
has on hand and the rate at which
is releasing pictures now, it will
it
finished

Up; Consent Decree Inflationary?
———K uykonda president of the •—
that

weok\ warned exhi,ho war may end- sud.

denlv

in

spile

.'•..-.
who try

shortly have a reserve sufficient to
carry it through all of next season
.'

•

..

,

!

last

for the

,

:

lose sight of the possi-

end may- come overnight."
prexy predicts thai,
Ihc United States
this event.
in
would be immediately confronted
with a new set or critical problems-^
bility the

MPTOa

|

;

<

,

(

i

unemployment,

disposal,

'

;

book.

general

for

_

next when
the current season ends.' Figures dp
not include Par's reissueOf "Sign of

between now and Sept.

Skouras Accepts Award
For Zanuck at Dinner In

soldiers',

earlier

released

Cross,"

the

I

The Par backlog of completed features awaiting release now totals 23
Meantime,

pictures.

company

the.

SPU

Derby

is

!

20.

Screen Players Union is putting
on its own Oscar Derby, known as
Annual Awards of Merit, with the

:

I

.

<

.

j

as 25 .'film's- for! winners to be announced March 5,
„,6duction.. Of these, 17 will be pro- niore than a week in advance of the
(luccd by Henry Ginsberg s staff at
Academy Awards.
Ballots
have
lhe studio . foul b y Hal 'Wall's Productions. one bv B. G, De Svlva Pro- been mailed to some 5,000 extras
ductions and three by Pine and and bit players, with polls closing
.

Thomas
_j

HEDIMET AN CWINP
l/El 1T1E1 VH dlflllU

.

;

.

vole

will

best picture, western, short, director,
actor, actress, supporting actor and

week look up the slack, with
result the overall picture* so far fo»
February looks highly satisfactory.
chillier theatre!
due to fuel shortages apparently

The brownout, and
.

Story Analysts Get

are not hurting on the whole.

with the Red Cross Drive headed, up

.

PRODUCERS, SAG, SPU

TO WASH. ON DISPUTE

-

the

1

to

10'!-.

Chief problem

is

theatres will be able to carry
Federal tax if revenues

20'»-

should decline.

SEEKS $1,232,000 IN

MONTANA TRUST ACTION
Park-Butte
Montana, has

Theatre Co., Butte,
an anti-trust ac.

filed

tion

against several major compacharging restraint st trade and
seeking $1,232,000 in damages. Action

:

•

agent for

bits,

performed

,

by

Important victories scored

Schullman for SPU.
SAG and producers will as NLRB
to modify its certification of SPU
by reducing its jurisdiction to extras
.

only, leaving bits, parts, stunts, etc.,
to SAG. Each side has been Allotted

30 minutes to present

its

case.

nies,
is

for $408,030 triple damages.
Suit
names. 20th -Fox, National

Inker Prods. Seek Hike

Howard,

Femme

In

Approval by

his assistant, are hud-,

with RKO division and local
managers on the drive while on a
swing around the midwest .territory.

The film industry's Red Cross
week, March 15-21. will gel priority
over all other, industry efforts, according to decision announced following a meeting of industry leaders
University Club. N. Y., Feb.
presided over by Rathvon..

war since

WLB

!

pf

more

increased pay.
Tilts

.

high as 50*

as

have been

o

approved for screen

with some retroactive checks hitting
as high ns $1,000. Form 10 petition
of analysts has been handled as inequity case, while those of Studio
Plasterers and Affiliated Properly
Craftsmen, local 44, w;ere considered as maladjustment cases, latter
ncreases being limited to the Little
Steel formula except in certain re-

Meeting was called
plans

ganizational

to

complete or-

for. the

In be held

regional

throughout the

starling Feb. 23.

the
Red
presided
al
Cross brcakrast at the Waldorf-Astoria hotel. N.'.Y.. yesterday iTueO;
which teed off the drive. Richard
Walsh, international president of the
IATSE. has pledged full support of
his organization to the campaign.
Among speakers at the teeoff session yesterday .Tues.) were. William
F. Rodgers, Major L. *E. Thompson,

Rathvon

.

Charles Reagan, Sam Rinzlcr, Arthur L7~Mayer and 'Rathvon:
Mayer. Deputy Commissioner of
Red Cross for Honolulu, reported
on the extensive activities of the
service in the Pacific zone of opera-

.

.

story' analysts,

classifications.
Board also. «at -on
Walt Disney wage dispute With
Screen
'Cartoonists
Guild,
with

probability

parlies

week- of

this

be notified

will

adoption

of

wage

.

I

—~

jsta'.'oncd in .N. Y.

^LW

I

I

CUTS 20 THEATRES

.

The number

they already received Little
tilts
in
previous contract.

Added 10% Amus, Tax

Deal is retroactive to .Oct. 9, -1943,
in most instances, but goes back to
1940 for analysis who' have been
in employ of same studio. Base pay
has been Axed at $52.40 weekly, with
10% hike each, year for period of

lhe state
delphia.
of

five years.

-

w

.

New

With

WAC

[

Problems

;

Names Tugend

•

out of Phila-

originally taking
exhibitors
throughout all of
Jersey, has voted to confine itself totheatres obtaining film from the
N. Y. exchanges. It' would be necessary otherwise to open a buying

Report Atlas Corp. Share
Value $21.98,
Atlas Corp.,

in

Up $2.97

office, in

report issued to-

N.

day (Wed.) notes that Radio-Keilh-

Orpheum

;

•

.

Philadelphia to take care of

,T. accounts serviced from
Lee Newbury, operating
-.

,..„,
N

.

cs ,n n< l-lhern
J?
lh c ncw buyin e ou tnt-

'

•

who buy

The organlztaion,

in

earnings tor 1944 available
for stock were below 1943. although
the company "had a profitable year."
Atlas owns 12,293.435. shares of RKOcommon and 308,788 option wari an t s
•Indicated" value-, of 'common stock
of Atlas Corp.. according to the
report, was approximately $21.98 a
share at the end of 1944, an increase
of $2.97 over the, previous year
-.''.:'.
trick.
Increase
in
value
was after
Result was a public hearing in the
dividend payments during the. year
slate house last week attended by
of $2,190,251.
more than 300 legit, pic. union and

Nixed

of theatres originally

line for buying of film through
Independent Theatres Service, Jno.,
New Jersey booking combine, has
been reduced from 70 to 50 as result
of decision hot to include in the setup exhibitors in the southern part

in

<

.

—

nlr., n haiiba
INDIE COMBO

m Irii Ir

'

.

.

the JcfTerson Amus. Co., operating
77 theatres in Texas, who was tA
N. Y. last week, places much emphasis on what the way the war it
going means to the boxofflce.
He stated the experiences of hli
circuit have been that when the war
news i.s good, it's immediately refiecled- in attendance.
When it ii
bad. such as it Was in December, he
opines people are not so much in
the mood to go out. Oakley, In association with Clifford Porter, alto
a v. p.. are operating the Jefferion
circuit in the absence in the Nevy
of its president, Julius Gordon, who>
T
a lieutenant (j.g.) and at present

brackeU for industry.
Approval of form 10 for analysis
was considered complete victory
since
Steel

In the

of the year.lt

.

than score of film labor cases involving approximately $6,000,000 in

15.

turn

in operating circles to have
had much to do with the gross aver*
age so far in 1945. S. L. Oakley,
v-p-. in charge of buying-booktng
for

.

'

first

the.

believed

:

Hollywood, Feb. 20.
has handed

War Labor Board
down a decision in

at the

Theatres. Fox West Coast, Fox Ih-'
Of
Painters tions.
tcrmounlain. Fox Western Montana
Hollywood, Feb. 20.
Corp.. Fox Billings Theatre Corp.,
Both producers and representaFox Great Falls. Fox Lewiston, Fox
Llghtman's Talks
of
the
Screen Cartoonists
Riverside. Hall Baetz, F. R. Ricket- tives
Memphis, Feb. 20.
M. A. Lightman, local circuit ownson. Jr.. Spyros Skouras, Paramount Guild are cooking up an appeal to
Pictures, Locw's. RKO Radio, Co- the War Labor Board for permission er, is oft to address Red Cross rallumbia. Republic. United Artists, to raise the wages of girls hired as lies in midwest,
inkers and .painters on animated
Will speak JThursday >22) in ChiMonogram, PRC and J. T. Sheffield.
cartoons.
cago, Friday 123) in Minneapolis,
Plaintiffs, operating the Park and
With current minimum as low as Sunday 25 ) in Milwaukee.
Montana theatres, Butle, claim that
the defendants refused to sell prod- $30 a week, girls hop out of the studios into defense plants whenever
uct for their theatres' first-run showing.
Charge is that, "In many in- the opportunity presents' itself. As
a result, studios lose time while
stances the exhibitor defendants,
training new workers and cartoon
in Massachusetts
with the knowledge and consent of
production is slowed.
Boston. Feb. 20:
the
distributor
defendants,
have
WoBJBf-iSg? n'iiw to 'makflip the
been knowingly permitted t° contract for the exhibition in lhe the- 2
Shorts Deal S0.000.000 lax loss in Massachusetts
caused by the closing or the raceatres operated by. them in Butte,
Domestic
tracks, slate representative George
Montana, of more films than such
Two shorts scheduled for Maroh W. Porter of Aga warn (pop. 7.842)
theatres could profitably exhibit."
release through the War Activities conceived the notion thai another
Committee deal with homefront 10"o tax slug on legit, film and other
amusement tickets would turn the
problems.
Ginsberg
.

,

50% Hike

clling

when meetings
Howard R. country,

extras.'

to
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parts and stunts

Philbrook and Arthur Freston will
be spokesmen for the producers. JackDales and William Bcrger for the
Guild, and Mike Jeffers and Alex A.

Up

by N. Peter Rathvon. RKO prexy.
Sol Schwartz, general manager of
RKO out-of-town theatres, and Wil v

'liain

February
though .not

in /

somewhat,

oi.fl

supporting actress.

RKO-Radio prexy.
X.-Y. over the past weekend for

.

,

week

first

crally to bad weather in many' parti
of the country. -However, the tec-

for

E; Depinet.

a -lour of Coast areas in connection

The

dropped

alarmingly, this being ascribed gen*

,

atmosphere players

FOR RED CROSS DRIVE
Ned
left

theatres ever had.

1.
Each winner will be presented with a parchment scroll.
For the first time in '.film history,

.

1

Fordham University, presided at dincree in his message to exhibs.'blamner given in memory of the late Wening the decree selling system '-.imWillkie, chairman of 20thposed on us in 1940'' for the "sky- dell L.
film
prices
rocketing
and percentage Fox.
Award to Zanuck was for his proterms."
duction
of international good-will
"Most exhibitors," according to
have been consistent with
Kuykendall, —have been unable to Kims 'that
Willkie's ideas on internationalism.
resist -these' demands' of the distributors because the consent decree
tradeshowing, blocks-of-five selling
system kept thchj chronically short
of product and in no trading position to have any say about prices
and terms."'
Hollywood, Feb. 20.
Kuykendall also expresses concern
Producers, Screen Actors Guild
over the "ever-present danger" of a and Screen Players Union will be
stale tax On theatre admissions, on represented in Washington on Thurstop of the Federal tax, or a law enday <22), when the National Labor
abling municipalities to impose such Relations Board holds its hearing on'
taxes. He notes that 24 states althe petition to .modify the recent
ready lax theatre admissions at rates certification of SPU as bargaining

one- of the poorest of any. holiday hto

March

__.

.

il

been reached as yet.
New
Year's -week this, year is believed to
have been the best ever experienced
but over Xmas the take was way off,
one circuit operator saying It wai

many

preparing as

n

December,

ally

;

j

of

be expected due to the usual pre*'
Christmas shopping slump, but what
created considerable surprise Is that
it
compared very favorably with
January of 1944/ national average
being better. Th lis, some showmen
wonder whether the peak has actuto

for Players

Hollywood, Feb.

ahead

stantially

I

Skedding Award

this

season..

Tribute to Willkie

'

Grosses, during January ran sub-

4*.

1

Spyros P. Skouras. 20lh-Fo,\- prexy,
Kuykendall pointed out that refor
gardless of what the ''rosy-visioned- accepted the "One World award,
Dairy F. Zanuck, vice-president in:
sales managers'' tell* you when they
18V
eharge of production. Sunday
are selling product, there is.no reanight at the' first annual ."One World"
son to believe that your business
dinner at the Astor hotel, N. V. Zawill hold up to its present levels."
He notes that the war boom, with nuck Was unable IP attend because of
spending of Dearly $2,000,000,000 press of production work.
Other awards were given Kent
weekly, of Government funds, has
executive
boxpflice receipts Cooper, 'Associated* Press
total
increased
director, and Brig.-Cen. David Sarevery year from 1933 to 1944. There
noff, Radio Corp. of America prexy.
was little or no increase last yeai
Rev. Robert I. Gannon, president ef
Kuykendall attacks the. consent de-

how

No Snag

Feb. Upbeat, Fuel Situation

••Frenchman's

release.

Trek of Army camps is an assign- Creek" and "Boll Tolls" at pop
ment from the -Orientation Division prices, the total so far 'reaches 16.
the Army.
more tb go
That ieaves only
1

of.

bonus, veterans' care, foreign trade,
overseas relief, postwar taxation,

from

of Year Ago.

j

reconversion, demobilization, surplus

etc.
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fend that.

While Par delivered 31 features
year (1043-44), an alltime low
company, through (p Sept. 1
Louis Nizer, N. Y. Illm-biz. at'.nv-. last, on the current season it will- dip
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,
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.„
What (o Do
ncv. who authored
even lower, present plan being" (6
With its new block
A1)()ll( Germany ." shoved nit Monrelease only .27
n tour of Army bases nt of
(
v
lour pictures, plus two prior
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which he will talk to. troops on. his groups, of live each and two specials
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America.
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F. L.

Motion

Hollywood. Feb.

oapltal-gaini ietupj among independent Dim producer*, the
example of Nunnally Johmon'i deal with International Picturei, eto,
havfe given other topflight writers tome. fancy Ideas. The writers, foi
one thing, today are In such Important strategic positions that several
are planning sideline writing, on percentage.
This means that, If under contract or not, they'll do extra curricula*
chores for some o( the better lndles/on a percentage-of-the-gross basl*,
If needs be,.no screen credit, where some existing coiHi-hcIs may for*

The

23 Pix Await Release
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in the

in
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'

there.

11 thear
.,.
president of

Others
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J:
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booking corfio6)r
Z}* i
Harry Hecht,
Dave Snaper. Irving
,lin
-^ r; If "Gold, Moe Spewak,
"
v lt Lachmann,
fi, 3. Sabo and

JJ*
i

.
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l
R -ritan

he
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circuit of five houses

was invited to come into the
combo but declined. These
"The Story With Two Endings,"
As Executive Assistant to be distributed by 20th-Fox, ideals
llTS ™ er (01™e rly « P*»1 " f th «
?
; „ ?.
Walter Reade circuit but recently
with runaway, prices, after World
Hollywood, Feb, 20.
ciK'rd an operating deal with Reade
Henry Ginsberg, production chief War I as a warning against a repeat
o'.her interests.- Porter. , when the
r r> <1 !>»"«•' his buyer, Arthur Wackat Paramount, named Harry Tugend this time. "The Enemy Strikes," beYlnviaf
n««»ni.n.'
Uozier
lops Document
loir, away with them,
wacitofr, in
as his executive assistant to succeed ing released by Universal, deals with rcco-.-d was called, was the only perfiUI
lias entertained propositions to
Frank Butler, who resigned recently homefront complacency before Von son in the hearing' room in favor of
Oscar Awards' GrOUD
r .build up a buying association of his
Rundstedfs. breakthrough in Eu- the bill.
because or failing health.
„
„.„.
Hollywood, F<b. 2.j
• the Raritan
own
with
houses as' lhe
Currently. Tugend is functioning rope,
William Dozier heads" the Docuihi?Ihis.
as writer-producer on "Cross My
mentary Awards Committee of the
Henri." co-starring Betty Huttoh and
Morris Hypos 'Blackie
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Hummel to London
Sonny Tufts.
Sciences, appointed by Prexy WalteiHollywood. Feb. 20.
Joseph S. Hummel, Warner Bros.
Chester Marris is rushing through "Wanger to set up procedure for seNab Harrisburg Holdups
International v:p., is preparing to his
annual
two-picture ""Boston lections of winners in that crassifteaPAR'S $2
HajTisburg, Pa.. Feb. 20.
shove off for London, and ultimately Blackic"
commitment at Columbia tions. in the Oscar Derby.
With. ihc arrest of a trio of boys,
Paraniuiir.l maintained its regular Europe, which, is part of his newly- to --'keep n' date with a stage, play
Other members of the committee 17 to 19 years
in
..-•''
old, local police have
$2 annual divvy rate on the common assigned territory.
New York.
are Kenneth Macgowan, William
olvct
the $224 holdup at Loe.w's Be-'
--..,_,,_,,,.„.__
last week by declaring the regular
Hummel will headquarter in Paris
*
Actor finished "Booked on Sus- Cameron Menzies, Nunnally John: .£'
n)
neatrTlasTpcc.' 21.
quarterly dividend of 50c.
as soon as American companies arc pician" last week frul is now work-' son^ Harriet Parsons,
Joseph Sistrom,
The trio bound and gagged Peler
Divvy is payable March 30 to permitted to resume lull scale oper- ing in "Surprise Jn the Night." the Sid Solow, Frank
Tuttle and John- S: i-l- •••!:. assistant manager, before
stockholders of record March 9.
ations.;
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YOUR

BOOK

PRESS

upon our industry. Again

ha* bten sent to you by
first

class mail. In

its

pages
you

you'll find everything

heed for a great campaign

inized.

Again you are asked

—excepting your own steam I

you

If

haven't received your copy, check
with National Screen Service.

year the need

is

is

.greater
YOUR

]

of

war may

be, the job of

Is

a

terrific

stars

TRAILER
heart punch.

INGRID

It

BERGMAN

and was directed by Jacques Tourneur. You get

jd.

The splendid

results of

it

Run

free.
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by a substantial margin.

1

it

at every performance.

FR El

POSTERS
and other display
material

lairman

is

shared by every

.

.

wrapped up

all

.

a

in

ready to go to work
for you.

it

you, too, will share this

YOUR ACCESSORIES
streamer, valance, badges, slide, etc.,
available at low cost from National Screen.

A COLLECTION

AT EVERY

SHOW
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There has been considerable condensation of Scott's story, taken from
his bes'.-se'line book- of same title,

and undoubtedly commercial license
has pointed up some incidents for
better dramatic flavor.. It's the story
.
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of CinSO ITalKllI
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be
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"Dona Barbara"

an

of

Army

and

Miss Peters, who. supplies the Aim's
major drama as a young wife who
enlists when her nevvlywcd husbandsoldier goes overseas.
-The picture's conflict elements
arise between' Miss Turner and Miss
them
Pay, and the -story, follows
and Miss Peters through basic (raining and their ultimate success as
.

officer candidates.

The femme

lend

leads

as. much,

to the film as the uniforms will
allow, and their performances are
sufficient for the story's needs. Miss
Peters particularly supplies a wistful,

Agnes

.

l.luyil.

play.

characterization.
Moorehead, as the Wac com-

-Bill Johnson, in first
signed from the
Broadway.' musicomedy stage, also
do okay, with the unimaginative

film role since being,
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Murder, mystery should do good
Plot is interesting, mood is good
and suspense and interest sustained
practically throughout. One or. two
plot flaws, a certain obviousness, and
one bad miscasting keep pie but of

Auer: -niunU-hl inunliei-A
O'Curnui: h.hikh l.y A.i-y
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"Pan-Americana" is a routine salute to our Latin-American neighbors, as inoffensive as it is unimportant. A picture-postcard tour of Central and South America is sandwiched
in with a trite and sometimes dull
yarh about a magazine staff. The
music interludes and specialties are
quite good and the film's best point,
but not enough to lift it out of the
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"Haying Wonderful Crime'
murder mystery
1

veloped In nonsensical

a
de-

is

.

.

style. Strictly'.

broad, escapist fare, picture will ,do

•

George' Murphy and Carole Landis.
Loosely-knit tale never pauses
long enough to establish credulity,
but continually races: along with acceiituated slapstick.
O'Brien is a
criminal -lawyer who's continually
projected into' crime-solving by hia

.

.

newly-married

Murphy

pals,

and

:

'

,
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A Song

Somehow
alley, murdered.
for MInn .lulle
know about the murder
(SONGS)
is going on'hext door. The
nennbllc i-elcoue of William ll.,»l:in.|. Parbewildered governess slowly uncov- ley H-urrlman production. 1'nnm Shirley
Barton Hepburn, Jniio Kurmr. rtnBTr
ers casual {acts that, put together, Uo»»,
lark, (Vicryl Walker anJ Alicia Markova
suggest her employer is a murderer. and Anion Dollh. Dlreeiod
i,y
itoivlnml.
Although the actual criminal, can be s..reenpiny hy nowlanil T.elfch from WlKinpl
spotted long before the llnale. devel- hy Ml.'hael l.'oater: adapted 1.1 l..-.'xlii,,ii it.
»rlll: vaincra. Maek Stennlei-: eiiltnr. Jainea
opment and conclusion are persuasive .Sni'.'.h
"•!« I|-— her
"'
•»*•>•
B"J»,fa ^,C'V|l.V, f «|
ana weil set u t>.*"*;~"
irTjia Sneilon, 051 I.Veveiniiil' imiiilruiojJ"'*
Joel McCrea is good as the curt re.-lnr, David rlilldnnw: .l.iii.e dlre-lor.
widower, with a certain harshness in I.nn.y Oeballoe. Previewed in Pi.ijc.;! Ion
V"
""""'"K lihie,
hi9 characterization explained as pic
«a'°«IN»'
develops. Herbert Marshall also suits Vulerle.
;..
-..Shirley TldSN
as family physician, with perhaps il.'orgn Klinbro.
.H.-n-iim iT^iibu'rnJulie...
lane V'alTar
less assurance In closing reels. Gall
Steve; ...............
ItoKer i''liirk
Russell is serious flaw in film, her .Mnreellc.
.''b.-rvl Walk'-r
constant hangdog look and attitude Mrs. clmi lei-lH..
i:iiMil,i-lb IliK.ton
scarcely convincing as the governess i'.ltxa.
I.IIIImii llaiidulph
.... t'eler <5ar6.y
conquering the eerie, unwholesome IVIe
and what
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Moppets Richard Lyon

and

Nona

Griffith are real finds, especially the
latter.
YoUng Lyon, hv addition to
being strikingly good-Iookihg. has
real dramatic sense. Griffith .girl'. Is-

And

with no too-tdo-cute drawbacks.
a natural little actress. Bron.
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Miss Landis. Mysterious, disappearance ,of Illusionist George Zuceo
from a theatre stage quickly moves
scene of action to a mountain resort
for continual round
Performances are generally good, mysterious happenings,of wild and
a couple of
with two youngsters showing talent' murders .and a trunk
that periodicwithout the added cloying quality se» ally disappears with and
without a
patent in some belter-publicized corpse enclosed. But the trio solves
moppets. Direction is at fluent, pace the crimes and situations to allow
and camera work is good with some the newlyweds to catch, up on their
.
novel shob;
honeymoon.
Story deals with a- young widowerO'Brien, Murjphy and Miss Landis
and his.twd kid» who live next door romp merrily through the slapstick
to a mysterious, boarded'iip house. and zany, proceedings with accentuAtmosphere in the widower's home ated
gestures
aiid
wisecracking
His wife had died dialog cracking at every turn. Zucco,
strained.
is
strangely two years before, with sus- Lenore Aubert, Anje Berens, Richpicion cast oh the husband: His chil- ard Martin, Charles D. Brown and
dren are being raised indulgently by William Davis provide adequate
bad governesses. A hew governess support.
Eddie
seems to correct the situation.
Sutherland
directs
tor
Mysterious happenings involve the broadest o.6medy reaction, w
whjTa
Prowlers are script hag been 'set Up In similar
boarded-up home.
imTli
glimpsed inside at night. A maid. cm- fashion.
ployed by the widower Is found in a
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making
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licl-ne

and Iveu )>',n£lni|-.l. ii-ixn
novel by Klhel JJna White: .-.Ihnri i).»:nie

O'Rourke

I Iii

by

:i.l:i|)te.l

missionary. Murray
Ridges, Richard Loo. a Nip pilot, and story.
Philip Ahn. a Jap radio announcer
Edward Buzzell has directed
rate mention among ihe others.
capably, and production Is in the
productional usual topflight .Metro manner.
Robert
Buckner's
guidance is topflight, as are the techKaJin.
nical functions under his wing, indual grade despite the top budget.
qluding Sid Hickox' camera work
-Sally
Producer John H. Au'er has some
the aerial photography by Charles
'.Pamlnuirot. releara it K. T>. r,».sbin iii-o- fresh slants in introducing 'his story
Marshall, and special effects by Roy
.lni'llon. Slara Alan I.;i J.l.ilnd Hull HuxhoIIand some novel ways of segueing
Davidson, F.dwin DuPar and Robert -reaiiiivn Wlllbim Keinareni.
Urin e t'aliol.
Brot;.
Burks.
SnrlnK lljlnglon ami stunli.v Clemen m.. Dl- from plot to musical number and
n .'ieil hy llunut Wulfill. Story nml .H.-]-.-,.n- back. Latin talent is authentic and
nliiy.
Milion
llolineH-.
,-im. -ru.
'1'in.o.lnr
ol high calibre. But pic nevertheless
VSiiarknlil:
editor.
William ,shp:i
mii s „.
is essentially a so-so musical with a
>..in-e. Kubert Kimnett llulnn.
lMi vl. we.1 In
v. v. i'..|i. la. 'ir.. Ilmii.iiv.- 'im». l«« MIN>i. dull book enlivened by exotic music
(MUSICAL: COLOK)
Sully D'nonrbe
,.Ainn l.iuhl number*'. And tiie tiifxtfaawii ul ..).;•
Tit ritinnunt r-l..,..- ..r l*i-.-.l NmIiIihih- i,ri>.
llaibnm nioiiks
liall-'lluanel'i
sic numbers, though each is good,
SUii'^
I'M.li.'
Mni.-li.
A'rr.n.l.-:)
tui-lli.li.
Smlriy.
Wjllliiiu |)..m:,,vn
time.
1)1Mk.'. Sninij- TiiCik! .M:iiJiiiI.. ll-yniildH.
D.ie llasler
Urine Oflml palls after a
Si-i-eenpluy.
Te.-l.-.l
.millrl.l.
Story concerns four members of
,\li.«.
Ilnioks
y S>iln'-y
Sin-ink' HyhiKi.ni
Kail 'I'idiI.i-i-k uml O.-iiri'll W:ir.\ ri-uiu >t„ry Johnny I'ajle
Sl:rll|ey --.<l:i>.|r- l'|eiu..|i(s
the. editorial staff of a New York
by Pi.-i-if W'.iln-; shhkh. .Ihnniy .Mriiuuii unit
class magazine who set out on tour
'>l:il-i.lil
A»l:inl,-..n
lilOMi.- ilii-.x-i iidl.
K..ln-rl
Alan Ladd in a tough-guy role Is ot Latin-American countries to select
liiil:.i«:
Knn<K-it
.-illlnr.
Willinin
S!ie:i
drill. -|>4 Nlni:..| !•> llilllny l>:il|.: |ill.il.i|:i:l|ill>
invariably capital, and it's unfortu- prettiest girl of each for a musical
l.i<ln -J'l-.-liii i.-.ilui
l\':ivl
siriiM.:. M'-tiin^H
nate "Sally O'Rourke" couldn't have revue the. mag is sponsoring. Flitting
n:i.ml- l>. ii.- -lit
ii.iIh.
•ml <-o>liim>-N
from country to country, choosing
in.
Ti-.,-i,--in,vMi iii \. v,. |.-.i..
i:mi- been sturdier.. Though it-' runs an
hour and 40 minutes. ''Salty" is actu- Miss Whosis for each, gives producer
AIIXs.
nlrnr ibi.e.
Teil.lv I'.illili:
V- iiiill.-:i l.n'.i.
ally for double-bill situations.
It opportunity for musical numbers at
Phil .\'„illl
Si.nuv 'I'nfls
dawdles several times, and about 15 each stop. The mag's ace cameraman
..... K.l.ll.. Iln,. l.i-il
J. Nf i\ ii.ii-i
minutes of cutting would help con- has a romance with, the feature
flue Th.imi"..
..Vl.ii'ini'l.. 'K...V1i.iI,Ih
.:
Alili'lii ll
Vn.-le II:. lull ...
siderably. It should do average biz. writer, and he does a little woldng
Benny l>nvi'.
li.lll'.llli- Cny"Salty" is a racetrack story, and on on. the side, with the mag's femme
........ i'«.i. r .\vh;i n-.v
Swei'e
that basis may -well have its element managing editor trying to break the
Alii'n -MumIumv
Aiimii-i
of boxofficc uncertainty because of romance up. The fourth member, the
..||IT ll:ill
Dr. r:rrinni..ii.
.T(inr<l.iii II;.
Jtulle.l-e
the current race track ban and at- foreign editor, is just along for the.
...
..... ^. l.lnl.l. l'oi-.-ii;:in
Be;n i.-r.
tendant decline in turf interest. It's drinks.
...
.si-^'-- Amu
Jnxef.h
an apparently modest budgoter that
Audrey Long makes an .uncom..I.. mi
\Vu.i.ll,ilry
Olorl..
Mllli.-W tl>|i!l.l-1 deals with a ga/nbler who points his monly attractive ingenue and Phillip
Br. Sp.-llili r
Kliiiik l.-.-ili-n
Bulhir
na S f01va big race; a mugg jockey Terry an acceptable lead. Eve Arden
,i
ii.i,
Ball...
wh » wonlcl give the former the and Robert Benchley, as balance of
vViiii iii m'.k"Vniliir
dqublccross but doesn't with a cli- quartet, struggle with, some feeble
x.rtiii.i \-;ir.Wii
'Aunt Min
Sl'il.e
J.oi.'M. iln-he^ii
mactic decision; a school -teacher for lines and situations for comedy rewhom the jockey falls. With the gal, lief, and Ernest Tritcx, in a brief bit.
."Bring On the Girls" is a light- instead, going for the gambler. Be- isn't much more help. Marc Crainer
weight musical with some sfjriv.htly sides the romantic conflict there's one •suits as "the other.man."
tunes by Jimmy 'McHugh and Harold between the aforementioned gambler
Film's music specialties are .all reAOa'mson. arid a neat production and another one on a payoff. It's all warding. » Rosario and Antonio, flawhose marquee names such as Eddie typical gun stuff with none of the menco dance team, give two fine exBracken, Veronica Lake, Sonny Tufts sublctles that go for better program- hibitions of their spirited gypsy
and Mar.ioric Reynolds should insure.' ming..
dancing. There, is an unusually good
Ladd Is the turfmah, and he gives :.snake cjance by an unidentified adabetter-than-average biz in the keys.
The book is one of those things, one of his typically tough perform- gio duo, as well as-some good colorabut "Girls" is. fast paced all the way ances, while Gail Russell, a new- tura singing by attractive gal tanged
«nd has the benefit of gorgeous Tech- comer to the screen, is darkly attrac- as Miss Brazil. Isabelita has a cute
nicolor plus other productional ac- tive though still wavering as- a per- style In song delivery to match her
coutrements that stamp film as being. former. Stanley Clements is the attractive person. Various other indijockey,- and he gives the Aim's best viduals, like Padllla Sisters, and the
fop-budget.
performance.
It's the story of a young rnillionorch groups, are also good.
Pic is slow, but it's mainly the fault
Production numbers are lavish and
Qaire with a proclivity for becoming
•Bgaged to dames who are out only of the script rather than the direct- In good taste, Some camera angles
flrpm
.KaJifU
»
are also outstanding.
fcr His money; ,>+That would' :bev ing.
.
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family and thus reared

in the traditions of the service,

dicates there was considerable scissoring to hold footage to reasonable
Robert .Florey's direction
-length.
manages authenticity and obtains excellent performances I'rbm. the cast
headed by Dvnuis Morgan. Latter is
thoroughly likeable as Scott, the Macon. Ga.. boy who took to the air to
win honors: Andrea King, as Scoltls
wife.' does an interesting job in. the
few scenes permitted her.
Raymond Mas.-:ey is capable' as
Gen. Chenn:'iilt, Dane Clark, as
Johnny Petach. and John Ridgley as

.

-.

J^iy Snatcher >s localecl in Scota.ndoy«r a century, ago. Settings are
he
'"expensive but sufficient for
needs, Producllon values, in general.

and Ed Gargan scoring.

important

(Clasa; Mex).
in

-

,

Direction by William Berke is one
better jobs while-'the Pineunit has given this a good
production. Both the camera woik of
Fred Jackman. Jr., and editing of
Henry Adams are Worthy of a more

ot

romantic, elements is another factor
in the uncertain b.o.
Yarn deals with the Wacs and the
conglomerate group that comprises
its ranks. There's Miss Turner as a
rich gal who joins to become eligible
for an inheritance; Miss Day, who is

Condensation was evidently more
hands of the film editor than
script by Peter Milhc and
Abcm Finke). Finished picture in-

.

fpvmance comes from.Daniell. Lngosi
niore oi less lost, probably oh, the
fitting Ooor, since. he Is only in for
is

)wo sequences. Miss Atwatcr from,
underacts her
tl,e Broadway stage
" im P° r tm
? »ole capab y;
;

Thomas

mellcr

but mild for U.

in Britain,

1

should

really something To be

Khl'loff portrays his sadistic role
in characteristic style, but best per-

!

Brooks and Mary Treeri

on. duals.

iPathe).
British-made
.good enough for second

has' the benefit of Lana,.Turnci\
Laraine Day and Susan Peters for
the marquee, but, by. a nd large. " its

boom

nfi i nK

nett

Gallery"
<PRC>.
"Rogues
Lightweight whodunit. Secondary billing on duals.
"The Man From Morocco"

It

In the
In the

;

nouement is
remembered.

of his

Juve

),

i

Phyllis

.

delinquency theme can hold

TiO.'-Jihnrr
Tjiiulon'

,\In rl.'i

Metro has produced the feminine
prototype of the many servicemen
stories that have emerged o 11 Ihe
screen, and "Keep Your- Powder
Drv" is a somewhat feeble result.

flying the mail. ..instructing and bis
takeoff on. a secret mission to China
after Pearl Harbor. Mission is cancelled and Scott becomes attached to
Gen. Chonnaull's Tigers. It is during
this period he decides a pilot never
flies alone.

.-.

eiiter-

share honors as the femiiie leads,
Lowery does well while Roger Pryor
ind Joe Sawyer, former super on the
job, lake top .'honor's.': Support is
strong with minor bits by Vince Bar-

farce, With musical
backgrounding; dualer.

stage-story

.

.

I

an highly

is

I

comedy.
Fairly,
profitable for regular bookings.
"A Song for Miss Julie" (Rep).
Shirley Ross lending vigor to

Tmooi.

.Suwin
riarilnon.
SlKHllMiviwilC Akh<'» Mwmi-licail
Mill 'J.nll|l«<in
ruin. l.MU llarcluy. .
-Namlio.. S*illifri
irarrict iN.rivlii. .......\.

Ann

the barn with an : umbrella,
through model planes. West Point,

I

1

-

I

der-mystery

.

r.imn

finks....
ituml

Viilcile

off

among

lairiciiu
Itjl-lf.Mt

I

sw

^^Prize-winning drama
no English titles.

Hill, show up best
pilots.
Alan Hale is a

rlil

..V'lllro-

i

"Having Wonderful Crime"
«RKO). Wacky and racy mur-

liuxxoll.
Si-rwnplny.' Mftiy >.'. Mi-Ciill, Jr.-..
Uny .!un<>;
llruco: aniorii.
mill
liroiira
JJiivlil-Sm-ll; ciliiir. I'VunK
musical,
Trarti'Bhciwn in N. V,, 1VI>, li.
Hull.
10.

a.Jopy. _honj_lp.

Tex

Powered"

'"High

"The. Body Snalcher" iRKO).
Spine-tingling chiller with Boris
Karloff and Bela Lugbsi; strong
dualer.

rele.l:h>

.\Irlro

iioii.

au-

present-day market. Title dc-.
rives from' Scott's realization that a
pilot doesn't face c'-anger alone, and
several of his rer-l-'ifc brushes with,
death sustain Hie belief.

.-.

Dimicll. Russell Wade, young assistant to Danlell, is caught in the web
of the illicit dealings, with -Edith' Alwalcr playing the wife of Danicll..
Bela Lngosi is seen briefly as a
handyman at the mod school. De-

NVImin

Hilly

.

.1

Karloft".. Corpses
used for study purposes in a
medical school mastered by Henry

KiifiPi'

dearth of name players- :It's
neatly acted and directed, and sh'a'vply edited.
Robert Lbw.ery. an' ace liigh-rigger
becomes aa-ajd 6f high places .after a ),
near-fatal fall. A co-worker blames
him ror his brother's death in the|
same accident but the principal
theme is Lowcry's struggle to overcome his fear. Rousing climax linds
him effecting a daring rescue 'from a

Marshal).

Dry
Koep Your Vnw&rv Plollne-

l.il'Ut. .I'fil.-

the

.

.

. .

tire

.

IM-yoi'
.Italph Snnfni'il
.

............*..:
,

Un,.,k,H

.Mary Ti-rr-n
Jtw S.-iAvy^r

..
.

spite

.

"The Unseen" (Par>. Strong
murder-mystery starring .Joel
McCrca. Gail Russell, Herbert

.

Aim

Warners' recent
»n the various
our aimed
ghting branches
forces. As .-uch it should do average,
business in Ihc keys and play oil
okay down tluou-h the subscqiienls.
Narrative uses flashback technique
to condense lire of Col. Robert Leo
Scott, Jr.. Army nee. who's .gained,
fame with General ChehuauU's Flyan

.

.

i

of

thentic stamp, although studio-made,
and the thrills are good drama. (or

,

.

.

.

hansom cabbie Boris

laihing dualer. Film niore than fills
the bill as a secondary feature de-

Musical)

i

"High Powered" >Par). Pinccomedy
melodrama;

some comedy by Spike
amusing moKalw.

.

.

*t\\ rl'V

.

ing the Latins; for duals.

Thonias
slrbng'B

Jones'- orch that has. an

is 'anoilirr uf
lllms touchim;

ing Tigers.
Air fiuht sequences bear

:thcre's

.

.

^

.

I

,

particularly sturdy

ment or two.

,

iRKO).. Routine musical salut-

1
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;
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I'hylllM

.
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llhh ..........
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."
quality. '..'--''
There are a number of neat specialties. particularly a couple of heofihg. numbers by an unbilled, tapster,

This

Jiar

is a.'si.of

'

-

;

splki* Kniiny.
Ilml l-'iinell

i

for

Pan-Americana"

•

;

c:;ploliai.on.
Like to Take My.

chance

best

.\l:irl:m
'iimhU'

<

"Salty O'Rourke" iPar). Alan
f/.idd n racetrack yarn ; average
biz.

i't'io

Hie

s> nil

i;»ih.^.

•

SIINM.

IlimnliiK tliiie; 62

.

.

seldom lacks interest. Yarn deals
with the traffic in dead bodies by'

Frail -.Iiu'kn^an. Jr.: flltnr, lli'iiry
Previewed In N, V.. Kcb. Jn, '-15.

AduniH.

rim

boxolTice drama; about the Wacs.:

.

.most

MeHugh and A(!aii:?mi have written a quintet of sOrijihtlv .tunes. 'with;
title number seemingly linvinu

mi:

.

whom

of

.'umeni,

iPar;

Your Powder Dry"
rM-Cii;
Lana Turner-Laraine
Day-Susan Peters in. moderate

"Keep

.arr.somec:;.-t.

the

(Bracken-Lakc-Tutts).

to niim'cs

.-loi\. .-as. '.is

larue
are. unbilled..

i,;theis in t.ie

on

"Bring-

Bctter-lhan-average
Musical).-.
biz for lightweight musical due

;

;il

oi it.
Ji' .••s l.:ikc- aiul Jl: vmdIi's
l:i s:ilvii'-*t»

*!>'.

I

i

(\VB).
Tigers,

Girls"

21, 1945

houses catering to this type audience and on the duals.
Based on a short story by Robert
Louis Stevenson, and given tightly,
scripted adaptation by Philip MacDonafd and Carlos Keith, "Snatcher"

Pnraniount release of .Pln«-'rtioinua uiuSlai-s
ductloi'.
Qobert r^owery, fhyllln
OrdOkn: featiirea Xfnry Treen, Jon yau'v^r,
pirecied by Wlllfam lli'iki'.
Hqkci- Poor,
s..i-ecni>lKy,
Milton ltalnon uml Maxivoll
siinne, from urlglnal by Mlltnn nnlxmi:

for average biz.

cliie

limes. and
performance
Tufts and the

S'lm'v beconi'-i pitiful
remains for Bra.'u u':-

1.111*1.-.

;

I

ultimately winiis up.

Ilivi.!-

I!i

•.

.h.".:i.
Iliil'i.

Inn.';.-!.]

.-»V—

"God Is .My Co-Pilot"
Okay thriller, of Flying

I
'

..

Jbert

Miniature Reviews

ciggie liirl iMiss Lalcoi. who learn*
his identity, unci thereafter the I"; .vail coiixms whi'ther or not Mis-:
Lake will ae; him. Tints' i>la> .<

sunn Di-nnU .Mnrij.in: tV-MUii-a
tliti-t
lane I'l.'il.. Ita.vniuiiil .\ln*-f>. Almi Il.ihv
111.- .-l.-.l
l.y
Ihdicu Uiirc '.I .Hill lll.K.1-';.

High Powered

'

'

Hollywood, Feb.
VarnT Bum.

So -he joins" the Navy,
where he won't be s 'wcllknnwn. but
ho becomes lintel to :( gnld-dinping

lo-Pilol

.

.

.

...

.

. . .

.Donna

I.ee

horror lp large doses,
laioheV' In a gruesome,
"llsr that ahould 4o
both slngle-fcatura

Despite lavish production, including a couple of songs and elaborate
ensembles, "A Song for Miss Julie"
never becomes more than a B. Pictu« will suffice as dual support.
A good idea went wrong somewhere along the production line, film
might have been belter paced If the
performances }iad been more, convincing. And nt times the direction
was af fault. At least Shirley Hos's
1

manages

to

whip some

vitality Into

the vehicle.
r

''Julie''

Is

the story of twb play^

wrlghts who: want to use a yarn built
around a southern gentleman of the
lOSO's, particularly some risque episodes in hiB life. Mucli ot the picture
is the lacklustre search for these in-:
gredlents by the two scripters for
their Broadway operetta, with an
elderly southern lady (oldest survivor of the family In question V battling
their
efforts.
She's finally
wangled into allowing playwrights
.

Barton Hepburn and Roger Clark to
do the muiical festival in her Louisiana home town, where the pair go
(Continued ..on page 17) -
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Chicago, Feb.

.

Loew's!' Inc. (Metro) net income
for the fiscal year ending Aug. 31,
1944. amounted to $14,517,256, as compared with $13,922,853 for the picceding, fiscal year. This Is equal to
.

per shave on 1,685,109 common
shares outstanding, as against $8.01
1.675,213 shares outstanding at end' of the preceding year.
Loew's again heads all film corporations in net profit and Is also far
ahead in earnings- per share.
Corporation's income before taxes
$8.C1

'on each of

totalled. $28,128,187, financial statement tb stockholders revealing that

come taxes and excess profits taxes.
Company's consolidated earned surplus as of last Aug. 31 amounted to
$79,678,733. or. an increase of more
than $8,000,000 over the close of the
preceding fiscal.year.
Loew's gross income from all oper-

amounted to $165,939,527. Other
Income such as dividends, interest
and discount earned, etc., totalled

ations

"—V

$717,232.

his home in Clinton, la., where
a robbery had been committed.

He'd scrammed because he figured, he might be suspected, although he insisted to the cop
he'd had nothing to do with it. He
was held at Juvenile Home here
on authority of Clinton police.
Universale "Suspect" was the

hand, including government securi
tics, bonds, etc., amounted to $30,

WLB

meeting of stockholders to be. held
March 29 to; vote on the recommen
elation of the directorate to split up
the common so that each common
stockholder

would

three
shares. Proposed amendment of cer
tifleale of incorporation to. provide
a sufficient amount of common tor
this slock split-up also includes the
elimination of all authorized preferred shares, none of which now is
receive

.

outstanding.

REP. SETS

HEFTY

To Par Maintenance

tor chains.
to
so-called

tor.

.

Under the plan being discussed by
Job classification and salary de- major company reps, an exhibitor in,
mands for Paramount maintenance say, a fourth-run situation would be
workers, retroactive to Oct; 5, 1942, in a position to arbitrate for a first
have been granted the Screen Office or second run without many of the
strings formerly contained in Big
Si Professional Employes Guild, N.Y.,
by the War Labor Board after two Five proposals.
Big Five attorneys, fromi accounts,
years of bitter disputing. Meantime,
under conciliation proceedings, vir- plan to ask N. Y. Federal Judge Henry
W. Goddard. to adjourn the hearing
tual agreement has been reached on
scheduled March 5 with the object of
a new deal between SOPEG and
trying to adjust the clearance deLoew's, RKO, Columbia and 20thmands with the Department of JusFox on white-collar workers.
tice so that court action will not be
The WLB decision on Par mainte necessary on this phase of the anti-

RKO
>

Answer

D. C. Gets

Washington, Feb.

.

20.

Department of Justice today
received answer from the con.

sent: decree

companies

in

which

the Big Five seek to retain the
status quo on the decree pending
the full divorcement trial. Impression with Government of-

nance workers

is

hailed in

SOPEG

ADVERTISING BUDGET

establishes minimums and maximums
for
job
classifications,
automatic
rate increases after three months of
service and a system of automatic
merit increases.

with the Big Five early this month
contained proposal that clearance
eliminated
be
between theatres
charging substantially the same admission prices.
If the presiding justice should rule
While the number that the issue must be settled by the
$32. $33 and $41.
of Par maintenance employees in- court, it's understood that the disvolved is small, the WLB' decision is tributors will make every effort tothe first ordering a film company to prove that clearance is necessary, in
adopt a job and salary classification fact, for the industry. Reported that
plan along lines proposed by SOPEG. the Big Five plan to bring in indeDemands made ,on h.cs of Par, pendent theatre operators to testify
Loew's, RKO, 20th and Col include to the necessity of clearance.
Big Five, meantime, have prepared
salaries based upon classifications, a
closed shop, improved grievance ma- an answer to the Government brief
chinery, a clause covering returning filed early this month. The reply
.servicemen, arbitration of discharges was scheduled for delivery tp the
and seniority, and a checkoff dues sys- Department of Justice yesterday
tem. Numerous hearings have been (Tues.). More important, however,
held before James F. Fitzpatrick, is that distrib legalists are ready to
commissioner of the U. S. Dept. of forego the "grandfather" clauses in
their last proposal for a new consent
Conciliation in N. Y., .but following

.

Week

Week Mag

was announced yesterday (Tues.)
following meeting the previous day
between Frederic Ullmah, Jr.. RKO
producer, and William I. Nichols
and Jerry Mason, editors of This

still

not

known.

:

Week.

M-G Goes

RKO

First film

produced jointly was "On
Guard." and FBI subject, now in
distribution. Second will be "Hon,

orable Discharge," dramatization
of
the "G. L Bill of Blghtai"
.

Out for

S. A.

Hollywood, Feb.

With

Editorial
departments
of
the
magazine and the
unit will
collaborate in production of film
versions of current history subjects.

All

20.

pictures already dubbed
in Spanish for the Latin-American
trade, Metro announced that all its
future features, shorts, newsreels and
trailers
will
undergo the same
process.
New policy is the result of southof-the-border
r e t u rn s
on the
Spanish-dubbed version of "Gaslight",,
.
18

i

.

decree.

The

Although

it

independent

resisted

.

unionization of RKO managerial personnel in 41 Greater N. Y. theatres,
at one time claiming jurisdiction
rightly belonged to it, the IATSE !•
said to have. cooled so far as bringing managers and assistants into its
Reported that in certain parti
fold.
of the country where IA locals have
been seeking to organize managers,

that'the Big Five appear
decree is okay as it is

to think the

and do not propose any major
changes.

efforts

all

that

in

direction

have

The Department

of Justice,

it

understood, plans to press for
an early trial on divorcement
and. will on March! 5 likely seek
to obtain an Injunction meantime restraining ,thc Big Five
from granting the type of clearances objected to by the Department;
is

'

ceased.

The IA, however, is declared to
be interested in cashiers and it's
reported, the ticket sellers in the
theatres, who have been, quietly formulating plans for a union*,
will probably hook up with it...

RKO

While the Motion Picture Theatre
Operating Managers 8: Assistants
Guild, embracing managerial help in
the 41 Greater N. Y.
theatres,
leans with some favor toward the
CIO, it is more probable that the
Guild will operate under a direct
Federal charter.

RKO

.

he-Release by
For

WB

'Co-Pilot' in

Ga;

Macon Ballyhoo

Big

Macon,

Ga.,

MPTOM&AG,

The

Feb.

20.

Warners' will pre-release "God is
My Co-Pilot" in Georgia, although
pic is not slated for national release
for adouple of months. Film's being

which was a

year old Feb. 6 last, has had a long
battle with
on negotiations,
with the company steadfastly refusing to budge on demands. T^sse include minimum wage scales of $113
for managers and. $75 for assistants,
together with various -\uorkirig con-

RKO

.

ditions.

Following a complete impasse, the
Guild, headed: by George Dunn,

necessary" afffi continue

Minimums. job rates and maxifor the various classi
fications are: Porters and matrons,
$26, $28.50 and $34; watchmen, $28,
$30.50 \nd $37: assistant head porters,

WLB RULES AGAINST
IATSE ON DECORATORS

.

is

ject to proposal that clearances be
eliminated without regard to individual situations.
Department of Justice brief filed

mums awarded

On

Warner

trust suit.
Major distribs contend that , clear

ance

Managers,

.

ficials is

move

is

Workers; H.0. Impasse

Hollywood, Feb. 20.
Republic has earmarked-. $3,000,000
for advertising campaigns' on 12 de
luxe pictures, each budgeted at $1
500.000. for the 1945-46 program, according to Herbert J, Yates, studio
chief. Starling next September, the
de luxers will be released at the
rate of one per month.
Before
leaving for New York, Yates de
one Friday (16), at which no further
dared:
"Wo are set to shoot the works, headway was made, SOPEG. has decided to take' its dispute to the WLB.
financially, this year, and I am con
vinccd that in so doing we will put At a meeting of the membership
Republic out in the forefront among Monday night (19). Sidney Young,
president of SOPEG. reported this
the major studios."
decision had been reached. In going
to WLB. the union is also including
United Artists, with which it has
One-Reeler
been bat t ling separately but whi ch
nai'noT ngiiica j'n "conci'i'iSRon "pfo
Warner Bros, is producing a new cecdings. A total of 2,200 whiteseries or one-reel films to show how collarites working for the six majors
servicemen overseas live, work and are involved.
play between battles. Titled "Overseas Roundup," shorts will be released once monthly.
Film footage
Is being supplied by the Army. Navy
and Marine Corps.
Plan is to provide the home front
with a tactual report on how AmeriLos Angeles, Feb. 20.
can men and women have adapted
Producers received letter today by
themselves to the military '-way of WLB arbitrator stating they must
life in farflung parts
negotiate with Local 1421, Screen Set
of the world.
Separate division of the short sub- Designers, Illustrators and Decoraject department, under Gordon
Hol- tors, in setting deal with set decorajingsheud. has been created on the tors. Decision in favor of Local 1421
Warner lot to produce the series.
was a setback for IATSE Local 44,
which had claimed jurisdiction over
the Decorators with dispute, going
on
for past nine months. Any party
RKO's This
Tieup
to dispute, can appeal the decision,
Tieup between BKO's "This is however, to NLRB. Attitude of pro"
America" series and This
ducers

<

specific run. in a move to avert
general elimination 'of clearances dethe Government as a preliminary requirement pending adjudication of the anti-trust action
against the major producer-distribu-

a

manded by

:

See Cashiers Becoming Affiliated

NEW PLAN

The Big Five are reported planning to submit to the Department of
Justice proposals whereby exhibitors
would be able to arbitrate freely for

propose
dropping
the
"grandfather" clauses whereby exhibitors seeking arbitration of a run
arc stymied by provisions relating
to admission scales,, type of theatre
and financial standing of the opera-

Grants Raises

circles as selling an important' prece
dent for the industry, since the order
.

KEY 10

Under consideration

film.

IA Cools Toward

T

•

:

.

Loew's paid out $6,710,689 in dividends during the past fiscal year
Company's balance sheet reveals that
the corporation had $60,361,689 tied
up in film inventories, including $13
926,069 in» picture production completed but not yet released. Loew's
showed $29,605,923 in film produc
tions in process. Company's cash on

.

20.

Teen-aged
lad
tensely
sat
watching a pic at the. RKO Palace here Friday (16)— until suspense got too great. Then he got
up and ran out of the house,
straight up to a traffic cop.
Boy said he was George Powell, 13, and had run away from

paid out $12,940,925 in Federal in-

it

:

Finger Points

Up $1,094,403; to Vote
On 3 fori Split Mar. 29

'

—

:

'

•

.

Loew's '44 Net Profit

Three (Columbia, Universal, United Artists), meantime,
have taken stand that the Consent
Decree proceedings do not affect
Little

tomorrow night (21), preem'a
being sold out. More than
be turned over to Army
Air Forces Aid Society from, this

seat

ready

$10,000 will

showing alone.
Three stars of pic, Dennis Morgan,
Alan Hale and. Janis Paige, were
welcomed to Atlanta on their arrival from Hollywood on Monday
by a delegation, including the Mayors of Atlanta and Macon, an Army
escort, an exhibitor group headed
by William K. Jenkins, head of the
Lucas & Jenkins circuit and civic
leaders. Warner reps on hand inBlumenstock. WB's
cluded Mort
.

eastern ad-publicity director; southern district manager Ralph McCoy
branch " manager Henry G.
arid
Krurhm of Atlanta.
Army escort was' assigned because
the film stars are making p.a.s. at
several army camps and hosps in
this area. Evidence of the interest
:

aroused throughout this territory by
the opening is the. play, being given
papers,
stars by Atlanta
pic and
which not only have been running
daily front-page stories about the
Macon teeoff, but filled three pages
of their Sunday editions with fea-

.

since they are not a party to ture stories and pics.
This morning (Tuesday), the stars
consent arrangement with the
Department of Justice. Their legal visited Lawson General hospital
reps, however, plan to sit in on the near Atlanta, enroute to Macon. In
this
city festivities will wind up toproceedings as observers.

them
the

CLOSED SHOP THREATS

WORRYING FILM UNIONS
Hollywood, Feb. 20.
Current wave of legislation directed against closed shop contracts
is causing worry among guilds and
unions in the film industry. Measure
outlawing the closed shop is under
way in California, and a similar lawwas recently passed in South Dakota.
Studio workers have suggested
that the American Federation of
Labor collect a war chest to fight
the movement throughout the coun-

topped off by a Junior League Ball
in the Civic Aud.. plus two coast-tocoast network broadcasts, the CocaCola "Spotlight" stanza, and John B.
Kennedy interviewing Col. Scott,
author ot book on which pic is
based.

L. A. to N. Y.

Sam

Briskin.

Smiley Burnette.
George Dembow.

by

of the

Vanguard Drops Job
Of Gen

I

Sales Mgr.,

Up 3

Sets

Div. Supers

Eliminating the. former post of
general sales manager, which was
left vacant a few weeks ago when
Hugh Owen resigned to return to
Paramount, Neil Agnew, v.p. of
Vanguard Films, Inc. (Selznick), has
worked out a new setup of three
.

divisional sales supervisors.
Milton Kusell, district sales man- i
ager at N...Y, for Paramount, and I
'
with this company for 27 years, Has
resigned to become eastern sales
while
Vanguard,
supervisor
for
Cresson Smith, who retired from
distribution a few years ago to run
his own orange ranch in California,
has been coaxed back to the business to handle the western division
Supervision
out of Los Angeles.
over""ine "mTawe'st and iouin' will
continue in the hands of Sam Horowitz, who was placed in charge of
that territory
by Vanguard last
June. Horowitz makes his headqutrs.
in Chicago. Before he retired from
sales, Smith was western division
sales chief for RKO, headquartering
in N. Y. and some years prior to
that was with United Artists. Kusell,
21 years in Par's N. Y. exchange,
started as a salesman in Par's Chi-

cago branch. The Kusell and Smith
appointments are effective March 1.

Sam Dembow.
Myron

Max

Diitton.

Fellerman.

$175 000 DAMAGE IN

Leon Fromkess.

try.

Clark Gable.

Ben Goetz.

Par Eastern Sales Meet
Paramount brunch managers,
salesmen,

A meeting, to be attended
RKO executives and a committee
MPTOM&AG, is scheduled for
next Tuesday (27) in N. Y. It is expected that once the RKO managers
obtain a contract the managerial
workers of other N. Y. circuits will
also organize.
This has been discussed among managers of various
N. Y. chains.

Board.

office

managers and ex-

ploitation reps arrived in N. Y. fromBoston. Buffalo. Albany and New
Haven territories over the weekend
to attend a general sales confab at
the Pierre hotel, Monday (19) and

(Tuesday).
Sales crew
from the N. Y: Par exchange, headed
by Milton Kusell. district manager,
also attended.
William H. Erbb,
eastern division manager, presided.
Six prior sales powwows have
been held at district points, while an
eighth is scheduled for next week
at Atlanta, with Hugh Oww, recently returned to Par as

yesterday

1

manager, presiding!

Leonard Goldenson.

Edward L. Hyman.
Marge Kerr.
Joe Kinsky.
James Mulvey.
Pat Murphy.
Al O'Kcefe.
W. B. Ryan.
William Saal.

Ted Saucier.

Abe

Schneider.

Morton Spring.

Andrew Stone.
Wayne Tiss;

DETROIT THEATRE FIRE
Detroit, Feb. 20.

The Lasky, 1,000-seat theatre, nabe
house here, was badly damaged last
week by fire. Total damage to the
Lasky development was $175,000,
this

the

covering adjoining stores with
theatre escaping the worst of
'

-

-

blaze.

House, however, will be shuttered
for months.

MOKE BRAT FOOTAGE
Lester

E. H. Wadlewiti.

Homeier

Robert Walker.
Raoul Walsh.
Robert M. Weitman.
Herbert J. Yates.

sequel to

..

Hollywood. Feb. 20.
is borrowing Skippy

Cowan

for the Nazi brat role in

"Tomorrow

the.

•

World."

Follow-up film will be a continuation of the controversial problems
•
started in the original.
>

11

Wnlnesday, February 21, 1941

BULLETIN— It took twenty

years,

and far

more than that number of producers, to
set records for Broadway's Astor Theatre,
but it took only one week for Samuel
Goldwyn's "THE PRINCESS
PIRATE" to break them.

AND THE

At the close of business on Thursday,
February 15, the new Bob Hope starrer
was thousands of dollars ahead of any
other picture's box-office total for any

more, at the end of the sixth day, the
previous record had been broken and
every dollar of the seventh day's business'

was that much

extra.

^

The remarkable business at the Astor
puts "THE PRINCESS AND THE PIRATE"
in a unique light. The Astor has long been

the sho wpktceof-Broadway-an d t fo o $guaMty —
of its pictures has always been as high
as, or higher than, that of any theatre in
the United States.

"THE PRINCESS AND THE PIRATE"
released by

RKO

Radio Pictures.

\

is

11

Wednesday, Febrawy 21, 1945

Produced by Frederic Ullmart, Jr. • Distributed by RKO RADIO
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Hoyts (Aussie) Dickers
For Adelaide Theatre

Literati
Ashton Stevens' Memoirs
The Chicago dean of drama critics,
Ashton Stevens (Chi Herald-Amerl-1
can), is working on his memoirs.

All Argentine Studios

Maugham, Dorothy Parker*
over Watcrmans' ace. cinema here,
William Saroyan, Erskine Caldwell,
the York! for playing British films,
those of J, Arthur Rank.
Turnbull is again reported keen 'oh

erset

Faulkner, and others.
Peter Arno wrote introduction.

theatrical

.

'

Current London Shows

building a circuit to show British
films exclusively if he can get an

okay from Spyros Skouras

Inside dope at present is that the;
move. will ultimately see Hoyts
take oyer Watcrmans" Adelaide theatre holdings (or postwar expansion.

•

circuit

plan leaving for U. S. next
looksec. It's understood
they will
huddle wi th
releases
the
Skouras.
20th-Fpx
Rank product: in this zone and holds
major stake, jn Hoyts.

'

month on reported

.

:

prayer.

Cou rant's Lobster Trick

Hartford'/ (Conn.) Courant manvs. Pegler
agement' is still a little touchy over
Pearson. "Washing Merry r recent .coiiiedy-of-errors involving
columnist,
Is
suing one of its editorials. Seems sheet
fellow-columnist Westbrbok Pegler rail ah .Editorial. "Lobster Haul''
for $25,000 damages in libel, case. about a month ago, which was picked
Bell Syndicate, "Merry-Go-Round" up and reprinted by the Portland
jiisliibs.. who also ask $25,000. slate
(Me.) '.Press '-Herald. Clipping of rein. joint complaint that Pegler in- print was sent a CoUrant editor, and
jured Pearson's "name; fame and instead of being filed, editorial some:

Drew

Go-Round"

.

.

credit as a

news reporter."

how mado its way to composing
oom and appeared on the Courant's
.

Case followed Pegler's Jan. JO
in which he's alleged to have
Pearson "a miscalled news
broadcaster specializing in falsehoods and smearing, people with political
and
personal
motivation,
broadcasting
motivated
lies
for
smearing purposes." "It's up to a
Judge or jury to make a decision on
the evidence.'' Pegler stated when,
queried on suit.

column
called

'

.

i

editorial page again— this' time credited to the Portland sheet.

That wasn't bad enough. A few
days later the Courant editorial appeared again, this time in the Hartford Times, only other paper in
Hartford,

credited, to

Portland

the

sheet.

Dr.

Max

Jordan's Book

Max
Wooilcott Letters to Harvard
Jordan, director of. religious broad.Alexander Woollcotl's letter files
casts for NBC, has been chosen as
are how in the Harvard U. archives.
the latest selection of the Catholic
Collection, consisting of. 5,464 letters
Book Club. "Fronts" is the story,
written to him and 208 by him, conthe Book Club's review states, "of
tains items from theatre,, literary,
"Beyond All Fronts." by Dr.

.

and

social notables. Harvard
figures the collection almost as much
an attraction as. the Gutenberg
Bible, given to the library last May.
political

what

-

happened

in

Germany from

1918 onward. It is the tragic story
of how a great.. nation was led stepby-step down a path which led to
the
inner
sanctum of National

Socialism— where
enslavement, to
French Press Reps Tour
anti-Christian Statism awaited."
Eight French journalists, repreDr. Jordan served as continental
sentatives of liberated French press,
representative for .NBC for some
left New
York recently on two- years and broadcast to. the United
month U. :S; tour under OWI aus- States by shortwave many times. Hie
pices.
Group is visiting America alsp was for some years a corre'

.

—

for two avowed purposes to describe to home readers their impression of U. S. and to enlist support
for French armament *to help fight
alongside Allies. Stated before leaving
that France is developing
;

spondent for the National Catholic
Welfare Conference News Service,
working in Central Europe.

CHATTER

N^.

-^ v. uTpe.Miio
'

pi-fey

amy: tmtmr

F a rge^

Christopher La

work on

"Quaker

lications, gaildering studios in

In France.

wood.

Journalists, intending to
tell
French
people
truth
about
America's contributions to war, also
want to point out to Americans the
humiliation felt by the French that
only foreigners are fighting for

Fiance.

Mostof

eight journalists

were con-

nected with underg/ound press during German occupation of France.

Two me femmcs.

Helen Meyer, veepee of Dell PubHolly-

Johnny Yuhasz. film scribe, sold
his novel. "Nobody Around Town,*'
to

of

Satcyepost.

Jack Holland on the" final chapters
his, outdoor, adventure
novel,

"Stilled Echoes."
John Farrow to novelize his screen
story, "Dishonorable Discharge," for

remme

scribes eligible for thj; awards
beginning with, the 1945.-46 school
year.

Action came when Nieman committee petitioned President James
B.

Conant,

who recommended

favor-

able action to the board..
Fellowships. 12 in all, give
scribes one-year
study at Harvard in subjects
of own
choosing.

Ail-Star
it

Lineup,

.

.

George

Jean Nathan, Clarence Day,
H. L.
Mencken, Robert Behchley. S. J.
•

Perelman. Raul Galileo, Alexander
Wooilcott, Ernest. Heming way, Som-

ousted last summer during players'
dispute because of alleged attempts
Leading stroiigto divide union,
arrhers raided organization's headquarters, loading truck with all material
moveable including
that's
archives which are vital to the
union's functioning.
Solis arrested
and accused of. burglary but. soon
freed on big bail.

.

is

said to

have

successful' .tests with negative
produced locally and plans
production of positive stock, few in
industry hold hope that the tests
will pan out satisfactorily.
Immediate effect is the exodus of
to
other
talent
Argentine
film

made
stock
.

.

Argent. Fuel Shortage

aires to start their shows at 4 o'clock
in the afternoon instead of having,
It also limearly, matinee sessions:
its shows to two pictures- .»n after-

noon and means that night performances start at 9:p.m, for feature films
instead of 10 as formerly.

U. S. distribs are setting 1945 product deals in Buenos Aires, so that

they provide programs running not
longer than three hours, showing
one "A" feature and shorts instead
of two or more "B" films followed
by shorts and an "A': picture as

.

.

African Cons. Director

in Lion's Cage •erelofbrc..:
Of the 396 features released in ArCape Town, Jan; 5.
gentina in 1944. only. 24 were Argenchallenged
any tine made, compared to 55 in 1910.
prominent Cape Town resident to
Argentina Sono Film Is releasing

Dines

.

Circus

Pagel's

bive supper in. a lion's cage during
the animal act for' $400 waget\ The
challenge was accepted by Capt. J.
H. Stodel. local director of African
Consolidated Theatres, and .a packed
tent greeted the performance.
'

Capt. Stodel stayed in c^ge for 10
minutes. Although the big cats were
restless because of change in their
usual routines, Carl Fischer, trafher,'

kept them under control while Capt.
Stodel had supper of egg: salads and
Champagne. He received his check
as soon as the animals were back
in their cages.

be syndicated as a newspaper strip,
with William T. Henly doing the

"Madame Sans Gene," starring Nini
Marshall, for the inauguration of the
new Ambassador theatre in. Mar del
Plata, Argentina's Atlantic coast resort spot. Will be- the first released
this year. Local studios are preparing to release a number of Argentine
features which they have had in' the
Number of
vaults for some time.
these productions already exceeds
.—
the 24. released in- 1944-.
Argentina Sono Film is' undergo-,
ing a change in ownership. A large
block of stock has- been sold to a

Latin-American

Mcntasti continuing in control at reported salaries of $1,500 per month

contract by Warner Bros., will leave
for the war fronts to resume cor-

rector Enrique Discepolp, Aha Maria
Lynch, Charito Gvanado. Nelly Edison and others also are being sought.
Films Mundial of Mexico is credited
with- having offered". Del Carril a
$150,000 deal, but he has a pact with
San Miguel until 1946 and also has a
contract wilh a .'Buenos-- Aires' network pending He's currently on a
personal appearance tour of LatinAmerican countries, now being In
Mexico.
Another result of raw stock situation is that many film players are
planning flyers into legit for the sea,..
...
....
,
«o>v which runs from Apnl until AuyCuM- Chief difficulty is in finding
theatres.
Esteban Senator, screen
star, is to appear with Aida Luz. and
Juana Sujo in a translation of "The
Voice of the Turtle,". John Van.
Druten's play, set to open at the
Empire,, in
March.. Juan. Carlos
Thorry now is finishing "Per cz se
Divorcia," co-starring with Mirtha
Legrand. while rehearsing the musical comedy he plans to tour, as actorproducer. He's stage, screen and
.

j-

,

.

i

,

,

|

j

'

radio star, and plans radio programs
with a series of personal appearances. Also has an offer
in connection

from Mexico.

Delfont's 'Fledermaas'

Set for London

London, Feb.

time in
in"

ANPA's

59 years' activtravel ban.
establishing
is

QDT

line with

..

Chicago

.

8.

i

"-Bi-lfoi.t- fj-fr.- o

Hcnson
lyi

at

in

the

proc wv{.>>-K- ;ji ' »< -i "
West End again shortin a show

''

Winter Garden,,

"Gaieties," which is culled
from some of the English star's musicals
ob yesteryear,
Co-starring
wilh Hcnson will be Hcrmione Badtitled

As Pix Union

American Newspaper Publishers
Association annual convention, set
for April, has been canceled, for the
ity,

i

Preen

Bernard Delfont's "Fledermaus,'*
English adaptation which he has regoes into
named "Gay
Rosalinda."
...
„
the Palace early March, with. Jay
Laurier having replaced Syd Walker,
who died recently.

.

Cantinf las Quits Job

responding upon completion of his
first assignment.

first

;

is

•

—

group of financiers, with 50% of. it
taken over by Don Miguel Machinand .Luis
Atilio
aiidiarena,, with

Mexico

lands.

Hugo del Carril and
Amanda Ledesma, singing stars. Direported after

each.

'

'

"While Sun' Shines." Globe.
"Tears Between;" Wyndhams.

'

,

.

Although Lumiton

"What You Mean," Cambridge.

'

'

:

'
.

Run," Comedy.

Up

Tribune
permanent motion picture bureau in
Hollywood. Louie Wolf, chief of
Farrar & Rihehart.
Emil Coleman, band leader, writ- Tribune picture desk for some years,
ing a
book. "Macslrophobia." for heads there about March 1 to assume
charge of new bureau.
publication by Mead.
Edwin B. Greenwald. AP stale
Walt Davis, honorably discharged,
after two years in the Navy, re- editor for Ohio, has been assigned
to Europe as a war correspondent.
turned io his old job with Dell.
Ted Yates, syndicated, columnist He joined AP seven years ago. and
on Harlem night life, at work, on a is the third member of the Columbus
staff to be sent abroad. Paul K. Lee
book, "New York Show World."
Max Ways, cx-Philly Record edi- and John H. Colburn preceded him.
Omnibpok has launched a Latintorial writer, leaving Bureau of Economic Warfare, Washington, to join American edition in Spanish in
Buenos Aires, distributed in ArgenTime staff.
Leroy Newmyer. for 16 years clasr tina, Bolivia, Chile, Columbia, Cuba,
sifled»ad mgr. of The Toledo Blade, Ecuador, Panama. Peru and Uruhas been named to the new post of guay, and will also appear shortly
•- .'. in Mexico. Porto Rico and Venezpromotion director.
Robbin Coons, now a war corre- uela.
Rumor that a; new addition will, be
spondent after 17 years of Hollywood
columniiig, sailed to cover (he Pa- made, to Literary Fellowships, now
aiding winners by Knopf, Houghton,
cific war theatre for AP.
Lloyd C. Douglas" best-seller. "The Mifflin and Harpor Bros. This will
Robe." will be translated into Dutch be Simon & Schuster, and though no
for
Holland-^flrst details have- been announced, it is
circulation
in
American novel thus treated since said that the' tieup with Marshall
the war.
Field and Robert F. de Graff -will
F.
Hugh Herbert's stage and have a lot to do with same, since
screen comedy, "Kiss and Tell,;' will they will act in concert.
.

Stoll.

It

.

.

The Bedside Tales," collection of
54 stories by top ranking writers,
will be. issued :Fcb. 19 by
Penn Publishing Co. Contribs
include

While representations are reported
have been made to U. S., fact that
producers in Buenos Aires are talking transfer, of studios to Chile indiirulss they hold out little hope for
relief. Argehtin producers say they
can mrl.-e such deals, with Argentina
Sono Film understood already to
have, inked a pact while AAA Is
mulling .a like 'contract.'
to

Production heads, declare it is imTheatre Biz;
Slows
possible for them to" continue work
while row is kept up. They claim
Start Fight on Duals
this latest union squabble, imperils
Montevideo, Jan. 27.
the whole indusfi-y already beset by
such obstacles as raw-stock shortage,
Serious fuel shortage is latest reand competish from -U.- S: -films. striction to clip the Argentine film
Expected that president will act' industry-; Government move to help
soon.
fuel situation by curtailing electriRow provoked by Enrique Softs, city consumption has forced local the-

.

resulted in action. Board of Overseers recently
deciding to make

Hippodrome.

Again," Wales.
"Sweeter Lower,"! Ambassadors.
"Three's a Family." Saville.
"Tomorrow World." Aid wych.

City. Feb. 20.

.

'Nle-Woman' Fellowships
Pressure of newspaper .women for
participation in Nieman Fellowships
at Harvard University has finally

Girl,"

How They

"Strike

Intervene

to

Mexico

adaptations.

AP, as one of first moves towards establishing frro information
to the

Camacho

Labor trouble resulting froriv third
flarcup in eight months in feud over
picture
union control has completely halted production, with pro-:
ducers, petitioning President Manuel
Avila Camacho to end the conflict.

First,"

"Sadier'n Opera," Prince's.

Ask

has started

a new' novel.

"Meet Navy

"See

.

that

in

Lale.st estimates re-

.

"Panama Halite," Adelphi.
"Peek-A-Boo." Whitehall.
"Private- Lives." Apollo.

Again Halts

Strife

Pix Production;

studios

picture

.

"Merrle England," Winter Gar,
"Night Venice," Cambridge:
"No Medals," Vaudeville.

'

Mex

of

nearby country.

veal that by May, at the latest; all
to
studios will; have beeii forced
shutter unless a miracle occurs. Feeling here is that this miracle will reof
a
change'
there
suit only if
is
government in Argentina or the attitude of the government changes
from pro-Nazi,
.

chiefs,

Labor

dowii

"Blithe Spirit," Duchess.
"Enima,"oSl. James.
"Happy 4 Glorious," Palladium
"Honeymoon," York!s.
•Xaura," St. Martin's.

'

Ewen and Clyde Waterman,

Montevideo, Jan. 27.
stock in Argentina

raw

promises to force a complete shut-,

London, Feb. 20.
"Another Love Story," Phoenix.
"Arsenic A Old Lace." Strand."

for this

all-Aussie project.

May

by Next

Scarcity of

:

Pearson

Dearth Threatens to Shut

-

is

Ben Hecht, John Steinbeck, William mostly

is assembling them.
An Idea of how far back the vet
historian goes may be
Digest Plx Mag
gleaned from' the fact he had lost
New film mag, "Movies In Remany of his personal notes in the view." debuting with April issue,
1908 Frisco quake. In 1945, and in will be first pix mag in digest size.
hi* 70s, the banjotng crick is still Will contain stories of film personvery active.
nel, technical articles on production
and news of English and foreign
studios as well as -film reviews and
Salute to Hype Igqe
There was an interlude at Madison preview notes. Paul Myers is editor.
Square Garden, N. Y., Mon. (19) just
before the featherweight champion;
Collier's Awards
ship bout between Willie Pep and
Collier's Weekly has established
Phil Teranova, when a memorial two annual awards for "statesmanwas. given tor Hype Igoe, Jouinal- ship"-, to a U. S. Senator and Repre*American's light expert who died sentative "who best serve our counFormer Mayor Jimmy try during the year." Awards, to be
last week.
Wajker delivered the eulogy from given at end of 1945, will consist of
the ring. Seat in the working press a plaque and $10,000 each.
which Igoe. occupied was left vacant.
Mag will have no say in picking
Ceremony was similar to that ac- winners, same being done by a comcorded the late David Belasco, an mittee consisting of Owen D. Young,
ardent light fan, who, during the ex-Gen. .'Electric head; Ernest Hoplater years of his life; refused to at- kins.
Dartmouth
piexy;
Harold
tend the boxing shows unless ac- Dpdds, Princeton head; Dr. Alan
companied by Jack Pulaski ("Va- Gregg, Rockefeller Foundation; Paul
riety"'. When the showman died the Hoffman, Committee on Econ. Detwo seats at the Garden ringside, velopment: Sidney Hillman, CIO;
row B. always reserved for them, George Mcany> -AFL; Donald. Tresidwere roped off and spotlighted, 'and der. Stanford prexy. and Chester
the late Joe Humphries gave a short Davis, Fed. Reserve Bank.
eulogy, while the fans rose in silen^

Mrs. Stevens

Raw Stock

Adelaide, Feb. 20.
Turnbull,
Hoyls circuit
reported dickering to take

Ernest
topper,

IS

Official

Mexico City, Feb. 20.
"Cantinflas" (Mario Moreno), star
comic of Mexico,. has found be-

dcley and Walter Crisham. with
_..
,
„ Gibbons
t
Gai. oil
band
doubling from

film

an official of Cinematographic
and Allied Workers Union, one of
the two film labor organizations, a
big headache. So he has quit as the
ing

.

_

.,

I

Sat'oy- hotel.

Mex. Producers Retrench

union's interior secretary.
Comedian's resignation is s3id to
have resulted from a run-in with
Jorge Negcrete. actor and singer,
another union official, over crificism
that "Cantinflas" wasn't doing all he
could to get the rank and file film
players more coin.

Mexico Cily. Feb. 20.
Row stock shortage already has
forced producers lb economize. Besides general retrenching, they also
arc shopping around for good play-

.

ers who will work for less.
They
wajit stage and radio figures who. are
wiljing to work in pictures at lower
"
rates than the stars.
Established film actors resent thia
idea and threaten some action for
thefr own protection.
'

Sell

Regent, Sydney
Sydney, Feb.. 20.

Sir

.

Thomas Coombes, prominent

Australian film exhibitor; Sir Sidney

Snow, commercial business mpgul;
Sir Philip Game, once governor of
New South Wales and chief of Scotland Yard, and, Stuart Doyle. now
pronvrient
in
Aussie commercial
radio arid reported planning postwar
return to film production, have sold
their interests in the Regent theatre,
London, to a British syndicate.
Regent development, including a

TANK CIRCUS SCORES
Mexico

circuit,
world-wide
cinema
was
nixed at the outbreak of the war.
Understood that the four, came out
with a nice profit.

IN HEX.

City, Feb. 20.
circus, which

The Great American

,

j

played here last Dec. 15-Jan. 2 at th«
National Stadium with backing by
Samuel R, Rossoff, N! Y. builder.
contributed fell to Mexican charities.
Circus paid off $77,000
(Mex)
charities, mostly relief to victims In.
Vera Cruz cyclones and floods last
October, or 15% of its gross. This
was apart from $25,000 (Mex) that.
Rossoff donated to Mexican charity.
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Studio Contracts

Film Reviews

Hollywood, Feb..

A

Mm From Moroeeo

The

.N»ng for Mitts Julie

Later this is
story material.
miml'ded into the Broadway show.
The operetta sequences serve to introduce to pictures Alicia Markova
Dolin,
of
the
Ballet TheAnton
and
atre. It also gives Miss Ross a chance
to sing in her best style and for
.

Cheryl Walker to show up effectively
in slinky costumes'. Miss Ross plays
an ex-fan dancer who's featured in
all the shows her hubby (Hepburn)
Hepburn's performance is
writes.
faltering, while Miss Walker, as the

(BRITISH-MADE)

olher-sidc-of-tracks relative of the
Tine southern family, is outstanding
in a subordinate role: Jane Farrar,
as Julie, the daughter of the elderly
southern lady (Elisabeth Risdon) acts
sweet, and that's about all. Clark,
play in? the other playwright, com-

overshadows Hepburn. Peter

pletely

.Carey, as a hotel bellhop,, looks like
a comer.
Both "Bayou Calls" and "I Love' to
Remember," the two principal songs,
are catchy, with the latter, taking top
honors. The Markova-Dolin turn goes

over

big.

on

better

With

his

script

is

William Rowland has done
his' production effort, than
direction.
But then the
Wear.
mostly to blame.

Yotilk on Trial
relra.se of Ted nichmond proKc.ilureH Cora Hue <'ulHn.t, Dnvl.l
Sinclair. (ieorxla Hayra. KoIhmI

("nliiinliln
dii. iioii.

He,-.!. Mi ll.
"WlllinitiM.
•

IMreclKl

0*>r

by

Boettlcliri

Mk-hael Jai-nby: rrillor.
Jlnvlh-k; inmera, (itorie MmIuii. Al
Hiraml. llioulie. Hrnoklyn. N. T.. week of
Ki'li. !.">,
(Hull. Itunnlng lime.
SI1NM.
Soi-eenpluy..

Jr.

.(ii;n»

'

M

Cam

ClwinilleV.

.

. -.

.Cora Sue Cnlliiia

.

Tutu l^iwiy.

I>ay|.|. He.Ml.

l>«Miny Mixtre.

.

Mec

.Krlc Sinclair

t'haiiiller

Georgia Bavta
...Hubert William!!

K^trMooiv.,..

Off!i-i!r

JuilKi« Cliiitldter.'

-

.1

1

1

I

l.llH'l'V

SI (•!•>•
n..l"'il

......

.Mary Currier

.-. .'.

.John .Calvert

.

.

Iteyiiulila

.

Marin
MuilHii .\lc(;raj;nr

.

Buyil Hennell
Willlani Forreat
Muni Shroff
Florence- Alter

TnWnaeml

Maryitr

Boyd Duvla

.C.iniinia.flniif'i- Ityan.. ..

Coniniia*l<inoi- Colllna.'

.

Joaeph Crehan
....Kdwln Stanlc:

This latest cinematic expose of the
Juye delinquency situation can hold
Its own in most dual situations.
Its
story, while not

new

in pattern, is

well knit, sustains' suspense and
neatly cast.

is

Mary. Currier plays a judge of the
adolescents' court, giving out stiff
sentences to youthful malefactors.
She also enlists aid of police in raiding a notorious roadhouse catering to
teen-age highschool kids. Cora] Sue
Collins, her daughter, is there with
David Reed, the highschobl's bad boy,
but they make a getaway. When the
other kids are haled to court they
snitch on the pair. The judge then
realizes that while she was attempting to keep other homes in order she
had neglected her own responsibil
ities. and at the tag- she opines it's
the parents rather than the kids who
are to blame.
Miss Collins turns in a neat performance. Eric Sinclair and Reed
also give good accounts of them
selves, with Miss Currier also turning iiva fine performance. Other sup
port roles arc adequately handled
by Georgia Bayes, Robert Williams,
John Calvert. Boyd Bennett, William Forrest, Joseph Crehan and Ed'

win

Stanley.

Michael Jacoby has coiiiribiiied
compact script, nicely paced in direction by Oscar Boetticher, Jr
Edba

Rogues Gallery
PP.C l'lelure.i release of Donald C. Mi
K*nn-AII>ert Herman production. Feature*
Frnnk Jenka, Robin Raymond. If. W. Warnei. ltay Walker. Directed by Albert Hernial).
Screenplay. John. T. Neville: editor.
Fred Bain: camera. Ira Morgan. Ai. strand
theatre. Brooklyn. N. T.. week of Feb. 15
\

'«.">.

dual.

ItuunliiK time, •»

Kddle.....

-Falay,
Reynulda

..... ...

.

•

;

JJfi'W

-

.

Blake.
ned....

,

Pal uleaaon

Edward Keane
Earl Dewec

(Sent ry
firlffllh

.,

Wheeler......

,

Diickvvnnh..
Saawcll
Board .Member...,.....,
.

Milton

KlbWe

.Gene gtutenrolh

.;•

.

.

wlke

III) MINE).
rvl

Kn

.

Small

CieorKe Klrl.y

l>uboate.".

.

.

.

...

,

.

.

'.

.

Talc

.lolm.

MclJd-en

I.M*nula

Aruudell

Andre Kandall,
-...Carl

General...

Jaffa.

a good second feature for
key- spots and better than average
for top billing in the sticks. It has
plenty of merit for a yarn of this
is

Lack

sort.

small

its

of

names

boxoffice

James Cross; actor, 20th-Fox.
Eugene Pallelte, actor. Republic,
Ed Jewell, art director, PRC.
Paul Wellman. writer, Metro.
Cameron 'Mitchell, actor, Metro:
Walter Lang, renewed, 20th-Fox.

.

: .

French General..,

Here

Scott

IVier

Sinclair
.... ,l>avld Home
llurlley rower
Victor
. .('harlea
.Sybillti Bilider
loaef Alluaa
.

-

.

Ocmuin

Willhrook

Mary Morria

.-.IteKlnalil

.

.

iKa-lor ]>uboHte.
Ciilonci J^aKley
Hiiurdille
Krnii.
Fran'/.
I>ie.
Ciilzunl.

will hold back
possibilities in

the U. S.

Anton Walbrook as "The Man
Morocco" makes convincing
story's main theme— that the
world is okay so long as men are
willing to die for an ideal.
With
him is a little band of volunteers
from

the

fighting Fascism in Spain, including
a Jew, a Senengalese, a Yankee, a

Scotsman, a Cockney and a dozen
other nationalities.
It's the first film here to take a
crack at Vichy Frenchmen, bringing
to the screen a French officer whose
cruelty and lust make Himmler almost a saint by comparison.
His
villainy is aided and abetted by a
French woman who does not draw
the line at murder as a- spy in the
guise of a Red Cross nurse.
Melodramatic plot involves an
Italian, aristocrat,
leader of the
Fascist spy ring in London. Essen
tally a tale of the sufferings by
,

males under unspeakably
brutal French officers of the For
eign Legion, "Morocco" succeeds in
the purely male sequences. It is In

Lester Clark, actor. 20th-Fox.
.Pat Ward, actor, 20th-Fox.

Fred Brady,

actor,

Columbia.

Natianiel Shilkret, com., Metro.
Edward Blatt. dir., Edward Small.
Dennis Morgan,, renewed, Warners.

Constance. Moore, actress,. Rep.
Waller Catlett. Republic.

Alex Barker, actor, 20th-Fox.
Joseph Schildkraul; actor, Rep.
Nita Bicber, dancer, Columbia.

$20,000 THEATRE FIRE
IN

PENNA4 OTHER BLAZES

Pittsburgh, Feb. '20.
Fire of undetermined origin, last
week gutted Dixie theatre in Carpersons living on
routing
four
negie,
Firemen
second floor .of building.
rescued~the tenants from the theatre
marquee. Damage was estimated at
,

$20,000.

Dixie was one of four houses operated by Dr. Charles E. Herman,
veteran Allied exhib.

WB

Debate over custody of the Redbook's suve'r cup, awarded

to

"Coins

My

Way" as the best picture of the year, wound up. in favor of B. C DcSylva,
who will keep the mug in his office at Paramount until a new wiimici; is
announced next year.. For- weeks the trophy had. been going b?.ck and
forth between DeSylva and Leo McCarey, with each insisting that the
other keep it.
It was finally decided that DeSylva, as executive producer, held precedence over McCarey, who directed the picture. Goblet is
a perpetual trophy, passing to a new awardee every year.
Films made, by cameramen in the armed forces and released under
auspices are not eligible for annual film awards or'
"Oscars," according to an announcement by Col. Edward J. Muiison. Jr.,
Signal Corps chief of the Army Pictorial Service.
The policy is based upon the fact that "Motion pictures produced by the
War Department are designed to meet direct military or other specific
War Department purposes and are not produced with a view to being
placed in competition with any/commercially produced picture."

Government

1

Julie London, actress. Universal.
Herbert Spencer, composer, 20th.
Joan Fulton, actress, .Universal.

idealistic

When Mike Todd mulled calling his "Up In Central Park" musical hit
simply by the title of •'Central Park" it raised a titular clash with Warner
However, the
Bros., which some' years ago produced a film called "C.P."
studio told Todd it was okay to use the title and all it wanted in exchange
in turn would refrain
was the first refusal on the picture rights, and
from any remade, for five years_uridcr that title. With Todd prefixing
"Up In" to the title, however; all provisos are off,

WB

Merger of interests between two of the top agencies in show business
has been under discussion for some time, with talks still going on and
Deal, if completed, would form a
likely to develop into an agreement.
huge combination of. producers, directors, writers and players. One of
the firms deals With nothing but top names on screen, stage and radio, in
Hollywood and New York. Under the proposed merger, complete packages could be assembled for film, legit and air. productions..

:

Transients from the east will have a tough time finding hotel accom-

modations in Los Angeles and vicinity, as a result of official orders set10% of all hostelry space in the area for people traveling under
Government orders. In this category are members of the armed forces,

ting aside

1st Qoarter Net

Up

the love interest that the story fails
to convince. This is the fault of
After Big Cut in Debt
the author, rather than the actors,
Margaretta Scott as a Spanish
Warner Bros, net profit for first
senora of high rank is by turns
fiscal year endqueenly and weak, even to the point quarter of company's
of marrying the lustful French of- ing Nov. 25, 1944, amounted to $2,ficer in order to spare the lives of 350,000 as compared with net of $1,2,000 French patriots.
She is un- 981,730 for corresponding quarter in
able to make an impossible role previous fiscal year, according to precredible.
liminary figures announced at the
Direction by Max Greene' is com- company's annual stockholders' meetpetent, and th» production generally
ing in Wilmington, Del., yesterday
is top notch.
But chief credit goes
is equal to 63c per
to the exterior location man of As- (Tues.).- This
sociated British for finding spots common share as against 53c in like
period a year ago.
which appear new to the screen.
Samuel
re-elected
Corporation

Federal officials and employees engaged in the prosecution ot the war.
they
Civilian. travelers will be permitted to stay five days, after .whichwill be tossed out, regardless of the importance of their business.
.

An illustration of what the pension sytem means in retaining topflight
had a
personnel is the case of Arthur Hornblow. Jr., Metro producer. He
influenced to
deal on with David O. Selznick. but at the last moment was
recently
remain in Culver City because of Metrols pension plan, only

-

inaugurated.
anticipates an
Based upon the business so far being done, Paramount
Waves
expectancy of $4,000,000, or close to it, on "Here Come the
pictures.
(Crosby), which is included in Its new block of four

.

(nee Thelma
Roland West, vet stage and film director, whose Chez West
Friedman,
Stanleigh- P.
Carlisle,
completing a book. "My Second
Charles S. Guggenheimer, Samuel Todd*) in Santa Monica is a w.k. eatery, is
Claaa releaae. pf Fernando de-Fuentett pro-, Schneider and Morris Wolf as direc- Trip to Hell." West is a distiple of Yogi.
ductlon.
Stara Maria Felli and Julian tors at the meeting.
Holer:
features
Maria Marquaa. Andrea
sonexciting screen^ person
Soler.
Charlea Roorier.
Directed by' de
Warner officials reported net re\
20th-Fox looks upon Susan Blanchard as a new.
Fuentee. Screenplay by Roonilo Gallegoa,
Dorrthy (Oscar) Hamme|
consolidated
She's the 18-year-old daughter of Mrs.
baaed ou hla-owu novel. Al Belmont. N. Y.: duction of $2,853,000 in
ality.
.reek of Feb. 1C, '-id.
Running time. KM funded debt since Sept. I last year, stein II by a former marriage.
......
.111X8.
bringing total funded and other longDona Barbara.....
Mario Felix
Sanloa T.uaarilo
Julian Soler term debt to about $46,800,000. AnMarlsela
Maria Mnrquea swering inquiries as to the corporaLake, Ladd, Bendix
I.orenzo
Andrea Soler
Collarites Tie With Video
dividend policy, since there
Oulllermo..
Charlea Kooner. tion's
Co-Star in 'Dahlia*
Juan
Hollywood, Feb. 20.
have been varying reports as to posAa-iiatln launaa
Mellquladee
Hollywood. Feb. 20.
.Mlsuel Inclan sibilities of a common cash -divvy,
Screen Office Employees Guild
Melealo
Kilwardo Arcmamena
Paramount has assigned Veronica
Antonio
\ntnnio It. Frauato officials said the intention of the
voted to string along with the AffiliI'ntnnel Pernalete.
Artliro Solo Ransel management is to continue to apply
Television, Lake, Alan Ladd and William Benfor
Committee
ated
Maria Nlevea..
Pedro Uallndo
available cash receipts to reduction which also includes the Screen Ac- dix as co-stars in "The Blue Dahlia,"
of the company's outstanding debt. tors Guild, the Screen Writers Guild murder mystery yarn authored by
(ItwSpanish; No English Titles)
out that this program and a dozen other studio guilds and Raymond Chandler.
Despite its length, "Dona Barbara" They pointed
Picture goes into work in three
of debt reduction is aimed at the unions.
is a powerful drama which should do
producheavy business in theatres that cater ultimate goal of placing the common
White collarites decided to affili- weeks, with John Houseman
George Marshall directing.
to Spanish-speaking audiences. There shares on a sound dividend basis.
ate with the television outfit to pro- ing and
are no English titles.
tect its jurisdiction and to' keep
-A prize-winning film in Mexico,
abreast of the latest developments
picture hag two neat performances
Extras Hit Job Ebb
Schaefer's Budget Boost in that branch of entertainment.
by Maria Felix, as a wealthy landHollywood. Feb. 20.
owner who achieves her position
Hollywood, Feb. 20.
extras skidded sharply in
through gifts from paramours, and
Theft theJobsfilmfor studios
during the first
Armand Schaefer, former execu- Solve S4S0 Toledo
Julian Soler, young heir to several
Toledo, O., Feb. 20.
three weeks of February, with most
neighboring acres, whom the older tive producer of modest-budget picBurglars who recently broke into of the chores calling for rucials and
woman learns to love, only to find tures at Republic, has been hoisted
that He cares for her daughter. Maria to high-bracket
Victory product, the Colony, suburban house here, specialized players, and little deMarques, who portrays the young with eight on his program for the carrying off a safe containing $450 in mand for regulars.
gal. gives forthright treatment to her
cash and a pen-pencil, set, were
Unless there is a heavy upswing
coming year.
role, as do the majority of the supeasily because they had the before the end of the month, FebruWilliam OSullivan, who handled caught
porting cast.
Safe and ary's record will be the lowest in"
in their possession.
Film, whose background Is Vene- westerns on the same lot, moves up set
recovered. The youths recent years.
zuela, is overlong. Production values intoi the executive post held by contents were
are being held for the grand jury
Stem.
are good.
Schaefer.
under heavy bond.

Bona Barbara
(MEXICAN-MADE)

1

.

To

.

Hammond

in duals.

Robin Raymond plays a gal .~
and Frank Jenks is her news
'
photographer pal, both assigned to
interview H. B. Warner, Inventor of
a trick device. They stumble into
murder and a couple of near homicides before turning up Hay Walker,
rival scribe, as the .culprit, who*'
committed to steal plans of the in
porter,

,

Hwood

Gets

New

Lot

Hollywood, Feb. 20.
rental lot, Consolidated Stuopen* this week on 'Sunset
blvd. with one sound stage ready for
work and. two more under construction on a remodelled factory site.
Company, headed by Edward
Nassour, will also turn out its own
films, labelled Consolidated Pictures.

New

dios,

'

P-T (MLABS 'TOKIO BOSE'
Hollywood, Feb.

venlion.

Miss Raymond has a tendency to
pyerplay the sobbie. Jenks manages
to pack some laughs as • stupe pho-

Warner, Walker and Bob Ho-

mans are okay

......

.

Kicuuli.
Jock.

Parker Gee

Lighweight whodunit of cut-and
dried pattern. Geared for lower-rung

tog.

Anion

.

.Mnr^tlrelln

Maiiuela.-

Norval Mitchell
John Valentine.
.Jack

oeioclive

Curlier;
adapted by Warwick
uddillunal dlaloK^Mai-Kiierile Steeu.

by Mlacha Spuliahskv. At Studio
London, Jan. 36,
Jlun'iiing lime,

Mtiaic

lot of

:

Frank Jenka
Aaymonil
Warner
Kay Walker
DaTlUaon Clark
.Bob Homnnn
Frank McUlynn

WkJy'.

J wce.

MINS.

.ltobln

.....II. B.

Jimmy...'

29.

Jtuilolph

line,

Candidate for the original story award in the Oscar Derby is getting a
sympathetic support among the voters because of a yarn about insid*
Margery Slapp, actress, 20th-Fox. maneuvering on screen credits. Talc, going around town, is that th*
scribe needed money and had $2,500 due him. for his writing job. ExecuLaurette Jefferson, chor., Col.
tive" head on the production wanted the story credited to himself, so the
Marguerite Belle, actress, 20th.
tale runs, and told the scriptcr that if he wanted his coin he would, have
Kent Taylor, actor, U.
minor recognition on the screen.
Barbara, Brown, actress, Warners. to give up the original story credit for a
Alleged manipulation was so widely heralded that the. scribe won an
F. H. Brennan, writer, Metro.
Academy nomination and is now considered a dark horse.' in the Derby.
S. Berkova. actress, J. S.. Burkett.
Jack Barnett, actor, 20th-Fox.

Mary Jane Woods, actress, 20th.
Rosemary De Camp, actress, WB.

.

London, Jan.

AHHoclated
I'alhe' Pii-turefl' release
of
llriliah
(iroiluclion.
Slai'a
Ani'oil
WalScreenbriMtk.
Dli-eclcd by "Max <;reeni».
play by Kdward l>ryl)ur.sl front. Hloi-y by

Ward;

Inside Stuff-Pictures

20.

Elick Moll, writer, Metro.

Continued from pal* •

for

IT

in lesser roles.

Story

weighted down by superfluous diaAlbert Herman turns in good
direction despite handicaps of yarn.
Is

log.

Edbfi.

Hays

office

Howard's

'

Hollywood, Feb.

20.

First job for William K. Howard
producer-director
his new
pact at Republic will be "A Guy
Could Change" starting early next

under

month.
Male lead goes to Allan Lane,

who

laying aside his six-guns to play
straight dramatic, roles in future.
is

'HARRY'

DRAWS STAB TRIO

20.

Hollywood, Feb!

handed Pine-Thomas

George Sanders. Geraldine Fitzgerald and Ella Raines draw top bill-

screen.

ing March

ing in

the film

version of

"Uncle

Harry" at Universal.
Joan Harrison production will be
directed by Robert Siodmak, start26.

My Way"

"Going

tpparen

fy is in

for a long fun in Australia, according to cables received by James E.
Perkins, Par division manager for
Australasia and South Africa. Reports received from Sydney indicate
that the Bing Crosby hit may run
20 to 26 weeks at the Prince Edward
in that city, where it topped the
previous record-holder, "Lady in
Dark." on its first week.
Picture also has been playing at
the State, Melbourne, doing stand.out biz since Christmas.
.

Signal Says

20.

permission to use the title, "Tokio
Rose," on a forthcoming film to be
based on propagandist of that name
who's been shortwaving for the Japs.
Picture will be made with a cast
of players hitherto unknown to the
.

'WAY' BIG IN AUSSIE

First 'Change'

Go

Hollywood. Feb. 20.
Productions,
recently
formed by Peter Tinturin, will open
its film-making career with "Never
a Dull Moment," a musical fantasy
with tunes by Tinturin himself.
Negotiations are under way for a
major releasing outlet
Signal

Delay Zevin Sentence

Sentencing of Isadore .Zevin, forsecretary to- George E. Browne,
ex-president of the InternationalAlliance of Theatrical Stage Em-

mer

and trial of Harry Hochformer Chicago morals inspector, for giving false testimony to
a special federal grand jury investigating racketeering in the film industry, was postponed last week
(14) until March 12. in N. Y. federal
court.

ployees,
stein,

3

COLUMBUS HOUSES ROBBED

Columbus. 'O.,' Feb. 20.
Burglars broke into three Columbus theatres recently. At the Clinton, they carried away a 400-po^ind
safe containing $150 in cash; some
war stamps, and part ot a picture
projector. Loss at Parsons theatre
was $3. taken from » desk. The loss
at the Hudson is not known.
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Based on the book by ERNEST

HEMINGWAY

.

Soreen Play by Jules FurthmtH
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PICTURE GROSSES
'Singing' Lusty $12,000,

Wma' Wow $64,000 in 3 L. k Spots;

Montreal, Feb.

Hiunderhead' 50G Also in 3, 'Tonight'
i

in 4, 'Waves' Tail

41G
New

holdovers will

Jtctive Burma," which

..looks

I

FMimaten Toial Gross
|

This

|64,000

.

is about average at $50,000 or
"Tonight and Every Night"
prings up the rear with just $40,500
Jn four houses.
Standout among holdovers is "Here

i

j

Week

S659,20o

Boxed on 18 tlii'(ilres)
Tolal Gross Sume Week
$C69,«0»
Last Year
(Based on 14 tfientres)
i

Combo
spots,
Aear.

=
<|

Lady' Record $11,500 In
D.

Come the Waves." which heads for
aock $45,000 in two spots oii its sec"National Velvet" is
ond week.

C; 'Navy'-Vaude, Okay

26G, 'Cab'leros' Loud 18G

Washington. Feb. 20.
steady at $48,000 in three houses, also
"The Fighting Lady" is headed for
second session, while the six-day second week of "Suspect" looks around. a now mark at the Columbia this
#23,000.
week. "This Man's Navy" is expectEstimates for This Week
ed to do way above average at the
Caithay Circle (F-WC.)

— "Belle

(1,518; 50-

:

and Capitol. Crix were divided on "Three
What a Blonde" iRK.0). Fair $3,500, Caballeros." but it will do okay at
<20th > Keith's.
Last week, "Keys Kingdom

Yukon"

(RKO)
'

:

'.

.

|

<3d wk). $4.5U0.

Estimates for This

Week

Chinese iGrauinai\-WC) (2.048: 50(Loew) (3,434; 44-72)—
Capitol
»1)_-Thuiiderhead" (20lh) and "Civ(M-G) with
"This Man's Navy"
Juinslaiilial Evidence" (20th). Avervaude. Okay $26,000. Last week,
age $13,000; Last week, -'Belle Yu- "Sundav Dinner" (20th) and vaude,
kon" (RKO) and "What Blonde" mild $2"2.000.
(RKO) 2d wk), okay $8,000.
Columbia (Loew) U.234; 44-72)—
.

'

i

Downtown (WB)
"Objective Burma"

(1,800;

50-$l>—

(WB).

Hefly
Not"

$24,000. Last week, ''Have, Have
(WB) i4th wk). stout 815,800.

Egyptian (F-WC) (1,538; 50-$l)—
Velvet" (M-G) (2d wk).
Last week, sturdy
Firm $12,500.

"National
$16,500.

All the
(20th).
"Fighting Lady"
house can hold, terrific $11,500, and
a

new

Last week, "Between

record.

Two Women" (M-G), $7,500.
Karle (WB) (2,240; 30-90 )^"Have,
Have

Not," with vaude (3d wk). Still
holds up at firm $20,000. Last week,
boft'o $25,000.

Four Star UA-WC) (900; 50-$l)—
Keith's
(RKO) (1,800; 34-68)—
"Tonight. Every Night" (Col). Good "Three Caballcros" (RKO). Bright
Last week. "Waterloo Bridge" $18,000, and holds over. Last week,
(M-G) ireissuc) (2d wk), good $3,700. "House of Frankenstein" (U), swell
i

$6,500.

(F-WC) (968; 50-$l)— "ToEvery Night" (Col ). Nitty $8,Last week, '-Bride by Mistake"
and "Falcon Hollywood"
<2d wk), dropped off to $4,400.
Hawaii (G&S) (1.100: 50-$D— "See

Gaild
night.
JOO.

(RKO)
(RKO)

My Lawyer"

(U) and "Night Club

Girl" (U) (3d wk-4 days).
Last week, thin $3,000.
Hollvn-ood (WB) (2,750;

800.

Romance"

.

(M-G)

and

Prlnoess
(CT)
30-52)^v2,300;
"Dark Waters" (UA) and "Under
Western Skies" (U). Average $5,800.
Last, week, "Arsene Lupin" and "Gal

$11,500.

wk). okay $8,500.
Toil Angeles (D'lown-WC)

(Loew)

(2,778;

S18.000.

$:i4.80U.

Orpheum (D'lown) (2,200; 65-85)—
"K ill y O'Day" (Moiio) with Sally
Band on stage. Average $22,000. Last
week. "Alaska" (Mono) plus Harry
Savov. Billie Holliday, $19,500.
PanUfts (Pan) (2,812; 50-$D—
"Suspect" <U) and "Gets Her Man"
(U) (2d wk-6 days). Closing at $10,000 or near. Last week, good $18,100.

ST. LOUIS*

COLOSSAL

$25,000, BUFF.

TOPPER

146

cities,

thea-

Estimates for This Week
Adams (Balaban) (1,700: 60-85)-,
"Suspect" (U) and "Gets Her Man"

6G

Pair- moved from okay week
(U).
at Fox; choice $11,500.
Last week.
"Tonight, Every Night" (Col) and
"Dancing Manhattan" (Col), nice
$11,000 on m.o.
Broadway-Capitol (United Detroit)

In

'Shadow'-Jones

12G, 'Waves' Big 14G, 2d
Louisville, Feb. 20.

With holdovers at

main stem

all

straight

best

fllmer

i.s

Placid'' at Strand.

Estimates for This Week
Brown (Fourth Avenue -Loew's)
(M-G).
(1,000; 40-60)— "St. Louis"

SQUARE' FINE

(WB)

—

00-85)

800;

v

Millions

.'.'Grissly's

'

(Rep) plus Mildred Bailey and Art
Kassel orch on stage. Okay $22,000.
Last week, "Princess and Pirate*

DENVER

18G IN

—

—

'

:

.

—

(Col), carryover, big $8,500.

Denham

.

—National

(2,525;

'Sergeant

Mike

(Standard)

(2.400: 50-75)

"Shadow- of Suspicion" (Moiio)
and Spike Jones band on stage.
Trim $12,000.
Last week, "Jade
Mask" (Mono) plus "La Vie Paree"
35-74)— "Hangover unit on stage, fine $15,000.
Blalto (Fourth Avenue) (3,400; 40and "Her Lucky
date with Esquire, 60)— "Here Come Waves" (Par) (2d
close.
Last week, wk), Boff $14,000. Pirst week, terNight" (Col) and rific $20,000, Sunday's (11) biz smash-

(Cockrill) (1,750; 35-74)—

Here Come Waves" (Par) (3d wk).
Bright $11,000. and holds further.
Last week, sock $15,000.

•

Col), also Esquire,

$15,000.

Esquire (742; 35-74)— "Hangover
Square" (20th) and "Lucky Night"
(U), also Denver. Big $3,500.
Last
week, "Tonight. Every Night" (Col)
and "Sgt. Mike" (Col), also Denver,

Orpheum (RKO)

(2.000:

35-74)—

'30 Seconds Over Tokyo" (M-G) and
'Main St. After Dark" (M-G) (2d
wk). Moderate $11,500.. Last week

,

.

ing house record.

Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1.400;
"Lake Placid Serenade"
(Rep) and "Thoroughbreds" (Rep).
Looking for big $6,000. Last week,
"Hearts Young, Gay" (Par) and
40-60)

Sweetheart" (Col). Brisk $7,500. Last
week, "3 Is Family" (UA) and "Big

—

"Man Half Moon
on

St."

'Seeing You'

1

week's great $22,000.

last

'Seeing Yon' Lofty 20G,
Cincy;

Two Women-

Hot

10G, Waters' Fast 8G

Smash 30G

Frisco; 'Bell'

San Francisco, Feb. 20.
Start of Lent has^ not slowed firstrun business on Market street. "I'll
Be Seeing You," at Fox. where a record week 'looms, and return pop date
for "For Whom the Bell Tolls," at

-

:

'

.

this week where, new' product U
"I'll Be Seeing You" n
tlie newcomers but
"Between Two Women" is bright. "Dark
Waters" also is strong.
Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 44-70)— "Be
Seeing You" (UA), Lofty $20,0jMl.
Last week, 'Have, Have Not" (WB),

opening.
fronting

Wham 40G,

i

'

,

great $21,000.
Capitol
(RKO)

(2,000:

44-701*-

"Between Two Women"
(M-G).
Hotsy $10,000. Last week, "So,ng tb
Remember" (Col) (3d wk), sweet
$7,500.

Family (RKO) (1.000; 30-40)—
"Song of Texas" (Col) and '<She's
Sweetheart" (Col)

aplit with "ValSun" (RKO) and "Call Out
Marines" (RKO). All right $2,600.
Ditto last week for "Youth on Trial"
(Col) and "Girl Rush" (RKO). di-

ley of

vided with "Gunga Din" (RKO) and
"Fighting Gringo1* (RKO) (reissue).

Grand (RKO) (1,430; 44-70)—
Have Not" (WB) (m.o.).
$8,500. Last week, "Tonight,
Every Night" (Col) (2d run), fait

"Have,
Solid

$6,500.

7

Keith's (United) (1,500; 44-70)
"Here Come Waves" (Par). Fifth
roll on main stem.
Swell $4,500 following big $5,600 last sesh.
Lyric
(RKO) (1.400; 44-70)—
''Dark
Waters" (UA).
Excellent
$8,000.
Last week, "Tomorrow the
World" (UA), okay $6,5001
Palace
(RKO) (2,600;' 44-70)—
"Meet Me St Louis" (M-G) (2d
wk). Tugging strong $14,000 afte>

wham

$25,500

kickoff

town's

for

best since "Going My Way."
Shnbert (RKO) (2.100; 44-70)—
"Song to Remember" (Cot). Fourth

downtown

stanza. Good $4,500. Last
week, "Keys of Kingdom" ( 20(h),
third front-line frame. $4,000.

New PRC Exec

Schwalb

Hollywood. Feb.

.

Ben Schwalb draws

)

-

.

,

Canteen"'

60-83)—"Meet Me St. Louis"
M-G) and "Main St. After Dark"
(M-G) (3d wk). Robust $19,000 after
(2,000;

Cincinnati. Feb. 20.
Strong biz at three major stands

-

—

— "Holly wood

(WB) (3d wk). Still big at $18,000
after last week's strong $21,000.
United Artists (United Detroit]

(Pari, $4;500

:

-

60-85)

000;

h.o.

Bonanza" (Rep), $7,000.
Blalto (Fox) (878; 35-74)— "Be Seeing. You" (UA) and "Missing Juror"
Man's Navy" (M-G) and "Dangerous (Col), after week at Denver, EsParamount (F&M) (3,389; 50-$D— Passage" (Par). Bullish $17,000. Last quire, Aladdin. Fine $3,000. Last
"Here Comes Waves" (Par) and week, "Keys of Kingdom" (20th), week, "Have, Have Not" (WB) and Paramount, look leaders.
Estimates for. This Week
"Dangerous Passage" (Par) (2d wk). stout
"Tahiti Nights" (Col); $3,200 on m.o
$15,500.
Fox .(F-WC) (4,651: 55-85)— "Be
Strong $28,500. Last week, rousing
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 40-70)—
Seeing You" (UA). Record $40,000
$.-17,200.
"Meet Me in St. Louis" (M-G). Coor near. Last week, "Meet Me St
Paramount (F&M) (1.451; 50-$D—
Last week, "Have,
lossal $25,000.
Louis" (M-G) (2d wk), great $29,000.
••Here Come Waves" (Par) (2d wk).
(WB) (2d wkj. sturdy 'Thin Man' Fat $19,000,
Paramount (F-WC) (2,646: 55-85)—
Last week, way Have Not"
Sturdy $16,500.
$13,000.
"For Whom Bell Tolls" (Par), 5 days,
hove hopes, socko $19,300.
(Shea) (2,100; 40-70)— "Keys
St. Louis/Lady' Big 15G and "Keys of Kingdom" (20th), 2
RKO Hlllslreet 'RKO) (2,890: 50- of Hipp
here
(20th).
Moved
Kingdom"
days.
Smash $30,000. Last week,
(—"Suspect" iTJ) and "Gets Her
St. Louis, Feb. 20
from the Buffalo. Okay $8,000. Last
51)
Good
days).
wk-6
"Keys"
(2d wk), great $23,000.
(U) (2d
fiin"
Two-day blizzard is cutting into biz
week. ''Sunday Dinner" (20th) and
Warfleld (F-WC) (2,056; 55-85)—
13.000. Last week, nice $19,500.
"Fighting Lady" (20th) (2d wk), bet- here this week. "Thin Man Goes to
HHx >F-WC) (1.370: 50-$l)— "Na- lev at $8,500.
Town," at Loew's, will grab top coin. "Manila Calling" (WB) (reissue) and
stage show.
Strong $28,000.
tional Velvet" (M-G) (2d wk). Blight
Last
"Sunday
Dinner"
and
"Fighting
40-70)—
Lafayette (Basil) (3,300;
$10,500. Last week, hefty $13,200.
"Song to Remember" (Col) (2d wk) Lady," at Ambassador, is strong run- week, "Blues in Night" (WB) (reisState (Locw s-WC) (2,404; 50-$D—
sue) and stage show, $28,400.
Whistler" (Col). Brisk nerup.
"Thmulcrhcad" (20th ) and "Evi- and "Mark of
St. Francis (F-WC) (1,400: 55-85)—
Estimates, for This Week
"One
Mys
with
Last
week,
$12,000.
dence" (20th). Fine $27>5O0. Last
Loew's (Loew) (3,172; 30-55)— "Have, Have Not" (WB) (3d wk).
terious Night" (Col), sockeroo $19,000.
week. "Belle Yukon" (RKO) and
Last week, strong
20th Century (Ind) (3,000; 40-70)— "Thin Man Town" (M-G) and "Leave Stout $15,000.
"What Blonde" (RKO) (2d wk). only
"Sign of Cross" (Par) (reissue) and It to Blondie" (Col). Hefty $19,000. $18,400.
$15,100.
State (F-WC) (2.133; 55-85)— "Meet
(Mono). Good $11,000, Last week, "Abroad 2 Yanks" (UA)
United Artists UA-WC )(2,i00: 50- "Army Wives"
Me St; Louis" (M-G). Third week
arid "3 Is Family" (UA), $17,000.
Last week. 'Torrid Zone" (WB) (re
$1 )— "Tonight, Every Night" (Col).
downtown.
Splendid
$15,000.
Last
30-55)
Orpheum
(Loew)
(2,000:
and "Face iii Fog" (Rep), stout
Handsome $15,900. Last week. "Bride" issue)
"Abroad 2 Yanks" (UA) arid "3 Is week, "Naughty Marietta" <M : G) and
(RKO) and "Falcon Hollywood" $12,000.
Family" (UA ). Average $8,000. Last "I Was Faithful" (FC) (reissues),
<RKO) (2d wk). $7,900.
week, "Blonde Fever" (M-G) and ditto.
Uptown (F-WC) (1,790; f»C V\Golden Gate (RKO) (2,844: 60-95)
"Dancing Manhattan" (Col), $8,000.
(20lh)
and "Evi- 'Victory' Great
"Th'underhead"
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000 50-60) —"Tall in Saddle" (RKO) (2d wk)
$14,500,
Last
Stout. $9,500.
20th).
dence"
"Sunday
Dinner"
(20th)
and plus Jari Garber orch, Lois Andrews,
-week. "Belle Yukon" (RKO) and
"Fighting Lady" (20th). Solid $15,- others, on stage. Nice' $27,000. Last
Omaha; 'Burma Boff 7G 000.
"What Blonde" (RKO) <2d wk), $5,Last week, "Keys to Kingdom" week, with Charlie Barnet orch
too.
(20th), $14,500.
Omaha, Feb.. 20
pleasing $30,000.
Wllshire (F-WC) (2,296; 50-$D—
Fox (F&M'i (5,000: 50-60)— 'Wave,
Orpheum (Bluraenfeld) (2,448; 40"Winged Victory'' is topper this
•Tonight. Every Night" (Col). Strong week at Orpheum, but "Objective Have Not" (WB) (2d wk). Stout 85)— "Song to Remember" (Col) (Bth
$11,000. Last week, "Bride" (RKO)
after fine $17,500 in first wk). Very fat $16,000.
Last week,
Burma"
is comparatively as smash at $12,000
nd "Falcon Hollywood" (RKO) (2d the smaller Brandels.
stanza.
terrific $18,500.
•*k>. $6,400..
Missouri (F&M) (3,500: 50-60)—
United Artlats (Blumenfcld) (1,207;
Estimates fur This Week
(WB) (2,500; 50-$D—
Wiltern
Orpheum (Instates) (3,000; 16-60) "Body Snatcher" (RKO). Good $15,- 40-85)—"Tomorrow the World" (UA)
•Burma" (WB). Fancy $18,000. Last —"Winged
Victory" (20th). Terrific 000. Last week, "Woman in Window" (2d wk). Rousing $12,000. Last week,
%reck, "Have. Have Not" (WB (4th
(RKO) arid ''Gal Likes Music" (U), sensational $17,000.
'
$14,500. Last week, "Sunday Dinner'
Wk), oke $7,000.
$6,000:
(20th) with Henry Busse orch, tcr
St. Louis (F&M) (4,000; 40-50)—
rifle $20,500, and over hopes.
(20th)
and
Paramount (Instates) (3,000; I8- "Winged. Victory"
Mono Backlog Hits 11 fix
Home" (M-G) "Thought of You" CWB). Fair $4,000.
Remake for 'First Year' 60)— "Thin Manor,Goes
Hollywood, Feb, 20.
near.
Last week, Last week. "Gets Her Man" (U) and
Okay $10,000
Ray
Johnston,
Monogram
Hollywood, Feb.- 20;
'W.
strong "Grissly's Millions" (Rep), $5,500.
"Can't Help Singing". «J)
prexy, announced heavy backlog of
Frank Craven's old stage, piece, $11,300.
the company, with a total of 11 feaBrandels (RKO) (1,500; 16-60)—
•The First Year," filmed by Fox in
Kingdom" (20th) .ind tures awaiting distribution.
of
1832, will be remade by 20th-Fox "Objective Burma'' (WB) and "Let's "Keys
In the vaults are "Forever- Yours,
with William Eythe and Fay Mar- Go Steady' (Col). Trim $7,000 or "Fighting Lady" (20th ) (2d wk),
"Tonight, Every
"Dlllinger,"
"There Goes Kelly,"
lowe co-starred and Walter Morosco over. Last week, "Missing Juror" moveovers, $8,500.
Night" (Col) and
35-30)— "The Cisco Kid Returns," "Fashion
State (Goldberg)
(865;
producing.
(Col); 17,200. v
"Resurrection" (FC) Oelflsue) and
Film rights cost $100,000, a record
Omaha- (Tristates) (2,000; 16-60)— "Jade Mask" (Mono). Modeat $2,000. Model," "Docks of New York," "G. I.
price 17 years ago. Original picture "Can't Help Singing" (U) and "Last Last week, "Made Me Criminal" Honeymoon," "China's Little Devfiaricd Janet Gaynor and Charles Ride" 'WB). Second week tor "Sing- (FC) and "Manpower" (FC) (reis- ils," "Gun Smoke," -"The County
Fair" and The Scarlet Clue."
ing." Fine $9,000 or close. Last week, sues), great $9,200,
ftmlL
.

"Manpower"

and "Dr. Maniac" (reissues), Robust
$14,000.
Last week, "Thought of
You" (WB) and "Lights Go On
Again" (PRC) (2d wk), moved from
Michigan for bright $13,000.
Downtown (Howard Hughes) (2.-

(RKO) plus Martha Tilton. others,
on stage (4th wk), fine $21,000.
Fox (Fox-Mlchlgan) (5,000: 60-85)
Fourth downtown week,: solid'$3,500. —"Song to Remember" (Col) and
"Leave to Blondie" (Col). Sock $38,.
Last week, $5,000.-^
000 likely. Last week, "Suspect" (U)
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200: 30-40) and "Gets Her Man" (U), fancy
"Maisle Goes Reno" (M-G ) and $29,000.
Denver, Feb. 20.
Good
Business is off a bit from last week "Chip Off Old Block" (U).
Madison (United Detroit) (1.800;
most spots. Even "30 Seconds $1,700. Last week, "Together Again" 00-85)
"Going My Way" (Par).
Brown" Back in loop at socko $6,800. Last
"Casanova
and
Over Tokyo" slipped badly on Its (Col)
second session. Top newcomer is (RKO), $1,800.
week, "Kismet" (M-G) and "ConHangover Square,
dny-dating at
Loew's State (Loew's) (3.300; 40- spirators" (WB), nice $5,900 on rethe Denver and Esquire.
60)
"Be Seeing You" (UA) (2d turn date.
Estimates for This Week
Mlohlgan (United Detroit) (4,000:
Initial stanza,
wk). Nice $12,000.
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 35-74)— "To- potent $15,000.
C0-85)^"Be Seeing You" (UA) and
night and Every Night!' (Col) and
Mary Anderson (People's) (1,000; "Dangerous Passage" (Par). Robust
"Sergeant Mike" (Col), after a week 40-60)—
Last week. "Ministry of
Not"
(WB)
(4th $26,000.
"Have,
Have
at each the Denver and Esquire. Nice
wk). 'Satisfactory $3,500. Last week, Fear" (Par) plus Spike Jones orch,
$6,500.
Last week, "I'll Be Seeing
brisk $35,000.
You" (.UA) and "Missing Juror" excellent $4,000.
Palms-State (United Detroit) Oj-

.

1

60-85) —.

(2,800:

L'yille;

"Lake

smash $20,000.
Buffalo, Feb. 20.
Paramount (Fox) (2,200: 35-74)—
Biz okay here, with "Meet Me in "Dark Waters" (UA) and "She's

St. Louis" way out in front at Great
Lakes. "This Man's Navy" also Is big
at the Buffalo.
Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Shea) (3,500; 40-70)— "This

18

'Serenade^ Forte

fl'rst-runs,

$3 000

8U-S1 (—'-National Velvet" (M-G ) '2d
wk). Brisk $25,000. Last" week, fine

oil

n. y.)
Total Gross Same Week
Last Year ......... .$3,141,460
(Based on 24 cities, 188 theatres)

(

'

(2,097;

Bastd

tres, chie/ly jlrst rims, tiicltidinp

Loyes Music" U), $6,500.
Strand (United Amusement, Ltd)
35-45)— "Lake Placid Sere(715;
nade" (Rep) and "Grissly's Millions"
(Rep).
Fairish $2,500.
Last week,
"Unwritten Code' (Col) and "Sad,'dle Leather Law" (Col)j $2,600.

Metropolitan i.WB) (1,800; 30-55)— Square" (20th)
"Together Again" (Col). Mild $6,500. Night" (U). day
week, "Wuthering Heights" Fine $14,500 or
Last
(UA) (reissue), broke record, with "Tonight, Every
Talace

Shooting toward • big session thii
week is "Song to Remember" an'
"Leave It to Blondie." Michigan
on the brisk aide with "I'll Be See.
ing You" and the Downtown hits au
okay level with "Grissly's Millions*
and 'Mildred Bailey and Art Knssel
band on stage.

City Grosses

Estimated Total Qroaa
This Week....;....-.$1,WS,M»

Go

"Let's

$10,600.

Denver

$13,500.

44-72)—
Only $1,- "Keys of Kingdom" (20th). Rousing
$19,000, and holds. Last week, "Meet
50-$l)— Me in St. Louis" (M-G) (3d wk), ftne

-Burma" (WB). Big $22,000. Last
week. "Have. Have Not" (WB) (4th

Detroit, Feb.. 20.

Key

Steady" (Col), $8,500.
Loew's
(CT)
38-67)—
(2,800;
"Can't Help Singing" (U).
Sock
$12,000 to lead city.
Last week,
"Parkington" (M-G) -(2d wk). nifty

1

Jl)

Robust 26G, 'MiUrons'-Kassel 22G

Estimates for This Week
Palaoe (CT) (2,700; 36-82)—"Now
Smart
(2d wk).
$8,500 after rousing $11,500 inltlaler.
Capitol (CT) (2,700; 35-02)— "Thin

Tomorrow" (Par)

Man Goes Home" (M-G) and

|

smash:

or better in three theatres,
of "Thunclerhead" and "Clrrumstantial Evidence," also in three

H.O.

Broadway Grosses

j

push local first-run
total (o $295,000 in- over in 20 thosities; hefty but iiot sensational. Out»t and inn among new entries is "Ob-

I

in

20.

"Ta(Col).
hiti Nights"
Liable to hit
high $9,500, Last week, "American

Los Angeles, Feb. 20.
and steady, biz Irom

bills

45G

Rousing 38G, Del; "Seeing You'

Pacemaker in Monti "Song'
•Can t Help Singing" is. leader by
wide margin here this week,

executive producer at
tion to hie

eral

20.

the

post of

PRC

in addi-

customary chores as gen-

manager and executive

assist-

ant to Leon Fromkess.
Under his supervision wUl be the
producing units of Sam Sax, Jack
Schwarz, Harry Gourfain, Alex.

ander-Stem and Roth-Greene-Rotite.

1

.

.

.

Jalle

Bbhop

Stays On
Hollywood,. Feb.

20.

Julie Bishop postponed her trip to
signed for a top role
in th« Hal Wallls production, "You

New York and
Came

Along."

PICTURE GROSSES

Wednesday, February 21, 1948

tl

Mack Brown,

Thin Man-Gray-Macs Stout 57G,

Chi;

others, on stage. Great
2,000 or near. Last week, "Swing
ostess" (PRC) plus "Tropical Temptations" on stage, big $10,300.

N.Y. Brisk; 'Guest'-Tnith'-G. Jean Big

S

Paramount (H-E) (3,039; 45-80)—
"Thin Man Goes Home" (M-G) and
"Blonde Fever" (M-G) (2d wk). Big
$8,500 in 5 days. Last week, $15,000.
9
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 45-80)—
Chicago. Fob. 20.
"Hearts Young, Gay' (Par) (3d wk).
From Music Hall. Good $5,500. Last
Newcomers and holdovers started
"Woman In Window" (RKO) is up week, "Cowboy and Lady" (FC) (reout hefty, despite continued brownthe
street.
Sad
$11,500.
Last
week,
issue), fairish $4,800.
nut, and look tor smash wlndup on
(WB), great
Winter Garden (Sterling) (800; 25Washington's birthday (22) at upped "Have, Have Not"
50)—"Something for Boys" (20th)
Best-looker is "Thin Man $20,500
.scales.
Rltz (WB) (800; 40-68)—"Guest In and "Thought of You" (WB) (3d
Goes Home" with Glen Gray's band
and Merry Macs heading stage show House" (UA). Moveover. Droopy run). Nice $4,000. Last week, "Since
$2,000.
Last week, "Frenchman's Went Away" (UA) and "Fish from
at Chicago.Hell" (PRC) (3d run), $4,300.
"House of Frankenstein" with In- Creek" (Par), $3,000 oh m.o.
Senator (Harris) (1,750; 40-65)—
ternational Sweethearts of Rhythm
on stage is fancy $15,000 at Down- "Mummy's Curse" (Ui- and "Enter
Arsene
Lupin"
(U). Average $2,700.
town. Dualer of "Dead Man's Eyes"Last
week.
"Fighting
Lady"
(20th)
'Sqoare'-BusseTrimnG,
"Jade Mask" at Grand will do well
"Youth on Trial" and and "Sunday Dinner" (20th) good
at $10,000.
<
A. B. Marcus' "La Vie Paree" on $4,100 on m.o. in 11 days.
Mpls^ Wa?es,'M.0.,7G,
Stanley
(WB) (3,800; 40-65)—
stage looks hot $28,000 at Oriental.
"Suspect" and "She Gets Her Man" "Woman In Window'' (RKO). Ex'Have Not' Has It,
held over at Palace for okay $19,000. cellent: bally and fine notices helping to solid $22,000.
Holds. Last
Estimates for This Week
Minneapolis, Feb, 20.
week, "Guest in House" (UA), $10,000.
Apollo (B&K) (1,200; 55-95) "ToDespite sub-zero temperatures, biz
Warner (WB) (2,000; 40-65)—
gether. Again" (Col) (5th wk). Fine
"Have, Have Not" (WB). Moveover. continues near the same high level
$10,000. Last week, grand $11,000.
Slick $10,000 or better. Last week, of recent weeks. With Henry Busse's.
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 55-"95)
"Great Moment" (Par) and "Na- orchestra and acts on the stage,
"Thin Man Goes Home" (M-G) with tional Barn Dance" (Par),
"Hangover Square" is landing the
$5,000.
Glen Gray orch and Merry Macs on
Orpheum a nice week. "Tonight and
Big $57,000.
stage.
Last week,
Every Night" is solid at Radio City,
"Hearts Young, Gay" (Par) and Caras is "To Have and Have Not" at the
men Cavallaro orch on stage (3d
State.
\vk ), potent $46,000.
Estimates for This Week
Downtown (Barger) (1,600; 44-95)
Aster (Par-Sinner) (900; 15-25)—
"House of Frankenstein" (U) and
and "Army
(WB
"Last
Ride"
"Sweethearts of Rhythm" on stage.
Waves" (Mono). Good $2,200 in four
Fancy $15,000. Last week, "Mile.
days.
"Deati: Man's Eyes" (U) arid
Fill" (RKO) with Marva Louis and
"Moonlight Cactus" (U) open tomorNoble Sissle orch heading stage bill,
row
(21). Last week. ''Dancing Mansmash $20,000.
Philadelphia, Feb. 20.
hattan" (Col) and "Strange Affair"
Garrlck
(B&K) (900; 55-95)'—
Business continues on the bullish (Col) split with "40 Thieves". (Rep)
"Something for Boys" (20th) (3d
in Fog" (Rep), $2,000 in
wk). Nice $9,000. Last week, $10,000. side in Philly, many pictures being and "Faces
holdover and long-run stages. New- eight days.
Grand (RKO) (1,150; 55-95)
Century (P-S) (1,600; 44-60)—
"Dead Man's Eyes" (U) and "Jade comer, "Here Come the Waves," how"Here Come Waves" (Par) and
Mask" (Mono).
Elegant $10,000. ever, is
doing major biz. "I'll Be "Fighting Lady" '(20th). Moved here
Lost week, VGirl Rush" (RKO) and
after two boff weeks at Radio City.
"Bowery Broadway" (U), 8 days, and Seeing You" is runner-up.
Last
Still plenty potent at $7,000.
"Eyes" (U) and "Mask" (Monol, 1
Estimates for ThU Week
week, "The Suspect" (U), $6,500.
day, Dert $8,500,
Aldlne (WB) (1,303; 40-85)— "Meet
Gopher (P-S) (1.000: 40)— "Lake
OrlenUl (Iroquois) (3,200; 44-95)— Me St. Louis" (M-G) (9th wk). AlSerenade" (Rep). Given big
"Youth On Trial*' (Col) with "La Vie most setting longevity record with Placid
bally, but mild S2.500 is prospect.
Paree" 'init on stage. Staunch. $28,- husky $15,000. Last week, big $16,500.
Last week, "One Body Too Many"
000.
Last week, "Lake Placid SereArcadia (Sablosky) (600; 40-85)— (Par), $3,000:
nade" (Rep) and Phil Spitalny orch "30
Seconds Over Tokyo" (M-G) (2d
Lyric (P-'S) (1,100; 44-80)— "Meet
on stage, wham $43,000.
run) (2d wk). Fine $6,000. Last Me St. Louis" (M-G). Moveover from
Palace
(RKO) (2.500: 55-95)
State looks solid $7,000. Last week,
week. $7,200.
"Suspect" (U) and "She Gets Her
Boyd
(WB)
(2,560; 40-85)— "Na- "Be Seeing You" (Selznick-UA) (4th
Man" (U) (2d wk). Oke $19,000. tional Velvet"
(M-G) (2d wk). Ta- wk), okay $5,000.
Last week, neat $22,000.
Orpheum (P-S) (2,800; 44-70)—
pering tO fair $17,500 after solid $26,Roosevelt (B&K) (1.500; 55-95)—
and
Square" .(20th)
500 opener plus big $5,000 one-day "Hangover
"Objective Burma" (WB) (2d wk).
Henry Busse orch. others, on stage.
stand at Earle.
Great $24,000. Last week, colossal
Earle (WB) (2,760; 50-95 )-^"Lake Strong $17,000 is likely. Last week,
$27,000.
Placid Serenade" (Rep) with Iha "Three Is Family" (UA^ and Cab
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 55-95)— Ray
Hutton orch. Modest $17,500 or Calloway orch, big $19,000.
"Keys of Kingdom" (20th) (4th wk). near.
Radio City (P-S) (4,000: 44-60)—
Last week, "Enter. Arsene LuTorrid $25,000.
Last week, boffo pin" (U) and Benny Carter
orcb, "Tonight, Every Night" (Col). Mild
$27,000.
Last week, "Here Come
$10,000.
solid $29,000.
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 55Fox (WB) (2,245; 40-85)— "Be See- Waves" (Par) and "Fighting Lady"
95 >— "Partington" (M-G> (2d wk).
ing You" (UA). Great $28,500. Last (20th) (2d wk), terrific $14,000 after
Sturdy $27,000.
Last week, smash week. "Winged Victory" (20th) (3d boffo $22,000 first week.
$29,000.
(2.300; 44-60)— "Have,
(P-S)
State
wk). fine $16,500.
Wodds (Essaness) (1,200; 55-95)—
Karlton (Goldman) (1.000; 40-85)— Have Not" (WB). Big $14,000: Last
"Princess and Pirate" (.RKO) (14th
"Wuthering Heights" (FC) (reissue). week, "Meet Me St. Louis" (M-G)
wk). Good $13,500. Last week, tidy
Fine $9,000. Last week, "Together (3d wk), corking $11,000.
$14,000.
Uptown (Par) (1,100; 40-50)— "30
Again" (Col), $7,500 second run.'
Keith's (Goldman) (2,200; 40-85)— Seconds Tokyo" (M-G). First neigh"Keys of Kingdom" (20th) (2d run). borhood showing. Fine $4!000. Last'
Husky S10.D00 or close. Last week, week. "Frenchman's Creek" (Par ),
'Ydyet' Smoblh $17,000
"Merry Monahans" (U) (2d run), $4,- fair $3,000.
W»rld (Par-Steffes) (350; 44-80)—
800 in 6 days.
Mastbanm (WB) (4.692; 40-85)— "Guest in House" (UA) (3d wk).
Leader in Offish
"Have, Have Not" (WB) (5th wk). Fair $1,800. Last week, nice $2,400.
Still perky at $18,000. Last- week, tall

Touth'-TareeVZSG, 'Burma 24G

HO.

14G

—

—

Waves

—

Rolls

:

Up

>

Huge

41G, Philly

—

.

'

—

-

'

,

.

:

KX^

'Co-eds'

Smash at 14G

Kansas City, Feb.

20.

•

$23*500

SUnirv (WB) (2.760; 40-85)— "Here
Come Waves" (Par). Setting torrid

pace at, $35,500 plus sock $5,500 for
one-day Sun. Earle show. Last week,
"Here Come the Co-Eds" opened "Now Tomorrow" (Par), three days
great day-and-datc at the Esquire,' 'of fourth week, $9,500.
Uptown and Fairway.
Stanton (WB) (1,475; 40-85)— "SunEstimates for This Week
day Dinner" (20th). Good $12,50<X.
Esquire, Uptown and
Fairway Last week. "Ministry of Fear" (Par)
(Fox-Midwest) (82L 2,043 and 700; (2d wk). fair $8,800..
.

•

40-60)— "Here

Come Co-Eds"

Lusty $14,000 or over.

Last week,

"Keys of Kingdom" (20th) (2d wk).
steady $10,000.
Midland (Loew's) (3,500; 40-80)—
"National Velvet" (M-G).
Hefty
$17,000.
Last week, "Meet Me St.
Louis" (M-G) (3d wk), nifty $14,000.
.

Newman (Paramount)

(1,900;

65)— "Here Come. Waves" (Par)
Hot

$14,000.

45(2d

SLOW SEATTLE;
'W0MAN'1(HG0N2D

H!0.S

Seattle, Feb. 20.
loaded with holdovers this
.

City

is

is

paratively stronger at the smaller
Abott-Costello
latest
the
Albee,
comedy being as strong as usual
here.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,100; 44 - 60)

—

Lust week, torrid

$20,500.

;

-

$7,000 for five-day
$12,000 initialer.
'

—Tower

ho.

(Fox-Joffee)

after

(2,100;

fine

39-60)

"Goin' to Town" (RKO) and "Dark
Mountain" (Par) with vaude. Nifty
$10,000.

Last week, "Hi, Beautiful"

(U) and "Murder in Blue Room"
<U) with stage revue, about same.

'Woman'
Pitt;

Solid $22,000,

Tear'

A Woman

NMlliC

Pittsburgh, Feb. 20.
In the Window" is hot-

shot

of
the town
at
Stanley's.
Weakie is "Ministry of Fear," which
wont go anywhere at the Penn:

Estimates tor This Week
.Fulton (Shea) (1.700; 40-65)— "Keys

Kingdom" (20th) (2d wk). Still
stuff, at least $7,000. Last
week, underestimated at big $11,000.
(Harris)
40-65)—
(2.200;
"»f'[»
Tonight, Every Night" (Col) (2d
wk), Npt too bad at $9,000. Last
week, nice $13,000.
pf

"as lots of

(Lo«w's-UA)

(3,300;

40-65)—

Ministry of Psar (par); Not doing
welL and suffering from fact that

holiday.

A deluxe opening of past week was oke.
Blvoll (UA-Par) (1,092;. 76-$1.25)—
"Guest in the House," at the Capitol, "Keys of Kingdom" (20th) (8th wk).
which has the Ralph Edwards' Truth Outlook is for good $30,000 this Week
or Consequences radio show "and
Seventh pushed to a nice
(8th).
Gloria Jean for support from the $35,000.
stage.
Looks like excellent $71,000.
Roxy (20 th) (5,886: 60-$1.20)—
Holds over, but only, for one more "HangOver Square" (20th) and Milweek, this being original booking. ton Berle (3d-flrial wk). Holding up
,

.

Abbott and Costello's

Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse '(Hamrick-Eveigr-een)
(800; 45-80)— "Now Tomorrow" (Par)
and "Falcon Hollywood" (RKO)
(4th wk). Good $5,500. Last week.

latest,

"Here

wk), $11,000.
Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 44-55)
—"Can't Help Singing" (U) (3d
downtown wk). Good $3.5.00. Sec.

ond

sesh, $4,500.

tional' Velvet"

on second-run,

plus,

in person, Cliff Nazarro, Molly Picon
and team of Mario and Floria. Looks
..'•".
stout $32,000 or better.
Holdovers include the b.o. plum,
"Princess. and Pirate," at the straightfilm A&tor.
Picture hit near $45,000
on- first' week, new high for theatre,
and on second is heading for $42,000,
which still tops the record of $39,700
formerly established. Begins a third

Fay's (Fay

i

(2.000;

000.

.

Gets Her Man" (U) (1st run) and
Earl Carroll's "Vanities of 1945" wa»
strong $35,000..
Strand (WB) (2,756: 60-$1.20)—
"Objective Burma" (WB) and Artie
Shaw orch (4th wk). Maintains a
socko pace, this week appearing $53,000 or better, near the terrific $58,000^

Holds one more-week^
of the most consistent attracMusic Hall has ever, had,

Remember," continues at a
gait, with $112,000 or better anticipated this week, its fourth.'
Present plan Is to retain' it for a total

tremendous

Another holdover
of seven weeks.
that continues to pack 'em in is
Strand's bill of "Objective Burma''
and the. Artie Shaw band, with the
fourth week pushing, for- a very big
$53,000 or more. Goes a fifth frame.
Estimates for This Week
Aator (City Investing) (1,140; 60$1.25)— "Princess and Pirate" (RKO)
(2d wk). Washington's birthday, falling in second week, should kite total
to sock $42,000, still higher than anything else has ever done before at
this house. Last week was alltime
high at near to $45,000.
Capitol (Loew's) (4,820; 60-$1.20)
''Guest In House" (UA), Ralph Edwards' Truth or Consequences radio,
show and Gloria Jean. Support from
stage will probably push this to an
excellent $71,000. Holds one- additional week. Third stanza' for ^"Thin

'Guest'

,

(M-G),

.plus

Fran-

Johnny Morgan, was

000.

Globe (Brandt) (1,416; 60-$1.20)—
"Three Caballeros" (RKO) (3d wk).
Continues to pull- heavily, with extremely fine $33,000 looked for this

week

(3d),

same

as for second,

and

holds.

Gotham (Brandt) (900; 60-$1.20)—
Emmanuel" (UA) (7th wk).

"Mr:.

Remains steady

at this small-seater,
a sturdy $11,000' being anticipated,
and remains on. Sixth stanza was
$12,000.
Hollywood (WB) (1,499; 50-$1.20)
—"Roughly Speaking" (WB) (4th
wk). Not in the uiJpcr brackets but
shows suitable profit' at $19,000 on
third week ended last night (TUes.).
Close to $22,000 garnered the second.
No departure date as yet set."

,

Good 37G

In 2

.

>

.

on second week

One

tions' the
"Song to

—

i

stoutly, with $84,000

registered on third. Holds.:
Victoria (Maurer) (720; 70-$1.50)—
"Fighting Lady" (20th) (6th wk).
week Friday (23). .Roxy remains' Holding up exceptionally well, fifth
potent with "HangOver Square" and wee"k having wound up last night at
Milton Berle, second round through $17,000, good, while previous stanza
last night (Tues.) having been $84,was $21,000. Run indefinite.

44-55)— "Very
Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2,349; 45-80) Thought of You" (WB) (and vaude
Palace (RKO) (1,700: 60-$l.l0)->
—"Woman in Window" (RKO) (2d on stage. Picking up to $7,000. Last "Woman in Window" (RKO) (4th
wk) and "One Body Too Many" week, "Nevada" (RKO) and vaude, wk). Strong $31,000 or near this
semester (4th), while third was
(Par).
Solid $10,500.
Last week. so-so $6,000:
mighty $38,000 * Holds.
"Window" solo was big $14,000.
C2,200:
44-60)
Majestic (Fay)
Liberty (J & vH) (1,850; 45-80)— "Have, Have Not" (WBi (2d wk).
Paramount (Par) (3.664: 60-$ 1.20)
"Tonight. Every Night". (Col) (3d Still strong at $15,000 after knocking —"Ministry of Fear" (Par). Johnny
Long orch, Louis Jordan's Tympany
wk). Dandy $7,000, Last week, hot off wow $18,000 on first.
Five,
Lorraine Root an and Jan Mur$8,800.
44Metropolitan (Snider
(3,100;
Music Box (H-E) (800; 45-80)- 60)— "Right Man" (Indie) (reissue) ray (3d-flnal wk).. Dropped to $58,"Princess and Pirate"- (RKO) (6th
and vaude on stage. Okay $6,000 for 000 on second chapter, ended last
wk). Fine $4,000 in five days. Last three-day weekend. Last week, "Big night (Tues.) but still okay, and goes
week, big $6,000.
Bonanza" (Rep) and Tony Pastor another. Initial seven days hit roMusic Hall (H-E) (2,200: 45-80)— orch, three-day stand, fairish $6,000. bust $72,000. "Bring on Girls" (Par)
and all-colored show, including Ink
"Naughty Marietta" (M-G) and "Take
State (Loew) (3.200; 50-60)—"Thin Spots, Ella Fitzgerald and Cootie
a Letter. Darling" (Par) (reissues),
Fairish $7,000. Last week, "Hearts Man Home" (M-G) and "Dancing in Williams' band due next Wednesday
-~
.
Young. Gay" (Par) and "Girl Rush" Manhattan" (Col). Strong $17,000. (28).
Last week, "Meet Me St, Louis" (MRadio City Music Hall (Rockefel(RKO) (2d wk), $9,600.
lers) (5,945; 60-$1.10)— "Song to ReOrpheum (H-E) (2,600; 45-80)— G (2d wk). $9,000.
Strand (Silverman) (2,000;. 50-60) member" (Col) and stageshow (4th
"Have. Have Not" (WB) (3d wk).
Sock $12,000 after terrlf $16,000 for '—"Here Confe Waves" (Par) and wk). Remains' steady at the b.o.
"Dangerous Passage" (Par). Second with smash $112,000 or over seen for
second session.
Palamar (Sterling) (1,330; 35-$D- week started Monday (19). First this week (4th) and holds, present
plan being run totaling seven weeks.
"Navajo Trail" (Mono) with Johnny sesh was fairly food $14,500.
$6,000.

.

Come the Co-Eds," came into the ended last night (Tues.) First ended
(17).' arid
Criterion Saturday
got
at near $103,400, exceptionally big.
away to a fast start, with a fancy "Tree Grows in Brooklyn" (20th)
$36,000 likely for the first week. and, on stage, Victor Borge and Joan
Holds over. This is the second best Edwards, open next Wednesday (28).
gross for any A&C pi'/.ure.
The
State (Loew's) (3,450: 43-S1.10)—
bandbox Rialto has a winner in "National Velvet" (M-G) (2d runi.
"Frisco Sal," which is pacing for a Cliff Nazzaro. Molly Picon and team
particularly big $14,000 or over, and
of Mario and Floria. A virile $32,000
also holds. State's new bill is "Na- or over sighted.
Last week, "She

Suspect" (U) was $4,500, light,
com- "The
though second frame was okay $21,-

week but holding up nicely. "Woman "Here Come Co-Eds" (U) and "Her
Abbott-Cosin Window" is pacing the second Lucky Night" (RKO).
week lineup, with "To Have and tello always are a hefty attraction
Orpheum (RKO) (1,500; 46-65)— Have Not" relatively bigger because here; looks strong $16,000. Last
"Bellc-of Yukon" (RKO) and "Crime gettjng the same total on its third week, "Woman in Window" (RKO)
by Night" (WB) (2d wk);
Neat frame.
and "Gal Loves Music" (RKO) (2d
wk).

Big 14G, 'Song' Lustyil2G in 4th Wk.

kie Carle orch, Marilyn Maxwell and
stout $63,700.
Criterion (Loew's) (1,700; 60-$1.25)
—"Here Come Co-Eds" (U). Opened
at fast pace Saturday (17), with big
Providence, Feb. 20.
$36,000 sighted on first week, second
Healthy is the word for grosses best ever scored by any Abbott and
Loew's State's "Thin Costello picture. Holds over. .Final
hereabouts.
Man Goes Home" leads the list, but three days beyond a second week for
.

SaT

With the past weekend generally Third frame went to $124,000, better
favorable weather being a than for the first and second.
Republic (Brandt) (1,064; 50-$1.10)
contributing, factor, Broadway cur—"Chicago Kid" (Rep) (2d-flnal wk).
rently is in good condition. New at-, Doing, poorly on holdover, with only
tractions as well as most holdovers about $4,200 looked for. First week
"Big Bonanza"
range from satisfactory to very big. was $5,500, weak.
opens Saturday (24).
A killing is looked for on Washing- (Rep)
Rialto (Mayer) (594; 40-85)—"FrU.
(Thurs.),
ton's birthday tomorrow
co Sal" (U). Pacing for a big $14,000
especially if show or rain doesn't
or over, and holds. Last week, secinterfere. Majority of downtown N.Y.
ond for "Destiny" (U), finished better
houses will be on new weeks for the than had been expected at $7,100,

Man Goes Home"

THIN MAN' STOUT 17G,
PROV.; XO-EDSVHOf 16G

"Here Come the Co'-Eds"

(U).

Abbott-Costello Fancy 36G,

strong,

'

'

Biz at flrstruns here is off slightly
this week.
Top newcomer is "National Velvet" at the big Midland.

71C

Hub Spots

Boston, Feb: 20.
House," "Experiment
Perilous" and "Hangover , Square,"
three crime pictures, are competing
for biz against each" other this weeM.
Estimatet for This Week
Boston (RKO) (3.200; 50-$1.10>—
'•Belle Yukon" (RKO) (2d wk) plu«

"Guest

Ann

in

Cork)',

"Gay

.

unit,

Nineties"

others, on stage. Okay $26,000. Last
week, with Ina Ray Hutton orch,
One $28,000.
Fenway (M-P) (40-74)—"Hangover Square" (20th) and "Big Sh'owoff" (Rep).

Terrlf $8,000 looms. Last

week, "Here Come Waves" (Par)
and ''Dangerous Passage"- (Par), big
$6,000 after two weeks at Met.
Maiettlo (Shubert) (1,500; 40-74)—
"Dark Waters" (UA) (3d wk). Okay
Last week, fine $5,000.
Memorial (RKO) (2,900; 40-75)—
"Experiment Perilous" (RKO) and
Husky
"Her Lucky Night" (U).
Last week, "Can't Help
Singing" (U) and "Enter Arsene
Lupin" (U) (2d wk). sock $22,000.
Metropolitan (M-P) (4,367 40-74)
—"Keys Kingdom" (20th) (2d wk).
Potent $25,000. Last week, $29,000.
Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 35-75)—
"Guest in House" (Ufc) and "Blonde
Fever" (M-G). Satisfactory at $24,000. Last week, "Sons Remember''
(Col) (3d wk), $22,000, (M-P)
(40 - 74)—
Paramount
"Hangover Square" <20th) and "Big.
"Showofr (RepV. Wow $17,500. hear
capacity.
Last week. "Here Come
Waves" (Par) and "Dangerous Passage" (Par), nice $15,000 here after
$4,000.

$26,000.

i

;

fortnight at Met.
State
(Loew)

(3,200:

•

35-75)—

"Guest in House" (UA) and "Blonde
Fever" (M-G). Looks good £13.000.
Last week, "Waterloo Bridge" (M-G)
(reissue) and "Main St. After Dark"

(M-G), oke $8,500.
Translux (Translux)

(900;

30-74)

—"Big Bonanza" (Rep)

arid "McBrooldyn"
(Mono) (reAverage $6,000. Last ,week.
"Mummy's Curse" (U) and "Dea4
Men's Eyes" (U) (3d wk). $4,000.

Guerlns
issue).

Santell Gets 'Mexicana'
Hollywood, Feb. 20.
Alfred Santell takes over; "Mexicana" as the first chore under his.
new producer-director contract at
Republic.

Musical had been assigned to AlJ. Cohen before he moved to

bert

Columbia.

NO REST FOB CABSON
':

Hollywood, Feb.

20.

Without a day's rest, Jack Carson
moves from male topper in "Mildred
Pierce" to a similar chore in "Th»

M

Time, the Place and' the Girl"
Warners this week.
David Butler directs and AM*
.

Gottlieb produces.

•'
•

-

it
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vocalist, combines personality and
the right set of pipes for suchin urn

Capitol, N. Y.

Sonny Dunham Orch ilfl) with bers-as-'Tm Going to See My Baby,
Marianne, Tommy Randall; Ralph •What a Difference a Day Made,
Edwards' "Truth or Consequences," Trolley Song" and "Why Don't You
Gloria Jean; "Guest in the House" Kiss Me?" all clicks.
i\J A), reviewed in "Variety," Dec.
Vivian Newell intersperses whirl«, '44.
ing and other tap routines with unusual and difficult standing one;foot
Loew's N. Y. flagship currently is cartwheels to the strains of "I Get a
parlaying Hie jump rhythms olt Sonny Kick Out of You" and "Park Avenue
Dunham's band, Ralph Edwards' zany Fantasy." Phil Gray ty°™tt}e h*nd
w r a.p p e d hits the vocal target with 'Waiting..
stuogc-inspircd antics
of You
around his popular radio show,
Til Walk Alone," "I, Dream
"Truth or Consequences," with the and "Don't Fence Me In.".
dimure, girlish appeal of young
The band gets hot again with an
number. "Bee^ Bounce,
Gloria Jean's sopranoing for what original
Remarkable
looks like- a healthy, b.o. diet.
soft and loud by turns.
further reviewed in strength and muscular control are
Miss Jean
Bro hers «
New Acts) provides sharp contrast exhibited by the Carracrobatic
tu n
te the rest of the bill and cashes in their balancing and
highcomedy
Her closing "Lord's which also has some,
effectively.
"Dispatch from Dog Paten,
Prayer,'" dedicated to (he Lenten lights.
finds
number,
band
men
original
fighting
another'
America's
season and
swing lane
abroad, could, in other circumstances, the bovs down the hot
jive .crowd sideoffend in the direction of "poor taste" once more lo the
Some of Gene Baylos mabut the young singer's sincerity and light.
and all his
Impressive rendition rescues the terial is oh the blue side no means
by
hymn from any.' danger, on those gags and stories arc
new. but he proves a fairly amusing
grounds.
wins a
and
comedian
capable
em.
and
Edwards' presentation wows
The band winds up
good hand.
It's corn, pure and simple, but never
Begume
Standard routine strongly with "Begin the
fails to go over!
by "When Day Is Done.finds the m.c. recruiting customers followed
and plants from the aud for a fast
quiz brushoff at the mike followed
by undignified •'consequences" that
Earle, Phllly
invariably pay off in howls. Gim'Philadelphia, Feb. 16.
micks range from having a couple of
'"V.witli
men compete for a crs'i prize in 'the,
Ina Rny Hutto.i Orcli
not-so-gcntlc art of. arraying them- Danny Ricardo, Dupree & ChaWo,
selves in bras, girdles, and other Pat Henninp. Carlton .Emmy's MadSerenade
Placid
femme intimate garments, to having wags,
"Lake
a blindfolded housewife rap bald- (Rep).
headed men on the conk under the
misapprehension that she's testing
A little on the skimpy side is this
melons for ripeness. Edwards' rapid week's offering at the Earle -Show
fire chatter and routine of stock jokes
with Ina Ray
lasts about 45 minutes,
used when quizzing the contestants Hutton and her band taking over the
keeps things moving briskly and major portion of the proceedings.
plays no little part in the success of
Miss Hutton, wearing form-IUtins
the package, whether on the air or as gowns, is still the dszzler, making it
an in-person act.
tough for her auditors to pay attenEdwards knows how to cash, in on tion to the music while she goes
the' well-known fact that people will through her derriere-wcaving, wnicn
always laugh at the ridiculous dis- is Miss Hutton's ersatz baton-wav•

,

Chicago, €hl
Chicaoo, Feb.

16.

over for a real hit. Closes with a
Gleu Gray Casa LoMa Orch (17) clowning routine with Red Ingles,
with Skip Nelson, Fats Daniels, Jack which is plenty okay.
Mills, Bobby Hacfcett; Merry Macs
Chief trumpet man, George Rock,
i4), 3 Hearts, Dick Leslie; "Thin
also in a comic getup, gives a sock
Man Goes Home" (M-G).
demonstration of trumpet technique,
encores with a .squeaky-voiced
then
There's a lot of good stuff packed
"Can't Say No" which
into the skimpy 45 minutes on tap version of
Drummer Gigie Roycc
at the Chicago this week. Short bill wows 'em.
the skins lo openisn't too well balanced, being top- does a specially on
heavy instrumentally and vocally, the show for a line hand.
hole zany laybut Glen Gray's boys beat out some
Jones ties up the
bouncing boogies. Merry Macs dish out together with a showmanly
up their standard brand of boff har- touch, and music cues, sound effects,
monies, and Skip Nelson Sinatralizes etc., are all there with a nonchalance
just enough to make even the fairly which bespeaks a lot of imagination
emotionally balanced segment* of and sense of comic values. Music
tl>c audience want to edge- away and background for the acts
is plenty
give the' bbbbysockers more swoon- solid,- even with most of the crew
ing room.
,.
engaged in screwball, carrings-on.'
Orch's theme, "Smoke Dreams,'
Frishow
caught
fair
at
Business
rendition
by
loud
opens, followed by
Hold.
seven brass, Ave reed and five pre- day (16) afternoon.
cision aggregation of "Featuring the
Boys," arranged by Ray Conniff.
Oriental, Chi
Smooth vocal of "Robin Hood" is
Chicago, Feb. 16.
Fats Daniel*' contribution.
Three Hearts, trim girl trio, slightA. B. Marcus' "La Vie Paree" with
ly less than okay in routine tapping, Arreu fc Broderick, Florence Hiu
a
the
rut
with
of
the
act
out
pull
Lotto, 4 La Venis, Latashd & Lauclever routine with chuirs, in which rence.- Tullah & Miy, Leon Miller,
(hey sit on stage and tap on chair Dorothy Coudu, Dwiriht Gordon,
bottoms, getting off with split*. Claude Mathis, Ruth Durrell, Pto/.
Small hand.
Backwards; "Youth on Trial'' (Col).
Silvery trumpet solo by Bobby
•

.

Hackett

good

gets

but
returns,
get vehement

bobbysockers
about their gooscpimplcs when Nelson steps out to sing "I Dream of
You" and "All of a Sudden My Heart
The cocked head and
Sings"
dragged-out phrasing—definitely old
hat by now but still apparently just
what the doctor ordered for the
moaning minnies are all there.
Nelson, a good looking blonde chap,
'
has to beg off.
_
Jack Mills follows with "Tom Tom
Tactics," in which his skinbeat* are
echoed by orch.
...
Dick Leslie's teeoff. trite material
about GI physicals, is too blue for
this house, but he redeems it later
with a forecast of what television
will be like, when announcers have
how delicious prodnoisy at tee-off to demonstrate
spelled
really

'

•

,

He makes no

comfiture of others.
pretense towards being an artist, figuring coin in the bank is better than
starving for an ideal.
The Dunham crew dishes out a
nice portion oil solid jive with, his

Band

Is

a

little

but straightens out

midway

make

to

Miss Hutwarbling of "Accentuate the
Positive" is topdrawcr stuff, as is the
upper-range trumpet and suave trom- band's sock finish, "Dark Eyes." with
bespangled
her
boning featured throughout. Mari- leader shedding
blonde gown for a phosphorescent garb
husky-voiced
tall,
anne,
chirper, scores with "Duration Blues" which gives the show a flash finale.
and "Saturday Night," and baritone
Danny Ricardo, husky baritone,
vocalist, Tommy Randall, likewise handles his mike stint in what is
fares well doing "Please Don't Say now the approved inanner romantic
No" and "Don't Want to Love You." ballads while tossing the bobjby
Grch, seven brass (counting Dun- soxere the moon-struck look. Ri
ham), five reeds and usual rhythm cardo's tune-packet- includes "Mean
section, contribs jump versions of to Me," "Embraceable You" and
"Gypsy Sweetheart," "Always."* and Dream of You."
Pat Henning, recently returning
"Georgia Oh My Mind" with arrangements standing up very well from an offshore' stint for USODunham proves a personable and Camps, clicks, with plenty of laughs
winning emcee which, combined wjth In his slot in which he kids the
Material is fresh and
his musicianship, has him out in mimickers.
nets plenty .of guffaws.. A blonde
Donn
front all the way.
.

some feet-tapping music.
ton's

.

—

stooge assists for part of his
Carlton Emmy and his

Boston, Feb. 15.
Gang, 2 Chords,
Buck & Bubbles, ''Gay Nineties Revue"; "Belle Yukon'' (RKO).

Ann

Cotio.

Max &

act,

Mad-

is
a' dog act that's different,
has about
also laugh-getting.
a dozen purps, all with their own
tricks. They go through their paces
plenty
on a raised platform and get
of attention.

wags

RKO. Boston
'

Emmy

Song" and "Patriotic Jitterbug," two
Contrasting tunes which she socks

—

'

ucts like

SMOO

(or

OOMS

Slate, X. V.
Mario & Florla -(2), Molly Picon
Nnrnrro, Jerry Lewis, The
Herzogs (5), Ruby Zwerliiif/ House
Orch; "National Velvet" (Afetre).
Cliff

.

Aside from the nifty, show-stop,
ping tevp team of Mario and Flol'ia
ballroomologists, Stage liheup is but
mildly entertaining at best.
With
Metro's solid b.o. click, "National
Velvet," on the screen, however
live marquee values can be discounted to a large extent since the
complete package represents strong

drawing power.
Molly Picon'

'

is

.

using

up

that- doesn't stack

her

new material
as strongly as

standard stuff.
Two. of Miss
Picon's three specialties would have
good -possibilities if hypned willi
-

sufficiently; effective

As

her takeoff on

is,

comedy dialog.
how people of
make love,

'different
nationalitiesand a Yiddish dialect

impression
All Comes From the Tonarc of moderate proportions.
Bit as a waitress, in which Miss
Picon breaks down and sobs about
a dyin" baby, impresses as a melodramatic \vhati2zit.
Cliff Nazarro, in the trey spot,
fares indifferently.
He opens with
some pallid gags, mentioning a few
Hollywood names, and registers better with his climaxer. a comedy
version of "I'll Remember." Jerry
Lewis, preceding Naz-rro. get, by
with his pantomime to the accomA, B. Marcus" formula of lotsa
paniment of recordings.
girls and lavishly dressed producThe' Herzogs (New Acts), femme
tion numbers, pleis sock standard
aerialists, are okay in the opening
turns, pays off plenty in this stanza.
spot.
Mori.
It's a fast, eye-filling 60 minutes,
even without. Prof. Backwards, who
was billed but didn't appear at first
show due to transportation probKansas City, Feb. 16.
lem*.
Freddie & Gale La Rue. Paul Gray,
Arren and Broderick cop comedy Colonel Wilbur 4 Juanibz, Merna
3
Rhythmettes,
honors in next-to-closing spot with Fortune,
Tower
<9)
urtth
Norma Werner;
their "Opera in the Rough" gim- Orch
mick—^nothea ten feather fan, roller Goin' to Town" (RKO) and -Dark
However, wind-up Mountain" iPar).
skates and all.
with distaff member warbling a
serious "Kiss Me Again" is dubious,
Current layout gets olt to a fast
inasmuch as it's a letdown from the start as the- house orch segues from
high comedy note hit In the corny its customary theme into the pop,
opera routine. Withal, they beg off. "Rum and Coca-Cola," with Norma
contorterrif
Werner
Low's
stepping forth with the voHin
Florence
tion stint; backed expensively by cal. Paul Gray, warbler, doubles as
titled "It

sils,"

,

.

-

'

Tower, K.C.
;

backward) GIN is. He .winds up entire cast in glittering Chine.se cos- m.c. "Pour a little in a glass, drink it tumes, with show girls posing in
In the opening
Merna Fortune,
down" biz by falling flat on his riant dragon's claws on backdrop, snappy brunette slot,
in red tights, conface.
ji smart closer;
tribs a pleasing acrobatic routine
Schmaltzy, punchy stage bia, plus
Leon Miller, who also staged the which clicks. Colonel Wilbur, sharp.nteresting arrangements, put the
of
rounds
revue, clips off a few nice
uses rifle and pistol expertly
Merry Macs across big. Three guys, applause in a boogie-woogie produc- shooter,
in breaking small targets. For finish,
and smart looking blonde gal jazz tion number with Dorothy Coudy
he .shoots shoulder clips off of dress
things up considerably with a tricky and line, and also in a neat sohgworn by .his assistant.
little terp routine in "Sweet and
and-dance solo in which he customStandout
of the bill is the xyloGreat
"There's
a
Lovely," following
words ot phone duo; Freddie and Gale La Rue.
tailors fast terping to
Day Coming Manana" and "Pass the 'Balling
"Alabama They open with a straight arrangeJack,"
the
a^lively
T
Biscuits. Mirandy" with
Stomp,' "Walking the Dog.-etc,
ment of "Dreams of Love." and then
"Standing in the Need of Prayer'
the
to
from
Miy,
judge
Tufiah and
swing but with a boogie version
Mike.
for smash finale.
clamor, aren't on long enough in which is really solid. After another
the "Jungle Jamboree" splash; Wear- torrid untitled swing.gcin. they close
ing fuzzy headdress, they make their with "When You and I Were Young,
. Apollo, N. Y.
appearance and exit on ladder Maggie." to fine returns. Mugging by
Dfcepn's
(16).
Andy Kirk Orch'
gadget let. down from the flies,
Seal, 4 Notes, Tim. Moore, Crackshot, squealing, bumping and grinding in the man, and his studied carelessness
Viuiaii Harris, Una Mae Carlisle, a savage stomp that wins plenty of with the hammers, makes for plenty
of laughs.
Clarice Bros. (2); "When the Liohts applause.
Following tap number by the Three
Go Oft" (PRC).
Latasha and Laurence also do some Rhythmettes, iuve "Discovery Night"
climbing in their "Stairway to- the
Current Apollo layout makes for Stars" adagio, clambering cloudward winners. Paul Gray closes the bill
Andy
with comedy gab and take-offs. His
good audience response with
while Ruth Durrell sings and audiunbest
bit is an impresh of Nelson
its
with
out
giving
Kirk's orch
ence gives out with a nice hand.
nhibited jump tunes while support- Femme's splits and handstand on Eddy and Jeanette MacDonald duet-

.

.

.

.

.

-

Earl.
ins bill provides balance and variety, male's outstretched arm are toppers ing "Indian Love Call."
The Kirk outfit comprising six in an unusual act. Owen Laurence
ballroom
Charlo,
Ann Corio, who is reported to have dancers,' could use a little more, .brass, Ave saxes and four rhythms, is also solo-spotted- earlier in some
Capitol,
spent $3,000 on her new vaude turn, variety in their routine. Although feeds the customers a steady stream India-rubber bends.
15.
Feb.
Washington,
seerps to have spent the money they are graceful and their stint is of bounce numbers which receive
Four La Verns rough each other
Marilyn Maxwell, -Jack Durniit,
pretty well to judge by audience re- done
with neat precision,, there unqualified acceptance In this sepia up in a fast Apache saloon scene,
She is seems' to be something lacking when house. Kirk opens with a .torrid and Dwight Gordon and Miss Dur- Eddie Manson 6 Juliette, Walter &
action here on first show.
version of "Together" and'contlnues rell pair nicely in "Pretty Ming Toy Jean Brown, Sam Jack Kaufman's
well-liked from the outset with her they bow off.
Navy"
song, patter and inuendb, and gets
House about three-fourth's Ailed in the same strain with "Leapfrog" San'- in Chinese closer* One- act House Band; "This Man's
and "Apollo Groove" for plenty of that no one would, miss, however, is (M-G).
biggest reaction of any performer In when caught (Fri. afternoon).
excitement here.
She works more conv
the show.
Shul
Claude Mathia' swish stuff with* GorMarilyn Maxwell is a real glamor
Supporting acts go over okay with don as straight man, which is just
fort ably before this kind of audi
the
way.
and
all
girl
has
them
her
song
who
Una Mae Carlisle and
ence than ever before, and appears
plain dirt with not a laugh tapped.
Opens with "Accentuate the Posipiano work rating top mention with
l~ A.
to be catching on as a personality
Mike.
tive,"
segueing into "Good Men
her- compositions, "Walkla' By the
without too much emphasis on her
Los Angeles, Feb. 14.
River" and Tain't Yours." Dixon
These Days Are Hard to Find."
other good points.
Sally Rand, Ollie CToole, Fred & and Pal provide a good -novelty note
A«Tai
Then "Rum and Coca-Cola," with
Show gets oft to a good start with
with the seal's antics. The mammal
plenty of snappy verses tor a sock
Max' and his Gang of dogs, the Two Sally Hartnell, Charles Cheney,
Newark,- Feb. 15.
Chords, whose musical stint is okay, The Canestrtllyt (3), Ann Garrt has some cute gimmicks Including
Count Basic Orch (15) with James finish.
and with Buck and Bubbles, in their Girls (12); House Orch H2): "Ad- shaking to rhumba tempo, blowing
Jack Durant, monologist. scores
standard tap, piano and chatter rou- Dentures of Kitty O'Day" (Mono). a sax while Dixon Angers, and the Rushing, Marian Johnstone, Earle with comedy chatter and Imitations,
usual assortment Of juggling tricks, Warren, Pops st Louie, Paterso'n fc topped off with nifty stepology. A
Split in the middle, show then
tine.
response. Dixon, however, Jackson and Shortt Davis; "Danger- solid hit.
continues with • the "Gay Nineties
Sally Rand is back on the Or- Get* big
ous Passage," (Par.).
Bevue" with the Larry Flint house pheum stage this week with a well- could use a better wardrobe.
Eddie Manson clicks with his harSurrounding entertainment is by
band hoked up with mustaches and rounded troupe of variety entermonica numbers, with Margie Welles
derbies to supply the musical 'back- tainers. Fan dancer is offering the the Four Notes and Jhe Clarke Bros.
hot keyboard artist at the height at the piano.
Selections include
ground on the stage. Revile itself public much more of herself than (2) both New Act* and both going of his- skill powers this Harlem re- "Rumanian Romance" and "St. Louis
Comedy skit is by Tim vue. "All-sepia talent wins a huge Blues." Walter and Jean Brown
gets by on its nostalgic appeal to when last playing this film-vaudc over well.
evening customers, but the day-time house but' there are no objections Moore, Crackshot and Vivian Har- reception from jive hounds here open the show with some clever
crowd, chiefly youngsters, doesn't from the bald-head row. Dancer Is ris.. The audience liked it. Jose.
today at the opening (capacity), dancing. Sam Jack Kaufman, leader
The audience is courteous, working with higher lights and the
get it.
most of' the handclapping being of the orchestra, emcees the show.
however, giving such old timers as fans are slower on the coverage so
'awarded Basie for his. rumbling,'
National, L'vllle
Arke.
Mae LaVarr and Lew Tracy, Mary that the flesh flashes are really a
dashing piano virtuosity.
Louisville, Feb. 16.
Noss, the Warren Brothers, Blanch
reduction designed to catch and
The bill his two peak*. One Is a
Spike Jones' City Slickers (13)
LyteJI. Delia Raye, Tom Barrett and R old the eye.
Miss Rand's act re. with Judy. Manners, Mavis Mlms boogie-woogie ivory stint, formal in
Censors
Ella Shields (who' m.c's) a warm mains just about the same otherwise
Pinetop
Black Bros. (2), Red Ingles, Car nature and reminiscent of
Elie.
hand:
New cause for the use of aspirin
and is a flrst-rate closer.
The kids
Grayson; "Shadow of Suspicion" Smith's old recordings.
Ollie O'Toole sells himself for top (Mono):
upstairs help beat out the time for by motion picture advertising chiefs
hand of the show with hie standard
this agile performance, while the is the entry of the Federal Trade
Orattean*,
Another, is Commission
impersonations of radio names, etc,
Spike
Jones
his gang keep the Basle smiles graciously:
and
into the film field as a
Minneapolis, Feb. 17..
He's a slick showman, that knows
pounding Te^ior Sax Warren's long and apHenry Bitssc Orch (16) with how to set himself with an audience audience laughing andentire hour parently nameless bit of jamming, censor of advertising copy.
Under a new ruling, no scene,
Roberta, Vivian Newell, Carr Bros., Fred and -Sally Hartnell are also a palms throughout the
vigorous enough to drive the. audiare on the stage.
vehicle, instrument or. personality
Gene Baylos; "Hangover Square" click with intricate dance .routines, they
ence
Into shrieks of delight.
Chief specialists who are in and
(20(h).
Couple's personality counts as much
James Rushing gets across nicely niay be used for visual advertising
out are Red Ingles, who has a numas their i.ne hoofing, the team apwith suggestive songs, mostly about of film product unless it is included
ber of comic vocal opportunities,
"my li'l honey child." Hep crowd in the picture shown on the screen.
For his present theatre lour, parently enjoying their work and particularly "Glow
Worm" and get*
every blue nuance in spades*,
Henry Busse, old maestro of the letting 'the fun come through to the "Hotcha
More than one -studio has been
Grayson
I*
Corrfia."-.
Cary
especially in "If You' See My Baby.".
"hot lips," has assembled a band audience. The Canestrellys (3) are
inMarian Johnstone, tall brunette- with warned that penalties will be imwhich Is equally proficient at torrid clever balancers and wind up turn plenty active with the comedy"Der
svelte figure' garbed in light blue, posed for any future offenses against
swing and the sweet,- low and more with a double balance on one un- terlude, his, best effort being
tuneful music and which dishes up supported ladder that gets a good Fuehrer's Face," but be I* on and off has too mild a voice and style to the rule.
in -a command attention, in a wild jive
both, brands in pleasing proportions. hand. Charles Chesney does a so-so innumerable times, each, time
Comprising six brass, live saxes and 'vocal chore on "Rose Marie," "Don- different comic getup, and bit The show of this sort. She sings "WaitSILVER JOINS REPUBLIC
ing for Me" and "He's Home," both
four rhythm, plus Busse on the key Serenade" and ."Wagon Wheels." lad's a swell funster.
Mavis Mims packing plenty of new.
Production flash is line of 12 Ann
Milton Silver, veteran ad man.. has
trumpet, the outfit seems ideal for
Others- on the bill mostly tap- joined
the clever arrangements and ex- Gar^i Girls, who run through three s.a., contribs a couple of swingy tap
Republic as assistant to
routines
for
Black
returns.
top
dance, the show being -topheavv. in Charles Reed Jones, ad-publicity
clusive numbers which stress con- routines for additional girly touch
to the. bill. They open with a cow- Brothers, dandy knockabout duo, this regard.
Peterson and Jackson chief.
trasts in shadings and Tempo.
"Hot Lips," the band's theme boy number, singing "Don't Fence garner a flock of, laughs. They all vary the routine by doing a burFor many years with National
number, is the appropriate intro- Me In." Their military number is but knock themselves out, using lesque. of the Ink Spots. Quite funny.
resigned a
"Together" shifts from smartly routined and ballet that tables, chairs, etc., for props.
Pops and. Louie, concentrate on a Screen Service until he
ductory,
Judy Manners, scat, singef, gives rambling humorous bit, "Harlem year or so agc> Silver had been with
waltz to swing tempo and proves, brings on Miss Rand, an excellent
T)ut In- swell voice with "Trolley Sandman.":
Universal prior to that.
Brqo.
Bran.
nicely listenable. Roberta, feminize. opener' for fanner.
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WMC Orders

Chi

10% Cut

in Xchange,

So. Cal.

March

Chicago, Feb.

20.

theatres, among
other "unclassified industries." were
advised by the regional War Manpower Commission here last week to
discharge sufficient employees to
bring payrolls down to 90',;- of their
March. 1944. worker totals, in a
move to shunt 70.400 new men and
women workers into war jobs by
and
March 15. Fiat covers both men
'
?

and

Exchanges

iemme employees.

Hardest hit- by the order are the
exchanges, where the toughest job,
according to branch managers, will
be replacement of film shippers, behas indicated they warncause
as many men as possible in preference lo women.- This makes the exchanges Ihe most .logical spots in

WMC

This

to slart lopping-olT.

which

alternative

no

leave

women

husky

may

bul

toss

to

hire

to
film

cans
about (iO

average

These

around.

pounds apiece.

An apparently

''easy

way out"

Tor
exchanges was given "Variety" by a
All they have to do.
official.
heads' the
he. said, is prove to
'essentiality of their workers on a
heeded basis.
-"In
other
locally

WMC

WMC

words,

they have what

if

WMC

con-

siders a legitimate reason, they can
"If cutting
gel around it." he -said.
off men will hamper operations too
director, can give
much, area
r
thcin permission to lay off women
Instead."
:0/Ticia, also said exchanges may
have to petition unions, in cases
where employees are on a five-day
week; to permit them to work six
days.
AlhO pointed ouf thaf 'no one
is to be knocked off the payroll unless U. S. Employment Service of-

WMC-

'

as secured a

fice:!

U

Ed.Heibcr.
here;

to

off

from recent

.

war job for them.
branch manager

Florida

lo

recuperate

illness.

former Republic exchange manager in Das Moines. Ia..
look over as sales manager for company in Chi district. Fcld replaced
in Des Moines, by Dave Nelson, up to
now Rep film salesman in St. Louis,
It was. old home week for Charles
M. Reagan, Par's new v.p. over distribution, here last week with oilier
Par officials tossing him a testimonial luncheon at Palmer house.
Affair was attended. by 100 -theatre
and circuit execs, biggies, from' local
Par "exchange, headed by Allen
Usher, district manager, and others.
Reagan started career wth Par as
salesman in Minneapolis, coming
here as branch manager.
Feld,

Bill

.

WB Checking Changes \
Three new field checking supertwo of them promotions, announced by R. P. Hagen. who handles Warner Bros, checking setup.
E. A. Richards, formerly assistant
field supervisor. Denver, takes charge
over Salt Lake City and Denver territories.
J. J. Cooney, supervisor in
visors,

Salt Lake City, becomes field supervisor in Minneapolis, succeeding C. E

McCarthy, while V.

J.

Newfield was

named held head
D.

C.

for Washington
replacing A. S. Slater.

pay Kappler's attorney $300 in addilo paying court costs.
Erma
Jean Schultx, now of Chicago, who
likewise filed for overtime pay,
tion

•

Her case
.'',..

failed to. appear.

missed.

was

dis-

Kappler brought suit for timeand-a-half overtime under the fair
labor standards act.
At the hearing the company contended he was
not engaged in interstate commerce
and that the company did not consent to his working overtime.
Court found among other things
that
the interstate characTer of
Alms shipped to Des Moines did not
terminate until the films were in
the hands of exhibitors.

California15-21
as

ACTIVITIES

Mole Balfet* Clicks With Gk

Drive

Los Angeles, Feb.
Southern
slated

Theatre Workers; Other Distrib Notes

C

March R.

20:

exhibitors
collection

week

As Change From Usual Variety Fare

for the 1945 Red. Cross camin Los Angeles.
Dates for
collections in outlying towns will be
set later,
Total of more than 600 theatres in
this sector will take part in the
drive.

paign

Daring venture of USO-Camn>:
Shows, skedding a classical ballet
troupe for overseas GIs. seems to be
panning out, according to word from
Washington. Feb. 20.
Italy.
With three strikes against
Hope has been abandoned for Vic- them from the start—hesitancy oftor C. Rankin, former West Coast Camp Shows officials, apathy of
playwright, radio writer and adver- Special Services officers abroad, and;
tising man, OWI announced Satur- indifference of GIs to unfamiliar enday (17). Rankin, who headed a tertainment— "Foxhole Ballet" troupe
psychological warfare team for OWI has made a hit from beginning,, so
in Burma, was lost last May when that Army is rrow filled' up with enhis plane crashed m a Burma jungle. gagements for unit, and is request-

Give

Up Hope

for Rankin

'

Lease N.Y. Legit Theatre
For Rekearsals-Tryouts

Of USO-Camp Shows

He was

USO-Camp Shows has leased the
300-seat former degit theatre on 39th

overseas.

the ninth

OWI man

to die

Rankin was a native of

Tps Angeles. Rescue crews have
near Sixth avenue. N. Y..
being formerly called the. been unable to find the missing
Repeats Up for.Mpls.
intimate musicals P lane
Princess, when
Minneapolis, Feb. 20.
were presented there by Comstock
Because
of
product
shortage and Gest. Theatre was used by the
caused principally by record number
International Ladies. Garment Work- Request Series of
of long loop first-runs and aggravated by curtailed Hollywood produc- ers Union for several years, printion. Twin City indie nabe situations cipally for its successful "Pins and
Pix Being Assembled
ure going in for repeat engagements Needles" "revue and it was then
and reissues on the largest scale in. called Labor Slage, which title has
Personnel
For
the industry's history here.
been definitely dropped.
Planned to revive the Princess
Washington. Feb. 20.
Dave Left to Retire
label, place to be used for rehearsNavy in cooperation with the film
of
tryout
performances
als
and
'.Pittsburgh, Feb. 20.
inc'ustry is issuing a "request series''
Dave Left, vet Pittsburgh exhibi- shows being readied for the fighting of 50 top films of past years to be
tor retires from the business on sell- fronts.- Its possession will eliminate
screened for Naval personnel in 1945,
ing
his
Metropolitan theatre in the necessity of going to the camps
in addition to current features.
Bloom Held district to Louis Kauffor tryouts and a considerable savSurvey by Capt, Gene Markey and
man, new exhib.
Left managed
houses for several big circuits be- ing in rehearsal hall rentals will be Capt. T. J. O'Brien, Navy's' welfare
Around $30,000 was ex- director, disclosed thai the blueeffected.
fore acquiring his own house.
Harry Thomas, manager of WB's pended during the past year for re- jackets were anxious, for revivals of
Schonley, suffered a hemorrhage hearsal halls alone, it was reported. pood pix they had missed in the past.
last week.
Charlie Comar tempoowned by Emile A poll of the gobs disclosed that
Property
is
rarily subbing for him.
Friedlander, theatrical costume fab- their
by
were
headed
choices
Sgl.
Clem DiFranci.sco; ex-Ritz
manager, was the only member of rics specialist who has devoted 'Mutiny on the Bounty," "Lives of a
Understood the Bengal Lancer," "Holiday Inn" and
to
much
time
USO.
his tank crew who escaped unn
harmed in a recent battle with the rental is around $8300. merely "Ruggles of Red Gap."
Nazi*.
enough, to defray carrying charges.
Among others which will be reHenry Wild, brother of Bert Wild, Offices upstairs used by Comstock vived for thc men afloat are: "Mr;
manager of Warners' Butler theatre and Gest in their heyday will prob- Deeds Goes to Town." ''Roberta,"
here, killed in action early last
ably also be used by USO.
Francisco,"
"Old Chicago,"
"San
month in France. Previously re
"You Can't Take It With You."
ported missing.
"Alexander's Ragtime Band." "Road
Wounded and back from the war
with a discharge. Pete Samios has
lo Singapore," "It Happened One
resumed as Manos theatre circuit
Night," "100 Men and a Girl."
manager in this district. Assigned to
"Destry Rides Again" and "HurriManos, Ellwood City, succeeding
IN
cane." ;
Carl Sherred. resigned. Samios saw
Generally, the men voted against
aiding
performers
tribute to
action in Africa and Italy and was
war films on the ground that they
Shows
thc GI through USO-Camp
promoted to sergeant.'
Mark Goldman. Monogram man- was paid in the halls of Congress are loaded with phoney heroics.
However,
they did include "Wing
Mike
ager here who left town four months recently when Representative
ago as special rep for PRC, named Mansfield (D.) of Montana addressed and Prayer" and "Memphis Belle"
PRC manager in Cleveland.
the House of Representatives on his in the top 50.
Iz Beiser, from Col's Washington
on favorite stars
Questionnaire
recent mission to China.
branch, ap'poinled a temporary sales
Digressing from a discussion of disclosed Bob Hope, Bing Crosby,
rep for company here.
Abbott and .Costello, Spencer Tracy
RKO exploitation berth in this Chinese military supplies and hos- and
top.
up
Bette
Davis
he
Rep. Mansfield stated
territory appears a tough one with pitals.
Captain O'Brien rates films as the
Ihe exchange getting its fourth man wanted to say a good word for the
in about four months. Latest, Doug USO
shows that played China- top entertainment for Navy perBech. replaces Charlie Rader. Lat- Burma- India and their remarkable sonnel.
ter resigned after a few weeks to
aids to soldier morale. "I should
return to Texas, where members of
family are ill. Rader had succeeded like to make special mention at this
Allen Wiedner. moved to Buffalo- time of two troupes and one in- 7th
Loan Skedded
Albany district, ahead of him was dividual." he said, singling out the
Jack Simons.
Jinx Falkenberg-Pat O'Brien troupe,
10
For Teeoff on
Joe Josack, Jr., vet theatre, man, the USO No. 99 troupe known in
resigned as publicity director tor the trade as the "A.RV troupe (Gene
Washington, Feb/20.
Tri-State Theatres in Oniaha to be- Emerald, Jack Cava'naugh, Joseph
Seventh War Loan is tentatively
come
general
manager
Indianato
June
10
run from May
Amusement Company's three houses Tershay, Basil Fomcen), and Joe E. slated to the first time, there will
Brown. Mansfield mentioned each 10. For
in nearby Vandergrift. Pa.
selling
Capt. Charles L. Conrad, former unit member by name, and in refer- be a pre-drlve month of bond
post-drive
another
and
manager here for -Russell C. Roshon, ring to Brown' recalled "he did a activity
distributor of 16 mm. Alms, joined grand job, to earn the affection and month.
theatres
Monogram as sales rep in northwest- respect of all the folks in the CBI
Thus, broadcasters and
ern Pennsylvania, succeeding' Wil- area.
will be expeclj&-i!> press the sale
liam Graner, resigned.
of "E" bonds for a three-month peMoe Gould named manager of upriod, with the full, totals to be credtown Rialto, succeeding Jacob Seltited t» their bond drive records. "E"
Discs for French
zer, who died recently.
Bond quota for the 7th will, be
with
as
contrasted
Military
New Dallas House 2d-RaB>
in U. S. $4,000,000,000
This is
$2,600,000,000 for the 6th.
Dallas, Feb. 20.
War Activities Committee has one reason for the extended period.
Interstate
Circuit,
operators of agreed
to
make available the
In addition, Treasury officials apRialto here, will switch house to
French
recordings
of musical rec- pear to believe that if the war in
second-run^ policy. House has been
a first-run for several years. Change ords, recently made for OWI broad- Europe is over, it will be harder to
from England to France, to sell "E" bonds to the public and a
is an attempt by Interstate to relieve casts
the shortage of good first-run pic- French military camps in the U. S.
longer time will be necessary to
-•
tures.
At meeting of
officials last make the goal.
week other subjects discussed were
Ten Yoang H«*ds 2 Drtros
request of the Navy to purchase
Memphis, Feb. 20.
some old re-issues, the request of Army's 3-Reeler
Tom Young, 20th-Fox branch Army officials _to supply 16 mm.
street

.
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50 Top

Navy
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OVERSEAS TALENT

COOESS

LAUDED

A

John

.

WB

Philadelphia, feu. 20.
Roach, manager Stanley-

Warner Ardmore. upped ,'ast week to
district manager of circuit'.-* west and
northwest Phllly "houses, formerly
supervised by John Lexey. who recently died.
Roach's spot goes to
John Latimer, of Waverley, with
William Davison, rotating manager.
to take over Waverley.

.

Kalmenson Back From Coast Canlab*
Ben Kalmenson, Warners general
manager, returned cast Mon
day (19) following a series of hud
dies wi'h Jack L. Warner. v.p. in
charge of production, and Charles

sales

Einfeld, adrpublicity chief.

While west, he discussed releasing
plans for spring and summer when

Warners
the

is

number

expected to hold down
of films to be sold.

War

May

-

WAC

Camps

!

'

'

Sardlnas' Bib Son to Army
With Ihe induction by the Army manager here, is chairmanning two
this month of Don Sardinas, Jr..' forthcoming civic drives in this disSucceeds Jimmie Rogers, of
assistant lo C. C. Ryan, purchasing trict.
head for Warner Bros.' distribution
(Continued on page 47)
department In N. Y., he will be the
fifth son of Don Sardinas. Sr.. to so
Into the service. . Father is wilh.
Deanna's Next, 'Last'
WB's foreign title department.

On

Chan. Snyder Moves I* Rochester
_'
Rochester. ML Y.. Feb. 20.
Charles H. Snyder, manager Lenox,
Hartford. Conn., bacomes
manager of Schine's Riviera here!
He replaces City Manager William
aelman, who has gone 'to Florida for
a rest. C. C. Young, of Geneva, lias
general sopervision of Schine houses
theatre.

here during Selman's absence.

•er
_ede

Wlm

Satfl V*. RepnMIe
Des Moines, Feb. 20.
Judge Chas. A. Dewey

.

r aI

;
.
ruled
that Francis Kappler. former
oooker for Republic exchange here.
1 " ow
In Kansas City. Mo., is cnf."
"2'*? 'o $1,645 overtime pay for
.

ihli' \?

ini j

i"* wn?ked from Febru-ny.
Junc ln43 Thc cn, '''t j ulo^

F

a

-

ler

'

should .receive liquito
nn -ur-nrim-d
that Republic is ;b

™«a damages
amount and also

Combat

prints for showing to German war
prisoners in the U. S. and ^he showing of 35 mm. pictures in theatres
in the European theatre of operations for Army personnel at three
cents admission.

Hollywood, Feb. 20.
Deanna Durbin's next at Univer- Alstock, Connally At
sal will, be a comedy.- "Catherine the
Newsreel Confab
Last," with Charles Laughton as coWashington. Feb. 20.
star.
Story deals with a stageFrancis Alstock, head of CIAA film
struck girl and an elderly actor.
Filming is slated for early Sum- division, and Jack Connally, CIAA
mer, with Felix Jackson directing newsreel chief, are at the international conference in Mexico City
from a script, by Sig Herzig.
supervising newsreel coverage. One
likelihood from their presence there
C0TTEH 'DUEL' CHORE
will, be a U. S.-released short on
Hollywood, Feb. 20.
the hemisphere powwow.
David O. Selznick added Joseph
While, the newsreel pool will do
Colten to the numerous stars cast the actual shooting,. CIAA has made
in "Duel in the Sun." forthcoming all
arrangements.
These include
pioneer picture based on the Niven production of a <|iort for LatinBusch novel.
American consumption. If it looks
Qlhers cast thus far are Jennifer good enough, it will be offered for

.

Palermo,

in

Jones. Lillian Gish, Gregory
and Lionel Barrymore.

Peck theatrical
through

release

in

W AC-OWL

this

Rome,

and

Florence

elsewhere. Army is aware ballet,
unlike a variety unit, is unfamiliar
to GIs and not only hasn't a sympathetic audience but must break
down an antagonistic mood. "Despite
departure from usual variety," is
official report, "program is favorably
received everywhere. Because .of the
fact that the show is far from the
average type, its publicity and billing are being closely supervised;
care being exercised to insure sympathetic audiences."
"Foxhole Ballet'' has Ave dancers
and two pianists. Lead dancers are
Grant Mouradoff. ex-Met Opera and
Ballet Rusre, and Tatiana'Semenova,
former Ballet Russe star, both of

whom

have also done choreography

Other dancers are Anitra
Upton, Anna Adrianova and Virginia
Richardson. Troupe does variety of
styles but all strictly ballet, all on
points. Costumes by M. Dobujinsky
match. Show runs an hour and 18
minutes with eight dance* numbers
and several interpolated piano solos.
Ballets run gamut from, circus number, Strauss waltz number,- Czech
harvest ballet,. Chinese ribbon dance,'
to solos and duets. Most houses are
not heated, due to war situash and
unusually severe -winter, but dancers
haven't missed one performance yet
for unit.

despite discomforts. Troupe is " at
present in Florence, tour to last six

months.

WING'S PARIS CANTEEN

TEES OFF MARCH 16
American Theatre Wing's Cunteen
now set to open March
Wing has taken over Cafe

in Paris is
16.

Tyrol in the Champs Elysees hear
equipped now with dishes,- utensils,
Etoile,
the
house
being
well
mikes, even screening possibilities.

Lack -of equipment and
tarded

opening,

staff

originally

had refor

set

end of January.
French military government has
been reported jvery helpful In getting
Canteen* readied.
Jacques
Porel. actor, and Capt. lfolyneux,
,

'noted- desiguei, h'uvc uiaxj -tetvr

very

Lt.-Col. Waractive in its behalf.
ren P. Munsell, who opened the
London Canteen, will be in charge,
representing the Wing (of which he
is a boafd member) as well as Special Services.
Col. Munsell is now

London.

in

N.Y. Canteen Anni Reflects

Show

Biz

War

Assist

Continued interest and increased
participation of entertainment world
in its

war

effort to assist the

GI

indicated by figures just released

Is

by

.

tion.

...

The Army

Mex

•

in Italy

Washington, Feb. 20.
Major John Huston has just completed "San Pietrd" for the Army; a.
three-reeler on combat in
Italy
which depicts the cost of taking a
village against stiff enemy opposi-

,

Troupe opened Dec 3 in Naples
playing to audience of 1,500 who
came out of curiosity or for Want of
something' to do. When word of
initial success spread around, unit
gave four more performances, to 0.000 troops. Since then Army has
booked troupe into big opera nouses

WAC

-

.-

ing another.

.

;

John Roach Upped bv

in Italy

shot the combat footage
and Huston edited it here.

American Theatre Wing,

in connec-

oh March 2,
Door Canteen

tion with third birthday,
of its original Stage
in

New

York.

By end

of January there had been
9,720 acts, and 38,325 entertainers
donating their services to the Canteen since its opening March 2, 1942.

Monthly average is now 270 acts. At
Freeman Killed least nine name bands and five big
Broadway musicals contribute talent
William Freeman,
former every week. In addition there are
theatre manager, has been killed
15 .cafes which send down their full
In Luxembourg, according lo word
floor. shows regularly, at rate of 100
re'eeived by his- wife, who, together
shows a year, or about, one in three
with three children, survive -him. days.
He was with Gen. Patton's Third

Sgt. Win.
Sgt.

'

Army.

'

\

Originally an usher at the Paramount. Stapleton, S. I., and advancing

management
freeman was

to

of that house.
for
10
years

Wllsborrh— Robert Finkel, son of
Bill Finkel, local exhib, was recently
commissioned a second lieutenant in

the field somewhere along the. Stillwell Ledo Road in India. At the
mr.naser of the Bardavon at Pough
country.: Uccpsic, N. Y., prior to going into, time, Finkel hold the rank. of tccr--'
"
'
Army.
c'al sergeant. .
| Hie
.

:

.

house

;

.

Sgt.

j

"

'
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warmth

to

1*

keep the place comfort-

able."

Continued from page
counsel, representing 18 of
the largest N. Y. niteries, declared
that if the order wasn't aimed at
the cafes, then Byrnes should have
given that industry consideration by
extending the curfew to at least
2 n.m. to permit near-normal operHe warned that speakeasy
ation.
and flask-toting days of the -pro-

Guild

might

hibition era

result.

Matt Shelvey, national adminisof the American Guild of
Variety Artists, declares the first
«-IIcct of the order would be the

trator

dropping of AGVA's campaign for
a six-day week. He also declared
that he would RCt only upon complaints rOf performers in the case of
or

reduction
tacts.

Shelvey

cancellation

of

con-

were

operators

said

warned when Byrnes last week declared he was not contemplating a
or. closing of night clubs "at
The phrase "at this
time."
time," he said, should have warned
cafe men that action was in the
offing, and a voluntary action closing niteries lor one day_ weekly

curfew
this

would have eliminated "the reason
for the current edict, Shelvey feels.

Headache

Approximately 25 theatres In this
area operating on. a swingshift policy will be hard hit by the curfew,
Continued from paf» 1
with Loew's State and Los Angeles
which are primarily eating houses, theatres both nabbing $5,000 weekly rep, Zack Becker, of CBS, and John to arise among: the unions. One, in
but the Government will prevent each on all-night policy,
McDonald, of NBC, will be present. particular, is in the works already,
understood
drinking and entertainment spots
Efforts are being made by circuits They'll do /their best to alleviate the wherein Actors Equity is
which have also served food from to see if order will be relaxed in current condition, which finds Pe- to be seriously considering entering
trying to get by as restaurants after this territory.
trillo adamant in his demands, and video which will bring it up against
midnight. However, restaurants that
report back to a board of network AFRA.. The Screen Actors Guild
also is seen stepping into this disactually operate as such, but have
and Indie toppers.
Affects 9,43ft Chi Spots
pute, as toppers .of this union on
bars, can function after midnight
Chicago, Feb. 20.
Propose Five- Year Pact
the Coast feci that television is
with their bars closed.
Midnight curfew will affect 9,430
But through it all, there rediviEarlier in the day, WPB slapped amusement places in Chicago,' in- mains the fact that television is still nothing but a supplementary
48-hour ban on all use of gas by cluding 9,212 spots' with regular in the experimental stage, despite sion of the film industry.
"
Similarity to Films
places >of amusement in Ohio, west- liquor
licenses, 574 taverns with the announcement this week by NBC
ern
Pennsylvania,
western
New 4 a.m. closing licenses, '430 theatres that it would go ahead "full force"
In this respect, too, ihe musicians
York, West Virginia, Virginia, Mary- and 214 restaurants with late clos- in its video operations.
On this and back-of-the-scenes workers may
land, Kentucky and the District of ing-hour privileges.
basis, the television ops are ready turn their demands into the, "Well,
One note of optimism was struck to bargain for a five-year contract now, isn't production of television
by Ernie Byfleld, exec manager of with the musicians' union,, starting shows just, like the making of picHotels Sherman
(Panther Room) from the end of the war, in order tures/and why shouldn't rules govShirer
and Ambassador (Pump Room), who to give the medium a chance to ex- erning the latter industry govern
William L; Shirer, CBS politsaid that most orders of this sort pand, and not be stifled at the very television, as well?"
With it all,
ical
and military analyst, on
"appear to be more serious at first beginning by excess talent and other there also are the writers, directors
Monday (19) night devoted his
than they actually turn out to be wage scale demands.
and white collar guilds' to contend
entire broadcast to the Byrnes
later." Convention ban. for instance,
with.
And then, there are technicians
curfew on entertainment.
he declared, brought a much smaller
There's no doubt that television
and other studio employees to conShirer, in satirical vein, assured
drop in biz than was anticipated.
tend with. The IATSE is watching station operators will have their
his listeners that while the efMost picture houses, which have the AFM-video station tiff closely, hands full union-wise, very shortly.
fect of the curfew on the Amer4
closing at midnight anyway
been
Whether
they can get out. from
elecsince
represents
stagehands,
it
ican public was likened by the
to get away from overtime for optricians, carpenters, camera oper- under the weight of the forthcoming
Associated Press to a block-'
erators, won't be affected much,
.buster, there was quite a differ-,
ators and several other back stage debacle remains to. be seen.
regulating schedules accordingly.
unions.
American Federation of
ence that he had recently reRadio Actors, too, has its fingers in
turned from abroad where he
s
the pie, stipulation in its contract
had experienced blockbuster-efTakes Off in 'Blue'
fects first hand.
with networks stating specifically
Hollywood. Feb. 20.
it
can give webs three months'
He also corrected a CongressContinued from pare J
man's statement that there was
notice toward opening of negotiaJames Dunn joins Carmen Miranda
no curfew in London or Paris,
fees for loaning out Jennifer Jones tions for .a video scale for actoYs. and Martha Stewart to form the top
noting that there is a midnight
or Joseph Colten,.plus 10% of the Entire thing even reaches into the
trio in 'Three Little Girls in Blue"
curfew in London and no nightother producer's picture as in some dressmakers union, the international
clubs operating at all.
Garment Workers Union at 20th-Fox. Miss Stewart recently
deals he just made— it's riot as simple Ladies
what with, the necessity of hav- joined 20th from the N. Y. Copaas that.
cabana, where she was a showgirl.
ing
fulltime
and.
costume
makers
as
get
me
virtually
a
also
"They
Columbia, to aid an. immediate fuel
Musical, scripted by Anita Loos,
co-producer because, in the interests sewers on the sets to properly dress
shortage to war 'plants, some of
will
be
produced
by William
of protecting my stars, I take deep up talent.
which have been forced to shut
Jurisdictional disputes are hound LeBaron.
interest in the stories under con
down for lack of power and. fuel.
stories,
And
speaking
of
sideration.
The two. orders came on the heels working with Dore Schary, as I did
of the recent brownout directive, on 'Since You Went Away,' also

Television's Union

Byrnes' Midnight Curfew
1

'

on Curfew

—

1

Dunn

Order

Of
War for Show Biz
Stiffest

Washington, Feb.

Show

biz took

its

20.

stiffest jolt

of

the war yesterday (19). when James
F. Byrnes, Director of War Mobiliza
lion and Reconversion, announced a
midnight curfew on all places of entertainment beginning next Mon:

day (26).
Hardest hit will be the niteries;
most of which may be forced to fold,
putting thousands of entertainers,
musicians and others out of work.
The curfew also ends midnight
picture shows and will probably
cause a reshuffling of schedules in
picture houses whose last features
do not end until shortly before midnight, since Byrnes explained the

Fighting Curfew
Philadelphia, Feb. 20.

One
nilery

of the leaders of Philly's

operators

declared

that

he would fight the curfew order.
He is William Hopkins, operator
Hopkins Rathskeller and
president of the Cafe Owners
Guild and first vice-president of
The National Tavern Assn.
Hopkins declared that the Guild
•would meet tonight (Tues.) to
of

discuss the order.

Selznick Stresses

'

;

—

.

-

which

While Byrnes
form of a "re-

is still in effect.

put his order

in the

who fail to abide by it
a crackdown from at least

quest," those
will) feel

me one

taught

many

different

story.

We

thing.
to

ways

New

There are
approach a

York Theatres

could have tackled this
film from four different

particular
perspectives. Who knows which is
right? Certainly McCarey, Hawks or
said the Byrnes statement, "will be Capra would do the same yarn in
requested to deny ceilings to any three different ways. And all' would
places violating this request. More- be good. I'm sure you can approach
over, WPB, ODT and OPA are be- 'Mister Broadway' tthe Warner saga
ing requested to use their powers la- of
Sime Silverman, founder of
the full extent consistent with the 'Variety') in eight different ways and
law in assisting WMC."
yet preserve the same theme."
As an example of what this means,
Future at UA
the Government has just ordered
All of which, of - course, points
the Washington Electric Co. to cut anew to Selznick's future in United
off all
juice from several retail Artists.
Right now his colleagues,
establishments in this city which such as Mary Pickford, are fretting
have violated the brownout regula- over the sharp curtailment- of raw
tion.
film. She augued that, as pioneer in
Byrnes claimed his action would the industry, she merited more connot only conserve fuel but would sideration than just enough raw
also "be valuable In the fields of
stock for "One Touch of Venus," in
transportation, manpower and
In
which Mary Martin will re-create
other ways."
her original stage role, whereas Miss
I
am advised by WPB," said Pickford had three pix planned for
Byrnes, "that the industrial coal
the current year.. But Selznick, with
stocks on hand are Inadequate. Unhis increased stable of talent, his
favorable weather conditions and
own top sales exec in Neil Agnew
possible spring Roods render the
Hugh Owen's return to Paramount
coal situation even more serious
was a great surprise to him, he obthan a few weeks ago.
served),, and his extended producThe closing of places of entertion plans point to his increasing
tainment at midnight should Impose
picdominance in the general
no real hardships, and I am conture.
vinced our people at home will
There has been talk, "of course,
gladly comply with this request in
might even segue ultiview of the fact that in the period that Selznick
mately into his own distribution
just ahead of us those in the armed
commitment.
company, after his
services will be making greater
That's too far in the future but It's
sacrifices than ever before."
Selznick is of the
Several members of Congress no secret that
present exchange
questioned -the wisdom of the order. opinion that the
They contended that shutting down system of selling is as dated as mass
production. With more indie prolegitimate drinking places at midreason for
night would result in a wave' of duction Selznick sees no
where
zoning,
present-day
the
speakeasy operation.
specialized selling might prove more
efficient. Also, if the 32 exchange
'
*
Coast Pamled
centres aire still necessary, why some
Of the physical shipping couldn't be
Hollywood, Feb. 20,
Coast theatremen, bontfaces and handled out of this or that exchange
late-spot amusement operators are outfit, but with deals made by the
producer's own sales representatives.
puzzled over the Byrnes
.

Government agencies.
"The War Manpower Commission,"

four powerful
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Said Hopkins: "This

is

not a

war move— It's a dry move.

We

voted on Prohibition years ago
and we voted it out. Byrnes or
no Byrnes, I'm going to operate,
as usual. If this order is designated to save coal, let them order me to shut down my furnaces after midnight or earlier.
If it's to save electricity,, then
let them order all places to close
at midnight. Why discriminate?
My business represents an investment of everything I have
in the world. Why should somebody in Washington suddenly
tell me to throw It out of the
window. They won't get away
with this without a fight from
me."
order meant that "patrons shall
leave in time to permit full closing

by that time."
Also clipped

are sports arenas,
dancehalls, roadhouses, saloons, bars

and similar establishment* including:
privately run affairs and the bars of

i
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private clubs.
KEYS
Purpose of the order Is to save
midnight
coal; which is used for fuel and the
curfew ruling.
Most niteries are
production of electricity. There Is
shuttering at the witching hour, but
Keighley to Join
no indication of when the curfew
RIVOLI
several spots on .Sunset Strip kept
B'war * 4Mb St.
will be lifted, but it is expected to
Independent
open following ruling handed_down
"De withirTa few weeKswnen the liiel
in their favor against the EqualizaWasBTngton, rVo."2f}:~
squeeze eases off.
tion Board's order tor midnight haft
William Keighley, Warner
Col.
The curfew, will not affect places
RADIO
on drinking.
Bros, director before he donned
Many feel that a possibility exists Uncle Sam's uniform, will shortly CITS
of easing the ruling for this area, as join the ranks of the independent
saving in fuel and manpower, will producers. Keighley, about to be, re-,
be comparatively small in com- leased from the Army Air Forces,
9
parison to the blow on overall will not rejoin Warners.
RU.VNKMKDB TIIKATRR
morale.
Air-conditioning, run by
It is understood that the remainCamden County
Spectacular Stage Productions
electricity, Is a greater problem than ing few months of his^Warner conRunnemede, X. J.
heat.
tract was terminated ""amicably by
Tha Ruanamtda Thaalre, ea tha Buck Hartu
Pitt, it Runrtcmede. N. J..' will be reld it
Earl Carroll stated he would ask mutual consent
Sheriffs Sale (II Friday. Mirth 3nd. 1945, it
for an interpretation of the mid2:00 -P.M. by t*o Sheriff »t Camrfen County
SUSANNA FOSTER'S 'DREAM'
Keighley got back from a Florida
in tha afflce at the Bharlfl at the Court Haute.
night curfew in the belief .that rest over the weekend and will be in
Can**, N. J. Thlt li • I.OOOleit lituu.
Hollywood, Feb. 20.
stringent - regulation was not in- New York for a few days huddling
tulhr aaulaaea and ready far oatretltn. Beat':
equlemaat In aaad cendrtlen— RCA machines:
Susanna Foster's next starrer at
tended for Southern California if with his attorneys over the deal
For Information':
ruling is based on fuel consumption. which will put him into the produc- Universal is "Once Upon a Dream,"
"We use very little heat in our thea- tion field. He and Mrs. Keighley with Michael Fessler and Ernest
RARNEY R.
Attorney
US Market ffireet'
tre-restaurant," he said.
"By the Genevieve Tobin) will then head Pagano co-writing and co-producing.
Camden, New Jerner
lime the room is packed,: there's for the Coast, reaching Hollywood
Charles Lamont draws the director
Phone ('undeu SM3
enough heat generated by body about March 5.
job, slated to start March' 5, -' 'L
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By FRED STENGEL

Rate Card
•

.

NBC

'

L

I

JOnfl

was decided last week: at a meeting,
of network department heads. top
executives and the entire video pro
ductlon and technical staff.

D pp J Vv-q
IVUIg
IVWU

NBC

W«C

DIUC
00 RlllP
IMHlOgg Ml
VOX YaWnaa

Kellogg Co. reportedly is set to
John Reed King and nn. audience-participation stanza latter has
concocted, similar to the. M's-iis-

which

base rates, the video

to

rate card will have as its foundation
facilities available, both in studios
and coverage, to sponsors, at the

new Hooper

[

Jack Berch

in

CAB Asks Web

program featuring.
the same time slot

present time.
NBC's video str.tion, WNBT, now
has six advertisers, newest one being Pan-American Airways which
begins a regular once-weekly 15- cupies.
minute live program early next
King auditioned for Kello.n.L; last
month on Mondays at 8 p.m. Others week, along with, several other perare RCA-Victor; Gillette with box- sonalities and program ideas, hut
ing' bouts on Mon. and Fri. nights
it's understood that he will be named
and wrestling on Tuesdays; Bylova, when the cereal makci\ announces
time signals; Botany weather reports the new show.
and Firestone.
CBS sales force has been trying, to
Renold Kraft, recentlyrappointed sell "Missus-Goes-a-Shopping;" which
sales mgr. for television, and John"
only heard on N. Y.'s WABC,
is
Dodge, salesman, are now making sponsored by both the Abraham &
the rounds of ad agencies in an Straus department store and Shelfeffort to interest new advertisers in
fleld's Milk, as a network program'
the medium as it's currently set. up, for the past several months, with
and laying the ground work for sale no takers. The program title bevideo time as soon as
of all
longs to CBS, and so, it and when
the rale card is drawn up.
King is signed by Kellogg, the
f Wants No Word War
Blue audience-participation program
NBC prcxy-Niles Trammell, prior would have to have a new m.c.
to his departure for Reno last week,
told his executives that the network
will issue no statements on its television operations, and is looking for
no verbal battles with other net-

CITY

.

.

.

»

»i

—

Raymond Ives, 10-yeai.
rtorman Corwlri laid up with thyroid ailment
jld actor, who plays "Jeff" In CBS serial "This Life Is Mine," had skuu
fractured and shoulder broken last week in Long Island traffic accident
Sonia Bigman, Time Mag radiq reporter,
at South Nassau Hospital .
holidaying. :. .At Katherlne Seymour funeral last Wednesday (14) evening
delegation from Writers War Board included Acting Chairman Margaret
Leech, Rita Halle Kleeman, Lulse Sillcox, Robert J. Landry.
.radio
liters delegation Included Nora Sterling, Ruth Knight, Hector Chevlgney,
Milton Krents, Pete Lyons, Dick McDonagh, Addy RIchton, Lynn Stone
Mary Hunter coaching a number of singers in radio acting technique.
personnel at cocktail party heralding
Harold LaFount hosted
.

.

.

to read it."

on' the Blue, but last Dec. 2!) dropped
that show and a 15-inmulo segment
of the Don McNeil -"Break fast Club"
Blue stanza. Berch', however; continued sustaining in the 11:45-12
noon spot., which he currently oc-

************** ** *** * ************* * *****

:

bank-

rolled a musical'

MMM »»»

the Production Centres

.

,

formerly

******************** »

NEW YORK

IIS

^.'"bJ"^'

Cevea ,' sponsor

**

.

that he's restoring all the

fold the new Daytime Pocket
Piece," Hooper warns clients,
"and for convenience we'll have
to ask 'you to .wait, but it won't
take a watchmaker's eye glass

sign

Gocs-a-Shopplng" program he docs
each morning on WABC. for. the
adver11:45-12 noon .eross-thc-.board.slol on

to draw up a rale card for.
Users. Unlike radio, however, where
circulation is the important factor

the

missing featin-es of the old Pocket Piece within the next month,
"It'll still take a Houdini to

I

r>

;

starts rolling in the newlyformed sales dept.. especially, with
flguriug to be the flrst television organization in, the country

Ball

week

«. I j«g
IU

into

From

Pocket Piece minus the "First
Fifteen" ratings, trend charts
and other features has resulted,
swltcheroo, with C. E.
in' a
Hooper sending out notices last

in Offing

:

will pull out all the slops on
television starling immediately, it

&

** * *** * *****

New Combo

These agency squawks about
"stuff and stuff" being incor-

Starting All-Out Tele Drive

NBC

»

Wednesday, February 21, 1915

RADIO

SI

on

;

.

Execs to Join

.

WNEW

opening of his new office last Thursday (15).... John Raitt, soloist on
Schaefer's "World Parade" NBCer and member of the Chi cast of "Oklahoma!", reached N. Y. Mon. (19) to start rehearsals for lead role in
.Eileen Barton set for "Here's
Carrousel," new Theatre Guild musical
Her Milton Berle contract is for
to Romance" guester on CBS March 1.
.Mutual ready to launch "Chick
two years on usual 13-week option bosis
Carter, Boy Detective," as. a. xo-op on local sponsorship basis.. Jack
Curtis handled lead on WMCA's "Ave Maria" broadcast Sunday (18)....
legitcr. being heard hi NBC's
Charles Mayer, from "Bell for Adano"
"

Words

at

War"

.

.

.

;

.

series.,

William Quinn now playing David Farrell in "Front Page Farrell" with
Vinton Hayworth also added to the cast of the NBC daytime serial....
Stage veteran Minnie Dupree did a one-shot on* "Just Plain Bili" Tues.
(20) as Mrs. Lee. Vivian Barry and Alfred Shirley have been added to the
The Cooperative Analysis of Broad- cast of this serial. .. .Roland Winters has been added to "Our Gal Sunday
(Crossley) is opening its
casting
...New additions on CBS serial "Amanda" are. Staats Cotsworth; Junius.
board of governors to network execs Mathews, Rod Hendrickson, and Gertrude Onnen... Jack Smart has
"Second Husband" as Asa Warner.
.Albert Allen added to "Helen
and has already extended an Invita- Joined
Trent."
particitoppers
to
web
some'
tion to
That Una Mae Carlisle ad In last week's "Varietv" should have spotted
pate in board strategy. Up till' now
her" on
(6:45-7 p.m.) instead of WNEW.... Ed Kobak look his 200
been
membership
has
boards'
the
Mutual employees to dinner last week at the Town Hall Club for another
limited to advertising agency—4A's
one of those "kidding on the square" pep talks. . .Basil Loughrahe, pro.
_
reps.
CAB's decision has met with some ducor-director of "Light of the World," tying in three associates on formation of "All-American Productions" with Coast office also contemplated.
execs,
network
from
mixed reaction
.Will package air shows adaptable to pix.
.Muriel Kirkland; stage star,
to
attempt
ah
it
as
some viewing
WNBT
who is doing the femme lead on the Blue siistainer. "One Foot in Heaven,"
smother competition via the move to
takes over a hew sequence lead on the "Aunt Jenny's Real Life Stories,"
allrepresentation
make its board
CBS,
this week
Lyle
Van,
WEAF
11 p.m. newscaster, propositioned by
as
a
regarded
also
embracive. It's
two newsreel companies for a commentating job.. .. Patsy Campbell did
"viewing with alarm" gesture In the
wake of more and more agency and 12 air shows and a CBS television lead last week.
NBC introduced Dick Powell and Andy Devine, of "Fitch Bandwagon,"
network people expressing a prefer r
at supper party Sunday night (18) in RCA restaurant.
.Cities Service
It's
service.
erice for the Hooper
known that some networks execs will th'-ew narty for the press celebrating start of its 10th consecutive year on
Friday night (16) at the Rainbow Room. ... John F. Royal, NBC v.p.
NBC
"unboard
refuse to- sit on the CAB
works on video programming and
in charge of television, to Coast headquarters to develop network's future
one
as
it"
less bludgeoned Into doing
Sales procedure. "We will let our
television plans in Hollywood.
topper put it. Latter sees more harm
actions speak for themselves," he
Betty Cape, with CBS a year and half in radio sales, joined Yankee
than good stemming from the move
declared.
Network Mon. (19) ... .Gilbert Mack doubling between acting chores in
since, It's felt, it would only tend to
The web presently is surveying
'A Bell for Adano" (Cort theatre) and directing chores on Mutual airer
susrender the cooperative setup as
facilities in its RCA Building, N. Y.,
g.m., on deep-sea
"True Detective Mysteries". .. .Ralph N. Weil,
pect.
headquarters for expansion of office
.Bob Shaw, writer of "Front Page Farrell" and
On the other hand, some feel fishing trip to Florida.
and studio space, in line with this
'Appointment With Life," moved from Manhattan to Atlantic Highlands.
there's considerable wisdom behind
overall "go ahead" plan. But actual
pre/., upped from Major to Lt. Col.
.Harry
Henshel,
former
N.
J
D.
board
enlarge its
Blue is working around the AmerU the CAB move to
expansion of the physical setup
WHN
airer (27)
in France... -Fredric March on Paula Stone's
representation on the basis that it
probably will have to wait until the can Federation of Musicians' edict
will attend sessions in Washington when his biU
constructive ideas into the disc Jockey Dick Gilbert
gainst using members of that union, will bring
• war's over.
to extend, franking privilege to vets in govt. -hospitals comes up for vote"
fold aimed at bettering the service
Sid Eiges. head of the web's press on television shows; -despite fact that
in from Coast.
Morris
tele
dept..
.Selma'
Lee,
Win.
execs
Move to invite the network
assigned
Allan both programs, which tee off the neU
department,
has
on the heels of the action re
IIS
Kalmus as full time publicity man work's video operations within the follows
cently initiated by agency, reps to
for video operations. Kalmus for- next week, depend upon music as
Pierre Andre, Blue network announcer, ill at a Highland Park hospital
services as'well as
Platters hypo the Crossley
merly combined this work with his background and bridges.
.Pat Buttram, National Barn Datice star, scheduled to leave for Hollythe rival Hooper organization.
trade press news duties. Diclt Con- likely will be used.
under
has
wood soon for a Columbia film. .Bob Miller has been appointed assoOpening Blue video gun will pop .Meanwhile, Hooper
nolly succeeds to the post of trade
ciate producer for the. Radio Council at WBEZ, Chi public schools outlet
a program for extending pros
news editor.
Charles Hammond, Sunday night (25) on General Elec- wraps
total population
Bob Murphy, announcer of the "Quiz Kids" program, was inducted
with eht sampling to
promotion dept. chief, will name a tee's WRGB, Schenectady,
Hoosier Hot
Nothing below communities of 2,500 into the Army last week. No successor named as yet
full-time-promotional staff to exploit Johnny Olsen and his wife, Penny,
will be sampled during the war, but Shots skedded for a shot on the Hall of Fame (25) while in Hollywood
NBC's all-out television operations emceeing the audience-participation
extension to filming their fourth Columbia picture. .. Milton Greenebaum, prez of
Walter plans will be all set for
stanza, "Ladies' Be Seated."
in the near future.
Basic WSAM. Saginaw, Mich., arid John Gillin. Jr., prcz and g.m. of WOW,
with peace.
areas
rural
ErriestXollings and Edward Sobol Gorman and George Weist will direct
strategy behind the Hooper. "89-Cily Omaha, were visitors last week. .. .Walter Holohan, formerly with .tlie
are senior producers of video shows for the Blue; Larry Algos will be at
inaugurated last year. Is to, Chicago Daily News advertising dept., has joined the Blue's local and .spot
the controls, for GE, and Harvey Report,"
for WNBT.'
Ronald Oxford is
Judith Waller,- NBC Central Division public service diprovide a means of effecting this sales crew.
junior producer and Dr. Herbert Marlowe will be consultant director
extension.
rector, vacations -a.t Tyron, N. C, for two weeks, beginning Fri. (23) ...
Graf handles production for the out of this show. Paul Mowrey, Blue
J. Clinton Stanley; former member of the Blue network's production dept.
let's longhair music programs. This television supervisor, will host about
here, and recently a Navy Heut., has returned 'to the net as a production
20 newspaper and trade paper radio
staff, too, will be expanded shortly
supervisor. .. .Karl Wyler, v.p. and g.m. of KTSM, El Paso, was a visitor
with the hiring of new video pro- and video reps in the upstate N. Y.
last week. .. .Robert Ewing has replaced G. A. Vernon, as supervisor of
town' Sunday.
gramming personnel
Vernon has been transferred
the Blue's Central Division research -dept
Second Blue video program will be

Board of Govs.

.
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GF Axe Hears

to sales."

"On Stage Everybody" on DuMont's

WABD

Tuesday (27), with Danton
Walker and legit producer Billy Rose
taking part as viewers of young pro
talent taking^ part. So far. lineup for
this stanza includes HUdegarde Holiday and comic Eddie Mayehoff,
among others. Blue directors for this
Blue network last week began a stanza will be Cyril Armbristcr and
concerted promotional campaign to Martin Andrews, with Marlowe as
consultant.
gel more listeners and higher rat
Mowrey, incidentally, returns from
ings for its morning shows. Drive
includes use of car cards, window a midwe.st trip today- (Wednesday),
posters, newspaper ads and direct during which he set the "Quiz Kids"
"tor a Blue video program on DuMont
mail promotion.
Fred Smith, Blue v.p., in charge first week iri March, when that stanza
of promotion, advertising and pub-, will be cast from its Chicago headHe also addressed a dinner
licity, explained details of the cam- quarters.

Blue Drives

To

.

paign to

member

Special

closed

station execs in a in Toledo, O., yesterday (20) spontalk
last sored by that city's Chambei' of
pointing out that mcrce. Radio Execs Club, and the

Com

circuit

(14),

norning-hour web Women's: and Men's
stability of the
schedule makes that part of the day:
suitable
for
uudienueespecially
;

selling.

He

"Joyce Jordan," the. CBS 2-2:15
cross-'the-board daytime show, looks
headed for cancellation by General
Foods at the end of the current cycle
late next month.- Show has been one

A M. Shows

Build

Wednesday

|

'Joyce Jordan'

stated that best proof of what a

?»rtneTuff
^
SJSonlSoS
"stencr*

dfv evening orograms

This cam-

Clubs.
"
:

'

^C^'^Zlpl^i^
many

Bl»«

vertisor.

lead

Hicks

b^crt olirt

11„a£

which makes pencils and

^fP^-J^^^^^ ^
supplies,

failed

to

get

a

:

I

re-

Blue stations as the newal- of war contracts recently, and
by as
promotion,
morning-show drive wlll.be, because" decided to drop radio
'
Stanza" is heard
in the 1:15-1:30
*
all. stations were not notified of its'
originating date in time. However, p.m. slot on 167 stations, and. acr
in addition to his closed circuit talk, cording to latest Hooper -report, has
Smith, and Ted Oberfclder, web's to- a 4.7 rating,
in

!

i

•

.

1

*U

aVaftlr

told

audience

promotion,

—

Colnmbu. Bert gillie .and Bob
by letter.
member-station execs Wagner, both lormerly announcers
that afternoon and evening program at WQSU, Ohio State- U. station here,
stations

uil^xt-kOiag
ypbr fin

cajnpeJgns Will fol- hive ioIned'WHICC l»nd

otonuoc *bo#

drive.

*lty; "respectfveltr:
;

WBNS.

that,
I

.

sked with but ''Two On the Clue"
and "Kate Smith Speaks as compared to '.its fked two years ago.
when the client was represented by
and
"Jordan,"
"Malone.""Love
Learn", Kate Smith and the Sunday
"Those We. Love"' show, However,
the two-year stretch has seen a decided hypoing of hightUme pro^ramming, with GF currently represented on CBS by "Aldrlch Family,'*
"Thin Mm,*" the.Knte Smith Hour
nnd the Fannie Brlee show.
,

\

1

of

ordinstor
contacted

the

stable, dating

'

loses bis Sunday
afternoon sponsor. Scrip.o. following

>rgc

To*

Ad

Scripto Nixing Hicks

I

most consistent in the GF
back to 1937. It represents a' $600,000 annual outlay for
network time alone..
Skedded cancellation follows on
the heels of GF dropping VYoung
Dr.Malon^" early last month, with
the same reason ascribed^cutback
for
expenditures
advertising
on
.breakfast cereals. "Jordan" has been
plugging Grape Nuts Flakes and
Grape Nuts Wheatmeal, representing
a duplicity in commercials via GF
nighttime programming.
Understood, too. that GF had anticipated an increase in ceiling prices
for cereals which never materialized.
with J the jesuHan^cci.^ oh Jhe
L
drop back. It'll leave
advrtinj
GF represented on the CBS daytime
of

NBC Central Division sales staffers were hosts last week to several
out-of-town radio sales execs, including B. A. McDonald, sales mgr. KYW,
Philadelphia; C. Herbert Masse, Sales mgr. WBZ. Boston: Paul Mills, g.m,
and H. D. Longsworth, sales mgr. WOWO. Fort Wayne, and Joseph Baudino, station mgr. KDKA, Pittsburgh
Nancy Martin, songstress on the
Blue's "Breakfast Club" program, will be married March 20 in New
Martinsville, Va., to a G-man.
Harry C. Kopf, NBC g.m. here, mourning
loss of his brother, who died in El Paso
12 1.
.

(

IJS

HOLLYWOOD ...

Kay Kyser

performer when Mervyn Bogue (Ish
Kabibblc) got his summons from the Navy. Sully Mason recently went
on his own and Harry Babbitt long ago was~called to the service.
.Louella
Parsons will dish up Hollywood gossip for another 13 weeks for Woodbury
....Wayne Tiss east on biz for BBD&O
John Zoller now producing
"Cavalcade of America" after serving the program as NBC 'contact. He.
succeeds Don Clark, who moves over to "This Is My Best" as replacement
lost his third featured

.

.

.

for.

Dave

Titus,

now

in khaki.

. .

.Eddie Cantor's supporting cast

is

being

packaged by his producer, Manny Ostroff, for summer sale. It's not for
Bristol-Myers, who'd like something a little less expensive for hiatus duty
... .Don Prindle .bowed out as head gagwritcr for Abbott, and Costcllo
with the gooJ wishes of the comics. He'll now concentrate oh his own
show with Wendell Niles. Under his A&C exclusive he was forbidden
from writing for his own "Icebox Follies.'
Fritz Blocki's family serial, "The Callahans," will be made into a picture
by Columbia. He may be called to the studio' to work on the treatment
... .Milt Samuel added two new members to his publicity staff and in-stalled Bob Hall, onetime'Frlsco radio editor, as photo boss. Additions are
Gordon Williams, fresh out of the Army, and Virginia Sellers from Seattle
;.. .Marge Kerr, N. W. Ayer talent buyer, homing after cuff-noting availablcs..,.Joy Sommers joined the Danny Kaye writing staff, which comprises Jack Harvey, Robert Fine, Milt Gross, Ben Perry, Sylvia Fine and
Dick Mack, producer and ex-gagman.
Eddie' Cantor rushed in to help out Joan Davis when Jack
Haley developed eye trouble.... Those back east who didn't hear the first
five minutes of the Eddie Cantor show last week can blame the KO A
engineer in Denver. He was asleep at the switch and that first live minutes would have cost Cantor a few Crossley points if it was a Crossley
night, which it wasn't.
.Hal Hackett, MCA's radio chief, will take up
permanent residence here in June if he can find an abode. ...William
Ewing. in from the Pacific for a rest from his correspondent chores for
the Blue.
1

. .

.

!.
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THESPS BURN OVER BRUSHOFF
Tall Stories vs. Short Vision
E'

Last Sunday (18) night Kate Smith announced on her CBS
program a contest for which all hospitalized vets are eligible.
&he wants them to concoct "tall stories," the winner each week
to receive

little

to solve the prob-

lems, either financial or psychological, of the returning wounded
the immediate results certainly will Intrigue sufficient
listeners among the wounded In the hospitals to justify the try
on the part of the program. It certainly shirks any attempt to
help solve the vast rehabilitation problem while It throws out

vet, yet

,

'

a crumb.

There have been attempts In the past by several in radio (that
Horace Heldt job gimmick, for one, wound up as an unfortunate
fiasco) to take advantage in volunteering a solution to this tremendous task. In Itself, no Individual attempt can tarnish the
sincerity of radio as a whole, but it would be wise for radio at
this time to formulate some code as to its part in this huge postwar task, binding its performers in honor not to take advantage
under the guise of rendering an assist.
doubly unfortunate that Miss Smith, who has done such
outstanding work In the overall war effort and has just been
signally honored by the National Conference of Christians and
Jews for her morale work, should resort" to an action that could
easily be construed as having an ulterior motive. At least a program of such stature would not even have the excuse of a smaller
and less successful stanza, yet her action might very well serve
as a coine-on to those with less Integrity.
It's

Cal Kuhl, Lurie Seen Stepping Out
Stan Joseloff, program and talent
development head of the Blue network, resigned last week to accept a
Job with the Blow agency as head of
the radio dept., effective March 13.
He will continue at the Blue until

moving over

,

to his

new

post.

Switch Danny O'Neil

To Late Afternoon
Danny

O'Neil, currently heard in
:

This move threw a boriibshell into the 11:18-11:30 p.m. slot on CBS,
Biow's entire "radio department per- moves into the 4:43-6 afternoon segsonnel setup, end both Cal Kuhl, who ment on March 19, with Joan Brooks
has a contract with the agency as returning
to the late evening 15-minradio head that expires on June 1,
ute period on that date. Afternoon
and Walter Lurie, N. Y. radio dept. slot 1* being made
available with detopper, are expected to resign ere parture
of the Milt Herth Trio,

long. Kuhl will be offered the pro-,
ducership of the Philip Morris-Ginny

Simms

which winds up

March

its

Reports of shabby treatment that
talent Is
getting from networks,
agencies and directors In matter of
appointments for Interviews and aii?
ditions is spreading throughout the
trade.
Stories of abuse and highhanded methods used on various actors and actresses are cropping up in
increasing number to indicate a general callousness in attitude towards
performers. Actors state they're being called on to go through all sorts
of meaningless and degrading rigmarole U> get appointments with directors.

the accustomed thing. The situation
applies not. only to newcomers in
trade, but to the competent, established actor.
It applies not necessarily to the actor seeking a specific
part on a particular program, but
merely in the case of the actor seeking an interview with a director to
make his acquaintance and discuss
his experience for the record.
The
general brushoff and kicking around
talent is getting is creating its ugly,
side, in deflating an actor's confidence and ego, discouraging some
from staying in field, keeping newcomers out and in general arousing a
bitterness between talent and employer that is bad for trade morale
as a whole.
Tough Web Barriers
Recent experience of several actors
with NBC illustrates the situation.
An actor wants an appointment with
a certain director, to meet him.

sustaining series'

Actor can't phone for appointment;
he must apply in person, and only
through an intermediary, a Mrs.
Fuller.

&

Rubicam.

I.urle

sustaining

show

starting

to

Feb.

86.

"Encore Appearance" moves out of
the spot today (Wed.).

Helen Hayes

Hypoed Show*

Biow, incidentally, offered

Show

buy

up Kuhl's contract several months,
ago, and, when the figure mentioned to Kuhl was unacceptable to
the lattei, the agency-sent blm out to
head the Coast radio office of the
agency! Lurie, who left-Foote, Cone
St Belding some Ave months ago, to
go with Biow, according to those in
the trade, has been instrumental, not
only in Improving several of the net-

work shows which the agency has on
but iii aiding in the successful launching of two new Procter &
Gamble programs which the agency
Inaugurated recently, and which have
garnered good listening ratings.
air,

Whether the resignation by JOsaloff
will be followed by other departures
of. comparatively newly
appointed
executives at the Blue network remains to be seen. He has told intimates that he was. not very happy

Set for Mutual
Textron is sponsoring Helen Hayes
in a 15-minute Sunday night program (10:15-10:30) starting on Mutual

this

Sunday

C26).

Originally
skedded for the spot was Rep. Clare

Boothe Luce for a commentary ses^
but the latter withdrew.
Show, being handled through J.
Walter Thompson agency, is tabbed
"This is Helen Hayes," with initial
program emanating from Chicago

sion,

(star is currently touring
in the
"Harriet" legiter). Miss Hayes, will
weekly dramatize' the stories of
nurses who have distingushed themselves in the war With the program
Itself being devoted to recruitment

for nurses.

way

things were working out at
the Blue, and especially the way the
program department was being run.
So, when Biow's offer came through,
he accepted quite readily.
the.

Actor, regardless of whether

(Continued on page 44 V

Voice for

KMH

On the .other hand, those in the
trade point out that Joseloff was not
the Blue long enough to really get
•et, along with HubbelJ
Robinson,
Jr -i programs v.p., and other Blue

Lights Out on Obolor's

Wage

Tiff

With

R&R

Hollywood, Feb.

20.

Arch Oboler blew a decision to
t
Riilhrauff & Ryan last week that
cost him a few Gs. Writer-producer
of last season's. Auto-lite show with
program chiefs, on the long-range Ronald Colman had sued for lour
Plan for improvement of, the net- weeks' salary when .the second 13Work's program structure.
week cycle was shortened by four
weeks. Agency contended he agreed

Mutual'*
Mutual'js

currently

New Rate Card

.new rate plan structure,
in

process of blueprint,
will be put into operation, June 18.
Date coincides with time when new
station-affiliate contracts begin.

to the cut without, compensation.
This was disputed by Oboler and the
case went to arbitration,

Bin Tuttle, R&R veepee, came out
from New York to present the
agency's isidc.
Herb Sanford of
N. W. Ayer appeared for R&R.

Edgar Kobak, president of Mutual,
week turned down a cross-theboard nighttime show that would
have added up to $2;000,000 in: grossbillings a year and a $1,000,000 net
lime sale for the web. At a time
when such an account would have,
given the rejuvenated Web a distinct hypo, Kobak, after conferring
\*ilh the sponsor^ agency and other
network toppers, not only nave ihe
whole thing a nix but convinced,
agency and client as well that to go
through with the deal would-be as
unsound for them as for the network.
Proposal was to spot John J. An-.
Iliony and a "good will court" 'he's
been olf the air for some lime)
last

Bing'a Blue Plug
The chances are only a Bihg
Crosby could get away with it.
but NBC officials must have had
few jittery moments last
a
Thursday (IS) -night when Der
Bingle went the whole hog in a
banter routine with guest announcer' Wendell Miles, sKirtcd
'another netthe- customary
work'' tag and let out all the
stops in crediting the Blue network.
Kidding Niles. who co-stars
with Don Prindle on tne Hires
"Ice Box Follies," about "breaking in a gag" for his own Show,
Crosby went to town. un!' the

.

.

:

.

cussions.

the account, approached
the deal and, together with
toppers,
they sat
discuss the soundness of
opening up a "heart of the. evening"
segment in a situation that involved
a double sensitivity that
of
the
product and the Anthony "good. will"
format.' Question arose as to whether or not. the combination would,
make for good radio and while
Kobak was in the pivotal spot of
clinching the deal, he turned it down
on the grounds that to accept the
Another one of those conflicts be- show for such a spot would reflect
tween performer and agency script- to the discredit of both Mutual and
ers oh a comedy show saw Johnny radio as a Whole. Hoyt was equally
Morgan bow off the Ballantine spon- convinced after the session that
the commercial-Anthony-middle-ofsored CBS Monday nighter this

handling

Morgan

Off Ale

—

Over Material

.

,

j

eveuing combination didn't shape Up
as good radio.

j

,

Equitable

Blue for FBIer
Equitable.
Life
Insurance
has
bought the Friday night 8:30 to 9
niche on the .Blue, beginning in midMarch. Format will be a dramatic
series of episodes from the official
files of the F.B.I., scripted by Jerry
Devine.
Said to be the first time actual
files of the federal agency have been

]

|

-

!

1

made

'

;

title.
- nevlne,_.currerttly_ vacationing
in
Florida, is due back In N. V., March"
5, when he will start getting production staff together, and cast the program.
Warwick lc Legler is the

.

agency.
i

i

'

Ade

Albany.— WOKO (CBS) has filed
ap application with the FCC for an

FM

station permit.

Hult in Line For

Mutual Midwest (LM.;

Jim Maboney to Chicago
Ade
in

Hult, sales mgr. for Mutual

Chicago,

is

being groomed

by

prexy Ed Kobak to take over the
general managership of the network
operation in Chi, As. such his job'll
be comparable to that of Ed Borroff
for the Blue!
Meanwhile Kobak Is transferring

Jim Mahoney

to Chi to handle starelations.
He's been handling
the central division operation out of
the N. Y. office.
Similarly, Mutual
plans developing its station relations
setup in the southeast and southwest,
with appointments skedded for the
near future and offices likely to be
established in Atlanta and Dallas.
tion

Esty

yet.

available for direct transition

radio. Current "FBI in Peace and
War," sponsored by Procter L Gamble on CBS, Saturday nights is
based upon the book of the same

to.

AGENCY

stations around the country, in connection with the forthcoming Rexall
lc sale.
No substitute show set as

Buys

script gimmicks.

DURANTE-REXALL DEAL

among

to

Show After Tiffs

will continue its plan to build the
comedy stanza for a postwar boDeal for Jimmy Durante to team nanza. Currently it's heard on a
with Arthur Treacher for a series 43-station hookup but there's • posof four platter shows on behalf of' sibility this will be expanded when
up to Ballantine is once more able to conset
Rexall appeared all
yesterday (Tues.). with Lou Clay- centrate on nationwide distribution
and sale of its malt and hops prodton, manager for the Schnozz giving
;
his okay, but a last-minute snag re- ucts.

for local distribution

network

oilier'

down

.

series,

flve-limes-a-

Kobak on

Pacific?

Durante-Gary Moore CBS show,
said "no dice,'' with result that the
whole thing looks cold.
N, W. Ayer agency handles the
Rexall account and planned the

slot

program via a full network hookup/
Harry Hoyt, president of Carter's;
and execs of the Ted Bates agency,

.

Wm.
portedly killed the project.
agency, which handles the.
Camel account and the Friday night

9:15-9:30

the

in

weck. with Carter's Products Little
Liver Pills, etc.) bankrolling the

'credits— giving the night,
the
lime and the network and faded
off into something that suggested
he feared there might be reper-

However, the agency stood firm,
basing its stand on fact the Morgan
show was not a package proposition
giving the star carte blanche on ma:
When, last Friday (16), the
terial.
same dispute arose over Monday's
Bing Crosby Is skedded 1o check
(19) program, Morgan went to the
off the Kraft Music Hall show in
mat
with JWT toppers and his exit
the near future for a trip to the
was mutually agreed upon. Barney
South Pacific to entertain the fightGrant, comic last prominent In the
ing forces. All of which raises a!
days when Rudy Vallee ruled the
problem for the sponsor, who's,
N. Y. variety program roost, has
reaping the benefits of unprecedented
been signed as sub.
Hooperatings for Der Bingle (he's
Morgan's bowout was unexpected.
been up there with the top four guys
for the past couple of months). in a way, inasmuch as he recently
Naturally, Kraft would like to have was tendered a renewal and pay
him stick but in. view of the reason boost to $1,250 by Ballantine, an apfor his proposed bowout 'obviously parent sign of sponsor satisf actio:).
However, when it came to a final
can say nothing.
Meanwhile there's some conjecture showdown, it's understood Ballanas to who might take over. In view tine expressed a keener desire to
of the fact that Frank Sinatra is not retain the stooges than Morgan.
bound by any exclusive contract to
Morgan also was released from a
Max Factor, the point's been brought five-year contract held by the ad
up in the trade as to whether or not agency which also has other perKraft might not make a pitch to the formers on the show parted includVoice to fill in.
ing Pert Kelton,. Gee-Gee James,
Cameron Andrews and others who'll
remain to stooge and assist for
NIXES
ESTY
Grant. Thompson, it's understood,

Thru So.

And

Bad' Radio in Pivotal 9:15 P.M. Spot

the position that, as star of the program, he should have been allowed
final say on gags, sltuashes and other

When Bmg Treks

Liver Pills

Hypo on Grounds Of

week. Move, it's understood, culminated .a long series of disputes
with J. Walter Thompson staffers
over material, with Morgan taking

starrer,

the bigger agencies in N. Y., reportedly having the Inside track on the
head radio program production post
at N. W. Ayer, which has been vacant for the past couple of months,
since Max Wylle resigned to go with

the

and

long-time appointments; some can't
be seen at all.
Long waits, great inconvenience,
broken appointments are becoming

16.

which originates on
In a further reskedding of the CBS
the Coast, where Kuhl is presently
sustaininglayout, £ileen Farrell,
situated for Blow. He is expected to
who's heard on the Tues. "American
turn this down. Lurie already has
Melody Hour- for Bayer, will ocbeen offered several important posts
cupy the 6:30-8.48 slot with her own
in radio departments of a couple of

Young

directors are fencjing

selves in through intermediaries

'

.

Some

7

Stan Joseloff From Blue to Biow,

.

$2,000,000 Biz

a $260 cash award,

This gesture at the most can do very

Kobak Nixes Anthony,

WELLES GETS RUN OF

SHOW ON

VINO'S 'BEST'

Hollywood, Feb. 20.
be Orson Welles, host and
on Cresta Blanca's "This Is
My Best" beginning March 13. "When
he isn't hosting and acting he'll be
It'll

actor,

DOBOTHT THOMPSON SHIFT

acting and hosting.
Dorothy Thompson shifts over
Client (Schenley) has been satis-, from her Blue network Sunday suafled with the show's rating (opposite tainer to MutuaJ^starting .March 35
"Fibber end Molly") but felt It from 9:45 to 10 p.m., with Trl-Mount
needed a dominant personality at a Clothe* picking up the tab.
permanent fixture.
Stanza will be aired ence. weekly.
.

'
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CAB

Bannerman

Owners

Tells Can. Indie

stations to keep close check on commercial continuities. He spoke of the
current temptation to advertisers to

Toronto, Feb. 20.
For the betterment of broadcasting
la Canada, there must be a sever-

Broadcasting Corp. but any regulatory body, established by the Canadian government must obviate

the product story with pseudo
news. He said; "One still hears
commercial starting out with 'Here
big news' or a commercial that
pi'elends to dramatize a supposed
tie in

ance between the operating and rcgulatory functions of the Canadian

war
|

a
j

is

1

war news

event:

sell goods for
monopoly or private may
but arc you playing
monopoly according to Glen BanBannerman also
nerman. president, Canadian As-

State

either.

sociation

Broadcasters.

of

He

told

this to independents at their annual
convention in Quebec last week,

when

coast-to-coast

were present.
While referring
tion,

Bannerman

representatives

CBC

co-operasaid the independto

ents were not in agreement with the
existing system and he hoped that
the CBC board of governors, in future, would discuss proposed regu-

CAB

lations with
issuing
fore

"save a

lot

representatives bethus
directives and
of later argument and

discussion."

these techniques
the time being
fair?"

exhorted
his
listeners lb develop local talent to a
greater, degree than now exists. The
convention unanimously adopted: a
resolution supporting the principle
of world freedom of the press, guaranteed by international agreement.
'

The 1945 directorate of the CAB
Harry Sedgwick, CFRB, Tor

are:

CKWX,

onto; F. H. Klphicke,
Van
couver: A. A. Murphy, CFQC, Saska
toon; G. R. A. Rice, CFRN, Edmon
ton:
J.

E.

thier.

ot certain local stations. He termed
as "an insidious danger" the propensity of some privately owned stations to let the network do all the1

U. of Kentucky to
plan for development
of college radio. Jory, now airing
on ''Matinee Theatre" on CBS,
locally through WHAS, will be both
personal adviser and consultant to
the University studio in Lexington.

work and "let the network wire be
your program director."
Bannerman also warned member-

CHLT.

Lynds.
rett.

Consensus ot opinion among
9. representation at the annual conclave of the Canadian
Broadcasters' Assn. was that the
NAB could wall take a lesson

from cross-th'e-border

CAB

Sherbrooke;

CKCW,

CHNS,

Louisville

asked by
sponsor a

Moriton;
Halifax.

— Victor

W.

Jory

Radio Could Use

Him

A

F.
C. Bor-

Philadelphia, Feb. 20.
of Its plans for a
radio school brought these "suggestions" for courses from Howard
Cushman, Evening Bulletin columnist, who writes under the pseudonym "Lynn C. Doyle":
short course in washing powders, depilatories,
"Soap Opera 1:
and moth-proonng. Some attention will be given to crispy, crunchy
dialogue."
"Gag Writing 23: History of the gag from Joe Miller to Joe E. Brown.
Field trips to Moyamensing Prison and the Common Pleas Court for
research in larceny."
"Advanced Jollity:
seminar for announcers who will conduct a
serious study of mike-hugging; the Guffaw vs. the Chuckle; sponsorphobia— its cause and cure; etc."
"Commenfatoring 31: How to interpret the world news in terms of
shoe polish, peanut butter and hair tonic."

Temple University's announcement

week

last

.

on

general convention organization
and conduct. While it was pointed out that, by virtue of Its
smaller organization, the CAB
was confronted with a less
wicldy proposition, nonetheless
the U. S. delegation came away
thoroughly impressed by Unbusinesslike fashion of the confab, the constructiveness of the
sessions as a whole, and the
manner in which the Canadian
delegations came prepared with
a complete agenda.
The fact that the sessions were
treated much in the manner of a
corporation board meeting, with
nothing of importance getting
railroaded or a brushofT and
treated
healthy discussion
to
came, as one U. S. broadcasting
exec said, "as an oyc-opener."
"It was far superior to any of
the NAB conclaves," he added.

Gerry Gaetz. CKRC, Winnipeg;
Campeau, CKLW, Windsor; K.

D. Soble, CHML, Hamilton; Phil
Lalonde, CKAC, Montreal; A. Gau-

Bannerman warned operators ot
owned stations that their
weakness, or strength, lies in the
position tbey hold in the community.
He said there was room for greater
community interest in the conduct
privately

NAB

IT.

Regulations

CBC Should 'Round Table

Show*

A

A

WIP

'Borrows'

WCAU

For All-Nieht

BLUE'S ABC

TAGUNE

'Patrol'

Philadelphia, Feb. 20.
WIP, Mutual outlet, was forced to
take its "Dawn Patrol," all-night
program, off the air last week for
two nights while the Federal Com-

ON DAY-LONG BASIS

.

After fussing around for. nearly a
with various musical and
sound gimmicks to accent its new
the Blue network last
designation,
munications Commission conducted
tests for a m,id-Ohio station which week decided to use tag "Blue nethas the same channel as the Phllly work of the American Broadcasting

month

station.

Rags-to-Riches

WINS Deal Seen
has been

Co." as network identification. New
To keep "Patrol" patroling, WCAU,
station break announcement went
Columbia outlet, allowed WIP to
use its facilities for the two nights. into effect last Sunday (18) on an
The all-nighter is sponsored, seven all-day basis.
nights a week, by the Pep Boys,
Buildup, and objective, of entire

automobile accessory chain stores.
Show runs from 1 a.m. to 6 a.m.

drive among web personnel to find
an odd, but effective way, of an-

the

—

new

One aspect due for an airing when
the FCC looks into the proposed
sale of WINS, N. Y., to
Crosley of WLW. Cincinnati,- by
Hearst Radio is the amazing skyrocket on the station's valuation In

Trenton, N. j. Arthur J. Scholz,
veteran newspaperman, has been
appointed public relations director
of

nouncing network signature, is toward the eventual dropping of the
"Blue network," and calling
the web, "The American Broadcast-

title,

'

WTTM.

ing Co."

$1,700,000

14 years.
v
The outlet, in 1930, changed hands
for only $16,500 when the Gimbel
dept. store interests sold it to Hearst.
At that time the station was known
as
and operated from a
single room at the Lincoln Hotel,.
Y. The control room engineer,
incidentally, made his headquarters
in the adjoining bath.

Al Shayne
Radio's Ambassador of Song

WGBS
'

The comparison admittedly is not
a true reflection of the current
transaction inasmuch as WINS already has been approved for a
power uppage of 50,000 watts and
presumably will move into that
class as soon as the war emergency
relaxes sufficiently to allow for
(Continued on page 42)

Bracken, Kaye Pace Added
Starters in

The

Hooper Derby,

Saint'

Garners 11.7

With Bob Hope (34.3) and Fibber
McGee & Molly (30.5) still dominating the top brackets In the Hooper
sweepstakes, industry attention this
week was centered, for the most
part, on the audience reactions to
several new stanzas which bowed in
on the networks during the past
several weeks.
Feb. 15 Hooper listing showed

Broadcasting

Monday Through Friday at 5 :15

P.M.—Sundays at 1 :45 P.M. on Station WINS
W,ishes to

WALTER WINCHELL:
the

on

Tlumki

"Al Shayne, who was one of

first clicks on the air, making a thrilling comeback
Orchids to Al Shayne's M.C.'ing."
local stations.

—

Al Shayne—a gennine click anywhere. Newest rave of the air-waves. A
night club and theatre star and now a star of the air."

ED SULLIVAN "Recommended
i

WALKER

« "On the preferred
DAN
great style of song delivery."

listt

Al Shayne'*

NICK KENNY t "Wbtta voice! Wotta Performer!
of America's foremost song stylists. The most stirring and rousing voice I've ever heard. Tremendous appeal in his voice."

One

and

MY SPONSOR,
537 Fulton

Street,

Ben Tucker's Hudson Bay Fur

Co.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

For a Most Enjoyable Season.

Eddie Bracken with a fast 16.7 getaway and Danny Kaye racking up
a 13:4.
Judy Canova grabbed her-

41 Shayne

self a 15.7 rating for Colgate's

Saturnight
newcomer, while the
Niles-Prindle "Ice Box Follies" on
the Blue, Monday nights, could do
no better than 3.1.
The Andrews Sisters on the Blue
Sunday afternoon achieved a cred-

day

itable

8.0.

"The

Saint,"

on

NBC

Saturday evening, was rated at 11.7,
while the recently introed "Stars of
the Future" Ford Motor musical on
the Blue Friday night, garnered 2.6.

MORE ASPIRIN FOR 'HOF/
MIKE DUTTON DRAFTED
Hollywood, Feb.

20.

Fame" may have
And a new producer but quick
Myron Dutton, picked to succeed, Tom McKnight, was handed his
induction papers a few hours after he
Philco's "Hall of

to

like.

stepped off his train in N. Y.
For time being, though, he's going
ahead with plans for March 4 show
in N. Y.

MARKHAH ON TBI B0ABD
Emerson Markham, General Electric television mgr., was elected to
the board, of directors of Television
Broadcaster* Aaa'n at a meeting In
N. Y. Mon. <M).
He succeeds Robert L. Gibson,
who resigned from the TBA board
following hi* transfer from CUE video
activities Into the chemical division
of the company directing advertising and tales promotion.

"Now here'* 101081111114 1 can really appreciate!"
Functional, tills modern art ... inspiring people to absorb high-octane
nonruhment. Yes, there'* potent vita*
etc In bt| bowlfuli or milk, fruk;

mm

and those whole wheat flakes Wheaties,
"Breakfast of Champion*." There'* al-

urpim a/ tm§ff$^fti§. Br* tried ttt

.
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Address Unknown

Inside Stuff—Radio
r

,

The Chicago Tribune last week "played Pegler's tune" in an editorial
blast at the Blue network in connection with some of the news commenWalter Winchell and Drew Pearson drew some
tators aired by the web.
barbs, as was to be expected, but William S. Gailmor was the chief target.
Trib editorial dragged out anew the accusations leveled several weeks ago
Pegler's
Hearst-syndicated
column and added a few cracks
In Westbrook
quoted from the pen of John T. ("That Man In the White House") Flynn.
Although Col. McCormick's publication went all-out in castigating the
it
apparently
forgot
network
to
mention
tha't Gailmor, strictly speakBlue
ing, is not on the network's commentating staff, his a iters being carried
on WJZ, N. Y., only. It's extremely doubtful whether anyone in the Trib's
circulation area ever hears Gailmorc with any degree of regularity since
to
any
outlets
in that territory.
The Blue gave Gailmor a
he's not relayed
clean bill of health following Pegler's tirades and

is

Arnold

Hartley,

rector for

WOV,

application last

program

Petrillo

di-

At KSTP; Hubbard Helpless, He Says

looking for a berth with the station.

It

Wins 10-Month-Old Strike

N. Y„ got an
week from a guy

was one of those pro-

duction jobs that really shot the

the newspapers and over all local
radio stations. Hubbard added that
KSTP and "the remedy to this situation lies in
effected
Saturthe
hands of the legislative branch
73,
day tl7> when union musicians re- of our Government and that is
ported for work at the Radio City where immediate relief should be
worked
out."
studios of KSTP.
Parties involved agreed to a twodinner.
year contract, providing for employ-Iscn. Ball's Warning
merit
at
the
Minneapolis
studio
of
a
Result
is
Hartley's
pretty
Washington. Feb. 20.
minimum of eight musicians at a
much sold on the guy— except
Sooner or later, Congress will
minimum wage of $52 a u'eck, the have to crack down on James C.
that in his enthusiasm to record
leader to get at least $75. A -similar Petrillo, Senator Joseph H. Ball iR.,
all the facts the applicant forcontract
iCBS).
is in force at
got to put down his name and
Minn.) said Saturday il7).
Ball
Work week is 22 hours with a two- made his statement after learning
address.
week vacation with pay.
that Stanley E. Hubbard, head of
Settlement of the long drawn-out {'station KSTP, Minneapolis, had pro.controversy means a balancing of testingly signed a contract with the
programs between Minneapolis and AFM, alter waiting in vain for
St. Paul.
During the lite of the action in the long drawn-out scrap.
argument, KSTP aired exclusively
"Sooner or later." said Ball, "the
from St. Paul where it had a con- arbitrary activities of Petrillo will
Nashville, Feb. 20.
tract with the local union.
have to be curbed. It is too bad that
Appropriation of $52,000 to estabStanley Hubbard, prez of KSTP, Hubbard felt he had to capitulate.
lish radio department lor evangelistic said he had capitulated and accepted
It sets a bad precedent."
broadcasts was voted by board of James Petrillo's terms.
He said Petrillo,
prez, had
evangelism of the Methodist Church
McAlleri, Tex. Howard W. Davis
last week. Plan, sponsored by board's "circumvented our courts, defied the
success- has applied for a standard broadcast
devotional publication, "The Upper regional and national
Room," calls for production of fivc- fully and daringly defied the Presl- station to operate full time here
niinulc transcriptions for 100 stations dent to demonstrate that he has with a power of 1000-watts on 9G0

—

works
detailed description of
background, qualifications, ch;u aeler.
habits,
comprehensive
analysis of what's good
and
what's bad about radio and only
stopped short of describing what
the guy likes for breakfast and

1

i

;

Minneapolis, Feb. 20.
of
10-month-old
a

Culmination

strike

dispute

between

AFM, was

Local

:

j

;

1

greeting the Trib

;

blast with silence.

!

Lawrence Tibbctl will pinch hit for James Melton for only three weeks
on the CBS "Texaco Star Theatre," March 4, H and 18. Jane Froman
has been signed for the same three weeks, with Alec Templeton and Al
Goodman's orchestra tilling out the bill. Melton, who is doing 13 concerts
In Canada and the Pacific Northwest, will fly from San Francisco back to
N. Y. for the broadcast of March 25. This will emanate from the stage of
the Metropolitan Opera House, as part of a show being put on by the
Metropolitan Opera Guild to raise funds for Army, Navy bands.
Texaco programs of April 1 and 8 will originate in Hollywood, where
Melton will be, thereafter relur,ning to N.'Y. with the tenor, whose contract as star of the series has again been renewed.

WCCO

.

\

\

j

:

52G FOR SERIES OF

j

WLB

!

|

METHODIST PLATTERS

j

j

|

i

!

National Conference of Christians and Jews, celebrating Brotherhood
this week, announced five distinguished merit awards for performers and programs on air over past year. Awards were made as follows:
Single broadcast: Norman Corwin's dramatization "Untitled," CBS. Individual station: WMCA, for programs like "New World A-Coming" and
"Adventure Into the Mind." Outstanding national net series: "They Call
Me Joe" on NBC's "University of the Air." Network religious program:
"Hymns of All Churches." by General Mills on NBC. Individual: Kate
Smith, whose programs "embodied the message of understanding and
good wjjl among all Americans.''

Week

_

——

__

.

.

|gagg

__

.

.

j

I

AFM

—

;

WLB

I

|
'

|

j

on sustaining time.
Dept.
headquarters
Nashville.

will

be

in

i

I

Davis

more power than any Government

kc'.

department."
In a personal bulletin released to

KMAC, San

owner and operator of

is

Antonio, and

the Laredo Broadcasting Co.,

in

1

Tom Breneman To
'Breakfast' in His

Own H'wood Nook
Hollywood, Feb. 20.
and his partners in
Hollywood"
have

Tom Breneman
"Breakfast

in

bought their own restaurant to originate the Blue network audience
participation program. Half-interest
has been acquired in the Hollywood
Tropics and show remotes from there

March

Breneman

The

26.

group,

which includes Raymond R. Morgan,
•gency head; Chet Mittendorf, KFWB
sales exec, and John Masterson. aide
to Breneman, sought to buy Sardi's
but couldn't get together with Dave
Covey on price.

When the "Sardi's" was dropped
from the Breneman program title for
purposes of the picture 1o be produced by Edward Golden, Covey
protested but without avail.
Law
iuits
were threatened but never
•ventunted. To make a clean break
from the former association, Breneman will take the program to Denver, St. Louis, Omaha and Kansas
City In connection with the Red
Cross drive befdre broadcasting from
his own beanery.
Tropics undergoes a name change
to
Tom Breneman's Hollywood.
Transaction is announced as involving $150,000 but that price seems
far out of line, considering that the
three Tropics owners bought the spot
from Harry Arnheim for $58,000.

RCA

Seeking Bigger

Network for 'Music'
J.

Walter Thompson, agency on the

RCA

account, is currently making a
pitch to clear additional station time
for the clienfs Sunday afternoon

NBC

show, "Music

America Loves

Best."

Program
with

now heard on

is

121 sta-

HOME TOWN BOY
MAKES GOOD

RCA

anxious to clear new
outlets in connection with expanded
merchandising activity and lining of

tions,

'

Petrillo ban.

and how
And how

long

is six years;

, . .

going on seven? Long

enough to prove to another hometown Baltimore
success, Arundel Ice

hometown

Cream,* that Baltimore's own

WFBR

station

is

or

how

to win the

Baltimore market

?

big

the one to get results.

WFBR

town audience
fifteen

has

built.

(Arundel has th«

minutes preceding our "Quiz of

Remember

the above

talking about

facts

RESULTS

1

Two

Cities").

when people

in Baltimore! Yes,

start
if

you

Mflnag*m«nt

LAWRENCE GOLDEN
Fifth

«>«nu.

.

H,w

For

YoiV ]),«.(

notch
built

DRAMATIC SCRIPTS
'

years on

ice

cream and baking chain used programs

by

WFBR.

touch only

top-

They've profited by the hometown

WFBR knows how to give, and the home-

.

.

.

...W...F...B...R...
•Agency; Applestein-Wagner Advertising Agency

WANTED

Uncd one-lmir hour

<lnin\;iiln m'l'lnix

not yet aired on Pacini; <'oiiHt mi. (Ions
needed. What do you hove uvnM:iiilr
.'

Hot 4M
W. 4Mh St.

Variety,
,

WFBR, Arundel, Baltimore's

five

buy what
know what to buy in Baltimore
want
the successful hometown boys have always bought
to

New Y»rk

)».

N.,V.

MEMBER

— MUTUAL

IR0ADCASTIM6 SYSTEM

•

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE

— JOHN

ILAIR

&

CO.

WFBR

prez

of

KPAB.

Wednesday February
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to Relax

Chance

Michigan Sawbones Buy Airtime To

Medical
State
division of the Amcriciin Medical 'Society to use the commercial radio to do" public relations

Michigan

The

wo-, k.

in

a

lirst

>-u-5!a'i

;.;

now

•oialina.-

series

ir>c.:!:ages

its

Jo-minute pro-

of

grams which started on a. 20-week

WJR.

basis last Friday via

Uetting away from dry medical
speakers and dramatic skits, the new
series is using musical enlert:;inmenl

and war bond prizes as public

a brief narration by the announcer.- Dr. Clarence L. Candler,
radio chairman for the society, vyas
speaker "with Dr. Fein'
the fust
Foster, of Bay City, exec. sec. sched-

and

Detroit: Fob. 20.

Society,

Trend

Socialized Medicine

Combat

Chicago. Feb. 20.
People have heard about ships
without rudders; horses without
riders and other inconsistencies
of life, but radio executives withprclty hard to
radios, is
out
fathom.

lures.

Frankly, the nation's medicos are
afraid of the trend toward socialized
medicine, with several such bills
-pending in Congress, and are taking
to ihc air to win over support. The
society also feels that it has been too
starchy in the matter of ethics and
that if it wants to get supporters it
must do it with entertainment, not

preachments.
Messages will be limited to oneminule inserts by prominent doctors

uled for next week.
not
will
si 11
Il

.

any bare
inasmuch as th.-

i

Detroit School Kids Ruled Off Air

Nevertheless, believe it or not.
was revealed here last week
it
that six of the town's top station
execs and agency brasshats controlling the sale of oyer $20.(100.000 annually of radio shows,
do not even have the little in-

be

knuckles affair
medical men say their programs will
not be controversial although can-

struments

aimed at defeating the trend
toward socialized medicine.
Members. of the profession believe
raised
it
is high time that medicine
sand and
its ethical head out of the
proceeded to tell the world what the

in their

Five 'Experts' In

is doing, not only on
but on the home
"'J'hoy
Candler explained.
can prove that the United States is

front.'"

Policy Purge

Ihe healthiest nation in spite of uo(Continued on page 44

Hollywood. Feb. 20.
Notice has been served by KFI on
the sponsors of live commentators

AFRA-POUTICS FUSS
DUE TO BE REVIVED

that they'll be unacceptable to
-lalion after March 1. Getting

the
the
with the NBC
in line
against " personal
policy
slanting of the news are Sam Baiter,

brusheroo
affiliate's

Members

of

York

New

local

j

American Federation of Radio Art-

Jose Rodriguez and Sid Sutherland
(teamed), T. B. Blakiston and Alvin
Wilder. Further, the clients were told

are awaiting with interest next
1.
March
meeting.
understood, opinion of
it's
counsel as to the constitutionality of
resolution
political
so-called
the
passed at Nov. 16 meeting will be

SPORTS

ists,

membership
when,

read.
to

Meeting is considered likely
have more fireworks than the Nov.
members wrangled
session, when
from 8 p.m. till 2 a.m. over question
whether local board has right to

policy

political,

and

economic or

new

social

It

any substitutes would have to be
hired through KFI. a provision, of
the new policy being that analysts
must be on the station staff so they
can be better controlled.
Unaffected by the station's flat are

COMEDY WRITER
Eitantlve

Carcuditu
Available far lot*

writtef

renlly In ta»».

or Watt ceaat
ipeculatloa.
Writ* Bo»

ulaaif

WCAU

•Ballv

Na

t.

Head

Rudy Bloom

licity at

He

Yarlrtr

Wmt 4«th Stmt
\TO Ywk M..S. *.

WCAU.

also

will

act

ai

assistant

to

effective

local

week

this

20.

WMPS,
straight

(19)

newscasts.

Five-minute
not

affected

news programs are
inasmuch as station

never has allowed middle
cials on these programs.

New
j

commer

Bankroller Gives

Dave Tyson 20-Hrs.-a-Wk

Pittsburgh. Feb. 20.
Signing of a new commercial,
with Rosenbaum's downtown dept
store, for Dave Tyson, chief anfor the last four
nouncer at
years, makes him the busiest bank
rolled spieler in town. Tyson's sponsored time on local indie station
now amounts to an even '20 hours
on NoB-ComnTl If
weekly.
Each summer Tyson takes a twoAkron Switch Delayed month leave of absence from
Akron, Feb. 20.
to direct children's activities during
WCLE,- Cleveland, cannot begin July and August at Steel Pier, At

WHKK

'

WWSW

lantic City.

moo

WCLE

and Cleveland programs which will
make its entire schedule non-commercial,

it -was said.
When
tees off. it will be a
basic Mutual ou*l»t with 1 .HOO-.wb.Ms
power, operating on 640 kc, sunrise

WHKK

to sunset.

In

WTAG.

Television Review

This

— WTAG

ratings

do not need

artificial

1

earned

believes that: audiences are

—

not bought.

— Money-getting

audiences

look

for

something for nothing. They are not

interested in the sponsor or his
product.
* Program

ratings

on

WTAG

are from two to four timet

national average.

IIAtMJ* CO. HmHtnml Smltt • * ^•••(•f •»•*,

OWNtO AND OPERATED

»»

,

»»'M'

THE WOtCESTEi' TElEGIAMGAZETTt

.

.

partcipating members of
our afternoon show,
Petticoat Pai-tyline—
without diamond-

than on "Make-Up Time." Makeup
expert Eddie Senz knows his stuff
is an acknowledged camouflage
expert but, in the present-day black
and white images, "before" and
"after" looked almost identical.
Stint trotted out a couple of models
as subjects of the Senz magic, he
chatting with them while touching
up lips, hair, and other facial features. Also present were Ethei and
Julius Colby for ad lib chatter with
Senz and models which got com-

bracelet-bait

pletely out of hand so it was difficult to hear what was being said or
who was talking. Too

interruptions spoiled the con-

tinuity.

.

.

call letters

.

and

Wow Antsh was application of a
toupe to the male Colby rep and
makeup tricks to youthfulite him.
That proved fairly amusing but that's
Donn.
about all.

.

own

ladies of Cincinnati write
in to become active,

to distinguish

MMS'
...

and
a wolf -call
mind admitting

have been likened to same.
It seems we, eiv uh, have
a way with the wimmin
or why else would 16,000

Paul Balancer

Director:
2* Mlna.; Thora. (15). 8:1 J p.m.
Sustaining
WCBW-CBS. N. Y.
If CBS tried deliberately to stage
a video sequence pointing up Impossibility
attempting certain
of
things until natural color television
arrives it couldn't have done better

many
fAUl

is

don't
that our

With Eddie Sent, Ethel ani Julius
Colby, Models

hypoing/

— WTAG

we

"MAKE-UP TIME"

Beccu<tie>:

pia-

WWSW

If

Worcester, but not on

woman

non-union

product plugs in the middle of 15
Such
minute newscasts are out.
"commercials" will be carried, however, if they're cued to a war message policy. Order affects Blue net
work co-op news shows- as. well as

operations in Akron as
Sunday/^) as planned, it will continue
to broadcast out of Cleveland until
the switch can be made. In case of
a delay,
is prepared to bring
listeners a combination of Mutual

There are money-give-away programs

a

tion

WCLE

Robert N. Pryor, director of public
relations and promotion.

1.11

because

has notified sponsors of news programs carried by the station that

legislation.

necessary qualifications to be cataResolution was sponsored by fac- logued as 'war analysts. Hereafter,
tion claiming AFRA's sole aim was any analyst appearing on KFI must
wages and working conditions of meet the following requisites; he
members. Opponents claim right to must have had experience as a newsdiscuss political issues, without a paperman, war correspondent, have
"censoring" board choking same off. been attached to military intelli
.Counsel has been considering con- gence or worked as a lecturer or
stitutionality of resolution, and is world traveler. Voice, personality or
expected to render opinion before microphone technique will no longer
"March 1 meeting.
be accepted as qualifications for
analyzing the news on KFI's clear
channel frequency;
to
So far no repercussions other than
sporadic gripes in unofficial quarters.
Staff at
Clients are not unduly disturbed,
Philadelphia. Feb. 20.
time availability being what it is
Rudojp
ph Bloom, Jr.. recently dis- and KFI's 50,000- watts being defense
charges'
ge? from the Army where he enough against any serious observed as a lieutenant of infantry, jections.
has been placed in charge of pub-

have advised
the station not to air the program
to

News

Memphis, Feb.
Harold Krelstein. g.m. of

'

C«»»«»y

last

said

Forbids

Middle Plugs on

,

H.

here

is

nist was being used.
When Mark
was revealed that Jack Ferentz. Haas, educational director at the sta-

WMPS, Memphis,

|

«w wesrs cwnirt mnwvmniiKV
R*,m«f

broke oul

No Clearance Asked
Ferentz

checked back with Ferentz. he
was advised that the program was
no go because it had not obtained
the McMichiicl Intermediate School the proper clearance from the local.
were 'to have appeared Feb. 4 via
At the station it was said no clearWJR- here.
ance had been sought because the
A tempest' has been brewing ever program was of a choral nature and
'sin«c.. although there has been liltle
if was thought no instruments were
la/king, since the latest incident may
being used. The Board of Education
turn into ammunition for Senator admitted
that
it
had not sought
the. fight
carrying
Vandenborg.
clearance since it- i'elt the program
against I'etrillo on the charge that did not require ah okay.
he is warring on the school children
The program still may be aired,
The musicians have it the obstacles are cleared, since
of America.
denied the charge claiming they a recording was. made.
have encouraged young musicians
and only have acted when they were
used in a manner which kept union
-member's from jobs.
The kids from the Detroit school
were to have appeared in a patriotic
program called "The Soul of America.", prepared by the Board of Education, and were to have sung spirit-

j

Naiiaftol Salt* t««f»ian»«i>«« *

incident

with the narra-

tion.

week.

Ed Jorgenson and Fleetwood Lawton, who'll take on an added load in
the voided time. W. B. Ryan. KFI
g. ni.. holds that these two broadcasters have tended strictly to their impersonal knitting
and have the

matters pertaining to re-

"censor"
ligious,

h

uals in connection

the Detroit musicians' local,
ruled off the air a Board of Education' program in which 80 kids from

battlefield,

the

Local a La Interlochen

Detroit. Feb. 20.

sec.

KFI Dusts Off

familv doctor

AFM

By

James Petrillo headed for
trouble in Washington because of
placing the National Music Camp at
IntCJiochen on the banned list, a
With

Of

homes.

didly
'
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Shower

AFRA PAY OBSTACLE
STYMIES LAMBS AIRER

Court to Decide

Toronto, Feb.

That

You Can Boss

If

plastic

club has been advised by the American Federation of .Radio Artists that
it is opposed
to the idea. Possible
that AFRA plans going on the air
with a show patterned after that of
the Screen Actors Guild, but the
radio union is insistent in forbidding,
high-salaried players broadcasting
for token pay.
Golden may have
had that idea originally but stated
uecchtly
that
those
participating
would receive remuneration commensurate with their slatus.
Club head sought a sponsor, putting a price of $10,000 per broadcast on the show.
Of that amount

chagrin.

An

Actor or Not

A decision Hint will set a precedent in the radio industry will, be
jianded down' within the next few
weeks as result of case heard yesterYork Slate
day iT.iies.) in New
iLs
Court of Appeals. Case, first". of.
;

Held, inkind in the broadcasting
volves question of whether or not 11
on a
freelance artist who works
or an
radio show is an employee
"independent -contractor,- and as such
entitled <or not), lo protection by
unemploythe state in ths 'mallei of
ment insurance.
..."
esse in point 'is. that of Jay Vclic,
radio actor, vs: Ted Collins ColporaB:'.e!c in 19.41. when Vclic died
tion.
Insurfor uiK-mploy'mo'il insurance.
ance Division of N; Y. Department
Vclic would
of Labor discovered that
not be crcdi.ed with sufficient carnto constitute him eligible for
iir.'S
unless he included four
benefits,
s!iows ofa Ted Collins series, known

—it breaks,

CBS

dinner tor

show

Door
$300

-"My Son and I." in. which he- had
Show was a General
Foods package, set up by Yo'uifg &•
Fori
ay n e
Milliard
Gates,
Rubic.-m. Neither Collins Corp. nor
sports editor of WOWO. also has
General Foods had paid insurance
assumed the posts of public service
fees on Velie at the time. treating
director and head of public rclahim as an independent con raclor
'€>-!
'.'...•
instead of an employee.
Dept. of Labor, through J referee
who took testimony, claimed Vclic
was an o.nployee- of Collins. Latter
took sppeal' to Unemployment Insurance Appeals Board. which afMatter was thenfirmed decision.
taken to Appellate Division where
was also affirmed. This is last
it
appear by Collins, to New York's

-is

-

W

t

-

WMBG,
asst.

1

Richmond, has
program director

•

Mutual. Will

1

all jiight. will

after midnight in the east.

Webster Leaves Gap

Detroit. Feb. 20.

Freelance actor Charles Webster's

departure tor the cast* leaves plenty
of gaps in J'adii cailing here. Freelancer, who played heavies, straight,

band, remotes by rearranging ilsschedulc. airing New York bands till
p.m. or midnight, then going

comedy

narration,
was on
and.
"Lone' Rangci:,"-! "Green
Hornet" aiid "Town Talk";
"Black Ace," and WJRs "Hermit
-"'•
Cave" and "Victory F.O.B."
'Webster has signed up with. New

.11:45

WXYZ's

west and midwest tor bands during
remaining hour. NBC has no
late remotes, playing studio music
till 1 a.m. except for '"Three Suns."
12:30-12:45. Net undecided on latter.
Blue has nine half-hour dance band
'

WWJV

;

.

vn

:'•

mictions after six years here.

;

.

.

highest court.

Reason

for Collins

that they.

would save

Corp. action is
3'f, on salaries

which employers "pay

to

slate.

011

every freelancer declared, indie con-

And
tractor instead of employee.
there are thousands of freelancers
in
the Held.
Favorable decision

we

-

would save employers not only thousands of dollars a year, but simplify
their bookkeeping.
Actor, on other
hand, if declared an indie contractor,

would

return you

unemploy-

lose protection of

ment insurance law.
Collins
argument is based on
-grounds thai an actor is 'given his
lines and told to do them, without
being told. how.
Doing job on his
own.
he's' an
indie .'contractor.
American Federation of Biidio Artists, stepping into- picture lav Velie.
claims an aclor can't work on own

mitter

by Jaffe aiid
for.

AFRA.

Jaffe,-

with

came back,

to Manila

Division brought

in

but must obey a director's instructions or wishes, hence is an employee.
Velie is being represented

when MacArthur and

now

national counsel

his

men

three weeks ago. Three times

that one night, the

ing word-pictures

Mortimer Becker

home
.

.

.

Mutual News

his deeply

mov-

firsthand reports

arguing.

which news services and newspapers saw
AI Schroeder to

WOR,
fit

From

Chi,

Customary
casts

March 1 to join the
WOR office. He. succeeds Dec
Mawrer who has already switched

signed effective

is:

closing for overseas broad
.

.

we

now

return you

local

Chicago

to the

office of

.

.\y.as.

European

front

November.

and hospitalized
Il's-expecled he'll
.

be confined for another (We months
after which he's due for a medical
discharge and a return to WOR.

.

effect

to the

we're proud, too, that

reversed in

when Mutual presented

Mutual's

M.:
Popular

the

can

first

in

4,

M,

C.

definitely

It is

1945.

hour of delivery, through

And it was personally gratifying—to us
and to the Mutual audience— to have

good that he

and

Singing Star
established large

its

the eyes of Royal Arch Gunnison.

Manila that day was

Royal Arch Gunnison.

listeners to return to the Philippine

capital in

Radio Agents and

Advertising Agencies
with

on Sunday, Feb.

man

we enabled Ameri-

.

eyewitness description of U. S. re-entry
into Manila,

nation's- pride in

General Mac Arthur's promised triumph;

at*

United States." This

Mutual un-

Bob Wood, formerly with WOR
before joining the armed forces, has
been ''injured in combat on the

Mutual shares the

-t

der. Ade Hull.

since

to quote verbatim.

Raymer

P. H.

Chicago, Feb. 2(1.
-(-Alan Schroeder, u member of the
Paul H. Raymer sales staff here for
the past .year-and-a-half has re-

rendered

could have seen, and reported to Amer-

this

stirring

service a

scant

radio

following in
Metropolitan
and outlying district!, desires repr
resentation by reputable Agent or
Advertising Agency.
At present
broadcasting: daily for local spon«or.
Can handle another program
end have some excellent leads.
Write Variety, Box 915, 154 West
«*th Street, New York 19, N. Y.

ica,

week

the actual liberation. Gunnison re-

all

communications were cut

off

after our exclusive delivery of the

voice of Chiang Kai-shek, direct from

mained at his Mutual post in Manila until

Chungking, on the occasion of the open*

when

'

the Japs

BLOWING UP

«• • tnae eipvatitu i a
n»t*ci*fh> to «fMrlb>
f—ttt «rira>tly laUrilBf silnn mtjMt.
•*»'* arret* laretr i«iitlmnii 1b
5J™!?»
lit
ictkoii or cojut,
*f
•Mute
taklac
t« jour
»f hta amll

m

™«r,

fHeailt

vam,

rn

MtiHortM

«»n

n

lUvt^r
1

'Nan

at.

tNarll*

It

wasthe

moved

first

in,

three years ago.

ing of the Stilwell Road.

He

radio correspondent to enter

the freed city and proceed to a trans-

,

This, is

In

Detroit's Casting J)ept

repeater.- net

Mutual has no audience-attending
shows after midnight.
CBS will solve problem of dance

the

Sam

Serota. who was
recently named lo the newly-created
post of director- of educational programs ahd special events.
lie replaces

>26

begin local oporalions one hour earlier siartin" next
Monday'.' as a result. Web 'ay ill use
m id west and western dancebands

:

Philadelphia. Feb. 20.
Skihnell. former start

F.

announcer at
been named,
of WIP.

—

.

Julian

:

.

hf.d bit .purls.

on

is

not having reached decish on same.

SKINNELL TO WIP

•

Theatre
Wing getting $3,500 weekly, total
cost of the weekly program approximating $10,000.'

Telephone

Bell.

Mon.

not

)

-

12:30

12:30.

'Starting

close down network operations at 1
a.m. (EWT), rather than 2 a.m. as
heretofore.
Reason given by Phil"
Carlin. programs v. p.. is that
enough MBS.stations lake web service after 1 a.m. WOR. N. Y.. which

utilizes audience.-

semester.

Stage

12 or
'-'.

The Blue has no broadcasts in theatres after midnight; but has studio
audiences for Johnny Olson's "Rumpus Room," 12. to 12:30. Mon.-Wcd.Fri. Net has reached no decision oil
whether to bar audiences. Same'appllcs to NBC which has one aftermidnight airer. the, Monday night 12-

U. S. representa-

Over his face and new suit. The
CBS exec had to do a quick
change act and carefully dodged
Hager for the balance of the

American-

pickups, on which decision will follow today's (Wed.) meeting of nitcry
owners. Net will probably close at

.will

-

suddenly plopped,

it

midnight curfew

1

striking Stanton's cocktail glass
and scattering the contents all

receive

the

in

trie

when

Now Byrnes

networks on two counts, in. repeat programs played to studio audiences and in matter of dance band
remotes.' CBS will have three repeal
shows affected. "Aldrich Family,"
"Hit Parade" and "It Pays to Be Ignorant.-' last-named going on at 11:30
p.m,. CBS plans giving these shows
after Monday 26 without audiences,
and are already calling back all
tickets issued. Some problem is expected, with "Ignorant." part of which

Kolin Hager, of WGY. th
GEstation, was demonstrating the
pew plastic at a pre-convention

•

Participants

•

affect

—

tion

(EWT) Curfew Snags Late

Studio Shows, Disrupts Dance Remotes

Frank Stanton.

clave, of the Canadian 'Assn. of
Broadcasters
chalk
the
but
whole thing up to an. accident.
In the presence of Stanton,
Lloyd Egner. NBG vecpe.e and a
(lock of other parley attendants,

$3,500 was to have been devoted to
the club, principally to raise the
mortgage, the balance mostly to go
to the artists. with a percentage to
charity.
No commercial takers .or
the proposed Lambs show are reported.

Canteen radio
weekly -each,

as.

vcepec, learned much, to his
Some are kiddingly

referring, to the incident as an
organized attempt on the part of
GE and NBC to ••.sabotage". Stanton and CBS at the annual- con-

.

'

Midnight

20.

new General Electric
rubber not only stretches

John Golden's idea for a Lambs
club radio program appears to have
been stymied. Shepherd of the N: Y.
.

.17

for Stanton

MUTUAL

.
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RADIO REVIEWS

ts

"SPOTLIGHT BANDS"

"IDKA PARADE"

"Pinelop" boog Is as well ai other
contribs through the 25-mliiute show.
Rhythm fiction likewise okay.
That the band consciously is aimins for the Isham Jones groove is
lipped by use of the latter's themer.
"Dream Come True." when taking
Leader was only vocalist
the air.
heard and he delivered nicely on. "If

With Eddie Stone orch, Floyd Bean
Producer: Phil Patten
Writer: Rcmemary Boyle
S3 Mln».: Sat. (17), 9:30 p.m.

COCA-COLA
W.IZ-Rlite. X. V.

With Maurice C. Drelrer, Jerry Ana-

WINS,

Maurice C. Dreicer, who's tried
most everylhiiig in the gab line over
Hie indie Stations of this town, has

i

1

same

those
look oil'
presented since
some 7:")li programs and 902.45K miles
.

as

thai repetition

is

the spice of sales.

Donn.

anv.

I

Airer w;:s above par m one rethe Eddie
that
spect, though, in
Stone orch. unknown in the east,
kicked in with a standout rou:inc ol
popular dance. and novelty tunes far
better than most heard on Ihe coke
recently.

series

newcomer

tive

Stone, a comparato the maestro ranks

and
his
fiddle
played
formerly
handled .vocals for Isham Jones, before

retirement

la'lor's

hum

hand

field,

a

Mins.: Tbius.-Sat., 11:15 p.m.

|

l;-,

j

WTMT.
After

Hartford
surmoun'.ing

pick-up

diff-

sion of the interviewee.
He then
Buddy Kocco Trio rrom turns the mike over to a guest
exis .setamong perl, who could be anybody hanging
around the station (on preem a
couple of press agents were around)
With Hocco al the Hammond or- who proceeds to ask nearly the same
"TOWN CRIKR OF CHUNGKING"
>an, Eddie Miranda playing elec ric questions and get the same answers.
With I'au Conrad. Harriet Prleitly,
guitar and Fred Redente. accordion.

iculties, the

|

j

Un-

was

and more

recently
featured singer with Freddie Martin.
He is wisely borrowing rrom the
Jones orchestrating technique and
flashed much of the full-bodied lonal

rocco

'inio
Nnveltv Ensemble
Bl!l)l)V

:

1

hilled as a scientific experiment to
determine if a person can be sized
up by his voice. According to leeroil, it's neither scientific nor entertaining, degree of error and inanity
of gab being just aboul sufficient to
provide the nadir of listener interest.
Idea and procedure of program is
so complicated that it demands a
len.alhy and deadly exposition of its
aims. Dreicer. in one studio with
earphones on his cars, asks a few
questions, and then tries to give the
height, weight, education and -profes-

,

>

"Par.-'dc"

of ideas to play
cross-

this 7:30-8

the-board slot: His Monday nights
are devoted to '•Verbal Dynamics."

:

the

a llock

around with over

!

:

c sent hilly

X. Y.

come up with

'

i

Biz Playing Its Part

The formation of lire Independent Citizens' Committee of Arts
Sciences and Professions demonstrates anew that show business, bv its'
representation of outstanding personalities from the entertainment industry, is fully cognizant that to be vital and alive it must assume ils
place in making the world the kind of world it wants to live in. Show
business, no more than the other arts or professions, can afford to
relegate the shaping of world policy to politicians.
Highlights of the Committee's first dinner, held at the. Waldorf-Astoria
hotel. N. Y.. Sunday
18) were broadcast later that night via CBS
facilities, bringing to the radio. such personalities as Archibald MacI.eish. the Asst. Secretary of State; Senators Claude Pepper and
Wayne L. Morse and Representative Helen Gahagan Douglas, herself
from show biz. with Dr. Frank Kingdon as moderator.
Each, speaking in a clear cul. able manner, with statements well
thought out. forcefully propounded their views on the economic andsocial import of the war and the future peace. MacLeish, in beautiful
telling and eloquent prose, expressed the view that the American, peopltvknew what they wanted and that the things we believed in proved
more powerful than the larger armies or munitions. It was the hope
of Senator Pepper thai the old world and the new world would become the "One World" of Wendell Willkie, while Senator Morse confined himself to international economics. Show biz's own Representative Douglas tied in the Yalta Conference with the hopes for peace
and freedom.
As such it was a well digested, well rounded resume of the meeting
of an important group that has much to give and is using radio to good
advantage.
Rose.

Sustaining

(D'i4 ici/l
Could Happen" and a Calypso
It
Recent Hurry between Coca-Cola novelty. "Tropical Song." "Cherry.
On
and Blue network programmers anx- Stardust." )'You Can Depend
Me" and /Chihuahua" (featuring
ious (o improve Hie listener ratings slrin«.si
from "Three Caballcros"
on the sponsor's -musical '.;w;ir baby." rounded out the program.
'Victory- Parade or Spotlight- Bands."
theme
close
open
and
Usual coke
heard six-nij-hls-weekly. has bad lit- still used, along with, "points with
tle elTeet on the pro:;r:im content.
pride" chatter and "whoever you
Broadcast Sat. M7i nielli from the Tare, wherever you may be" pluys in
Army air field line with sponsor's apparent belief
Blylheville lAvly.

was

Show

guests

tin,

Producer-Writer: Drelrer
30 Mins.: Mon.-Krl., 7:30 p.m.

ihe Round Table restaurant
ling to be a late. evening-, must
Hartford radio listeners.

Trotter

I

Interviewee then tries his luck with
Leonard Staerer. Diana Komble,
the group plays both sweet and hot Ihe guess expert. On the point setWoodv Parker; Martin Begley
and gels good balance on both. Pop up winners get two bucks a piece
Director: Mlllon'B. Have
ditties arc Ihe rule, with folksy anfor most correct answers.
Writer: Milton Robinson
nouncements by WTIIT's disc jockey.
effects which made his ex-boss" bard
Dreicer.
given
billing
be15
Mlns.-. Thum., 10 p.m.
al
the
indimail
whose
fan
one of the really listenable outlits Joe Gcrahd,
ginning of the program as lecturer, Sustaining
S.one also cates listeners to his two daytime
eight or 10 years ago.
WNKW, N. Y.
in the author .and idea man for television,
featured a sweet blend of fiddles, a platler shows follow him up
has variations of the quiz idea to be
The story of China's resistance tb
subdued tenor sax for soIo-n:>bli.t>alo evening at the Round Table. This presented, one-a-piece nightly.
the Japs and that nation's eventual
chores and much betlei-than-aver- is a basement room, with cement
lough
Jose.
floor,
terrazo
emergence as a world power is inage clarry and trombone bits. Only ceiling and
terestingly related on WNEW's new
ideman grabbing billing was pianist acoustically but Buddy and his boys
Tuf.
"Town Crier of Chungking" program
Floyd Bean, who deserved it on a are doing well.
"FIXDKRS KEEPERS"
which teed off last Thursday (15) in
With Happy Felton. Jerry Jerome drama format with a solid punch.
orch, Frankle Connors, others
Story on initial stanza of series. reDirector: Herbert Rlre
lated the hardships encountered by
Writer: Marjorie Fisher
a Chinese girl who flowered into
:t0 Mlns.: Mon.-Frl.. -10:M a.m.
motherhood., and then became n
Sustaining
grandmother, knowing nothing but
WKAF-NBC. X. Y.
oppression al the hands of the inFelton.
rotund
ex-orch vaders. But through all these tribuHapp.v
leader turned comedian, took over lations she kept up an indomitable
lo
survive., symbolic of her
as m.e. of NBC's Monday-lhrough- will
Friday "Finders Keepers" morning people.
Musical background by organist
program last Monday (19 1, succeeding Bob Sherry He'll do. and, since Kay Heed was especially effective.
the format of the stanza continues serving as excellent bridges for
topflight directorial chore by Milton
in same vein that has proved an
audience-puller in th° past, the net- B. Kaye. and the telling script of
work and listeners should be pleased Milton Robinson. Paul Conrad, ns
narrator, and Harriet Priestly, as the
with the results.
Jerry Jerome orch. and tenor symbolic woman of China, handled
Fiankic Connors (ex- Abe Lyman their roles capably, as did the supporting cast.
sten.
vocalist V provide the music, with a
revolving group of AFRA actors
dramatizing incidents, making misLI. Col. Robert L. Coe.
St. Louis.
takes, which are quite noticeable, and who served as Deputy Chief of Staff
having them corrected by members of the Army's Troop Carrier Com-!
of the audience, who receive cash
ninild. has been retired from active:
awards.
duty and has returned lo direct postFelton. in taking over for Sherry war
engineer activities at KSD, local
'quizmaster ever since show wont on
'

.

WHBQ

lo

Memphis,

Feb.

20:

WMC
WHBQ ai

formerly with
has joined

Bill Trotter,

and

WREG,

production manager.
Station also
took on Ed Cook, ils fifth veteran
of World War II, as announcer.
Cook has been in business for
himself prior' to the war. is a veteran Little theatre player.

.

:

,,

-

n

.

—

|

i

New CAME?, I'KtMillAM.
16 p.m..
Kit.:

June), finds his work cut to
pattern for him.. In person, he is a
u)\ ial guy. On the air. he puts over

NBC

where he was

chief engincer before entering the service.
outlet,

•

KM T

Friday

LOU CLAYTON

Hl( K V 7/jc
COWBOY CARUSO
ET-

,

.

air last

MllhW

M-ft-M't "Miiilc for

Will Sing

Notional

Antfiorrl

FREE

Writ* HICKEY, 251 W.tSth.N.Y.C.

characteristic neatly, having the
of putting contestants at

tliis

added asset

Script by Marjorie
heir case. too.
Fisher contains some good material,
and direction by Herbert Rice keeps
things moving at a good clip. Sfeii.
l

Follow-up

Comment

Eighteenth 'anni program of Cities
Service on NBC Friday
lCi. while
not remarkable in itself, served to
point up uniform high excellence of
scries over the years. Program, oldest sponsored airer in radio, has
pleasant soothing quality of an old
'friend, warm.^lependable and of high
calibre, and anni program was in
keeping.
Vet bandmaster Edwin
(

Meet WHB's
whose "present
At

WHB we've

U Dennis-

"client"

gles department the "Client Service
cpartment"— simply because that's
the purpose of our salesmen: to
Krw our advertisers.
For eleven years, Ed Dennis was our
top producer. He graduated from
the University of Kansas one cool
|une evening— and wentto work for
WHB's DonDayis the next morning.
Never had any other job, priorto enlisting in the Navy in 1942 as second
class yeoman.
,.
It's typical of Ed chat' the Navy recognized hrs rrierits,too,and promoted

HUGHES, a

Don

LANE".

Daily half-hour shopping projrram. wiili .style
news and music, featuring mrrchnndivc offered by stores and shops on Kansas City's
famous "Petticoat Lane". Spots available
for minute transcriptions about products
used by women. Mondays through Fridays,
11:30 a. m. to 12 noon.
•

If

you want to

City market,

Kansas
your happy

the

sell

WHB

is

medium!

1945.

Availabilities, 'Phone DON DAVIS
any of these "SPOT SALES" offices:

"... .
.-. Scarritl Building
KANSAS CITY
NEW YORK CITY ... 400 Modiion Avtnu* . .
CHICAGO
... 360 North Michigan
.
.

.

.

Mltiouri

•

for th>

Kontat

•

pop programs.
material

.

.

.

.

.

FRAnklin 8I'iO

KANSAS STATE NETWORK
Salina

Kantat

!

I

anql

•

Oreot Bend
Kaniat

•

Emporia

ttamai

of Eddy song
.singing style, as

Type
his

heard Sunday HB1. eminently siiils.
Roy Rogers guesting was also in
keeping. That Shirley Dinsdale ventriloquist turn, however. Jms a very
dubious value on the show. Latter
never give EfTie Clinker anv
bad moments.

back

In th« old

planned in France by Major
Jr.,

command

Correspondent

scheduled for "if and

Potneroy

A. Pomoroy,

pilot of th« 8th Air Force,

WGAR's War
did.

home town was

Don

is

when we

one of the

Dave

and

Baylor,

get back".

They

many Cleveland

lads

'

i

'

..;

I

WMC

Settles Hillbilly Dispute

Memphis, Feb.
is

off the

unfair

Federation

of

list

whose voices have "come hom«" over WCtAR's

war programs, direct from the battle

fronts.

2(1.

of the

Musicians

time since July. 1943,
dispute arose over the use of

the. first

when

.

Wichita

tern of Sabbath day light-opera-and-

for

.

.

An "iei-crUR binder"
Shift of Nelson Eddy program from
former midweek nighttime spot to
Sunday afternoon fits into the pat-

Memphis

HArriton 1161
ELdorado 5-5040

Hollywood Blvd. al Coimo .
HOIIywood 8318
. .
.
5 Third Stmt .... . EXbrooh 3558

.

KEY STATION
Kantai City

.

.

.

HOUYWOOD

SAM HtANCISCp

*

.

ork.

to airer.

lilting

WMC

WHB

band.'

and
sploists
in
stirring
"Marching Along Together:' finale, a
keynote

Davis'for participaUon-avaUubililicn.

"MARY JANE ON PEniCOAT

contributed

chorus

.

.

he were here, instead of at sea,
he'd probably be telling you enthusiastically about three great new

.

Feb. 18. 1927.
Lavalle
clarinet solo and led

'

If

.

"On

"THE FIRST FIVE'-wilh RUSH HUGHES.
Kansas City's "best seller" record*, as, reported daily by leadi/ia- retailers— loi;rilu>r
with their platter mates", some fiwcinatingand rhythmic "extras". and llic voice of
Rush Hughes t Korly-fivo minutes niKhtly,
Mondays through Saturdays, at S: tn p.m. Ahk

We

at

teas -back to- conduct
band and Paul Lavalle's ork in opening
and next-lo-closing numbers,
being Goldman's own march,
the Mall." which opened series

hourof popular recordings.

KWK

recently to Lieutenant (j.g.). Ed
says it's awfully good to get back in
pants with pockets.
look forward to the day when Victory is won,
and we can get Ed back to WHB!

For

full

first

KWK

him

WHB for

giu<ilv-d series,

hroadcaHt Mondays Ihrouirh Saturdays .al li
p.m.— wilh popular Rush Hutches of
a* Master of Ceremonies. This projrram took
from a l.fi to a 4.9 Hoopuralinjr imirninfr* In St. Louis— and it has already won a
4.2 in Kansas City 1 Quarter-hour participation sponMnhipsavailable. 8 lo6days weekly.

(

shows on

Franko Goldman, whose band inau-

Uncle Sariri

is

•SONG and DANCE PARADE' — with RUSH

always called the

non-union

hillbillies.

WMC

agreed it would not' use
non-union musicians, hillbilly or
in Ihe making of transcriptions which might be used later
or by other stations. In return, it
was understood that the station's
use of hillbilly units for broadcast
olherwise,

purposes only might be continued.

CLEVELAND'S FRIENDLY STATION

RADIO
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Hidden Talent

FOUR NEW PROGRAMS
IN WNEW INCUBATOR

AFRA, Writers To

New York

City's

New

flock of

Chicago, Feb. 2Q,
the movement' to
ascertain why some radio proc'nc-shifted
or has been
being
is
tion

ofts

in

New

York and
shifted to
will yet underway next

a

juve stanza. "Bobby

Socks Canteen," to be cmcecd by
Art Ford Sat. afternoons at 5 p.m.
Format'. will include a band, singers,

"Radio in Chicago"' committee
Radio Writers Guild meets
of
with a 'similar American Federation
Artists committee, headed
Radio
of
Virginia
Payne, to
president
by
match notes.
Radio Writers Guild committee,
headed by Rod Holmgren of the
local OWI office, and composed of
Myron Golden, as.s'1. continuity editor of N'BC: Lou Scofiold, Pauline
Hopkins, writer of That Brewster
Boy." Ruth Moore, and Jack Sharp,
of RuthraufI & Ryan, have been
digging out fads «f the so-called
decline of radio in. Chicago and are
slated to come up with some suggestions to improve the situation.
the

comics,

the

etc.,

clicked! Now he's appearing on
the five-a-weck show regularly,

and

'teen-agers,

all

i

BERT SILEN REJOINS

Also coming up is Junior Town
Meeting of the Air" to be piped in
'

OWI

from metropolitan high school auditoriums

present

to

current

events

IN PHILIPPINES
Washington, Feb.

20.
j

George
Bert Sileii. former NBC man in
Brooks will moderate. A "gang bust- Manila, who began a broadcast Feb.
ers" type show, "Are You a Sucker,"! 8 with the words, "As I was saving
on which Belter Business Bureaus when I was so rudely interrupted
will co-bp also is on the agenda to over three years and a month ago.",
expose various kinds of rackets now is back on the job as an OWI public
victimizing
the
public.
Special! information man, the agency anemphasis will be given those "con" nounced yesterday <I9).
games aimed at servicemen and tlvdr
Silen joined the Government inby

discussions

students.

.

!

j

|

|

|

|

j

j

Holding Owl Show;

Stan

formation
set-up
Dec.
1941.
15.
"Behind the Curtain." slated for a Eighteen days later, a Nip bonib
debut soon, will be a talent wrecked the transmitter' during his
hunt for promising musicians with final broadcast to this country just
Dean Dixon, former Philharmonic before the Japs conquered Manila.
and NB.S Symph conductor, as
Silen was recently released from
permanent critic and judge.
a Jap internment camp.
families.

j

<

Shaw and Tom Reddy WNEW

To Gab With

Platters

•WJZ. N. Y. Blue

flagship, will stay
night alter all. Station, originally slated lb sign off each day at
2 a.m. starling last Sunday (18). continued its owl operation next night,

on

those

of

vor of the big "I" with no attempt to
turn out a well-rounded production.
In contrast to the prevailing package show situation, it's fell that the
agencies on. the whole, on the basis
of past experience, have the knowhow to turn out bettor produced,
bettor directed shows with an understanding find anpreciation of production va'ucs. Prevailing opinion
is th;tl Hie boys who build the package show tend to lose sight of the
the
linished product
in ro^asing

squawks about

sponsors being required to fork over
multiple fees on package shows,

some

see

in

threat

.

to

the

this

single-control

quality

of

a

programs.

Invariably, it's pointed out. almost
complete Control remains with the
heads lip the package:
star who
neither the show's producer nor the

'

WJZ

top

j

basis.

,

•

Comics(?) Often Chief Offenders
On

guests who'll be booked on a tvqu'vsl

-

Shows

Can Toss Program Out-of-Balance;

number of kids were given tryouls but none filled the bill.
Officials almost gave up in
despair when all of a sudden
Benn Borne, '''station office boy.
asked for a chance, got it and

within the next few weeks. Pro-

grams include

Hollywood,

week when

Star Control of Package

20.

WWL

program factory at WNEW has a
new shows lined up for lec-

Mull Chi Decline
Second step

Orleans. Feb.

For, weeks the production department of
here sought a
youngster who was an expert at
giving w'tth Ihc "duck talk" for
its
"Variety House Time."
A

indie

busiest

89

j

agency boys caii effect any changes
without, a go-ahead from the lead.
Here's how the situation shapes up
to

many

in

the

trade:

particularly

WISHING WELL' ON DISCS

.

one' else and. in cases where an entire show is built around a star, with
(he rest of the cast just fill-ins. the
program is thrown out of balance by
the concentration placed on the guy
getting lop billing, with the remainder of the cast obviously below par.
It's pointed out that with the possible exception of Jack Benny and a
few others who don't mind tossing
laugh lines to supporting cast members, the lineup is generally all in. fa-

eins to the star.

i

on a laugh show, it's the guy heading up the program who can nix any
boff comedy lines that fall to somei

Clvci'to. Feb. 20.
After being on the air as a live
feature for over four years, Mary
Pax'lon's "Wishing Well" shopper's
program' is beimr transcribed by
Associated Radio" Artists to be syndicated to dept. stores outside of
Chicago.
Program, which has been sponsored locally, for several years by
.

:

|

|

I

Carspn. Pirie, Scott, will continue to
be heard live times weekly over
both
and WGN.

WBBM

all

and

do so indefinitely.

will

Decision to stay on throughout the
hour.s was made at last minute
week by station's program board,
when' -outlet reportedly was flooded

wee
last

with flock of requests to continue.
Now station sales staff will,use these
fodder in their pitches to
sponsors to buy time on the all-night
show.
Having let out the "Say It With
letters as

Music" lunerfllled program which
occupied the 2 to 6 R.m. slot formerly, WJZ will now fill the hours
for insomniacs with a record show
disc-jockeyed
Mon.-Fri.
by Stan
6haw and Sats. and Suns, by Tom
Reddy.

The Johnny
program from

Ol.sen

"Rumpus Room"

12:05 to 12:30 a.m. thig
will be expanded to sign oft at
la.ni.> making for a full 55 minutes

week

ef listening.
Five minutes of news will b»
aerved up every hour on the hour
during the all-nighter, and on weekends Reddy, w'ho formerly piloted
NBC's "Filch Bandwagon," will be
host to danceband leaders who are
In

N. Y., for interviews.

KCMO SIGNS LOCHMAN
FROM WIND FOR SPORTS
Chicago, Feb.

20.

Joe Hartenbower, g.m. of KCMO,
Kansas City, Scored a beat last week
when he signed Walt Lochman,
sports announcer of WIND here, as
•ports editor and special events director, bringing him back to the territory in which he has a tremendous
following.

He

0/ '//

4C / /

'

joins the station next

month.

Lochman came here, from

KMBC

(K.C.) last spring to call the plays
of the Chicago White Sox baseball

gsrne for WIND. As a member of
the
staff
he won several
awards, being voted the most popular minor league baseball announcer
In 1936 and winning the "Sporting
News" poll in 1940 as America's leading minor league sportcaster. Since
the close of the baseball season here
last fall he has been conducting the
quiz programs over WIND which

KMBC

will

be taken over by Bert Wilson.

Louisville

—Rollie

announcer at

Melville

new

is

WGRC, coming

,

Two "down
November

wher* he started as vocalPrior to that he was at KSRO,

1919-10:30 p.m. The Senate

19th,

galleries

were. jammed by tense crowds. Hundreds overflowed
Jnto th« corridors outside, unable io get into the Senate

Chamber.

from

WLAP, Lexington. Was formerly
mike man at WMIN-WCCO, Min-

in front".

.

.

for Histor y!

formed by professional actors ... the pages of the Record
spring to

No

life.

radio play can surpass, in vividness and meaning, these

dramatizations of the week's debates in Congress

Four months of

fiery

debate on the League Covenant and

home— wondering what

the Versailles Treaty. Millions sat at

... no

"documentary'' program can perform a greater service for

Americans.

neapolis,
ist.

had to

thtir representatives

Santa Rosa.

say.

"Halls of Congress"

Today, the very same legislative body /aces the very same
task. But today, in the Metropolitan area alone,

Overseas for

USO

Since Jan

'43— Now In Germany

able to an advertiser

momentous

gram

hundreds of thousands of people have, in effect, front-row
Mats for the drama of democracy as it unfolds in the halls of

in the

is

available for sponsorship. Avail-

who wants

that already occupies a

minds

oj

to be identified with a pro-

unique place in radio

.

its listeners.

Congress.
Because, through stirring re-enactment each Sunday from
3:30 to 4 :00 p.m., W'MCA takes its listeners-for the first
linn in radio— into those chambers where today's and to.

morrow's history

is

created.

b

VCMCA't "Halls of Congress"

FRED LIGHTNER
Olr.i

PHIL COSCIA

the Congressional Record.
editing, with
titling in

human

on each

With

interest supplied

session

based directly upon

is

and with

wmca
FIRST

"chaff"

removed by

skillful

ON NEW

voice

s

I

by a special reporter

roles"

of legislators per

.tPSfSENTED SY WEED AND COMPANY

.

.

and

e

.
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10 Best Sheet Sellers

NBC, CBS, Blue, Mutual Plugs
Fol/oirino

Week
to

1

is

most pki!/ed popular runes on (lie nctiror/.s
A/ond<i|/ mid lliroiiyli Sunday, Ffb: 12-1H. from
ol the

M.\-(

lieoinniii!/

represents

Lis!

d in.

Older

sonic cases there

(in

rippio.viwnleli/

/iisi

(lie

tire

2")

lenders

accounting lor

lies,

5

I Ii

p.m.

alphabfllc.il

in

list)

lontiet

n

iVY'eelr

/or

Tlie

T1TI.K
Aerenlualc Ihe Positive— f'llcre
Little On the Loi-.et.v. Side

As Pages

In a

Bunk—"

I'l

Come

the

Morris
and Coca-Cola ........ Feist
.Remick
Sweet Dreams

Hum

"Central Park"

......

.

..

We Say Goodbye—'
Know About You

Didn't

Dream

of

I

Should

Ca:'(

I

Walked

Romance"

In

Is

*

of

You

(Feist)...

(Harms).

Andrews Sisters
Crosby-Andrews
(

(8) (Morris)

Kmbassy

.Barton
Saturday Night
More and More
T. B. Harms
l.iltie. On Lonely Side. .Advanced
Irish Lullaby ... Witmark

4.

There Ooei That Song

3.

I

6.

Saturday Night

(10) (Shapiro)...

(

:

|

Dream

of

You

(7)

(Embassy)

(
|

"Thrill of a

7.

I'm Beginning to See Light (4) (Grand).

8.

I'm

T. B.

Yorker

Making Believe

Little

On Lonely

(9i

(BVC.V.

Side (1) (Advanced)..

1

hotel. N. Y.

Cedar Point Opening Set

Harms

Bing Crosby
Johnny Mercer
Russ Morgan
Sammy Kaye.
Tommy Dorsey
J. Dorsey
.

.

\

Inkspot.s

)

Hal Mclntyrc

Dorsey

.

.
.

•

•

.

•

.

Decca

Capitol

-

....
•••

-

Decca
Victor

...Victor
Decca

Columbia

.

Columbia
Victor

.

....

.

Frankie Carle

Tommy

Recci
•

.

.

Frank Sinatra
Harry James
Duke Ellington

Decca

.

Decca
Victor

.

.

.

.Columbia
•

.

Victor

to

Cal Shrum and Rhythm Rangers
Colorado for four weeks on ttie

"The Bambouca.'
tune for Fred Astaire
and the Thief" at Metro.

clelled

ii

a
dance
"Yulanda

Nat I'lnston checked into Sel/.nickSaphier agency to head music department.

J. H. Cooper circuit.
Ray Slillwell sold his song. "Fuz/:y
Sandusky, O.. Feb. 20.
Wuz/.y." lo Columbia for use
iit
Cedar Point announced it. will
Bakalelnlkoh*,
music "Gertie From Bizerlc."
Constahlln
open the Lake Erie amusement spot chief for RKO, collecting folk songs
season
on
June
16.
continuing in Mexico for use in "The MagnifiMozelle Brltlon Dlncharl publishthrough Labor Day. Sept. 3.
cent Tramp."
ing two of her own tunes, "Jf
Had
Daily lake cruises to the resort
and "There Goo JIv
a Chance"
spot will be made by the ClevelandPaul Sawtell signed by Sol Lesser Heart."
Cedar Point Steamship Co.
The
to compose and direct scoring of
cruise from Cleveland permits a four
"Tarzan and the Amazons."
Charles Henderson continues for
hours' stopover at Cedar Point.
two years at 20th-Fox as composer,
Mlkloa Rosoia writing background arranger and music director.
Bernle Miller, attorney, was in- music for "The Lost Weekend" at
Ted Cain, Universale music chief,
stalled as chairman of the Down- Paramount.
ii whipping up a short lunelilm for
town War Price and Rationing
Arthur Freed and Harry Warren
(Continued on page 47
Board, Brooklyn, earlier this week.

Sanlly

Romance"

i

|

(

..Leeds
Feist

...Ballon

the Loneliest Night

Loneliest (3) (Barton)

Is

Majestic-Hit Firm

Melodylane

Can't Help Sinning"

No—

Please Don't Say

(8)

In (14)

Music Notes

Grand

My Dreams Are Gelling Better
My Heart Sintjs— r"Anchors A weigh"
Saturday Night

Ma

}

.Shapiro

Away..
Moonlight— '"Bathing Beauty"

More and More— i'

Paramount
Crawford

Miller

•

•

Just a Prayer
the

and Cooa-Cola

Jerry Wald's orchestra has been
10. Sleighride In July (31 (Burke)
sinned
by the new Majestic-Hit
His new contract is for one
label.
year only and his initial release on
that label will be the first disc mar-'
keted by the new company. He will
Oscar Robbing has shifted from
record his first sides tomorrow 22
Wald's orchestra was formerly on the contact staffs of Robbing Music
lhi> Decca label,
It severed connecto that of Melody Lane Music Corp.
tions
with thai company several in N. Y., as assistant to prof, manweeks ago. Band is now at the New ager Elmore Whit*.

Bobbins
.Embassy
Dorsey

'.

a

I'm Bcginnin'; to See Ihc Light

Is

Accentuate Positive

9.

Chappell

'Seven Lively Ails"

You

— ^"Thrill of

8.

Pacts Jerry Wald Orch

Harms

F.valina— '"Bloomer .Girl"

Kv'ry Time

Mauic

Dream

New

.Advanced
Williamson

Don't Fence Me In— '"Holly wood Canteen"
Care
Don't You Know

I

Rum

Don't Fence

.

Bonnie

I

1.

2.

.Santly

HI.ISIIKR

Morris

Waves"

Confessin'

I

Harms
.

That's

piiblisliinn iiidnslrj/

A

Clo.-e

10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines

Ending: Feb. 17i

Don'i Fence Me In
Dreams Getting Belter,
Accentuate Positive

I

embrace lite N BC. CKSt Bine mid iMidiinl Net tcorks. ns represented by IV E A/'. W'/IBC. IVJZ n;'(l IVOR, N. V., nnd me (insert on data
prodded 1)1/ /Urimile HeyortiiHi Scrche. reyular checking source ol the
comi>ilalio»s

mime

. ...

I

Burke
Remick

July— '"Belle of the Yukon"
Sweet Dreams Sweetheart— Hollywood Canteen"
There Goes That Sons Again— ^"Carolina Blues".

Sleighride In

>

This Hearl of

Mine— i'

Ziegteld Follies"

.

Shapiro
:Triangle

.•

.

Twiligh: Time

.

.

•Waiting

You Belong
t Filnuisicai.

;

to

My Heart— 1"3
•

.C-P
.

BMI

..Harris

Caballeros"

^

Legit musical.

i

ROBBINS
An established

hit

.

.

.

growing mort

popular every day

I

DIDN'T KNOW
Request, pouring

ABOUT YOU
Lyric

LAURA

by BOB RUSSELL

Music by

In for

DUKB ELLINGTON

.

Them* melody from

"Laura
20th Century-Fox's
lyric

by

JOHNNY MERCER

RAKSIN
Music by DAVID

red to

\0"
*

C°U "

Cen^

,,',c
fc

ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION

W

^

799 Seventh Avenue,

N. Y. 19

JERRY JOHNSON, Gen.

Prof. Mgr.

.
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Feist Beefs

ORCHESTRAS—MUSIC

P^RiEfr
Len Joy Extends Coast

on 'Parade' Brushoff

ASCAFs Bid

41

Peer for Directorate

to

Stay for Decca Discs
1

Of 'Rum, Coke Tune; Ditto 'Dreams
Two more music publishers last-f
week went after the American Tobacco Co., sponsor of the. Lucky
Strike Hit Parade, over the rating
of songs on the program. One was
apparently successful and the other

was

not.

First

was

Feist,

Inc.,

which

dis-

patched a sharply-worded letter to
Fobte, Cone 8c Belding, agency on
the Luckies account, over the program's failure to recognize "Rum
and Coca-Cola." This song has been
barred from the networks, at least
in so far as the lyric is concerned,
and probably for this reason the
"Parade" failed to accord it the
place its publishers felt it deserved,

on the

basis

of

coin

machine and

It was insheet sales popularity.
cluded in the "Parade" program of
the past week (17) for the first time.

Other tune involved with the program in a similar" way is "My
Dreams Are Getting Better All the
by Santly-Joy.'
Time," published
This song has been among the' best
sheet sellers for five or six weeks,
despite the fact there is not one
recording of it yet on the market.
Luckies cited it once, in fifth position, several weeks ago, and has not
given since the credit the pubs think
Accordingly, a wire
It should get.
was sent to the sponsors last week

Tommy Tucker

Kapp.
Joy denies that it's a permanent
Hollywood assignment which post
has yet to be designated, since Dick
Voynow's recent death. Decca con-

Set For

Palladium, Hollywood

Tommy Tucker's orchestra goes to
the Palladium Ballroom, Hollywood,
for the first, lime this summer. Outfit
is signed, but the, definite time .it
will be used hasn't yet been designated. It'll be either in June or September. Tucker has. played on the
Coast before, but riot since reaching
any b.o. status,
Dough Tucker secured' from the
Palladium management isn't dis•

closed, but it's claimed that he won't
Booking was desired
lose money.
principally, to strengthen his rep in

the west.

T. Dorsey's

Draw

.

;

Club in N. Y.

at

May

Leonard Joy is extending his Coast
recording stay for Decca three more
weeks. He will alternate with Dave

400
Affect

curs In that statement.

ASCAP Comes Out
On Top

in

Two

Copyright Suits
Minneapolis, Feb. 20.
Americarf Society of. Composers,
Authors and Publishers bested two
opponents in suits charging infringement of copyrighted songs here last
week and withdrew charges against

Both cases won by

a third.

ASCAP

Standby Policy in Area

.

.

.

'

.

M'Gregor'sCutOn

.

Use

Sales

ANDREWS

MILLER,

CROSBY POLL TOPPERS

-

KWK

Capitol presses and disposes of
150,000 and 200,000 recordings weekly, it's estimated. At Ic per
aide, or 2c a disc, the return to MacGregor would, therefore, equal between $3,000 and $4,000 weekly.
That's a considerable boost over the
$50,000 annually which Capitol guaranteed MacGregor on a previous arrangement, made not so long ago.

between

Experienced recording men cannot understand the deal.
With
operating eost3- so high -they r,r*-*t. °
loss to figure Capitol's

•uch

BMI

a

•tudios.

agreement

high

to

~

Sips-

fee for the use of
Capitol has another deal

New MCA

Pact

'

Chicago, Feb. 20.

Scranton

Laws

.„

Up On

maestro class, trailed by Harry
James and Guy Lombardo. Blng
Broadcast Music Inc.'s eagerness
Crosby led the field among the
warblers and the runnersup were to finance orchestra leaders in
the
Frank Sinatra and Eddie Howard.
formation of music publishing orThe Andrews Sisters copped first
place among the femme songbirds ganizations on the old basis of royand were followed by Dinah Shore alties advanced against a minimum
and Jo Stafford. 5,029 votes were number of performances, is said to
be waning. BMI; of course, won't
cast by mail.
confirm the newer attitude toward
the type of deals by which they have
financed,
Herbeck Splits With F.B.;
some
40-odd
maestro-

Ray Herbeck, formerly under the
Manufacturing Co.,
which presses all its product, where- management of Frederick Bros.,
by Scranton bought stock In Capitol was signed to a Music Corp. of
In exchange for production guaran- America managerial contract here
last week.
tees.
First booking under the hew arrangement is the St. Francis hotel,
San Francisco, where Herbeck and
Sonny Dunham's Switch his orchestra opens on Feb. 27.
Bonny Dunham has changed his
mind about retiring to California to
Philly Council Makes All
work in that area exclusively with
} local band. He will open at the B.O. Subject to Tax
New Yorker hotel, N. Y. on schedule
Philadelphia, Feb. 20.
May 7, with a completely new ice
Philadelphia
Orchestra,
Robin
how now being laid out. He will Hood Dell and other similar nonuse an all-802 band at the hostelry.
profit entertaining ventures will be
with

Easing

Pub-Leader Deals

turn.

Dunham

last

week advised Gen-

Amusement Corp., his agency,
the the New Yorker date was off,
that he was going to California for
the duration. His decision to stay
east instead may spot him into
frank Dalley's Terrace Room, open"Ul March 20, in conjunction with
Phil Brito.
Neither has been defieral

nitely booked,

however.

Albert W. Marlln, formerly connected
with
WHAS, Louisville,
Joined Broadcast Music Inc. as midwestern Held representative, working out of Kansas City.

same tax as all professional amusements under a bill
passed' Thursday (15) by City Council by a vote of 18 to 1.
The tax imposes a lc. levy on
every 25c admission.
In addition
to non-profit' amusements, the Council wiped out exemptions hitherto
enjoyed by children under 14 in
motion picture theatres.
Council also, passed a bill imposing
taxes on juke boxes and other coin
subject to the

VU RMI

'

meeting.
McDonald was installed last week as a candidate for the
immediately, having been invited to board in coming elections, along
witness his election, which was the with Lou Levy, head of Leeds Music,
initial
piece of business on the Buddy Morris, head of Edwin H.
Morris, Mayfair, Melrose and sunagenda.
McDonald replaces Robert Swezey dry other catalogs, and Max Winkler,
of Mutual.
Latter's resignation and Levy assertedly refused to accept
McDonald's election were a must, the nomination on the grounds that
since Swezey recently left the Blue he spends too much time on the
to go with Mutual net and the latter coast.
is already represented by Carl HavPeer's nomination is a surprise.
erlin.
Some ASCAP publishers aware of it
see in the move an attempt to heal
the breach that has occurred bar
tween him and the Society since th*
latter's battle in 1941 with radio interests, which was directly respon-,
Won't Benefit Standing
sible for the setting up of BMI."
Peer* at that time made a deal with
BMI for the performing rights to his •
Of Society
which
Peer-International
catalog,
Songwriters affiliated with the
holds a considerable amount of the
American Society of Composers,
latin music available in this country.
Authors and Publishers who turn
Only recently, Peer stepped into
in
collaboration
with
out. songs
Cuba and, through a deal with the
writers connected with Broadcast
Cuban Federation of Authors, took
Music Inc., cannot hope to better
what's
representation
rights
on
their classification at the former or
claimed to be 99% of Cuban music.
profit in any way by the arrangeHe is a member of ASCAP via his
ment. When this happens, the performing rights are split between the Southern Music Co.
Writers' nominating committee has
two organizations and radio licensees
been acting, too.
They have not
of both are permitted to pay either
completed a slate to fill expiring
for the use of the song. Since most
positions on the writer half of the
stations are connected, with BMI
board, but will do so later this week.
through Radio's sponsorship of it,
they of course prefer to pay that
organization for its use.
Many songwriters and publishers
are under the mistaken impression
that when this occurs BMI then
turns over to ASCAP- a 50% split
of the Income on that particular
song. They do not. They- are prevented from doing so by the consent
decree formulated by the governSong magazines containing for th*
ment following the radio-ASCAP first time both music and lyrics of
fight In 1941. According to this doc- recently popular
songs have apument, the exchange of monies In peared on N. Y. newsstands. Titled,
that way is illegal. Therefore, an "Popular Melodies," the folio is put
ASCAP writer who collabs.with a together and marketed by LyleBMI writer or just a plain non- Engel with the cooperation of
ASCAP man, and the tune is pub- Paramount and Famous Music Cos.,
lished by BMI or aVi affiliated pub- whose songs the book contains exlisher, nothing accrues to the stand- clusively.
ing of the ASCAP man at the latter
Music men aware of the new book
organization.
have been startled by its appearThis was brought out last week ance. Never before has a music
when two ASCAP writers appeared publisher condoned the inclusion of
before the Society's Appeals Com- music In a book or song sheet of'
mittee seeking raises in classification any kind designed for newsstand
on the strength of hit songs written circulation. These publishers feel
in collaboration with hon-ASCAP that Paramount and Famous are demen. Their pleas were turned down' feating their own purpose as sheet
after an investigation by members music salesmen. There are 12 songs
of the committee.
included in the book • in question,
which sells for 25c., whereas the
standard per copy price of sheet
,

.

.

Cap.

Ralph Peer, whose American Performing Rights Society has successfully opposed the efforts of th*
American Society of Composers,
An DIM 1/IICClUiaiC
niraptnrafo Authors and Publishers in the gath
ering of
Americai
Qf rights to South American
Joseph A. McDonald, general at- Music, all of which is aligned .with
Inc., ' has
been
torney for the Blue network, was Broadcast Music
elected to the Board of Directors of nominated for the Society's Board of
Broadcast Music,. Inc., at its last Directors. Peer's name was posted

McDonald Vice Swezey

.

were based on the playing films
containing ASCAP copyrighted material in theatres that did not hold
Bandsmen and hotel operators emlicenses to perform them. First acploying name bands are closely
tion was against the W. R. Frank
watching the experiment of the 400 circuit,
five houses, and second vs.
club in N, Y.,' which debuted a
the Harry Dickerman chain, involvname band policy with Tommy Dor- ing two houses of 20 in that string.
In
sey's orchestra last week (16).
Arguments against ASCAP's
the event the spot is successful in
charges, by L. B. Schwartz and S..P.
by the firm's attorney, briefly statestablishing the policy with Dorsey,
Halperin, counsel for all defendants
ing that recourse to the courts would
every name band room in the N. Y.
follow future by-passing of the song.
(cases were lumped), were the usual
area is in danger of losing the top
"Dreams" is currently No. 2 on artists who may be their standbys. countercharges that the society's
manner of licensing music constibest-seller lists, despite, as cited,
Dorsey is drawing coin there which tutes
a
monopoly in restraint of
above, there is no recording of it
can reach as high as $8,000 weekly
trade, is
illegal and beyond
the
.available.
Les Brown made it for
while
i( he does big business, and
scope of copyright.
Columbia and johnny Long's orother bands probably would not be
While the actions against the
chestra with Dick Robertson on the
able to rate that kind of money,
Frank and Dickerman houses- were
vocal, at Decca.
Victor made it
they unquestionably could get deals on the' basis
of songs played in films
with Phil Moore's quartet.
much better than the ones they ac- In the theatres, the third case,
Suit against Luckies by Warner cept at hotels.
against Bennie Berger theatre, DuBros, over a similar situation in reDorsey's .business since opening
gard to the song, "Don't Sweetheart night doesn't carry much significance luth, involved the performance of
ASCAP music by performers onstage.
Me," is currently awaiting trial.
due to the brief period. He played This was withdrawn
"without prejto over 800 at the debut (16), be- udice"
(attorney Louis Frohlich, in
tween 800 and 900 Saturday and N. Y. stated this action
was taken bearound 350 Sunday. Those figures cause this phase Involved
live peraren't exceptional.
What effect the formances whereas the others
inmidnight closing decree posted Mon- volved synchronization.
He says
day (IB) by the Office of War Mobil- Berger has agreed to lake
out. a liization might have on the spot, is, cense.)
of course, as yet unknown (see sepaInsofar as the Frank, Dickerman
rate story).
cases were concerned, they were
settled out of court with the payHollywood, Feb. 20.
ment
by Frank of $2,000 and $200
C. P. MacGregor,
transcription
GALS,
by Dickerman, each agreeing also to
manufacturer here, has laid out a
take out ASCAP licenses. Frank had
new plan of payment for the use of
been sued for $3,600 and Dickerman
Its studios by recording companies
for $500.
that literally makes MacGregor a
St. Louis, Feb. 20.
partner in their business.
To determine the most popular
In the
future, the transcription makers will band leader and singers (male and
conget a one cent per side royalty from female) in this area,
the sales of all discs recorded with ducted a 10c per vote campaign,
Its facilities.
In the case of Capitol with the proceeds being turned over
Records, MacGregor's biggest cus- to the "March of Dimes" fund. Glenn
tomer, this will reach a considerable Miller copped top honors in the
.

Seen Move to Heal Breach on Rights

publishers in publishing houses that
remain-on puptr. Bui; -it's asserted
that in too- many cases the coin advanced leaders against plugs to be
given during forthcoming quarters
is not being earned.
BMI recently started two firms on

newer-type

arrangements

which

called for the leader involved in
each case to invest some money with
them. In these deals, no guaranteed
number of performances was asked
.

of the leader;
First was the Republic Music Co., which had been
active on a small scale, but is now
broadened, and the other is Charlie
Spivak's new Stevens Music Co.,
.

being operated by Jack Osfeld.

PUBLISHING FLAG

Hollywood, Feb. 20.
L. Wolfe Gilbert ended his' twoyear association with Southern Music. and established his

own

Members

.

.

1

Song Mag

Eyebrow Raiser
.

MUSICIAN SUES AFTER
HITTING OPEN

MANHOLE

Minneapolis, Feb.

Thomas L. Whaley of N.
of Duke Ellington's
who describes himself in

Y.,

20.%

mem-

ber

orchestra,
his complaint as "an originator of modern
symphonic twists in musical orchestration," filed suit here against two
concerns. He asks
local business
$2,830 damages for injuries alleged
to have been
sustained when he

tumbled into an open manhole near

Orpheum

the

theatre.

Accident occurred last Oct. 17
when Whaley appeared at the Orpheum with Ellington. Claiming the
defendants left one-half of a square
manhole open and unattended, he
charges them with carelessness and
neglect, as a result of which he took
a nose-dive, sustaining a violent
concussion, lacerated scalp, abrased

knee and permanent disability
bone structure of hip and pelvis.
Whaley wants $800 for loss of a
month's wages, $530 for past and
future medical expenses and $1,500
for accident damages.
left

Sherock Quitting Heidt

music

is 22c.-

Paramount and Famous, both
owned and operated by Paramount
point out that the songs
included in the folio are not current
but outstanding tunes of the

Pictures,
hits?

Both companies at
one time put together a similar
book each year for sale through
regular music, channels at a price
of 50c. The newsstand circulation
of the Lyle-Engel edition is simply
past year or so,

an extension of that idea.
It's
pointed out' that the songs used are
mostly dead material insofar as current sales are concerned and the
spotting of both music and lyrics
.

in a newsstand edition Is simply ah
attempt to wring additional revenue
from a source that otherwise would
henceforth return nothing.
Writers of the songs' used In the
book share in the proceeds from Its
sale via the usual method agreed

upon for
cation.

regular folio style' publi-

function as representative of songr

Shorty Sherock, trumpeter with
Horace Heidt's orchestra, will leave
that band March 18 to form his-own

writers.

orchestra.

.

New firm will be conducted along
co-operative lines, with songwriters
machines, and bowling alleys,
participating.
In
addition; Gilbert
will represent several independent
Emit Coleman renewed for six -music publishers in their dealings
months at the Mocambo, Los Angeles. with film studios.

Bob Sanders Dies
Bob -Sanders, 43, one of the pioneers in the dance music industry,
died yesterday (Tuesday ) at his
home following a heart attack.
Sanders joined the Moe Gale
Agency band department only last
week after resigning from FrederickBros, where he handled one n ighters,
At various times, he had been connected with virtually every major
band office and at one time headed
his own agency in Chicago. He originally started as a band leader and
.

To Form His Own Orcb

firm, L.

Wolfe Gilbert Music Enterprises, to
handle copyrights and catalogs and
'

Folio

in

WOLFE GILBERT HOISTS

OWN

Non-ASCAPCollabs

He

will build a 16-plece

combination with the. backing, it's
assumed, of Heidt himself.
.Sometime, ago there were plans
laid for Sherock to cut away from
Heidt for the same purpose, which
never materialized.
1

'

became manager of
Whitcman's orch. He later

later

with NBC.
Survived by his

widow.

Paul

went

'

.

rVVeW; Ending Feb.

For Paid 1-Niters
paid

ently

'in

training camps
the market for

and

fields

in

medium bands up

to

consist-

musical

.

.

Medal of Honor lo Lieut. Thomas
.Wilfred Wigie. who died in action in
Italy last Sept. 1.4.

Performance, rights to "My Heart Sings," current plug song of Leeds
Music, are unusual, with split between American Society of Composer.*,
Authors and Publishers and Broadcast Music, Inc. "Sings" is based on
the French song "Ma-Mi," written by two Frenchmen', and is owned by a
catalog held by Leeds to all of which BMI has performance rights.
However, the. lyrics of "Sings," rewritten for U. S. circulation, was done
by Harold Rome, an ASCAP member. As a result, both BMI and ASCAP
After a squabble, the rights
laid claim to exclusive performance rights.
Citation accompanying the award
are now held by both under a non-exclusive arrangement. Song is In
stated that Wigle volunteered to lead
"Anchors A weigh."
an attack on Nazis' positions near Metro's

the first Detroiter
to receive the highest award of the
nation, the medal being presented
last week to his wife, Margaret,: and
two-year-old daughter, Diane.

Minneapolis. Feb.

20.

whatever top

On alternate Sunday*, a local
group is sponsoring jazz concerts.
According to experiences of some Leading hoi jazz musicians here
of the leaders in these camps. 'many have been assembled into a band.
of the latter are now able, to buy Concerts are held in radio station
the talent they want when they WCCO audition room with admiswant il. by virtue of funds built up sion at 60c.
for the purpose by various methods:
Only publicity and advertising are
For example. Roswell .Field. New
those given gratis by Bob DeHaven,
Mexico, which has played some of
radio newscaster, and plugging by
the biggest band names in the busiUniversity of Minnesota "Boogie
ness, which were paid for. had a
Woogie Club." but affairs are drawkitly of around $40,000 as or last
This was pyramided strictly ing capacity crowds.
fall.
names can be secured.

to

I

death and will be presented shortly
N. Y. band circle* are amused by the alleged trick pulled by a noted
by Karl Krueger, the conductor
under whom he worked at both bandleader now playing a N. Y. spot. His contract called for four weeks'
notice If. he was to be replaced. He was given, oral notice two weeks ago,
cities.
but a week later denied having received it. As a result, he hid to b>«
given a written cancellation, which, of course, extended his run another
week, since the first was not recognized.
Milt Shaw Mgr. for Bob let
Situation forced the band set to follow to go out and book the extra
Milton Shaw, son of Billy Shaw,
one-night booker at the William week.
Morris agency, became the manager
of the Bob Lee orchestra, which
Louis Prime's orchestra, which has created considerable' excitement in
opens this week at the' Providcnce- the east via Hit recordings of "Angelina," "Robin Hood." etc., finished Us
Biltmore hotel. Providence, R. I.
first road tour, since the discs clicked, early this week: Playing six oneMilt Shaw recently was honorably nlghters, two private parlies at flat prices, and one Coca-Cola broadcast,
discharged from the Army. Prior to the leader netted a total of $11,000 In nine days. For this band that's bin
service he was with Harms Music.
coin.

Lopez Into Loew's State,
N. Y., With 'St. Louis'

'

Vincent Lopez has been signed to
head the two- week show at Loew's
State. N. Y.. beginning March 1.
Others on the bill are Sheila Barrett
nnd Johnny Burke. One more act to
mi.

Reason for the two-week run

is

the second run of "Meet Me In St.
Louis" whloh is figured to have
Hal .Mclntyre's orchestra returns plenty at the boxofTioe despite Its
the Commodore hotel, N. Y., long run at the aeross-the-street
to

March

1

Astor.

for a fortnight.

30,

is

Monte Frassiuo. Alone; he charged
Irving Mills (Mills Music \ now domiciled in Hollywood, has set a "Minthrough intense machine gun Are
and .later was found fatally wounded, nie the Moocher" cartoon series based on the old Cab Calloway themes.
but with 35 prisoners captured and Jack Mills, pre* of the music firm, was due on the Coast last week to talk
further about bids to buy the company. Eddie Cantor-Jimmy McHughthe objective won.
The 35-year-old musician was rated J. C. Stein (MCA1 are interested, as one faction. So is,20th-Fox: All Mills
unit for McHugh to handle the current
highly as a concert violinist and was would like to do Is set up a subsid
Buddy Morris deals with Harry Warren, Jimmy Van
a promising composer. Two of his pop stuff, a la the
works were in preparation for the Heusen,- Johnny Burke, el al. A $1,500,000 price is supposed to have been
company.
Detroit Symphony at the time of his put on the

buy entertainment through the

use of various profit-sharing gadgets
machines, slot mapin-ball
like
chines, etc.
It's quite possible the
camps in the south now buying their
own talent acquire the wherewithal by the same methods.
At any rate, the paid one-nighters
among southern camps aren't hurting the band business at a time
when many regular one-nighters are
out of existence due to the war.

Wiglc

Lieut.

Weekly Jazz Concerts

belter

the

Irvine Berlin's song, "All of My Life," now being plugged by his new
Irving Berlin Muslo Co., Is tne song originally published for the first
time by Chappell of England. Berlin placed the song with that firm during
Detroit, Feb. 20,
his stay there last year with "This Is the Army," reserving the right to
One of this war's top heroes is a publish the song In the U. 8. hlmelf within a certain period of lime.
had English and Continental rights.
former member of the Kansas City Chappell
Following Berlin's recent split with Saul Bornstein, his partner for 29
and Detroit Symphony orchestras, it
years, and the setting up of the new Berlin Arm, the songwriter exercised
was revealed here with, the posthu- his U. S. rights to "Life'' and assigned It to the new firm.
Congressional
the
award
of
mous

To Det. Symph Sideman

Minn. Sideman Running

good prices

And they pay
everything from

talent.

for

Awarded Posthumously

111 W:ilk Alone. ....... .B, Wood
'....Chappell
Irish Lullaby
Gay
Happiest New Year
Lalih-Amer.
Tic. Tiro.Connelly
Dance With Dolly
F.D.&H,
Time Waits No One
Shine On Harvest Moon F.D.4 H.

now

ib

of

GUY LOMBARDO
AND

Stuff^chestrasr-Music

Inside

'45)

to Ireland

.

considerable
a
one-nighters among
the South, in the
area of the Carolines and Georgia.
Florida, etc. Beginning with Maxwell field. Alabama, which has for
gome time bought" through' rej!'ula.r
channels the majority of musical
•talent it used, there are 20-odd air

There

1,

London, Feb. 8.
Cinephonic
Chocolate Soldier U.S.A. .Dash
...Sun
Tiollev Song.

Go

If

Army camps

Congressional Medal

British Best Sheet Sellers

Army Camps' Kitty

string
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.

HIS

ROYAL CANADIANS

ARI

"GWAIY" ABOUT

Prior to the one-nighters. the outfit played the Earle, Philadelphia, and
grossed about $32,000, and the RKO, Boston/where It drew between $25,000
and $30,000, both outstanding weeks.

D

Rags-to-Riches
Continued from page

34

,

YOUNG & RUBICAM

construction, engineering and transmitter changes. Part of the equipment, In faot, already had been acquired by Hearst before the war,
but the transmitter intended for

AND MANY OTHER
ADVERTISING AOENCIIS

.
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Attorneys will add, also, that
Crosley, which has. done an. admit
tedly terrific promotional job for
both

WLW

sors

in

They

ists
Brondtvay.
Now York 19
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TOBIAS and LEWIS
Publisher

and Its-program spon

the Midwest,

a similar Job
wiil state that

12SO Slxlh Avetrn*

capable of
with WINS

is

New York

20, N. Y.

may have

it

ot course, needs a N. Y. outlet for
this proposed web. They will further declare, according lo insiders,
that the program and sales staffs of
the Cincinnati operation, can do the
.

"THE

N«w

Music by

19, N.Y.

IRA SCHUSTER. Gea'l

.

JIMMY McUUGB
Published by

BOBBINS
TOP PEOPLE ARC 001 MO

TOP TUNE

C7^/r

is that sometime ago, before
Hearst radio officials knew the appower boost had'been
approved, deal was cooking with a
"Mr. 'O'Brien," said to be' a California station owner, for sale 'of the
N. Y. indie in a $48,000 deal. When
FCC gave nod to power jump, the
negotiations fell through, naturally,
"O'Brien" later, was unmasked as a
dummy for Arde Bulova's radio empire, since largely destroyed by the
multiple-ownership ruling.

AFTER AWHILE
VAPLiG-iT

Mu c iC

'b-9 Brojd-^j,

«-

plication for a

CoasMo-Coast

PAULL-PIONEER MUSIC CORP., 1657 Broadway, New York
ALL MATERIAL AVAILABLE

With all these arguments before
them, the FCC commissioners are
expected to realize that the price
too, although admittedly somewhat
inflated, is not too high considering
WINS' potential value under the
Crosley banner. And. while there'll
undoubtedly tfe resistance, debate

deal

York City, Mutual Network,
E.S.T..

CUBAN
LOVE SONG

it's

TREASURY^HOW"

Hotol,

A

Top Tones loi Your Books
An All-Time Favorite

Y

sort of Job with the N.
station as with.
and see to It
that the sponsors on his N. Y. station will receive the same kind of
listener coverage they yet in Cincinnati,
especially after the war
when WINS jumps to 50,000 watts.

little breast-beating,
thought the sale ultimately will
get an official okay.
Interesting sidelight on the WINS

yoii

"CHELSEA CIGARETTES PRESENTS"

Friday Night, 12:30 A.M.,
Pres.

recent

and maybe a
yonl

Pull- Pioneer Undo Corp. 1*87 Broadway. New York City

AND

From tho Rootovtlt

But

C

Blu* Network, Monday, 10 P.M.~E.S.T., Coast-to-Coaft

MAX MAYER,

FCC

expressions
that prices for stations in recent
transactions were "way out. of line,"
the proposed Orosley-Hearst deal
probably will go through. Insiders
in
N. Y. aha .Washington feel.
Lawyers for both parties involved
are seen arguing that the $1.7001000
price tag is justified, in Crosley's
viewpoint, because of the 50,000watts angle and also because it's
the only clear channel outlet available in the N. Y. market, inasmuch
as both
and WHN, other
clear channel indies, are not on the
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IRVING BERLIN MUSIC CO.
DAVE DREYER
M'r
MIKE SUKIN
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-

'

•

1650 BROADWAY,
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19, N.
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General Professional Managir
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Hollywood
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Bands

Hotel B. O.'s

at

Hal Aloma*
Jerry Wald

Pn»t

Cnven
On !»»••

1,800

33.700
18.725
3,575
31.450

Pin) ctl

Hotel

Lexington (300; 75c-$1.50)

New Yorker

....

(400, $l-$1.50i..

..

(500; $1-$1.50)
(550; $2).
(275; $1 -$1.50)
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Leo Reisman*... Waldorf
George PaxUm... Lincoln
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Roosevelt (400;. $i-$1.50).
BUtrhore (400; $1-$1.50)

Eddie Rogers
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(400; ?1-S1.50). ..........

shows. Lexington, Hawaiian floor

.1.850
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Asterisks indicate a supporting floor shou:
t
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New

Raymond
Old

Total

Coyrr*

We*k»

nud

2.725

t800

800

2.400

5

90(1

2

2.000

55,900
4.450
5.075

'Yorker. BUtmore. have

Scott Purchases

Ul

equipment in N. Y. last week.
This was the old U; S. Record lay-

tion

.

Scott has owned for some time the
Universal transcription company In
N. V.. adding the Musical Arts layout, it's said, because of a larger
studio.

sliou-.

Upbeat

Chicago
$1.50-52.50

min

).

Snvder (Mayfair Room. Blacksione holel; 465:
tor fine 3.000.
gnvder and Phil Rejfan hitting on all cylinders
$1.50-$2.o0 mm.).
Buddy Franklin (Walnut Room. Bismarck hotel; 4G5:
up patronage around
Franklin and floor show, headed by Talia holding
Bill

Room
and Grant turning em

700: .S3-S3.50

min.V

headed tor record-breaking figures. Hildegarde
away. Whammo 11,000.
^
$1.50-$2.o0 mm.).
Hal Mclntyre (Panther Room, Sherman hotel: .950;
Mclntyre hasn't struck his stride yet. but pulled okay 5.000.
Weems
Ted Werms (Boulevard Room, Stevens hotel: 650; $3-83.50 mm.).
7.500.
and lavish floor show hit a new high here with terrific
.

Los Angeles
Freddie Martin. (Ambassador: 900: $1-$1.50». Carrying on at
4.200 tabs.

,

Joe Reichman (Biltmore; 900: $1,$1.50>.

Still

.

packing

em

with

full tilt

Thesps Burn Over Brushoff

Record Layont

RaVmond Scott, maestro currently
purchased the
band,
a
without
Musical Arts studio and transcripout.

0
21

4 Days.

^Bob'Grant (Empire Room, Palmer House;

.

1

he lives

in

Continued from pate it

Connecticut or the Bronx,

NBC

must be down

at
by 8:45 a.m. to
She
get on list to see- Mrs. Fuller.
takes first six applicants, others be-

ing turned away. Actor may jiot be
interviewed till 11:30, waiting all that
while. Following meeting with Mrs.

Other Beefs Heard
Fuller, actor gels appointment to
Other recent talent complaints inmeet the director— an appointment clude such items as necessity
of mailfor any time within the next six ing in person at nets
for paychecks
weeks. During that time he may "be froriv sustainers, when mailing
would
advised appointment can't be kept
be simpler, and save nets clerical

actors report that seven out of 10 work in signing checks,
as well as
such appointments get cancelled. save talent wear and tear.
Leighion Noble nitery maestro, Actor must then start original proAbout .75 to 100 actors and
checked in at Columbia to play a cedure all over again.
actresses are always beinj; used on
Situation at the Blue, according to shows, as sort of a pool— forming
nitery- maestro .111 "Blonde From
a
some actors, is as bad as at NBC, it closed corporation difficult, for others
Brooklyn/'
}
Others state that Blue to break into. Altitude seems to be
not worse.
lo
been fair in appointments, a Miss discourage outsiders, despite cry for
has
ex-GI
bandRay Bauduc and his
seeing experienced actors new blood and new talent occasionHedeman
slers opened at the Rainbow Ren?
Lake City, for six on request, and even new people ally raised. Situation makes for
i

'

'

dezvous, Salt
weeks.
Bob Kuhn joined band as

being seen at certain times!. Treatat CBS Is acknowledged best
of the nets; talent can usually make
an appointment to see a director.
Artie Shaw and his ''Gramercy
Marjprie
Morrow, in charge of audiFive" recorded "Sad Sack", last week
tions, is reported setting aside three
for Victor. Title was cleared by Sgt
week by appointment to
George Baker, originator of the mornings a
see
talent regarding interviews with
Yank cartoon strip.
directors, seeing 12 to 14 actors in
two
hours.
Boiler,
featured clarinetist.

ment

.

.

in

at

.

almost

oapacity; 5.000 covers.

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels
(Cfiicano)

with
Gay Clarldje (Chez Paree; 650: $3-53.50 min.). Biz off a little
accounting
Claridge and show starring Zero Moslel and Dolores Gray

Georgeformer Columbus
Situation. at the agencies is reportband leader, recently discharged
from the Army, has taken over the ed, in general, as bad as at nets. Some
Frank La Rue band, latter having agencies won't grant interviews to
actors on plea director hasn't the
been called to service.
Pall
Allwes,
Pittsburgh
band
leader before going into service, received his wings at the Army Air
Base, Las Vegas. Nev.

time; others will audition an actor
who writes in, at least once, anyway.

Certain agencies won't hold general
uditions, which, of course, eliminates
_
the out-of-town actor' from a chance
for swell 5.000.
,
Chuck Foster (Blackhawk; 500; $l-$2.50 min.). Nearmg end of run Foster
to show.
;
•
shalked up nice 3,600.
Milt Krasny, executive, of General
Transamerican is reported the
Amusement Corp., to Texas for toughest agency to see, in the words
(Los Angeles)
four-week vacation.
of one actress "very hard to do busibit
weekv.
Slipped
a
Vaughn Monroe (Palladium B. Hollywood, second
ness with in all ways." AppointAl Marsko band celebrates fifth ments can't be made by mailrappli-'
but still strong al 30,000 admishes.
Horace Heidi (Trianon B, Southgate. fourth week). Still building With anniversary at Nixon Cafe, Pitts- cant" is told to phone, and director
burgh, next month to set new all-' is either "never in" or "too busy."
the service crowd for 11.000 ducats.
Tourist
time run record for dance orchestras BBD&O is reported practically a
Leighton Noble (Slapsy Maxie's. N. Los Angeles. 11th week).
at 4,000.
in Smoky City*
closed shop; actors say you. can't
trade and knockabout show keep steady coin coming,
Xavier Cugat (Trocadero. N, Hollywood, fourth week). Jammed to the
Pedpossibly see anyone there.
Lt. Jimmy Spltalny, of Air Trans- lar & Ryan is reported difficult.
rafters with 4,000 tabs.
son of Maurice At Benton it Bowles talent comport. Command,
band-leader, plains they can't get appointment
Spitalny,
Pittsburgh
and the nephew of Phil Spltalny, has with directors, Dixie Dugan being
composed an. "Air Transport Com only contact they can see, and latter,
mand March" which Is being con- constantly stalling talent with sugcontinued Irom page 36 55
sidered as the official song by that gestions to call again, "perhaps two
branch of the service.
weeks," etc.
litical attempts to socialize medicine
Young & Rubicam also has repuby false health statistics."
tation of being tough in seeing and
Elena Verdugo joined Xavier Ou
The docs will throw their support
succeeding auditioning actors. Although Y&R
insurance plans gat's band as vocalist
hospitalization
to
has system for getting auditions, arnow In pictures.
which in Michigan already have Lena Romay,
ranged' .through Eleanor Kilgallcn,
1,500,000 members.
Del Lucas band, new Pittsburgh system is reported poor, an actor
However, campaigning, will be outfit, signed to a seven-year, man- taking months to get an audition
slight stuff with the medicos throw
agement contract by General Amuse with a director, with the audition
ing the "goodwill" burden on enter
then 'apparently forgotlen. One diment Corp.
tainment and contests. Produced by
rector is reported using same person
WJR, the entertainment will feature
Gloria Foster, sister of Chuck Fos- week in week out, although differGeorge Doijn, tenor; Althea Haglund ter, and singer with his band, current ent characters are called for; and
soprano, and with Jimmie Clark si at the Blackhawk. Chicago, moves
to different shows aired.
the organ. Listeners will be invited Carmen Cavallaro's outfit
HeeKCoolint: Routine
March 2,
to send in their stories ol personal She replacesHandling by directors is also
Gloria Starck.
emergencies in which the doctor
claimed to be humiliating to talent.
hove
in the nick of time as the
Ed Flynn, former band press-agent Actors who do get appointments sit
hero.
The best letter each week and music trade paper_xep, upped around and sometimes are seen, and
draws a $25 war bond with war to Major rating. He's in charge of just as often turned away because
stamp awards going to other top Army Publicity. Information and director is too busy, actor then havletters.
Education
Division,
stationed
at ing to go through whole routine of
seeing intermediary again for anThe series was placed by the Washington.
other appointment. Certain directors
Chapman ad agency which writes
advise talent they are too busy to
the script. Extra promotion will in
Eric Elidge has severed conncc
see them, that they -have -no -Liraa,4p
% fWrSwrw aft'tti'cop^* <fl^'ar-;; elude paid newspaper advertising lions with Earl Hines' orchestra, for
give
readings,
that
they haven't
and the distribution of 250,000 fold- which he was road manager.
rangeinenti contact Standard
time either to listen to recordings by
ers by doctors to patients at their
ExploitaHon Department, The
offices.
Carl H. Chapman, agency
Neilson Sisters, vaude vocal trio, the actor, or to listen in on some
Big 3, PHIL KORNH0SER, Manpresident, said.
joined Bob Strong's orchestra last other aiier on which actor is appearMedical societies in other states week, giving up work on their own ing. In other words, actor can never
ager, 16 J 9 Broadway, N.Y. \9
present his qualifications to such a
are expected to follow the format nf
Circle 6-Z939
the Michigan group on 'radio proHoosier Hot Shots inked for .their director for a chance on one of his
programs.
grams.
third picture at Columbia.
Directors at certain agencies will
hold general
or mass auditions,
,

1

directors point out similar difficulty
in seeing actors, being busy with
two or three shows, flve-timcs-aweek, helping write scripts as well
as directing, hence with no free 'time,
for interviews.

.

.

.

.

Mich. Sawbones

—

stagnation

in

industry
"*

monopoly.

Remedy seems

well

as

as

be

in easing of
conditions for talent to sqe directors,
with nets and agencies to set aside at

least

to

an entire day on which talent

can be seen and- heard, and direclo.rs
available at some time of that day
for this purpose.

Greene to ABC, Bloom

Mo?es
Johnny

to Bourne, Inc.

Greene

severed

tions with Sahtly-Joy

last

connec-

week

become professional mgr.

of

to
S;iul

Bornstein's ABC Music Corp. At the
same time, Abe Bloom settled his
contractual difficulties with Ralph
Peer, head ot Southern Music and
moved to Bornslcin's Bourne. Inc.,
is managed by Bobby Melliu.
Bloom had resigned from South-

which

ern- but Peer wouldn't let him out
of an unexpired contract until last
w.eek.

.

Broadcast Music,
for

publication

,

a

Inc.,

tune

has taken
"Get

titled,

Your Gear On, We're Moving
.

Oiit

Again," written by Alfred Carbuto,
Marine, who assertedly. wrote the
piece during action on New Britain.
He's a former musician.

.

BREAKING

FOR A

HIT!

A

!

T

O

up

•

TWO
C

'

I

different from an audition
for a specific job. These mass auditions arc embarrassing to all concerned. If it is for a specific part in
a show, actor is embarrassed by

which

are

is

others sitting around waiting to audition for same part, while others
waiting to go through same routine
are just as uncomfortable.
Certain directors are reported fair
in treatment of talent wanting interviews or auditions. Harry Ingram,
Ray Knight and Johnny Martin, all
at Y&R, arc reported willing, to see
anyone; Frank Telford is reported

Ura("
in*'

net

tough to see.
Transamerican

T
T

Martin Magner at
can be seen: Bob

Nolan,- same agency,
Cyril Armbrister,
at

is

difficult.

Blue; Kay
McMann, Ruthrauff & Ryan; Bert
Wood, at NBC, reported as willing
.

to.

audition

talent.

Hyman Brown,

indie package producer, reported
will never sec anyone, answer letter^
'

mt» iiiiig!ri";.B'.»U

.-«'»«• II

•

» » * V <k*.
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«ii

or take phone calls, according to one
actor, using same talent all the time.
Has stock company ol 12 people that
be uses over and over. Director is
frank to tell actors that his four
shows keep him constantly' busy,
that he>usea his (aiendt only, 'Other

MARTIN BLOCK MUSIC
Inc.

SOI

Madison Avenue
York 22. N. Y.

New

Larry Taylor, Gen. Mgr.

.

—

.

-j!
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Tun

Time' to Open
In L. A. on March

Charges Leveled by Boston Niteries

Lot Angeles, Feb.

Small's vaude show, "Fun
opens here March 1 at the

Mayan

theatre.

Paul

Vs.

AGVA Rep; little Caesar Tactics

conduct
Ch;ii'Res o£ unbecoming
Norhave been leveled against Fred
representative of Amei>
r ei national
Variety Artists in Bosjcaii Guild of

known

to the press- as the talent
union rep and therefore AGVA came
in for much
undeserved adverse

publicity

the Bostcy) press, evidently unaware of Norfet's connecin

nalional headquarton territory at
Matt' tion -wi err ^<ztiK'~ietirmn$ /,av«
in .Now York".
ters c(
placing the onus of Nerret's interferShelvcy. national administrator of
forwarded ence with the Infantile Paralyse
union, lias
the talent
of charges to Nonet and latter Fund benefit on the vaude laiont

AGVA

copy

be given a

will

next week, with

hearing

in

Boston

Dave Fox. head

of

AGVA.

being sent to
Boston by Shelvcy to preside over
N. Y. local of
the hearing.

During past few weeks complaints
Nerret have pyramided from
operators and performers
working in the Boston territory.
Former charge that Nerret hai
adopted "Little Caesar" methods in
dealing with them in such a manner
as to rupture the accord that previagainst
nitery

existed

ously

between

union.
At that time Shelvcy ordered Nerret to straighten put mailers with
the .Hub press so that
be
given a clear bill and retraction
of
previously printed accusations
against it, which Nerret failed lo do.

As

the

AGVA

office tor. three

and four

days a week, making it next to impossible to take up pertinent union
biz on -.contracts and other matters
with him.
office also is
The national
particularly burned, at unfavorable
publicity given the talent union recently during the Bob Hope March
of Dimes benefit In Boston when
Nerret, acting for the Theatre Authority and not AGVA. reportedly
held up the show until promoters
signed over 15% of the gross to
Theatre Authority because of the
outside acts used in conjunction with
Hope's radio program.
Nerret,
who was representing
Theatre Authority on the side while
officiating for AGVA, was better

AGVA

.

.

.

X ?C

Chicago. Feb.
Artists

20.

American Guild of Variety
officials and Entertainment

Managers. Assn. found themselves on
the spot in an actor-agent sr|liabble last week, when they handed
down a decision in a claim brought
against Stepin Fetchit by his agent,
Harry Greben, in favor of Greben,
with AGVA ot the same time refusing to put the Negro actor on its
unfair, list because,
union board
members insist, there were no commissions involved in AGVA's claim.
"AGVA Isn't a collection agency,"
was the comment of Jack Irving,
union's exec secretary here, when
asked why union hadn't penalized

Fetchit,

who

closed at .the

Down-

result, other creditors threatcivil suit, but Greben haled Die

EMA

IN

an

If you
In Sp«l«J Sfryicv or noj
for utifntollatc u«e Or pAHt-ivnr return
to ttiSw l)U8lDef*s. •

Htr*

a Servlee Yoe'll Always

It

Want

PUN-MASTER • AO PILES
Contain Modern ConicJy Material for
All

Eafb

Tyiw Perform*™

Script Contain* Over 100
Sure-Fire U«4»— Sl.Ot JEhi'L
1 .2-3-4-5 New Ready
Make Check* Vaniblo to

Net.

PAtU
"Fun-Mi

... „
tW
Yf. SUh St., New

MaU

SSfT.

<»

Vofl City 1», ?
N.T.
;

War Mobilization

i

ever

to be the highest guarantee
asked for a package show.

!

unit lb head the new show. Others
in the company include Al Barti,
blackface comedy; Helen Shawn,
comedienne; Dee Renee, mistress of
ceremonies and singer; Lucella, acrobatic dancer, and Jim Valdare, comedy cyclist, with Everett Johnson's,
orch 5).

re-

affect-

showbusiness will be a ban upon
This ukase,

banquets.

it's

in it

'

claimed,

OWM

in the
hopper for
time, just as the curfew was
mulled for several months, before
its promulgation.
It's expected that
this step will come shortly, as another move to conserve food, man-

has been

power and

Willie

Howard signed with USO- and

Camp Shows

to work with a variety
unit on the hospital circuit for two
weeks, starting March 1. First time

fuel.

offices.

out At to other

bookers as

of-

HOSPITAL CIRCUIT TOUR

Ban' on banquets would make the
club or casual date a thing of the
past, and would
lop off healthy
slices of income from acts, musicians

and booking

the

well in order to forestall any beefs.
With the show being placed on the
open market, it's expected that some
arrangement will be worked out, so
that Bergen & Co.'s gross will hit or
exceed the 25G figure.
The Bergen show, which includes
Ray Noble's orch and Joan Merrill,
is scheduled to come cast for eight
or 10 weeks around the latter part
March. Bergen is- taking this opportunity of clearing out an old option with the Hotel Wallorf-Astoria

WILLIE HOWARD'S 2-WK.

some

is

set

to

go

irito

Wedgwood

Room, around April 2, for six weeks.
As it's planned now, Bergen will
play only four weeks of theatres
which would eliminate the necessity

wilh Camp Shows, Howard will play
six hosps, starting at Columbus, Ind.
Whilson Brothers, who recently
closed In the touring "Star Time."
joined hosp unit No. 1 at Norfolk,

It's

to double.

No other performer has ever been
submitted for that dough, although
Eddie 'Cantor's radio show got a
shade more than $25,000 at the Stale
five years ago. That deal was made
split
at $15,000 guarantee and a SO
Gross
exceeded.
over
$30,000.

Va.. Monday (19). Mack and Desmond, due to appear at Paramount,
N. Y., In May, and (Jinger Harmon

1".')

are also recent additions to sickbay
loop.

$50,000.

entertainer before a joint AGVAhearing, figuring he'd get the
$275 he claims Fetchit owes him
Greben argued
quicker that way.
that, although he'd advanced thai
much as a loan, it could rightly be
considered commissions, as he has
commissions coming from previous
dates he's gotten for Fetchit. However, AGVA-EMA ruled otherwise.
.

Greben, meanwhile, said

he'll

wait

who

billed as "Hollywood's Laziest Actor," gets another
date before he slaps another lien
on or haul* him up before the_ comtill

Fetchit,

mittee. Last heard from Fetchit was
that he was skedded to get $730 net
at Cleveland, opening in a spot
there "sometime soon," and that in
the meantime he's only got $2 left
out of hjs Downtown salary, after
signing it over to his lawyer, to
live qn.
•

.

Current asking price is a long
way from Bergen's salary of some
Sophie Tucker's Lineup
years back. He was nixed by local,
At the conclusion of her date at bookers when submitted at $500.
the Bal Tabarln, &an Francisco, today (21), Sophie tucker goes to the
Show Box, Seattle, Feb. 26 to March
Lorre (or N. Y. Strand
11 and continues with the Music
Peter Lorre has been booked, for •
Box. Portland, 6re., from March 12

clubs dales soley as a livelihood.

town theatre Feb. 2, found himself
confronted by a bevy of creditors,
including government ifor income
taxes), Fox Bros, (his tailors), arranger, and Greben, among others-

LAURETTE and CLYMAS

PERFORMERS NOW
ARMED FORCES

.

.

Pantomime

MONTREAL

lieved

20.

;

.

ened

of the Dane*

Clamp On

been a common occurrence for performers to
run out between nitery or vaude
shows, play at some nearby shindig
and walk off with as high as $1,500.
This source of extra dough would be
sealed by a banquet ban.
It's also seen that such a ukase
Fetchit, in view of the Ending for would be tougher on musicians and
Greben.
small acts many of whom rely on

As a
Satirists

Chicago, Feb.

was completed here hist Music Corp. of America is asking
week by Max Landau for his vaude 525,000 a week. Show, would play
unit "Victory Follies" which, opens New York only, so that layout won't
27
Feb.
at the Academy theatre, be too far from point of origin of
Lynchburg, Va., for a swing around Sunday night radio show.
the Southern Attractions-Kemp time.
Airer was originally offered to the.
Ken Kennedy & Co. has been held Roxy only, but MCA execs later
over from the "Swingtirrie Follies" thousht it would be wiser to sub-

Banquets Next?

LOU WALTERS BACK
INTO BOOKING FIELD

-

retcrn kn<;a«km>:nt

For Southern Tour

Now that the midnight "curfew
has b ren clamped on all places of

inif

presenting liens on his salary to
Jack Barger, theatre operator. All
fathered at the Downtown when
etchit was to receive his paycheck,
only to learn, he previously had
assigned the whole thing over lo his.
lawyer, Ell J. Bibo.

MOUNT ROYAL HOTEL

Edgar Bergen and the Chase A
Sanborn show are now being submitted lo theatres at what is be-

'Victory Follies' Lineup

j

|

OWM

all

tiiiki>

;

1

Into

Cbi Creditor Troubles
Chi

1

port that the next possible edict by

and

theni

Performers have charged
he has absented himself from

'AGVA.
that

Runs

25G Weekly When Show Moves East

I

Casting,

the Off ice of

Fetchit

I

son's orchestra.

amusement, Washington insiders

Middle

in

!

'

In the lineup are Martha Rayc,
Dean Murhpy, Smith and Dale,
Hence De Marco, Buster Shaver. Tip,
Tap & Toe, The Four Macks. Sarah
Anne McCabe and Waldemar Guitcr-

AGVA

AGVA-EMA

1

20.

Time.''

41

MCA Offers Bergen for Vaude At

I

.

to 26,

Lou Walters, operator of the Latin
Quarters in New York and Detroit
and the Terrace Room, Miami Beach,
in reentering the booking field with
establishment of an office in New

She's also been sighed for the Last
Frontier, Las yegai, Nevada, until
April 12 and will play a theatre in
San Diego before going to Palm
Springs fpr a vacation,
.

York

to buy talent for all his. spols.
In charge of the office will be Ruth
Barr. who was production assistant

Wallers when he produced "Artand Models" and who previously
was with the William Morris agency.

personal at the Strand, N. Y., starting March 2, when "Hotel Berlin,"
in which he plays a prominent- role,

opens a run there.
It will be the film actor's
stage appearance in N. Y.

to

ists

i

<AF

Eventually the Walters booking ofmanage performers and sell
talent to theatres and other cafes.

OPEN

B ETTER

fice will

Opening of this office marks the
return of Walters In the agenlinn
Prior to clicking with the Latin
Quarter, Boston, his Initial nitery

1

j

field.

venture which he later sold, Walters
agented in Boston.

;

j

I

Liquor Board to Fight
Closing

Law

o»d

Ruling

Sacramento, Feb.

f*»o side

20.

a**— 4 *

accord

Stale Board of Equalization voted
to fight for its midnight closing rule,
recently declared void In the Los
Angeles Superior Court, which held
that liquor may be served until 2
a.m.

'Meanwhile, George Reilly, board

member from &dn

Franoisco, voiced
a warning against speculation
in
tavern licenses. In some cases, he
declared, licenses have been sold as
high as $25,000, although the official
fee Is only $450.

Balto Nitery Signs Pact
After Threat to Walk
Glub Chanticleer, Baltimore, .signed
week basic agreement with
American Guild of Variety Artists

six-day
last

lor

.o

week, when performers on the

show threatened

<o walk unless the;
nitery operators acquiesced to the
union's demands.

Emll Lowe, AGVA rep in Baltimore, had notified the nitery that
lire new basic agreement was
Thursday
the
(15)
spot
would have ho show that night; Dean
Martin, Lulu Bates, Barney Grant.
Jimmy Burns and chorus line
showed up as usual, but refused to
give a performance. Pact was signed
and the show went on.

unless
signed

Dyer-Bennett's

Concerts
Personal

Richard Dyer-Bennett, folk-singing guitarist, will recital at Town
Hall, N. Y., April 1 and in Symphon>
Hall, Boston, April 15.
Marks singer's debut under Sol

Hurok management.

Manogement

MATTY ROSIN, ASSOCIATED BOOMINA CORP.
741 PHth Avenue. New York City

first

.
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Night Club Reviews
4

'!».

V.

,

l30i

I

!*.

Orch

Dormij

.•

Pay

Mixup Vs. White's Vaude

addition to the ranks of band buyThere are a lot ol "if>" inTonniij/
volved. however. One of the thing.fmi.i- / ,.l ,
Bonnie I,on WiJIiani
Joe Moss.
Buddy R id' Vial the operators. Nat and
(4».
SrMimei'Ui/isl-s
Si'inui-t do is to continue without leluo
Ji'.« Smcey: no minimum, cover
in
U:r«v display ads carried
the
!l
ici'W.-cnds, «/.<'i
SL.'iO
tecc/.dii
every daily paper prior to the
p.m.

lOO

to Arbitrate

Sammy's Bowery Cafe
Won't Get Opposish 606

of

Unit

Bowery

Sammy's

Follies

His 'Scandals

after

i

•

'Sin-Out' Drive

On

tt. V w^and^t'

S

Chicago, Feb. 20.
Chi nitery operators
with using wartime conditions as a
license to gel away with "any .kind
of a lewd and
indecent show."

I

Police Commissioner James P. All-

man on
Mayor Ed

.

_

I

**

!

licenses

'

.

,

WStS
a°'^

m

;

nM

;

hour

the

same

(11),

when

sev-

.

night spots is getting just a bit too
raw for public morals," Allman said
in explanation of the Kelly order.
no intention of stopping

|

.

"We have

entertainment
these

hectic

Chicago, but in
there are places

in

days

which seem lo believe wartime
means a license to get away with
any kind of a lewd and indefient
show. Those places we are going to
.

.

stop."

Those arrested' Feb. 11. .'and '-later
released on $000 bond, with cases yet
to be heard, arc Carrie Finnel), recently star of Chi company of Mike
Tpdd's "Star ti Garter.", and Dolly
Sterling, both singers; Paul Mall,
emcee: Val de Val. exotic dancer,
and Martin Weiss, assistant manager.
Licenses cancelled were in the name
.

of Louis Nathan.

•

O&J

'

late

at

performers were arrested, and
charged with indecent; performances,
"Life in the raw in near-Loop

,

.

persuaded

revoke. liquor,

eral

i

!

:

(1C)
(o

Club,

Sunday

early

spot

.

!

606

of

time announcing move is only the
beginning of a widespread "sin-out"
drive here that will put the WPB's
brownout drive .to shame. Revocation
of 606 licenses followed raid on the

i

•

Friday
Kelly

amusement, eigaret and

OPA CHARGES
LATIN QUARTER

!

Chi Niteries

Charging

.

.

Raid Cues

gel

all.

fSenrgc While, through A. L. Bcrmanager, has
general
his
nian.
asked permission of" the national nflicc of t!ie American Guild of Varieoneuiiie...
week ty Artists for outside arbitration on
piivsev'.. band, which last
intcrrM
considerable
is
on salary claims
'Ilioiv
run at Frank Dailey's controversy arising
a
rnii.-lioct
chorisamong bandsmen in the booking
Meadowbronk. that wasn't up to hi/ allegedly due principals and
nitery.
Tommy Dorsey s orchestra into lh:v esi)ect;.tions
due to (he bad weather, ters of the producer's "Scandals"
Place was sublet last week £nd
spot, which heretofore has been su-\For a wartime unit, which closed some months ago
fine outtit.
a
iafter slight alterations will open asi
cossfiil. thnl is. in recent years, will)
pace
comb" it's as exciting at jump
general mixup regarding claims has5
a restaurant policy only. Only lime
penny arcade and^shooling gallery,
ballat.
at
danccable
and
,
and ..-nothing
a( UulU d Matt Shclvoy. national adwill prove whether the pull of Dorthe Bowery hasn'l had in
something'
arWith,
found.
can
be^
as
inis „.., lol or A CVA. to grant While
will bo pblc -to -trans- speed
se'v's name
years.
by Fred Noiman, S>
the mailer beoi
form the place, which -seats 'approxi- raiigcrocnls
mately 850, into "a successful baud
the American Arbitration. Assn.
ensue
will
'trouble
it
clicks'.
room. If
'modern band material, plus enthu- for adjustment.
VS. CHI'S
tor larger N: Y. hotels usine name
PayoIV had been held up. aeeord*
siaslic delivery, by 11: strings, five!
bands. Other bands might not he
\ five trumpets, three trom- j; nr> 10 While and AGVA, because of
able to draw the coin terms Dors, y rhy;'
SKIDS
saxes, all led by Dorsey "s r
discrepancy in amounls algot
he can earn as high rs $8.:)U0 bone, "six
personal
a,,/
and
tromboning
claim
Performers
d
Chicago. Feb. 20.
weekly i. but it's a certainty that any, excellenl
deporlment the band is, three weeks' salary is due iheni on
respectable deal would return the hai.t.sland
Thai $9,000,000 treble damage suit
great.
really
than
band working the spot more
'ay"" lil1,c overages and failure to
e d by OPA agaiiist Ralph Berger's
Dorsey has been .ha ng trouble
1
notice one j^ti,, Quarter for overcharges on
a hotel booking could.
Ciir- post cuslomary closing
unit
food dwindled lb a mere $3,269 last
mulv. 1^'" using Fra^L^er. who J week prior to the closing of the
toward"
While has entered a general de- week, with Bergcr shelling out latpromising. Bonnie 'Lou Wilher "eve. bv^^l^JTpowernl! seems
nnd documentary. evidence w.lh ter amount following consent judgTo begin will.. hams and '.the Sentimentalists one
al the bo
quartets with a band AGV A. stating that during layofl ment of Judge Michael L. Igoe for
{he n.om is situated on Fifth avenue. of the best
with Dorsey some. limc ,, c had negotiated engagements
double damages only, in U. S. diswhich even in normal times is clc- today, have been
Wood.
time.
serlcd after sundown. With the cur
for his featured acts at better than trict court here.
Judge Igoe also
is
a
rent brownout, finding the club
contracted salaries, gave ihem per- signed a permanent injunction reCli*<»*». H»lly%v«M»il
matter of literally finding an admission to play these dates and also straining Randolph street spot, from
HollyuWl, Feb. 17.
dress. You can ride pest the place
advanced money to choristers and violating OPA regulations in the
in a cab and never notice it. There's
Dnl.e Ellington's Orch (16. trit/i
therefore claims their attempt lo future.
nothing attractive aboul the interior AI'Hibuler. Jovn Slierrill aird Afrme;
him,'for additional coin is withIn explaining how OPA's case
It's a cold atof the room, cither.
//mi Scott onii- Casaciro Rlimnba nick
the skidded. Marion W. Isbell, Chi area
mosphere, lighted rather brightly by- Bund (22): S1.50 weekdays, $2 U'cek- out justification. Performers on
other hand have apprised AGVA OPA director and himself owner of
hidden ceiling illumination. And it's eudx.
studded by a dozen or more oondcrthat While is indebted to them for three night spots here, said that, folDuke
to
impossible
laurels,
three lowing filing .of suit last Jan. 19, if
ou.-i DiHars that, make it
lo
Adding new
lime amounting
layoff
to get a clear view of the bandstand Ellington's crown is just about imweeks' salary.
aggrieved customers had sued indifrom any part of the room. There possible, but the Duke seems to
will be vidually on overcharges the rcstaIt is figured controversy
have cracked another record, with
is a dance floor that's perhaps equal
via the AAA this week ratint's
theoretical
liability, could
his bow into "a Coast nitery. Ca- threshed out
in area to that of the Pennsylvania
the or next.
have run up to $9,000,000 in the six
hotel and about' double the area of pacity audience filled Ciro's for
house
months covered by the suit.
the New Yorker's. That's not a lot opening, and turnover gave
as
of terp space, in view of the ca- about twfee as many customers
OPA charged tHat Latin Quarter,
paciiv. but it seemed to be adequate usuiil.
where Ritz Bros, arid Bernie Cumalternates Lineup Completed For
musicrew
-Ellington's
opening night, with the spot jammed
mins' orch now head bill, overwith the Casaciro outfit in giving
tight with music tradesmen.
charged on 24S items per week from
music they
If.
as cited above. Dorsey can payees all the dance
'Sons o' Fan Unit uly 1 of last year to Jan. 19. 1945—
Floor is packed constantly,
start the bsll rolling here ,in six want.
satisfied
Casting of the new Olseri & John- or 6.61S overcharges for the period.
weeks, the spot will be a valuable" many of the customers
merely to sit and gasp with pleasure son unit "Sons o" Fun" was com- "Had it been possible for everyone
as' Duke introduces many old and
pleted this week, final spot being overcharged' to know he was paying
new favorites.
show caught, specialists Al tilled with Carolyn Marsh. Cast, above ceiling, and to have brought
In
THE
Hibbler. Lawrence Brown, Jimmy headed by Marty May and Fred San- individual action for damages on
Hamilton and Joya Sherrill each born, includes Bobby Jarvis. June each item at the maximum recovery
Hamil- Johnson, Jack Whitney, Les NeLson, of $50 per item, as provided under
slop the show for repeats.
ton's clarinet sold on "Air-Condi- Jan Nelson. Shorty Renna along with OPA regulations, the night club's
tioned Jungle" being lops.
•liability on such recoveries would
line of 12 girls and six boys.
Program winds up with band do- a
Starling date is March 1 in Phila- have been $330,750.". Isbell said.
ng a medley of old Ellington hits,
for
Also point out Berger offered
which brings down the house. Her- delphia with dates pencilled in
man Hover's move In bringing the Worcester. Newark, Boston, Colum- OPA an affidavit showing he had
made extra charge for a second
band onto the Strip was unprece- bu.s. Cleveland and Detroit.
dented. First night showing would
Layout is being sold for around show during 1943, the minimum
seem to prove his judgment not only $8,500 plus overages.
base period, thus wiping out OPA's
flawless but pace-selling for- further
charges that he was making the
sepia shows on the heretofore hangadded charge illegally. No damages
out for South American rhythms.
relating to club's minimum charges
leal
Marvels of
Huts.
Agent List Sent
were included in judgment, therePerception
although
overcharges
fore,
such
by Coast
>'onnan«lie Hoof. Mont'l
!(••>.

1945

cafe

the promised opposition
Syndicate that had leased
a site for nitery in spot adjacent to
the shuttered People's theatre on
New York's Bowery and a block
away from Sammy's bistro have
thrown up the sponge due to inget okay for extensive
ability
to
alterations required to convert into

won't

ers.

'21,

With this crackdown, other spots
immediately
began
toning
down, word having gone out that
undercover police operatives are in

here

[

action.

AMAZING

AGVA

(MT.

ROYAL HOTEL)

Los Angeles. Feb.

Montrenl. Feb.

McNamara

Louise

Relief Baiid

<4);

cot'er $1-$1.50.

Terrell, handicapped by the size of
the room for an act so intime put
across with facial gestures and without words, makes a knotted handkerchief unknot itself, bounces a
wad off a black fan until it turns
into an egg which he breaks into a
saucepan and builds his act into a
beg-off finish as he pulls two white
rabbits kicking, apparently out of
the fire.
Bill Russell baritones "Donkey's
Serenade" and "Don't Fence Me In"
to a good^ response.
Anthony and
Allyn turn in neat ballroomology
for a big hand. Mata Monteria. nifty
dresser and good looker, dancing in
the Spanish idiom with clever work
on the castanets, also goes over big.
Don Turner orch, boffie'st outfit in
town. contribs patron dansapafion.

•riiming from overseas after 13
rhe U.S.O., 5 monrht
the foihole circuit In France,
elghirn, laiemboaro, owd 6«r-

M

tlie

MOUNT
MONTREAL
tOOF.

ROYAL HOTEL.

.

M.C.A.,

NEW YORK

Louise

McNamara

relief

band

fills

in

Lane.

satisfactorily.

Imogene Coca Into Cafe
Society Uptown, N. Y.
Imogens Coca, comedienne,
WnrliVa forrtiHMl
h'HlHIirMNt
f rNwnrlil'»
I 11 r n n
T .rrmoNl
nllrm-'

(loiHI.

Carni n Cnvallaro, Oe Martoi, Enill Calfman.
Tlla. Guitar. Xavier Cu .al, Daiiny Kaye. Onkt
EllinQla-i. IM E. Ltwis. Hanry Klna. Carlo:
Ramlrer. Velu J> VMa»4a.

H. 0.

HOVER

8133 Sunlet B'»J

Hollymad

..will

pinch-hit for Jimmy Savo at Cafe
Society Uptown for four weeks,
while Savo takes first vacation in
two years. Avon Long, the Sporlin.'
Life of recently-closed "Porgy and
Bess." also joins bill same time. Both
open at nitery Monday (26).
Hazel Scott and William Franklin
•.main on show.

JANE

BEN

ROtHELLE and BEEBE
GOING OVERSEAS FOR
U.S.O.-CAMP SHOWS. INC.
Mmt.:

KPWB

Gaaj

BiUTH. JprnmuuHl

,i»l«lt>.

.

Stir y«ifc.
1

'1

'

—guilty

and working conditions.

'

-

;

C

of selling liquor to a minor.

around

;

the

cily.

They

of prints made for domestic and foreign ..trade; total number of prints
supplied the Navy, for which the
Government paid and tor which the
producers were given credit for
stock used; itemizing of slock used
for aciual negatives and. for sound
dubbing: number of shorts made
during the 1941-45 period, and total

i

bought

By Happy Benway
Saranac Lake. N..Y.. Feb. 20.Ernie Burnet, composer of "Melancholy Baby." got a kick from hearing
it aired on ''Duffy's Tavern."
Dorothy JMarlin and Eleanor Dawn

'

'

1

AUilirilt'OH TUT! tlie RBliiUl
Inurrinntil
<Miiiiiinnpi.
11 «
ilirlr
himI iIIhllinutrliiM nit*
«1 i-h n.niU-M 1 1>~
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11
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NVw YorU
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for

Hdirtliiff

ilnnh
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PETER RAVEN
fl.->

Itimiii

\\>«l

ISiiil

HI.

,

New- York

3D0
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4-1

Anything Can Happen

HANLON
CLARK
ml

"TWO CRAZY PEOPLE"
Overseas for VSO
l>lr.: IIAKRV OBKHEN
l»('K KICIIAH1»S

_...l*rr»:

dept. staff or '•We The Patients," colony's monthly mag.
Alter a four-week furlough in Boston. Ed. Wilkins is back to resume
rest routine.

'

In* yniitH ul your ntte club, theumct-MiiK. Ar iiiiviuo (ilTiilr. IMiiilfr
In lllcil nnJ myHllflrO
Iihh

an

llHMlMyiiilM.

.'

Saranac

Washington, Feb. 20.
Abe Seligman tipped for all meals.
Richard "Dickie" Moore, who is
Ncwsreels are tied up in a new
jaw stock problem they arc trying to doing a repeat at the Rogers, now
work out with War Production permitted mild exercise.
Lucctla Stephens, harpist, who is
Board. When allocations for the curcuring at the Rockledge Estate, dorent quarter were announced re- ing so Well
she'll be upped next
cently, the reels were not given month.
quotas to. take care of the editions
Don Fairchild got his all clear and
which go to Latin America.'. About go home papers last week.
Joy Niivnrie. who. cured here, is
380,000 feet are used for the purpose
cashier in a Boston nitery.
duriiitr the quarter.
Lee Kli'nvnrk. Victor King and Paheelers believe the error will be
tricia Edwards are flashing good restraightened out and they will be ports.'
taken care of.
' Write tr* those who are 111..
.

irv.

MnilHllM
'

^.-^^

Newsreel- Problem

1

|.

drinks at bars named in the charges,
(he Journal contended.

3

j'

of foota^ used indai'y^es,
lagc, trailer inserts and other filmconsuming incidentals.

!

A SMITH

Entertainment

|

j

Raw Stock

Continued fforo past

I.

Mall 10 "Kml-Maaler"
\V. Hill SI.. ,Vnv Xork C'lly It. N.V.

Startling, Sparkling

Sales to Minors

but withheld imposition of a 20-day
suspension in each case pending good
Nitery behavior. Similar charge against the
BevhilU A.C. to
Van Clcve hotel was dismissed. The
Los Angeles, Feb. 20.'
Edwaid Sutheflahd and Charles btftt-d previously had dismissed a
Morrison bought the Beverly Hills like complaint against the Billmorc.
Athletic Club from Elmer Perry for hotel.
Charges against these holders and
a sum reported "Upwards of $50,000."
Spot will be renovated and re- 20 others stemmed from a campaign
opened on a membership basis, sim- by the Dayton Journal against child
delinquency. Journal contended that
ilar to New York's 21 Club.
minors could buy drinks at Dayton
bars, and to prove its contention
sent a cub reporter and copy boy

Be

!

riHM'ka I'nyiible to

I'AI

,

.

•SMHMr^i

On

AGVA

aries

Conralni Over 100 Sack

.Mitlii>

listed in suit.

Columbus, O.. Feb. 20.
Ohio Board of Liquor Control has
found' two Dayton permit-holders—
the Gibbons hotel and Frank Steffen

a new rule, the accent is
responsible for all salary payments to performers, and must
notify
of all bookings, sal-

made

turns.-

at

File

Dayton Journal Snoops

Under

Spotlight falls currently at this
ace night spot on 'G. Ray Terrell,
whose smooth magi turn is hypoing
the b.o. Tor a robust payoff. The act
also provides needed variety in a bill
somewhat overboard on dancing

Oiirrenilr-

Each

:iHi

Revised list of franchised agents
has been sent by the Los An,;eles
Local of the American Guild of
Variety Artists, with instructions
not accept
that performers may
bookings from any unlisted agent.

14.

G: Ray Terrell. Bill Russell, Anf/ioni/ 6 Allyii, Mafd MoiWerin, Don
Turner Orch (11) .with Betty Carr;

HIUR!0"<

were

iImIm,

FuR-Moirer 609 Filet No*. I Thra S
$1.05 Per Script. PotMqe Prepaid

!

20.

STORIES!
H.C.'a.

daubltl. amifliiiiceri. prtduun, tflie J«ck«ys.
director*,
kand
liadar*.
•aaakara,
aattlit.
tlatatt,
malUlana. -ventrlln. cammantatari,
wrllari. cartaaalkti. ate.

New

SUAVE
MYSTIFYING

NORM ANDIE

vauilc.nlu *lubt,. radio

Ftr

DR. JESTER

Out

WISE-CRAX!

PATTER!

AND

Ma§

unvvi

i

LADY ETHEL

AL TRACE
A**) His

SILLY

SYMPHONISTS

HAVE MADE
160

LANGWORTH

TRANSCRIPTIONS
Played aa 170 St*jrlMt Tkreiqhoirt
Hm Netlea
.

Mr.: »T,\N

ZUCKEB

Wednesday, February 21, 194B
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PtistiETr
Monchito

Vcrullle*
Curl Brlfnon
Vera Holly
'
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for pultiiiK over her Latin
Docs mostly rhythm novelties
Latin-American
iclioiii
and

'

tunes'.
in the
sells

:

1

'

:

'

•

neatly.

•

Voice

6C <he throaty type, and

is

.

pops

'.Miss 'Boy'sir can do Ainerfcan
redesign as Well as Spanisi. novelties.

She
The. picture plants will
job so lhat f.ullesl opportunity doesn't seem suited to a more ex
that ;it La Ruban
reemployment will be made pos- pansive setup than
Bleu, because the intimacy of her
An instance: A carpenter at: style \yould pretlucie thai. Then, too,
one ot 1 lie major lots lost. a Icj; in- her- stj'lisms do have a. certain l:mIhe South Seas, but he is pulling hi-Oted appeal. But her general man
iter of -working.' plus a earerul selecfull freight now. back on the job,
lion of middle-reKisler numbers, is
DiroiiKh a special contrivance he dfe
vised lo make his work easier and consistent with the type or entcrUunment seen at such spots..
Kn/m.
^
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not permitting the CI to feel
lies
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They're good vocally, outfit's bassguitarist registering as the strongest,
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and "Plen.y. of Nolhjn'" don't show
Op as- well as 'Let My People Go *
"•My. -.'Little Banjo" and "Motnerlesj
Child."
Once ho gels used to Ui«
nitery medium. He's a safe bet for

t

NEW YOKK

Paramouot
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Oddly .cnotish. lie shows -greater
cfYeci with. spirituals than with the
'•Porjjy"
numbers; -"'Summertime*

sible.
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14 Mills.

intime boilcs

job

his

manent mental

-
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i

mentally

must be redesigned. Ii's fiKul-'ed up
lOri may .be temporary or percases. They must be
re-absorbed -into; civilian life, and
to that end every studio will employ
a psychologist.
to
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Songs
Cafe Society lip own, N. Y. ..
Discounting his opciiins h'isiht's
ncrvousiiess, William. Franklin, who
played Porgy in the louring com-'
p:my of Gc'r.-.iwin's, "Porjty .and
Bess,'' impresses as a
line singer,
with resonant and vib, ant 'ba.'itmte.
Phrasing and diction are superior,
and selections, make for pleading
variety.
However,- entire mien is
more suited, lo the concert s.ag»
than for l lie intime confines of a

si.tf bet for
this, the darli-
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Si. Louis, first of -st-v-
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Karl. Weill, -who scored.
of Venus" for the
signed by Mary Pickfortl to
new songs for film' version.

stage,,:

writ*'
•

•
.

Marlln Sklleo composing the fcore

Headquar-

tering at Toledo, he operates a small
string ot theatres In that territory.
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for
at

"A Thousand and One NighU"

Columbia.
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Bway

'VICTORY' SR0 $41,000

Steady; 'Hope' 15G, Best Of

WWDUP AT
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Doing

oai-iy

maMore >hows

week

failed to dent businc-s

all

'Rosalinda' Mild

do downstairs, playing

could

it

SRO

to

all

$13,000 in Buffalo

many -performance's, and

al

linda."

,

week

last

al

—

'

SJl.niH).

Comedy >. D
tComeay-DT(inin). R

Keys: C

Indians,"
Plymouth
'"'Ten '"Little
a:ld week) (D-1.075: SS.UOi. One or
the first shows to click thus season:
making money. with the gross

CD

i

(Drnnifl).

<

iRemei.

-till

—

more

Heart,"

Hudson

l'7th

Among the
tilth week) tD-1,094: $3.60).
Rings 'l he ',«*»*>"* /"ccesses; though not up
(D-1.064: $4.20).
boxoffice bell every week and well with >^ders. operating to profll at
1 1 50
Picture rights sold for $100.Into next season: around $22,000.
"Anna LurasU." Manslleld (25th -MO. and all backers will make motley,
"The Qvertons." Booth (2d week)
week) (D-1.041: $3.60). Same goes
for this dramatic click which topped 'CD-712: $3.60.1.. Will have to do better to' slick: first full week rated
28.000 in nine limes last week

*

-

local

biz

done

week)

(26-3).

H., Chi.

(1.000: $3).
at nice pace
around $15,500.

PhilaV along

Weddlnr"— Locust,

(19-3).

Philadelphia. Feb. 20.

Sensational

"Calloo

'

'

-

Opera

(23-24); Civic

$39,200 in Phifly

"week)

J

-

i

"The Hasty

Jf (Musical;. O iOperctt«>.
"A Bell for Artano," Coil

'

.

"Blossom Tlme' y New Aud., A.i'der 21 -" Studebaker (2d week)
(19)';
,,"%X
Aud., .Muskogee 120); ,0,400:
$3).
After slow start
s
Convention M.. Tulsa (21); Center, building up. Drew
$14,00.0. ^
Bartlesville (22); Shrine. Okla. C.
"Ten LIUIe Indians," Harris (15th

Tenus'-Martin

;

S12.500.

'.

Vo,C ' ?'
"Catherlue Wat Great" Nat'l. f on
W,f
Wash. (1B-24); Nixon, Pitts (26-3).
$20 600
"Chicken Every Sunday"
Black-

by

Cheryl Crawford's big musical. "One
Touch of Venus." which started a
three-week engagement at the Shu- stone, Chi. (19-3).
"Dark of the Moon"
Shubert,
around $6,000.
berl Monday, was easily the stand"The Stranger." Playhouse f 1st out fealine of the legit setup here Bost. (20-S).
"Deep Mrs. Sykea"— Wilbur, Bost.
week) (D-865: $3.60). Lowest grosser last week. This was first of season's
on list; with count around $4,000: may musicals (outside of revivals, of (26-3).
course) which came here with a
slick third week for picture rights.
"Doll'i House"
Davidson, Mil"The Voice of the Turtle." Mor'os- Broadway rep (40-week run >. the waukee (19-24); Shubert-LRtayelte,
"Bloomer Girl," Shubert (2tll.h
week) iM-1.382: $5.40). Popular nos- co 54th. week) (C-986: $4.20). Played others; all haying! been either local Det. (28-3).
eight, performances; and the. gross precms or tryoiitx. Crix here went
tfllgic musical comedy continues to
"Foolish
Notion"
Ford's, Balto.
draw Capacity plus with the count was around $21,500. which has been to. town solidly on the show and innormal capacity plus gait right along. dulged in 100"; raves on its star, (19-24); Nat'l. Wash. (26-3).
around $33,500.
"Fun Time"
Curran, Frisco (19"Trio." Belasco (fllh week) iD-1.- Mary Martin: Right now it's in the
''Boar "Ruth,'' Miller cloth week)
In addition to- road- 977: $.3.60
Got a' -'bad' break when complete sellout class with the (few) 24),
(fl-?40: $4.20).
Gilbert A Sullivan— Biltmore, L.
now. so soon after opening laugh advance sale was clipped through agencies having nothing much to.
play will also go overseas for USO; house mismanagement, but should offer and some locations in the hands A. (19-8).
of the scalpers, ^ike was estimated
uick up: $8,500 estimated.
Over $18,500 which is capacity.
"Good Night Ladies" (2nd Co.)—
"follow the Girls," 44th Street
"Up In Central Park," Cenlurv (3d $39,200. This and next week are sure American, Cleveland (19-24); Am'er.,
<45th week) (M-1..462: Si.80). Looks week) <0-1.713: $6).
Demand, for to have them all but hanging from' St. Louis (25); Coliseum, Evansville
l)ka a cinch into summer and is ap- tickets building in agencies, if that the rafters.
(26); Hartman, Columbus (28-3).
proachihg the year run mark: $31,000. s possible, and leads all, with takings
''The
Searching Wind" was a
"Happily Ever- After"— Playhouse,
'Good Nifht, Ladles," Royale i5th around $49,000.
socko dramatic draw in its second
week) (F-1.084: $3.60). Climbed furand fina.1 week at the Forrest: this Wilmington (22-24); Walnut, Phila.
REVIVAL
ther but not yet up to out-of-town
Herman
Shumlin
production drew (26-3).
"The Tempest," Alvin f4th week)
takings; rated over SI 1. 000 last week.
"Harriets
Hartman.. Columbus
about
the best reviews of any non"Harvey," 48lh Street. (15th week) iD-1.331: $3.60 1. Getting strong at-, musical. here this season. Final stanza (19-21);
English.
22-24);
Indpls,

Rolling steadily
and holding (
l

Turtle,"
|S) "

(1 000:

—

'

•

»

Selwyn
Sell<,ut

—

"—And Be Mv

Love," National (C1,164; $3.00). Presented by Arthur .J,
Beckhard in association with Victor
Edward
written
by
migo-Vidal:
CaulAeld: opens tonight (21).

to $15,000.

"Glass ^ Menaeerle,"
Civic
(8th V
week) (90.0: $3.60). Tickets on sale *
until March 10 but mav s i, lv
u ntn
the 24th. then Broadway
Gained a
couple of hundred to hit $16,400
"Harriel," Erlanger
(5th
week)
(1.500; $3.60).
Closed Sat. (17 i wiui
receipts perking up to $23,000
on
last week.

.

;

:

up

,

"Blithe Spirit"— Capitol. Salt Lake
(19V;
Aud.. Denver (21-22)
Wyoming And., Laramie (23); City
Aud.. Pueblo (24): Convention H.,
Tulsa .127); Shrine Aud., Oklahoma
C. (28-1); Melba, Dallas (2-3).

.

1

"Chicken

.livery Sunday," Blackstone (4th week). (1.200: $3).
Picked
"i'>ect
"

Trenlon

City.'

i

.

is

3)

.Feif. .,\\}-Mur.

"Bill Comes Back"
Aud:.
,24> :, Ford's, Balto. (26-3).

-.

"The Stranger" and "The
verlons" appear to. be '-'out of the
running.
Estimates for Last Week

tonight (20) in order not
to
into, transportation
diffieiillics
a -good advance sale and
using the Theatre Guild suhscrjni's lirst weeks, althouih
iiot under Guild auspices.
Estimates for Uast Week

"Wind" has

Current Road Shows
(Period Covering

.

'

Soney.

until

run

$3.C0 top.
$13,000.

lion lists for

(

!

7-.

Saturday (17. Tor "The Searching
Wind, which postponed its openiiw

here this year,
moderately well at Erlegiler

first

Operella grossed around

••>

1

'

did only
langer all

.

I

1

'Buffalo. Fch. 20.
Despite enthusiaslic press, "Ilosa-

Columbus

[at

m

Chicago. Feb.
With most attractions gaining -at
the boxomce hist week. mana"ors
are dellnilcly convinewl the brown",
out will- have no material
elfeil
'"Harriel" vacated the Erlangc,- <>{
,

right 'coiwidcrin's local ion
balcony generally went clean but
Circle: eslimaled at $23.the uppermost perch went slowly,
000-. which is profitable,
teriallv on Broadway.
everybody -going' for the higher"Signature.'" Forrest. Sudden book- priced seals.
are going' into rehearsal, and the
Tickets couldn't be
two
p'erforinplayed
li>
see
a
week:
ins
last
expected
spring period is
had at any price for. last Tew shows
generous numbei of. premieres. Five .onccs and then yanked, although and were .bringing a premium to
shows played extra matinees on Lin- j there were; a couple 'of jtood polices. those wlio had and wanted lo dis"Snafu," Blltmore ( 17th week.) (C
coin's Birthday and gros-cs went up
pose of them.
for all. Another -half dozen s.vitchcd 92li: S.'t.UO). Mostly lower floor Made:
Heavy -fortnight was a big surmidweek matinees to the holiday and ..-fnurl'd around $9,000 lo -proli t with prise in, -some quarters since if was
•owe other vvce'<lv l.'kinvs impr.n-.'d. ,-hovv management in on the house.
figured that motion picture version,
"Soldier's Wife," John Coldeiv 19lh which
None of the five new 'shows of rehad played here couple of
:uid
-.ood
week) (CD-7B9: $3.60 Again around months ago, would hurt; the original
cent debut looks any
one. "Signature." scrammed 'after the ..$9,000: also satisfactory: limited ca- production. '--Didn't a .bit. however:
second performance. ''Hope for the parity house.
if anything,
helped.
it
Nixoiv cura
best
aross.. despite
Best"
got
'-Sung of -Norway." Imperial <2Glh rently has New Opera Co.'s "Rosathumbs down pre-s. while "Onc-Miiii week tO-1.427: SCI. Bits-lime mus- linda." which had a 'mail order sale
Show." which not live distinctly fa- ical from Coast still among the most of around $10,000, surprisingly good.
vorable notices, drew disappoinlim: popular draws, with the pace over

That threatened snowstorm

last

1.945

B.0.s;

leans'

'Harriet' $23,000,

pacity again, same as -flrsl.. Gross
was a bit up for the windup. around
$41,000. due to heavier sale in Ihc
big gallery.
Show. a| $4.20 lop. did

ladies Improves, $11,000

$9,500,

Brownout Doesn't Dim Chi

I

PITT;

Pittsburgh, Feb. 20.
Last of two weeks for "Wihjjed
Victory" al'-'Nixon was .virtual ca-

Newcomers, 'Show'

5 Disappointing

i

Smash

'Notion

—

;

:

.

$26,000,

1

—

I

|
'

—

•final

>.

j
'

.

and show could have remained about
a month more once the word got
around. "Merry Widow" returned for
another session, this time to the
Opera House; and did all right but
not as well as previous biz at the

,

,

j

-

—

and." while not capacity
business, big for Shakespeare; fated

oT wM

around

-

rk of;the

i

Mae

\

Wesl

.

$9,000;

"LaJIIng
(8th

sood

Room

week)

up a couple
oss topped

'

in small house.
Only." Winter Gar-

R-1.522: SB

of
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thousand

S39.0U0': big

Picked
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(Wire
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"P«
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V,<KO

but not ca-
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because of
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.

night after ji

I
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he

fo.''

"Late George Aptev." Lvceum ClSlh

20.

Wll n the «?.V^ nt of two-week
rePfr fry of, Gilbert and Sulliyan
°P ei'? tt *f-. * ,hm °™ , "-elighled. last
.

weekend biz including Sundavs: went
up to $19,500
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Lo s Angeles, Feb.

,

1

principally

A

'Blackouts' Gets

iaoity.

profit

in
ln I.

>

;

"Lady Says Yes.-Broadhurst 6th
week) (M-1.1G0: $4.80). Makin« operattng

,

:

•

.

|

:

.

|

—
—

;

:

|

;

in

ils

third

continue

week

for

to $11,500.

another

I

It

will

week when

house goes dark to March 12 when
Father." Empire (272d S3
..^ "Lady in Danger" opens there.
week) (C1.082: $3.00 1. Seems grooved.: Mus^'t "Maid n he olTi - a n
around the $10,000 level wilh yross Lipt a soiw" tau"e of
Ms*
jomewha.t oyer that fiHurc: run leader
'Doll's House' $9,000,
« he Bela^f
figured to -enter another summer.
_^
"Mexican Hay ride," Majestic (55th
in Cincinnati
week): (M-1.695: S6). Somewhat bet'
'Kiss' 17G, St. Louis
Cincinnati, Feb. 20..
t«r last, week al $27,000: long-run
Road shows are giving Cincy a
rtiusical makes some profit at thai
St. Louis. Feb. 20,
figure.
George Abbott's "Kiss and Tell" three- week Lenten fast. The breather
"Oklahoma!" St. James (98'lh week
finished a profit-taking eight-night follows a fortnight of under-par biz
(M-1.529; $4.80).
Played an extra stand at the American theatre. Sun- on two plays: a poor $9,000 last week
'or "A. Doll's House." which trailed
18p. being presented 10 limes
matinee and promptly registered day
a
sorry $8,000 for "Good Night,
$33,500: one of the biege-:|' musical in the 1.70l)-scat house, which was
.Ladies."
Both tenanted the 1,300-sca.lcd. lo $3.05.
winners in decades.
Estimated- gross- -was
seat Cox.al $3 top.
Blizzard at end ot run
"One Man Show." Banvmoiv (2d .$17,000.
i

^'% tPLktf'tS&'i?
X

1

j

Mmi,,

XsVcfch

;

i

1

j

inee tickets available.

dated

,

j

DET 146G FOR RUN

.

Tell." Bijou (89lh week)
(C-614: $3.60). Looks like slayer will

den

SRO

Was

Catherine

in

with most of the tickets
for the night performances cleaned
from the racks and only a few mat-

"KIm and

around

I

—

\

is in.

for house

Notion"

—

1

1

Great.'

Tallulah Bankhcad. in the view
Philip Barry play; "Foolish Notion."'
will do a thriving business for the
.fortnight; with a mountain' of. mail
orders and the expectation or a lively
window sale. The star may come in
complete another season: pace again with the first week sold out.
profit both

St.

j

.

HUS p jce ,, collected estimated
821 000 '» eight performances at the
NilUonal ( he atre last week,

"Jacobowskv and the Colonel."
took (49lh week) <C-1.214: $3.60);
ased off to around $14,000 but that

makes goodly

last

Oil C. (27); Shea's. Jamestown (28); river), and the word is the show has
already a couple of alternate scenes
Aud.. Rochester (2-8).
to use if trouble develops.
"Much
"Kiss and Tell" (3d Co.)
Play- Ado About Love."
with terrif adhouse, Winnipeg (19-24): H. S, Aud.. vance already, opens
on Friday at
Grand Forks 26 >; Lyceum, Minn.: the Colonial for a thrce-and-a-half(27-1 l; Aud,, St. Paul (2-3)..
0KLA.!'
week stand.
$32,000
Ahead are "The Deep Mrs. Sykes."
"Life With Father" (2d Co.)—
Robinson" Aud., Little Rock (19); Wilbur. Feb. 27; "Calico Wedding."
IN
;
Shrine, Okla. C. (20-21 ); Aud.. Shaw- Plymouth. March 5; "A Place of Our
Detroit, Feb. 20.
nee (22): City Aud., Ponca C. (23); Own," Wilbur. March 12: others ru"Oklahoma!." ils month al the Cass Aud., Hutchinson (25); Aud.; Pucbl'o mored but not set. Kaye McKinnon.
ballerina, makes her American debut
sold out a week in advance oj-the; (26); Grand,
Rocky Ford 27 ); Aud., here on March 3 in a Jordan Hall reopening* played to $32,000 in its first
Denver (28-1); Jr. H. S. Aud., Chey : cital.'
week. While if was a capacity house
Estimates for Last Week
it
will be the poorest of the four- enne (2).
"Merry Widow"— Boston Opera H.,
"Foolish Notion," Colonial
week stretch since Guild subscrip(1J00;
$3.60). Theatre Guild-American Thetions whittled. down the grosses. The Bosl. (19-3).
[next three weeks will level off at
"Merry Widow" (2d Co.)—Rain- atre Society-sponsored show a sell$38,000 for an over-all gross for the bow, Great Falls (IB); Babcock, Bill- out on second week for $26,000. Sock
attraction from outset.
run here of $146,000.
ings
(20);
Aud., Bismarck
(21);! "Merry
Widow," Opera House (3.Kalherine Dunham's "Tropical Re- Fargo. Fargo (23); Lyceum,
Minn.! 000: S3. 60). Returned
after previous
vue." moved over to the LaTayetle
124-26); Aud.. 8t. Paul (27-28); Stale. three-week
stand at the Shubert.
after a strong week at the Cass,
clicked up $12,300. Show got some Eau Claire (1); Parkway, Madison with a new prima donna. Doing okay
at $18,000. but well below previous
good publicity breaks including last '2-3).
"Much Ado About Love"— Colo- mark. Transportation following blizweek's.color spread in Collier's magazard held one reason.
zine.
It continues at the Lafayette
nial, Bos. (23-3).
for another week before "The Doll's
"Oklahoma" (2d Go.)
Gags, Det.
.House" comes in Feb, 25 for two (19-3).
weeks.
"One Touch of Venus"
Mae-'Catherine Big
Shubert,
"Tons of Fun" al the Wilson ebbed

B.0. BIG

Washington Feb 20
Mo .« uncj el Theatre

D

Cuiw

|

times.

and show: "Foolish
here March 13.

offering

.

'

.

MAE

third

City's

week. "Come Be My Love." at the
Locust, also reported okay biz. especially in the face of generally derogatory notices. Show opened previous
Thursday night. In last week's full
six-day session. Arthur Beckhard
production got $8,200. Names of Waller Hampden and other featured
players undoubtedly helped.

$23,000.

IN D.C.;

#i«?h week
«IT .rn
p.
a
(18th
(CD-979; $4.20
Played
holiday (Lincoln sB.rthday) matinee
and clicked to around $23,500 in nine
)

$26,000.

'

'MOON' BIG $21,000

,.

Shubert would have indicated.

"Dark of the Moon." also GuildTheatre .Society, subscription plav,
Davidson. Milwaukee (2K-28); Aud., comes in
tonight (20) although origPaul (1): Lyceum, Minn. (2-3).
inally, set
for
the
19th.
Censor
"Kiss and Tell" (2d Co.)
Coli- troubles are more or less expected
seum, -'Evansville (20); Mem. Aud., following the Washington reception
Louisville (21-22); Mem. H.. Dayton (despite the fact the play was first
(23-24); Colonial. Akron (26); Drake. tried out in Cambridge across the
1

tendance,

(C-923: $4.20). Rabbit comedy without a rabbit one of the talks of the
town and is cleaning up: $19,000.
"Hats Off to let," Center (35th
week) (R-2.994; $1.98). Ice revue, is
going excellent business and should
play into warm weather: over $28,000.
"Hope for the Best," Fulton (2d
weak) (C-940: $4.20). After being
lugged in the press business first
fupweek much better than expected:
fT5.0O0- capacity about SG.O0O more-

week

ciety play, remained SRO to prove
one- of biggest straight legit money
getters of the season. Colonial never
could take cure of the potential biz

\

:

|

Boston

Boston. Feb. 20.
Notion." on second and
here as Guild-Theatre So-

"Foolish

V

NSG

|

\.
'

.

i

i

:

;

i

Phila.

(19-3).

"Othelld"— Geary, Fresno (19-3).
"Over M"
Studebaker, Ohl. (19-

12G

—

4

at

New Haven

.

.

toria 123-24); Grand, Calgary (2628); Empire, Edmon.ton (1-3).
Next booking is on Mae West in
"Searehlnv Wind"— Erlanger, Ohl.
week) (C-1.08R: $4.20).
Eslimaled flowed down b:o. activil
"Good Night. Ladies" wilh John "Catherine Was Great." at the Cok (20-3).
•round $9,500 for .first full week: can'
"Student Prince"— Drake, Oil City
more, than double that figure at the' Hubbard: Wynne ;Gibson and Fred the week of March 12.
Sherman in' top roles, opened a onescale.
(19); Shea's, Bradford (20); Strand,
"On the Town," Adelphi <8lh week week stand al the' American last
F.lmira (21 ); Strand, Ithaca
SAVOY INTO L. A.
(22)ni'jthl J Moiidayr.
House is scaled to
(M-1.526: $5.40i. No doubt about this
Aud., Rochester (23-24); Royal AlexS3.05 and a fair advance has been
Los Angeles. Feb. 20.
musical is clicking in big way. with
Jandra, Toronto (26-8).
registered.
trie gross up la.-t week: $39,500.
Gilbert
and Sullivan operettas.'
'.'Ten Little Indians"
(24 (Jo.)—
"School for Brides," Anibl; -..".(inr
produced by R. H. Burnside. moved Har.ri*.
•
Chi. (19-S).
(88th week) tC-1.1 17: SS.u'O
Claimed
ZASU 8G, MPLS.
into the Bilimore theatre for two
"Tropical Revue"^SHubert-Lafayto have climbed, with last week's
weeks,
starling
Minneapolis'/. 'Feb; 20,
eight
scheduled elte, Det. (19-24).
froas approximating $10 500.
ZaSu Pills in "Hamshackle Iiui" Savoy.
productions
with
''The
"Two
Mrs. Carroll*"
V:
iC ' f" W
Uh
Bushhell
w
anncd
['
^ P
»y all local critics, bin Mikado."
^r%V«5J:
Aud., Hartford "VJ).
'eek)
(R-1.626; $6). Agencies doing K ro.^cd a very good
$8,000 for three
Others on the list are "Pirates of
yely business, now that theatre par- nights and' a matinee at the 2.100"Volee of TurMe" (2d 9o.)— SelI

.

Shows

,

1

'

-

i

'

!

'

•

;

in

New Haven. Feb. 20.
Mae West had a nice take on a
, "Bamshaekls Inn"—Stale, Kalamafour-performance stand of "Catherine
zoo (1.9); Palace, Flint (80-21); Mich.,
Was Great" at Shubert last weekLansing. (22); Keith's, Grand Rapids end (15-171.
At $3.60 top, estimated
(23-24);
Mich., Ann
Arbor (26); $12,000 was big.
Mich.,
Jackson (27); Shrine, Ft.
Cancellation of "Much Ado About
Wayne (28); English, Indianapolis Love" premiere leaves house dark
this week. "Bill Comes Back" brings
(1-3).
"Rosalinda"— Nixon, Pitta. (19r24); Victor Jory and Judith Evelyn ln for
three days, March 8-10.
Hanna, Cleve. (26-3).
Break-in of 'Carousel" is penSan -Carlo Op. Co.—Strand. Van- cilled
for- late March.
couver (19-22); Royal Victoria, Vij3).

m Rehearsal

"Caroussl"-^rhealre Guild;

"Lady In
Pat. Allen.

Danger"— Dan

Fisher,

.

"Dinner For three" ("Dr. Pilgrim's Progress")— Tim Whalen.
"Star
Spangled
Widow" Phil

—

Waxman, Joseph Kipness.
"A Place of Our Own"— John
Golden, Elliott Nugent, Robert Montgomery.
"The Lovely Leave" ("Uncle Sugar")— John Mpses. Mark Hanna.
"Bill Comes Back"—John Golden.
wyn, Chi. (19-3).
"The Deep Mrs. Sykes"-^Staitley
"Winged Victor*"—Mus. H., Cleve. Oilkey; Barbara Payne.
.

).

j

-

'

^''2

.

-

—

'

:

,

.

,

are over; gross over $45,500.
"Stag Out, Sweet Land." Interna-

le#

ttonal

(8th

week)

i

seat

Lyceum

at $3 lop.

Balcony Was a

(M-1,350; S4.80)J nights and

.sellout 'all

three

Wednesday afternoon.

Penzance," "Trial By jury," "Pinafore," "lolanthe." "The Gondoliers,"
"Patience" and "The Sorcerer."

(19-24); Forrest, Phila, <8«-8).

"It's

a Gift"— GovaL

,

a
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Petrillo,

Karloff

Mum on Tempest' Slips Buck

k

Hawii

F«r GI 'Arsank' Tour

To

802; 'Moon' Status Puzzles

silence, of James C.+
president of the American
Federation of Musicians, over the
protest against classifying Shakespeare's "The Tenipest," Alvin, N. Y.,

AFM

KarlofT,

Petrillo.

musical comedy, because of its
incidental score, has caused much
talk in managerial circles. Pelrillo's
office regards the matter as one. for
New York local 802 to handle but as
musician unions in Philadelphia and
Boston were previous factors, showmen figured thai the protest, should
be recognized by the national office.;
The squawk was written by James
executive secretary of; the
•F- Reilly.
League of New York Theatres, ort
behalf of Norman Pincus of the
.

Alvin.
story,

which

.

first

appeared

in

"Variety" last Wednesday (14>. was
picked up by the Herald Tribune
which ran it- on page one the next
day 15), the Times on the same day
also carrying the yarn on the first
1

page of its second section.
Pincus invited a committee of tour
from 802 for the premiere of "Temand the manager was to abide
pest.
by their decision on whether the
show was musical or. straight drama.
Pincus. didn't agree in advance on
jlhe number of men. to be used in (he
pit. the union's ruling calling toy 16
men at the musical show scale
xather than 12 men at the straightplay wage. The latter applied in
Philadelphia when the •'Tempest"
played there. Boston's local said it
was musical comedy, loo.
Not only is the pay of the pit
bunch $92 per man instead of $65.
which. applies for straight- plays, but
there is a conductor at $150 or more
per week. Then there's the, contractor, whose pay is around $180.. If the
"Tempest" moves into a "penally
house," one which does not. usually,
have musicians, the men will get
$115 weekly, with a corresponding
boost for the contractor. Why the
-

'

Detroit, Feb.

10..

.

Harry Stockwell continues on a
merry-go-round In his role of Curly
in "Oklahoma!";
'

area.

mandatory

it

played

straight drama.

.

Chicago, Feb.

For a town that kept "Good Night.
Ladies" on the boards over 100
weeks, Chicago did pretty well by
the higher-browed legiters last.year,
too, with tabulation of grosses ^from
Jan. 1 to Dec. 31. '44, pegging an estimated $6,440,000 l;ike— biggest in
many years. "Oklahomal", of course,

was responsible for quite a chunk of
that- $1,563,000, to be exact— but.
even without the Theatre Guild
musicolossus' terrif cleanup, it was a
hefty 12-month session for, the 41

'Desert Song' for.

Road

Los Angeles. Feb. 20.
West Coast and touring rights to
"The Desert Song'' were- acquired by

Edwin

Lester,

who

will' stage"

it

in

Los Angeles and San Francisco during the coming. Civic Light Opera
season,

Losses Soar to 900G;

Seek Mex Good-Wilier
Future of the storm-tossed, Rockefeller-sustained Ballet International
remains hectic and suspended in air,
from latest reports. The company,
trying to salvage something from Its
disastrous run earlier this season at
the International theatre, N. Y.-, is
still hoping to arrange a short season in Mexico City with a return
date' in New York to follow.

New

THIES AGAIN
James

Elliott,

young

actor

who

tried his hand at producing a couple
of years ago, is slated to produce.
Pla* ciillcd "Too Hot for Maneuvers,"

wilh Al Rosen, former manager ot
State. N. Y.. who was on the
Dave Wolpcr early "this sca-

Loews

staff of
.

son.

Bud Pearson and Jess White
Hollywood scenarists, wrote the play,
which Richard Arleri has been
for

engaged.

due back
.

Moon."

•

Comes

"Bill

Deep

Mrs. Sykes."
"Foolish
Notion,"

Tentative plan for

"Menagerie" is to lay oft Holy Week.
Which would; set its departure from
the Civic on March 24. Ralph Ket-

Leave"

"(first

Back."
"It's

"The

"The
Gift,"

a

Lovely

called "Uncle Sugar"),

"Calico Wedding." "Much Ado About
Love," "A Place of Our Own,"
who operates that house, is "Happily Ever After" and "The
New. York .seeking another at- Glass Menagerie." To

tering,

•

in

be considered,

"The Stranger," current at
Playhouse, was panned and
whether it will play more than another week appears doubtful.
traction.

.

shows which have just gone
into rehearsal: "Dinner For Three,""
"Carousel-." "Star-Spangled Widow,"
too. .are

the

"Lady

Danger."

in

Rascoe Predicts Run;

-

I

:

1

1

•

M *

•

tor

the classier offerings

—

j

offers for out-of-town bookings' with,
however, no guarantees so that company hasn't beeh interested.

Company's objective, it is felt, is
be booked by Sol Hurok, impre-

sario of the Ballet Theatre, and uni r
versally regarded as XJ. S. ballet
kingpin. Feeling is that Hurok could

,

Sons o' Fun" and "Something for
the Boys" next in line for $315,500
and $221,500 in eight and five weeks;
respectively,, al
the Civic Opera
House. "Star and Garter" got $119,200 in last six weeks of the year at
the Blackstone, although that had
skyrocketed to $141,700 by the time
it
pulled out Jan. 6 of this year..
"Tropical Revue," currently in town
for
a
return engagement, didn't
starve either in its first stand, with
$98,500 in six weeks, and "Early to
Bed" and "Let's Face II," while not
exactly jubilant about the whole

book Ballet International into Metropolitan Opera' House in spring
about mid-May after Ballet Theatre's
season.
Hurok's bookings nationally, as well as guarantee he gives his
ballet troupes, would save company.

formed as
Marquis and

originally,

intended deducting all of
company's losses from personal income taxes.. this year, but it's reported that Government allowed only
15'.'
or roughly $150,000, to be deducted. Hence, de Cuevas is reported now forming
a
„ company into ..
[commercial corporation, so that all
.losses henceforth sustained can be
deducted from the business.

cither moving or taking lo lhe road.
of employment for all al-|
"Carrousel." with a book based oo,
Skinner and Miss Willard
-ajTive early in
the offices of Dwigh^eoreA-';Li»^:.jhould
April.' '"Then there is 'The Hollyfor their venture,
wood Pinafore," and a swing vernotices,
favorable
were
two
There
sion of the same Gilbert atld Sul-'
of
the
Rascoe
Burton
one a rave by
livan operetta is in the works. "The
World-Telegram. World-Telly critic Dark of the Moon" may also land In
predicted, a run and described one a large-capacity house.
part of the play as "live most draPossible that ttfe present list of 10
matic moment of the year,"
musicals, will be shuffled by the time
warm weather comes, if. not before.
tractions.

used

Wiman

,

.

One switch mentioned is. "Up in
Centra; Park" moving from the Century, which has no cooling system,
lo.lhe Winter Garden, where "Lad-

JUDGE EASY ON JELIN
IN BOUNCING CHECK

ing Room Only" Is playing. When
temperance of justice the latter show
came in, "Mexican
week gave respite to Hayride" was forced' to move
to the
Jefferson Market
in
Majestic, where it has been doing
court, N. Y., on a cneck-bouncing fairly well but
considerably under
magi-,
rap brought by Hardeen the
lhe pace

A

judge's

with mercy

Max

J.'

last

Jelin

.

when

"Addressing Magistrate Anna M.
Kross in Jefferson Market last Wedr
nesday !14>, Hardeen, who recently
headed a magic show al the Belasco,
N. Y., while Jelin still operated the
said:
dispossessed)
isince
thing, garnered snappy $39,300 and house
$25,000 in three: and two, respec- "Your honor I have been in show
business 55 years and was ajbyays
( Continued on page 50)
paid off— until I reached Broadway."
He was. complaining about being
given a bad check for over $1,800 by-i
'

,

Shuberts Dicker For

Jelin.

'Lady In Danger' for Detroit

Northern Theatre, Chi
Chicago, Feb.

20.

negotiations now under way.
If
are consummated, the Shuberts will
take over the lease of the Great
Northern theatre currently held by
ShuJ. J.
Pfeiffer & Goldberg.
.

ber'l,

who

New York

was',

due

back to
here
be completed

16 train'

last Friday,

is

still;

with deal expected to
this week.
House, a 1.400-sealer, was once
under the Shubert banner and has
been operated by present tenants
with varying success since June,
when they took a two-year
1 9'43.
lease at S26.000 a year from the receiver, Slacey Mosser.
Lease 'wis renewed last week for
another two years running to June,
1947.

•While here. Shubeif looked into
possibility
of
reopening lhe
the
old Majestic, dark for 10 years, but
Is. understood lo have given lip the
idea due to the bad physical condition of the house which would require several monrhs lo put' into

shape for reopening. Theatre needs
comple;e restating, redecorating r.nd
backstage equipment which would
be difficult lo obtain under current
conditions;

—he

didn't.

Detroit, Feb. 20.

Intended for Broadway, "Lady in
Danger." the Australian play acquired by Alexander Kirkland and

Don

On

Fisher,

will'

open March 12

at.

the Wilson theatre here. The cast, In
rehearsal in the east and .headed by
Kirkland, includes Vicki Cummings,
Helen Parrish, Charles Lang, Reed

Brown.

and

Jr.,

Morgan Conway.

Play was originally intended for a
New. York opening but will take to
the road because of unavailability of

i

Mrs. Kross gave Jelin two more
days to put the coin on the line but

Great

of

at the Garden..

cian.

.

Purchase

,

minimum'

To slave off any arguments, to the
contrary. "Winged Victory" cached
$100,000 in two weeks. "2l" got $123.500 in eight. "World'' sot $213,500 in
ireturn
16, and "Porgy and Bess"
engagement) had $38,000 in the kick
in a mere week
to cite only a few.
Scrawniest of the season was "Personal Appearance," which did only
$7,200 in its week at the Studebaker.
Score for musicals, thanks again
"Oklahoma!", was big loo, with
lo
l

1

l

•

I

_

,

will

all

-

of over SO
Meantime, the
people Is still rehearsing daily in

Company was

"Menagerie" there starting March 31
but is trying to get the play in be-

-

company

wife had

whore
to

I

.

non-profit organization.

during March: but
be spotted appears

Uncertain

:

.

.

to

Still

I.

-

Following Coast, appearances, the
operetta will hit the road, with
York as a possible windup.

is

Had there not been a fast flop last
week, when "Signature" was yanked
from the Forrest, the current week
would have seen every straight'Signature' Folds After . play theatre on Broadway lighted,
other attractions that played here.
something that has rarely happened
Growing interest of midwestern2d B'way Performance in any season. As is. the Forrest is
ers in legit shows, with increased
the
enoqpmic status making huge seg-:
"Signature." murder meller yanked the only dark house among
meiits. of the public patrons of. Die Thursday (15) at the Forrest, N. yJ c,l iima 8''°up- There are 35. attracstage for the.- first time in their lives, after its second performance, was a ,l0ns on lhe ,isl "Ot counting the.
hasn't' necessarily meant that Chi :js multi-charactered play which, proved N Y Clt y Center,
f
There,
are 39 N. V. legit, houses in,
a lo*vn where anything goes. Granted
a costlv flop. Richard Skinner- and'
including the Center ."Hats
that
new legitgocrs flocked to Dorothy Willard, better known for.
^ ^° ' ce ">i but two which gener"Lid ies." "School for Brides" and summer slock activities than on
nollse musicals are dark, the
"Unexpected Honeymoon.", all of Broadway, a6ted on advice ot exwhich got slapped plenty by crix perienced showmen in pulling the Broadway and the 46th Street, but
here and elsewhere: on the other plav. Most of the notices were ad- b P th are sure to relight before
Easter.. First of 'the new musicals
hand, lop grosses for "Oklahoma!". verse.
w b " u< "**>•
'Voice of the Turtle." "Tomorrow
Love.".
one week.' and S ix'. !^ «
Show Fplayed
'
i-with a book based on 'The Firethe World." "Over 21" and he like
performances out of town, which
brand," it being booked into the
indicate a sizable chunk of Chi's
with the two times on Broadway.!
Alvin, the* current 'The Tempest"
fans afe eager to lay it on the line
completed two weeks.' the Equity,

IntT Ballet Troupe

legit

20:

'

end ot December. Booked into Newappearance was in "Cabin in the ark for three days, however, it had
advance sale of only $80. This is reSky."
The dancer's current production, ported to have scared de Cuevas, so
"Tropical Revue." is set. to lour till he dropped intended bookings' in
spring, dales ending May 5 in' Seat- Boston and Philadelphia and any
tle.
Couple Cdast film commitments further tour plans. Company had no
guarantee offers in any of these
will follow.
towns. There have since, been other

Broadway

new

11

.

.

Last

least

-

attorney when the legend salary. This arrangement, however,
with music played Washington. As extended only till Saturday (17),
revised in-Washington, the scene was when company went back to full salThe troupe, founded and
deleted with the strong boy' carrying ary.
financed by Marquis and Marquise
off the gis'l/
de Cuevas (lalter a J. D. Rockefeller
granddaughter), is estimated to have
Dunham's Straight Legit lost $900,000 to date since its inception last fall, ai)d If If has no further
Kalherine Dunham is planning to performances till end of season, it
do a straight dramatic role on Broad- will drop, conservatively; another
way next season. Dancer-actress had $125,000. Company hopes to make a
been approached, early this season 10-week slay in Mexico, preparing
by A. P. Waxman for part of Sadie new ballets and keeping organizaThompson' in a straight version of tion together with thought onlyof
"Rain" with an otherwise while sup-, clearing expenses
during stay.
porting
cast,
but Miss Dunham
Company had planned originally'
turned down idea after flop ot the
"Rain" - inspired
"Sadie to tour U. S. after its New York run
musical,

Thompson."

N. Y.

fore that. dale.

is

district

present

|

according t*
There are at
shows due to debut

again,
indications.

be anybody's
Date of ending the Chicago en-' guess. It's a cinch. that most of the
gagenient of "The Glass Menagerie," half-dozen arrivals during the first
which has been attracting excellent three weeks of this month are
business at the Civic, seems to be doubtful of staying but even should
variable. Drama, headed by Laurette all be' withdrawn in the next few
Taylor and Eddie D'owling, is on. a- weeks, it's figured there still will be
week-lo-week basis but tickets are producers looking for theatres as
on sale until March 10, show prob- they did early in the winter, despite
ably staying in Chi longer.
claims of bookers to the contrary.
Harry Fromkes, owner-operator of
The March openings supposedly
(he Playhouse, -N. Y., has booked definitely
carded:
"Dark- of the

1944 Chi Legit

is

when
it

Broadway

.

$6,440,000 For

.

some lalk when the New York. Its dancers have conshow hits New York of reinserting tracts wilh the management through
the rape scene rilled out by the May 31, and are at present on half
There

was made under

USO-Camp Shows.

.

-

three minutes.
Paul Schwarz,
Washington, ruled

Karloff's trip

auspices of

Stockwell played the roia with the
for 'seven months In Chicago before being transferred to the
New Yorkcompany, with John Raltt
succeeding, In the part.
Currently, Stockwell has bounced
back into the Chicago, company, resuming his Curly role at the Cass
theatre, here, with Rlatt leaving to
theatre here, with Raitt leaving to
Guild's "Carousel." While rehearsing for the new musical he will take
over Stock well's Curly In New York.
However, at the' end of the Detroit engagement Stockwell will, return to the New York company, with
James Alexander taking over Curly
with the Chicago company when it
opens in Columbus.

company

Management h'as been reported
angling for an invite from the Mexican government, which would give
something the visit the status of a good-will
never .clearly explained by the union. tour instead of a commercial ven
tine, and loosen up the U. S.' Stale
"Moon" Snarl
and War Depts. towards granting
Washington. Feb. 20.
permission for the troupe's young
The Shuberts' "Dark of. the Moon" men to leave the country. Opposihas musicians union puzzled as to tion to the company's visit,. however,
whether to class it as straight drama has been reported forming in Mexor as a musical.: When it played ico, some spontaneous and some inPhiladelphia it Was classed as drama spired, with lalk of a Mexican ballet
and same procedure was followed in company being created, so that no
Boston. It carries 18 musicians and Mexican government invite has come
there is much incidental folk music. forward an'd U. S. State Dept. has
A ballet of -the witches lakes about not okayed the departure.
is

on.

I

'Menagerie' Dale For

March

for

That house shortage

4-

will
talent in a

-

Stockwell in 'Okla.!'

'

latter

Shows

11

trip alone,

play with local and GI
tour of Paciflo isles for GI audiences.
Project Is iimilar to last year's
trip of Judith Anderson, why went
out to Hawaii to do Shakespeare
with Evans. Latter is now Special
Services officer- In charge In that

Merry-Go-Roand For

as

,

who made

Again Looks to Shortage

Of Theatres;

;

Conlinued

•

B my

Boris Karloff has arrived in Hawaii to appear in a production of
"Arianio and. Old Lac*" under direction of Major Maurice Svans.

49

.

houses there,

Friday (16) Hardeen

again complained to the court, the
magistrate answering: "All right, go
'Victory'
Payoff
out and have him arrested; don't
Jelin,
toss this case in my lap."
Philly Theatre
film exhibitor from Jersey, whp has
Philadelphia, Feb. 20."
been in hot water ever: since he
Management of the Forrest will
leased the Belasco last summer and pay members of the theatre
orchesproduced a flop show, wept in court, tra during engagement' of "Winged
and so did his wife.
Victory." which opens at the theatre
In addition to all his other troubles,. Feb; 26 for four weeks.
Officials of
Jelin
was called down to the Local 77, American Federation of
district attorney's office upon comMusicians, pointed out that if the
plaint of Mary Bruce, Negro dance show had opened at a theatre which
stager, who had given him $500 for does hot regularly employ a band,
a terpsifhorean recilal set for the profe««'or>sl musicians wotiid" iyit_..
John
Belasco. S. S. Krellberg and
have had to be paid.
Wildberg, who head the ownership
Inasmuch as the Forrest has a
coterie of the Belasco, and who re- regular contract with Local 77, the
gained possession of the house, con- 12 men in (he pit- band will receive
sented to let Miss Bruce use the their regular salaries during the
house on another date. It squared engagement, while the Air Forces
the rap.
band, does its stint.
Under regular
An assault charge against Jelin union regulations, shows bringing
was dropped by Lee Sabinson, who their owii orchestras must pay to
presents "Trio." legit .show at (he union members the equivalent » of
Belasco
Seems that Jelin claimed three-fourths the number of men in
Sabinson socked him first -and the the visiting orchestras,
So
latter claimed the same thing
During the engagement of "This
when the court couldn't discern who Is the Army." at the Maslbaum. the
hit who. it was suggested thai the union waived all its rights for the
duration of '.he show.' The Mastcounter charges be dropped;
Jelin. incidentally 'now- 'has until banni-'ripc*.
rculnrlv r -->W
isv;i: ns
today .i21.) to p'ck up that boimt^r.'

AFM

By

.

.

|

j

.

:
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Wednesday, February 21, 19 IS
married life. The scene shifts to the
Gaylord apartment in 19H7, on the
eve of the couple's second weddiiifi
anniversary. Mary Gaylord tOretc
Mosheinii is upset because George is
couple. Ronald Ward Rivos a sincere, more concerned with being an adverbrief portrayal of Ihe disappointed tising bigshot than aMoving husband.
liner.
The youm-sler is iialurally
..K'nlcr the third parly In the persupGilpin.
Cloud
played by John
buss' nephew. Frederick
pnrtins; cast :.irl sympathy for war son of the
an inproblems do iiol -compensate for the Boynlon il.ouis Jean Heydl
trepid explorer just returned from
linale: uhich has Ihe wife
|:in;>li'd
Antarctic.. Boynlon qualifies as a
olleiin^ to hand over her uovcrn- Ihe
social drip back in civilisation but
inent seat to her lui-band. the lover
under
Ihe
inllucnce
of
thaws
out
he
niovinu to a di.-l.int farm, and the
lie. and Mary get plastered
disillusioned warrior deeidiiv; to re- liquor,
parly, leading
turn to eonlinue .his underground at the calico-wedding
work. Then the war ends. Whom lo any number of misunderstandings
which work out lo a happy linale.
•ally loves and how it wOl
the "irl
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Howard Lindsay and

Russel Croi|«e, who started somclhing when thev
in "Arsenic and Old. Lace," which proved
a boxofTiee gold mine, deliberately set out lo break the "angel" record
with
their "The Hasty Heart." Htidson. N. Y.
At the. last count there were -to
with mostly little hunks, and many of ihe latter angels arc office secretaries.
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As a form of escapism, this latest Kirn out
fan e looks to be strongest entry to deckle,
But it
start off the new year. Judgin;! from
j

;

reception,

its

is

it

a real hit for

RAF

author.' Philip Kin;;.
A lot of door slamminy and dashinn in and oul of muddled personalities in a

country parsonage

helped
Play has

is

by. at times, willy dialogue.
ail the ingredients that fjo to round
off this type of show. The inebriated,
spinster knocked out alter a lifetime
of abstinence: four men in clerical
garb (problem which is which') with
the sinister cs-aped Nazi prisoner as
one. the comedian (a corporal oh furloui;h) el-d as another to enable him
to brink 'bounds, and (he two Kerjuine articles plus a scdale bishop tior-.
rilled at the jjoinjjs-on.
Joan Sanderson scores as the!
church-worker who succumbs lo the
bottle: Ber.vl Mason makes an attractive ex-aclress. as the vicar's wife
who shocks the village by Roing
about in slacks. George Gee revels
In his caperinss as the former actor
'

,

dan Gibncy's dialog and
which J'ive
play its

and human, and

topical

s

is'

llie line cast
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Ihe proper emphasis on

Following hi< evident interest iii
North Ami'iicaii plays learlier this
season he staged "My Dear Children"
which had a successful run). Narciso

and

li:>hlii<>::s
'

.speed.

I

Klep.

i

I

I bane*/ M.enl.i h; s directed the production of this translation oi' what
-

:

Play on Broadway

in
New.- -'York was'' called ''Angel
Several factors likely will
Street."
operate 'ami 'list' a long run. one
ii
all the inrideaii situations.
being the fact thai it's so late in seaItiHr.n-ilSkhm.-r ;.n.| |i..|,.ihy Wiii.-H-.;
For a laugh and good sample of son and another is the extreme hot
ln o.liii
i.iit
of iir.-nn-i in ihivf
rlH (inn
this sort of play, it lias all that it wo.it her.
Latter already is felt at
-ii.:)
hy
:iix:t lu
Ii
M, K:Ml<h-n
Clem.
takes.
This whodunit did not: 'lVlei ii- Ti./n'.- :ni.| >.•:• ].| Mnrill r-.ihn.-boxofi'ice.
Sl:i K ...I
click solidly with audience, not meas- »> l:<»' ll-u-.«r.iv
•i
nil by Sl-w:iil ('Ii:,.
:il l-'tifi'.'Nt. .N.
V.:iuring up to the play's possibilities. ii'\\ itp'^M'-tl I'Vh.
ioil.
This may be due to the theatre's size,
Y«»nr*
.Iinl^-' Shin>n. K"it
II.
l-'ri'ilcri.* TMZfi
house being jiiorc suitable
for musi- X..k.'....
London. Jan. 12.
*
Mm-rU ^K-K-'nnoy
cal production.-.
11
'hnrleit Kiif«n
M. Ti»nncm IM'.'lllli lull
Ii,, ut
|,l;n
« iviii-i' l-'b'lrli«V
In lu.. jh-ih (sis nci-n.'Si
li\
Santiago Gomez Cou lends lo over- Tii:i<h'iis llr:t'\i.«u.
M.inlini' an
.ClKirlrH rr;nii-l>
M.i hi i.-,-.
Inllji
\i
w rlylii
Diif.-i
I
ll.-l,^.(„'l
l>i>iml<i Miiiiiliy
act, giving Ihe impression -that his
()|ii:;itt.l.ili.|i
:! Wvn.lli.-nn
UmiiIiiii Inn. III. '4.'i.
.>
fb.niibi'i>
film work has so accustomed him 10 Ahli.'i' ll:iii.,*,,u.
n.il.in
..Inlili
Ciliiin
.I'iiiIn'-h 'l,:iiiv
N.iJ.i.v
thai
the habit lias be- Xll'.l ll.Hi^MII
.11, -in i-lt:i
Wiusiin closcups
M:H .l..rii' .(.I.
It
I. K-w, Hi n
:,ui:i 1,1 Wii|-,|
.1 'lui
come ingrained. It slows tip Iho ac- I.:hu-i> Mum. (i],.. ,'in
lf^ l\t';nic
Di in;i \\'i-lil vviii-l
\i,r:i Si\ illliin Ni'
.Willinm I-'imvMit
tion
where tension should exist. I.-l Cil.ir.l

turned soldier. The whole company
Is fresh and slick in its handling of
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T»t|) to Panama, recenlly made by an assorted group, including
a oro
ducer. an author, a scenic designer, theatrical attorney and
'some' newsl
pHpcrmcn aboard a plane, carrier, is still something of .a mystery Ll
Cdr*
Milton Shubert arranged the party, which included Gilbert Miller
Mosi
Hart. Howard Bay. E. Howard Rcinheim'cr. Bosley Crowther. nim
critic of
the N. Y. Times: Howard Barnes, drama-film critic for. the -Herald
TribuneGurncy Williams, Collier's, and Jay Carmody. Washington newsman
Vinton Freedley was also invited but could not accept.
General idea was to acquaint the firoup' with Navy operations on
the
high seas. At least 'i\\\o on -the. trip were concerned with * Winged Vicloi "
v
the Army Air Force drama written by Hart.
A play may be prepared
with a Navy background. Most of the party leU the ship at Panama hW
clayed aboard. goinK through the canal'and up
*<«

.

I

.

.
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dozen backers

L. & C. turned down nobody.
Understood each of Ihe girls dug $50 out
of their 'near-nylons.
When the pardners start paying dividends, which
probably won't be long now, their 'office is expected to be a madhouse
from the auditor standpoint. And then ihe backers can expect curious messages monthly from Lindsay and Crouse, like those that accompanied the
payoffs for. "Arsenic." Also, there is likely to be something in print from
Frank Sullivan, reported snowed in at Saratoga. He has a slice and so has
Dick Maney. the Westport politician, who is otherwise alleged to ba the
show's press agent.

the story but rather Sheri-

It's n:it

for the .'audience lo

left,

is

Ihe
sparkle.
for gaiely as
the chance of seeing a film- Mosheihi sets Ihe pace
the scatterbrained wife. Cute and
slai' in Ihe llesh. So it will undoubtpersonable, she knows how to. milk,
Clem.
edly have R run.
a line or situation for maximum
laughs. T'osl is properly: distraught
<;».siij<iii
as the husband and Heydl givesox "
norlrayal of the bunglin
n-. at
Buenos Aires.:Dec. 19.
iii'\
IIIl.i:iM.'.-lt .yn. ii (I- ml in- lull nf
plorcr.
..11*
111
tin ill >r: liiil.Mt
l.> l'i inThe others are bit parts but the aciliii i'x l-:N:i
"iiiimii
S.miK.-ll Nl-I.lll.l.
tors are more than adequate. Forresl
l'"<i\
Hi*
ikii
Cuiin-/. f'.ni iiii'l
Alv:ny/
il.i.l h\
\:.i ,-i>.. |l.:illi>V. M-Mllii.
At As'll'iil Orr as a bluslcring tycoon: Mary
All
.-.in-. r.M.-n
Nov.
'II.
Sargent as his fussy wile: Jane Hofl'Klvi i"l '.iiinoi
M:> mi hull:, hi
m:;n c:- all hilarious drunlf and Eva
iinln^li;! in
.iiipx.
\l
m.i
Cm Condon as a puritan-type maid, all
Klillll
'..lOlll'T
contribute to the fuii.
.( *i>iiniIi-1ii Ali:nl
Frederick Fox's three sellings are
.lyluy .Uvnrpz
ln> [>r Im
liniti

there

its

a couple of
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Hope
For

:

•

the Best." a recent arrival at the Fullon. N. Y., drew an
adverse press, but the Wall Street Journal, which has little ..circulation'
In
show circles, had a favorable notice written by. Richard P. Cooke. Broadwayiles chuckled upon 'lamping a reprint of that review' set foriii in a 400line ad which appeared in the N. Y. Sun last week.
It was headed: "Dear
Mr. Morehouse."
Sun's crilic-eolumnisl, who panned "Hope." is Ward
Morehouse. It was signed by Jean Dalrymplc, who produced "Hope" with
Marc Connelly. Morehouse laughed at Ihe expensive gag. Miss Dalrympl*
was formerly his wife.
Show, incidentally, Is doing much belter than the notices indicated.
Franchot Tone and Jane Wyatt are starred.
.
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0 Connor puts over an almost r>'l»II-i. ll.-i'UH sin
loo-heavy portrayal of Bella Mail-, Ali. " S|.-ii:m
ii'l
ninghani unlil the last scene, when
\;illl.ini.'l M:mU>..ii
she works up to 'a grand finale.
A'lini SimpIui' (Ji.I,..
F.loy Alvarez, as. Inspector Rough,
I>i
.M:ii in Siui'iii
steals the show and proves that ex- II. ui. TIimiiili* I'.ni-,,
lli.,-,.11
perience is needed for a play of this M.n
r.*\
Elsa
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interest chiefly as the first play-

Clive Brook to the legit aricr more
than 20 years. But a' mud.dled controversial theme and an unsatisfactory anti-climax is against it despite
splendid acting.
Probably a film

version would prove more

sort.

K"v.

i

On the whole this is a creditable
production. It it had been presented
early in Ihe season a magnificent run
would have been likely.
Wid.
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When "Catherine Was Great" played New Haven last week, an elderly
Informed
kept pestering attendants for a closeup of Mae West.
nobody was allowed backstage', woman piped. "Then why does she
keep asking people to come up and see her sometime?"
Ray Bourbon, sporting a broken arm following a fall on the ice in
Providence, had to do his role with the damaged wirig in a sling. The'
situation was smoothed over by having Miss West insert the 'line. "You
must h*ve been interfering in somebody's business otherwise, how did
you gel thai broken arm?"
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own wife, believe him to be
dead for three years deserves to find
the old homestead and personal relationships a bit strained on his return.
That his motives are patriotic, hav-
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ing his

ing organized resistance movements
Europe, docs not help his
wife much when she learns the truth
on the eve of her marriage to an-
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written for stage" by Daphne du
Maurier. and marking the return of

Last Thursday (IS) Jimmy Dawson. N. Y. Times sports writer, and his
wife Mary, celebrated their 28lh wedding anniversary,. 'attending "Laffing
Room Only,". Winter Garden, N. Y.' Olsen and Johnson, stars and producers of Ihe show, were tipped off and the couple were called to the
stage during a gift-giving nurnber.
Mrs. Dawson was presented with a
golden wedding band (hers is platinum) and Jimmy got a ring wilh a tiny
diamond, the comedians expressing the wish that the Dawsons would
wear the rings at their golden anniversary. "Silver tongue" Dawson js an
easy blusher but on'lhal occasion his nuigg certainly was a carrot red.

M.-Millrn

Highest lop of Pittsburgh legit season will "be asked by Mary Martin
show, "One Touch of Venus,". when it plays the Nixon the week of March

A casualty,, of which there have
been more than a few in recent
weeks.
Taken from a short story, it's a
melodrama based on a subtle murder, locale a Virginia courtroom,
time 1856. Elizabeth McFadden. who
dramatized the play, did better with
"Double Door" some seasons ago,
her latest work being too drawn out.
Although the play has color and

Musical's getting $4.80 ($4 plus 20"; tax), which is 60c more than
5!
"Winged Victory" got or "Oklahoma!" will get. Price figured to hurt
"Venus" somewhat because of the lower scale for much more highlyregarded "Oklahoma!" was announced some time ago inasmuch as it will
.

play as a Theatre Guild subscription offering for the
,
Pittsburgh weeks.

first

of its three

by r-'i'filpink I'*"X
cirtOuinps' «iiycrman. She finds him embittered .liiifcs
Crane Hausseman! author of "Return to Eden," .first-prize winner in
viyed liy liini)c:i SlioiH-k. 'Al
vlniUjiO.
and mqeking at her parliamentary Wiltniinjioi'i.
I-Vb HiPittsburgh Drama League's first annual playwriting contest last year, has,
activities which she has taken over <*npl. llftirK*
V lui.l
Williinn V»»\
In addition to the $500, he won from Pitt group, also in last 12 months
lt.iib-rirb \Vh\L-ho|l
In his absence. She can't understand hifiil. Jensen
Nora
rtv.n
"oiidnn
types it just didn't get across.
received a like amount' from three different producers, all of whom held
nls resentment at finding this effi- Mniy (layliH-d
^.lir-t- Mnsbeini
."Signature's" sudden closing meant the play for a while before deciding to abandon proposed production.
cient speech-making politician
Herbert Almvifiinhlc
in
l-'uiTOHl On
place of the devoted fireside mouse Mm, Aliori'iiiiiibit*
Mni y S;iiKfl»l a wallop to ho less than 30 actors. Latest producer to drop It was Bretaigne Windust. "Eden" is now in the
Kredi'i-irk \\u\ nlon ....
].t)lli;s
t
Story deals with the killing of a open market again.
he had left behind.
M;trl<iwe
Vairicl:. White
wealthy
farmer,
A pitiful note is the aloot behavior 'Unity
his
handyman
being
I'CK
It;irb:ii:i .Inycc
accused but that fellow's sweetheart
of his 11-year-old son who. obviously Alum JthMle
.....
t»y (.iolTin
Interesting angle on replacement of Jack Hartley by Edmon Ryan as
Hondrik Vim H.-til.'ii.
.Jerome I'. Tlim' confesses the crime. A young lawyer
ill at ease at the sudden resuscitation,
"<
publisher In "Hope For the Best" at Fulton Saturday (IT)
Wilson
.lleiu y Hi* )):tnl>
doesn't believe cither is guilty, which newspaper
hankers for the company of the Lotus Wll'l.
r
lime 1lulTni:in
matinee, Is that Ryan had the part during tryout on road, getting excellent
young neighbor who was to have Ainu l*:M-k;i
Yinn-ni («:irnri' proves to be right. Play ceases to be
ll.il. Willrml.
pern his stepfather.
John K.ntn- a wh odun it halfway through' when notices. He stepped out just before the Broadway opening under some"IT'S iiluTcaTedTTnif H" judge Kilraii wa's
Nora Swinburne and Clive Brook
•»-J*^'»ii5'st«ri^d9-ei.?e»jr.»ta»oes, s-A is now r~&sxi&is<rt'vc*i"%>£UBS t-alA
the
are ideally cast for the reunited
killer.
"Calico Wedding", is a fluffy comWith him silting judg- greatly increased salary and special guarantee.
edy depending on ils steady flow of ment on Ihe jailed pair. John Cartlaugh-provoking lines and pert plav- wright, the defense attorney, figures
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ANGELS
Th* backers- of Iroadway ihowi.
Namet, addreiMi, amount! they
inveited In previous playi. The first
complete research In this field.
Indispensable to producers.

$25 Per Volume

LEO SHULL.
128 West 48th Street,

Editor

Mew
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ing lo hide Ihe fact, that the slight
plot and farcical situations arc hoary
with age. But the play makes no
pretense at being other than a merrygo-round of merriment involving a
set of characters gifted in the art of
smart repartee. As such it should

do

OK

on Broadway.

"Calico Wedding" opens
Army radio post in the

in
an
Arctic.

George Gaylord (William Post) is
wondering whether his wife is still
faithful.
To a friend he recounts
the story of the one crisis in their

way out lo nail Ihe homicidal jurist.
That's done when the voters in the
hill town are called to the conference
room of the courthouse and. after
Carlwrighl makes his expose, Kilrail is put behind the bars and the
accused are freed.
An excellent setting has gone to
wasle. Frederic Tozere played the
judge, and Donald Murphy the defense lawyer and they turned in a
good enough job. Some of the others
are fairly well known in legit circles,
playing a flock, of bits.
Idee.
a

(Willidrau-ii
Inst
Thursday
after two performances.)

(15)

D^ii'ii...-Km?f.

Jr.,

-SairVey

Continued from page 49 5
,

week, mostly because of hagglings on finances between company
and Great Northern theatre managein

a-

ment,--

-

•—

Sadie,

TI10

Winter

trad*
It

legit

.-

.

llstt

names and addresses of all lagitlmete
' press
aflenl:.
Mil time and iconic

groups
deilgnon,- talent agents, and olher
Identified with theatre, radio networks, local
stations,
advertising
agencies,
and network
programs—giving sponsor, agency, and originating station.
All Ihe leading book publisher! and trade publications are included
as well as the department heads of all N. Y.
newspapers.

PRICE 50c
CELEBRITY SERVICE, INC.
138- East 54ih Street, N. Y. C.
ne ml coin. Htninirai or HiK-k
wilh order.

l*kHW

PLAY PUBLISHERS
of ih*t» and many
other dlltrngvlihtd play

.

.

Carew,

John

_

Cowes,

'But,- getting back to "culture," the
real eyebrow flutterer of the who.lc

Harry Ellei'be,
Anne Francine, Joyce Mathews, Los
Trcmayne. Adele Ardsley. Helga
Moray, Stanley Logan, Ty Perry;
"Dinner For Three."
Warren Douglas, Herbert Hcyes,
Barry Macollum: "Happilv. Ever

year was the $308,000 haul made by
"Wildflower," "New Moon," "Student Prince," "Rose Marie," "Blos-

Barzell:

"A

>
Own."
Miriam Seegar,

Place

After."
Jan Clayton;* "Carousel."

of

SONG

<

Our

Wolfe

O'f eERNAOETTE
TOMORROW. THE WORID

tOST HORIZON HIGHLAND
FUNG EVE OF ST. MARK BEST
FOOT F3RWAR0 -FEATHERS IN
A GALE MRS. MINIVER GREAT
(IG DOORSTEP - KITTY
*

•

.

Gilbert & Sullivan
here for a total of 18

weeks.

Oh—

arid "Abie's Irish Rose" got
$74,100 in seven at the Studebaker.
Which.ls really the tipoff.

•

•

som Time" and
repertory— all

Edition or CONTACT BOOK. >
of tho Now
York ontortilnl«' already in Ils 3rd printing.

directory

mont Industry
producer*.

houses, Civic Opera had
Blg-seater got
the biggest year.
$637,000 in 19 weeks Of. "Victory,"

Of

Only holdovers from last year,"and
Douglas: "The Lovely Leave!"
Herbert Evcrs. Augusta Dabney, still cleaning up, are "Turtle" and
William Harrigan. Allen Poe; "Dear "Indians," wilh "Tropica Revue,"
"Ramshackle Inn" and "21" followRuth" (Chicago co.).
ing example of "Merry Widow" by
Elsa
Johnson.
Zolya
Talma,
In return engagements to
Morton
de
Costa.
G.
Swayne squeezing
snag loose cash left behind when
Gordon: "It's A Gift!"
Torn' Favor. Seth' Arnold. Anthony they moved out because of commitments elsewhere.
Blair. Helen

Amy

CONTACT
BOOK

Quickest fold in this dept.
lively.
was "Waltz King," which shuttered

"Boys" and "Fun," to cue management's anxiety to shake one-nighl
concert stands this .year so that it
big
can- concentrate on booking
musicals solely.

Engagements
+"

THE CELEBRITY SERVICE

Chicago Legit
;

FOYIE HOUSE WITHOUT A KEV
-

THE DRAMATIC PUBLISHING CO.
Incorporated 1887

59

^

E.

VAN BUREN

^A

ST.,

CHICAGO
*

^ A

5

'

51
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West Coast public relations office,
tipped from commander to captain.

CHATTER

Major. Charles

L.

Glelt,

OBITUARIES

former

Hollywood agency exec, has been
retired by the Army Signal Corps.
E. B. Marks, pioneer music pubgander at Hollywood after 51 years in. the busi-

lisher, taking his first

Burma,

Broadway

la

recuperating at the London ness.
his last GI
at Scala thedeparting for

Willie

overseas.
atre, London, before
Abel Green, editor of "Variety," America.
Fourteen tradeshows in London in
back from Hollywood.
Dwight Deere Wiman in town on one week, of which .13 are American.
leave, returning overseas for the Red Studio space for local productions

his

Warners for
Carrolls."

work

in

"The

Two

Mrs.

Col. Melvin E. Gillette, of the Signal Corps Motion Picture division,
paused in Hollywood on his way
from France' to the South Pacific

area.
at a premium.
Now that Groucho Marx has moved
Eve Arden is being paged by J.'
Arthur Rank for important part in to Westwood, his P.O. address is
new fllmusical which is. to star Sid West L. A., which he considers quite
Field and to be directed by Wesley a switch after being a longtime resistill

Cross.
J. Robert Rubin is scheduled back
in N. Y. from Phoenix, Ariz., next
Tuesday <27).
Nunnally Johnson, producer-writer

for

Humphrey Bogart returned from
Broadway vacation to report at

Clinic.

Shore giving
Humphrey Doulens back from USO-Camp Shows show

Lt.

International

New

Pictures, in

.

dent of Bevhills.

Ruggles.
.

to Detroit,

.

'

•

will be "Latin Quarter." based
on liberation of Paris. It will have a
musical background and be distributed by United Artists.
tion

rc'sition).

Alan Corclli (Theatre. Authprily)
due out- of West Side hospital this
week after beating strep throat with

last

BILLY DOYLE

William R. Zwetow, 63, former
radio and vaude comedian known
professionally as Billy Doyle, died
currently on tour with "Dark of in. Chicago, Feb. 14 following a long
the Moon.".
illness. One of the pioneers of ChiCouple, were married while both cago radio, he was a member of the
were touring with the musical. "Japa- team of Adolph and Rudolph, heard
After oyer stations
nese Honeymoon," in 1911.
and WCFL.
several other productions they also
In vaude he was teamed with his
appeared in vaude. under team name wife, Lillian Fields.
of Fant.& Webster. Later both were
Survived by widow and three sons.
featured in vaude version of DenAlice Fant, 58, legit and radio
actress, died in Boston, Feb. 9. She
was the wife of Roy Fant, legit actor

WHT

.

man Thompson's "The Old Home-,

JOHN (DOC) JAMESON

.

J. M. Barrie's "Quality Street' reopened the blitzed Embassy theatre
Feb. 6 with cast headed by Jean
Chicago
he lb handle publicity for the oper- Forbes Robertson, Linden Travers,
etta season at the Masonic Temple.
Geoffrey Toone.
J. J. Shubert a weekend visitor.
Tom Arnold dickering with FlanaEddie Silverman (Essaness) back
Dick Powell has started personal
tour of picture houses in connection gan and Allen to star in new Palace after a Coast hegira with Mrs. S.
Gypsy Rose Lee heads bill at the
with "Murder, My Sweet" (RKO). show which replaces "Something in
9.
The Bob Considines will stay in the Air," the Jack Hulbert-Cicely Oriental theatre starting March
Claire Page, the p.a.. is on the road
Hollywood two months on a writing Courtheidge musical.
Grcgor Rabinovilch's next produc- to recovery following/an operation
chore for John W. Considine, Jr. (no

York from Hollywood.
Fred and Rae Schader

ALICE FANT

week.

Fry signed r.s
the Chuck Foster Orch
Dolly

vocalist

of

by Rosalie Stewart.
In recent years Mrs. Fant had appeared on radio programs, including two scripted by her husband,
"Pine Tavern" and "Kinfolks."
Mrs. Fant had accompanied her
husband to Boston, where "Moon''
had its premiere.

stead," produced

.

John (Doc) Jameson, 68, veteran
press agent and advance man, died
after a heart attack in N. Y., Feb. 12,
Jameson had been press agent for
circuses for years before going into,
press-agenting legitimate attractions.
Recently he handled publicity for
J.

GUS TROXLER

J.

Leventhal

the road and in

Gus Troxler, 74, who had varied
career as actor, strong man and
professional boxer. 'died following a
heart attack in Newark,. N. J. He
was stricken in the office of State

VICTOR

& Frank McCoy
New York.
C.

on

RANKIN,

Victor C. Rankin, 34, screen writer,
to succeed
Gloria Foster, who is joining. Carpreviously reported missing in the
men Cavallaro.
Burma-India sector, was listed as
Spyros Skouias, 20th-Fox prexy,
dead by the War Department in a
Boxing
Commissioner
John Hall,
visited the local exchange on stopCurrent show, headed by Bill Robover last week, en route from Holly- whose assistant he had been for the communication received Feb. 13 by
inson and Louis Armstrong's orcheshis
wife,
Mrs.
Jeanne Rankin,
wood to New York.
past three years.
tra, remains at the Cafe Zanzibar unEntire laboratory equipment of
Laguna Beach, Cal.
til. March 8.
Troxler. in his younger days had
DeVry Films has been purchased by
Rankin was attched to the Office
Myron Schonceit, flrst-class seaIrving Mack and moved to the Fil- been an actor, apt i>'ing in dramatic of War Information.
man, son of Louis, ticket broker,
stock and road shows for a number
mack plant on film row.
home on leave after 17 months in the
Between stage stints he
Shirley Busch, daughter of Her- of years.
South Pacific.
BOBBY NELSON
man Busch, Paramount exchange also did some professional boxing
Bobby Nelson, .24," of the Nelson's
Morton Downey's first appearance
projectionist, has been promoted to and after that a strongman act in
Elizabeth Taylor bedded by flu.
In New York since his overseas tour
junior
lieutenant
in the Waves.
vaude and- circuses. Upon retire- Puppeteers, vaude act, died Feb. IB
Charles Lang laid, up with chicken
will be at the Plaza's Persian Room
Carol King, ballerina, was called
of
diabetic
coma in Louisville, Ky.
pox.
r
beginning tonight (21).
back from her honeymoon to take a ment some years ago he became a
Nelson was. scheduled to open his
Jack spot in the Chez Paree. show when boxing promoter in New Jersey.
Venila
Varden
divorced
Kirk Douglas joined the cast of
Oakie.
Survived by widow and two act at Club Iroquois, the day before,
Fanchon had .to leave because of a
"Trio." Belasco, replacing Richard
but
was
stricken
before the new
daughters.
Frank Seltzer laid up with tooth- bad ankle!
Widmark, who goes into 'The Lovely
show opened.
Ralph Kettering; lessee and maninfection.
Leave'' (nee "Uncle Sugar").
Marie Arthur hospitalized for ma- ager of, the Civic theatre, left for
CLARA STINSON
Cejeste Holm probably goes to the
New
York
to line up new show in
WALTER
EAHLY
B.
Coast in the summer under her, 20th- jor surgery.
Clara Slinson, 81. veteran vaude
case "Glass Menagerie" management
Walter R. Early, 68, former manaBilly Wilder undergoing treatment calls it a run here.
Fox. contract, necessitating a reactress, died Feb. 4 at Atlantic High'
ger of the Olympia and Roxy theaplacement in "Bloomer Girl."
for bursitis;
Alex D'Arcy of 'Ten Little In- lands, N. J. She had been in show
tres, Miami, died there Feb. 14.
Sally Rand lost a $5,950 salary at- dians'' and Betty Lawford of "Voice biz for more than half a century/
James Dunn in tor a quickie in
Survived by widow and' brother.
of the Turtle" will be the blind dates working with
connection, with
"Tree Grows in tachment suit.
her late husband, Al
Brooklyn."
Bill Fitelson, theatrical
Charles Le Maire recovering from to winners of a raffle held by the Stinson, for most of that time in an
Fashion Group, of Chicago.
Bob Sanders
attorney,'- also back from a Coast biz appendectomy.
act known as Stinson and Merton.
trip.
Bob Sanders died Feb. 19 of a
Anne Gwynne to Mexico City .to
Couple made their first appearheart attack. Further details in MuTom Connors, 20th-Fox sales chief, ogle film offers.
ance as a team at Tony Pastor's,.
Minneapolis
sic section.
on" over weekend fof visit to southN. Y-. at the turn of the century,
Betty Hutton laid up with ptoern keys. Sales trip will cover AtBy L«s Bee*
maine poisoning.
lanta, Memphis, Oklahoma City and
Happy Hour holding over Bob and later played as a featured act
George J. Gantner, 59, former adon all vaude circuits both here and
Jack Haley out temporarily with White orchestra.
New Orleans.
vertising manager for Riverview
University of Minnesota theatre abroad. '.In their heyday team was
Broadway showgirl beaut found an eye infection.
rated bs one of the sock comedy acts Amusement Park and superintendent
John C. Flihns celebrated their offering "Candida."
out she married the wrong guy and
of
the National Assoc. of Amus.
Murtah Sisters held over at Hotel in vaude.
took halt a dozen sleeping capsules 34th - edding annl.
Parks, died in Chicago, Feb. 9.
Flame Ru«m.
Survived by daughter!
with the idea of bumping self on".
Max Glazer, Broadway producer, Radisson
Shriners' annual Indoor Circus at
« Survived by widow, son and two
She recovered.
in town on business.
Auditorium week of March 5.
grandchildren.
NICHOLAS OECONOMACOS
Irving Smith and Earle Crotehett,
Norman Moray in town for sales
Harry Hirsch again staging annual
Nicholas Oeconomacos, 81, familiar
cameramen for Universal newsreel huddles at Warners.
police benefit show at Auditorium.
Dr. Arthur L. Foley, 77, who was
who just returned from the PhilipNorthwest Variety club resuming figure in Seattle for 40 years, and
Harry LIchtig left the hospital to
pines, hosted Monday (19) by
at a recuperate at home.
Saturday open night entertainment. world-known
musician,
died
at the inventor of several acoustic and
luncheon at Hampshire House.
mechanical devices and served as
Annual .Sportsmen's Snow sched- Seattle Feb. 14.
Zachary Scott ordered to Palm
Heda Hare, two-year old daughter
uled for Auditorium March 31 -April
He came to America from Europe consulting acoustic engineer for
Springs by his doctor
of Broadway p.a. Spencer Hare, be8.
companies,
in
1903, with the French Grand radio and phonograph
Jack Sergei changed his screen
ing Believe-It-Or-Not-ed shortly by
"I'll Be Seeing. "You" given addied Feb. 13, in Tampa, Fla.
Bob Ripley, due to -her name and name to John Halloran.
vance early morning (9:30) showing Opera Co., and later joined John
Philip Sousa's band, making, two
fact she was born with hair two
Arnold .Albert now aide to pro- at St. Paul for USO benefit.
Mrs. Mary Elisabeth Guthrie, 91,
inches long.
Andy's nightclub retaining Little- world tours. He had been with variducer Jerry Wald at WB.
Alan Ladd. who recently completous theatre bands and for several mother of William Guthrie, Jr.,
Thomas Burtls, screen writer, sued johns for third week with Dillon
i «d
"Salty O'Rourke" for Paramount for
Barlow, Faye Meryl and Joe Griffin. years played for the Henry Duffy Warners location manager,
died
$16,825 alimony arrears.
• and was east for a brief visit, off FriGeorge Beatty, singing comic, into
Feb. 13 in Burbank, Cal.
David O. Selznick celebrating his Hotel Nicollet Minnesota Terrace stock shows at the Moore theatre.
day (16) on a tour of military hosas a producer.
with Vi St Vilma and Selma Marpitals, * under the auspices of USO- 22d anniversary
Bart W. Wetherwax, 62. nationally
JANE MEREDITH
Grace McDonald, checking out of lowe Dancers.
Camp Shows.
Jane Meredith.' 60, former legit known theatrical and sports photogReel Fellows' club of film salesJohn W. Hicks, Jr., Paramount In- Universal studio after four years.
Pedro Armendariz, Mexican Aim men tp give biggest shindig, dinner, actress, died in N. Y., Feb. 15. She rapher, died Feb. 14 in Kansas City,
ternational prexy,' left for the Coast
dance and entertainment, at Nicollet had retired from the stage some
over the weekend for a vacation of star, in town for his. U. S.. debut.
Mischa AUer broke a leg chasing a hotel grand ballroom next month.
several weeks. Hicks has been ailyears ago.
Only
night
fence.
remaining
Drowler over his back
Lyceum bookings
ing since returning to his office too
Born in San Francisco, she later
Acquanetta returned from Gov- for balance' of legit, roadshow sea- came
*a.ris_aftfirlan. an?j-af.ipji.
_.to New York and made her
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Crosby, son,
st>a—I.hu<!._fnr_&te ,.1'Merrv. Widow."
Voted the best picture of the year vriiiirenr rKin-firtt^rrMexieo-City.
Jimmy Durante getting away from Feb. 24-26; "Kiss and Telf," Feb. 27- stage debut at 18. Among the pro- Hollywood, Feb. 16. Mother is Peppy
by the N. Y. Film Critics and a
March 1; Helen Hayes in "Harriet," ductions in which she appeared were Wilde, screen actress; father is dance
strong contender for this year's it all. temporarily, on a fishing trip.
Alfred Hitchcock mulling idea to March 2-3; San Carlo Opera, March "Peg O' My Heart," "Mother Carey's director.
Academy Award, "Going My Way"
°
13-17: "Blossom Time." April 4-7, Chickens." "Evergreen Lady," "Bird
last week was honored by being bring Harpo Marx (solo). back to pix
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis E. White,
John Flinn, Jr., leaves Warners arid Gilbert. & Sullivan Opera, May of Paradise," "Enter Madam," "Mis- daughter, Hollywood,
named 1944's topper by the N.Y. ForFeb. 14. Ineign-Language Press Film Critics flackery to join the Army next week 2-S.
ter Romeo" and "One Man's Woman."
fant
is
a
sister
to Larry Simms, CoEleanor Parker to Palm Springs
Circle.
lumbia moppet
for her 'first vacation in three years
RABBI AARON KRONENBEBG
Ensign and Mrs. Gordon Kearsey,
Irving Cummings celebrating his
Rabbi Aaron Kronenberg, 59, presE.
Dorothea Miller to Joseph
36th anniversary in motion pictures
son, Pittsburgh, Feb. 10. rather Is
Philadelphia,
Feb...
10 ident of Station WBYN, Brooklyn, former assistant manaeer of Fulton
Norman Rock-well doing ad art for Hughes,
N. Y., died Feb. 15 in Brooklyn.
Groom is talent agent in Philly.
Alice Delysia has rented villa in Gary Cooper's picture, "Along Came
theatre, Pitt
Jones."
Mildred Grove to Ray Stowitsky Rabbi Kronenberg, widely known as
Bordeaux.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Collins, son,
Reece Halsey shifted from '.William Pittsburgh. Feb. 13. Bride is secre- a radio speaker for years, had
Patricia Burke off to India arid
Detroit. Feb. 11. Father is Detroit
Burma to entertain the British Morris to the Selznick - Saphier tary to Pete Wasser, general manager preached sermons over, various radio theatre manager.
agency.
stations and on
.since estabForces.
of station KQV.
Mr,
and' Mrs. Jess Barker, twin
Al Jolson coming out of. hospital
Associated British Film Corp. will
Marjorie Leigh to Lt.-Col. Marion lished two years ago. He also dedeclare a dividend of 7^%, same as this week, to recuperate at- Palm H. Barker, Washington, D. C, Feb. voted much time to various charities. sons, Santa Monica, Feb. 19. Mother
Springs.'
last year.,
Survived by widow, two sons and is Susan Hayward, pic actress;
13.
Bride is radio actress.
Arthur
Treacher
succeeded
Bud
father,
stage and screen actor.
John Davis, joint managing direcMadeline Goldhar to Ben Zimmer, a daughter.
tor of Odeons, off to Middle East and Abbott as honorary mayor of SherMr. and Mrs. Robert D. Andrews,
man Oaks.
Detroit, Feb. 17. Bride is daughter' of
India in a few days.
son, Santa Monica, Feb. 19. Father,
The Jules C. Steins .entertaining Jack Goldhar, UA ..divisional manEBNEST W. BERRY
Showing decided improvement,
film writer; mother, Irene Colman,
Mrs. Kilty Spiegel and her cousins ager; groom film- salesman for RKO.
Ernest W. Berry, 81, musician and
erter serious operation, George Black
was film actress.;
(Spiegel Stores).
has suffered a relapse.
Lois Gii aid to Lieut. Carl Little- composer, died Feb, 12 in Kansas
Mr. and. Mrs. Leo Donas, son,
Nat Finslon to Washington for
Simon Rowson, after being serifield, Chanute Field.
111.,
Feb.
17. City.
discussions
at
Latin-American
the
Camden, N. J., Feb. 15. Father Is
.ously ill for several months, is
Bride is in touring company of
Once' a member of the old Kansas
now State Department.
trumpeter In Joe Frasetto's WIP
°n the road to recovery.
City Symphony, he latex conducted
Hal Roach, Jr., resigned as secre- "Oklahoma!"
(Philly) orchestra. \
"The Girl Friend," Clayton & Wal- tary-treasurer of Rainbow ProducLieut, (j.g.) Dorothy G. McKinley the orchestra at the Gillis theatre.
ler s oldie, has been
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Gange. son,
booked by ENSA tions to join the Army.
to Gene Fillp, Portland, Ore., Feb. His compositions include "Salute to
for tour to India and Burma.
Johnny
Brown leading a 10. Groom is news editor of Station Galveston," "The Eagle and (he Hartford, Conn.. Feb. 14. Father is
Sam Graham, important circuit troupe for Mack
manager of Decca Records branch
stage and .camp appear- WGN. Chicago.
Lion" and "The Eagle March."
owner in Nottingham area, in town ances in the Northwest.
in that city.
with his wife for few days looksee.
Nikki Cherry to Jack Creamer,
Survived by five nieces.
Irving
Mr.- and Mrs. James Hayes, Son,
new aide to Jack L.
Tom Arnold is reading Jed Harris' Warner, Yergin,
Groom is
learning about pic produc- Abbington. Pa., Feb. 16.
New York, Feb. 12. Mother is
Broadway! play, "Dark Eyes," with tion from the ground
star of WOR's "Handyman" pro-AL
up.
Shirley Zak, legit and radio actress.
Al Herman, 58, manager of Forest
Lou Hpltz hibernating here. Owns gram.
,2 °i Producing it in the West End.
Buchanan Taylor has had pub- a home in Hollywood. Plotting his
,.
Suzanne Wellman to J. Ainslee theatre, N. Y., died following a heart
lished a fourth version of his
"Shake own vaude-revue in the fall.
Pryor, Cleveland, Feb. 3. Groom is attack, Feb. 13 in New York.
Marty Schramm. Pittsburgh band
the Bottle," titled "One More
Shake."
Betsy Bogart, Warner Bros, bookMemphis.
Herman had been house manager leader, had a birthday last week and
Stewart Granger and Demorah er, given testimonial dinner to cele- announcer for
Cynthia Cavanaugh to George Se- for the Shiiberts for many years and (he management of Hotel Henry's
t0 Belgium to star in "Gas- brate 30 years in film industry.
i. d!,.
bastian,
York,
Feb..
New
17.
Bride
prior
that
theatres
Silver
Grill, whefe his orch has been
to
had
managed
which
ENSA
JJght.
is staging for the
Maurice M. Cohen, Palladium
Forces.prexy, returned from an inspection is chorine in "Up in Central Park" in New York and elsewhere for for several months, gave him a pretp?b)iel Briine, back from enter- tour of dancery sites in the east.
(Century); groom is symphony orch other .interests.
ty nice present— a contract extend,
taining the Forces In India and
Survived by widow.
Alfred J. Bolton, head of Navy's conductor.
ing to Jan. 10. 1946.
'penicillin.

"Julius Caesar," practically in its
entirety, will be on the air, starring
Godfrey Tearle as Mark Anthony and
Robert Speaight as Brutus, a newcomer 16 the role. Lydia Sherwood
will play Portia.
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Modify Curfew by Spring?

GALA SPECTACLE

Washington, Feb. 27.
There is some indication that the curfew may be modified before
the end of spring. That hope came from a well known showman who
was closeted with War Mobilizer Byrnes, an old friend, in Washington
last week. The visitor explained that his picture chain was located in
war plant localities and the theatres usually remained open until 5 a.m.
as tiii accommodation to workers completing Iheir shifts or prior to
reporting for duly.
Byrnes said. there was no chance to rescind the midnight closing of
all amusements—but he suggested that the showman call to see him
again around April 1.
Veteran political opinion, is that the curfew will last only until the
demand for fuels becomes eased.
There have been a number of theories over just what brought about
the curfew, but the feed-bag report, is to the effect that conservation
of coal is but secondary. Understood that the major cause was a large,
volume of complaints from GIs overseas, general tenor of their letters
being violent. objections about people back home good-timing it, while
the men in uniform are taking it on the chin. The black market, too,
has been often mentioned with shame by the GIs. It's doubted that
drys had any major part in the curfew.

PRICE

28, 1945

SHOW

VICTORY

$2,500,000

BAnel* copied, if oanli.
act 61 March J. 1179.

RK9KHVED

Under Enforced

Early-to-Bed Diet; Where to

Go Now?

By ABEL GREEN
For the Broadway bunch, the ourfew Monday night (26) was really
somelhin'. A more bereft bunch of
characters never happened In any
As If by magic, the.
community.

Curfew's Effects

Showmen; N. Y. Faces Damage Suits
By JACK PULASKI
By ARTHUR BRONSON

A

gigantic
theatrical entertainenlisting the talents of the
finest writers, actors, directors and
producers in America, and. involving some of the biggest names in
American industry, letters and finance, is being planned now, to be
staged at the end of the war as a
celebration of the Allied Nations'
final victory over Japan.

ment,

To be known as "The Victory
Show," the project will include a
cast of 1,200 performing in a special
theatre constructed for the purpose,
that will seat an audience of 5,000.
will dramatize the past,
present and future of America, in a
cavalcade of America's progress,
with emphasis on the present. It
will not only salute the '-.warriors
who fought the enemy on the. farflung ball lef routs, but will also pay
tribute to the fighters at home, in
the factories, mills and in the fields.
It will be peopled, not only by professional actors bui by rcprcsenla(Contiiuicd on page 18'
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Nilery BO......

.

grapevine buzzed that Reuben's, the
East 58th. street sandwichery, was
the meeting-greeting place, and from
the manholes and the bistros popped
the Broadway booze-who.
The grcgariousness of the Nnv
York niteloafers Is axiomatic. That's
wliy a Lindy's and a Reuben's, a
Stork and Morocco, a Toots Shor
and KclloRg's Cafeteria (the pool-

man's

21

Where

)

.'

Tin Pan Alley.

.

Censorship in its toughest form
snapped at Broadway last Friday
(23) when Paul Moss, the N. Y.

Free Income Tax Service
"Variety"- will again supply
free Federal income tax service
for the benefit of the amusement

license
closing

-...4(1

Uncle

Collector James W. Johnson of
the Third District, New York,
has assigned Deputy H. Wayne
Pierson to the "Variety" home
office, 154 West 46th Street. The
assistance of Deputy Pierson is
now available from 9 until 5:30
daily.
Tax forms may be obtained at this papers office.

S«nVTak-kI41

Inflation,

Absenteeism

Important Factors In

That was the big
Curfew Rap at Amus.
question and, for many, a real headache. It may not be understandable
There's no doubt that inflation and
to the hinterlander, but when a Billy absenteeism
have been important
Rose bewails that "I'll have to factors in the curfew edict. The
change my whole life, and even for wartime nouveau nche have been
Jimmy Byrnes' sake I just can't go spending their folding money like
to bed early." it's a serious thing.
cigar coupons: have caroused all
But there they all were, at Reu- night and stayed away from war
ben's, from midnight until 3 a.m.,
jobs too. often to suit the authorities.
and then the nervous characters had
The free-spending has put waiters
(Continued on page 47)
into the $10,000-a-ycar earning class;
many a headwailer is in the $40,000
class.
And,
incidentally,
$50,000
Spedal
Pic Shows
Secretary
Morgenthau's
Treasury
Aid Anxious Parents 'kiddies- are getting curTous" aoourthis
"income" which may or may not be
Detroit, Feb. 27.
fully
declared,
since
there's
no
Parents of boys listed as missing
checkup on those $5 and $10 and $20
in aclion, or as prisoners of war, are
tips.
If you're the average goergiven special screenings of captured
arounder.
on the press or
German war films by Max Blumen- "inside"- and not try
list,
just
and get anythal,
manager of the projection where in any nitery or popular
rooms at the film exchange here.
eatery without staking.
(This was
Other worried parents are not experhaps never more forcibly brought
cluded from the showing of newsreel
home than recently, at such popfilms to give them added opportuniular Hollywood and Beverly Hills
ties, of seeing their
sons. Arrange- eateries
as
Romanoff's,
Chasen's,
ments are made by the theatres for
LaRue's.
Crillon— which
the
is
.

War

To

In the

Broadway

amounted

Broadway

"nitcry

to

$4,083,825.

u.--t:*-

ran—his'.-

for the last month of the year when
This is
was taken in.
$030,832
roughly three time more than the

December.

1943. collections.

Yiddish Adaptation

.

war

prisoners.

Charlie. Morrison's

new

eating

an-

to his Moca,mbo—The Players,
Ciro's. et a). It was curious to observe that film tycoons and worldfamous screen personalities, whose

nex

and favors were potent
everywhere, made sure that they
(Continued on page 4G)

influence

Of Torgy and Bess'
Lcib Konigsberg. Yiddish legit acworking on a Yiddish adapta-

Philadelphia. Feb. 27.

off Saturday (24). Previously it had
been
reported
a
that
supposedin the mayor's office had
suggested" that the copy in advertising for "Trio" not be used again.
Ads quoted from critics' notices and
Chinch of St. Nicholas of Tole'iiliiur.
Father Positana formerly .played also used the. 'term "lesbianism,"
which Lee Sabinson. the producer, "
clarinet for Will Osborne's band un- and
the authors deny is the play's
nlso
Jack
Foster
and
der the name of
theme.
An avalanche of protest and dechad an orchestr a of his own. Given a

Bing Crosby's screen portrayal of
singing padre in 'Going My

the

Way"

has a real-lire counterpart

John

Positana.

pastor

of

spokesman

in

•

the

iuma<.iuii**5i<n'iCu' lA-fci "ttn;

rrom managerial,

tion of

Gershwin's "Porgy and Bess."

.

ivvdreini

-

author and

actor,

other organizations that figuratively
engulfed Moss and. indirectly. LaGuardia, with all groups seeking
conferences at City Hall. Some of
the protests did not attempt to hide
-

(Continued

on page 18)

Glenn Miller's
In

AEF Band

Academic Concert

Before French Notables

PLAYWRIGHTS

CO.

Major Glenn Miller's band of tha
invaded Paris longhair pre-

DUE

AEF

cincts Feb. IB with a concert at the

FOR ACTION THIS SPRING
The Play wrights Company

is

going

Academie Nationale de Musique. that

city's. opera..hnuse*.. Concert, was qtinto production "action earJy'jtV the"
tended by French notables. Gfs,
spring, after being dormant so far
Two scripts have been French jazz fans 'Hot Club of
this season.
j

j

j

completed by Maxwell Anderson and
S.
N. Behrman, author-manager -

France)

members of the outfit. One is a
drama and the other a comedy, each

coptained a brief, but complete, hisr

requiring a star to head the cast,
but so far the sought-for players
have not been found available.

Elmer Rice of the Playwrights has
resigned from the board of the N. Y.
City
Center,
municipally-operated
Has completed lyrics to five of the theatre. His action was in protest
songs and is changing the scene to a to the. arbitrary closing of "Trio"
ghetto.
The musical score will not (Belasco) by Paul Moss, who is on
the Center's board, and is also its
be altered.
Konigsberg feels that the quality managing director. Latter post is
of the Negro spiritual and folk cul- Moss's cuffo afternoon job, he being
ture as a whole is closely attuned to license commissioner in the mornings.
that of the Hebrew race.
tor, is

.

asco
owners.
Commissioner declared he would not make the
license switch if "Trio" remained
in the house. That forced the show

Counterpart in Philly

sector, theatre ad-

collections

forced
the
the Belasco:

.1.

parish in a thickly settled section of

.

the uncertain parents to attend the
special, showings.
Recent weeks have seen many
Detroit families able to glimpse their
sons at the private screenings, two
who had their sons listed as. killed
in action identifying them among

Chuck' Has Real-Life

27.

3d N. Y. Internal Revenue District,

at

that through legal action.
Moss held a hearing on the transfer of the theatre licc.vv from Max
Jclin. dlsposscd lessee, to the Bel-

Bing's Reel-Life 'Father

1944 brought in an all-

missions were not so bad. In theatres above 23d .street; comprising the

"Trio"

result this week.
The. City of New York. LaGuardia
and Moss are probable defendants in
damage suits. The drama, which
has been the subject of. controversy
ever since it opened out of town,
is in the red for $55,000 and its backers aim to capture much wore than

South Philly and faced with a bunch
of tough teen-agers, the -.tootling
time high in amusement taxes with a
priest broke them down by forming
total of $312,707,280. which is twice
a band and organizing dances for
the revenue from this source for the
the bobbysoxcrs in the parish.
year 1943.
Rev. Positana studied at Villanova
For December, the national admisCollege and with the Aiijp-istinian
sion tax $24,345,500 represented a
He was ordained a couple
sharp drop from the previous month, Fathers.
of years ago by Archbishop Spellwhen over $31,182,000 was colman. His jivesters play for USO
lected and is the lowest since the
shows in South Philly.
20"{ lax went into effect. April 1.

The year

••

1

Of $312,767,286 Twice
Washington. Fob.

flourish.

to go?

1944 Amus. Tax Revenue

commissioner,
of

Moss was allegedly ordered to do so
by Mayor LaGuardia. There wera
immediate repercussions in the profession and a showdown is sure tej

industry.

Rev.

41
Lcs-ir

SET

Broadway

Trio' Censorship Riles

The show

Niteloafers Chafe

CENTS

25

officers.

and high American

Program

tory of U. S. jazz,

for

its

the

Army
affair

personalities,

etc.

Miller's orchestra went through a
long program of such things as his
"In the Mood," "Stormy Weather,"

Must Be Jelly" and other recorded songs, and included an arrangement of the current' hit hera,
"Accentuate the Positive," sung by
"It

Sgt.

Ray McKinley.

Miller disappeared Dec. 15 on a
from England to Paris and. 'no

flight

trace of

him has been found

since.

Theatres Anticipate

>»*»
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MIICELLANY

No

Great Loss

I
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Via Curfew and Many See

On

law

curfew

12

at

Chalet du Vaude, Cal

East Los Angeles,

WEEK

.

WPB

No

To

keep their boxofflces open until
11:30 and midnight for the final

Chicago, Feb. 27.
Toledo's Ex-5 A.M.
Toledo, Feb. 27.'
Single features, is- what'll happen
The Loop, which operated until 5 when the pinch brought on by
shutter by 10 p. m.
a.m. daily for the benefit of warWPB's print reduction order really
workers, will be the principal sufThat's what Eddie
ferer in Toledo under the midnight begins, to be felt.
have, that the public will educate
closing order. First-run houses will Silverman, prez of Essaness Theatres,
itself to adjusting their film-going.
patron arrange their Saturday schedules to believes.
If the show is one a .film
wants to see, he or she will come eliminate the late show which ran
'I think it's, a propitious lime for
past the midnight curfew.
Loew's
•arlier in, the day or earlier at night,«
in Chicago but
discontinued
its
war- singles, hot only
the Valentine
It is generally believed, so that
workers matinee on
Wednesday throughout the country, for a numactual loss in receipts through cursaid.
ber'
of reasons," Silverman
nights to S a.m. several weeks ago to
tailment of hours may be infinitesiunderstand
a number
"First
all,
of
I
conserve fuel.
mal. It is thought that matinee and
of- distributors are holding up re•upper-show business may be given
get
enough
can't
because
they
leases
Few. Affected Here
a lift as result of the curfew.
With continued scarcity of
prints.
Columbus, O., Feb, 27.
Not only is it regarded as certain
The midnight closing hour for pix it's silly to stress double feature
that more of the larger pictures will theatres will affect only a few product.
be played singly in double-feature houses in Ohio, mostly downtown
"Another thing, with daylight savterritory but that the studios may houses, said P. J. Wood, secretary ings time coming in, and outdoor
reduce the length of features due to of the Independent Theatre Owners recreation to compete with, people
the curfew as well as rawstock and of Ohio. In Columbus, four down- will start coming to theatres later.
Goldenson, who town houses Ohio, Grand, Palace
other problems.
On top of that, War Mobilizer
points out that most films are still and Knickerbocker offered
after Byrnes' midnight curfew has cut our
running too long, adds that "many midnight shows. In Akron, the late playing time. There's only one way
of the boys have been trying to get Saturday night show in downtown out, as I see it, if order continues in
•tudios to cut running time further.
theatres will be eliminated. Only a force or if cuts get worse, and that's
few neighborhood houses offered single features. As far as Essaness
Shorter Fllau
While the curfew serves as an- screen programs after midnight in is concerned, we'll single wherever
There were no houses in we can in other words, where our
other argument for shorter features, Akron.
Youngstown affected by the curfew. competition doesn't force us to reit may be that the studios would
prefer to keep them at their present Only two 'run a "late" show on main on the double basis."
More optimistic, about the order,
length or just a bit shorter in order week-end evenings, and these usually are over shortly after mid- an exchange exec declared he felt
to force the exhibition of more of
all

the

windows

-

'

it takes me so long to answer one of your intercommuniques. I. could confess that I am not so good at repartee.
up my best answers long after everybody has gone to bed, myself
But the real reason is that I was raised in the "Never write a
letter, never destroy one" school.
While the pronunciation of the word "vaudeville" was .'delightfully exhausted by you, especially when you finally pronounced it "dead," I have
just run across a letter which explains why it died; At least it explains
it a little differently than I have seen it explained before!
The explanation was given to me nearly a year ago so I exhumed it from the bundles,
boxes, crates, drawers' and suitcases titled "Scully's Files." I am not going to give you the name of the authority until the finish, because I don't want you to be sounding off with "Oh, a banjo player who
escaped to directing radio shows." The fact is this guy played the Palace,
'"
toured England, and is still sufficiently solvent to enjoy embossecflFa'lTohery, so don't brush him off.
His point is that vaudeville never would have died had American theatre managers been as smart as those in England. He argues that the- English may have been a little slow in taking up talking pictures, but the
variety managers were riot slow iti taking up sound equipment.
They
realized immediately (in the contrast between the blasts that came rrom
behind picture house screens and the weaker voices of live talent in the
variety theatres* that stage performers were dead ducks unless they
grabbed off some of that amplified: sound.
Far from fighting against microphones for acts, the British managers
were the first to boost public address systems. This, guy says thtil when
he played over there between '29 and '39, all theatres had four or five concealed mikes in the footlights and that audiences were, hardly conscious
of the sound being, amplified at all. Hence, they went along with vaudeville.
In fact, this fellow goes on to say that if we ever open a LaurieScully circuit he would be only too glad to amplify our stages. This might
help you but I seem to have fathered nothing but acrobats, so sound' means
little to me.
I have been scouting among the sixth grade, gremlins of the Hollywood
schools to check on his claims. I caught one school at assembly. The kids
were not doing "Evangeline." They were doing a skit called 'The Test
Director," as proof that, with or without mikes, vaude was not dead. All
manner of juvenile -variety acts crawled out of the woodwork. A.Joe
Laurie III, taller than junior, but like him, choking on a cigar, was the

office

included,

1

.

-

director.

.

—

'

—

'

single-feature basis. Quite
of pictures running near
two hours and over have during
the past couple years been getting
solo dating in the theatres due to
turnover problems on the part of
the latter. There .will be many such
additional bookings, it is now predicted. In fact several top pictures
are being lined up in the east tor
solo engagements in double- feature
•tands. including major circuits as
well as indies. This should spur the
dating of additional shorts, though
It is to be remembered "where duals
continue to be played shorts may
be thrown out to provide turnover.

to

Though experimentation and jugwill prove what is the best
turnover,
protecting
of
method

night.

Torpnto's Coal. Problem
Toronto, Feb. 27.
Theatres
and
other
buildings
classed as non-essential may have to
be closed one or two days a week in
Toronto as a coal conservation measure,
according to Mayor Robert
Saunders.
Deliveries of coal
to
householders have been restricted to
one ton at a time, with no. delivery
if there 'is 30 days' supply' in the bin.
The mayor said the coal shortage
was also aggravated by street conditions

brought

about

by

heavy

snow storms here.
Only

gling

1

Theatre Here

Harrisburg, Pa., Feb.

The Senate had been open
.

are

planned as

27.

after

earlier openings
not
midnight only one night a week,
a general rule. This is expected to manager Cal Lieberman scheduling
be done, however, when the shows Wednesday to accommodate war
are long and especially If they are workers coming off the 11
o'clock
.'•<•'
of the big business-getting type.
shift.
In order to clear houses so that
doors can be locked at midnight, operators plan "breaking" their snows
around 11:50.
at
One operator
pointed out that the best method of
meeting the curfew appears to be to"
start at 11:50 p.m. and work background to determine whether the
can be cut for turnover or an
earlier opening is necessary, includNight club matinees are expected
ing in neighborhood houses where
many shows do not break now until to come about as result of the curtome time between 12 and 1 a.m.
few order. First successful matinee
reported came from Baltimore, where
Mid.nile Pix a Headache Anyway
the Park Plaza advanced its Saturday (24) opening to 4 p.m. with a
Indianapolis, Feb. 27.
show consisting of Jane Pickens,
The Byrnes order closing amuse Wally
Boag and the Digatanos.
ment places at midnight on and
According to Harry Kilby of the.
after Feb. -26 will be observed with
out fuss by local theatres, night clubs General Amus. Corp. cafe departand taverns. It will mean nothing ment, booking the spot, nitery's ops
npre than the elimination qf late declared "Where has this, kind of
shows one night a week at the business been all our lives?" It's to
Indiana, Loew's, Circle and Keith's become a' regular institution at this
.

the reduction won't produce as serious results as some fear, because of
Chi's
unique
releasing
system,
whereby the bulk of playoff dates
comes in a given two weeks, which
can be moved up or back of national
release dates so that idle prints in
other
exchange centers can be
loaned to Chi for those two weeks.

Exec remarked that "big circuits
are filthy with product" -and pointed
to fact that UA recently booked
three pix— "Din k-ifi'aters," "Three Is
a Family" and "Sensations of 45"—
into the independent Oriental house
and away from the original contractees in a move to relieve the firstrun logjam in the Loop. Balaban and
Katz spotted "Meet Me in St. Louis"
and "Thin Man Goes Home" at the
Chicago, rather than M-G-M's flagship, the United Artists, for a longer
run to further alleviate the jam, with
"Music For Millions" and "National
Velvet" still waiting for opening
dates.

Natl Survey Shows Clubs Co-op Fully

'

In the

downtown

district.

Managers

generally state that, while they do
swell the week's gross, swing shift
shows have been pretty much of a
overhead
headache,
with
extra
largely offsetting the added coin.
Taverns and night clubs will not
be hit too hard, as they close by state

spot.

The Latin Quarter, N.

Y.,

is

con-

templating matinees shortly and will
most likely put them on when Lou
Walters gets back from Florida.
The Havana-Madrid and La Conga
have long had rhumba matinees on
Saturdays,, but it's not yet decided

There was a quartet. The director counted them. There were only
three. \ So all right.
Where's
"I can't let you kids sing without your parents', permission.
your mother?"
"She's in the gym taking physical culture," said the bass.
"Well, couldn't you get your sister? You can't sing quartet with three
people," the director insisted.
"We could," said the oldest, "but you'll have trouble with Equity. She's
:
gone legit. She's in 'Eat the People'."
The belly laugh and stamping on this one nearly. exploded the chemistry
lab in the basement. It was enough warning for me. I blew for my hill1

top home.
And there

we are at the moment, Joe. Young talent in Hollywood and
sound-mixer who can play a banjo. His name is John T, Mitchell, of
He's with an ad agency, in New York.
the Mitchell Brothers, banjoists.
Look him up in the phone book, if you haven't burned that up to keep
a

warm.

;

Both of you might go to England and bring back a boatload of acts after
the war/ If that doesn't solve the problem of audiences. I'm for moving
could set them up in London, Ontario. They
the Britishers over here.
even have, a River Thames there, old Londoners wouldn't have lo buy
new business stationery. Kaiser has the ships. You have the old gags.
Hollywood has the new faces. England has the audiences. Mitchell has
the mikes. What are we waiting for?
Yours with a Morse code in his head,

We

Frank

.

Nitery Matinees Born of Byrnes' Blitz;

how

.

:

1

them on a
a number

Feb. 26.

I think

.

—

,

York.

You may wonder why

KEN MURRAY'S

Now

New

Dear Joe;

on week nights anyway.

Accepting the
effects will be felt on Saturwithout complaint, the Worst
"request"
days, when they are ordinarily open
if it
eonsensus of opiDion being that
war until 1 a.m. Some nabes operating
helps to hasten the end of the
6 p.m. will- have to trim
after
only
theano one has a right to squawk,
in
the loss their dual bills to get two shows
tre operators do not. view
deadline.
as large under the midnight
in revenue to be sustained
To
enough to .merit any real worry.
number
L. A, Owl Plxers Hurt
begin with, it's observed, the
the
Los Angeles. Feb. 27.
!
151st
of picture theatres throughout,
Heaviest decline in business at
after
country that have been open
shows, picture theatres resulting from mid12 o'clock or have midnight
of night curfew is being registered by
OF 1945"
"BLACKOUTS
represent a very small traction
theatres,
the State and Los Angeles
El Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, Cal.
the whole.
both having been able to pick up be"A great show.' Ken Murray Is a
Leonard H. Goldenson, v.p. in tween $5,000 and $6,000 each for
laugh wizard."
charge of theatre operations for. their after-midnight shows.
LARAINE DAY.
Paramount, which is by far the
Majority of other first runs will
largest circuit in the country, num- experience a slight drop in week's
bering approximately 1,500 houses, total biz due to the loss of Saturday
Print Reduction
•xpresscd the opinion,- as others swing-shift performances. Most theatres which are open only at night
plan starting an hour earlier in the
Seen as farther Aid
evening while others will open at
B. O. After 10
the usual time, 12 o'clock noon.
Return of Singling
The Broadway houses used to

shows.

[

Scully *****

Joe Laurie, Jr.,
LiOn of the Lambs Club,

Single Features and Shorter Pix
midnight

By Frank

-m^

Influence

»»<.

t

whether

they'll be expanded into
regular floorshows.
N. T. and Chi Hit Hardest
From the point of view of the

niteries.

Chico Marx' Theatres

New York and

ted for theatre dates.

William Morris

is

$4,000

HIGHER VAUDE COIN
Co-authorship of
is

.

of the
closers

anyway. Even when the Sunset Strip
niteries in Hollywood won their test
case against the midnight curfewextending it to 2 a.m.— the Los An
geles

hotel's continued to fold by
midnight regardless.
Cat N. Y. License Fees
To: compensate liquor licensees
partially for losses incurred by the
midnight curfew, a bill is being introduced in the New York State
Legislature to lower cost of liquor
permits for the duration of the
Byrnes edict.
Under terms of the"protiose'd leg
(Continued on page IB)
1

.

BEER,

Washington, Feb.
cials

27.

wine and liquor commerwould be barred from the air
bill intro-

'RUM' CO-AUTHOR ASKS

Cola"

WOULD BAN

WINE, LIQUOR COM'LS
Beer,

asking

weekly.

"Rum

believed by

under a section of a "dry"
duced last week by Senator Arthur
Capper (R., Kas ).
Measure would also make it illegal to ship any newsreel, newspaper,
tion,

magazine, radio transscripor other matter advertising
the
beverages through

and Coca- alcoholic

agents Fred-

erick Bros, to have increased More^y

mails, or in interstate commerce by
any other means of transportation.

What is meant by newsreel adAmsterdam's value to vaude houses vertising of liquor is not. explained,
to $2,500 weekly, which is far from in the measure. The section devoted
At any rate, to broadcasting says:
his old vaude salary.
preHe
that's what they're asking.
"It shall be unlawful to broadviously did a comedy act with his cast by means of any radio station
wife, Mabel Todd, which sold at a for which a license is required by
top of $750.
any law of the United States, or
Amsterdam expects to start a tour for any person operating any such
in about five weeks. No dates have station, to permit the broadcasting
of any advertisement of alcoholic
so far been set..
beverages or the solicitation of an
order, for alcoholic beverages."

Don Barclay

First Actor

Chicago will

hardest hit, since most
other key cities are early

BILL

Chico Marx, who did a vaude sinafter disbanding his orchestra
two years ago, is again being submit-

gle

•

be

Scull y.

(The Picasso of Piccolo Players.)

To Play the

Philippines

JesseTs Offer

Hollywood, Feb. 27.
27.
Editor, "Variety":
advises he was the
Don't know where your. O. Henry,
I have
first entertainer to hit the Philip- story last week came from.
Arrived there Feb. 1. about spent about $40,000 on the scripting,
pines.
eight days ahead of an Olsen It not $500,000, as reported, and will be
Johnson USO unit. He played all glad to split 50-50 with you on that
spots through the secured area' after 460G differential.
getting there and letter informs he
Also, there never was any Hays
in Office objection to the 'script; it's
expected to be entertaining
Manila by Feb. 20.
finished as of this day. Hope to have
He states things are fairly safe it in production this summer if. I
Barclay can get the guy I want to play O.
but a bit uncomfortable.
If not I'll settle for Jack
left here last summer on his second Henry.
tour through China-Burma theatre, Pulaski.
George Jessel.
coming nip with the MacArlhur
(20th-Fox Producer.)
units into Philippines.
Hollywood, Feb,

Don Barclay

.

.

j

Wednesday, February 16, 1941

SEEK

AID ON THEATRE BLDG.

Selznkk's Sell- Away in Frisco

Shakespeare, Personnel
foreign powers Showdown on

Cws New Distrib Cos.; Ross Offer

Raids, Reciprocal Film Trade, Seen

W

e;

David O. Selznick's deal on "I'ir>

Be Seeing You" in San Francisco,
selling away from the United Artists

Doctor Knows Best
Hollywood. Feb.

settlement

a

film

production

'

stomach ailment,

is

because

;

of

leaving for

a

New

York next week on his physician's
advice to get away from Hollywood

employing his own growing sales
deals, creates
to set
organization
situation of a distribution company
within a distribution company.

Whether or not

27.

Samuel Bronston. temporarily out
of

for a while.

of

Although he

lost his screen rights
"10' Little Indians." Bronston retains a financial interest in "A Walk
to

the Sun." produced and directed
his banner by Lewis Mile-

in

is

under

'made .with Joe Blumenfeld, operator
of the United Artists theatre (not
affiliated with UA), the break with

'

stone.

.

UA

distribution setup may lead
increased activity by
further
\o
Sel/nick In distribution.
Selznick.-of course, like other leading independent producers,' has plans
for. heading his own distribution or? animation, whether as a controlling
aclor in United Artists (opposition
Washington, Feb. 27.
from other owner-members there
may prevent such control) or. 'Justice Department, completely
eventually through establishment of dissatisfied with last week's letter
preparing to
his own separate national sales force. from the "Big Five." is
speed action on the suit for divorcer
Several new distribution compament of theatres from, distribution.
nies, as previously reported in "VaFeeling in Ahti-Tnist Division circles
riety,'' are planned as soon as manis that the Big Five have worfked out
the

Speed Action

Vs. 'Big Five

.

-

Sower and exchange facilities are
vailablo.
Meantime, however, re-

another

•

.

stall,

Hearing March 5 in New York has
been set for the purpose of considering the request for additional temporary relief foi' the independent

made ,by Justice DeJudging by the letter
from the Big Five. .Anti-Trust feels
it
will get nowhere. Therefore;, it
will probably drop the whole matter
and merely' ask the judge to set a
theatre owners

partment.

date for

trial of the big case.

Trial

I

SET UP BY 6 MAJORS

reputedly as a legitimate tax-saving
medium. Paramount, Metro, 20thTox. Warner Bros, and Universal
have separate international cororations to carry on operations outJ
Idj the domestic market.
UA Is reported »not likely to
have such separate corporate setup
beoause its operation is entirely different from other majors. Actual
personnel of various international

companies

differs

little

been notified that
be made.

be

film,

companies

In

-

:

!
.

Blumbe ,„

between

Differences

:

o

,

Arthur

J.

Rank and' United

Artists over distribution policies may reach a climax--',
the British film topper makes
his planned trip to the U; S in May..
UA execs, from accounts, have advised against any attempt to distribute Rank's "Hcni y
V." hi.ghbudget color production, in the U. S.
on grounds that it is not suitable for
thc American market and would be
"difficult to sell first' to the exhibitor
and. subsequently, to the public.
Rank, meantime, has been reported raiding U. j5. distribution
offices
abroad
for
personnel
to

when

.

j

I

.

wm

j

|

j

'

i

j

'

and expand
wide -organization,

fortify

Ho

n

bidding

cases

own world-

his

two

one. or

in

UA manpower

for

also.

Plugs Film Biz
Washington. Feb.

27.

However, apart from controversy
over
whether. 'Shakespeare', will
prove commercial on U. S. screens
and the biirij. over manpower raid'

McDonough. hew ing, underlying difficulties affecting
congressman from the Hollywood British film distribution in the U. S.
district; took the floor last week to go much deeper: Rank, thus far. has
Gordon

Rep.

Washington and London a group of
young merchants and industrialist,-;,
mostly educated in U. S. and British

plug his seclion./its film studios and
war activities, and to point to the
importance of film theatres in aiding
morale during the war.
Paramount.Pointing
out
that

universities, who for more than a
year have been conducting investigations and negotiations.
General plan is that the corporation to be formed to own and operate the theatres will be owned 50%
by the Chinese Government and 50';
by private banking
families
of
China. Objective is reportedly, not
so much commercial as educational
plan being to use. mainly American
films for propaganda purposes in
China. With only some 700 theatres
said to be in operation in China, construction of 500 new houses iii the
densely populated country is regarded as only a small beginning. From

RKO, United Artists and
Warner and Fox studios
irt

the original
are located

and working, he com-

his district

mented:
of artists, techand art; has -been sincerely devoted to helping win- the
war. All of the talents of these
artists and technicians have been at
the disposal of the Federal govern-

"This

-

vast'

store

nicians, culture

—

ment.

"Although not recognized as an esindustry, the motion picture
theatre is the channel which carries
the story of the war to 88,000.000
people in this nation each week, thus
keeping up the morale of the folks
at home and the men at the front.
"I urge the members of the House,
to give more serious attention to thc
motion picture theatre as an essential industry 'in ..'winning the war. Its
service to the public cannot be overlooked."

been stymied boJh as to acquisition
or theatres, cither through rental or
purchase, and establishment of his
own distribution organization in the
U: S. At one time Rank was 'inter-'
eslcd in a deal for the Gotham-thear
tie. N. Y.. as a showcase, biit decided
not to close a deal for the house.
Rank is. of course, seeking -greaterrepresentation on U. S. screens foeBritish product and question cou-

(Conlihucd on page 46>

COWDIN'S TRIP TO ENG.

sential

.the U. S. film distribution viewpoint,

more

substantial revenues are anticipated
when the earning and
spending power of the Orient is increased, although rentals are even
now greater than is generally

known.
100,000 Projectors,
U. S. participation in theatre construction plans in India, although
there are currently reported inconcerning
quiries
new building

plans

-

!

u

Univel ,sal prexy
is due in fl -om the Coast early next
|mnlh 0lUlis r ulilI spving visit l0
*
b £ her for thc
Nv y He like ,/
annua) mcetin
of lne Motjon Pir .
p,. oduC ers & Distributors Assn.
,
J. Che'eycr Cowdin, chairman of
the board, now in England, probably
willbe back in lime to. go. to Hollywood while Blumberg is east.

,;

cult.

!

'-..

i

DlUmD€rg lJUC ESSl O00n

;

i

cities,

~"

'
!

ni

'

S.

UA Wary of 'Henry'

Rank-U S. Trip;

"~~

;

J
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NOT ON RANK DEAL

IS
J.

Cheever Cowdin. chairman of

Universal, who' went to England last
week, has no big deal.'on wilh J..

Arthur Rank although General Film
Distributors has an arrangement for
U distribution in Great
Cowdin's friends in N. Y.
claim his visit overseas is mainly In
handling

Britain.

connection with

his other business
interests
in
Britain.
Representatives of Rank.' who visited the U. S.
last year, met With
officials both
-

U

for Bombay and other key
is likely to prove more diffiUnderstood that British offi-

here and on the Coast, and at that
time it. -was bluntly stated that no
future deal was in work.
Cow-din' is due to return to the

'Fighting Lady' Click

Cues More Tactual

regard India as their particular sphere of influence and. .are set
on establishing British film interests
as the major scueen power there.
Also question Whether India will
get green light from British gov-

U.

Dramas'
"

at

S before March

15.

20th-Fox

Hollywood. Feb.

.

27.

Success of "The Fighting Lady" 'has
spurred 20th-Fox into making at
to .useJls _U._j5.._dollar bal^
least two more films based on fact.
ances tor this purpose."
Greatest near-term iexpansion of Darryl Zanuck announced yesterday
will be filmed as "factual
American influence abroad via the (26). Pix
" with Louis 'de Rochemonl.
screen Is, however, indicated in in- dramas.
quiries in the 16mm Held.
Uncon- drawing the production chores.
"Now It Can be TOId." story of
iConlinucd on page 21)
the FBI's wartime counter-espionage
activities, and "Boomerang." William
Chambliss story on how an untried
civilian adapts himself to exigencies
of Naval warfare, are the two films.
Zanuck slated pix are to be made
PIX
with
Proper timing in placing product on straight factual basis bul.
name players. He added performers
on the market: as well as thematic
would be handled as unknowns, howbalance, is figuring more importantly
ever, and would be picked to fit their
in selection by distribution execs of
roles.
blocks of pictures to be placed on
Accent on realism will be carried
the market. Simultaneously, a ceiling on Technicolor releases is indi- over to filming to as many exteriors
interiors as possible.
Zanuck
cated as a result of the recent, cut in and
raw film allocations as well as the feels by giving public perfect reproduciions on something that, actually
bottleneck in color output.
Estimated that lop companies will occurred in a strong story-line news
not be in a position to release more drama, films cannot only be top
than five color films per season boxoffice bul achieve realism ne^er
while the raw film squeeze is in ef- seen on the screen before.
,

ernment

.

Costs; Big

Tax

Bite

Hollywood, Feb.

Due
27.

Los Angeles County lax collector
will accentuate the negative on motion picture lots March 5 with the

dent of Columbia International.
When corporations are able to
show that the principal source- of
..Income comes from a foreign land,
-the company is able to make substantial savings in U. S. taxes. Recent actual experience shows that
operations
under such alignment

enabled

•Foreign governments are retaining
American consultants for \>ast motion
picture
theatre
construction
plans abroad (involving expenditure
of from $25.00.0.000 to $50,000,000)
which also promise to lend added
e wminK 'struggle for
S
control '«V\£
of the world screens.
Race
fo. dominant position in world a »
markets is being further spurred also j
by rush or the Purchase of U, S.
equipment and films (both 16mm and
35mm) by foreign governments and
private ''operators'' who have either
placed orders or asked for estimates:
during the past few weeks.
Negotiators represent interests in
China. India. South Africa and the
Middle East, with all deals, of course,
dependent on securing U. S. Government approval of priorities- where
equipment and materials are concerned.
Chinese Government has launched
inquiries for proposed construction
of a minimum of 500 theatres (500 to
750-seaters) for a starter, at average
cost of $50,000 per theatre.
China
has attached to its embassies ih.i

cials

Accentuates Negative

from

presi-

dents of new corporations.
Thus,
Joseph A. McConville, foreign sales
chief at Columbia, becomes presi-

have

motion would

this

L.A. County Collector

the alignment of former foreign departments, heads of such, departto

5

Tuesday > in connection
yesterday
with consent decree proceedings that
counsel for the Government will appear before Federal Judge Henry W.
Goddard on March 9 or as soon
thereafter as counsel may be heard
to move for the entry of an order
setting the decree action for trial on
its merits on a certain day.
All eight distributing companies,
including Universal, Columbia arid
United Artists in addition to Big
Five iMetio. Paramount. Warners,
20th-Fox and RKO), have already

With; the incorporation of Columbia International,: chartered at
Wilmington, Del., only RKO and
United Artists, of the eight major
film companies, have failed to set
up separate international companies,

ments simply moving up

March

Wendell Berge. assistant U. SM
attorney-general, filed notice in N. Y.

SEPARATE INfL COS.

film

an effort to push

in

the trial further into the future.

ported that Ross Federal checking
system has received offers from several groups for the use of Its offices
throughout the country (hitherto
used for checking purposes, for maor companies) as exchanges. Ross
i
'ederal
offices,
though requiring
vaults and other oJTice equipment,
oould be converted for exchange
purposes if a deal Is made. This is
but one of several distribution setups
being planned.

1

PICTURES

P43StEFt

U. S.

theatre there to the Fox, has created
uncertainty concerning position of
the-UA distribution setup since, under deal with D.O.S., neither latter
nor his reps were to initiate deals.
Selzoick's. move; indicating intention;

i

heaviest bite in the history of the
industry. On that day the production outfits, major and independent,
wi)l be slugged for several million
dollars in taxes on exposed negaand cutting
their
vaults
tive
in

rooms.

One source

to

of

relief

is

that the

not be taxed on Government-agency films which they
have made, free or at cost price, for
the Army. Navy, Red Cross, OWI
and other wartime groups. On the
other hand, these wartime pictures
have slowed up regular production.
As result, the production companies
will have on .hand the greatest number of uncompleted features in film

avoid a portion of taxes. Only stipulation is that the film company
must be able to show that these
new international corporations are
separate and not dominated by the
parent company.
In the case of
Metro, the differentiation Is said to

studios will

be marked.

history.

Balaban at Studio

"

.

Metro leads the taxable

list

with

.

PLAN BETTER TIMING

FOR FUTURE

TintlS Mark' IteglHLcied
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BLOCKS

Barney Balaban. accompanied by five high-budgelers before the lenses
fect. Some majors already have five
his wife and daughter,
and Mr. and and 12 in the editing rooms. 20th- or more tinters completed, so that
Mrs. Ed wjir Weisl, is on the Coast Fox
has six on the stages and six any .new films placed in Production
for
studio conferences.
Weisl it more cutting, a total of 12. Other would be held up until the bottletpecial counsel for Paramount.,'
totals are Republic. 9; Warners,' 7; neck ease?.
The Balaban-Weisl party returns Columbia.
10; RKO. 5; Paramount. 7;
As result of raw film shortages.!
east in about three weeks.
United Artists. 3: Monogram and changes in schedules, either to move
PRC. 2 each, and Popular Pictures, 1. up or delay releases because of lopIn bygone years
the producers ical or other elements affecting the
Rodgers' Coast O.O.
dodged the March tax by shipping b.o., is limited.
More careful adWilliam F. Rodgers, Metro v.p. and their negatives to Nevada while the yance appraisal of potentials, since
general sales manager, is on the assessor .made his rounds, but that •pictures must be selected in
adCoast now.
practice' was slopped by legal threats. vance for printing and raw stock
He is scheduled to set a tentative This year the County Treasurer will may ncft be available if not preJineup of the next M-G block after harvest the biggest
crop in 35 years viously earmarked, is; reported under
looking oyer product at the studios. of film making
way.

7

Torlt 19. N.
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Capra Indie Prod. Unit
Sam
tween

.

Briskin

commuting

is

New York

and

be-

Washington

week as part ot his new setuo
with Col. Frank Capra on. an indo-

this

pendent picture producing company.
He doesn't think the new CapraBriskin firm will start rolling much
before the end of the year, espewith the director still in thc
military service.

cially
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New

Too Few Claiming Old Theatre Jobs,

GI Tryoot
Army

"Three-Day Past,"

Quite a Record

Special

Service*' blueprint show, with music

by Broadway composers and book
and sketches by Special Services'
Entertainment division, will be given
a try out at Fort. Hamilton, Brooklyn,,
tomorrow il) night. Musical will be
staged by Fort Hamilton personnel,

But Returnees, Especially Wounded

Seem to

. ..

Benefit Physically, Mentally

Since Pearl Harbor the

.

motion picture Industry has spent $2,000 000
for gift films (18 mm.) to the U. S. armed forces In. combat area*
a«.
'
cording to industry estimates. This covers cost of prints only.
Estimated also, that if only 10c per admission had been charged dur-

ing this period the total would
senting 420,000,000 admissions.

amount

around $42,000,000

to

repre-

.

As forecast

in

Chicago, Feb. 27. 4
"Variety," Oct 24.

then blueprinted for use overseas by

GIs

very few former theatre employees
MajeGoet N.Y.toJKC.
now being discharged from the
Major Monroe Greenthal is transarmed forces are showing lip to
ferring from. New York to Washclaim jobs beiiig held for them by

in

camps anywhere.

This

show

blueprint

fourth

is

Special

Services,

and

Overseas 'Okk!' Boff in

music contributed. Original
music and lyrics were composed by
Oscar Hanimerstein, 2d, Robert Russell. Fred .E. Ahlert,
Ervin Drake,
Iryin Graham, George W. Meyer,
Ogden Nash, Bert Shefter, Robert
Simon, Bob- Sour. Al Stillman, Kurt
Weill, and Allie Wrubel. Their servcivilian

ington.

Hie circuits.

He has been operating, out of
However, there have been a few
Y. as head of the film bureau of
cases reported of bounded men, N,
Services Division of
originally apathetic about getting ihe 'Industrial
Relations Bureau
any jobs at all because of their un- the Army Public
,
production and distribution of
willingness to take positions that i'» the
workers in
would bring their scars to the atten- Government films for
war .plants,
tion of the public, who've been prevailed upon to take over the easier
spots, such as ticket-taking, with
gratifying results.
Wilh the wounded, it. appears, the
situation is entirely different than
IN
wilh able-bodied vets. Few of the
Approximately $10,000 ot the $34,latter have as yet traded GI goldbraid for the theatre kind, with ex- 000 raised in Albany County in the
ception of former managers and as- annual infantile paralysis drive was
theatres,
sistants, due to the- abundance of collected in motion picture
better-paying "positions now open, this was the largest group donation.
and because it's difficult for a Nine Albany houses provided the
whilom lieutenant or captain to ad- bulk of the collections.. There are
Cohoes.
just himself to being a subordinate. two theatres in the city of
As for men hurt in action, how- three small in the city of Watervliet
ihe
ever, one. theatre manager told last and several part-lime houses in
week of a man who came home a rural suburban area.
Albany March of Dimes was
short while ago, apparently com-,
pletely paralyzed, whose case, re- interrupted by. the theatre .ijlniiported as a serious spine injury, was down due to the shortage or coal.
Then some- Movie collections had been under
considered hopeless.
one finally persuaded him to take a" way only two dr.ys, with a big Sunticket booth sitdowh job, "because day coming up, when all places of
of the manpower situation," with amusement were shuttered tor ten
Army doctor who originally diag- days. Fii/e additional days were alnosed the case opining the switch- lotted after the theatres reopened.
More FaUcy Collections
over from antiseptic atmosphere of
Personnel of 18 motion picture
a GI hospital to bustle of the theatre has done him a world of good studios on the Coast contributed
mentally that will result in his com- $72,080 to the 1945 March of Dime*
drive, according to report from Fred
plete recovery in a year.
Andy Frain, champ supplier of S. Meyer, studio campaign chairman.
Loew's Capitol theatre,. Washingushers for big events, had this to
ton, D. C, last week reported theay:
"If a. fellow has an arm or leg off, atre collections at $26,006 or $7.57
there isn't a better type- of job to per seat. Loew's State, Norfolk, led
come back to than the ones I have the circuit with per-seat average of
hold- $9.46; Loew circuit total, exclusive
to offer— and, believe ma,
ing them- open. /We've already got of home office donations, totaled
tome of the boys who contracted' $572,155. Fabian theatres reported
malaria back on Hie job, and the $25,054 in collections this year as
in
1944.
outdoor life and easy work are do- compared with $23,008
Becker circuit. New York
Rugoff
ing them plenty of good."
neighborhood chain, collected $11.-.
200. as compared with $7,000 in 1944.
SAO Gets Back 46 Veto
Warner Bros, theatres collected
Hollywood, Feb. 27.
Screen Actors Guild announced 46 $427,951,- an increase of 22^4%. over
with- 1944.
leinstatements of military
drawals during the past month and
Is rushing plans for job rehabilitaCU'i Becart:
Chicago, Feb. 27.
tion and other aid to war veterans
Down payment from Chi's March
eturning to the film -industry.
SAG is cooperating with other of Dimes campaign, in form of a
Labor check for $70,000, was made to Britof
American
Federation
ton I. Budd, Cook County chapter
crafts in working out a definite system of absorbing military veterans chairman, by Jack Kirsch of Allied
Theatres of Illinois, and Maurice
into civilian life.
Rubens of Balaban & Katz, m.p.
i

ices were
committee

free,

...

Somewhere

officer' at

Series for GIs

in England. Feb. 23.

a B-24 Liberator base here,

plans a series of "Living Newspaper" dramatisations based on real:
life
deeds of 49lst Bomb Group
taken from official Hies of Intelligence and Awards and Decorations
,

'

j

•

&

.

sections here.
Series will be enacted weekly by
men of the Group and presented at
Ihe
Enlisted Men's and Officer's
Clubs.
Will also be available for

American Forces Network broadcast
in European theatre.
Mendick appeared with Group Theatre in New
York and lastly with Playwrights'
Co.'s "Eve of St. Mark."
His wife,

Mary Loane,

also in legit, recently
finished a "Life With Father" tour in
states as Vinnie.

Ex-Vandeyillian

Kahne

1-Mao Morale-Builder
Honolulu. Feb. 20.
Unusual one-man morale builder
in this area is Harry Kahne, onetime vaudevillian now running a
jewelry store in Honolulu, who has
been entertaining GIs on the side
since the war with his unique "Can
You Do It" program.

Show, run exclusively for

troops,

with latter participating, is a question-and-answer program based oh
memory and associations, with a dis-

xarfbAtrnjf n. on Monday 1-26)1
tinctly slapstick quality. Kahne emWith only a few houses to be cees. Something of a mental whiz,
heard from, it looks like $170,000 Kahne throws quips, queries, numthis year, which is record to date. bersT poems at GIs who've volunLast year's total was $192,000.
teered to answer or place them. Un.
Paul Muni starts today (28) on a
lucky contestants (and Kahne) get
personality tour of six service hos10,718 Theatres Pledged pics, eggs, water, anything thrown
pitals in Texas, trip to last till March
at them as result of certain answers,
17 v Ronald Colman also set for per1945
Cross Drive but eggs are usually of hollow vasonals visit to four hosps in New
More than 96% of the 13,438 pic- riety with a greenback inside, and
Mexico, Texas and Oklahoma from
lure theatres participating in the other gags are just as harmless— and
March 16 to 27.
1944 Red Cross drive have already funny. Show plays for laughs and
Walter Pidgeon is now touring
GIs join in
lined up for the 1945 campaign, ac- gets 'em wholesale.
eight Virginia and West Virginia
cording to reports received to date wholeheartedly.
hosps, finishing. March 8.
Kahne donates services gratis, refrom regional meetings in 32 cities
throughout the U. S. To date 10.718 ceiving $25 from^USO to give away,
Rescued theatres have already been pledged and usually adding that much from
Cliff
for the industry participation hv the his own pocket. He came out to
Jap Prison
campaign under the- national chair- Hawaii some time back, for his
health, and stayed to open store.
Cliff Almy, veteran manager for manship bf'N. Peter Rathvon.
Warner Bros, in the Philippines, and
Based, on the promising start,
Mrs. Alniy, were among the Ameri- Hathvon believes that the 1945 Red
cans rescued by our troops in the Cross War Fund Week in theatres
Wins'* Postwar
daring raid oh the Jap prison camp
March 15-21), w.ill surpass all preWork of Amerie?a Theatre Wing
at Santo Tomas, Manila. The couple, vious Red Cross collections
in the- will require, more energizing when
who have been prisoners since early atres.
the letdown comes with V-E day, but
1942, were reported in fair conMeeting of the N. Y. City Pub- the Wing has planned accordingly.
dition.
licity Committee for the drive* was Canteen's work, too. will go
on decalled Monday (26) under the local spite the new curfew, with talent
It's Major Mike Cnllen Now
chairmanship of Ed Bowden. Harry giving of its services gratis as
.

ON HOSPITAL TOURS

Red

.

Almy

Camp

Hypo

•

Capt.

Mandel, national publicity co-chair-

strongly as ever.

district

man

the drive, is coordinating
of the N\ Y. group with
the national committee effort.

These were statements of Jim SauWing's entertainment committee
chairman, at luncheon Wing gave to
trade and general press Monday (26).

moted
He's

to major.

stationed

in

nean theatre of war.

for

activities

the Mediterra-

H'wood Turf

Gifts

Red Gross

A. L. Burks' Bey Back
Lt. George Burks, son of A. L.
Burks, field exploitation. representative for Metro covering the Char- the studio drive which gets under
lotte territory, has been returned to way this week with a broadcast to
this country as a: result of serious workers on every lot.
Meanwhile 400 Southern Caliwounds sustained in action with the
Seventh Army in Europe. He is fornia theatre exhibitors and disabout to undergo an operation. tributors, with Charles P. Skouras as
Burks e.iUs'.ed the day after Pearl chairman, opened their drive to- raise
Harbor.
$200,000.

\'.
.

.

.

NEILAN'S BOND STABTEB
Hollywood, Feb. 27.
Marshal) Neilan's first production
under his new contract with 20this a Canadian War Bond short,
"All-Star Bond Rally," with Michael
Audley ns director.
Cast includes Bing Crosby, Bob
Hope, Frank Sinatra, Betty Grable,
Harry James and his orchestra and
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With its legit shows on the fighting
fronts gaining stature and popularity,

1

liivi

USO-Camp Shows
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A

,

L, T., late last

week; and the Kauf-

man and Hart comedy classic, "The
Man Whoi Came to Dinner." was

i-

.

decided to Invite

the press to a couple of their outfits
which are due overseas soon. First
of the showings was at Mitchel Field,

BiuHiin

Jeannw Hunter

,

.

Ruy llnnrlllon
.Snm Sifi'n, played' before Gl's
at the corking
camp theatre there. The other troupe
sending a was that- of ''Oklahoma!", which had
company of "Oklahoma!" overseas, a similar preview Monday night <26)
with which everyone concerned, at Cainp Kilmer, N. J.
especially the Theatre Guild, can be
Of particular interest was the •tarproud. A smart, streamlined replica
of the Broadway musical hit, this ring of Moss Hart in the character
foxhole circuit version compares fa- Of Sheridan Whiteside, whloh /was
vorably in every way in spirit and based on the late Alexander Woollflavor as well as casting, costuming cott. Why a playwright of his standand production. Put on for a weed's ing desired
to turn actor Li only extryout at Camp Kilmer. N. J.. before
going abroad, musical is wowing au- plainable, by his desire to do more
diences of rookies, battle-scarred than his bit for the boys In arms.
vets and returned wounded for an Apd he's pretty good In tha part
excellent indication of the sure- that he helped create.
fire hit it- will be on the Eisenhower
Hart's conception of Whiteside, is
or Nimitz loops.
entirely different from that of Monty
Show impresses on several counts. Woolley, who originated- the characIt's the largest that Camp Shows'
terization. Instead of making up like
legit. dept. has ever sent out, with 35
"The Beard," he sports only a black
people. It took months of doing, off it;
like
cials waiting patiently to cast the chinpiece and mustache, much
Mephistopheles, indicating that ha alIt's the first foxhole
right leads.
musical to contain a male singing- ways thought his friend, Wooficolt,
dancing chorus, hence completing was a special kind of devil. Hart
the ensemble work so vital to such a occasionally appeared in the show in
production. Show has not been cut summer stock, and when Woollcott
in any musical number or ballet, with
was taken ill in San Francisco,
the .book shaved slightly here and
George S. Kaufman went into the
there. Performance runs three hours.
Cast of 35 compares favorably with part out there but never had the
Broadway company of 60, giving off nerve to try it on Broadway, only
illusion of same .size and complete- surreptitiously.
ness. Trimming and telescoping have
It's rather a classy supporting cast
been done shrewdly. Producer Ted that USO got together. Halla fttodHammerstein and stage director Reg- dard and Nedda Harrlgan ara feagie Hammerstein rate, badges of
tured, the former playing tha sexy
merit
while the
Femma and male chorus, of about actress Lorraine Sheldon,
hostess in the Ohio
a dozen each, have been picked dis- latter is Sherry's
Then, tod, there are "Paula
criminately, girls doubling as singers home.
and ballerinas, boys as choristers and Trueman as the wispy sister of the
dancers. Girls are young and look- host and Janet Fox as the nurse.
ers, and in the fancy costumes that
USO bought* some $4,000 in duds
Camp Shows has furnished them are from Hattie Carnegie, draping sevsure to be GI delights. Boys sing and
eral attractive gowns on Miss Stoddance well. ' Ensemble work is
dard.
Play wasn't cut much, but
grade A.
there are 14 in the cast Instead of
Ballet and dances are staged well.
preFirst-act dream ballet fascinated the the original 22 when regularly
Showing' was under the
GIs; there wasn't a snicker in the sented.
house, the reception instead being auspices of base special services, field
tremendous.. The lavish, vivid cos- being under the command of Col. E.
tumes deserve special mention. Sets E. Hildreth. Abe Lastfogel, s'parkare good, cut down in size, of course,
plug of USO, was along with the
and more of it is suggested rather
than actual through clever back-' press bunch, sitting out front and
/bee.
giggling at Hart.
drops.

Joe.

.

,.

.

Sum

,

........

.

USO-Camp Shows

...

is

.

—

.

'

Principals are worthy duplicates of
the Broadway originals. Three, in
fact, the Curly, Ado Annie and
Eller, are strikingly similar in

USO's 'Mex Hayride* Now

Aunt

vpice
and appearance. Robert Lyon makes
a handsome Curly, with an unusually
robust musical voice and the- flavorsome appeal of the. cowboy. Gloria
Hamilton, as Lauiey. is pretty and
engaging, with a small but clear and
true soprano; Bonila Birrirose's Ado
Annie has good style as well as voice.
Marcel Dill is very amusing as Ali

Touring South
USO-Camp Shows

.

Hakim, getting

off his

lines nicely:

1

Parhell makes an attractive,
boyish Will Parker, and Lou Polan
a properly menacing Jud Fry. Florence Dunlap's Aunt Eller and Ken
Tibbett's sheriff arc also good, while
Kirsten Valbor\s work as the dreamballerina £aurey: is tops.
Bron.

L. A. to

N

Walter Abel.
Mcl Ballerlno.
.lack Cohn.
Xavier Cugat.
Laraine Day.
Charles K: Freeman.
.

John

Garfield.

Bonita Granville.

N. Y. to L. A.
Mr. and Mrs. Barney Balaban.
William Eythe.

Norman

Foley.

.

Miles Ingalls.

Sidney Itornheiser.

Howard Handlesman.
Dean Harens.
John Harking.
Ray Hendricks.
Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus.
.rack Mills.

Abe

Osser.

Ted Lloyd.

Monte Proser.
Robert Rubin.
Loren Rydea

Lester Santly.

Sol Saks.

Abe

Lastfoge).

Jonie Taps.

Dick Steenberg.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Welsl.

Pacific

legiter "Mexi-

can Hayride" has arrived In the
southwest. Pacific and is now touring bases.
Ditto for Snub Mbseley's band.

Jimmy

'

the

.

Ne.lliln

IVm Polnn

iTorit Rfctiu
.resH.
. ....
(tmlnjierj*.
.

Ruy

Jimmy
Ituilllil
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.

.

.

Bert

.Ludlow Whir*

.

.
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.

.
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.
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.
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Hollywood. Feb. 27.
Hollywood Turf Club donated
$25,000 to film industry's annual Red
Cross campaign, as a preliminary to

-

.

...
.

Harriet

'.

.

.

....

-

t'unifs.

MukkIv <*<iil«r.
llr. Hi-.ullcv

.

•

.('lim-lra Maltliien
f.T'k f>sll»
....... L)<iiu 3;i>ei?t

1

Sr:liiley

ShiM lil:m WhilpMliI*.

t^uiym*** Dunluii
lyyon
... Roiiwrt
.'. .(Gloria
titimMhin
.... Victor lienor
.

Kale.

Andrew

First Lt. Charles Mendick, ex-legit
ac'toT'now squadron lepmmunicntions

.

Mike Cullen, former midwest
manager for Loew's, now in
special services, has been pro-

At

. ...

. .

-

Mr,

Ayfrs; ••nnCamp KIIiht.

Ulleu
Slvie.
A riu inn
Ak'KlO.

Newspaper'

Drama

1

Army

:

'uincst W. Stanley.
Mlf* Preen .....'

June SlnnU'y. ...........
.r.iti ii

J>niiiH

sel*.

ftmmilr.K*.

.

living

.

From

Smith;

Vivian
tuniM,

.

Ail« Annie Cumi'M-.
All HiiKIm
.......

.

WBV

i

lii-vl U>

Lt Mendick Scripting

Hnnvr

pitHlmllnii
ft-uurm»y n'f THeui * Guild) of RMwi-.r'
Huiliratn-Owut' IhimmerJiiflii, iM, mu*l<:<I
PrtMlurl Enn MiitcrIn two iii'Ca tsix .h:i<iip.h).
k'e-nlwa;iHl
l»y
vIs«hI by Teii W»iniii«iim*in.
llfKlniiUl Hanin)*r,Hii>in; .imntfB re-Mtnurtl Ity
ovtM-M*'iie

*

,

:"

To

Hhuwn

.

,

THEATRES

Tm

'OlrJahoma!*'
T'90-C;nii|)

.Milon Whit»».
under
N." .1.. wnek of r-Yh:
headed by Aunt Hitler...
is based on r'mry......
f.auiey.
use GIS make of their days off.
lk« Skl'limne
Previous blueprint shows have fiOd.
been "About Face," "Hi, Yank" and mm:
Will 'Pui-km-....'...
"Okay USA."
Jinl Kry

contributed
supervision
Hanimerstein. Musical

DESPITE COAL SITU ASH

DIMES OK

Ditto in USO Dinner'
TKo Man Who Came tn

Moss Hart

.

'

j

.

Camp Tryout;

of

wilh

first

.

J.

Eddie Saulpaugh.

Lana

-Turner..

Bob, Walker.
Paul Whlteman.

Y.

.

f
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MARCH IS

thru

MARCH

21

Wednesday, February 28, 1945

764,584
DEAD

WOUNDED
MISSING

APPEAL TO

Official U.S.

Casualty Figures
as

of Feb.

8,

1945

Wednesday, February 28, 1945

PT&KlffFt

THE RED CROSS NEEDS
YOUR SHOWMANSHIP
...

•>

/

.

and salesmanship, which have been so
generously and patriotically employed in so

many

activities

In the same
to

you for

during the national emergency.

spirit in

all

which appeals have been made

the patriotic efforts that our

industry has undertaken in the war effort, appeal
is

again being

made

for the

so that a collection at every

Red Cross
show in every theatre in

the United States will bring in an even greater

amount

this year than ever before."

which should be

in

your

hands now, is as comoletji as .experienced
showmen can make H —
containing news and aids

and ideas of how you can make your
Red Cross Campaign outstanding In
your career.
copy, which

If

you haven't got your

was mailed

first

class to

you, check with National Screen.

A COLLECTION AT EVERY SHOW!
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY
1945 RED CROSS WAR FUND WEEK
MARCH 15 THRU MARCH 21

YOUR TRAIUR
by Columbia Pictures
Monogram Pictures • Paramount

This advertisement contributed

Metro-Goldwyn-Moyer
Pictures

•

•

Republic Pictures

Century-Fox

•

•

RKO

Radio Pictures

United Artists V Universal Pictures*

•

Warner

20th
Bros.

Bergman, and directed by
is a MUST for showing
immediately before every collection if you
want to hit the topi

starring Ingrid

Jacques Tourneur,

g

USQStBTf

Wednesday, February 28, 194

We're All In It !
Now Let's

Pull Together

The Orond Roily has begun... again showmen
have the supreme privilege of taking the lead
In this vitally

necessary campaign for

noble purpose... TO KEEP

AT HIS SIDE

.

.

.

this

THE RED CROSS

Every conceivable showman-

ship help. ..to Increase your audiences... and

to

sell

them the RED

theatre ...

Is

CROSS

in

your

available at every one

of the 31 branches of the NSS...Your

big show dates are

DRIVE

. . .

material

nflTionoL yj&ieen service
\_y PRIZE BfWf Of TH£ mousiRv

.

.

March 15-25

NOW

I...

and

RED CROSS

.

.

.

.

Pick your

GO THE LIMITI

PICTURES

Wednesday, Febraary 28, 19**

Manpower Squeeze

Rep Re-Inks Rowland

Intensified;

Exchanges Feel

Chi, Indpls.

It

the motion*
picture Industry is being intensified
with War Manpower Commission!
Korda's
Set
received
last
week by
reported
order
Sir Alexander Korda"is' scheduled
exchanges in Chicago and'
film
to start work on- his second -ppathK!^
Indianapolis calling for a 'reduction
lion for Metro following his return to
personnel
tomorrow
by
of 10% in
England. Production, so far- untitled,
(ThursJ. This may mean a reduc:
will star Vivien -Leigh..
tion of as much as 25% in male perKorda will also score and dub
sonnel, since the 10% reduction also
"Perfect Strangers." his first produccalls for release of male employees
tion 'in England for Metrb. prints of
...
only, with no male replacements lcr whidl
are scneduled f 0l-dellvery in
be permitted.
.-'..'
N. Y. in April.
As interpreted by major company;
_
_:

Manpower squeeze on

2d

.

I

'

.

.

,

«<*sh^sta5!^p«i^.

ATmA!

j

manpower

Vote

Into

war

Jan.

New Loew

.11

Deal Set in Mex.

mark, and that upwards of. $150,000
may be spent during the anniManuel Alonso, Cuban .film proversary campaign to stress both ducer, returned to Havana-from Mexnames.
ico City last week, He announced
With budget of around $100,000 he made an agreement with Mexican
reported set for "Spellbound," also producers to film 12 pictures in Cuba
being publicized as a Selznick In- this year. Says he will have a studio
ternational production, "the Selznick thoroughly equipped and ready by
International tag will be further June, and raw stock available for the
emphasized.
making of 20 pictures.
\
It has reportedly been suggested
Gregorio Wallerstein, Mauricio de
to other members of the Selzhifk- la Serna and Rene Cardona will proGoetz family that, they' step in and duce the first picture In Havana,
arbitrate the matter between the titled "La Veguerita."
two producers, but no move, in that
direction has been made so far.
Noted iir the trade, also, that the
J. McCarthy Denies
Vanguard trademark (a Selzhick
unit)
is
not
being
played
up
.-.

in the current report
.

to Feb. 10.

Largest transaction was the disposal of 359,8410 shares of Radiocommon,
Keit h-Orpheum
-par
$1
stock by the Rockefeller Center. This
deal, according to the, SEC report,
held by
disposes of the last
Rockefeller Center.
fFloyd Odium
has been buying up 'control for
months Ed. I.

Pacts

—

Schenck, Mannix, Thau

L

Darryl F. Zanuck sold 42,000' shares
Baaldes being asked "to approve a of 20th Century-Fox common bring8-for-J common' stock splitup at the ing his holdings down to but. 130
speolal stockholders meeting, March shares.
20, Loew shareholders also will be

PRC Shaken

.

asked to okay

new

quisition of 100
of N. Y. City.

In addition. Loew.
stockholders will vote on 10 n\embers of the board of directors to
serve until the next ^annual meetrecommended:
being
these
ing,
David Bernstein, v-p, and treasurer! Leopold Friedman, secretary
and counsel; Eugene V. Leake, attorney; 6. C. Moskowitz, v.p.; William A. Parker, head of Incorpo-

6enjamln Thau.
'

rated

Investors.

Inc.:

Schenck, president;

J..

:

Monogram

added a

Southern-

total of 533

i

PROFIT

.

,

.

months

.

for United Artists. Kuwho's a lieutenant commander
Navy, -was lately returned to
inactive duty. Kulick will ie in tap
charge of sales for PRC, although
under a different title than McCarthy

sion

executives,

Press

ago.

Hk

ht'l Views

The plan to give each common
Samuel Goldwyn, -currently in
stookholder three shares under the London on U. S. "Government (Fedsplit-up
means
5.055.327
shares eral Economic Administration) asw'ould be outstanding inslead of the -.^ignment, as reported in "Variety*
1,689,109 as "at present, par value Feb.
14,
continued to emphasize
being kept the same.
International viewthe. need for

m

m

points in film production in hip
Goldpress interviews in London.

STONE DONS 'PETTICOAT'

wyn

told

newsmen

in

London

that

Hollywood. Feb. 27.
he 'was on a facl-dnding mission for
Andrew Stone's next production the FEA on reverse lend-lease which
0/' United Artists release will" be had no connection with the film
Petticoat .Lane," a dramatic talc "business,
of London in 189.0, scripted by MaiGoldwyn brushed aside queries
4
colm Stuart Boylan.
regarding lhe relative merits of
Stone will direct as well as pro- British
and American stars on
duce, starting early In May, with a grounds that talent
is not classified
budget «t 1900,000.
as to country of origin.
!

:

J

|

i

.

;

in the

'had.

producers.' artists

'technicians in the film industry.
To be valid, votes must be postmarked not later than midnight,

March

manager

lick,

.

0.

cash.

.

also; profit-participation

OF MINN. ACCEPTS
Minneapolis, Feb. 27

Takes a Walk
I

,

FrnHlOnpfft
Another
iu nuuiuci
rrum
vnc u». fa
..Hollywood, Feb. 27.
New' corporation formed by Lewis
Milestone, Dnvid TTereh and John J.
Pictures
'Superior
Fisher,
titled
Corp., announced "A Walk in the
Sun" has been acquired. It's a recently completed film produced and
directed by Milestone.
All outstanding claims. including
Comstock Products. Inc.'s, suit for
$4,350,000. was settled by the new'
owners of the film.
.

WB

Junks 'Jinkf Group
As Joyce Reynolds Retires
.

.

Hollywood. Feb.

27.

Warners called off the "Janie" seas i<esult of Joyce Reynolds'
to -matrimonial life. Preparations were stopped on ''Janie Gets
Married." next of the series, slated

.

i

Art Anderson, Northwest Variety
club chief barker, has been notified
bv the University of Minnesota of
foima) acceptance o£ lhe c i ub g olter
to contribute $165,000 toward the
construction of a heart noipttal for
children' on the university campus,
.

The offer is contingent upon a
grant of Federal funds to defray the
balance of the cost which would aggregate from $300,000 to $400,000 and
the university will take the necessary steps to obtain lhe .Government
aid. A committee ailso has been appointed to select the site.
The Variety dub will contribute
$35,000 a year to the hospital's support.

Bischoff

Now

Indie

fiwL

Hollywood. Feb. 27.
Sam Bischoff is organizing his own
production company and is rounding
up a cast and crew for his first story
property, to be announced later.
to start March 5.
Bischoff recently resigned his proStudio Is juggling with the' idea ducer post at Columbia .but is reof cooking up another series built maining on the lot until he mops up
around' another young femme char- final production details on "A Thouacter named "Pamela,"
sand and One Nights."

ries

retirement

.

prices

is

likely to

be the only type of deal possible.
Some talk, also, that Todd may: produce, the film on an independent
basis with one of the majors, as ln»,
the case of Columbia deal, for '"Kiss
and Tell" and -Snata." Picture
rights for "Sing Out, Sweet Land,"

.

in which one or two majors are interested, are reported in the $250.-

O00-$SOO,000 category.

studios would benefit more in the
of source ^apaferial lor the
screen, if play production is established on a basis as 'closely resembling studio alteration's, as possible.*
Plan is' predicated oh belief that
more good screen, material youldbe
produced in legit form if studios retained full control *f operations, engaging producers and directors on
either straight salary or profit-par- '.
ticipation, as in the caste of independent producers at studios. Primarily, film execs are interested in
exercising more influence in selection of scripts to "be produced.
From the financing angle, It It
pointed out that losses to studios,
under adverse circumstances, would
be negligible because of the current
tax structure. With modifications in
corporate taxation likely to be only
.

according to Govindustrial sources, for

best,

and
NW VARIETY'S GIFT ernment
the next two

'Sun' Pic

and

Interest

Strong film -company interest is
reported in Mike Todd's '"Up InCentral Park," with virtually all
majors ogling the property. Here,

moderate at

3.

.

several

pointed to supervise the west, with
headquarters at Los Angeles. Forin distribution for Warners, Safler more recently was midwest divi-

$67^42

, »

^^'^^r^^^lF^'l^M
and

after

authorized by
Thau's increase

organizer

merly

UET

all charges including Federal
and excess profits taxes totaled $67.Loew'a directorate.
has bean okayed by the Treasury 842 for the six months ending last
Dec.
30.
This compares with $48,014
Department's Salary
Stabilization
in corresponding six months a year
unit.
The proxy statement sent stock- ago. Profit before taxes, amounted
to
$196,006
in the six months ending
holders last week also covered how
Loew personnel had agreed to limit, last Dec. 30, as against $147,651,
effective last March 1. the 'amount, also before taxes, a year ago.
Company
noted
that
domestic
whloh otherwise might accrue to
them under contracts. In this way. sales had increased 43% in the
the fixed salary plus compensation period covered, as compared with
based on profits earned subsequent corresponding six months of 1943.
while
foreign
sales rose 81%.
to that date, will not exceed $200,000
Per year. Sole exception is th" >:a'se
of Louis B. Mayer, whose con •>en-'
satlon will not exceed $500^000 anGoldwyn
Tells
nually under this setup. This arrangement was outlined in '"Variety"

was

PRC

will himself also supervise thai ,east,
while Morris Sailer has -been. ap^

.

The Audit and Finance Comrecommended the Thau 'init

Bert Kuliclc. a

'

O

$100,000

continue at peak levels, according to
reports fronVfllm production departments.
While no terms have been reported set for the sale of the film
rights to "Harvey," understood that
o.wners of the piece have in mind
a deal similar to that made for
"Voice of the -Turtle" lor around
$500,000 against
a percentage of

who. way

owned the N. Y. franchise, last week
was named general manager of distribution/succeeding McCarthy, and

j

j

hits.

.;

that post.

:

'

smash

r

;

^

all

Reported that deal Which might be
considered for "Harvey" would be
on profit-participation plus a large
cash
commitment.
"Dear Ruth"
brought in the neighborhood of
$450,000 plus a percentage arrangement while "The Hasty Heart" was
alsojold on percentage plus around

"Late George Apley," according
his return to the Coast." Now in N.Y., to film production execs, holds inhe leaves the end of this week. Mc- teresting screen possibilities, but
call
Carthy, .who hail been*- iii charge of will
for -highly
specialized
sales for PRC -for a year, declares treatment and casting.
In the opinion of film «xecs,
that he has held no contract covering

!

Exchanges,
Hubbell, west coast manager for
during the Metro's News of the Day, has been
report period bringing its holdings contending for years that newsreel
of'Mongram stock to 19,072. (Seorge cameramen not only risk their lives
d. Burrows, Los Angeles! purchased on battle -fronts but work under "con433 shares; W. Ray Johnston, 145 ditions far more strenuous than
shares; Charles W. Trampe, -Milwau- those found in Hollywood studios.
In addition, they cover the Oscar
kee, reported holding 5,020.
Monogram Midwest Film Co. ac- Derby.
Two features and three shorts
quired 633 shares, bringing its total
nominated
for
Academy.
to 3,333, while Monogram Pictures, were
Awards in the documentary classifiInc., added 4,800 shares to its holdcation by a committee headed by
ings now totalling 12,825!
Winners will be
Aclivity in Paramount Pictures, William Dozier.
slock was limited to a 100 share sale selected this week' at a special
screening All- Academy meinbers.
to Stephen Callaghan, N. Y.
Features nominated are "The Fighting Lady" and "Resisting Eueiny In"New
are
terrogation."
Shorts
BIABJfi'C £ IffiilTII
HaVFIv
DHHURlll IlCl
Americans," "Arturo Toscanini" and
"With the Marines at Tarawa."
Oscar candidates rounded the last
UP,
turn with mailing of final ballots to
Inc.,

and

NEWSREELS

'

Vogel, v.p.

mittee
crease

ACADEMY WILL FINALLY

his

company, he states in denying reports of any shakeup which resulted
in the appointment .of a successor
CONSIDER
over distribution. He added that he
Hollywood, Feb. 27.
producNewsreels will be recognized for was formerly in independent
Sam "Wolf, Los Angeles, the first time in the Oscar Derby of tion -on bis own -on the Coast arid
it 5,029.
brought his holdings to 3,333 shares 1946. chiefly, because of a long, one- wanted to return to that -field,
The studio spot for McCarthy at
by the acquisition of 1^000 in Octo- man battle between Joe Hubbell and
ber, 400 in November, and 633 dur- the Academy ot Motion Picture Arts PRC will' he announced by Leon
Fromkess, company's president, on
ing the current report period.
and Sciences.
.

"Nicholas. M.
Robert Rubin,

im-

profits.

own

Tequest, Leo J.. McCarthy was freed of the post <Jf general sales manager lor PRC to -sh'tgf
into a production capacity for the

.

.

and counsel; David Warfield.
Henry Rogers Winthrop and Joe R.

pacts.

Merely

Retoniiif to Pic Find.
At

...

by Eugene W. Leake

Monogram Picture
Activity
in
slock was exceedingly brisk. Herman Rif kin, Boston, added 6.667
shares of Mono "making his total 16,685. Norton V. Ritchey. N. Y., added
362 shares to his holdings, making

v.p.

Stockholders will vote on extending Schenek's contract from Jan. 1.
194T, to D«c. 31, 1949. at his present
salary of $2,500 weekly plus 2 »i
of combined net profits, minus certain deductions.
Option to extend
the pact for five years more from
Jan. 1, 1950, also is stipulated.
New contract for Mannix would
run from Jan. 1, 1946, to March 1,
1954, at present salary
Al Lichtman oontract for continued service would cover Jiom Jan. 1. 1946.
* 1954.
to March
Same period
1,
"'wo"Uld app^y to" I'iraVs ccfn-ti dct. e xoeptlng there would be a weekly
salary .hike from $1,750 to $3.000.
Plus 6.7% of combined annual profits,
In all oases, there would be a limit
ot $200,000 to apply to>the four new

heavily.

"March 1 marks his 10th .year as
Movement in Loew's, Inc., stock an Independent, producer, via Selzincluded the disposal of 9,000- shares hick International,, and also Selzby Nicholas M. Schenck. and the ac- .nick's 22d year as a producer.

personnel serv-

ice paoto for Nicholas M. Schenck.
Eddie j. Mannix, AI Lichtinan and

legit

:

:

RKO

Mar. 29 for Licntman,

companies and

Cuban sfilmPtoi

•

!

& Exchange Commission, covering, the period from

plants.

film

.

RKO Stock

the Securities

tween

.

-

of.

Inc.,

.

large film stock transactions

amusements

|

.

hold the spotlight in market activity
ot

1

Lloyd Bacon and "Sam Jaffe have
•With captial stock listed at $200,000.
Co produce "Glittering HiU," starting July. Major release deal is uns
negotiation.

Major film company heads are reported
studying
recommendation*
for going into full-scale play proselecting
le^it
producers,
and plays for specific assignments
and .financing along the same lines
as film production. Understood -that
in some cases the partnership deals
which have in the past been set beduction,

presarios have been criticized on the.
David O. Selznick is stressing the der
Bacon and Jaffe turned out "The grounds that the properties thus
Selzniek International trademark in
Sullivans" lor 20th-Fox release.
produced for the stage were not, in
his
anniversary exploitation
10th
most instances, selected primarily
campaign despite some confusion in
with the screen in mind.
the. trade due to the International.
Pictures' name used by company of
Meantime, the market for screen
which William Goelz, Selznlck's
rights to plays continues virtually as
brother-in-law, is production chief.
high in the opening months of 1945
Understood that Selzniek is deas during the peak year of 1944 with
termined: not to lose hold of the
profit-participation deals being de"International" part of the trademanded for film rights to virtually

II

Philadelphia, Feb. 27.

•

Two

27.

organized Monroe Productions,

International' Pix fag

tended, to other

:

% Deals Predominate

'45;

Hollywood, Feb.

And Goetz Both Stress

V IjCU

All

manpower shortage
areas' throughout the country, was
received earlier this month by the)
Warnei". theatre circuit, in Chicago
and later In other territories.
Manpower legislation now pending in Washington is likely to afreet
both theatre* and exchanges in noncritioal manpower areas also, since
the plan is to siphon off available

O

High in

,^

Bros.-in-Law Selzniek

execs,

'

i.

bcoi-JaffeWCorp.

.

exchange employs no
If an
employees, five of whom are men |"_
I
f 11
and 48 women, then the five male ft
PllPlTC
employees must be released. If strict ll UvIIUl C11C1
compliance with this phase or thej
regulation is adheied to some exchanges will be seriously affected.
Its
Order, which is likely being ex-

Play Production; Bids for Legits

Julie."
First of the pair will ba a musical,
featuring Dolin and Markova, ballet
dancers, and Frankie Carle and his

I

.

Film Companies Study Full-Scale

Hollywood, Feb. 27.
Republic closed a deal to release

two more productions by William
Rowland, to follow his one-picture
commitment, '"A Song for Miss

legit

years, advantages of
production from the "possible

loss" viewpoint, are not likely to be
affected greatly in the immediate
postwar period. It is estimated that
it a film company secures only one

good play for

film purposes but of
the results would
undertaking.'
companies, meantime,

Uva Jegit ventures
warrant
Major

the.
-film

and may 'step up their
financing «f legit production along
conventional lines of the past two
seasons.

continue

Ullfr Bounces Back
TtlttO, Defers WB Chore
Hollywood, Feb. 27.
.Mervyn LeRoy's first production
under his own Arrowhead banner at
Warners has been postponed because
Jack' Benny has decided to rest from
heavy- chores. LeRoy had planned
"Chicken. Every
Sunday" for a
March start, but Benny's vacation,
owing to strenuous armed forces
show last year, cancelled out the

some time.
LeRoy returns to RKO
work on "The Robe."

lenslng for

to resumar

—

—

'

.

PICTURE GROSSES

W«dne«d»7f February 28, 1945

St. Loiris

Smash $8,000. Last week, "Objective
Burma" (WB) and "Let's Go Steady"

-Vaude Wham $65,000, Chi;

(Col), $7,000..
Omaha (Tristates)
.

(2,000;

16-60)—

N.Y.

'

11

Okay Despite Curfew; linn Man,'

"Winged
Stout

BeautifuT-Hampton 25G, 'Guest' 15G

Help

Victory"
(20th)
(m.o.).
Last week, "Can't
Singing" (U) (2d wk) and
$8,500;

"Last Ride" (WB), solid $8,800.
State (Goldberg) (865; 35-50)—

Chicago, Feb. 27.
"Red Lights of Frisco" (FC) and
Apparently the brownout bugaboo
"Pardon Us" (FC) (reissues). Fair
week. "Thin Man Goes Home"
has been beaten here, the Loop look- Last
$2,400.
Last week. "Resurrection"
(M-G), oke $8,500 in 5 days.
ing big this week. "Meet Me in St.
(PC) (reissue) and "Jade Mask"
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 45-80)— (Mono), light $2,200.
Louis," plus stage bill, is headed
"Hi, Beautiful," "Have, Have Not" (WB) (4th wk).
(or sock $65,000.
backed by Lionel Hampton's band on From Orpheum. Sock $6,500. Last
stage, is getting smash $25,000 at the week, "Hearts Young, Gay" (Par)
Downtown. Personal appearance of (3d wk), nice $5,500.
'
Dick Powell first day' of ''Murder, My
Winter Garden (Sterling) (800; 35S\veet"-"Her Lucky Night," at Palace, 50)—"Mrs. Parkington" (M-G) and
.helped combo to lofty $26,000; "Guest "Doughgirls" (WB) (3d run). Fair
<
,
in house" is. sturdy $15,000 at Apollo, $4,000.
Last week. "Something for
and 'Town Went Wild," with Henry Boys" (20th) and "Thought of You"
Busse band on stage, is crisp $25,000 (WB) (3d run), $4,500.

fody Smash

Burma 40G

niifly;

$57,000.

Downtown (Barger)

(1,600; 44-95)

(U) with Lionel

—"Hi. Beautiful"

Philadelphia, Feb. 27.

IfcW Smash
Frisco;

Tear' Nice 286,

Both Helped by Vaode
San Francisco, Feb. 27.
Over-sxipply
of
holdovers will
hurt this week. "Ministry of Fear,"
at Warfleld, and "Murder, My Sweet,"
at Gate, both helped by vaude, look
best of newcomers. Latter may hit
a new mark.
Estimates far This Week

Hampton orch on stage. Terrific $25.000. Last week, "House of Franken-.
Fax (F-WC) (4,651; 55-85)— "Be
stein"
(U) and "Sweethearts of Seeing You". (UA) (2d wk). Fine
Rhythm" on stage, fair $15,000.
$28,000. Last- week, rousing $42,000.
Garrlck (B&K) (900; 55-95)—"Sign
Farasaowt (F-WC) (2,646; 55-85)
of Cross" (Par) (reissue). Opened —"Bell Tolls" (Par) (2d wk). Okay
Saturday (24). Looks excellent $10,- $18,000, Last week, five days "Bell"
two days "Keys Kingdom"
000. Last week, "Something for Boys" and
:

'-

'

(20th) (3d wk), nice $8,000 in eight
days.

55-95)(UA) and

(RKO)

Grand

(1.1S0;

Modest

(20th).

$24,000.

this

all-

night house facing further drop with
midnight curfew.
Warfleld (F-WC) (2.656; 55-85)—
"Ministry of Fear" (Par) and stage

"Wuthering Heights"
"Topper" (M-G) (reissues). Healthy
Sturdy $28,000, but under
Last week, "Dead Man's show.
$11,000.
Eyes" (U) and "Jade Mask" (Mono). hopes. Last week, "Manila Calling"
0 days, and "Wutherlnf" (UA) and (WB) (reissue), $22,000.
St Francis (F-WC) (1.400: 55-85)
"Topper" (M-G) (reissues), 1 day,
—"Have,
Have Not" (WB) (6th wk).
$11,000.
Oriental (Iroquois) (3.200; 44-95)— Satisfactory $11,000. Last week, big
"Town Went Wild" (PRC) with $13,000.
Stale (F-WC) (2,133; 55-85)—"St.
Henry Busse orch. Okay $25,000. Last
week. "Youth on Trial" (Col) with Louis" (M-G). Fourth week down"La Vie Paree" unit on stage, tast town. Grand $14,000. Last week,
terrific $19,077.

$28,000.

Golden Gate (RKO) (2.844; 60-95)
55-95)(2,500;
Sweet" (RKO) and —"Murder, My Sweet" (RKO) and
"Her Lucky Night" (U). Fat $26,- vaude. Sock $33,000 looms after 2
record midweek days. Last week,
000. Last week, "Suspect" (U) and
'Tall in Saddle" (RKO), plus Jan
"She Gets Her Man" (U), 6 days, and Garber
orch (2d wk), great $24,000.
"Murder" (RKO) and "Lucky Night"

Mace

(RKO)

"Murdev,

My

1 day. pert *19,000.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 55-95)—
Burma" (WB) (3d wk).

(U),

"Objective,

Last week, sizzling

Lusty $20,000.
-$24,000. •

Stale^Lake (B&K) (2,700; 55-95)"Keys of Kingdom" (20th) (5th wk>.
N.s.h.

Last

$19,000.

week,

husky

Orpheam (Blumenfeld) (2,448; 4085)— "Song to Remember" (Col)

(6th wk). "Very good $13,500. Last
week, grand $14,600.
United Artists (Blumenfeld) (1,207:
40-85)
"Tomorrow the World"
(UA) (3d wk). Stout $10,000. Last
week, fancy $12,000.

—

$23,000.

United Artiste (B&K) (1.700; 5595)— "Parkington" (M-G) (3d wk).
Regal $21,000. Last week, hangup

'Caeteen'

(Essaness) (1,200; 55-95)—

Woods

Yukon"

"Belle

Monday

(RKO).

Opened

Last week, "Princess
(15th wk), sturdy

(26).

and Pirate"

(RKO)

$17,500 in last 10 days.

'BELL'

LUSTY $31,500

IN 2

SEATTLE SPOTS
Seattle, Feb. 27.

Wow

$16,000,

XC- >are' Bif

$25,000.

14G

Kansas City, Feb. 27.
Lent and uncertain weather are
slowing biz this week. Top grosser
is "Hollywood Canteen," soloing at
the Orpheum.
"Hangover Square"
looks strong day-and-date at the Esquire, Uptown and Fairway.
Estimates far This Week
Esquire,

Uptown

(Fox-Midwest)

(820,

and
2,043

Fairway
and 700;

Midnight curfew is not hurting the 40-60)—"Hangover Square" (20th).
Last week, "Here
"first-iui(s iieie ex«.*i,t-for the third- Xi.velv $14,000.
house is Come Co-eds" (U). $13,000.
run Winter Garden.

This

40-60)—

Midland
(3,500;
some patrons, mostly swing- "National
Velvet" (M-G) (2d wk).
and servicemen. Standout Good $13,000 after smooth $17,000
(Loew's)

losing

shifters

Whom

the Bell Tolls," day- initialer.
date at the Music Hall and ParaNewman (Paramount) (1.900: 45mount, smash at both houses.
65)— "Here Come Waves" (Par) (3d
EsUautei far This Week
wk). Nifty $10,000. Last week, hot
Blae Moose (H-E) (800; 45-80)— $14,000.
Is

"For

Huge

36G, 'Guest -Truth' Boff

77G on 2d, Song' Colossal 120& 5th
Accepting the midnight curfew in
good stride and with a sense of patriotism,

Broadway

jroSnagers

"Woman in Window" (RKO) (3d
wk). From Fifth Ave. Good $6,000.
Last week, "Now Tomorrow" (Par)

holding the center of attention this
week, with former holding top hon-

Mqtfday (26) rearranged' schedules to

James F. Byrnes "request,"
wittf. some nouses opening a little
mieJt the

earlier than, usual. Operating schedules,

will

provides'

night closing,

it's

believed that

if

will

not be too great and that the public
"Guest in the will get accustomed to coming earlier.'
Principal loss will be from former
Estimates far This Week
midnight shows on Saturdays and
Aldlne (WB) (1,303; 40-85)—"Meet holidays.
Me St. Louis" (M-G) (10th wk).
The past weekend, on eve of the
Healthy $7,000 for four days of finale curfew, proved very big, with favorsesh. Last week, boffo $14,500.
able weather helping. Last. Monday's
Arcadia (Sablosky) ' (690; 40-85)— all-day rain held patronage down,
"30 Seconds Over Tokyo" (M-G) plus,, in terms of gross, what was
(2d run) (3d wk) (6 days). Good lost by the midnight shuttering. How$4^00. Last week, fine $6,000.
ever, business on the whole ranges
•yd (WB) (2,560; 40-85)—"Guest generally from good to very strong.
in House" (UA). Strong $24,000. Last Washington's birthday last Thursday
week, "National Velvet" (M-G) (2d (22) was tremendous.
wk), <ieat $16,500.
.During the past week only' two
Earle (WB) (2,760; 50-95)— "3 Is new shows came to town, being "Big
Family" (UA) with Stan Kenton Bonanza," which is dying at the Reorch.
Fairish $18,500.
Last week, public with only $4,500, and "Thin
"Lake Placid Serenade" (Rep) plus Man Goes Home," on second-run at
Ina Ray Hutton orch, $19,800.
the State. House, which has the King
Fax (WB) (2,245: 40-85)—"Be See- Cole Trio, Benny Carter orch and
ing. You" (UA) (2d wk).
Beyond Timmie Rogers in person, will do an
hopes at torrid $29,500 on heels of immense. $36,000 or over.
smash $35,500 opener.
Terrific among holdovers is "Song
Karltoa (Goldman) (1,000; 40-85) to Remember," now in its fifth week
"Wuthering Heights" (FC) (reis- at the Music Hall. Teeing off current
sue) (2d wk) (4 days). Fine $4,500. round on Washington's birthday,
which was very big for the Hall,
Opening week, grand $9,500.
compared
Keith's (Goldman) (2,220; 40-85)— house looks to get $120,000,
"Winged Victory" (20th) (2d run). with $112,000 grossed on the fourth
benefiting from the
Nice $7,500. Last week, "Keys of week. Another
Kingdom" (20th), bright $9,500, sec- holiday is the Capitol, which is on
the
second
final
week
with
and
ond run.
"Guest in. House," Ralph Edwards'
Mastbaam (WB) (4,692; 40-65)— "Truth or Consequences" air show,
"Objective Burma" (WB).
Solid and Gloria Jean. A big $77,000 or bet$35,500 plus big $4,500 for extra day ter looms as against $71,000 for initial
at Earle Sunday. Last week, "Have, week.
In view of these 'figures,
Have Not" (WB), solid $16,700 for Loew's now regrets it booked this,
5th week.
show for only two weeks. The ParaStanley (WB)
(2;760;
40 - 85)— mount, Roxy, Capitol and Strand all
'Here Come Waves" (Par) (2d wk). come iit with new shows this week.
Super $30,000 after sock $36,000 plus
Estimates far This Week
$5,500 for Earle showing on first
Aster (City Investing) (1.140; 60week.
$125)— "Princess and Pirate" (RKO)
Stanton (WB) 0,475; 40.-85)— (3d wk). Continues at very smart
"Fighting Lady" (20th). Crix praise pace, this week (3d) looking $36,000,
helping this to sock $16,000 or near. while second, ending on WashingLast week, "Sunday Dinner" (20th), ton's birthday, went to a sock- $41,oke $10300.
000, higher than any prior picture
ever had done here.
Capitol (Loew's) (4,820; 60-$1.20)—
"Guest, in House" (UA), Ralph EdHasic' Ragged at 18G
ward's Truth or Consequences" radio show. Gloria Jean (2d-flnal wk).
With
big boost from last week's holiProy^ Tfefler'-lady
day, finale should hit fancy $77,000
or over, substantially beating initial
stanza's $71,000. "Picture of Dorian
Gray" (M-G), Xavier Cugat orch,
Providence, Feb. 27.
"Music for Millions,'" at Loew's Lena Home and Robert Walker open
State, is topping the town this week, tomorrow (Thurs.).
Criterion (Loew's) (1,700; 80-$l. 25)
with Majestic's "Sunday Dinner for
^'Here Come' Co-Eds" (U) (2d wk).
a Soldier" and "Fighting Lady" running a close second. Best holdover Strong on initial holdover session at
probable $25,000 and remains. First
is RKO Albee's "Here Come the Coweek was big $35,000. "Keep Your
Eds."
Powder Dry" (M-G) is booked for
Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,100; 44-60)— "Here March 10.
GUbe (Brandt) (1,416; 60-$1.20)—
Come Co-Eds" (U) and "Her Lucky
Night" (KKO)'(2d wk). Nice $12,000 "Three Caballeros" (RKO) (4th wk).
ors

in

b.o.

House" also

stakes.
is

strong.

.

.

—

holds. Last week, second (or "Chicago Kid" (Rep) was only $3,900.

BJalto (Mayer) (594; 40-85)—"FrisSal" (U) (2d-flnal wk).
Off
sharply
oh holdover to $6,500,
week was very big
This house/ which has
$12,400.
ground until late in the morning and
often around the clock, will be affected more than others by the curfew.

on co

are being set up so that shows
break around: 11:50 p.m., which
ample time' to empty theA coupfe—pf war films— "Objective atres. While difficult to tell this early
Burma" and "Fighting Lady"-^-are what loss may be result from mid-

a I Oriental.

Estimates for This Week
55-95)—
Apsllo <B&R)
(1,200;
"Guest in House" (UA). Strong $15,Last week, "Together Again"
000.
(Col> <5th wk), 6 days, and "Guest
(UA).
1
day,
$10,000.
House"
In
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 55-95)—
"Meet Me St. Louis" (M-G) with
Rose Marie heading stage show;
Wham 565,000. Last week, "Thin Man
Goes Home" (M-G) plus Glen Gray
oi ch and. Merry Macs on stage, fine

16G,

Carter

•

slender, but first

BivsH (UA-Par)

(1,092; 76~*1.25

)—

"Keys of Kingdom- (20th) (9th wk).
Continues nice pace,, this week appearing probable $28,000. The eighth,
including Washington's birthday, was
Stays on.
$29,000.
Rsxy (20th) (5.886; 60-$1.20)—
"Tree Grows in Brooklyn" (20th),
with Victor Borge and Joan Edwards
heading stageshow, opens here today (Wed.) after three highly profitable weeks -with "Hangover Square"
(20th) and Milton Berle, finale hitting $84,000,

same

as

done on second

(Loew's), (3,450: 43-$1.10)—

State

Man Goes Home" (M-G) (2d
King Cole Trio, Benny Carter
orch and Timmie Rogers. Things are
humming' here currently, with immense $36,000 or over seen: Last
week, "National Velvet" (M-G) (2d
"Thin
run).

.

run).
Cliff Nazarro, Molly Picon
and Mario and Floria, robust $31,000:
Straad (WB) (2,756; 60-$1.20)—
"Objective Burma" (WB) and Artie
Shaw orch (5th wk). Bows out with
a very strong $47,000, following
fourth week's sock $55,300. aided by
holiday. "Hotel Berlin" (WB). With
Carmen Cavallaro orch and Peter
Lorre on stage, opens Friday (2).
.

Victoria (Maurer) (720; 70-$120)—
"Fiehting Lady" (20th) (7th wk).
Maintaining socko stride, with sixth
week through last nteht (Tues.) having been $17,000 aided by holiday,
while fifth was^same. In herje indef.

<

9

"Burma

30£Wash. Tapper

-

b

Wowl6G,AlC12G,2d

'

—

;

Orphean (RKO) (1,500; 46-65)— after wow $16,000 last week for
"Hollywood Canteen" (WB). Torrid Abbott-Costello comedy.
Carlton (Fa>i=Loew) (1,400; 44-55)
$16,000. Last week, "BeUe of Yukon"
"Falcon Hollywood"
(RKO) (RKO) and "Crime by Night" (WB) —"Have, Have Not-' (WB) (3d
(2d wk), okay $6300 for five-day downtown wk). Good $3,800. Last
wk). $5,100.
week. "Can't. Help Singing" (U)
Fifth Avenne (H-E) (2,349; 45-80) ho.
Tawer (Fox-Joffee) (2.100; 39-60) (3d downtown wk). $3,500.
—"Keys of Kingdom" (20th). Big
(U) and
Fay's (Fay) (2,000; 44-55)—"Torrid
$14,500. Last week, "Woman in Win- —"She Gets Her Man"
dow" (RKO) and "One Body" (Par) "Destiny" (U) with stage revue. Tidy Zone" (WB) (reissue) and vaude on
$11,000. Last week "GohV to Town" stage. Fair $6,500. Last week,. "Very
(2d wk). big $10,700.
(RKO) and "Dark Mountain" (Par) Thought of You" (WB) and vaude
Liberty (J&vH) (1,650; 45-80*
with
Vaude.
$10,500.
on stage, $7,000. ,,
"Tonight Every Night" (Col) '(4th
Majestic (Fay)
(2,200; 44-60)—
wk) and "Shadows in Night" (Col).
"Sunday Dinner" (20th) and "FightNice $5,000 in 5 days. Last week,
ing Lady" (20th). Big $18,000. Last
'Caballeros' Hefty 8G,
'Tonight" (Cor), solo, oke $7,100.
week **Have. Have Not" (WB) (2d
Music Box (H-E) (800; 45-80)—
wk), snappy $13,000.
'St. Louis'
'Thin Man Goes Home" (M-G) (3d
Metrapabtaa (Snider) (3,100; 44wk). From Paramount. Great $7.Omaha; Feb. 27.
60)
"Sing Me Song Texas" (Col)
000.
Last week, "Princess and Pi"Three Caballeros," at Brandeis and Bobby- Sherwood '-wen and
rale" (RKO) (6th wk), okay $4,100
sessions,- is standout here Joan Brooks on stage.
"
sock
with
Four-day
in 5 days.
Footing is bad. Schools weekend run. snappy $8,000. Last
this week:
Maslc flail (H-E) (2J00; 45-80)—
Grosses continue week. "Right Man" (Indie) (reissue)
closed one day.
"Bell Tolls" (Par).
Giant $15,000
Paramount' s "Meet Me in and vaude on stage, $5,500 on 3.-day
and near record here. Last week. upward.
St. Louis" also is big.
weekend run.
•Naughty
Marietta"
(M-G) and
riayhaase (Snider) (1,300; 44-55)
Estimates far This Week
'Letter, Darling" (Par) (reissues),
(Rep) arid "Big Show Off"
nice $7,100.
Orpheum (Tri.statcs) (3.000; 20-70) —"Brazil"
(Rep). House reopened after comOrphenm (H-E) (2,600; 45-80)—
"Enter Arsenc Lupin" (U> plus
plete remodeling and redecoration.
Suspect" (U) and "Gets Her Man" Glen Gray orch and Merry Macs on
hit average $4,500.
Should
(Ui.
Last week.
Fair $15,000.
Swell $13,500 or over. Last stage.
State (Loew) (3.200: 50-80)— "Muweek. "Have, Have Not" (WB) (3d "Winged Victory" (20th), smash $14,sic for- Millions" (M-G) and "Main
wk). great $12,000.
800. one of best straight film grosses
St. After Dark" (M-G).
Sock $18,Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 30-$l)— in years here.
000. Last week. "Thin Man Home"
Sing Song of Texas" (U)and "Night
Paramount (Tristatcs) (3,000: 16and. "Dancing Manhattan"
Club Girl" (U) plus stage. Good 60)— "Meet Me St. Louis" (M-G). (M-G) strong
(Col),
$17,000.
$9,000.
Last week, "Navajo Trail" Big $12,000. Last week, "Thin Man
Strand (Silverman) (2,000; 50-60)
(Mono plus Johnny Mack Brown Goes Home'.' (M-G), $11,000.
—"Here Come Waves" (Par) and
heading stage, big $11,700.
Brandeis (RKO) (1,500; 16-60)— "Dangerous Passage" (Par). Third
an"* ,,B* < H " E » <W39; 45-80)— "Three Caballeros"
(RKO) and week started Monday (26). Second
«^r
Bell Tolls" (Par).
Great $16,500. "Crime. Doctor's Courage" (Col). week was sound $11,000.
and

(4th

Very

steady- at

$27,000

or

better

this week. Last week, which included
Washington's birthday, was $32,800.
Holds further.
Gotham (Brandt) (900; 60-$1.20)—
"Mr. Emmanuel" (UA) (8th wk). A

Terrific

Washington, Feb. 27.
Mostly holdovers this session with
:

.

"Objective Burma.":.at the Earle
and way. out; ahead.
sockeroo,
"Fighting Lady" is still big after
record first week at Columbia.
Estimates tor This Week
Capitol (Loew) (3.434: 44-72)
"This Man's Navy" (M-G) (2d wk),
;

—

with vaude headed by Connee Boswell.
Looks like big $22,000 after
fine $38,000 last week.'

Colubia (Loew)
"Fighting

Lady"

Hefty
$10,000.
cracked record

(L234; 44-72)—
(2d wk).

(23th)

week

Opening
here

at

,

smash

$12,000.

(WB) (£240; 30-90)— "Objective Burma" (WB) with vaude.
Colossal $30,000. Last week ."Have,
Have Not" (WB) (3d wk). okay
Earle

$18,700.

—

KeHh'a (RKO) (1300; 34-66)
"Three Cabaterros" (RKO) (2d wk).
$16,000 after big $184)00 on
first week.
Mete«t»Utaa (WB) (1.800; 30-55)
—"Enter Arsehe Lupin" (U). Fine
$7,500. Last week, "Together Again"

Grand

(Col). $7,000.

—

ratace (Loew) (2,778; 44-72)
"Keys of Kingdom" (20th) (2d wk>.
So-so $15,000 after rousing $19,000
initialer.

WW

ROUSING 12G,

MDPLS4 HUSH? 15G

.

•.

.

Omaha;

12G

—

:

.

—

good $9,000 or bit better sighted, as
Indianapolis, Feb. 27.
against seventh week's $10,500. Holds.
Local situation is spotty but the
Hollywood (WB) (1,499; 50-$1.20) overall total here is heavier 'current—"Roughly Speaking" (WB) (5th ly than last week. "Music for Milwk). Not dropping much- at $17,500. lions" is big at Loew's. "Fighting
clocked for fourth frame ended last Lady" is giving the Circle its best
night (Tues.). Third was $18200. Rc r figure in weeks for a straight filmer.
mains on.
EsUssates far This Week
Palace

"Woman

(RKO) (1,700; 60-$1.10>—
Window" (RKO) (5th

in

Circle (Katz-Dolle) (2,800; 32-55)

wk). Holding up stoutly at indicated
and holds, Last week, big

—"Fighting Lady" (20th) and "Sunday Dinner" (20th). Fine $12,000.
Last week, "BeU Tolls" (Par), tepid

Paramount (Par) (3.664: 60-$120)
—"Bring On Girls" (Par) and all-

$10,000.

$26,000.
$32,000.

.

colored stagebill, including Ink Spots,
Ella Fitzgerald, Cootie Williams orch,
others, debuts here today (Wed.)
after three weeks with "Ministry of
Fear" (Par), Johnny Long* orch,
Louis Jordan's Tympany Five, Lorraine Rognan and Jan Murray. Blow-

was good $58,000, near to second
week's $60,000.
Radio City Music Hall (Rockefellers)
(5,945; 60-$1.10)— "Song to
Remember" (Col) and stageshow
(5th wk). Starting current week on
holiday, Feb. 22, should jump to
terrific $120,000, as compared with
$112,000 for fourth round. Holds a

off

i

sixth.

."...'

on return date at pop scale.
Indtana (KatztDolle) (3^00: 32-55)
Singing" (U)- and

—"Can't Help

"Grissley's Millions" (U).
030.

Last week,

dandy

Good

"Woman

dow" (RKO) and

in

$12,-

Win-

"Brazil" .(Rep),

$13,500.

Keith's

(Indie)

(1^00;

35-65)—

"Sergeant Mike" (Col) and- vaude.
Average $4,500 in 4 days. Last week,
"Dancing Manhattan" (Col), and
Dante's Magic on stage, hefty. $5,500,

same

time.

Loew's (Loew's) (2,450: 33-55)
"Music for Millions" (M-G).- Bit
Last week, "National Velvet" (M-G) (2d wk), fine $11,600.

$15,000.

Lyrie (Katz-Dolle) (1,600; 32-55)—

"Woman

in

Window" (RKO). and

Oke $5,000 on m.o.
(1.064; 50-$1.10) "Brazil" (Rep).
(Rep). Getting no- Last week, "Princess and Pirate"
where at poor $4,500 or less, but (RKO), trim $5,400, also moveover.
Republic (Brandt)

—"Big Bonanza"

'

'

M
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PICTURE GROSSES

194&

1*

'Lady'-'Dinner* Great

Bluebeard'- Wifhers-Vaude Fancy 28GL

Del; 'Saddle 21G, 'Song' Fat 29a 2d

"Tall In

Key

Estimates for This

City Grosses

tres, chiefly first runs, including

fte Palms-State.
Estimates for This Week
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 60-85)—

N.Y.)
Total Gross Sams Week
Last Year....
$2,$62,3M
Jased on 24 cities, 187 theatres)

"Cowboy and Lady" and "Barbary
Coast" (FC) (reissues). Nice $10,000.
Last week. "Suspect" (y) and "Gets
Her Man" (U), moved fr6m Fox,

$11,700.

Mayfalr

week, "Manpower

,ast

Dr. Maniac"

(WB)

Louis' Great

'St.

.(WB) and

(reissues), ditto.

Downtown (Howard Hughes)

37G, Pitt's

(2,-

Ace

80-85)— "Bluebeard" (PRC) plus
Jane Withers, others, on stage. RoPittsburgh, Feb. 27.
bust $28,000. Last week, "Grissly's
It's ''Meet Me in St. Louis" all the
Millions" (Rep) plus Mildred Bailey way this week.
"Woman in the
And Art Kassel oroh, fair $21,000.
Window" doing fair in holdover at
Fox (Fbx-Michlgan) (5,000; 80-85) Stanley and "Keys of Kingdom" will
T-"Song to Remember" (Col) and wind up month's stay in Fulton very
"Leave Blondie" (Col) (2d wk). satisfactorily.
Senator has "Going
Great $29,000 behind last week's sock My Way" back for a big week,
§40 000
"Here Come the Co-Eds" not so
Madison (United Detroit) (1,800; strong at the Harris.
«n.86)r—"Impatient Yeats" (Col) and
Estimates for This Week
'•Something for Boys" (20th). Steady
Fulton (Shea)
1
40-85)
(1,700;
t|,900. Last week, "Going My Way
"Keys of Kingdom" (20th) (4th wk).
(Par), back in loop, socko $6,800.
Longest run
has had here
MioUgan (United Detroit) (4,000: in some time.a picture
Okay $8,000 or near.
60-85)—"Be Seeing You" (UA) and Last week,
fancy
$8,500.
"Dangerous Passage" (Par) (2d wk)
Harris
800;

'

—

'

Choice $22,000 after great $31,000
first week.
Palms-State (United Detroit) (3.60-85)—"Tall in Saddle" (RKO)
d "What a Blonde" (RKO). Okay
1,000. Last week. "Hollywood Can
•en" (WB) (3d wk), big $7,00u.
United Artists (United Detroit)
\M0: 60-85)—'Meet Me St. Louis"
G) and "Main tt. After Dark
!-G) (4th wk). StiJI sttpng $14,000
r last week's robust $19,000

(Harris)

(2,200;

40-85)-r-

"Here Come Co-Eds" (U).
Solid
Sticks an extra three days
since house wants Saturday
(3)
opening on "Tree Grows in Brooklyn" (20th) to coincide with Jimmy
Dunn's one-day personal here. Last
week, second of "Tonight, Every

$11,000.

Night" (Col),

$9,000.

Penn (Lpew's-UA)

(3,300;

(Parker-H-Ei

40-65)—

"Meet Me St. Louis" (M-O). Biggest
thing house has had in week. Sizzling $37,000.
Holds.
Last week,
"Ministry of Fear"
(Par),
only
$10,000.

Rowing 16G,

Mpli;W0kay7iG,

% on 2d

'Have' Boff

Minneapolis, Feb. 27.
Holdovers continue to predomi
Sole big newthis sesstpn.
Sate
omers -are "Hollywood Canteen"
Biz being
nd "Belle of Yukon.
eld down somewhat by below zero
reathcr.

Estimates fer This Week
Aster (Par-Singer) (B00; 15-25)—
"Moonlight- CacW* (U) and "Dead
Man's Eye" (U). Okay $8,000 in
four days. Last week. Last Ride"

IwB) and "Army Waves" (Mono),
good $2,300 in six days.
Century (P-S) (1,600; 44-60)
•Were Come Waves" (Par) and
Fighting Lady" (20th) (4th wk).

BJU (WB) (800; 40-66)—"Ministry
of Fear" (Par). Moveover isn't doing we]l at $2,000.
Last -week,
'Guest in House" (UA), about same,
also on m.o.
Senator (Harris) (1,750^40-66)—
"Going

My Way"

(Par).
Strong
Last
week,
"Mummy's
Curse" (U) and "Enter Arsene Lupin" (U), $2,800.
Stanley (WB) (3,800; 40 - 68)
$4,000.

"Woman
wk).

000.

—

in

Window"

(RKO)- (2d

Holdover doing rousing $15,Last week, socko $22,500.

—

Warner (WB) (2,000; 40-65)
"Have, Have Not" (WB). (4th wk).
Held over here after a previous twoweek stay at Penn. Still plenty
strong at $7,000. Last week, great

—

I

On way

&st

—

"She

Balto; 'CabaiJeros'

'Burma' Torrid at

.

.

200

.

.

.

.

MUSIC LOUD
24G, ST.

LOUIS

-

.

Wow

big

Boston, Feb. 27.
$15,000 first stanza.
Washington's' birthday,
St Louis (F&M)

Usual
is helping town to a peak week.
"To Have and Have Not" Is huge at

the Met, "St. Louis" ditto at State
and Orpheum, "Three Caballeros"
"Bluebeard"
is a wow at Majestic.
also is sock at the small-seater
Translux.
Estimates for This Week
Boston (RKO ) (3.200; 50-$1.10)—
"Pan Americana" (RKO) plus Allan
Jones. Rosario and Antonio, Others,
on stage. Great $30,000, mostly via
Last week, "Belle
stage draw.
Yukon" (RKO) (2d wk) and. Ann
Corio, "Gay Nineties" revue, on
stage, $26,700.

Fenway (M-P) (1,373; 40-74)—
"Keys Kingdom" (20th). From two
weeks at the Met. Lively $8,200.
Last week, "Hangover Square" (20th)
and "Big Showoff" (Rep), $8,500:
Majestic (Shubert) (1,500; 40-74)—
"Three Caballeros" (RKO). Smash
Last week, "Dark Waters"
$18,000.
(UA),

21G,

$3,000.

week, "Lake Placid Serenade"

Sep), mild $2,900.

$4,000.

Memorial (RKO) (2,900; 40-75)—
"Experiment Perilous" (RKO) and
"Her Lucky Night" (U) (2d wk).
Strong

$24,000

great

after

$27,000

first.

(4.000;

40-50)—

"Town Went Wild" (PRC) and "I'm
From Arkansas" (PRC>. Nice $5,000.
Last week, "Winged Victory". (20th)
and "Very. Thought of You" (WB),
$4,000.

.

.

(RKO),

ditto.

Chinese (Grauman-WC)
$1

—

)

"Thunderhead"

Downtown (WB) (1,800; 50-$l)—
"Objective Burma" (WB) (2d wk).
Steady at $20,000.
$24.000..

Last week, hefty

V

Egyptian (F-WC) (1,538: 50-$l )—
"National Velvet" (M-G) (3d wk).
$9,000. Last week, steady $12,-

Okay
300..

Four Star (UA-WC) (900: 50-$l )—
"Tonight, Every Night" (Col) (2d
Nice $4,500. Last week, hefty

wk).

$6,500.

Guild
(F-WC)
(968;
50»$D—
"Every Night" (Col) (2d wk). Fair
Last week, neat $8,600.
Hawaii (G&S) (1,100; 50-$D— "I
Accuse Parents" (PRC) and "Swing
Hostess" (PRC). Way off at $4,000.
Last week, "See My La\vyer" (U)
and "Night Club Girl" (U) (3d wk4 days), only $1,600.
Hollywood (WB) (2,756: 50-SD—
"Burma" (WB) (2d wk). Good $12,000. Last week, big $19,000.
Los Angeles (D'town-WC) (2,097:
50-$l)— "National Velvet" (M-G) (3d
wk). Sturdy $19,500. Last week, fine
.

Orpheum (D'town)

(2,200;

Frankenstein"

65-85)—
and

(U)

"Mummy's Curse" (U),- with Ella
Mae Morse on stage. Below average

(27,000,

Last week, "Kitty O'Day"
(Mono) with Sally Rand on stage,

$19,500.

lady'-IMnner/

Cleve.;

St.

Heavy

Baltimore, Feb.
sugar is greeting

27..

this

excellent $24,000,

Pantages (Pan) (2,812: *50-$D—
"Song to Remember" (Col). Boff
Cleveland, Feb. 27.
$31,500. Last week, "Suspect" (U)
After nearly two months of mid- and "She Gets Her Man* (U) (2d
dling grosses and blizzards, defrosted wk-6 days>), $9,300.
key houses are Anally hitting thenParamount (F&M) (3,389; 50-SD—
stride. State's "Music for Millions" "Here Come Waves" (Par) and !'Dangrabbing most of the coin although gerous Passage" (Far) (3d wk). Neat..
Palace's combo of "Fighting Lady" $22,500. Last week, healthy $26,000.
and "Sunday Dinner for Soldier" plus
Paramount Hollywood tF&M> O,Dante on stage is rolling up a Ug 451;. 50-$D—"Waves" (Par) (3d wk).
session. "Keys of Kingdom' looks, Nice $12,500. Last week, handsome
sock at Hipp.
$16,000.
BKO Hlllstreet (RKO) (2,890: 50Estimates for This Week
80)— "Song to Remember" (Col). A
Allen (RKO (3,000; 44-65)— "Experiment Perilous" (RKO) (m.o.). Smash $32,000. Last week. "Susuect" fl
(U) and "She Gets Man" (U) (2d 1
Trim $7,600. Last week, "Tonight, wk-6
days), closed with $12,400.
Every Night" (20th), husky $8,000,
Rltz (F-WC) (1,370: 50-$!)— "Velalso m.o.

Dante Same, 'Music' 22G

..

—

•Beilc of Yukon"
pplnions oh this. Okay $7,500.
fceek,

and

"Hangover Square"
Henry Busse orch on

stage

(44-70c), nice $17,000.

Hadlo City (P-S) (4,000; 44-60>—
"Hollywood Canteen" (WB). En
route to big $16,000. Last week, "ToEvery Nl8ht" (Col) mild

$1Smo

'

—

(P-S) (2,300; 44-60) "Have,
,Have Not" (WB) (2d wk). This one
the box-office goods in a
Sassesses
'8 way, judging by the boxof flee
response.
The Bogart-Bacall publicity angle apparently a big help.
Fancy $9,000 looms.
Last week,
sock $15,000.
JUpUwn (Par) (1,100; 40-50)
State'

—

•Experiment

(RKO).

Perilous''
srft

Okay

$3,000. Last week, "30 Seconds Tokyo" (M-G), $4,000.
World (Par-Steles) (850; 44-80)—
,

"Tonight,

Every
(Col),
Night'
Moved here from Radio City. Good
$3,000. Last week, "Guest in House'
(UA) (3d wk), $1,800.
1

-

:

:

35-75)—

' Orpheum (Loew) .(2,900;
Extra potent are "Music for
trim $16,000.
Millions" at Century; 'Three Cabal- "Meet Me St. Louis" (M-G). Socko
Lake (Warners) (800; 44-65)—
"Guest in "Have, Have Not" (WB) (4th wk).
Last week.
leros" at Hippodrome and "Objec- $34,000.
'House" (UA) and "Blonde Fever" Fine $4,000 on. m.o. after big $5,800
tive Burma" at the Stanley.
(M-G), $22,500.
Estimates for This Week
last week.
Paramount (M-P) (1,700: 40-74)—
Century (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 20
44-65;—
Ohio (Loew's)
(1,200:
60)—"Music for Millions" (M-G). "Keys Kingdom" f20th). Great $16,- "Dark Waters" (UA) (2d wk). Smart
Strong $24,000. * Last week, "Dark 000 after two weeks at Metropolitan. $6,500 after potent $11,000 initialer.
Square"
"Hangover
week,
Last
Waters" (UA), nice $15,800.
Palace
(RKO) (3.700; 55-95)—
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240; (20lh) and "Big Showoff" (Rep), "Sunday Dinner" (20th) and "Fight20-74)— "Three Caballeros" (RKO) $17,500.
ing Lady'.' (20th) plus Dante's Magic
35-75)
(3,200:
State
(Loew)
plus vaude.
Solid
Last
,

"Meet Me St. Louis" (M-G). Giant on stage. Grand $27,000. Last week,
Last "Enter Arsene Lupin" (U) with Jane
$26,000, super for this spot.
week, "Guest in House" (UA) and Withers, Joe Bcsscr, others, on stage,
$25,000.
Fever" (M-G), $12,400.
"Blonde
Keith's (Schanberger ) (2,460; 20
State (Loew's) (3,450: 44-65)— "MuTranslux (Translux) (900; 30-74)
60)— '"Bell Tolls" (Par). Back at
Caught
"Castle sic for Millions" (M-G).
Okay $11,000. Last week, —"Bluebeard" (PRC) arid
P.OJ3 scale.
$7,200, very standee trade first two days; looks
"House of Frankenstein" (U), $10,- Crimes" (PRC). Smash.
Last- Week, "Big great $22,000. Last week. "Be Seeing
high for house.
700.
You"
(UA) (2d vfk). smash $16,000.
Mayfalr (Hicks) (980; 25-55)— Bonanza" (Rep) and "McGuSrin's
Stlllman (Loew's) (2.700: 44-65)—
Brooklyn"
(Mono.), $5,700"Town Went Wild" (PRC). Over
"Be Seeing You"' (UA) (3d wk).
average at $5,000. Last week, "Ser.
Terriff $10,600 on moveover.
Last
geant Mike" (Indie), mild $3,200.
week', "Meet Me. St-' Louis" (M-G)
New (Mechanic) (1,680: 20-80)— 'Caballeros' Sock 13iG,
$ll,6lM.
$21,000.

week, 'Xove a Mystery," (Col), plus
Earl Carroll's "Vanities," nice $18,

.

200.

15G

.

13GooMont'IH.O.

•

.

r&W

'

PoHy wood"

(RKO).

Hot

$8,500.

Last week, "Thin Man Home" (M-G)
and "Tahiti Nights" (Col). $9,000.
Loew's (CT) (2.800; 35-67)—"Can't
jftlpSuiging" (ui (2d wk).. Rousing
after sock $19,000 on first.

„

WWW

Macets

(CT)

>(^J00;

30-52)—

<20.th)
.wk)! Excellent
view of swing-shift loss.
Last week, big $29,600.
.
United Artists (UA-WC) (2.100; 50$1)—"Every Night" (Col) (2d wk).
Okay $10,000. Last week, good $14,-

depc<i'.'

$20,000, In

400.

Uptown

(F-WC)

(1,790;.

-50-$D—

"Thunderhead" (20th) and "Evidence" (20th) (2d wk). Good. $6,500.
Last week, strong $10,600.
Wllshlre (F-WC) (2,296; 50-Sl)^"Every Night" (Col) (2d wk>. Slow
$5,500. Last week; strong $lfr.80O.
Wlltern
(WB) (2,500; 50-$D—
"Burma" (WB) (2d wk). Neat $11,000. Last week, good $15,000.
:

Waves'

Giant $25,000,

.

"Hatigover Square"' (20th).. Drawing well at $9,000. Last week, "Keys
Cincy, 'Btinna' Big
of Kingdom" (20th) (3d wk), $6,300.
Cincinnati, Feb. 27.
Stanley
(WB) (3,280; 25-66)—
"Objective
Burina"
Overall total for major stands is
Tokyo'
(WB).
Up
among the leaders at $20,000, ter- groovy and slightly up on last week.
Montreal, Feb. 27.
rific.
Last week, "Have, Have Not" "Objective Burma" is the current
Holdovers give Palace, with ''30 (WB) (3d wk), stout $11,200.
"Three Caballeros"
with
topper,
Seconds Over Tokyo/ a long lead'
Valencia (Loew's-UA) (1,840; 20- close behind.
over everything on Main Street.
80)— "Dark Waters" (UA) (move
Estimates for This Week
_ Estimates for ThU Week
over). House average of $4,000. Last
Albee (RKO) (3.100; 44-70)— "ObPalace (CT) (2,700; 35-62)— "30 week, "Meet Me St. Louis" (M-G), jective Burma" (WB). Fancy $15,000.
ia Over Tokyo" (M-G). Sock swell $6,600 on m.o.
Last week, "Be Seeing You" (UA),
fU.OOO. Last week, "Now Tomorrow"
tall $21,000.
(Par) (2d wk), $8,500.
Capitol (RKC4./2.000; 44-70)—"Be
lM (CT > (2,700; 35-62)— "Dark Waters" (UA) and "Under Seeing You" (TJA). (m.o.). Great
,*JF$>
Tall in Saddle" (RKO) and "Falcon Western Stars" (U) (2d wk). Robust $9,500.
Last week. "Between Two
.

m

'

.

Last help.

(20tli)

Women" (M-G). smash

$4,800 after $6,500 first stanza.

Strand (United Amusements, Ltd.)
35-45)— "Alaska" (Mono) and

Family

(RKO)

$11,500.
30-40)—
(1,000:

<3d

wk)

(m.o;),

and

"She's Sweetheart" (Col) divided with "Valley of Sun" (RKO)

and, "Call

Out Marines" (RKO).

(RKO)

Grand

(1,430;

44-70)

Caballeros"
(RKO). Sock
Holds! Last week, "Have.
(WB) (2d run), solid

"Three
$13,500.

Have Not"
$8,500.

Keith's

(United)

"Between

Two

(1,500:

44-70)—

Women"

(m.o.):

Lively $7,000.

"Here.

Come Waves"

(M-G)

Last week,
(Par),

fifth

week downtown, swell
Lyric
"Have,

(RKO)

$4,500.
(1,400:
44-70>-r

$2,.

Buff.;

week, "Dark Waters" (UA),

ditto.

"CabaDeros' 12G

Buffalo, Feb. 27.
Biz is oh upbeat this session.
Standouts are "Here Comes Waves'*
and "Three Caballeros."
Estimates for This. Week
40-70)—
Buffalo
(Shea)
(3,500;
"Here Come Waves" (Par) and
"Double Exposure" (Par). Colossal
Last week, "This Man's
$25,000.
Navy" (M-G) and "Dangerous Passage" (Par), neat $16,000 in six days.
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 40-70)—
"Meet Me St. Louts" (M-G) (2d wk).
Swell $20,000. Last week, $26,000.
lafayeite (Basil) (3,300; 40-70)-r

"Song to Remember" (Col) (3d wk)
and "Shadows of Night" (Col). Stout
Last week, "Song" with

Have Not" (WB). Third $9,500.
downtown sesh. Dandy $6,500, Last "Mark

Palace
(RKO) (2,600; 44-70)—
Frontier"
(PRC) and
"Gangster
"Since Venus" (Col), split with "Pa- "Here Come Co.eds" (U). Modest
Last week, "Meet Me St.
700. Last week, "Lake Placid Sere- cific Liner': .(RKO) and "Jpari of $11,000.
nade" (Rep) and "Grissly's Millions" Paris1' (RKO). -Pleasing $2,600. Same Louis" (M-G) (2d wk), wham $14,(Rep), $2,500.,
last week on ^'Song of Texas" (CoD-HWO.
(715;

"Army Wives" (Mono). Average

'

$.5,500.

"House

Tall at

and

.

stout $14,100.

$24,100.

Keys'

(2,048: 50-

(20th)

"Circumstantial
Evidence"
(20th)
(2d wk). Hefty $10,000. Last week,

Metropolitan (M-P) (4,367; 40-74)
—"Have, Have Not" (WB) and "Jade
Hipp (Warners) (3,700: 44-65)— vet" (M-G) (3d wk). Oke $6,500,
week's film fare. It's one of those Mask" (Mono). Absolute wow here,
Last week, good $10,300.
extra-bii weeks that break through near $33,000 or maybe more. Last "Keys of Kingdom" (20th). Smart
State (Loew's- WC) (2,404; 50-SD—
week. "Keys Kingdom" (20th) (2d bally helping to sock $27,000. Last
every once in a while with
"Thunderhead" (20th) and J Evi(RKO). Mixed holiday (22) openings being a the
wk),
$23,000.
week, "Experiment Perilous'' (RKO),
big
-

(P-S) (1,100; 44-60)—"Meet
Louis" (M-G) (5th wk). Fine
$5,000 after big $6,000 last session.
Orpheum (P-S) (2,8011; 44-60)
.
Lyric

Me

'Mnsic' Sweet $24,000,

to fairish $5,000 after big

$6,500 third; week.
Gopher (P-S) (1,000; 40)
'ets Her Man" (U). Fair

Estimated Total Gross
.$619,00»
This Week..:...
(Based on itt theatres?
Total Cross Same Week
Last Year
,»618,«0»
(Based on 14 triea'tres)

40-

biz

Los Angeles, Feb. 27.
Business this week is featured by
the smash gross being registered by
"Song to Remember" in two theaIt's heading for a record. $63,500 after record-shattering opening.'
Majority of other top houses have
holdovers with "Objective Burma*
heading for a strong $43,000 or better on second week in three spots.
"National Velvet" continues steady
on third frame in three houses with
$37,000.
"Here Come the Waves" Js
relatively stronger at $35,000 in two
spots on third session.
"Thunderhead" is brisk $36,500 in three spots
second frame. "Tonight and Every
Night" looks mild $28,500 for second. stanza in four theatres.
Estimates. for This Week
Carthay Circle (F-WC) (1.518: 50$1)— "Tonight, Every Night" (Col).
Slow $3,000.
Last week, "Belle
Yukon" (RKO) and "What a Blonde"
tres.

week, "Woman in Window" (RKO)
and "Nevada" (RKO), healthy $7,000.
Paramount (H-E) (3,000; 40-80)—
Woman in Window" (RKO) and
"Nevada" (RKO) (2d wk). Fair $8,500. Last week, hefty $16,000.
St. Louis. Feb. 27.
Playhouse (H-E) (1,200; 40-80)—
Biz is on upgrade currently "Music
"Hearts Young and Gay" (Par) and
"Manila .Calling". (Rep). Fair $3,500. For Millions," solo at Loew's, is galLast week, "Winged Victory" (20th) loping away with the b.o. laurels.
Estimates
for
This Week
and "Strange Affair" (Col), $3,500.
Loew's (Loew) (3,172; 30-55)—
Orpheum (H-E). (1,800; 40-80)—
'Sunday Dinner" (20th) and "Fight- "Music For Millions" (M-G). Sock
ing Lady" (20th). Terrific $15,000. $24,000. Last week. "Thin Man to
Last week, "Now Tomorrow" (Par) Town" (M-G) and "Leave It to
and "National Barn .Dance" (Par) Blondie" (Col). $17,500. Swell.
Orpheum (Loew) (2.000; 30-55)—
(2d wk ), neat $11,000.
Music Box (H-E) (1)000; 40-80)— "Thin Man to Town" (M-G) and
"Now Tomorrow" (Par) and "Na- "Leave to Blondie" Col). Good
tional Barn Dance". (Par). Strong $8,000. Last week, "Abroad 2 Yanks"
(UA)
and "3 Is Family" (UA), $5,500.
Pi"Princess
and
Last
'week.
$5,000.
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 50-60)
rate" (RKO) and "Mark Whistler".
—"Bell Tolls" (Par). Solid $15,500.
(Col), $4,500.
Last week. "Sunday Dinner" (20th)
and "Fighting Lady" (20th), $14,200
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 50-60)— "Murder, My Sweet" (RKO) and "Girl
'Have Not' Has It,
Rush" (RKO). Fine $14,500 Last
week, "Have, Have Not" (WB) (2d
$33,000 in Hub; 'St Loo' wk), big $12,100.
Missouri (F&M) (3.500: 50-60)—
Colossal 60G, 2 Spots "Body Snatcher" (RKO) and stage
show (2d wk). Trim $9,000 after big

•

'Canteen'

I
(1,500;

Broadway Grosses

Bonanza" (Rep). Robust $9,500. Last
week. "Hearts Young and Gay" (Par)
and "Manila Calling" (Rep) (3d wk),
good $5,000 in 3 days.
Oriental
(H-E) (2,040; 40-80)—
'Sunday Dinner" (20th) and "Fighting Lady" (20th). Great $8,000. Last

De-

'Bollywood
troit) (2,800; 60-85)
Canteen" (WB) (4th wk). Moved
ver from Palms-State. Okay $12,000.

2 Spots, 'Burma' Hot 43G in 3 on 2d

Week

80)— "Dark Waters". (UA) and "Big

brisk $11,000.

—(United

'Song/ Lone New Entry. Giant (k%G,

Ori-

coin.
also is big

Night Club Girl" (U). "Smash $17,000 or near; Last week, "Have, Have
Not" (WB) (3d wk); vigorous $10,000.
United Artists (Parker) (900; 4080)— "Meet Me St; Louis" (M-G) <4th
wk). Stout $9,500. Last week, huge

.

11
And "What a Blonde looks sound at

Broadway-Capitol

with
Din-

Broadway (J, j, Parker) (1,900; 4080)— "Thin Man Home" (M-G) and

Estimated Total Gross
This Week.'.
... . .$3,981,369
Based o.n 23 cities, 192 thea-

Saddle"

the.

Home"

Okay Despite Surplus of H.O/s;

L.A.

27.

at

frith Jane Withers heading vaude,
at the Downtown, is strong to pace

new layouts.

in 2 Port/ Spots

"Thin Man Goes
Broadway,

Detroit, Feb. 27.
made its rely for the pace of biz Ih the loop
adjustment to new restrictions rapidheie continues brisk. "Bluebeard"

Public seems to nave

the

23G

Portland, Ore., Feb.
Trade is strong currently,
"Fighting Lady" and "Sunday
ner for Soldier," day-dating at
ental and Orpheum, getting top

of Whistler" (Col). $11,000.
(Ind.) (3.000; 40-70)

2Mb Centnry

—"Three Caballeros"
"Nevada" (RKO). Nifty

(RKO) and

$12,000. Last
week, "Sign of Cross" (Par) (reissue)
and "Army Wives" (Mono), bright
$10,000.
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Third of the four pictures- which
(William
Goetz-Leb
has contracted for RKO release, 'It's a Pleastlrc," starring Sonja
Heme in her first for the new combine, is a weakle. Its story treatment
fails: to provide sufficiently sturdy
background for Miss Henic's iceskaling pyrotechnics. Produced lavishly
should
in Technicolor,'. "Pleasure"
'

be sold. Incidentally,

In

have

will

it's

Heyman

Eyes'' given best presentation

dualer.

the star's

"jubilee".

\V:illili-e

(if

"Marriage"

Slur* \i

Nliur
>

I

ii-f.-K-!]

r,-:i-

film in color.

Yarn has a dual ice theme, concerning Miss Henic's marriage to a
hotheaded hockey player who, for
his frequent fights, is barred from
the game for life. Thereafter the
story deals with his comeback attempt as an ice-show. performer, but
here again his drinking proclivities
find him on the short end. while Miss
Henie eventually achieves stardonV
as a •figure-skater.' Then it's the usual
clinch between the two a'fter ail enforced parting caused by their misunderstandings.'
* Miss Henie Is the skating star, of
course, and her work on the blades
remains unparalleled. She's in for
more story than skating in ''Pleaslire." which may be a weak link in
the pic, but she screens niftily though
some of her lines are pretty" tired.
Michael O'Shea is. her romantic visa-vis, and he gives a creditable performance, as does Bill Johnson,
.Broadway musicomedy jiive, on loanout from Metro, where he's under

Henry

J.i-vin.
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Vr.'tllin

contract.

Marie McDonald, as

menace who

red-headed
makes a play for O'Shea,
the'

a gal to watch for similar roles.
She's plenty s.a.. a beaut with chassis
plenty whistle-provoking-, In
fact, the s.a. Miss McDonald gives the

is

that's
{tic

probably

is

most dominant

Its

The' production numbers are neatly
staged, and there's one dance sequence, sans skates, in which Miss
Henie shows a grace comparable to
anything she does on the gliders.

a routine with Don Loper.
tatter, ex-nitcry dancer and designer,
is also credited as the film's associate
producer.

This

.

is

William A. Salter has done as well
with the direction as the trite story
would permit; although some of the
hockey is too amateurishly played to
suggest the professional qualities it

Kahn.

represents.

from radio- program of
same name, which is a good exploi-

\\:ill:u-c

Hollywood, Feb.

27.

of age. ' However, it all proves to be
a phoney deal, since the gent's wife
financed the whole setup in order to
inherit some two million bucks when

he dies.
George Macready portrays in capable fashion the playboy about
whom the plot revolves. Jim Banas a detective, is. convincing,
in the role of Macready's wife, and Carole. Mathews, as
a mysterious gal -who flits in and out
of the film in uncxplainable fashion',

non.

Tuahlimky.

give somewhat stilted, performances.
Settings are substantial, though
obviously of cheap calibre. Direction
Steii.
and script lack smoothness.

The Hlg Bonanza

FenlureH Jnne Powell.

Cunaliini-e Monl-e."
Sv-rrrnplny.

J-ulilli.

Itnlpli
A,-.

Illm-lnr.

lVl^mi

Wnllrr

Slum
Jiinn

Itli liiti'tl
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.

Al

'15.

llunuliiK
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lor,

Aloi-din Onillrt.

Mnrvoy -Mnimer.
,

* * Ul

Hilwnnl

^
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Hh '"'
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45

Morliin Oould nnrt
J«it«ih.

««

inmi.

*'"">';

,
•

lila

Selby

In

BhIiiIi Holl.imy

Amli-o (.'Unrlnt

Hunter WlllliimM

production flash in several elaborate
numbers but these neither impress
nor overcome the episodic devclopm ?ii i_a " d commonplace story, Theme
will have some juvenile appeal as it

young Jane Powell as

a

youngster who plays at grownup.
Running time is bverlength for the
material's worth ahd could be Juditrimmed to speed proceed
fn^sf'y
'Delightfully Dangerous" is the
story of a 15-year-old girl who imagines her: big sister is a Broadway
.

musical comedy star. She leaves her
school to pay a surprise visit, discovers the sister is really a bumpstrlp artist in burlesgue. Befriended
a producer, the youngster at first
J>y
tries to get the sister the lead in his
Jiew show and then plays grownup
land the role herself; figuring
shell earn enough coin so the sister
can give up bumps tor a living. Both

Si-iv-u|il:i\-.
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.Fred

The Singer

Soo Son
IlMtx-i-ofl

KaIiIpi-.

Jr.

..Monle Halo

is

a dressed-up

western, Richard Arlen, Jane Frazee
and George "Gabby" Hayes turn in
smart acting jobs and that notches
the picture as a strong supporting
fllm on most twin bilj£.
Not long
enough to stand alone in most spots
even where cactus epics are liked.
Story starts out with a slightly
different twist, showing Arlen as an
escaped U. S. Army officer of the
post-Civil War days, who's unjustly
courtmartialed for- cowardice in battle.
But from there on plot treads
familiar trails, this one .being about
good, stalwart youth who returns
home to find his boyhood pal turned
crook and, linked, with a dancehall
queen. Arlen is said stalwart while
Robert Livingston is the unscrpulous
lad.
The familiar young brother
angle is worked in, with Livingston's
g?ng but to silence the boy because
sole witness to a murder.
Per customary western pattern
there's the noisy gun battle at the
1

.

.

Big Bohanza mine, with the upright
coincidentally triumphing
the gunmen.
Oh yes, Jane
Frazee. the dancehall queen, goes
straight because of her love for the
citizenry

over

'

,

rugged self, being in for one kiiock-down fistic enhis usual-

Livingston

contributes

a

smooth portrayal as- 'his boyhood pal,
while Miss Frazee is vivid in her
role.

Bobby

Driscoll looks promis-

younger brother, and
"Gabby" Hayes has more to do and
ing

less

as

the

comedy

<ln|;ilt:in

Meeker

I'iPiie

v li»v

,

.

...... .(V

.

HPP.-ip
(.'lull-

Latest in the East Side Kids series
better than average. Action is
involved and there's some
is just fodder
for the duals, of course, but it will
s

more

amusihg business. Pic

do biz there.
Story has the Kids— Mugigs and

.

Glimpy particularly— tied up

in

some

knots concerning foreign agents,
jewel thieves, murder and the law.
The boys find a diamond necklace
an alley near their ruomc. They
.

•in

as

Arlen's

jubilee
(RUSSIAN-MADE)
Arlkino
Slol'M

sidekick

or
Slnnllsin,

Mo'kIIIiii.

l-i-leiiHe

X'lrlnr

X'ilKlly

.'I'Dlloi-kov.

-

pioiliii.-lion.

Allih-ovjlkioii.

CIIku

.Zuyevii.

AiiiixIhhIii

'

i)i-

nml jti(-i-ee|i)iliiy liy. VlHillmlr Pell'ov.
Anion (4iekhov ilriinni. CHine.ru, VliiVokovliiv: nml
HrUHllbVHkHyji.
N.

ii-i-lion
riiiiit

(linill-

:

Muxli-.-

week

Al

Kilukijj-.
Jl.

.N.

N.

Siiinley.

HunnlnR

KpIk

or

time.

Y..

K liirln

.

Mel-i'liiilklnn

.

.

.

(In Russian; English Titles)
Short, feature based on Chekhov
play and made last year by Soviets
to corhemorate 40th ahni of dramatist's death; is a somewhat labored,
however, some very
farce, with,

amusing moments.
Story has slender thread which
spins out even before the 40-minuta
length. Situation involve.s the plans
of a stuffed-shirt bank director to
celebrate the 15th anni of his establishment, and the way said plans are
upset by his gabbing, tactless wife
and another featherbrained female.

'Glimpy.

drovskaya, also fine

cess' aunt;

tion,- too, is

in intrigue, as

for some monies deducted from her
husband's' wages by a totally- differLeo Gorcey. a little chubbier now. ent bureau, contributes a priceless
is. still amusing and realistic as the
bit of humor. Other three principals,
little, tough Muggs. with Huntz Hall
banker Victor Stanitsin, clerk Vasily
a good foil as his dopey stooge, Toporkov. banker's wife Olga An-

Betty Blythe. as the prinCarlyle Blaokwell. Jr., and
Gloria Pope, as the romantic- pair-,
and Cy Kendall, as chief villain, are
okay.
.Film pays more attention to suspense, .comedy and camera detail
than most in this series.Broti.

(SONGS)
MonoKmni

relemie or Wlllluni Slrolilmeh
Fealurefl Juekle Monin. "Wjinilii
Slilney Miller.' Ruhili Smirnril. 1)1-

recled by Hill KHi-lHleiu. NiTeeupIni
Kilmonil Keboi: romem. Wllliuui Slrkner: p*1Ilor, Hli hinjl Currier.
Al Xew Voi-k. .V. Y..
week or Feb: L'l. 'AT*, dtml. HuiuiIhk limp,
.

M1NH.
Jimmy
Anne

(With Music)
1

Im-kle

-Momn'

Wiiii.Io Mrl\H>-

•

Slilney
IU'IiiIi

,

,

l.lon

by

.
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Dewey

Hvei-illlu.

Jfllilm-

ion CliekJiov piny. f'Hmera. -Yuri Yekek-hlk;
8"rnninlr. V. ^heloblniiky: dunce*. V.
inelKier.
At Similey. N. Y.. week of r'eb.
SI. '15.
RunnlnK lime. 47 MINS,
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Joins

Hambufg

RKO

joined

local

staff.
Southern Illinois
Succeeds Lee Norton, who reown house at Sul-

signed to open his
livan.

111.

Burncy Rosenthal, Monogram's lobranch manager, closed deal with
& Marco for company'*
1944-45 oroduct.
Rita Hayworth skedded for a p.a.
with the first local showing of ^Tonight and Every Night" at Loew'a,
cal

Fanchon

.

March

6.

Interstate Picks Femme Mgr.
San Antonio, Feb. 27.
Kalherine Morgan named manager

Star theatre, nabc Interstate house)
here.

•

Merchants B. R. Theatre
Normangee, Texas, Feb.
City's

opened

first

theatre

in

27.

ycar«

15

month by Bob Yancey,

this

recently discharged from the Navy.
Project was aided by local merchants who wanted a house here.

Ex-Marine Hero Made Manager
'

Midlothian, Texas, Feb, 27.

Garlon Swift named manager of
Dunlan theatre here. He recently
was discharged from Marines after
being -wounded at Saipan.

Texas Theatres Change Hands

3

.

Amarillo, Feb. 27.
Texas and Victory theatres, operated here by Ben Golding, bought by
W. G. Underwood and C; C. Ezell of
Dallas. Rex. also operated by Golding. was sold to H, S. Leon. Underwood and Ezell are expanding their
theatre holdings in Texas, now having about 12 houses.
'

Albany DUtrib Moves
Albany, Feb. 27.
Bill Benson, veteran in distribution, made Universal" salesman her*.

Replaces
into 16

Charles

Weill,

mm.

who

goea

biz. Benson was in New
Haven for U.
Thomas Barry transferred by 20thFox from N. Y. to Albany, as head

booker and

manager. Succeeds

office

Dan Houlihan, recently promoted to
salesman.
Dan Houlihan promoted by 20thFox from head booker to salesman.
Replaces Benny Dare, who resigned:
-

to become nabe department stor*
manager here.
<

House

Allard's

Kansas City, Feb. 27.
Joseph Allard new manager Osaga,
nabe operated by R. R. Biechele, 11
Kansas City, Kas.
National Screen's

New

Chi Spot

Chicago, Feb. 27.
In a move designed to facilitate)
deliveries. National Screen here last

week moved

house,

on

Bros.' building in

•

ware-

accessories

its

located

South

Halsted

street, to the fourth floor of

Warner

Film Row.

2«th.Fox in ,MpisV Hard Hit
Minneapolis, Feb. 21.
-

.

,

New blow suffered by 20th-Fo»
exchange here, already hardest hit
?lJSf y M nn eapoHs branch by new
'

WPB

regulations. Exchange loses its
manager, Irving Mills, notified
by draft board to report at Ft. Snel-

office

ling

for

.

:

..

-

Nlkplol Kouovalov

(In

-

.

K.

.sales

area.

-.

The Orgmi (Jrlnder.
The Clenertil

Simroi'il
It-ililitHon

RKO

pi-imIiic-

MurelnkHya, Zoyu KyoScreenplay and dlAnnensky; Bnae.il .on An-

Vera.

Lev

Russian; English Titles)
Jim Wiley
niln.
Anton Chekhov's play, filmed last
FHrrel.
Anlbony Woi-ile
HaHtlrlKS. .'....I
.>lHi-ry Oe|i|>
year as part of commemoration of
Qulpley
Oeorice Kblreilice 40th anni of the great Russian draMni'tlll
Ktlwnnl Kinernon
matist's death, makes a highly di.lolin ({llloenlh
Tex.
Vi-lnKle.
I'm cleiiHon verting pic. Scene of a wedding in
..Don- Kerr a lower-class family, with its attendHnwei*n
iClinVlle Jol-iloii
Wnllle.
ant bickerings, jealousies and greed,
.Terry I-'i-omI
Stevens
And as
is ace material for satire.
NorriH.-.
fbillih l.ilin
.Ubiilys Klnke broadly, burlesqued by some excellent
Stella
Russ actors, it makes 47 minutes of
Not much, sense to this one. A hi«h-grade fun.
Although pic contains stock actors
couple of wide-eyed page boys, a
murderous radio executive, a blun- —the rejected' suitor, the bossy
dering cop, all in a humdrum yarn, mother-in-law, the prying neighbors
with a song or two for relief, A —it is acted so well to be a perfect
takeoff of petty small-town folk.
lower-case dualer, strictly.
A detective in charge of unravel- Scene is the banquet following the
ing a crime is shown up as so puerile marriage of - a yourfg couple. The
event wouldn't be complete without
and ludicruous as to be. fantastic.
couple of pages at a radio sta- the presence of a notable, so a gention believe the receptionist whom eral is hired to attend. Snide rethey adore is a great singer. They jected suitor makes some comment
plan all sorts of schemes to get her about a sparse dowry, whereupon inan audition at the station. Suddenly dignant mother-in-law disrupts, dinthe station's star vocalist, is mur- ner to drag guests through house/
dered; A hillbilly singer is suspected, pulling sheets out of bureaus, coats
but flees before he can be queried! out of trunks, to demonstrate riches
The boys, who seem to have the run fioing with bride. Banquet ends in a
with everyone being
of the place, barge into the case, tele- free-for-all
type messages widespread, invade hauled off by the cops.
Pic is peopled with, fascinating
private apartments, and in general
keep several steps ahead of the po- types, some grotesque, some burThey lesqued, but all highly amusing.
lice unwinding the mystery.
get the gal-friend in as sub on the Faces of dancers at dinner-dance, as
murdered singer's program, where well as the pompous groom, the witch
she's a hit, and also find the real mother-in-law, the pathetic general,
are intriguing. Pic has other good
murderer.
Jackie Moran has the job of pre- features, good production, good music,
cocious page boy. with Sidney Miller, some fine song and dance interludes,
Bron,
his pal, in for comic relief. Both try to add to excellence.
A

,

>.

Hamburg

1st. Louis, Feb. 27.

Wi.Iler

-

or Tblllel' Hluillo

re|p:il.e

'8ioi-h

.

fll

Delaney

Bron.'

'

produrtlon.

Austin McGpugh, Des Moines, and
Price
Shoemaker,
Jr.,
Chicago.
J. O'Connor, who covers the Omaha
territory.-. was scheduled to come in
but was ihcld home by illness. .'.

(RUSSIAN-MADE)
Artkino

-l-et

since 1942.

tion reps arrived in N. Y. Monday
(26i for a. week's visit to meet homeofTice
executives and
familiarize

Produc-

Marriage

iloi-ovn.

Cioew Kelly

artists.

good.

Heavy Bom-

4 Metro Exploiters to N. Y.
Four more Metro field exploita-

.

Slight, yarn is, however, superbly
acted by some fine, individual types.
Anastasia Zuycva. as the persistent
wife of a provisional secretary holding up the bewildered bank president

McKny.

AAF

Waller
.

11th'

bardment Group of 7th Air Force,
for campaigns "which have taken a'
large section of the Pacific from
enemy hands." Day is a combat
cameraman and has beert in th«

-10

Vlclor SlaniUIn
..OlKn Androviiktiyii
Toiioikov
... Viislly
...
AnoiWixfa Znyev^i
.

Tii l Im na Atexi-yevnii

the
cops trail killers who are after the
jewels. A Balkan princess even enters the picture. The boys are' locked
up for larceny, are released and
catch
the
real
criminals.
And
Glimpy's brother, of course, wins the
princess.

There

his squadron, tlie

SUNS.
siiiivu.-!iin

.

become enmeshed

Staff
manager of suburban Lemoyne. theatre and Wilmer it Vincent's Penn'
theatre, West Reading. Pa., awarded
the Air Medal and commended with

themselves with operations. .Theywill attend -meetings on exploitation
presided, over by William R. Ferguson. They arc Ernest Van Pelt. Salt
Lake City: William Prass, Denver;

Broil.

Ki'ilibill

.Minn-ire Si.

Summy

counter.

lii-n.'illrl.
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HoberlH

Hubby DtIwuII
M. Keri-lRiin
KlmiMOn
Flunk Ilelc-llPi-

..I.

...KilHHPlI
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Wanda McKay is attractive
as the singer. Others are nondescript.

llon.

"Cubby"

..(ieorice

lil .'

I'ui'ker..

Arlen

Cnli'-M'

C.uri-PV

.I'll

.'.'

Uiil-i-y

Millie.,

llU-liDiii Allen
Kolici'l UvIiikdIoii

Dr. RiiII.iu

youngster.
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This is a modest musical that will
be moderately pleasing in the dual
brackets. Best recommendations are
the modern Morton Gould music and
'2" .°!d St'auss tunes as played by
moulds orchestra. It has been given
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suspenseful low-budget chiller for
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Paramount exchange here entertained members of Dallas motion
picture fraternity in the Baker hotel
with a luncheon honoring Charles
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instead of the Jefferson, as previously planned.
John A. AHermann, manager of
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announced new house to which will be managed by
be opened in San Antonio middle of. in-law,
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April will be named the woodlawn,
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"There Goes Kelly"; (Monol.
Radio murder-mystery;, lower-

part bill is better in front of his orch.
Strauss music is used' for a waltz-jive
finale number and an earlier production spot. Ernst Matray staged
the musical numbers but none is particularly impressive. '
Brog.

f ii]lliiihi:i

Fair
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for
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Blf Bonanza"
(Rep),
Richard Arlen and Jane F^azee
in well-mounted western; stout
support on dualers.
"Docks of New York" (Mono).
East Side Kids meller; good

"Through

with

(.Col

mystery

"The

ah elaborate garden number.
Gould also does a small speaking

International'.

It

melodic,

J.

Love a Mystery".
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Other Briefiesof Exchange Centres
Dallas, Feb. 27.
central
division
manager.
ParaO. Harris purchased three addi- mount branch managers L. W. Mctional
houses making a total of Clintock. Memphis, and C. H. Weavseven. Houses sold to Harris by L. er. Oklahoma City, also attended.
K. Walker included the Strand at Hosts were M. R, Clark, district
Frankston. the Pix in Centerville, manner, and Fred L?rned, branch
Harris man.a'jeer. here.
and the' Iras at Fairfield.
formerly sold screen, advertising
P. G. Cameron, who recently sold
prior .10 organizing the circuit.:
his theatre holdings here, has purv
city
manager of chased three houses in Hollywood
Al- Reynolds,
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Pleasure"

Sohja Henie in weak
moderate boxoffice.
"Delightfully Dangerous" (Musical) (UA). Modest dualer sans
flames, best noted for Morton
story;

,
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Kvana..
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"It's

Color).

better assignments' than his harassed play producer spot in this.
Constance Moore does well enough
by the big sister role, being 'properly
Konjif llenle
bawdy, in her -hurley bit while singMlehnel 'O'Shea
ing "I'm Only Teasin'." and handling
JiAmtliiii
, ... ..Htll
Marie Mi Di
Ill
herself
okay otherwise.
Arthur
linn ttihllllilK Treacher arid. Louise
Beavers are in
.H'Im Adrian
Cheryl Walker for comedy and Ruth Tobey. a plump"
.Pi'kkv O'Nrtir moppet; shows up among the juve-
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Arthur
\Valler
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they*

prove to him that Strauss is more
commeroial when swung a bit.
Jane Powell has a cutenesa in playing dramatic portions of her part
and her voice gets over the songs,
even though enunciation isn't all that
it should be. Ralph Bellamy deserves
.

releaiie of International Pkl.rwle. liroduclliui (I)on Loper,

autoHute ln-odueer). Star* Sohja Henle reiihirea MW-hiel O'Shru, Bill JulinMii. Murln.
Ulreeied hy Wllllnm A. Selt* r.
»lil>onnlil.
Hii-ea>>i>liiy. J.yii" Smiling and Klllol J'iiuI:
anil
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'Continental Idea'
Those 10-10:30

Nitery Matinees
Continued from page B

'

p.

m. nitery

di-

Show'
m

'Victory

vertissements will suit a segment
of the class cafe-hounds flne.< It
approximates the "continental
idea" of having something to do
around 10-10:30 following a leisurely dinner,, but too late, even
B.C. (before curfew), for the
theatre or even a cinema.
expected that this type
It's
patronage will help those early
"supper shows" along to good

page

1

walks of American, Various basic: afcfflk at Ameruom. Sn>
dustry, 28C iit aD; wilt he display: eA.
ife.
Musician Union,
Jn cost of licenses from $1,200 tb melody makers.
Herds of csttLe andi horses wiHl a*
The project Is a non-profit, nonjam
$1,000 in first-class cities; from $800 Local 181, have forbidden these
used.
Ghoaen- iiea^entative* off
partisan venture, backed by some
sessions but they continue..
to $700 in second-class cities.
industry—the hast, stevedore, best
of the finest names in American enThe Allies club, with headquarters
New York's City Council yestershipfltter,. ete-.—wHE participate-. Shawr
terprise. It will cost an estimated
day iTues.), by a vote of 14-2, at 1328 Massachusetts avenue, northhowever
win. be dramatic and hur
$2,500,000 to produce.
passed an amendment to the City. weal; is expected to take care of the
morous, done im at Qg& spirit to be
Because, of vasthess off project* real entertalnmeBJl lag^flghting
Code limiting nitery operation to military.
inb.o.
with panoramas, revolving- stages,, cidents to>shnw native American
•onform. with the national midnight
huunusual size, etc., no present theatre mor, and similar Americana^ will
curfew. Hours now defined by statIt's. a. Cinch in Cincy
be
ute at 4 a.m. to midnight.
Cincinnati, Feb. 2?.
Celebrity Nights in such niteries as is. suitable. Arenas like Madison Saj. stressed. Films;, win he shown ae
Except for the temporary closing the\ Latin Quarter and the May fair, Garden are also unsuitable. A. special background while- play is going on.
theatre, will be erected- in New- Tork
of Castle Farm, a suburban dine- and also> cut the weekly midnight
Show will paint futuce American!
Actors in Mufti
being
dansant that has operated, only on shows at the Old Howard andi the city for the purpose, plans,
jlife in panorama- rscm^ an moving
Philadelphia, Feb. 27.
laid) out so- edifice can. be built in lit
weekends, Uncle Sam's cramp order- Globe burlesqueries.
jstagK, showing home„ farm, and fac-'
Palumbo's Cafe, which beat
weeks.
is being taken in stride' by Greater
tocy scenes. Show wiQ! elase with
the gun on the curfew and
Ciricjrfs theatres, niteries and other
Committee has t we sites ini uund ai Victory march\. im which)
Pitt Sitti n« Tfeht
each
started closing at midnight a
spots.
adjacent to theatre section;. Btathi night those servicemeni
amusement
whs hove
Pittsburgh, Feb. 2ft
week ago Monday '(19), has
Compliance with the curfew is
sites will be loaned far the? purpose-,,
returned that: day wiQi macchi with;
-worked out a neat little gimVirtually all of Golden Triangle-!) Because: off vastness of snow,, it caneasy for theatres here. The several
jthe east. Hverybody whe has had a>
saiek to get the customers out by
and neighborhood cine- bars and cafes are going along with not he- toured. A picture version; is Ipart im the v&rtosy,, representative*
downtown
Ibe 12 o'clock deadline.
mas, and the downtown Gayety the midnight curfew, but a few are planned on a prestige- basis' (lift*; of all the armed
fbrcesv the Bed
Finale of the last show, which
This Is The Army'" and "Winged Cross and) Bdndtedi
(burlesque) were the only ones to staying: open.- just to see what hapactivities, as well
winds up about 11:30, has all the
They're- not openly defying Victory") to follow the stage version
haver midnight shows, just on Satur- pens.
'as all lines all im&istryv will partbctors come onstage in their.
the' Byrnes order, they insist; but and be shewn all over country.. A
days-.
aipate in this nmtehx
Ireet clothes. They walk off the
Operators
of night clubs,, most of merely want ta see what public and' radio version is also plannedi The
stage in small groups, saying
Performance wilt take five heursi.
which are on the Kentucky side of official reaction: is.
show itself is plannedi for a fiiungoodnight to' everybody and.
For the most part anger was- the year run. Film can't be; made till starting; at. S:30j mniL and! breaking;
the Ohio River, opposite Cincy, are
leave the building. This gives
€3 supper will be
making a try on the changed order most common emotion expressed) show is- readied, those concerned be- at seven.
Hit customers the idea and
served) audience im at bnilding; adV
'by
moving
np> floor show schedules. here by the- club owners/many of ing, absorbed in stage rotation;
everybody follows suit, allowing
huterdt to tfieatni, witm same
Beck's Supper Club, a new spot in whom- claimed the- 12' o'alock thing
The Victory. Show.'" is the idem aQnwed far eatmg; as GSs get, time
the place to shut its doors at
and
Newport,
Ky., experimenting with a would put them out of business. of John- Harkrider, farmer- Ziegfelot
midnight sharp.
'sonr resuming- at TX4& p.riT.
Pittsburgh's always been a late town
4 p.m. show opener.
stage designer who< subsequently
in the niteries,. most of the take:
PCi solicitatiam of funds willi be
has: beam in Hollywood! where? he
coming Between midnight andi 2 aim. staged musical numbers finr Samuel! made far the projecl^ a financial
At the behest of the Cafe Owners
Hub Gws to Bed Early
Saturday night Goldwyn* for the Bred Aatsice- plan having; bean developed! and
Guild, clause was put into__the
In' Pennsylvania,
-..'".'.".•)
Boston, Feb. 27..
sales of liquor stopped, automatically
ordinance limiting application of the
Ginger Rogers and "»"""» Bhmftm' approved) by the ttammitteev with)
Fact is, Boston is less affected by at 12 but customers- could Ibadl their
flinds made' awaiiiaw— Ha- one tat
new law to the duration of the
pix, etc. Remembering; the parades;
Byrnes edict or the end of the war, the curfew' than other cities of com' babies before that and stay to 2.
and tumult of the. last Wat's: Armis- date has- heem naid finr the creative
parable size- because its night life
Hotels, of course, are all going,
whichever comes first.
tice Day, Harkrider hit am the idea jjolfc'Qr preliminary work;, althougk
has never lasted much after 2 o'clock along even though they have to be
of ai more constructive;, idealistic: professiBnai; casti^ orchestrav. stageand the streets are nearly deserted heated and lit 24 hours daily. Hoad>!• Squawks on Coast
means, of celebrating; victory that handSi, ebc, will he paiit There wilt
after midnight. Most of the niteries- ihouses say they- can hear the death
he 32" different nroductinm unrts>,
time,, when, war was won,. His idea
Hollywood, Feb. 27,
wfB
openi earlier with- service avail knell because they rarely get anywitm producer, designer,, director
was. broached about two and: ai halfl'
Curfew came to Coast last night
able fronrS- p.m., and all will close trade until late. Peak hour for them years ago to a group; of inrTuentiaH and! writer supervising; each. JSCa
(26) with he* real sqjuawks. either
at midnight. This means the end of is around t a.m.
^ft*>
people- gathered at
home an. Mrsr. organizing; expenses have been? in>
lrom customers or proprietors in
icurredl Bveryone so tan has paid
George V. Baker, Sr:^ off noted banktheatres, niteries or entertainment
ing family, in New Tort city. A ci- expenses out off awn, packet,, witm
•pots hit by ruling.
not. one aemt charged! against showt.
vilian committee, to farther the ides
Film exhibs had no complaint
was set up, which: now includes: 300) None, will be- incurred; till the apenp
bout starting and shuttering early
names. Harkrider gave up? ms work ins. Proceeds of shnwr will go. ta- a
but all-night houses will feel pimzh-.
welll-kmown dtority- of world) sym>
Continual* ttmtm pan* 1
in Hollywood to ptam the show; and!
Loew's State and. Lbs. Angeles theapjathyn whicn has. already onnsenteet
tres expect arop of income to hit bitterness, and nearly all groups in- other
shows Would have to be has concentrated' am l&sinaev
to same hut wishes name withhetdt
$5,000 or $6,000 per week, although dignantly painted: out that the evii- "cleaned up" or else. That aroused
Held Back. SUm* tSUBt
for prsientL.
operating costs will compensate for dent attempt at one-man rule was actons andi showmen all the more,
A synopsis of the show- was: laid! As soon as Berlini falls, ajmnxtttee
some of this slice. Bistros jumped abhorrent in addition to being; dicOkayed Elsewhere
Harkrider
andi
sexetaH
promby
out
plans pustmgr dm exhibition: its
Young showman also called at
their opening one hour ahead with) tatorial.
writers, wan visited: factories, synopsis,, sketches; blueprints;, paintinent
nention to the fact that "Trio" was
crowds beginning" ta> fflUnr in about
Associated Actors and: Artistes of
mills and other defense actroitiex for ings and! pictures off its show ta
given the okay by Boston and Phila
Pracn
6; 30 or 7 p.m., in most spots.
America, acting for, all talent unions,, delphia,
material and ideas The title off "The arouse public- interest. Hfchifcitiott
where.' ill tried, out, in adevery boniface had same
tically
filed protest Monday (26), whem the
synoposis which: will be sent, all around: cauntry. far
dition to the ijfew York critics; that Victory Show"' and)
story to reporVJhat customers were
Drama-fasts Guild, Critics Circle and it had
embraces
three volumes,, have heem display- in' museums,. Ehparies;, etc:
heem pobhshedl by Houghton,
taking curfew in stride and acceptfQe
the- Civil Liberties Union joined! the
copyrighted:
in
WSH
andi
are
on
Them
final;
details
wilC
beworked;
Mifflin andi that these was no ob
ing it with no beefs, Reservations,
Yesterday
^Tuesday);
the jectiora tronx postal officials when ini Washington; to prevent any en- am., and' praductabn readied) far
flood,
through coming week all reflect
League of New York Theatres, went [sent through: the mails. Moss acted' croachment am plan or tT3tt"> Ward: T-Dayu
plans to go out earlier.
on record in its protest audi sa> did: after he or ftaf&uandia: ate said) to, off the project has heem withheld'
Finance committee of aa dbzem tbat
At BUtmore Bowl,. Giro's and
till new,, because .of possible, had
has raised funds, for tire project
huiMe. receipted) three protestingt Iletr^
Troeadero latest reservations were
psychology off stressing; at victory wisher
tens,, principally ficonx Johm Sutherto remain; anonymous for the
for- 7:30, most falling around 7.. With
MB, tibeatre groups have bem
cjdehratibm while- war -was: being:
land BBfeneQl, 3i ^esftyteriiam cltariic,
present,, hut it is known to contain
schedule change, last calls for drinks
aafcmB. to attend at mazting at tfUe
fought and! for fear off government the following;
Em the "Wine, Women andi Song
five, "civic and) banking:
went out at 11:30. and service ended
Ast&rr ftataV, Ttowr&Eayj
at, S
[unfeaency case two) years ago), SSosa- disapproval: of. premature: pnbCrity. leaders wlto also: finam the commrfcat 11:45. Slapsy Maxie's cloaked its
F&ul
toi spring; details; of the
p\7nj.„ att vjftdch: tOms: at' movAiimnlt
was:
iHom
jJi
dficlaiied)
itee am proceeds,, namgTy (ThnrTixi. G*
he wasn/t
customers Bearing; on> eapacfliy Satt& fcnaaik out cendonsfa^P tftartzog/k x censor^ hut ins the case off "TtaaT projiact when Berlin fftlH, sa> that the iClishuns,
urday night and estimated Ht tne& 112
Wilhami Yeagem,' Mrs.
anyjflaHshone could be got readfe- whem final!
iMZHnatng? power mW)
his actiom heliies hiss .weiidai, im the
George F. Baker, St:, iars. Frante
minutes toi cShbt pftnte. By. this
opinion off sheannem,
Eee Sno- victory was gainedi oner Jiapam.
jVandesQr,. Sr:^ and Mrs: Arthur
method they an: bidding! wi|idiflina*rg
ATthnughi outline and full synopsis
ttart refflised) to hoaHr. tike pby
farewell si Hbffi.w&em musiir stopsy
irdtoi one eff his houses; hwtt tall^ off shsnr is ready, ostuall script,, dia.District spnbE-expezlt haoni) im BusiCivilian committee of 300) incfisntsi
mrndrr. have mat fttf M ii -qn M mi^
Ijag;
and!
h*it»g
nibaii&
t^eness with ettfflMr,. hetauue people ti&e TBantsBsnit ttaft £ti was zmtt aflms beings quoted as
sushi representative nawiff as Tnornv
waiting till
anfiyiflin^iiatt tCQtlfl£ S&SD) On, 8S> ifll the. WtrrthrHiftmwon't be troiie tta> tinaveB our at
item <Dak£ey„ Ted .Shawn;
Waldo
sprung; ta line up talent for the pun*neighborhoods ££ time is abort.. Buscase off "TOne*'" whisht eQtsedl
Pierce, Arthur Hopkins, Lady Gosposes.
Because
the
high
^
Aiwanq
of
level
of
W
ginw
Shnbert
for
iness for Mtondtey was: gpad im moatnarihir)r
ford,
Constance .Collier,
tat use bis:
Henry
the show and Its non-profit, angle,
places, witlfc only ffaEanlnm rej
Major, Stevan Dohanos, Sigmund
huensikns nepwer fjai eensao* alA Booadl— nine monthE. iStwexesv rtt was a&ttogj*^ that Subestt asnghft' te fttDp inbai Gavernment officials have lent aplhg 50% slash) nx asuaC brae Btandoy way was; anattker faatQK.
Spaeth, Mrs. William F. Carey, Wilthe
show
and\ wham reflisedt proval and various authors and bur. Evans,
crowd. Hoiwever,, afll operators- exLouis- Bromfleld, Russell
ISot onj^f dtaes ^b&inBflffi jftiw, tja, w»
aomposers have expressett willing>
pect slump, at netwaEtt 2S to 3£% im
wouhto'U boat ttt iaOm DC. T(.Patterson, Mrs. aosemond Marshall,
sniit hot Ifie anthnosi
un ftm'j
Ttajift gf£ fsr 31 nsttBth) or umue
days to com*!.
nefiitte ness v to contribute. Harkrider's idea
jBQass; into) eaunt. Dramatists: (Suildi opening
is to appeal to leading authors, com- Norma Terris,. Al&n True, Mia.
at the ifctiinua.
'James
Herbert,
Mrs.
Florence
iheadb; sanfi: **We will seefic relSeff in
"Tniio!" is now regarded! as e totall posers, designers etc., to contribute
PhsaV*
the QGuots agsuistt thos and! anxp ftur— hjffi.. It was not ""^"g money em short bits far the material to be Glazer, Eugene Savage, hfrs. WilMflkoW^hia, BVbi. ZE
liam Yeager, Hildreth Itteijer.. Dc
First night, off eur&w f<jnncl vir- ther bhueuss: tv> the fiteedann off the Bhrohdway but these was; a: phui toi flUed) inv sa that country as a: whole
wiU have a share in the victory Eleanor CampheU^ and many ethers.
tually
100% (MppBamre.
Busi- Ameruzani IJhiftri.'iie hy- .seJOD^anjOEanitledl send) it to) (Chicagot, thaaev nnaen
Committee bas been aided by
_ aMmiiiway laiws these ealangt the deaS offlf as sosm eedehoatijan. Harkofdes- wiQ act' only
ness was onT gencsaOlF with same c-ofiMiumi esnsors _
as. coord&ator. Ton people of each: John C. Wilsoov. Hugh) Boss, Crosby
spots report&DE Dess tSiam 50%, nut— adenjontelt^ pjiiiMune mstfioda; finr as DUoss scBatcheif the d&atnm.
bd£igissj lanK&reBSBBDa, as -tsiafi^, and! sen alto said! that, bids finr the pfie- ffieMwiC safest owm best repiiesentaK Gaijge^ John rftiggntt, Mtorltam Goulds
tnal Monday night tDadfc.
Amb).
Sfennaa .Sfaimlint,
Agents. oC <te. War Nanpoiwer MbbsT tteahnaajMe tor dnsing: Blbys; by cune rights: were sihnJaidy dfnzhsdv. tive ta> write;' for show. Mem off type Peter
Commission snafe hnoe roandB; ef the, itemaR at hcenBCs is ill cum veutiio ni batm points -heinff expestedl te> he off Offioss Biartt, Jerome Kenn, Aanom Charlies Weidmanv, James W. Qenardi,
entertainment heft, reporting; that off the Earar.. GaiM has been awase gastt of his complaint, in slated; count Csplandv, eft at, aoe planned toi par- Bnbert Ekhnomf Jones,. Baymand
Knight,. BR. H. Bintnsirfe, Frank: Lai
everything was txmfifir control t» for severaH years off Dtossf efSmt. tai pracaediiigs.. What has annexed .ti eipaoB.
Shaw's synopsis), as reveatedV Is a: Forge- and) others. General Mirers*
their chief, ILev^ Anderson^ aoaa; usurp power beyond) .his:, aiithoiratj:- Broadtaiay.. toot, is t&e tendon;
director..
They wul mnhe and Mfinds Ins; latest aetiiam itdttler- eity ofUEcialft to. Estem te conuylaints: consent, off Aaxerisai. BaaSc back- ffleLna, Ctatiionalj Biscuit, Standard
fromi people' whe ace aegasdedl as gjiaund ftnr whole is a diarama of Oil Studebaker,. Procter *• Gamble
Similar tours ewery n£ght this: vsee&L :«blc.
America) todaji,, its steel mills, farms and; many other corporations have
A meeting; wss; caECedt for this, af- Equity held) sveemll meeting Tues- crackpors..
Moss declined) to transfer
and faotanies^ Central! figures are arso lent assistance.
ternoon (Tussday^ wicht reps, at the day (.27) to condenm Moss!' action asActors, Muratdiansi. Waiters. Unions,: "affroht to fteedbrai of- expressioni hu QeIheco> hcense- but is, expected! to. the five characters of the American
db> sco now that "Trior" is ant. ftr his family, father, mother, Army- son.
Cafe Owners GailldV Hotel Oceuav the American theaflie:."
Navy son, and America Junior.' Ac- Zanuck, Bacon
decision
lie alluded to- the. show ai
tprs, and other interestedi parties,
Sabinsoh attsndedl the hearing; ini
during which questions', arising un- -Moss' office^, asaompaniedl tty at- ^''Eewdi lascivious, immoral .. . ln- tors of the type of Waller Huston
Sheehan's 'Eddie' Job
der the interpretation! of Byrnes'' torneys H. VHnSanr Fltelson and' Idecent, willful degeneracy." No such and Helen Hayes will be sought for
the leads. It is planned to change
Holly woodi. Feb. 27.
impression
could
be
order will be cfcurifiedl
gleamed
from
Burton MByeus,' Cbnmrissibner read
the show's reviews or general opin- talent every eight weeks,, to bring
Completion of the Winfleld SheeiftaL'ts- of) am adi which appeared in a
in as many stars as possible..
ion.
tabloid ai couple aC days previously
D. C. BotUe CtaDs: A« SM
han production, "Captain Eddie,"' at
The
situation
may
involve
An
the
City
American's. Beeitage
Washingtonv Feb* 27i..
snd! remarked; "That is the only
20th-Fbx has been taftem over by
The bottle clubs or "Bring; Tour decent port off the script." Sabinsbn Center, city-owned and) operated
Show will describe a hero's- return' Darryl' Zanuck and Lloyd' Bacon
Own Liquor" are expected! to pros- arose arid criedt "Thai isn't, true," theatre, of which) 'Moss- is managing home and what he will And, It will while Sheehan is in the hospital^ reper when the new eurfew law goes SO) right them DSass expelled him; and' director.. Elmer Bice promptly, quit show government, press and indus- coverings from his second operatiott
the
theatre's
board and im so> doing try channeled In the race for vic- in three
Into effect here. They are- the Spot- the -attorneys, fliomi the: room, refusweeks, He Is due- to. leave
Temple- Nigfit) ing: (»> pliaaehBT acfliDni in the record. sent word to Newbolkt Mfarrisj, head tory. It will show .sportsmem and hospital March 9, but will probably,
Professional
light,
the Xim^ghtess and the Sabinsom desmnhedl the election, re- of the City Council; who ia active workers turned into fighting mom convalesce several weeks before' reClub',
fusal ta transfier the license and in the Center aetlvLtiesi, that he It
Sandbar. v
give glimpses of past Ameri- suming activities.
These places, asm about midlright other arbitrary rulings hy Moss to not only refused to serve witti Moss can 'history, as the hero's heritage,
Picture,, based on the- career of
srnd run until dawm. THiey provide he,, im effect,, a ttriial without jury. but termed the latter "tfii» enemy and of present American enterprise, Eddie Rickenbackcr, is one of the
Setups at. nnniinflli prices,. wi.thi the Bfe felt that the aonnnJssraher's at- of the theatre, not qjjaQmnT for his as his inheritance. Home front ac- dtudio's most expensive productions
policy of BTOL strictly observed.. titude, cocaine afftec the shew had- position." Another member of the tivities will be described, assembly in recent years and has been in proVaudeville entertainers and musc-Lplayedi eight, weeks, was a blow city's board 'is one of the lest known lines, transportation, communication, duction for three months, with Fred
Stses fctfunoted hackers of "Trio."
sians frequent these spots and tttere|)oett«ir the Wik.
shipping, science, metals, farming, MacMurray playing the title role.,
i
lslation,
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One Way

Autonomy Battle Flares Up As Studio

to

a Raise

Washington, Feb.

IATSE Giving Serious Attention

27.

New way show

biz employers
reward employees without
violating wage and salary ceilings was indicated last week by

can

Workers Fora

tM' to Fight Walsh
Goldberg Getting; Radio
Show Set Into U Pic

Lou Goldberg, Vho will make his
of *
crafts
various
radio' show. -"On Stage Everybody"
Aulonomy Club" and the distribution

.

ployees."'

a feature for Universal, arrived

iTVto

Tor
of "while cards," titled •'Food
Thought." on the motion picture lots;
Organization of the ''dub", was
based on a 'resolution adopted by
several locals asking a Federal investigation of the release.'©! Willie
BiolV and GeeT.ge £. Browne tram
prison, demanding a trial of the 2%
IATSE racket assessment -case and
insisting that the $2(000,1)80. in assess-,
nien.ls be recovered for the -workers.
Battle for autonorffy was precipitated by the Walsh contract cover
sheet, which asks workers to turn.:
over their bargaining rights to the
International crowd and eliminates
the submission of wage agreements
the workers.
to the approval of
Leaders in the "Club" movement de'

N. Y. from the Coast Monday
(36) following prelim work ,on the

Goldberg

production.

is

:

lining

"On Stage Everybody" show

•

on the

have

Cliff

U's

New

NLRB

War Labor Board which

Snag?

Hit

s

Production

.

Board

at the Studio

Meeting Hie problem of production
is trying to legalexpansion. Universal has formed an
methods.
advisory board to supervise all pro"while cards." distributed
workers -are such duction at its Hollywood studio.
'•mints' studio
Board will •be headed by Cliff Work,
statements as:
Wo want real "autonomy for the v.p. and general manager of the
in
Hollywood— No studio. Understood that the companv
unions
locil
be the logicar way to
agreements
No fell this
basic
phoney
phoney lie in all loose ends of '.'production
sheets No
l,ri
' a ilita ^ Aim-making with the
backdoor "deal's. We" wa.it "the'eards ?
least waste, and duplicated effort. ,U
on the table. We Want honest, clean,
is the
first company to. have such
progressive and intelligent unionsetup, but others. are said. to be 'mullism."
ing' similar moves.
Board's personnel takes in executives representing every organization
activity.
Head
It consists, of Marti ii MurSol Edwards
phy, studio and production 'manager:
George Bole, production executive:
Jersey
Another
Edward Muhl. associate executive:
John Joseph, head of advertisingIndie Booking
publicity: Harold Brewster, coivpOrganized by numerous leading Holler: Dan- Kelley and Robert
independent theatre operators in Speers.
t„ connection with the new aligiinorthern New Jersey. Independent,
Thcatres Service. Inc.. hew booking menl 'KcKey. who lias had charge
combine, will start functioning as- o[ .i„)enl. .'writers '.and directors,
soon as a buyer can bo obtained.
moves up to a new executive post
From reports, it may bo. Sol connected with all top-budget pioEd wards, who himself has a bu>'| n ej Auctions. He will act as liaison beservice in Boston through which. lw<fen
ooaJ d ahd producers of a)1
•

;

the-

—

.

AAAA.

called for a peaceful solution
to the problem/ which, he warned,
will become worse otherwise.

i

I

Alfred Wright, RKO attorney, and
Arthur. Freston, Warner attorney,
carried the ball for the studios, contending that production faces grave
labor difficulties unless the matter

<'

'

May

solved. Wright said it was no fault
that it had failed to recogr
of
nize the implications of the decision
so far as- practical ' application was
concerned. He urged, however, that
end the overlapping jurisdiction over the same type .of people,
f'with one union given, full jurisdicHe sa'ic! The
tion over bil players.
distinction should be based on the
type of work the people are doing.
Testimony also brought out that of
work
involving
331.000 man-days of
about 5.000 extras during 1943. only
2.300 involved extras were. doing bit

.

Combo
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Bureau

According to- Walsh, the; IA now
has around 55,000 members, these including bookers, shippers and frontoffice help in exchanges, plus operators, stagehands and a large! contingent iri the studios. If ;the IA ultimately decides against taking in
salesmen, they, will probably swing

Chicago, Feb. 27.
in "Variety" last
week. Chicago Tribune,, \yith an eye
to. postwar
circulation figures. is'
sending Louis Wolf, assistant for
past 10 years to Lyman Atwell, head
pf Trib picture desk here, to Hollywood to set up sheet's own photo
bureau. Site" hasn't been decided on
yet. with Wolf due on; the Coast
Thursday (1 ) to look for a likely

As announced
-

;

Immediate purpose

to the CIO, power of which in 6how
business is- exceptionally -small when,
compare'd to the older union. A CIO
organize, has Informed the Ni"- Y:
film salesman group; however, that
it will accept them at sny- time.
In addition to Ni Y., salesmen are
organizing- in Chicago, Dallas," San

of the

bureau

•

news art for daily feature
and for Sunday roto section.
Trib official also pointed out
they'll eventually set up a color Francisco, Los Angeles.. Milwaukee,
photo studio, equipped as .fully as Seattle and other exchange points.
the Trib's local studio, which is considered one of the finest in the counspot

is

try.
-

jobs.

,

:

:

Own

stuff

Screen Actors Guild
William Berger. of Screen Actors
deals arc negotiated for 70 theatwM importam jj picUll eSi S uch as Wylter
Guild, said the large majority of
in that- area, although the houses. 45 WBnger and Fe)i j. j a ks on. as well
bil work and contended
Loewchain. a< Executives Howard pBenedict. Mil- extras do no
of. them in the E
thai SPU members as a group are
handle their own booking. Thus, rt Wn F<ld Josepll Gershenson and
not concerned with acting work. He
is said, he would not necessarily be.
Fl ank ^. an
takes
Speers
/Kellevs pointed out that SAG has closed its'
forced to give up that service if joins
to lave cna;„ e of lalent and di . books, to extras but that under its
ing Independent Theatres Service.
with a successor
lo Speers by-laws it must take into member..-.»•
The post ol buyer for latter was of- ycl to
be named.
ship'any person who secures an actfered to Ray Moon, who was instruing assignment.
e Bole iS to coo rdinale
:
mental in- 1929 in organizing CoinSchullman, telling the other side of
,,vll,
,f Production executives -Eftoperative Theatres ot Michigan, .secward Dodds. Robert Faber, Ben Pi- the picture, paid the opposition had
ond largest buying association in the
var. Milton Schwarzwald and Ho'w- not presented auy arguments or facts
which had not been offered at the
Bi'd Welsch.
foi: 20th-Fox. he is said to have -a e .
»..-i««
Therefore, he saw
heaung*.
« are constantly increasing. the,ea.l.ei h
tided lb remain with 20lh although
said no reason for. NLRB- to change a
of
number
- -- -.—
-- lop productions,"
reported a three-year deal at. $500.t _,,.„;„„,
Na1e Slumber*.- in announcing crea- previou: unanimous ruling
per was offered him.
opposition for
the
He challenged,
th « board, "adding each year
-Service. t 1ion
Independent
Theatres
not filing its petition before NLRB
.with recent additions to the group.:'1 "' o" r overall budget, extending in
had made its decision. 'The only
will start functioning with a total of :*very detail the scope of our actividone, he
been
not
had
reason this
80 houses, according to .Lee New- .'ties. This new arrangement has been
as because SAG had been
said, was
bury, operating a chain of 11. who's [made to simplify and .strengthen our
>,
„.„,, rt win.
-vin
He also acac
it would
confident it
-">[studio's executive operation."
president ofthe organization
seek
and
SPU
raiding
cused SAG of
Three houses which formerly had
ing to destroy the new organizabeen expected to. be a part of The
tion.
new. combine, however, shifted to the
Schullman contended the studios
Brandt circuit effective this week.
have not attempted .to deal with
They are the Oxford, Little Falls.
Continued from twee 3 ;
SPU.- '"they have not tried nor has
N. J., controlled by Dave Mate: the
flrmet1 reports are that U.-S. Gov- anybody else tried," in violation of
Embassy, Newark, operated by Stan- *,. nmenl agencies plan orders for
'
the law.
ley Seligman. and the •Astor, also
some 100.000 16mm projectors to, j e ffe rs said -SPU would- oppose
Newark, which Louis Feld ha*. This
further plans tor world education „ n> change which would force the
raises the Brandt buying books to
aiid stability through placement of union's members back into, an or129 theatres.
S. films in straprojectors and
ggnization 1hey had repudiated. He
\f.
tegic areas around the world. ..Pos-.i added' that NLRB should not cresibility is that some 25.000 of_lhese
a1c a precedent which would permit
Par
machines would be' placed in China; an employer, in collusion with a
Designate
£100.000 Middle East Deal
disgruntled union, to go before the
International
the
Simultaneoufly.
board for a change in a rilling.
Successor to Knsell
Television -8: Theatrical Corp., has
The post of metropolitan. N. Y. dis^•eoei^'«d inquiries for 500 16mm protrict sales manager for Paramount,
jectors from the Middle East; Repwhich will be left vacant March 1
Studio Contracts
Iran. Iraq. Egypt.
When Milton Kusell shifts to- Van- reseniatives from
Hollywood. Feb. 27.
Trans-Jordan,
Afghanistan,
guard (Selznickt to become eastern Syria.
Bil) Johnson, actor, Metro.
Turkey and Lebanon have been in
division supervisor, may be elimG: fempleton:. shorts director,. Par,
in
N. Y. with ITTC
consultation
inated.
-writer, renew RKO.
pro,
Bren.
.1.
R.
execs:
Par's N. Y. exchange will bo under
Cara Williams, actress. 20th-Fox.
Indicative of the commercial pothe direct supervision of Henry Ran.lane Nigh, actress. 20th-Fbx.
tentialities in the 10mm field alone
del. branch manager, who has been
actress. UniversaL
Joyce,
Midthe
Brenda
for
deal
initial
is that the
witly Par 21 years and is president
Jess' Barker, actor. Universal.
of the N. Y. Film Board of Trade. Idle East territory involves an outlay
S. Felix, dance director. 20th.
Directly under \liim is another old- of approximately $400,000
..
moppet 20th.
Marshall,
repoiied
Connie
been
Inquiries haye alfo
-.timer with Par. .Myroit Saltier.- who's
Donna Hamilton, actress, 20th.
'» New York from South Africa toi
N.. Y. sales manager and has been
George Holmes, actor, RKO.
2.000 16mm projoclovs.
With the company 18 years.
Republic.
actress.
plants
Dvorak,
ecjuipment
Ann
While precision
Jack Roper. distribution statistician
Lorna Gray, actress. Republic.
at the Paramount honieofTico and
with capacity to manufacture large
Rosamondc Janles. actress. Rep.
with the company more than 20 quantities of 16mm 'projectors are rcRepublic.
actress.
Kerrigan..
orders,
Marian
years, has been appointed executive portedly' prepared -to accept
Frances Gladwin, actress. Republic.
assistant to Hugh Owrn. who reair such requests must be screened
Anne Baxter. acties>, 20lh-Fox.
cently resigned as general sales nuin- in Washington and priorities secured
Paramount.
actor.
Castle,
Don
«ger for Vanguard iSelznickl to re- before manufacture can be started.
Michael Audley. director, 20lh.
turn to Par, Owen heads a newly
Obviously no deluxe theatres will
Walter Wangcr. producer. U..
created fourth division, cinbriicing be built in low income areas. But
the N. Y. territory and the southeast: 1.000 low-cost theatres, tisin^ cither
Robert -Smith',- writer. Iiilcrnat'l.'
He was with Vanguard .Jess than a 16 mm. or 35 mm. can be built for
Dorothy Stevens, actress. Republic:
year, i
Dorothy Haddon, actress, Republic.
the cost of a single Music Hall.

M

Up

Lou

One

NLRB

I

-'"Sheet 'stttii
cue that wire

services,

and photo

syndicates covering Hollywood- are
all
getting set to increase writer
and photog staffs. Trib's plans, according to the official here, do -not

Vivien Leigh's Loanout

with Hedda Hopper's Chi
Trib-N. Y. Daily News setup.
Also said one of the main reasons
for such a .move is because stars
passing
through
Chi,
especially
femmes. have not been, especially cooperative about going up to Tribune
Tower between trains to have their
pictures taken. Their gimmick was
that' they want to have the say-so
about which prints will be used, local studio's photos being considered

In refusing okay for Vivien Leigh
to appear in a London stage production of '.'Skiri of Our" Teeth," David
O. Selznick claims the right to. decide what roles the actress may ac-
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in the

Courts

under the terms of" his conMiss Leigh's pact.- shared bySelznick and Metro, was inked in
,0, ° and
"
»— another
1939
runs for
year.

cept,

-

tract.

.

—

!

.She

is

—

scheduled, to appear in Sir

Alexander Korda's next production
for Metro which is slated to roll im
hot too flattering at times—whereas
England shortly.
oh (he Coast they qw have the final
Justice Romer. of the British High
word about which, Alls, will appear
on page one of Trib's Sunday roto Court, according to London dissection.. Daily.' with Its own reps on patches, has meantime refused Selxthe Coast, will then have wider se- nick s application for an injunction
to restrain Miss Leigh from appearlection of pix to choose from.
ing in the London play. Court ruled
that Selznicks remedy lies in an acKASS IS INDIE
lion for damages for breach of Con!

BrybwAI

WB

Operatiag But
Na Stake

tract, adding that, in court's opinion,
an original contract was so airtight
that no' injunction was possible under the terms. Pointed out, alao, that
h , d given Miss/Leifh perevious occasion, to acmij!fion

Has

'

!

in (he

Ross Productions, Hebert deing done, according to Richard F.
clared his professional career and
Walsh, president.
Study is being
standing had been damaged by the
given to the question of just how the
classification. He pointed out that
IA
may help in organization and just
he had not worked as a unit man in
to what extent the salesmen maynearly 10 years;
represent an industry advantage for
the Alliance. The boys who peddle
film think they can be of important
Wolf Setting
value to the IA, if properly organized, since they could not only tie
Chi Trib's
Photo
up the sale, of film and servicing of
accounts but also strangle booking,
in Hollywood shipping, billing, etc.

'

NLRB

i

Haying

spot.

is

.

classified

past looked askance
him as a unit publicity director.'
at' taking film' sellers into its fold,
As advertising and publicity di- the IA is
now looking favorably
rector and production assistant for
upon the organizing work that is beFrank

Edict

Washington, Feb. 27.
With a ruling expected within another week on the SPU-SAG case,
appeal, there is no indication" here"
yet whether. NLRB will make any
change in its previously unanimous
decision
which gave the Screen
Players union bargaining control
over some bit and stunt players in
addition to all extras. Appeal was
heard here last Thursday (22) with
SAG. AAAA and the studios all requesting NLRB to change' its mind
in order to prevent confusion .and
probable labor trouble in Hollywood.
Paul Turner, .executive -secretary of

roles in the film.

Work Heads Up

in

On SPU-SAG;

is still

About 10 leading' perfrom the radio program

air.

sonalities'

will

Change

ize tiie.old Willie BiofT

New

^

AAAA Leader Demands

up

essential details of the screen production and -will- act as supervising
producer and technical, adviser.

clare International

—

.

Hebert Quits Flacks
In Huff Over Rating

in

-

—

Film salesmen who ar« organizing
themselves in various parts of th4
country
may have the terrifie
strength of the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employee*
Hollywood,- Feb. 27.
behind them, since the I A is giving,
Bill Hebert
resigned from the serious consideration to; rhovemehta
Screen Publicists. Guild as a protest in that direction which are under
against recent testimony before, the way.
4-

Freidin ruled that payment of
life insurance policies of employees does not constitute an increase providing it is
for the benefit of "more than a
small number of selected em-

premiums on

M $2,i000.«00

On

To Taking h Film Salesmen's Union

Jesse Freidin. general counsel of

WLB.

Hollywood, Feb. 27. <
Autonomy- battle between Dick
Walsh, IATSE president, and 10;000
studio technicians gained Impetus
with the lormation by -workers of

„
„
„
2
Garfield Kass; realty operator and
flnancier. who is planning construe.

tion of

^

I

!

seven thea res in the Washl

m

pm

^

^

producUolShe h.s appeared in two ph|y^ 1W'-'
Doctors Dilemma" and *Vaesar an4
Laurence
Cleopatra," since 1M1.
planning to produce
Olivier
ir
Teeth."

,

if^l

IT™,
architect for the first of the
son
as ""l-,^
proposed houses in Cheverly, Md.
Kass, who in the past has built
and then leased his. theatres to Warners, is planning to retain the new
He has set
theatres for himself.
deal, with' Julian BryUwski, of the
Warner Theatres realty department
in Washington, to become the operator of the Cheverly theatre.
Warners has no coin invested, in
the Kass project, the realty operator
having important banking affilia-

!

,

.

-

.

Wirtzel Agcy. to Stay

hBsUiderZiffrei

Hollywood. Feb. 27.
Talent agency founded 25 yean
ago by the late Harry Wurtzel will
tions.
continue in the field under leadrealty
.
Kass, who has been buying
^
parcels for the theatres, b scheduled erfhip of his widow. Mrs. Grace
to. proceed with construction .when : Wurtzel, with. her. son-in-law, Lester
general
Ziffren.
functioning
as
materials are releasea by the Wai
supervisor.
Ziffren.
former -20thHroduction Board.
Fox writer and currently in Chile
as representative of the Co-ordinator
Tree' as 30th Anii Batty of Inter-American Affairs, Is return"A Tree Grows In Brooklyn." ing to Hollywood in a few months.
Continuation of the agency, whicli
preeming at the Roxy, N. Y., today
reported for. sale, was re<Wed.l. has been designated a -20th- had been
anniversary special" tying quested by its important clients,
-

;

'

-

_

i
'

Foi "30th

•

with the anni celebration scheduled in April.
James 'Dunn, who is featured, and
Smith, who authored the
Betty
novel, are in N. Y. for the preem.
in

including

Commander

John

Font

and Henry King.

A. M. Loew's 0.0.

Arthur M. Loew, Loew's InternaEncore
tional prexy, leaves this week by
Hollywood, Feb! 27.
plane for swing around Latin-AmerJoan Blondell. James Dunn and icas, with primary object. of his visit,
Lloyd Nolan will team up again at the preem of Metro's all-Spanish ver20th-Fox in the forthcoming feature, sion of "Gaslight" in Buenos Aire*.
'Tree' Trio's

-

-

Trio worked .together recently oh
the same lot in "A Tree Grows In

Picture opens there March 22.
Samuel N. Burger, company'*
homeofflce rep; accompanied Loew

Brooklyn!"

on his

"Command

to Embezzle."

.

i

.

trip,

',
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ie purposeful in ite selection *t
It neither "caters" to the Van Johnson, Prank nlmatre
Turner, too*by-socVc school, nor to the Cooper, Uevie,
Col"b«rt ©less. V»t strides a thankfully
eoou
the two, ui ae en e&o.ec attraction feature* stories
cowers tYve war has brought to the limelight.

One month WttlOH PICIUTO; nlaht print en *^*}*
his Junior tens will" th,Vf.*w »»
all ritfit thaVs fVue
*
la
they shouldn't stjuehhle it in the following
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unfair
prevents
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system
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...consistent
playing one personality in issue
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publication of materiel on one
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Therefore. 1 wl.W to expr.«
tor
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HOUSE

own band with regular reed, brass
State, IV. TfcV
and rhythm setup.
Benny Carter Orch, King Cole,
Following in order come an Apache
Timmle Room, Sowwtwh
Trio
dance bit, a boxing satire, a trapeze
C/mrchill, 2 Bu*in««men of Rhythm;
act,
an acrobatic, turn, an aerial strip"Thin Man CoetHomt" (M-G).
tease and a juggling routine, -with
the various small-size performers
skillfully
put.
With an all -sepia bill
doubling effectively in their stints.
excelhas
some
State
the
together,
Entire company is on with instrulent vaude fodder. The bill plays ments in red, white and blue regalia
nicely, with all acta providing valid for
a finale, playing "Anchors
Tea cons for steady applause.
Aweigh," "Victory Polka" and other
is the Benny Carter orch,
-

Topper
a hep outfit with eight brass, four
taxes and the wme number of
rhythm. It's more than a stage wait

when the Carter outfit has the spot.
ArranRements as 'well as individual
musicians are solid especially in
such pieces as "Back Bay Boogie"
and "Old Man River." Carter displays his virtuosity on the sax and
trumpet and reaps elegant hands for
his solo work.
Layout's chirper. Savannah Churchill, tickles

.'em with her rendition

of the memorable "No Love Blues"
(indigo in more ways than one) and
gels a similiarly good hand on "Just

;

a Baby's Prayer at Twilight."
The outside acts are similarly in
the groove with the Two Businessmen of Rhythm knocking off two tap
numbers, for top results, while Timmic Rogers, a personable youngster
with ah overgrown uke, gets the
house on his side with special lyrics,
a few gags and a surefire windup
in which lie dives off the stage into
the aisle and high-jumps back.

The King Cole Trio, winding up
the bill, have come a long way in a
couple of years. Their piano, bass
and electric guitar layout provides a
solid rhythm without neglect of har-

patriotic tunes for a sock finale,
Opening day biz good.
EarU

Keith's, Indpls.

(Col).

accentuated with some
fairly entertaining results in the
layout. Screwiest turn of the lot is
staged by Sid Blake and gal assistants, who invite four men up from
the audiences for a milk drinking
contest, out of bottles with nipples.
The contestants are fixed up with
bibs and baby bonnets and the house
gets, a good laugh:
Roy Davis and

Novelty

is

Funnygraphy also register acceptably in the same groove. Davis
gives pantomime imitations of Jerry
his

Colonna, Bonnie Baker, Danny Kaye
and Frank Sinatra singing characnumbers, while an off-stage
phonograph plays records.
Four Harmoncttes, who assist
Blake in his stunt, do a nifty job in

teristic

the vocal line with their arrange-

-Lorraine" get
'

IValioaal, X'vllle

Louijville, February 23.
Ming, Ling fc Hoo' Shee, Professor
Backward, Bob tt Marine Gates,
Sick Cratiot, Ruth Million; "f Accuse
PorelW*"
tPRet-TOTtd "DelinMl/
quent Daughters" (PRC).

to the later performances. The bill
also includes Mary Anne and Jerry

Mobley, a pair of smart youngsters
who won the theatre's amateur contest They get a big hand for their
Irish clog.
Blake does an acceptable job as emcee. Biz was fair at
first

Nicely rounded out vaude bill,
will put ho strain on the talent budget, packs solid entertainment
to please the customers.
Opener, Bob
Maxlne Gates, contrib a rhythmic tap routine that
clicks: Pair are attractively garbed
and give out with the personality as
well as the pedal tempos.
Amateur contest winner, Ruth Million, Ailing a regular spot on the bill
in her first pro appearance, also registers. Gal has a nifty set of pipes
which she uses to advantage in a
couple of pops. Bowed off to a nice

matinee.

Corb.

RKO, RmIm
Wally Ward. The Three Samuels,
The Six Willys; Larry Flint House
Orch; "Pan Americana" (RKO)
Strictly avoiding the swooner stuff
Allan Jones nonetheless floors the
congregation of bobby-soxers with
his

virile

manner and

strong,

his

straightforward tenoring to ring up
one of the outstanding personal, appearance routines here in plenty of
hand with "Don't Fence Me."
Professor Backward goes over big weeks.
He does "Cosi Cdsa." "I Dream of
with his blackboard and mathematical gymnastics. Lad gives out with You." "Thine Alone." "Donkey Sera scholarly delivery which garners a enade" and "I'll Be Seeing You" and
few snickers, and amazes the patrons has to beg off notwithstanding his
with his ability to add figures, spell complete avoidance of any tearwords, and the like, all with the re- jerking sentimentality or drool. It's
a stage manner that might well be
verse technique.
singers to help
Nick Cravat registers for nice re- emulated by the band
clear up the situation which finds
turns with his pantomime work and
ostensibly
healthy
male singers
stunts, on the horizontal bar.
weeping like boobies into p.a. sysMing, Ling and Hoo Shec, three
tems while the women band singers'
Celestials who play accordion and
do all the stuff with hormones in it.
other instruments, and harmonize
Rosario and Antonio, also feapleasingly on pops, western tunes,
tured in the film on the bill, do a
and-swingy rhythms, garner nice ap- good sultry Spanish gypsy dancing
plause.
routine to catch a bis reception in
Business fair at show caught Fri- the ace spot. Six Willys start off
day (23).
Hold.
with their smart juggling specialty.
Three Samuels catch on with a comedy military drill followed by very
Capitol,
okay tappery. Comedy side excelCoimee Boswell, Coleman Clark'
Co., Paul Remot It Midgets. Sam lently handled by Wally Ward with
Jack Kaufman's Howe Orch; "This his kidding around on the piano.
Entire bill clicks, with neat orchesMan's Navy" (M-G).
tral stint. turned in by Larry Flint
Eliie.
Connec Boswell's train was two and his house band.
hours late coming in from Miami, but
she gave out with 22 minutes of sweet
Chlengo, Chi
song, opening show. Standard topical
Chicago, Feb. 23.
tunes running from "Dolly With a
Rose Marie, Gil Maison, Danny
Hole in Her Stocking," to "Trolley Drayson. Lou Breese Orch (15)
Song'' and "Don't Fence Me In.'.' For with Jean Williams and Rudy Wagan encore "Stormy Weather," then ner; "Meet Me in St. Louis" (M-G)
through persistent applause, an Irish
lullaby. A solid hit.
Combo of varied, well-paced stage
Earl Wing introduces Coleman layout and "Meet Me in St. Louis"
Clark and Bob Anderson in table ten- looks good for a couple of weeks at
nis.
This is nicely sold with some the very least.
trick shots, then a match game with
Rose Marie, in closing spot, tops
the house divided into cheering sec- the short (45 minutes) but potent
tions. A solid hit Paul Remos and show with her w. k. Durante imhis two midgets make plenty of fun. presh. They bring her back for husky
particularly on the high ladder when piping of "Momma Mia," first in Italone toy boy taps out a xylophone ian and then jazzed up with plenty
«olo.
Arke.
blue English .lyrics, to close big.
Lou Breese's "Breezing Along with
the Breeze" theme opens, band ses"Accentuate."
by
sion,
followed
Kansas City, Feb. 23.
Vocals of "All of a Sudden My Heart
Ermine's Royal Lilliputian* (10). Sings" and "Rum and Coca Cola"
Totcer Orch (9) -with Norma Werner ("Virgin Islands" version, and really
and Don Rose; "She Gets Her Man" torrid) by Jean Williams, band's
(V).and "Destiny" (U).
singer, sandwich boff piaifMics of
Rudy Wagner on "Tico Tico."
A definite change of pace in billing
Danny Drayson, on next, also utilprovides payees with novelty enter- izes "Tico Tico"—and to open—but
tainment as a company of midgets hoofer's miming of girls mincing
take over the stage for a 40-minute through slushy streets, cdng'aAoTi
revue whieh clicks.
streetcar, and spills and rubberle'gs a
.The house orch opens with the pop, la Will Mahoney, make for a begging
"Cow Cow Boogie," Norma Werner off session of no mean proportions.
takes the vocal, and then Don Rose
Also in the big-hand league are Gil
grinds out some hep boogie on the Maison and Co., in next-to-closing
keyboard to win the plaudits of the spot Ticklish monkey and dogs that
groovers.
refuse to do what Maison orders them
*~
*
„* .v.,
ij
- :n
1

•

Bros.

(13),

(5).

Milt

Britten's
Brit-

Buddy Ramon, Joe

ton, Suzan Carol, Olipe White. The
Appletons; "Fashion Model" (Mono).

The Mills Brothers, absent several
semesters from local boards, constitute a first-rate boff for Newarkers.

RJ5 VIEWS

mime of a man in
man receiving his

23

Downtewa, Chi

a cafeteria.' and a
draft notice, are
Chicago, Feb. 23.
top bits of funning. Johnny Mack
does a suave tap turn to good reLionel Hampton's Orch (20), wit*
sponse. He dresses act with white tic Dinah Washington, Herbie Fields,
and tails and uses imagination in his
Milton
Blakely,
Buckner, Rubel
routines. The Whalens are a clever
team of acrobats and, in addition to Arnett Cobbs, Charley Harris; Connifty work, the femme member is aii way
Parks, Nightingales (2) ; "Hi,
eyeful
that provokes, plenty
of Beautiful" (U).
whistles. Ray Royce varies the usual
juggling and balancing routine by
Effect Lionel Hampton's band has
doing his work while perched on a
unicycle for first-rate hand.
on audiences is really one of the
Al Lyons has' augmented house's amazing things in showbiz today. It's
pit baud to 13 and work pn the stage
something that has to be seen to ba
for this bill.
Brog.
appreciated this business of audi-

k

'

Holiday Washington's Birthday) and
general thaw conspired to bring out
capacity audience to the opening, a
65-minute jamboree, with top honors
going to the Mills group.
The sepia quartet, plus a guitar
stnunmer. behave in a show-wise
fashion throughout 12-minute chore,
to which encores are added. Vocal
Enrlr, Plilllv
leads are swapped between barytone
Philadelphia, Feb. 23.
and first tenor, with an extra tenor
for close harmony and the basso
Stan Kenton Orch (18) wild Gene
oompahing into his own mike. Rou- Howard, Pativ Dugaiii, Gene Howtine couldn't be bettered, with "Cie- ard, Laska Sis. <2>, Jack Durant,
lito Lindo," "Too Late;'' "Lazy River," Virginia
Austin; "3 Is a Family"
(VA).
"Till Then" and "Paper Doll" crooning along, funny, smart and solid.
Something seems to have hit Milt
A late start with no rehearsal (due
Britton's blatantly loud musickers. to snafued transportation) plus a
Maybe instrument shortage. Clown- brand-new vocalist who fluffed her
ing that once went in for general lines gave Stan Kenton's orchestra
smashup of everything in sight has a ragged teedff show here this week.
been switched to not-so-good gags.
Show was delayed for more than
One cute bit has sideman bouncing
half hour before Kenton's crewup and down like a Disney calliope. acould
get set to go on. Outside acts,
Britton, Ramon and Joe Britton try
consequently, had to do their stint
for laughs, but flop through taking it
backed by Earle pit band.
for granted that they are funny, as in
Red-headed Patty Dugain. new volong, meaningless glares at audience.
Susan Carol displays pleasing voice calist replacing Anita O'Day. had an
debut, forgetting the
in "Trolley Song," 'Til Walk. Alone" unfortunate
lyrics of the two songs she essayed.
and "Injun Maid Heap Hep."
Gene Howard, crooning baritone,
The Appletons, against a Casablanca background, pull a rough Apache managed to hold up his end with a
dance, practically knocking them- swoony version of "Saturday Night,"
"I Dream of You,""This Love,"
selves out. Olive White, tall and selfKenton fronts the band, taking a
possessed, puts a solid beat into "Accentuate the Positive," also beats out couple of turns at the keyboard, and
a hot fiddle version of "Chichornya," grabbing the mike for the band's
and then goes all out on "Hold That novelty arrangement of "St. James
Infirmary." John Carroll, trumpeter,
Tiger" on a soprano sax.
Bran.
has his inning in a rendition of "Star
.

1

shouting, jitterbugging in the aisles.
Show caught ran 75 minutes, and
could have gone longer. High spots,
of course, are "Bass Face," with
maestro beating tympany and getting
in some hot licks on the strings of
Charley Harris' bass viol while latter
lingers the tunes, and "Fly in' Home,"
to close, with Hampton on vibraharp,
Herbie Fields on clarinet and Arnett

Cobbs on sax. To add

to the racket
own drummer and the
in Ted Phillips' house orch
on former number, and adds a
new flip to his "Holiday for Strings"
and "Moonglow" vibe stints by using
five substitute fiddlers from Chicago
Symphony Orch, who squeeze into
the pit with Phillips' orch and pitch

leader gets his

•

drummer
in

in

with some much-needed string ef-

fects.

Vocals

slammed

are

by

across

Dinah Washington and. Rubel BlalieIv.to

returns.
Former docs "I
to Do It" and "Accen-

bie;

Know How

Tchu-Atc." and guy sings "1 Dream
of You." Cobbs and Fields do terrif
sax duet. "Lady, Be Good," to open,
that gets payees, in the mood. Acts

Nightingales, guy and gal hoofer,
and Conway St Parks, comedy duo
Dust."
Comedian Jack Durant holds down are standard.
the next-to-closing spot, bagging lots
It's Hampton who. pulls 'em in. And
of laughs with his patter, gags and he gives out with everything he's got
Henry Busse Orch (18) with Phil comedy vocalistics. Guy has an easy
Mike.
Grey, and Roberta; Gene Baylos, manner that's clicko.
Carr Brothers '(2), Viuian NeuieU;
Virginia Austin's clever puppet
"Town Went Wild" (PRC).
act is likewise in thegroovey pattern.
Pressborger's Old Copper
Gal's little stable of puppets do
Henry Busse aggregation, with neat everything from a pantomime "PagHollywood. Feb. 27.
arrangements of numbers ranging liacci" to a fancy jitterbug routine.
Arnold Pressburger goes back Into
from plenty hot to slow and sweet, It's a neat, trick, the way Miss Ausearly
history of criminology for <a
tin
does it
tries hard, but overall effect leaves
Laska Sisters, a couple of tiny whodunit in"Vldocq," his next, for
audience groggy from long stretches
of music. Weak supporting acts aren't hoofers, are okay in their 'slot, with United Artists release/ Picture is
a mixture of ballroom terps and acro- built on the memoirs of Vidocq,
much help either.
Orch opens with "Hot Lips," with batics. Act could stand a little more Parisian prefect of police back in
Busse soloing on trumpet, then goes flash, however.
House was jammed with kids, cele- 1810.
into "Together," "Ac-Cen-Tchuate,"
Douglas Sirk will direct and
"What a Difference a Day Made" and brating second day of Washington's
"Rum and Coca Cola," with latter Birthday breather from school, when George Sanders will carry the title
role.
reviewed
(Fri. afternoon)'.
Shaft
trio of tunes chirped by Roberta, who
has to beg off.
Acts Vivian
Newell's
standard
whirltaps topped with one-foot cartwheels, Peter and Sid Carr's comic
aero routine, and Gene Baylos' plenty
stale yarns, which go over solely because he knows how to sell 'em—arc
\

Orleatal, Chi

.

Chicago, Feb. 23.
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-
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New

all

:

bers.

K inm

Rest of band's offerings are "Wait-

"When Day

Is

HIiararlrMt Stocks*!. iUnuhl!
Vtrkl Bau'i Btwt-Orllrr villi

frmm

Id Pervon

Hi HU

.

Ben

Beri,

Vance,
bard's

the

PETER LORRE

Wa*hinfltoii, Feb. 23.
The Chords, Terri
Roxyettes,' Joe LomOrch;
"Objective

House

—

.

—

Ai4U«l

K BOB HOPE

Maralla IltMlrirlt*
m4 47rk V.. STRAND

fcr

PRINCESS-wiePlRATE

Burma" (WB).

ROSALIND RUSSELL
And

Feature runs two hours and 27
minutes so there is a short stage
snow. Roxyettes open in a white
chair number in which they go
through a number of slick routines.
Introduces Terri Vance, a cute Cinderella, who can really tap dance.
The Chords come on for some faimitations
over the loud
miliar
speaker of various name bands heard
-

JACK CABSON
Jn

ON 8CKKEN
f Thurn..

'Meet

on the radio. This act is full of zest
and their hillbilly routine is a riot.
Ben Beri is a juggler with a good

He does

costumed

in short kilts:

Arke.

Mae

Los Anpelec, Feb. 21.
Morse, Dick Edwards.

Johnny Mack, Rav
Royce, Al Lyons' Orpheuni Orch
(13); "House of Frankenstein" (17)
and. "The Mummy's Curse" (Vt.
The Whalens

IN

and

Marcvnl

ORCH.

I

.t

si* st

A TREE GROWS
IN BROOKiyN i?;
ROXY

MUSIC HALL

"A SONG TO
REMEMBER''

«"j«a

si

7ft

Spectacular Stag* Productions

An.*.

Mkffc«

(2).

PALACE

CAPITOL

•

mw«!5!!,,Y

CKITMHE
>•• •
.Tto

are carrying off entertain-

than her

PICTURE «f

BORIM CRM

ment honors, leaving songstress with

for

showmanly

deliv-

ery at show caught.
Click of the bill is Dick Edwards.
Comic is a deft pantomimist and
polishes off a turn that gets plenty of
nalm.nAlinHins with a tAn-nAfoli Ar>_

V

;

'Hit

\?™ j:
miut mm.

"WOMAN

m

l

'

Is

KclMita

TKHNICOLOR
by HEO Rullo l'iciurei

NOW—trtJHdrr't GM*

S;

IN THE

PfMtatt

VffWlu LAKE

MM

1

WINDOW"

An liitcmtlaul Flctun— KKO fktast

•ammwrt

wait •iSNcrs

THREE CARALLEROS

47-

Mlmw-Jaiii Hemrti

Ita/mond Manter

"Cow Cow Boogie"

than a mention. Lyrics were munvt
bled and singer turned on too much

(vrfnnrd G.

I

reputation. Miss Morse sings four
pop tunes, winding up with "Cow
,Co\y." but only the latter rates more

"personality

HOLLYWOOD rwA y

J
BETTT SMITH'S

&VT

-

villians

lafcsff

VINCENT

<;ablam»

Plenty of varictj is being offered
on this week's bill headlining Ella
Mae Morse. The experienced vaude-

little else

With
Hs*t*a • Jeaa SaMvan
Alan Hal* • DoaaM Wood*

rKRSON

1

in

LOPEZ

.

Orpheaiiii, L. A.
Ella

Mux.

Me

St.Louii'
Jmlr

deft tricks

with rubber balls, Indian clubs and
tambourines. The Roxyettes close
the show with "A Bit of Scotch,"
tastefully

Warner Brm. Hit

"ROUGHLY SPEAKING"

.

sense of comedy.

Orrfcntnt

-AJjo In Pernou

'
'

Wash.

.

'

a Una* C«it

CARMEN CAVALLARO

Done," to close.
Mike.
<

Earlcs

ml* Ike Ba=.t Off

"HOTEL BERLIN"

ing," with trumpet solo by Busse and
vocal by Phil Grey, trombonist; "Bee
Bounce" and "Dispatch from Dogpatch." both novelties good and
loud: and- "Begin the Beguine" and

-

T«wer,K.C.

York Theatres

sandwiched between band num-

.

Wask.

'

—

ences apparently so hep to his recordings that they beat him to the
draw every inch of the way. They're
right in there on every riff, stamping,

:

Boston, Feb. 22.
Allan Jones, Rosario and Antonio

•

'

Mills

Band

22.

.

which

&

Newark, Feb.

.

Indianapolis, Feb. 24.

Sid Blake, 4 ffarmonettes, Henry
and Ann Balabanow, the Lambertis,
Tom' and Jerry Stone, Roy Davis
and His Funnygraph, Mary Anne
and Jerry Mobley; "Sergeant; Mike"

"Paper Moon" and "Sweet ments of "Don't Fence Me In" and
huge mitts. The ivory "Trolley. Song." The Lambertis get
pounder is entrusted with most of a nice hand for their expert headthe vocals and does well by them.
to-head and hand-to-hand balancing
Despite the inadequate staging fa- routines and Henry and Ann Balabcilities in this house, Ed Douglas has
anow mix acrobatics with musical
given the show an excellent dressing selections on twin accordions and a
ind good lighting.
bit of tap dancing by the gal to good
Capacity holiday house (22) when effect.
Jose.
taught.
Tom and Jerry Stone, out of the
first show because of a missed train;
added their unison dancing routines
mony.

Newark

Aalaam,

la

rartta

'Th» l«k

Stab

TUFTS
tlta FHrtaraM
BRACKCN
bhmvmk^
a saaklti .
aak a,
am
Marjarl. aCVNOLOS
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K«ai»
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RADIO

14

Ministers

Burl Ives' 'Americana'

Gang Up on

Philly Bulletin

Burl Ives has Just been
(or a 1?- week series on the

parted

Brain Trust Survey Will Try to Find
;

Sunday

night "Radio Reader's Digest" pro-

gram

Religious Ahrers on Daily's

As Coml

WPEN Get Heave-Ho; Plan Picketing

i

.

Philadelphia. Feb. 27.
The Evening Bulletin last week
.'.
•lulled a "houseclcaning" of the pro-.
grams on its recently acquired radio r
and immediately ran
station
'

Chicago. Feb.

ot paid religious programs.
A letter was sent' to' ministers and
church organizations that after East-

huge bloc

April 1) no more paid
cr Sunday
religious programs would be allowed
on he station and that hereafter all
would be on a susprograms
church
taining basis with lime allotted to
"recognized church organizations.'
i

Catholic

station pointed put that dropping the commercial religious shows'
would mean an annual loss ot

$150,000 in revenue, but that it would
mean "better radio."
Cancellation ot the. shows brought
a scries of sharp rebukes and protests from the ministers involved:

of

Century

j

;

,

:

Cantor Wants To

youngest of brood
sired by Bob Buckley, assistant
western sales manager for CBS,
was being quizzed last week by.
Toddler,

,

,

;

j

his older brother. Bobby,.

Pull a 'Harvey

!

During Vacash

as

l

,

Eddie Cantor has come up with a
new summer replacement show gimmick that may cue a trend for- the

smart as you." was

he reply; "so

slop around in
like pops."

,

think I'll just
the radio racket

I

taking a hot-weather hiatus.
Bristol-Myers, sponsors of the CanWednesday night show on NBC.
has still to give the green light on
jthe idea, but the. comedian's making
tor

J.

\

',

A

Borden's New One

a strong- pitch tor the 13-wcek semester with indications thai he'll get

I

WPEN

were made.

Among

,

the steps to be taken by. the minisis a giant mass meeting at Convention Hall March 15 and maybe a J
parade through the city, with possibility of picketing station and Bulle-

Ministers whose programs are-gel-

Continued on page 34)

On
:

'Ad

produce: Jeff Alexander will
conduct the orchestra and lead
chorus
Alexander's
choral
inv

will

:

the

Segue

is

presarioing for the

Camden.

N.. J..

Feb.

undue

exaggerated testimonials
6V the middle commercials that
frequently destroy program, con2—Whether or not it's a
tinuity.
"protest" against stateness of format, lack of new idea's in radio. 3-Whether or hot the serious-minded
segment of the population ever had
needs filled by radio; oi
.their
whether thia particular portion listens only to the few programs they
'choose and never give the others a
There's considerable conjecture in break..
the; trade as to just how binding is
that $4,000,000 pact which finds Joan
Davis checking off the Seallest show
on June 28 and moving over to the
United Drug fold in the fall.
While NBC. which has the inside
track on the United-Davis combo,
and CBS are trying to clear night
time segments acceptable to both,
the sponsor, through its agency,
N. W. Ayer, this week renewed for
30 additional days the option it holds
on Miss Davis' services. However,
unless that cream time niche clears
within a reasonable time,, feeling in
There's one aspect of the runsome quarters is that the whole deal, away prices now being paid In the
representing one of the top coin outsale of stations that's causing some
lays to date,, may go by the boards.
concern- to the American Civil Llbjingles, the

.

1

SRO

Snafuin

;

.

.

i

.

Civil Lib.

Union

Asks FCC Save

j

'

|

Lingual Outlets

27.

1

i

(

Union.
What, the ACLU
to. know, is the Federal Communications Commission going to do
about the overhauling of established

erties

<

CBS Prepping New Jiive

'I
1

;

Show as Companion Piece

q

wants

program
'

|

i

|

CBS

is

prepping

time serial which

;

a'

it

new juve daywill spot in the

precede
the
spot
to
"Wilderness Road" show. This will
provide, the net with a straight- halthour sequencing of kid shows.
Nila Mack, who directs the Saturday morning "Let's Pretend" program,, will also lake over the new
airer, having sufficiently 'recovered
from her recent illness to take on
another job. Program writing division ot CBS is currently searching

j

5:30-5:45

!

for a vehicle.

New show
some time in

CBS

Show

"High

is

skedded to bow

April.

l'Uceti"

Scrammlnr

in

:

policies of stations, particu-

.. rf
r~
....
n
foreign-iancarrying
^ h ° se
programS( in llistim ces where
obscure stations are taken
over at fancy price lags by wellfinanced new ownership.

i

i

..

Road' i' 311^
To
nUUCIUCM aUOU
1U 'WildeirheSS
Kuaf e

—

WMAQ News

:.

it's

i

Sunday

j

whether

their
length, repetition, the cloying,
listeners;

'

!

Norman Corwin

away

.

I

.

of

|

}

WCAM. Camden's municipaUy"Lonesome Train" cantata has been
owned station. on' Sunday (25)
dropping spon- h ? ilec! as 0,,e of the top jobs of its
the. past year): Dan Seymour barred Rev. Charles V. Gilmore,
afternoon kind
sorship
be the announcer. Show is be- South Jersey evangelist, -from going
Victor
with
l*'"
"Matinee
Theatre"
CBS
budgeted
at
approximately on the air because the latter reJorv on April 15, serving notice thi? L'i^^
fused to submit a script of his weekly
'° 00 a We<*- with lot'; of com ac
week that it won't renew. Into the $7
ceMt on S^Uk.
Benny Goodman broadcast.
_
2-2:30 spot goes the Paul Lavalle's
William H. Markward, general
and Carole Landis guest on the prePrince
Matcha
sponsored
by
ort-h,
em show, with Jane Froman up manager ot the station, declared
heard.
on
currently
cosmetics,
belli
that Rev. Gilmore had repeatedly
NBC Sundays in the" 12:30-1 p.m. slot. the following week.
been asked to submit a- script lor
New-Lavalle spot ties in with the
his hour-long show and the cleric
».
major, webs' late afternoon musical! »j
had refused. On Sunday. Markward
j
sequencing, reportedly one of the 0IOD-jt3ll6rS 030060
said, Rev. Gilmore brought a twofactors in Vick's decision to drop the
page script "much too inadequate
Joiy dramatic stanza.
Meanwhile'
for a 60-miaute broadcast."
Id
Edict;
several agencies reportedly interThe minister, said he would "ad!
ested in the halt-hour dramat prolib" for the balance of the program.
Sponsors Get Notice Markward
gram as' possible summer replacethen ordered him barred
ment for the nighttime sked.
Chicago; Feb. 27.
from the air and filled In the time
Both Vicks and Matchabelli acRuling laid down by "WMAQ man- with a recording show.
counts arc handled by Morse Inter- agement last week provides that
Gilmore called 'Markward's action
national agency. Vicks is dropping henceforth all news programs and "high-handed and unwarranted, cenout of network radio for the summer news commentaries carried by the sorship." Latter replied that allowwith possibility seen of resinning station locally will be handled ex- ing the ad-lib show on the air
"Matinee' in fall.
clusively by newsmen or announc- would jeopardize station's license.
ers who are staff members. Reason
£We are- just enforcing the code
Kiven- is that rule will bring better laid down by the Government," he
news service to its listeners.
said.
Gilmore is president of
Sqoibb Dropping
Only outside news purveyors and Grenlock Gospel Mission.
commentators now airing oyer the
Lyn Murray
For
station are Hub Jackson and Clifton
Vitks Chemical

should take on signi-

population represented by sels-in-use
the "turuers-out" who,
for one reason or another, arc glving radio, the brushoff.
Survey, as proposed, will break
down into the following categories,
understood: 1— How great ft
it's
bearing commercials in their present
driving
toward
form
contribute

Davis-United Deal?

i

Lavalle's

it

.figures, -but

j

point is that of
Myron McCorniick, currently appearing, in the Broadway legiter
"Soldier's
Wife" Whose radio
earnings were estimated in the
neighborhood of $30,000 a year,
making it his principal source; of
income, yet the program omits
any mention of radio,

Nets'

]

Banned by Station

talk,

For. one
trade overtones.
llcant
thing, the survey will begin where
of them leave off, sounding out
not that segment of the nation's

I

Lib' Evangelist

gram which preems on March 5 after Wynn's bow out: Bob Weenolsen

'Matinee Theatre;

inary

I

'

tin offices.

Vicks Curtain

Here's how it shapes up: Show
will be tabbed "Vacation With Pay"
and while Cantor himself will be off
the air, Harry von Zell and the rest
Borden's is so convinced it's got
of the cast will slay on. "While. Cansomething in that new .Terry 'Wayne,
tor, will be written out of the shows,
show lineup to replace the Ed Wynn
the weekly script continuity will be
program that it's going to risk
around situations involving
built
spotting the show in the Sunday
Cantor so that actually it'll, conjure
night Blue network niche (8:30-9)
up a vision of the comedian as a
opposite the Eddie Bracken show.
participant throughout the ' summer
On March 25, three weeks after the and enable him to segue right into
show bows in, it'll switch over 'to
the pattern when, the leaves start
the Sunday slot from the Monday
falling.
night 9-9:30 segment currently occupied
by Wynn.
The .Sunday
niche is being vacated by MeKessonRobbins-Joe E. Brown "Stop or. Go."
Here's the lineup for the new pro-

Opposes

ters

•

;

the nod.

]

for X-ray

most

careers.
One case in

boys

i

;

cur-

Broadway'

.

,

are you gonna be?"
"I ain't

actors

in"

are
raising

and pictures in which
they've appeared, there appears
to be a singular lack of pride in
calling attention to the. fact that
their: radio background played
an imporlant'part in their tljesp

9.

grow

I

radio

qf'

shows

"I'm gonna be a doctor when
"What,
up." said Bobby.

\

•

appearing
productions

causing
by the
in which they
omit any reference to their radio
background and careers in the
biographicul credits oh programs.
In contrast to the detailed reference to; their former appearances
in even the most obscure stage
legit

some eyebrow
studied manner

criterion.

;

meeting of indignation' wits' held yes--!
>Mon.) at the Benjamin
tcrday
Franklin hotel at which plans for a
mass demonstration against the Bul-

and

"'Number
rently

Artists.

Due

Contemplated survey will seek the
answer to just how: serious the socalled "plug-uglies,", middle commercials and the overall presentation of commercials on radio hat
become.
Proposed survey is 16 be undertaken by a group of collegiate mentors who are keeping the entire
project under wraps for the time
being, but on the basis of prelim-

Giving Radio Brushoff

i

27.

.

letin

Off Their Sets; Plugs

1

and

The

Soups,
non-exclusive
a
contract be on
basis, permitting the ballad singer,
currently appearing in the Broadway musical "Sing Out'S\v>et Land"
to'take on other assignments,
eight-minute
Ives will do" nn
weekly routine .of Americana, folklore, etc., patterned a tlur his role
Deal handled by
in "Sweet Land."

What's good enough Tor pappy
is bred
is good enough Tor me'
early here in Radio Row. it
seem— if opinions of
.'would
<;-Buckles." Buckley. 7, are any'

1

Protestant,

Out What Makes Non-listeners Click

Campbell'*
by
Stipulation was that the

sponsored

'

l

Including
Jewish.

attitude

folksy

lluniey.

j

In 10 a hornet's nest.
campaign to
its
in
First step
streamline the station's. programing
and give tlie outlet a bin league
of its
cancellation
flavor was the

Word

Candor's the

|

WPEN
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. i

:

1 ..

;

.

,

.small or

Citing the acquisition of

WHOM

(N. Y.) and WCOP (Boston) by the
Cowles Bros, and switch in owner-

ship of stations in other cities that
have resulted in abrupt cancellation of foreign-language broadcasts,
Thomas H. Carskadon, chairman of
the ACLU radio committee, and
Roger N. Baldwin, director of the
ACLU. have petitioned the FCC that
it make It a condition of all future
sales that the proposed new owners
agree to continue the Unguals. Any
such action by the commission would
affect,
among others, WOV, the
Bulova-owned station in N, Y, noted
principally for its Italian-language
broadcasts.
Sale of station is currently under FCC consideration.
ACLU maintains that such cancellation of Unguals runs counter to the
public interest; that foreign-language programs; as properly checked
and supervised under rules of the
FCC, perform a unique service in
earrying the message of American
•

•

:

At the completion of its current
13-week cycle next month, the CBS
suslainer 'The High Places" is going
off,
with the. network substituting a
will replace its
hew one, "Time to Remember" for
ducccl
musical
or until the termination of
Fit Into Daytime Sked the 3:15-3:30 slot. With the new. juve
Mon.. Wed. and Fri. (6:15 to 6:30 °" e
current
talent
commitments.
p.m.t with a stanza featuring James
Sequel to last Week's unanimity of show bein e bracketed with "Wilderwhu-hr vcr occurs first,
Carroll, tenor; Ted Dale and his
expression amori Ed Kobak. Mutual ness Road" it'll keep three CBS susoreh, and a Ken Christy choir. As ot
prexy; the Ted Bates agency and ta >ners going under the program
that date, also, radio end of Squibb
bb
Harry Hoyt, president of Carter's writing division.
ad business reverts back to
r
Ward Byron Vice Rinker
Milton Bacon goes into the new
Products, that the spotting of John
Cornell & Newell agency.
"Time to Hemember" serial. He's life and American democratic inslir.
J. Anthony for Carter's in the 9:15Carroll is a young singer who has
to those eager for such inOn 'Gaslight Gaieties' 9:30 night tjme segment would be currently heard on the OBS .Trans- tutions
been featured on Philco's "hadio
formation. Such programs, it's furbad for all concerned.' is the fact atlantic Call" show.
A]
Rinker
has
checked
out
as
di
Fame,"
Hall of
Coca-Cola's Kostalther argued by the ACLU,. are. esper
thai Mutual, is now planning to test
cct(n 01 Pi'octer Sc Gamble's NBC
anelz series, and Texaco's "Star Thecially 'Valuable to counterbalance, the
the show as a daytime cross-lbenight
stanza.
"Gaslight board slanza.
atre." Dale, nee Teddy Wcingard. is ^Saturday
effect
of propaganda broadcasts from
Dewey Salutes
on Anni
one of radio's topflight arrangers and G aie ^ ie^-." 'burning to the Coast
abroad and help build respect for
Goodwill gimmick bows in on an
Schenectady. Feb. 27,
9
conductors, working on such shows Ward Byron succeeds him
experimental basis on March 12 on
Gov. Thomas E. Dewey wrote American democracy, particularly at
Beatrice Kaye, co-star of the pro- a
as "Waltz. Time'' and "Hall of Fame'
limited MBS net in the 1:45-2 p.m. WGY a strong letter of commenda- a lime, it's pointed out; when there's
gram
along
with
Michael
which
he
led
Paul
O'Shea,
Whilonian
on
a need for unity for success in war
niche, Ceding being, that the An- tion and congratulations on Its
23/d
stays, on
stanza. 'Will
Glickman, thony-Liver Pill combo might
cr.ew during tailor's absences.
be anniversary.' The New York Govern and mutual understanding for l«stformer head writer of the Ed Wynn
geared more for daytime, listeners. nor thanked the General Electric- ing peace after victory is won.
show for Borden's, has taken Over
'BARNUM JONES' PACKAGE
owned Schenectady station for its
chief scripting chore of "Gaieties."
Mitchell's Dual WTOP Job
'•Ba.-niiii Jones," h^lf-hour com :
cooperation and courtesy to him on
HUB ROBINSON TO COAST
Washington, Feb- 27.
•dy situation program, has been
many occasions since he took office
Appointment
Dallas.-— A new radio series titled
of
Maurice
Hubbell Robinson, Jr., program
B. in -1943.
packaged by Trans-American for potential network sponsorship.- Show "Ccrling. Limited" is being aired each Mitchell as sales promotion and pubDewey has been on the air via v.p. of the Blue, shoved off for
is making rounds in bid for (111 in as Friday over KGKO for a quarter licity, manager of WTOP, the CBS WGY from Albany numerous times. Hollywood last Sunday night 25 V to
hour. Broadcasts feature discussions station here, has been announced .by
look over the program setup of the
summer replacement.
Boehester.—Jacjc Irving, Democrat network on the Coast.
Format has main character going of rent control between district rent Carl J. Burlcland, the station man& Chronicle new.* photographer for 4 He'll be .gone three weeks, during
for everybody's wacky ideas and executive Richard Heinen of the ager.
Mitchell will also handle all CBS the last seven years, has resigned to which he will also. visit Blue affilipalming, them off- to someone else. OPA and David Russell, regional di-.
publicity in- Washington.
rector of OWI.
join NBC television division.
Phil Kramer, plays lead.
ates la the Northwest and mid-west.

New

E.

Mutual

Musical Stanza

advertisers 'sponsoring news proMarch 26, K ams or news commentaries emLyn Murray pro- p P* ".18 ot her than WMAQ staff men
be continued for a period of
program on CBS
!'

R. Squibb, effective

•

Now Thinks John J.,

•

Liver Pills

1

1

1

.

Combo Would

j

1

'

.

I

;

I

^c

l

'

j

WGY

:

-

.

,

{

1

j

.

j

.

•
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STRESS SCR IPTS OVER STARS
—
•

.

:

—

•

:

:
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:

—

•

Worthwhile Chance

The boys are now beginning to go through the throes of finding suitable summer replacement shows. And again it's the same
old struggle— trying to find talent. With the Bennys, the Hopes,
the Crosbys, the Cantors, etc., planning their usual summer hiatus,
once more the sponsors who are retaining the time in order to reap
the benefits of the full discount will be left, high and dry in
their search for programs. The customary migration of agency
toppers to the Coast in quest of anything new in the talent line
has already begun,; With the pickings just as lean as in previous
years. The possibilities are that this summer will wind up with
the inevitable road company quiz shows, some sorry musicals
,

and

second-rate comedy stanzas that'll neither provide
entertainment rior yield any possible material for the

strictly

much

in

regular season.

Since there isn't too much at stake during the hot months,
particularly with so many bankrollers having nothing to sell
but their name, why don't some of them take a chance? Instead
of the usual brain-racking and generally fruitless search for
replacements -that hew to the tried-and-true formula, how about

a little experimenting? In fact, it isn't necessary to be that
venturesome and experiment. How about those sock public
service programs that the networks are carrying on a sustaining basis but, of necessity, are tucked away at hours that only
fetch a handful of listeners? There are, for example, such
notable productions both from' the standpoint of entertainment
value and subject matter, as CBS' "Assignment Home"; NBC's
"Words At War"; the courageous "New World A' Coming" series
that's currently put on by .the N. Y. indie, WMCA, to mention
but a few.
Johnson's Wax took the initiative last summer, when it bought
"Words At War" as the replacement for Fibber McGee it Molly
and gave it a wide audience via that 9:30-10 o'clock Tuesday
night slot. It didn't do them any harm; if anything, It gave
them something different and also brought them, a new audience.

PROGRAM FLOPS
CUE

NEW

On SmaO

IDEA

horse" programming

the

may have

technique

at one time been a development factor in radio but that
,

He

a script is written, but rather
in the script itself.
It's pointed out: that while' at '.one'

may have been

a

heeded yardstick. Co determine staaudience.
Just how
sound
it'll prove remains to be determined
(although the majority who have
subscribed arc convinced it can't
miss),' 'but one thing stands out clear
—on the basis of the approximate

lion

debatable

point, in terms of radio, as to which
was the greater element of attracthere
tion the star or the story
have, been too many sad illustrations
of program flops in the past year
to leave any doubt as to the correct

—

—

whether they even brought a proportionate return to the

ful

sponsor. Since there's little to lose, here's an opportunity for
some of the boys to be pubJJLo spirited and acquaint that larger
audience with some of the better things radio is doing.

Carol Irwin's

Web

New

lifting of

Blue Job Cueing

Daytime Serial Ban?

The Blue network is currently engaged In a research job, the findings
of which may result in an overhaul- Life of Connie Bennett
ing of its daytime policy and the
current nix on serials or any of the
4G Air Package With
hangover formula shows. Under-

A

stood that there's a division of opinion at the web as to the advisability
of altering its present policy, with
toppers admitting that the research
job is currently in the works.

Carol Irwfin, who headed up daytime radio at Young & Rubicam until several weeks ago, is moving over
to tlie_Blue on March 5, taking over
in a similar capacity on daytime
talent - programming
development.
Immediate reaction in the trade was
that
the
Blue is contemplating
changes in its daytime structure although it's anticipated, the process
will be a gradual one. Miss Irwin
is the
wife of Paul Hollister, the

CBS

JWT Pacts 7-Up Musical

Kobak

Installing

,

formula. Cited as cases in point,
are shows for 'which' top stars were
pacted, simply on the ground that
they were name attractions and
with little Or no regard for the fact
that they were anything, but sympathetic to the characters they pgr-

250 station contracts already lined
up. the: SI. 000.000 survey is in the
bag.
.The plan will go through, despite
reports from some of the sectors
canvassed that some feathers are
being ruirled, that pressure tactics
are being used to push opposing a.nd
unenthusiaslic stations into the fold.
This ininoi-.iy g;oup contends, that
the
falls short of being a coverage method as represented by
Hugh Felt is, the $25,000-a-year bureau proxy, that it's an inadequate
audience measurement device and asf
such will not reflect the standing of

Continuity O.K.

.

Staff at Mutual

.'.

Further evidence of the' "thinking
along network lines" that
That's, why.
it's
explained, the
has sov far characterized Ed Kobnk's
BMB
folding of the Walter Pidgeon show
regime
at Mutual is the plan to forfor Goodyear was inevitable. as
mulate
a continuity acceptance dewith Ronald Colman on the AutoLite series.
And the decision of partment for the web which Kobak
will install next month. As such, the
Lockheed to drop the Herbert Mardepartment will have final say on all
shall "Man Called X" show is adscripts,
censorship, many non-network stations. As one
pertaining to
vanced as another illustration that
sensitivities, etc., with the object, in of the station
managers in ,the Coast,
what counts is, basically, the warm
the manner. of NBC and CBS. of area put it: "The- industry
does not
appeal of a situation comedy, a good
evolving a programming structure need a coverage plan, but does need
scripting Job regardless of the name,
that will always have in view the ah adequate nation-wide
audience
draw, and. the feeling engendered
broader range of the larger network measurement system that fairly
reby getting the right person to fit the
audience..
flects the position of all stations to
part and absorb it.
As such, too, it's evidence of Ko- replace the present inadequate coRadio Ha« Talent
bak's effort, to subordinate the pow- incidental telephone
systems which
Similarly it's felt that, just as Jay ers heretofore vested in key stations are full of
mechanical, statistical and
.Tostyn, for example, fits into the of the network, with such continuity
psychological holes. Mi Felii.-.' repattern, for "Mr. -District Attorney," acceptance on scripts and dictatorial buttal is
that -this is a start— it will
there's a sufficiency of talent within procedure having been relegated to improve.'
Our reaction is that it is
radio itself "instead of just reaching such affiliates as WGN. in cases where an expensive experiment
and a more
out and grabbing a star," as one programs have emanated from Chi- carefully thought out plan
should
on N. Y. -originating be devised. If the present plan
production topper put/it. Feeling, cago,
is
too, is that less emphasis on the top- shows, etc.
to -be 'used it could be improved by

traved.

strictly

Chicago, Feb.

MX.

hour variety musical show over the
network on Wednesdays
set

a

deal

fie7e~tSH^ee'kT5y~Harry Mitchell,
J. Walter Thomp-

vice-president of
son.

Stint is scheduled to make its
debut as soon as time can be cleared.
Tyler Davis, local radio director of

JWT,
for

is

currently lining up talent

the

show, which will be produced in New York.
Barney Grant, wlio took over on
Ballantine's "Broadway Showtime"
when Johnny Morgan skipped out,

has been signed as emcee. Others on
the show will be a girl singer, orchestra and several stooge charac'

ters.

and

writer

herself

Deal

and

producer,

calls

Hu

for

Chain,

show

with

framed into five 15-minule installments a week. Show has attracted
the interest of three prominent advertisers, one of them a big daytime

.

WOR
'

drawer pix personalities will help
bring fresh voices to the fine.
The fact that the new Eddie
Bracken show on NBC met with
such a boff reception; is not attributed alone to Bracken in the lead
role, but a case where he dovetailed so expertly into what, essen-

accounts.

Wood-Grauer Briefies
Mildred Fenlon Productions has
packaged a five-minute transcribed show headed up by Barry
Wood and Ben Grauer which has
been sold to Cohanna Fabrics for
spotting on local stations around the
just

.

country.

Recorded series will extend over
39-week period, and will be built
around "love letter", idea"' with
Grauer handling the straight narration and. Wood coming in for the
vocals.
Doriand Int»rnalibnal-Pettingell Si Fenton is the agency on the
account.

.

the

Biow agency

come-uppance
in

radio,

tation .was
district,

of

in

small

his

in
it

particular

was "not careto

•

the..-

stations."

Another contended that the "preswould

.he-

unquestionably hurt
neighborhood of $50,000 to Stan ent' plan
the low-powered or directional i/.od
Joseloff who, as revealed last week,
stations located in one section of
is bowing out as program and talent
large
county _but Mr. Feltis exdevelopment head or the Blue net- plained that the experts will' find
work to head up Biow radio activi- some way to correct the situation.''-'
That puts him
ties on March 15.
The fact remains, however. Ihat
the
top-bracketed the majority of the broadcasters
right up with
boys in the agency bin ;ind is also share the view Ihat, while the setup
viewed as recognition of the emer- may not be perfect and that experigence of Joseloff in the span of a ence
will
probably
demonstrate
few short years as a factor in ihe desirability of a modification of the
creative end of radio.
plan, it represents something the
Joseloff champions the cause of buyers and sellers of radio have
the Blue and what it's .trying- to gotten
together on.
"And that's
develop program-wise and wouldn't something- certainly a long stop for
mind sticking around for what he's our medium?' as one put it.
convinced
will
eventually
bear
As outlined by Feltis, 80% of the
fruition and audience payoff, but. us stations in the Memphis' area have
he puts it, in explaining the switch- subscribed; in Portland, Ore., the
over, "can you blame a guy for hot figure was 6.r>"(.; Kansas City. 79',:
taking advantage of such an ollir Sail .Francisco, 40'/.'; Texas, 93'-;.
and an opportunity'.'" .Joseloff says

Here's a Problem

For Yalta Boys

Strong criticism has been voiced
trade over spot, announcements
made, recently via New York stations In connection with exploitation on forthcoming Warner Brothers
film
"Hotel
Berlin."
Varied
criticism ranging from charge of bad
taste to misleading information lias
been
thrown .against promotion
stunt, to strengthen belief in some
that,
regardless
of
reports
that
circles the campaign has backfired.
Spot announcement would say Walter Luric.. present N. Y: radio
''the
that
Russians are umpteen topper for Biow, Is expected to
miles from Berlin today." depending check out in the near future, he exon distance Russian front was from pe'ets Lurie to stay. and help him nit
German capital on that day. That development of Biow radio activities.
would be immediately be followed
Y & R to Army to Blue
with "And Warner. Brothers' Hotel Berlin' is only sleen days away
Tom McDonald has joined the lalfrom its opening,'' with actual num- cut-program development staff at the
ber of days based on the count that Blue to work with Ben Bodec.
day.
Announcements were so
Prior to his Army service! from
couched, to'. sound quite like news which .he was recently honorably
bulletins. -.
discharged,
McDonald, was
with
Known that campaign caused lot Y & R.
of argument, pro and con, at various

.

!

Mort Lewis Off

WV

To Join Amos

Andy

j

i

•

;

San Antonio— Ben Z. Kaplan, for-

Mort Lewis has checked out as
head writer on the Philco "Hall of
Fame" program.
Program moves
east this week after a two-month
Hollywood origination, with Lewis

i

expressing a desire

to

remain on the

i

Coast.
l

j

•

WNEW'S PKESS CONFERENCE'

made

asserting

pre-planned to appeal

fully

toss-

it's

ing out a salary reportedly

instead of
alphabetical call
withlir the par-

recall

listing

stations

surveyed area."
While asserting that the BMB is
seriously needed by the industry,
another broadcaster look exception
to the manner in which the presenticular

To 50G Bracket
Reflecting

the

in

Cohanna Fabrics Buys

Jumps

,

ing the crest, won't survive radio
on the strength of his pix-legit personality without the essential ingredients that go into good radio
scripting patterned after the Kaye
technique.

have been taken
having all scripts
based on matters of public knowledge, court records and newspaper

aided

it

of

letters

tially,
is
good situation comedy.
Likewise it's felt that Danny Kaye,
despite' that fact he's currently rid-

WNEW, N. Y., plans u high school stations before announcements were
Journalism Award
for
the
best accepted. Bad taste, misleading info,
Washing t«n.—Gene Thomas, form- stories resulting from a contemplated were chief objections raised. Ad deWJR, Detroit, has been added program entitled "Press Conference;" partments won out at WOR. WMCA,
announcing staff at WWDC,
Stanza has been cleared with' the WNBW, and others, over objections
local outlet here.
N. Y. Board of fcductttlon.
of other 'Staffers.

erly of
to the

making

unaided by

Joseloff

radio user.

27.

..Mutual

iCWT) through

ing price of $4,000.
star playing

-

.

precaulions
against libel by

Seven Up, Inc., St. Louis, will hit
the air within 30 days with a halt-

7:30-8 p.m.

27.

.

.

air,

MBS

With Barney Grant as

Chicago, Feb.

Package deal based on the life oi
Constance Bennett is uiirrenlly being
offered here by Sid Morse with ask-

While it is felt that there are
certain episodes in Miss Bennett's
life that would be dynamite on the

e*xec.

Show; Skedded for

Star to Play Herself

•

of serious snags. The industry is
to get what it enthusiastically
endorsed' at. the Chicago convention
of the NAB last summer, a long-,

going

cracked Porter.

:

it

the

Committee for a definition of a.
cultural program on the air.
"One that is seldom heard/'

whom
time

Now that the half-way mark in
NAB district meetings has been
reached ithe second section resumes
on March 5 and winds up March.
22), station commitments on acceptance oj the Broadcast Measurement
Bureau in the nine districts thus far
canvassed preclude any possibility

Ain't Kiddin'

Washington, Feb. 27.
FCC chairman Paul A. Porter
has given radio a new definition.
During the hearings on -the
anti-Petrillo bill last week, he
was asked by a member of the
House I n t e r s t a I e Commerce

time has arrived, to toss
out preconceived ideas on program
building. The pulse boys who" have
beeii observing trends in radio today
share the conviction that the way to
build a show with lasting appeal,
and for. maximum audience pull, is
not in terms of a personality around
the

th^t

SUM!

By GEORGE ROSEN

now <loing more harm than good,
many in the trade are of the .opinion

it's

.

Good summer replacements thus far have have been practhough they've always been low-budgeted, it's doubt-

tically nil;

But

Stations,

BMB Survey Is Already In the Bag

Contending that the "cart before

.

——

:

Some Claim Pressure Tactics Used

'

He's moving over to the Amos "n*
Aiidy show.
Sol Saks comes east from the
Coast to take over the top writing
slot as successor to Lewis pending a

permanent

selection.

Meanwhile,

rank of major,

Myron Dutton has taken over production of the show with likelihood

stationed with the Mediterranean Allied Air Force.

that he'll remniri 'despite his vulnerability for the draft. He's only 22.

mer

staff

member

been promoted

to

WOA1,

of

now

.

has

•

-

Wtinttimj, Fefcrary 28, 1945

THEATRE"
BARRY SUCCESS MAGA- "BHOWNSTONE
WUh Jackson Beek, Gertrnae
ZINE"

"THIS IS HELEN HATES"

"DU

With Jane Seymour, lean Lewis,
Bala* SUmpley, Hal Lansing, nar-

With

15 Minx.; San.,

M:1S

Guests
Producer-Director:

Writer:
SO Mins.; Thurs., 11:30 a.m.

WOR-Mutual
(J. Wfllter

MCUARD HUDNCX

Thompson)

After a three-year absence. Helen
Hayes is back in radio with her own
show; this time a. 15-minulo capsule
on Mutual sponsored by Ton-

of textile fabrics, in cor

with the American Red
Quarter -hour Sunday night
dramatic series will pay tribute to
Army and Navy nurses, with the initial program (25) based on the cxncrienccs of Major Flora Hellmuth. last
Army nurse to leave Manila before
the Japanese entered. (The real Maj.
Hellmuth will guest on the show ncxl
operation
Cross.

Sunday

(4>.

WOK.

CO.

N. y.
(C. Li/mi Sunnier)

isn't enough good material
minutes of interest in
show, because it's overboard on

There

to sustain 30

each reappearance Miss Hayes,
in radio as iii legit, appears to grow
voice
in stature, yet if anything her
on Sunday night had more than ever
the ring of vouth. By stepping into
the new Mutual series. Miss Hayes
has automatically become the First
That 15-minule
Actress of radio.
its
spot stood out like a cameo with

On

And
prising lack of mike presence.
she's supposed to be the works—
everything else is incidental.

On

initial,

program

Thurs.

last

Hugh Chain
agency

radio

(former Weintraub
exec) produced the

Jane Ashman seripted.
Bob Dixon handles the announcing
chores. Entire stanza is meant to be
package.

commercial, trying to
ard

Hudnut products,

sell

the Rich-

;but there

such a thing as overdoing

kins Presents" hour-long series on
helped the cause considerably
and demonstrated that radio is ho
less an ideal medium for adaptation
of stage plays (if done properly)
than the Lux "Radio Theatre" or
"Screen Guild Players" are for presAnd the upentation of pix hits.
coming U.' S. Steel-sponsored 6Q-

is

WGN

u

Sustaining

WHAM

WHAM.

phony program, what
pulling power of Fibber McGee &
Molly at 8:30 and Bob Hope at 9 on
on WMAQ-NBC. But there it is—

Orch

_
CO.

'"

Rochester

musical package
which maintains the high standard
of WHAM's local programs and parThis

is

WGN may

for a symwith' the terrif

Mins^ We*, »:M pJi.
M
STROMBERG-CARLSON
a pleasing

and it's good listening, too, with no
commercial din and with a minimum
of those program notes; These lat-

incidentally; are made more
ter,
bearable in this instance by the simple expedient of bouncing them from
conductor Henry Weber, who gives
The orchestra, directed by Gene the overall pitch on what the entire
Zacher. plays smoothly "music of program is all about at the teeoff, to
yesterday and today" and provides announcer-narrator John Barclay,
the backbone of the program. The whose deep voice is just mellow and
opener was "Right as Rain" from authoritative enough and who in"Bloomer Girl," and followed by Uoes each number with something
Joan Dexter singing "A Heart That's like this: "As you'll recall, Mr.
Free." Gal has a delightfully fresh Weber told you at the beginning of
young soprano voice that goes into the program that Tschaikowsky.
the higher registers with ease.
etc."
Barclay's asides are short and
After the orchestra played a med- to the point."
ley. "Among My Souvenirs," Lee
War horses were on tap at concert
Morse sang a special arrangement of heard, although solo-spotting of
in
"The Object of My Affections,"
Harry Sukman, pianist, and Ernest
her throaty blues style that appar Leigl. flutist, both staff members of
cntly is winning a following here. Weber's orch,' made up for any lack
Joan Dexter warbled "Sometimes of novelty in programming. SukI'm Happy," the contrast again no- man tossed off some brilliant arpegticeable as highly pleasing.
gios
surging,
in
Rachmaninoff's
Feature of the second part was moody "Rhapsody on a Theme by
Miss Morse, singing for the first time Paganini," and Liegl all but made
her own ballad, "Don't Even Change Barclay's remarks that "flute, in
a Picture on the Wall," said to have early part of 18th century, was one
been based on a soldier's letter home of the most popular instruments" go
and particularly suited to this sing- for the 20th too in Bach's, B Minor
Orchestra had the clos Suite No. 2 for string orch and flute.
er's style.
in" spot with "Song of Norway."
Tschaikowsky' s "Romeo and Juliet"
Only commercial plug was spotted overture tied things up on a soaring
midway, and not hard to take, citing note.
Soloists aren't the usual thing with
Strombcrg-Carlson's part in manufacturing parts for waiplancs and the Weber aggregation, but- this lay
the effect wartime discoveries in the out seemed to indicate 'twould be a
eicCuicai 'fitiiu is^iik'cj.*"'tci ii*vc "vi.- geed- *d-3e tc -strew J i:s-T.'Kjr«-4i'.-tl-.c
future.
Mtlce.
civilian products after' the war.
Cord.

ticularly effective are the contrasting types of singers.

of legitcrs. based on

lanes.

SYMPHONY HALL"

WON, Chicago
That 8:30-9:30 slot on
"SOMETHING IN THE AIR"
With )«n Dexter, Lee Morse, seem like a weird spot

.

series'

•

.

THIS IS CANADA CALLING!"
Conceived and directed by Morris With Aame Watt, Alys Robl, John
Stargeas,: Anna Malentanl, Alan
Vovlk
Young, Alaaette Quartet, Percy
Assisted by David Stelmer
Anneanrer: Joe Fishier
Harvey GoUea Strings, Don Messe'r
Islanders, CBC Singers and ConFeb. 12-22
Sustaining
cert Orch, Percy Faith, Samuel
WNYC, N. Y.
Hersenhorn, Others
Final American Music Festival Producer: J. Frank Willis
program last Thursday (22) Over Music: Percy Faith
Mins.; Son., 3 p.m.
40
11

"AMERICAN MUSIC FESTIVAL"

WNYC,

closing

the

-day session,

Sastainangv

The Mutual programming depart- was typical of the vast range of CBL-CBC, Toronto
ment list Wed. (21) came up with its native composition and talent conCanadian Broadcasting Corp. stuown contribution toward the legit- tained in this hemisphere. Lineup dios from coast to coast tied in for
in-radio cause when it inaugurated included 'music of Aaron Copland
"Brownstone Theatre" weekly (from his score to the film ."Our boff show to mark preem of CBC's
its
played
Copland
and
by
New DXer. CHTA, at Sackville, N.S.
scries of dramas that hark back to Town")
the turn of the century. Initial pres- others: a GI quartet of concert' art- The shortwaver beamed the hourentation was Charles Kleiro's "The ists in music that ran the gamut long show overseas to Canada's
Lion and the Mouse," which was from longhair to jive; arias by City fighting men and 'women, while the
company artists; pian^ CBC national web carried it longoriginally produced by Henry B. Center Opera
Beyeridge Webster in recital of wave. Starting Sunday (25), CHTA
Harris at the Lyceum theatre, N. Y., ist
Porter; Palmer and Chan- beams news, shows, etc., across the
back in 1905. And to tie in with the works by
ler; a student recital from Musk Atlantic
for a total of 48 hours a
"authentic atmosphere" of the series,

Sten.

it.

.

established Theatre Guild successes
in the past quarter century (when a
suitable Sunday nighttime segment
opens up on one of the nets), is further evidence. of the upsurge in interest in good theatre via the air-

Symphony Orch, conWith
ducted by Henry Weber; Harry
Sukman and Ernest L1er/1, Soloists
middle commercial, with only a terse Writer-Producer: Jack: La Frandre
opening and closing statement on be- CO Mins.; Tuesday, 8:3* p.m.

finely wrought characterization, flawno
less acting and, believe it or not,

Rose-

H

NBC

gave many
Miss. Delafield
(22).
worthwhile beauty hints to her lisfollowed by a tete-a-tete
teners,
with Lawrence Gould, psychologist:
a
concerning
playlet
a
followed by
minute
housewife whom she had helped;

good music of Ben Ludlow's orch,
delivered several tunes. He should
be heard from more often, since he
has a pleasing voiced and there is
plenty of time for him and the orch
*
to. display their wares.

,

-

-

Mod. and Wed..

4:S« p.m.

Sustaining

WJZ-Blue, N. Y.
Vincent Shcean. author and cor-,
respondent now broadcasting from
overseas on the Blue's "Report from
Abroad." shapes up as a likely postwar commentator prospect, judged
by recent airers. Now with the 3d
Army somewhere in Germany. Sheean talks from field early in day,
with talk shortwaved and transcribed for 4:30 p.m. -broadcast
It's patently unfair to judge him
from recent programs. Wed. (21>
aircr in particular being so blurred
by poor transmission that only half
of quarter-hour -spiel: was clear and
Yet enough was heard to
audible.
suggest that in addition to being a
good observer and reporter. Shecan
is a good commentator, with a dis.

tinctive style

and

voice.

The

voice,

soft gives off authority. The speech is pleasant and
unprofessional, and though obviously cultured.' isnf highbrow. Talk is
fluent though unhurried.
Subject matter was the 5th Infantry Division and some of its exploits, with discussion, of setup of
divisions and a soldier's loyalty to
Description was a little
his own.
too detailed, but tale of iuYs piow•ss was dramatic and interesting.

though a

little

-•

-Bnm:

•

.

•

School .Settlement; a Venezuelan
Mutual has pacted as a sort of nar- guitarist in native music; a choral
rator - commentator
the ex - critic group singing. American folksongs,
Clayton Hamilton,- who '"covered" and a GI band and orchestra giving
that 1903 opening night performance.
out in smart arrangements of late
The sad truth, however, is that hit tunes.
"Brownstone Theatre," based on the
Programs perfectly typified purpreem, has given the cause a definite
annual festival, sixth in Hie
setback. "Lion and the Mouse" may pose of
series, announced "to point
revive some few nostalgic moments station's
up the rich storehouse of our musv
for. Hamilton and those handful of
eal heritage, provide a- hearing for
"I Remember" boys who are still
notible new works and offer i
around, but as theatre standards go sounding board for new talent.'
today, "Lion" is as dead as the gas- Festival lived up to name and aims
light era it represents.
Sum total truly, for noteworthy landmark in
was that it wasn't only bad theatre American music progress. During
but bad radio as well.
festival, 146 broadcasts were heard
Jackson Beck and Gertrude War- from various N. Y. concert halls and
ner, who head up the permanent NYC studios.
Twelve public con'
"Brownstone" stock company, strug- certs were given, double of any
Programs included
gled desperately with roles that previous- year.
couldn't .be brought: to life.
That performers and music from Canada,
went, as well, for the remainder of Mexico, Uruguay, Argentina, .Ecua
the cast.
And Jock MacGregor's dor, Colombia, Puerto Rico, and
Several
well - knownproduction, though perhaps fhorugh Venezuela.
Pop
no fault of his own, had a stilted, choral groups participated.
composers from ASCAP did a pro
lifeless quality about it that (from a
listener's viewpoint) merely accent- gram. Josh White, Burl Ives. Woody
Guthrie, Tony Kraber and others
ed the embarrassment.
sang American ballads and folk'Brownstone Theatre" may have songs.
A GI symphony, orchestra
sounded good on paper but, for 1945, led by Pvt. Johnny Messner, a swing
last Wednesday's curtain-raiser was
session with Louis Armstrong, a
strictly crystal-set stuff.
Rose.
children's concert from N. Y. City
Center and a N. Y. Philharmonic
'

week, including 15 mins. a day
headed for Germany.
Expressing confidence in Canada's
.

high

place

international

in

radio.

Prime Minister Mackenzie King and
Justice Minister St Laurent teed oft
the airer -with kudos for the Dominion's fighters abroad, followed by a
brief talk bjr Howard ChaBe, CBC s

board of governors chairman, from
London.
Chase followed by CBC
Singers and concert- orch under the
joint batoning .of Percy Faith, who
arranged all- music on the program,
and Samuel Hersenhorn, from Toronto.

.'.

Then, from Winnipeg, the corn slot
blew open -with the Red River Barn
Dance crew. Later on, the corn belt
was upped by Don Messer and his
Islanders from Charlottetown, P.E.I.
The sweet stuff came from Mart
Kcnney and his Western Gentlemen, out of Toronto, and Percy Harvey' and The Golden Strings with
soprano Anne Watt, originating in
Vancouver. The Latin music was
handled by Don Miguel and his
orch, and canary Alys Robi. from
Toronto,

"Bim

featuring

slinky-hip nine
The- show's

Bam Boom."
.

.

OUR. FOREIGN POLICY"
(NBC University of the Air)
With Archibald MacLeish, Dean
Acheson
3* Mins.; Sat., 7 p. m.

French-language section originated
in Montreal with the Alouette QuarSymphony rehearsal broadcast, were tet in folk songs and Anna Malenalso some of the unusual features. fant in classics.
Forty-four programs were recorded
Alan Young, introduced from To-

for

.

,

M

.

IS Minr,;

-

.

OWI's overseas use.
ronto, had the comedy slot all to
Seventy-eight new works were himself and did a boff job on it too..
performed for the first time on the Featured by Young was his old favc.
Sustaining
air, with 55 of them world premieres a sketch on a soldier's first days in
WEAF-NBC, N. Y.
in every way.
The Canadian coIn all, 36 contempo- training camp.
NBC rates a nod for this new am- rary American composers had their median took the opportunity to dig
bitious series, during which it will works broadcast for Die first time
at being prevented from writing his
attempt to simplify and make under- Record is a boost to the cause of own' stuff on U. S. webs, a job he
standable our foreign policy by an- American music, and the festival in handled to perfection on his old CBC
swering the questions of the guy in toto a tribute to the taste, enterprise time. At one point he said:- "In my
the street Opening program Satur- and hard-working efforts of WNYC's first show in New York I'burpec" —
day (24) made it clear that the State director, Morris Novik..
Bron.
and got a nasty letter from the
Dept. and diplomacy can be reduced
Union."
to an elementary language, and is
Show curtained with John SI ursomething that vitally affects every- "BUILDING TOMORBOW'S
ges*, from Toronto, singing "Without
WORLD"
one; in fact, by proving that there is
a Song" backed by the CBC Singers
no difference between foreign and Youth Panel Discussions
and orch, followed by a resume of
domestic policy it followed that With Dorothy Gordon, Moderator
future operation and scheduling of
Mins.:
Sat.,
U:M
a.m.
everyone of us must be absolutely
CHTA.
Conn.
clear on the policy of the State Dept. Sustaining
.Jia^s.whvjjiis.rJBCj5ej:ies fulfills a WQXR, N..Y.
need to every American interested in ""Tfiis ls'theTrrst m" series of Youth
a lasting peace.
Panel
Discussions offered
under
It was surprising to find out how, auspices of the N. Y. Times, which
"BOBBY SOX CANTEEN"
for instance. Dean Acheson 's logic so owns the indie. There are six boys
With Art Ford, Eileen Barton, Paol- simply concluded that we have a for- and as many girls huddled around
ette Sisters, Pat Fox, Fran War- eign policy and a kind that works; the mike with Dorothy Gordon as
Count Basle and his orchestra can
ren, Kathy Carl, Chris Kieman, that what the other 50 independent moderator. After 20 minutes of this, take a low bow for the work they
also
composed of turned in on a Coca-Cola "Spotlight
Mareia HoUey. Jane Ratttager.
nations do affects us; why there was the audience,
Director and Writer: Art Ford
no alternative but to agree on organ- youths from 9 to 13 years of age, Bands" broadcast last Saturday (24).
make
it a. free-for-all gabfest. Topic
While
the performance- of the band
Z« Mlas^ Sat, 1:45 p.m.
ized international cooperation; how
Sustaining
was at an unusually high peak 'and
the Crimea Conference offered the for this initialer was "Building To
morrow's World." Gist of remarks its pacing was smartly worked out,
WNEW. N. Y.
completion- of Dumbarton Oaks.
was that the world after the war it was the surprising job turned in
Whether the boboy soxers will go
Information on the program is put would be a better one. but
it was
by the leader himself that raised
for this program which is aimed at
across via a q. and a. technique, with all a bit vague for
average radio eyebrows. Basie- has long been a
them is doubtful, as the sweater set, Asst. Secretary
Archibald MacLeish listeners.
problem to his handlers insofar as
weaned on talented performers, is assuming the role of
interrogator.
unlikely to take to the post-adoReason for vagueness is that every getting him to-, speak lines and
(On the initial broadcast MacLeish
project himself as an individual.
lescents gathered together for this
doubled by leading the speech of thing from the Polish boundary On this show he not only expertly
program.
question
down
to
compulsory
mitt
Secretary Edward R. Stettinius, Jr.,
applied himself to lines, but he also
While one can't expect too much who
had been skedded to tie in from tary training in this country was sang.
He worked over George
from the youngsters on the "Bobby Mexico
covered. Topics included why the
City). What makes the proSox Canteen," it seems that station's gram informative
San Francisco conference in April Frazier's lyric to "Harvard Blues,he
is the fact that the
making up in personality what
search for talent wasn't very exten
answers are given in a style that's at was being hejd, points broughts tip lacked in voice and put the thing
siye. Singers and orch are all under
no time academic, yet provides the at the Big Three Yalta confab,, what over with a resounding bang. All
to do with postwar Germany, the
21. and. judging tecoff. seemed to be
listener with the benefit of a full ecoin all, the show was a solid job.
International bank, how to get agrithe only requirement to get on this
nomic and political background..
culture back in devastated lands, em
r'*ow.
Stating that the great majority of ployment for returned veterans, ra
Gertrude
Lawrence gave the
Only nature note is by Art Ford,
jockey on WNEW's "Milkman's Mat- Americans want to join a world or- cial understanding, etc. While forum Radio Harris show on the Blue,
world topics seem Sat. (24), a considerable lift with a
inee,'' who is responsible for good ganization to keep the peace; Dean' discussions on
Acheson 'explained why, reducing it good .for the classroom, this appears line of bright and opinionated chatpacing of the show.
Jose.
ter.
Miss Lawrence holds strong,
to such simple slogans: "Americans distinctly out of place on the air.
are for the underdogs," "They want a No fault of the youngsters; it's sim- opinions on what should be done to
didn t
Dallas. Newcomers to Interstate world free from bullies." Yet the im- ply that rambling discussion might the enemy alter the war and
pull her punches here. Also got n>
Theatres weekly "It's Showtime" ra- plication was clear that without an be expected on such topics as brought a
plug or so on her forthcoming
understanding
of
the
Yalta
Trio's de- up. Also on such weighty matters.
dio review aired over the Texas
book. Otherwise the RH chatter sescisions, the slogans would be meanMiss Gordon read twice from sion made for some frothy chitchat
Quality
Network 'includes Betty ingless.
N. Y. times editorial to try to keep
Benson, former vocalist with Ray
If the series holds up with the talks from going too jar aneJd. She
Herbeck's orchestra; Eddie Williams,
the Sammy Kaye show
same informative yet understandable did extremely well with her pupils.
formerly with Frantie Hasten band; method of presentation, radio will Announced that this is entirely tm»' did better by itself in shifting from
Marvin Montgomery and his banjo, have taken an Important part in ectn- rehearsed. Perhaps part at it should Mutual to the Blue an trie 10 P-'«• . -« «-»•and Bob .Steam
(Continued •n-fttge SS>
eatmg-for 4vni m>t^<"'-~*9moi * •have been;'
.

VINCENT SHEEAN

II

(25) night came up with the Johnny
of World War II. He's Corp. Harvey Stone, who has been assigned to Special Services at the Brooklyn Army base and has been
was the guy's
entertaining wounded GI vets in the N. Y. area.
initial try at radio but from here on, in and out radio, that laugh forrnula is fioinj; to be one of the surefire routines of show biz. It's lOminutes of boff material that holds up one of those zany mirrors to "homo
GI." and the fact that every soldier's going to recognize himself in
affectionate caricature bodes weH for the actfs future.
The stuff, for the most part, has been done by others before, but never
with the pacing, with just the rightdegree or laughing with and at the
other guvs in. the same boat, thatSlone achieves. -It's all done in the:
broad style of the. trouper, without any particular distinctive delivery, but packs one laugh on top of another with surefire timing.
It's" one of the funniest routines to come out of the, -war to dale.
Rose.

The Kate Smith show on Sunday

Burke

ous lime. The mature treatment that
Ann Delafield, nationally underlined the recent "Arthur Hopknown beauty expert who has a surthis

.

half of Textron.

The Johnny Burke of World War

chatter by

Written and produced by Neal Hop- then a chatter session with that
woman; also an interview with Ole
kins, Sunday's preem was a simply
told talc that effectively portrayed Olsen. comedian, who recounted his
the valor and endless capacities of a likes and dislikes on the subject of
group of nurses in the dark days of women.
Bataan and Manila: But essentially
In between, but all too briefly.
the vibrant Don Saxon, vocalist, backed by the
it was brought to life by
personality and natural, beautifully
modulated voice of Miss Hayes in the
role of Nurse Hellmuth. Her closing,
appeal for nurses for the armed
forces was just an extension of the
fine nurse .she portrayed, with the
clear timber of her. voice emphasizing the sincerity of both the dramatic
character and the star's own plea.

WarBob Haar.

CUrk, Betty Calne, Ed
Latimer, Sylvan Levin Orch
Producer: Jock MacGreger
Writer: Peggy Mayer
:!0 Mills.; Wed., »:!• p.m.
Sustaining
WOR-Mutual, N. Y.
The past year has probably witnessed a greater accent on the; "legit
via. radio" trend than at any previPhilip

•

Hugh Chain
Jane Ashman

p. at.

TEXTRON

makers

ner, Clayton Hamilton,

Ann Delafield, Dea Saxon,
Ben Ladlow Orch, Bob Dixon,

rator

Writer-producer: Neat Hapkina

Iron,

.
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"UMBRELLA

.

COVERAGE**

III

liUi II

Wkl

I li

1%

says:
"Our family tunes

in all Philadelphia

WCAU. Why?
Philadelphia

see,

ever

WCAU

since

in

has been a

we owned a

WCAU has always had wonder-

remember when WCAU brought us
Columbia Network program ever broadcast.

ful programs.

the first

Well, tuning in

Tradition

You

crystal set.

Radio Sta-

most of the time we tune

tions at times, but

"""Then
delphia's

Whenever

wo~ "WCAU —has
'strongest'

always -been Phila-

station.

It

was our

first

President
all

is

speaking or there's

Networks simultaneously,

we always tune in WCAU, and whenever we want
war news, election returns, sporting events, etc.,

we just tune

in

WCAU from force of habit."

Mr. Girard Franklin Pennmore

I

:

the

a program that's on

is

typical

millions of long-established Philadelphians
-roots

go

deep,

in

.

Philadelphia

Survey Experts know,

WCAU

of

whose

Traditions.

As

leads in total listen-

60,000 Watt station, and though there are other

ing audience in Philadelphia, but even more im-

high-powered

portant

notice that

stations

WCAU

in

comes

Philadelphia

in clearest

now,

I

and strongest.

is

the fundamental fact that

WCAU

always been Philadelphia's Prestige Station.

iiibrc/ffl

Coverage'

CBS AFFILIATE
50,000 "FREE WATTS" SURGING
DIRECTIONS, GIVING "UMBRELLA

OUT IN A GREAT TIDAL WAVE OF POWER IN ALL
COVERAGE" OVER A CLEAR NATIONAL CHANNEL
•

"

PHILADELPHIA'S LEADING RADIO INSTITUTION

has

-

WeaWsday, ¥*k*w*ry

RADIO

If

Grand 01* Puccini

Inside Stuff-Radio

San Antonio, Feb. 27.
While "Red River Dave," cow
boy singer airing over WOAI,

Frank Sundslrom. Swedish actor whom David O. Selznick lias gonrfraoted for a Hollywood film role, is the only actor aver auditioned tor
film producer via slwrl wave radio. Some years back, when Selznick was
seeking lead for "Keys of Kingdom. " Sundslrom was suggested by Ingiid
Bergman and Signe Hasso. as Sweden's greatest actor. War then prevented

Sundstrom's audition record, and

stales for lead with Miss

Bergman

now wants him

side.

same

cowboy regalia: strode
over, sensing a kindred spirit.
"Howdy, pa'dnah," said tn*
rancher., extending his hand.
'Evenin'," replied Dave.
"This whea y'all get yo' tick-

—

motioning toward the
els'.'"
box office.
"Shore is." Dave answered.
Lowering his voice with an air
rancher
conspiracy,
the
of
drawled: "Ah drove in heah 70
miles from the plains t'see this
Opry. Now. could y'all tell me,

Owen McFarlane and David
;

Leeds.
Under revised system, news editors will be responsible for coordination and airing of commercial and sustaining news shows, working
under supervision of Leon Goldstein, v.p. in charge of special events, news
and publicity. Other announcers, formerly assigned '.to newscasts, will be
shifted to other duties.

|

:

!

j

.!

radio program with only a local station airing
being bought by a major picture company is "The Callahans." which, was
(N^Y.i during the past season. Columbia Pictures have
aired on
bought the film: rights, not only for one pic. but a series, with live-year
options.
Fritz Blocki. who wrote, directed and produced the show, may
go to the Coast to aid in the (liming. William Morris agency handled the
Initial

hat

one

at the

to

Dave, weaving his

own

I

comprise Bob Callan.

gallon

ten

all— standing

The rancher, almost

in "Notorious."

*

will

Texas

weather-beaten

time, spotted

son.

instance of a

ah'U

find

Roy

Acufl".'"

WMCA

The "opry" was "La Boheme."
starl ing Grace Moore and Nino

Editor, "Variety":

Talent BrushofT Claims

York, Feb.

28.

.

Concerning your article in Feb. 81
"Variety" on auditions, for radio talent, which mentioned NBC, 1 wish
to present theae fact*. It toe long
been my feeling that NBC's. position
in the industry demanded that we
hear in audition anyone who wlshae
to':** heard. The NBG Program
Dept. operate* on the prinajpl* OJ
healing everyone who applies lor au
audition. Ife have done so und«r a

I

'

tions.

'

You may be

interested in see,

lhg how this works out. In a survey
covering 5Vt. months, we discovered
that out of 200 actors who were
hsard and passed In the commitlca
auditions, 76—*»D men and 36 women
were used or called one or mora
times for actual rehearsal and broadThis .should satisfy anyone on
cast.
tba Question of whether or not we
are operating with a closed shop
against new people, or with a clique
of old familiar voioeti. In .several in.

—

Ktances, peopw who were not genwe have set up.
We have freen aware etf oriticisms erally reeonuneniled by the commit-,
directed against us, and feel that -tee were still used in broadcasts, bemost -of them were unjustifiable. So cause -of fipecial tAlenU for a parlicuwe are prepared to give you tha lar type of characterization which
director noted in the
Jesuits -of a survey which wa our- an individual

.system

.selves

made

to find out

how

"the sj'S-

and

audition

-desired to use.

like all .*vstems, there arc limes
tem was working:
when It fails to function pcrreclly.
For a long time we have averaged
In some of these cases the cause is
per week,
140

.

WNEW

1041

Auditions Survey

genera] auditions
about equally divided between vocal
Martini.
and dramatic. From this 100, on -an
average, 70 are raw beginners and
have, at the moment, virtually no
Audition l*»m Blare
paasibflities. Most'agencies and some
networks don't bother with them.
Calgary. Altai Feb. 27.
We Relieve that they have a right
Damage estimated at between
000 and $4,000 was done to the audi- t» be heard, even though we have
to give them an unfavorable report.
tion room of CFAC here recently.
The 30 whom we think wa might
Cause of the Are. discovered at
use are sent on to committee audi3:30 a.m.. not known.

Seal.

(N. Y.^ and National Transportation
Promotional deai between
^o. tParmlee Cabsi gives- station billing in company's 1,300 taxis, in return
for supplying talent for "Fellow on a Furlough" Sunday afternoon show
which bowed in Sunday (25) and sponsored by Parmlee. Program is
supported by Merle Pitt's orch, Ted Martin, vocalist, with a -'soldier on a
furlough" and a nilery guestar featured weekly.

wheah

New

Opera

Rancher— boots,
and

in

Y.,

News group

the

typical

;

rewrite.

Grand

Festival
held here, last week, he noticed a

which airs approximately 180 news periods weekly, isN,
hypoing its news, coverage and commentating with a unit of specialists.!
selected on announcing ability and background in 'news -reporting R'>d

WMCA,

Tt Answer

was waiting in the foyer of tha
auditorium on the opening night
of

Sundstrom's coming, but Selznick arranged through CBS pret William S.
Paley for the actor to broadcast a passive from Shakespeare via CBS
short wave, with speech recorded. Although Selznick sold "Keys" rights
to 20th-Fox. he kept

NBC Makes Own

M,

justifiable, but not understood by the
genera] public. We are, after all. in
the business tf -broadcasting. 'Hearing
new talent is a part nf that business,
but only a .part. At NBC we attempt
to make our practice of hearing new
1«lent commensurate with .the importance of that factor jn our general
broadcasting activities. For the- most
part, we get very good cooperation
and understanding from the public
whom 'we are -attempting to serv e.
We have no apology whatever' to
make for NBC's audition system. We
believe it is based and planned. on a
If
completely democratic attitude.
the general public seeking .uidiiions
would cooperate with us to the same
extent that we are willing to cooperate with the general public,
there would be no cause whatever,
no far as NBC is concerned, for the
.

article of

V.P. In

February

21.

ClorCHce L. JWeiisci-,
of Programs. NBC

Charge

A* Bimflter

New

-Sees II

York. Feb.

23.

Editor, "Variety":
As a radio director. I'd like to answer some points in your talent
brushoff story an last week's (21)
"Variety." 'Where has a director the
time to .grant actors, the interviews
suggested to develop talent?
Take the case of u director who

has two US-minute dramatic shows
five times a week. The pi"esenl:ition
of the ahow itnelf takes from live to

six hours of a mythical eight-hour
day. If he is a network director ha
may, in addition, have to sit in on

commercial shows ss the network
representative^ He also has a great
antount of paper work of lice memos,
slqry conferences, meetings of vari-?
ous kinds, correspondence, reports to
fill out. -etc.).
Just wltere is he going
to find time 1o sit -down and spend
from 'Ave to 10 minules with. the.
hundreds, literally, whp want to see
i

him *vcry week? Jf we even tried
to answer the letters we receive from
actors *hd actresses we would have
to have net one but a corps or secretaries. Despite all this, new people
are continually being used on .sustaining network *how».-. Newcomers
ARE breaking in.

a three-way partnership

It's

We nil seem to fortet thai in pictures or the stage it pays ofT for a

— Boston

producer

Boston women's dubs, and
It's

an example of one

The same
from

WNAC,

hit

Yankee key station.
program producing another.

_

women "drawn"

WNAC's

for The American Wo«<M4 Jury
club-women audience are invited to partici-

pate as guest talent on Quizzing the Wives program

—

to

diaoouer a

chances. "The iclienl- expects 'them to
use the ibest, established lalenl w ithin
the budget limitations. It must be
remembered that the commercial director

with

is

not hired as a talent scout

in the case of

dramatic programs.
Cyiif Arwibrisle'r.

Yankee headline^ Lester Smith.

Dei Molnaa.— Herbie Koch, about
10 years ago featured organist at the
Paramount theatre, here, has joined

Car cards, 24-sheet posters, truck posters, circular* for
Gas Company mailings, and individual letters to club
women are used by the client to promote this sponsorKT*» ,it d."

new dramatic

star. ;Jn radio the client who pays
INTEREST.
the money has
Directors are 'human and Ihey do
like .to And talented new people but
in the "case ot "the commercial show
they -simply cannot afford lo take

NQSUCH

Consolidated Gas Company, 15,000 wives from Greater

WHO. as member
and talent

of the production

staff.

»•**:

audience-station partnership.

the

Overseas for USO Since* Jan
'43— Now In Germany

Yankee Network,
.

2 1 IHOOKtlNE

AVE.,

BOSTON

15,

Member of
MASS.

iht

.

nc

Muival troadaastimg System
Nationally RcprsMntad

by

EDWARD

RETRY

«,

CO.,

INC

FRED LIGHTNER
Dir.:

PHIL COSCIA
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WWB'S SCRIPT

NBC-CBS

Agencies,

Gird For Battle

Would Hypo Radio

t9

0.0.

Home

Efforts on

Top

Writers, Producers Blueprint

Front

Over Control of Tele Programming
with both NBC and CBS on
operations of commercial television

Corfew Cues Hildegarde

programming.
Both networks' are determined not
make (he mistake television prothat they made when

On

move designed

widespread interest

The board

Cafe-Radio Plans

The midnight curfew

In air

radio activities.

its

Web Formats Saluting Red Cross Drive

more
shows that

to create

are furthering the war effort and
thus achieve maximum audiences,
Uie Writers' War Board is cxpanfin;.;

the coun-i
Largest ad agencies in
readying their forces for a

try are
battle

In a

Fred Norman, radio director for

soliciting in advance
writers all scripts that have a

from

motion picture industry's RedCross driye from March 15 to March
the

Malone Due From

ETO

21,

fs

On

1 -Week

Mercy Hop

bearing on home-front morale, those
that deal with tolerance, racial and

Ted Malone. Blue war corresponreligious issues and, in general, re- dent,, returns from the Europe Thethat is to
radio was in its infancy—
nitery work or step out of it entirely flect a consciousness o' world prob- atre of Operations by plane end of
to control proagencies
the
allow
and concentrate on radio. The latter lems. The board in turn will peruse next week on what the American
duction, direction, et a), of programs. is more likely, with a new
Herbert all scripts carefully and those reBoth NBC and CBS to dale have re- Fields show (specially written for garded as contributing to the over- Red Cross describes as "a mercy
production or
back week later
fused to let any agency
all war effort will be brought to mission." He'll fly
her) in the offing.

to

gram-wise

Hildegarde's

plan

to

will

hasten

modify

her

.

program exec have anything to dp
with programming on their video
stations— and are determined to keep
it that way.
But agency execs apparently are
not going to let the
with it. They point
are the ones who

webs

get away
out that they
have the big

If

attention of the radio editors
throughout the country with an appeal that they be publicized as much
as possible.

Hildegarde wants to do only
show a night— as against the
and 12:15 frolics heretofore at
the Persian Room; N. Y., etc.— and
it may well be that the Byrnes order
will expedite matters that way.
cuit,

one

9:15

are going to pay
the television operations bills. They
state they are the ones who have
the best relations with these clients,
not the. webs, through long association, service and trials and tribula-

And they're not going to let
anybody or any organization come
between them and the advertiser.
NBC and CBS, however, have no
bone to pick with- the ad boys in reference to their clients. .They, are'

a

brochure with

suggestions to producers of network

programs which

will salute the

1

1

'

to

ETO

the

—

.

Omaha.

— Ray

Olsdn

left

WOW

to

.

take post as announcer for NBC in
Chicago but had to return when he
could find no place for self and family

i

to live.

.

tions.

to

willing
.

allow

webs

placed by the latter with the

But the networks are
package the programs

for television.
determined to

recommend' (hem

themselves,

ADVERTISING MUST PACE PROGRESS

agencies the
on business

the

15% commission

full

•

to the

This Advertiser

who in turn will deal with
the client. All the webs claim they
want is a price for the package, plus
a rate, for the video medium time.
NBC .already is soliciting business,
agencies,

'

events
cast tbeir
shadows before

its

staff,

an endeavor to

In

its television station,
WNBT. It is
In the process, too, of drawing up a
rate card for television:

.

programming

WCBW.

vision station,

of

should P*"?'

is the story.
Electrics WRGB,

WOMAN'S MARKET!

^

tceimg.

V,

K-injr

TN

1879, the

first

beginning of a new era in which, for the
time, advertising

Pinkhim't
ihadow*.

Sche

Lydia E. Pinkham newg-

paper advertisement appeared. That was the

foredgSgy

tele-

its

But behind

the scenes, that

General

Establish the

„t utter Kstlewne*

care
I Sie "don't

Columbia, To*'
CBS has not publicly acknowledged the fact that it is working on
a rate card, or that it is seeking to
control the

8D
*V

I

Helped

:

Coming

newly organized televi-'
from the agencies,
sell the unsponsored programs it currently has on

through

sien sales

fftSfStT
JLSSm^^m

was aimed

directly at

a6 a distinct buying group. Today,,

70%

WABD,

nectady, and DuMont.'s,
permit agencies to produce their own
(hows for sponsors.
They have

of

all

advertising

is

directed

first

women

more than
to women,

and woman has become the recognized "purchasing agent" for the family.

.

rounded schedules of weekly shows
featuring stanzas wrapped up, produced, directed,

and cast by agen

eies for their clients. Whether they
will seek to ease out the agencies

when

television really gets rolling
the postwar, and "produce
the

in

shows themselves, joining

NBC and
CBS in their television program
ming stand remains to be seen.
Agency toppers feel that when
the webs solicit business from them,
and And that they are not too eager
to

do business on the basis of net

n the

work production of programs for
television, the webs will back
down
from their present stand.

On

.

DISTRIBUTION DECADE

the

NBC and CBS television
have determined their course

other hand.
chiefs

after several

and

it

to get

years of deliberation,

will take, all kinds of pressure

the nets to back

down.

TOM JOYCE QUITS RCA
VICTOR AFTER 23 YRS.
.

.Tom Joyce is bowing out as general manager
of the radio, phono
graph and television
dpeartment of
HCAs Victor Division at Camden,
He has been with the company
years, building up a rep as one o(
ine leading sales
and promotion
spark plugs in the radio
and platter

«

Industries.

Many New Markets

Advertising Must Establish
'TODAY, America
single purpose

which

to

is

is

in.the

to

Production Era. Our

produce more goods with

For the coming age

be the Distribution

will

Decade. To pace production and maintain prosperity, the world'9 highest standard of living

win the war.

new problems will
present themselves. Our vast reserve of manpower
work. Our huge
peacetime
put
to
be
to
have
will
Tomorrows

after Victory,

reservoir of private capital will have to be tapped

must

be raised to even higher pinnacles.Alert agency

men are intensively applying them-

selves to the responsibilities
will

and opportunities that

be theirs in the Distribution Decade.

.

Joyce' says he'll announce his future business
plans about April 1.
Believed he'll blossom into postwar

commercial development
g"d theatre television.

of

home

*

for profitable conversion.

Our tremendous

facili-

production will have to be switched over
manufacture of consumer goods.

ties for

to Ihe

And

the

task will

main burden' of

fall

this gigantic

Peacetime

on America's Advertising Man.

So

is

The Nation's

comes, we

will

Station.

When

State market that

is

WLW-land.

WLfj

DIVISION
ON Of THt CHOSIty CO» EQUATION

10

ii.fll..

KW'T

ClAYJON

the time

be ready to help you do a better

post-war job for your clients in the vast four-

M-G-M'i "My tic for Mllllom"
New CAMKI. I'ROOHAM Trillin
MM.. LOU

cam-

paign during that week.
Rather than give the usual salute
to'
the film industry's part in the
fund raising, Norman Is calling upon
air shows to base their programs on
gimmicks presented in the brochure,

with blood for use in drawn up by some of the top names
in the radio industry.
transfusions to servicemen, and will
Hal Block -has prepared a format
describe on the air what this lifefor variety shows. Elaine Carringgiving blood means to the riien di- toh has readied suggestions for daytime soap operas; Norman Corwin
rectly from the. front.
Washington. Elinor Lee. women's
Myrna Loy, screen star, will make came through with ideas for dradirector at WTOP, has been rematic shows. Alton Alexander has
a Red Cross blood donor appeal folelected as radio's -representative to
brochured the treatment which muthe standing committee on
Mrs.- lowing Malone's network stint to- sical stanzas may give. Will GlickRoosevelt's Press Conference Ass'n. night
Wed.). Warcaster will guest man has prepared comedy show mawhich governs attendance at Mrs. on "We, the People" March 11, with terial, while Ted Cott is represented
FDR's press huddles with the press a guest shot also being lined up for with ideas for indie stations and. re-'
'cording romorr '.?<!.
K'rls;
"March, of Time."

the

sticking on the chanlooscy cir-

who

bankrolled

.

has prepared

THE NATION'S MOST MERCHANDISE. ABLE STATION

I
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It

Video,

FM

Inc.,
Radio,
Subscription
WestirfBHouse Eleetrlo International
Co.. Zenith Radio Corp., and Yankee

Assn..

Washington, Feb. 27.
New information revealed by
FCC indicates ikat protests by
FM Interests on allocations of
new frcQuencies higher np in
the FM spec- .-urn, will be disregarded by the tojnmlssion.
Recordings made by 1CLZ,
Denver, which has bo FM outlet.
Indicated that under present

Network.
Additionally,

FM

.

WMTT.

WWZF.
esiei-

Milwaukee;

IVMFH;

troit;

Winston-Salem', N. C;
Chicago: WIIFM, Roch-

and

TVSSM.

indicate
Djscings
current allocations.
casters can
1.300 miles

Nashville.
under
that

FM

FM

ideal from the point of view of television alone."
situaAssociation also handled
tion with kid gloves, refusing to take
stand on move upstairs, but did
speak out against plan to hold back
channels for "newcomers"
20
On that score,
into the business.

FM

broad-

he heard as far as
from point of origin.
Washington. F«b.

WMFM

have been
briefs
of Milwaukee,

Station WENA, American Broadcasting Co.. C. M. Jansky, StrombergCarlson Co.. and the National Assn.
of Broadcasters.
NAB's comprehensive brief, eovering virtually all angles of the new
allocations, commented among other
things on proposed reduction of
video channels from 18 to 12 below
300 mc. Admitting there 'were other
points deserving thought, NAB held
the reduction "cannot be considered

broadcasters are
frequencies,
far beyond the 50-mile
radius. KLZ produced recordings, made Feb. 12 and 13 at
FCC's' behest, of -WEN A, De-

heard

by

filed

FM

27.

The Federal Communications Comconnection
in
hearings
with proposed new frequency allocations get under way here tomorrow
Sessions are exoected to close
(28).
mission's

Saturday.
Slated to appear for oral arguments' at the powwow are: American
Radio Relay League. Maj. Edwin H.
Armstrong. CBS. Capitol BroadcastSchenectady, Cd.wles
ing
Co.
of
Broadcasting Co.. Du Mont Laboratories, FM Broadcasters. Inc.. NAB.
RCA, NBC, Television Broadcasters

the brief declared:
"Assuming that only a portion of
the 50 channels to be (immediately)
available could be assigned to applicants in an area such as the New

York Metropolitan

district,

it

would

possible
and likely that
of the existing broadcasters in

appear

some

that area would be denied an FM
channel merely because of the Commission's apparent preference for
'newcomers.'
If. 'an existing broadContinued on page 34)
(

the Prodaction Centres

From

Allocations Hearings

FCC Opens

Talent Hypo

U.

Channels at Stake As

********** *********** * ****************

NEW YORK

IN

CITY

.

>

**

*****

For Aassie Radio

.

.

CM

desk after a weekte Illness. .. .Lola
Nick Keesely back at his
.Chris Cross, of BBC, putWoursell, of- WOV, bedded by stwp"thioat.
ting finishing touches to book on ohaplains' war contrib which will carry
'
"
rSydney, Feb. 23.
Hazel Weihe. v.p. of Richard Stark Co., prothe E. P. Button banner.
Australian commercial radio is
ducers of radio program packages, left for Chicago yest. (Tues.) to com- eyeing American name talent for
radio
and
concert
apearances. Ron
plete negotiations with Neblett Radio Productions of that city; to represent
Beck, production director of Colgatethe latter Arm in the east.... Ron Rawson taking over "Valiant .Lady" 'Falnoliva-Peet,
biggest time users
spieling chores while Don Hancock ii invalided ir Johns Hopkins hospital in the Antipodes, has made an
arwith an ailing knee and Timmie Hyler joins the oast of the CBS daytime xangement with the MacQuarie Net.
work whose key station is 2GB, Syd.
serial as "Phyllis Howard". .. .Earle Larimore added to oast of "LoTa
.

.

Via Colgate

.

Coa

.

ney, and is presently negotiating
.. .Vera Allen, Spencer Bentley and Ruth Gilbert added to cast
with Duke Ellington. Bruno Walter
Mary Mason subbing for Jean McCoy on "Lorenzo Andre Kos^elanetz, Jose Iturbi and"
Jones" while latter undergoes operation.
.Gotham newcomer Charles S. Paul Robeson for an Australian tour
Webster playing "Willard Hughes" in 'The Strange Romance of Evelyn in conjunction with radio appear,
ances.
.
Winters."
The Colgate set-uu believes the
Pat Flowers, protege of the late Fats Waller, is featured on a half-hour
Frank Albert Stuart Doyle interests,
program or piano music on
at 6 p. in. Sundays.
.Ted Cott, Gerry
headed by 2UW, Sydney, is also eyeKaye, Jo Ranson and Carl Mark have started their radio roundup forums
ing American names for a similar
with the new term at City College. .. .Morgan Ryan, who resigned sev-

Law ton".

of "Ju6t Plain Bill"

.

.

WNEW

.

.

'

months ago from the top radio post at Snerman, Marquette is now jaunt.
Frank Marden. general manager of
with the Grant agency.
talent, is mulling a visit to this
New feature of Coca-Cola's "Songs by Morton Downey" Mutual pro- country to complete the deals.
gram will be a salute to "a woman of the week." Moppet Margaret O'Brien
leads off, guesting on stanza nert Thursday (8)
Despite injuries suffered
laltenbwn's Texas Sponsor
in N. Y. auto accident last Friday (23), Charlotte Manson did her "ArmSan Antonio, Feb.- 27.
strong Theatre" stint following day
Sheffield holding on to "Guess
Another "first" was scored here
Who," but N. W. Ayer Is m the market for successor to Peter Donald
McCann-Erlckson radio department exec Lloyd Coulter hosted the CBS when the Piggly Wiggly Food
sales and program execs and personnel at Stork club luncheon Monday Stores, a local chain, entered the
(26 )
Bill Coblenzer shoves off for Chicago in two weeks to head the field of radio advertising, using H,
V. JCaltenborn on WOAI here.
MCA radio dept. in the midwest city.
Contract runs for six months, by
Dick Hubbell, production manager of Broadcasting Facilities at WLW,
special arrangement wilft KaltenCincinnati, arrived in N. Y. Monday (26) for week's business trip. Hubbell
bom and Pure Oil Co., long time
is scheduled to head WLW tele activities as soon as wartime conditions
sponsors of the commentator.
permit green light.
-.Maestro Van Cleave, whose program "Variations by
Van -Cleave" is heard every Thursday at 11:30 p.m. over Blue network, has
been signed to series of recordings for Muzak. Discs will feature Van
Cleave's special symphonic, modem treatment -of nursery rhymes. .. ,WHN
celebrating 23rd birthday March 18, with Dick Gilbert playing hit tunes
of every year from 1922 to. present on .his 9 p.m. show. Interesting switch
eral

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

is that current ban of "Rum and Coca-Cola" will prevent his -using hit
tune, despite its being written by station's own Morey .Amsterdam.

Jean McCoy, Ingenue lead on 'Xhick Carter" and ""Lorenzo Jones" airers,
recovering in St. Luke's hasp from an operation.
.Milton Berle CBS program, which has four weeks to go in present cycle, has been renewed for
another 13 weeks by 'Eversnarp. Hal Block's 26-week contract continues
through the end of June.
.Earl Mullin. Blue press chief,, to Pleasant Hill,
.

.

HI., for

.

.

funeral of his father.

Lud Simmell, Blue sales service manager, has been named assistant to
Stanley Florsheim, web co-op program mgr. Robert Saudek, from the
OWI, .succeeds Simmell.
IIS

ACTIVf

SALT LAKE
MARKET

CHICAGO ...

Les Atlaas may call off his plans to spend several weeks in Europe.
Arrangements originally called for Atlass to go overseas the nest of March
Dan Gellerup, on leave from WTMJ, Milwaukee, to work with National
Defense Research Council, returns to his old job as broadcast technical
supervisor March 15.
.Ted Vanderbie of the local Ruthrauff and Ryan
staff temporarily running the Frisco
office following sudden resignation of office manager there to take defense job.
.Ed Prentiss takes over
as the new announcer on the Quiz Kids show this week following Bob
Murphy's induction into the Navy ... The Alex Driers are proud parents
girl
Clark,
now
in Army, has been
of
born last Sunday (18)
Buddy
upped to a sergeantcy. .. ."Worth Remembering" a new local half-hour
musical bowed in over
last Sunday (25) with one of the biggest
budgets of any local program. Show will feature.Reic Maupin's orch, 'cellist
Henry Webster, ad manager of
Ennio Bolognini and big time guestars
the Wrigley Co., became the grandpappy of twins last week,... Dick
Powell, in town for tour of camps and hospitals, was cocktail partled by
.

.

R&9

.

.

WENR

RKO

last

week.

.

Herb Graffis, Chi Times columnist, started a new five-time-a-week news.Ritz Brothers will audition their new air
cast over
Monday (26*
show "Ritz Hotel" on the Coast shortly after they •close the Latin Quarter
early next month.
.Pat F6rd signed to a WBBM-CBS singing contract
last week
Peter Cavallo leaves the NBC central division production staff
tomorrow (28) to freelance as a producer. .Pierre Andrew, Blue anJohn Harrington,
nouncer, back on the job after a siege of pneumonia
CBS sportscasteT, to Memphis last week where his father is seriously ill,
Hal Lansing, WGN-Mutual annoupcer, got the nod for the announcernarrator berth on the new Helen Hayes show that bowed in last Sunday
(25) .. .-.Fred, headwaiter at Wrigley restaurant, is forming 'a national
soccer association
Ade Hult rating plenty of congratulations on his new
job of v.p. and gen. mgr. of the Mutual central division as reported ih
.Carl Wester playing around with the idea of enter"Variety" last week.
ing the night time radio field.

WIND

."

.

.

FARM

SfcR&r^WHOW

producing record

JIz

offer. h.lpl«l

cast*: ln'omii,

ertra

*••*

keewhot

.

.

.

- "'

IIS

ssaftft-ssii

.

.

.

HOLLYWOOD ...

Veteran writing team of Wedlock and Snyder, after a brief fling with
Danny Kaye, are now batting out yocks and reasonable facsimiles for
Abbott 4 Costello... .Jim Schullinger hustling A 4c S Lyons list for radio
Both have seen duty in this war
in companionship with Frank Healey.
... .Ralph Edwards bringing his zany quixz show to town March 17 for
as long as he's needed in the RKO picture. "Radio Stars on Parade"....
Carroll Nye, talent buyer at Young & Rubicam. guested in the old-timers
spot on Perry Ward's "What's Doin' Ladies" over the Blue.
In the
tongue-less days of pictures he was leading man to many stars, including
Rin-Tin-Tln. .. .Harry Lubcke to Washington to represent Don Lee chain
at the free-for-all in the tele allocations. .. .NBC's John Royal around to
see what the Coast needs in video facilities and scout the mountain tops
for a transmitter site
John Grant, who left Abbott it Costello's writing
battery for «' writer-producer contract at Universal.' took another try at
whipping up gags for the comics but found it top trying after three days
and pulled out.... Tom Brcneman nosed out a half dozen film actors in
the race for mayor of Encino, which is an honorary thing good only for
publicity purposes and a few nods from the natives hard by their citrus
groves.... Keith Kiggins, the Blue's station relations good-wilier", tagging
off a cross-rcouhtry tour here and resting up before heading for home. ..
Don Norman of, NBC spot sales transferred to New York
Bernle
Schubert and Ben Brady in town for Iwo weeks on special mission for

om

UttA kit
of Hm Makest
ptr capita ratings at a radia
IttMfof market.
JOHN

SU«* CO.

NattjMl

,

Army. Special Services

Mary Edith Slahl, long right bower to Bill
office manager at Benton & Bowles, while Betty
is on extended leave in'Tcxas with her officer-husband.
.Charlie
Pekor in town keeping press relations in order along the CBS circuit.
"Uncle Joe" Dawson of Geyer. Cornell & Newell back-slapping Mannie
Bacher,

ifti; [i!>'!

VI, r.

'it

;

Buckler

+tth the Oklatu.-

.

now Hollywood

.

.
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Manheim

REPRESENTED N/iIIONAUr Br THE KATZ *GENC<

.'

for his topnotch production job on the Andrews Sisters show
....John Conte returning as emcee of the Frank Morgan show, relieving
Bob Young for picture work and a lour of camps and. hospitals.

LAWRENCE GOLDEN
T4S

Filth

*»•»„.

.

M.w

T.th 91, N.Y
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A CUSTOM BUILT QUIZ FOR

AND AGENCY

EXECUTIVES!!!

Can You Answer These Questions?
A

(Score twenty for each correct answer.

dred

is

eieetle7it.

have no
it .to

What well-known

Y

able,

effect

Eighty, pood; sixty, fair.
'

yourself to look

radio program,

now

up

score of a hun-

Below

on your radio career— but

you.

si-Tty. tuill

might otua

the answers.)

mg

avail-

has been, asked by the Special Services

Jap prisoners. The astonishment on

in

his superior officer's face brings the explana-

Section of the United States Army, in col-

tion from the

laboration with UJS.O. to prepare twenty or

get on —.

more

the

units of that

show

for presentation to

the boys overseas?

name

on. the air, is listed

a best bet? (An unique

record,! by

^

This same program, after a lay-off of a year

and a

off

half,

with a Crossfey of

spot

it

climbed to

was I&9
operatmg in the India-Burma theatre

of rubble

little,

to the air in one of

9.2.

13*7,

and started

spots,,

In that same tough

and

its

lowest sea-

for the

two years in that same tough

of

What was

spot.

a

recently found

came back

most competitive

sonal drop was to &J. Its average Crossley

the 'members of an Array division

a pile

of the internationally famous radio

the way.
radio's

in

"I'm trying to

blank space with

by

two-thirds, of the newspapers in America as

3(a)

soldier,

Fill the

program.

What program when

When

young

—

the

bombed-out

name

of the

show?

and adopted the war-

tan waif, what name did they give

the boy?

The

official

nickname of an important

Army

commander's headquarters in Washington

(b)

name

Recently "Esquire" magazine published a

the

cartoon showing an American soldier bring-

name

of a radio

program. What

is

of it?

(For the correct answers to the above questions SEE PAGE 134 OF THE FEBRUARY ISSUE OF NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC MAGAZINE. What you'll find

there
he'll

isn't

a press agent's blurb-it's the

get for

program—ano

kind;

1

his

radio

if

it

program for your sponsor beginning now.
will

bring you even

more potent

of write up every sponsor hopes

tweeks you enough,

you'll

A telephone call to

information.)

want

this

PLaza 8-2900

ht

the

.

.
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SI

Hamstringing

Petrillo

Pushed;

Is

Coast shortly to take his family to
Hollywood, 'where he .will head-

FCC Head

Joins

Washington. Feb.
After

merce

we must make sine that no arbitrary restrictions are imposed by
private groups concerning material
shall be broadcast.
"If an organization can prevent
radio stations from broadcasting a
concert by high school students, a
precedent is established whereby
broadcasts of speeches, forums, conventions., etc..
will
be prevented.
Such a precedent should not be 'per-

of hearings lasl
the 'anti-Petrillo" bill, sit-

uation in the House Interstate
Coniinjtl.ec

is

Com- which

this:

members want to amend
1. Most
Senate-approved measure to
hamstring Petrillo activities to the
utmost, including even such matters

the

as recording.
2.

However, the

bill is

designed to

amend the Federal Communications
Act and must be. limited in scope.
Therefore, some members of the
Committee feel that, after the bill
passed, there should be another
Is
covering matters outside the scope
Of radio

Most important 'witness was Paul
A. Porter. FCC chairman, who argued for the principle of the Senate
bill and warned that, if Petrillo can
be allowed to bar non-commercial
programs, other unions will be barring something else. He warned also
that small stations would be at the

and others.
Dr. Joseph A. Maddy. president
of the National Music Camp, at In-

mercy of

Chiefs Foes

free,

27.

two days

week on

AFM

Petrillo

is found in the
action on small
We arc familiar with the
stations.
fact that most professional laient is
concentrated in the large cities. For
the small station. -this means that it
r must, to a great extent, rely oil amateur talent which it can find or deThe acvelop in the community.
prevents radio stations
lion of
from using musical talent of this
can prevent
And if the
kind.
the use of musical talent.: other
groups will direct this activity at
dramatic groups, singers, etc. This
forces small stations cither to broadcast network programs all day or to
use records and transcriptions.

"The second
of

lluv

make

to

it

:

i

!

|

AFM

|

AFM

!

;

!

I

'

to

illegal

non-commcrial. cultural and
educational programs from the air.
but also protection for music teachMaddy opposed
ers from Petrillo.
any legislation which Would deprive
labor of any rights.

keep

"Lei

Him Have

II"

of the House Committee
the opening day (22) by
Clarence J. Brown (R.. O.),
he declared: "Petrillo has

Keynote
was struck
Rep.

when

radio dept.

the

it. and it is time Congress
let him have it."' Following day, at
the end of the sessions. Rep. Clar-

asked for

ence F. Lea (D.. Calif.); Committee
chairman, said his group Would see
how much further It can go than the
Senate bill.
"The evil inherent in the American Federation of Musicians action
against Interlochen so far as broadcasting is concerned, is two-fold."
said Porter. "In the first place, this
action by the
results in a severe restriction upon what may be
broadcast over the air.
Under the
American system of broadcasting,
the Covrnment is expressly forbidden to dictate to broadcasters what
shall and shall not be broadcast.
This is in order to guarantee a free
radio.
But if radio is really to-be

AFM

KASTOR WINS CHI SUIT
AGAINST GROVE LABS
Chicago. Feb.

27.

In a decision handed down in the
U, S. District court at SI. Louis last

week. H. W. Kaslor

was

4

Sons agency

awarded

$15,000 for services
rendered in 1943 to Grove Laboratories. Suit was originally for $75.000. based on lS'v commissions of
a $500,000 campaign for one of the
remedies' which'
cold
company's

Kastor charged was authorized and
then terminated: after 95% of its
work on the campaign had been
completed.
Court ruled that the agency has
completed a third of HI service.
According to testimony -Introduced,

move

i

i

Anti-Petrillo Bill

lars.

After sales had reached huge

proportions, the plaintiff charged,
the defendant terminated its agreement and notified them that another
advertising firm had been engaged.

TELEVISION ACTORS?
There's going to be
union for actors,

"LADIES BE SEATED"

Affect Quiz Kids,
Talent as Well

WRGB-General

Entire union situation as to actori
the video medium came lo a
head during the past week, following reports that they were .the only

for

Schenec-

Electric,

planned,

group which will be

long-

AFRA
WROB
as AFM

that it is just os applicable lo
as to AFM.

AFRA

,

any

action lo
bar non-commercial cultural pipgrams by educational institutions
bill

from the

prevents

air.

It

was angled

AFM

at

which barred concerts by school
children from the air. But it would
have equal applicability to amaleur
theatrical shows.
This point was_ touched on both
by Paul A. Porter", FCC chairman,
and Dr. Joseph A. Maddy, head of
the National Music Camp at Interlochen. Mich., during their testimony before the House Committee
last

week..

Rep.

Charles

A.

Wolverton

(R.,

N. J. t. a member of the committee,
also brought out at. the hearing that
the Quiz Kids could be barred from
the air unless their teachers belonged to a union, under the same
theory Petrillo is operating upon.

the

In

place,

first

the.

network

Radio FolldWups
Continued from page

.

like
that

beavers

to

the

'

Blue neatly got around the Pe(rillo-AFM ban on live music for the
After a brief recorded theme
interlude. Helen Rhodes, gal an-

debut.

who

WRGB,

for
turn,

in

Calcutta,

introed Olsen,

with

top-hat,

Volin.

put the studio audience at
ease by having it sing a sprightly
up Two servicetook part in. a contest
which found them trying to eat
doiiuls. leaving some of the cake
around the hole.
Followed two
local housewives who were dressed
in raincoats and placed in a canvas
canoe, onstage.
They were given
brooms in place of oars, and saucers
were placed on their heads. Suddenly from out of nowhere came a
wave of water, drenching them.
Olsen explained that a strong wind
blew up. soaking the gals!
Cule gimmick, which drew laughs
because of its spontaneity, was the
introduction by Olsen of the guy
who walked oiV with a Broom to
diately
its

tune, then bringing

In

Europe for Blue men who

George Hicks,
in this c6untry,

after several

weeks

has returned to the
of Operations for

European Theatre

the Blue, headquartering
Clete
present in Paris.

the
Roberts,
for

Blue war correspondent, recovered

the

Italian

war

for

the same net-

work, out of Rome,
Hicks,, incidentally, will continue
the 1:15-1:30 p.m. Blue Sunday
afternoon niche on a sustaining basis
Scripto stops pickafter March 11.
ing tip the tab for the spot on that
date, due to cancellation of a war
j

in

contract.

Anne Baxter narrated and acted
the principal part in the Blue network's third stanza of the "Army
(23).
Nurse" scries last Friday
Dramatization brought to the mike
the work of* Lieut. Rose Caplan,
Jersey girl with long overseas servCaplan herself took part with
ice.
simple, direct nurse recruitment appeal. Which was followed by platter
voicing an interview between the
Blue web's Army correspondent in
France. Don Coe. and a U. S. Army
doctor.

,

Program, scripted by

t

sweep up the water on the
after the. previous situation.

A

Ira Marion,

is showing increased punch and pull.
Through it. radio is making an-

floor,

.

inter-

said Douglas! eight shows
have been set up and toured around,
one being a. full musicomedy written,
Douglas
as well as acted, by GIs.
claimed he was unearthing good taleverywhere! Army releasing
ent
them for special duly with his unit.

summer,

tails,

Penny with upturned hairdo,
long striped dress. The m.c. immeet al..

Hicks, Roberts on Job

when Douglas was

USO actress Rose Marie
Since unit was activated hist

viewed by

brought on Penny.
were dressed minstrel-

Olsen

fashion,

commercial.

lipstick

Maj. Melvyn Douglas, ex-screen
star, heard on
Your Army Service
Forces" aircr Wed.. (21) on Mutual
12:30 p. in., described his work with
an entertainment unit of Special
Services in Calcutta. India, putting
on GI shows for troops in CB1 area.
Talk was a recording made Jan. 25 in

"

Latter duo

It's still ludicrous to hear
troops cheering lustily after a

nicely.

Tangee

the Blue sales staff can snare
sponsor. They are doing a good
job on the air. and, after viewing
their first try at the videp medium,
it
can safely be said they are boff
video material.
a

nouncer

26

slot, where it bucks Jimmy
Durante and Amos 'n.' Andy, is a
moot point. Nevertheless, the workmanlike job by. Kaye and Paul Winchcll makes for pleasant listening,
format being same us- air the. old spot.
Blue tceotV for this opus was presented from an air installation in
Florida, where the GIs took to it

Friday

They have worked
hypo the stanza, so

the air.

of television stations through-

tor's

out the country.

execs and its video department know
whither they are going. .They have
rorniulaied a
program policy of
using network radio shows which
have the best chance of scoring
strongly when televised. "Such as
the stanza which will be vidcod on
GE's outlet for the next five Sunday
nights. "Ladies Be Seated."
Johnny Olsen and Pertny (his
frau)' earlier this month replaced Ed
East and Po|ly (his frau) as m.c.'s
of this audience-participation pro-

gram on

among

tiffing

themselves for jurisdiction among
themore than 11 unions expected to
make their wage demands on ora-

inaugural of programming
television finally teed off last
Sunday (25) on General Electric's
From
in Schenestady, N. Y.
a visual point of view, it was a success: from a commercial point of
view, all signs point to peak returns.

awaited

Washington. Feb. 27.
Overlooked in the excitement on
the anti-Petrillo bill on which Congress has been working is the fact

-

another

moving.

30, 1939. starts

Blue).
Supervisor: Paul Mowre'y
:I0 Mins.; Sun., 7:30 p.m.
Sustaining

in

The

still

this one covering
Johnny Olsen and Penny, television—unless the
4- As standing
Helen Rhodes and guests.
committee which has been procrastiDirectors: Larry Algeo (tor General
Electric); George Welat (Wr the nating on this problem since April

Willi

tady, N. T.
carefully
Blue's

Would

when Grove Labs was unable to from the malaria which bedded him
produce one of their widely known in the South Pacific, is now covering
cold remedies because of lack of
materials.
Kaslor suggested, four
available ingredients, which raised
sales from zero to millions of dol-

Television Review

"

west.

Dick Stecnburg. of MCA's picture
returns to Hollywood today
Wed. after -a N. Y. once-over.

dept..

evil

AFL

terlochen. Mich., called for not only
legislation

The MCA
permanently.
head thinks Hollywood
should bo the capital of radio, at
least from a talent viewpoint, hence

quarter

mitted.'
effect

SPECIAL UNION FOR

Hackett's N. Y. to L. A.
Hal Hackelt U due back from the

Mrs.

— perhaps,
— contribution

other

Ingnieycr. of Schenectady, mother of
four sons; in the armed forces, and
a grandmother, was then interviewed
by the m.c..- but this particular sequence did not make for good, visualness because it was straight chatter, and Olsen read his questions to
the woman- from a paper.
However, things speeded up 'appreciably,
when next contestant,
young married woman, was blindfolded and asked to undrape a

if

as

yet,

the
nurse recruitment drive.
cient

to

insuffi-

service-

proved to be her husIt
band, and when blindfold was taken
off. she almost
passed out.
Final
two GE engineering department employees getting dressed
to musical cues, a stunt which drew
hearty laughter. Olsen then closed
the program by having the audience
statue.

situation had

sing.

My
GE

"You Are

Sunshine"

Blue and
staffers certainly
initiative in getting around
the -musician tabu. Musical bridges
between situations were brief, and
the plaller.s tixed in the tune-suggesting question where the men got
briefly

showed

dressed were
Olsen making

played,

chatter

even

with
while

they were being aired.
GE's technical crew nabs a good video picture. They have licked the problem
of entertainers getting out of focus

RADIO TIME, properly

when stepping back or to the sides
of the stage. They are well-trained,
a tribute lo a group of youngsters
who are plenty hep about their jobs;
Blue look a group of trade and

used, keeps American
business ticking. Radio
time, properly sold,
keeps American broadcasting the best in the
world. Selling time i*
the full-time business
Company.
of Weed

newspaper reps to the upstate N. Y.
town lo view its tele setup teeoff
They were treated to a viewing of
an ert'icicnlly-riin video outlet that
has possibly the most up-to-date

equipment

in

.

the nation.

And

It

&

is

being used solely for experimental
purposes, lo the advantage of the
entire industry.
Sten

Growing Pains
Chicago,

Wl)

Feb. 27.

Never one to forget his p's and q's,
Jim Campbell;- Blue staff announcer,
tripped

up on his a's and n"g -last
week, to wit:
Came time for station break on
Breakfast Club airer and Campbell
.

No Other New York Station or Program Reaches So Many
Listeners,
FIVE
It

tlinirB

."People
old w New

llffhi.
'

So Often, For So

every

Know

weekiluy

/'anftwer

mltted
*

niiey

to

n

question

hu1>-

a WOV listener, the
on depoult I* nhnreil

bjr

ffalpH N.

rtUkt*

WHU

Ity

ijiifKlluuf*

unri

Ihr

HMtM Inner.

tt mil
.
.
the
uri'iiiHiilatr.H
for
the
broii(l4'Hnl.
"People
K.ve.r.vtlilnff" In Ilnnpernlcd at
lo|>
to
llnlmnr nppei«l

Kvt'rytliliijc"

York's nnllo HpolIn eurli period, the au-

uuiirer audibly telephones a
number and If the person who
•laiiHwerN
knows the eormet

Little ...

in on

Know

nost

.

,

who liasnVas yet gotten used t<
Blues' new handle—American Broad
casting Co.— burbled, "This is thi

Blue Network of the National— "
and the guy caught himself

tlm

Hinoiiff nil <New
York ItuleIwiiitentH, ,V lltulleil nHtnher of

utrlp* »ro Ht\\\ avolhthle. Wrllr.
wire, or pfione for detail*.

flmral RUniiir

•

M*

£. Puntfl Co., Ntt'l fU».

Ear) Wing, free lartce actor, currently doing commentary for the
Coleman Clark table tennis act, now
at the Latin Quarter, Detroit

1

(
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WE HAVEN! GONE TO BED
IN

9 YEARS _

I

WNEW

1

continues to offer you 24-Hour-A-Day

broadcasting with famous "Milkman's Matinee"

After

9 straight

famous

years of round-the-clock broadcasting ... you'd think we'd he ready to catch

But not

shut-eye.

all-night

And
For

take

this

it

WNEW!

We're staying right on the

air

24 hours a day

some

with America's most

program— the "Milkman's Matinee"!
front satisfied clients — that's mighty good

means

WNEW

still

offers

news for

you an "open sesame"

advertisers?

to America's "swing shifters"— tha

cost vigorous new buying group in' America ! Yes! The hard-hitting, low-cost impact of "Milkman**

Hatmee" reaches new thousands

of these listeners— and reaches them in-a "responsive

thanks to Art FortTs friendly conversation

The
jy»

result is

WNEWs famous

. . .

"listener confidence" that pays off in extra sales,

To

WNEW

wonder the " Milkman's Matinee " over

thmm ray other all-night pro gram in America.

••Sales"

discover what

new

mood"

and America's biggest collection of popular records.

has sold to more peo ple^— more ni ghts—

'

sales-horizons this

.

famous program can open for you— why not giva

a ring— today?

NEW YORK

22,

NEW YORK

TEN THOUSAND WATTt-llSO ON THE DIAL-ON THE AIR TWENTY-FOUR] HOURS
sniESf nt**' natmnauy »v johm

biair and

company

A DAY

»

:

RADIO
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Long-Range Grid

to

Hear Pancake

Turner

Tiff

J

for Shell Oil
Chicago. Feb.

iii>(;inee

of a

full

fall

27.

Sun. Aft. Q.

Labor .Relations
National
Bojrd has set March 6 for argument
on the recent trial examiner's report
urging the Federal C'oninninicalions
Commission to grant juri.'.dicl ion ovci
NBC and American Broadcasting Co.
pancake turners to the National
Ass'n of Broadcasting Engineers and
Technicians.

The

j

27.
j

Firsl

foot-

schedule being signed

ball broadcast

six

Deal is said to have been closed
so early because of the high .'rating
chalked no by the series of 12
broadcasts last year.
Plays will be called by John Harrington, who has just been voted as
hi id most popular sporls anthe
nouncer in the country, in Esquire
may's annual poll anion" sports and
radio editors throughout the country.
ter

.

I

Faust, Faukner

&

under the
Order?"

discrimination,
j

|

Your House

In

"Is

title

Feature of half-hour program is
that roundlablers answer listeners'
questions on the. subject, none being
barred, regardless of supposed explosive
qualities.
Regular
panel
Musicians.
consists of Prof: George WilliamSmith, head of department of speech
and drama al Kusscll Sage Women's
College: Rabbi Reuben Solnim. of
Temple Betlvel: Attorney Thomas
V. Kenny. Roman 'Catholic layman:
Rev.
Seymour Smith. Protestant
"Soldiers With Coupons." Office of chaplain at Rensselaer Polv
dramatic Institute, and Rev. J. Tallmadgc
of
Price Administration
show on WNEW! N'. Y.. produced Murray., mini-.'
or '
ty Negro
and written by Tex Weincr. will be Presbyterian Church. Troy.
vkieod on DuMonl's .WABD March:
25.' Daniel P: Woolley. regional OPA
director, will be narrator -in the!
Service
television show, which will be aired

SET TELE VERSION OF

:

WNEW'S OPA SHOW

:

'

Army News

!

experienced

j

in

televise his next film production,
with the idea of .making his future
pictures for dual purposes.
Video unit was lined up with .the
Michael Patrick Cunning,
aid of

Brockway, Vance Graham. Ray
lars and Al Werker .-forming

the

of

has

ranged.

Solthe

board of governors.

been a
morale officer with headquarters in
New Caledonia where he had chaise
routing of motion picture
of. the
films and live entertainment units
in the South Pacific area. He came
back to the Slates last Christmas on
leave when his discharge was ar-

With the recent addition or Screen
Office Employes Guild and Theatre
Projectionists Local 15(1. ACT now
represents approximately 20.000 film

workers and

artists.:

Video,

.

FM

Continued from page 30

;

bathing
on Jo

I

:

with a script based
book. "Sodom by

suits,

RausonV

the Sea."

I

•

X

N

"television pioneer.

Lieut. Colonel Faukner, chief engineer for WBBM-CBS before joining the armed forces,, has been stationed in India for many months.
On his return he will spend a couple
of weeks here and then go to SI.
Louis, where he takes over as gen-

manager

eral

half-hpur.

for a

On March -1, WNEW television director Bill McGrath will produce
of 10 young players, a Coney Island pageant on WABD.
pictures and video, models displaying the history of
a

to

as
vice-chairman.
Ben Dwoskin,treasurer, and Walter Abel, William

:

j

i

'

Andrew
slock company

member

a

agency,

27.

re-elected

of the Affiliated Commit,
tee for. Television, with Joe Walker

!'

•

Hollywood. Feb.' 27.
Stone has .organized

Fausl,

Mitchell-Faust

was

chairman

Faukner are mustered out of the
Navy and Army in the next fewweeks.

Dean

Curtis

R.

'

j

For Video Stock Co.

Hollywood, Feb.

27.

long absent from the

Troy. Feb, 27
WTRY has launched a new series ilocal radio field, will b» evident
of
Sunday afternoon impromptu again soon when Lieut. Commander
discussions of racial and religious Holman Faust and Lieut. Col. Frank

j

i

faces,

AS PREXY; WALKER VP.

Soon

Chicago, Feb.

Two

19M

RE-ELECT CURT DEAN

Into Radio Fold

A. Airer

j

Stone Signs Players

Back

1

!

months before the
season's opening was registered here
last week with Shell Oil Co. inking
Jurisdictional award, won in a cola deal for the airing of major midlective bargaining election, is opwest games over WBBM next winposed by the American Federation of

more than

No Holds Barred On

WTRY's Racial, Religious

March 6

Washington. Feb.

Sked

Weduegday, February 2B.

JsfiRlETf

NLRB

Nix On

State Bill's

New

Air

Service

Shows

begins

27..

Television advertising, for what is
believed- to be the first time in New
York State Legislative history, is

of

owned-and-operated

KMOX,

CBS

channel

clear

station.

two

new radio programs for GI's overseas on March la. One -is a regular
once-weekly Hollywood and Broad-

way chatter column, which will be
scripted in N. Y. and serviced for
broadcast
overseas.
Other
is
a

"home town" news show which

Tele Dental Advertising
Albany. Feb.

Preps 2
Army News

caster is forced to face radio competition without being permitted by
the Government to' keep abreast of
progress, it seems obvious that the
continued operation of his existing
broadcasting station must be .al an

Tupper Production Topper
Of

Radio Network

Italian

Schenectady. Feb.

will

he'aired by the Armed Forces Radio
Service all over the world, and also
shortwaved from the U. S.
Capt. -Norman. Weisser, of the
Army News Service, is writing bpth

27.

.

increasing
economic
risk.
Ultimately, he might be forced but of
the radio business."
To subscription radio. NAB offered
no objection unless FM channel
scracity were lo squeeze out regular
broadcasting stations to make room
for the "pig-squealers."
An enlircly different portion of the spectrum
was urged for subscription radio.
NAB held also that multiplexing
channels be forof facsimile in
bidden except on an experimental
basis, until it is definitely proved
that multiplexing will not interfere
with the clarity of the FM signal.

FM

Howard Tupper, former WGY announcer, is now production supervisor of the Italian Radio Network.

A technical sergeant attached lo the
radio section of the Psychological
programs.
Warfare Branch, Italian* Theatre
by a bill which
Headquarters, he is located in Rome.
Senator Waller J. Mahoney. of But-'
That's the hub' of the web.
!alo.
and Assemblyman Wheeler
While in North Africa. Sergeant
Millmore. of Canaslotn. have introTupper was French production head
duced. Measure would permit revoContinued froni
% 7A
and
program
director,
assistant
cation of dentists' licenses and registhe
heave-ho
blame
their PWB, Western Mediterranean Thetration lor advertising by television, ting
magazines.
classified
telephone troubles on G. Bennett Larson, co- atre.
directories or other printed publica- owner of WWDC. Washington: D. C,
recently hired by the Bulletin as
tion or by display signs.
'

.

specifically, affected

Ministers

—

Video advertising is not employed
by any dentist now. so far as is

known, bul
bill

is

well

as

Mahoney-Millmore

the

designed to cover future as
present conditions.

E. ST.

LOO INDIE SOLD
St. Louis.

WTMV.
East

independent

St. Louis.

l

John and
In"

his son.

ist

station

in

week

-..as sold.,

sum. lo William F.

Mvles H. John.

announcing

owner

WTMV.

the

sale.

St.

Carlin

and

the
vice-president
of
said

manager
elder French

of
is

the
St.
Paul
Press-Dispatch
and part
of
WOSH. Oshkosh. Wis.,
while his son has an interest in several Wisconsin stations.

Pioneer

owner

HICKEY

billed as the "Blind Evangelist:" declared that the Bulletin was being
"arbitrary'' and cancelling programs
of nation-wide slanding such as ,his

the

KDKA.

|

FREE

director of

i

Write HICKEY. 251 W.95>h. N.Y.C.

al

has resigned post at West-

become program
KQV. Blue network out-

inghouse station

'

he>e which,
J June.
let

Hour

and
and

understood that main objection of the Bulletin was the "begging'' that goes on
the religious
shows.
Ministers always include
plea for donations in their sermons.
Also many of Ihe ministers on the
shows have no congregations and are
not connected with any of the. "recognized" church groups. Another objection is that there were no programs for Catholic and Jewish diIt

is

vines.

Line

Ben Kirk's KQV Segue
Ben Kirk, lop-flight newscaster

Will Sinq

WPEN

on

Lutheran

others.

7/?e

COWBOYCARUSO
National Anthem

years

(20

WRAXi

Paul.

French,

Speaking for Ihe protesting minisRev. Robert Fraser, who is-

to

w* tones

to

Mutual

in

.

Up

or Gratis

Shown

Under the new setup, a large hunk
of Sunday radio time will be set
aside for religions shows gratis. Time
will be allocated to outfits such as
the Federation of Churches. Catholic
Diocese. Board uf Jewish Rabbis anff
the like, and they will allocate time

Norman Brokenshire

is

!

CONNECTICUT

c - r

m

COHHECT IH
C0HHECTICUT

Two Mutual Programs

ters..

own
27.

HARTFORD

Brokenshfre Back Via

"consultant."

across the Missis-

111.,

sippi from here,
for an undisclosed

Feb.

WDRC

—

handling

Ihe announcing chores on two network programs at Mutual, after a
long absence from web broadcasting.
Phil Cariin; MBS programs v.. p.'. is
negotiating with Brokenshire for an
exclusive Mutual-service pact.
His two comeback stints, lo start,
are
the
"Ask Jane Portei Held"
across-the-board
morning
stanza,
and the Anita Ellis nighttime show.

.

.

by u»lnq

WDRC

•" ,on
ojvot

you

o"

tha *
3

—

.overaao. program*

and rat»l

WCLE TO WHKK
Cleveland. Feb. 27.

WCLE,
sumed

a

once

as WJAY. asset of call letters—
In
shifting from

known

third

Suppor. Intorludo

WHKK— Sunday

Cleveland to Akron. This leaves
Cleveland with four stations.
Mutual will honor the station's
shift from its former tie-in with
WHKK. Personnel of the new sta-

JOSEPH ENGELHARDT
And Hit Manor Houso
Orehaitra

tion includes Bud Richmond, manager; Lou Henry, program diiMtor;
Jack Harrington, sales manager; and

Maurice McMceo. news

Jim

Hill,

chief

editor,

RatoHilag. All Surveys

Havo You Notlcod?

and

engineer.

whichever ministers they want to

to

take

it.

"Some of the clergymen on the
now will no doubt get air time
from these organizations," said LarThere are at present 24 religious programs on WPEN.
Larson said
that
the
Bulletin
would dig down info its own pockets
for music and better programing for
air

son.

religious broadcasts.

Larson, apprised of the ministers'
protest actions, pointed out that the
station had a two-week cancellation
clause with the ministers and could
have availed themselves of that
right.

"Instead

we

are giving them about

weeks and allowing them to stay
on. until after the Easter season." he

six

said.

Fight against' the
take on a national

some

of

the

Bulletin may
tinge because

programs— like

"My gymnasium.
Man

Heroine a

l-'ranlcly. \VI:i

However

:i

ic

Every morninjj

or your

idea of .cat

•
i

money hack ?

t

about lie
t of Chain-

'g

sit

jiton->"

iV-iviiosiicli claiin..|
'

tccr.

I

'

t

1

I'.u zaii

here and eat Wheatles."
that lends lo give guy:- t^e old
feeling.

( I c.t,

there's

bnlenl

nourishi will /'« The Cereal. Flakes of
«»orf uliole when!, y'Jtnou.'.)

LUUJJ

the

Lutheran Hour, Rev. Charles Fuller,
California Evangelist— are national
in scope.
Ministers may even file
protest with the Federal Communications Commission.
The Evening Bulletin purchased
WPEN from the Arde Bulova chain
about six months ago, taking possession about the first of the year.
The Bulletin is the largest daily In
Philly and claims largest evening
circulation in U; S.
(more than
«00,000 doily).
President of the
Bulletin is
Robert McLean, also
prexy of the Associated Press.. William L. McLean. Jr., Bulletin' veepee,
Is prexy of WPEN.

7fie

most fastened- fa

station in ihe greatest
inctvstriafmarket in
the world DETROIT

—

UIUIJ.
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First

Night (26) of Curfew Shows N.Y.

Gus Bivona, Out of Navy,
To Form Own Orchestra

9f

Supreme Court Tosses Out Advanced

Pittsburgh, Feb. 27.

Band Room Biz Undisturbed

Hotel

Gus Bivona, saxman with many
top names before he went into the

Music Suit Vs. American Tobacco For

Navy, has received a medical dis^
charge and plans to organize his
Although the first nighf« reaction -f
own dance band. Bivona was in
on of the midnight
service for two years and recently
to the clamping
Talent
Rejoins
Ziggy
ComManpower
War
the
returned from sea dutv.
curfew by
conmission cannot be .taken as a
Orch.
For last few months, his wife,
immediate
-the
of
crete indicationZiggy Talent, sax player-comedian, Ruth Robin, the singer, has been
hotels using name
future, most N. Y.
living- in- Pittsburgh,- her home town.
(26) left N. Y. earlier this week to rejoin
bands did business Monday
Monroe's orchestra, now at She will probably become her husVaughn
previous
the
with
commensurate
Ballroom, Hollywood. band'.s featured vocalist when he
With unusually heavy rain the Palladium
week.
Talent started with Monroe's band, gets going.
almost all of that evening, Jimmy subsequently leaving it, over
a year
hotel,
Doisey, at the Pennsylvania,
ago, to do a single.
approximateto
played
for example,
Before coming to new terms with
covers and turnaway dinner
ly 350
Monroe. Talent and been talking
the
opposiWald,
at
business. Jerry
close to -200 with Tommy Dorsey re joining that
tion New Yorker, had
band.
the same number of

Vaughn Monroe

200G in 'Sweetheart' Brushoff Claim
Times Change
Philadelphia. Feb. 27.

—

and

of

both
provement over
covers,

the

week

which was an im-

Filipino

Almost all of the other hotel
rooms employing name bands are oft
Monday nights (Sundays on) and

Whether they intend

Gl's have requested U: S. music upon salary for. the maestro, which
publishers to ship out to the Philip- was assertedty to have been influpines pronto up-to-date orchestra- enced by the success or failure of
tions of standard
tunes and the the band at the Earie theatre, Phila.
newer hits, pointing out that music That date was enough of a success
is a strong tie between the two nafor Prima to draw a $1,000 bonus
tions.
from the Earle.
Their letters point out that the
Argument is being conducted very
dance bands comprised of Filipinos
hush-hush by those concerned in it.
sound surprisingly good as they are
Nobody will talk. Prima is being
currently manned, considering that
booked by Music Corp. of America,
they have been stymied for the past
which is understood to be caught in
three years, but their orchestrations
the middle of the dispute while
are outdated. It is reported that the
Prima and his handlers and Warner
Japs used some of the Filipino orchs
Bros, theatre bookers fight it out.
at their officer dances, but where posPrima says he'll get a new salary
sible band leaders turned down the
deal or he won't play. Disputed deal
dates.
During the Jap occupation,
American music was not allowed ex- is an option stemming from the
band's last date there, which calls
cept at these officer dances.
Orch leaders such as F. N. Banez, foV three weeks' work before the
Carbonel and Victor Gomez, who middle of July.
baton such Yankee-named bands as
"Collegians,"
"Ambassadors"
and
Rossiter'i 55th
"Melodians," are now doing the entertaining at their old pre-occupaWill Rossiter, Chicago music pubtion stands,- and the Gl's and popula- lisher, will celebrate soon the 55th
tion are responding in great num- anniversary of his entry into the
bers. These bands, however, are in music business. He's 78 years old.
To mark the event, Rossiter is reneed of new U. S. orchestrations, and
the music publishers have announced viving a song he wrote 35 years ago
that they will ship them out post titled "I'd Love to Live in Lovehaste.
land."

to con-

tinue in the same manner they have
in the past, however, may be ef-

fected

by

bandleaders themselves.

Since broadcast time was of necescut down as far as eastern originations are concerned, and redis-

sity

to western bands, many
probably will not feel it
worthwhile to sustain the average
financial loss encountered on N. Y.
locations without that air time. The
circumstance is bound to have some
effect on the desired play dates.

tributed
leaders

.

Regardless of how the maestros
about it, however, the hotels
themselves have not changed plans,
with the exception of the Edison
hotel, N. Y„ which will follow the
current Pancho on March 9 with
Perhaps the
a four-piece combo.
only date cancelled was Hal McIntyre'c
forthcoming run at the
Commodore following the current
Charlie Spivak.
All simply have
changed working hours. For examfeel

.

Anhi

.

ple,

the

Penn

will

start

SOS To

Louis Prima and the Strand theatre. N. Y., are currently in a hot
tussle over the leader's next date at
the house.
Dispute is over an adjustment of a previously agreed

Jimmy

(Continued on page 39)

THE SCALE

(ALL

for

amended

Advanced's suit,
action.
handled by attorney Lee Eastman,
was over the alleged failure of the
program. to properly gauge the popularity of its song, 'Don't Sweetheart
Me." Suit was for $200,000 damages,
and Foote, Cone & Balding, advertising agency on the "Parade" account,

three-month

the

period ending January was exactly

U.S. for Orchestrations

They
tude of the hotel operators.
are not disturbing the present setup
in any way except to revise working
hours.

Bands Back At

Old Stands, Send

Penn and New Yorker were the
only ones open for a survey. What
the latter two did bears out the atti-

the

pickets

In Salary Dispute

same evening

the

before.

i

—

Cost of picketing
once a
major item in the budget of
Local 77, American Federation
of musicians has dropped almost to the vanishing point.
In a recent breakdown of its
quarterly audit, made public in
Local's house organ, cost for

Prima, Strand, N.Y.

dinners

Appellate Division of the Supreme
Court, N. Y„ last week reversed an
action of the lower court in the suit
by Advanced Music Co. vs. American Tobacco, sponsors of the Lucky
Strike "Hit Parade," and dismissed
the complaint, with leave to file an

.

$4.

'

was co-defendant.
In reversing a previous action by
the supreme court, N. Y.. the decision of the Appellate Division's jusresulted
It
tices was unanimous.
frpm an appeal to the higher court
from a decision by the lower, which

Basic's Experiment Via

12-Piece String Section

For Columbia Records
Count Basie's orchestra has taken
a

giant

stride

in

the direction

of

denied a motion by American Tobacco to dismiss the entire complaint.
This is the second time the
was dismissed, the first occur-

suit

"commercial music" toward which it
ring last fall, on the basis of "legal
has been leaning for some time in
insufficiency," with leave to file an
an effort to satisfy all comers. Basie
amended complaint.
Chadbourne,
recorded four sides for Columbia
Wallace, Parke & Whiteside were,
records with a 12-piece string secattorneys for American Tobacco, and
tion added to his regular instrumenHartman. Craven & Fuld for Foote,
tation handled by some of the best
,

Negro jazz men available. Strings
were recruited from Andre Kostelanetz orchestra.

Cone

8c

Belding.

Suit's

3-Way Complaints

Advanced's suit was based on
three separate complaints.
First
Basie has long been performing
pop songs to the surprise of people asked for an injunction; second alleged fraud and malicious intent and
labeled
his
band
as
a
who have
third
asked
damages;
and
$100,000
aggregation.
typical
Negro jump
Three sides he made with the strings charged negligence, also asking $100,000 damages.
is a deeper experiment in that diIn a rather lengthy opinion, the
rection.
He made one standard,
Feeling,"
Old
along with Appellate judges stated that "Though
"That
a negligent statement may be the
Heart
Mine"
and
"Avenue
"This
of
basis
of recovery of damage, a cause
(Mrs.
Lynne
Sherman
Milt
EbC."
bing, wife of the band's manager, of action exists only in favor of those
who conceived the date), did the who are expected to and actually do
rely upon such statements to their
vocals to the first two.
Addition of the strings was so damage. Here there is no claim that
secretive that not even Basie's musi- plaintiff in any manner relied upon
cians knew of it until recording defendants' misstatements, or lhat.it
(Continued on page 39)
time.
.

SONG

OF A SUDDEN)

MY HEART
7«<WW ^ HILDEGARDE
COPJIS

FILMS

Over 300,000 copies sold already I

Inns' by Kathryn Grayion accompanied

JlfCOftDS
HIIBESARH

(Dtcca) •

MARTHA STEWART (IfAblri)

GUT lOMIARDO (ttua)
KATE SMITH (Tolumblo)
DttKE

EUHKTON

fVklor)

•

TOMMY TUCKER (MwnMa)
JOHNNIE JOHNSTON

•

•

THE

KIM

JEAN SAIION (Dtcco)

SISTERS

RADIO

(Capitol)

{MwbM)

On

Ihi "Sheet" ten weeks!

by Jeie

Itwrbl In the

M-O-M

future, "Anchors Aweigh," alar,

ring Frank Sinatra.

toon-to-be-r«ltas«d

,,
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Stream' Appeal Decision Seen

'Mill

Wednesday, February 20, 19 15

VfiSSETT
Watts Quitting Dunham;

Goes

Into Personal

10 Best Sellers

Mgmt

(Record,-;

to 'Cut-In' Songsmiths

As Setback

A decision of utmost importance to
companies,
publishing
riiusic
which were acquired in recent years
by new interests, has just been handad clown by the N. Y. Circuit Court
of Appeals in the "Down by the
6td Mi'.l Stream" case. This deci-

the

sion

materially

will

the

affect

in-

numerable claims of ownership

of

the renewal rights that are. being asserted by orchestra leaders and per-

formers who were originally cut-in''
on famous songs of ancient, but still
'

potent, vintage.
In the "Mill. Stream" case. Forster
Music Publisher, Inc.. had acquired
the renewal copyright from Tell

Earl K.
Taylor, as the sole writer.
Smith, who claimed to be a cowriter. had likewise obtained renewal registered in his name, which was
assigned to Jerry Vogel Music Co..
Forster, through his attorney.
Inc.
Julian T. Abeles, brought an action in the N. Y. Federal Court to
declare that it was the sole owner
While the
of the renewal rights.
original copyright certificate stated
that Taylor was the sole author,
printed copies of the song, which

were

filed in

Washington, and

name

bora the

Smith

of

sold,

as the co-

New York
which prohibits
any person claiming an interest adverse to an estate from testifying to
what

A

HIT!

HITI

A

known

as

a

St

transaction with the decendent.
Vogel's attorneys, O'Brien, Driscoll
Raftcry.
contended that this

statute.- being-a-state-statute, could
not be applied in the Federal court,

but Judge Matidelbaum held with
Forster
refused
permit
and
to
Smith's testimony. At the close of
the case Judge Mandelbaum gave
judgment to Forster, declaring that
it was the sole owner of -the renewal
that

the

renewal

certificate

sustaining Judge Mandelbaum's
determination, said that Forster had
properly established his prima facie
case through Taylor's copyright certificate, that Vogel had the burden
of establishing Smith was a cowriter, and mat the N. Y. "dead
man's statute" could be applied in
the. Federal Court, so that Smith's
testimony was properly rejected.
Vogel further contended that even
though the State statute might be
applied in the Federal court, that
when Forster offered Tayalor's copyright certificate in evidence, this
constituted a waiver of the statute,
so that Vogel had the right to introduce Smith's testimony to offset the
prima facie evidence of the certifi-.
cate.
The Circuit Court said that
the certificate did not constitute testimony concerning a personal transaction between Taylor and Smith, so
that it was not a waiver. The Circuit
Court likewise held against
Vogel's contention that the "dead
man's statute" could have no application because Forster, being the
plaintiff in the action, it would gag
Vogel and permit Forster's claim of
sole ownership of the renewal to be
unchallenged.
Vogel's Contention
As to Vogel's further contention
that,
while Smith might be precluded from asserting any claim to
the original copyright, this could not
defeat his renewal right as co-author, the Circuit Court said that
Smith's renewal right depended upon
his rights under the original copyin

X
o

R

TWO
C

and Coca-Cola

Me

Don't Fence

3.

1

71 iFeistl...
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(

Morris).

i

In <15i

Harms)

i

Loneliest (4i (Barton)

4.

Saturday NiRht

5.

There Goes Thai Song

6.

I

7.
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.Shapiro).
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the

obtained by Smith was null and void
and should be cancelled, and enjoining Vogel from asserting any
rights under it.
The Circuit Court,

HIT!

Rum

Accentuate Positive

\

orchestra, now at the Capitol theatre, N. Y„ before the New Yorker
He will reorganise with
opening.
all 802 men for the hostelry run.

T. Dorsey's

1,

2.

Dream

You

of

181

In 1st Wk. at 400
Tommy

Side

-i

Dorsey drew

Thursday

just

(22).

8.

I'm Beginning to See Light '5' tUrand).
I'm Making Believe

0

1 1

iBVC ).....,.

>

(
'(

I

Dorsey drew
charges,
at $1.50

just

.1) (Santly),

Shaw's P.A.s Busy

by Shaw, condemning fans, con-'
temporary bandleaders
whom
he called a lot of incompetents^
who have found a market for
medioority in the wartime ap"
petite for music I, fan publications, radio programs, fan club
etc.
Briefly,
promoters,
he
swiped at everything in sight
in what seemed to be an attempt
to duplicate the stir caused a
few years ago by labelling of his
fans as "morons."
Last week, Victor's p.a.'s sent

under $3,000 in
at a $1 and
The show-

(

some

weekends.

ing, assertedly has highly satisfied
the club's operators and, with the
second week appearing better than
the first (past Saturday (24) Dorsey
played to 1,000 covers, 200 better
than previous week), the operation
will continue in the face of the midnight curfew. How the latter will
affect the club isn't known since
Monday night is Dorsey's night off
and last night's (Tuesday) figure, of
course, couldn't be ascertained before press time.

out

statements

attributed

Dorsey
Dorsey

jitterbugs."

H

W. Randolph Ht„ Chicago,

HUGH
1M»

IS'.

Vine

111.

CLAUDI.N

St.,

Hollywood, C»l,

THE

...

...Victor

-.'..'.Decca

Duke

Columbia

....

Ellington

.

,

,

.

,

Les Brown

Decca

Columbia

.,.

T, B.

HARMS

Jack Archer, nusband of trumpeter-bandleader Billie Rogers, and
manager of that band before Its recent breakup, has joined the contact staff of T. B.

Harms

in N. Y.

Piandosi Joint Melodylane
Arthur Piandosi has been placed
in
charge of Melodylane's Coast
music publishing offices.
He has been a Coast contact man
for years.

.

tor HIT Of

Yim*MT

It

went on

to

3

to relate

were
guys
who
the
"morons" whan they were prewar Shaw fans, were revealed in
a

resignation, which
position of a few

was due to opMPCE members.

Miller has been the object of re
pealed bids lo return to the union
post.
He flatly refused until now.
His reinstatement was raflfled at a
MPCE Council meeting Monday (26)

evening.
Since leaving the union post last
summer, Miller had been connected
with Marchand Music as general

manager.

different

light

leader

the

to

during his sojourn in the Navy
and trip to the South Pacific.
Their
exploits
"ohanged
his
mind about kids and raised his

Bob Miller, who resigned as exsecretary
ecutive
of
the
Music
Publishers Contact Employees union
and as head of the Professional
Music Men last summer, has ac
cepled
reinstatement.
Since
his

faith

in

swing

of

future

the

music."

Tops' Rounds Up That
Old Gang of His to Disc

'Wang Wang' for

Capitol

Hollywood, Feb. 27.
Paul Whiteman rounded up half a
dozen of his early musicians to make
a new record of "Wang Wang Blues"
for Capitol's historic jaw., album.
-

renewal certificate.
publisher, thereby creating a split
Years ago It was almost a uni- interest in the song.
form procedure for a publisher to
The "Mill Stream" decision has
declare "in" a prominent orchestra blasted the bonanza of such claimleader or performer for "starting" a ants,! in cases where one of the
song.
While the original copyright writers*has died. The publisher will
certificate only bore the names of the now be in a position, as in the "Mill
actual writers, in practically all in- Stream" case, to introduce the origistances the copies bore the name of nal copyright certificate in evidence,
the "cut-in'' as a co-writer.
Innu- and the claimant will be prohibited
merable claims to the renewal copy- from offering his testimony as to his
right are now being asserted by alleged
co-authorship.
This will
these "cut-ins," who have contended greatly curtail the prevalent division
that their names on the copies es- of renewals of many of the famous
tablishes their "co-authorship." Tills songs that have endured, and will
has most seriously affected catalogs mean a substantial saving to the
like Feist, Sherman-Clay, Wltmark original publishers,

NEW SMASH NOVELTY

/fiatAe* '%tt6q MITCHELL PARISH Lyrist
-

S

MUSIC iNC

Victor

Victor

Tune was first waxed 25 years ago.
In the new roundup were "Spike"
-Wallace, now a. labor leader, on the
string bass; "More Dough" Johnson,
trombone; Gus Mueller, clarinet;
Ferde Grofe, piano; Harold McDondrums, and Mike Pingalore,
ald,
banjo.

DON'T FAIL
To

laalede

Seaee

The*e leoetlfel New
Year Repertoire
I.yrloH by

In

DIAN THAVIR WILTON
Mnalo by

Geo. Olson's 1-Nighters;

"Tlit
"Iff

First

Time

in

Years

George Olsen's orchestra, which
hasn't played one-nighters in the
east In years, will do 10 days of that
sort of work next month. Most of
Olsen's dates will be in New England, starting March 10 at the Auditorium, Worcester, followed by the
Shubert, New Haven; Arena, Holyoke, etc,
Olsen has been at the Copacabana, N. Y. for the past few months,
his first showing in N, Y. in some
time.

Ol CAKltTON
Gross In tho Snow"
Could Kiss You
I
Tonight"
Droam
Hoarf

"Thtro's a

In

For Professional Artist Copies Drop
a Card to

Ol
t.

CARLETON
O. lei 111

HOLLYWOOD, CAL.
Simply Sayi Heate Mali Artfth
Coplei of Year Five New Seaat

BALLAD!

cf Star Dust,

l

rosav'/fjv

ake

Me

in

Your Arm?., and manv others.

-.1

C>.\.-:

:

My

1

"Wo'ro Going Homo"
"In An Old Cathedral"

THE BLOND SAILOR
MM!

.

Ink Spots
Hal Mclntyre

.

CHICK KARDA1.K

.Capitol

.

how

BOB MILLER BACK AS
MPCE EXEC. SECY.

a

HOI Madlixm A Knur
Ji«w York «, N. i.
I.AKKV TAYLOR, Gen. Stf»r.

.

Decca
Columbia

.

Harry James

I

Inc.

..... Decca
,

Shaw under the caption, "Artie
Shaw has only praise for former

and Remick where, having been acquitted by new interests, they were
in no position to refute such claims.
Such publishers have either been
obliged to pay substantial sums to
rrikiit."- and—mat' oV-her-hHd—rrul esacquire- tlrt' alleged renewal rights
tablished his right to the original of such claimants, or take the chance
term be had no authority to obtain of their contracting with another

MARTIN ILOCK MUSIC.

Decca

'.

.

&^e\\\7' i^fe

ARCHER TO

his
press
Artie Shaw and
agents and RCA- Victor's p.a.'s
Have been doing everything possible to get him national space
Shaw's
the past week or two.
own p.a.s sent out statements a
fortnight ago, purportedly made

This

.

cover

My. Dreams Getting Better

under

figure does not represent capacity
business, but is still one of the highest cafe salaries ever earned by a
band, in N. Y. or out, on a six-day
week. Me gets a $3,900 guarantee..

some

jukeboxe*

Frankie Carle ....Columbia

(Advanced*..

2)

9.

10.

,600 in salary for his first week at
the "400" Club. N. Y., for the period
last

in

Andrews Sisters
Crosby-Andrews
Johnny Mercer.
Crosby-Andrews
Frank Sinatra

| J.

On Lonely

{

ending

wecL

this

(Tommy

Embassy

i

''dead man's statute,"

rights,

A

is

fltc/cels

as reported by operators to "Variety." Names
of
vocalist after the title Indicates, in order of popu.
Figures and names in pareu.
Ifiritv, ti'Jiose recordiiif/s nr< being played.
mimlifr
o/ u'eel.s each song has been in tlie listing;
thesis (iidionle Hie
and respecd'rs publishers.)

fowner member of the original Casa
Lonni crow with Dunham, will leave
Taylor having
writer with Taylor.
that band prior lo its May 7 opening
died. Forster was in the unfortunate
at the New Yorker hotel, N. Y., to
position of being unable to explain
go into personal management. Walls
why Smith's name had been placed will share oflices with Warren Pearl,
on tiu- copies if he was not a coDunham s manager, to start in busiwas accordingly
Abeles
writer.
ness.
obliged to rest his case upon the
Dunham will break up his current
copyright certificate as evidencing

Taylor as the sole writer.
When Smith took the stand to testify that he had written the song
with Taylor, Abeles, by a surprise
move.- objected to the testimony
upon the ground that, as Taylor had
died. Smith could not testify to any
personal transaction that he had
witli
Taylor.
Abeles relied upon

on Coin-Machines

grabbing most

are

heloiu

Grady Watts, trumpet player wilh throughput the count ru
Sonny Dunham's orchestra, and more than one baud or

r-

I
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Decision Reserved on Plea
To Halt 'Laffing' Action

Nitery Curfew in East Pushes Pubs'

Bands

Hotel B.O.'s

at

Supreme court Justice Aaron J.
(Presented hereu'idt. as a weekly tabulation, to (he estimated cover
Levy reserved decision on a motion chars* business ueina done by name bands in various New York hotels.
by Lee Shubert and Ole Olsen, pro- Dinner business (7-10. p.m.) not rated. Figures after namt oj hotel pice
ducers of the show, "Laffin' Room room capacity and corer charge. Larger amount designates weekend and
Only," to stop the arbitration pro- holiday price. Compilation is based on period from Monday to SntuTday.)
Many had been ceeding instituted by Burton Lane,
firms.
Co»rr»
T«t«|
Midnight curfew clamped on all music
Weakt VMM
the curfew, some writer of the score of the musical,
CoTtra
night clubs as of the past Monday planned before
Played
Hold
On IHita
Band
Moving out are Sidney Korn- with the Dramatists' Guild.
19
1.750
Lexington (300; 75c-$1.50)
(2«) at midnight will temporarily since.
Hal Aloma*
35,450
(Famous). Norman Foley
heiser
Lane's arbitration action with the
. 10
shift the majority of the contacting
1,900
20,625
Jerry Wald".... New Yorker (400, $1-$1.50)...

Song Plugging Attention Westward

.

Lester Santly (Santlyactivity of the; music business to (Witinark).
Since the Joy), Jonie Taps (Shapiro).
the midwest and Coast.
curfew will eliminate a major portion of the orchestra remotes which
N.Y., Teddy Wilson
B.G.
from
emanated
formerly
which have been or will be distributed to bands in Chicago, St.
Alumni Returning to Fold;
Louis. Denver. San Francisco and
Hollywood, the task of the contact
1 -Niters Precede Par, N.Y.
men in those areas will be increased.
Benny Goodman's new orchestra
Music publishers do not see the
with which he will resume work
shifting of N.Y. staffs to the western
March 28 at the Paramount theatre.
points of origination, but will probN. Y will look like one of the B. C.
ably be forced to add more men in
bands of old. It- will contain some
It's quite possible
those localities.
of. the faces who in the past have
thai to do this some men able to
with that
make the switch will be transferred been more or less standbys
pianist
Teddy
from N.Y.. but it's not expected that maestro, including
Wilson, who rose to prominence with
a wholesale movement out of N.Y.
There are still impor- Goodman. Red Noyvo. etc. He is
will occur.
group with which he is
tant other originations in the east, using the
Rose's "Seven
such as 'commercials/ network vocal- working in Billy
Lively Arts" in N. Y. as a nucleus of
ists, etc.
Latter will consist
Shift in network wires allowed the bigger band.
bands on location in N.Y. is demon- of seven brass, five saxes, four
Wilson, and
strated by the treatment accorded rhythm, plus Norvo and

Among

.

Charlie Spivak. at the Commodore
Whereas he formerly had
hotel.
four half hours weekly, he now has
four 15-minute shots, two on CBS
and two on Mutual. This enforced
method of cutting N.Y. bands down
and awarding extra shots to bands
farther west has given increased
time to, for example,
broadcast
Vaughn Monroe, at Palladium Ball-

,

.singers Jane'

den.

Harvey and Bob Hay-

.

Before opening

man
ers.

the Par,

a(

One

of the dates, the 20th,- will

be

a

.

THE BIGGEST SOLDIER SONG
OF THIS WM-Privately owned
-HAS NEVEH HAD ONE SINGLE
COMMERCIAL PLUGPag*

M

.

«f Thli W«*k's <F*b. 26) Tim* Magatin*

I

the right to prohibit publication of
the songs during the show's run.

Chicago
Buddy Franklin Walnut Room. Bismarck hotel; 465; $1.50-$2.50 min.).
Slight increase, with Franklin and Talia doing nice 3,700.
Bob Grant ( Empire Room, Palmer House; 700; $3-$3.50 min.). Hildegarde
continues smash. Holdovers cut total a little, but still socko 10.500.
(

RAY HUTTON AGAIN
DISBANDS HER ORCH

IN A

Ray Hutton stopped being a
again last week after

Ina

bandleader

working a few weeks of theatres
with the Bob Alexander orchestra,
a midwest outfit. Leader parted com
pany with the band after her Earle
Philadelphia.' date expired
(22) and returned to the
Alexander's band is still inhowever.
Miss Hutton disbanded her own

Hal Mclntyre (Panther Room, Sherman hotel; 950; $1.50-$2.50 min,).
Business picked up to very good 6,000.
Bill Snyder (Mayfair Room, Blackstone hotel; 465; $2.50 min.). Patronage
off some, although Snyder and Phil Regan pulled nice 2,700.
Ted Weems (Boulevard Room. Stevens hotel: 650; $3-$3.50 min.). Weems
and big floor show jammed 'em in to tune of great 7,000.

theatre.

week

last

Coast/
tact,

late

vacation

resume

in

last

summer

to take

mid-week patronage

December

still

paying

oft at 5,000 tabs.

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels

Frankie Carle's Yr/s Gross

GAC

Cues

Los Angeles
Freddie Martin (Ambassador; 900; S1-S1.50). Doing good business with
curfew threat bringing out stay-at-homes for 4,300 covers.
Joe Relchman (Biltinore: 900; $1-$1.50). Sell-out weekends and heavy

Hollywood, and didn't

until: late in

Pact Renewal

Frankie Carle's contract with- General Amusement Corp., which was
for one year, automatically renewed
Carle's agreement
Itself recently.
guaranteed that the
with

GAC

agency provide him with bookings
enough to pyramid a $200,000 gross
If that
his first year of operation.
figure wasn't achieved his agreement
was automatically cancelled. If it
it automatically renewed itself
with succeeding year's grosses guaranteed going progressively higher.
Carle's band, which debuted last
February in N. Y., 'grossed slightly
over $300,000 in its first year, it's

(L.os Angeles)
Vaufhn Monroe (Palladium B, Hollywood, third week). Light weekend
but nice 29,000 customers.
Horace Heidi (Trianon B. Southgate, fifth week). Up • bit to garner

lush moola at 11,500 payees.
Xavler Cutat (Trocadero. N, Hollywood, fifth week).
4,000 tabs for capacity run.
Duke Ellington (Ciro's, N, Hollywood, first week):
Duke in a Strip spot brought out 2,700 covers.

Cugie rtnaled with
t

First time for the

(Chicago)
$3-$3.50 min).

Gay Clarldge (Chez Paree: 650;
combo slipped to 4,500 payees.
Del Courtney (Blackhawk:

500; $l-$2.50 min.).

Claridge-Zero Mostel

Courtney, a big favorite

here, accounted for fine 4,200.

was,

SONG SUIT

VS. NBC,

Ira Arnstein's

LEO SPITALNY SETTLED

made, but since has been duplicated many times by other maestros
and other offices.
first

fin

charging they appropriated songs

New One;

This Time Against Cole

H. Leopold Spitalny, musical

NBC,

claimed, despite 10 weeks of location
director at that network, and G.
at the Pennsylvania hotel, N. Y.
Hence the contract renewal. Carle's Schirmer, Inc., defendants in an acdeal with GAC was unusual when tion filed by songwriter Carmen Del-

Surrender, Dear

I Can't Believe

.

.

:

'

.

.

.

agreed upon, but the period from
March 16 to 22 has been set aside.

Coca-Cola broadcast, which will de
but the new band on the air. It's
room, Hollywood; Russ Morgan, at probable that Goodman will con
the Claremont hotel, Berkeley, Cal. tlnue beyond the Par date with the
New additions from the west will new band. In what direction isn't
be Ben Field, from St. Louis, and known.
Tiny Hill from Rainbow Gardens.
Buss Morgan starting his second
Denver.
This week sees a fair number of year at the Claremont hotel, Berke
trips west (mostly to the Coast) by ley, Cal.. with a contract running in
professional
managers
of
N.Y. definitely.

S—

.

.

Good- orchestra

will play a series of one-nightdefinite bookings have been

No

.

Guild asks for $150,000 damages,
..
2
3,425
Pennsylvania (500; $1-$1 50). .,
22,150
Jimmy Dorsey
claiming that the producers inter13
Waldorf (550: $2) .........
2.825
34,275
Leo Reisman*
fered with his "small rights in the
1
850
George Pax'On. .Lincoln (275: $1-$1.50) ... ..
1.G50
songs," by refusing to allow them to
22
2,275
Roosevelt (400; $j-$1.50):
Lombardo
58,175
Guy
be published during the run of the
6
950
Billmore (400; $1-$1.50)
5.400
Eddie Rogers'
musical in N. Y.
3
1.950
.Commodore (400; $1-$1.50)
7.025
Charlie Spivak
Shubert and Olsen, in seeking the
restraining order, claim that under
Asterisks indicate n supporting floor sliou:. New Yorker, Biltinore. dove
the contract with Lane they have
ice shows. Le.Tiiioton, Ha u'aiian floor show.

Porter;

Asks $1,000,000

Ira B. Arnstein,
tually -a constant

who

has been

litigant

the

.

'

That You're In Love With Me

Named ASCAP

Between The Devil And The Deep Blue Sea

To-Night You Belong To

Me

Copyright by Mills Masic Inc.

4 CONSECUTIVE weeks,

this

Rhythm

Novelty

number

has

been

selected

as

WINNER of the CHESTERFIELD PROGRAM Song Contest on CBS Network

ly

MACK MVII

Ntf HIT KttSEL

V

"

'•
'

/.

.

/i

—

> j

f

vir-

past

few decades with suits against outstanding songwriters charging pla-

by her for their' own use, giarism, filed another last week. This
have reached an agreement with the time he alleges Cole Porter pirated
plaintiff to settle the suit out of four of his unpublished works and
he asks $1,000,000 damages.
court. Terms have not been comAction was filed in N. Y. federal
pletely ' decided and no settlement
papers have been signed. Miss Delfln court and on the day it was put into
the hopper Arnstein took up a posiasked $175,000 damages.
Suit was based, on Miss Delfln's tion outside the building and passed
charges that two songs written by out mimeographed sheets designed
her by request, tilled "Oriental" and to acquaint newspapermen who cov"Zambia Gitana" were converted by er such actions with the nature of
Spitalny to his own use under the the suit against Porter and much of
Its leading
titIes""Moro Inftel" and "Para Mi." his (Arnstein's) past.
Action asked $25,000 of NBC $50,000 paragraph states that, "For the last
of Spitalny and $100,000 of Schirmer 10 months Cole Porter has blocked
for alleged infringement by publish- all Arnstein's attempts to start suit
by retaining all of Arnstein's lawing the works.
yers and by intimidating or otherwise inducing all who wished to assist him to keep out"
Frohlich
Porter
claims
Arnstein
Songs
pirated are, "Don't Fence Me In,"
Public Relations Chief his current hit, Which has gone over
American Society of Composers. 1,000,000 copies, "I Love You." "BeAuthors and Producers board of gin the Beguine" and "You'd Be So
He says
directors last week named Richard Nice to Come Home To."
Frohlich as head of the Society's they were lifted from his unpubpublic relations department. He had lished, "A Modern Messiah." "La
for the past couple years' been as- Priere" (published). "The Song of
sistant to the late Richard Murray David," an opera. "I Love You
in that division.
Madly" and "Sadness Overwhelms
He's the son of Louis (Schwartz My Soul." He seeks $200,000 dam4) Frohlich, ASCAP counsel.
ages on each.
written

the

.

—
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10 Best Sheet

NBC, CBS; Blue, Mutual Plugs

(Week

lo

Lift represents the first

«. »i.

1

approximately 25 loaders

iii

Dreams Gcu'ing Belter.
Don't Fence Me In

Come

the Waves".

Advanced
Southern

.......

:

Evalina— '"Bloomer Girl."
Ev'ry Time We Say Goodbye— '".Seven Lively Arts".
Didn't Know About You;.'...
Dream of You
I'm Beginning to See the Light
'"Thrill of a Romance"
I Should Cave—

.Chappell
...Robbins

I

Just a Prayer Away ..
Magic Is the Moonlight— rBatliing

Grand
......Dorsey
.....Shapiro

Beauty"

.

More and More— f'Can't Help Singing"
Belter
My Dreams Are Getting
t
My Heart Sings ''Anchors A weigh"

.

.

Barton

Burke
......Chelsea

.-.'

'.

;

'<

This Heart of Mine^—v' Ziegfeld Follies''
Too Ra Loo Ra Loo Ra t'^Going My Way".
.

.

.

Harms

,

j

"':
Someday Somewhere ........
"Hollywood 'Canteen"
Sweet Dreams Sweetheart
There Goes That Song Again— t"Carolina Blues"...
There Must Be a Way

\

.Melody lane

.....Santly
/Leeds

....

Saturday Night Is the Loneliest Night
Sleighrideln July—.''"Belle of the .Yukon"..'

—

.

......T. B.

—

.

Heaven." which he turned over

•.

.

......

names

Ihe

Lester

or

Santly

the score of Walt. Disney's Dumbo."
is
against the old Irving
Berlin Inc. Since the suit was filed.
Berlin and Saul Bornslein have
split, the former establishing a new
Irving Berlin Inc.. and Bornslein

Levy and Morris,
Action
George Mario and

have

been

posted.

They have accepted .the -nominations
and their names have already been

Burke
C-P

;

inserted on the ballots lo be distributed to members.' These ballots
go out soon by mail and must be
returned and counted before the
March directors meeting.

BMI

Lepit musical.

setting

Members whose terms

I

Curfew

ON 7TH BOND DRIVE

Continued from pxft 3S
Group of N. Y. songwriters have;
j.Doiscy at 6:30 and break at 11:45.
been invited lo a. luncheon-meeting
..Working '..hours in (his case have
<3>
Saturday
by
this
Washington
at
been changed from five hours and
Mrs. Anne Morgenthau, wife of the
45 .minutes to five holds flat.
In
head of the Tre.-.-.ury Department.
most other hostelries the situation is
Purpose mi to discuss ways and
means the writers can aid the forth- similar. Tommy Dorse} is contin|

i

uiiig

at

the

Your Books

a

.

.

George

O'Hara.

(see

the

night

<25>.

Ii

folded

cutting

short

Eddie Heyman. Abraham Cliasens
and John Tasker Howard. Latter

Woody Herman's run by two days. two oppose Meyer in
Paslor. who was lo follow, was category. Voters select

Tony

EXACTLY
LIKE YOU
Music by

N.' Y.

.

casually of Die curfew.

Sunday

Favorite

Club,

400

separate s(ory)

Ah All-Time

.

cancelled
.

-

<he's

elsewhere

i

was due

next,

and

already,

Dailey's Terrace Room. Newark. All
of Dailey's contracts have been written for either the Meadowbrook or

.

JIMMY McHUCH

j

•

'standard'.'

four- of

the

eight nominees.

booked

Stan Kenton, who
has been moved lo

Terrace.' Louis Prima is
there 'followed- by Sonny

CAPITOL DISCS DENIES

maeslra under which Mnrlin was to
RCA-Victor 10 of his works,

.disc for

current

C. P.

!

Dunham

Capitol

MacGREGOR DEAL
Records emphatically de-

.

.

return for wTiich the leader would
receive a SO"/, split of the earnings
the song.-- They were to bo placed
the 'Southern Music Co. for
publication.
Martin admits making
some sort of a deal with Tinturin,
but claims he was not aware ol ihe
recording provision, and when this
came to his attention he backed oui.
Martin. began a suit at that lime;
Later, to settle the first suit. Martin agreed to record arid plug, two of
the writer's tunes, but was subst'in

,-or
I

I

!

.

wilh

quonlly prevented from doing so by
Ihe recording ban. He agreed to gothrough with the deal when the ban
wa.s lifted. When this occurred, late
last year, Tinturin asserts he Was
adyised by Martin that RCA would
not let him record the songs at that
time
because they
were dated.
Hence, Tinturin charges the leader
wilh fi:?ud and filed action for dam'

ages.

Tinturin claims receiving advances
on the songs from Southern, which
he split with Martin :n good faith.
Martin emphatically denies receiving such money.

!

Manie Sachs and- Mike Nidorf returned to N. Y. Monday 26 from
n
vacation in Florida.
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SHAPIRO-BERNSTEIN

LOU BRING

.

And Most Important
Radio Program Conductors

fcl'

.

and- Phil Brilo. opening March 20., nies
previously reported story insufficient and .should" have been
Kenton will follow A|>ril 3. Terrace that it had made an arrangement dismissed."
Room, like N. Y: rooms, opens at with the C. P. MacGregor studios in
Opinion lalcr cites. "In this state
1:45.
6:30 and folds at
.Hollywood whereby Ihe latter would the law is well settled .that- equity
Toward ihe end of last week. N. Y. he paid a one-cent per side royalty, will not intervene lo enjoin a disr
Trade
local B02 of Ihe American Federa- on the sales of Capitol discs re- paragement of properly

»

<

|

'

papers

filed in Ihe
alleges that several
years ago he made a dear with the
to.

Tinturin

suit.

Inc.

acted upon any such misstatements
lo its damage or that defendants
could have anticipated that it would
do so." There are numerous, references in the opinion 'lo cases. on record applying lo various points.
Further, it's slated, "In the complaint there are. it is true, allegations to the effect that oilier members of the' public relied upon defendants' negligent words las to
popularity of songs 1. Defendants are
charged with misleading .those with
whom plaintiff does business, by excertain
pressing the opinion that
songs are more popular than those
published by plaintiff.'' However,
plaintiff may not sue on behalf of
general public or on behalf of other
music publishers for injury sustained by the general public or other
music publishers. When an injury
is committed against the public, that
is not a matter of complaint by the
For the foregoing, reasons
plainliff.
we think that the complaint is

W. Meyer, and Geoffrey
Named to oppose them in
coming elections are. Raymond
Egan. Lou Handman. ClifV Friend.
Frank Dailey's Meadowbrook was "Lucky'' Roberts. John
Jacob Loeb.

!

tor

'

According

Continued from pace 35

Max

On the writer's portion of Ihe
board, those whose terms are expiring are Gene Buck. Ray Henderson.

!

drive.

are expirDreyfus. Johnny O'Con-,
nor. Jack Mills. Donald 'prey. They,
of course, are automatically renominated for 'office.-'. Dreyfus, with
Louis Bernstein, of Shapiro-Bernstein, has been on the ASCAP board
since the society'.* inception in 1914.
ing are

1

i

Tep Tunes

up Bourne.

;

unusual arrangement between them,
whereby Martin wrs to record and
i-onsislrnlly plug snnjrs written by
him.
The action is probably the
Mist or its kind.

'Sweetheart'

.

War Loan

1

;

ENLIST SONGWRITERS

coming 7th

.

i

Warren charges thai during 1941
he was working on the song involved as an independent publisher.
He succeeded in getting it inlo
"Most Played!' lists. At that lime.
Ihe radio-American Society of Composers, Authors aiid Publishers light
was Hearing an end and the Berlin
firm' induced him to turn the song
oyer to them so as lo start the post-

Named

Hollywood. Feb. 27.
Pcicr Tinturin, songwriter, filed
here last week a"r n-l hanrlleader Freddy Martin Cor 5167.400 for
failure io live up to Ihe letter of an

suit
j

'

In the places of

.Shapiro
.Stevens
.Triangle

,

j

.

.Remick

:

'...;..

.

to

Suit was filed iii
them in
November last year, coming to lisiht
when Berlin's attorney asked for a
bill of particulars last week.
1941.

Both Lou Levy and Buddy Morris have rejected their nominations
for posts on the publisher faction of
the American Society of Composers.
Authors and Publishers' board of
ASCAP-radio fight period with, a
directors.
Both nominations were
song at least partially established.
turned down on the same grounds,
Warren asserts that song was
that the men involved spend a good
deal of time on the coast and would turned over to Berlin on the promnot be able to give -proper attention ise it would be a "No. 1 plii-j" tunc,
to the duties of a board member. but that immediately after .that the
Morris, in particular, spends the firm shelved it because it .acquired,
^
and went immediately lo work on.
majority, of his time wcsl.

.Embassy

;

'.

On Song Ting Pact'

.

Barton

.'.

Geo. Mario, Santly

...Crawford

I

?

'.'.

.Morris

Twilight Time
Wailing .......

Harms

Embassy
.'.

Turn Down ASCAP Posts;

Bourne

...

Change

t rilmtisicat.

.

Lou Levy, Buddy Morris

'.Feist

Don't Ever

.

Starlight

•

Confessin'

T. B.

You...-

N'ighl.

Morris

.

After Awhile
A Little On the Lonely Side
Bnia— r3 Caballeros"

Candy'

Drc;;in nl

I

Saturday

Writer Sues Freddy

Martin For 167G

suit

against the old Irving Berlin, Inc..
that is, according to trade attorneys,
the first of its kind in the music
Warren's action asks $30.business.
000 damages for Berlin's failure lo
plug a song called "City Called

There Goes That Song. .Shapiro

PUBLISHER

TITLE

Feist

Side.. Advanced

39

and

-

.Remick

On Lnncly
More aiid More
Little.

1

Firm

Robert Warren, songwriter
former publisher, has filed a

Morris

Sweet Dreams

provided by Accurate Reporting Service, regular checking source of the
music publis/uiiff induHry.

Suit Vs. Old Berlin

24.

Santly

Harms

and Coca-Cola
Accentuate Positive

coiiipilnlioiu

Accentuate the Positive— f'Hcre

..

Rum

alphabetical

some cases there are lies, ficcoiiiitiiio for a lonoer list). Tlie
embrace the NBC. CBS, Blue mid iWuli<nl Networks, as represuited by WEAF, WABC, WJZ mid WOR, N. Y., and are based on dala
tin

order

Endiiip, Feb. 24)

London, Feb.

Following i» list of the most played popular tunes on the neticork$ lor the
week beginning Monday and through Sunday, Feb. 19-25, from 5 p.m.

Robert Warren Files Odd

Sellers

'

KIIU

llntittl wii.r

\rw Vork

ID

TUNE-DEX

1

.

|

:

TOP PEOPLE ARC DOING
*7A/e

.

.

TOP TUNE

AFTER A WHILE
S"A»l C-w" Miis C

>

:

A

yrry

«|irrliil

9 rt-wdw,,, t.coo..

ami* fur

ShIiiI l'Hlrli k'«

I»ii.i.

"IRISH GIRL"
UVirali himI }Im»I<-

M.t

Uy

in
MacGregors
studios..
tion of Musicians sem out regula- corded
asserts it
has completely
tions based -on. the curfew.
It calls 'Capitol
MacGregors demand for
for the usual notice of termination 'rejected
where provided in con- such an arrangement aiid that it
of contract
tract) to be given before a band can no longer will record at that studio'.
i

:

lo
MacGregor's developof a penny-a-side payoff lor
of its studios, by Capitol
any other recording company
without studios of its own, Capitol
had un arrangement with MacGregor whereby the latter was
In other cases involving contracts guaranteed $50,000 yearly.
On (.he
between bands and places lhal are new deal, MacGregor would cerclosing the union "will use its best lainly have exacted from Capitol apefforts lo assist both parlies to arrive proximately anywhere from $150,000
at a mutually agreeable solution.'
to $200,000 annually

be legally released. '.Local will not

countenance any reduction in salaries to a point below scale on the
basis of reduced hours of work and
in cases where bands are cut down
to reduce costs, the musicians released must be given proper notice.

Prior

ment
j

the

JlcKtv

MERRY-CLEM, Pabllihtri
St., N rw Vork l». X.

W. Mat

;

!

;

Y.

!

.

.

.

j

|

;

O^,

dis-

property are not actionable unless special damage may
be alleged and
proved.
Such damages are not
pleaded by plaintiff in this cause of
action, and it is obviously insuf..

ficient."

use

and

;

l>riin.v

.

.

libels afe-not libels per se
paraging words concerning

Another possible suit, being contemplated by Sanlly-Joy against the
"Hit Parade" was choked off by the
Appellate Division's action in the
above case. Santly was about lo prepare suit charging his song is .well
up among popularity leaders and it
has so far appeared on the "Hit Parade" only once, in fifth position.-

OH!
W

OH

OH! MOYTLE

MOYTLE

!

O*/^

OH! MOYTU

OH! MOYTll

",0ir

TOBIAS and LEWIS
Publtiher*
1250 Slxlb Avenue
York 20, N. V.

Sr.*

...Two Weeks Old and Already Among the Most Played...

A

HIT!

A NEW

Song Pr«s*ntod by •

NEW

Firm

THERE MUST BE A WAY
ly

SAMMY GALLOP,

DAVID SAXON and ROBERT

COOK

STEyENS
MUSIC CORP.
JACK
Hit
N«w York—MURRAY MASSEY

OSTFELD, Gon. Mgr.
Broadway, Now York 1?, N.

Hollywood—AL FRIEDMAN

Y.

Chicago— PAUL FLYNN

Ut

.

.

I

.

—

!
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GI Reprisal

Ringling Secures Stay

4 Gay N. Y. Openings Despite Curfew;

Herb Shriner, comedian on
CBS' "Camel Caravan" before
going into service, was then

For Sentenced Aides

To Open Season April 4

Cafes See Those Prohibition Blues

Immediately after six of the Ring-"

Hazel Scott. William Franklin and ling Barnum Si Bailey circus stuff,
By ABEL GREEN
including operating heads, were senThe New York nileries. keynoling two bands al 7:30 and 10:43 p.m.
Certainly, or the four classifica- tenced to jail in Hartford last week
rest of the country, certainly
went down smiling last week, with tions. a hotel like the Plaza can best for contributory. -negligence resulting
I

;

the

!

.

I

Damocles sword hanging over cope with. the situation. Hotels don't in the disastrous Hartford tire last
wiem in the form of the curfew. stay open too late, anyway — by 1:30 July in which 168 persons in the
There were four big openings la-^l it's' the blowoff- and a readjustment audience were burned to death. Rob;•!;> a midnight tinale Is more feasible.
week, and Jimmy Byrnes" midnightonly emphasis on name ert Ringling announced that the big
closing edict or not. every 'spot.'. ap- It may -moan
top would open April 4 at Mndisoli
proached its then current chore with 'hands, suns, big names, a la Hilde-garde. Downey. Victor Borge. el al.. Square Garden* '.N. Y.. as scheduled.
bravery and dispatch.
but there it is— c'esl la guerre. Don't He was not involved in the proceedfirst,
The four pivems included,
forget, too. thai hotels for years first ings, being in charge of production,
Capitol
in
the
room
Carnival
the new
looked upon their nitery appurteI

the

'

handled by agent Phil Weltmnn
of 'the William Morris agency,
who also donned uniform. Shriner is now a sergeant with a
GI show. "Broadway in Khaki."
in Belgium.
Booker of the show is another Special Services Sergeant
—Phil Wellman.

|.

:

'

PC Says

hotel on 8th 'avenue- and 5.1st street
(which Jack Pulaski reviews' in detail herewith): No. 2.. the DeMarcos'
opening at the C.opacabana; No. 3
was Morton Downey debut at the
rtotel Plata's Persian Room, after
being more or less identified with the

nances as a trailer for selling rooms:
radio ballyhoo was designed
chiefly as a means lo exploit the
basic function of the 'hostelry: i. c...
catering .to transients.
Big- Name Spots
The Ciipa, one ol the nation's toplight bistros, typifies the class spot
playing big names, which (he curfew
automatically kayoes.
No streamlining of its policy can pay off for a
Joe E.. Lewis or a Jimmy Durante.
And certainly 'not for the concurrent
show. -which has the DeMarcos augmenting Jane Froman & Co. The

the

.

Waldorf-Astoria

|

sired):

DeMarcos

dame

a

brilliant

sian allies unannounced, hence even
more. effective by terping to "Volga
i

ti>am

i

Boatman." etc. The pair are thoroughly at ease., well poised and pollished. in their routines, with such

CAPPELIA
And

sound showmauship

number

fillips as

present-

Tony. "I'm
The defendants threw themselves
sure, none of you ever saw in its enon the mercy of the court and their
tirety since it was part of the 20tliT
Fox film. The Gang's All Here.' but attorneys were shocked when Judge
William
J. Shea pronounced the sen :
wound up on the Zanuck cuttingroom floor." Both are still the most tences. Jurist told the defendants
exciting ballr.oomologists in the busi- that he was sending them to jail
ness, and perhaps the one shortcom- "not in the spirit "of vengeance or exing at their very first show (and cor- piation nor atonement but to prevent
rected pronto) was the poor lighting. recurrence." There can be no appeal
Too much white. Of course, with the in cases of nolo contendere but the
Byrnes directive. doe.s it matter now?
As for Miss Froman. here certainly Ringlings are hopeful that the sentences will be stayed for a longer peis a heroine and a trouper whose trariod.
vail, if nothing else, has given her an
George W. Smith, general manager
even greater vocal quality in her
'.voice.
Beautiful and dynamic, .her of the RBB outfit, and Leonard S.
peripatetic pianologing routine iBald- Aylesworth. boss canvasman, were
win Bergerson is the chaufTeut'- ordered to serve from two to seven
accompanist on the trick portable up- years. James A. Haley, husband of
light) is boffo.
And the rest of the Audrey Ringling. was given from one
show, naturally,-' is up to standard.
which only n national mobilization to five years. Edward R. Versteeg.
chief electrician, and William Caley,
"request" kayoes automatically.
a seatman, were sentenced to one
Ma>s Joints
And the other two spots cover the year, while David W. Blanchneld, In
mass capacity categories. The Car- charge of rolling stock, got six
nival Room is of the Latin Quarter- months.
Diamond Horseshoe-Zanzibar idiom,
Ringling said that the' staff men
with its $1.50 table d'hote lure (try
had sacrificed themselves so that the
and get out under $4 average-check.
faith.
"We need
but that's another story i: while Leon circus could keep
4 Eddie's is mass-appeal of a differ- them now to get the show out and
ent nature.
Here's one of the rari- we need them later to keep It movties where, because or the slellar pull ing."
of Eddie Davis and his co-host. Leon
Enkcn. (L&E's will probably do all
right, because it can gel by with very
CHI, FOLDS,
modest supporting acts).
ing a

whioji. says

i

PATRICIA
"Qappella is a handsome darkhaired lad. T'auicia Is u beautiful
brunette with the. most fascinathave aver
ing expression we
noticed In

A pratty

face.

Slip at-

tracted much attention by hoiamwarance to say nothing of her
ability.

i

j

;

!

j

!

!

"There wrro moments when this
dance team In their whirls and
smooth, fast kicks-; reached tlx'
point- of brilliancy.
.And their
nCien
produced
breathless
excitements
among
their watchers/'

movements

.

Pierre

'.THtn**».

Chlcaao Dally Xewn.

j

:

,

Bartenders, Waitresses

biz

NOW

HeM

I'l.AVINO

CABANA, CHI.

Over 2 More Weeks
of

America

week submitted his resignation
to
take effect March 5. His place
will
be taken by Dick Jones..
Mayo resigned (o direct the Acador Theatrical Arts.. a school
to
talent.

Mayo denied' reports that he quit
because of .squawks recently made
by Philly agents that he was' "favoring" his brother. Bill DeMayo.
who
recently opened a booking office
here.
.

Mayo pointed out that AGVA had
placed his brother Bill on the "unlist on several occasions
when
the latter was a hoofer.
"If 1 didn't favor him when he was
an actor, I certainly wouldn't favor
him when he's an agent." said Muyo.
fair"

"I want to open this school, because I feel there's a great need for
place where promising, amateurs
can gel the coaching they need to go
a-

somewhere

show

in

been planning
I feel that.
started."

Mayo
of-

business;

I've

long lime. And
the time to get.

is

has been executive secretary

AGVA

for

Tom

ceeded

this a

now

He

years.

five

Kelly

suc-

to that post.

THE AMAZING

US0-CSI UNITS
Army

Special

OVERSEAS
men

Service

LADY ETHEL

in

AND

France and Belgium are bolstering
USO-Camp Shows. Inc., units shipped
from here with shows consisting of
liberated French and Belgian per-

DR. JESTER

formers. Units of between 20-30 performers are being put together by
the Army men and booked on a regular circuit of behind-the-lines theatres and rest areas, according to advices here from Army men con?
cerned.
Advantage of the locally recruited
entertainment units, is that cyclists,
wire walkers and other acts that
work with, heavy equipment can ba

SUAVt
HYSTIfYIN*

MLAMQUS

USO-

In virtually all cases,
units arc- composed of
able lo travel light.

used.

Marvel* of Magical
Perception

.

turns

CSI

,

j

Corp.

Mtitlc

.

LOCAL TALENT BOLSTERS

Benefit Pyramids Hosp.

Fund for Hurt

Pianist

Cleveland, Feb!

!

MO

Philadelphia. p ( u 27
Richard Moyo. longtime -executive
secretary of 'thc Philly local.
Ameri
can Guild or Variety ArliM*
last

develop professional

.

ini-

pact
on
retheir
N.
Y.
cafe
turn, the first in some seasons impressing mostly with the fact thal
they really dance and not just do
tricks.. The ageless Tony de- Marco
and
his
partner,
Sally
Craven,
[run the gamut of tango, waltz: foxtrot, a tribute in dance, to our Rus-

comes a new

"lino town-

made

Quits

AGVA Post

Philly

emy

Has

Detroit. Feb. 27
Just to give a rough idea of What
Is like in some Detroit quarters,
scheduled to start serving two days the War Manpower Commission has
after the Garden debut. Hartford Are ordered eight Loop spots here lo get
claims total $3,000,000. of which rid of a surplus; of 61 bartenders and
awards of over $800,000 have been 46 waitresses. That averages nearly
made. Early this week the arbitra- 14 too many for each spot.
tion board hearing the claims awardThe W-MC charged the spots with
ed an additional $162,400.- largest hiring the extra help in violation of
amount listed being $11,000. which its regulations. The owners ol the
goes to the estate of. a young woman three Brass Rails' here were cited
victim.
as the worst violators with 31 men
while the
Indications are
that
and 32 women added illegally to their
Ringling show will play New York
staffs for a total of. 147 persons.*
and Boston, bolh indoor dales, actual
Other spots named were The Famtouring of the big top is doubtful,
ous Door, English Tavern, Bicardi's.
because the men with the know-how
Ted Ltpsilz's and Arcade.
will be incarcerated and the Ringling
The bartenders were ordered to reapprehensive over the
family
is
port to the nearest USES offices imchances of getting competent remediately. If not they'll shoulder a
placements. On Sunday ('25) at wingun instead of a bar towel.
ter, quarters. Sarasota, Fla„ Ringling
said it was doubtful if the circus
could pay the fire claims should the
tour be cancelled.

-

may. pave

clatter

Hilclcfor
the way. incidentally,
garde's doing a chore at the Waldorf,
which Lucius Boomer has often deNo. 4 was '.a new show at
•Leon <t Eddie's, which latter spot
was perhaps highlighted, to the
trade, by the debut of Eddie Cantor's
daughter. Marilyn Curtis (she doesn't
want to use the family name) isee
New Acts).
(Monday (26) saw the .first "curfew prenViere" at Cafe Society Uptown with Imofcenc Coca. Avon Long.

not operation.
Al Ringling's suggestion, attorneys
for the circus men secured a slay of
execution so that the show could be
The defendants are now
opened.

Det.

Too Many Unessential

'

Mayo

Dick

27.

Oeorge Sterling thought Cleveland
town when his back was
broken in one of the year's worst
auto accidents about three weeks

bis jinx

but the nitery pianist has
ago,
his
mind.
Partially
changed
paralyzed, he might be laid up at
Mt. Sinai Hospital here a year.
shveiud.; ..assoiiincii)—. It weathered
musicians
end
cafe enterLocal
the 30'i tax rap. which became 20 °',
Chicago. Feb. 27.
and perhaps after the hue and cry.
Downtown theatre. Loop house op- tainers immediately joined forces
put on a benefit for him.
subsides, a modification to 1 a.m. will erated by Jack Barger as a vaud- and
"Mushy" Wexler, manager of the
prove that Uncle Sam doesn't intend
fllmer using mostly best colored orto put anybody out of business or
Theatrical Grill, and his staff passed
will
create needless unemployment, nor chestras for past six months,
up
a day of rest to open the spot
cut off a sizable' source of tax rev- fold, after close of this week's run Sunday <2ft) for a midnight benefit
enue. Nor does Washington want to (1>. Barger states he has a deal on show. Total take has not
been calsegue us again into another ignoble to reopen soon, but prematura pubculated yet, since contributions are
experiment— Prohibition.
And. of licity at the moment might freeze
still coming In,
course, by now we all suspect that negotiations.
the bluenoses. somewhere in this
Barger tried to get rid of the
Byrnes edict, is giving the nileries house several months ago, it's Mid.
to Beat
and taverns the Prohibition Blue.s offering it to film
distributors and

DOWNTOWN,

;

Thai's the closeup in a nutshell,
The nitery bunch is a pretty

'

i

;

;

;

|

;

I

i

MAY REOPEN AS FILMER

.•famine] fran sthimi after 11
MeMks with Hm U.t.O., I months
Mm fwn«4« atnalt m Proace,
Lsnrambewrf end •>•*
1,

•a

ramnUr

NORM ANDII

">

lh»

at

MOUNT

ROOF,

ROYAL HOTK, MONTRIAL.
M.C.A..

NIW YORK

.

Way

LAURETTE and CLYMAS
Poataarime Satirists •« the Doace
THni) RKTI'RN" KN<1.4(iKMENT
MOUNT ROYAL HOTEL, Montreal
UM-ir, MABC'H HI)

.

anew.

The

';

.

:

!
!

INVISIBLE GLASSES
t'OSTAt'T I.KNHKH
NflRKAKAHt.K ri.ASTIC
toy Appoint nifot — KN. J-tVM

OFSAKf;,

L.

I

LEWISON,

*Beciali>( 10
il» W. *tth si'..
Bulletin

(lie

O.D.

Slioir

New York
fn

Kiqutit

World
14, N. Y.

:

j

legit

.

producers,

including

Is

Mike

Todd, but nothing materialized. Samuel Goldwyn and David Selznlck

X.

< iiriilvjil.
V.
Siiuio lr Christian, VUulne Mulloy,
Calvary Bros., Stevens Bros. & Bia
Boy. Shorty. 4 Lnmplip/iters. Lucy

Brown-Out
Via Carbide Lamps
.

Brightest

Chicago, Feb. 27.
spot
along Chi's

were reported interested several browned-ont way these nights is
months ago. along with United Art- Playhouse, near northsid* -nitery.
ists and 20th-Fox.
Conforming to WPB orders, not a
Gillette. Winnie
Hoveler Dancers'
bit of dazzling illumination comes
(8>. Bobby Lcuie * Clnire. Ben Yost
electricity, but from- carbide
Qiiuriei. Frank Soneli. Art Mooney
HANL0N & CLARK RETURN from
Orchestra; no cover, $1 minimum.
containers, large versions of miners'
Hanlon and Clark, vet comedy lamps.
New York's newest, and most elab- team from midwest, back in New
First to try it here, Ed Franks,
orate night club Is the Carnival, lo- York after two years overseas tor operator, said last
waek he's found
cated in a segment of the Capitol USO-Camp Shows.
light from lamps much cheaper
hotel, with a separate marble enTeam will take short, rant and go "and every bit as effective" as that
(Continued on page 42)
abroad again.
supplied by outside electric display.
\

I

'..

GAGS! JOKES! GAGS!
PATTIRl
Fa-

WISI-CRAX!

kiudi.alu

ifgubln.

•IuIm,

inn«unetri.

illrMtori,

itntw,

bind

inakiri,

venlrllM,

Ha-Matt*r Oaf

Pllaa Nas.

.

LOEWS

Tbaaks,

STATE,
JCUI RAYII

New

Pita

CaaMM
Oats

SID KUILIR

tomkt.

Thra B

Ovar 100 teak
II

M»k*

C'lweks Parahlc to
FAIIt.A
Mali t« "t-uri-atam«r''
Mil. *l„ Nrw YltrtH II, l». N.V

tHWH

W.

York

OPININO MARCH 22

Nprrlal MalsrlHl

1

$1.01 Par Script, Pattaoe PrepaM

TIMMIE ROGERS
Conduced

iln»lu,
)«k»y>,

commtntiUn.

wrltKt, MrtMfllltl, «tc.

THE HOT SOPHISTICATE

J«»t
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•HllllM.
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'30% Tax Was Worse*

AGVA

Doesn't Think Its Unpatriotic

To Make Pitch

for Modified

American Guild of Variety Artists,
through Malt Shelvey, its national
administrator, will join forces with
Cafe Owners Guild of N. Y. and like
organizations in other key cities in
an attempt to get a modification,
possible,

oh the curfew
over

hit.
He points out that the
shuttering conserves t t 28 hours
weekly and, with, a six-day operation
and saving of 24 hours, the differ-

crisis

if

AGVA

edict.

jurisdiction

has

ential

and

vaude

facts

would be negligible.
6-Day Week Before

Shelvey pointed out further that a
Monday night closing weekly such
as had been in vogue for theatres
and amusement places during the
previous war would practically accomplish the purpose as a substi-

nitery performers.
Shelvey, via various branches of
union throughout the key cities,
made a survey of the unemployment
angle a year ago when the. 30% tax
looked like curtains for the nitespots.

Curfew

on submitting the six-day week plan,
which union suspended when curfew

Mull Probable Plan to Cut Salaries

"The 30% tax was worse, and
we came out of it, so we'll climb
out of this one also," says one of
the more optimistic bonifaces.
"If this

Of Cafe Talent; Optimism on Biz

going to help win
it.
When the 30%

is

the war, so be
thing came in

I

remember some

Adjustment of cafe and hotel
talent contracts is the big problem
for agents and, actors. The agents
are urging mutual cooperation, for
obvious reasons; but also would

of our waiters going home with
80c in tips, but as soon as the
modification came to 20% it

made' it. happier-days-in-Dixie
than ever before. And I'm sure
we can readjust ourselves like-

sists that the

Closings So Far

tute for the current curfew.
At that time .Shelvey claims
"There have only been two closfigures
had sufficient'
ings so far and none of the operato bring the tax down to
do it tors have made any attempt to cut
is confident it may

Relatively Light

With the exception of the Copamodification in salaries yet," continued Shelvey. He cabana, New York's niteries casualagain
added that cuts among top-bracketed ties have been extremely" light as the
present ruling. He docs not feel It
salary acts could not be a concern of Byrnes' edict went into effect, Monmove
upon
part
of
unpatriotic
an
AGVA. "So long as spots adhere to day (26). Few spots have. shut down
the union to lay the true picture be r
minimum, which is entirely, although all. are awaiting
the
fore a committee when the welfare
graded $100. $85, $75 and $60 weekly results of the first few weeks' operaof the union-member performers, is
a
for various classifications, and
tion under, the new edict.
particularly
leading
and
jeopardy
in
range of from $40 to $65 for chorisunemployment.
Nor
does
he
mass
Closings so far announced include
to
ters, it's okay with the union," he
feel it unpatriotic of trie bistro opthe Terrace Room, Miapii Beach,
added.
erators and bonifaces to lay their
which may reopen next week. Ruth
(he
line
situation
on
so
the
of
Barr.
representing
Lou Walters,
side,
boile's boniface, has asked agents to
that a true overall picture may be
resubmit acts for the spot. Frank
had from all angles.
Dailey's
Poinplon
Meadowbrook,
Shelvey will leave for Washington
Pike. N. J., is another victim of the
this weekend and will probably be
edict. Dailey's Terrace Room, Newaccompanied by representatives of
will
remain
ark.
however,
N.
J.,
other unions affected as. well as reps
open.
from hotel and nitery ops organizations. He will confer with the latter
The Plantation Club, Los Angeles,
La
Los Angeles, Feb. 27.
listed
as another victim.
is
Midnight curfew is likely to turn Conga has dropped the line and two
the lop niteiyes of this sector into a acts.
policy of bands and beans, with at
Several Brooklyn clubs have also
least one hot spot threatening to do succumbed, the Club Bali and ihe
a foldo. George Goldie, operator pi Embassy among them.
the Trocadcro, declared:
The spots are now operating on a
"We plan to give the business a two-show basis around 7 and 10 p.m.
fair trial under the new Brynes rulThey're hardest hit by the fact that
ing. However, if we find we can't
60% of the receipts come after 11:30
make a go of it in a couple of weeks p.m. Billy Rose of the Diamond
Soma appo.la»»«iitt trill op«t for
or so, we will lock up for the dura- Horseshoe and v.p. of the Cafe Owntion."
Infraction In paolv* corractlv* Mers Guild declared that he would opHerman Hover, Ciro's boss, in- erate if losses could be kept to $1,000
will
STMAMUNE tends
that
trclMi
to go into the straight restauweekly, but declared he would have
YOUR FIGURE by SCIENTIFIC. rant business, with catering service to close if he went $5,000 in red for
on the side. He said:
considerable period. Joe Howard
•a
WEIGHT ADJUSTMENT. r«loi year
"We feel that large private par- of the Zanzibar expressed similar
ties will become more popular under
mtvm um4 iom Hi* mnfcl«i.
sentiments.
this ruling and we are prepared to
(Hon* oppel»rm««H only.)
go into the catering business, not
Coast Sun Will Lure Layoffs?
only for food but booking orchestras
Hollywood, Feb. 27.
Writ*: Box 1*45
as well. We plan to sell both enterAlthough there has been no appretainment and food as a package
slump in bookings of acts for
ciable
Variety, 1S4 W. 44tfc St.
deal:"
and smaller biscircuit
cocktail
the
Charles Morrison, Mocambo proNew York 19, N. Y.
here, agents look forward to a
prietor, declared he' would stay open tros
period of salary-cutting on the part
at all costs, although it means heavy
They
feel that with
operators.
of
retrenchment. He added:
"We* have the Crillon restaurant larger niteries perhaps cutting staffs,
will be on the
IN
to balance the situation fairly well. musicians and talent
Also influx
extent.
market
to
great
Another thing is that, while eastern
night spots-are faced with difficul- of much talent from east expected
If you are In NiwcIhI S*rvlc*a or not
that
there
may feel
to
fact
acts
due
ties, we have been closing at midfur InimnllHlr. uh« or |M»«t-«*»r rrturn
curfew
more
here.
Top talent,
than
to khow hiihlrvritft.
night on the Coast for some time,
Htr« It o SfKvlc« You'll Always
which means that we are better Coast agents say, has long been In
higher
salaries.
the
east
because
of
geared for the'new ruling."
Want

i0% and

bring

a

AGVA

,

Troc Fold Looms
In Coast

Curfew

Expert Available

Exafgerated Values
In a sense, both agents and bonifaces see the Byrnes curfew as containing a blessing in disguise. This
applies to the Intra-trade premise
that salaries had reached dispropor-

•
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Meanwhile, Horace Heidt owner
the Trianon Ballroqom. wired
F. Brynes asking Saturday
That night, he exnight relief.
plained, is the one night to get off
the nut and keeping open for a fewextra hours once a week would not

Over 100

ft. OS

Karl)

New Ready
IStyjible I©

Nrw Vork

I'lly 1».

$1,250 or $1,500.

With

New York

X.Y.
1

and Chicago now

MUCH AS 33%

sult of

nomical

They
be

losses.

figure that acts' salaries will

sliced

will
ers. ^

25 r

;.

and another 8-10%
of less perform-

come from use

the

thaj differential, to Hitler. It's no
tribute to the act; it's merely Inflationary wartime values, and while
it's my job to get the coin for my
acts while I can 'how much nicer

CAFE AGENTS' INCOME
HIT AS

In

In

i

on same footing with Coast as to
midnight shuttering, many top acts
arc expected to come here for same
coin and to enjby the sunshine. Several agents believe temporary slump
may be looming, but not for long, as
interfere appreciably with the gov- people become more educated to
early hours for going out.
Also
ernment's conservation program.
long-standing midnight curfew here
should be felt only in larger spots
that have been running after hours.
Several of post-midnight spots already have closed doors, rather than
face Federal rap.
None of these,
however, is a name spot.

Losses to talent agencies as a reWar Mobilizer Byrnes' midnight curfew on amusement spots is
expected to lop off as much as 33%
income from the cafe departments.
Full extent of damage cannot yet be
estimated, but early thoughts on the
subject indicate that between paring
of salaries, outright cancellation of
acts, cutting down of orchs and decrease in band personnel, will give
the agencies their biggest slap since
prohibition was enacted.
On a smaller scale; Sol Topper,
who books the Club Charles. Baltimore, and the Brooks Club, Norfolk,
will lose about $200 weekly because
of cancellation of talent on the Norfolk spot and pruning of budget at
the Charles. In proportion, the major agencies with a great number 'of
'exclusiv.es,
many employing highpriced talent, are resigned to astro-

That's not

normal limes."
"This comedian (naming him)
worth $1,000 a week," says another
agent, "4>ut not $1,750 and $2,000 he's
been getting.
Honestly he owes

books

of

IVUI.A SMITH
"Kun-Mnmrr"

Mull to
W. Mill St.,

No question about exaggerated,
As one agent puts it, "a
good dance act is worth $500 or $600
and maybe $750 If unusual, but not
values.

James

.'

Matter el Caramaay.
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.

.
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.
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Physical Culture;

Contain Moilrrn Conlr.ly MaterlHl far
All Typ* IVrfoniirrH

peacetime

and

the» door

WMC May Have

instance, if Morton Downey does
only one show at the Hotel Plaza.
N.Y. (as is the case), his presence
is a lure for the early dinner business, as. well as for the 10 o'clock
trade, when the couvert goes on.
Mutuality, it is hoped, will be a
keynote, but already there are acts
who are adamant against any cuts,
such as a couple of turns currently
at the Chez Paree, Chicago. Owner
Joey Jacobson is equally adamant
and threatents. a foldo completely, if
he finds there is too much pushing
around both from the actors and
the Byrnes edict.

.

PERFORMERS NOW
ARMED FORCES

act in

at

when

not worry

'

potency

to

do his job

a fair price and
the boss stands at
cracks, 'What happened to business tonight?' "
There is no question that talent
costs must start readjustment downwards, and the Byrnes directive
fftives the way handily.

to

prefer to wait a week or two and
really get a line on how boxoffice
values shape up. The feeling pergrosses may not be so
markedly off. and as soon as the
to Clarify
public is conditioned to early din
pre-midnight
that early
Legalities on Contracts
ing and
(second) show around 10:30 p.m.,
Clarification
of
legal
status of
the bistros should come out all right. contract cancellations and salary
The trade has seized upon restau- slashes, resulting from .the midnight
rateur Toots Shor's crack, "Any curfew, is expected to come shortly
crumb-bum who can't get stewed from the War Manpower Commisby midnight ain't trying," as perhaps sion. The subject was touched upon
the most realistic keynote to the by New York's Mayor LaGuardia in
likelihood of good food .and liquor his Sunday (25) radio talk, when he
checks, despite the curtailed hours declared that it. was War Mobilizer
of operation.
Byrne's' opinion that the curfew reIf cuts ''in salaries must come, this quest
constitutes sufficient ground
probable plan.. For niteries. for cancellation. Byrnes is a former
is the
10-15% and not the 25-30% Ihey U. S. Supreme Court justice.
"third
show"
must
ask because the
Attorneys concurring with this
be dropped.
school of thought believe that the
For hotels, where doing only one request, although not an actual orshow instead of two, a readjust- der, can be construed as an "act of
the sovereign" and carries as much
ment of no more than 25%.
The ratios, mathematically, may force as an act of Congress. Il'i
in
some also held that the terms, of the curdisproportionate
seem
few edict so vitiate the original incases, the agents having already extents of contracts as "to make them
pressed themselves to the hotels and
unenforceable.
Consequently, ihey
cafes that the business will not be
(Continued on page 46)
dislocated to any sizable degree.. For

wise."

arid

same

for the

is

it
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Variety Bills
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Numerals
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whether
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M

t'lTV

Shollu Uiirrelt

fiobert Wxlker.
Paul ReKlln
'

.
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t Wells's: t Fiiys
(ienrKe Ho!*a
Xolulue

Johnny Burke

(I)

Vincent Lopez Ore

Betty

Ann

Nyiri.in

nun £

cihKon.
Willis

(

Cabaret

LOuls Arinstron's;
Mnurlro Uocco'
Delta ithythtn Bnyr
Peters Sis

FROM JAPS

Bill's

iM)

Mary Jane Lawson

Jack Ryan

Jerry Manes
Hilly Peterson
Alary Jauc- Veo

Charles Strickland

.leiTv

.

Jimmy Burns

Teeiilmi.

two days after- the midnight
all amusements was issued.
represent."!
an investment
of

IVimar'vnuli>
.

MANILA
last

in-

curfew on

Robin

It

of LaSalle hotel in 1038 for a world

$275,000.

DOWN CURFEW APPEAL
Los Angeles, Feb.

27.

Bill to appeal for exemption of
Lot
Angeles in the national midnight
curfew was voted down by the Cily
Council, 11 to 1. Resolution was
la.
troduced by Councilman Earl C. Gay
who' contended that this city's electricity is generated by water
power
and has no connection with the east-

\ State Board, of Equalization, bound
by a recent Superior Court ruling
that it cannot enforce a 12 o'clock
closing for drinkeries, is powerless
to act for the present, but is appealing the court rilling.
Meanwhile,

theatre operators are awaiting
flcation

James

F.

from Washington
Byrnes order.

clari-''

oh

the

Mignon left the Blue Fountain Clifford Fischer Plans
(now-Pan-American Room)
New 'Priorities' Edition

(21),'

Wuld Ore

Hotel

Jlmiuy Horsey Ore
Teilily Wallets

Bill liolscy

& I'nre
Tommy Ryan
Wllltey

>

New lorker

Hotel

Ethel allberl
Ucrnle Grauer
Harold Wlllard

Olyiuula
hJU-ililttr

Out .»'•

AW.

The Carnival.

IN

Chicago, Feb. .27.
Mrs, Mignon King, professionally

Mignon, dancer, was included
week in ^latest list' of Japanese

ternees reported freed at Manila.
"Report 'of release was made by the
trance at 5 1st street and 8th avui.ue.
War Dept. to her mother, Mrs. Jess
It drew one of the worst breaks ot
any such project, opening Wednesday Tarnaski of Chicago.

CITY

LA. COUNCIL THUMBS

ern coal situation.

MIGNON, DANCER, FREED

Night Club Reviews

Bills

illness.

Robinson

Continued from past 40
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C'H)

k Snots

lu nil)

cause of

NIcltoluH Dros

StovQ Murray
Johnny & Goor^o

lh>r«ey

(One

Willie Howard, signed for hasp
work March 1, had to bow out be-

Dd
Zhmltmr

Monclilto
Bill

<2G) with a unit at Salina.

Kan.

Murlnn Nlles
-Berr;ero Oro

M

Uptown

IImi Ii'k

4

I»nn

Monday

-

Pob Kennedy

H

(«-!>

I'hylliK

(Topsey St Ayere
Hob llopkliiH

Washington
Capitol (1)
Gloria Jean
Ia-Ruv Ilros
lip Almoin' Pncrs

Paramount

Pannwunt

I'nrk

York and King join a USO-Camp
Shows unit on the hospital circuit
today (28) at Seattle. Th« Three
Snilors.ond Mage and Kan- opened

VerenlHes
Carl nrlsHon
Vnrn Holly

Vora Klva
llonry Borinan
R Walton Dnncore
Jacobson.Oro
Htorh Club
Morales Ore
Krnlo Kolsl Ore
Stan Roller Oro
Tony TuMor's

SSuvtu

WOONSOCKKT

NEW YOaK

MBW YORK

1-

* Hoots

Up With USO Units

Mnro Kim
Joe De Carlo Oro

Sl« Schati Oro
Komajilnn Vlllace
.Tenolo Coldalotn

& King, Others Join

York

Ross Leonard
Tlielina Nevlne
Botly arenn
Florcttn Cllbort

Freshmen
Mars Trio
Korn Kobblors

.Iln'i

Nc\»-

si'HiNc;vu:i.»
Court Su (1-4)

Xavier Turhc Ore
Lona Horno

Hell

I-'anell

Renee

Uauller's Stceuleclls

Capitol. <l)

On

Harold Groen

I

Whltey Roberts

VKW YOKK

atofen earner

Harry Lefcourt
Clark's Hawaiian!

below tndlcn(« opening day of etiow.
or (pill week,
Jbrilun

Jerry Baker

and while appearing in Manila
Clifford' Fischer, who revived inmarried Thomas King, supervisor of terest in the two-a-day legit vaude
the Manila hotel.
with- his production of —Priorities,
of 1942'' is planning another edition
Cllon Gray Ore
ChlcuKn <•?>
Morton Downey
(3)
of the show. Ho's currently lining
Merry Macs
,ose Mario
Hay Itenaon Ore
Cole 9«W»
up names, although no pacts have
Dick Leslie
colors, bas-relief mural designs, even
(Uptown)
II Malson
Mark Monte Oro
Unit Review
J Heart*
anny Dra'yson
Hazel Scott
been concluded yet.
down to balcony lamps resembling
lintel IliMisetelt
OMAHA
liiiofieuc Coca
Ouy I.ombardo Ore the interior ot a carnival tent. wilT
DETROITOrpheum (S81
Aside from "Priorities" Fischer
Avon
l.onc
snmy
Plnu
llmel
Mlehlimn (id)
attract all eyes. Uniforms of attendA. B Marcus Ilec
Win Frnnltliii
T\ay TCimber
produced "Keep 'Em Laughing" with
TOI,KIK>
Woody Herman Btl
ants, 'cigaret and hatcheck girls likeCeno Field (3)
ICov Vox Tld
guy Klbbee
Paramount (Sf»)
Victor Moore and Billy Gaxlon top1'1«
Kd HallOrc
Burton
wise are most attractive.
Dame
Marion Tltinielu
(CURRAN,
SAN
ping, another of the variety typa
FRANCISCO)
Cn(e Society
Georgia un Hnnnlstot
Room itself is of unusual plan(Downtown)
Hotel Si. Kevin.
revue.
San Francisco, Feb. 20.
ning. That part which has the dance
Mary I.ou Wms
Josephine Houston
Harlmrd l<eeda
floor on which the show is given hay
Paul Small production of eight-act
Uuriior & Maye
Josh White
l'veil Miller Ore
a starred blue ceiling that is as high vaudeville reuiie. Headlines Afartlia
Cliff Jackson
T Urooks Organ
as four floors of the hotel, easily pro- Kaye with Dean Murphy; features 4 *Ice Capades' 145G in D.C.
Pull Moore Ore
Dm thy Shny
Ciislnn Ruese
viding ample space for aerial acts, an Skating Macks, Sarah Ann McCabe,
Paul Spnrr Ore
Olfta Ttoclonova
Laa-/ lo Ore
Renee De Marco, Smith 4 Dale; Tip,
integral part of the show.
In Record 10-Day
Adiu Kuznetzolf
COLl'MBI'S
Hold Tall
BOSTON
Carnival has* the backing of the Tap and> Toe, Buster* Shaver toitli
Simeon Karxueff
Vincent Lopez Ore
Palace (6-8)
A record breaking S145.000 was
Boston (I)
Bowery Savings Bank, funds coming Qlw.e, & George & Richard, Walde- snagged by 'lce Capades" during
Codolban'Orc
Hotel WnMorf-A
Lea Browii Ore
ita
Bobby Sherwood Or Whitney Sis
Victor Borge
Club u
from Robert E. bowling, a board mar Guferson, orch director; at
run at the Uhline Arena,10-day
1'red & IB Marry
lioy Sedley
Barry Wood
Sieve Evans
Curran,
Sjin
Francisco;
(op.
$3
member. He is the head of the City
Washington,
D.
Engagement
C.
Investing Co., which bought five theended
last Tuesday (18
played
13
atres on Broadway a year or so .-.go
Paul Small, producer of specialty
and
had
capacity
(Astor,
Gaiety,
Fulton.
Morosco, revues, has assembled another aggre- performances
BOOKING THE NATION'S LEADING INDEPENDENT
Bijou), but that enterprise is in ho gation of headline personalities for crowds at every show.
VAUDEVILLE THEATRES
way connected with the new night the sixth stanza of the series, "Fun
Most of the coin came In from
club or the hotel. Capitol is one ot Time," which sizes up as another advance sales.
the Emil Ronay hotel chain, which winner.
includes the Belmont-Plaza. As thai
It's
straight vaudeville, lied toplace includes the Glass Hal. cabaret gether by the suave emcee patter ol
BEVERLY HILLS. CAL.
YORK
financing is not exactly new to the Dean Murphy.
CALIFORNIA BANK BLDO
PARAMOUNT BUILOINS
banking bunch. Carnival takes in
Opening brings oh Murphy, whose
what were three stores on flth ave- pleasant prelude is interrupted by
nue and one on 51st street. It figures Martha Ray e, heckling from a box,
. DAYTON
Vln'o Curran
I. eo Reisman Ore
lay. Kelly
to be real opposition to Rogers Cor- Sud-silly. she wabbles on stage lor MARILYN CURTIS
Ann Deuli*
BKO (I)
illacha Unrr Ore
is:10 Fontaines'
ner (originally Jack Dompsey's). one chatter with Murphy, From there on Songs
Cab Calloway Ore
Caye Dlkon
Iceland
CLEVELAND
block south, but Carnival has no she wanders in and out of the s#iow, 10 Mills.
SAN FRANCISCO Jerry Dcrgcn
.Sammy Birch
Palace (1)
However, the high much the same as Lou Holtz did jn Leon & Eddie's, N. Y.
cooling system.
Golden Onte (SH)
Flora' Veatoff
4 Whirlwinds
Burns i * Kvelyn
(Jordon A.ndrowa O
pike Jones Ore
l.a Mar & Martin
Marilyn Curtis is Eddie Cantor's
ceiling may solve ventilation jyrob- the previous stanza, "Show 'Time."
Rose Murphy
CuprtcaDniia
Muriel Ki el low Gla lem -when warm weather comes. As Her songs include the socko "Mister second youngest daughter; now 21,
5 lack Bi-oh
T. * Sally Pe Marco Boyd Heathen'
Ray BiiKllsU
ady Mannera
and Ida was having five more babies
for liquor, the prices are moderate Paganinl," "Great Day Is' Coming
Dixie Roberta
MaviH Mima
BlncliAlone
Ted Eddy Oro
I'amy Browbter
and there is no cover charges, only SI and "Accenchuate the; Positive." at Leon 4c Eddie's ringside last FriAnicelo Ud
Knl.ntd Twins
Jlti.it.>
Kelly**
minimum: There is a bar adjunct "Honeysuckle Rose" and "He's Home day (23) when she was making her
Mnrty Martin Ore
l.a liublo
which was not' ready when the club for a Little While." She sells 'em debut. But both Eddie and Ida don't
1'04 Bo«t>
Jean Colvlna
all for top returns.
have to worry.
Eddie, 'of course,
jmcIi Wilson Orch
opened. ,
Warier
Uud.vn L> nn
U Blzony Ensemble Jo Ann Col Iyer
The show is framed with a circus
Smith and Dale are also clickp in will never have to change his name
iMttnMMid Baraetline Alpnui
theme, but. the hit of the lineup is their skit "Dr. Kronkhitc,"j topped to Curtis but. on the other hand, deBob Hall
spite the youngster's determination
MEW YORK CITY I-Vankie Carle Ore I.a Plerra
Silvia & Christian, acrobatic dance off by a soft-shoe dance finish.
RoHila
Wally Crane
Strand («)
Fran); Ro.ta >
Sarah Ann McCabe, in sleek, re- to go it alone, she in turn will bring
team from overseas (New Acts).
Dlunc P«»o
Oarmen Cavalluro-O June Wilson
[Joncl Knya
Carter & lloaa
Team's stunt of strength is on the vealing, snug black gown, registers no .theatrical blight to an honored
Ip Nelson
Knnno Friiocl*
(«>•>
Joe Cn |»ello Ore
sensational side.
There are Key- in her song session. Tunes include name in show business.
Johnny Long Ore
'eter Lorre
I faze I. Ma. ocean
4
Lit r<K)7a
ondra Darielt
WASHINtiTON
Majfcla Dulo
stone Comedy cops. Gay Nineties- "You Belong to Me." "Sympathy,"
The first and both parents hope
Ouu-ho Marlines
PBIIADKLPUIA
Karle <",)
Cecil Lewln
warblers, stooges working through "Trolley Song" and "Strange. Music" it'll be the last— of the brood to be
J HacUetc Cta
Gloria Lelloy
Karle (2)
Ro.vy.etles
Machtio 1M
the show and among the guests, per- from "Song of Norway."
literally, stagestruck' just went ahead
Billy. Dunka
Sons of .Kun
Tarl Vance
l.a UurltBlqo**
Rill Quentmeyer
I'TICA
Buster Shaver, with Olive, George oh her own, against parental advice
The Chorda
formances being timed at 7 and 10
J«i Siafford
Mitchell Broiher
Stanley itl-l)
lieu Berl
and
Richard
Brasno,
rnidge*
trio,
a
and acquiescence. (The oldest, Marp. m. because of the curfev: a 'so
l.eon Victor
Mlcbael tldwarda
add to the merriment with addi- jorie, at least expended her showbiz
Tm.l Kelly
matinee on Saturdays.
Mnrt Tteld Ore
Vincent Tin vrr« Ore' (ill Johnson
Best of the aerialists is Ullaine tional clowning. Foursome offers a yen via the managerial channel by
400- < lull
S'n-aHftes Ore
on
ring-; miniature revue of their own. com- joining an agency, from which she
Malloy,
who
works
high
up
Tommy |ior?r-y Ore Carl liavaaza Ore
Independent
and trapeze, doing giant swings on prising comedy, singing and dancing has since resigned.)
Ronnie Low AN" inn
liuirdy liivh
Ma»ter?i 8t Rolllna
the 'latter -bar.
Three of Winnie that goes over big.
Sans fanfare, and wisely. Eddie
IIiiVBttavMiidrtil
Ma/./.onc-Abbott O
Four Skating Macks contrib a Davis eschews any special intro for
Hoveler's 8 dancers (from Chicago!
ft U illlama (3)
Cloria Gilbert
NKW YOKK CITY Leonora Roberm
are used for a high webbing act. dazzling routine on the rollers. Act the very personable Miss Curtis,
S*>uny Klnif
Klllo A r deity
Mule Hall <l>
Bock & Davis
Scnor Gortoz
A. A. Cantu
using suspended ladders.
Jane l>cerh»K
Kroller & Dearborn
For the combines fancy- stuff with acrobatics who goes through her repertoire
CuruHniL SoifTi'»*a
Rob Pouiclas
3 Ilollyw'd SteitneVii Amanda Williams
and
gets
of
plenty
applause,
on
their
finale there is Lucy Gillette leapm
with poise, charm and eclat. Faced
Bill & Cora- Huhd
The Puanoa
H;irold ^ l.olanABTFOaXD
to a breakaway trap, as she did with thrill stunts.
by her deadpan family at ringside,
Zmco & Beryl
Slate (i-4>
Renee DeMarco, topflight baTt- i.e.,
the Ringling, Barnum & Bailey- cirJohnny Johnston
Von AndrlnlA
Ida and two of the daughters,
Joe Besner
Roiy <tn)
cus. That she can swing in so wide, •.-oomologist and her own smart styl- plus assorted
relatives and intimates
Victor Borgo
Radio Stat'H Parade
an arc rives some idea of the Car- ist in gowns and coiffure, appears who dared Marilyn to make good, It
Al G onion
nOLYUKK
Am«nca*»
without a partner (a surprise for
nival's size.
.loan Edwards
IiulluD J'lne Kimw>
was perhaps the toughest ordeal
At \-f.'.t two acts are from Broad those who saw her nightclub rou- given a newcomer. None the less
l'anl AnIi Oi<(j-a>
tines)
in
a ballet-flavored solo so
l.OMi ISI.ANO
Jimmy Cilvcnes
way. shows. Stevens Bros, and Big
InJu ma Ivii ( t-4)
Cleo Florenz
Well done and evokes she unreels "Poor Little Rhode
Boy, the trained bear was in "Laffing quence.
land," "My Mother Said There'd. Be
OlmrloH Ciirrt'v
Maya Klya
of applause.
Room Only" (Winter Garden).- the plenty
.Dell O'Uell
l'aula Sartcent
Tip, Tap and Toe, Negro dance Moments Like This," "The Man I
\"«riey Arena (4)
routine being much too long. Bobby
Can* A ^rnut'id
1501 Broadway
team,, click
with their standard Love" and "Gonna Build a Fence
(Two to rill)
Sunny Dunham (>•<
Lane
Claire, shbelass acrobatic
&
Up routines.
HAI/TIVOKK
Hop, 9kli> A- J urn
N«w Ytwk
Murphy follows "Round Texas" with authority, and
dancers, arc out of "Mexican HayHlp|HMlrn:v«> (I)
Moyd A I.oxjis
with his impersonations of Charlie .appeal. The kid has it although, if
ride." Th>i:- "-omic supplement numRaion'f* Dd.us
(Four to till)
she's to go places, she needs special
McCarthy,
KlaiRurci I'in-luii
MIAMI
ber scores: There are two nicclv Snerd, ClarkBette Davis, Mortimer material 'and coaching. Her voice
Gable, Ronald Colman,
Id Co
Eininclt OhI-ntln <hiartcr (I)
trainee ensemble numbers by the W.
Hudson Wondera
C Varellns Bd
Jack Vopm"
lillly Vlue
C. Fields, Hugh Herbert, Kathar- does not qualify her as an Al Siegal
.itKte (*ut'l>ellu
Ke-n tlova'
eight Hoveler girls, one "Indian Fan- ine Hepburn,
Aiilhony & AUyn
Tbv Apuleluns
vocal discovery, but her inherent
Lionel
Barrymore
and,
Wliil
Walsh
Hotel- Atiiliassbiiof
Ho.viil Vl)
MarJ. CiaJnjtwtff tU
tasy" and the finale stepping bit of course,
Eleanor and F.D.R. - All showmanship, fortified by special
t.nuts Betnncourl O ]tiHltt> Clarke Ore
I.urky Mllli.i.ier Or CrlHba * Urort:*
"Marche Militaire."
The Calgary socko as ever.
Jo«e Perex Ore
songs, should, carry her right along.
Julc* Lando Ore
Moke A 1'oke
Fuller's Stylinis.
Bros., with the odd routine of acroLr ataaes Men
H*tel A«tai
Abel.
.The finale brings a parade of all
S 1'o'ni.s
Coodmnltl) HroH
Thelnta
Joao
Jloiand
Carpenter
Or«
batic
pantomime, get across easily. the players through Miss Haye's
Rush Miller
Sophisticated l.dle*
Alevrvyn Nelson
Ron- Perry Ore
Claynor & Rofts
St«u (1-3*
There- were several talent additions dressing room. 'Audience is set for
Caiianil Wilson
C'ai lu'riiii- llurris
NKWARK
otrl HelaioM
after
the
premiere.
A.
a
(>aj.
Bobbins
Uitn
and
striptease
& Dusk
that doesn't come off. SILVIA A CHRISTIAN
JuH)>pliitii> HdjeiAdHltlM (1
Plaaa
.Monica Bbyar
Frank Borden were billed but not Overall, show is sock entertain- Acrobatic Dancers
fieorge <)l.««»n Ore
4 I'll rl urlH
Mariv- Drttke
Ceurlc Wollace 3
present
Murthu TJIion
Millionment all the way.
4 Mint.
H-7)
Meyer.
lenity Youujjm:..n
Hul llQvUaml
liale Iielmont
r.e*u at FMIeV
Art Mooney and his orchestra
The Carnival, N. T.
Franks & Janlre
Clu>tnn & I'hilliiM
Artlni He cooauelo'
FjHIle Dnvis
featuring
Rsathia
While the new and most elaborate
Stevens.
Russ
Turn fVNoUl
>osroi.a:
Pnysbn He Ore
I^l Itociie Btoh
Grant, The. Lamplighters and Dick
night club, The Carnival, has someFrl:*-i»"« Ke:ilH
Cealer <l»
.Vino .Morales Bd
Johnny 'I'hompHon
pf this spot like best. Johnny WilWlirred Dubois
BUI'M) JtKOOK
Ai:tr^ l.n Curtis
thing of the circus atmosphere, the
lletel BWta*H»
Wise, are in action throughout the.
liams, new vocalist with orch. pipes
Trutnjiot £
(i
Itrouk VZ)
.loan (lyldott
J I'ayttei.
show. There is also Frank Sorrel 1
standout of the show is an acrobatic
1 Jtdd f.yon
"Night and Day." and "That's an Irish
Himihreros
A an' Warren
Silvia
and
dance
orchestra,
team :from abroad.
with
an
electraharp Lullaby"
Connor* Hoywell
Finn * Jdiiti^Dil
Sherty ttrittttn
i:.'inir>ytenart-.'
for nice returns.
Dottic is much taller than the average g" r
featured. Show is billed "A Sawdust
TATKHSON
(Three t'i <ill
Hildy ROfferi Ore
* Martha
|
Dotson, femme vocalist, has a spot of
NaJ-titUseen in such turns and is a real
Hotel < onnnaiir.
Art Wuner t>rc
Holiday," but that's a gag. for it-has
her own and does nicely with "Rum looker.
V & it MJUer
Towers (2-4)
Ilol Jlc/otyrw
Mnlitr rarli>
class and is a hit.
Christian tosses her around
Ibec
MftrkN * l^ucille
Robert Baxteiand Coca-Cola" and. "Babalu." Band with such ease that it's surprising.
l>i?u fla^iiairi
Ituth U.vlor
Jfnrrla * Amlpr.*
Yi.U OrIII
Sirzuiine T:« Fcl
Uelet Dlito
opens with their old standby, "Ode to
But a streng:h stunt is a real eyeAnthony & ltnicert
Al Hi Jionk
Albirrtn Ore
Don. Baker Ore
.a Tree," which gets laughs and
m
gives opener..
Juyrliiiff Jeweb
3Uule> St. Mb rtl
Chrisiian holds Silvia
atalel tTalleus
Ortjea's
Blaekhanfc. Chi
the show a good start.
(n-^i
3 WoIIh
(t»y llerbeck
iKraakbn)
the palm of his right hand, 'she restChicago, Feb. 23,
Victor & Hutli
.Irrrcy ffailcer
Fernando and Fair, man and woman, ing on Tine foot, toes only making
Kimo Haa'n
Del Courtney Orch
IIhitIh & Allen
Sl»<« <1-3)
IIjioM Stem Ore
Tile 'Suns
(13)
toilli
have a marionette act that is clicko. the contact. It's a leverage trick,
.Toweplilne Boyer
Banty Pendleton
Hawuliuii rmuUlse
Jimmy O' Br iaa>
Dottie Dofsoii.- Johnny
Williams Edwards and Diane, held over,
are man's elbow being supported- by his
l^wtii ft Brook*
Hilly (IriBltb
Rolre l^alnalea
J 4 01*
Fernafido & Fair, Edu-fo-d 6 Diane an attractive
dance pair with nicely hip. but the way it looks he's a
3 HolJyw*d Stf*fi|n
t.<rp*r'B Tfnwallans
M mii Kal
Will Wnrd
$l-$2.50 minimum.
Tnpn Kaua
Tut'rfer & Trcmfliiie
rAWTlXUKT
Siniier .MldceU
patterned routines smoothly done. guy not to start an argument witn.
Tullnia
l^rry A I.ynn
Ca»IU» («>
Mousie Powell Bd
Open with a waltz to "Die Fleder- Girl is six feet tall, he about four
Sfalle
Maya Kyla
.Olit K 'unl a wful.
Flolder * Harriet
Back to the stand where he first maus" that features a nifty one-arm inches shorter:
MoUlhana
Jan Bart
It's a Viennese duo
Puata Sarseot
A A II Havel
gained
popularity
in
these
parts.
Del
swing
and
follow
(Thr««
Harold
tt> flD>
AJotaa Ore
with a.' lively and has been here several years
KLIZABETM
Ottta Vt'oyiovn
Courtne" and his crew arc dishing rhumba to ''Say, Si Si." Over
9adle LKanka
rffiranrr.pmA
aPJa^af Lfeaaaefta
ISbertr <i-*)
big. though missed by reviewers.
Hen Pnxtnn Ore
Lynn & Lene
out just the kind of music patron*
The "lajHiifhnrilB
(bee
Afore.
Ma FlUKi'iulii
uck & Hubbies

;«^li
lootle

C'lllt

Brown

Williams BJ

The

"Gay OO's Qiinrtstla
Blue Angel

Nnznrro

Orpheum

.l»altt

Evelyn Knight

Chatl wicks'

MINNEAPOLIS

CHICAGO

('.'»)

Carnival decor Is Russell Pattermost dacprative achievement.
Indicated that, were he to turn his
talent towage decor, he would be in
demand oy managers.
His vivid

I'terre

Swnnn

son's

Russell

ucrnards

Stanley Mclbn Ore
Hotel I'lua

Pearl Bnilcy
Chltllson
II
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LegiU Nix Curfew Bid

ATAM Members Amenable To

Broadway producers, asked by
nltery ops to advance curtain to
8:10 p.m. to. give audiences a
chance to dip into niteries after
show before curfew closing, can't

Unions Group Insurance Plan

Of

that

Coast Producer Sues
Los Angeles, Feb.

8:40 for straight plays. Contend that cabaret floor shows
switched to 7 p.m. would conflict
with an earlier legit curtain, if

27.

Paul Gordon, legit producer, filed
suit for_$58,400 against his hankroller,

Gilda Gahlberg, charging refusal to
easy for members come through with an oral agreewould be ment to back his stage production,
to pay. A 1% assessment
Persuade Me Not," based on Anita
collected from meiribers .with jobs,
Loos' "Cherries Are Ripe."
until the premium is collected. Cost
After four months of "painstaking
approximate and
of the policies is
and arduous effort" on the show,
cannot be exactly computed until
Gordon, asserts, he has not received
data is secured from members, premium being dependent on the averr $20,000, as promised. The other $33,400, he declares, represents expected
age age of the entire membership.
There are around 525 members lh profits, plus salary coin.

planned seeing a
legiter after the nitery show.

early

agrees to pay $5.

Union makes

diners

it

Day For

Fiefd

Scenic Artists

1

ana applications from two-

thirds' of that total are
before, the policies would

necessary

be Issued.
physical examination is required.
Union desires to know how many
members want the insurance and
expects to announce acceptance or
Otherwise before the next meeting

'BARRETTS' N.Y. REVIVAL

No

on April 20.

NEW SYLVAINE FARCE
IN CLICK LONDON BOW
"Madame

London. Feb. 27.
Louise," which opened at

the Garrick Feb/ 22, appears to
a successful legit entry..

This

is

the

new Vernon

be

Sylvaine

amusingly exploits characterizations by Robertson Hare and
It

farce.

Alfred Drayton.

Bifly

,-.

Rose's Intensive

Hunt for a Press Agent
What
:

is

described

as'

the "most in-

FOR CORNELL-AHERNE
Revival of "The Barretts of

Street" on Broadway so soon
after the completion of the show's
appearances in the European Theatre
of War was the most interesting announcement over the weekend.
Katharine Cornell and Brian Aherne
will co-star, as they did when giving out for the GI's, but during summer or early fall Miss Cornell plans
going to the South Pacific war fronts,
possibly with another play.
"Barretts" will first play Washington and Boston, being due in New'
York April 2. Play ran originally 47
weeks on Broadway at the Empire,
with the same stars,, the engagement
being interrupted by a six-week
summer layoff and at the time it was
doubted that "Barretts" could pick
up its excellent business pace after
suspending, but it did. It opened
Feb. 6, 1931, and finaled Feb. 13, '32,
after which
tourned to great
it
pole.

grosses.

tensive manhunt" on Broadway was'
Billy Rose's effort to secure a publicly

man,

Wim-

Makes Wash. V. Request
Washington, Feb. 27.
Katharine Cornell has applied to
the trustees of George Washington

man to succeed Wolfe Kaufwho wants out as press agent

with "Seven Lively Arts," Ziegfeld,
N. if:, ostensibly to "write a book."
Rose interviewed half a dozen agents
of standing but none took the job.
Early this week Dick Maney Is
said to have agreed to take over on
"Arts" until Rose finds another boy
but" declared he wouldn't take the
Job regularly. Whjle! Rose Js. making up his mind, Kaufman is on the
job this week.
Maney was on the Rose staff be.
fore * and is credited with having
pressagented the manager into fame.
When Rose had "Jumbo" at the Hip-

University for permission to use its
theatre for the showing there of
"The Barretts of Wimpole Street,"
dated to play the capital of the week
of March 19. She explained that, the
National, sole legit theatre there, had
been booked with another attraction
on that date.
Because of the appearances overseas of the star in "Barretts" at the
war fronts, it is _likely that the
trustees will grant 'the request. It
would be the first professional attraction to appear in the college
theatre, which seats around 1,200.

podrome,

Maney's stories' in the
Sunday drama sections attracted attention.. In those yarns he invented
various terms for Rose, alluding to
him as the "mighty mite," there also

Among

Drop 3

'Family' Actors

From

(ISO Troupe

Three actors in "3 Ls a Family,"
on tour for USO-Camp Shows, have
been dropped from the cast and sent
back from Honolulu Tor varied reasons, but the

show was played on

schedule, three GI's stepping into
the parts.
One of the disaffected
trio was an honorably discharged
Army
casualty and suddenly became
Rewriting,
subject to epileptic fl Is. The reason
Revive Irene' in N.Y. why the Army shipped the others
James Montgomery is rewriting back was not clear. USO has sethe book of "Irene," which he orig- lected three players to join* "Faminated and which had a Tierney- ily" regularly, show probably going
McCarthy score. Show, rated the to the South Pacific
most successful intimate musical
Charles Butterworth, film player,
ever on .Brpadway, is slated to be was hospitalized for two weeks, his
revived on the main stem late in part
being played, by Hamilton
the spring.
Montgomery had been Moffatt, show's stage manager. Actor
"Ting to scratch "Irene" from op- is reported back in the show, which
eretta repertory showings, but book- drew excellent reports on performtags
through the Tams-Witmark ance.
music library appear to have committed the musical for several' stands.
Irene" netted a fortune for its
27th
Season
writers and producer.
It opened a
St. Louis. Feb. 27.
two-year run at the Vanderbilt, N.Y.,
The 27th consecutive season of the
late In 1919. and
road companies Municipal. Theatre Assn. in Forest
added to its big profits. Theatre Is
Park is-skedded to tee off June 7 and,
being used for i-adio broadcasts.
as in previous years, will run nearly
Rose's legiter.

Montgomery

To

of scenic designers. There have been
a number of flops where the scenic
atmosphere was excellent and the
skill of the designers wasted, along
with the backers' money.
One of the. most effective designing
jobs,

by Howard Bay. was

vestiture for

Century,

though

his inin Central Park,"
one of the real

"Up

N.

standouts.

Y.,

Scenic

was

it

a

effects

look 'as

heavy production,

but actually most of it is drops.
Against that is the. meticulously
designed setting for "Signature,"
which was a fast fold at the Forrest

done by Stewart Chaney.
Another disappointment for designer
and backers was "Sadie Thompson,"
Boris Aronson being the artist. Frederick Fox turned in a- good job, with
recently,

Alice in Arms" (called "Star in the
out of town), and so did Sam
for the ill-starred "Sophie."

Widow"
Leve

•

Ditto also for Watson Barratt with
But all
his design- for "Rebecca."

were

flops.
.

The saga

settings coming— from
former Shubert musicals.
"Park" cost under $115,000, or lest

vau'de outfit;

the bouncing check for
well over $1,800 that Hardeen received from Max J. Jelin Is nearly
ended. Brother of the late Harry
Houdini gave a magic show at the
Belasco, N. Y„ some Sundays ago
in association with Julian Proskauer,
head of the Magicians Guild, and
Jelin, who then operated the house,
paid them their share of the receipts
with the rubber check.
Jelin, whose activities as a manager have been curious if not exasperating to showmen,, had the choice
of making good to Hardeen or taking a felony rap."
Case was put
over several times, and last Friday
(23) Jelin came across with $1,000.
Case, which was. postponed last week
at the request of the magician's attorney, comes up again this Friday
(2) before which time the balance
'of

than 50% of the outlay for the
average musical comedy. The weekly gross approaches the $50,000 level,
and it has already earned back the
initial cost in slightly more than
four and :one-half weeks, establishing a new speed record for show
business. Producer claims there are
no backers or partners. The amazing financial condition of "Park" was
made possible when the showman
booked the Century on a rental basis
from the Shuberts, they getting
$9,000 per week, no matter what the

show

,

had advertisedt for suggestions.

If

new name

$15,0*0 Weekly Profit
Only an unusuaY show and house

setup will make for a fast recapture
of the "Seven Lively Arts" production
investment at the Ziegfeld.
Billy Rose has no partners either
and he owns the theatre. Manager
says the theatre earns $7,000 weekly,
with the show's operating profit
around $8,000. By pooling both ends
the profit is $15,000 and production
figures to be paid off in 20 weeks,
provided the present pace of over
.

$45,000 continues. Show, is now in
its 12th week.
"Arts" cost $300,000
to put on.
"Song of Norway" at the Imperial,
one of the highest grossers, should
.

,

have been paid

—

—

off

is

ita

—

:

.

•

getting $56,000 one week
with the aid of an extra holiday peror two. First week, of
"Vanities" at the Earl Carroll when
it was rebuilt was claimed to have
been around $76,000, considering a
high premiere scale, but thereafter
the grosses were between $39,000
and $40,000, maintaining that average
for 26 weeks, after which Carroll lost
the theatre.
Carroll's
theatre
restaurant
in
grosser,

formance

general manager of the tour.

Ballet Theatre'" N. T. Season
Ballet theatre will hold a spring
season of four, weeks at Metropolitan
Opera House, N. Y.. starting April 1.

'

Hollywood, incidentally, is another
cleanup, manager saying during a

appear will be
visit to New York
Tamara Toumanova, Leonide Mas- yearly profit pace
Jerome Rohbins, Agnes de
sine*,
artists

by now on

production jiul, which,' seemingly,
wasn't excessive, but the management claimed at Christmas the investment was not earned back,
"Bloomer Girl," Shubert, is nearly
paid off but it will probably take
considerable time for "LafTing Room
Only" Winter Garden, to get back
the coin put into it.
While "Park" is grossing a new
high for Broadway,, during the boom
there were a number of musicals
that grossed between $40,000 and $45,000
"Sally." "Sunny," "Scandals,"
"Follies" and "Vanities" being among
them. "Whoopee" was another big

a

landa.

Guest

run-,

of
the $150,000 outlay and expects to be
in the clear in another, two weeks.

Geo. Gatts Stricken

is

is

"Park" in recapturing the
Now in its 10th week,

"Town" has paid back two-thirds

George W. Gatts, veteran showman, is in Barnes hospital, St. Louis,
being stricken while there last week
in the Interests of Velor and Yo-

He

'grosses.

,"On the Town," AdelphI,
rier-up to

production.

.

-

|

-

THAT RUBBER CHECK

to

Shows

is

"Hellzapoppin," of musicals in recent yiars, representing a smaller
investment. However, that was a
freak which started out to be a

JELIN VULCANIZING

"The Dark of the
Moon," due on Broadway soon,
faces the same situation..

.

.

Outstanding as a money maker

Mike Todd's "Up In Centra* Par.k,"
which is netting a pro At of around
weekly at the Century, IU
production cost is less than any major musical in recent times, only

Classification of

.

apply this
three

$20,000

obtained in that^ manner, the person supplying an acceptable title is to receive a $1,000 war
bond. According to Czinner's ad, he
the League of New York Theatres, doesn't think 'Tlie Overtons" is an
who acted on behalf of Norman ideal title and wants one "as merry
Pincus, Alvin manager.
•and amusing as the show itself."
Reilly received a telephone call There is supposed to be a prize of a
from Petrillo's office, a "Mr. Sleeper" $500 war bond for the second best
saying that Petrillo regarded the title and a $100 bond for the third.
"Tempest" a matter for the local Those entering the contest must enunion. One out-of-town local called close the stub of their tickets to in"
it a straight play.
dicate that they had seen the play.
%

Dicker for Aussie
Rights to 'Follow'

production
least

duced.

for

.

score, has' been
scrapped by James C. Petrillo, boss
of the musickers. No direct answer
was received from him in aaswer to
a letter sent by James F. Reilly of

At

music and dance attractions will
have paid off the nut more quickly
than, any major musical ever pro-

AFM

incidental

the

that doesn't

prosperous' season.

something called "Spook Scandals,"

was presented

considerable

require

recapture

to

outlay but

—

L

YBalto Checkup

the. musicals

time

'

its

season

ago, several having nearly

earned back the investment before
Ordinarily
coming to Broadway.

sisters

written a number of short
are embarking in legit with
their first play, "Sweet Genevieve,"
which they will present. They've
secured the President, a 300-seater
known as the 48th Street for a time,
show being due early in March.
One reason why the President is
being used is the shortage of theatres. It hasn't been used for legit in
years, although early in the '.winter

"Signature" was. first known as
"He Signed His Name" and was. done
originally at the University of Indi- Is expected to be paid.
ana.. Burton Rascoe tried to justify
his rave notice on the play, which
closed after two performances, by
'Overtoils' Cast Takes
printing two letters from readers
who supported his opinion. One
Cut; 4-Wk. Guarantee
writer said: "The closing was an inother
one
sult to you and to the
Cast of "The Overtons," which recritic a? well who approved the cently opened at the Booth, N. Y.,
the
about
people
But what
play."
has agreed to take a cut in salary.
who bankrolled the drama?
Vincent Lawrence play got mild notices and ditto business, but Paul
Czinner, the producer, who is the
husband of Elisabeth Bergner, has
Stew
Tempest'
expressed confidence in the show and
has guaranteed the cast that the play
Gets Petrillo Go-By will continue at least four more
"Overtons" is due to move
Indications are that the protest weeks.
over the. musicians union classifying to the Forrest March 12.
Manager also feels another title
Shakespeare's VThe Tempest." Alvin,
N. Y„ as musical comedy, because might help the play's chances and

Negotiations for Australian rights
"Follow "the Girls" are on between
show's producers- and Charles H.
Allen, representing the Aussie Tivoli
theatre chain in this country. Curinclude an
rent dickerings also
adaptor to rewrite parts of the book
to suit the down under locale.
It's also planhed to have the Tivoli
circuit import a chorine captain from
the present line to leach local talent
the routines.
The Wolper-Borde-Deimar. interests recently concluded a de^al with
13 weeks.
Jack Hylton, British bandleadeTTproJohn Kennedy, production man- ducer, for the English rights of the
CASSIDY'S 'FRONT PAGE'
ager, Is in New York, inking leads. musical.
Los Angeles, Feb. 27.
More than $87,000 in season -subscripJames B, Cassidy bought stage tions already have been sold.
rights to '•Front Page," Ben
Hecht's
in Rehearsal
newspaper play, lor production start
Barry
Schute and
onthe West Coast within six weeks,
"Sweet Genevieve"
Baltimore,. Feb, 27.
Schute.
Casting starts as soon as Cassidy
Working
mightily
-on a general
"Carousjel"— Theatre Guild.
returns from Detroit, where he is
Whalen.
revise
Tim
Three"—
of "Foolish Notion;" presented
"Dinner for
currently staging the .Ibsen drama,
by the Theatre Guild, with Tallulah
"Lady In Danger"— Fisher, Allen.
"Doll's House,"
Bankhead starred, at Ford's here last
Widow"—WaxSpangled
"Star
week, Philip Barry had to be taken man, Kipness.
New Dallas' Little Theatre
to Johns Hopkins hospital for. a
"A. Place of Our Own"— Golden.
Dallas, Feb. 27.
checkup, remaining after the troupe Nugent, Montgomery.
Dallas has a new Little Theatre went on to Washington.
Moses,
Leave"
"The' Lovely
organized last week as the Dallas'
Entire new third act said to be re- Hahna.
ineatre, Inc, with a fund of
$10,000. placing.
"It's a Gift"— Goval:

St

Joy and Marchetta Schute,

who have

stories,

the interesting features of two performances.
the season is and has been the work

of

being references to him as the new
Bamum. Maney also agented Rose's
Aquacade at the N. Y. World's Fair.
Mary Dowling ("Stuttering Sam"),
ex-Billy Rose's Diamond Horseshoe
showgirl, is doing some special'baHy
for the bistro but is not p.a.'ing

some time

Legiter on Broadway

allegedly a revue,

hit this

so far paid off the production cost

*

'

•

ATAM

Sisters to Present

and

Angel for $58,400

ATAM

amount

Every straight-play

it's

week voted
and Managers last
unanimously in favor of group ineligible.
surance, all members being
Plan calls for a life policy of $1,000
each the approximate cost being $10
yeariy.

not inclined to disturb present schedule of 8:30 for musicals

Week

Ptod. Nut; Tark' Gravy This

comply.

League of N.Y. Theatres opines

Members present at a meeting of
Theatrical Agents
the Association of

On

Straight Plays in Fast Payoffs

to

week

that the

around

$500,000.

last
is

Mille, Argentinita, Pilar Lopez, and,

guest

as

conductor,

Thomas

Sir

Chi Theatre 'Nuisance*

Beecham
Alicia

now

Markova and Anton

appearing * in

Billy

Dolin,
Rose's

Given

Up

to Shuberts

"Seven Lively Arts," will appear on
Chicago, Feb. 27.
two Sunday, evenings as guest stars.
Following a year and a half of
Regular company will be headed by
Nana Gollner, Nora Kaye, Hugh La- probably the most topsy-turvy management of a legitimate house here
ing, Lucia Chase, Janet Reed, Anin years, PfeifTer & Goldberg; lessees
tony Tudor and Alicia Alonso.
of the Great Northern,- are throwing
up the sponge by unloading the house
Memphis Troupe Homeless
on the Shuberts.
Memphis, Feb. 27.
Deal calls, for an estimated $15,000
Memphis Little Theatre, headed
by M. A. Lightman, will be without for the two-year lease, which will

;

'

.

•

be paid, if the deal goes through,
home in June.
Local thesps have used Playhouse on a nuisance value basis rather than
Municipal Chickasaw Gardens a takeover, due to the fact that.
building for past 15 years, but city PfeifTer & Goldberg are utterly unfathers want same beginning this able to book any drawing attractions.
summer, for expansion of Municipal It's a situation that has prevailed
ever since they took over the house.
Museum.

a

in

.

'

:

1

.

-

Inside Stuff-Legit

Los Angeles, Feb.

27.

Al««h Ada About Love

is the new genof the Los. Angeles and

Eleanor Pinkham

.

eral

manager

Boston, Feb.
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and all employees: Branch was managed by Joe
formerly head of the Arrow agency, an active office .some seasons
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the commissioner suspended the main office of

for' four days starting
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They'll tlx it here all, right, but
there's, an element of doubt it'll ever
hit smash proportions.
;As it stands at the moment it has

o(T.

Moon"

'Dark of the
Bost; (26-10).

Shubert

"Deep Mrs. Sykes"— Wilbur, Bosl.

.

.

Doll's

.

.

:

-.

House"— Shuberl-Laiavelle sortment

of Renaissance costumes of
the most delicate tints which, may
well ihllucticc fashion both as. to cut
"Firebrand of Florence" ("Much
and color. Everything else il has can
Ado About Love")— Colonial, Bos. possibly be improved: the book, cast,
(26-10).
dances, lyrics, and music, in that or'Foolish Notion"
NaW, Wash, der of necessity. It is also'impera(26-10).
liye that somebody devise another
Gilbert & Sullivan— Billmore. L. joke lo keep the one already there
from dying of embarrassment.
A. (26-3); Russ Aiid..

As with Crouse-Lindsay's "Hasty Heart." which has a record number
of angels, well over CO.- John Moses-Mark Hannas debut legit production.
"The Lovely Leave." has almost as. many, probably the runner-up. with
48 backers. They're all in. the small half-unit and one-unit, class of $000 or
$1,200. The backers include a few from show biz. such as Helen Hayes'
mother. '.Thcrcse Lewis, arid her husband, Hubbell Robinson. Jr., Larry
Adlcr. Mrs. Lea (Hal) Home. Bill Weinlraub (agency). Stanley (Neiman-)
Marcos: also Herman Shumlin, who is staging. "Leave" is Major Luther.
Davis' dramatization of Frederick Wakeman's book. "Shore Leave," and
opens March 8 at the- Locust. Philly, with Belasco slated for March 20 on
Broadway.
Incidentally, as with her ex-Revuers pards. Adolph Green and Betty
Compsori, authors and stars of. "On the Town,"- Judy Tuvim make's her legit
debut in this show. Miss Tuvim is now known as Judy Holliday.

with a deft characterization. Kath^
lce.iV Lockhart
plays her .rcal-llie
(Continued on page 46)

superb production and a -vast as-

a

(27-10».

Del. (26-10).

.

Play

oil

Broadway

And

H«>

My

•

—

Ai'llinr
V'li-lor

Jireklim-,'!

.1.

.tin

l.ovo
airiuvlaliun

.

with

lllll;ii-\'l,1:ill. |,t-iiiluelii,ii

(one

efiinejy

m-enel

Waller

Stars

lleinlnn,
I'rouly;

t ,'r
tliiee-fiet
Kihv.n-il t'anllleld.
reiilin-es
Vliilel

l,y

llanniileii:

I.ihiik

llolil,.

San Diego
SIUK'-'I liy
Derived from "The Firebrand," hit
(5-6); Mun. Aud.. Long Bench (7):
llayniiliursnvey hi
comedy of 20. or so years ago; show I'Vli.
21. 'J I: M.iai
Civic Aud., Fresno (9): -Mem; Aud..
follows the general trend of the origSai-nlr retiiuii
Sacramento. (10
inal yarn about Cellini, the famed lien..
"Good Night Ladies" (2nd co.)— Florentine artist and libertine, whose Maltha \\VIimi
Coliseum, fivansville (26): Hartman. escapades keep his. neck in a. noose Mm. Siienee.
Nrieiiie...
Columbus (28-3); English. Ind'plis and whqso wit and charm keep it Mr.
rhyllln
out. When the witless duke of Flor- Allen.;..
(5-7); Colonial. Akron
<8i;
Park,
ence takes Cellini's model to the Mr, Killnn.ro..
Youngstowri (9-10).
siunmer
palace, Cellini follows, as a Attn llennetl
"Happily
l..l7Kle
'

:

Dale.

Kvtl

.

Itei-Uliai.l:

at Nat

eil

Jfd

nelliiiB

liy

N. T.;

i"ii:il.

I,,,,.

...... T.oins Itohb
lliuniHlpn

>.

Waller

...... littler

;

on a week-to-weck basis
despite its virtual capacity pace at the Civic. Chicago, is explained by
Ralph Kettering, who- operates the theatre. Show started weakly even
though it was accorded a strong press, takings the first week being less
than $4,000. Stop limit is $7,500. "Menagerie" management, thereupon,
entered into an agreement with Kettering guaranteeing the house up to
March 10. either side being privileged to give a week's notice:
Business jumped and the gait has been well over. $16,000. so the guarantee became a technical matter. •"Menagerie" will probably remain in Chi
until March 24, coming lo the Playhouse. N. Y., March 31 (Easter Saturis

—

,Ever

Phila. (26-10).

—

Harriet"
(26-28); Aud.,

.

,

The

SI ra niter.

.

.

Itiuli Jfoimind
.CharleH folli).

. .

.

.

Hula

rMioonla Nollor
.Syitney Ornnt
.
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.
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After"
Wainiil. lover ot the duchess. Usual misunderstanding develops and Cellini is
Davidson, Milwaukee tried for conspiring to kill the duke.
St. Paul (1): Lvceum. The duke's own blunders contrive to

.

.
,

lii-mtljr

.-.leil

V iolet Heinhlff

.

Viola neiin

.

.

"And Be My Love"

.

Velsoy

.tti-.-ihiini

mildly diverting in spots, and Dial's hot good
enough considering the multiple good
is

Minn. (2-3); Orpheum. Davenport clear Cellini.
There are a lot of musical set
(5): Shrine Aud.. Des Moines (6>:
Omaha. Omaha (7); Mus. H.. Kansas pieces, solos, duets, trios, even a sep- shows on Broadway.
tet, with a sort oC rccitativo sccco as
Perhaps, the author's theory is
C. (8-10).
well as. spoken dialog in between. wrong^lhal iwo intelligent, middle'Kiss and Tell" (2d. Co. )— Colonial Plenty
of chorus work, too. and this aged people \voiild go lor a niatriAkron (26); Drake, Oil C. (27): is one ot the. better aspects of the monial agency
.scheme, then enter
Shea's,
Jamestown
(28 1;
And show. It is possible the basic idea in into. -a trial, marriage in her ConnecRochester (2-3j; Ford's. Balto. (5-10i Weill's setting was lo recapture in a ticut home. Indications are that they
"Kiss and Tell" (3d Co.)— II. S popular vein the opera buffa style of wouldnll. even if the authoring were
Mozart
'"-.--,
in
"Marriage
of
Figaro"
or
niore adroit.
Aud.. Grand Forks (26): Lvceum
There is a fair number, ot smiles
Minn. (27-1); Aud.. St; Paul' (2-3): "Cosi fan Tulti."- Only once-Mn the
second act— docs' anything approach- provided in. the .second and third acts,
Davidson, Milwaukee (5-10)
ing the proper combination ot music even though there is too much dia"Life With Father" (2d Co.i-Aud
and lyric lo achieve this occur. For log, the script evidently being
Pueblo (26)-; Grand, Rockv Ford the rest, a good tune is flawed by padded. Involvements in the story
(27); And., Denver (28-1): Jr. H.
S poor lyrics or good lyrics are flawed only make the general idea less conby a commonplace time. Meanwhile, vincing. Placing Walter Hampden in.
Aud.. Cheyenne (2); Billmore, L.
A as
nothing that happens is funny, a farce comedy may be far-fetched,,
(5-10).
emphasis is thrown on the romantic loo. for he's niore. used lr>. the clas"Lovely Leave."
Locust. Phila or picaresque qualities, and the leads
sical: yet. another player-in the part
(5-10).
just don't have the., flair to put it wouldn't make much difference.
'Merry Widow"— Boston Opera
over though both of them sing well.
H
Hampden plays one Henry Smith,
Bost. (20-3). Shubert, Phila. (5-10) There is. in short, not enough dash who
meets the widowed Sarah Fen"Merry Widow" (2d Co.)—Lyceum lo make .it a romantic operetta, and ton in a curious way. She has a
Minn. (26); Aud., St. Paul (27-28)- not enough -humor' to make it a mu- daughter j List passed adolescence who
State,
wish *i to wed a sa lor." AsrSarah's
Eau Claire (1); Parkway', sical comedy.
Melville
Cooper,
only
name in the elderly schoolteacher sister,. Martha,
Madison (2-3); Shrine. Peoria (5)show, steals it in a breeze from his is going away on a \isit. Sarah piano
Orpheum, Springfield (6): Orpheum' first entry despite
tepid quality of his to have the p'leas.'iiit-mannered Henry
Decatuf (7); Fischer. Danville (8i material.
The
two
leads—Earl as her guest in the country.
Keiths. Grand Rapids (9-10
Wrightson and Beverly Tyler— both
But Martha doesn't leave town
^'0 Traveler Returns"
Mcw.ctimcrs. are attractive and capa- upon
C'urran.
finding a man in the house. The
ble, bul just miss a- sock quality.
Frisco (5-10).
"love birds" say they are wed. which
<
ah0ma " <2d C °' ) Ca!,s Det - Others range from passable to so-so. only partially inollilies the old-maid10
One
or
two.
of
the
tunes might click. ish sister. Then, on a showdown,
(2C
"You'r$ Far Too Near Me" having Henry and Sa rail
"One Touch of Venus"— Shubert best
say they're just enchances. Dances don't lend much
gaged, Martha being shocked and
Phila. (26-3); Nixon, Pitts.
lo the affair, but the chorus, excep(5-10).
there
"Othello"—Geary, Fresno (26-3)- tionally well-handled, contributes fearing a scandal. Suddenly
arrives Ada ..Bennett, of the stage, to
Geary. Frisco (5-10).
enormously to the general effect. Sets lure Henry,
is allegedly a name
who
^•'Over 21"—Studebaker, Chi. (26- and costumes, however, remain the actor, John Hogarth, back to Broadabsolutely sock materials and may
way but it's only for a week and he
well keep the show going until
^ "Place of Our Own" _ Lvrlc many other problems are solved. its returns' to Sarah's place on the day
Bridgeport (9-10)!
they had agreed- to wed. That she Is
',
Elie.
a research specialist for the Rocke"Ramshackre Inn" _ Mich., Ann
feller's Foundation and has.jusl been
Arbor (26); Mich.. Jackson (27)awarded high honors and. the fact
Shrine, Ft.
,
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The reason 'why "The Glass Menagerie"

.

I.Vl

l-'ii-Kt

:C|orla Story
.Ueverly' 'I'ylei-

(26-10).

.

.

.

(illaiil

i,r

.James .Hudson

.

Alai-Jiiile fiiwon
their offspring.
However. Parson
..lean- Ctielfs
.NornTu Cleiitner W.halcoat has a few tricks up his
sleeve which produce a happy end.
"Much, Ado. About iiove" (to be ing. The tag line which rings down
the
final
curtain
sends the audience
known on Broadway as "The Fire"Calico Wedding"— Locust, Phila. brand of Florence") has three weeks out chuckling.
Crowding Lockhart' for honors is
2C-10Pj.
here to .make up its mind it it is- ah
Parker Fcnnelly as a professional'
"Catherine Was GrCat"
Nixon. operetta or musical comedy. At the witness and general
handyman for
nionicnt .it is very vague and very dull
Pitts (26-3): Hanna. Cleve (5-10).
the the parson. His are. the
"Chicken Every Sunday"— Black- indeed- once the exhilaration of its laugh lines and he comes choicest
through
striking decor and costumes wears
Stone, Chi. (26-10).

.

not loo Weil dressed:"'
Mentioning reviewers who perform "eulogistic jigs" over favorite playwrights. Sobol mentions George Jean Nathan
a hallelujah shpuler for
anything turned out for the stage by' either. Sean O'Casey, the brooding
Cell, or William Saroyan, the ebullient harariguer.
Alter sketching the characteristics of the crili.es on the dailies. Sobol
for 'Variety' and
said: "Important -for.'their opinions are Abel Green
Then too: "Although critics. are a dreaded
his. associate .lack Pulaski."
fraternity, it iY only fair that the public -.should 'know they -are, far more
courteous and thoughtful in their first' night deportment than the general
playgoer.
I am all for advocating a Be.-Kind-lo-Crilics-Wefk."

tender,

H..

-

politan. In yarn headed "Rhapsody iii Boo." he said: "As a.iellow who \vas
once a dramatic critic himself, I must implore you lo believe that, away
from ih'cir fascinating chores
they are kindly, tolerant, meek, lovable,

.

tS

'llofrnian

J'Vi-Ui

.

.

.

Mfljiil--I)iiliiii

Tulsa (27 ): Shrine And.. Oklahoma
C.
(28-1):
Melba.
Dallas
(2-3);
Worth, Ft. Worth (5): Paramount,
Austin
(C);
Texas, San. Antonio
17-8); Mus. H., Houston (9-40). "
"Blossom Time"— Civic Opera H.,

Louis. Sobol.: columnist of the N. Y. Journal-American; wrote an amusiiig
arlicV on drarna critics which appeared in the. February issue of Cosmo-

.

Convention

Homer Whatcoat. manages

in injecting some
showmanship into the knot-tying, trade
The
curtain rises with Whatcoat preDar

•

iiig to perform his 10.000th
weddine
while newsreels record the scene
for
posterity. Two jcporters— boy
and
girl— pose as an altar-bbund coimfe
in order to gel a feature storv'bn'the
J'uul Deal
;..t'liarle.H Shohlun
parsoh. Then it develops the
parson
Melville Ctiiitier
was never ordained., being: an ex
-:-.-:Ullly' WMIIinns
medicine slipw barker. Also
... .I.utie l.i nya
the
Waller Cim( town civic -'committee is' trying
to
.KraitU Stevens
break
up
the marriage mill. Things
Mario
Iqpk dark for a time, especially
....'. ..l-:i'(e Smlileifor
-tin'.v ne Sullivan
the 10,000 "married" couples— and

i .
. ;

l)Ui-lie?S!i

—

.
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*ll Jit :i ill

Huk.i.
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(8-10).

Spirit"
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Karl. Wi-IkImhoii
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.Don Murnliull

.
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Ailli. l.i.

"Bill Comes Back"— Ford's. Ballo,
hy William L. Deutsch. who has had trouble with- Moss before. Last season
26-3); Acad: Mus Northampton (5);
h.» went imo court contending. thai the commissioner was arbitrarily with-'
Court upheld thai argument and. ordered Court Sq.. Springfield <6-7i; Shubert.
hi>l''ing issuance of the license.

ho license granted forthwith.

M

Aft-anlii.
Kiiiella.

Period Covering Feb. 26-Mar. 10)

headed

is

.

no harm

..Bert J'Vectl
rifoytl Heathen
........ .Marlon tireoit
•

Ma (Tin.-,
IVIIinl.

" legal"

. . .
;

•

Mai;lHli-ii|e

Current Road Shows
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Rev.

get across the idea that he takes
Hip
marriage business seriously and sees

ln|>.

j-l.-'U

.H.inUoli4i-3yiii'iiiot(e

.
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.

licenses of the. branch

foil
lyrlra,

1KI, -UM.'i;

ll;t>icn'Hin.

'J'Hrlntau
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Tyler,

Kurl Weill;

.

.Icilin

llii.iliiii,"J'fh.

Imuiil,

Lester,

liy

Jo MleUlner; vunlumeK,
DuUdIh: iloncen, ('Hthoi'lno bl(dlm-lluii,John. Hukkou;
Miiiniy Andeinon. A( Co.

.Ijoak

liy

»1:iki'<I

Bevorl)'

(.'i»i|ii>i',

liuoul Tviif

executive assistant to
executive producer.

,
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With the company Ave years. Miss
Pinkham was upped last year to

competitors.
It seems that
the squawker. bought four tickets for "The Late George
Apley" (Lyceum i. from the downtown branch of Ihe Supreme agency;
pay inn S39.60, '.whereas the price should have been 520.40. So Moss revoked

it

.

basically funny plot, snappy Iauvh
begetting dialog, and GeneLckhlrt
as the parson. And while the
authors
poke fun at marriage mills, the
rote
of the parson, fakir though he Is,
ha,
8 note of. sincerity -which
keeps"m
out of the burlesque class.
Lockhart; a happy choice for
the

23.

rinnlirti prudurtlon ot musical In two
Hi-ntieMi- by Ktlwln JuflLUH iluyer
|ilu>. "Tim FlioUraiul."
reuiuieK

San Francisco Light Opera Associations, one of the few femmcs to
achieve a high
legit production.
.

shut.- at

Then lo make
Sup.eme uptown

.

Town

Plays Out of

.

P*ul Moss had a busy lime of it last week, N, Y.'s license commissioner
name in the papers plenty what with chastising some ticket
brokers and erasing 'Trio" (Belascoi. Mayor LaGuardia and Moss have
asked people who think they were gypped when pin-chasing tickets to make
written complaints, and one "victim" did just that. Moss announced it
wus'ihe "first complaint, thai has come from the public." not including
anonymous letters 'written by envious agency people trying to take pol

Gruii.^ky.

:

Wednesday, February 28, 1945

Eleanor Pinkham Move*
Into Top Legit Spot

netting his

day

a

(

.

LEGITIMATE

44

t
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Equity's Members In Service Committee., which has been sending "Variety'' free to its members in unifouri. has added the legit shows which
are playing near the fighting fronts. Two copies go to each unit, an actor
and an actress, who are expected to pass the paper around to the other
players. A letter explaining the added service has been sent to each unit
by Walter Greaza of the Equity, staff. Only charge for "Variety" for such
purpose is the cost of paper and postage.

.

•

Lambs club, which has been holding special service nights, shows going
on at 11:30 and finaling around 2 a.m.. also^uffers by way of the curfew.
Next affair was to have been USO-Camp Shows night wilh Bert Lytell,
Emit Friedlander and Russ Brown as guests of honor.
Event has been called off for even if an exception Was made because of
the USO angle, the bar would have to shut down at 12 o'clock. It was
figured a dry evening wouldn't be interesting to the clubmen.

—

'

'

New York drama

critic:

when asked

for- his "resignation."

paper that he had been engaged for the duration, so P.S.

reminded

— he's

hi.s

got

still

.

the job.

i

:

Theatre Directory

Valdes Buys 'Calypso'

-

~

For Mexico City Prod

-

Hollywood. Feb. 27.
John Emery, who bought the VinAllen drama. "Calypso," with
trie intention of playing it on Broad.
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way, has sold

the stage rights to
Miguclito Valdes, Afro-Cuban singer

'

whom

Xavier Cugal first brought to
America.
Valdes will. stage the play in Mexico City, and is negotiating With

Carmen Amaya
It's

femme

for the

the warbaler's

first

legit

'

'

.

lead.

Wayne

produc-
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Louis (5-10).

tion effort.
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though (he agency man claims he's a
chiropractor. Loius Hobb's Sarah is
a
very pleasant characterization..
Esther Dare is .rambunctious as the
sister.

Violet

homing

hasn't

much

to

i

do as the actress but. looks okay. Jed
Prouty is too moutliv as the agency

man
Dean

bul that's nol his fault. Vi(» a
is funtiv as the colored maid.:.
-.

Ibet.

...Wllllant

A. Sliliviiiec.

I. II...
siipriir.

.

.

i:iin t *<.itiii>
KllVlit Miu-iliillKal.

II.

•

I-'ennellv

Kallilei'ii l.iii'kluii'i
.(leortie Calverl

..

tluiiurr W'liaii-oa
IliSl.ii,

and

•

.Parker

.

.In I'vli

that he's a star nails the. matrimonial
agency thing as phoney.
Hampden plays his part fairly well,
first saying he is a naturalist, al-

.

Walllii
.Mellin. nne
Jtniix Uoliert-

Dnnald Kirkley and Howard Bur-

man

started out with a swell idea—
that of writing a farce around a
marrying parson in a Maryland
Gretna Green— and by the time

Happily Ever After" hits Broadway
"W«n*-ed Vlct.ory"— Forrcsl, Phila. it should have little trouble luring
in the cash customers.
(28-10).
The play has three prime assets—

ANGELS
The backers of Broadway ihow*.
Nomet, addretiet. amounts they
iavesttd In pravloas plays. The fir**
complete research In this fi«MIndlspensablo to producers.

$25 Per Volume

LEO SHULL,
128 West 48)h Street,

Editor

New

York

I

f

LEGITIMATE
Turtle Continues Chi Leader At

48

For

'Rosalinda' $19,000

Broadway

Okay Pittsburgh Biz
Pittsburgh, Feb. 27.
"Rosalinda" at Nixon last week
opt close to $19,000 at $3.60 (IncludOperetta got away
&|g tax ) top.
slowly, probably^ due as much as
anything to fact that Pittsburgh opera society had presented it locally
only the previous week, but built

at Peak; 'Be

Love $5,500

.

'

SRO $20,6011^ Panned But 17^G
Chicago. Feb. 27.

-f

continues the
-Voice of the TurUe"
with sellouts
boxoffice champion,
week while other attractions
^e,°v

Extra Washington
were given at

f^'up an* down.

Birthday matinees
grosses going
three houses,
.

up

ac-

except with "Ten Little
half a grand
Indent;" which was oft
extra
from last week even wi:.i an
performance. Closing date of •'Glass
cordingly,

now

Mena«erie''

March

definitely

set

for

show has scheduled three
matinees— March 7. 14 and

24:

special

Mae-'Cathorlne' Neat
Washington, Feb. 27.
Mae West in eight performances
played to $29,500 in "Catherine Was
Great" at the National theatre last
week. Every seat in theatre was occupied at all performances. Policewomen looked over the Monday
night performance and gave the play
a clean bill of health.

Bankhead

Tallulah

in

"Foolish

Notion," the new Philip Barry play,
conies in with all seats sold for the
two-week- night performances. Only
a few stray matinee seats are left.
^
here.
Week
It will be a social opening night.
Last
Estimates for
Follows two weeks of "The Stu,f
Black"Chicken Every Sunday
dent Prince," then "Winged Vicstone (5th week) 1.200: S3 ). Dropped
last

list

when

night (26)

'-Blossom

'steenth

its

Peak of the Broadway season was
reached last Thursday (22) on Wash-

tegular

-

didn't get into the

show

until

.

Mae West's
"Catherine Was Great" and advance
a little disappointing considering
what this attraction has been doing
on tour elsewhere.

"Glass

Menage''*."

week) (900: $3.60).
definitely

Civic
Closing

19th

date

set for March 24.
here
Extra -matinee- brought receipts up
to $17,200.
"Over 21,"

nightly" for
et

22 drew capacity, half of that
number having standees despite the
rain.

chilling

-

Theatreward

the last half of the

week was

.

March

PhiUy

$40,000,

surge

height-

Comedy-Drama)

,

R {Revue

Golden

.

<

.1

John

Wife,"

"Soldier's

Imweek) (CD-789: $6).
(20th
proved with field last week, when
count was around $10,000; should
stick well into spring.
"Song- of Norway," Imperial (27th
week) (0-1,427; $6).
One of the
musicals cleaning up: this one got

12.

Estimates for Last Week
Drainn)
Keys: C (Comedy'. D

CD

$45,000

helped but no extra show.

'

Philadelphia, Feb. 27.

tops

(9th week) (M-1,350; $4.80).
Doing- fairly well, with indicated
pace around $25,000; said to be fairly
profitable at that pace:
week)
"Snafu," Biltmore
(18th
Claimed to have
(C-926; $3.60).
picked up to around $11:500; holiday

"And Be My Love" is the latest
addition to the list, failing to impress no more favorably than most
No new
of the February arrivals.
shows this week, the influx of spring
starting
week of
the
attractions

Wham

'Venus'

.

which

•

cause of the coal shortage.

tory" March 26.
"Icecapades," which, showed at
Uline's Arena, did $125,000 in 11 performances. ..Variety Club, which
took a special matinee for its Welfare fund, netted $6,000 profit.

400 tickets
Lahr, Goodman;

selling

Lillie,

revue,

tional

ened by the closing cf schools be-

.

al.\

weekly.
"Sing Out, Sweet Land," Interna-

33.

-

reported

are

also played
All but two
played a holiday' matinee, and out of

dozen shows which
Wednesday afternoon.

a.

Friday

night (23).
Nixon currently has

•

to $13,600.

up with the aid of an extra holiday
and claimed around $11,500.
"Seven Lively Arts," Ziegfeld
Brokers
(12th week) (R-1,626; $6).

Most attractions
birthday.
switched the midweek matinees to
that date, although there were half
ington's

laryngltis.-Margaret Roy <- who ordinarily sings the title role at matinees, subbing for her. Miss Bridges

trip

<

1-Man Show* OK at $11,000

Fine 15G,

and finished very strong.
Lorraine
leading
lady,
ridges, was missing from cast for
moat of engagement on account of

steadily

$29,500 In Washington

21—to take care of the late crowds.
legit
Civic Opera House rejoined the

Time" opened on

Opening Week, NSG, Tone-Wyatt-'Ho

1

,

around $41,500 last week.
"Ten Little Indians." Plymouth
week) (D-1.075: S3.60). Gave
extra matinee on me holiday (ind
the aross went up to. $14,500.
D'id $40,000,
legit setup last week.
"The Hasty Heart," Hudson (8th
strictly top limit.
opening; $22,000.
Stuck to
„
week) (D-1,094: $3.60).
Slid to $12,000.
"Searching Wind," 'Erlanger. (1st
"Anna Lucasta." Mansfield (26th •eight times but improved to around
Local crix were far from enthusiweek) 1.1,500: $3.60). Opened Tues.
Played nine $14,000: quite good here.
astic about "Calico. Wedding." which week) (D-l. 041; $3:60).
"The Overtoils," Booth (3d week)
(20) and. although panned by crix.
began a two-week engagement at times, which sent the gross up. over
'..
total
bring
the
$3.60).
Cast
took
cut and
helped
(CD-712:
matinee
Boston!
extra
Feb. 27.
„.
the Locust Feb. 19. but the Sheridan $23,000 for second consecutive week.
"Rosalinda" bows in
Two openings last -week and one. Gibney comedy didn't do so badly
to $17,500.
"—And Be Mv Love:" National show will stick for four weeks more
this are lighting four houses along inasmuch
March 12 for four, weeks.
as Walnut and Forrest (1st week) (C-l. 164; $3,60). Opened at least; so far disappointing but
"Ten LUUe Indians." Harris (16th the rialto as "Merry Widow" (Shu- were dark and Shubert was a sell- last Wednesday (21) and drew an ad- some improvement with holiday
Without a stretch of early- verse press; ai'ound $5,500 in first help: $6:500 estimated; moves; "Bill
Seek) (1.000: $3). Extra Washington bert) continues for its third and final out.
irthday malm.ee didn't, help grosses session at the Opera House.
"Dark week bad weather, new comedy try- five times, goodly part ot that on Comes Home" follows.
"The .Stranger," Playhouse.
of the Moon" (which tried out in out might have reached really noteany. Lost ground to get $15,000.
first night.
Saturday
Stopped suddenly
last
"Voice •! the Turtle," Selwyn Cambridge, across the river, last worthy figure.
As it was, a nice
"Bloomer Girl," Shubert (21st (24): played two red weeks.
Sellout summer) opened on Tuesday, at the $8,200.
week) (1,000: $3).
(21st
Turtle."
Voice
the
week) (M-1.382: $5,431. Like most
"The
of
Shubert under Guild auspices, took
$20,800.
This week, for the first time in a musicals, played the usual eight Morosco (55th week) (C-986; $4.20).
sock notices and attained hit propor- month
or more, PhiUy has its four times but sold. out pronto; $33,500.
Doing so excellently that last year's
tions from the outset..' "Much Ado
regular legit houses open.
Last
"Dear Ruth," Miller (11th week) three-person socko may be present
About Love," trying out here at the night's (26) two openings were Moss
In nine
Actual, pace tops next, season too; $23,500
Colonial, opened Friday (23) and
(C-940;. $4.20).
Hart's "Winged Victory," in at the
times.
$18,700, which it got last week: preapt medium-to-good notices. Had a Forrest for four weeks with
Was forced off
"Trio," Belasco.
its cusweek up over $20,000 in nine
DET. Que advance and should do well tomary
IN
100% GI operation, and an- vious
by license commissioner after play*
here.
This week's opener is "The other comedy tryout. "Happily Ever times.
ing eight weeks; "The Lovely Leave"
DetroiVFeb. 27.
Deep Mrs. Sykes," beginning at the After," at. the Walnut (dark for five
"Follow the Girls," 44th Street comes in.
First full week of Lent saw some Wilbur
tonight
(27).
Meantime. weeks), which is in for a two-session (46 th week) (M - 1.462: $4.80).
"Up In Central Park," Century
of the biggest, grosses of the winter
Johnson-Shipstad's "Ice Follies of run.
Gene Lockhart is featured. Bounced up to around $34,000, al- (4th week) (0-1,713; $6). Certainly
general along the rialto here.
1945" is current at the Boston Gar"Kiss and Tell" (return) follows on though no extra performance; one of hard to get tickets for . Broadway's
Out from under the first, weeks
denat
$3.20
top
arid
doing
wow
most
consistent musical winners.
biz,
musical leader, despite big capacity
March .12.
percentage markdown to Guild subGeneral
level
of
business
in
town,
in
house;
$49,000.
a
Next' week also brings two openscribers, "Oklahoma'" soared to
Good Night, Ladies." Royale 16th
fact, is very high although icy roads,
ings.
capacity $38,000 in-, its second week
On Monday night the "Merry week) (F-1,084; $3.60). Suddenly
REVIVAL
fog and weather in general are
at the Cass.
It is assured rounding
Widow" revival (Shuberts') starts a added a holiday matinee and no
"The Tempest," Alvin (5th week)
All shows last return local engagement this time chance for advance selling, but went
out the last two weeks of the De- hardly favorable.
Commands, strong
(D-1,331;
$3.60).
troit booking at the
same level. week profited from the holiday and at the Shubert— which' is officially close to $12,000. best figure yet.
draw
and
will be moved to the
Several columnists here opined that from school vacations.
listed for two. weeks but might add
'Harvey," '48th Street (ICth week) Broadway after completing eight
Ahead are "Place of Our Own an extra stanza
the much-played score and the big
as house has no (C-923; $4.20).
weeks here; $24,000.
Played
nine
limes
and
Two
"The
Mrs.
Carrolls,"
March booking week of March 19. This
buildup ot the musical resulted in a
for around $21,400, approximately
12:
"Star Spangled Widow." 19th; "Merry
letdown for the customers.
Widow" did two surprise same as' week before, .when extra
"Tropical "The Barretts of Wiihpole Street," capacity weeks
Katherine
Dunham's
at the Forrest last
Revue'l.climbed to $14,900 in its 26th; "Carousel," 27th; "Common fall. On Thursday night (8) there'll performance was played (Lincoln's
birthday); already sold out for Holy
second week at the Lafayette: First Ground." April 2. and "Kiss and be another preem
for Philly, this Week.
week's gross, after being moved over Tell," mid-April. Met Opera comes time "The Lovely
Leave," which will
$26,700 LN
Hals Off to Ice." Center (36th
from a week at the Cass, was a into the Opera House on April 5 for play for
nine days at the Locust. No week) (R-2.994: S1.98). Inserted an
strong $12,300.
Baltimore, Feb. 27.
It was followed in
a 10-day run.
big marquee names in the cast, but
extra matinee Friday (23) which
Sunday by the "Doll's House," set
Estimates for Last Week
In last week as the fourth of flv*
Herman Shumlin. doing a guest stint drew schoolkids. and in 10 times
for two weeks, with ZaSu Pitts, in
"Dark of the Moon," Shubert (1
plays under Theatre Guild-American
as director, is being prominently
(usual schedule here is nine per- Theatre
"Ramshackle Inn," next.
at
subscription
Society
590; $4.20).
Opened Tuesday but
formances) takings were around Ford's, Philip Barry's "Foolish No"Tons of Fun" wound up with a had holiday matinee to make full featured.
A slack of bookings is piling up- $36,000.
light spurt in its fourth and closing eight-performance week.
tion," starring Tallulah Bankhead,
Here on
week at the Wilson.
"Hope for the Best," Fulton (3d did estimated SRO $26,700.
Gross was Guild-Theatre Society list and vir- for late March and April, with no
present
indication that the pre-Eas- week) (C-940; $4.20).
$13,600 as compared to third week's tual sellout all performances
Business as
The John Golden production of
followter (Lenten) season is going to be good as previous week for Franchot
$11,500.
House goes dark until ing unanimously
Rachel Crothers' "Bill Comes Back,"
No lean hereabouts. "Dinner for Three"
March 12 when "Lady in Danger" censorship troublesrave press.
Tone-Jane Wyatt play; surprising; with Victor Jory and Judith Evelyn,
as show was (another preem)
on March 22 (at the around $15,000; best draw among
opens there.
caught in Washington by. Hub cen- Locust).
heading the cast, is current, with
"Student Prince" (April 2 newcomers.
sor.
"'Kiss and Tell" and "Jacobowsky
Estimated $26,000 with as much at the Forrest),
"Oklahoma" (also at
"I Remember Mama," Music Box and the Colonel," the fifth and final
or more seen this week.
the Forrest,
30. for what is
(19th week) (CD-979; $4.20).
Kept play in the current subscription sea"Much Ado About Love," Colonial presumed «o April
Win. A. Brady Buys
he. a. Glimmer's
(1,500; $4.20).
Opened Friday (13) "The Two Mrs. Carrolls" (atrun). usual' performance schedule and got son, set to follow in order.
the $21,500. which means standees.
in good shape but wasn't too en
"Jacobowsky and the Colonel."
Captain's Play thusiastically greeted. Remains an Shubert, March 26). and "Doll's
House" (April 2, at the Locust) are Beck (50th week) (C-1.214; $3.60).
William A. Brady, who has. been other week after this and has a solid among imminent bookings.
Good for 18G In
Up a bit because of holiday but no
Estimated on three pergandering any number of scripts for advance.
added show; around $15,000; one
seasons, has accepted
one called formances, $10,000.
week, then the road.
more
"The Merry Widow," Opera House
Blackouts'
.
"Couvade," by Peter Packer, a cap"Kiss
and
Tell,"
Bijou
(90th
week
(3,000; $3).
'Harriet' 13G, Indpls.
Second week of return
Los Angeles, Feb. 27.tain

Studebaker (3d week)

Company

(1.400: $3>.

will continue

on road after closing here March 10.
Will be followed March 12 by Mae
West in "Catharine Was Great."

Continued

One Touch

Moon'

of

Venus"

in

.

M

by

trade

sensational

second

its

bert

was again the

,„..

<

.

12th

No extra
week) (D-1.064: $4.20).
performance for standout, which
rang up capacity, as it has since

and next-lo-closing week at the Shu-

$26,000

(Musical}, O (Operetta)
_
,.
Bell for Adano.' Cort

"A

feature of Philly's

In Boston Tryont

,34,,,

.

'

:

.

'

•

MLA.' SOARS TO 386
2D WEEK AT

•

.

—
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.

TALLU-WnON' SR0

.
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BALTIMORE

.

AAF

G&S

LA;

14}G

•

in the Army Air Forces, stavisit maintaining steady estimated
tioned at Winston-Salem,. N. C. Vet
$19,000. up because of school vacaeran showman, who sold the Play- tion. Final week is now current.
house, N. Y., early this season, has
been more or less in retirement.
Suit Dismissal
It is Capt. Packer's first play, but
he authored "An American Is Born,"
Playhouse,
Y.
a novelet which appeared in CosmoDismissal of the breach of conpolitan some time ago.
Story was tract suit brought by Playhouses
dramatized for radio by Arch Obo- Properties, Inc., owner of the
Playler, being first broadcast with Elisahouse theatre, N. Y.. against produbeth Bergrier in the lead and later cers of the flop play,
"Sleep My
repeated with Bette Davis. Packer Pretty One." was denied by
Supreme
has contributed regularly to other Court Justice Aaron
J. Levy, in
magazines including The New York- New York.
er and Esquire.
Suit asks for a balance of $4,87*5
due for use of the Playhouse for
three and a half weeks starting Nov.
'Fun Time' $18,400,
2 last. Show closed after a few per'Spirit* 15 '/zG, Frisco formances. Contract called for a
minimum of $11,375, but only $6,500
San Francisco. Feb. 27:
Paul Small's "Fun Time." with was allegedly paid.
Martha Raye, did* fat $18,400 for

Deny

On

N.

Indianapolis. Feb. 27.
to capacity
...
four performances at $3.60 lop at the
English ( 1,500") Feb. 22-24 for $13,000.
House was sold out on mail orders.
Advance is brisk for "Ramshackle
Inn," here March l t 3, and "Good
Night, Ladies" March 5-7.
"Harriet"'

theatre.
e s P''rit ." in sixth at Geary,
:• ,
oid satisfactory
$15,500. Both houses
nave $3 top.

'Ladies' 12G, St.

"Lady Says

Broadhurst (7th

"Late

"Blackouts

ray's

1945,"

of

-

El

at

Capiton, which registered its usual
$14,800 in the 139th week.
"Maid in the Ozarks" still roll*
along for comfortable takings at the
Comedy rated $9,500 in
Belasco.
"Honey in. th«
the 20th stanza.
Hay" slipped slightly hut was making money with $3,700 in the Musart
till at the end of the ninth. frame.
Pair of new plays. "Let's Marry"
.

$10,000.

Louise,"

"-Mexican Hayrlde," Majestic (56th

Garriek.

First," Hippodrome.
"Merrle England," Winter Gar.
"Night Venice," Cambridge.
"No Medals," Vaudeville.

Louis. Feb. 27.
Night, Ladies." with- John

"Panama llattifc," Adelphi.
"Peek-A-Boo," Whitehall.
"Private Lives," Apollo.

Hubbard, Wynne Gibson and Fred

"Quaker

"Strike

It

Again," Wales.

"Three's a Family," Saville.

-

.

"Tomorrow World," Aldwycb.
'•What You Mean," Cambridge
"While Sun Shines." Globe
"Years Between," Wynclbrtnr:

(M-1,695;

$6).

Aimed

Landi-Fletcher Big

into

weathet; musical stayer doing

Toronto

in

$8,000
quite well of late and last Week
Toronto, Feb. 27.bounced up to $31,500.
"Oklahoma!",
With Elissa Landi and BramweU
St.
James
(99th
week)
(M-1,529;
$4.80).
Rarely Fletcher in the leads, "Berkeley
gives added matinees: siill the sell- Square" grossed a very satisfactory
out champ of the musicals; well over $8,000 at the Royal Alexandra heri.
"One Man Show," Barrymore

Run," Comedy.

"Sweeter Lower," Ambassadors

York,

warm

The

$31,000 right along.

Girl," Stoll.

How They

week)

'

"Sadler's Opera.V Prince's.

"See

to direct the

-

ably last week; nearly $44,000.
Yes,"

(14th

"Meet Navy

in the top roles, closed a
seven-night, 10-perforrhance stand at
the American theatre Sunday (25)
with fair b.o.
With the- 1,700-seat
Los Angeles, Feb. 27.
Harry Howell, currently trekking house scaled to $3.05, piece grossed

.

$6).

money into
warm weather; went up consider-

up; $19,500.

20.

St. Martin's.

"Madame

Sherman

•

(R-1.522;

big

M

"Laura,"

Loo

$12,000.
was estimated
Crix were liberal with their posies.
House dark currently but relights
musical "An«cl. Beware."
Sunday, March 4, with a repeat oneiii
Al| s°n is auditioning
cast candi- week -engagement of "Ramshackle
a
or the Productibn,*s1ated to Inn" with ZaSu' Pitts. "Inn": did o.k.
?.
,.V
start
March 1.
here earlier in the season.

week)

Gilbert and Sullivan repertoire
company brought in a neat $18,000
Second
at the Biltmore last week.
coin for legiters went to Ken Mur-

George Apley," Lyceum
week) (C-993: $4.20). Carriage
"Another Love Story," Phoenix. trade going for Back Bay comedy in
and "Anybody's Girl," bowed into
"Arsenic A Old Lace," Strand.
big way, with $18,000 weekly.the Playtime and Beaux Arts thea"Life With Father," Empire (273d tres, respectively, Thursday night
"Blithe Spirit," Duchess.
week) (C-1,082; $3.60). Run leader From press reception it looks
"Emma," St. James.
varies
a
few
hundred
in
pace
but
is
though they will bow out very
"Happy A Glorious," Palladium.
still making some money at around
shortly,
"Honeymoon," York's.
London, Feb.

'

Howell to Steer 'Angel'

westward from New
mked by Davis Alison

(9th

command

Should

ek) (M-1.160; $4.80). Some brokhave to absorb tickets, and plugging from such source.- keeps gross

Current London Shows

St.

"Good

Room

Garden

w

.

Curran

(C-614; $3.60). Around $10,500 with
aid of extra matinee; looks like a
two-year stay, if not longer.
"Laffing
Only," Winter

ers,

'

!.»,-^eek at

played

(3d

1.525-seater

was

scaled, at $2.40

top.

week) (C-1,086; $4.20).
Improved
of holiday; rated
bit under', $11,000; not good at scale.
"On the Town," Adelphi (9lh
week) (M-1,526; $5.40). Paying oil

somewhat because

'SPIRIT' $8,700,

DENVEE

Denver, Feb.

'

-

;

"

27.

"Blithe Spirit" .did a fine $8,700 at

the auditorium in three shows— two
_..
new man
on production swiftly and .._
agefs promise chcr'good things; up -nights arid a matinee.
Gladys George was stricken 111 In
to $41,000 las: week.
"School for Brides." Ambassadoi Utah and had to leave the Show, af-

C30th week) (C-t.117; $3.60). Pork"rt

'

fo<?tin$ biz here.

.

!

1

Wednesday, February

44
vacation from foreign correspondence and try lo become better acquainted with my country. "
Writer recently returned to U. S.
from European, front.

Literati
A Quiz Kid

post

columnar giggle Monday
(2<?i was provoked by Art Patterson
of the N. Y. Herald Tribune, who

•

interculiural
roMi'ibs lo sym-

war .world through

education. Oilier
posium include Sir Norman Angcll.
Sigrid Undscl. Waldemar Kaempf-

Spt.ru

"interviewed" that paper's Richards fert. Arthur H. Coinpton and others.
(Dick> Vidmer, retired from the
3 Showbiz 'Book*,
Armv in which ho was Lt. Colonel
Three breezy books with a showbiz
and 'who is to be war correspondent
good reading, are Ted
for the Ti ib! Overseas: n sergeant on -flavor, all
the Stars and Stripes, service paper. Pi'?""* "Miss Dilly Says No, a HolWachsberg's
asked him how to spell the name of lywood tale: Joseph
:

J

'

i

;

I

1

starred on the Fordham
fooibjll team, Vidmer immediately
giving the answer: W-O-J-C-I-F.-CH-O-W-I-C-Z. The sarge exclaimed:

a Pole

who

"Boy. what an

Army

we've got."

"Looking fcir a Bluebird'' (closeups
on life through the eyes of a prewar French Line second violinist),
much of which has appeared in the
New Yorker: and Earl Wilson's "I'm
Gazing Into My 8-Ball." Latter is a

Mull Salary Plan
Continued from page 41

New True Mai

Fawcelt's

Fawcett Publications putting out
new mag. Trite, slightly on order
Esquire format. Artist George. Petty,
former Esquire conlrib, does a drawing a month for new mag. but has
no other connection.
Understood Fawcell outfit disbanded couple puip mags to get
paper for new publication. This gave
rise to rumors' that Petty was buying up several pulp mags, which
.

Petty states he's strictly
an employee of True.
isn't, true.

CHATTER

•

symposium of his brighter features
More Stories on "Variety"
John McNully writing a profile on
Post, of
Barry Fitzgerald for Life mag.
More stories on "Variety" in- the first appearing in lhe;N. Y.
the "saloon editor."
Florabel Muir writing a yarn
currem mags. April Pag'canl's piece which Wilson is
As the Boswell'- of brasseries- and about Charles Laughlon for Sateve-.
Is ntled "Show-Biz Bible." by Helen
gusty, busty
Collon: :>nd the Magazine Digest for brassieres, it's lusty,
latter.
March has one authored by "Julian reading, with emphasis on the
Abel.
Gregory." nom-de-plume (or Jessyca

Tombstone."

Russell.

film

Lengcl's

AP's Expanded Film Coverage
New daily wire service, -with' tele
photos, about the film colony, ha
inaugurated
Associated")
been
by
Press, with features going out to
the entire AP network. Bob Myers,
who recently returned after two years
with the Marines, is handling the
wire service, while Bob Thomas continues with his daily column by
.

.

-

"

mail".

Meanwhile, other news dispensing
agencies, including UP. INS. and the
Chicago Tribune, are expanding
their Hollywood coverage and increasing their staff writers and full-

\

toi'ial

sultant

"Towards

a

American

cofor

serial

•

Co. wilt print

from, the
to

become

re-writing his
as

a

Sateveposl for

Floor

Shows

pearing in. "Searching Wind" in
Chicago, explains she's not accept
ing any. invitations while here be
cause she's "holed .up" writing a
book, dealing mostly with 'reminiscences about here father, Otis Skin
tier.

-Asked 'when she. thought.

"When

the

it

would

actress said last week,
it:"

Khirk's Lecture Stint
The symposium, edited by Nick
H. R. Knickb'ocker, vet foreign
John Matsoukas, is collection of ad- correspondent, is leaving Chicago
dresses made at four annua) Ameri- Sun staff to do lecturing, knick,
can Nobel annl dinners In N. Y. Dec. who left I. N. S. three years ago
American Nobel Center is to join Field sheet, says: "After 22
10. "44.
established
to promote, peace
in years of it! I've decided to take

leased.

.

will continue with
bands, if the plan to start dancing at
7 Instead of 9 p.m. works out '.successfully.
Only three members of the or'

•

Showdown

I

am an

8-Ball

EARL WILSON,

—

Saloon Editor of the

N. Y. Post, gazes into me and reports the goings

on of that cockeyed world which goes

when everyone -else
gag-men,
girls in

is

getting

.

.

.

to bed

the actors,

comedians and glamor

strip-teasers,

their off-stage

catches his celebrities

up

moments. Mr. Wilson

on the

defenseless, in a

book of immortal interviews that includes such
deathless revelations as:

why Jimmy Durante

rubs a telephone operator instead of a rabbit's
foot

.

..

cut

,

.

.

.

how

Inflation

Katie Hepburn shocked Connecti-

Ciin: ..ued

Fashion Editor of the

Hobo Neu s.

"That's Earl,

brother" ... a whole, rollicking bookful.

uit your bookseller's

•

$2

•

DOUBLED AY, DOR AN,

representing

this

handle

lAto (tain? Into Mv *BaU
by EARL WILSON

from pugc

I

the!

.pourbqire situation, was

pegged for a peasant, in New York).
'The inflationary and the Morgeh(hau aspects also bring

mci.t

feels

were curbed
bound lo

bonds.

that
in

j

will

if it

end the

war any quicker."

Town

Plays Out of

Continued from page 44

Happily Ever After
husband's stage spouse with sureness
and charm. .Warren Douglas and
Margaret Hayes are competent as the
lovers, and Herbert Heyes wins audience approval as the vitamin maker
and civic leader who comes to grief
when he tangles with Parson Whalcoat.

Other roles are well handled by
George Calvert, as a stuffy town
leader; Dulcie Cooper. Barry Macollum, Melba Rae and Charles Wallls
in

comedy

roles.

.

Crane Wilbur's direction appropriately is concerned with pointing
up the play's laugh angles, and Watson Ban alt's single setting, ot the
parson's sitting rooni. is well designed in addition to' adding to' the
play's general good humor.
•Klcpfer.
•

Hill

Hack

onioN

l
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"Bill

Comes Back." adeptly

cast

by

producer John Golden and meticulously directed by its author. Rachel
Crotheis, seems overburdened, with
psychological problems. Miss Crothers' new piece for the most part
lacks the lift and sparkle, the touchand-go action of some of her earlier
efforts.

The author seems to have reached
comedy relief in the three un-

rar for

tamed, backwoods urchins who. with
the always dependable slovenly maid
of ail work, offer the only light
touches of the evening. "Bill Comes
Back" primarily is the story of a returned naval officer whose age and

temperament argued against his entering combat service. He returns to
his wife, who loyally makes every
attempt to bring about his rehabilitation.
Her efforts are aided by a
kindly psychiatrist. Bill remains de.

fiant, truculent,. bitter,

refusing every

remolding influence, a recalcitrant
heel. Contrariness and rebellion permeate the piece, the wife finally determining, for the sake of his regen.r
oration, to walk out. It is the backwoods children, now housebroken
and deloused. who turn the trick

m

reluming the distressed household
lo

normalcy.

ment, will affect

its

popular appeal

and screen potentialities.
,
The play is largely carried by the
stalwart Victor *Iory and the
wiie.
Judith Evelyn as his distraught
plausiWilliam J. Kelly is direct and
cases,
ble as the specialist in neurotic
.

.

saaSara Floyd garners laughs as the
maid who has a rabid aversion
in their enter- sack
anything remotely I'cseniblii B
Hotel Hollenden's Vogue to
Pa
Cleanliness: the three children
.and'T^
O'Shea
.Patsy
Porter. Jr.,
once
Sunshine, help immeasurably
Alpine Village, the biggest family the hose of purification is iLiiiicd o«i
gat
cafe here, figures it can build up its them, and Edwin Redding, a? the
docs a nice ciiar
supper biz by staging shows
7:15 rulpus handyman,

making any changes
tainment.

1

at

if
freer spending and 10:13 p.m. One niusical bar is
the pubs and' clubs even launching its cocktail band sescashing of sions at 4 p.m. for an experiment.
Although several of the vislting-

'restrict the

"Patronize

Room band starts' at 6 p.m.- Sutler's
War Bonds Terrace Room following suit, while

imo consideration. There has been
.hi .c-;Lraord'iiaiy amount of cashingin of these bonds, and the Govern-

it's

slogan:.

Granted that the acceleration of
pace and the doctoring of lapses will
improve it. there is no denying that
the
laid off that Jack Fetlerman. coun- the preponderance of morbidity,
dialog, with
sel for. the Cuyahoga County Liquor lack of sparkle in its
occasional tendency toward preaciir
Dealers
Association,

or that mailre d' on their over 1,000 cafes, estimates at leasl
10;000 drinkery workers ih Ohio will
personal, payrolls, ir they were to be
assured of getting a table ot a Thurs- have to shift to essential war work.
Outside of advancing their shows
day or a Sunday night out. In many
respecls it soemed more accented from one to two hours to encourage
than if the proverbial biuter-and- earlier trade, none of the hotel supper
egg man. who didn't know how to clubs" or major theatre-cafes are

had

and why Broadway Rose was nominated

this

—and don't neglect your, war duties!"
Same organization wired Byrnes:
"We are willing to close our clubs

Most

.

nni>hcd

I've

re-

publicizing

your favorite dance-and-dine place
at an earlier hour for belter service
|

Detroit, Feb. 27.
Fifteen of the 18 big niteries in
the Metropolitan Cabaret Association of Detroit huve eliminated floor
shows as a result of the midnighl

ganization
which have not anHollywood Women's PrcssClub.
nounced the termination of enterThe Bennett Cert's had to take tainment are Ihe Latin Quarter,
their baby son lo Florida for a cou- Bowery and Sax, three of the top
ple of weeks: bronchial condition.
spots. All said they were not ready
Edward McSorley. former band yet to declare their policy.
press agent, is having his novel
All-night theatres here, where up"Strains of Triumph'' published by ward of 250,000 workers, are on owl
Harpers.
shifts
with posl-mldnight picture
Norman Rcilly Raines "Captain going their biggest recreation, estiKidd"' screcifplay lo be novelized for mated a 60% slash in revenue. RayAugust publication by World Pub- mond Schreiber, president of the
lishing Co.
Midwest Theatre Co.. was certain
Paris
Herald.
Manila
Herald. biz\would fall oft (hat much in such
Omaha World and Oriando iFla..) houses. One prblesl lo the arbitrary
Sentinel bring Leonard Lyons' syn- midnight shuttering was that more
dication up to 74 papers.
fuel probably could be saved if such
Niven Busch dramatizing his un- houses had been given a choice of
published' novel. "Kirk wood:" for hours— with 4 p.m. lo 8 a.m: sugproduction on Broadway to coincide gested for those serving the owl
with publication of the book.
trick workers.
Roman Freulicli. Republic cameraSome houses here, such as the
man, wrote and illustrated an article RKO Uptown and others, which ran
on color photography for the May special midnighl war workers' <fiow.i,
issue of Popular Science mag.
will have to. build their programing
along new lines to reestablish biz.
The niteries here pointed out that
there was one error of 'reasoning on
the midnight closing as a fuel saver.
"There Isn't a spot in Detroit
Continued from page 3
which hasn't shut off the heat as
fronting U. S. distribs is how far ha soon as the joint was full." he said.
will, go in using his dominant posi- "For years we've been keeping the
tion -in the British exhibition field to places warm with body heat."
enforce those .demands.
Added to the fears of shift scramTalk of "reciprocal" trade arrange- bling and layoffs In this war center
ments with U. S. industry does not was the fear that the new edict
appeal -to promise a solution since would turn leisurely drinkers Into
British product must.- in the first in- speed-up lushes.
stance, be suitable for this market or
encounter resistance from both film
Plenty of Cancellations Here
buyers and ticket buyers.
Cleveland. Feb. 27.
Statements attributed to Rank and
Bookers reeled under the onhis reps are that he intends to road- slaught of cancelled acts as most of
show "Henry V" in the U. S. to Cleveland's curfew-crazed bonifaces
prove that U. S. distribution execs began chopping down their floor
are wrong about his picture. Ameri- shows— or dropping them altogether
can 111 m toppers' have during the
and wielding the axe on their paypast couple of seasons by-passed rolls on
Washington's birthday..
roadshow possibilities for even the
Harold Perelman, who had Sheila
costliest U. S. product, in favor of
Barrett, Wini Shaw and Fin D'Orsay
prerelease runs at advanced scales,
set for spring dates at his Chateau
on grounds that (I) exhibitors are Club, tore
up all contracts and plans
unwilling to change admission scales
to use only skeletonized low-priced
and policy for the occasional two-a- revues.
Ditto for Khoury's Normanday; (2) resentment by ticket buyers
die, which sporadically spends heavy
over roadshow prices: 13) limited
dough for name acts. Reported that
daily showings on roadshow basis
Norman Khoury wanted to shut
slow, liquidation of negative investdown his spot, which has been in the
ment: (4) bigger returns through
red lately, but at the last moment
regular grind policies at currently
decided to stay open for a while to
•high b.o. scales. Iii short, roadshow
see how the w'ind blows.
policy for the time being is conMajority of smaller niteries are
sidered obsolete in the U. S.
following the same policy, although
trying to cut operating expenses
60%. So many employees are being

ap-

may

seven days a week

.

curfew.

Dwighl Mitchell Wiicy sold "The
to

notice.

Detroit Cancels

story. "Blue Dahlia."
for Saleyepost.

Bride Wore Boots"

I

"Walt

tilled

publication as a novelette.
Louise Randall Picrson. author of
"Roughly Speaking." guested by the

campaign
in
the. Treasury's
ing
against inflation and for postwar eco :
mimic security

fli'emen joints used to get a heavy
post-midnight play, a survey' revealed that 70% of Cleveland's niteries .reaped their biggest harvosu
before 12:30 a.m. Why? Because, op.
erators answer, this is essentially a
Saturday night town, where nearly
.63% of the people own their own'
homes and live conservative lives.
Astute impresarios figure earlier entertainment
bring
heavier
crowds of war-workers and suburbanites who want to catch- an early
movie, have a couple, of after-theatre drinks plus 'a snack, and get "to
bed early.
Cleveland Night Club Owners'^ Association, headed by Art Warren of
the Ciibin Club,' is adopting and

j
.

Raymond Chandler

screen

ordinating' magazine promotion
the Treasury Dept.His work began with the December war bond drive but is continu-

Permanent be published,

publication
of
Nobel Center, just

first

.is.

thej

believe that any oanoellationg will
hold up in a tesl case.
On the other hand, attorneys' with
the other point of view hold that
the Byrnes request in no way prohibits oafes "from, remaining open,
and consequently must carry out
in
obligations
contractual
their
every respect. They hold that salary cuts and cancellations must be
made with the consent of all parlies
concerned.
While it's doubtful thai, there will
be any test cases, attorneys feel- thai
the key to the solution lies with the
unions concerned. American Guild
of Variety Artists declared' it wilt"
process only upon complaint of the
-performer, as long as salary slashes
leave the performer with more than
the prescribed scale of the spot.
American Federation of Musicians
is
allowing 'cancellations; reduction
in orch personnel and cut in sessions per evening after a two-week

'

Motion Pictures.'.' by Darryl F.
Zanuck; "Radio's Peace Mission." by
Edgar Kobak, and "A Free Press as
Cornerstone of World Peace." by
Kent Cooper, are among the 15 arin

Section, he

galley-sheeting

magazine

Minneapolis Slur-Tribune
editor of Pic mag.
x

adviser to Boyd Fisher, conof the. War Finance Divi-

sion's. Periodicals

is

studios.

Cartune

Lanlz's Funnies."
Vic Wagner resigned

.

Cornelia Skinner's Book
Cornelia. Otis Skinner, now

Zanurk-Kobak Peace Proposals
Re-Education tor Peace through

ticles

a

"The Silver

novel.

Whitman Publishing

Treasury Contrlb

William C. Longel. executive edi
of True Confessions and Life
i'or
Story magazine, nas. added a new
duly to his monthly chores. As .edi

er photogs.

Peace."

S.

l!.

post.

Frank Gruber's

1915

'28,

actcr job.

Other clicks arc P

™Z

Sherwood
Foster. Clay Flagg. John
fW
Clubley and Florida Friebus.
cu
mond S»vcy's one-setter is P^^
.

larly realistic.

:

.

.

Wednesday, February 28, 1945
USO-Camp
branch
manager
of
Shows.
Benjamin (Bugsy) Siegel appealed
a Superior Court verdict favoring
-

CHATTER
at their

Broadway

Sarty
lirsch

Marjorii? Cantor, Eddie's oldest, reCorp.
signed from General Amus.
Belle Postal, Mike Todd's secreshe was engaged
tary, says report

taint so.

Pat Harrington

Park East hosover-

having

after

resting

pital

in

worked.
Irving Caesar and Harry Donnelly
have whipped up a ditty, called "The
Ciufcw Song."
Four-ycnr-old daughter of comedian Jack Pepper rehearsing in "It's
:

Loretta Young in a real estate deal
involving $85,000.
Tom Breneman elected honorary
mayor of Encino by a heavy plurality

TESS SLESINGER

years. Prior to his connection with
Tess Slesinger, 39, novelist and Warners, he had been legal adviser'
screen writer, died Feb. 21 at her and associate of the late Henry W.
home in Ontario, Cal., following a Savage, theatrical producer, until the
long illness. Called to Hollywood, by latter's death in 1928.
Survived by three sisters.
Metro in 1937 after publication of

annual "Monte Carlo Night" over Paul Muni, Mischa Auer and
Saturday 124), with Jack Wild Bill Elliott.
and John Balaban acting as

hosts. '"....'.

Continuing its drive against Are
law. violators., the city cracked down
again on the Douglas Park theatre
last week, with the result that it may

By Les Rees
Murtah Sisters held over at Hotel
Radisson Flame Room.
Herman Wobber, 20th-Fox western
American Red Cross luncheon sales manager,: here for anni drive
thrown by the motion picture divi- meeting.
sion last Thursday (22) with better
Casper Choinard back with United
than .88% of all theatres already
resigning from 20th-Fox
.

Bob Mochrie, general

up.

Miss

mainder

Artists after
sales staff.

sales manager of RKO and Arthur
Saturday, matinee for "Harriet" at
Mayer, former manager, of the
Rialto theatre, N. Y., pnd currently Lyceum March 3 sold out by mail
deputy commissioner of the. Red nearly two weeks'before window sale
Ted Hartman.now in Paris Cross for the Pacific area,
were
the started.
with the Signal Corps decoding Ger- principal speakers..
Practically all film exchanges runlefiileiv

a Gift"

Ex-p.a.

man

WB

back from Macon, Ga.,and pre 7
showing of "God Is My Co-

dept.,

release
pilot;"

.

Miss Thca Dispeker now associated
with William Morris Agencyi Inc.
iC'oncert Division) under James A.
Davidson.
Oscar Straus' concert at Carnegie
Hall Sunday <4) Will feature his own
music along with Johann and Josef
Strauss' works.
Lillian .Jenkins, acting publicity
director at Madison Square Garden,
off to -San Diego, Calif., to visit son,
Jay, in the Marines.
Sidney Piermont, ex-Locw talent

rest.

Philip Ahn,
by Army.-:

Korean

actor, inducted

Niteloafers

George Brent returned from Mexicuu

Victor Saville soaking up sun

Palm Springs.
Constance Dowling

at

up with

laid

throat trouble.

Preston "Foster..divorced after 20
years of maii iaije.
Marjorie Reynolds bought Dana
Eddies', Sunday (4).
Andrews' old home.
Some, of the nitery reporters are
Gary Cooper .silling for a portrait
kinda glad about that midnight cur- by Normair Rockwell.
few: edict. It'll give 'em a/chance to
Oliver Carver recuperating from
catch up on some sleep.
surgery in San Diego.
.
Picking the "most distinctive lookGeorge Pal celebrating 10th birthing newspaperman" is also part of day of his Puppetoons.
Lord Calvert's whiskey exploitation
Fritz Lang, bought' Artie Shaw's
at a luncheon this week.
house in Beverly Hills,
Veronica Lake and Andre de Toth
Schnozzle Durante is due. in for a
quickie on a D. C. broadcast stunt vacationing in Arizona.
William Wright, film actor, seriousMarch 22. and thence back to the

&

1

.

ly injured in auto crash.

Spencer Tracy returned to Metro

.

Continued from pace

siesta.

.booker recently discharged from the
Army, being guest-nighted at Leon

Coast pronto.
Joseph Seidelnian, Universal's Infernational prexy, is vacationing in
Mexico after visiting several Latin-

-

hospitalized for a 10-

day

after

Broadway

vacation.

'

:

1

to wander ..out into the night. And
at such an ungodly hour! Why, at 3
or t a;m: tljey're only just rolling in!.
The speaks?
happen?
What'll
That's- for- tourists, say- the hepsters.
The regulars won't go for it. After
they're all war-conscious and.
all,

But they
must go somewhere. Sherman Bi!-says he'll start worrying
about his daytime business and try
building- up the Stork from lunch
until early dinner; he never worried
about the early trade, before. And
Leonard Lyons always can go upstairs into Sherm's new third-floor
patriotic to the nth degree;

lirigsley

apartment-retreat, above the Stork,
and play ginrummy with the boss.
Or Louie Sobol can ditto upstairs

MAYO

later:

at 21.

Nona. Claridge Gelger, divorced wife

of Frank Geiger, Metropolitan opera
singer.
Survived by his third wife, the

NELSON

.

Army"

Fields

Bill

still

tour until Aprii.
attached to the

Company but

Playwrights

is

han-

dling publicity for "The Barretts of
Wimpole Street," being revived on

Roman

Freulich uppert to chief of
Republic's still photography department.
Charles Teske returned to pictures
after two years in the Army Air
Force.
Jimmy Wakely passed his Army
physical and is walling orders to

Broadway.
Margaret
(Maggie)
Pemberton,
head woman of the Merchant Seamen's Club; abed with sinus com- report.
Jack Jungmeyer, former "Variety"
plications for three weeks, due out
this week.
mugg. checked in at PRC as story
Clarence Jacobson, senior com- editor.
Joyce Reynolds, recently married,
pany manager for Cheryl Crawford
and John wildberg, replaced Mel relinquished career as a star at
Hammett, back with "Anna Lucasta" Warners.
.

'

iMansfield).

»

-

Rouben Mamouliari"

will probably

stage the new operetta which Anna
Sosenko," manager for Hildegarde,
Will produce this- year.
Score by

Loewe.

Fritz

&

Pierre de Angelo
Pierre, currently at Chez Paree, Chi. were
slated for the Copacabana March 16,
but the curfew edict now snafus that

commitment.
Pvt. Sol Jacobson, legit p.a. now in
writes -that in between
taking schooling at a sniper's, class
he's occasionally batting out yarns
for his division's daily mimeo sheet,
Jimmy Walker will not resign as
impartial chairman of the ladies'
garment industry until a successor
found; although busy as prez of
J*
ill Oberstein's new recording outfit.

Germany,

Kids queueing up on those ciggie
y
lines- drive tobacconists, drugstores,
c -> cuh-razy because adults, seeing
fl
ine
long line, follow suit. The clerks
go nerts explaining that this adolescent prank has nothing, to do with
ciggie availabilities.

Chkagi
_o
D Bert

Bros,

day

Wheeler
into

the

follows the
Latin Quarter

Ritz
Fri-

(2).

Phil
fice

Shelley closing booking ofhere and will open another in

Hollywood.

Hank
Service
'ng lajd

Porter, of National Screen
back on the job after beup for a couple of weeks

following a

fall

on the

ice.

Annual election of officers of
Allied Theatres of Illinois
skedded
° r ne t week
with Jack Kirsch's
,
?.
'e-eiection a foregone conclusion
variety Club

drew a record crowd

Lieut.-Col. Irving visiting old pals
on furlough from service

at Metro,
in India.

Charles Grover. patent attorney for
Technicolor, in from Boston for legal
huddles.
Brian Aherne returned from overseas entertainment tour to rest on his
desert ranch.
Arthur Menken, former war correspondent, heading new branch of
Buchanan St Co.
Charles Chaplin paternity case,
originally slated for retrial May 2,

advanced to April

4.

Mary

Williams, screen actress,, divorced Stanley Percival Rosoff, New
York manufacturer.
Eddie Mannix returned ..to his

Metro desk,

after resting in

.

week at the Hahnemann
Philadelphia, after a long

illness.

He

started with the orchestra as a
in

1900,

during

its

first

three daughters.

J.

SETH

E. PERKINS
Seth E. Perkins, 86, died in Waterloo, la., Feb. 17, He was the in-

ventor and manufacturer of thectre
curtain, carrier now used in theatres
over the world. He patented this invention in 1924.
Survived, by one daughter and
three sons.

ALEXANDER SIMMONS
of

Alexander Simmons, 43. manager,
Bijou and Shore way in Toledo,
until he became ill two years

p.,

ago, died Feb.

17, in Perrysburg, O.
Survived by widow, mother, two

ters.

brothers and two

sisters.

WILLIAM RANNEY WILSON
Mrs. Virginia. Price, 28, wife of
William Ranney Wilson, 82,. newspaperman and playwright, died in Arthur Price, theatre manager, died
N Y Feb. 21. He had been with the Feb. 18 in Santa Monica, Cal., after
being
struck by an auto. Price was
for
years,
and
many
N. Y. Times
prior to that had been a playwright- seriously injured in the same acci,

dent;

producer.

Wilson wrote his

first

play while

Lieut

a police reporter. It was called "The
Police Inspector." Later he collaborated with Herbert Hall Winslow
on "The Great Northwest" and "In
the Heart of the Storm." He also
had produced several plays, in asLater he
sociation with Winslow.
operated stock companies for a time.
Widow, son and daughter survive.

USNR,

'

MARSHALL

L.

51,

Morcan. Llnder Hobart,
former sales manager for

MARRIAGES
Virginia Drake to Lieut. John
Gault. USNR, in Hollywood, Feb. 25.
Groom was radio producer before
joining Navy.
Violet Giler to Milton W. Smith,
New York, Feb. 12. Bride is in story

WILLIAMS

Marshall L. Williams,

34,

Technicolor, died Feb. 23 in an airplane crash near Cedar Springs, Va.

branch

manager of Alexander Film Corp., department of Paramount; groom is
was killed Thursday (22) former 20th-Fox flack now p.a. for

Chicago,

contagion- when

•

car skidded and crashed
against a tree Ave miles, east of
Elgin, 111. Well-known on Chi's Film
Row for past 19 years, Williams was

.

BIRTHS

Arizona

(Tommyc) Adams... screen
ordered to trial March 2 on

last

hospital,

widow and

before coming to this country. He
played for a year with the Philadelphia. Symphony, joining the Rochester orchestras 21 years ago.
He. leaves widow and two daugh-

Mr. and Mrs. Roger Price, daugh
Hollywood, Feb. 22. Father is.
gag writer for Bob Hope.
actress,
Mr. and. Mrs.' Clifford Sanforth,
charges of hit-run dyying.
Hollywood. Feb. 23. Father
daughter.
Margaret McKay checked out of
Margaret Ettinger's .office to devote is film producer.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Mitchell,
her time to radio writing.
17.
Holly wood,
Feb.
Robert Cummings appointed chair daughter,
man of the Pilot Committee of the Mother is a screen .story analyst;
California Aviation Council.
father a film writer.
Pete Smith's, collection pf trophies
Mr. and Mrs. Joey Sims, daughter,
from all over the world were photo Pittsburgh. Feb. .19. .Father's a
graphed for a layout in Life.
dance band leader.
Walter Lantz and his cartoonists
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Bruno, daughpainted a mural for the officers' mess
Father is
ter, New. York, Feb. 17.
at Birmingham General hospital.
ventriloquist, now with USO-Camp
Joseph Losey resuming shorts diShows.
rection at Metro following his reLester
Mr.
Mrs.
Lee,
soii, Holand
lease from the Army Signal Corjis.
Mother is E. A.
lywood, Feb. 22.
Oi'ville N. Craris, '•carnival owner,
_
sued for divorce and half of com- Ellington, scenarist; 'father .is songv
munity property valued at $1,189,500. writer,
Lieut, and Mrs: F. McCau'sland,
Motion Picture. Society for the
Americas tossed farewell dinner for son, Memphis, Feb. 18. Mother is
Raul Bopp, retiring Brazilian consul/ daughter of J.. J. Fitzgibbons, presiRoy Mack, recently recovered from dent of Famous Players Theatres of
illness, succeeded Ed Lowry as Coast Canada.

under doctor's orders.

died

season.
In 1929 he became personnel
manager.
Survived by his

WATSON

J.

.

choristers
and . coatroom
glamour gals at some fave drugstore.
The others will find this or that allnight eatery lif not drinkery) to
park the body. There's some doubt
on whether Reuben's will be able to
shut down the bar and stay open.
Lindy's will waive its Monday shutdown and open seven- days a week
but shutter at midnight.
One ray of light is noticed already.
Firstly, the waiters and captains are
Even the taxicab
not- as snooty.
(Tues.)
midday
yesterday
jehus
seemed politer. What's more there
were more of 'em on the streets. In
fact, that's official since there won't
be as much night prowling. This'll
bring down the averages on tips,
true, but the cabbies don't mind the
saner hours on the whole.
Now if the railroad porters and
the hotel telephonists get that more-

..

he trombonist

London, and had been a member of
the Covent Gardens, London Symphony and Queen's Hall orchestras

nitery

courtesy-to^the-public
peace, brother.

whom

Watson.: 54, principal
bass player in the Rochester Civic
and Philharmonic orchestras and a
member of the Eastman School of
Music faculty, died in Rochester,
N. Y„ Feb. .21.
A native of Scotland, he was a
graduate of the Royal College in

Nelson

51st street sidewalk in front of Toots
Shor's.
The showgirls will have to join the

-

Geraldine- Farrar and Charles Ray.
Survived by her husband.
He retired from pictures eight years
ago to run a gift shop in Pasadena.
PAUL r. LOXZ
Barker was married in 1920 to Clara
Paul P. Lotz, 74, personnel manWilliams, screen actress, and later to ager
of the Philadelphia orchestra,

former Katharine McHugh,
married two weeks ago.

Calumnlsts' Daytime Prowl
Johnny Burke, songwriter, recovThe columnists,: of course, will
ering from appendectomy.
American territories on biz.
Geraldine Fitzgerald checked -out have to readjust their working
Al Jolson making good progress on
schedules to what to them are less
the Coast, and will sojourn in Palm of Warners after six years.
Gale Beatty leaves Warners Hack- sane. What's more, many are glad
Springs a few weeks before going to
ery this week for induction.
about the whole thing.- They have
Florida to convalesce further.
B. D: Bender succeeded G, B. Howe families and, Ripley or not, are deMaurice Bergman, Universal's east- as comptroller of RKO studios.
voted to their wives and do like to
ern ad-publicity chief, won his round
Keven McClure. legit Actress, di- play with the babies.
In the Manhattan Chess Club tourvorced John Emmelt Carr| actor.
It's a cinch, that some haunts will
ney. He's a director of the club.
Barbara Weeks, screen actress, distart to become popular. They may
Elise Chisholm, who retired when vorced Lewi's- D. Parker, test pilot.
she wed Lewis E. Lawes. former
Barbara Everest celebrated her be all-night delicatessens, maybe
Sing Sing warden six years ago, will 201st role in 35 years as an actress!
even the Automats. If not. it'll be
resume Broadway press-agentlng.
Major Richard L. Bong, ace of U.S. one another's apartments. They just
Irving Berlin, press-heralded as Army flyers, gendering film studios. can't go home, period. Not if you
having written a new Filipino "liberTerry DeLapP's widow, Adelaide, saw that pathetic bunch evicted just
ation song," not due back from his has launched' an indepedent Hackery.
before midnight and haunting the
"This Is the

.

.

ning short-handed in consequence of
WLB directives taking away employees and making it difficult to obHollywood
tain replacements.
Hotel Nicollet Minnesota Terrace's
Hedda Hopper laid up with flu.
"Februa r y Fantasies'' includes
Alan Curtis bedded by bronchitis.
George Beatly. Bobby Baxter, Ruth
John Loder laid up with laryngitis, Daye, Selma Marlowe Dancers and
Perry Martin orchestra.
Ned Depinet

messages.

Alan Corelli. (Theatre Authority)
out of the hospital and going South
to recupe from strep infection.
publicity
Don Gillette, of

successful books,' "The Unpossessed" and "Time: the Present,"
JULIUS KELLER
reJulius Keller, 81, former owner
Slesinger devoted
the
of her career to screen of Maxim's, famed New York eatery,
writing. Her first task for the films died in Southampton; L. I., Feb. 28.
Was "The Good Earth" and her last He is said to have been first to prewas "A Tree ,Grows in Brooklyn," sent a cafe floor, show and first to
oh which she collaborated with her introduce gigolos, or male dancing
husband, Frank Davis, a producer at partners, to America.
He also authored a book, "Inns and
Metro before joining his .wife as a
Outs," describing financial successes
writing team.
Miss Slesinger took up writing and failures.
Surviving
are his widow and a son.
after a course in journalism at Columbia University and was acMAURICE CREW
claimed by her publishers, Simon St
Maurice .Crew, 32, formerly city
Schuster, as one' of the most prommanager,
of Paramount and Strand
ising novelists of that time, In addition to her husband, she is survived theatres in Waterloo, la., was killed
by a son, daughter and three- in action in. Germany on Feb. 5. He:
was a private in U. S; Army infantry,
brothers.
and only had gone overseas last Sep*
tember,REGINALD BARKER
Survived by widow, a son, two
Reginald Barker, 59, former actor
brothers,
three sisters
and
his
and. film director, died Feb. 23 in Los
Angeles following a heart attack. A mother.
legit player in his youth. Barker enLUCILLE
tered pictures as an actor, and later
Lucille, Mayo, 49, wife of Archie.
took up directing, working al TriMayo, free-lance director, died in'
angle, Ince, Universal arid Metro. He
Hollywood, Feb. 24. Although she
piloted. William S. Hart in his first
had been under the care of a phypicture, and guided Lon Chaney, Sr..
sician for some time. Mrs. Mayo was
through
the
silent
version
of
not thought seriously ill. She suf"Hunchback of Notre Dame."
Among the numerous stars who fered a stroke, and was rushed to a
hospital, where she died a short time
played under Barker's direction were

two

-.

lose its license.

signed

OBITUARIES

[

ter,

Abigail

his

assistant to J.
of AFC.

Lalin-Amcrican interests.
Adelaine Victorious to. Sgt. Jack
Kahn, Pittsburgh, Feh. 19. Groom,
just back from overseas,' managed
Don Alexander, prez WB's Centre theatre, Pitt., before
going into service.
Kathcrine
Keith
'Ferguson
to
Reginald LeBorg, Hollywood, Feb.

;

Williams, who had charge of accounts in Illinois, Wisconsin and
Minnesota, is survived by widow, son
and daughter.

23.

film

Bride

is

.

groom a

legit actress;

director.

.

:

-

Christopher Curtis

JOSEPH M. HOWARD

Las Vegas, Feb.

20.

to

Tom

Drake,

Bride'

is

the

M. Howard, 70, former: former wife of Michael Ames, film
owner and burlesque- pro- actor; groom is a contract player at
ducer,' died in New York recently. Metro.
Howard had managed the Pawnee
Anita Patricia Phillips to Lieut.
Bill
Wild West Show for .many Stanley M. Bcrman, USN, New York,
years. He later acquired theatres In Feb. 8.
Bride is legit and radio
Joseph

theatre

Philadelphia and Washington, .and actress.
subsequently became a producer of
Albina Berardinclli to Pete Stanburlesque shows for the old Ameri- ton, Pittsburgh, Feb. 28. GroonVs. an
can' and Columbia wheels.
announcer on WJAS.
Widow, daughter, three brothers
Azadia Newman to Roiiben Ma»
and sister survive. moulian. Peekskill, N. Y.. Feb. 12,
Groom is stage and screen director
ABEL CARY THOMAS
and stager pf "Oklahoma: for the
Abel Cary Thomas, former sccrc Theatre Guild.
tary and general counsel for Warner
Mary McLean to Bob Ballin,
Bros., dled^n N.ew.Xo"*, Feb. 21.
Denver. Feb. 23. Groom is producer
He had pracileecV law for many of 'the Jack Benny rpdio show.
1
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Wednesday, February 28,
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SWEET IIILANI •
LOVE AND A DIM!

WHIN THI OROAN PLAYED AT
•

ONLY FORIVER

•

TWILIOHT

•

PENNIES

TO YOU SWEETHEART AlOHA

HIAVIN • THI MUM« •OH 'ROUND A 'ROUND • MISS YOU
OUT IN THI COLD AGAIN • OUT OF SPACE • ME ft THE MOON^

MOM
•

> S

O*

> o

I

YOU'RE. THE

ONI

I

CARE FOR

•

RlUE PACIFIC

MOONUOHT

•

NIOHT SHALL IE

FILLED

WITH MUSIC

•

MY VERY OOOD

FRIEND THI MILKMAN
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